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MID-CONTINENT
By F. W. L. TYDEMAN, MJ)., and C M. KELLOGG, A.B., M.A.S.MJe:.

Shell Petroleum Corporation

Mid-Continent crude oils are obtained from numerous

oilfields distributed throughout the central part of the

United States west of the Mississippi River. For present

purposes, we have ccMlsidered representative crude oils

from the following states:

Oklahoma
Kansas
Texas (excluding Gulf Coast Area)

Louisiana

Arkansas
New Mexico

Mid-Continent crudes often differ appreciably in age of

formation. They are obtained from structural formations

ranging in age from the Ordovician period of the Early

Paleozoic era to the Miocene period of the Middle Ceno-

zoic era. Since these two periods roughly represent the two

extremes in the age ofcrude oils from the geological stand-

point, it is of interest to compare the characteristics and
properties of crude oils and their components having

approximately the same age with each other and with

crudes of other geologic periods. For this reason, we have

grouped the several samples compared hereafter according

to accepted geological periods of their origin.

Broadly speaking, the petroleum industry is based on the

location, production, transportation, refining, and distribu-

tion of crude oil and its numerous derivatives. A brief

study of the characteristics of various Mid-Continent crude

oils must, therefore, involve a good many limitations ofthe
items which are compared.
For purposes of brevity, we must confine our present

discussions to a few of the principal characteristics and
properties of the several crude oils and their commercial
derivatives. Aside from comparative data on the crude oils

themselves, we have also briefly compared gasoline, kero-

sine or furnace oil, gas oil, fuel oil, lubricating oil, wax or

petrolatum, and asphalt fractions that are obtainable by
standardize testing methods without particular reference

to commercial practice.

Because there is not any standard procedure in the

industry for evaluating crude oils, the standard methods
used by the Shell Petroleum Corporation have been followed
in the accumulation of the data presented. Accordingly,

the yield data and the properties of the several fractions

only approximate to commercial practice. The commercial
refiner may obtain more or less gasoline and kerosine

from the crude than is mdicated hereafter if he changes
the quality of the respective products which he manu-
factures. Again, it is not claimed that the crude oil analyses

tabulated hereafter are accurately typical of the total

production of crude from a given field, not to mention a
given sand. For example, there is no evidence available to

show that crude oil obtained from the Avant field in Osage
County, Oklahoma, in the year 1904 had the properties

which are reported for Avant crude in the following

tabulation, based on a comparatively recent analysis.

The analyses shown are all based on recent crude-oil

samples believed to be fairly representative of current
nroduction in the indicated areas for the indicated produc-
ing horizons (sands). We havenot determinedwhatpropor-

tion of the crude-oil production reported for the year 1933

has been obtained from any given producing horizon. The
production data shown for 1933 are based on A.P.I.

statistical bulletins.

The tabular data attached are intended to be self-

explanatory. Rather than duplicate numerical references

to the standard tests used in accumulation of the data, we
list them hereafter.

Tesi method

G ravity determinations (° API. and Specific)

Sulphur content (bomb)
,. (lamp)

Pour-jmint
Viscosity ......
Octane number (Motor Method) .

10% distillation

Carbon residue

Paraffin

A.S.T.M. D. 287-33
A.S.T.M. D. 129-33

A.S.T.M. D. 90-30T
A.S.T.M. D. 97-33
A.S.T.M. D. 88-33

A.S.T.M. D. 357-33

T

A.S.T.M. D. 86-30

A.S.T.M. D. 189-30
Holde Method

Study of the attached data from a purely geographical

standpoint allows little latitude for generalization. Thus
we find crudes with high sulphur and low sulphur contents

are produced in practically every part of the Mid-Continent
area. In fact, crudes from different producing sands in the

same comparatively small geographical area often differ

appreciably in sulphur content. For example, in the Big
Lake field of Reagan County, Texas, crude from the

Cambro-Ordovician ‘EUenburger’ sand has a sulphur con-

tent of 0-16%, while crudes from the neighbouring West
Texasoilfieldsproducedfrom the Permian period ‘Big Lime*
have sulphur contents ranging from 0-85% for Chalk to

1-99% for Upton.
The lowest gravity crude (20-8° API.) in the table is

Urania crude from Eocene period ‘Wilcox’ sand. La Salle

Parish, Louisiana, while the highest gravity crude (44-5°

API.) in the table is Pampa crude from the Pennsylvanian-

Permlan period, ‘Panhandle Lime’, Gray County, Texas.

Higher gravity crudes than 45° API. are product in the

Mid-Continent occasionally. However, most of the Mid-
Continent crudes lie within this range of gravity, i.e.

20°API. to 43°API.
From the standpoint of pipeline transportation, the pour

points of crude oil are important. Most Mid-Continent

crudes have low pour-points, primarily due to their com-
I)aratively high gasoline and kerosine contents. Exceptions

are the Panhandle crudes from the Pennsylvanian-Permian

period ‘Panhandle Lime’, and the East Texas crudes from
the Cretaceous period ‘Woodbine’ sand. It will be noted
that in the case of the East Texas Longview crude, the high

pour-point is at least partially attributable to its high wax
content.

The viscosities ofcrude oils are also important from the

pipeline transportation standpoint. In goaeral, the vis-

cosities of Mid-Continent crudes are comparatively low
under the climatic conditions prevailing in the Mid-
Continent Area, and accordingly these crudes are trans-

ported by pipitiine quite readily. Possible exceptions are

Smackover heavy, Caddo heavy, Urania, Yates Tdiarg
crudes. However, since the large proportion of the crudes

produced in the Mid-Continent have comparatively low
viscosities, the normal i^peline blends of suds crudes,
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although including small quantities ofmore viscous crudes

in the mixture, are sufficiently low in viscosity to permit

ready pipeline transportation.

Once a crude oil has been produced and transported to

a refinery, the manufacture of commercial products there-

from is the next operation. The first step in the refining

process is fractionation or, for example, separation of the

crude into the following fractions:

a. Gasoline

b. Kerosine and/or furnace oil

c. Gas oil

d. Residual fuel oil

The above process (normally called topping) is a general

practice throughout the industry. When it is desired to

manufacture lubricating oils and/or asphalts, the above
distilling process may be carried farther when the residual

fuel oil (d) is fractionated, normally at less than atmospheric
pressure, into the following cuts:

d-\ Heavy gas oil

d-2 Wax or lubricating oil distillate(s)

d-Z Heavy lubricating oil bottoms fraction or asphalt

flux bottoms fraction

As the greatest general interest probably applies to the

manufacture of gasoline, kerosine, gas oil, and residual fuel

oil, we have shown in the following tabulations certain

potential yields of these products with certain correspond-

ing properties. It will be noted that the final boiling-points

of the various gasoline fractions compared hereafter are

approximately 400“ F. in all cases, the other boiling-points

being allowed to vary as the composition of the crude may
establish. The ‘maximum potential kerosine’ cuts have
boiling ranges from 340“ F. I.B.P. to 480" F. F.B.P.

approximately. In case a crude oil does not yield satis-

factoty kerosine, or for some other practical reason, the

‘maximum potential fumace-oil’ yield has been determined
instead of Uie kerosine yield. The furnace-oil fraction has
a boiling range from about 370° F. I.B.P. to about 525“ F.

F.B.P., although the F.B.P, varies through rather wide
limits, as there is a viscosity control specification of 500
seconds Saybolt Thermo Viscosity at 60“ F. as well as a
volatility specification for this product. The gas-oil yield

includes all distillates not includ^ in the gasoline, kerosine,

or fumace-oil fractions that must be distilled from the

crude in order to obtain a residual fuel-oil fraction having
the same flash-point as the residuum normally obtained in

analogous plant scale operations.

Description of Fractional Distillation Analyses.

For better understanding of the fractionating procedure
followed, we briefly describe a typical analysis of a West
Texas crude of Permian origin as performed by the Shell

Petroleum Corporation.

A sample of cmde oil from Howard County, Texas, was
fractionated in a laboratory batch still column ofhigh efiici-

ency into fifteen distillate fractions, constituting 50-6% by
volume ofthe crude charge, leaving49-3% byvolume residue

bottoms, thus indicating a distilling loss of 0-1 % by volume.
From cuts 1 to 5 inclusive, which amounted to 24*1

vol. % of the crude, a naphtha blend was prepared having
the following composition:

By
Cuts volume

No. 2 . . .5%
„ 3 . . . .10%

Nos. 4 and 5 . 8^
Total .... 100%

The composition of this naphtha blend is based on analysis

of naphtha cuts from commercial furnace oil. The rest of
cuts 1 to 5 inclusive, not used in the naphtha blend, was
composited as base straight-mn gasoline.

Cuts 6 to 11 inclusive, which amounted to 13*74% of the
crude by volume, were composited as a base fumace-oil

fraction. To this was added sufficient naphtha blend to

attain fumace-oil volatility requirements. The quantity of
naphtha used for this purpose amounted to 2% by volume
of the cmde. In this manner was determined the maximum
potential yield of furnace oil, obtainable from this cmde
which met the standard furnace-oil specifications. The
remainder of the naphtha was then returned to the base

straiglit-mn gasoline. The maximum 400“ F. E.P. straight-

mn gasoline yield obtainable when manufacturing maxi-

mum furnace oil was accordingly 22*1 % by volume of the

cmde.
Cuts 12 to 15 inclusive, which amounted to 12-76% of

the crude by volume, were composited to produce the gas-

oil fraction.

Properties of these various fractions were then deter-

mined according to standard tests.

The final yields are summarized as follows:

%
Gasoline 400" F. E.P. . 22*1

Furnace oil (maximum) . 13*7

Gas oil . . . 12*8

Fuel oil (residual) . 49*3

Loss . . . .0*1

Total .... 100*0

Cuts up to 405“ F. temperature of the vapour were made
at atmospheric pressure. All cuts obtained above 405“ F.

vapour temperature were distilled at an absolute pressure

of4 mm. of mercury at the top of the column. The maxi-
mum temperature of the bottoms fraction in the distilling

flask was 530“ F. attained when distilling off cut No. 15.

Accordingly, cracking of the heavy fractions of the crude

was carefully avoided during the entire distillation

procedure.

The results obtained are accurately reproducible and give

the maximum theoretical yields of the most valuable

products that are obtainable by fractional distillation.

The fractionating efficiency of the column used may be
judged by the fact that a mixture consisting of equal parts

of benzene, toluene, and xylene when fractionated on this

column gave the following distillation curve when operating

at atmospheric pressure:

Cut distillate

Vapour
temperature

"F.

1 0-31 175
2 31-37 \li-226
3 37-66 226-230
4 66-70 230-274
5 70-84 274-275

Distillation was stopped at the 84% recovered point.

Economic Importance.

The following tabulation, which is taken from Form
No. 3 A.P.I. Statistical Bulletin of 22 May 1934, briefly

indicates the economic importance of crude-oil pro-

duction in the Mid-Continent area during the period

1918-34:
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1

Production, barrets
1

Wells completed

Pro-

Daily ducing

Year Total 1 average Total oil-wells

1918 179,383,000 ! 491,500 14,800 10,283

1919 193,147,000 529,200
!
15,926 11,307

1920 ! 250,111,000 1 683,400 19.982

11,088

14.031

1921 258,461,000 708,100

852,000

7,212

1922 310,992,000
1

12.742 8,836

1923 348,460,000 I
954,700 13,046 8,410

1924 375,479.000 ! 1,025,900 11,452 7,279

1925 424,331,000
I

1,162,500 14,288 8,906

1926 423.867,000 1,161,300 17,600 10,912

1927 546,987.000 1,498,600 13.437 7,318

6,1291928 553,027,000
|

1,511,000 12,248

1929 583,058.000
!

1,597,400 12,689 6,368

1930 531,447,000
,

1,456,000 11,098 5,487

1931 543,736,000
j

1,489,700 7,682 4,937

1932 493.034.000
|

1,347,100 10,520 7,959

1933 594,438,000 i 1,628,600 7,223 4,880

In 1933 the production of crude oil in the Mid-Continent

area amounted to about two-thirds of the total crude-oil

production in the United States.

The preceding data and Table I do not indicate the

potential yields and properties of viscous industrial oils,

lubricants, and asphalt products obtainable from the

various kinds of Mid-Continent crude oils.

Lubricating Oils.

Any discussion of Mid-Continent crude oils would be

incomplete ifno reference was made to these potentialities.

It should be stressed, however, before any further discus-

sion, that the market demand for such products has not yet

attained sufficient magnitude to provide an outlet for all

the potential industrial oils, lubricants, and asphalts which

are obtainable from Mid-Continent crudes. Accordingly,

it is the general practice of Mid-Continent refiners to select

the best crude-oil residue available for the purpose of
manufacturing these commodities.

For example, the production of lubricants according to

Form No. 11 A.P.I. Statistical Bulletin, 22 May 1934,

during the year 1933 in the United States amounted to

23.805.000 barrels. Again, referring to U.S. Bureau of
Mines Minerals Yearbook, 1932-3, part 3, p. 557, the

production of asphalt at petroleum refineries in the United

States from crude petroleum produced in the United States

is reported to have been 1,115,547 tons, or approximately

6.150.000 barrels, assuming that 5-5 barrels of asphalt equal

1 ton of asphalt (2,000 lb.). Accordingly, the total volume
of lubricants and asphalts manufacture from crude oils

produced in the United States amounts to only about 3-3%
of the volume of crude oil produced in the United States.

Since comparatively large portions of the lubricants and
asphalts manufactured in the United States were obtained

from Eastern, GulfCoast, Rocky Mountain, and California

crudes, it follows that it is not necessary to obtain high

yields of lubricants and asphalt products to supply existing

markets. However, the processes and raw materials that

give the best yielcte and qualities of such products are

naturally preferred in manuJfacturing operations.

It is, then, apparent that a discussion of a comparatively

limited number of crude oils will suffice when considering
the yields and properties of lubricants and asphalts obtain-
able from Mid-Continent crudes. In these rfistMigsirms, it

sihould be understood that some of the data are based on
laboratory experiments and some on actual plant scale
operations. Accordingly, it is to be expected that actual
refining operations will vary somewhat from the figures
given, depending on methods of operation and properties
of finished products obtained.

Lubricants may be broadly grouped into two classes,

namely, neutrals and bright stocks. Neutrals make up the
less viscous lubricants ranging in viscosity from, say, 55
seconds Saybolt Universal at 100° F. to 1,500 seconds
Saybolt Universal at 100° F. These are often termed pale
or red oils, as distinguished by the colour of the oil through
transmitted light.

Bright stocks range in viscosity roughly from 125 seconds
Saybolt Universal at 210° F. to 200 seconds Saybolt
Universal at 210° F.

All petroleum lubricants are manufactured from crude-
oil topping-plant residue fractions. Depending on the

composition of these fractions, the properties of lubricants

obtained will vary.

Of the various Mid-Continent crude-oil residues avail-

able, those of the Cambro-Ordovician, Ordovician, Missis-

sippian, and Pennsylvanian periods arc most suitable for

manufacture of paraffinic bright stocks and neutrals. Low
pour-point residues of the Permian, Cretaceous, and more
recent geologic periods are most suitable for manufacture
of naphthenic neutrals. Few, if any, bright stocks are

manufactured from residues derived from crudes of the

Permian and more recent periods.

Table II indicates the yields and properties of lubricants

obtainable from selected Mid-Continent crudes.

Asphalts.

Although the manufacture of asphalt products from
Mid-Continent crudes is a comparatively recent develop-

ment, it is probable that it will increase in importance in the

future. Asphalt products are primarily us^ for paving,

roofing, waterproofing, and briquetting purposes, although

numerous other uses are made of them. Mid-Continent
asphalts are suitable for all ofthese purposes. Manufacture
of commercial asphalts from Mid-Continent crudes gene-

rally involves the following operations:

A. The topping-plant residue is distilled at atmospheric

or reduced pressure to yield a bottom product

commonly termed ‘asphalt flux* having a softening

point (A.S.T.M. D. 36-26) of approximately 1(X)° F.

B. The asphalt flux thus obtained is blown with air while

hot to produce asphalts having the desired penetra-

tions.

Table III shows the potential yields and properties of
asphalts obtainable from selected Mid-Continimt crudes.
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Table III

Characteristics and Yields ofAsphaltsfrom Selected Mid-Continent Crudes

Crude Oil Healdton Elyria Hendricks

County Carter McPherson Winkler

State Oklahoma Kansas Texas

Gravity of Crude “ API 31-7 37-1 28-0

Yields when making Asphalt Flux from Crudl

Asphalt Flux % by Volume of Crude 16-4 16-7 11-5

Flux Oxidized Flux Oxidized Flux Oxidized

Asphalt

Specific Gravity at 60“ F 0-977 0-992 1-02 1-02

Softening Point, “ F 80 149 87 150 107 125
Penetration at 77“ F. (100 g. 5 sec.) .... 50 310+ 50 148 52
Float Test at 150“ F. Seconds 60 89
Per cent. Fixed Carbon ...... 6-4 12-9 11-7 13-5

„ Insoluble in 86° Naphtha .... 4-0 20-3 11-7 23-7 11-1 17-1

„ Soluble in Carbon Tetrachloride 99-64 99-5 .. 99-7 99-6

„ Paraffin Scale 1-0 0-9 ..

„ Sulphur 1-57 1-62 2-66
Penetration at 32° F. (200 g. 60 sec.) .... 238 18 69 26 32 18

„ 77“ F. (50 g. 1 see.) 300+ 155

„ 115“F. (50g. 5scc.) .... 112 106 232
„ 77“ F.-^ Penetration at 32“ F. . 2-8 1-9 2-9

„ 115“F.-^ „ 77“ F. .
''

i

2-2 2-1 4-5

Ductility at 77“ C. cm 12
1

8 110+

Tests in conformity with A.S.T.M. tests or those outlined in Bulletin 1216 U.S. Department of Agriculture.
Paraffin scale determined by method described in ‘Examination of Hydrocarbon Oils and Saponifiable Fats', by Holde and Mueller.

NOTES TO TABLE I

y. The Arbuckle is of Cambro-Ordovician age.

X. Production shown includes crude oil from all producing sands.

a. „ for first six months of year only.

b. „ „ last „
c. „ „ Osage Area excluding Burbank.
d. „ „ Crane and Upton Counties jointly.

e. The figures given do not include any estimate of any oil which

/ Production data not available,

g. given is for entire county.
A. „ includes Kilgore and Joiner Areas,
i. „ for Howard and Glasscock Counties jointly,

m. Method used to determine aniline point of gasoline and per
cent, aromatics.

Definition. The aniline point of a hydrocarbon mixture is the
t«nperature above which equal volumes of the hydrocarbon and
pure, dry, recently distilled aniline are miscible with each other.

The aniline used should be protected from the light and kept in

contact with solid caustic soda.

The aniline point is measured by pipetting 10c.c. each of the
gasoline and aniline into a jacketed l>in. diameter test-tube, fitted

with a stirrer and thermometer dipping into the liquid. The thermo-
meter must be so fixed that the bulb is placed centrally in the liquid.

The mixture is warmed till the liquids give a clear solution, and is

then allowed to cool with stirring till the mixture becomes turbid.

It is then re-warmed until it just clears again and then allowed to
cool. The temperature at which the thermometer bulb is just com-
pletely obscured, owing to the turbidity of the liquid, is taken as the
aniline point. The second heating is necessary in accurate work to

avoid the error, due to lag of the thermometer, in cooling rapidly
from temperatures well above the aniline point.

a. Total Aromatics. 3CM0 c.c. of the sample to be examined are
sulphonated by agitation with three times their volume of 98%
sulphuric acid for half an hour. The product is separated from the
acid and washed with soda and water.
The difference between the aniline points of the sample before and

after suiphonation gives the percentage of aromatics in accordance
with a chart based on the following table

:

Change of %
aniline point Aromatics

on suiphonation by weight

5” C. 5-9

10“ C. 11-5

15“ C. 16'8

20" C. 21-9

The washing after suiphonation may be eliminated and replaced
by treatment with a mixture of equal parts of calcium oxide and cal-

cium chloride for two or three minutes with frequent agitation, or,

alternatively, any treatment after suiphonation may be neglected,
since it has been found that the error introduced by this omission is

negligible.

When a gasoline contains more than 20% of aromatic hydro-
carbons, it must be diluted with an equal volume of the same spirit

from which the aromatic hydrocarbons have been removed by
suiphonation before carrying out this test.

* 10% recovered at temperature stated.
** Sample insufficient for test.
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The oilfields of California are usually grouped geo^aphi-
cally into three divisions: the San Joaquin Valley Division,

including Fresno, King, and Kern Counties; the Coastal

Division, including Santa Barbara, San Luis Obispo, and
Ventura Counties; and the Los Angeles Basin, including

Ix>s Angeles and Orange Counties. Prior to 1894 prac-

tically all of the production in the State was from the

Ventura-Ncwhall District in the Coastal Division. Produc-

tion in the Los Angeles Basin began with the discovery of
the Los Angeles field in 1892, and by 1895 65% of the

crude-oil production of California was accounted for by
this division. Production in the San Joaquin Valley Divi-

sion began with the discovery of the Sunset field in 1894.

This was followed by the discovery of the Coalinga field

in 1896, McKittrick in 1898, Kern River in 1899, and Mid-
way in 1901. These fields were so productive that from
1901 to 1921 the San Joaquin Valley Division furnished the

greater part of California production and established the

San Joaquin Valley heavy crude oil as the typical California

petroleum of that period. Although large quantities of
lighter oil have since been found in all three of the pro-

ducing divisions, the San Joaquin Valley heavy crude oil is

still of sufficient importance to warrant a rather detailed

description of its characteristics.

This crude oil may be described as a highly asphaltic

petroleum of relatively low gasoline content. The wax con-

tent is usually very low, and crude oils can readily be
selected which are so free from wax that lubricating oils

with pour-points below 0° F., except for the heaviest grades,

can be produced from them without any dewaxing opera-

tion. Accompanying the negligible wax content is a rela-

tively low degree ofparaffinic characteristics in all fractions.

For example, the 425° F. F.B.P. straight-run gasoline, as

distilled from the crude oil and without blending with

natural gasoline, has a typical octane number by the

A.S.T.M.-C.F.R. Motor Method of about 68 and the

lubricating distillate a typical viscosity-gravity constant of
0-91. A naphtha fraction boiling between 200 and 300° F.

has been estimated, from aniline-point determinations be-

fore and after acid treatment, to contain about 5% by
weight of aromatic hydrocarbons, about 75% naphthenes
or alicyclic hydrocarbons, and not more than 20% of
paraffinic or open chain aliphatic hydrocarbons. For frac-

tions of higher boiling-point and greater molecular com-
plexity, it is more difficult to differentiate between the

different hydrocarbon types, but it is concluded from the

examination of extracts from selective solvent extractions

that the content ofhydrocarbons exhibiting some aromatic

character, as indicated by high specific gravity and visco-

sity-gravity constant, increases in the lubricating oil frac-

tions to about 40% or more.
Very large quantities of California or western-type oils

have been produced from such lubricating distillates. The
western oils marketed on the Pacific Coast have been both
those* produced by simple acid treatment and having a
typical viscosity-gravity constant of about 0-89 and visco-

sity indices ranging from about 15 for the lightest motor-oil

grades to —40 for the heaviest, and oils produced by the

Bdeleanu process of extraction with liquid sulphur dioxide,

with or without supplementary acid treatment, and having

viscosity-gravity constants of 0-85 to 0-87 and viscosity

indices from atx)ut 50 to — 10.

The typical San Joaquin Valley crude oils for the most
part fall in the ran^ of 12 to 28° API. A large proportion

of the production is in the heavy or so-called unrefinable

class, heavier than 20° API. These heavy crude oils are

often of sufficiently high flash-point to permit their use

directly as boiler fuel or as road oil or liquid asphalt. In
other cases the removal of a few per cent, of light distillate

is required to produce a marketable grade offuel oil having,

for example, a viscosity of 125 sec. Saybolt Furol at 122° F.

The lighter grades of these crude oils have gasoline con-

tents ranging up to about 20%. After removal of the gaso-

line, the residue may be used as fuel or, upon further

distillation to remove gas oil and lubricating distillate frac-

tions, may be reduced to a steam-blown asphalt suitable

for paving purposes. In the non-cracking distillation a
yield ofabout 35% of40 penetration asphalt (77° F,, 100 g.,

5 sec.) is typical for a 15° API. crude oil. The correspond-

ing yields of other fractions are about S% gasoline, 27%
gas oil. and 33% viscous lubricating distillates. An adffi-

tional 5% or more of lubricating distillate can be recovered

by carrying the distillation to asphalt of zero penetration.

By cracking operations of the viscosity reduction type, a
higher yield of gas oil than by simple distillation may be
obtained while still producing a residue of suitable viscosity

for use as fuel oil. The gasoline obtained by the cracking of
gas oil from this type of crude oil is similar to the straight-

run gasoline in having an unusually high octane number.
The San Joaquin Valley heavy crude oils have sulphur

contents in the intermediate range for California oils.

Typical values for the diflerent fractions arc: straight-run

gasoline 0-06% sulphur, gas oil 0-5%, medium lubricating

distillate 0-9%, fuel oil 0-9%, and paving-grade asphalt
1-0%.

The fractions from the typical San Joaquin Valley heavy
crude oils have relatively high contents of naphthenic acids

and nitrogen bases in comparison with the lifter and more
paraffinic crude oils of California.

In the period from 1901 to about 1921, the heavy oil

from the San Joaquin Valley fields was the predominant
type of California crude oil, but by 1923 the production
from newly discovered light oilfields was large enough to
overshadow the heavy-oil output of the San Joaquin Valley
and bring about a substantial increase in the average API.
gravity of California production. The first of these im-
portant light oilfields was the Ventura Avenue field in the
Coastal Division, discovered in 1916. This was followed
by a series of important light-oil discoveries in the Los
Angeles Basin; namely, Santa Fe Springs and Richfield in

1919, Huntington Beach in 1920, Long Beach or Signal Hill

in 1921, Dominguez in 1923, and Inglewood in 1924. Later
important developments were the discoveries of the Elwood
field in the Coastal Division in 1927, and particularly the
Kettleman Hills field in the San Joaquin Valley in 1928.

Initial production at Kettleman Hills was of a very light

crude oil of about 60° API. with a very hi^ gasoline con-
tent and accompanied by a large production of natural gas,

but by going lower into the formation the excessive gas-oil

ratios were corrected, and a crude oil of about 38° API.
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was produced. It is necessary to distinguish carefully

between the heavy oils from the earlier and relativdy shal-

low San Joaquin Valley fields and the lighter oils from

Kettleman Hills and other more recent deep developments,

such as North Belridge Deep Zone discovered in 1930.

Because of the large actual and potential production at

Kettleman Hills and the large production from the deep

zones at Santa Fe Springs, Long Beach, and Elwood, these

four oils may properly be taken as representative of Cali-

fornia crude oils of the lighter or more parafimic type. The
difierences in paraffinic characteristics between them are

relatively small, and the Santa Fc Springs deep-zone crude

oil of about 35® API. may be taken as typical. This oil on

non-cracking distillation will give yields about as follows;

gaanlinn 35%; gas oil 30%; lubricating distillate 20%;
asphalt, of zero penetration and 200° F. softening-point,

15%,. If desired, the heavier ends of the gasoline and the

light ends of the gas oil can be combined to give a yield of

about 15% of kerosine. The 425° F. F.B.P. straight-nm

gasoline, without addition of natural gasoline, has a typical

octane number of 58, and the gas oil has a pour-point of

about 30° F, Ifinstead of distillation to asphalt, the distilla-

tion is stopped at a fuel-oil residue of 100 sec. Saybolt

Furol at 122° F., the yield of gas oil will be about 25%
and of fuel oil about 40%. This fuel oil will have an upper

pour-point of about 75° F. The lubricating distillate from
typical Santa Fc Springs crude oil has a viscosity-gravity

constant of about 0-865 and, on dewaxing, a viscosity-

gravity constant of about 0-870. The average wax content

of the lubricating distillate is about 10%,. Typical yields

in moderately selective solvent extraction of the dewaxed
lubricating distillate are; 38% of highly aromatic fractions

ofabout 0-95 viscosity-gravity constant, 14% ofnaphthenic

fractions of about 0-86 viscosity-gravity constant, and 48%
of parafiinic-typc lubricating oil of 0-807 viscosity-gravity

constant and about 90 viscosity index.

The more highly paraffinic character of this crude oil is

shown not only in the lower octane munber of the gasoline,

but also by the composition ofthe naphtha of200 to 300° F.

boiling-range. From aniline-point data it is estimated that

the naphtha contains about 10% aromatic, 40% naph-

thenic, and 50%, paraffinic hydrocarbons.

The light crude oils of the Santa Fe Springs type are

further characterized by a generally lower sulphur content

than the heavier San Joaquin Valley crude oils. Typical

values for sulphur contents of the various fractions are:

gasoline 0-04%, gas oil 0-40%, lubricating distillate 0*65 %o,

fuel oil 0-75%, and asphalt 0-9%. Because of the bearing

of sulphur content on the refining processes required and
the suitability of the products for various uses, it may be
of interest to mention some of the high sulphur crude oils

of California. The most important high sulphur fields at

present are Santa Maria, discovered in 1901, and Playa Del
Rey or Venice, discovered in 1929. Probably the crude oil

hij^est in sulphur content is that from the Cat Canyon
section of the Santa Maria field. This section, which was
discovered in 1908, yields a very heavy oil of about 12°

API., with a sulphur content of about 4%o. The typical

Santa Maria and Playa Del Rey crude oils yield straight-

nm gasoline of about 0-5% sulphur content and fuel oils

ofabout 4% and 3-5% sulphur contents, respectively. Only
a very snmU proportion of the sulphur in these gasolines

is present as mercaptans, and certain Playa Del Rey gaso-

lines may even be found negative to the doctor test. The
lubricating distillates from both of these crude oils are

intermediate in paraffinidty between the heavy San Joaquin

Valley and the light Santa Fe Springs and Kettleman Hills

types.

Detailed information concerning the characteristics of
the crude oils produced from difieient zones in the various

fields is not available. An attempt has been made, how-
ever, as far as the data permit, to present values for a crude
oil of typical gravity and for crude oils representing ap-
proximately the lightest and heaviest oils produced in each
field. As a general rule the heavier crude oils are derived

from the upperand geologically more recent zones, while the
deeper zones yield oils of higher API. gravity and greater
paraflRnicity. Thus, for example, in the Santa Fe Springs
field, crude oil of markedly different properties is obtained
from the different zones. The crude oil from the Foix zone
(3,450-3,525 ft.) yields gasoline and gas oil ofpredominantly
naphthenic character and essentially similar to fractions

from San Joaquin Valley heavy crude oil. The oils from the
Bell zone (3,560-3,700ft.) areintermediate in characteristics,

while the oils from the deeper Meyer, Nordstrom, Buckbee,
O’Connell, and Clark-Hathaway zones (4,070-8,000 ft.) are
typical Los Angeles Basin light crude oils.

To show the relative importance of the various oilfields

of California, data are presented in Table I for the average
production of these fields in 1933, the total production to

the end of that year, and the estimated future production.
In this table is also given the approximate range of gravity

for the crude oils from each field.

In Table II, data are presented on the content ofgasoline,
gas oil, and fuel oil in the more important of these crude
oils, based on analyses carried out in the laboratories of
the Union Oil Company of California. The yields shown
are considered indicative of those obtainable by straight-

run distillation under conditions of moderately good frac-

tionation. In producing the maximum yield of 425° F.

F.B.P. gasoline, no substantial production of kerosine dis-

tillate of suitably low viscosity is obtainable from these

California crude oils; but, if desired, kerosine distillate can
be produced as an intermediate fraction with a reduction

in yield of both gasoline and gas oil. An indication of the

paraffinicity of the crude oils is given by the viscosity-

gravity constants of the gas oils. The viscosity-gravity

constants of the lubricating distillates may be expected to

be somewhat higher. The differences are usually in the

range of 0-005 to 0 020.

In Table III, data are presented for certain of the crude
oils which have been analysed for content of lubricating

oil and asphalt in the laboratories of the Union Oil Com-
pany of California. In this analysis the sample is topped
and the residue steam distilled in approximately 2% cuts.

The viscosity, gravity, and pour-point of the cuts are deter-

mined, and the yields of lubricating distillate of various

viscosity ranges estimated.

In Table IV supplementary data from the published

reports of the United States Bureau of Mines are presented

for crude oils not included in the other tables. In both
Tables III and IV, the viscosity-gravity constant of the

lubricating distillate has been included.

The data given in the tables serve to show the wide
vmiety of crude oils produced in California. It will be
seen, for example, that the gravities range from 62-1° API.
for one Kettleman Hills sample to 6-8° API. for cru^ oil

from Casmalia, and the viscosity-gravity constants shown
range from 0-836 to 0-939. With such a wide range of
characteristics both in content of various fractions and in

the properties of these fractions, considerable dioioe is

possible in the selection of crude oils for various uses.
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Table I

Production Datafor California Oilfields
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Table n
Analytical Examination of California Crude Oils for

i ___ Gas^lne Nominal 423° F. F.B.P.

°APl!

Sayboit Viscosiiy
Crar.
°AP1.Univ. at Furol at Sulphur Yield

y.bv
En/tler Distillatioi .’’F.

Division and District Field 60° F. Sec. Sec. by wt. 60° F. I.B.P. Joy. 90% F.B.P. A.B.P.

San Joaquin Val-
ley Division:

Coalinga . 27-2 63 0-49 26-1 138 212 301 420
West 167 953 0-81 4-4 39-6 242 323 367 403 422 359

lJ-5
221 22S

158 0-79
0-67

3-9
10-4

410 153
204

310
280

381
350

414
404

428
435

358
342

Edison 21-3 288 0-60 12-3 45-8 171 266 330 387 420 322

14-7
50-2 32

138
0-70
0-68
0-14

4-6
2-5

73-9

40-

6

41-

8 164
105

333
271
163

375
367
240

409
404

428
424
423

367
344
251

Dome .

Lost Hills - Bel- Belridge North Deep

38-2
33-6
450

37

32

0-34
0-49
0-08 S3

56-2
54-2
52-9

l?o
118

150
180
192

264
276
284

390
385
400

430
428
436

270
279
286

iidge

llj
35

103
0-20
1-00

45-2
6-5

50-6
39-9

125
224

210
323

298 387 418 294
360

Midway- Buena Vista Hills 251 74 0-58 29-8 47-1 176 230 294 389 416 300
Maricopa

Hovey Hills isn 1-30 409 230 308 360 432 354
31-1 51 0-62 35-0 54-4 109 174 271 383 428 273
18-3
280

602
55

1-04
0-57

11-6
36-5

42-7
48-4

210
168

268
218

330
290

387 423
417

m
294

200
14-9
27-2

247
105

0-

76

1-

05
0-61

15-3
6-3

33-0

42-8
40-9
48-3

190
170
146

268
303
214

336
360
295

.393

404
389

420
424
423

330
348
296

24-6
16-3

108
74

0-67
0-50

27-1
2-2

47-2 106
208

227
340

299 389 426 298

Mountain View
160
33-8 43

90 0-70
0-43

2-2
39-8

38-5
56-4

170
115

367
170

392
266

414
382

435
422

.375

270

Round Mountain Round Mountain
26-7
220 146

0-51
0-48

25-4
10-2

49-2
41-0

130
269

218
317

310
351

403 433 .305

Coastal Division:

20-5

41-8

207 0-54

0-10

7-5

58-6

41-4

480

225

160

311

236

354

330

392 420

444

348

Santa Maria
360
20-4

622
76

54 4^20
44-4
25-2

51-2
53-

1

163
116

224
200

297
306

387
406

434
430

296
.300

18-8
290

3-78
1-85

24-3
32-6

48-5
52-5

175
127

229
198

307
289

392
390

420
423

307
289

Ventura-Newhall 1 Newhall

23*8

29^
1

209
1,212

65
:: 3-85

0-27
j

23-7
21-4
31-7

52-

4

53-

6
53-1

I

120
124
125

198
181
207

304
292
294

392
400
384

426
432
422

296
290
291

i

Santa Paula

27-1 1

22-4
!

22-5

146
120
265 ::

1

1

0-65
!

! 0-83 .

i
3-27

35-9
26-6

1

23-1
1

5M ,

47-7
53-2

138
158 1

113

205
231
192

290
312
292

382
389
395

419
422
428

290
308
290

Sespe
j

17-2
32-7 •54

!

“ 1-43

1
0-34

,

17-9
33-0

45-9
!

53-4
147

1

140 i

249
i

207
i

330
295

404
390

430
424

321
294

Simi
1

20-7
1

28-6 :

394
128

1
0-69

;

0-99
1

19-3
29-4

49-8
51-7

139 I

130
1

216
240

307
305

393
400

432
432

303
305

1

South Mountain i

211 !

28-1 .

321
74

!
2-00 1

! 1-80
1

!

20-3
30-3

1

48-2
55-8

156 1

114
235
180

320
278

394
376

430
418

313
278

Los Anoeles
Basin Division;

|

Brea-Olinda . i 28-9 i 65 i ..
i

0-62
'

' 31-9 51-5 119 190 278 385 415 280

1

Olinda
21-6 1

17-1
36

207
1 1-57

:

:

1-73
:

19-0
!

1

12-0
1

47-2
43-8

175
206 1

260
272

323
327

393
386

428
428

321
326

Coyote . . 1
East 25-4 i 177 1-52

1
23-9 ' 49-8 116 1 195 281 381 422 282

West 24-0 1 201 1-61 ' 18-2
j

45-5 180 254 320 396 432 319
1

Dominguez . , Dominguez
17-4
33-9 48

206 1-71
0-81

!

7-1 1

;

40-7
i

43-8
53-3

142 '

120 1

280
188

336
272

388
373

415
427

325
275

HMtington
j

Huntington Beach
30-7
26-7 1

60
103

0-

90

1-

29
33-4 i

28-8
i

50-

4

51-

5
156
119

222
198

290
283

380
384

416
420

293
283

Long Beach
.

j

Long Beach

22-8 i

19-3
30-4

239

^59
1

1-36
2-50

1 0-88

24-3
15-8
35-1

48-8
46-6
54-6

139
200
too

220
248
172

294
308
270

386
384
378

420
423
420

294
311
271

Montebello . . Montebello

26-4
22-3
28-6

101
251
59

1-13 1

1-54
1

0-46

26-9
20-2
26-4

52-7
50-4
45-4

114
132
180

192
216
238

288
304
312

388
386
392

420
424
426

286
300
311

PlayadelRey . ! Playa del Rey

22-8
17-2
26-3

176

81
T9

0-80
1 1-19

2-50

10-3
3-2

30-8

41-3
40-4
56-2

214
161
106

312
292
166

350
366
263

386
403
375

424
420
420

344
348
266

Richfield . . !

!

Richfield

24-

4
21-4

25-

8

119
292
284

2-62
2-88
1-19

26-4
22-8
21-9

52-1
47-0
49-8

122
165
164

194
251
230

289
326
302

386
390
376

422
428
418

286
318
300

!

Rosecrans .
{

Rosecrans

19-8

IS-6
40-8

543

35
164

2-60
1-02
0-39

20-4
6-0
6M

48-2
42-9
53-5

144
189
136

224
288
198

312
348
273

398
390
376

434 .
424
416

307
338
279

Santa Fe Springs i Santa Fe Springs
|

35-5
30-S
35-9

40
52
41

;;

0-56
!

0-51
0-39

45-0
29-8
42-8

51-4
48-8
54-7

142
180
106

210
242
178

291
305
274

386
380
378

422
416
420

292
306
275

x i

Torrance .
.

j

Hermosa

32-3
28 0 1

16-4
1

45
73

91

0-30
0-57
2-74

33-3
24-8
7-3

49-4
46-3
43-4

140
188
172

228
250
272

310
315
348

391
1 384
> 396

426
418
424

304
313
334

Torrance 25-9 120 1-35 22-3 48-5 172 240 307
i

386 424 307
209 1 423 2-08 I5-I 47-3 145 237 322 390 421 312

* Anal}'tical data from laboratories of Union Oil Company of California,
t A.S.T.M. Method D. 3S7-34T.
i Moore, C. C., Ir., and Kaye, O. R„ Ott and Gas /. 33, 110-11 (1934).
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Gasoline and Gas Oil Contents and Characteristics*
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Table III

Analytical Examination of California Crude Oilsfor Lubricating Oil Content and Characteristics'*
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Table IV

Analytical Examination of California Crude Oils*

Analytical data IVom U.S, Bureau of Mines Reports of Investiaations No. 2S9S, 2608, 2846, and 3074.
t Fractions distilling at atmospheric pressure below 392° F. and lighter in mvity than 40-0° API.
} Fractions distilling at atmospheric pressure above 392° F. but below 327^ F. and lighter in gravity than 40*0° API.
S Fractions heavier than 40-0° API. distilling at atmospheric pressure below 327° F, plus all vacuum distillate fractions having a viscosity less than 30 sec. Say*

bolt Universal at 100° F.
II Distillate with a viscosity range between 30 and 100 tec. Saybolt Universal at 100° F.
1 Distillate with a viscosity range between 100 and 200 sec. Saybolt Universal at 100° F.* Distillate of more than 200 sec. Saybolt Universal viscosity at 100° F. distilling below 372° F. at 40 mm. pressure.

tt Calculated from viscosity at 100° F. of distillate fraction nearest 200 sec. Saybolt Universal viscosity at i00° F., using formula givenby Moore, C. C., Jr., and
Kaye, O. R., Oil and Cos /. 33, 1 10-1 1 (1934).

Determined on gas oil fraction.

Saybolt Universal viscosity at 210° F.



GULF COAST
By A. J. KRAEMER, B.Sc., A.S.T.M.

Senior Refinery Engineer, U.S. Bureau of Mines

Introduction

The Gulf Coast of Texas and Louisiana came into promi'

nence as an oil-producing region following the discovery

of ‘gusher’ production by Captain Lucas near Beaumont
in the Spindletop field, Jefferson County, marking the

beginning of important oil operations in Texas in 1901.

During that same year oil was discovered in the Jennings

Salt-dome, Acadia Parish, Louisiana. In recent years

many producing oilfields and recognized although untested

domes have been discovered largely by means of geo-

physical methods. The great thickness of the sedimentary

rocks, the complicated structural conditions on and around
the flanks of the salt cores, and the prolific production that

has been obtained from some of the old fields combine to

raise to high peaks the speculative interest in the future

potential possibilities of this extensive area, and particularly

to create an interest regarding the quality of the oil that

may be anticipated in the different possible producing

horizons of the many fields.

Tabulated data are given by B. C. Craft [1, 1937] and by
W. V. Vietti and E. P. Hayes [12, 1937] in Petroleum

Development and Technology 1937, for 46 fields in southern

Louisiana and 136 fields in the Texas Gulf Coast district;

in addition to other data, these tabulations give production

during 1935 and 1936 and the total production for each

field through 1936. The compilations show that 267,363,000

barrels ofpetroleum had been produced from the Louisiana

Gulf Coast fields to the end of 1936, and 1,096,175,000

barrels from fields of the Texas Gulf Coast district, or a
total production for the entire Gulf Coast district from
1901 through 1936 of 1,363,538,000 barrels. Production

in 1935 and 1936 as stated by Craft and by Vietti and
Hayes, with percentage of increase, was as follows

:

1 1935 i 1936
1
Increase

!

Barrels i Barrels
\ %

Louisiana Gulf Coast .
,
40.874,084

|
52,968,632

j

296
Texas Gulf Coast . 1 69,597,811

1

91,224,844 311

Total .
j
110,471,895

1

144,193,476
\

30-5

The most prolific fields in the Gulf Coast district to the
end of 1936 were Spindletop, with a production of 123
million barrels, and Humble, with more than 121 million

barrels. Jennings, with a production of 52 million barrels

of oil to the end of 1936, and Vinton with 42 million

barrels were the most prolific of the Louisiana Gulf Coast
fields. The largest producing field during 1936 was Conroe,
which produced nearly 15 million barrels of oil.

Characteristics of Gulf Coast Petroleum. Gulf Coast
crude oils usually are considered to be naphthene-base oils,

and are often referred to as asphalt-base oils. Data pre-

sented in this article indicate that both of these opinions are
inaccurate as to many of the oils. Although most of the
oils are classed as naphthene base, intermediate character-

istics are ascribed to many ofthem, and a few have paraffinic

characteristics, aside from the presence of paraffin wax.
The low carbon residue of residuum of many of the oils

indicates that they contain little asphalt. This is indicated

also by the colour, which is green or brown rather than
black, and by the low sulphur content, which appears to

be incompatible with the presence ofmore than small pro-

portions of asphalt.

The large number of oilfields, coupled with the fact that

many ofthem have from 2 to 8 producing horizons, compli-

cates discussion of Gulf Coast crude oils in a short paper.

Practical experience in processing these oils has shown that

because of the differences in physical and chemical pro-

perties the oil from each field and each stratum presents

a separate problem in commercial utilization.

Analysis of Typical Gulf Coast Crude Oils

The United States Bureau of Mines has developed a
method of laboratory analysis of crude petroleum which
provides a basis for comparison of essential properties.

The bureau has analysed more than 130 samples of oils

from Gulf Coast fields and has published some of these

analyses in full in Bulletin 291 [9, 1928] and in Reports of
Investigations 3253 [6, 1934] and 2808 [7, 1927] and others

in summary form in Report of Investigations 3252 [13,

1934]. Apparatus and procedure for the analysis are

described in Bulletin 207 [2, 1922]. Interpretation of results

is discussed in Report of Investigations 2806 [8, 1927] and
in Bulletin 291 [9, 1928].

Bureau of Mines Analysis.

The Bureau of Mines apparatus and method of analysis

may be described briefly as follows;

A charge of 300 ml. of petroleum is measured or weighed
into a 500 mi. Hempel flask similar to the one illustrated

in A.S.T.M. method D 285, except that the end of the side

outlet is bent vertically downward to accommodate a
vertical condenser. No. 18 jack-chain is placed in the neck
of the distilling flask as in the A.S.T.M. method. Thermo-
meters certified by the National Bureau of Standards are

used, but no corrections for emergent stem, scale error, or

barometric pressure are used. All temperatures mentioned
in connexion with distillations by the Bureau of Mines
method are on this basis. Fractions are taken at each
25“ C. interval of the distillation thermometer reading until

a temperature of 275“ C. is attained. At this point distilla-

tion is interrupted and the jack-chain is replaced by 2 or 3

conical ‘spray catchers’ of wire gauze. Distillation is then

continued at an absolute pressure of 40 mm, of mercury
until a thermometer reading of 300° C. is reached, at which
point distillation is stopped. Fractions are taken at 25° C.
intervals, beginning with the fraction obtained at a thermo-

meter reading of 200° C.
Volume and gravity are recorded for the fractions ob-

tained at atmospheric pressure, and volume, gravity,

Saybolt Universal viscosity at 100° F., and cloud-point

are recorded for the fractions obtained at 40 mm. pressure.

Volume, gravity, and Cotuadson carbon residue are deters

mined for the residuum. Summaries of the analyses,

including the more important items, ate given in Tat^ 1,
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accompanying which are notes explaining the methods of
deriving the data in the table.

‘Base’ of a Grade Oil.

Since Bulletin 291 was published, the Bureau has learned

(as a result ofanalysing several hundred additional samples
of oil) that the system of classifying crude oils according to

‘base’ described in that bulletin does not take full account

of fundamental differences in oils.

The method used by the United States Bureau of Mines
at present is as follows:

1. Note the API. gravity of ‘key fraction No. 1', the

fraction distilling between 250° and 275° C. (482° and
527° F.) at atmospheric pressure.

2. Note the API. gravity of ‘key fraction No. 2’, the

fraction distilling between 275° and 300° C. (527° and
572° F.) at 40 mm. absolute pressure.

For purposes of classification the gravity of key fraction

No. 1 is taken as representing the lighter (lower boiling)

fractions of the oil while the gravity of key fraction No. 2
represents the heavier (higher boiling) distillates.

Ifthe gravity ofkey fraction No. 1 is 40-0'' API . or lighter,

the lower boiling fractions of the oil are paraffinic in

character. If it is 33*0“ API. or heavier they are naphthenic,

and if it is between 33 0° and 40 0 ’ (331 to 39-9° API.
inclusive) the lower boiling fractions arc intermediate.

Similarly, if the gravity of key fraction No. 2 is 30-0°

API. or lighter, the higher boiling fractions of the oil are

paraffinic in character. They arc naphthenic if key fraction

No. 2 is 20-0° API. or heavier and intermediate if the key
fraction is between 20 0 and 30-0 (20-1 to 29-9° API. in-

clusive). Thus it can be seen that there are nine possible

classes of crude oils, as follows:

(1) Paraffin base: Distillates paraffinic throughout.

(2) Paraffin-intermediate base: Light fractions paraffinic,

heavy fractions intermediate.

(3) Intermediate-paraffin base: Light fractions inter-

mediate, heavy fractions paraffinic.

(4) Intermediate base: Distillates intermediate through-

out.

(5) Intermediate-naphthene base: Light fractions inter-

mediate, heavy factions naphthenic.

(6) Naphthene-intermediate base: Light fractions naph-
thenic, heavy fractions intermediate.

(7) Naphthene base: Distillates naphthenic throughout.

(8) Paraffin-naphthene base: Light fractions paraffinic,

heavy fractions naphthenic.

(9) Naphthene-paraffin base: Light fractions naphthenic,

heavy fractions paraffinic.

In two of the above classes (the intermediate-paraffin

and the naphthene-intermediate) the change in gravity

throughout the distillation range is unusually small. In

two other classes (the paraffin-intermediate and inter-

mediate-naphthene) the change in gravity throughout the

distillation range is imusually large. In the paraffin-

naphthene class the change of gravity would be exceedingly

great and in the naphthene-paraffin class exceedingly small.

In fact no crude oil has yet been found among the many
hundred analysed by the Bureau of Mines which would
fall in either of these two classes. For practical purposes,

therefore, the classification indicated by the first seven

classes would seem adequate.

No mention has yet been made of the presence or ab-

sence of wax as affecting the base of a crude oil. Although
the presence of wax probably was the original reason for

8S9

using the term ‘paraffin base*, there is no evidence to show
that wax is a necessary component of any type ofcrude oil.

In general it can be said that oils whose heavy fractions are

paraffinic or intermediate in gravity will be found to con-

tain wax. However, samples are analysed occasionally, at

least of intermediate oils, which apparently are wax-free.

Some samples of intermediate-naphthene, naphthene-

intermediate and naphthene base oils are free from wax
while others are wax-bearing. In the intermediate class

wax-free oils are unusual. In the naphthene and naphthene-

intermediate classes wax-free oils arc predominant, while

in the intermediate-naphthene class both types of oil are

commonly found. To determine the presence or absence of

wax, note the ‘cloud-point’ of ‘key frtiction No. 2*. If this

cloud-point is reported as being below 5° F., it indicates

that wax is absent. If, however, the cloud-point is above
5“ F., it indicates the presence of wax.

‘Grade A’ and ‘Grade B* Oils.

Originally, Gulf Coast crude oils were divided into two
classes, called ‘green oil’ and ‘black oil’. However, for

many years Gulf Coast crude oils have been classified com-
mercially as ‘Grade A’ or ‘Grade B’. Posted prices of

Gulf Coast crude oils formerly were based upon their

classification into these two grades; that is, a flat price for

‘Grade A’ crude oils and a flat price for ‘Grade B’ oils was
posted by each purchaser. Determination of the classifica-

tion of crude oil into ‘ Grade A ’ or ‘Grade B ’ was made by
each company, and apparently the basis for classification

was not definitely known outside the particular company
making the classification. Available information indicates

that to be classified as ‘GradeA ’ a GulfCoast crude oil must
not contain more than a specified maximum quantity ofsul-

phur (usually about 0-30-b-60%) and the lubricating distil-

lates of specified viscosities must meet certain requirements

as to yield and characteristics. Required characteristics of
lubricating distillates include minimum limitation upon
API. gravity (maximum specific gravity) and maximum
pour-point (usually about zero Fahrenheit), as well as

absence of paraffin wax.
A typical method of determining the suitability of a

Gulf Coast crude oil for manufacture of low cold-test

lubricants is that used by the Texas Company. A distillate

of high viscosity is acid treated and then decolorized with

finely-ground clay until the desired colour is obtained. The
decolorized oil, freed from clay and water, is placed in a
cooling chamber at a temperature of about 30° F. (— 1° C.)

for 3 or 4 days. If under this treatment the product
remains perfectly clear, it is considered satisfactory for

manufacture of lubricants free from wax.

Tabulated Analyses of Gulf Coast Petroleum.

Table I contains tabulated summaries of analyses of
132 samples of crude oils. The analyses were made at the

petroleum experiment station of the United States Bureau
of Mines at Bartlesville, Okla. The table is made up of
31 columns and the data applying to each analysis appear
on one line. Analyses are arranged in the table in alpha-
betical order of the names of fields. Samples from oilfields

in Duval, Starr, and Webb counties of Texas arc included
in Table I because these oils are not discussed in other
chapters of this treatise. These counties usually are not
included in the Gulf Coast district but are considered to

be a part of a separate producing area designated as die
south-west Texas district.

Table 11 contains tabulated summaries of analyses of
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54 additional samples of crude oils from Texas Gulf Coast
fields. The analyses were made at the petroleum experi-

ment station of the United States Bureau of Mines at

Bartlesville, Oklahoma, in the same manner as the analyses

represented in Table I.

The same analyses as given in these two tables have been

used by D. C. Barton (Problems of Petroleum Geology

1934, pp. 109-55; Bull. Amcr. Assoc. Petr. Geol.,21, (7)

pp. 914-46) in his study of the properties of Gulf Coast

petroleums in relation to their geologic source.

Refining Values of Gulf Coast Petroleum

Gulf Coast crude oils differ rather widely in those

characteristics that are most frequently used as a measure
or indication ofcomparative value. In the Humble field, for

example, three distinct types of crude oil varying from
Grade ‘A’ to low Grade ‘B’ oils are obtained from six

different producing horizons. The gravities of Gulf Coast

crude oils cover a wide range; some are heavier than 20°

API. and others are lighter than 40° API. (sp. gy. 0-934 to

0-825); the viscosity of most of them at 100° F. is less than

100 sec. Saybolt Universal, and the pour-point is below
5° F. Although sulphur content of the crude oils in Table I

ranges from less than 0-10 to 2-40%, approximately three-

quarters of the samples had sulphur content between 0-15

and 0-45%.
The straight-run gasoline fraction of some Gulf Coast

crude oils has a high octane rating, whereas the same frac-

tion of other Gulf Coast oils has a relatively low octane

rating. Kerosine can be made commercially from some
Gulf Coast oils but caimot be made from others. It is

surprising to note that residual cylinder stock is made com-
mercially from some Gulf Coast crude oils. Therefore it is

difficult to make even general statements concerning the

properties of these oils, and examples given in this article

should be considered as illustrative rather than typical or
general.

The arrangement of the data in Table I to accord with the

alphabetical order of the fields has been made to facilitate

comparison of properties of oils from different producing
horizons in the same field. The data can, of course, be
arranged in other ways, forexample, according to geological

age of the producing formations, according to the base of
the oils, and on the basis of content of total gasoline and
naphtha. These and other groupings serve to emphasize
various, more or less general relationships between the oils.

The wax-free oils of naphthene-intermediate base and
intermediate base are an interesting group. These oils are

similar in their boiling-point-gravity-viscosity relationships

to certain crude oils from the Baku and Ural-Emba districts

of the U.S.S.R. (Russia). Their lubricant fractions may be

characterized as naturally-occurring dewaxed intermediate-

base oils. Wax-bearing intermediate-base crude oils usually

show little or no ‘viscous lubricating distillate’ by the

Bureau of Mines analysis because of the effect of the wax
in reducing the viscosity at 100° F. In contrast to such wax-
bearing oils, some wax-free intermediate-base oils show
more than 10% of ‘viscous lubricating distillate’ by the

Bureau of Mines method of interpretation.

Gulf Coast distillates exhibit wide variations in boiling-

point-gravity-viscosity relationships. These variations are

shown most strikingly by the gravity ranges of ‘non-

viscous’ and ‘medium’ lubricating distillates listed in

Table I. Although all the fractions listed in column 20
ofTable I have a viscosity range from 50 to 100 sec. Saybolt

Universal at 100° F. (see notes. Table I), the gravity of the

fractions varies from a range of 23-5 to 19-8° API. for a
sample from the Vinton field of Louisiana to a range of
37-2 to 30-8° API. for a sample from the Slick field of

Texas. Similarly, fractions listed in column 22 have a
viscosity range from 100 to 200 sec. Saybolt Universal at

100° F.; nevertheless their gravity varies from a range of
19-8 to 18-2° API. for the Vinton sample to a range of
30-8 to 27-1° API. for the sample from the Slick field.

Variation in these characteristics in oils from different

producing formations in the same field are illustrated by the

data in columns 20 and 22 of Table I on samples from the

Lockport field of Louisiana.

Gasoline

Straight-run Gasoline. Table I shows that many Gulf
Coast oils have less than 10% of distillate suitable for

gasoline stock, although several prolific producing forma-

tions yield oils containing 30% or more of gasoline distil-

late. Many of the crude oils that yield fractions within the

gasoline range of boiling-points are deficient in the more
volatile constituents of gasoline. Therefore straight-run

gasoline from Gulf Coast crude oil usually must be blended

with natural gasoline or with volatile material from other

sources to provide a motor fuel that will meet market re-

quirements. However, straight-run gasoline stock fromGulf
Coast crude oils usually has a low sulphur content and this

fraction from some GulfCoast oils has a high octane rating.

An idea of the amount and characteristics of the straight-

run gasoline portion of some Gulf Coast crude oils can be

obtained from Table III. Data in the table are taken from

Table HI

Properties of Gasoline Stocks from Gulf Coast Crude Oils

Field

Parish

or
County State

Properties of
the crude oil

Gasoline stock

% ofcrude

%s.

Octane
number,
A.S.T.M.

I.B.P.

°F.

F.B.P.
°F.

Corro-
sion,

Cu. strip

Doctor
test

Colour
Say-
bolt"API. %5. /• m ‘API.

High Island Galveston Tex. 28-7 0-24 15-2 15-3 32-6 0-01 63 140 385 positive negative 23
Angelita San Patricio 33-9 0-18 31-0 29-3 49-7 0-04 68 167 383 „ 20
Spindletop . Jefferson 27-1 0-23 8-8 IM 49-0 0-06 69 167 382 negative 20
Barber’s Hill Chambers 26-8 0-28 8-3 7-7 49-5 0-04 66 / 189 362 positive 22
Vanderbilt . Jackson 32-3 0-23 24-4 21-0 51-8 0-03 63 180 360 21
Sulphur Calcasieu La. 24-5 0-35 7-0 7-9 48-3 0.013 70 186 364 negative » 27

* This column gives the percentage by volume of distillate below 200* C. (392* F.), excluding fractions heavier than 40* API. (sp. gr. 0-825)
calculated from the Atlantic Refining Company's laboratory report This is ‘Total gasoline and naphtha’ by the Bureau of Mines method
of interpretation.

t This column gives the percentage by volume of gasoline stock as stated in the oil company’s laboratory report, based on the *50% point’
of the distillate. DaU in the table relate to this fraction.
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routine laboratory evaluations made by the Atlantic
Refining Company, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.
Some of the samples are from sinjgle wells and others arc
composites of deliveries over a period of time.

Laboratory examination of crude petroleum in the
refinery in which these samples were analysed is made by a
procedure similar to the Bureau of Mines method, using
a larger charge. In the distillation at atmospheric pressure,

the first fraction is taken at the lowest integral multiple of
25® C. which the vapour indicates on the thermometer and
ateach 25° C. interval until a thermometer reading of 250° C.
is reached. Therefore, results are comparable with those
obtained with the Bureau of Mines apparatus, although
identical results would not be expected because of the

probability of differences in degree of fractionation. The
column headed ‘I’ in Table III shows the percentage of
distillate by volume calculated from the Atlantic Refining

Company’s distillation report of fractions obtained below
a distillation thermometer reading of 200° C. (392° F.),

discarding fractions with gravity heavier than 40 0“ API.
(sp. gr. 0-825). This is ‘total gasoline and naphtha’
according to the Bureau of Mines method ofcalculation.
The Atlantic Refining Company calculates the straight-

run gasoline content of these crude oils to be equal to the

volume of distillate of which approximately 53% distills

below 284° F. by A.S.T.M. method D. 86. ‘Gasoline

stock’ content as slated in the oil company’s laboratory

report is given in the column headed ‘IF. Although the

basis ofcalculation is different from that used by the Bureau
of Mines in estimating ‘total gasoline and naphtha’ con-
tent, the data in columns headed ‘I’ and ‘IF of Table III

show that approximately the same gasoline content is

indicated by both methods.

These data indicate that the figures in columns 13 and 14

of Table I approximate the content of straight-run gasoline

stock in the crude oils, in so far as distillation range is con-

cerned. However, ‘total gasoline and naphtha’ fractions

from some of these crude oils may have such a low octane

rating that all or a portion of the fraction may be more
satisfactory for manufacture of kerosine than as gasoline.

Yields of Gasoline by Cracking. Not only do the Gulf
Coast petroleums yield straight-run gasoline stock of good
quality with high octane rating and low sulphur content, as

shown in the preceding section, but they also are good
material for the manufacture of gasoline by cracking.

The Universal Oil Products Company, Chicago, U.S.A.,

has supplied unpublished data from their files, showing

results of cracking Gulf Coast oils by the Dubbs process in

the laboratory pilot plant. Table IV is compiled from the

laboratory reports of that company.
Summary ofGasoline Yields. These data give an approxi-

mation of the yields and characteristics of straight-run

gasoline and ofcracked gasoline from light and heavy Gulf

Coast crude oil and gas oil. The data probably are not

sufficiently comprehensive to give a complete picture of the

possibilities of Gulf Coast petroleum as a source of gaso-

line, but they serve to show that large yields ofgood quality

gasoline can be manufactured.

Kerosine

The question whether or not kerosine can be made com-

mercially from Gulf Coast crude oils seems to resolve into

whether distillates with the necessary characteristics are

present in the crude oil in sufficient quantity, and if part of

the rfiatilintgii is mote desirable as kerosine than as gasoline.

Ehiring the years when gasoline in the United States was

made to a final boiling-point of approximately 437° F.
(225° C.) little if any kerosine could be made from the
remaining distillate from Gulf Coast crude oils. This
probably is the basis for the statement sometimes made that

Table IV

Results of Cracking Gulf Coast Oils by the Dubbs Cracking
Process in a Laboratory Pilot Plant

Heavy
Refugio

White
Castle

Black
Bayou GulfCoast

Kind of oil crude oil crude oil crude oil gas oil

Crude oil

API. gravity 23-2 24-0 23-4

Sulphur. % 0-25 0-21

Gasoline, % nil 4-6 9-0

Charging stock
API. gravity 23-2 24-0 21-2 28-5

Per cent, of crude oil . 100 100 90-7

Cracking conditions

Pressure, lb. per sq. in. 350 250 350 400
Temperature, “ F. 950 950 950 950
Charging rate, gal. per hr. 1-25 1-12 0-99 0-84

Finished gasoline, includ-

ing straight-run

Per cent, of crude oil . 53-0 55-4 54-5 61-0

API. gravity 49-8 51-0 49-8 52-8

Sulphur, % 0-04 0-03 0-05

I.B.P.-F.B.P., ° F. 974o4 111-395 122-396 97-401
Octane number (research

method) . 91 85 88 90
Residuum
Per cent, of crude oil 31-7 31-6 30-6 18-3

API. gravity 1-7 5-3 1-3 1-008*

Vis. S.F. at 122“ F. . 64 178 183 218
Gas, cu. ft. per bbl. charg-

ing stock . 735 540 732 796
Gas, coke, and loss

Per cent, of charging
stock 15-3 10-6 134 20-7

• Specific gravity.

kerosine is not manufactured from Gulf Coast crude oils.

However, with the present emphasis on low final boiling-

point and high octane rating, which reduced the final

boiling-point of gasoline to 400-410° F., a larger quantity

of material became available for manufacture of kerosine.

The statement may be made as a generality that GulfCoast
distillates with sufficiently high flash-point, that have
a viscosity between 375 and 400 on the Saybolt Thermo-
viscometer scale, and have a gravity of 42° API. or lighter,

will be satisfactory for manufacture of kerosine with a light

acid treatment (4-8 lb. of 66°Be. sulphuric acid per barrel)

and sweetening. Such a product will have excellent

burning quality.

Columns 15 and 16 of Table I indicate the probability

that many Gulf Coast crude oils contain a substantial

quantity of material that will fulfil these requirements and
therefore are suitable for manufacture of kerosine of good
quality. Probably larger portions of some crude oils than
are indicated in column 15 are suitable for manufacture
of kerosine of good quality, particularly from crude oils

whose lighter fractions are unsatisfactory for manufacture
of gasoline because of low octane rating or because greater

volatility is desired.

GasOU
Light Gas Oil. In the Bureau of Mines approximate

summary of distillation of crude petroleum, all distillate

heavier than 40-0° API. gravity (sp, 0-825) and with
viscosity less than 50 sec. Saybolt Universal at 100° F, is

classed as gas oil. This classification is made for all crude
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oils irrespective ofthe fact that some portion of this fraction

may be suitable for manufacture of heavy naphtha or
kerosine. Although an arbitrary classification of this kind

is open to objection, it affords a means ofcomparing crude

oils on the basis of significant properties and gives informa-

tion regarding boiling-point-gravity-viscosity relationships

that is useful in evaluating the oils.

For example, it is obvious that the gas-oil fraction from
a crude oil that has an ‘intermediate’ key fraction No. 1

will have a lower initial boiling-point than a gas-oil fraction

from a crude oil that has a paraffinic ‘key fraction No. 1
’

If the key fraction No. 1 is naphthenic the initial boiling-

point of the gas-oil fraction may be still lower, because of
the relatively low boiling-points ofnaphthenic fractions with
gravity heavier than 40-0" API. Similarly, gas-oil fractions

from crude oils that have a paraffinic ‘key fraction No. 2’

usually will have higher final boiling-points than gas-oil

fractions from wax-free crude oils that have an intermediate

or naphthenic ‘key fraction No. 2'. because of the effect

of wax in lowering the viscosity in relation to boiling-point,

thus increasing the yield of gas oil at the heavy end. How-
ever, the range of variation in final boiling-points of gas-oil

fractions is not as great as the range of variation in initial

boiling-points.

Estimation of gas-oil content according to the Bureau
of Mines method is particularly apt when applied to Gulf
Coast crude oils, as it segregates a fraction that has useful

properties. This is illustrated by the data in columns 17

and 18 of Table I. In addition to the properties outlined

above, naphthenic gas oils from Gulf Coast crude oils

have pour-points below zero Fahrenheit and most of them
contain less than 01 % sulphur. They appear to be good
material for manufacture of light domestic heating oils.

Most of these gas-oil fractions appear to be excellent crack-

ing stock for the manufacture of gasoline although some
ofthem, because of their extremely naphthenic constitution

may be rather refractory. The paraffinic gas oils are much
lighter in gravity than the naphthenic gas oils, and contain
only small amounts of sulphur. They apparently would be
excellent Diesel-engine fuels, as their gravity-boiling-point

relationships indicate that they would have good ignition

quality. They appear to be excellent cracking stock for the

manufacture of gasoline and also for making artificial gas.

Heavy Gas Oil. In addition to the light gas oil discussed

in the preceding paragraphs. Gulf Coast crude oils may
yield variable quantities of heavier gas oil depending upon
the characteristics of the crude oil and upon operating con-
ditions in the refinery. These heavier gas oils may be unsatis-

factory for manufacture of lubricants either bemuse of low
flash-point or high pour-point. Most of them are suitable

for cracking stock, although some heavy gas oils are so
naphthenic that they may be refractory under cracking
conditions. They appear to meet the requirements for
heavy distillate fuel oil. These heavy gas oils, containing
no constituents with viscosity less than 50 sec. Saybolt
Universal at 100“ F. in most instances contain less than
0-5% sulphur, and the sulphur content of many of them
is less than 0-4%.

Lubricants

Distillate Lubricants. The value of Gulf Coast crude oils

as raw material for manufacture of lubricants has been
affected materially by changes during recent years in refinery

practice and in market requirements. Until comparatively
recently, wax-free petroleum was the only source of viscous
lubricants with low pour-points. Among wax-free oils.

those from the Gulf Coast had the advantage of low
sulphur and asphalt content. However, with the develop-

ment about 1927 of commercial processes for more com-
plete dewaxing of lubricating oils, crude oils containing

substantial quantities of paraffin wax became available for

manufacture of low pour-point lubricants. Recent im-
provements in equipment for continuous distillation and
fractionation under vacuiun have aided refiners of Gulf
Coast oils by reducing costs and enabling them to produce
lubricating distillates that contain still less asphaltic

material and are less decomposed at distillation tempera-
tures than was the case with older equipment. Tliese

distillates can be manufactured into finished lubricating oils

with less treatment and smaller treating losses than formerly.
Heat Engineering, vol. 5, no. 3, March 1930, published

by Foster Wheeler Corporation, New York, gives a brief

description, with photographs and a flow diagram, of a
5,000-barrel rated capacity atmospheric and vacuum
distillation unit operating on Coastal crude oil. Yields and
characteristics of products obtained during operation of
the unit are given as follows:

Kerosine: Yield 7-2%
Gravity, API. .

F.B.P. .

Gas Oil:

Gravity, API. .

I.B.P. .

F.B.P. .

Lubricating tiisfiliate ‘A'

Gravity. API. .

Vis., S.U. at 100“ F .

Flash

Lubricating dhtillate '

D'

Gravity, API. .

Vis., S.U. at 100“ F.

Flash
Fire

V-G.C. .

Lubricating distillate '

B'

Gravity, API. .

Pour-point
Vis. S.U. at 210° F. .

Flash
Fire

V-G.C. .

Lubricating distillate ‘ C ’

Gravity, API. .

Pour-point
Vis.. S.U. at 210“ F. .

Flash
Fire

V-G.C. .

Tar

Melting-point .

Flash
Fire

36°

446° F
Yield 23-6%

292°
448° F.
596° F.

Yield 16-5%
264°
58

285° F.
310° F.

0-870

Yield 10-5?,;

234°
90

325° F.
370° F.

0-880

Yield 23-7%
19-7°

5°F.
68

405° F
495" F

0-877

Yield 6-7 %
18-9°

35° F.

176
525“ F.
610° F.

0-866

Yield 11-8%
100° F.
620“ F.
720° F.

The ‘viscosity-gravity constant’ has been proposed by
Hill and Coats [5, 1928] to indicate the degree of the

paraffinic or naphthenic character of viscous fractions of
petroleum. Viscosity-gravity constants (V-G.C:) accord-

ing to the formulas of Hill and Coats have been calculated

from the gravities and viscosities of the distillates. Die
variation in the viscosity-gravity constant of successive

fractions is not unusual for Gulf Coast crude oils.

These data indicate in a general way the quantities and
some of the characteristics of distillates that may be ob-

tained from wax-free Gulf Coast crude oils that do not

contain a gasoline fraction.
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Laboratory DeterminatioiH. Hie data in columns 19 to

28 of Table I indicate the percentage yields and gravity

ranges of lubricating distillates obtained by the Bureau of
Mines method in laboratory distillations of Gulf Coast
crude oils to a vapour temperature of 300° C. (572° F,) at

an absolute pressure of 40 mm. of mercury, and the per-

centage, gravity, and Conradson carbon residue of the

residuum remaining in the distilling flask. These data
indicate the differences in gravity ranges for the same
viscosity ranges and further emphasize the wide variations

in physical properties encountered among the oils produced
in this district.

Table V, compiled from the Atlantic Refining Company’s
reports of laboratory crude-oil distillations mentioned
previously gives more complete data on lubricating distil-

lates of the crude oils. Differences in viscosity-gravity con-
stants (V-G.C.) shown in the table for the untreated and
treated viscous distillates are examples ofthe small change in

this value that accompanies loss in volume of 10 to 15% of
lubricating distillates as a result of conventional treatment

with sulphuric acid.

Table V
Laboratory Determinations ofLubricating Distillate ContentIII' Open run i

I

Vnc. \ Pour-

Ji of Gravity, S.U. at Flavh I Fire I point,

crude] ^AP!
\

lOO" F.
!
V-G C. ‘'K

;

“F.
,

F.

Splndletop,
i

i
! !

Non-viscous 'll' I

:

distillate 5 4 I 25 5 52
;

0-879 270
|

305 - 40
Medium distil- !

late 161 23-3 115 I
0-877 325 i 375 - 15

Viscous dUtil-
I

[

I

i :

Table VI

Laboratory Determinations of Black Oil Content

Kind of oil Splndletop Barber’s Hill

Heavy
Refugio

Per cent, of crude 12-4 33-1 24-1 22-4

Gravity, ” API. 17-8 191 17-9 13-5

Vis. S.U. at 210° F. 277 152 291 163
Vis. Engler at 100° C. . 7-43

Flash. P-M„ ° F. . 460 ! 450 510 415
Flash, open cup, ° F. . 535

1

475 535 430
Fire, open cup. ° F. 610 540 615 500
Pour-point, ° F. . 45

i
30 35 30

Holde hard asphalt, % . 0 064
j

on 0-06

Bbidk Oil Stocks. Possible yields and characteristics of
Idacdc oils from Gulf Coast crude oils are shown in Table VI
compiled from the Atlantic Refining Company’s reports of
laboratory examination of the crude oils.
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Solvent Refining. Refining of lubricating oils by means
of selective solvents is a recent development in petroleum

technology that appears likely to have far-reaching in-

fluence on yields and characteristics of products, and also

on comparative value of crude oils. Various solvent-

refiiung processes are described in other portions of this

treatise and they are not discussed in detail in this article.

The various processes may be summarized by the state-

ment that the reason for using selective solvents in refining

petroleum lubricating stocks is to separate the desirable

components from the undesirable components. The process

does not create, but merely segregates whatever might be in

the stock. Therefore the economics depend upon theamount
of material in the stock to be processed and the efficiency

with which the solvent removes the undesirable material.

The selectivity of different solvents varies, some having

the ability to remove more of the undesirable component
than others. As the extraction process is based funda-

mentally upon the relative solubilities of the desirable and
undesirable constituents, the effects of temperature and
amount of solvent used are the controlling factors. The
optimum conditions can be determined for each stock by
laboratory work, and in general can be ascertained by
establishing a typical phase diagram for a three-component

system.

Table VII illustrates the variation in yield of desirable

product that can be obtained from various crude sources,

using nitrobenzene as a selective solvent. These yields

represent lubricating oil of substantially the same quality

as measured by the Viscosity-Gravity Constant (V-G.C.)
of Hill and Coats [5, 1928] and will have viscosity indexes

of approximately 100.

Table VII

Yields of Desirable Product by Nitrobenzene Extraction

The value of selective solvents in increasing the viscosity

index and otherwise improving the quality of lubricating oik
from Gulf Coast crude oils is shown by the following data.

R. K. Stratford, O. S. Pokomy, and J. L. Huggett [10,

1933] give the following example of ‘before and after’

treatment of a Gulf Coast distillate extracted with phenol:

Table VIII

Results ofExtraction ofa Gulf Coast Distillate with Phenol

Before After

Vis. S.U. at 210° F. . 64 60
Gravity, ° API, . 20 25-8

Viscosity index 22 74
Viscosity-Gravity constant . 0-877* 0-829*

Conradson carbon residue 0125 0029
Pour-point, solid at, ° F. -10/-15 1 0/-5
Colour, Tag-Robinson blue, opaque

{
9i

Yield, per cent. .
1

64-7

• Viscosity-gravity constants have been calculated according to

the formula of Hill and Coats [5, 1928] from the gravities and
viscosities.
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S. W. FerriSj W. A. Myers, and A. G. Peterkin [3, 1933] engineers of the United States Bureau of Mines from oil-

givethe following data on the use ofnitrobenzene as a selec- fields of the Gulf Coast district in the States of Louisiana

tive solvent for lubricant portions of Gulf Coast crude oils: and Texas, and analysed at the Petroleum Experiment

Table IX

Results ofExtraction ofGulfCoast Lubricating Stocks with Nitrobenzene

Description

Treatment Properties

%
nitro-

benzene

Temperature,
- F.

Nitraffin

yield*
Viscosity

at lOO" F.

Viscosity

at 210“ F.

Gravity,

“API.

Viscosity-

Gravity

Constant

Barber’s Hill distillate Stock .. 136 20-2 0-859

130 50, 59, 68 540 Nitraffin 98 26-

1

0-819

130 59, 68. 77 460 » 96 270 0-813

Barber’s Hill distillate Stock 73 2M 0-864

125 50 49-9 Nitraffin 59 27-9 0-818

Barber’s Hill residuum Stock 419 16-3 0-874

150 59, 77. 95 400 Nitraffin 186 24-6 0-818

Coastal distillate Stock 612 20-6 0-874

100 50 27-9 Nitraffin 319 30-3 0-810

150 50 21-6
1

315 31-5 0-801

Barber’s Hill residuum Stock i 454 ! 160 0-876

150 50, 86^ 113 38-3 Nitraffin 196
1

24-4 0-819

Barber’s Hill distillate Stock 305 1
17-5 0-869

120 68, 77. 86 ! 42 0 1 Nitraffin 149 25-5 0-816
150 68. 77. 86

j

41-5 141 1 263 0-810

Barber’s Hill distillate 1 Stock 420 !
16-5 0-872

160 77. 95^ 122 i 31-3 Nitraffin 151 26-3 0-809

Barber’s Hill distillate
i

Stock 434 22-4 0-865

150 41. .59. 77
!

43-7 Nitraffin 257
1

29-6 0-818

* Per cent, of stock by volume. This column shows the yield of desirable material with the properties shown in the table under ‘ Properties.’

Discussion of manufacturing costs and other items in-

volved in the economics of solvent extraction is beyond the

scope of this article, which deals with the properties of Gulf
Coast oils and their products. Whether or not production

of lubricating oils with high viscosity-index from Gulf
Coast crude oils is economically feasible probably will not

be determined until solvent re^ng processes have had a

longer history. The tendency at present seems to be to use

as a starting material for solvent extraction oils with as good
characteristics as possible, and to improve those character-

istics. Attention has been directed in this article to the fact

that the viscous portions of some Gulf Coast crude oils

have desirable viscosity-gravity relationships together with

low pour-point. Such oils appear to be well suited to refin-

ing by solvent extraction.

As has been pointed out by R. E. Wilson and P. C. Keith,

Jr. [14, 1934].

‘Yield is of secondary importance. In general more
crude is run than is processed to lubricating oils and
therefore the lubricating oil yield from the solvent pro-
cesses is important only in so far as it affects plant cost

and operating cost. Raw material is essentially worth
only fuel oil or cracking stock prices.

’

In this connexion, the United States Bureau of Mines
reports that yield of lubricants in 1934 in the refineries in

the Texas Gulf Coast district was 3'1 % of crude oil run
to stills. This figure is not an accurate representation ofthe
yield of lubricants from Gulf Coast crude oils, as these

refineries processed oils from other fields ofTexas and from
other States, as well as imported petroleum. However, it

is evident that a great deal more lubricating oil could have
been made from the crude oil run to stills in this district

than was actually the case.

Snnuiuury and CondnsItHDa

This article presents summarized results in tabular form
of analyses of samples of crude petroleum obtained

Station of the Bureau of Mines at Bartlesville, Oklahoma.
Laboratory reports of analyses of crude oils supplied

through the courtesy of the Atlantic Refining Company,
Philadelphia, and unpublished reports supplied by the

Universal Oil Products Company, Chicago, on cracking

tests in a laboratory pilot plant have been used to derive

information to supplement data obtainable from the

bureau’s analyses. Data from the literature on character-

istics of Gulf Coast crude oils are used to show yields and
properties of products that may be obtained by continuous

distillation under reduced pressure and by extraction of
lubricant fractions with selective solvents. Possible yields

and characteristics of kerosine, gas oil, and black oil are

indicated.

Gulf Coast crude oils usually are considered to be

naphthene-base oils, and are often referred to as asphalt-

base oils. Data presented in this article indicate that both
of these opinions arc inaccurate as to many of the oils.

Although most of the oils are classed as naphthene base,

intermediate characteristics are ascribed to many of them,

and a few have paraffinic characteristics, aside from the

presence of paraffin wax. The low carbon residue of resi-

duum of many of the oils indicates that they contain little

asphalt. This is indicated also by the colour, which is green

or brown rather than black, and by the low sulphur con-

tent, which appears to be incompatible with presence of
more than small proportions of asphalt.

Data in this article show that it is difficult to make state-

ments applicable to all the oils produced in the GulTCoast
district, regarding the properties of the oils. Certain crude

oils are decidedly paraffinic in the lighter portions while

being naphthenic in the heavier part, and others are naifii-

thenic in the lower-boiling portion and decidedly paraffinic

in the heavier portion. Practical experience in processing

the oils has shown that becauseofthe diffbrenoes in physical
and diemical properties the oil from each field and each

stratum is a separate problem in commercial utilization.
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Subject to the limitations just mentioned the data indicate

that the straight-run gasoline stock obtainable from Gulf
Coast crude oils has good octane rating and low sulphur

content. Large yields of gasoline of good quality also can
be obtained by cracking the crude oil or fractions thereof.

The analyses indicate the possibility of obtaining large

yields of kerosine with desirable characteristics from some
Gulf Coast oils with comparatively little treatment.

The straight-run gas oil fractions from various Gulf
Coast crude oils range in properties from those typical

of highly naphthenic types to typical intermediate oils.

However, almost all of them contain only small amounts
of sulphur, which is unusual for naphthenic gas oils.

Apparently the gas-oil fraction from some Gulf Coast
crude oils would be good Diesel-engine fuel, whereas the

gas oil distilled from other Gulf Coast oils, in some

COAST

instances from the same field, appears to be unsatisfactory

as Diesel-engine fuel because of the naphthenic charac-

teristics, which indicate poor ignition quality. Straight-run

gas oils from Gulf Coast crude oils apparently would be
good fuel for domestic heating because of low pour-point

and low carbon-residue content.

Almost all Gulf Coast straight-run gas oil is satisfactory

for cracking to make gasoline, although some gas oils are

so naphthenic that they probably are refractory.

Lubricants from Gulf Coast crude oils usually are distil-

late, although residual cylinder stocks are made from some
GulfCoast crude oils and residues from other oils are satis-

factory for use as black oils. Distilled lubricants can be
refined either by conventional processes, using sulphuric

acid and caustic soda, or by the new methods employing

selective solvents, or by a combination of the processes.
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CANADA
By G. EGLOFF, M.A., Ph.D.

Universal Oil Products Company

There are seven productive crude oilfields in Canada, Cal-
gary, Petrolia, Oil Springs, Bothwell, Mosa, Fort Norman,
and Stony Creek. The depth of the oil-bearing strata is

from 365 ft. to 2,765 ft. ; API. gravities of the crude range
from 33-2 to 54-2 with gasoline and naphtha contents from
19-4% to 90-1 %, and sulphur content varying from 1-05 to

O-ll %. There are 35 refineries in Canada with a daily

capacity of 1 78,375 bbl. and cracking installations of66,700
daily. The analysis of the crude is shown in Tables I-IV.

Table I

Canadian (Fort Norman Field, Mackenzie River, North-
west Territories) Crude Oils

Gravity, ‘'API. .... 35-8
Sp. gr. at 60'’ F. . .... 0-846
Sulphur, % . 0-33
Pour-point. " F. ... below 5
Water, % nil

Viscosity (Sayboit-Universal), sec. at 70° F. . . 48
Viscosity (Sayboit-Universal), sec. at 100° F. . . 41
Colour dark green

Hempei Distillation (air)

Temperature,

"F. cut

Sum • Sp. gr.
j

‘API. '

".i
!

cut
1

cut
1
Visco.sity

j

Cloud

1
test, “F.

Up to 122 0-6 0-6
: 0-672 79 1 i

i

122-167 2-2 2-8

167-212 5-1 7 9 0-709 6^1 1 !

*

212-257 71 15-0
1
0-735 61-0

1

•

257-302 6-9 21-9
j

0 756 55-7

302-347 6-0 27-9 0-776 50-9 i

1

347-392 5-5 33-4 1 0-795 46-5
i

1

'*

392-437 5-8 39 2 ' 0-810 43-2
!

i
••

437-482 5-8
1

45-0
1

0-825 40-0 1

482-527
1
6-0

1

51 0 I 0 838 37-4 1

!
::

Hcmpel Distillation (vacuum)

Up to 392
;

5-2 5 2 1 0-859 33 2 43 below 5
392-437 i 5-8 11-0

;
0 870 31-1 i 49 1 30

437-482 i
5-1 16-1

1

0-881 29 1
!

67 : 50
482-527 4-9 21-0

!
0-889 27-7

i
109 66

527-572 i 5-9 26 9
j

0-907 24-5 ' 230
1

82

Carbon residue of residuum, 2-8%.

' % !
Sp. gr.

;
‘API.

j

Viscosity

Light gasoline (up to \

\

212° F.)
i

7-9
j

0-696
!

71-8
Total gasoline and

1

naphtha 1 33-4
1 0-747

I
57-9

Kerosine distillate . 11 6 i 0-817 41-7
Gasoil . 14-5

1

0-851
;

34-8
Non-viscous lubri-

cating distillate 9-0
ii
0-870-0-887

1

31-1-28-0 50-100
Medium lubricating

distillate 5-2 1 0-887-0-903
j

28-0 25-2 100-200
Viscous lubricating 1

distillate 4-2
i

0-903-0 917
1

25-2-22-8 above 200
Residuum 21-3

j

0-964
j

15-3

1

Distillation loss 0-8

Table II

Canadian (Stony Creek Field, New Brunswick) Crude
Oils

Gravity, "API
Sp. gr. at 60° F
Sulphur. %
Pour-point, “ F
Water, %
Viscosity (Sayboit-Universal), sec. at 70° F.
Viscosity (Sayboit-Universal), sec. at 100° F.
Colour ....

37-2

0-839

0 10

20
nil

120
90

green

Ifempel Distillation (air)

Temperature, ' Sum Sp. gr. ‘API.
j- F. rut Vo cut cut
1

Up to 122 1-8 18 0-660 82-9
I

122-167 1 3 3 1 0-675 78-1 !

167-212 23 54 0 704 69 5 !

212-257 3-3 8-7 0 728 62-9
1

257-302 3-5 122 0-748 57-7 1

302-347 3-5 15-7 0-762 54-2 1

347 392 3-1 18-8 0-778 50-4
j

392-437 3-6 22 4 0-790 47-6
1

437-482 40 1 26-4
i

0-802
j

44-9
j

482-527
!
4-5 30-9 0-812

1

42-8
1

Hempel Distillation (vacuum)

Up to 392 2-4 2-4 0820 41-1
1

392-437 5 1 7-5 0-824 40-2
'

437-482 54 129 0831 38-8
1

482-527 4-5 17-3 0-841 ' 36-8
1

527-572 6-8 24-1 0 853
j

34-4 >

Carbon residue of re.siduum, 3-2%.

Light gasoline (up to
212° F.)

Total gasoline and
naphtha
Kerosine distillate .

Gas oil . .
.

I

Non-viscous lubri-
|

eating distillate

Medium lubricating !

distillate .

‘

Sp. gr.

5-4 0-683

18-8
;

0-734

12-1
; 0 802

10-2
i

0 825

12-2
I

0-831-0-856

1 7 0 856-0 860

i
API.

75-7

61-3

44-9

400

38-8-33-8

33-8-33-0

I Viscosity

50-100

100-200

Table III

Canadian (Calgary Field, Alberta) Crude Oils

Gravity, °APf. ........
Sp. gr. at 60° F
Sulphur, %
Pour-point, ° F.

Water, %
Viscosity (Sayboit-Universal), sec. at 70° F. .

Viscosity (Sayboit-Universal), sec. at 100° F.
Colour. N.P.A

54-2

0-762

013



Table IV

Canadian (Petrolia Field, Ontario) Crude Oils

Gravity, “API. 33 2
Sp. gr. at 60“ F. . . 0-859

Sulphur, % 0 92
Pour-point, “ F, . . . below 5

Water, nil

Viscosity (Saybolt-Univcrsal), sec. at 70 F. . 100
Viscosity (Saybolt-Univcrsal), sec. at 100' F. . 68
Colour . . dark green

"a
I

Sp. gr. "API.
I

Viscosity

Light gasoline (up to
,

i

212“ F.) . . 4-0
I

0-704 69-5

Total gasoline and i

naphtha . 22 2 * 0-751 56-9

Kerosine distillate . : 16 1 i 0-812 42-8

Gasoil . . 7-5 0-846 35-8

Non-viscous lubri-
i

eating distillate . : 13 4 ,0-854-0-877 34-2-29 9 50-100
Medium lubricating

distillate . 5-7:0-877-0-896 29 9-26-4 100-200
Residuum 34 9 ’ 0-929 20-8

Distillation loss 0 2



MEXICO
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Historical

The early history of oil production in Mexico is very similar

to that of other oil-producing countries, in that it im-

doubtedly commenced with the utilization, by the natives,

of the natural seepages which abound in the oil regions for

their arts, industries, and religious ceremonies. These seep-

ages are still known by the native name of ‘chapopoteras’,

and the product derived from them, whether a semi-liquid

bitumen or a hard pitch-like material, is called ‘chapopote’.

The derivation of this word is usually ascribed to the

Aztec tzauc or tzacutli (cement) and popochitli (perfume)

[2, 1906], and the material is presumed to have been used

by the ancient inhabitants of the covmtry as mortar for their

buildings, as a waterproofing coating for pottery ware, as

an illuminant for torches, and mixed with or instead of

copal resin as an ingredient of ceremonial incense.

Previous to the year 1868 interest in this important pro-

duct of the country was confined to its surface indications,

and bituminous deposits were treated as minerals and
exploited under the mining laws, some of the harder varie-

ties being considered as coal. In 1869 the first drilling

operations were carried out by the Gulf Exploration Com-
pany, which was formed in Mexico City to exploit the dis-

covery of oil springs in the district of Cougas, now known
as Furbero. This discovery was made by Dr. Antrey in

1868, and a well was drilled to a depth of 125 ft. without

result. A tiumel was driven into a hill near to one of the

seepages, from which about S bbl. per day of oil were

extracted. The operations of this pioneer oil company
were abandoned, but about 10 years later the property was
again worked by Dr. Antrey who had the oil transported

by mules to the town of Papantla, where a small still was
set up, and about 95 bbl. of oil a day refined for sale in the

locality. This small installation operating in 1879 can claim

to be the first Mexican refinery.

In 1882 a well was drilled at Guadalupe, near Mexico
City, without result, and in the same year a company organ-

ized in Boston, U.S.A., drilled two shallow wells (375-

400 ft.) in Cerro Capotal, about 2 miles south of the

famous Potrero del Llano field. Only a few barrels of oil

were obtained and the wells were ab^doned.
In 1883 a well was drilled by Governor Sarlat in the

State of Tabasco, close to San Fernando in the district

of Macuspana, but without commercial results. The
property was eventually taken over by the Pearson interests

in 1906.

Commercial production of oil in Mexico may be said to

have commenced in 1901, when the Mexican Petroleum
Company of California, organized by Messrs. Doheney
and Omfield, commenced drilling in their properties at

Ebano in the State of San Luis Potosi. Their first well, at

a depth ofabout 425 ft., produced 18,000 bbl. in that year,

and this was increased to about 40,000 bbl. in the next

year.

These results were sufficiently encouraging to attract

foreign capital for further exploitation, and the develop-

ment of the country’s oil resources advanced with rapid
strides, stimulated by the helpful attitude of the then

Mexican Government under President Porfirio Diaz, who
was wise enough to realize the advantages to his country
ofencouraging the influx ofoutside capital for the financial

support of the new industry.

In the year 1904 the first producing well in the Furbero
field was brought in, and in the same year the Pearson
interests brought in their first producer in the San Cristobal

field on the Isthmus of Tehuantepec.

The same interests drilled their discovery well in the San
Diego field in 1908, which year is remarkable for the loss

by fire of what was probably the world’s largest producing
well—San Diego No. 3 or ‘Dos Bocas’. This well became
uncontrollable and caught fire, burning for nearly 2 months
until extinguished by encroaching salt-water.

The year 1910 is remarkable for a number of important

‘discoveries’ in the Tanhuijo, Potrero del Llano, Casiano,

and Panuco fields. The famous gushers, Casiano No. 7 and
Potrero del Llano No. 4, probably hold the world’s record

as producers.

In this year also oil was pumped from the Furbero fields

to the sea-loading lines at Tuxpan Bar, from whence it was
transported by tanker to a refinery at Minatitlan.

The subsequent history of oil production in Mexico is

remarkable for the phenomenal rise in productivity, which
reached a maximum in 1921, when the total production
was 193,397,537 bbl., elevating Mexico to second place in

order of world production. From that year until 1932

there was a steady decline to 32,805,477 bbl., Mexico
taking seventh place in world productivity.

Since then the productivity curve has taken an upward
turn, and at the end of 1934 the total figure was 38,048,594

bbl.

At the present time Mexico has 31 producing fields, of

which only 27 can be classed as major producers. The
approximate location of these is shown on the accompany-
ing map, each field being designated by a number within

a circle. The names of the respective fields corresponding

to the number is shown in Table I, which also summarizes

other data of interest. The column headed ‘Discovery

date’ refers to the year in which a well with commercial

production was first brought in on the field referred to: it

does not signify the year in which oil was first known to

exist in that field.

It is usual to classify the Mexican oilfields under three

main divisions, viz.

() Tampico-Tiixpan Northern Section (Fields 1 to 8 on
the map).

() Tampico-Tuxpan Southern Section (Fields 9 to 24).

(c) Southern or Isthmus Section (Fields 25 to 31).

The fields numbered 10 to 17 inclusive, which contained

the most prolific wells during the period ofmaximum pro-

ductivity, are often alluded to as constituting the 'Golden
Lane’.

Included in the map, and indicated by letters within

triangles, are some commercially unproductive fields or

wells. These are intoesting, either on account of the

unusual character of the oil obtained from them, or
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because of their association with the earlier history of the Odour. Oils from the Tampico-Ti!ixpan Northern Sec-

industiy. tion possess a disagreeable sulphurous odour, which is also

Further information relating to these fields is summarized characteristic of the majority of oils from the Southern

in Table II. Section, with the exception of those from Poza Rica, Meca-

Physical Characters of Mexican Crude Oils

Colour. The majority are dark brown or black, with
little or no fluorescence. Exceptional oils are those from
the Isthmus fields, Tecuanapa, Sarlat, and Belem, which
have an amber or dark red colour with a pronounced green
bloom. The Filisola oil is reddish brown with a sli^t
bronze sheen, while the fields of Huitzaltd, San Pedro, and
La Labor have yielded almost white oils with a strong blue-
green fluorescence.

tepee, and Furbero, which are similar to the Isthmus

oils from Tonala, El Burro, Teapa, and El Plan, having
pleasant and somewhat aromatic odours.

Specific Gravity. The range of specific gravities covered
by the producing fields is summarized in Table III. Oils

from the Northern Section (Map nos. 1-8) are character-

ized as ‘heavy* with specific gravities usually greater than
0-950. The average specific gravity of oils from other fields

tends to become progressively lower as one proceeds in a
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Table I—
Pool or field.

Producing in

J934

1 1 Production No. of Average depth

Discovery Producing production. 1934, producing wells. sub-sea.

JSto. Municipality
1

State date formation bhl. bbl. 1934 ft-

1 Chapopote Tamaulipas 1926 2,691.639
232,904,712

197,705 9 1,885

2 Pnniico Veracruz 1924 4,126,670 166 1,662

3 1925 14,873,045

298,344,617

962,185 54 1,939

4 1910 2,742,110
345,140

165 1,852

5 Topila Pueblo Viejo
i

1909 27,628,267 55 2,733

6 Ebano
Chapacao
Limon

Tulillo S. L. Potosi 1901 115,820,075 2,919,664 135 1,848

7 Valles 1922 4,471,584 277,895 38 2,191

8 Caracol Panuco Veracruz 1912 9,139,927 323,444 39
Salinas

9 San Diego Tamalin 1908
e

8,405,093 170,137 14

Chiconcillo

10 Tepetatc Tantima 1915 1 139,501,148 514,091 15

N. Chinampa 5
11 S. Chinampa Amatlan 1913 194,471,042 1,341,556 36 1,644

N. Amatlan
12 S. Amatlan 1920 90,473,627 1,582,923 43

13 Zacamixtle Tancoco 1920 13,998,406 144,473 9 1,755

14 Toteco Tepctzintla 1916 277,125,074 3,646,073 43 1,300
Cerro Azul

IS Alazan Temapache 1912 7.299,555 176,999 3

16 Potrero del 1910 103,025,144 723,911 11 1,719

Llano
17 Cerro Viejo 1902 15.656.317 553,675 11 1,822

18 Tierra Blanca Tuxpan 1914 77,956.408 3,069,417 27
Chapopote

19 Alamo Temapache 1913 58,859,736 757,123 46
San Isidro

20 Tierra 1911 . 854,861 1 40,683 8
Amarilla 1

21 Tanhuijo Tamiahua 1910 Oligocene 466,365 11,873 8 375
22 Poza Rica Coatzintla 1930 Cretaceous 4,705,108 3,707,594 6 2,280

Limestone
23 Mecatepec 1928 Upper Eocene 731,236 38,838 3 3,688
24 Furbcro 1907 Eocene 2,183,520 68,905 9 1,730
25 El Burro Puerto 1928 Middle Lower 35,433,643 3,530,202 122 2,379

Tonala Mexico Miocene
26 El Plan Minatittan 1931 Upper Lower 8,407,023 4,193,889 24 2,462

Miocene
27 New Teapa Puerto 1929 Lower Miocene 32,181 69 7 603

Mexico
28 Filisola Minatitlan 1923 15,506.410 847,547 51 2,902

29 Tecuanapa „ 1911 Dolomite over 71,053 127 3 341
salt

30 Sarlat Macuspana Tabasco 1891 Upper Miocene 6,114 1 16 1

31 Belem » 1
» 1926 .. ..

1

5,716
j

6 0

Table II

Commercially Unproductive Fields

Map
reference

Pool or

field Municipality State

Discovery
date

Producing
formation

Depth
sub-sea,

ft. Remarks

A Camargo Camargo Tamaulipas 1927 Cretaceous
Limestone

3,605* Produced a very small quantity of light-

coloured oil quite unlike other oils in the

district.

B Huitzalte Valles San Luis
Potosi

1918 3,833 \ These 3 fields produced small quantities of
very light-coloured oil with a blue-green

C San Pedro 1912 3,656 fluorescence, rich in wax and unlike other
D La Labor 1913 3,700 J oils from the neighbouring districts.

E Concepcion Minatitlan Vera Cruz 1909 Dolomite over

salt

160 At one time commercially productive,

yielding oil similar to Filisola.

F Soledad 1910 555
]

Produced considerable amounts of oil at
G Capoacan 1905 376* one time. The oil was light coloured and
H San Cristobal 1905 314*J fluorescent, somewhat high in sulphur,

low in sp. gr., contains wax and asphalt.

* Ixhuatlan Ixhuatlan 1911 Hard blue marl
and shale

888 Also a productive field at one time, the oil

being similar to that from Tonala and
Teapa.

J Caimba Pichucalco Chiapas 1909 Soft grey shale 699-6 Not commercially productive field. Oil

brown in colour, very little wax. Unlike
oil from Sarlat and ^lem fields.

* Total depth.
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southward direction. In Table III are also included the

expansion coefficients and viscosity ranges corresponding

to the three main field divisions.

As regards viscosity, it is noteworthy that the heavier

crudes, as well as fuel oils compounded from their asphaltic

residud tars, exhibit a hysteresis phenomenon when stored

undisturbed at low temperatures.

871

from the Furbero, Teapa, Tonala, Concepcion, and Ixhuat-

lan fields, the reading obtained amounting to 0-2° as a

maximum.
Oil from Sarlat is exceptional in showing dextro-rotatory

activity amounting to 2-0° in the fractions boiling between

30 and 70° under high vacuum conditions.

The rcfractivity of the light fractions obtained from

Table III

Physical Characters, Producing Fields

Section andfields

Tampico-Tuxpan
North Section

Map nos. 1-8 .

South Section

Map nos. 9-21 .

22-4 .

Isthmus

Map nos. 25-7

Non-waxy crudes

Waxy crudes

Map no. 28
29

„ 30-1 .

Specific Gravity
60160^ F.

Expansion coefficient

60 S0° F. Redwood n
Viscosity

7 . 1 at 100° F., sec.

Max. Min.

\

Mean Max. Mean Max. Min. Mean

1-000
\

\

0-955 0-983 0-405x10- 0-340 XKT* 0-390 xI0“» >30.000 2,400 10,800

0-972

1

! 0-916 ! 0-933 ! 0-428
1

0395 „ i 0-415 „ 1,650 323 691

0-933
i

0-854 0-889 1 0-455 „
;

0-415 „ !i 0-435 ,. 143 93 110

92 119
55 93

204 233
41 43
28 63

0-918 I 0-865 0-901
!

0-445 „ ,
0-428 0-430 „ 203

0-883 I 0-854 0-870
I 0-455 „ 0-435

,

0-445 „ 132

0-932 ' 0-918 0-924 0-428 „ i
0-415 „ i 0-423 ,. 256

0-874 0-852 0-865 ' 0-455
i

0-445 „ I 0-445 „ 67
0-929 0-792

j

0-860
I

0-520
|

0-423 ,. !
0-445 „ 102

Table IV

Rcfractivity of Successive Fractions

CORCOVAUO 1 POIRERO 1 Tonala

r t'

Map no. 3 1 Map no. 16 Map no. 25

A'iio
i

Rg />..
i

Rg
1

1

Nto
1

Rg

100-120 0-729
i

1-4100
;

0-562 0-706
1

1-.3980
1

0-563
1
1

0-720 1-4070 0-565

120-140 0-745
I

1 -4220 0-566 0-727
,

1-4080
i

0-561
1

0-733 1-4140 0-565

140-160 0-765
i

1-4270 ' 0-558 ! 0 740
;

1-4170
i

0-563
1

0-748 1-4220 0-564

160-180 0-778 1 1-4375
1

0-562
1

0-762 i 1-4265
1

0-560
1

0-768 1-4315 0 562

180-200 0-796 1-4465 ! 0-561 1 0-776
1

1-4340
1j

0-560
i

0-784 1-4405 0-563

200-220 0-816 1-4560
i

0-559 1

;

0-796
,

1-4420
,
,

0-555 ' 0-798 1-4480 0-561

220-240 0-838 1 -4660 1 0-556 I 0 802 1-4470
!

0-557
1

0-813 1-4540
1

0-558

240-260 0-851
;

1 -4780 0-556
1

0-818
;

1 4560
1

0-557
1

0-822 1-4600 0-559

Fraction Filisola TfCUANAPA
1

San Pedro
°C. Map no. 28 1 Map no. 29

1

Map ref. C

100-120 0-740 i 1-4155
1

0-561 0709
;

14010 0565 1 0-726 1-4083
1

0-562

120-140 0-754
1

1-4230
' 0-561 0-722 1-4115 0-569

1
0-736 1-4140 0-562

140-160 0-769
i

1-4320 0-561 0-744 1-4230 0-568
i

0-751 1-4220 0-561

160-180 0-791
1

1-4420 : 0-558 0-767
i

1-4320 0-563
j

0-762 1-4280 0-561

180-200 0-814 ' 1-4510 0-554 0-787 ' 1-4430 0-563 0-774 1 -4325 0-559

200-220 0-820
1

1-4600
1

0-560 0-799 1-4500 1 0-563
1

0-783 1-4380 0-559

220-240 0-835 1-4635
1

0-555
1

0-813 ' 1-4570 0-562 1 0-795 1-4430 0-560

240-260 0-844 1 1 -4690
1

0-555
! 0823 1-4640 ! 0563 1 0-806 1-4486 0-556

Dn Density at 20° C. Wao Refractive index. Rg = Specific rcfractivity.

This was first observed and studied by Glazebrook, typical crudes, represenutive of various producing fields,

Higgins, and Pannell [1, 1915-16] who postulated some is shown in Table IV.

kind of molecular association so as to form new molecules
of higher molecular weight, to account for the increase in

Inermal Fropernes

viscosity due to storage. From the fact that the initial vis- Complete data relative to the specific heat and latent

cosity can be partially restored by violent agitation, and heat of vaporization for the various types ofcrude oil from
entirely by heat treatment, just prior to the viscosity deter- producing fields is not available. A.sample from the Tepe-
mination, it seems probable that the phenomenon is col- tate-N. Chinampa field (Map no. 10), representing a typical

loidal and thixotropical. light crude of mixed base, was found by the author to have
Optical Omractws. Very slight laevo-rotatory activity has a specific heat of 0-4572 between 20 and 30° C.

been observed in the li^t distillates, boiling below 260° C. The calorific value of the dry crudes varies from 19,000
in the case of a few Mexican crude oils, notably those B.Th.U. per lb. for the light oils of the Isthmus type, to
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18,2S0B.Th.U. for the heavy asphaltic oils derived from the

Northern Section of the Tampico-Tdxpan district, both

these being p-oss values, uncorrected for sulphur.

The calorific values of successive fractions obtained

during the distillation of a light crude on a continuous

bench of 10 stills is shown in Table V, toother with other

rdevant information.

Table V
Calorific value of Successive Fractions during

Commercial Distillation ofLight Crude Oil

Sp. gr.

60160'’ F
Sulphur Wax

% **’/•

Viscosity

Red. no. 1,

I0(FF.,sec.

Gross
calorific value

B.Th.U. per lb.

Original

cnide 0-930 3-27 4-10 780 18,750

Fraction
1 0-704 0-49 .. 21.184

2 0-707 0-23 .. 21,141

3 0-721 0-21 20,817

4 0-723 0-31 20,718

5 0-746 0-28 20,558

6 0-774 0-46 26 20,191

7 0-796 0-66 28 20,102

8 0-821 0-72 012 30 19,950

9 0-833 MO 0-70 33 19,836

10 0-847 1-34 1-10 35 19,606

11 0-857 1-57 1-50 39 19,514
12 0-872 1-97 3-60 43 19,483

Residue 1-005

Chemical Properties

Mexican crude oils are mainly of the mixed base type,

although a certain distinction may be drawn between those

from the Tampico-Tilxpan Northern Section and those

from the south.

The former are predominantly asphaltic containing less

than 1 % of wax, while the southern oils may contain up to

5% of wax in addition to asphalt.

Oils from the Isthmus fields of Tonala, El Burro, Tcapa,
and El Plan can also be divided into waxy and non-waxy
types, although the latter term is purely a relative one, since

oils from ah these fields contain wax. The so*called waiq^

crudes contain from 2 to 3*5% of wax on the average,

although individual wells have been found to yield 4-5%

and in one case up to 7*2%. The non-waxy oils contain

less than 1%. The wax in these Isthmus crudes is fre-

quently found to be of high melting-point and amorphous,

similar in character to ceresin.

Filisola crude contains less than 1 % of wax, and is more
aromatic in character than the oil from the fields previously

mentioned.

In the Tecuanapa field the oil is of a distinct type, low
both in asphalt and wax. It approaches in character the

Pennsylvania crude, and is the only Mexican crude so far

discovered which lends itself to the production of residual

cylinder stocks. Unfortunately, the field is almost ex-

hausted.

The two Tabascan fields at Sarlat and Belem yield oils

which are again of different type from the generality of

Mexican crudes. They have low specific gravities and con-

tain little sulphur, asphalt, or wax; the production from
these two fields is very small.

The general analytical characteristics of typical oils from
the producing fields are set out in Tables VI and VII. To
facilitate comparison a uniform scheme of analysis has

been adopted throughout.

Attention is directed to the column headed ‘Sample and
date’, where the abbreviation ‘C.’ means that the analysis

refers to the average results obtained with commercial

quantities of oil during a considerable period, usually 12

months’ consistent supply to a refinery or pipeline. The
abbreviation ‘O.F.’ implies that the analysis refers to a

sample or samples from the oilfield, either from a single

well or a series of wells regarded as typical. The date refers

to the period of observation and analysis.

All percentages are by weight and in the case of wax
refer to material of the same melting-point, i.e. 125° F.

‘ V ’

The column headed refers to the ratio of vanadium
Ni

to nickel in the ash, it being a noteworthy characteristic of

Mexican crudes that these two elements are constantly

Table VI

Analytical Characters, Tampico-Tuxpan, North and South Sections

(ENCLCR distillation)

C.R.>i Carbon

:

I (Conradton teat). t V.RJ. 100 - ViieiMitx Redwood no. 1 at 100* F.,
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present, with the exception of the Sarlat and Belem oils

which contain nickel but no vanadium.

In their ultimate composition, Mexican crudes are char-

acterized by their high sulphur and low nitrogen content.

Carbon varies between 79 and 84-2%, hydrogen between

9 5 and 11-2%, the average C ; H ratio being 7-7.

The range of sulphur content is shown in Tables VI and
VII for the oils at present produced, but higher percentages

than those shown have been obtained in oils from individual

wells, the maximum being 6-43%. Not only the amount,
but ^o the nature of the sulphur compounds present in

the crudes, introduces special problems in the refining of

products manufactured from them, especially in the case of
the lighter distillates.

Refined Prodncts

The quantity and quality of refined products obtainable

from Mexican crude oils are naturally not subject to very

close limitations, being dependent to a great extent on
market requirements and the equipment available for meet-

ing them.
Nevertheless, crudes from individual fields have been

foimd in practice to lend themselves more readily to the

manufacture of one class of products than to another,

Table VII

Analytical Characters, Isthmus Section

(enoler distillation)

Table VIII

Typical Yields and Characters of Refined Products, Tart^ico-Tuxpan, North and South Fields
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Table DC

Typical Yields and Characters of Refined Products, Isthmus Fields

JVofM.—N-W — Non-waxy crude. I.B.P. = Initial boiling-point. Vol” For gasoline, % boiling below 100°. V.R.I. Viscosity

Redwood no. 1. W == Waxy crude. F.B.P. — Final boiling-point. Vol’'= For kerosinc, % boiling below 200°. M. pt. «= Melting-point,

Ring and Ball.

Aromatic Content ofUght Fractions

Crude

Field

map
no.

Sp. gr.

60/60“ F.

Boiling

range

°C.
Aromatics

% H-/.

Naphthenes
Paraffins

by
difference

Altamira 1 0-762 40-200 14-4 37-2 48-4

0-815 163-294 28-3

San Marcos . 9 0-746 58-185 14-7 41-0 44-3

0-848 172-291 40-4

Juan Casiano 10 0-723 53-182 8-7 .33-8 57-5

0-800 178-267 22-0

Potrero 16 0-727 50-200 9-2 35-4 55-4

.. 0-807 171-292 19-2

Zacamixtle . 13 0-723 49-187 8-9 iii 57-4

0-799 182-248 20-6

Mecatepec .
2*3 0-727 51-200 8-1 36-8 55-i

» 0-804 181-279 19-5

Furbero 24 0-730 51-189 10-7 38-3 ' 51-0

0-814 171-297 22-9

Teapa . 27 0-720 50-201 6-0 32-0 62-0

0-789 182-268 11-8

Tecuanapa . 29 0-736 50-158 5-4 50-0 44-6

.. 0-803 158-274 19-5
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owing either to the inherent qualities of their components
or because they are more amenable to a certain type of
refinery technique.

The heavy oils from the Tampico-Tiixpan Northern
fields are eminently suitable for the manufacture ofasphalt,

their high sulphur content not being a detrimental feature

in this respect, while their low wax content is also advan-
tageous.

These heavy crudes can also be utilized for the manu-
facture of good quality lubricating oils, characterized by
high specific gravity, and low pour-point.

Crude oils from all the fields numbered 9 to 21 are of
mixed-base type and very similar in character from a
refinery point of view.

A complete range of products, ranging from light spirits

to asphalts and paraffin can be obtained from them, and
they present no special problems for the refiner except those

due to their high sulphur content, which in the case of the

lighter products sometimes require special methods of
treatment.

The three fields numbered 22 to 24 inclusive provide

crude oils which are intermediate in character between
those from the Golden Lane and the Isthmus regions. As
with the latter, the yield of light fractions is greater and that

of asphalt smaller than in the case of the northern crudes.

Having a lower sulphur content, treatment of their light

fractions to meet market requirements is relatively simple.

Limitation of space precludes any attempt to survey the

whole range of capability in refining the various types of
crude oil, but in Tables VIII and IX some typical examples

are given showing the yields of products and their pre-

dominant analytical characters.

The aromatic content of the light fractions obtained

from the crude oils is a matter of some interest, and in

Table X are recorded the results of determinations made
by conventional methods on the unrefined gasoline and
kerosine fractions derived from various typical crudes.

Natural Asphalts and Seepages

The ‘chapopoteras’ or seepages arc prominent features of
the oil-bearing regions of Mexico, some being still live

seepages having the characteristic qualities of partially

evaporated and oxidized crude oils, while others have

reached the stage of complete solidification or bitumeniza-

tion, and may be considered as true asphaltites.

The analytical characters of some typical examples of
the latter class are as follows:

I 11 in

Colour Black Black Black

Lustre Bright Semi-lustrous Semi-lustrous

Fracture Conchoidal Conchoidal Conchoidal
Streak Dark brown Black Black
Consistence . Brittle Brittle Brittle

Fixed carbon 21-8% 43-70% 43-5%
Sulphur 10-75% 6-15% 6-20%
Soluble in CS, . 99-94% 35-40% 29-40%

„ ether . 44-10%
.. C.H, . 99-90% 35-10% 34-20%

Wax . 0-43%
Ash . 0-30% 0-80% 0-72%
V,Ot content of ash 68-50% 31-30% 28-20%

No. 1 is a glance pitch, whilst 11 and 111 are Grahamites.

Natural Gas
The gas which accompanies the crude oil in theTampico-

Tiixpan region is characterized by its high content of

hydrogen sulphide and carbon dioxide, and many fatalities

are due to its poisonous character. Several wells in the

Topila and Quebrache fields, while yielding no oil, have
produced large quantities of almost pure carbon dioxide

and have been exploited for the manuf^ture of dry ice. In

the Poza Rica field the hydrogen sulphide content is very

small, and on the Isthmus the oilfield gases are nearly free

from this component.
The Tecuanapa oil is accompanied by gas which is

remarkable for a small percentage of sulphur dioxide. The
following analyses are typical:

1 Topila Potrero Naranjos Poza Rica FllUola

Density i

(air= 1) . 1
1-53 1-16 1-206 0-93 0-58

CO, .

j

95-75% 14-00% 14-83% 16-30% nil

H,S . 1 trace 4-50 7-11 trace nil

N /

•

j

0-25
0-71

8-49

0-10 0-6

1-4

CH, . 2-02 36-001 64-501

C,H, . 1 0-05 20-00 > 60-61 5-40}

C,H, .
1

0-13 12001 7-80j 98-0

C.H.o
Heavier 1

0-21 7-00 2-91 3-60

hydro-
carbons

I
1-59 6-50 5-34 2-30

;

100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00 100-00
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VENEZUELA
By R. J. FORBES, MJSr.R.I.E.

Chemical Engineer, Amsterdam Laboratory, Bataqfsche Petroleum Maatschappij

The petroleum industry did not start to exploit the Vene-

zuelan oilfields on any large scale until about 20 years ago.

Up to that time conditions had not been favourable to an
unimpeded development of the industry. It is quite pos-

sible that here, as in Mexico, the natives for centuries made
use of the loc^ oil and bitumen seepages. But the period

after the discovery of Venezuela in 1499 by Alonzo de

Ojeda (who named the country ‘little Venice’ after seeing

on Lake Maracaibo a village on piles) until the delivery of
the country from Spanish rule by Simon Bolivar in 1811

was very turbulent and scarcely suited to promote industrial

development of the country. Even after regaining their

independence more than a century elapsed before there

could here be any question of an important industry. And
yet in 1875 Tejera, in his book Venezuela Pintoresca, drew
attention to the fact that in the vicinity of Trujillo two oil-

wells were being successfully exploit^ and that in other

states, too, similar wells were to be found. In 1878 the

Government also realized the importance of the rich oil

strata in Venezuela and passed the first ofa series of parlia-

mentary Acts to promote a policy of oil concessions. In
1912 this country commenc^ to attract the attention of
the oil producers, and in 1914 Mene Grande began to be
exploited seriously and the Maracaibo Valley thoroughly

explored. The fact that the territory round the wide gulf

(2S,(X}0 sq. miles) was so rich in oil, yielded golden profits

to Venezuela when, in about 1924, owing to the general

flooding of many Mexican fields that had produced large

quantities of oil, there was a sudden new demand for oils

ofthat type. This may be clearly seen from the production,

which suddenly rose from 2,000 tons in 1916 and 58,213
tons in 1918 to 1,331,000 tons in 1924 [8, 1934].

The exploitation of these wells, which during the first

years was practically restricted to the eastern side of the

Gulf of Maracaibo, was gradually also extended to the

w«tem side and, of recent years, the petroleum industry

has successfully taken in hand the exploitation of several

fields in East Venezuela [5, 1934].

Now the aimual production Im risen to 20,252,000 tons

(1930) and 17,493,000 tons in 1932, so that Venezuela pro-
duces about 10% ofthe total of, and is the largrat producer
but two in, the world [12, 1933]. Practically speaking, the

wells are exploited by a small number of large subsidiary

companies of the Standard Oil, the Royal Dutch Shell, &c.

Only a small percentage of the crude produced is refined

in the country itself by a large refinery of the Shell at San
Lorenzo and two smaller ones at Maracaibo and Salinas;

the larger part by far is exported and further refined at

Curasao, Aruba, or elsewhere. The importance of the

various fields has considerably shifted during those years.

Though at first Mene Grande took precedence, it was soon
overshadowed by La Rosa, but both are now greatly ex-

ceeded by Lagunillas. According to Dewhurst [2, 1934],

the subterranean resources, in so far as these may be esti-

mated with any certainty, must come to some 2,000,000,000

tons, to which must be added the

oil resources of East Venezuela,

which, for lack of correct data,

caimot yet be rated.

It is difficult to give a typical

characteristic of the Venezuelan

oils. Generally speaking, they be-

long to the heavy crudes with a

low content of light fractions, they

contain a good deal of sulphur,

and are one of the principal sources
of the present asphaltic bitumen
production. A number of the most
important crudes are, with their

properties, given in Table I.

The Mene Gnmde pool yields

two kinds of oil: a heavy and a light one. The productive

formations are sands from the Maracaibo series of the

Miocene (for the heavy crude) and the Eocene Misao-

Trujillo sand (for the light crude) at a depth of 1,000 to

2,700 ft. Here too, therefore, the rule applies that the

lightest crude is derived from the deeper strata. The pool

was disclosed on 25 July 1914.

The two crudes are of the asphaltic type, or, as the

Bureau of Mines puts it, of the naphthenic type with a high

bitumen content. The light crude contains about 20%
more light constituents and is further distinguished from
the heavy by a higher paraflin-wax content. The composi-

tion of its light fractions is also diflerent, being somewhat
less aromatic. Otherwise the two crudes have the same
asphalt content (calculated on the residue), which is a little

lower than that of the well-known Mexican crudes. Ac-
cording to Kraemcr’s data [9, 1927] these crudes corre-

spond with the heavy, high sulphur oils from Kern County,

California, except for the fact that the sulphur content is

lower.

A close resemblance to the Heavy Mene Grande crude

is shown by the Lagunillas crude, which is also produced

on the eastern side of the lake from sands of the Icotea

formation and the underlying El Mene formation, and
from the La Rosa sands. The depth of the wells is between

2,300 and 5,000 ft.; the productive layers appear to have

a monocline structure, 1^ which this field, with La Rosa
and Ambrosio, deviates from the other fields, which all

have an anticlinal structure. The Lagunillas crude is poorer
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Table I

The Crude Oils of Venezuela

877

Crude

Mene
Grande
(Light) (Heavy) Lagunlllas La Rosa

El Mene
(Western) La Concepcion

Las Cruces
(Tarra) LaRaz

Location Northern part of district North-eastern North-eastern District of Ma- Colon District; 1 District of Ma-
of Sucre, state of Zulia, shore of Lake south-west of racaibo, state

east of Lake Maracaibo Maracaibo, Maracaibo, of Zulia, west Lake Mara- of Zulu
district of district of Buchivacoa, of Maracaibo caibo, state of
Bolivar, state Bolivar, state state ofFalcon Zulia
of Zulia of Zulia

DOOOVBliy DATE OF POOL 25 July 1914 14 May 1926 16 Dec. 1922 1920 1924
j

27 Aug. 1916 Dec. 1922

Paoducing Fokmations Sands in the Maracaibo La Rosa sands; Concepcion Mirador sands; Third coal series

series of 1:he Miocene rcotea forma- third coat of the Eocene

1

produce the heavy oil; tion; El Mene sands; Lower age; El Mene sands of the asphalt base
Misoa-Trujillo (Eocene) formation be- Miocene base crude
sand rock produces the low the Icotea

1

light oil

Sp.gr.8t I5/4»C. 0-900 0-950 0-950 0-910
1

0-840 0-850 0-870 0-890

Sulphur content 2-2y. 2-45% 2-2% 1-8%
1

0-2% 0-7% 1-0% 2-2%
Para(Hn-wax content 1-5% 0-45% 0-35% 0-7% 4-6% 3-6% 3-7% 0-5%

Yields by volume:

Oasoline 14-0% 10-3% S-7% 8-1% 40-0% 16-8% 13-5% 12-0%
Oa* oil ... 34-3% 19-5% 14-7% 25-6% 29-0% 36-6% 30-1% 33-3%
Reiidue (incl. lou and

water) SI-5°/. 70-2% 79-6% 66-3% 31-0% 46-6% 56-4% 54-7%

100-0^; 100-0% 100-0% 100-0% 100-0% 100-0% 100-0% 100-0%

Gasoline:

Sp. gr. at ISM- C. 0-72S 0-752 0-758 0-725
'

0-764 0-752 0-720 0-720
Initial boiling-point, ° C. 47 57 60 53 58 58 48 53
Final boiling-point, ° C, 160 190 193 160 205 192 160 163
Distilling up to lOO” C. . 45% 21% 18% 43% 26% 22% 44% 47%
Sulphur content <0-1% <0-1% <0-1% <0-1% <0-1% <0-1% <0-1% <0-1%

Gas oil I

Sp. gr. at ISM’ C. 0-83S 0-854 0-860 0-837 0-874 0-835 0-819 0-840

Initial boiling-point. - C. 172 206 208 170 221 209 171 178
Oistilling up to 300° C. . 85% 89% 84% 87% 78% 74% 86% 84%
Sulphur content . 0-43% 0-71% 0-6% 0-45% 0-15% 0-27% 0-24% 0-84%

Residue:
1

Sp. gr. at ISM' C. 0-969 1

0-991

j

0-987 0-967 0-948 0-913 0-942 0-963
Viscosity, Red. no. 1.

1

100°F. .

1

2B5sec./l40°F. 856 sec. 2,061 tec.

Viscosity, E/S0° C. 87-2
1

274-7 1 303-0
1

85-7 16-2 63-9

in parafim wax and contains a lower percentage of light

fractions than the Heavy Mene Grande; the residue would
also appear to be a little more aromatic. This pool, which
now yields the lion’s share of the Venezuelan production,

was disclosed on 14 May 1926.

The second important producer is also situated on the

east side. This is La Rosa, which produced earlier (since

16 Dec. 1922). The oil is won from Lower Miocene
formations (La Rosa and Santa Barbara sands) at a depth
of 1,380 to 2,600 ft. This crude ^eatly resembles Light

Mene Grande, although it contains less light distillate.

Here, too, the paraffin-wax content is so high that the oil

is really neither asphaltic nor of the mixed-base type, but

between the two; moreover, the asphalt content is a little

lower than with the Light Mene Grande. Consequently, it

is sometimes classified as a mixed-base crude [10, 1926;

9, 1927]. Kraemer, for one, compares it with the heavy
mixed-base South Californian crudes, which are more
volatile, however, while here the light fractions arc

spedfic^y heavier, and the heavy fractions are speci-

fically lighter.

This field projects right under the surface of the lake as

the Ambrosio field, which yields an almost identical oil,

with, however, a higher asphalt content, but an almost

equal quantity of parafihi wax. It resembles the wax-
bearing crudes from Santa Maria (South California), but

contains a little less sulphur, and the light fractions contain

more aromatics.

A quite different oil is the crude from El Mime, also

known as Western or Buchivacoa. This field, which is

situated 33 miles to the east of the Lake of Maracaibo,
was drilled as early as 1920, and produces from a soft

sandstone of Miocene age, the so-called El Mene Sand, at

a depth of 800 to 1,200 ft. It is a decidedly waxy crude
with a very low sulphur content. The content of low-
boiling constituents is higher in this than in any other

Venezuelan crude. These fractions (especially the gasoline

fraction) contain more aromatics than is usually found in

these regions. Except for the paraffin-wax content, the

lubricating-oil fractions greatly resemble those of some
naphthenic Californian crudes. The residue is an excellent

cracking stock. To the east ofEl Mene an entirely identical

oil was struck in the Hombre Pintado territory at 490 to

1,660 ft. in 1927.

Another waxy crude is found in La Concepcion, on the
west side of the lake near the town of Maracaibo. In 1924
this oil was drilled in the 1,500-2,000-ft. deep Eocene Con-
cepcion series. By Kraemer this crude is (perhaps wrongly)
considered to belong to the mixed-base crudes; the residue,

however, is apronounced wax residue. The lubricants nuide
from this crude are very good. This oil bears a great resem-
blance to several Mid-Continent crudes (Texas, Oklahoma).
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Close to La Concepcion is the La Paz pool, whjch was

drilled in December 1922 at approximately the same depth

in the middle of asphalt deposits, in the Third Coal Sands

of the Eocene. The oil won here is again of a pronounced

asphaltic type, strongly resembling the Light Mene Grande

both in quantity and in composition of the fractions, except

that the paraffin-wax content is considerably lower.

In the south-western angle of the Lake of Maracaibo

there are some important fields, of which Las Cruces, also

called Tarra, is perhaps the most important. The first pro-

duction was obtained here as early as 27 August 1916,

when oil was struck in the Mirador Sands and afterwards

in the Third Coal Sands of the Eocene. The depth of these

strata is from 2,300 to 4,250 ft. It is rather a heavy oil of

the mixed-base type with a relatively high asphalt content;

the residue contains a rather high proportion of aromatic

constituents, unlike the light fractions, which have a

decidedly low specific gravity.

The adjacent El Cubo field produces a crude with more

sulphur and less paraffin wax; it may be regarded as an
asphaltic type.

The oilfields in east Venezuela were not opened up until

recently and little has been published as yet concerning

these fields and the oil found there. The crude from El

Mene del Salto has a sproific gravity of 0-850 and evidently

resembles its namesake in the west in other respects too.

The oil from Quire-Quire seemed to have a very high

sulphur content, unlike the other Venezuelan crudes, and
in other respects, too, strongly resembles Panuco crude oil.

An asphaltic oil is also produced in the Guanaco field,

which oil is partly employed to flux the Bermudez asphalt.

The crude is very heavy (sp. gr. 0-980).

As regards the suitability of Venezuelan crudes as crack-

ing stock, data have been published by EgloflT [4, 1931, 1933].

For the sake of completeness, we must here also draw
attention to some rather more theoretical investigations

made of recent years into Venezuelan oil fractions, notably

publications by Gullick [6, 1933] and by Lang [11, 1932].
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TREVroAD
By I. McCALLUM, B.Sc., A.M.liist.P.T.

The Trinidad Petroleum Development Company Ltd.

The crude oil of Trinidad, although derived, with very little

exception, from beds deposited in the same geological age,

nevertheless shows a very appreciable range of charac-

teristics. Formation pressures are variable, and in some
cases very high, necessitating the use of artihcially weighted

drilling fluid with densities in excess of 2 g. per c.c. The
gas produced with the oil can vary from 500 to 3,000 cu. ft.

to the barrel. Generally speaking, the petroleum as a type

falls between the intermediate and naphthene base classi-

fleation as defined by Lane and Garton [1, 1936]. Wax-
bearing crude is not common but is met with in the Lower
Cruse beds and particularly in the Palo Seco district to

the south.

A series of analyses representing typical crudes from the

main producing areas is set forth in Table T. The distilla-

Tabi.e I

Crude
Major

1

oil

Gasoline at

Pro-
200° C.

- -- Ped.
com- 1 Sp. Sp.

1

Sp. .w- .-,\r at

...
panic, irr. nr.

1

Yield gr. 100 r.

T.K.L. ! 0-919 0-781 0 951 l-H 316
and ' 0-917 0 788 20 2 0-951 284

Fyzabud A.T.O.
,

0-867 0-773
i

40-0 0-923 0-82 177
j

Lot 1. U.B.O.T 0-94.1 0-766 i 18-0 0-982 1-69 6.080
Parry- ' 0-936 0-745 18-0 0-973 1-72 2,630
lands

j

0-873 0-750 1 26 3 0-918 1-04 261

Cruse T.C O. 0-89.5 0-757
i

24-0 0-936 1-65 300
0-925 0-760 1 I5-S 0-957 2 36 500

Guapo K.T.O '0-912 0 769
1
26 0 0-969 0-80 1,730

0-948 0-773
i

16-3 0-985 1-59
[

11,200
j

Palo Seco T.P.D. ' 0-856 0-769 1 43-0 0-925 0-47 104
'

0-901 0-778
!

20-5 '0 935 0-39 307 1

i

0-881 0-771
!

19-0 0-909 0-32 140

1

Guaya- T.L.l 1
0-860 0-775 1 32-0

: 0-900 1 00 40
1

guayare
!

1
1

Barrack- T.L.L.
,

0-935 0-785
I

12-0 0-957 0-70 400
1

pore
1

i

i

I

1

Taba- T.C.O. 0-823 0-757 48-3 0-881
;

0-46 52 1

quite 1 0-801 0-747
j

47-3 0-855
j

0-39 45!

Pro-

ducing

horizon

U. Cruse
L. Cruse

1.01 I

Cruse

U Cruse
L Cruse

tion figures are based on the A.S.T.M. D285-33 crude-oil

test. The companies are referred to by their initials only,

which can be interpreted from Table II.

Table II sets for^ a more detailed list of the companies

in the order of their production capacities, together with

their various holdings.

Forest Reserve-Fyzabad Area.

This area is the most prolific oil land in the island.

Development commenced around the two major domes, on
which the Forest Reserve and Bernstein pools have been

proved. Drilling was continued down the north and south

flanks, but most successfully to the south. Trinidad Lease-

holds Ltd., the operating company, together with Apex
CTrmidad) Oilfields Ltd., who have developed the eastern

extension of the anticline, have in the past obtained the

Table II

Company

Apex (Trinidad) Oilfields Ltd.

Trinidad Leaseholds Ltd.

Trinidad Petroleum Develop-
ment Co. Ltd.

United British Oilfields of Trini-

dad Ltd.
Kern Trinidad Oilfields Ltd.

Trinidad Ccnrral Oilfields Ltd.

Trinidad Oilfields Operating Co.
Ltd.

Siparia Trinidad Oilfields Ltd.

Trinidad Consolidated Oilfields

Ltd.

Antilles Petroleum Co. Ltd.

Petroleum Options (1925) Ltd.

Centres of operation

Fyzabad.
Forest Reserve, Guayaguayare,
Barrackpore.

Palo Seco, Los Bajos.

Parrylands, Lots 1 to 6, Point

Fortin.

Guapo, Boodoosingh.
Cruse, Wilson Block, Tabaquitc,

Lizard Springs.

San Francique, Palo Seco.

Palo Seco.

Fyzabad.

Vessigny, Brighton.

San Francique.

bulk of their oil from the Forest and Upper Cruse sands.

The exploitation, however, of the deeper Cruse sands is

now yielding very satisfactory results. The crude from this

area shows fairly consistent characteristics throughout.

Variations, nevertheless, are found covering a sp)ecific-

gravity range of 0-85 to 0-97. The Forest and Upper Cruse

sands give intermediate-naphthene base crudes of similar

chemical analysis. The gasoline distilled from this oil,

although of low volatility, is of excellent quality and has

an octane rating of 65 to 70. Petroleum from the Lower
Cruse beds is usually lighter, and tends more to the inter-

mediate base type. These deeper crudes are sometimes
wax-bearing.

Lot 1. Parrylands-Cruse-Guapo Area.

This Anticlinal Area, a few miles north-west of the

Forest Reserve field, is under exploitation by the United
British Oilfields of Trinidad, the Kern Trinidad Oilfields

Ltd., and Trinidad Leaseholds Ltd., who are operating the

Cruse field on behalf of Trinidad Central Oilfields Ltd.

The oil from this district is on the average heavier in gravity

and more naphthenic in type than the Forest Reserve-
Fyzabad production. Gasoline produced from Parrylands
shows a rather more paraffinic nature than the average,

and has a lower octane number. The highly naphthenic
and viscous nature of the Kem production is particularly

interesting. Intermediate fractions are practically non-
existent in the crude, which, however, yields a good volati-

lity gasoline (an unusual point considering the nature of
the oil) and a very thick asphaltic residue.

Palo Seco Area.

Development in this district, carried out chiefly by the

Trinidad Petroleum Development Co. Ltd., has taken place

on a monoclinal structure, comparable with the north flank

of the southern range. Drilling has successfully progressed

northwards right to the synclinal axis. Early production
from beds, correlated with the Forest sands of the Forest
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Reserve field, yielded very light oil of specific gravity 0-82

to 0*86 with gasoline contents up to 50%. The bulk of

present production is drawn from the imderlying C^se
sands. The petroleum from the Lower Cruse is invariably

wax-bearing, and, although generally of intermediate base,

covers a range of density from 0-83 to 0-90. This crude

becomes heavier and more naphthenic progressing east-

ward from the old centre of production. It yields a gaso-

line comparatively high in aromatic hydrocarbons, figures

of 20 to 25% having been obtained.

Bris^ton-Vessigny Area.

Going northwards from Fairylands towards the Pitch

Lake, the geological structure becomes more complex, and

no pools of any great importance have been found. The
oil produced is very viscous and has an average specific

gravity of 0-96. The products distilled from the crudes of

this district are generally not so sweet as the distillates from

the more southerly fields, and they consequently require

a greater degree of refining. At Point D’Or, to the east of

the Pitch Lake, a light crude was struck showing a very

high content ofhydrogen sulphide. Owing to the poisonous

nature of the gas the wells were considered too dangerous

and were abandoned.

Guayaguayare Area.

Guayaguayare was one of the first districts to be tested

in the island, but its remote position in the extreme south-

east of Trinidad at the eastern limit of the southern range,

has, in the past, proved a deterrent to any extensive ex-

ploitation. In addition, the area is large and the structure

intricate, but there is every likelihood that the field will

become one of greater importance. The oil is drawn from
the Moruga and Forest sands, and possibly Cruse. It is

light in specific gravity, of intermediate base, and in some
cases wax-bearing.

Tabaquite Area.

The Tabaquite field, developed by the Trinidad Central

Oilfields Ltd., has, in the past, been perhaps the best-known

oil-producing area in the isl^d, not so much for the size

of its production as for the unique characteristics of the

crude. Two types are formd—^the non-waxy, more from
beds considered to be the Nariva sands of Miocene Age, and
the deeper waxy crude, which is of doubtful origin, but may
be Upper Eocene. The two crudes are very light in colour

and specific gravity, and give a high yield of distillate pro-

ducts. Unfortunately the quantity produced is now small.

There are a number of other districts in the island which
have been centres of exploitation in the past, and have,

so far, failed to yield commercial production of more
than a sporadic nature. Of these might be mentioned Los
Bajos, Point Fortin, Barrackpore, Oropouche, and Cedros.

Further exploration work continues in these areas, and
doubtless there are other valuable fields yet undiscovered

by the drill.

Practically the entire production of the island is pro-

cessed at the two major refineries operated by the Trinidad

Leaseholds Ltd. and the United British Oilfields of Trini-

dad Ltd., and situated at Pointe-a-Pierre and Point Fortin

respectively. A wide range of products is manufactured.
The local and intercolonial requirements represent a con-
siderable market, but the bulk of the petroleum is shipped

to the United Kingdom. As mentioned previously, the

stiaight-run gasoline made is generally high in anti-knock

value, is sweet, and requires very little refining. The raw
kerosine distillate contains a high percentage of aromatic
hydrocarbons and is treated by the Edeleanu process before

marketing. Lubricating oils are not made to any great

extent, but the crude should be capable of giving satis-

factory yields of viscous naphthene base lubricants. In the

past a considerable quantity of the crude was exported, but

the refining capacity of the island has grown, and is now
able to handle a throughput in excess of the normal pro-

duction rate.
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ARGENTINE
By R. J. FORBES, M.N.R.I.E.

Chemical Engineer, Amsterdam Laboratory, Bataafsche Petroleum Maatschappij

The petrolexim industry in the Argentine has developed its

present importance during the last 20 years only, although

the presence of oil in that country had long bwn demon-
strated. As far back as the seventeenth century Franciscan

missionaries had already reported on oil seepages in the

district of the present province of Salta.

Go/iv/a.

The oilfields of the Argentine.

Not until the end of last century, however, did a more
accurate exploration of the oilfields start. Between 1880

and 1890 local production was developed in some of the

pools. The great impetus to further exploration was, how-
ever, given by the discovery of the Commodoro Rivadavia
field, wh«n the Government drilled for water there and
found traces of crude oil (1903). The first oil-well was
finished in 1907; at present the Government (Y.P.F.) owns
about 70% of the total production and 50% of that ofCom-
modoro Rivadavia [5, 1932]. A more intense exploitation

followed in 1914 in the province of Mendoza (Cacheuta)

and subsequently, in 1918, in Neuquen (Plaza Huincul)

close by. Development of the deposits in Salta, though the

first to be discovered, was not started until the year 1926.

Of late years exploration parties have been investigating

the value of the oil deposits said to exist in the extreme

south, in Tierra del Fuego [5, 1932]. The oil production

of the Argentine has rapidly risen from 6,850 tons in 1912

to 166,870 tons in 1917 and 1,884,000 tons in 1932, so that

this country now occupies about the eleventh place in the

world production. According to Dewhurst [1, 1934] the

potential oil reserves, as far as they can be calculated with

any certainty up to the present, amount to 100,000,000 bbl.

The fields in exploitation in the Argentine may be
divided into three groups. Nearly all the crude oils are

characterized by a low sulphur content and a paraffin-wax

content varying up to a fairly high percentage. Practically

all ofthem telong to the mixed-base type, containing besides

a substantial amount of paraffin wax a fairly large quantity

of asphaltic substances. This explains why, up to the

present, no paraffin wax is product in the Argentine; the

residue as such is sold as a fuel, worked up into asphaltic

bitumen in some cases, or cracked [6, 1931].

Table I

Plaza
Huincul
(Neu-
quen)

Men-
doza
16]

Salta
Jujuy

[4]

Plaza
Huincul
(Neu-
quen)

12]

Sp. gr. at 15° C. 0-856 0-872 0-960 0-846

Pour-point, ° F. 5 55
Vise. Saybolt at 100° F. . 55 sec. 71 sec. 21 sec.

Sulphur, % wt. 0-29 0-19 0-53 0 11

Conradson carbon,% 9-9 8-6

Paraffin wax, % 2-9

'Asphalt’ (insol. In pentane,%).... 9-11

%Tops .... 40-4 29-4

% Gas oil . . . 16-6 15-8 17-0

% Lubricating oils . 16-6 23-1
)62-7

37-1

% Residue 26-4 31-7 1

A. When a closer study is made of the crude oils from
the various pools, the yoim^t field seems to yield the

most interesting. This pool lies in the provinces of Salta

and Jujuy in the extreme north of the Argentine on the

border of Bolivia and west of the Argentine Gran Chaco.
The geology of this region is not yet presented in a satis-

factory manner in any publication. Of the crudes found
there, only rather vague data are known which were pub-
lished by Longobardi [4, 1909, 1924] some time ago. It

seems that a heavy non-waxy crude (with about 15% tops

and a sulphur content of 0-53 %) is to be found here side by
side with a waxy crude, which is entirely free from asphaltic

substances and shows a surprising resemblance to the

typical Peimsylvanian waxy crude.

B. More data are known about the district in the

provinces of Mendoza and Neuquen, stretched along the
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chain of the Andes over 5 degrees of latitude from that

of Buenos Aires. The oil mainly comes from shales of the

Rhaetic Series.

Both fields give a crude of a pronounced mixed-base

type with a fairly high content of paraffin hydrocarbons

and also of paraffin wax (vide the pour-point). Both the

high Conradson carbon test and the ‘asphalt content’ point

to a high percentage of asphaltic substances, which pre-

sumably inhibit the winning of paraffin wax. The sulphur

content is comparatively low.

These oils greatly resemble North Texas crudes, which.

however, generally contain more light fractions. According

to Engler the Mendoza oil has an aromatic content ofabout

20%, in addition to a high percentage ofnaphthenes. Some
typical analyses of the crudes from both pools are listed

in Table I.

C. By far the most important fields are in the province

ofChubut on the Gulf of St. George in the neighbourhood
of Conunodoro Rivadavia. The oil originates from the sand-

stone and clays of Upper Cretaceous formations. Although
the crude oil is obtained from one formation, the crudes

from different wells are not identical, as three types can be

Table II

Crude Oils ofthe Argentine

Crude: Commodoro Rivadavia.

Location: Territory of Chubut, near Gulf of St. George.

Date of Dbcovery of Pool: Oil found when drilling for water; discovery well completed in 1907.

Producing Formations: Sandstone and clays of Upper Cretaceous. (Although the crude oil is obtained from one formation, not
all the crude from the different wells is identical. Typical analyses of crudes are given below, together with

the analysis of a crude blend as distilled in the refinery.)

Type of crude oil / // 111 Blended

Sp. gr. of crude at 15'’/4° C.

Viscosity E/20“ C
Pour-point

0-868

70
+9° C.

0910
: E/50° C. - 17-8

I -2°C.

0-922

E/50° C. - 24-0

< - 12° C.

Crude:

Sp. gr. at 15"/4° C. .

Viscosity E/30° C. .

Pour-point
Sulphur content

Yields:

Gasoline, % by volume
Kerosine, ., „
Light gas oil, "o by volume
Heavy „ „ „
Residue and loss

0-882

7-2

-t
6° C.

0-13%

Yields:

Gasoline, % by volume .

Kerosine, „ „ . . .

Gas oil, „ „ . . .

Residue (inch loss and water), % by vol.

151
13-3

50
66-6

ibo-o

!
9-7

4-8

1 1-0

ido-o

32
0-6

92-1

100-0

10-8

12-5

9-6

4-8

62-3

1000

Gasoline: • Gasoline:

Sp. gr. at 15°/4'’ C 0-755 0-742 0-764 Sp. gr. at 1574°C. . 0-745

Initial boiling-point .... 67 ’ C. 66° C. 70° C. Initial boiling-point . 64“ C.

Final boiling-point .... 200° C. 198" C. 200" C. up to 100° C. 12%
Sulphur content .... 006“' traces 0-01 Final boiling-point . 192° C.

Aromatics 13-5 %wt. 9-0% wt. 13-5% wt. Sulphur content 0-02%

Kerosine: Kerosine:

Sp. gr. at 15°/4° C 0-816 0-818 0-840 Sp. gr. at 15°/4° C. . 0-803

Viscosity, 20° C 1-81 cp. l-SOcp. l-96cp. Initial boiling-point . 178° C.

Aromatics 13-9"i wt. 10-3% wt. 17-0% wt. up to 200° C. 25 %
Sulphur content .... 0-07% 001 % 0-03% Final boiling-point . 272° C.

Initial boiling-point . .
i 202° C. ! 203° C.

1

204" C.
1

Flash-point 53° C.

Final boiling-point . 280° C. 278° C.
1

284° C. ' Sulphur content
1

0-02%

Gas oil:
\ 1

Light gas oil:

Sp. gr. at 15°/4‘' C i 0-839
j

0-852
1

Sp. gr. at 15°/4"C. . i
0-840

j

0-870

!

Initial boiling-point .
1

244° C.

Residue:
i

i

up to 300° C.
1

70%

Sp.gr. at 1574° C ' 0-906 0-940 I 0-931 Final boiling-point .
357° C.

Viscosity, E/50° C
,

9-5 80 0
j

35-5
i

Flash-point ' 108° C,
Flash-point, P.M

1

140° C.
1

I 130' C. Pour-point <--12°C.
Pour-point

j

-1-2I°C.
1

-i 18° C.
j

+ 2°C.
j

Sulphur content 0-08 %
Sulphur content . .

'

0-44% ' 0-02% 0-06%
1

i
Heavy gas oil:

Sp. gr. at 15°/4° C. . 0-850

Initial boiling-point . 276° C.

up to 300° C. .31%
! Flash-point 134° C.

Pour-point -1-3° C.

Sulphur content 011%

Residue:

Sp. gr. at l5°/4° C. . 0-927

Flash-point 188° C.

Vise. Red. no. 1 at 100° F. 350 sec.

Pour-point -1-24° C.
Sulphur content 0-15%
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distinguished. Analyses of these typical crudes are given other types contributing less to the specific properties of
in Table II, together with the analysis of a crude blend as the blend.
distilled in the refinery of the Shell at Buenos Aires. Type II occupies a medium position to some extent,
Although this is not quite certain yet, the lightest type forming a transition to Type III, which besides much less

seems to occi^ in the deepest strata and the oil becomes paraffin wax contains more asphaltic substances, although
heavier the higher the stratum. The analyses in Table II II seems to contain more high-boiling aromatics. Neither
show, moreover, that the character of the oil changes of these oils are of the genuine non-waxy crude type, how-
as well. ever, which is usually the initial material for the manu-
Type I (Table II) has a low content of asphaltic sub- facture of bitumen and is therefore often called ‘asphaltic

stands in comparison with the others; the rather low crude’. These two oils are more like the South Californian
specific gravity of the residue points to the presence of crudes, which, however, contain more light constituents

paraffin wax and of a high percentage of non-aromatics and especially more sulphur.
(naphthenes). Thelow-boiling fractions contain a moderate The nature of all these Commodore Rivadavia crudes
amount of aromatics; the crude as a whole is poor in is such as not to warrant a further working up of the residue

sulphur. There is some resemblance between this oil and into parafiin wax or asphaltic bitumen. The lighter frac-

that of East Texas; it is a mixed-base crude. The blend lions present no difficulty in the ordinary course of distilling

distilled is mainly made up from this crude Type I. the and refining.
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COLOMBIA, PERU, AND ECUADOR
By G. EGLOFF, M.A., Ph.D.

Universal Oil Products Company

Colombia

The Infantas oilfield in Colombia has been producing oil

for 14 years, the La Cira for 6 years, and in 1933 the first

crude oil in the Petrolia area was reached at a depth of

490 ft. The average depth of the Infantas and La Qra
fields is 1,512 ft.

Tests of the crude samples from these fields show about

27"API. gravity for Infantas, 25°API. for La Cira, and
42°API. for the Petrolia crudes. The first commercial well

in the Petrolia area produced at a depth of 668 to 708 ft.

with a daily production of 2,500 bbl.

The total Colombian production during 1935 was

17,595,000 bbl.; one refinery in Colombia treats 6,000 bbl.

of crude daily with no cracking installations.

Table I

Crude Analysis

Gravity, °API 42
Viscosity at 100°F. ... 32
Pour-point, “F below 50
Colour light green

Colour (N.P.A.) .... 6-5

Sulphur, % 016
Distillation:

Gasoline, % . . . . 52
Distillate and gas oil, % . . 22
Fuel oil residuum, % . . . 5

Pale and red neutrals are obtained from the heavier fractions.

Colombian Crude Oils

Refined oil; Maximum refined Minimum refined

Yield. % . . . 21-5 56
Cut range. % (10 0-31-5) (16-4-22-0)

Gravity, "API. 37-2 38-1

Viscosity (R.O.), "F. 475 450
Ring no. . . . 7 11

Sulphur, % . 0-167 0-088

Copper no. . I

Flash-point (Abel), " F. . 135
1

150-1-

Table I (conr.)

Refined oil

:

Maximum r^ned Minimum refined

Distillation

:

°F. °F.
Initial b.p. . 348 405

% distilled over:
10 ... . 382 420
20 ... . 398 423
30 ... . 421 425
40 ... . 439 427
50 ... . 456 429

60 ... . 474 431
70 ... . 492 433
80 ... . 512 438
90 ... . 535 446
End-point 562 471

Other products : Gas oil Lube oil Bottoms
Narrow
lube cut

Yield, % . 26-6 15-0 42-0 2-6

Cut range, % . (16-4-43-0) (43-0-58-0) (58-0-100-0) (55-4-58-0

Gravity, "API. . 31-8 23-2 13-0 21-1

Flash-point, ‘F. 390 540 390
K/lOO 40-7 413 835
F/210 46-1 1,668 64-4

Qoud, 'F. below —60
Pour-point, 'F. below —60 -35 75 -15
An. pt., * F. 149 171 183
Bomb sulphur, % 0-40

V.I. 26
Diesel index

I

474
Neut. no.

I

2-90 1-50

Peruvian Crude Oils

The Lobitos crude from Peru is non-waxy and is charac-

terized by a high-gravity, high-gasoline content. The total

gasoline content ranges from 34 to 42-3%, depending upon
the sample. The sulphur content varies from 0-07% in one
sample to 0-12% in another. There are two refineries in

Peru having a total daily capacity of 17,000 bbl. with

6,800 bbl. daily cracking capacity.

Table II Peruvian Crude Oils

Lobitos crude El Condor crude

Fractions removed: None
392’F.
gasoline

Topped
crude None

300° F.
gasoline

350° F.
gasoline

400° F.
gasoline Topped crude

Yields, vol. % of crude .... 100-0

Hempel distillation

34-0
1

65-0 100-0 22-3 30-6 37-7 77-2-68-9-61-8

Gravity, 'API 36-7

Properties

571
offractiot

26-9 yi2 61-5 58-0 55-0 28-2

Sp. gr. at 60' F
Colour, ' Saybolt 30
Copper dish gum, mg. per 100 c.c. 3
Doctor test negative
Sulphur, % OOl 0-02 b-io
Octane number (C.F.R. Motor Method) 60 66’ 62 57
Flash-point (Cleveland Open.Cup), ° F. 190 •• 210
Fire (Qeveland Open Cup), ° F. . 220 235
Flash-point (Pensky-Martens), ° F. 180 200
Viscosity (Universal), sec. at 100" F.

Viscosity (Universal), sec. at 122° F. ..

Viscosity (Furol), sec. at 77' F. . 10 17
Viscosity (Furol), sec. at 122' F. . 15

B.S. & W., % trace trace trace

Cold lest, “ F. 10 below 0 below 0



COLOMBIA, PERU, AND ECUADOR
Table n {cont.)

Ecuador

Crude oil from Ecuador has an API. gravity of 41 . The
crude produces 40-2 of400° F. end-point gasoline havingan
octane rating of 54. The sulphur content is low, being

about 0-05% in the sample whose analysis is given.

There are three refineries in Ecuador having a com-
bined daily capacity of 850 bbl. of crude with no cracking

installations.

Analysis of these crudes are given in Table III.

Table III

Ecuador Crudes



JAPAN
By MASAKICm MIZUIA, B.Sc.

Managing Director, Nippon Oil Company, Japan

The oil-producing districts of Japan extend over several

locations in the shape of a very long belt from Formosa in

the south to Hokkaido in the north. A wide variety of

crudes are produced, as shown by the following tables,

which give the saUent physical and chemical properties of
all the important crudes which are worked.

II
Specific

grarlty

at

IS'

C.

Carbon residue%
?

Fokmosa Fields:

Shukkoko . 252 0 828 0 0011 0 060 0-126 2 484

NnmVAMA Field:
955 0 888 0 066 0118 0 082 0154 7 529

Clan No. 1 (Deep
Bed)

873 0 803 0 027 0 106 0 084 0 161 0 934

Class No. 2 (Inter- 204 0 834 ooL 0125 0 091 0162 0 217

TO
0 888 0M4 0812 0117 OMR 2 IM

low Bed)
896 0 910 0 085 1 338

Omo Field: 475 0 874 0 201 2 654 0194 0 458 0 375

Hioashivama
919 0 897 0-389 3^4 0 224 0 535 0 504

Urase . . . 121 0 860 0184 2-682 0-262 0 582 1-156

Hire .

285
231

0-882
0 858

0 238
0158

3 080
2 715

0 267
0 239

0 717
0 579

1566
1-081

Kaisubo
2M
224

0 864
0 869

0 174
0-253

2 787
2 743 0282

0 596
0 691

2 020
0661

Katsurazawa
351
140

0-876
0 873

0 286
0 232 2 841 0 284

0 720
0609

0 856
0 216

424 0-898 0 339 3 613 0 355 0 919 0998

Nnrsu Fold:
TenJJndoirl
Koya .

0 934
0886

0-473
0130

2 516
0 884

0-442
0 353

0 257
0-465

Taklya
0-926
0 887

0 383
0-121
to

2485
0607 0-171

0-448
0 304

0 795
0 260

Shlodanl
0 923
0-889

0-538
0-271

1-261
2-584

0 380
0 378

0 888
0-136

0 938 0-738 4 837 0-540 0 693

Yainaoyawaii 0-925 0334 1-046
to

0360 0 433

Kumaiaw. . .

0 937
0-943

0 637
0 800

3-850
2-651 0-310

0515
0447

0668
0 352

Kanazu
0 948
0-930

0 918
0-405

3 260
3-657 0-419

0-464
0-544
to

0-716
0-448

OsHCbl
0947
0 887

0-764
0-187

6654
3-164
to

0-411
0-741 0-510

0 127
to

Umayoie
0 972
0940

0-444
0 188

7-178
2 717

0414 0 703
0 438

1-152
0-431
to

Kodani
0942
0-890

0445
0-245

4-572
3-643 0-351

0 513
0-516
to

0-674
0323
to

Aaahi .

0 937
0-839

0-469
0

4-707
1-051 0-394

0-567
0-323

0-939
0-190

0-957 1 130 7 208 0-418 1-03S 2-361

Ttub^idani
0-976 0 6» 6-973 0-897 0-070

0-878
to

0-129 4-174 0488 0-466

Ganunedd *

0-939
0-851
to

0-923

0-300
0

0-W7

7-280

1-

952

2-

329

0204
0 935
0-317

0359

0-673

0-

247

1-

686

Akita Fold:
Clou 1

Type 1 (Mean value)!

Class 2.

Type!
Aaabikawa No. 1

ra No. 2

mNo.3

NiKDiikawa .

Type2

Toyokawa and

0509

0132
to

0-

986
0-228

4 681

0 302

1-

491
1-095
0-502

Summarizing briefly we find that:

Formosa crudes contain the highest contents of parafSn.

They are almost identical in nature, and irrespective oftheir
locality or depth, they all appear to be relat^ to the same
mother oil zone. They are very volatile and contain about

40% gasoline and 35% kerosine.

Nishiyama fields comprise one of the richest oil-bearing
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strata in Japan. They can be classified into Shallow, Inter-

mediate, and Deep Bed crudes, although they are essentially

similar in character. As the depth decreases the paraffin

content is smaller, and such shallow bed oils are considered

fit for lubricating oils without processing. They contain

about 30% each of gasoline, kerosine, and lubricating oil.

Probably all these crudes are of the same origin and belong

to one and the same oil-bed.

Omo and Higashiyama fields give rise to somewhat
similar dark brownish-black crudes, with relatively high

wax contents. They yield roughly 20% gasoline, 25%
kerosine, and 30% or more of lubricating oil.

Niitsu crudes are found in great variety. They are much
more viscous than other crudes and give practically no
gasoline, but large kerosine and lubricating oil yields. The
Garameki crude appears to differ from the remaining Niitsu

crudes, and either its origin must differ or it has undergone
separate metamorphosis.

Akita crudes may be classified into the light and heavy
varieties. Those under class 1 are less asphaltic, more
waxy, but give higher gasoline and kerosine yields than the

class 2 variety, which give little or no benzine, but higher

lubricating oil yields.

Hokkaido crudes are of good quality and are mostly

obtained from Shallow Reservoir Rocks. They resemble

fairly closely in nature and geological origin the Formosa
crudes. They are generally poor in oxygen, nitrogen, and
sulphur, consequently having low asphalt content. They
appear to originate from four distinct oil zones.

A comprehensive study has been made of the yields of
semi-finished products obtainable from each type of
Japanese crude. Whereas the American Bureau of Mines
standardizes the distillation up to 300° C. at 40 mm.
pressure, it was found that exactly comparable results

could be obtained with less fear of cracking by distillation

up to 270° C. at 10 mm. pressure. The following table

shows the results of cutting various fractions from the

distillate produced from each typical crude up to 270° C.

at 10 mm. pressure:



DUTCH EAST INDIES
By R. J. FORBES, M.N.R.LE.

Chemical Engineer, Amsterdam Laboratory, Bataafsche Petroleum Maatschappij

The crude oils of the Dutch East Indies vary in character

very widely, but it may be said with a certain degree of

accuracy that they have the following properties which

might be called typical:

1. Most of the oils are very light, 50% of the crude oil

often consisting of the lowest boiling fractions (gaso-

line and kerosine), in some types (Sumatra) sometimes

even more than 70%.
2. The relatively high specific gravity of the diflFerent oil

fractions (see Table) directly points to a high content

of aromatic hydrocarbons, which is often accom-
panied by a hi^ percentage of naphthenes.

3. Generally speaking, the sulphur content may be

termed very low.

4. Some crudes display a very high paraffin wax content,

which makes them pre-eminently suitable for the

manufacture of this valuable product. Naturally these

oils have a high pour-point and other characteristics

of waxy crudes.

Generally speaking, in drilling, the order of the type of

crude oil met from the surface downwards is as follows:

First comes a heavy non-waxy crude (sometimes called

'asphaltic crude’), then a lighter oil of the same type, and,

finally, in the deepest strata a waxy crude, which usually

gets lighter as one drills to a greater depth.

This rule was first found by Jezler and confirmed later

by several writers such as Dunstan [2, 1924-5], Kewley [4,

1920-1], and others. It stands to reason that in some places

only one. or two, of these types of oil are found or exploited.

Moreover, this only applies to the islands of Borneo, Java,

and Sumatra, since, in the eastern islands ofthe Archipelago,

in the Moluccas, quite different types of oil are found.

Thus, for instance, the * Ceram crude’ is a heavy non-waxy
oil with a considerable sulphur content ; the lighter fractions,

as far as they are present, have a pronounced naphthenic

character, corroborated by their high specific gravity (see

No. L, Table). It is, however, only produced in small

quantities.

Of the East Indian oils the 'Borneo crudes’ are the ones
that have been most minutely examined and discussed in

recent publications. A very clear survey of the data has
been drawn up by Kewley [4, 1920-1].

In Balik Papan comparatively little of the heavy, viscous,

‘non-waxy crude’ is found; considerable quantities of the

lighter, ‘non-waxy crude’ (see Table, col. H) are produced
from deeper strata. This crude contains no paraffin wax.

Even one of the first investigators, Steuart, suspected that

the high specific gravity of the various frartions, if com-
pand with the equivalent fractions from other oils, would
point to a very high content of aromatic hydrocarbons,
which must, according to him, greatly exceed the usual

limit ofabout 15%. This was afterwards confirmed by later

writers, as Jones [3] and Tausz [9], who were able to identify

a large number of constituents of the lighter fractions.

Benzene, toluene, and higher homologues, naphthalene

derivatives, cyclic hydrocarbons, decalin and tetralin, &c.,

are found, so that eventually the conclusion was drawn that

this crude must consist of approximately equal quantities

of aromatics, naphthenes, and paraffins. Tizard was able

to support this assumption by die aid of his aniline point

method; he found, for instance, that a crude of this type

was composed of 26% of paraffins, 35% of naphthenes,

and 39% of aromatics.

This high aromatic content was at first a drawback to the

gasoline fraction produced in Borneo during the time that

these products were still bought by specific gravity. When,
however, a high H.U.C.R. came to be appreciated, these

gasolines in particular were highly valued.

The fairly considerable ‘toluene fraction’ was used to a
certain extent in Europe for the manufacture of T.N.T., in

Germany, England, and in France (Nature, p. 832 (1921)).

The aromatic content was also a drawback to the kero-

sine fraction from Borneo crudes owing to the type of lamp
in general use with the consumers. When the Edeleanu
process came to be applied in Borneo, this defect was easily

remedied.

The Balik Papan 'waxy crude’ (Table, K) contains an
average of about 8% of paraffin wax; its chemical com-
position is about the same as that of the ‘non-waxy crude’

described above, the only difference being that its aromatic

content is usually a little lower. Its high wax content

makes the topped residue of this crude (usually called

‘wax-residue’) pre-eminently suitable for the manufacture
of paraffin wax [4].

The Tarakan crude (Table, M) is of the heavy, ‘non-

waxy’ type. Its high flash-point (100“ C.), low viscosity

and pour-point, and low coldng value stamp this oil as an
excellent liquid fuel. The crude is directly sold as such and
so not first distilled. The chemical comp>osition corresponds

to the non-waxy Balik Papan crude, but its aromatic con-

tent is somewhat lower (about 32%) and the naphthene
content just as much higher. In Tarakan a waxy crude [4,

1920-1] has also been found at a greater depth, which does
not play a part in the production yet.

The Miri crudes are of a special character; Kewley has

devoted several essays to them [2, 1924-5 ; 5, 1924-5]. The
upper strata yield a reddish-brown ‘non-waxy crude’ (see

Table, col. N), which is distinctly naphthenic and free from
wax and asphalt. Its high specific gravity and refractive

indices, together with the low viscosity, point to a low
percentage ofparaffinic hydrocarbons, while upon investiga-

tion of the lighter fractions it appeared that these only

contained 5% of aromatics. Therefore we must infer from
these observations that it is a crude consisting practically

entirely of naphthenes. Olefines could not be found, but

the high formolite figures point to the presence of un-

saturated cyclic compounds [5, 1924-5].

The kerosine fraction as a rule bums less well than

equivalent fractions from other oils: it has a pronounced
tendency to smoke and burns with a reddish flame. The
fuel is a fair Diesel oil, however, and may be worked up
to good lubricants ofthe normal naphthenic type ; these are

easy to refine and their colour stability is good. Strange

to say, the heaviest lubricating-oil fractions dissolve

practic^y completely in absolute alcohol and they may
readily be nitrated [2, 1924-5; 5, 1924-5].
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NATURE OF CRUDE PETROLEUM

In Miri, too, generally speaking, the content of lighter

fractions in the crude increases with the depth of the oil-

bearing stratum. Here, too, in the deepest strata, waxy
crudes are found, which sometimes contain as much as 4%
ofparaffin wax. The Seria Brunei crude (Table, P) resembles

that of Tarakan in many respects ; it also contains much
fewer light fractions than the Miri oils.

Of the Java crudes those from Wonokromo (Sourabaya)

are generally ofa heavy ‘non-waxy ’ type ; those from Tjepoc
(Rembang) show several variations of a waxy crude.

Although little has been published about the composition

of the Java crudes, we know from a thesis by Dengler [I,

1893] that the non-waxy crude has a very high content of
naphthenes, which Dengler, with the imperfect method of
research of his times, estimated to be upwards of 50%, so

that, according to him, this oil almost equals that ofBaku.
This type of oil (Table, G) is, after topping, a very good
liquid fuel and was formerly successfully used for the manu-
facture of lubricants.

The crudes from Rembang are practically all of the waxy
type, containing an average of as much as 8% of paraffin

wax, and are therefore especially suited for the manufacture

of this product. Here, too, naphthenes preponderate, while

a moderate percentage of aromatics is also found. Olehnes

and homologous unsaturated compounds are not found in

them [10, 1900], though in the lighter fractions (boiling at

c. 190° C.) one does find substances that show laevo-optical

rotation. This has also been observed in other crudes giving

rise to a controversy as to whether crude petroleum may be
regarded as derived from substances containing cholesterin.

For refining purposes there are usually distinguished

light (Table, E) and heavy (Table, F) waxy crude, which
chiefly differ in their percentage of lighter fractions. The
general high content of low-boiling constituents greatly

simplifies the production and refining of the different com-
mercial types of gasolines and kerosines.

This also applies to the Sumatra crudes which are almost
exclusively of the waxy type; the heavy waxy crude remains
of secondary importance, the lighter types being pre-

dominantly produced.

As a rule, the crudes from Pangkalan Brandan (Table,

A) are lighter than those from S. Sumatra (Table, B, C),

but their composition is practically identical, as they contain

not only paraffin hydrocarbons and many low-boiling

naphthenes, but also a fairly high percentage of aromatics
(about 20%).
Hence nowadays the crude kerosine is often treated by

the Edeleanu process. Ragusin [6, 1903] found in the

gasoline fraction 5-6-5% of benzene and toluene, in higher

fractions mesitylene, pseudo-cumene, and so on. The
method by which the crude is refined is directly determined
by the high content of low-boiling constituents; a further

treatment of the residue is only required or desirable in

special cases.
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BURMA
By W. J. WILSON, F.LC., A.CG.L, and G. R. NIXON, B.Sc., A.R.C.S.

Research Department, The Burmah Oil Company Ltd.

Occurraice Laboratory Distillation Analysis

Several oilfields exist in Bunna, those at present known
and exploited being within a few miles of the Chindwin

and Irrawaddy Rivers. On the latter river opposite Pagan

there is a field at Yenangyat, farther down on the eastern

side is the Singu field, still farther down and inland the

Yenangyoung field, while on the opposite side, still lower

down the river, are various small fields such as Yethaya

and Palanyon. The most intensively developed and pro-

ductive field so far is that of Yenangyoung, followed by

Singu. The crude from these sources is of a mixed-base

type rich in solid paraffins and light constituents. The fol-

lowing arc characteristics of this general type of Burma
crude.

Sp. gr. at 60° F.

Odour .

Colour (solid)

„ (liquid)

Setting-point .

Closed flash-point

Sulphur content

Wax content .

Resins and asphalt

Naphthenic acids

Ash content .

Calorillc value

Ultimate analysis:

Properties

0-83 5-0-842

Pleasant

Brownish green

I
Brown by transmitted light;

1 green by reflected light

78-81° F.

Below 50° F.

0-15%
From 14-8% of m.p. 127“ F. to 16-0%
ofm.p. 123° F.

Below 3-0%
Below 0-02%
Below 0.0035%
10,900cal. per g. : 19,630 B.Th.U. per lb.

Carbon . . . 86-45%
Hydrogen . .13-25%
Nitrogen and sulphur . 0-30%

Typical Sample

Vapour pressure (Reid method) at 100° F. 3-5-4-0 lb. per in.

Kinematic viscosity at 80° F. . 0-0388 e.g.s. units

>, „ 85° F. . 0-0338 „
.. .. 90° F. . 0-0305 „

„ 95° F.

Distillation Test: I.B.P. 64° C.

. 0-0275 „

Below 1 00° C. 5-9% 5% distillate at 96° C.
100-150° 17-4% 10% 112°

150-200° . 10-5% 20% 138°

200-225° 5-2% 30% 180°
225-250° . 6-6% 40% 228°
25(^285° . 11-7% 50% 263°
285-300°

Over 300° .

5-0%
37-5%

60% 292°

This was carried out in a lO-gallon still fitted with a
jacketed ring-packed column. The lighter fractions were

distilled from the crude by fire only, then superheated

steam introduced until approximately 60% of the crude

has distilled over. The 40% residue distilled further under
reduced pressure until a residue of approximately 4%
was obtained. Table I (p. 892) shows some of the cha-

ractertistics of fractions obtained by this method of

analysis.

The setting-points recorded in the table were determined

by the jar method for fractions setting below 100“ F. and
by the cooling-curve method for fractions setting above
100° F. The specific gravities of the fractions solid at 60° F.

were taken when in the liquid condition and corrected to

60° F. by means of the N.P.A. tables. The fractions ob-
tained in such an analysis as the above may be blended into

gasoline, kerosine, gas oil, pressable wax distillate, slop

wax distillate, and asphaltic residuum which may be refined

to give products very similar to those obtained in actual

practice.

Products

When average Burma crude is distilled in a modem
distillation unit it gives fractions of which those shown
in Table II (p. 893) are typical. Of these products the

gasoline, whether at a minimum percentage, as shown,
or at a maximum percentage, and the gas oils do not
require any further treatment, being of pleasant odour
and free from deleterious sulphur. The kerosine may be
improved in burning quality by solvent extraction, and
the residuum is suitable as a cracking stock. The pressable

wax distillate may be readily separated into blue oil and
paraffin scale by pressing. Owing to the high content of
scale, filtration ina single stage ofcooling is not practicable.

The blue oil on distillation yields lubricating oils of various
grades, while the paraifin scale on sweating yields waxes
which require only a light finishing treatment by filtration

through bauxite or other earth. The Tables III-VI (p.

893) show characteristics of some representative pro-

ducts.
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Table I

Fraction

%
by vol.

ofcrude
Range of crude,

% by vol.

Sp. gr. at
60° F.

Colour Lovibond
510YI200R

Aniline

point

°C.
Smoke-
point

Setting-

point

°F.
Absolute viscosity

centipoises

1 7-87 0-787 0-702 50-2 0-360/20'’ C.

2 3-94 7-87-1 1-81 0-7585 39-6 0-339/20“ C.

3 3*94 11 •81-15-75 0-7633 41-1 0-569/20° C.

4 1-97 15-75-17-72 0-769 39-9 27 0-600/20“ C.

5 1-91 17-72-19-63 0-776 40-2 24 0-632/20“ C.

6 200 19-63-21-63 0-779 40-6 24 0-656/20“ C.

7 200 21-63-23-63 0-782 42-0 23-5 0-696/20“ C.

1-96 23-63-25-59 0-788 42-9 23 0-753/20“ C.

9 200 25-59-27-59 0-792

(18 in.)

43-0 22-5 0-802/20“ C.

10 1-91 27-59-29-50 0-795 46-8 22 0-918/20“ C.

11 200 29-50-31-50 0-799 50-7 22 1-041/20“ C.

12 1-95 31-50-33-45 0-808 2-3Y/6-2R 52-4 22 1-205/20“ C.

13 1-97 33-45-35-42 0-814 2-5Y/0-3R 54-7 21-5 1-372/20“ C.

14 1-96 35-42-37-38 0-819 2-7Y/0-3R 57-7 21 1-571/20“ C.

15 1-96 37-38-39-34 0-825 3-9Y/0-7R 59-0 20 1-778/20“ C.

16 204 39-34-41-38 0-831 3-9Y/0-6R 59-3 18-5 1-957/20“ C.

17 1-90 41-38-43-28 0-837 5-5Y/1-2R 59-5 17 2-184/20“ C.

18 208 43-28-45-36 0-843 8Y/1-6R 591 16 2-401/20“ C.

19 1-96 45-36-47-32 0-848 13Y/3R 58-9 16 2-660/20“ C.

20 205 47-32-49-37 0-854 45Y/4-5R 62-2 15 <6 3-496/20“ C.

21 1-86 49-37-31-23 0-8545 45Y/4-5R 63-1 15 5 3-878/20“ C.

22 1-98 5 1-23-33 -21 0-8535 45Y/4-5R 67-4 15 10 4-244/20“ C.

23 1-94 53-21-55-15 0-8545 50Y/4-5R 68-9 15 15 4-563/20“ C.

24 1-84 55-1 5-56-99 0-8555 56Y/3R
j

69-1
1 15 19 4-849/20“ C.

25 206 56-99-5903 0-8335 56Y/6-4R
(2 in.)

!

15Y/1-4R
,

69-7
1 15 20 4-853/20“ C.

26 1-96 59-05-61 -01 0-8645 68-8 1 14 33 5-725/20“ C.

27 1-94 61-01-62-95 0-868 20Y/1-4R i
1 72-7 14 45 7-809/20“ C.

28 1-98 62-95-64-93 0-8675 30Y/1-4R 75-3 14 51 9-147/20“ C.

29 200 64-93-66-93 0-868
I

30Y/1-4R 78-4
1

59 10-470/20“ C.

30 206 66-93-68-99 0-870
I

50Y/5R
(i in.)

80-2
!

14
i

!
65

1

1

i

12-210/20“ C.

31 2-21
!

68-99-71-20 0-872 6Y/0-5R 82-6
;

13-5 72
1

5-293/50“ C.

32 1-97 71-20-73-17 0-875 10Y/0-9R 83-2 13 78-5 6-019/50“ C.

33 200 73-17-75-17 0-876 14Y/1R 85-8 •• 84
1

[

6-714/50“ C.

34 203 75-17-77-20 0-8775 17Y/1R !
88-2 90

I

7-780/50“ C.

35 1-99 77-20-79-19 0-879 27Y/1-2R 90-2 96 8-849/50“ C.

36 204 79-19-81-23 0-8795 40Y/2-5R
(1 in.)

93-0
1

102-7 10-560/50“ C.

37 2-02 81-23-83-25 0-8805 25Y/1-2R 95-1 107-5
i

12-570/50“ C.

38 2-07 83-25-85-32 0-8825 30Y/1-5R 97-4 112-8
i

10-720/60“ C.

39 1-99 85-32-87-31 0-8855 45Y/2-7R
i

99-2 118-2
1

12-690/60“ C.

40 205 87-31-89-36 0-889 45Y/2-2R 100-4 122-5 1 15-64/60“ C.

41 208 89-36-91-44 0-8975 50Y/45R
(ir in.)

1

100-7 126-3
1

21-35/60“ C.

42 2-12 91-44-93-56 0-9115 47Y/4-2R 100-3 129-6 1 34-30/60“ C.

43 0-81 93-56-94-37 0-924 50Y/12R 98-5 132-1 52-95/60“ C.

Residue 403 94-37-98-40 0-973 i !! 138

(R.-B.)

"

Loss . 1-60 98-40-100-0



Table n
BURMA 893

Gasoline Keroslne
Gas oil

A
Gas oil

B
Pressable

Residuum

Per cent, by
volume 18-4 32-4 12-3 3-3 27-2 6-4

Sp. gr. at

60“ F. . 0-7355 0-818 0-8565 0-869 0-883 0-965

<1Y <1V o-6y 0-7Y 9Y(4in.)

I.B.P., “ C.
(18 in.)

47
(18 in.)

146
(i in.)

261
(i in.)

F.B.P.. “ C. 147 267
Flash-point,

"F. 92 245
j

245 355 480
Cloud-point
“F.

Setting-

34
1

1
105 125

Table III

Gasoline

Aviation

{blended)

Motor
{blended) Kerosine

Sp. gr. at 60° F. *. 0-7545 0-7275 0-8085

Ciolour, Lovibond <0-5Y(18 in.)'<0-5Y(18 in.) <0-5Y(18 in.:

Sulphur content .

Aromatic content, %by
0-02% 0-03% 0-03%

weight .

Vapour pressure at

31 12 17

KX)* F, (Reid) . 57 7-8

Octane no. (C.F.R.)

Closed flash-point

77-5 69
85’°’f.

Abs. viscosity/25° C. . 1-22 c.p.

Cloud-point <12° F.
Smoke-point 20-5

I.B.P. 49° C. 44“ C. 139° C.

10% distillate at

.

67° 64-.5° 155-5°

20% 75-5° 73-5° 165-5°

30% 83-5° 81-5° 178°

40% 91° 87-5° 190°

50% 98° 92° 204-5°

60% 108° 99°
1

220°

70% 118-5° 105°
1

236-5°

80% 131° 115°
!

251-5°

90% 143-5° 135° !
268-5°

F.B.P. 161° 188°
!

291*

Total distillate 98% 97-5%
j

98-5°%

Table IV

Jute batching

oil

Diesel oil

A grade
|

B grade

Sp. gr. at 60° F. . 0-9155 0-862 0-8835

Colour, Lovibond 9Y/1R 0-6Y 32Y/4-5R

(t in.) fi in.) <i m.)

Closed flash-point, ° F. 325 255 285

Setting-point, ° F. 40 30 35

Redwood viscosity at
100" F., sec. 98 38 46-5

I.B.P. 300° C. 262° C. 270° C.

10% distillate at

.

!

329° 279° 297°

20%
I

343“ 284° 305°

30% 354° 288-5° 311°

40% 363° 292° 317°

50% 373° 296° 323°

60% 382° 299-5° 330°

70% 390° 304° 338°

80% 398° 310-5° 348°

90% 322° 366°

F.B.P. 351°

Total distillate . 98-5%

Table V

Paraffin wax 1
1

grades
j

140-5 135-40 130-5 125-30
1

Match wax

Setting-point, I

°F. . . 140-25

Colour, Lovi-

136-0 131-5 127-0 110-0

bond (18 in.)
j

0-5Y 0-5Y 0-5Y 0-5Y 4-OY

Table VI

Lubricating oils

Spindle Light Medium Heavy
Product oil motor oil motor oil motor oil

Sp. gr. at 60° F.

.

0-919 0-907 0-919 0-920
Colour, Lovibond (} in.) 9Y/1R 26Y/3R 24Y/3R 30Y/4R
Closed flash-point, ° F. 320 385 425 455
Open flash-point, ° F. . 350 405 455 475
Setting-point, ° F. 20 20 24 21
Conradson coke value .

Acidity value, mg.
0-02 0-33 0-18 0-37

KOH
Saponification value,

0-007 0-03 0-03 0-016

mg. KOH
Redwood no. 1 viscosity

0-19 0-17 0-23 0-19

at 70° F., sec. 279 1,015 1,826
100° F. „ . 117 353 554 843
140° F. ., . 57-5 123 164 234
180° F. ,. 43-5 65-5 77-5 99
200° F 39 54 61 73



IRAN
By F. B. THOLE, D.Sc., M. Inst. P.T.

Anglo Iranian Oil Company, Ltd.

The principal oilfields of Iran may be divided geographi-

cally into three groups:

(a) The Masjid-i-Suleiman and Haft Kel fields north of

from Masjid-i-Suleiman and Haft Kel (col. 1) and Naft-i>

Shah (col. 2),

A/.-i-S. and N.-i-S.

H. K.

(b) The Naft-i-Shah field near Khaniquin.

(c) The Bahrein field on Bahrein Island in the Persian

Gulf.

There are in addition a large number of oil seepages as

well as accumulations of unknown magnitude.
The general chemical nature of the oil does not vary

greatly throughout the country. The oils from Masjid-i-

Suleiman and Haft Kel are almost identical, and that from
Naft-i-Shah differs but little from these. These fields are

controlled by the Anglo-Iranian Oil Company, and the

data given below are taken from this company’s records.

The Bahrein field is controlled by the Standard Oil Com-
pany of California, and the nature of this crude is dealt

with elsewhere.

The Iranian oils from the MasJid-i-Suleiman, Haft Kel,

and Naft-i-Shah areas are mixed-base oils predominantly
paraflBnic. They contain some asphalt and sulphur and
are associated in the field with large volumes of gas held

in solution under high pressures which range from 1,500 lb.

downwards. When the crude oil issuing from the wellhead
at high pressure is released into the gas separators, a large

proportion of this gas rapidly separates from the oil. This
gas contains a considerable proportion of hydrogen sul-

phide, the remainder consisting entirely of paraffin hydro-
carbons; the composition of the gas will naturally depend
to a considerable extent on the temperature and pressure
at which the gas separators are operated, as well as on
whether single-stage or multi-stage reduction of pressure

is employed. If single-flash separation is employed, the
number of volumes of gas per volume of oil obtainable are
as foUows, the temperature of separation being indicated

in brackets:

Masjid-i-Suleiman .42 vols, (68“ F.)

Haft Kel - 91 ., (76' F.)
Naft-l-Shah . 179 „ (80' F.)

An analysis of the first of these gases indicates the following
composition;

C,H.
C,H.
QH„
CsHi, and heavier

10-4% by vol.

45-3% „
13-5% ,.

153% „
10 -8% „
4-7% „

Olefines, nitrogen, and carbon dioxide are absent.

Helium is present in very small amount—2-5x 10”‘ litres

per litre of gas, or about S times the concentration in

atmospheric air.

The separated crude oil stiff retains some of these gases

in solution, so that further quantities are released on dis-

tillation of the oil. The butane and pentanes in these gases

are, of course, recoverable as natural gasoline by conven-
tional processes of compression and stabilization.

The following analytical data refer to Iranian crude oil

specific gravity 0-836 0810
Water . nil nil

Sulphur 1-0% 0-76%
Viscosity, 60° F., centistokes 5-0 5-0

Distillation from 100-ml. flask:

to 50' C. . 1% 25%
,. 75' C. . 4% 3-5%
„ 100° C. . 9% 8-5%
..

125' C. . 16% 15-5%
„ 150' C. . 22% 24-0%
,.

175' C. . 27-5% 32-5%
„ 200' C. . 33-5% 38-5%
..

225' C. . 39-7% 44%
„ 250° C. . 44-5% 51%
.. 275' C. . 50-0% 55-5%
„ 300° C. . 56% 61-5%

It will be seen from these figures that approximately 30%
of gasoline and 15% of kerosine may be obtained from
these oils by direct distillation. By continuing the distilla-

tion under reduced pressure further products representing

gas oil (about 15%), lubricating oil base and wax (about

35%), and residual asphaltic bitiunen (about 5%) are ob-
tained. The actual proportions are, ofcourse, variable over

wide limits according to the various specifications which
the products may be designed to meet.

The gasoline contains about 10% of aromatic hydro-

carbons (2% benzene, 3% toluene, and 5% xylene and
higher aromatics) and the kerosine about 17% of such

hydrocarbons. These may be extracted by appropriate

selective solvents such as liquid SOt or completely removed
by sulphonation.

The gasoline and kerosine also contain small amounts of
alkyl mercaptans and alkyl sulphides, the presence ofwhich
necessitates refining treatment before these products can

be marketed.

Oxygen and nitrogen compoimds are entirely absent

from these distillates.

The essentially paraffinic nature of Iranian crude oil is

illustrated by the low octane value of the gasoline (about

52) and the high cetane value of the gas oil. Careful frac-

tional distillation of the gasoline gives a curve showing

maxima corresponding with all the normal paraffin hydro-

carbons together with minor peaks corresponding with

some of the isomeric paraffins and with the aromatic

hydrocarbons present.

The lubricating oil portion of the distillate, which lies in

the 60-95% fraction of the crude oil, is semi-solid with

paraffin wax. After removal of the latter by conventional

processes a lubricating oil base is obtained which by re-

distillation may be divided into products ranging from light

spindle oil to heavy t^linder stock. Light refining treat-

ment with acid and clay gives oils of good colour and
stability and with a viscosity index of the order of 6(1-70.

Heavier acid treatment or the application of selective

solvent refining processes increases this viscosity index of
the products to the order of 90, 100, or even over 100

according to the degree of treatment given.



BAHREIN ISLANDS
By G. ECLOfT, M.A., PI1.D.

Universal Oil Products Company

The crude oil produced on the Bahrein Islands is a mixed
base oil, produced at depths ranging from 1,850 to 2,500 ft.

The crude contains about 30% of 400° F. end-point gaso-

line of42 octane rating.

A refinery with a daily crude charging capacity of

25,000 bbl. a day is now being built. It will include a

Dubbs unit to crack 10,500 bbl. a day of topped crude

and a 6,000-bbl. a day reforming unit. See below.

Reduced
Topped Topped Topped crude {after

crude {after crude {after crude {after removal of
removal removal removal gasoline

of 299° F. of3S(FF. of 401° F. and
gasoline) gasoline) gasoline) keroslne)

240-
I

360-
360° F.

I

S2S°F.
naphtha

|

keroslne
|

Uempet distillation

Yields, vol. Of crude . : 100 0
|

97
|

165 I 227
|

29-6
| 135

i
174 83 3

|
77 1 ' 702 I 591

Properties offractions

Gravity, "API
Sp. gr. at 60* F.

Sulphur. %
Octane number (C.F.R. Motor Method)
Flash-point (Cleveland Open Cup). * F.

Flash-point (Penalcy-Martens), " F.

Viscosity (Universal), sec. at 100° F. .

Viscosity (Universal), sec. at 122° F.

Viscosity (Furol), sec. at 77“ F. .

Viscosity (Furol), sec. at 122° F.

B.S. a W.. %
Cold test, ° F. .

Fngler distillation



IRAQ
By M. S. MAINLAND, RSc., A.LC., A.MJ.Chein.E.

Acting Production Superintendent, Iraq Petroleum Company, Ltd.

Production of oil on a commercial scale in Iraq was
initiated on 14 October, 1927, when, after an intensive

exploration and drilling campaign, the Iraq Petroleum

Company brought in No. 1 Well Baba Gurgur of the now
famous Kirkuk held. This crude oil became available on
the world market in 1934, upon completion of the Iraq

pipeline to the Mediterranean seaboard. Production is

drawn exclusively from the Kirkuk held, which furnishes a
uniform crude from over an extensive area. Control of the

held by a single operating company allows its efficient

exploitation as a unit, the production methods used ensur-

ing maximum conservation of the energy of the reservoir.

This latter consists of a highly porous limestone which
permits great freedom of oil movement and provides

wells capable of very large rates of flow. All wells flow

under natural reservoir pressure, and no free gas is any-

where produced in the formation.

In appearance Kirkuk crude oil is reddish-brown, with-

out bloom, transparent only in thin section. Chemically it

is a mixed-base crude containing both paraffinous and
naphthenic hydrocarbons, with the former predominating;

the oil is veiy poor in aromatics. As produced it contains

no free water or sediment; dissolved water does not exceed

0 004% while chloride content is less than 0 001% by
weight. The following table gives the characteristics of the
crude as determined by I.P.T. standard methods.

Specific gravity 60°/eO” F. . 0-844

B.S. and W. . . negligible

Flash-point . below 0" F.

Firc-point . below 0" F.

Hard asphalt . 0-9% weight

Viscosity Redwood No. 1

:

at40°F. . 59 see.

at70°F. . 44-5 sec.

at 100° F. . . . 38-5

Sulphur content
Wax content
Pour-point

Standard distillation ;

Initial boiling-point

Distilling to 50° C.
75° C.
100° c.
125° C.
150°C.
175° C.
200° C.
225° C.
250° C.
275° C.
300° C.

Specific gravity 60°/60° F.

:

of distillate . . 0-771

of residue . . 0-946

Residue . . 42-5% volume
Loss . . . 0-5%

2-01 % weight
• 1-95%
. Below 0°F.

. 46° C.

2% volume

. 14-5%

. 22-5%

. 29%
- 34-5%
39-5%

. 45%

. 50%
57%

These figures show that the crude is of low specific

gravity and low viscosity, and is mobile down to very low
temperatures. It is a sour crude, as indicated by the high
sulphur content, and the products it yields on distillation,

owing to their corrosive nature, require intensive refining

to meet market specifications. Despite the presence of free

hydrogen sulphide, in the absence of water, the crude only

acquires actively corrosive properties from exposure to,

and absorption of, air. The crude contains a high-melting

wax fraction (165-170° F. melting-range), which is in satu-

rated solution at a temperature ofabout 95° F. Below this

temperature, this wax commences to crystallize out of
solution and tends to deposit upon standing in tankage as

a thick sludge, carrying down with it varying amoxmts of
asphaltic and resinous compounds. Settlement of sludge

in tank-ships in course of conveyance from pipeline

terminal stations to refineries has occasioned some diffi-

culty: with exposure of crude in ship’s tanks to low sea

temperatures, sludge is thrown down which is too thick to

pump ashore, and subsequent tank cleaning is arduous.

From the refiner’s viewpoint, the chemical composition
of Iraq crude oil offers a very wide range of cximmercial

products, from the low-boiling hydrocarbons to paraffin

wax and asphalts. Owing to the sourness of the crude,

however, the products require a severe refining treatment

to become commercially acceptable.

The characteristics of products typical of those obtained

at a refinery operating on Iraq crude are shown hereimder.

In this case, treatment in a light topping and stabilizing

unit is followed by atmospheric distillation giving gasoline

of different grades as overhead, with kerosine, gas-oil, and
wax distillate side-streams.

Typical examples are as follows;

From the primary topping and stabilizing unit.

Very light

stabilized gasoline

% by weight on crude . 8

Specific gravity 60“/60''' F. 0-677

Initial boiling-point 21° C.

10% distilling at 40° C.

20% „ . 50" C.

50% „ . 80° C.

90% „ . 165° C.
Final boiling-point . 183° C.

From atmospheric distillation alternative processes will

give

All gasoline distillates contain sulphur in elemental form,

as well as hydrogen sulphide and mercaptans. Conse-
quently soda washing followed by doctor treatment is the

usual practice for sweetening; the sulphur content of gaso-

lines may first be reduced by acid treatment.

Strai^t-run gasolines are all very low in aromatic con-
tent and possess an octane rating of less than 50; for com-
mercial puiposes this property of the straight-run products
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is improved by reforming, blending with cracked spirit, or
by the addition of tetra ethyl lead.

A satisfactory kerosine is obtained from the raw kero-

sine by solvent refining with liquid-sulphur dioxide in an
Edeleanu plant.

Gas oil from Iraq crude constitutes an excellent Diesel

fuel; it possesses very satisfactory viscosity and pour-point
characteristics.

Satisfactory lubricating oil is obtainable only by suitable

solvent extraction processes.

Wax distillate yields commercial grades of paraffin wax
by the usual methods, together with a filtrate oil suitable

for Diesel fuel or as a flux in making road oils.

A 33% residue is left which may be subjected to vacuum
distillation to give residual asphalts. The heavy distillate

from this operation is employed as cracking stock, as well

as other lighter distillates, according to market demands.
Reduced crude, or fuel oil residuum, may also be used as

cracking stock, yielding approximately 40% of gasoline

having an octane rating of 65 to 70.

An alternative treatment of the crude yields a residual

fuel oil of the following characteristics.

Per cent, by volume on crude . . .71-2
Specific gravity at 60°160

° F. . 0-899

Viscosity Redwood No. 1

:

at 60" F 252 sec.

at 100" F 90 .,

Sulphur content .
'

. . . 2-44% weight
Hard asphalt 2-9% „
Cold test below 0° F.

Calorific value ..... 19,200 B.Tli.U. per lb.



EGYPT
By R. J. FORBES, M.N.R.I.E.

Chemical Engineer, Amsterdam Laboratory, Bataafsche Petroleum Maatschappij

In many handbooks it is stated that the oil and natural

asphalt occurring in Egypt were already used by the ancient

Egyptians. Nothing is less true. The only thing we know
for certain is that in the last period of ancient Egyptian

history asphalt was used for the first time for mummifica-

tion, not as a mortar. Neither was crude oil used for

illumination. The use of bitumen developed in the Hel-

lenistic era; it was imported from the Dead Sea. The
Romans knew various seepages on the coast of the Red
Sea (thus, they called Gebel Zeit Mons Pctrolius), but their

exploitation was never taken in hand [4, 1936]. These
outcrops were discovered once more in the latter half of

the last century. In 1884 the first well was drilled at

Gemsah; in 1914 the exploitation ofHurghada was started;

while in 1921 Abu Durba was discovered. This field was.

however, already exhausted in 1929, and Gemsah, too, has

not produced more than 3,000 tons since that year, so that

the entire present production may be said to be supplied

by Hurghada. The total production was at its zenith in

1929 with 318,000 tons, but it has since dropped to 256,000

tons in 1932, so that Egypt now produces less than 01 %
of the world production. This amount does not enable

Egypt to produce all the petroleum products necessaiy for

her own consumption, so that most special products, such

as lubricating oils, paraffin wax, &c., have to be imported.

According to Dewhurst [2, 1934] the oil reserve, as far as

can be deduced from the present geological evidence, is no
more than 10,(X)0,0(X) bbl. The oil produced in the three

fields differs considerably in nature, as will appear from
Table I.

Table I

Abu Durba i Gemsah
1
Hurghada

[5]
1

15] 1 15]

Sp.gr./15“C. .
1

0-945-0-960
j

0-827
j

0-907-0-925

Vise. Red.no. 1/100"F.
.

j

e. 3,000 sec. ! c. 400 sec.

Sulphur, % wt. . .
1

2-35 % 0-65% 2-2-5%
Asphalt, % insol. in pentane

i
10-5% 0-63% . 10-11%

Paraffin wax, % .
.

|

4-94% 7-8%

% gasoline
.

j

27%
1

8-0%
% kerosine . I

32-4%
J

150%

The now exhausted field ofAbu Durba is about 100 miles

south of Suez on the west coast of the Sinai Peninsula.

Ihe oil produced there from limestone and shale forma-
tions has, owing to its high bitumen content and the

absence of paraffin wax, all the characteristics of a pro-
nounced asphaltic crude.

Across the Red Sea, on a peninsula 150 miles from Suez,

is Gemsah. This pool has, so far, yielded about 210,000
tons in all of a typical waxy crude, with a fairly high con-
tent of low-boiUng constituents. The producing formation
is probably a Middle Miocene limestone, at a depth of
1,290 ft. During distillation a fairly large amount of dis-

solved hydrogen sulphide gas is liberated, though the refin-

ing of the lighter fractions does not seem to present any
special difiSculties. The lower boiling constituents contain
about 25% ofaromatics, the remainder, and also the residue.

largely consist of naphthenes, according to Engler, so that

this oil shows a great resemblance to the waxy crude from
Baku. The lubricating-oil product from this crude is on a
par with the Pennsylvanian and Russian.

The most important field, of Hurghada, is also on the

west coast of the Red Sea, 180 miles south of Suez. The
first well was completed in 1914, and the yield of this pool
was soon sufficient to compensate for the sinking produc-
tion of the other fields. The producing formations are

Cretaceous sands and shales at a depth of 1,600-2,000 ft.

This oil forms the bulk of the intake by the refinery of the

Amglo-Egyptian Oilfields Ltd. at Suez, which is, in fact,

the only important producer in Egypt.

Table II

Crude Oilfrom Egypt {Hurghada)

Sp. gr. at 15'’/4°C. . . 0-900

Sulphur content . 2-8%
Pour-point . < 0“ C.
Viscosity E"/40'’ C. . . 4-0

Yields:

Gasoline, % age by weight • 12-5%
Kerosine, „ „ 7-5%
Gas-oil, „ „ . 16-0%
Residue (including loss) . . 64-0%

100-0%

Gasoline:

Sp. gr. at 15“/4''C. . 0-722

Sulphur content . 0-08%
Initial boiling-point . 35“ C.

10% . . 64“ C.

50% . 110” C.

90% . 155“ C.
Final boiling-point . . 178“ C.

Kerosine:

Sp. gr. at IS-M” C. . 0-808

Sulphur content . 0-15%
Initial boiling-point . 170“ C.
10% . 190“ C.

50% . 220“ C.
90% . 250“ C.

Final boiling-point

.

. 275“ C.

Gas-oil:

Sp. gr. at 1574“ C. . 0-850

Viscosity Red, no. 1/100“ F. . 35 sec.

Sulphur content . 1-3%
Pour-point .... . 25” F.

Residue:

Sp. gr. at 15“/4“ C. . 0-960

Viscosity Red. no. 1/100“ F. . . npsec.
Pour-point .... . 90“ F,

Carbon residue (Conradson) . . 7-5%

From the figures in Table II it follows that this crude is

a typical mixed base crude with a high paraffin wax and
bitumen content. It must therefore be considered impos-
sible to win wax from it by the present methods, although
Guthrie [5, 1923] proved experimentally that by light

cracking a 6% scale can be sqmrated from this oil. For
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the present the refining merely consists in topping and,

occasionally, in the preparation of special asphaltic bitu-

mens, much residue being cracked as well [3, 1931; 6,

1927-8]. Unlike the Gemsah crude, this oil contains no

appreciable quantities ofhydrogen sulphide, and the light

fractions are also easy to refine and contain little sulphur.

The crude often contains up to 30% of emulsified calcare-

ous salt-water.
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U.S.S.R.

By A. VEUKOVSKY
Chiefof the Oil Research Laboratory of the State Oil Research Institute

The U.S.S.R. takes second place in the world in the pro-

duction of oil, following the U.S.A.

At the present time the oil regions from which most of

the oil is obtained are situated in the Caucasus. In it are

the following regions: Baku (Apsheron) in the South
Caucasus, Daghestan, Grozny, and Maikop (Kuban-Black
Sea) in the North Caucasus. Moreover, oil is found in

considerable quantities in Georgia, near Tiflis, and a whole

series of other districts of the Caucasus, as is shown on the

Besides this, oil has been discovered in a large number of
points in the U.S.S.R., as is shown on the accompanying
map (Fig. 1),

Apsheron Region

The Apsheron region is the most prolific oil area in the

U.S.S.R. It is situated on the Apsheron Peninsula on the

mainland nearby, by the Caspian Sea, and on the island of
Artem.

Fro. I.

accompanying map. There is also oil in the Crimea, near

Kerch. This field is considered as part of the Maikop
(Kuban-Black Sea) region, situated in the Caucasus on
the other side of the Straits of Kerch.

The Emba region is situated near the north-eastern part

of the Caspian Sea, and covers an area of about 38,000
square miles. Farther north, near Ufa, is located the Ster-

Utamak field, while still farther north, near Perm, is the

Chusovski field, and finally in the basin ofthe Pechora River

is situated theUchta field. There are two oil regions inCentral

Asia; theTurkmenian, situated along the southern part ofthe
eastern shore ofthe Caspian Sea, and the Fergana, near the
City of Kokand. Finally, a number of oilfields are found
on the island of Sakhalin, mostly along the eastern shore.

The most important fields in this region are, counting

from east to west; Artem, Kali, Surakhany, Balakhany-
Romany-Sabunchi, Binagady, Bibi-Eibat, Lok-Batan, and
Puta.

Despite the fact that the Apsheron oils are obtained

from a comparatively small area, they differ markedly in

quality. Among the oils of these regions are oils having

both a pronounced asphaltic and parafi^c base. In the

same field, oils change markedly with the depth of the

bed.

Oils of the following fields are especially distinguished

by their pronounced asphaltic base: the island of Artem,
Binagady, part of Balakhany, and the deep strata of the

Bibi-Eibat and Lok-Batan fields. The upper strata oils of
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the Surakhani and Kara>Chukhur fields are distinguished

by their paraffin base. In the deeper strata of these fields,

there exists heavier oil.

The other oils, as for example, Balakhany from the top

strata, Bibi-Eibat from the top strata, Lok-Batan from the

top strata, and Kala are an average between the two men-
tioned types and may be considered as paraffin-base oik.

Despite the large differences between oilsfrom thevarious

fields in the Apsheron region, there are some properties

common to all. Thus, all the oils of this region contain

a comparatively small quantity of sulphur, usually not

exceeding 0-3%, and only in Artem oil does it reach

0-5%.
All oils contain a comparatively small quantity of the

fraction boiling to 100° C., and for this reason from all

Apsheron oik there is usually taken gasoline for auto-

mobile and aviation engines having an end point of 130-

170° C. and heavy naphtha—not including the light gaso-

line fractions—for tractor engines. Frequently all of the

heavy naphtha is left in the kerosine.

The chemical composition of the light fractions which,

without relationship to the other properties of the oil, are

very close for all Apsheron oils, is the most remarkable

general property of the oils of this region.

The characteristic chemical composition of gasoline frac-

tions of a series of oils from the Apsheron Peninsula,

calculated according to the data of A. N. Sakhanen and
R. A. Virobyanz, is given in Table 1.

Tabli I

Gasoline

obtained

Distillation Hydrocarbons

initial point Aromatics Naphthenes Paraffins

from to % % %
Surakhany para-
ffinic . 200“ C. 8-6 64-4

!

270
Balakhany light !

200“ C. 6-4 68-6
I

250
Bibi-Eibat light

i

200“ C. 80 610 i 290
Binagady

j

200“ C. 12-5 64-4 i 231

From this data it is seen that the gasoline fractions from
crude oils of widely differing properties possess approxi-

mately the same composition—a relatively low content of
aromatic hydrocarbons (6'4-12-5%), considerable paraffins

(23-9%), and a high percentage of naphthenes (63-8%).
Gasolines, distilled to a lower end point, contain con-

siderably less aromatic hydrocarbons, as may be seen from
the following data of M. Wolf, Table II.

Table II

Distillation

range from
initial point

to, “C.

Hydrocarbons

from following
oils

Aromatics

7.

Naphthenes

%
Paraffins

%
Surakhany paraf-
finic 125 0-7 71-0 280

„ 150 1-4 700 280
Bibi-Eibat light 125 2-2 550 430

ISO 2-7 560 41 0
Bibi-Eibat heavy 125 0-4 520 48 0

150 0-8 550 ' 440
Binagady

.

125 2-3 510 460
ISO 3-2 530 430

It ^ght be assumed, at first glance, that straight-run

gasoline from Apsheron region oils would have a very low
octane number on account of their relatively low content
ofaromatics and large amount of parafiins. Actually, how-
ever, they have a very high octane number, even including

H

gasoline from Surakhany oil which in its higher fractions

has a pronounced parafiinic base. The octane numbers for

gasolines from three Apsheron oils are given in Table III.

All octane numbers in this and following tables were

determined by the C.F.R. motor method.

Table UI

1 From
t which

No. i oil

Specific

gravity

at J5" C.

Distillation according to

American standard, “C.
^

Octane
number

Initial

boiling-

point 10% 50% 90%
End
point

1 ! Sura-
khany 0-747 72 85 97 116 138 80

2 1 0-793 119 202 60
3 ! Bibi-

i

Eibat 0-748 70 90 108 127 145 71

4 0-759 73 99 121 145 163 69
5 1 0-764 75 103 128 151 164 68

6 1 Bala-
khany 0-744 71 83 93 107 136 82

7 0-757 83 96 109 131 154 78

8 ,.
0-772

1 91 107 125 161 175 72

9
1

.. 0-781
i

93 120 143 179 191 68

From this data it follows that gasolines from all of the

investigated Baku oils possess a considerably higher octane

number than many straight-run spirits. This may be ex-

plained by the fact that most ofthe paraffin hydrocarbons in

the gasoline fractions from Baku oils have an /jo-structure,

asmaybe seen from the following data ofthe detailed chemi-

cal composition of a gasoline from a mixture of Baku oils,

calculated on the fraction to 150° C., as shown in Table IV.

Table IV

1 Name of the Percentage composition, calculated

No. hydrocarbon on the fraction to ISO” C.

1 iso-Vtnia.no 0-5

2 w-Pentane 1>6

3 Cyclo-pentane 0-2

4 «t»-Hcxan6 10
5 w-Hcxanc 30
6 Methyl cyclo-pcntane 2-6

7 Cyclo-hexane 70
8 Benzene 0-2

9 wo-Hcptanc 61
10 n-Heptane 30
11 Hepta-naphthenes 19-3

12 Toluene 1-0

13 iro-Octane 9-6

14 Octo-naphthenes 15-5

n-Octanc 5-6

16 Xylenes 21
17 Nono-naphthenes

j

13-3

18
1

tio-Nonane
j

5-4

19
j

«-Nonane 3-0

As a rule, Baku paraffin base gasolines show higher

octane numbers than asphaltic base gasolines. Thus, a
Binagady asphaltic base gasoline, 30% of which distils

below 100° C., has an octane number of 65; while a Sura-
khany paraffin base gasoline of similar boiling range has an
octane number of 72. On the other hand, the figures

quoted show that the difference in the octane numbers of
the various Baku gasolines is not great, and that all ofthem
must be considered as possessing high octane values.

As opposed to gasolines, Baku asphaltic base kerosines

show considerably higher octane numbers than similar

fractions of paraffin base oik. This is explained by the

fact that Baku asphaltic base kerosines contain a high
percentage of aromatic hydrocarbons and are low in

aliphatics, while paraffin base kerosines show the opposite
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relationship between aromatic and aliphatic hydrocarbons

(compare the chemical structure of Surakhany and Bina-

gady kerosines in Table V).

The kerosine fractions of Apsheron oils, distilling in

the range 200-300° C., are considerably richer in aromatic

hydrocarbons than the gasolines, as may be seen from the

following figures.

Table V

Hydrocarbons

Kerosine ob- Aro- 1 t/n-

tainedfrom Boiling made Naphthenes Paraffins I saturateds

following oils range, °C. % Vo % ; %
Surakhany
parafiSnic .

Balakhany
200-300 17

i

i

41 42

light

.

Bibi-Eibat
j

17
j

j

68 15 1

heavy .
|

24 48 28
Binagady . 1 60 7 i 1

The octane numbers of kerosines from several Baku
crudes are given in Table VI.

Table VI

Crude

Heavy Balakhany .

Binagady
Light Bibi-Eibat

Surakhany paraflin base
Kara-Chukhur

j

Distillation range

Initial
1 i End

' boiling- ' % a/
I
point,

|

Octane

I

point, ° C. I

200'^ C.
I

“ C. ! number

' 166
j

12 : 293
i

45-5

136 10
!

300 .
46 0

172 10 i 293 360
,

178
I 10

,
293 290

176
I

6 296 ;
14-5

Baku asphaltic base kerosines are good tractor fuels.

Paraffin base kerosines are good illuminants, as they are

high in aliphatic hydrocarbons.

Apsheron residues after the removal of benzine and
kerosine fractions show a considerable diflbrence among
themselves. For example, the specific gravity ofthe residue

after distilling off fractions to 300° C. fluctuates from

in aromatic hydrocarbon content. They also vary in regard

to the number of rings in the naphthenic hydrocarbons,

which for the fraction 500-550° ranges from 1 to 3 (accord-

ing to Vlugter). Unfortunately, there is no data for the

chemical composition of the lubricating oil fractions from
the heavier Apsheron oils. However, it may be pointed out

that the oil fractions ofBalakhany heavycrude contain more
than 40% aromatic hydrocarbons. The properties of lubri-

cating-oil fractions from various Apsheron oils (including

Table VII

0-874 to 0-952; the viscosity from 3-5 Engler at 50° C. to
2-3 Engler at 100° C.; the content of ‘resinous substances’
from 10 to 44%; and pour-point from less than —20° C.
to 4-33° C.

Table VII gives data for the chemical composition of oil

fracticms from some Apsheron oils, distilled in a vacuum
in the ranges 350-400° C. and 500-550° C, recalculated

temperatures made according to Ramsay and Young.
From this data it is seen that tlw oils vary considerably

the viscosity index) differ considerably in accordance with

differences in the chemical composition.

The viscosity index (Dean and Davis) of the residues

of oil from Surakhany oils is 82, from a Balakhany heavy
it is —20.

In Fig. 2 is shown the relation between the viscosity of
narrow fractions and their boiling temperature—^this data
being taken from the book of V. L. Gurvitch, B. B. Kami*
ner, and M. E. Lutzooko, Distillation Curves ofOils, From
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this curve it is seen that at the same boiling temperature,

as, for example, 425° C., the fraction from Surakhany

paraffin oil has a viscosity of 2-25° E^, but the fraction

from Binagady oil a viscosity of 15° E^t,.

Due to their low paraffin content most Apsheron lubri-

cating oils have a low pour-point. However, oils from

Kara-Chukhur, Surakhany, Zykh, and some Romany oils,

have a high pour-point.

Special oils, as transformer, turbine, and medicinal oils

are produced from a number of Baku petroleums. Especi-

ally suited for the production of these oils is Balachany

light and some Romany oils, from which, on a line with

Dossor-Makat oils of the Emba Region, are produced

widely known special oils.

In the lubricating-oil fractions of Surakhany oil, as well

as in the light fractions, the paraffin hydrocarbons have an
i.vo-structure, that is, they contain ceresines—and for this

reason it is impossible to obtain paraffin wax by means of
pressing and sweating from these oils and also from Kara-

Chukhur oils.

Due to the content of ‘resinous substances’ in Binagady
and Artem oils and the high specific gravity of the oil

fractions, high-quality residual bitumens arc obtained from
these oils which have a good relation of ductility and
penetration and a high specific gravity.

Highway bitumens are obtained from other Baku oils

as Balakhany heavy and Bibi-Eibat, but they arc, however,

inferior to the above in quality.

It stands to reason that from Surakhany paraffinic oils,

residual bitumens cannot be obtained, due to their small

content of tarry matter and to the low specific gravity of
oil fraction.

The residue of Surakhany paraffin oil, consisting of22%
of the oil, usually goes into the manufacture of bright

stock. The quality of the initial raw material and the

finished product may be seen in Table VIII.

Table VIII

Name of
product

Cylinder stock
Bnght stock .

The yield ofpetrolatum (melting-point 60° C.) is approxi-
mately half as much as the yield of bright stock. Petrola-

tum is the raw material for obtaining vaseline and ceresine.

Kara-Chukhur and Zykh oil can also be used for the

production of bright stock, but the yield of petrolatum in

this case will be greater.

Naphthenic acids have recently received broad applica-

tion in the U.S.S.R., Germany, and a number of other
countries, due to their good cleaning and antiseptic pro-
perties. Their content in the most important Baku oils is

given in Table IX.

Table IX

on

Content of
naphthenic

acids, %
Acid number of
naphthenic acids

Surakhany paraffinic. 018-0-37 148-60
Balakhany light 109-1-20 182-6
Balakhany heavy 1-65-1-96 146-39
Bibi-Eibat light 0-66-0-86 162-74
Bibi-Eibat heavy M2-1-24 149-67
Binagady 1-61 155
Artem 1-90 160

I yis- \ Pour-

Specific coiliyipoint,

gravity
j j

° C.

Colour
\

Martin

'

N.P.A.
i

Pensky
}

Cleveland

Thus, from these oils, we note that only Surakhany oil

(having a paraffin base) is poor in naphthenic acid content.

The other Apsheron oils which are rich in paraffins, as

Kara-Chukhur and Kala oils, are also low in naphthenic

acid content.

It is interesting to trace how the properties of the oils

of the Baku region change with the depth of the strata.

It appears that in this respect it is not possible to make
general conclusions for all regions. Still, it may be con-

sidered that, as deeper strata are gradually being exploited

in the Apsheron region, many of them yield oils with an
increasing asphaltic content. Kerosine fractions from
deeper oils in the same field have higher octane numbers;
lubricating-oil fractions have higher specific gravities.

Thus, for example, in the higher strata of the Suzakhany
field there occur oils which contain no asphalt whatever.

They are light yellow, have a specific gravity of 0-720, and
distil completely below 275° C. At a depth of 700-9()0 m.
oils containing 7-8% of resinous substances are found.

Oils obtained from a depth of 1,450 m, already contain

12% of resinous substances. Finally, oils from layers

below 1,8(X) m. contain 30% of resinous substances. De-
pending on the depth of the original stratum, the octane

number ofSurakhany kerosine with the same boiling range

(10% below 200° C., F.B.P. 300° C.) varies rom 14 to 40.

The specific gravity of a lubricating fraction of £ioo == 7°

obtained from a depth of 700 m. is 0-9(X), while that from
a depth ofmore than 1,8(X) m. is 0-930.

Similar variations in the quality of oils in dependence
on their depth (of course different for different oils) occur
in a number of other Apsheron fields (Kara-Chukhur,
Binagady, &c.).

As for the influence of layer depths on the gasoline con-
tent of oils, a regular relationship is difficult to establish. In

some fields, such as Kala, Surakhany, Balakhany, oils

obtained from deeper layers contain less light fractions; of
other fields the reverse is true; this is the case, e.g., with
the Kara-Chukhur field. Thus the uppermost layers of the

now thoroughly worked Surakhany field contain 70% of
fractions distilling below 200° C. Oils from medium
layers, about 700-800 m., contain 13-16%; finally, oils

from the deepest strata contain only 8% of these fractions.

The upper layers of the Kara-Chukur field contain only

18% of these fractions, while the deepest layers contain

24%. Finally, the eighth stratum of the Bibi-Eibat field

contains 22% of fractions boiling below 200° C., the four-

teenth stratum contains 13-5%, i.e. considerably less; and
the seventeenth stratum again shows an increase to 21 %,
Thus in the production of oil from the deeper layers of

the Baku fields, it will be seen that the lowering of the
benzine fraction in the oils of one field is compensated for

by an increase in another, and on the average it varies

very little.

Naphtalan Field

The Naphtalan field is located 200 km. west of Baku.
In the total production of Soviet oil the Naphtalan oil

plays a very small part—only a few tons are produced a
day. Nevertheless, Naphtalan oil attracts very much atten-

tion.

This is explained the fact that Naphtalan oil, in

contrast to all other oils, is said to possess medicinal pro-
perties. There is a health resort right on the field where
the treatment of many diseases is carried out by bathing
in the oil. Among the diseases for which Naphtalan oil

or its products are said to have curative properties are the
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following: rheumatism, sciatica, eczema, rash and a num-
ber of other skin diseases, women’s diseases, scald, erysi-

pelas, &c. Naphtalan oil, or the products distilled from
it, are made into special salves which have a wide distribu-

tion. Naphtalan oil is also used largely in veterinary science.

This oil has a high specific gravity (0-945), and viscosity

(JS^s 6-45, £ioo 1-67), low pour-point (below — 20°C.).

In the content of ‘resinous substances’ (28%) and asphalts

it does not exceed a niunber of other oils. The sulphur

content is not extraordinarily high (0-465%).

In this oil there is no gasoline fraction and about 20%
of kerosine. The kerosine fraction possesses much less

curative properties than the heavier fractions.

There is a considerable amount of naphthenic acids in

the oil (3 %). Although in the literature there are references

that naphthenic acids have curative properties—in view of
the fact that naphthenic acids are entirely decompo.sed on
distillation, and, moreover, that both the distillates and
residues possess curative properties not less effective than

the oil itself—^it is not possible to attribute special medicinal

properties to the naphthenic acids.

It is also not possible to attribute the special properties

of the oil to its high radio-activity, as it is low.

The singular chemical composition of the oil fraction is

given in Table X.

Table X

The naphthene hydrocarbons are veiy rich in cyclics.

They contain on the average in the first fraction about
3 rings per molecule, in the second fraction 3 to 4, and in

the third fraction 4 to 5, that is, considerably more than
in other oils investigated in this connexion. The relation of
the carbon and hydrogen in the naphthenes from all three

fractions is fairly close to the formula of terpenes QqH,,.
This may explain the special properties of the Naphtal^
oils.

Hie Georgian Region

The Georgian oil region is the second in Transcaucasia.

This region at the present day is still not fully developed,
but there are a large number of separate fields (about 40):

the most important are Mirzaani and Shirki.

All of the Georgian region oils investigated up till now
are distinguished by their high content of resinous sub-
stances, and therefore must be classed as asphaltic-base

oils, although some of them are rich in paraffins.

The following products may be obtained from oils of
both types:

Type J Type 11

Gasoline (containing 30% of the fraction % %
distilling to 100° C.) . . . 6 17

Kerosine 11 20
Gas oil

1

16 6
Middle fraction 1-3 ' 33
Asphaltic residue of high quality . 31 21

The oil fraction from type 2 oil is distinguished by its

high pour-point. The unusually high yield of asphaltic

residue from oil of the first type attracts attention.

In view of the greater importance of Mirzaam oils the

following details are of interest.

These oils are distinguished by their high asphaltic con-

tent (42-5%) and at the same time by their low specific

gravity (0-8680-0-8686). They contain only a small quantity

of paraffins.

In conformity with the low specific gravity, the yield of

gasoline is considerable (24%). The chemical composition

of this is as follows: aromatics, 5%; naphthenes, 40%;
and paraffins, 55%. Due to the large content of paraffin

hydrocarbons, the octane number of the gasoline is not

high (benzene equivalent 26). Kerosine with an initial

boiling-point of 194° C. and end point 315° C. has a high

specific gravity (0-850), and conforming to this fact it is

rich in aromatic hydrocarbons (25 %) and poor in paraffins

(16%), with a naphthene content of 59%. In accordance

with the high specific gravity, the high aromatic con-

tent, and small percentage of paraffins, the Mirzaani

kerosine is more suitable as a tractor fuel than as an
illuminant.

Oils from Mirzaani petroleum possess the properties of

oils from asphaltic-base crudes (high specific gravity, low
viscosity index, 10).

Due to the character of the Mirzaani residues (20%)
after distillation, a high-quality bitumen for highways is

obtained having good ductility and penetration charac-

teristics.

From an examination of the properties of Georgian and
Baku oils, their differences may be noted. In considering the

properties ofApsheron oils it will be seen that in the case of

a high content of resinous substances the percentage of gaso-

line is small. However, this is not the case with Georgian

oils.

Furthermore, despite the small content of aromatics and,

in separate cases, of paraffins, Apsheron gasolines have

a high octane number, whereas Georgian gasolines have a

lower value. This indicates a difference in structure of the

hydrocarbons composing these oils. Thus Georgian oils do
not have the distinctive properties of Apsheron oils. Con-
sequently, there is no basis to claim that, from the point of

view of the ‘chemical contour’ of oil regions, these regions

are separate fields of one large region, as may be claimed

for the Apsheron and Nebitdag fields. This latter field

will be considered in more detail.

Grozny Region

The Grozny oil region is in north Caucasus near the city

of Grozny. In this region there are two principal fields

called the ‘Old’ and the ‘New’.

Oils obtained from the ‘New’ field have a considerable

paraffin content (4-5% by the Holde method from pre-

liminary distillation). Oils with a low paraffin content

(0-35-0-7%) are obtained only from the top layers (1st and
2nd) in the western part of tUs field.

On the other hand, oils obtained from all layers in the

‘Old’ field have a low paraffin content. The content of

paraffin in the oil, however, increases directly with increase

in the depth of the strata (from 0-1 to 0-5%); and in

the lower layers (12th and lower) of the western part of

the field, oils are found with a high paraffin content

(4-5%).

Despite the fact that a majority of Grozny oils contain

considerable amounts of paraffin, they are distinguished

by their high content of asphaltenes (1-2%) and ‘resins’.

Besides, there is a direct relation between the content of
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'resinous substances’ and asphaltenes on the one hand and
paraffins on the other. The higher the asphaltene content

the lower the content of paraffins, and the same is true of

the naphthenic acid content. They are almost absent in

paraffin oils (0 02-0 03%) and are present up to 1-2%

in paraffin-free oils. All Grozny oils contain only a very

small percentage of sulphur (0-2%).

All of the Grozny oils without exception—including

paraffinic, slightly paraffinic, and paraffin-free oils—are

very rich in gasoline fractions. Besides, the poorer the oil

is in paraffin and the richer it is in ‘resinous substances’,

then the richer it will be in gasoline. The percentage com-
position of the gasoline fraction (to 200'’ C.) in various oils

is as follows:

In paraffin oils .... 23-24 7o

In sliglitly paraffinic . . . 25-27%
Paraffin-free .... 28-30%

The gasoline fractions from all Grozny oils contain

relatively large quantities of aromatic hydrocarbons,

as may be seen from the following figures given in

Table XI.

free from

7.

8 Paraffin-

free from
upper

Percent-
J

Knd
Specific age to point,

ftravlly lOtT C. \ °C.

0-730
!

0-746
I

P<‘rccmQg€ hydrocarbon content

Aromatics
|

Naphthrne%
j

Para/}$ns

The data in this table shows that there is a somewhat
larger percentage of aromatic hydrocarbons in Grozny
gasoline than in that from Baku. At the same time, the
Grozny gasolines have a considerable content of paraffins.

The anti-knock properties ofGrozny gasoline are much less

than those of Baku oils, as will be evident from the data
in Table XII.

Table XII

Oilfrom
which gaso-
line is ob-

tained

Specific

gravity

atlS’-C.

Distillation according to

American standards

Octane
number

Initial

boiling

pointf C.\ 10% 50% 90%

End

PVq’

Paraffinic 0-691 30 SO 80 105 132 62
„ 0-707 38 58 93 122 150 58
,, 0-737 45 73 129 179 193 44

Paraffin-free 0-723 40 149 58

Hie comparatively low octane number of Grozny gaso-
line in comparison with those of Baku is explained, not
only by their high percentage of paraffins, but also by the
fact that these paraffins have a normal structure. The com-
position of gasoline (to 150° C.) distilled from a mixture of
Grozny oils is as follows:

Table XIII

No. Name of hydrocarbon
Percentage composition calculated

on fraction to 150° C.

1 /so-Pentanc 2-1

2 fl-Pentane 5-9

3 Cyclo-pcnlane 0-1

4 »o-Hcxane 4-0

5 n-Hcxane 7-6

6 Methyl cyclo-hcxane 2-4

7 C:yclo-hcxane i
3-3

8 Benzene 0-3

9 wo-Hcptane 4-4

10 /i-Hcptane 9-9

11 Hepta-naphthencs 10-1

12 Toluene 1-5

13 /to-Oclane 9-0

14 Octo-naphthenes 6-8

15 M-Octane 8-9

16 Xylene.4 3-2

I

Nono-naphthenes 5-8

18 i.to-Nonane 8-6

19
j

n-Nonane 6-1

Hence the relation of the wo-paraffin hydrocarbons to

the normal in Grozny gasoline (to 150" C.) is 0-67:1, while

in Baku oils it equals 1-35:1.

The kerosine fractions from various Grozny oils differ

marxeuiy in ineir cncmicai composiuon, as may uc seen

from Table XIV.

Table XIV

Hydrocarbon content

Oil
Fraction,

“C.
Specific

gravity

Aromatics

%
Naphthenes Paraffins

%__
Paraffinic 200-300 0-819 17 22 61
Slightly

paraffinic 0-824 20 29 51
Paraffin-

free lower i

strata
' 0-846 25 39 36

Paraffin-

free upper
strata

of01d‘
field

j

i

1

”
i

0-867
1 ..1“ . i

61 9

Therefore the kerosines from the paraffinic and slightly

paraflSnic oils are very rich in para^ hydrocarbons, but
those from paraffin-free oils of the upper strata of the ‘Old’
field, on the other hand, are very poor in them.
The content of aromatics in the kerosines from the

paraffin-free oils is considerably greater than in those from
the paraffinic oils.

Most Grozny kerosines have a low specific gravity, high
content of paraffin hydrocarbons, and a very low octane
number. The octane number of kerosine with I.B.P. of
202° C. and end point 312° C. is 8.

Due to its low octane number, Grozny kerosine is not
considered as a tractor fuel. However, its chemical com-
position (nearly optimum aromatics content and high con-
tent of paraf^s) indicates excellent properties as an
illuminant. And, in fact, tests have shown that Grozny
kerosine ofnormal fractional composition is a high-quality
illuminant differing little in this respect from Pennsylvania
kerosines. Even kerosine with an end point of 340° C. has
quite good illuminating properties.

In short, Baku kerosine is a first-class tractor fuel, while
Grozny kerosine is a high-quality illuminant.

The various lubricating oil fractions from Grozny differ

shan)ly in their chetmeal composition. In Table XV data
is given for the chemical compositions ofthe two oils which
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Tabie XV

1
! i Viscosity Em

|

d,„
j

Aniline point, ' C.
1

Hydrocarbon content

1

1

Before
j

AJter i

Tempera- i separa-
|

separa-

ture
\

lion of
j

non of
range,

\

aro- aro- !

separation 1

of 1

After
separation

of

Before
separation

of

After
1

of

1

Before

\

‘‘of

After

separation

of Aro- Naph-
Paraffins

Series after

removing the

oil 11c matics
j

manes matics manes
\

matics
;

matics % % aromatics

Paraflinic 350-400 1 29 1 27 1
0-846

i 0-825
1

1-4727 1-4581
1

87-4 93-6 14 52 34 C„H.» „.4

500-50 ; 4-97
:

4-07 ! 0-897
1

0-873
1

1-4895 1-4725
!

103-4 109-2 14 71 15 1

Parafliii-free

from top
strata

i

350-400 1-45 1-38 . 0-900

1

0-864
;

(430)

1-4995

(45")
j

j

1-4707
1

74-8 84-4

1

38 62
500-50 18-50 8-70

j

0-943
,

0-900
1

1-5212 1-4924
j

65-8 105-2 39 56

differ most—that is, paraffinic oil and the paraffin-free oil

from the top strata of the ‘Old’ field.

From Tables XIV and XV it is seen that the lubricating

oil fractions, as well as the light fractions from Grozny oil,

possess the distinguishing properties of products obtained

from an oil with a paraffin base. They are characterized

(at a given viscosity) by their low specific gravity and high

flash-point. However, with increase in the boiling tem-

perature, these distinguishing properties do not appear in

the oil fractions as sharply as in the other paraffin-base

oils. This may be seen from the high specific gravity of

the heavy residue as shown in Table XXXIX at the end
of the article.

The Grozny paraffinic oils contain a large amount of
solid hydrocarbons. These hydrocarbons (in the fractions

boiling to 550'' C.), in distinction from those found in the

Surakhany oil of the Baku region, are not ceresines but

parafihis. For this reason paraffin wax is obtained from
Grozny oil fractions up to and including machine oil, by
means of pressing and sweating.

Since the higher fractions of Grozny oil contain ceresine,

residual and distillate bright stocks may be obtained by
centrifugal dewaxing in naphtha solution, or by treatment

with liquid propane.

In consequence of the high ‘resin’ and asphaltene con-

tent in Grozny paraffin oil, a high-quality road bitumen
is obtained in the residue of all these oils (about 12%
calculated on the oil) after distillation in the vacuum-tube
still of Foster-Wheeler or Alco type. The bitumen has, for

example, the following properties:

Specific gravity 15® C. . .102
Penetration at 25° C. . .45
Ductility 25° C. . Higher than 100

The lubricating fractions from paraffin-free oils of the

top layers of the ‘New’ field and lower layers of the ‘Old’
field do not in general possess a sufficiently low pour-point.

The production of oils in Grozny at the present time is

based on the paraffin-free oils of the ‘Old’ field. Usually,

cm distillation of such oil, the heaviest distillate obtained,

for example, from the Foster-Wheeler vacuum unit has
approximately the following properties: viscosity, Eioo 6-2;

specific gravity 0-950; flash-point (open cup) 260° C. The
residue (12%) is a hi^-quality highway bitumen.
From all of the given material we may conclude that in

direct proportion with depth of the oil layers in the ‘Old’
field, the oil contains more paraffin, less ‘resinous sub-
stances ’, less naphthene acids ; in the gasoline, and especially

in the kerosine, less aromatics and more paraffin hydro-
carbons; in the oil fractions, less aromatic hydrocarbons,
while the naphthenes also contain less rings. The deepest

layers of the ‘Old’ field contain almost the same type of

oil as the topmost strata of the ‘New’ field; and the deeper
layers of the latter contain exclusively oils rich in paraffin.

Thus the ‘New’ field, in the quality of its oils, is a con-
tinuation of the ‘Old’ field.

The following distinguishing properties characterize all

the oils of this region: (1) high content of gasoline which
has considerable amounts of aromatic hydrocarbons;

(2) low sulphur content
; (3) high content of tarry matter,

providing the possibility of obtaining high-quality residual

bitumens even from oils rich in paraffins.

Tersk Region
The Voznesensk and Malgobek fields are situated

100 km. east of Grozny. Geologists consider these fields

as very promising.

Heavy oil, of specific gravity 0-920-0-937, is contained

in the top layers of both these fields. As in the Grozny
oils, considerable quantities of asphaltenes (1-2| %) are

present in them. The content of ‘resinous substances’ in

these oils (35%) is more than in the Grozny paraffin-free

oil, while the sulphur content does not exceed 0-5".,.

Furthcnnorc, both oils have fairly large amounts of paraffin

wax (more than 1 %).
The chemical composition of heavy naphtha from

Malgobek oil and of kerosine from both oils is given in

Table XVI.
Table XVI

Product

Heavy
napbAa

Despite its marked content of paraflSn wax, the oil frac-

tions from Malgobek oil arc characterized by their low
pour-point, with the exception of the very viscous oil frac-

tions. This is explained by the fact that exceptionally high-

boiling paraffins and ceresines are contained in the oil.

As a result of the general asphaltic character, the oil

fractions are distinguished by high specific gravity, for

example, with a viscosity 7-65° C. E*o ~ 0-932. For this

reason it is possible to obtain from these oils d large yield

of high-quality highway bitumen having a specific gravity

greater than unity and a good relationship of penetration

and ductility.

The octane numbers of the gasoline fractions from the

light Voznesensk oil and from the heavy Voznesensk and
heavy Malgobek oils are veiy high. The lubricating-oil

fractions from the light oil have a high pour-point, but at

the same time a considerably 1ow<h: specific gravity than

150-200
200-300
200-300
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from the heavy oU. Thus the fraction with a viscosity 6-9“£

has a specific gravity 0-922 and pour-point 15° C.
In the Malgobek field, also, the oils from the deeper

strata have a lighter character.

Daghestan District

The exploitation of the Daghestan district has begun
only very recently. The district comprises three fields:

Isberbash, Kaya-Kent, and Achi-Su. The crudes from these

fields dilfer noticeably among themselves. Thus, while

Kaya-Kent crudes are distinguished by a high asphalt con-
tent, the crudes from the other two fields are relatively poor
in resinous substances (12-14%). All the crudes of the dis-

trict are rich in paraffin, yet the paraffin content of Kaya-
Kent oil (2-3, according to Golde) is considerably lower
than that of Achi-Su (5-4) and Isberbash oils. The sulphur
content of any crude of this district is below 0-3% . Crudes
from Achi-Su and Isberbash contain a very high propor-

tion of gasoline (about 30% of fractions boiling below
200° C.).

The octane numbers of gasolines from all Daghestan
fields are approximately the same, namely about 60, for

similar average boiling-points.

Kerosines derived from Kaya-Kent crude are distin-

guished by high octane numbers (40): those from the other

two fields have considerable values. Lubricating-oil frac-

tions from Kaya-Kent crudes have a high specific gravity.

The residue, after distillation, makes a good road bitumen.

Similar fractions derived from the other two fields show
high pour-points. Since they are rather low in resinous sub-

stances and high in paraffins, they do not yield good bitumens.

The chemical composition of light Maikop gasoline may
be seen from the following figures: aromatics, 16% ; naph-

thenes, 40%; paraffins, 44%.
Thus Maikop gasoline contains a distinctly larger

amount of aromatic hydrocarbons than Grozny benzine.

However, the gasoline fraction of this oil, with approxi-

mately the same content of paraffin hydrocarbons as the

Apsheron gasolines, has a lower octane number than the

latter, as may be seen from the data in Table XVIIl.

Table XVII

No. Name ofhydrocarbon
Percentage content calculated

on fraction to 150° C.

l' «o-Pentane 2-2

2 »-Pentane 4-6

3 Cyclo-pcntane 0-4

4 M'o-Hexane 0-1

5 n-Hexane 8-6

6 Meta-cyclo-pcntane 5-4

7 Cyclo-hexane 2-5

8 Benzene 21
9 «AO-Heptanc 2-8

10 «-Heptanc 11-1

11 Hepta-naphthene 13-3

12 Toluene 4-7

13 MTo-Octane !
5-2

14 Octo-naphthenc i 6-9

15 n-Octanc 7-9

16 Xylenes 1

6-5

17 Nono-naphthene
18 /fo-Nonane ! 4-7

19 fi-Nonane 1 3-5

The detailed chemical composition of gasoline from the

oils under review is given in Table XVII.

Table XVIII

! Distillation by American Content ofhydrocarbons

j

Name oj 1 gravity
standardSy

\
Aromatics ^ Naphthenes Paraffins Octane

No.
1

product at }5°j:. J.B.P. ' 10%
\

50%
i

90%
i

E.P.
1 % !

% % number

1
;

Maikop 0-725 52 : 70 1 91
i

i

134
i

9 i 31 60 64

2
1

Maikop 0-735 57
1

77 1
104

1

134
j

153 1 12 1 29 59 60

Kuban-Black Sea Region

The Kuban-Black Sea region extends in a north-

western direction from the meridian of Maikop along the

northern slope of the principal Caucasian mountain range,

along the shores of the Black Sea, and partly extends into

the Crimean Peninsula.

In this region there are a large number of fields. In most
cases heavy oils are found in the top strata of these fields,

which very often contain neither gasoline nor heavynaphtha
fractions, are very rich in ‘resinous substances’, and low in

paraffin wax. However, the oils in the deeper layers usually

contain a considerable amount of gasoline. The production

from all these fields is small, with the exception of the

Maikop-Shervan field, where light oil is obtained from the

lower layers in such quantity that this region ranks third

in the U.S.S.R. after Baku and Grozny.
This oil has a low specific gravity and low content of

‘resinous substances’ (12-14%). The amount of gasoline

and heavy naphtha fractions (to 200° C.) in this oil is con-

siderable, exc^ing 30%. The fraction to 100° C. is also

sufficient for the entire fraction to 200° C. to be used as a
trade product, without the special addition of light frac-

tions.

The relation of normal paraffin hydrocarbons to iso-

paraffins in this oil is still lower than in Grozny gasoline

and equals 0-47 : 1 . This explains, to a large degree, at any
rate, the lower octane number of Maikop gasoline com-
pared to that from Apsheron oil.

The chemical composition of the kerosine fractions

(200-300° C.)from a number of oils ofthe Kuban-BlackSea
region is given in Table XIX.

Table XIX

Oil

Temperature
range, ° C.

Content of hydrocarbons

Aromatics

%
Naphthenes

%
Paraffins

%
Light
Maikop 200-300 29 36 35
Heavy
Maikop 16 84

Kaluzhskaia 12 88

As seen from this table, the chemical composition of the

kerosine fractions from various Kuban-Black Sea oils

differ quite markedly. The kerosine from light Maikop oil

is very rich in aromatic hydrocarbons, which it is not

possible to say of the kerosines from the other two oils.

Judging from their specific gravity (0-853) and index of
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Table XX

refraction (nj,® 1-4650), the naphthene hydrocarbons of

Kaluzhskaia oil consist mostly of bicyclic compounds.

Inasmuch as the li^t Maikop oil varies sharply in this

region, we shall go more into detail with the kerosine from
this oil.

The octane number of kerosine with an I.B.P. of 212" C.

and an end point of 320 C. is 31. Hence the Maikop kero-

sines occupy a middle position in this respect between Baku
and Grozny. They are inferior to Grozny kerosine in

illuminating properties, but all are of fairly good quality.

The lubricating-oil fractions of Maikop oil, as well as

the lighter oils, are distinguished by the high content of

aromatic hydrocarbons (30% in the light-oil fractions to

50% in the heavy). Some of the light Maikop crude oils

contain paraffin hydrocarbons, and for this reason the

heavier oil fractions have a high pour-point. The naph-
thenes in the light-oil fractions have an average of two
rings, and intheheavierfractions (boilingrange 500-550 C.)

an average of three rings.

Along with the light Maikop oil there is obtained in the

Kuban-Black Sea region a large number of other oils,

having in most cases a pronounced asphaltic base. The
chemical composition of two oil fractions from one of these
oils (Kaluzhskaia) is given in Table XX.
The lubricating oil fractions from these oils have a low

viscosity index, while a high-quality bitumen is obtained

in the residue after distillation.

Emba Region

The Emba oil region extends from the lower course of
the Ural River and north-eastern part of the Caspian Sea
to the Temir River, that is, approximately 500 km. in a
straight line. There is a large number of oiliields in this

region, located in salt-domes. Three of these fields, Dossor,
Makat, and Baichunas, have already been developed for

a number ofyears. In recent years a number of other fields

have been explored in detail. Several of them have been
found to be quite prolific, and evidently in the near future

they will become of prominent importance in the Emba
region. These new fields include: South Iskine, situated

near the old fields; Koschagil, located farther south of the
Emba River near the Caspian Sea ; Shubar-Kuduk, being in

the south-eastern part of the region near the city of Temir.
The Emba oils have a number of properties, present

exclusively in the oils of this region, and distinguishing

them from the oils of all other regions.

The general characteristics of Emba oils are given in

Table XXXVllI at the end of the article.

The oils of the Emba region are characterized by their

low content of ‘resin’, asphaltenes, and sulphur. Only the
Shubar-Kuduk oil is an exception. It contains a consider-

able amount of ‘resin’ and asphaltenes, and, moreover,
a somewhat higher sulphur content to 0-5 %. This oilfield is

situated in the north-eastern part of the Emba region, and
is possibly a transition to the fields along the northern Urals.

Oil from the fields being developed at the present time

in the Emba region—^Dossor, Makat, and Baichunas

—

contain practically no paraSin, and therefore many people

consider the oils of the entire region as being poor in

paraffin. However, recent researches show that the oppo-
site statement is really true, that is, almost all the new oils

investigated have a paraffin content greater than 1%.
Emba oils in most cases have a low viscosity, with the

exception of Makat, in which gasoline and heavy naphtha
fractions are absent. In general, up to very recently it was
considered that Emba oils altogether do not contain these

fractions, or else in very small quantities. Moreover, the

latest investigations show that oils from the newly opened
fields located in various parts of this region contained

marked and sometimes considerable quantities of gasoline

and heavy naphtha fractions.

The content of the gasoline-heavy naphtha and kerosine

fractions is given in Table XXXVIII at the end ofthe article.

The chemical composition of the gasoline and kerosine

fractions of a number ofEmba oils is given in Table XXI.
In reference to the chemical composition of the light

fractions, the Emba oils have some general features which
sharply distinguish them from the oils of other regions.

Among these peculiarities must be mentioned the very

small quantity of aromatic hydrocarbons. Both the gaso-

line and kerosine fractions contain markedly less aromatics

than the same fractions of*any other oil in the U.S.S.R.

For example, in the kerosine fractions (that is, the frac-

tions boiling in the ranges 200-300° C.) the amount of

aromatic hydrocarbons for most of the investigated

Emba oils does not exceed 8%—only in Dossor oil it

reaches 1 1 %—^while in the fractions for all Grozny and
Apsheron oils the content of aromatics is higher than

16%. The relatively high content of unsaturated hydro-

carbons is another general property of the chemical com-
position of the light fractions of Emba oils, and it is

possible that they are formed on distillation. For example,

the unsatmateds amount to 5% in the kerosine fractions

of Makat and Shubar-Kuduk oils, while in the same frac-

tions of the oils from other regions it seldom reaches 1 %.

Table XXI
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Gasolines and kerosines from the majority ofEmba oils

contain a considerable percentage of naphthenic hydro-

carbons; and have high octane numbers. Thus a heavy
gasoline from Dossor oil has an octane number of 71 -5,

a gasoline from Koschagil oil an octane number of 78-3,

while a kerosine from Makat oil (208-283° C.)has anoctane
number of 57.

The lubricating-oil fractions also contain a relatively

small quantity of aromatic hydrocarbons, as may be seen

from the chemical composition, for example, of Dossor
Koschagil oils, given in Table XXII.
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similar to those obtained from Dossor oil, do not need to be
deparaffinized as they already have a pour-point of— 15° C.
Oil obtained from Dossor crude has a low specific gravity

and good viscosity index. Hence, Dossor oil may be classed

as a paraffin-base oil, although it contains very insignificant

quantities of paraflBn.

The oil fractions from South Iskine crude oil have an
especially low specific gravity. See Table XXXVIII at the

end of the article.

From an examination of this table, we see that the solar

oil distillate from South Iskine crude contains, for example.

|r«mpeni-
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500-550

350-400

500-550

0'881
I
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j

1-4952
I
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j

87 6*
j

14809
1
14720* 1-38

j
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j

09 0*
j

1-4942 ' 1 -4830*
j
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j
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After dcparaflinization and removal of aromatics.

Series of the

naphthene
hydrocarbons

A characteristic feature of this crude oil, as well as other

oils in the Emba region, is that the naphthenes in the lighter

oil fractions have a comparatively high specific gravity and
coefficient of refraction, as, for example, in the fraction

350-400° C., the naphthenes have a specific gravity of
0 865, which is approximately the same as that of the

corresponding fractions from heavy Grozny paraffin-free

oils of the top strata (0-864). But in proportion with an
increase in the boiling range of the fraction, the specific

gravity and coefficient of refraction of the naphthene
hydrocarbons from Emba oils changes only slightly; and
as a result the naphthene hydrocarbons from heavier frac-

tions are close in their properties to those of the corre-

sponding fractions of Surakhany oil. This takes place

because the naphthene hydrocarbons of all fractions, as,

for example, of Dossor oil, contain, without relation to the

boiling temperature, on an average two rings with an
increased length of the side chains.

The general chemical composition of the oil fractions

keeps its character essentially in the other oils of the Emba
region, except that in some of them paraffin hydrocarbons
are present.

As a consequence of the low content of resinous sub-

stances in the crude oil, and the character of the hydro-

carbons, residual oils of the bright stock type may be
obtained from several Emba oils. A number of them.

the same flash-point as the light cylinder oil from Okha
crude of the third layer; the specific gravity of the residual

aviation oil from South Iskine crude (0-878) is considerably
lighter than the ^s oil from a number of Baku oils.

The viscosity index of the residual oil from this crude
even before treating is very high:

Table XXIII

Em A'lOO Viscosity index

29-12 4-51 119
25-19 3-75

1 no

Thus the residual oils from South Iskine oil have a con-
siderably better viscosity index than Pennsylvania oils.

Sterlitamak, Cbusov, and Uchta Regions

Along the central and southern part of the Ural Moun-
tains and in its immediate vicinity are situated three oil-

fields: (1) Sterlitamak, near Shimbaevoon the Belaya River;

(2) Chusov, near Chusov River, a little farther east of
Perm; and (3) Uchta, half-way between the source and the

mouth of the Uchta and Sed Rivers, which are tributaries

of the Pechora River (Table XXIV).
The distance between the Sterlitamak and Uchta fields

exceeds 1,000 km.
Although the Sterlitamak field began to be commercially

developed only this year (1934), the drilling of a number

Table XXIV

Pour- Flash- % Paraffin {by
No. of Specific point. point. ! Excise Asphal- % % Holde) with Acidity in mg

Oil well gravity “C. 'C.
j

resin tenes Coke Sulphur destruction ofKOH
UchU B/RTN 0-871 4-28 2-12 -20

flows

416-5 1 470
1

1

2-72 6-19 1-12
1

1

2-08 0-63

Chusov 20 0-954 3-42 1-74 -20
flows

-7-0
1

!

5-20
;

9-30 5-40
1

1

1-20

Sterlitamak 702 0-872 2-33

I

1-54 -20
flows

-15-0
1

29-4
1

!

4-70 2-50 1-41 0-093
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of wells has proved that it has a very great industrial signi-

ficance and is one of the most prolific in the U.S.S.R.

Oils of all these fields are distinguished by their very high

percentage of sulphur and by the high content of resinous

substances. At the same time, these oils contain a marked

quantity of paraffin wax. These properties sharply distin-

guish the oils of these new fields from the oils of the

Caucasus and South Emba, since the latter contain only

a few tenths per cent, of sulphur.

Moreover, those oils from the Caucasus which contain

considerable amounts of paraffin usually have much less

‘resin*.

On the other hand, the Uchta, Sterlitamak, and Chu-

sov oils differ sharply in their specific graviti^, as may
be explained to a large degree by the variation in the

chemical composition of the light fractions. The content

of the gasoline fraction in the oils of these fields is ap-

proximately the same (from 21 to 26%), but the chemical

composition differs considerably (see Table XXV).

Tabie XXV

i Percentage of hydrocarbons

Gasoline
j

Aromatic 1 Naphthenes

Uchta . .1 3-51
[

28-7

Chusov .
I

46-41 23-9

Sterlitamak 16-01 24-0

While the Chusov oil has a very high content of aro-

matic hydrocarbons, in this respect containing at least

twice as many as any other oil in the Soviet Union, Uchta
oil is very low in aromatics (3-5%), and Sterlitamak oil

occupies a place midway between these two oils (16%).
Due to the large content of paraffin hydrocarbons, the

octane number of gasolines from Sterlitamak oil is not high,

as is evident from the data in Table XXVI.

Paraffins

j

Unsaturateds

65-7
I

about 2
29-7 I

60-0
!

Table XXVI

Specific

gravity
j

Percentage
1 to 100° C. 1 £nd point. ° C.

!
Octane number

0-717
1

60 i 135 !
55

0-759
; 200

!

49

Hence it is necessary to re-form the gasoline from this oil.

The chemical composition of the kerosine fractions of
Sterlitamak and Chusov oil is given in Table XXVII.

Table XXVII

Kerosine

from

Sterlitamak oil

Chusov oil

Temperature !

Percentage of hydrocarbons

range, “C.
j

Aromatics
i

Naphthenes
j

Paraffins

200-300 1 30-0 I 30-0
|

39
200-300

I

54
I 18

[

28

According to its properties, Sterlitamak kerosine is more
suitable as tractor fuel than as an illuminant. However,
in view of its high content of parafiin hydrocarbons, if a
large part of the aromatics were removed (as, for example,

by the Edeleanu process), then Sterlitamak kerosine would
make a good illuminating oil.

The distribution of sulphur in the various sulphur com-
pounds of the gasoline and kerosine fractions of Sterlita-

mak oil is given in Table XXVIII. The analysis was made
according to the method of Faragher, Morrel, and
Monroe.

Table XXVIII

No.
Name ofsulphur

I

compounds

\ Hydrogen sulphide

j

Elemental sulphur

I

Mercaptans

I
Disulphides

i Sulphides

j

Thiophenes
1 Remaining sulphur
Total sulphur

Sterlitamak oil

From I.B.P. 200-
to lOO” C. 300° C.

%
0-35

0-047
0-25

0-021

0-17

0-048

0-062
0-184
0-16
0-26

none

0-93

0^018

2-2

The large amount of ‘remaining sulphur’ in the kerosine

fractions indicates the presence of considerable thiophanes.

The quality of the residues from all three oils, after dis-

tilling off the gasoline and kerosine fractions to 3(X)° C., is

very similar. They all have high specific gravities. Thus
the specific gravity of the residue of Chusov oil, as well

as the residues from a number of Uchta oils, is more than

1 -0, a value considerably higher than that of similar resi-

dues from all other oils. The residue from Sterlitamak oil

has the high specific gravity of 0-960.

The residues (‘mazouts’) of all three oils are high in

‘resinous substances’, paraffin wax and sulphur, and are

low in naphthenic acids.

The hi^ specific gravity of the residues is explained by
the high content ofaromatic hydrocarbons, as may be seen

from their chemical composition, which is given for two
fractions in Table XXIX.
The hydrocarbons remaining after the separation of the

aromatics possess for both oils a low specific gravity and
a high aniline point, which are approximately the same as

those of the corresponding fractions from oils with a
paraffin base as Surakhany, Dossor, and Grozny paraf-

finic. This may well be seen from the following figures in

Table XXX for the fraction 450-500° C. from which the

aromatic fractions have been removed.

Table XXIX
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Table XXX
From which oil the

aromatic fractions
are

Fraction,

»C.
Specific

gravity

Aniline

point, °C.

Emba 450-500 0873 97-6

Surakhany . „ t

0-865 103-2

Chusov 0-872 102-8

Sterlitamak 0-870 104-2

Consequently, it is necessary to assume that the naph-
thenic hydrocarbons from Chusov and Sterlitamak oils

possess on an average not more than two rings. This is un-
usual for oils with a pronounced asphaltic base, and evidently

is a special characteristic of the oils under consideration.

Due to the high content of aromatic hydrocarbons, the

lubricating oils have a poor viscosity index. However, in

view of the special chemical composition of the oils of the
northern Urals, lubricating oils with a good viscosity index

could be obtained by removing a large part of the aro-

matics (by special solvents) and the paraflta wax (to lower

the pour-points).

All these oils, Sterlitamak, Chusov, and Uchta, have
a high content of ‘resinous substances’ and aromatics in

their heavier fractions, and therefore high-quality residual

road bitumens are obtained in yields of 20-30%, calculated

on the oil. The specific gravity, for example, ofthe bitumen
from Chusov oil is 108.

Thus, despite the fact that the distance between the Ster-

litamak and Uchta fields is more than 1,000 km., the

similarity of these oils (without depending on whether they

are found in sands or limestone) allows us to assume that

they all belong to one great oil region, and that in this

region must still be found a whole series of oilfields with

oils of approximately the same quality. And, in fact, oil

has recently been discovered near Stavropol on the Volga
possessing all of the basic properties of the oils under
review. This broadens the region 400 km. to the west.

Finally, in the immediate vicinity of Perm, oil has more
recently been found also having similar properties. All this

together shows that near the central and northern Urals

there is a vast oil region. At the present time measures are

being taken for its rapid exploration and development.

Turkomenian Region

The Turkomenian region is situated along the southern part

of the eastern shore of the Caspian Sea and on Cheleken

Island.

At the beginning of this century parafifinic oil was ob-

tained on Cheleken Island, but now, however, the top

strata are already exhausted. Geological data indicated

that deeper layers of paraffin-free oil are to be found on
this island of oil collected in the craters of mud volcanoes.

On the continent there are a number of oilfields. Sharply

distinguished from the rest by its prolificness is Ncbitdag,

which at the present time is being developed and where
a ntimber of powerful gushers have recently been struck.

The oils of this field in most of its oil-bearing strata are

distinguished by their very small content of both sulphur

and paraffin wax. In its sulphur content the oil of this field

recalls the Baku oils.

In die oil there is contained a notable quantity of the

fraction to 200" C. (1 5 %), although there is a relatively small

quantity to 100“ C. This also is similar to the Apsheron oils.

The chemical composition of Nebitdag crude is very

similar to that of Bibi-Eibat light crude. Accordingly, the

octane numbers of gasolines and kerosines, as well as

the properties of lubricating oils from Nebitdag closely

approximate the corresiwnding data of fractions from
Bibi-Eibat light crude. Similarly, to these oils also a road
bitumen is obtained from Nebiffiag oil, which, however, is

only of average quality.

All the properties of Nebitdag oil are similar to those

of Apsheron oils, which indicates that Nebitdag and
Apsheron oils apparently belong to one oil region, and
hence we may assume that under the Caspian Sea, on a line

between Apsheron and Nebitdag, are located oil-bearing

formations. This assumption is supported by geological data.

As is known, a large area of the Caspian Sea, near Baku,
has been filled in, and at the present time large quantities

of oil are obtained there.

Fergana Region

In the Fergana region three oilfields are being developed
at the present time: Chimion, Kim (Santo), and Shorsu.

The quality of the crude oil of this region is given at the

end of the article (Table XXXVIII).
The oils of all fields have a comparatively low specific

gravity, low viscosity, high ‘resin ’ content, high content of
paraffins; Shorsu oils are distinguished, moreover, by their

high sulphur content.

Oils of the Fergana fields contain a large amount of
gasoline fractions, boiling to 200° C. (from 15 to 25%), and
approximately the same quantity of kerosine and light gas-

oil fractions (15-18%).
Comparative data for the content of various groups of

hydrocarbons in the gasoline and kerosine fractions of
Chimion, Kim, and Shorsu oils are given in Table XXXI.

Table XXXI

tions ofKim and Chimion regions are similar to each other.

The chemical composition of these fractions of Shorsu
crude differs somewhat, but both have the same character
as the oils of the other two fields. According to their

chemical classification, they all are mixed paraffin-naph-

thene-aromatic-base oils. In the relationship of the various
fractions, these occupy a place between the Baku and
Grozny crude oils, in regard to their quality as automobile
and tractor fuels.

The distribution of sulphur in the various sulphur com-
pounds, present in these fractions from Shorsu oil, may
be seen from the following figures:

Table XXXII

From initial From 200° C.
to 200° C. to 300° C.

Hydrogen sulphide 0-072 0-055
Elementary sulphur 0-052 0-035
Mcrcaptans .... 0-020 0-040
Disulphides . 0-036 0-016
Sulphides 0-058 0-037
Thiophenes . traces traces

Remaining sulphur
.

|

0-113 0-444
Total sulphur by Lamp method 0-351 0-627
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The oil fractions from Fergana crude are characterized

by a high pour-point. Despite the fact that the specific

gravity of the viscous oil distillates is higher than, for

example, those of Grozny paraffinic crude, they are dis-

tinguished by an unusually high flash-point. For example,

the oil fractions from Shorsu crude with a viscosity of
5*7® Eto have a specific gravity of 0-923 and a flash-point

of 242° C., that is, they have a higher flash-point than any
other Soviet oil, with the exception of South Iskine, where
the distillate of this viscosity has a specific gravity of 0-875.

Despite the high content of sulphur in Shorsu crude, the

sulphur content in the oil distillates from this oil does not

exceed 0-8%.
Due to the considerable amount of ‘resinous substances’

in several of the oils of this region, as, for example, Kim,
it is possible to obtain a satisfactory grade of residual high-

way bitumen.

Sakhalin Region

In the northern part of Sakhalin, belonging to the

U.S.S.R., there is a whole series of oilfields, almost all of
which are situated along the eastern shore of the island.

The most important fields are Okha, Nutov, Ekhabi, Cha-
kri, Langri, and Katangli. However, at the present time
only the Okha field, located on the northern border of the

oil-bearing strip, is being developed.

In this field a large number of layers have been opened.
Almost all of the properties of the Ocha crude change with
increase in the depth of the bed. Thus the specific gravity

decreases markedly with depth, as well as the viscosity,

flash-point, and organic acids of the crude. On the other

hand, the paraffin content increases markedly with depth
of the strata. The sulphur content is approximately the

same in oils of the 3rd and 8th layers, but is considerably

lower in oils of the 1 1th and 12th layers.

The change of all the properties is connected both with
the considerably large quantity of light fractions in the

deeper beds and with the chemical composition of all

fractions.

While the crude in the 3rd layer has 6% to 200° C., that

of the 1 1th and 12th layers has 23% to 200° C. The chemi-
cal composition of fractions (boiling at 200°) from crude of
the 11th and 12th strata is seen from the following table.

Table XXXHI

nt ofhydrocarbons

;InibaIto'!00°C.

Hence the naphthene hydrocarbons prevail in Okha
crude. The same fractions for oils of the deeper strata

possess a lower specific gravity and lower coefficient of

refraction; at the same time it has at first glance the fol-

lowing paradoxical relationship: gasoline fractions, distilled

from various oils, in the same boiling range, contain less

aromatic hydrocarbons, the heavier the crude from which
it is obtained and the higher the specific gravity of the frac-

tion. This may be confirmed in Table XXXIV.

Table XXXIV

Number of
stratum

1

Temperature 1

! range^ °C.
|

Specific

gravity

Content ofaromatic
hydrocarbons %

3
1

150-200
j

0-830 5-6

7 0-812 7-2

11-12 ” 0-810 10-8

The octane number of the gasoline fraction from the oil

of the 11th and 12th strata, having an end point of 155° C.

and containing 20% to 1(X)" C., is 66.

The octane number of the kerosine fraction from crude

of the 7th layer (which is of average quality) is unusually

high, 55. TWs is explained by the fact that the kerosine

contains a very large amount of naphthene hydrocarbons
having two rings.

The chemical composition of the kerosine fraction (200-
300° C.) is given in Table XXXV.

Table XXXV

Tmpenture
Percentage content of hydrocarbons

stratum range^
" C. ' Aromatics Naphthenes ' Paraffins

j

Unsaturaleds

3 ZOa-JOO
I

18-8 78-7 .. | 2 5

7 .. 16-7 82-3

11-12 .. I 25 0 60-2
1

14-8
‘

Although the kerosine fractions from the oil of deeper

strata contain more aromatic hydrocarbons than those

fractions from oil of the upper strata, they are considerably

better illuminants than the latter, due to the total character

of the remaining part of the kerosine minus the aromatics.

Thus the specific gravity of the aromatic-free fraction 200-
250° C. is 0-8583 when obtained from the 3rd layer, 0-8458

from the 7th layer, and 0-8257 from the llth-12th layers.

The oils from crude of the lower strata are much less

asphaltic in character, but they contain a large quantity of
paraffin and therefore the oils have a higher pour-point.

A considerable quantity of residual highway bitumen is

obtained after distillation (for the 3rd layer, 25 %), which
in its relationship of ductility and penetration is much
better than any other bitumen in the U.S.S.R. Thus with

a penetration of 5 (by Richardson) at 25° C. the ductility

is higher than 120. The yield of highway bitumen is less

for oils from the deeper strata, and from the llth-12th

layers it is 18%,.
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Table XXXVI

Properties of Crude Oils of Grozny Region

Grozny Crocm.
1 Voznt sensk

Name of crude oil paraffin paraffin-free Maigobek Light Heavy Maikop

Research carried out by Grozny Grozny i CirnTny Grozny
37.4-34.9 35-6-29-3

\

21-2
Specific gravity at 15" C. 0-g38-0-850 0-847-0-880 0-927
temperature of loss offluidity, 'C. Lower tlian20'‘ C. Lower than 20° C. Lower than 18“ C.

Engler viscosity at 10“ C. 48-4
20 “C 20“ C

Engler viscosity at 50“ C. .. 5-1
Sulphur % bomb 0-20 0-20 0-46
Paruihn content, %: Holdc method 3-46-in 0-1-0-74 1-67
with destruction

Content of resinous substances, % 1215 15-20
Content of asphaltenes, %
Acidity, %SO, 0 028^044 0-088-b-ll

Yield 22-7 28-3 4-8 6-6
Specific gravity 0-740 0-749 0-806
Initial boiling-point, 61 54 134

87 87 140
..

128 133 168
90% 194 179 198 175
End point 201 203 215 204
Sulphur content 001 0-015

Yield, % 13 12 11-07 12-21 6 16
Specittc gravity 0-813 0-830-0-860 0-864 0-850 0*837
Sulphur content, % 0-02 0-04

Yield, % 7 7 5-3 5*0
Specific gravity 0-833 0-850-0-880 0-876

Yield % 57-60 53-67 78 80-9 45-7
Specific gravity 0-910 0-920 0-952 0-926 0*920
Engler viscosity at 50“ C. 6 8-0 27-9 6-13 4*6
Flash-point 170 170 190 145
Content of resinous substances, % 36 40 —M 1

1
24

Pour-point +34 +28 + 3 Lower than —17 -20

(1) Grozny Petroleum Research Institute.

(2) Mazout above 270“ C.
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ROUMANIA
By R. J. FORBES, M.N.R.I.E.

Chemical Engineer, Amsterdam Laboratory, Bataafsche Petroleum Maatschappij

The history of the oil industry of Roumania goes back for

many centuries. For many hundreds of years oil seepages

were locally known and exploited. This is clearly evidenced

in old travellers’ tales such as those of Brandinus (1646),

Reicevich (1750), and Demidoff (1837), to mention only

the most important in various periods. The way the oil

was drawn from these wells was as primitive as possible.

There were usually shafts dug by hand and lined with

boards. The oil thus obtained was used as fuel, for lighting

the dwellings of the boyars, and frequently also as cart-

grease. The birth of the modem oil industry there may be

said to date some years before that in America. It may
be reckoned to commence with the building of the first

refinery in Ploesti in 1856. As early as in 1857 we find the

first mention of the total oil production, viz. 257 tons, an
amount that must certainly have been affected by the intro-

duction of oil-lamps for illuminating the streets ofBukarest

in the same year. This production must have been collected

by means of the simple hand-made shafts, as drilling was
first applied in 1864. The industry then grew apace and
soon occupied the most important position in Europe, next

to Russia. If the production in 1897 amounted to as much
as over 1(K),000 tons, in 1907 it was already 1,150,000 tons,

in 1931 6,658,000 tons. At the present day Roumania
occupies the fourth place in the world production with

7,376,000 tons (1933), while it produces 3-7% of the annual
total world production [7, 1933; 9]; the resources now
known to geologists are estimated by Dewhurst at

500,000,000 bbl. [3, 1934].

The Roumanian fields must be regarded asa continuation
of the Galician oilfields, situated as they are on the eastern

spur of the Carpathians. Along the extreme southern edge
of the Carpathians in west Roumania no traces of oil have
been found as yet, while the area within the ‘hoof’ of the

Carpathians, Transylvania, according to many prospectors’

reports, only has rich gasfields. The geology of the oilfields

was a short time ago excellently described by Macovei [5,

1930]. while a special treatise on the Roumanian petroleum
industry was published by Pizanty [6, 1933]. Salt-domes
play a dominant part in the structure of the Roumanian
oilfields; their study is complicated by the fact that the

crudes from the two flanks of an anticline may differ con-

siderably. It is almost impossible to give sharp general

characteristics of the Roumanian crudes, as against other

crudes, as their properties vary so widely, and practically

all known varieties and compositions of petroleum occur

side by side. Nevertheless there arc a few characteristics

that have exerted a certain influence on the development
of Roumanian refining methods:

(1) Generally speaking, the crudes from the different

fields belong to the types poor in sulphur. From the

numerous data in the handbooks it may be implied that

this content seldom amounts to more than 04% calculated

on the crude oil.

(2) Another characteristic is their high content of light

volatile aromatic hydrocarbons. Though this need not be

looked upon as a drawback for the gasoline fractions, yet

for the kerosine fraction, in which this percentage varies

between 15 and 25, even cases of 35% are known, it con-

stitutes an objectionable feature which these kerosines

share with those from Borneo. It is therefore logical that

in order to make them suitable for the market, where they

must compete with the American and Russian kerosines.

special refining methods were developed. Edelcanu suc-

ceeded in finding an efficacious and economical solution of
the problem by extracting the fractions with liquid sul-

phur dioxide, a method that was also applied with success

in Borneo and is nowadays even used in refining lubricating

oils and gasolines.

(3) The Roumanian crudes have not only a high naphthene
content, but also a considerable percentage of naphthenic

acids, which is high particularly in the case of the geo-

logically younger crudes. In these crudes, acid values of

the magnitude of 5 sometimes occur. It goes without

sajnng that these compounds are very undesirable in most
petroleum products. In the kerosine the percentage is

generally negligible, and refining need not adapted in

any special way. But the lubricating-oil fractions contain

such large quantities that it is necessary to eliminate them,

not only for the sake of refining the oil, but also .to avoid

considerable corrosion of the apparatus. Usually this is

effected by distilling the crude oil or a lubricating-oil cut

‘over lye’, i.e. feeding a certain amount of lye together with

the intake to the heater or still, thus fixing the acids as

naphthenates. This again entails fresh difficulties, as it

gives the residue a high ash content, which may be a
drawback in its application as fuel or bitumen.

(4) Finally, it must be observed that the Roumanian waxy
crudes frequently contain a veryhigh content ofparaffinwax,
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which usually varies from 4-5 to 6-5%, sometimes even (4) All the oils are poor in olefines; determinations by

reaching 10% . In some cases, as in a seepage near Predeal, Tausz’s method pointed to a content that fluctuated between

the crude oil is so rich in paraffin wax that it resembles 0 and 1%.
crude vaseline. Generally, these high percentages of paraf- (5) Although there would appear to be some relation

fin wax occur together with a high content of light fractions between geological age and the aromatic content of the

containing a high percentage of aromatics, also in oils gasoline fraction, yet this figure is fairly constant, being

with a low specific gravity. 8-5-101 %.
In view of the brevity of this survey it is impossible to (6) The lightest fractions show little difference apart from

deal fully with all Roumanian crudes here. In any case this a content of 33% of naphthenes in fractions of the Dacian

could not be done completely as the oilfields are exploited crudes to 27% in those of the Meotic crudes,

by so many different companies that few reliable complete (7) The distillates from the topped crude are distin-

statistics are published. Of recent years some excellent guished by a very high acid value, higher than in oils from

publications have appeared by Macovci [5, 1930] and other fields. The lightest lubricating-oil fractions have an

Dainaila [2, 1928], from which are derived the data for acid value of 7; this figure is 5 for the crude motor oils.

Table I. In this table are given the yields of the different 2-5 for the heavy lubricants, and 0-4 for the cylinder oil

fractions produced from the crudes of the various oilfields, distillates. Owing to the formation of naphthenic soaps,

while a few analyses of the light fractions of those oils, the wet method of refining would lead to bad losses, while

derived from Dainaila's figures, are also inserted. The dry refining would also present difficulties. For this reason

crudes are roughly divided into asphaltic, mixed base, and the lubricating-oil cut is neutralized with lye or lime before

waxy crudes; for want of more accurate data on the resi- redistillation. That the distillates obtained after this treat-

dues (after topping) this division must of necessity be only ment meet all the demands made of a good lubricant is

approximate. Anyhow, it may be seen that the properties amply proved by Table IV, which gives the base material

of the oils of each field are liable to fluctuate considerably. and the lubricants obtained therefrom.

Even in one field different crudes are obtained from two Finally, in Table 111 some data are given on crudes from

wells of the same depth. fields that have been developed in recent years, which will

In 1927, it appears that of a total production of 3,370,000 be dealt with in brief,

tons, Moreni alone supplied 1,416.000 tons, then comes From the Moreni field referred to above, analyses of two
Gura Ocnitu with 609,000, Ochiuri with 399,000, and crudes have been inserted here, of which ill represents a

Bu^tenari (Gropa) with 217,000 tons. Although this real non-waxy, asphaltic crude, and IV a typical waxy
quantity has gone down a little in the last few years, one crude. The non-waxy crude is derived from a Dacian sand

may safely assume that Moreni alone still supplies a third formation, while the waxy emde is produced by a Meotic

of the total production of the Roumanian oilfields. An sand.

extensive study on the crudes of this field has been pub- A light waxy crude from Rasvad (VI) very much re-

lished by Casimir [1, 1930]. The general composition as sembles the waxy crude from Moreni, apart from a higher

regards the fractions is shown in Table II by the side of percentage of li^t fractions and a lower aromatic content

the figures referring to the total Roumanian production. of these fractions.

For some crudes from the Moreni-Bana territory the On the other hand, the non-waxy crude from Piscuri (V)

Dacian crudes are free from paraffin wax, the oils from is exactly the same as that from Moreni (III), but it has

the Meotic formations of Moreni containing from 3 to more light fractions and a slightly higher asphalt content.

7-5 “/o of paraffin wax. It is also clearly evident that there These oils are derived from the same strata as the corre-

are striking differences between the crudes of the north sponding Moreni crudes.

and south flank of the anticlinal. The Boldest! crude (I) is produced by Meotic forma-

Casimir’s investigation showed: tions of the Pliocene Age. It greatly resembles the

(1) That the content of organic acids (naphthenic acids) waxy Moreni crude, but contains somewhat more paraffin

decreases as the stratum of oil is deeper. Only the waxy wax.

crudes from north Moreni make an exception (acid value The Ceptura (II) crude also comes from Meotic sands

1-3). of the Pliocene Age and is also a waxy crude, which, just

(2) Both the asphalt and the sulphur content decrease as the former, has a lower aromatic content of the light

as the oil is deeper, but the Meotic waxy crudes contain fractions than the corresponding waxy Moreni crude, but

very little sulphur. otherwise resembles it in every respect. The pools in Bol-

(3) The nitrogen content goes down in the same way, and desti and Piscuri were discovered in 1929, those in Rasvad
is again for the waxy crudes lower than for the asphaltic type. in 1933,

Table II

The Crude Oils ofMoreni (Rounwnid)

Non-waxy crudes, S. flank
Non-Mtaxy

1

Waxy crudes, N. flank
Average

Heavy Light N. flank S. flank Heavy Light production

Sp. gr. at 15° C. . • > 0-880 0-850-0-880 <0-850 > 0-820 0-825-0-836 > 0-835 < 0-825

Gasoline, % 6-12 16-20 23 38-40 22 15 22 18-23

Kerosinc+gas oil,
“ 19-25 25-28 25-28 37 42 45 20-82*

12-Olt

Residue . . 62-71 52-57 48 22-32 40 40 30 46-48

White spirit plus kerosinc. t Diesel fuel, lubricating-oils-f paraffin wax.
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Table IV

Products obtainedfrom Distillation ofMoreni Asphaltic Crude Residue

Residue Cait oil
j

Light Lub. Oil Dist. Cyl. Oil Dist.

Sp. gr. at 1574"C. . 0-970 Sp. gr. at 15";4“ C. . 0-918
1

Sp.gr. at 1574° C. . 0-950 Sp. gr. at 15“/4° C. . 0-965

Flash-point Marc. 168= C. Vise. ° £,'20° C. 2-0 1 Vise. ° E;50° C. 4-5 Vise. “ E/100“ C. . 4-5

Vise. “E'50»C. 67 Flash-point P.M. 99° C. ! Flash-point Marc. . 183° C. Flash-point Marc. . 260° C.

Pour-point -TC. Pour-point • : —.30° C. 1 Pour-point -28° C. Pour-point -1-5° C.

Yields Spindle Oil
1

Medium Lub. Oil Dist.

Gas oil, % by wt. 12-3 Sp. gr. at 1574‘'C. . 0-937
!
Sp. gr. at 15°/4°C. . 0960

Spindle Oil 4-9 Vise. " E;20‘' C. 6-5 ! Vise. ° E;50° C. 17-5

Light Lub. Oil Oist.

.

11-6 Flash-point P.M. 152° C. ' Flash-point Marc. 218° C.

Medium Lub, Oil Dist. 13-3 Pour-point — 30“C. Pour-point -15°C.
Cylinder Oil Dist. .

Asphalt (incl. loss) .

11-3

46-6
L. . _ j
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POLAND
By Chem. Eng, J. EHRLICH and Dr. A. SZAYNA

The Technical University, Lwow, Poland

During the years 1929-32 a series of analyses were carried

out on crude oils obtained from every region of Poland.

All work was carried out with an arranged system and

using standardized analytical methods, in order that the

chemical and physical properties of these oils might be

comparable.

In the first part of this work analyses of the following oils

will be found.

A. Paraffin Wax-free Oils

So.
Place of

I

Name aj

origin I
Mark

\
well

1 ! Potok :
Potok

j
No. 144

2
I

Grabownica- Grabownica
j

„ 5

I

Hutnnisko
! !

3
,

Kru&cicnko
!
Kro&cicnko „ 43

j

Nizne
,

(Paraffin-
,

:
free)

j

4 Weglowka i Weglowka
j „ 114

j

‘Malopolska’

I

‘Soc. Petr, dc

I

Grabown ’

! ‘Malopolska’

B. Oils containing Paraffin Wax
I Boryslaw

|

Boryslaw
i
Konrad IV

|

'Malopolska'

In the second part of this work analyses of the following

special oils are given.

A. Paraffin Wax-free Oils

Place of Name of
No. origin Mark well Firm

1 Mokre Mokre ‘ Stefan
’ H. Stiefel

2 Harklowa Harklowa-
Ropita

‘Ropita’ ‘Ropita’
Petrol. Comp.

3 Biecz Biecz-

Jednoid
‘JednoSd’ ‘Jednoid’

Petr. Gescl.

4 ” Biecz-

Rotnania
‘Romania’ ‘Horta’

5 Korezyna Biecz-

Zalawie
‘Stanislaw’ Wl. Dlugosz

6 Kosmaez Kosmaez Kosmacka
Ropa and
Premier

Kosmacka
Ropa and
Storch and
Comp.

7 Rudawka-
Rymanow-
ska

Rymanow Optek I L. Hirschfeld

8 Majdan Majdan-
i Rosulna !

‘Anna’ W. Zucker-
berg

9
j

Potok
1 Potok 1

i

1

‘Jozef’

j

‘J6zcf’ Petr.

Comp.

B. Oils containing Paraffin Wax
10 Grabownica-

Humnisko
Grabownica
(containing

paraffin

.. Soc. dc Petr,

de Crabow-
nica

11 Kryg Kryg
(black)

‘Kryg’ Petr.

Comp.

‘Libusza’

Petr. Comp.

12 Kryg (green)

13 Libusza Libusza ‘Adam’

14 Lipinki Lipinki ‘Jakob,
Elzbieta

Nagroda,
Jutrzenka,

Henryk
‘Pilon’

J. Schmer and
‘Faworyt’
Petr. Comp.

15 Schodnica Schodnica-
Pilon

‘Pilon’

No.
Place of

Mark
1

Name of
well Firm

16 Wdjtowa Wdjtowa Ropita ‘Ropita’

17 Stara WieS Stara WieS
I

1

Starow-
Petr. Comp.

1. T. Buchwald

18
:

Sloboda- Sloboda-
! sianka

1

19
j

Rungur
Bitkow

Rungur
Bitkow

1

1 ‘Stella, Oil Comp.
(Stella-

Zofia)
1

Zofja
*

Analytical Methods

The water and solids in the oils were determined by

centrifuging, and the specific gravity at 15" C. was deter-

mined with a pyknometer. The freezing-point was deter-

mined in a 25-mm. diameter tube, and for viscosity readings

an Engler viscometer was used.

The flash-points of the benzine residue and petroleum

were determined in a Pensky Marten apparatus ; the open
flash being determined for oils by Marcusson's method.

The softening-point of asphalt was determined according

to the method of Kramer-Samow, and hard asphalt was

determined, normal gasoline being used. The paraffin wax
content was determined by Engler-Holdc’s method.
For the Refractive Index, the Abbe refractometer was

used, and the acidity or acid number of the oil was deter-

mined by Holde’s method.
The usual apparatus was employed for the Engler

distillation, and the ultimate analysis for carbon and hydro-

gen determination was carried out by Liebig’s method.

A bomb calorimeter was used to determine the sulphur

content.

The chemical analysis of the petroleum spirit was made
by an absorption method, the unsaturated hydrocarbons

being removed with 86% sulphuric acid, and the aromatic

hydrocarbons with 100% sulphuric acid. On the petroleum

spirit thus freed from unsaturated and aromatic hydro-

carbons, an aniline-point determination was made, and
hence the percentage of naphthenic and paraffinic hydro-

carbons found.

The laboratory distillation of oil with super-heated

steam and under atmospheric pressure was carried out in

an iron distillation vessel of 10 litres capacity. Crude spirit

distilled up to 220" C., without using steam, but later by
using steam oil distillates were obtained. In order to

avoid cracking of the heavy oil the quantity of steam was
increased until the condensed water amounted to 50% of
the oil distillate and a petroleum fraction up to the specific

gravity of 0-850 was collected. The distillation, was con-

tinued until a red resinous substance passed over; the heat

under the distilling vessel being then cut offand steam blown
through for 10 min. In this way fractions were obtained

which did not always correspond to refinery products, but

nevertheless the method enabled a comparison to be made
of the properties of various oils.

Fractionation of the crude spirit was carried out, using

a five-bulb Ganz-Glinski column, a single fraction to
180° C. being collected.
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Experimental

In the following tables the physical and chemical proper-

ties of all the oils analysed are given.

Oilsfrom Potok

Depth of well 803 19 yds.

Geological formation tocene
Content of water and suspended solid material (of the
oil separated from emulsifying water) . . 0 0

Properties of iJry Oil

Density (15° C.) 0-8220
Freezing-point . . . . — I8"C.
Viscosity, Eio • . • .1-15
Hard asphalt 0-017%
Paraffin wax content .... 0-23%
Sulphur content ....... 0-09

Acidity (calculated as acid no.) .... 1-081

.. asSO,% . . . 0 077%
„ „ as oleic acid .... 0519%

First Cngler Distillation UOO c.c. of ail)

I.B.P 38 /47‘C.

% distilled to 150° C 36 5

Density (15" C.). fraction to 150° C 0-734

% distilled 150-300° C 34-6

Density(15"C.). fraction 150-300" C. . . . 0-816

Residue above 300° C 27 3 g.

Density (15° C.) of residue ..... 09392
Freezing-point of residue above 300

' C. . . .18° C.

Second Engler Distillation (KIO t.c. of oil)

l.B.

To
100 „
120
150 „

220
Density (I5‘ C'.), fraction to 220° C.
Residue above 220° C. .

35 /46" C.
4 0
12 0
22 4
.36 4
45 3

49 8

54 9

0 7544
40-4 g.

Properties of Residue above 220 C.

Density (15" C.) 0 9106
C 86-32%
H 12-24%
S 0-24%

Distillation in a lO-lure I’essel using Superheated Steam

Yield on crude (% by weight) : %
Crude spirit to 220" C. 0-7582 . . .54 55

Kerosine (heavy) 0-8486 .... 6-69

Oil 0 8640E„: 142 . 5-37

0-8755 E,.: 1-79 . 3-74

0-8976 E„: 3-71 . .7 14

„ 0-9260 E„; 4-48 . 7-92

„ 0-9461 E„; 27-17 . . 6 04
Asphalt, softening-point 29-5" C 8-07

Loss 0-48

Yield and Properties of Fractionated Spirit

Boiling range Dm

% by
wt. of

petroleum

Refractive

index at
20° C.

Flash-

point

1. Dp to 100° C. 0-7091 13-47 1-3962

2. 100-120° C. . 0-7419 11-57 1-4135

3. 120-135° C. . 0-7573 5-84 I -4219

4. 135-150° C. . 0-7657 5-45 1-4269

5. 150-165° C. . 0-7743 4-08
;

1-4318

6. 165-180' C. . 0-7801 3-81 ' 1-4369

Residue above 180° C. 0-8269 10 16
[

1-4594 69" C.
Distillation loss . 0-17

Total Spirit Distilled up to 180° C.

% wt. calculated on petroleum .... 44-22

Density (15° C.) 0-7442

% olefines 0

% aromatic hydrocarbons 10

Aniline point (after absorption of olefines and aromatic

hydrocarbons) ....... 60-9° C.
From the aniline point calculated on the primary spirit:

?'» naphthene hydrocarbons . . . . .27
% paraffin „ ...... 63

Properties of Petroleum, OH, and Residues

Product D,s '

1 Gasoline 1 !

residue . 1 0-8269
2 Heavy

terosine ' 0-8486

I Oil . 0-8640 1

4. „ ;

0-8755 I

5 .. . . . 0-8976
I

6. .. . ! 0-9260
I

7 . 0-946t !

8. Asphalt
.

I

. .

'

Softening- :

% by wt.

of
petroleum

10-16

6-69

5-17

3-74

Viscosity point

E..: 27-17
[

-4“C-.

Flash-

M.P.

131“ C.
152° C.
203° C,

Yield

Product

Gasoline to 1 00" C.

100-120" C.

,. 120-135' C.

,. 135-150" C.

,. 150-165" C.

., 165-180° C.
Total gasoline to 180" C

,. kerosine

Gas oil

Spindle oil .

Machine oil .

Asphalt, softening-point
Los-. . . . .

0 7091
0 7419
0-7573

0-7657

0 7743
0-7801

0 8640E,»: 1-42

0 8755 E„: 1-79

0-8976 Ejo : 3-71

0-9260 E„; 4-48

0-9461 E»„; 27-17

29 5"

13-47

11-57

5-84

5-45

16-85

5-37

3-74

7-14

7-92

6-04

8-07

0-65

Oilfrom Grahownica

Depth of well ....... 617 yds.

Geological formation Chalk.
Production per day 939 gal.

Content of water and impurities in the oil separated
from emulsifying water ..... 0-0%

Properties of Water-free Oil

Density (15° C.) 0-8224

Freezing-point — 20° C.
Viscosity, Euo 1 20
Hard asphalt ....... 0-00%
Paraffin wax content 0 24%
Sulphur content 0-08 %
Acidity (calculated as acid no.) .... 0-947

„ asSO.% .... 0-068%
„ „ as oleic acid .... 0-473 %

First Engler Distillation (100 c.c, of oil)

I.B.P 40°/54°C.

% distilled to 150° C 28-8

„ 150-300° C 37-1

Residue above 300° C. 30-15 g.

Density (15° C.), fraction to 150" C. . . . 0-732

„ „ „ 150-300° C. . .0-8134
„ residue above 300° C. . . . 0-9176 g.

Freezing-point of residue above 300° C. . . — 20° C.
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Second Engler Dislillation (100 c.c. of ail)

LB.P 41753" C.

To 80“ C. % distilled 2-4 c-c.

100 „ „ 8-2 „
„ 120 16-8 „
„ 150 28-4 „
„ 180 38 1 „
„ 200 43-7

220 „ 48 8 ..

Density (15“ C.), fraction to 220° C. . . . 0-7558

Residue above 220“ C. 44-3 g.

Properties of Residue above 220'“ C.

Density (15“ C.) 0 8903

Hard asphalt 0-00%
C 86 87%
H 12 66%
S 0-12%

Distillation in a 10-litre Vessel iiung Superheated Steam

Yield on crude (\ by weight)

;

Crude spirit to 220" C. 0-7580 . . 48 49

Kcrosine 0 8341 . 4-86

.. heavy 0-8477 . . . 4-87

Gasoil 0-8615 Ea, : 1-45 .5 60

„ 0-8742 Eao: 1-97 . 5-11

Spindle oil—distillate 0-8890 Ejo : 3 53 .4 90
Machineoil-distillatelight 0 9045 E,o : 10 62 . 6-93

0 9205 E„ : 6-94 . 5-67

Motor oil 0-9310 E„ : 18-97 . 4-29

Residue 0-9578 E,o, : 1 1 -69 . 8-54

Distillation loss 0 74

Yield

Product Dti crude oil

Gasoline to 100“ C.
100-I10°C.
110-120" C.

.. 120-135“ C.
135-150“ C.

„ 150-165“ C.
165-180" C.

Total gasoline to 180" C
Gasoline residues .

Kerosinc
Heavy kerosine
Total kerosine
Gas oil

Spindle oil

Machine oil .

Automobile oil

Residue

0-7038 10-26

0-7362 4-29

0-7461 3-66

0-7555 5-19

0-7640 5-19

0-7730 3-64

0-7810 4-23

0-7432 36-46

0-8165 11-73

0-8341 4-86

0-8477 4-87

21-46

0 86I5Eao : 1-45 5 60
0-8742 E,, : 1-97 5-11

0-8890 E-ao : 3-53 4-90

0-9045 Eao : 10-62 6-93

0-9205 E.„ : 6-94 5-67

0-9310 Eao ; 18-97
(

4-29

0-9578 E,„„; 11-69
j

8 58
1 I 04

Oilfrom Kroscienko Nizne

Depth of well ....... 566 5 yds.
Geologic formation Eocene
Production per day ...... 750 gal.

Content of water and suspended solid material in the
crude separated from emulsifying water . . 0-0%

Yield and Properties of Fractionated Spirit

•

i % ' Refractive

!
j

calculated
|

index at

g range i /)i, on oil
j

20“ C. no

1. Up to 100“ C.
2. 100-1 10“ C. .

3. 110-120“ C. .

4. 120- 135“ C. .

5. 135-150" C. .

6. 150-165" C. .

7. 165-180“ C. .

Spirit residue above

Total Spirit Distilled to ISO" C.

% wl. calculated on oil 3<

Density (1 5“ C.) C

Content unsaturated hydrocarbons . C

„ aromatic „ ... 7

Aniline point (after absorption of olefines and un-
saturated hydrocarbons) . .61
From aniline point calculated on primary spirit:

% naphthenic hydrocarbons .27
% paraffin hydrocarbons 65

Properties of Kerosine, Oil, and Residue

1. Spirit residue . 0-8 1 63 It

2. Kerosine . . 0-8341 4
3. heavy 0-8477 4

4. Cm oil . . 0-86IS 3

3 0-8742 5

6. Spindle oil—dis-
tillate . 0-8890 4

7 I 0-9045 6
8. Machine oil— I

distillate .
I

0-9203 5

9. Motor oil . 0-9310 4-

10. Residue . . 0-9S78 8-

Hard asphalt

.

! I
Marcus I

; 1-45
I -I8'’C. 112"C. !

I 1-97
j

- 18" C. 132“ C.

-67 E.. : 6-94 219" C.
-29 E„ : 18-97 - 15 - C. 248“ C.
-58 E„, : 1 1-69 + 12" C. 318" C.

Density (15° C.)

Freezing-point

Viscosity, E,o
Hard asphalt .

Paraffin wax content
Sulphur content

Acidity (calculated as

:

First Engler Dislillation (100

EBJ»
% distilled to 150 ’ C.
Density (15" C.), fraction to 150“ C. .

% distilled 150-300“ C. .

Density (15“ C.), fraction 150-300“ C.
Residue above 300“ C. .

Density (1 5“ C.) of residue above 300“ C.
Freezing-point of residue above 300“ C.

Second Engler Distillation (100 c.c. of oil)

I.B.P. .

To 80“ C. distilled

„ 100 .. .

200 „ „ .

220 .. .

Density (I5“ C.), fructio

Residue above 220" C.

Distillation in a 10-litre Vessel using Superheated Steam

Yield on crude ( % by weight)
: %

Grade spirit to 210“ C. 0-7866 . . . .23 70
Heavy kerosinc 0-8522 . . .11-07
Oil 0-8728 .... 822
„ 0-8851 .... 5-97

„ 0-8968 .... 5-36

.. 0 9099 .... 5 59
0-9203 .... 555

„ 0-9351 .... 8-79

„ ' 0-9467 .... 6-16

Residue 19-24

Softening-point of residue 8“ C.
Loss 0-35%
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Oilfrom Wegldwka

925

Properties of Residue above 220° C.

0-9238

87-02%
12-10%
0-19%

Yield and Properties of Fractionated Gasoline

Depth of Well 492 yds.

Geological formation ...... Sandstone
Production per day 328-7 gal.

Content of water and suspended solid material in the

crude separated from emulsifying water . 0-0%

Boiling range As

V,by
wt. on
crude

Refractive

index

at 20° C.

1. Up to 100° C. 0-7361 4-32 1-4108
2. 100-1 10“ C. . 0-7693 1 IS 1-4285
3. 1 10-120“ C. . 0-7750 1-63 1-4.323

4. 120-135“ C. . 0 7821 3-80
i

: 1-4367
5. 135-150“ C. . 0 7889

{

2 63 1-4406
6. 150-165“ C. . 0-7929 1 1-45

I

1-4425
7. 165-180“ C. . 0-7974

1
1'54

11

1-4443
Residue above 1 80“ C. 0-8328 6-98

1

1-4628
Distillation loss . 0 20

1

Total Spirit Distilled up to ISO"- C.

% wt. calculated on crude petroleum .16 5

Density (15° C.) 0-7

olefines ........ 1

% aromatic hydrocarbons . . .21
Aniline point (after absorption of olefines and aromatic
hydrocarbons) ....... 56"

'

From aniline point calculated on the primary spirit):

% naphthene hydrocarbons 36 5

% paraffin hydrocarbons 42 0

Properties of Kerosine, Oils, and Residue

Product
j

Oij

t. Kerosine . 0-8522
j

2. Oil . . 0-8728
I

3

0-8851

4 „ . 0-8968

5 0-9099 I

6. „ . . 0-9203
;

9 Asphalt
residue .

Softening-

0-9315
;

0-9467
,

by wt.

11-07

8-22

5 97
5-36

5 59

5 55

j

Freezing- ' Flash- , Re-
yisroiily

! point i point
|
marks

i :

M p i

!
..

I

69-C.
I

..

I

I

Marcus
F.„: 1-40 ! -18'C. 107'-C.

|

..

t,. . 1-77 „
I

129" C I ..

E„- 2-64
i ..

I

151" C.
1

..

E„: 5-69
i

I
170" f. I ..

E„ - 15-96
j

..
;

188 C ! ..

h„:3-24 '
'

;

E„: 7-94 211' C ..

E.O. 21-98
;

- I2'f. I 247'C.
;

..

Yield

Product

Gasoline to 100“ C.

.

A.
0-7361

on crude

petroleum

4-32

,. 100-1 10“ C. 0 7693 1 15

.. 110-120“ C. 0-7750 1 63

.. 120-135“ C. 0-7821 3-80

.. 135-150“ C. 0-7889 265

., 150-165" C. 0-7929 1-45

,. 165-180“ C. 0-7974 1-54

Total gasoline to 180“ . .. 16 52
Kerosine (gasoline residues) 08328 6-98

Heavy kerosine 0-8522 11-07

Total kerosine 1805
Oil 0 8728 E,,; 140 8-22

0-8851 E„: 1-77 5 97
0-8968 E.,: 2 64 5-36

0-9099 E„: 5-69 5-59

0-9203 E„ : 3-24 5-55

0-9315 E.,: 7-94 8-79

0-9467 E„ : 21-98 6-16

Residue .... 19-24

Loss 0-55

Properties ofDry Oil

Density (15° C.) 0-8670

Freezing-point — 18“C.
fluid

Viscosity. F.,0 1-61

Hard asphalt........ 0-070%
Paraffin wax content 0-44%
Sulphur ........ 0-13%
Acidity (calculated as acid no.) .... 1 -099

.. as SO, % 0-078 %
„ „ as oleic acid .... 0-549%

First Eiigler Dnttllation (100 c.c. of oil)

I.BP. 39751 "C.
distilled to 150“ C 24-7

Density (15" C.), fraction to 150° C- . . . . 0 7294
of 150-300“ C.. fraction 29-2

Density(15“C.). fraction 150 300" C. . . 0-8328

Residue above 3(X)“ C. . . . 43 3 g.

Density (15" C.), residue above 300" C. . . . 0-9664

Freezing-point of residue above 300“ C. . . . 11°C.

Second Engler Distillation (100 c.c. of oil)

I.B.P

To 80" C. % distilled

100

.. 120 . .

150 . .

„ 180 „
200 „ „ . .

.. 220 ....
Density (15“ C.). fraction to 220° C.
Residue over 220“ C.

37749“ C
3-7

8-4

25-0

31-7

35-7

40-4

0 7572
55-3 g.

Properties of Residue above 220° C.

Density ( 15“ C.) 0-9416

C 87-05%
H 11-34%.

S 0-29%

Distillation in a lO-htre Vessel using Superheated Steam

Yield of crude (% by weight): %
Crude spirit to 220“ C. 0 7580 . 36-11

Oil 0-8573 . 6-31

.. 0-8777 . 5-21

,. 0-8934 . 4-68

.. 0-9112 . 4-36

.. 0-9260 . 5-43

„ 09404 . 7-52

., 0-9512 . 6-28

09620 . 1 -28

Asphalt . 15-46

Softening-point of asphalt . . 38-5“ C.
Loss . . 0-36

Yield and Properties of Fractionated Spirit

% by wt. Refractive

on crude index Flash-

Boiling-range A. petroleum at 20° C. point

1. Up to 100“ C. 0-6897 8-26 1-3862

2. I()0-120“C. . 0-7437 7-49 1-4121

3. 120-135“ C. . 0-7595 4-34 1-4205

4. 135-150“ C. . 0-7702 4-05 1-4267

5. 150-165“ C. . 0-7841 2-30 1-4339

6. 165-180“ C. . 0-8011 233 1-4432

Spirit residue above 180 0-8409 7 13 61“ C.
Distillation loss . 021
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Total Spirit DistUled up to ISO” C,

% by wt. calculated on petroleum ....
Density (15“ C.)

% olefines

% aromatic hydrocarbons
Aniline point (after absoiption of olefines and aromatic

hydrocarbons)
From aniline point calculated on primary spirit:

% parafiin hydrocarbons .....
% naphthene hydrocarbons

54
43

Proprriirs of Keroiine, Oil, and Residufs

Product
I

JOj, I

1. Spirit
I

residue.
|

0-8409

2. Oil .
' 0-8573

3. .. .1 0-8777

4 . „ .
;

0-8934

5. . 0-9112 '

6. .. .
;

0-9260

7 0-9404

8. „ . 0-9512

9. .1 0-9620
^

to. Asphalt .

Softenina-
.

%bywi.
I

petroleum
j

yiscasity

7'13

6-

31 E..: I-I9

5-21 i E„ : 1-36

4-

68 ' E., : 1-72

4.36 £»: 2-98

5-

43 iE„: 9-77

j
E„ : 2-40

7-

52 E„ : 7-01

6-

28
;
E.. : 25-94

8-

28 i E„ : 73-30

: E,„: 4-06

15-46
I

riaih- 1 Re-
point

j
marks

-18” C.

I

!
-13” c.

I

+0”C.

M.P.
I

61” C
I

Marcus .

76” C.
9T C.
1I6"C.
isiY>r

195” C.
221” C.
248” C.

I ..

1 .

1

38-5” C.

Yield

Product At
I

% on crude

j

petroleum

Gasoline to 100” C.
100-120” C.
120-135” C.
135-150" C.
150-165” C.
165-180” C.

Total itasoline to 18C

Kerosine (sasoline residui

Oil .

Asphalt, softening-point

Loss . . . .

0-6897
0-7437

0-7595
0-7702
0-7841

0-8011

;

0-8409

I

0 8573 E„: 1-19

0-8777 E„: 1-36

I 0-8934 E„: 1-72

I 0 9112E,.: 2-98

0-9260 E„: 9-77

E»a : 2-40

!

0-9404 E„ : 7 01

I

0-9512 E., : 25-94

0 9620 E,„ : 4-06

j

38-5” C.

826
7-49

4-34

4-

05
2-30
2-33

28-77
7-13

6-31

5-

21

4-

68
436

5-

43

7-

52
6-28

8-

28

First Engler Distillation (.100 c.c. of oil)

I.B.P.

% distilled to 150” C
Density (15° C.), fraction to 150° C. .

% disUllcd 150-300” C
Density (15® C), fraction 150-300° C.
Residue above 300° C. . . . . ,

Density (15° C.) of residue above 300° C. .

Freezing-point of residue above 300° C.

Second Engler Distillation (100 c.c. of oil)

To 80° C. \ distilled

„ 100 „
„ 120 „

150
180 „

„ 200 „ „
.. 220

Density (15° C.) fraction, to 220° C
Residue over 220° C

Properties of Residue above 220" C.

Density (15® C.) .

C . . .

H ...
S . . .

Distillation in a JO-liire Yessel using Superheated

Yield on crude (% by weight)

:

Crude spirit to 210° C. 0-7499 ....
Crude kerosine 0-8381 . . . .

Oil 0-8570 E„: 1-36

„ 0-8755 E,o: 1-84

„ 0-8906 E„ : 3-05

.. 0-9080 Ej, : 8-60

Wax distillate 0-9218 E„ : 6-25

Wax residue, softening-point +17” C. .

Loss

Yield and Properties of Fractionated Spirit

Boiling range A.

% by wt.

on crude

petroleum

1. Up to 100” C. . 0-6914 11-87

2. 100-120° C. 0-7443 6-00

3. 120-135° C. 0-7603 4-63

4. 135-150” C. 0-7701
1

4-40

5. 150-165° C. 0-7810
1

2-98

6. 165-180° C. 0-7927
1

2-82

Residue above 180” C. . 0-8237
1

7-92

Distillation loss
1 1

0-51

Oilfrom Schodnica (Schacht ' Ferdynand')

Depth of well . 486-7 yds.

Geological formation Jamnen
sandstone

Production per day 556-6 gal.

Content of water and suspended matter in the crude
separated from emulsifying water .... 0-4%

Properties of Water-free Oil

Density (15° C.)

Freezing-point

Viscosity, £<. . . .

Hard asphalt....
Parafiin wax content

Sulphur content

Acidity (calculated as add no.)

„ „ as SO, % .

„ „ as oleic acid

. 0-8287
-20® C. fluid

. 1-22

. 0-034%

. 49-3%

. 0-16%

. 0-493

. 0-035%

. 0-246%

Total Spirit Distilled up to ISO" C.

% by weight

Density (15° C.)

% olefines ........
% aromatic hydrocarbons
Aniline point (after absorption of olefines and aromatic
hydrocarbons)
From aniline point calculated on the primary spirit

:

% naphthene hydrocarbons

% paraffin hydrocarbons

Properties ofHeavy Wax Distillate

% by weight on crude
Density (15® C.)

Pour-point
Viscosity, E,
Flash-point

Wax content
Melting-point of parafiin wax ....

35°/41° C.
27-8

0-7257

32-

9
0-8225

33-

9 g.

0-925

+ 8-5° C.

6-3

12-2

19-2

27-4

34-3

38-6

43-7

0-7488

48-7 g.

0 900
86-58 %
12-19%
0-21 %

%
41-13

-85

-80

-57

-96

•79

13-46

10-47

0-97

Refractive

index at
20" C.

1-3872

1-41.32

1-4230

1-4284

1-4348

1-4408

1-4584

32-70

0-7410

0
6-5

57-9° C.

33-5%
60%

13-46

0-9218

+31” C.
6-25° C.

228° C.
11-23%
52-3" C.
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Properties ofXerosine, Oils, and Residue

Product

1. Spirit residues

2. Kerosine

3. Oil

% by wt

0-8237

0-8381

0-8570
;

0-8755 I

0-8906
;

0-9080
i

L
Viscosity

I

E.. : 3-05

B,. : 8-60

E„:2-12
E„-6-25

-18* C.
-2-5“ C.
+9-5“ C.
+ 12-5“C.

M.P.
72' C.,

1I0“C.
141“ C.
161“ C.
181“ C.

228“ C.

Product

Gasoline to 100“ C.
100-120“ C.

.. 120-135“ C.
135-150“ C.

„ 150-165“ C.
165-180“ C.

Total gasoline to 180'

Kerosine (gasoline residues)

Crude kerosine

Gas oil

Wax distillate

0-6914
0 7443
0-7603

0-7701

0-7810

0-7927

0 7410
0-8237

0 8381
0-8570

0-8755
0-8906

0-9080
0 9218
17“C.

11-87

600
4-63

4-40

2-98

2-82

32-70
7-92

9-85

6-80

7 57
4-96

4-79

13-46

10-47

1-48

Oilfrom Bitkdw

Depth of well

Geological formation ......
Production per month
Water content and impurities in the crude which was
separated from emulsifying water ....

782 yds.

Mcnilit

14,180 gal.

0%
Properties of Water-free Oil

Density (1 5“ C.)

Freezing-point

Viscosity, E,#
Hard asphalt
Wax content

Melting-point of paraffin wax ...
Sulphur content

Acidity (calculated as acid no.)

» ,• as SO, % .

„ „ as oleic acid

0 8082
18“ C. fluid

1-15

0%
3-40%

47“ C.
0-28%

0-110

. 0-008%

. 0-057%

First Engler Distillation (100 c.c. of oil)

I.B.P 42'-165° C.

% distilled to 150“ C 18-8

Density (15° C.) fraction to 150“ C 0-727

% distilled 150-300“ C 52-1

Density (1 5“ C). fraction 150-300“ C. . 0-798

Residue above 300“ C 25-65 g.

Density (15“ C.) of residue above 300“ C. . 0-8852

Pour-point of residue above 300“ C. . 11-5“C.

Second Engler Distillation (100 c.c. of oil)

I.B.P 5r/61“C
To 100* C. % distiUed 3-8

„ 120 „ „ 8-8

„ 150 „ 189
180 „ „ 28-7

„ 200 „ 36-1

.. 220 „ 42-9

Density (1 5“ C.), fraction to 220“ C 0-7554

Residue above 220“ C 47-4 g.

Properties of Residue above 220° C.
Density (15“ C.)
Asphalt
C
H
S

0-8520

0-02%
85-61 %
13-25%
0-48%

Distillation on a 10-Utre Vessel using Superheated Steam

Yield on crude (% by weight); %
Crude spirit 0-7612 .... 46-37

Crude kerosine 0-8194 .... 22-63

Wax distillate 0-8636 .... 23-25

Asphalt, softening-point 22-5“ C 6-54

Distillation loss 1-21

Yield and Properties of Fractionated Spirit

Fraction A.

% by

crude oil

Refractive

index at

at 20° C.

1. Up to 100“ C. . 0-6953 6-23 1-3880

2. 100-120“ C. 0-7362 6-60 1-4095

3. 120-140“ C. 0-7525 5-62 1-4176

4. 140-160“ C. 0-7636 5-99 1-4247

5. 160-180“ C. 0-7746 6-66 1-4309

6. 180-195“ C.
Spirit residue above

0-7849 2-40 1-4365

195“ C. 0-8076 12-75

Loss . . .

Total fractionated spirit

0-12

to 195“ C. . 33-50

Total Spirit Distilled up to 180° C.

% by weight calculated on crude oil . ,31-95
Density (15" C.) . . . 0-7434

% olefines ........ 0

% aromatic hydrocarbons 7-5

Aniline point after absorption of olefines and aromatics 64-6“ C.
From the aniline point calculated on the primary spirit:

% naphthene hydrocarbons 16 5

% paraffin hydrocarbons 76

The Refining of Kerosine

Spirit residue and kerosine fraction after rcdistillation

and refining 34-03 %
Density (15“ C.) after refining 0-8133

Refractive index after refining 1 -4508

Flash-point 80° C.
Colour (Stammer in mm.) ..... 200
Waxy oil residue after redistillation . . 1-(X)%

Refining loss calculated on kerosine fraction . 1 %
„ ., „ on total crude oil . . . 0-35%

Properties of Wax Distillate

% by weight of crude (+ residues from redistillation of
of kerosine) 24-25

Density (1 5“ C.) 0-8636

Pour-point . +22 5°C.
Viscosity, E,, 1-56

Flash-point 154“ C.
Wax content 11-82%
Melting-point of paraffjt wax ..... 49-5“ C.

Yield

Product ! A.
% by wt. on

crude

Gasoline to 100“ C. . . . 0-6953 6-23

„ 100-120“ C. . 0-7362 6-60

,. 120-135“ C. . 0-7525 5-62
135-150“ C. . 0-7636 5-99

.. 150-165“ C. . 0-7746 6-66

„ 165-180“ C. . . . 0-7849 2-40

Total gasoline to 195“ C. 33-50

Kerosine (gasoline residues) . 0-8076 12-75

Crude kerosine .... 0-8194 22-63

Total kerosine—refined and redistilled 0-8133 34-03

Wax distillate (redistilled) 23-25

Kerosine residue together with wax
distillate 24-25

Asphalt, softening-point 22-5“ C. 6-54

Loss 1-68
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Oilfrom Boryslau

Depth or well 1.610 yds.

Geological formation Boryslau
sandstone

Production per day 8,540 gal.

Content of water and impurities .01%

Properties of Water-free Oil

Density (15° C.)

Pour-point
Viscosity, E
Hard asphalt

Paraffin wax content ....
Melting-point of paraffin wax .

Acidity (calculated as acid no.)

„ „ as SOj % .

„ „ as oleic acid

0-8505
17-5“ C.
2-2

0-20%
8-9%

48-5“ C.
0-120
0-009%
0-066%

First Engler Distillation (100 c.c. of oil)

I.B.P 46753“ C.

% distillated to 150“ C 14-8

Density (1 5“ C.), fraction to 150“ C. . . 0-727

% distillated 150-300 ' C 30-7

Density ( 15“ C.), fraction 150-300“ C. . 0-809

Residue over 300“ C. ..... . 49-0 g.

Density ( 15“ C.) of residue over 300“ C. . . 0-906

Pour-point of residue above 300“ C. . . . -f27“C.

Second Engler Distillation (100 c.c. of oil)

I.B.P. .

To 100” C. % distilled

120 „
,. 150 „

180 „
.. 200 „
.. 220 „

Density (15” C.), fraction to 220“ C. .

Residue above 220“ C. .

47755“ C.
4-5

146
21-0

248
29-8

0-7644

61-1 g

Refined Keroslne

Residues and crude kerosine fraction after redistillation

and refining 23-35%
Density (15“ C.) after refining 0-8225

Refractive index after refining 1-4593

Flash-point 67-5° C.

Colour (Stammer in mm.) 240
Waxy residue after redistillation of crude kerosine 1 -49%
Refining loss on kerosine fraction =“ 1 % on totel crude 0-25 %

Properties of Wax Distillate

% by weight of crude oil (residues from kerosine frac-

tion also added) .

Density (15° C.)

Pour-point
Viscosity, E,o
Flash-point

Paraffin wax content

Melting-point (Galiz method)

45-57%
0890
f 35-5°C.
2-45

168“ C.
24-58%
48-5° C.

Yield

Product A.
% hy wt. of

crude

Gasoline to 100“ C. . . . 0-7006 6-03

„ 100-120“ C. . 0-7495 3-64

.. 120-135° C. 0-7626 3-23

„ 135-150“ C. . 0-7720 2-17

., 150-165" C. . . . 0-7805 2-65

,. 165-180“ C. 0-7871 1-48

Total gasoline to 180" C. 0-7445 1
19-20

Kerosine (gasoline residues) 08104 7-67

Kerosine ..... 0-8297
1

13-45

,. ..... 0-8446 ' 3-97

Total kerosine redistilled and refined 0-8225 I
23-35

Total wax distillate 45-57

Asphalt (36“ C.) .

„ softening-point .

i

10 57
Loss i

1-36

Properties of Residue above 220° C.

Density (15° C.)

C
H
S

0 8895
86-24%
12-57%
0-37%

Distillation in a 10-litre Vessel using Superheated Steam

% by weight of water-free crude: %
Crude gasoline to 220“ C. 0-7601 . . . 27-17

Crude kerosine 0-8297 . 13-45

„ „ 08446 . . 3-97

Wax distillate 44-08

Asphalt, softening-point, 36° C 10-57

Distillation loss 0-76

As will be seen from the foregoing table, Polish oils have

a density ranging from 0 790 to 0 900. They are light and
middle oils which do not contain less than 10% of petro-

leum spirit, and they contain on an average 0-10 to 0 30%
of sulphur with a maximum of 0-5% (in Bitkow oils). The
oils can be placed in two groups: (1) oils containing paraf-

fin wax; (2) paraffin wax-free oils, but they cannot be

grouped according to their geographical position, as in a
number of cases the oils obtained from adjacent wells

possess different properties. As for example, oils from
Schodnica, Kryg, and Grabownica.

Yield and Properties ofFractionated Gasoline

Fraction

%by
"

wt. on
crude

Refractive

index at
20° C.

1. Up to 100“ C. 0-7006 6-03 1-3920
2. 100-120° C. . 0-7495 3-64 1-4176
3. 120-135° C. . 0-7626 3-23 1-4248
4. 135-150“ C. . 0-7720 2-17 1-4308
5. 150-165° C. . 0-7805 2-65 1-4350
6. 165-180“ C. . 0-7871 1-48 1-4391
Gasoline residue above
180° C. . . . i 0-8104 7-67

Loss . . . j 030

Total Spirit Distilled to 180° C.

% on crude 19-20

Density (15° C.) 0-7445

% unsaturated hydrocarbons 1-0

% aromatic „ 12-0

Aniline point after absorption of olefines and aromatics 61 -1° C.
From the aniline point calculated on the primary gasoline:

% naphthene hydrocarbons 25-8

% paraffin hydrocarbons 61-2

Schodnica (Ferdynand)

„ (Dziunia)
Kryg (green)

.. (black)

Grabownica (waxy)

„ (gasoline

containing)

2-73

0-23

840
5-31

590

asphalt

0-034

0-18

2-0

0 012

0-24

1
Elementary analysis

1

%c _%H_
86-58 12-19

86-52 12-28

86-46 12 90
87-01 12-30

86-55 12-15

86-87 12-66

A characteristic property for a definite oil is that of the

density of the kerosine fraction obtained from (he Engler

distillation. With an increase in the density there is an
increase in the carbon content of the residue with a corre-

sponding decrease in the hydrogen content.

Oils containing a quantity ofhard asphalt are those from
Libusza, Lipinki, Kryg (Black), whilst the oils from Kryg
(Green). Mokre, Biecz, Rudawka-Rymanowska, Orabow-
nica, Stara Wies, andBitkdw, are poor in asphalt. Oils from
Harklowa, Ropita, and Libusza have a low spirit content

containing less tiian 20%, but those from Potok^ Mokre,
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Bitk6w are rich in petroleum spirit. The spirit Jaszczew, Grabownica, Potok, Schodnica, whilst those

obtained from the oils from Biecz, Wojtowa, and Kro- from Biecz, Wdjtowa, KroScienko, are rich in aromatic
^irako contems a large percentage of aromatic hydro- hydrocarbons. Other oils both naphthenic and aromatic
(arbons, whilst in rantrast to this the spirit obtained from in character are those from Harklowa, R6wne, Uryez.
the Weglowka, Grabowm^, Libusza, Starowiianka, Uryez Oils both aromatic and paraffinic in character and con-
oils IS deficient in aromatic hydrocarbons. taining a proportion of naphthenic hydrocarbons are those

..i"
conclusion it can be stated that the Polish oils are of from Boryslau. Oils from Pasieezna and Bitkow contain a

dinermg chemical structure, it being found that oils of large proportion of paraffin hydrocarbons and scarcely any
a decided naphthenic character are those from Weglowka aromatic or naphthenic hydrocarbons.

Table I

The Physical and Chemical Properties of Crude Oils

Table H
The Chemical and Physical Properties of Oil
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Universal Oil Products Company

Germany Table I

Two producing areas in Germany, one at Nienhagen and
the other at Edessa, yield 10% of 400° F. end-point gaso-

line and 27% of 410° F. end-point gasoline. There are

thirty refineries in Germany operating on crude oil; the

combined daily capacity is 48,000 bbl., with three crack-

ing a total of 6,000 bbl. per day. The analyses of the crudes

are shown in Table I.

Table I

German Crude Oil Analyses

Nienhanen Edessa

Gravity, ° API. . 26-6 34-5

Sulphur,%..... 05 0-3

Viscosity, Furol, at 77“ F. (sec.) . 12
Cold lest. ° F 15
B.S. & W., % 1-2 0-4

Water, % 10
Coke, % by weight .... 4'6 3 0
Initial b.p., “ F. 230 140

1

Nienhagen
j

A.S.T.M. 100 c.c. distillation;

over. “F.:
5 300

10 384
20 497
30 588
40 640
50 662
60 674

1

70 680
80 . . . ... 688

;

90 698
1

95 718
End point ... 718
“i over at 400“ F 100

1

over at 410“ F 1 110
i

% over at 437“ F 13-0 1

over at 572“ F. . . .
|

27-0
1

190
248
.^46

440
528
607
672
698
712
724
728
740

270
29-5

450

Austrian Crude Oils

Austria produces a small volume of crude oil. The
refinery capacity is 8,150 bbl. per day with no cracking
installations. The oil is a mixed paraffin and asphalt base.

The light oil derived from three crudes ranges from 1 1-5 to
29-5%. The analysis of the crude is shown in Table 11.

Table II

Austrian Crude Oil

Gdsting Baumgarten Urmansan

Colour:
By reflected light dark brown-blue green fl. dark brown-blue green fl. dark brown-blue gre
By transmitted light dark brown dark brown

Sp. gr. at 68“ F 0-9398 0-8950 0-8964
Sp. gr. at 59“ F 0-9428 0-8985 0-8997
Flash-point (Pensky-Martens), “ F 231-8 1850 118-4
Burning-point, “ F. . . . 323-6 267-8
Melting-point (20 mm. tube), “ F -4 28-4 -4
Viscosity at 68“ F 496 8 hr. = 65-67 E.G. 66-2 hr. - 8-74 E.G. 42-9 hr. - 5-72 E.
Viscosity at 122“ F. 67-8 hr. 8-95 E.G. 17-8 hr. - 2-63 E.G. 14 3 hr. 2-25 E.
Viscosity at 212“ F. 10 5 hr, - 1-88 E.G. 5-2 hr. == 1-41 E.G.
Acid number 101 0-06 0-39
Refractive index rfp at 68“ F. . 1-4974 1-4845 1-4780
Optical activity 0 0
% ash-filtered crude 0-36 on 0-005
% hard asphalt under 0-01 0-05

% paraffin 0-20 2-82 1-26

% sulphur 0-36 0-35 0-69
Asphalt number, % by vol 48 45 28
Higher beat content, calories 10,476 10,583 10.662
Lower heat content, calories

!
9,844 9,929 9,994

% hydrogen in crude 11-74 12-06 12-37
% coke 3^

1

3-17 3-29

Gasoline, % 4-0
Kerosine, % lV-5 22^0 29-5
Gasoil, % 21-3 18-5

j

24-0
Residue, % 67-0 59-5 45-5

Engler distillation:

Initial b.p., " F. 442-4 336-2 266-0

Boiling-points, “F., %:
284 0-2
302 1-0
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Table II (pont.)

costing Baumgarten Vrmansau

Boiling-points, °F.,

320 20
338 3-5

356 05 50
374 10 6-5

392 20 80
410 30 100
428 40 12-0

446 50 130
464 10 70 14-5

482 20 90 16-5

500 3-5 11 0 19-5

518 5-0
1

12 5 22 0
536 70 160 250
554 90 ' 190 28-5

572 11-5
: 220 30-5

590 14-5 25 0 33 0
608 . 17-5

; 28-5 36-5

626 . 20 0
j

32-5 41-5

644 240 360 460
662

j

330
j

40-5 54-5

Residue, % 670
j

59-5 ' 45-5
Melting-point of residue (20 mm. tube), “ F. . .

j

23-9 35-6 i 35-6

Paraffin content of residue, % . . . . 1 03
]

4-6
,

2-8

Czechoslovakian Grade Oils

Czechoslovakian oilfields yield two types of oil, namely,

a naphthenic crude from the Miocene stratum in the Egbell

field and in the Hodonin area, and a paraffinic crude in

small quantities from the Bohuslavice, Turzovka, and
Mikovd regions. There are eleven refineries having a total

daily capacity of 10,225 bbl. with one refinery having a
cracking capacity of 1,100 bbl. The analysis of the crude

is shown in Table III.

Table III

Czechoslovakian Crude Oils

Source Egbell Hodonin Bohuslavice Turzovka Mikovd

Miocene Miocene
.

Gcol. origin Sarmatic Str. Medit. Sir. Eocene Eocene Eocene
Depth, ft

Colour:
493 1,033 295 647 185

In reflected light ...... brown-green red-brown green green black
In transmitted light ..... red-brown red-brown red like refined red black

spindle oil

Transparency mm. (depth at which a newspaper ca be
read) 2 25 85 9 opaque

Gravity, "API 19 8 18-7 49 1 36-7 46-3

Refractive index at 20° C.
Viscosity, Engler;

• 1-4979 1-4970 1-4428 1-4665 1-4661

At 20" C 15-70 105 1 01 1-51 1-14

At 50" C 3-43

At 100" C 145

Flash-point:

Open cup, ° F 235 237 below 32 135 below 32
Pensky, " F 235
Fire-point, " F 302 302 below 32 171 below 32
Solid-point, " F 0 (hq.) 0 (Uq.) i-5(sol.) 56 (sol.) 0 (liq.)

Org. acids (mg. KOH 1 g. oil) .... 1 43 1-42 neutral 006 0-14
Hanna iodine number 11 13 13-5 11 8-5

Asphalt insoluble in alcohol and ether, % . 0-27 0 0 0-05 1-13

Sulphur, % 0-25 0-20 0-26 0-24
Paraffin, %
Distillation, % by weight:

0 0 2-3 7-9 3-6

Initial b.p„ " F 419 410 135 280 131
To 266" F 37 (0-7235) 30-5 (0-717)
266-302" F 10 (0-760) I (6-779) 7-5 (0-755)
302-482" F 3-5 (6-878) 3 29 (0800) 29 (0-795) 23 (0-789)
482-572" F 28-5(0-896) 28-0 9-5 (0-849) 22 (0-836) 1 1 (0-828)
Residue. % 67-5(0-953) 67-0 14 (0-887) 47 (0-868) 27 (0-888)

Proportions of residue ..... liq. at5“F. liq. at 5° F. fire above fire above fire above
81" F. 79" F. 76" F.

no paraffin paraffin paraffin paraffin

161% 16-7% 1-3%
soft asphalt soft asphalt

|

soft asphalt soft asphalt
0-03% 0-55% 3-85%
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Table IV. Italian Crude Oils

1

No / No. 2

1
270-350° C. 374° F.

200-270° C. cracking E.P. Kero- Topped Reduced
' Crude ' Spirit kerosine stock Residue Crude gasoline .vine crude crude

Yields, vol. of crude
i

100 0 ,
trace 8-0 420 50-0 100-0 20-4 10-6 79-1 68-6

Gravity, “API. ,
139 A B 19-9 61-8 37-0 11-6

Sp. gr. at 60“ F. . . . 0885 0926 0 975 0-998 0 9346 0-7320 0-8398 0-9888

Colour, “ Saybolt ..
,

.. 23

Cu. dish gum, mg. per 100 c.c. . 7 --

Doctor test .... neg.

Sulphur, % . 2 27 3-84 0-20 1-15 4-15

Octane number
Flash, C.O.C.. “ F. . 250 355” 475

•• 57
116 225

Fire, C.O.C.. “ F. . 285 .. 270
Flash, Pensky-Martcns, “ F.

Vis. at 122“ F.. sec, .

220 103 155
3.000”

.. 205

Vis., Furol, at 77 ' F.. sec.

Vis., Furol, at 122' F., sec.

62 -•

174
B.S. AW.,"; 0 1 6-1 03
Pour-point. “ F. .

Cold test, “ F. below 0
35 55-60

below 0 io ;;

100 c.c. A.S.T.M. distilliition

:

Initial b.p ,
“ F.

,

414 ..
'

90 118
1

108 122
1

102
1

346
!

440
5% 1 478 . . 1 210 ' 143 ! 378

1
506

10% 515 ..
i

260 ' 253 i 226 272
!

163
i

388 i 534
20% 579 . . : 210 1 270 i 244 385

1
190

. 401
;

602
30% 618 ..

j

219 282 ! 255 521 646
40% 644 .. 1 i -•

50% 676 234
;

307
1

280 670 I 692

60% 696 . . !
i ..

1

70% 716 .. 254 ’ 330
i

ioo 689 ! 715
80% 736

!

--

90% ' 754 .
. ,

293 .372
1

329
1

494
End point, “ F. .760 337 398

. 374 535
i

% over .... ' 94 5 .

.

990
;

99-0 88-0
i

98 5
1

99-0
j

87-5

% bottoms .... 10 10
1

20-0
i

1

1-0

% coke by weight .

% loss

61 !! li-1
6-’5

1
12-4

i% at 400“ F.
! 2i-5 ••

%at437“F. '20 !! :

1 ;; 1 24-0 I 1

% at 572” F. . . . 18-5
i

1

34-0 15-5
!

Italy

Two fields in Italy, the Valczza and Salsomaggiorc, pro-

duce crudes of high gasoline-kerosine content, the former

yielding 70% gasoline-kerosine, and the latter yielding

60%. Sicilian and Fiume crudes arc very heavy, having

API. gravities of 13-9 and 19-9 respectively.

There are nine refineries in Italy having a daily capacity

of 34,000 bbl. and cracking capacities of 10,900 bbl. The
annual production of crude is 300,000 bbl. against an
annual consumption of 18,000,000 bbl. ( World Petroleum,

p. 353, Oct. 1934).

Crude Oils from Syria, Albania, Greece, and
Turkey

The following analyses are given for the four countries,

Syria, Albania, Greece, and Turkey.

Table V

Syrian {Bituminous Limestone) Crude Oils

On the addition of water the sample separated into two
layers of light and heavy oil.

Engkr DistUlation (light oil)

Tempera-
ture, °F.

,

% Colour
1 rfu

Engler
visco-

sity at

95°F.

Flash-

^‘°'f.’

Burmng-
point,

°F.

Crude oil .

.

!
0-997 068 134-6 192-2

Below 302 2-8 orange 0-919

302-572
1
54-0 light brown 0-956 027 1^-0 177-8

572-644
;
30-0 dark brown

|

0 990
j

1-15
1

224-6 365-0

Residue and losses, % 13-2

Melting-point of pitch (Kraemer-Sarnow), ” F. . . 150-8

Asphalt, % 2-88

Sulphur, % 1-23

Paraffin (Butanonc Method), % . . .1-20
Enghr Distillation (heavy oil)

Tempera-
ture, “ F. % Colour dis

Engler
\

visco-

sity at

95°F.

Flash-

point,

°J.

Burning-

point,

°F.

Crude oil 1-049 0-7 152-6 204-8

Below 302 1

2-5 yellow 0916
302-572 58-0 light brown 0 980 0-33 143-6 190-4

572-653 25-5 dark brown 1-056 1-7 191-3 363-2

Residue and losses, % 14-0

Melting-point of pitch (Kraemer-Sarnow), ° F. . . 1S6-2

Asphalt, % 2-79

Sulphur, % 1-28

Paraffin, % 1-40

Note. All fractions had a slight gr^n fluorescence in both cases.
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Albanum Crude Oils

EUROPE AND THE EAST
Engkr Distillation

933

Samples

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3

0-918 0-936 0-970
Flash-point, ° F. . N. temp. N. temp. 89-6
Burning-point, ° F. 64-4 78-8 111-2
Heat content, cal./g. 10,286 10,246 9,987
Optical rotation . -1-1-5636 -1-1-2643 -f 0-6146

Engler Distillation

Initial b.p., ° F.

% distilled over at

136-4 116-6 138 2

il2° F. 5-9 6-8 2-1

257° F. 9-9 10-2 4-1

302° F. 18-8 15-0 7-1

347° F. 19-8 19-1 10-8
392° F. 22-0 25-7 14-2
437° F. 27-3 27-2 16 0
482° F. 30-7 29-9 194
527° F. 33-0 33-5 22-4
572° F. 38-2 36-6 26-7

Asphalt, % . 2069 10-55 11-22
Hard asphalt 0-66 1-74 3-68

Soft asphalt 20-03 8-81 7-54

Paraffin, % . 0-26 ' 0-31 0-32
Sulphur, % . 2-21

1

3-57 4-13

Total % over

% bottoms
% coke by weight

% loss

% water

% at 400° F.

% at 410° F.

% at 437° F.

% at 572“ F.

86-5

13-7

4-3 (A.S.T.M.)

i'o

110

Remarks

:

No Hempel Break-up of this crude was given.

Table Vm
Turkey (Fulk River Valley) Crude Oils

Sp. gr. at 60° F. . 0-8412

Colour bright yellow with blue shimmer

Engler Distillation

Temperature,
° F. __ %__ Sp. gr.

Flash-point,

‘F.

142-302 3-5 0-700 149
302-572 58-8 0-8240

Residuum 37-5 0-8810

Oilfrom First Boring

Sp. gr. at 59° F 0-820

Flash-point, ° F. (Engler) 113

Paraffins, % 1 to 2

Table VII

Greece (Isle of Xanthe) Crude Oils

Fractions removed .... none

Spanish (Morocco) Crude Oils

The Moroccan field is similar to the Roumanian field.

The specific gravity at 15® C. is 0-859. The oil is green-

brown in colour. It yields 21 % gasoline and is produced
at a depth of 427 ft. The one refinery in Spain has a daily

capacity of 1,500 bbl. and no cracking installation. The
analysis of the crude is shown in Table IX.

Hempel Distillation

Yields, vol. % of crude 100-0

Properties of Fractions

Gravity, ° API
Sp. gr. at 60° F
Sulphur, % . . . .

Flash-point (Cleveland Open Cup), ° F.

Fite-point (Cleveland Open Cup), ° F.

Flash-point (Pensky-Martcns), ° F.

Viscosity (Universal), sec. at 100° F.

Viscosity (Universal), sec. at 122° F.
Viscosity (Furol), sec. at 77° F.

Viscosity (Furol), sec. at 122° F. .

B.S. & W., % .

Cold test, ° F. .

on a dehydrated
sample

189
4-4

+25

Engler Distillation

Initial b.p., • F. .

% distilled over, • F.:

10 .

20 .

30 .

50 .

70 734
90
Endpoint 736

Table IX

Spanish (Morocco) Crude Oils

Water, % . . . .

Sp. gr. at 59° F. . . .

Flash-point (Open Flame), ° F. .

Cold-point, ° F.

Calorific value, cal. per g.

Ash, %
Viscosity (Engler),

°

Acid content, calculated to oleic >

4-78

0-859
43-6

. 158-159-8

10,712 (19,282 B.Th.U.
per lb.)

0-0026

2-00 (68 sec. Saybolt)

1, 0-21 1 % distillation.

154-302° F.
302-572° F.

Over 572° F.

Coke
Gas and loss

Sp. gr.

21-00% gasoline 0-761

47-60% kerosine 0-860
27-30% 0-871

2-30%
1-80%

China Crude Oils

Oil has been known in China since ancient times when it

was used as a medicine for curing skin diseases. Commer-
dal development of the oil deposits was attempted in 1901

at Yenchang which has been the only field developed. Other
deposits are known since seepages are abundant. Analyses
of different crudes show gasoline contents from 0-54 to
70-5 % of the crudes. There are no refineries in China.
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Table X

Chemical Analysis of China Crude Oil

Location Colour Sp. gr.

Gasoline Kerosine Fuel oil

Fraction above
572" F.

% Sp. gr. % Sp. gr. % Sp. gr. % Sp. gr.

Szefu Well, Tseliuching, Szechuan dark green (R) 0-8394 17-68 0-7575 26-00 0-8041 9-00 0-8317 49-00 0-8861

Tungshun Well, Tseliuching, Szechuan green (R) 0-8660 6-41 0-7996 49-82 0-8180 17-00 0-8006 25-23 0-8530

Tungchang Well, Tseliuching. Szechuan dark green (R) 0-8583 3-75 0-7830 22-25 0-8144 10-50 0-8351 64-20 0-9054

Tis Fu Well, Tseliuching, Szechuan dark green (R) 08748 5-00 0-7920 29-33 0-8148 64-95 08983
Hunglung, Kungching, Szechuan reddish (T) 0-8310 0-54 33-23 0-8084 68-40 0-8360

Hunglung, Kungching, Szechuan reddish (T) 0-8372 054 35-10 0-8130 66-50 0-8340

Luchuan Tsechung, Szechuan brownish (R) 0 8393 16-02 0-7558 29-68 0-8238 55-00 0-8689

Luchuan Tsechung, Szechuan light brown (T) 0-7750 70-50 0-7553 14-50 0-7972 13-50 0-8564

Hoerkan Loshan, Szechuan dark brown (R) ;
0-8340 20 00 0 7543 40-66 0 8051 40-00 0-8780

Yenpo, Pahsien, Szechuan black (R)
i
0 9134 13-68 0-8420 85-60 0-9135

Tsaichinpao, Yumcn, Kansu black (R) 0 8961 1655 0-7976 38-40 0-8440 44-80 0-9378

Yenchang, Shensi black (R) 0-8840 1070 0-7892 22-65 0-8360 66 60 0-9056

Yenchang, Shensi, Well No. 101 dark green 0841 11-6 0 681 16-6 0-787

Yungping, Shensi, Well No. 201 dark green 0-851 12-2 0701 16-7 0-793

(R) Reflected light. (T) Transmitted light.
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THE CHEMISTRY OF HYDROCARBONS
By Professw J. F. THORPE, CJS.E., D.Sc., FJR.S., and E. H. FARMER D.Sc.

Imperial College ofScience and Technology

I. SATURATED HYDROCARBONS
Paraflbis,

Occurrence. The parafims ocair extensively in natural gas,

petroleum, mineral oils, and mineral waxes from many
different sources. The natural gas which issues from the

ground in various parts of the earth's surface contains large

quantities of methane (50-96%) and ethane (0-20%) and
small quantities ofpropane and higher hydrocarbons. The
gasoline and kerosine fractions of most American petro-

leums consist chiefly of paraffins, but the higher lubricating

fractions, after cooling to bring about the deposition of
parafBn wax, consist almost entirely of other types of
hydrocarbons. The volatile fractions of European and
Asiatic petroleums consist in part of paraffins, whilst the

tars from the distillation of bituminous shales and lignite,

and also low-temperature coal-tars, contain varying pro-

portions of paraffins. The paraffin waxes (m.p. 48-70°)

and vaselines (m.p. 30-40°) from American petroleum

consist mainly of paraffins containing from 23 to 28 car-

bon atoms in the molecule; in addition, ozokerite (cere-

sine), a mineral wax from Galicia and Roumania, and
mineral waxes from Tschleken (Caspian Sea) and Baku
appear also to consist essentially of higher paraffins.

Isomerisni. The paraffins form a homologous series, but
isomerism can arise by branching of the carbon chain.

Thus hexane, the sixth member of the series, can exist not
only in the normal or straight-chained form,

CH, • CH, • CH, • CH, • CH, •CH„
but in four additional branched-chain or iso-forms, which
contain respectively the carbon skeletons

C
C C C C C, C C C C C, C C C C, and C C-C C.

C C C C C

In the higher members of the series the number of possible
isomerides becomes very large.

Isolation. The separation of individual hydrocarbons
from the volatile fractions of American petroleum by frac-

tional distillation is, except for the earlier members of the

paraffin series, a matter of extreme difficulty and usually

impossible of accomplishment. This is a consequence of
the fact that the hydrocarbons from butane upwards can
exist in isomeric forms. Frequently different isomerides,

and sometimes different hydrocarbons, have almost identi-

cal boiling-points or a group of isomerides may boil within

a range of a few degrees; in other cases isomeric substances

may differ considerably in boiling-point, and indeed a series

of isomerides may have boiling-points extending over a
range of 20° or more. In most cases, therefore, where pure
hydrocarbon individuals are required they are synthesized

by chemical methods.

Methods of Preparation.

The paraffins may be obtained by the following methods:

(1)

Hydrogenation of Unsaturated Hydrocarbons. Ole-

fines, pob'olefines, acetylenes, and otiier unsaturated

hydrocarbons of the open-chain series are reduced to the

corresponding paraffins when shaken with excess of hydro-
gen in the presence of a suitable catalyst.

Usually reduction may be effected in the presence of
finely divided platinum or palladium at the ordinary tem-
perature and pressqre; with other catalysts such as nickel,

higher temperatures and pressures may be required.

(2) Reduction of Alcohols and Ketones. Alcohols and
ketones may be reduced directly to paraffins by heating

with hydriodic acid and red phosphorus, but better results

are usually obtained by indirect methods.
Alcohols may be converted into unsaturated hydro-

carbons by the action of suitable dehydrating agents (sul-

phuric acid, phosphoric oxide, anhydrous oxalic acid, small

amounts ofiodine, hydrobromic acid, &c.), and thence into

the corresponding paraffins by catalytic hydrogenation.
Alternatively, they may be converted first into bromides or
iodides, and thence into the corresponding paraffins by
reduction with ‘nascent’ hydrogen. The required alcohols

may be synthesized in wide variety from aldehydes, ketones,

acid chlorides, oxides, &c., by the Grignard Reaction:

R*CHO+R'MgX->. R CH(OMgX)R'

R •CH(OH) • K'+ Mg(OH)X

R CO-R'+R'MgX - R.CCOMgXlR'R"
H,0

« R • C(OH)R'R'’+Mg(OH)X
R-CO,R'-|-2R'MgX->. R- C(OMgX)RJ-fMgX(OR0

H,0
> RC(OH)Rl-|-Mg(OH)X

Ketones may be converted first into ketone-chlorides by
the action of phosphorus pentachloride and thence into

paraffins by reduction with hydriodic acid and red phos-

phorus.

(3) Reductive Fission (Hydrogenolysis) ofAlcohols. When
heated with nickel at 250° under 100-200 atm. pressure

saturated alcohols undergo reductive fission (usually at the

terminal carbon atoms of the molecules) to give paraffins:

RCH,OH+2H, -> RH+CH4+H,0.

Thus n-dodecyl, n-tetradecyl, and n-octadecyl alcohok yield

/t-undecane, /i-tridecane, and n-heptadecane respectively.

(4) By the Wurtz Reaction. Alkyl halides (especially alkyl

halides of high molecular weight) are converted into

paraffins by the action ofsodium, copper powder, or finely

divided silver:

2RH-2Na- R-R+2NaI.

If mixtures of alkyl halides are employed, mixtures of
hydrocarbons are obtained:

RI+R'I ---i-*- R-R, R'-R', and R-R' in admixture.

A better result is frequently obtained (especially in the

case of the higher alkyl halides) by using magnesium in

place of the above-mentioned metals. Magnesium alkyl

halides are first formed, and these can react with furtbw
quantities of alkyl halide to ^ve hydrocarbon. By this

method hydrocarbons containing an <^d number ofcarbon
atoms can be conveniently synthesized.

RMtX+R'X-«> RR'+MgX*.
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In an analogous manner paraflSns may be obtained by the
interaction of zinc alkyls and alkyl halides:

ZnR.+2R'I- 2R-R'+2M,.

(5) Decomposition of Organometallic Compounds. Zinc
alkyls, mercury alkyls, and magnesium alkyl halides yield

parafiins on decomposition with water:

ZnR,+2H.O 2RH +Zn(OH).
RMgBr+H,0 -> RH+Mg(OH)Br.

(6) Distillation of the Salts of Fatty Acids with Aikali.

When the salts of the lower fatty acids are mixed with soda-
lime or caustic alkali and subjected to dry distillation,

paraffins are formed:

RCO,Na+NaOH -* RH+Na,CO,.

Under these conditions the higher fatty acids usually give

ketones instead of hydrocarbons, but if sodium methoxidc
is used in place of soda-lime or caustic alkali, good yields

of hydrocarbons are obtained.

Physical Prtqierties of die ParalEBii Hydrocarbons.

The lowest members of the series up to and including

butane and tetramethylmethane are gases at the ordinary

temperature; the middle members are colourless, volatile

liquids with a characteristic odour; the higher members,
from hexadecane, CisHgt, onwards, are crystalline solids.

The earlier members, up to nonadecane, are distillable

without serious decomposition at the atmospheric pressure;

many of the higher members are distillable at reduced

pressure. The increment in boiling-point to be observed

in ascending the series is about 30° for the earlier members,
but this value subsequently diminishes.

The melting-points, boiling-points, and specific gravities

of the lower members of the series, including the isomeric

forms of the hydrocarbons from butane to heptane and the

known isomeric forms of octane and nonane, are given in

the table below. Generally speaking, branching of the

chain and the accumulation of methyl groups in the mole-

cule lowers the boiling-point.

The Lower Paraffins

Formula Hydrocarbon Structure M.p. B.p. (760 mm.) d

CH. Methane CH, - 182-5“ -164*
C.H, Ethane CH.CH, - 183-6* -84-1*

C,H, Propane CH,CH,CH, -45* 0-536®*

QH„ Butanes:

n-Butane Mc-{CH,],Me -139-0“ 0-6* 0-60®"

/ic^Butane CHMe, -145* -10-2*

C.H„ Pentanes:

ff-Pentane Me[CH.],-Me -129-73* 36-06* 0-6263^
ifoPentane CHMe.CH,Me -160-5* 27-95*

Tetramethylmethane CMc« -20* 9-5*

C.H„ Hexanes:

R-Hexano Me[CH,hMe -95-34* 68-70* 0-6594^:

2-Methylpcntane CHMe,(CH,I,Me 62* 0-6583V.*
3-Methylpentane CHMeEt, 64°

2 ; 2-Dimethylbutane CMe,CH,Me 49-6*

2 : 3-Dimethylbutaae CHMc.-CHMe, 49-5-50-5* 0-6512®?.*

C,H„ Heptanes :

R-Heptane Mc[CH,J,Me -90-62* 98-38* 0-6838®,'!:

2-Methylhexane CHMe,Bu* -119-1° 90-0* 0-70675-*

3-Methylhexaae CHMcEtPr* 91-8* 0-6865*?:

/
0-6910g:

1(0-6778^.*)
2 : 2-Dimethylpentane CMc,Pr“ -125-0* 1

78-9*

1(80-1°)

2 : 3-Dimethylpcntane CHMe,CHMeEt 89-7*

2 :4-Dimethylpentane CHMet'CH.CHMe. -120-6* 80-8° 0-70025:

3 : 3-Dimethylpentane CMe,Ets -134-9* 86-86-5° 0-69525?"

3-Ethylpentane CHEt, -118-8* 93-3*

2:2: 3-Trimethylbutaae CHMe.CMe, -25-4* 80-9* 0-6945^5^

C.Ha, Octanes :

R-Octane McICH,],Me -56-82* 125-59* 0-70285?"

2-Methylheptane CHMe,ICH,].Me 116-0* (761 mm.) 0-7035j|:

3-Methylheptane CHMeEt(CH,],Me 117-6°
0-71671J:

4-Methylheptane CHMePr? 118-0*
0-7217JJ:

2 : 2-Dimethylhexane CMe,Bu“ 106-7* 0-6967®?*

2 : 3-Dimethylhcxane CHMeaCHMePr- 113-9* (758 mm.) 0-7246iS:
2 : 4-Dimethylhexane CHMe,CH,.CHMeEt 110-0* (763 mm.) 0-7083i|:

/
0-6991}8:

1(0-6952*?")
2 ; 5-Dimethylhexane CHMe, [CH,],-CHMe, /

108-25“

1(109-2°)

3 : 3-Dimethylhexane CMe,EtPr« 111-12° 0-7116*5!:

3 :4-Dimethylhexane CHMeEtCHMeEt 116-5° (759 mm.) 0-7270iS:
3-Ethylhexane CHEt,Pr“ 118-9° (766 mm.) 0-7175JS:
2:2: 3-Trimethylpentane CMe,CHMeEt 110-2* 0-7173*?*

2:2:4-Trimethylpentane CMe,CH,CHMc -107-8* 99-3° 0-6918*5:

2:3: 3-Triinetlvlpratane CHMe,CMe,Et 113-6° 0-7258®?:

2:3:4-Trimethy^ntane CHMe,-CHMeCHMe, 112-8“ 0-7197*?*

2-Methyl-3-ethylpentane CHMe,- CHEt, 114* 0-7084»»*

2 :2 : 3 : 3-Tetramethytbutane CMe,CMe, 104* 106-7*
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The Lower Paraffins (eont.)

Formula Hydrocarbon Structure M.p. B.p. (760mm.) d

C,H«, Nonanes:

M-Nonane Me[CH.],Me - 53-70“ 150-72“

0-719*ir*3-McthylocUne CHMeEt[CH.]«Me 14.3-4“

4-Mcthyloctanc CHMePr“Bu<« 141-8“ (771 mm.) 0-7320}?:

2 ;4-DinicthyIheptane CHMe,CH,CHMcPr“ 132-9“ (752 mm.) 0-7206}?:

2 ; 5-Dimethylheptane CHMe,[CH,], •CHMeEt 135-6-135-9“ 0-7190}?:

2 : 6-Diinethylheptan« CHMe, •[CH,], •CHMe, 132-0“ 0-707*4*."*

3 : 3-Dimethylheptane CMe,EtBa‘‘ 137-8“
0-7304®f.*

4-Ethylheptane CHEtPr“ 139-0“ 0-737*4®."*

2:2; 5-Triincthylhexane CMcJCH,],CHMc, 1 126-0“

1(121-3”)
/

0-707*4*."

1(0-7091*1'.")

3 : 3-DiethylpenUne CEt, 139-2“ 0-7522*1'."

* Extrapolated values.

In the following table the melting-points, boiling-points, and specific gravities of a number of the middle and higher

hydrocarbons of the normal series are recorded.

The Normal Paraffins

Formula Hydrocarbon M.p. B.p. Sp. gr.

C,oH„ Decanc -29-68“ 174-02” (760 mm.) 0-7301*4*."

C„H„ Undecane -25-61“ 195-84” 0-7411*4*"

C„H„ Dodecanc -9-61“ 216-23“ 0-7511*4*."

C„H.. Tridecanc -6-2“ 234“ 0-7571*4';,"

C,4H„ Tetradecane +5-5” 252-5”
0-7645‘'il’.'

C,,H„ Pentadecane 10“ 270“ 0-7689*4*."

C.,H„ Hexadecane 19“ 287-5“ 0-7707*?.'

C„H„ Heptadccane 22-5" 303“ 0-7766*?.**

C„Hai Octadecane 28“ 317” 0-7768*?."

C„H4, Nonadecane 32" 330“ 0-7774*;-!"

C„H4, Eicosane 36-4“ 205“ (15 mm.) 0-7779*?;’'

C,.H4. Heneicosane 40-4“ 215“ 0-7783*?.*"

C„H44 Docosane 47“ 224“ „ 0-7782*4*."

C..H4. Tricosane 47-7“ 234“ 0-7785*?;’"

C,4H.. Tetracosane 54“ 243“
0-7786<'i.‘"

C„H„ Pentacosane 53-3“ 282* (40 mm.) 0-7911*4*."

C„H,4 Hexacosane 56-9“ 199“ (0-4 mm.)
C«H„ Heptacosane 59-5“ 270“ (15 mm.) 0-7796»?;*’

C„H„ Octacosane 64-5“
/316-18° (40 mm.)
1224“ (1-1 mm.)

C..H„ Nonacosane 63-6-64-1“

C«H„ Triacontane 69-70“ 235“ (1 mm.)
C„H.4 Hentriacontane 68-1“ 302“ (15 mm.) 0-7808*?.*"

C„H„ Douiacontane 74-5“ 245" (1-5 mm.) 0-7754’?;**

CuHm Tritriacontane 71-1“

C,4H„ Tctratricontane 76-76-5“ 255“ (1 mm.)
C,.H„ Pentatricontane 73” 331“ (15 mm.)

CmH„ Hexatriconune 78-5“ 265“ (1 mm.)
C4.H,, Tetracontane 80-5-81“

C„H.„ Pentacontane 91-^92-3“

CmH,„ Hexacontane 101-2“

C„H44. Heptacontane 105-105-5“

Chemkal Properties of tbe Paraffin Hydrocarbons.

The parafiSns are characterized by a comparatively high
degree of stability towards chemical reagents. Neverthe-
less, the members of this group, especially tertiary hydro-
carbons, CHRRH', and the hi^er members contained in

paraffin wax, are not entirely immune from attack. The
chiefmodes of reaction are the following:

Ozfdidioe. (a) At atmospheric pressure. The simpler

hydrocarbons when submitted to the action of air or
oxygm at tonperatures in the neighbourhood of 300°

undergo oxidation with the formation of peroxidic deri-

vatives. Tertiaiy hydrocarbons sudi as 2-ethylbutane,

CHMeEt], are prone to attack by dilute permanganate, but
normal hydrocarbons, on the other hand, are very resistant

towards this reagent; usually the only recognizable pro-
ducts obtainable by means of permanganate are simple

substances such as carbon dioxide and formic add.
Normal hydrocarbons, and the tetra-alkylmethanes

CMeiEta and CEti, have been successfully oxidized with
air in the presence of various catalysts sudi as copper,

vanadium, pentoxide, and coium dioxide, but only carbon
monoxide, carbon dioxide, water, traces ofaldehydes oflow
molecular weight, and unsaturat^ hydrocarbons have been
obtained duueby. The oxidation of3‘ethylpetitane,CHEtft,
and of other tertiary hydrocarbons, can be ^ected by
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boiling wth benzoyl peroxide: in this way benzoyl esters

(which yield tertiary alcohols on saponification) and large

proportions of secondary products are formed. Tertiary
hydrocarbons can also be oxidized by means of con-
centrated nitric acid, but treatment of hydrocarbons with
dilute nitric acid gives nitro-derivatives as well as oxidation
products.

The higher hydrocarbons (including the naphthenes)
contained in paraffin wax, and hydrocarbon oils are
oxidized by air at temperatures of about 160°, with pro-
duction of fatty acids, hydroxy-acids, peracids, and non-
addic products. In the absence of catalysts (save for a little

previously oxidized material) high yields of fatty adds are
reported to be obtainable. Increased pressure accelerates

the oxidation, but the use of oxygen in place of air is liable

to lead to explosions owing to the formation of peroxides.

The non-acidic products from long-chain paraffins have
been found to contain long-chain secondary alcohols and
ketones, which, according to Burwell [13, 1934], bear the

oxygen atom primarily at the second carbon atom of the

chain, but to a lesser extent on the third atom, and so on
towards the centre of the molecule. Oxidative fission of
the molecule may subsequently occur at the oxygenated
atoms, thus yielding carboxylic acids, or fission may occur
together with further oxidation at the 2-, 3-, &c., positions

of the chain, the products then being hydroxy- or ketonic-

acids.

Passage of the vapour of paraffin wax (m.p. 49°) admixed
with air over reduced nickel has been observed to give

mixtures of aldehydes, probably of the C* to Qj series.

The electrochemical oxidation of paraffin wax (m.p. 38-
53°) has yielded mainly fatty acids together with carbon
dioxide and unsaponifiable matter, but little in the way of
hydroxy-acids and volatile products of low molecular

weight.

ib) At high pressure. Submission of methane under
atmospheric pressure to the action of oxygen or air at

temperatures suflBciently high to promote reaction at a
reasonable rate (400-700°) yields only traces of formalde-

hyde, methyl alcohol, and formic acid. The yield of methyl
alcohol improves somewhat with increased pressure (e.g.

135 atm.), but the rate of increase of total carbon-conver-

sion into useful products falls oflF as the pressure rises.

Methyl alcohol is the main oxidation product of ethane at

suitably elevated temperatures (e.g. 350°) and high pres-

sures (130-200 atm.), but numerous products, principally

Me CHO, COMe,, Me CO.H, MeOH, EtOH, PrOH,
BuOH, are obtained by orddation of propane under ana-

logous conditions [100, 1934]. Butane and pentane also

give a considerable number of oxidation products of low
molecular weight when heated with air at increased pres-

sure, but heptane undergoes reaction (in the liquid phase)

at a much lower t«nperature than do its lower homologues,

and the nature of Ihe products indicates that less severe

degradation occurs. In general, when oxidation is per-

formed at relatively high temperatures, side reactions such

as dehydrogenation, cracking, and polymerization occur

which complicate and conceal the nature of the initial

oxidation reactions.

Nitmtioii. Concentrated or fuming nitric add, or nitric

acid-sulphuric acid mixtures, yield for the most part oxida-

tion products with paraffin hydrocarbons. The best results

are obtained by heating the latter with dilute nitric add
(e.g. add of sp. gr. 1-025-1 '075). Tertiary hydrocarbons
are thus readily nitrated at the tertiary carbon atoms,

MGondary hydrocarbons with less readiness, and normal
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hydrocarbons and tetra-alkylmethanes only with difficulty.

In compounds of the last type, however, the presence of

the grouping CR, appears to promote substitution at an
adjacent secondary carbon atom. Aryl parafiins (as also

arylcyclanes) often undergo substitution in the saturated

chain or ring in preference to the aromatic nucleus.

Sttlphonation. On wanning with fuming sulphuric add
many open-chain paraffins and cyclanes undergo extensive

sulphonation; oxidation, however, is often the more im-

portant reaction. Hydrocarbons containing a tertiary car-

bon atom are much more prone to sulphonation than are

normal paraffins.

Halogenation. Although the paraffins, especially the

normal paraffins, display some degree ofresistance to halo-

genation, the direct substitution of a part or the whole of

the hydrogen by chlorine can usually be effected under

suitable conditions.

The chlorination of methane is promoted by actinic

light, by heat, and by catalysts. Chlorination in the dark

at 300-400° C. yields methyl chloride together with carbon

tetrachloride, or at 400° C. in presence of pumice impreg-

nated vrith cuprous chloride, mainly carbon tetrachloride

(78% yield); chlorination at elevated temperatures in

presence of various activated charcoals and carbons also

gives mixtures of methyl chloride and carbon tetrachloride,

but in the presence of coke impregnated with iron or
nickel chloroform is extensively formed.

Ethane is more readily chlorinated than methane, and
under suitable conditions may yield ethyl chloride, ethyli-

dene chloride, and ethylene dichloride. Propane and the

succeeding homologues of the normal series may also be
directly chlorinated at ordinary or at somewhat more
elevated temperatures, /i-pentane giving mixtures of the

1- and 2-monochloro-derivatives, and n-hexane mixtures

of the 1-, 2-, and 3-monochloro-derivatives. /sobutane is

readily chlorinated at the ordinary temperature; isopentane

(2-methylbutane) yields with moist chlorine mixtures con-

sisting mainly of the two primary monochlorides and with

dry chlorine mixtures of all the four possible mono-
chlorides. The higher boiUng petroleum fractions may
readily be chlorinated in diffused daylight, and the

paraffin waxes likewise undergo substitution. Bromine
reacts with the paraffins very much less readily than does

chlorine.

Reaction with Sulphur. The higher parafiSns, paraffin

oils, and paraffin waxes yield hydrogen sulphide copiously

on heating with sulphur at temperatures between 200 and
400° C., but only traces of sulphur derivatives appear to be
formed. The reaction, however, does not appear to afford

a convenient means for the regulated dehydrogenation of
hydrocarbons: aromatic derivatives have been found in the

products from cyclanes, but the dehydrogenated products

from open-chain hydrocarbons can themselves react very

readily with sulphur to yield carbonized materials.

Reaction with Aluminium Chloride. n-Hexane and it-

heptane undergo a variety of transformations when
warmed with freshly sublimed or moist aluminium chloride.

Amongst other compounds £mparaffins, cyc/oparaffins, and
olefines are formed.

Friedel-Crafts’ Reaction. In the presence of anhydrous
aluminium chloride the parafiins react with acetyl chloride

to yield ketones, and with carbon monoxide (at increased

pressures) to yield ketones or mixtures of ketones and
adds. The following reactions are typical:

CHfCoa
Me- (CH.), . Me— Me •CO CHMe-Pr“
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CO, HCl

CO, HCl
Me(CH^.Me^j^^^^EtCO.PrP+

(I50atra.)
+cH,.(CH,),CHMe.CO.H

CO
Me •(CH •Me Pr“ •CO Pr^+ acids.

' (50-607118 atm.)

Pyrolysis.

When hydrocarbons are submitted to a sufficiently high

temperature, for example, by passage through a hot reac-

tion tube, decomposition occurs with the formation of two
or more products, the nature of which depends on the con-

stitution of the hydrocarbon and the conditions of pyro-

lysis. Chief among the conditions of pyrolysis are the

temperature and the time of contact with the hot surface.

This dcgradative tendency of hydrocarbons has important

practical applications in connexion with the utilization

of waste natural gas of which the major constituent is

methane, and the breaking down or ‘cracking’ of heavy

oils to yield volatile products.

Methane possesses a higher decomposition point than its

homologues. Little decomposition occurs below 1,(X)0“C,

at which temperature both ethylene and acetylene are

formed; but at higher temperatures under atmospheric

pressure decomposition into carbon and hydrogen is prac-

tically complete. For the maximum production of ethylene

and acetylene it is essential to operate at low partial pres-

sures of methane, either by the use of reduced pressure or

by employing a relatively inert diluent [85, 1934]. Small

yields ofethylene and acetylene (4% and 2-5% respectively)

are obtained with suitable contact times at 1,200° imder

100 mm. pressure, but above this temperature the amount
ofethylene decreases to zero while the amount of acetylene

increases. Yields of 50-75% of acetylene are claimed for

the pjTolysis of impure metiume (coke-oven gas) at 1,500-

1,600° and 0-(X)5 to 0 004 sec. contact time, using added
hydrogen as a diluent.

The primary decomposition caused by the action of heat

on the straight-chain hydrocarbons from ethane to n-

hexane can be represented by a series of equations indicat-

ing the rupture of the chain at any position with production

of an oletoe and the complement^ lower paraffin, or, at

the limit, hydrogen [33, 1934]. Thus the following are the

primary decompositions shown by (1) ethane, (2) propane,

and (3) butane:

(1) CH,CH,-+CH,:CH,+HH
(2) CH,CH,CH,-+CH,:CH,+CH,H

CH,CH,CH,-+CH,CH;CH,+HH
(3) CH,- CH, • CH, •CH, -+ CH, :CH, -(- CH, CH,H

CH,CH:CH,+CH,H
CH,- CH, • CH, •CH, CH, • CH, •CH : CH,-hH •H.

As the series is ascended, scission at the centre of the chain
predominates and the tendency for hydrogen elimination

to occur, leaving an olefine with the same number ofcarbon

atoms as the original paraffin, rapidly diminishes. Thus at

600° butane undergoes 22% decomposition with little de-

hydrogenation, yielding (a) methane and propene, and

(6) ethane and ethylene. In contrast to n-butane, /sobutane

at 600° yields frobutene and hydrogen as the major primary
products, with lesser amounts of methane and propene; at

700°, however, more propene than isobutene is formed.

Undo: the conditions existing during pj^lysis the pri-

marily formed jHoducts do not necessarily survive, the

unsaturated products tending to undergo secondary con-

version into polymerides and into benzene, naphthatene,

anthracene, styrrae, indene, and other aromatic substances,

as occurs during the pyrolysis of olefines and acetylenes.

The mechanism of formation of these aromatic substances

is a matter of considerable doubt [9, 1934].

According to the hypothesis of Rice [77, 1931-4], the

thermal decomposition of paraffin hydrocarbons proceeds

through a chain-reaction mechanism involving the produc-

tion and degradation of free radicals. A few molecules are

assumed to decompose giving free alkyl radicals, each of
which may then initiate a reaction chain by removing a
hydrogen atom from another paraffin molecule. The latter

in turn thus becomes an alkyl radical and may undergo
decomposition by scission of the carbon chain at that point

which will permit the formation of a molecule of olefine

and a simpler alkyl radical without migration of hydrogen.
Most of the larger radicals are very unstable and rapidly

decompose into olefines and smaller radicals; methyl and
ethyU however, appear to be stable in ordinary pyrolytic

decompositions carried out between 5(X) and 800°, and
either of these simple radicals when produced can in its

turn remove hydrogen from a parafiin molecule, and so

the process continues. Free alkyl radicals, however, may
not only gain but lose a hydrogen atom; consequently, they

may survive either as the corresponding paraffin or olefine.

In the case of butane the removal of a hydrogen atom must
leave either a n-butyl or an /robutyl radical, but from the

pentanes and higher hydrocarbons a great variety of radi-

cals will be obtained, depending on the number of different

kinds of hydrogen atom (i.e. different as regards their

attachment to primary, secondary, or tertiary carbon
atoms) in the molecule. According to Rice [76, 1934], the

relative chances of reaction of ‘primary’, ‘secondary’, and
‘tertiary’ hydropn atoms at 600° are 1 :2: 10.

Thus the chain-cycles occurring in the decomposition of
n-octane would be the following (in which R represents

a free alkyl radical or a hydrogen atom, and A^, A|, &c.,

alternative reaction chains initiated by detachment of the

first, second, &c., hydrogen atoms of the molecule):

(AJ C,H„+R -+ RH+CH, • CH, •CH, •CH. •CH, •CH, • CH, • CHr-
-..RH +C.H.+CH,.CH,-CH,-CHfCH,-CH,—
- RH+2C,H.+CH, •CH, •CH, •CHr-
- RH+ 3C,H,+CH. •CHr-

(AJ C,H„+R-.RH+CH.-CH,-CH,-CH.-CH,-CH,-CH(CH,)—
RH+C,H,+CH, •CH, •CH. CH, •CHr—

-+ RH+C,H.+C,H,+CH,-CH.-CHr—
- RH+C.H,+2C,H,+CH,—

(A,) C,Hu+R -» RH+CH,-CH,'CH,-CH,-CH.-CH(CH,-CH,>—
-+ RH+CH, • CH, •CH, •CH, •CH, •CH :CH,+CH.—

or RH+CH,CH,CH:CH,-hCH,-CH,CH,CHr-
-+ RH+CH, •CH, .CH :CH,+C,H.+CH, •CH,—

(AJ C.Hu+R-4-RH+CH.-CH,-CH,-CH,<CH(CH,<CH,<CH.)—
-+ RH+CH, •CH, •CH, •CH, •CH :CH,+CH, •CHr-

or RH+CH,CH,CH,CH:CH,+CH,CH,CHr-
- RH+CH, •CH, •CH, CH ;CH,+C,H,+CH,—

.

Now if either of the end carbon atoms of the octane

molecule is attacked by the free radical R, there are 6 equi-

valent ‘primary’ hydrogen atoms which can be 'detach^;

likewise, if either of the penultimate carbon atoms is

attacked by R, there are 4 ‘secondary’ hydrogen atoms that

can be detacl^, and so on. Summarizing, therefore, the

above decompositions and assigning to each chatn-i^cle

thenumerical value determined by the number of ‘primary’,

‘secondary’, or ‘tertiary’ hydrogenatoms, wehave, ifthetwo
alternative nasthods of decomposition in the chains As and
As are given equal weight, and the ratio 1:2:10 {valid

at 600°) is adoi^ for the relative diance of reaction of
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a ‘primary’, ‘secondary’, and ‘tertiary’ hydrogen atom, the
following 4 cycles:

(AO 6C,Hu~*6COt,+I8COI,
(AO 8C.H,.->8CH,+16C,H4+8C,H,

tAJ 8C,H„ -4CH4+4«-C,H,4+4C,H,+4C.H»+4«-C4H,
(A4) 8C,H„ -» 4C,H4+4n^,H„+4CH4+4C.H4+4«^,H,..

According to this result 1 molecule of «-octane yields by
the different cycles either 4 or 2-5 molecules of product, the
mean by all the different methods being 3-2.

On the same basis it is possible to calculate the products
of the decomposition of any hydrocarbon without am-
biguity, and this has been done for a number ofcompounds
with results that agree well with experimental observations.

n. ETHYLENIC HYDROCARBONS
Mono-olefines or Ethylenes, C„H2„

The hydrocarbons of this group form a homologous
series, the members of which contain 2 atoms of hydrogen
less than the corresponding paraffins. Each member of the
group contains a centre of unsaturation in the molecule
which is structurally represented by a double linkage or
double bond between a pair of adjacent carbon atoms. In
hydrocarbons containing more than 3 carbon atoms usually

more than one position can be occupied by the double
bond, so that pairs or groups of isomerides arise, the
individuals of which differ from one another solely in the

position of the double bond. Another source of isomerism,
viz. that due to modification of the carbon skeleton by
branching of the chain, applies to olefines equally with the

paraffins.

Occurrence. The olefines occur extensively in thermally

decomposed or ‘cracked’ mineral oils, but the isolation of
pure individuals from the mixtures of hydrocarbons so

obtained is not as a rule possible.

Mefiiods of Preparation.

(1)

The dehydration of monohydric alcohols,

C„Hm4.i'OH. This is effected by treatment at a suitable

temperature with dehydrating agents such as sulphuric

acid, phosphoric anhydride, anhydrous oxalic acid, and
boron trioxide, or by slow distillation with small amounts
of catalysts such as hydrogen bromide, iodine, and aniline

hydrochloride; also try passage of their vapours over con-

tact reagents such as kaolin, alumina, or silica gel heated

to a suitable temperature.

Secondary, and particularly tertiary, alcohols undergo
dehydration with great readiness. The higher alcohols

which are not volatile without decomposition usually

undergo dehydration on heating; thus cetyl alcohol,

CiiHatO, yields cetene, CisHst. on distillation.

Certain olefines can be conveniently prepared from the

corresponding alcohols by heating the esters which they

form with xanthic acids; the higher olefines can be ana-

logously prepared from the corresponding alcohols by
distilling the esters which they form with the fatty acids.

CMc, •CHMc •O •CSSMc- CMe, •CH : CH,+CH, •SH+cos
Methylxanlhate of methyl

teti.-btttyl carMnol ethylene

C„H„ •CO,C„H„ C„H„ •CO.H+Ci,H„
Dodecyl ptJmUate Palmitic add Dodecene

The xanthic ester ^thesis is particularly valuable in

the preparation of tert.-alkyl derivatives of ethylene which

are otherwise difficult to prepare free from structural iso-

mnides: owing to the relativdiy low temperature of decom-

potition of the xanthic esters the method may be relied on
to Imve the rer/.-butyl groups untransformed.

(2) The elimination of hydrogen halide from mono-
halogen derivatives of parses. This is carried out by
heating with alcoholic sodium or potassium hydroxide or

with quinoline; sodium phenates have also been used with

success for the same purpose. In some cases the elimina-

tion of hydrogen halide can be effected by passing the

vapours of the halogen compounds over heated contact

materials such as barium chloride or finely divided metals

(Ni, Co. Fe, Cd, Ba, Pb).

Secondary, and especially tertiaiy, halogen compounds
lose hydrogen halide very readily. The decomposition is

usually most facile with iodides: tertiary iodides give ole-

fines even when treated with ammonia.
(3) Dehalogenation of dihalogeno-compounds by metals.

Compounds in which the halogen atoms are attached to

adjacent carbon atoms, e.g. the halogen addition products

of olefines, are converted by powdered metals (especially

by zinc dust in alcohol) into olefines. In the case ofethylene
or ethylidene halides sodium may be used.

CHMcBrCHMeBr+Zn -+ CHMe:CHMe+ZnBr,
CH,a • CH.Cl (or CH, • CHCl,)+ 2Na -* CH, : CH,+ 2NaCI.

(4) Distillation of quaternary ammonium hydroxides or

of the corresponding ammonium salts.

R • CH, •CH(NMe,OH) • CH, R •CH ;CH •CH,
(orRCHjCH-.CH,).

(5) Action of magnesium alkyl halides or zinc alkyls on
alkyl halides.

CH, •-CH • CH,Br+RMgBr -*• CH, :CH •CH,R+ MgBr,
CH,: CHBr+Zn(C,H,), CH,:CHC,H,+Zn(C,H,)Br.

(6) The action of zinc on 2-bromo-ethers.

Zn
CH,Br • CRR'OEt CH, : CRR'.

(alcohol)

This reaction has been successfully employed in synthe-

sizing 10 of the 13 possible structurally isomeric hexenes,

18 of the 27 possible heptenes, and many other hydro-
carbons. The following series of reactions is employed in

synthesizing the 2-bromo-ethers:

RCH,CHOfC,H,OH+HCl-*- RCH,CHC10Et+H,0
R • CH, • CHCl •OEt+ Br, -> R •CHBr • CHBr •OEt+HCl
R •CHBr •CHBr • OEt+ R'MgBr -f R •CHBr •CHR' • OEt+ MgBr,.

(7) The coupling of alkyl halides and halogeno-olefines

by the Wurtz reaction. This reaction has been used in the

synthesis of the higher olefines.

RI+R •CH :CH • (CH,),I -> R . (CHd, •CH :CH • R'.

(8) Polymerization of lower olefines. The olefines yield

dimeric, trimeric, tetrameric, &c., polymerides containing

one double bond on treatment witii suitable reagents (see

p. 956).

(9) The interaction of olefines with tertiary alcohols or

alkyl iodides in presence of zinc chloride or sulphuric acid.

In this way isobutene and tert. butyl alcohol yield di-too-

butene. C4H,+C,h,OH -> C,H„ +H,0.

Course followed in Elimination Reactions.

(1) Alternative Directions of Elimination. In general,

secondary or tertiary alcohols may suffer loss of water in

more than one direction. Similar alternative courses of
elimination apply also in the case of sec.- and ter/.-alkyl

halides and of analogous alkylamino-paraffins.

R-CH;CH-CH,R'— R-CH,.CH(OH)>CH, -R'— R-CH,-CH;CH-R'
R»-CH:CR'''CH,R"'-^- R'-CH,'CR*1.CH,R"'— R'.CH,-CR':CHR"'.

Owing to this dual potentiality (three-fold for tert. alcohols

or halides) olefines higher in the series than propylene are

commonly obtained in non-homogeneous condition. The
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structural isonwtides which thus arise may in differeat

examples be present in widely different proportions, and
separation by fractional distillation may be difficult.

Primary alcohols may or may not yield structural iso-

merides on dehydration; at hi^ temperatures, however,

isomerization may occur as a secondary process after de-

hydration. 1 -Butanol dehydrated over activated (pure)

alumina at 427° yields A>-butene exclusively, but when the

catalyst becomes contaminated after prolonged use mix-

tures of A*- and A®-butene are formed [40, 1934]. Both
prim.- and jec.-butyl alcohols yield mixtures of A^- and
A*-butenes when dehydrated over a phosphoric acid

—

alumina catalyst [49, 1934]; similar mixtures arise by
the action of alcoholic alkali on prim, or sec. halides

or by the decomposition of analogous alkylamino-

compounds.

(2) Isomerization. In general, methods of synthesis

involving high temperatures are likely to cause mi-

gration of the double bond. A'-butene passes into

A*-butene on heating in contact with quartz, alu-

minium sulphate, pumice, &c. [78, 1933-4]: indeed,

at suitably high temperatures the isomeric olefines appear

to attain equilibrium. The boiling of an unsaturated com-
pound with alcoholic alkali also tends to promote migra-

tion of the double bond. For the attainment of structural

homogeneity the greatest reliance is to be placed in syn-

thetic methods requiring only low temperatures, such as

(3), (5), and (6) above.

(3) Lability of Structure. It is a common experience that

the carbon skeleton of olefines undergoes rearrangement

in the course ofelimination reactions : this may be regarded

as being achieved by the migration of groups. Various
workers [97, 1932] have reported that ijobutyl alcohol gives

A*-butene as well as /.robutene by such means as heating

with zinc chloride or in contact with a phosphoric add at

250° (^C—C->C C C C), and «-butyl alcohol is

stated to yield /jobutene as well as A^-butene on dehydra-

tion in contact with AIPO4 at 320° (C* C- C>C
The mechanism ofskeletal rearrangement has been inter-

preted by Whitmore [96, 1932] on the assumption of a
transfer of electrons within the molecule, just as is pos-

tulated in the simpler case of tautomeiism. It is suggested

that the group X (chlorine, oxygen, or other strongly

negative atom or group) when removed from the system
ABX in which A and B may both be carbon atoms or
different atoms, takes with it a complete octet of electrons

and leaves the atom to which it was attached with an ‘ open
sextet’:

:A: A: B+jX:.

The subsequent changes undergone by the residue AB
determine the course of reaction:

(1) It may take up a negative ion from the surrounding
medium, giving the ’normal’ conversion product
ABY.

(2) If the atom A carries a hydrogen atom, this may be
lost as a proton and an unsaturated compound A«»B

. will result (or the proton may be removed from an
atom in a more remote part of the molecule, giving

rise to a tyclic structure).

(3) If the atom B has a greater attraction for electrons

than A, 2 electrons may be transferred from the

latter, leaving it with an ‘open sextet*. This electnm

transfer means the shifting of the group attached by
means of these electrons, from A to B, whereupon
the new residue will then recombine with the original

negative ion X, or one taken from the medium, e.g.

Y, to give the compoimd XAB or YAB.

: A : B -H- A : B : -i—>Y : A : B :

.

The net result is a rearrangement, by the transfer of
either a hydrogen atom or a group from A to B.

The second of these changes which produces an olefine

may be represented in the case of wobutyl alcohol thus:

H H „ . H
rC : C:6:H Me:C : ,

'*'M.e:C : C;Me-^n>butene$-)-H9

The routes (a) and ib) must both be regarded as possible

in the derivation of the /ro-compound, and in the case of

(c), leading to the production of the «-compound, the final

loss of a proton may occur in such a way as to give either

a A^- or A*-olcfine.

Tertiary alcohols or halides appear to be particularly

liable to skeletal rearrangement and methyl tert.-butyl car-

binol (pinacolyl alcohol) on dehydration with phosphoric

oxide on silica ^1 at 300° yields a mixture of 3 isomeric

olefines. Since identical mixtures are obtained by sub-

mitting any of the 3 individual olefines to the action of the

catalyst, the 3 isomerides doubtless come into equilibrium,

and the series of isomeric changes may be represented,

according to Whitmore [52, 1934], by the scheme:

/
CMe.;CMe,+H»

NcHiJCMe CHMe,
+U®

in which the transformation is probably initiated by the

addition of a proton from the catalyst to one of the olefinic

carbon atoms, whereupon rearrangements of the above-

mentioned type ensue. Numerous similar rearrangements

[99, 1932-3] have been observed, c.g. the following:

CMc, CMc(OH) •CHf CH, CMe, •CMe :CHMc (80 %)+
f CH, :CMc • CMe, •CH.Mc (20%)

CMeBu“(OH) •CHMc, CMeBu« : CMe, (66 %)+
4-Pr“CH:CMc CHMe, (33%).

The case of alcohols of the type CR»-CH20H is parti-

cularly interesting, since dehydration can only occur with

rearrangement. In the rearrangement of 2:2-dimethyl-

hexan-l-ol (CMe,Bu“-CH,OH) the transference of the

butyl group predominates over that of the methyl by about

2:1, and of the 5 olefines which might be expected to arise,

4 have been recognized.

Phydeal Pro|ierties of the Olefines.

A list of known olefines of the lower series which have
been isolated in homogeneous condition is given in the

table below. Structural isomerism becomes possible with

the third member, butme, the number of isomeric forms
rapidly increasing until it becomes 13 with hexene, 27 with
hqptene,andsoon. Inmany cases geometrical isomerism is

theoretically possible, and in sevoral instances, as indicated
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in the table, high>boiling and low-boiling forms, presumably
representing geometrical isomerides, have been isolated.

In general, A*-olefines boil lower than A*-olefines, and
branching of the chain in an alkyl group directly attached
to one of the unsaturated carbon atoms of an oleiine tends
to lower the boiling-point. On the other hand, accumula-
tion of methyl groups on the unsaturated carbon atoms of
an olefine tends to raise the boiling-point. It would appear
from present observations that the more deeply the point
of unsaturation is buried within the molecular structure the

higher the boiling-point; and the more it is exposed, the
lower the boiling-point.

For the most part the densities and refractive indices

follow the boiling-point, rising or falling with it as it

changes from example to example.

Reactions.

Additive Reactions. Owing to their unsaturation the

olefines show a marked capacity to add reagents at the
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double bond: they can thus unite directly with two uni-

valent atoms or groups whereby the double bond becomes
single. The following are the most important types of

reaction:

(1) They combine with hydrogen in the presence of cata-

lysts (notably the metals palladium, platinum, and nickel,

but also compounds of molybdenum, chromium, copper,

&c.) to yield paraffins with the same number of carbon

atoms.
(Pd)

RCH:CHR'+H, >-RCHjCH,R'.

In many cases, especially in the presence of palladium or

platinum, reaction takes place readily at the ordinary tem-

perature and pressure; in other cases, owing either to the

constitution of the hydrocarbon or the inferior activity of

the catalyst, higher temperatures and pressures are re-

quired. The presence of traces of certain substances (e.g.

sulphur compounds and halogen compounds) which
‘poison’ the catalyst may inhibit addition.

Olefines (C„Hm)

Hydrocarbon Formula B.p. CC.I760 mm.)
!

df:

C.H, Ethylene CHjtCH, -105
C,H. Propenc, propylene CH,:CHMc -48-2 (749 mm.)
CiHg A ‘-Butene, a-butylcne CH,:CHEt -5

A*-Butene, yS-butylene CHMcrCHMc ( 4-0'5 (cis)

M'oButene, /.sobutylene CH-rCMcs 6-3

C.H,. A’-Pentenc CH.:CHPr« 30-2 0M20
A*-Pcntcne CHMc:CHEt 36-40 0-6503

2-McthyI-A '-butene CH,;CMeEt 31-2 0-6668g:

3-Methyl-A '-butene CH,:CHPrO 20-10 0-6320'A*

2-Methyl-A'‘-butene CHMc:CMc, 38-42 0-667{S:
C,H,. A '-Hexene CH,:CHBu“ 63-4-63-7 0-6732

2-Mcthyl-A*-pentene CH,:CMcPr“ 61-5-620 0-6817

3-Mcthyl-A'-pcntcnc CHstCHCMeEt 53-6-54 -0 0-6700

4-Mcthyl-A‘-pcntene CH,:CHCH,PrP 53-6-53-9 0-6646

A»-Hexcne CHMe:CHPr^ 67-9-68-1 0-6813

2-Mcthyl-A*-pentene CMc,:CHEt 67-2-67-5 0-6904

3-Mcthyl-A*-pentcne CHMc:CMcEt /
65-7-66-2 ids)

\ 67-6-68 -2 {tram)
1
0-6940

1 0-6956

4-Methyl-A’-pentcne CHMe,.CH:CHMc 1
54-2-55-2 ids)

[ 57-7-58-5 itrans)

1 0-6702

1 0-6709

A*-Hexcnc CHEt:CHEt 66-6-67-0 0-6816

2 : 3-Dimcthyl-A '-butene CH.rCMeCMe, 56-0 0-6803

3 ; 3-Dinicthyl-A '-butene CMe,CH:CH, 41-2 0-6510

2-Ethyl-A '-butene CH,:CEt, 66-2-66-7 0-6914

2 : 3-Dimethyl-A''-butene CM'c.:CMc. 73-4 0-7077

C,Hu A'-Heptene CH,:CHCH,CHjPr“ 94-9 0-6993

2-Methyl-A'-hexcne CH,:CMcBu“ 91-1-91-5 0-7000

3-Methyl-A ‘-hexene CH,:CHCHMcPr“ /
83-8-84-0

1(84-0-841)
( 0-6953

1 (0-6945)

4-Methyl-A '-hexene CH,:CHCH,CHMeEt i
87-2-87-5 0-6969

5-Methyl-A'-hexene CH,;CHCH,CH,Pr^ 84-7 0-6936

A*-Hcptene CHMe:CHBu”‘ 98-1-98-4 0-7034

2-Methyl-A ‘-hexene CMe,:CHPr“ 94-4-94-6 0-7089

3-Mcthyl-A’-hexcne CHMc:CMcPr> 93-1-93-3 0-7120

4-Mcthyl-A*-hexene CHMe;CHCHMeEt 1 85-1-85-6 ids)

1 87-1-87-6 (//-OBJ)

10-6981

1 0-7007

5-Mcthyl-A‘-hexenc CHMc:CHCH,Pr» ( 85-6-86-1 ids)
191-1-91-6 itrans)

1 0-7020

1 0-6990

A*-Heptene CHEt:CHPt« 95-8-96-1 0-7043

5-Mcthyl-A‘-hexene CHEt:CHPrP 86-4-86-9 0-6942

2 : 3-Dimethyl-A'-pentene CH.tCMeCHMeEt 84-1-84-3 0-7054

2 ; 4-Dimcthyl-A ‘-pentene CH.;CMcCH.PrP 80-9-81-3
'

0-6937

3 : 3-Dimethyl-A '-pentene CH,:CHCMe,Et 76-9
;

0-6961

2-Ethyl-A '-pentene CH,:CEtPr“ 93-9-94-3 0-7079

3 :4-Dimcthyl-A ‘-pentene CHMe:CMcPr» 86-2-86-4 0-7126

4 : 4-Diniethyl-A ‘-pentene CHMc:CH-CMe, 76-0-76-1
I 0-6881

3-Ethyl-A‘-pentene CHMciCEt, 94-8-94-9
1

0-7172

3-Mcthyl-2-cthyI-A '-butene CH.tCEtPi- 88-7-89-1
1

0-7186

C.H„ A'-Octene CH,:CH[CHd,Bu« 121-5-122-5 0-7158

4; 4-Dlfnethyl-A*-hexene CHMe:CHCMe,Et 105-4-106-0 0-7202

5 : 5-Dimcthyl-A*-hexene CHEf.CHCMe, 100-1 0-7048

C.H,. A'-Nonene CH.tCH-lCHJ.Bu" 145-0-145-6 0-7315
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Witii halogens (e.g. CU, Bfi, It, IQ) they combine to

yidd dihalides.

ably belong, or (iii) thermal fission to give a ketone and
ketone peroxide or acid.

RCH:CHR'+Br,-vRCHBrCHBrR'.

(3) They yield chlorohydrins with aqueous solirtions of

chlorine or hypochlorous acid, and bromohydrins with

aqueous solutions of bromine or of hypobromous acid.

They also form addition products of analogous type with

alkyl hypochlorites and react additively with chlorine

monoxide. In general, mixtures of isomeric addition pro-

ducts are formed (see p. 945).

R-CH :CH • R'+ ClOH R • CH(OH) • CHR'Cl

RCH-.CHR'+ClOEt -»• RCH{OEt)-CHR'CL

(4) They add the halogen acids, particularly hydrogen

bromide and hydrogen iodide, to give alkyl halides. In

many cases mixtures of alkyl halides are formed (see

p. 945).

2RCH;CHR'+2HBr
R - CH, •CHBr • R'+R •CHBr • CH,R'.

(5) With nitrosyl chloride they form nitroso-chlorides.

R .CH :CH • R'+NOa R • CH(NO) •CHCI- R'.

R,C—CR,

0—0:0
(jaoozonlde)

I

\R CO,H(ifoneR- H).

(10)

In the presence of suitable catalysts (e.g. Ni on
kieselguhr or phosphoric acid on charcoal) the lower ole-

fines unite with hydrogen sulphide at 200-300® to give

mercaptans. Certain aryl and acctylenyl olefines, such as

styrene and divinylacetylenc, unite with thiophenol or its

homologues to give sulphides.

CH,:CH.+H,S-*.CH,CH,SH
Ph •CH ; CH,+PhSH -*• Ph •CH,- CH,- SPh

CH,:CHCiCCH:CH,+MeC,H4SH
-C,H,SCH,CH,C:CCH,CH,SC,H,.

(6) They unite with N*Oi and N*04 to form pseudo-

nitrosites, R-CH(NO»)-CH(NO)*R', and dinitro-com-

pounds, R CH(NO,) CH(NO,) R'.

(7) liiey are oxidized by dilute permanganate to 1:2-

glycols, R •CH(OH) •CH(OH) • R'. Peracetic acid and per-

benzoic acid give olefine oxides which in contact with acetic

add become more or less completely transformed into the

monoacetate of the diol. Lead tetra-acetate yields glycols

or the corresponding diacetates, whilst the complex formed
by mixing iodine with silver benzoate effects oxidation to

1 : 2-glycol dibenzoates.

(8) Oxygen is absorbed by olefines with widely varying

degrees of facility to yield monomeric or polymeric per-

oxides containing the grouping -O-O-. Thus cyclohexene

yields a monomeric peroxide, whereas diphenylethylene

yields a highly polymerized peroxide. Many of the per-

oxides are explosive, but usu^y oniy small proportions of
peroxide are formed even after prolonged contact of the

hydrocarbon with oxygen. The presence of peroxides may
be instrumental in promoting the oxidation of olefines by
oxygen to ketones or aldehydes.

According to Staudinger [82, 1925] the oxidation of
olefines by oxygen proceeds thus:

(11) Certain olefines yield polymeric addition products
with maleic anhydride and with sulphur dioxide (the latter

in presence of traces of peroxide). Thus styrene and indcne

yield polymolecular maleic anhydride derivatives, and
cyclohexene a polymolecular sulphone.

The dicyclic hydrocarbon sabinene forms a sulphonic

acid derivative when SOt is passed into its cooled alcoholic

solution.

(12) Many olefines are absorbed by strong sulphuric acid

to yield alkyl hydrogen sulphates which decompose into

the olefine and sulphuric acid on heating or into the corre-

sponding secondary alcohols on boiling with water.

RCH:CH,-<H,SO,-*.R - CHfHSO,) • CH,.

Ethylene combines with sulphur trioxide to yield carbyl

sulphate.

CH,OSOr.

CH, SO,

(13)

At hi^ temperatures (290-300°) they can combine
with the fatty acids to give esters.

C,H„CH:CH,+CH,CO,H C,H„CH(OCOCH,)CH,.

R,C+CR,
»

II I

(9)

Ozone adds to the double bond of olefines to form
monomeric or polymeric ozonides, many of which are

highly explosive.

Staudinger [82, 1925] considers that the first step is the

formation of a ‘molozonide’ which undergoes one of
the changes: (i) polymerization to give an ozonide of high
molecular wei^t, such as is obtained from cyc/opentene,

(ii) isomerization to yield hn /soozonide, to which class

stable, distillable ozonides stidi as ethylene ozonide prob-

Fropane combines with acetic, mono-, di-, and tri-

chloroacetic acids and benzoic add at 70° in the presence

of a little boron trifluoride.

(14) The olefines combine with many different metallic

salts to form metal salt-olefine complexes, e.g. QHjo,ZnO|
and K(PtCU, CsH,). With mercuric salts compounds of
the type R*CH(OH)*CH,*HgX are formed, which yield

alcohols on hydrolysis. The ready formation of such
mercury compounds affords a means of hydrating olefines.

(15) By the action of heat, light, electric discharge, and
of numerous chemical reagents they are converted iiUo

polymerides (see pp. 955 and 956).

(16) At hifi^ temperatures, especially in presence of cer-

tain contact reagents, the olefines imdergo isomerization,

either by shift of the double bond or by migration of an
alkyl group (see p. 942).

(17) Colain polyaiyl-oleflnes (e.g. tetraphei^rlethyteie

and os-d4>heny]ethykne) add the alkali metals, thoreby
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yielding monomolecular or polymolecular metallic deri-

vatives.

2Na
Ph,C :CPh, PhjCNa • CNaPh,

2Na
2Ph,C : CH, Ph.CNa •CHj • CH, • CPh.Na.

(1 8) Styrene and other olefines unite with aromatic bases
(aniline and toluidine) when heated in the presence of the
hydrohalide of the base giving products of two types:

Ph,C : CH.+ Ph •NH, Ph CH(C.H4NH,) • CH, and
PhCH(NHPh)CH,.

In the formation of the first of these the addendum may
be considered to be H—C,H,-NHs, and in that of the
second H—^NH CeHj. An analogous reaction is the union
of styrene with benzenoid hydrocarbons in the presence

of concentrated sulphuric acid to give saturated hydro-
carbons.

Ph CH :CH.+ C,H, -v Ph.CH • CH,.

(19) In the presence of anhydrous aluminium chloride

the olefines unite with aromatic hydrocarbons to give alkyl-

benzenes and with acid chlorides to give unsaturated

ketones.
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electrons, it is clear that displacement of a pair of the elec-

trons composing the double bond (i.e. displacement of a
pair of the electrons which are shared by both of the

carbon atoms) towards the nucleus of one or other of
the carbon atoms will lead to the produc^on of a structure

which may be regarded as an electronic isomeride (electro-

meride) of the original compound.

C:;C -+ C:c": . or :C;C

e o e e
(A) (B)

Provided the displaced electron pair becomes wholly appro-

priated by the nucleus of one or other of the ethylenic

carbon atoms, the atom so augmented necessarily acquires

an integral negative charge and the depleted carbon atom
an integral positive charge. The change is represented by

the symbol which implies that to some extent the

electrons are breaking away from one carbon atom and
remaining attached to the other. If the change docs not

proceed to completion (i.e. does not result in complete

appropriation of the electron pair by the nucleus of one of

CH. : CMe,+C.H.Mc, -> CH, • CMe, • C,H 4Mc,
CMe, :CHMc+CH, • COCl -> CMC, :CMC •CO • CH,.

Direction of Addition.

In general, unsymmetrical addenda such as HBr, HI,
ICl, aOH, HOH, and NOCl can add to the ethylenic

linkage in two ways as is here shown for HBr:

<
RCH,CHBrR'

RCHBrCH.R'.

The components of the addendum thus become added in

opposite directions and a mixture of isomeric addition pro-

ducts results. Clearly such isomeric products can only arise

if the olefine is unsymmetrical in nature; but even for

unsymmetrical olefines one of the directions of addition

may be favoured at the expense of the other, with the result

that the product consists wholly or preponderatingly of
one substance.

The direction of addition is largely dependent on the

structure of the olefine, and in hydrocarbons of the types

CRR':CH„ CHR.CH,, CRR':CHR' (R, R', R' = alkyl

groups) the negative part of the addendum, i.e. -Br, •€!,

•OH, &c., tends to add most extensively, although not

necessarily exclusively, at the most substituted carbon

atom; moreover, in the case of a symmetrically di-sub-

stituted olefine, CHR:CHR', the substituents of which,

R and R', are different alkyl groups (this applies more
particiUarly when R and R' are simple alkyl groups, e.g.

Me, Et, Pr, and Bu), the negative part of the addendum
ten^ to add most extensively at the carbon atom bearing

the larger alkyl group. Addition, therefore, leads most fre-

quently to the production of secondary or tertiary halides,

dcohols, esters, &c., the direction of addition necessary to

produce primary derivatives from unsymmetrical olefines

of the types CHR:CHa and CRR':CH, being the less

favoured one.

Ortenting Medhanlsm. In accordance with current elec-

tronic theories of chemical behaviour it is customary to

assume that all reactions of unsaturated substances are pre-

ceded by a degree of electromeric polarization. Thus con-

sidering the et^lenic system >C--C<, and replacing each

of the valencies in the customary manner by a pair of

the carbon atoms), the polarized form C C may be
considered to arise in which the charges generated are only

fractional ones: ordinarily these electromeric changes are

supposed to have a very restricted amplitude except in the

course of reactions. The negatively charged carbon atom
is then in a very unstable and reactive condition, and will

seek to restore itself either by reversing the original electro-

meric change or by external reaction; in the latter case two
electrons will be given to an outside molecule or ion,

usually for the purpose offorming an ordinary valency link

(covalency) with ^t molecule or ion. The existence of
this ‘donating’ tendency on the part of the negativdy

polarized carbon atom will determine the course of additive
reaction, for towards the electron-donating atom of the

ethylenic pair, the electron-seeking centres (or electron-

seeking ions) of polarized reagent molecules will be
attracted and reaction will ensue:

(» R.®®R 0 ®
:C:C: +H + :Br:

R- •R
:C:C:. + :Br: -+
f ^R R-rB^rH*^

Additive reaction thus arises in virtue of the electron-

conferring tendency located at the negatively polarized
carbon atom of the ethylenic system and the electron-

seeking tendency of reagent molecules: consequently the
orienting influence exercised by the groups substituting

the ethylenic carbon atoms (i.e. the groups R, R', R", and
R* in an olefine CRR':CR''R") depends on the influence

ofthese groups in promoting or depressing the fundamental
electromeric polarizations (A) and (B) above.
Groups such as alkyl and aryl attached to the ethylenic

carbons appear to be capable of rendering one dilution
of polarization more facile and probable than the other.

The mechanism by which the influence of these groups is

given effect appears to depend on the unequal sharing
(early postulated by G. N. Lewis) of the bonding pair of
electrons in unsymmetrical saturated systems such as
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Cl—C, CH,—C, C—O, C—N: the bonding pair 1$ drawn
away from one atom of the system towards the other, thus

creating a species of electronic strain which not only makes
one of the atoms of each system more negative than the

other, but is capable of bdng transmitted in a kind of

‘inductive’ relay from atom to atom along a chain (e.g. in

Cl C C •<-Q until it becomes damped out. In un-

substituted ethylene, owing to its symmetry, polarization

must be assumed to occur with equal facility in either

direction; but when a hydrogen atom of ethylene is re-

placed by a methyl group the symmetry is disturbed. In

comparing the systems (C) and (D)

H—C==CH, (C) Me—C=CH, (D)

since methyl appears generally to have a smaller electron

affinity than a hydrogen atom there is an inductive dis-

placement in the direction Me C-= CH* and the electrons

ate all moved to the right hand relatively to the position

they would occupy in ethylene or A*-butene, as may be

represented by (E). This means that when electromeric

displacement occurs, the electromeric change

CH,->C=iCH—H (E) CH,—ChIcH—

H

CHr-ai^CH—H (G)

(F) is more likely to be produced than (G).

As regards the relative efficiencies of different groups in

initiating those inductive displacements of electrons which
by promoting electromeric changes in attached ethylenic

systems determine the direction of addition, it appears that

the electron-repelling tendency of the lower alkyl groups

runs in the order: Pr > Et > Me > H. Aryl groups are

generally effective in promoting strong electron displace-

ments in the direction ArCH=^H„ but such aromatic

substituents appear to be capable of a dual role, and in

certain special cases the reverse polarization would seem
to be possible.

The foregoing generalizations may be regarded as de-

scribing the normal additive tendency. It has long been
known, however, that the direction of addition of HBr
to olefinic substances is often extremely variable, being

‘sensitive’ apparently to experimental conditions. It has
recently been found by Kharasch and his collaborators

[4S, 1933] that traces of peroxide in the reaction mixture
(and many ‘pure’ olefinic substances normally contain

traces ofperoxide unless they are specially freed therefrom)

can cause inversion of the direction of addition, even to

the extent of 100% . Such inversion has been observed only
in the case of hydrogen bromide additions, and the effect

is much more marked with some olefines th^ with others;

that is to say, some olefines are not very sensitive to per-

oxide catalysis and need considerable amounts of the cata-

lyst to affect appreciably the direction of addition.

With regard to the influence of the external conditions

ofreaction—the solvent, temperature, and light—Kharasch
claims that these affea only those reactions which are

peroxide-catalysed, and have no effect on reactions which
are little sensitive to peroxides [44, 1934]. According to

this view it is of the utmost importance in considering the
effect of external conditions on the course of additive reac-

tion to know beforehand whether or no the unsaturated

materialis sensitive to peroxides. Peroxides, however, have
no ^ect on the final addition products whra once formed,
and must owe their effect to their influence on one or both
of the reactants before addition has occurr^.

Hydratitm of Olefines by means of Acids.

Sulphuric Add. The direct addition of water to olefines

cannot readily be effected merely by submission of the

reactants to heat or pressure, with or without traces of
catalysts. Recourse is therefore had to the action of adds.
Sulphuric acid, in more or less aqueous condition, can
bring about three distinct types of reaction with olefines,

viz. (1) hydration, (2) ester formation, and (3) polymeriza-

tion, all of which may occur side by side. The course of
reaction is further complicated by reversibility, which in

the case of hydration is of particular importance; in

general, however, reaction is influenced by the character

of the olefine, the temperature of the reaction, and the

concentration and quantity of the acid. At higher tem-
peratures and with stronger acids polymerization may
become the chief reaction.

Since the hydration of olefines by means of somewhat
diluted sulphuric acid is carried out on a large scale in-

dustrially, the direction of addition and the influence of
catalysts thereon is of importance. Propene and A*-pentene

form esters with 85-92 ®/o sulphuric acid, which on subse-

quent hydrolysis give little in the way of primary alcohols.

A*-Pentene, on the other hand, gives a mixture of 2- and
3-pentanol [11, 1934]. The direction of addition in these

and in other examples is normal and in the case of A^-

pentene examination shows that peroxidic substances do
not reverse the direction of addition.

Other Acids. Hydration of Aobutene and of certain

pentenes and hexenes by aqueous solutions of formic,

acetic, and oxalic acids was first observed by Miklaschcw-
sky [68, 1891]. Later Michael and Brunei [64, 1912] found
that in presence of hydrobromic acid of less than 5 N.
strength trimethylethylene was converted into the corre-

sponding alcohol only. Trimethylethylene is hydrated by
aqueous nitric acid to tert.-amyl alcohol; it is also hydrated

at measurable rates in dilute aqueous solution by weak as

well as strong acids, and at concentrations of 0>1 M. a cata-

lytic influence decreasing in the following sequence has

been observed: H,S,0, > H,S04 > HCl > HBr > HNO,
>/>-CH, C,H4 S0,H > C,H»(NO,),OH > (CO,H), >
QHjCCOjH), [61, 1934]. The hydration of wobutene is

also catalysed by dilute nitric acid and the rate at a given

acid concentration is increased on the addition of potas-

sium nitrate; it is reported, however, that the specific rate

of hydration in 0-2 N. nitric acid is substantially unchanged
by certain metallic ions (Cu, Ni, Pb, Hg, &c.) which have
been considered to be good hydration catalysts for olefines

[60, 1932-4]. The normal butenes are not hydrated at 25“

in N. nitric acid, and at elevated temperatures polymeriza-

tion is a complicating factor.

Pyrolysfe.

Most of the primary products of pyrolysis of olefines are

susceptible of further change at the temperature of pyro-

lysis. The nature of the ultimate products is therefore

partly determined by secondary effects, which become of
increased importance as the hi^er degrees of decbnqx>si-

tion (promoted by higher t«nperatures or longer contact

times) are reached. In general, products of three different

degrees of volatility are formed viz.

:

(1) Products of lower boiling-point than the original

hydrocarbon.

(2) Products of approximately the same boiling-point as

the original hydrocarbon, including especially iso-

meric compou^s and dehydrogenation products.
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(3) Higher boiling products, especially polymerides and

aromatic hydrocarbons.

Products of the third of these types do not arise (except
by purely secondary reactions) during the pyrolysis of
paraffins; hence the complexity of pyrolysis products from
olefines tends to be much greater than of those from
paraffins.

Of the five lowest members ofthe olefine series ethylene is

by far the most stable; then follow propene and isobutene,

and subsequently A*- and A*-butene in order of decreasing

stability. According to Wheeler and Wood [89, 1930] the
principal primary reactions which ethylene, propene, and
the two rt-butenes undergo are polymerization and degrada-
tion. These reactions occur side by side and yield 2-carbon
or 4-carbon olefines (or both):

in. DIOLEFINIC AND POLYOLEFDSIC
HYDROCARBONS

This group comprises (1) Conjugated Hydrocarbons, in

which the unsaturated and saturated centres of the mole-

cules alternate; (2) Allenic Hydrocarbons, in which the

unsaturated centres occupy contiguous positions; and

(3) Non-conjugated Hydrocarbons, in which the double

linkages are separated by more than one single linkage.

CH.;CHCH:CH» CH,:C:CH, CH,;CHCH,CH:CH,
-Butadiene AUene A^-*-Pentadlene

(Conjugated Onsaturation) (Allenic Un- (Non-conjugated
saturation) Unsaturation)

Occurrence. Certain of the hydrocarbons of this group
occur naturally: ocimene.

2C,H4->C,H,; 2C,H.-h-C,H4+C.H,; C4H,-v2C,H4.

Rapidly, however, they are succeeded by processes of de-

hydrogenation, and, in the presence of the hydrogen so

liberated, hydrogenolytic scission of the carbon chain takes

place with formation of methane and the next lower ole-

fine, e.g.

Ha
CH, •CH : CH, CH,+ CH, ; CH,

Ha
CH»CH,CH:CHj CH4+CH,CH:CH,.

The following decomposition products have been obtained

from the five lowest olefines [39, 1934], and it is to be

noted (a) that acetylene is not an important product except

from ethylene, (b) that allenic products have not been

found, and (c) that hydrogen is less important as a reaction

product with the higher olefines.

Ethylene H„ CH,. C,H,. liquid products.

Propene -f H„ CH,, C,Hi. CjH,, liquid products.

Isobutene -* H„ CH,, C,H„ C,H„ C,H„ liquid products.

a’-Butene -> H„ CH„ CjH„ CjH„ isomerides, liquid polymerides.

A'-Butene H„ CH„ CgH,, CjH,. isomerides, liquid polymerides.

The course of pyrolysis is rendered more complex and

difficult to follow by the occurrence of isomerization and

skeletal rearrangements. A^-Butene, foi* example, becomes

partially converted into A*-butenc and vice versa, the two

«-pentenes (A^- and A*-) yield one or more of the isomeric

amylenes (chiefly ijopropylethylene), and other higher ole-

fines behave in analogous ways. Dehydrogenation to yield

dienes such as butadiene also occurs.

Polymerization may become an important feature of the

pyrolytic process, the lower gaseous olefines yielding vola-

tile liquid products and the higher ones higher-boUing

liquids or tars. Aromatic hydrocarbons are important pro-

ducts in the case of pyrolysis conducted at high tempera-

tures, but may be entirely absent where lower temperatures

are employed.
Presumably the mechanism of degradation follows a

course similar to that which applies to saturated hydro-

carbons (see p. 940), but additional complexities occur in

the case of olefines, since both C—C andC=C bonds have

to be taken into consideration; and although it may be

on the basis of customary values for the relative

strengths of C—C and C—C bonds that the latter is the

stronger (although weaker than the C—^H bond), yet

the of different single carbon to carbon bonds

might reasonably be expected to vary somewhat according

as the latter are adjacent to or remote from a double

bond.

CH,, ; CMc CH, • CH, • CH : CMe • CH : CH„

can be extracted from the leaves of Ocimum basilicum,

myreene,
CMc, :CH • CH, • CH, • CH( : CH.) • CH :CH„

from oil of bay, squalene,

(CMc, :CH • CH, • CH. • CMe :CH • CH, • CH, •CMe :CH • CH,)„

from the livers of elasmobranch fish, and numerous long-

chain, highly unsaturated (conjugat^) hydrocarbons are

comprised in the carotene group of plant pigments.

Butadiene occurs in appreciable amounts in the lower
fractions of cracked petroleum, and cyc/opentadiene is an
important constituent of the forerun of the benzene derived

from coal tar. For the most part, however, the hydro-
carbons of the group are obtained by synthetic means.

1. Conjugated Dienes and Polyenes

Preparation.

The conjugated diolefines are obtained by numerous
elimination reactions in which the elements of water,

hydrogen halide, alkylamines, &c., or 2 atoms of halogen
are removed from suitable glycols, unsaturat^ alcohols,

dihalogeno-paraffins, halogeno-olefines, alkylamino-ole-

fines, di-alkylamino-paraffins, &c. In the case of amines
and alkylamines the amino-groups are first converted into

the quaternary ammonium condition (hydroxide or salt) by
exhaustive methylation and then eliminated as trialkyl-

amines by distillation of the ammonium compound. These
methods are typified by the following reactions in which
the nature of the eliminating agency (frequently heat,

facilitated in its action by the presence of a catalyst or
a contact reagent) is indicated:

(a) CMe,{OH) CH, CHMe(OH)
Heat (HBr)

K:H,:CMeCH:CHMc-f2H,0
(A) CH, CH:CH CHMeOH

Heat (400°)

(Kaolin)
’ CHMe :CH •CH :CHa+H,0

(c) CMe,Br • CMc.Br+2NaOH -* CH, :CMe •CMe :CH,+2NaBr
(rf) CMe,(OH) CH:CH.

Heat (HBr)
CH,:CMe.CH:CH,-l-H,0

(e) CH, CHBr CHBr CH,-H2NaOH
-I- CH,:CHCH:CH,-f-2NaBr

(O CH,Br CH:CH CH,Br-fZn-4.CH,:CH CH:CH,+ZnBr,

(g) CHMe:CMe CHMeaH-C,H,N
-> CHMe:CMeCH:CH,-fC,H,N, HCI

(A) NMe,(OH) (CHd4‘NMe,(OH)
Heat

CH,:CH*CH:CH,-^2H,0-j-2NMe,.
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Unsaturated alcohols suitable for direct dehydration to

hydrocarbons can be synthesized in great variety, and
usually conveniently, by the Orignard method.
In certain cases, as occurs with saturated alcohols, elimi-

nation can take more than one course, and in such cases

mixtures of hydrocarbons will be produced : for example, a
small proportion of the diene CMe*:CH-CH:CHt is pro-

duced side by side with the major product CH*:CMe-CH:
CHMe in the reaction (a) [28]; also all of the three possible

ways of elimination are realized to some extent in the

dehydration of dimethyl-propenyl-carbinol [28], repre-

sented in (i).

Heat (HBr)
(/) 3CH, :CH • CH, CMcjCOH) ^ i-

CH. :CH •CH : CMe,+CHMe ;CH •CMe :CH,+
(0-25 mol.) (1-25 mol.)

+CH, :CH • CH, •CMe :CH,+ 3H,0.
(1-5 mol.)

Dienes are formed in numerous pyrolytic decompositions
of hydrocarbons, alcohols, and similar substances, and
various processes have been devised for the preparation of
dienes in this way. Piperylene is obtained by passing a
mixture of acetaldehyde and wopropyl alcohol over heated
alumina, butadiene by thermal decomposition of butyl

alcohol, and isoprene by thermal decomposition of«oamyl
alcohol, limonene, or rubber; but in nearly all sudi pro-
cesses the yields of diene are small.

Physical Properties. With the exception of butadiene,
which is gaseous at the ordinary temperature, the well-

known aliphatic and alicyclic dienes and polyenes are vola-
tile liquids of low density, which show in general a more

or less marked toidenpy to polymerize; certain substituted

dienes and polyenes, more particularly the aryl-substituted

compounds, are crystalline solids. The molecular refrac-

tion of the open-chain dienes and polyenes (except in the
case of poly-halogeno-compounds) shows marked exalta-

tion, but the dielectric constants of the members of this

group differ little from those of the corresponding paraflBns

and ethylenes.

Many of the compounds of this group can display geo-
metrical isomerism, and a number of isomerides of this type
have been obtained; in the case of liquid hydrocarbons,
however, geometrical isomerides are difficult to separate.

trans-trans

(m.p. 153”)
cts-ch

(in.p. 70”)

1 :A-Diphenylbutadlenes

\ /
f

f

eis-trans

(oil)

but the range of boiling-point of synthetic specimens fre-

quently indicates that such isomerides are present. In cer-

tain cases, however, as seen above, the non-homogeneity
of synthetic specimens derived by elimination reactions is

due to the presence of structural isomerides.
The following tables give the chief physical constants of

many of the known conjugated dienes and polyenes, to-

gether with the melting-points of the maleic anhydride and
ot-naphthaquinone derivatives of the former, so far as they

Conjugated Dienes {Open-chain)

Where the hydrocarbon w a aolid the m.p. ii given In bracket!.
Somewhat impute. § MR- (to chlorofonn).
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arc known. The formation of these latter derivatives fur-

nishes the best-known means for the characterization of
the hydrocarbons of this group.

Addition Reactions.

The conjugated dienes and polyenes yield addition pro-

ducts with three types ofaddenda, viz. (1) with symmetrical
molecules such as bromine, (2) with unsymmetrical mole-
cules such as hydrogen bromide, and (3) with non-dividing

molecules such as maleic anhydride. With addenda of the

first two types, 2 molecules of the reagent can be added in

turn, but sometimes the second molecule reacts only slowly

or incompletely. The ease ofaddition depends largely on the

nature of the substituent groups in the conjugated system.

I. Symmetrical Addenda. {\) The Halogens. Addition of
the halogens (Clj, Br*, and sometimes Ij) can in general

occur either at the 1 :2- or at the 1 ; 4-positions, and in some
cases a mixture of 1 :2- and 1 : 4-dihalides is produced.

, CH.Br CHBr CH:CH,
CH,:CHCH:CH,

—

^ CH,Br CH:CH CH,Br.

The mode of addition varies from one hydrocarbon to

another, the positions taken up by the halogen atoms being

to a large degree dependent on the constitution of the con-

jugated body. The composition of the halogenation pro-

duct can, however, vary in well-observed examples to an
important extent with changes in the experimental condi-

tions of reaction (nature of solvent, concentration, tem-

perature, and presence or absence of catalysts), possibly

owing in some degree to isomerization of less stable di-

halides into more stable forms. The presence of traces of

peroxide in c^c/opentadiene has been observed to inhibit

to a serious extent the addition of bromine [80, 1934].

Since in certain additions to conjugated dienes and
polyenes both 1 : 2- and terminal forms are produced side by
side, these products beingoften to a greater or smaller extent

interconvertible by spontaneous change, heat, or by catalyst

action, it has been supposed that addition leads in the first

place to the production of ions (cations) formed by the

additionofoneatom ofhalogen to theconjugated molecule

:

CH,:CHCH:CH,)

i r
CHfCH-CH:CH,

I
•

These ions, which correspond to the 1 :2- and the terminal

products of the completed reaction, are tautomerically

related to one another and tend to undergo interconversion

with the ultimate establishment of a condition of equili-

brium before they finally add the second atom (ion). The
general course of reaction has been formulated as follows

[17, 1928-9], the position of equilibrium being determined

largely by the substituents present in the diene:

ReacUnts -* ions of 1 ; 2-halide ^ 1 : 2-halide

jr
ions of 1 : 4-halide ^ 1 : 4-halide.

There is now no question that in some cases the 1:2- and
in others the terminal dihalide may appear as a primary

product of addition ; moreover, one or other of these forms
may constitute the sole primary product of reaction. There
is also no question that in some cases (but by no means in

all) one dihalide or the other is capable after formation of
undergoing more or less complete conversion into its iso-

meride—^readily by spontaneous change or catalyst action,

or with greater difficulty on heating. This type of iso-

merization is known as 1 : 3- or cxy-change, or, on the

assumption that the underlying mechanism is an ionic one,

as anionotropic change, the migrating atom or group being

negatively charged. The conclusion, however, that the iso-

meric products of reaction necessarily or even usually are

present together immediately addition is ended in a con-
dition of stable equilibrium, as is implied in the above
scheme, is contrary to observation.

(2) Hydrogen. In the presence of metallic catalysts such
as finely divided platinum, palladium, or activated nickel,

hydrogen adds to the conjugated diolefines to give di- and
tetra-bydrogenation products. Addition may proceed
selectively as between the unsaturated centres of the mole-
cule or it may proceed terminally ; but usually, not only are
step-wise hydrogenations of these kinds effected, but some
measure of addition at both double bonds simidtaneously

occurs unpreventably, giving saturated hydrocarbons. Thus
an unsymmetrical diene ofthe typeCRR^ :CR* •CR* :CR*R‘
may in general be expected to yield 4 products on dihydro-

genation, viz. the 1:2-, 3:4-, and 1 :4-dihydro-compounds
and some proportion of the corresponding 1 :2:3:4-tetra-

hydro-compound. The proportions in which the 4 types

of product arc formed have been observed to vary con-
siderably with changes in the nature and degree of sub-

stitution in the diene chain; probably also they depend onr
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Partial Hydrogenation Products ofDienes [58] (7 Mol. ofHydrogen)

Butadiene*
CH,:CHCH:CH«

Piperylene*

CHMo:CHCH:CH,
Isoprene

CH,:CMeCH:CH,
2 :3-Dlmethylbutadlene
CH,:CMeCMe:CH.

Butadiene . . 34
Butane 34
a*-Butene . . 23
a*-Buteiie . 9

Piperylene . . . .32
Pentane . . . .32
Propylethylene . . .10
.^-Methylethylethylene . . 26

Isoprene . . . .30
/jtfPentane . . . .30
tfoPropylethylene . .12
os-Methylethylethylene . 13
Trimethylethylene . .15

2;3-Dimethylbutadiene . . 28
2:3-DimethyIbutane . . .28
oj-Methyltropropylethylene . 274
Tetramethylethylene . . 16-6

* Approximate proportions.

the degree of activity of the catalyst, as has been noted
in the case of butadiene-a-carboxylic acids.

II. Unsymmetrical Addenda. (1) Hydrogen Halides.
Hydrogen chloride, hydrogen bromide, and hydrogen
io^de add to dienes in such a way that the first step appears
to involve the attachment of the hydrogen atom (proton)
to one of the terminal atoms of the system. Thus in the
case of an unsymmetrical diene the formation of different

proportions of 4 isomeric hydrohalides may in general be
anticipated:

^(I) >CH CRBr <j:C< (2) >CH CR:cl CBr<

>C:CRc!:C<

[(3) >C:CR.CBr CH< (4) >CBr.CR:C:.CH<.

Usually a second molecule of hydrogen halide may be
added, the orientation being then determined by the factors
which govern mono-olefinic additions.

(2) Hypohalous Acid. Hypochlorous and hypobromous
acids yield mono- and di-h^ogenohydrins with conjugated
dienes, the addendum dividing in the manner Cl OH
or Br* • • ‘OH. Monohalogenohydrins of both the types
I and II ate known to be formed from unsynunetric^l
dienes; but the formation of

gen peroxide. Additive products are also obtained with
sulphur dichloride.

III. Non-dividing Addenda. 0) Maleic Anhydride, Benzo-
quinone, a-Naphthoquinone, Acraldehyde, Acrylic Esters,

Ac. These and other substances containing the group
•CH :CH •CO • react readily with dienes, trienes, and poly-
enes at room temperature or 100° yielding addition pro-
ducts which are invariably derivatives of cyc/ohexene [23,

1928-9]. The simplest case is that of the addition of maleic
anhydride to a diene, in which by the addition of the
ethylenic system of the latter at the terminals of the former
a cyc/ohexene ring is formed:

>CClCR(OH).C:C< (0

>C:CRC(OH)-CCl< (II)

>CaCR;C*C(OHK aii)

,>C(OH)CR:CCa< <IV)

>C:CR-C;C<

terminal compounds of the types (III) and (IV), or indeed
of others of the theoretically possible forms, h^ not been
established.

(3) Water. Dienes are not readUy
hydrated by direct treatment with
water. Mixtures of acetic acid and
sulphuric add, however, react with
dienes and give, in the case of
isoprene, the acetic esters and the
etlwrs of a variety of open-chain
and cyclic alcohols which appear to

be formed mainly from the hydra-
tionproducts ofthe dimeric and tri-

meiic forms of the hydrocarbon [88, 1932]. 2:3-Dimethyl-
butadiene behaves towards the acetic acid-sulphuric acid
mixture analogously [28].

(4) Nitrogen Trioxide, Nitrogen Peroxide,

Nitrosyl Chloride, and Suiphur Chloride. The
coiyugated dienes, like the mono-olefines, yield

addition compounds with the oxides of nitrogen

and nitrosyl chloride. Thus 1 :4-diphenylbu-

tadiene yields a terminal addition produa,
Ph-CH(NO,)CH:CH-CH(NO,)Ph, with nitro-

X
\
c
/\

CHCOs,
II V
CHCCK

X
—9 CHCO.

A
The anhydro-cyc/ohexenes so obtained and the dicarboxylic

acids formed therefrom on hydration are crystalline sub-
stances which are especially suitable for the characteriza-

tion of the hydrocarbons; moreover, with certain of the
simpler dienes the yield of addition product is quantitative

and the addition affords a means of ascertaining the degree
ofstructural homogeneity (not homogeneity ofgeometrical
form) inherent in hydrocarbon specimens. For the charac-

terization of conjugated hydrocarbons the addition pro-
ducts obtained with a-naphthaquinone are also serviceable.

Trienes react in similar fashion to dienes to give vinyl- or
ethylidene-cyc/ohexene derivatives [29, 1929] and polyenes
to give addition products at both ends of the hydrocarbon
system [50, 1930]:

CH,:CHCH:CMCH:CH,
(CHCO),0 CHv

^CH—CW

(CHCO),0 /CH—CHy
Ph (CH;CH), Ph^ ^ Ph CHX t—CH:CH—CH<

(A - -CO O CO ).

Benzoquinone unites with 1 or with 2 molecules of a
diene to yield tetrahydronaphthaquinones or betahydro-

CH,;CH CH:CH.
|| |

2CH,:CH CH:CH,
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and in the case of t^dic dienes bridged derivatives of
tetrahydronaphthaquinone or octahydroanthraquinone are

formed:

Many of the hydronaphthaquinones and hydroanthra-

quinones produced in these additions can be smoothly
oxidized (dehydrogenated) to the corresponding naphtha-

quinones and anthraquinones.

(2) Sulphur Dioxide. The dienes unite with sulphur di-

oxide to yield cyclic sulphones [26, 1907, 1930-1, 1934].

Thus isoprene yields isoprene sulphone (2-methyI-A*-

butene-1 :4-sulphone)

:
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2-chloro-3-mcthylbutadiene (110'* c.) yield selenones which

melt at the temperatures given in the brackets.

(4) Oxygen and Ozone. Most of the diene and polyene

hydrocarbons absorb oxygen to yield peroxides. In the

distillation of hydrocarbons which have been exposed to

the air the peroxide content may give rise to violent explo-

sions towards the end of the operation. BodendorfF [10,

1933] reports that conjugated cyclic dienes are oxidized by

oxygen without a catal3^t much more rapidly than are

mono-olefinic compounds, and the products are multi-

molecular peroxides of the type (I) derived from t^'*-cyclo-

hexadiene.

(I)

Ozonides are likewise formed by the addition of ozone

at one or more of the unsaturated centres of the hydro-

carbons. The structures of the individual peroxidic and
ozonide groups resemble those of the mono-olefines. Both
peroxides and ozonides appear to act as effective catalysts

for the polymerization of dienes and polyenes.

Dienes and Polyenes (Non-conjugated)

The best-known substances in this group are the sym-
metrical diolefines obtained by the action of sodiiun on
halogeno-olefines of the type R-CH:CH'CH»I or

R' CH:CR' CH,I (R = H or alkyl).

CH. CH,

Isoprene sulphone and those of its analogues which are

substituted at the 2-carbon atom undergo isomerization

when submitted in alkaline solution to ultra-violet light;

sulphones, however, which are substituted at both the 2-

and 3-carbon atoms do not undergo isomerization. The
isomeric sulphones are regarded as differing from one
another in spatial configuration (cu- and trans-iorta^.

M.p. of M.p.^

Subsllluted butadiene

sulphone Subsllluted

(“ C.) butadiene

sulphone

C C.)_

2-Methyl-
2;3-Dini«thyl-

I:2:3:4-Tetnmethyl-
1 :4-Diinethyl-2;3-dlethyl-

2-terl.- Butyl-

63-63-5

135
58-9
45

82-3

2-Phenyl-

2:3-I>i-/<T/.- butyl-

2:3-DiphenyU
2-Chloro-3-niethyl-

I32-5-133-5
69-70
183-4
120-120-5

2R-CH:CH.CH,I R-CHsCH-CH.-CH.-CHrCH-R
+2NaI.

Unsymmetrical diolefines are obtained by elimination and
dehalogenation reactions similar to those employed in the

preparation of the conjugated dienes.

The non-conjugated dienes resemble the mono-olefines

in their general physical and chemical properties: their

molecular refraction, however, shows no exaltation, and
they can unite with 1 or with 2 molecules of halogens,

hypochlorous acid, and other additive reagents. They
readily undergo catalytic hydrogenation, frequently in a
well-defined step-wise manner, and are converted by sul-

phuric acid into oxides. The dienes and polyenes are sus-

ceptible to atmospheric oxidation and many polymerize

spontaneously.

Non-conjugated Dienes
B.p. (" C.)

Diallyl (A>«-Hexadienc) 59-3

Dicrotyl {a*=*-Octadicnc) 117-19
Di-uocrotyl (2:S-Dimethyl-A^“-hexadiene . . 113-14

(3) Selenium Dioxide. Cyclic selenones analogous to the

cyclic sulphones are formed easily at the ordinary tempera-

ture by direct addition of selenium dioxide in chloroform

to various dienes [5, 1934]. Thus isoprene yields a selenone

of m.p. 67°, whilst 2:3-dimethylbutadiene (66°), 2-tert.-

CMe

Ah

butylbutadiene (81-2°), 2-phenylbutadiene (90°), 2:3-di-

ethylbutadiene (132°), 2:3-diphenylbutadiene (89-90°),

AUenes, R,C:C:CR,

The aUenes are diolefinic hydrocarbons in which the

double bonds are adjacent to one another. They have been
obtained by the isomerization of certain of the alkyl-

acetylenes on heating, but they are prepared by the fol-

lowing methods:

(1) by the action of potash or alcoholic potash at 130°

on bromo-paraffins of the types CR,:CBrR and
CR»:CBr-CR| (R = alkyl), or on dibromo-paraffins
of the type CR,Br-CHRBr;

(2) by the action ofphosphorus pentachloride on ketones
of the type CHR» CO-CHRj (R = alkyl) foUovred
by elimination of hydrogen chloride from the product
by means of alcoholic potash at 130°;
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(3) by the action ofzinc dust and alcohol on dibromo- or

dichloro-olefines of the type CHR:CBr*CHRBr.

When heated with sodium or potassium they are reported

to give metallic derivatives of isomeric acetylenes, or when
heated with the same metals in the presence of carbon

dioxide, the corresponding acetylene^rboxylic acids.

Except for allene, which is a gas, the members of the

group are colourless liquids of garlic-like odour.

Allenic Hydrocarbons

Hydrocarbon Formula B.p. (“ C.)

Allene CH.:C:CH, -32
Methylallene CHMe:C:CH, 18-19

Ethylallene .... CHEl:C:CH, 45
jr-Diraethylallene . CHMe:C:CHMc 49-51

<u-Dimcthylallene . CMc,:C:CH, 39-5-40-5

w-Propylallene CHPr«:C;CH, 78
uoPropylallene CHPr^;C:CH, 70
Trimethylallcne CMe,;C;CHMe 71-5-72-5

1-Mefhy1-1 -ethylallene . CMcEt:C:CH, 70-1

n-Butylallenc CHBu'«:C:CH, 106
(.wButylallene CHBu»:C:CH, 96
/er/.-Butylallene . CMe.CH;C:CH, 80-3
of-Diethylallene CEt,:C;CH, 97
Tetramethylallene . CMe,:C:CMe, 86-5

Reactions.

The allenes can add 1 or 2 molecules of halogen, halogen

acid, or hypochlorous acid, but undergo catalytic hydro-
genation somewhat less readily than do other olefines.

With an unsymmetrical addendum, such as hypochlorous
acid or hydroi^n bromide (1 mol.), all four of the possible

ways of addition to the two double bonds of the allene

system appear to occur to some extent. For the most part,

however, so far as present results show, additive attack

begins at the central carbon atom of the system, giving in

the case of unsymmetrical allenes chiefly products of the

type CRR'(OH)*CCl:CH, with hypochlorous acid and
CRR':CH CH,Br with hydrogen bromide. It is to be
observed, however, that the systems RaC-Ca:CH, and

R,C-CH:CHjb representing probably the first stage of

addition of ClOH and HBr respectively to the allene

(cf. p. 949), are potentially tautomeric, possessing the

structure necessary to the occurrence of ay-change

(R,C Ca:CH* R,C:Ca-CH,), so that distinction be-

tween the primarily and secondarily formed mono-addition
products of allenic hydrocarbons presents the same diffi-

culty that occurs with the mono-addition products of
conjugated dienes and polyolefines. The mono-addition
products of the allenes are mono-olefinic substances and
behave as such to additive reagents.

The allenes polymerize on heating, giving dimerides and
higher polymerides (see p. 966).

Oleflne-aUenes and Allenic Trienes.

Derivatives of vinylallene and a chloro-vinyl-butatriene

(3-chloro-A^=*'*'®-hexatetraene) have been derived from
divinylacetylene [18, 1933].

a,
(1) CH.:CH-C;C CH:CH. CH,a CH:C:CX:i-CH:CH,

(l:4-ad<Ution)

DltlinylMSttylait l:4-I>UMoro-h*-*-*-liexa»tetie

KOH
(3) C3HU3-CX[:C:Ca<CH:CH, —»CH,:CH-ca:C:C:CH,

’S-ChloTo-b} • • • * • *-htxairitiie

IV. ACETYLENIC HYDROCARBONS
Acetylenes,

In this group are included acetylene, CH:CH, and its

mono- and di-substitution products, CH •CR and CR i CR',
all of which contain a pair of carbon atoms joined by a
triple linkage.

Preparation. The acetylenes arc prepared by the

removal of hydrogen halide from olefine dihalides,

R •CHX •CHX • R', monohalogeno-olefines,R •CX :CH • R',

or ketone chlorides, R-CH, CC1, R' (X =- Cl, Br, I), by
the action of alcoholic potash, or often conveniently with

sodamide.

R CHX CHX R'+2KOH -* R.C:CR'4 2KX+2H,0
R CH, CCl, R'+2N8NH,-«-R.CiCR'+2NaCl \ 2NH,.

Acetylene, the parent compound of the group, is prepared
on a large scale industrially by the action of water on
calcium carbide.

C,Ca f2H,0-»- C,H.-|-Ca(OH),.

Homologous acetylenes can be prepared by the action of
alkyl halides or esters ofp-toluenesulphonic acid on sodium
acetylide, or by the action of calcium carbide on the

vapours of alcohols at temperatures above 100“.

Properties. Acetylene is a gas which when pure possesses

an agreeable odour. It liquefies at +1° under a pressure

of 48 atm. and passes into the solid form when the liquid

vaporizes rapidly : solid acetylene sublimes at — 82“. Acety-
lene is liable to explode if compressed in cylinders, but it

can be safely stored dissolved in acetone in which it is

readily soluble. The aliphatic acetylenes are for the most
part liquids of characteristic odour, but the lower members
are gaseous at room temperature. The lower arylacetylenes

and o'c/ohexylacetylenes are also volatile liquids.

Acetylenic Hydrocarbons

Substtiuled

acetylene B.p. (• C.)

M.p.cf
mercury
derivative

(CR:C),Hg
(“C.)

Methyl- CMeiCH -23 3 203-4
Dimethyl- CMejCMe 28
Ethyl- CEt-CH 8-6 I6i-3

CPfiJCH 48-9 II 8-4-1 18-8

iJoPropyl- CPi^ICH 28-9
Methylethyl- CMelCEt 5S-5-56
n-Butyl- C3u«|CH 70-5-72 96-2^96*
Methyl-n-propyl- CMelCPr* 83-4
jf-Amyl- C,H.iC:CH 99 61
Methyl-n-butyl- CMe:CBu“> 111-13
Ethyl-n-propyl- CEtiCPio 105-6

C,H„-C:CH 131-2 80-4^0-7
Mettayl-n-amyl- CMe:C-C.H„ 133-4
Ethyl-n-butyl- CEtjCBuo 131-2

/i-Heptyl- C,H»-C:CH 160 67-8^-5
Methyl-n-hexyl- CMejC-CJlu 161

Ethyl-fl-amyl- CEtiC-C,H„ 155-7

n-Octyl- C,H„-C;CH 80-2 (27 mm.) BSU
Ethyl-n-hexyl- CEt;C-C.H„ 175-6
n-Propyl-n-amyl* CPr-iCCJBu 74-5 (19 mm.)
»-Nonyl- C,H,.-C;CH 210-15 7SU79-3

n-Butyl-n-amyl- CBu*iC-CiHii 195-6
if-Decyl- C„H„-CiCH 95-7 (15 mm.) 84-3-45-1

Oi-n-amyl- 103-4 (14 mm.)
CPh-CH 140-5-141 T24-3-’i2S

Pbenylmethyl- CPhjCMe 185

Phe^l-^yl- CPhjCEt 201-3
Di-pheayl- CPbiCPh m.p. 60
Bem/U FhCHiCiCH 69-5-70(18 mm.) 106-5^107-5

SubstitatioD Reactions.

(1) Acetylme contains 2 hydrogen atoms which are re>

placate Iv metals; the monoalkyl-acetylenes contain only
1 sudi rq^laceable atom.

(alcohol)
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Both mono- and di-sodium acetytides, CH:CNa and

CNa:CNa, are obtained when sodium is heated in presence
of acetylene. Sodium acetyiide is also formed when acety-

lene is passed into a solution of sodium in liquid ammonia.
Calcium acetyiide or calcium carbide, C,Ca» is obtained
when calcium oxide is heated with sugar carton to 3,500**

in an electric furnace: it forms a hard grey mass (colourless

in its purest form) which is manufactured on a large scale

for the commercial preparation of acetylene. Lithium car-

bide, CiLit, may be obtained in a similar way by heating

lithium carbonate and carbon. Caesium and rubidium give

mono- and di-acetylides, C»HM and CgM, (M = metal),

when acetylene is passed into solutions of caesium-ammo-
nium and rubidium-ammonium in ammonia.

Silver acetyiide, CfAgt, and cuprous acetyiide, C*Cu*,
are precipitated when acetylene is led into ammoniacal
solutions of silver chloride and cuprous chloride respec-

tively. A double compound, CH-CAg-AgNO,, is formed
when acetylene is led into a solution of silver nitrate;

monoalkylacetylenes give analogous compounds. Cold
acetyiide, CtAU|, and mercuric acetyiide, CgHg, are pre-

cipitated from solutions of gold-sodium thiosulphate and
(alkaline) mercuric oxide respectively; the latter of these

compounds is explosive when heated rapidly.

The metallic derivatives of monoalkyl and monoaryl
acetylenes may be formed analogously to those of acety-

lene; in particular, the sodium derivatives are readily ob-
tained by interaction of the hydrocarbons with sodamide.
In general the members of the acetylene group may be
regenerated in pure condition from their silver or cuprous
salts by the action of warm hydrochloric acid.

The crystalline mercuric derivative of the general type

Hg(CiCR)a, formed by the action of the hydrocarbons on
potassium mercuri-iodide or mercuric cyanide and potas-

sium hydroxide, have sharp melting-points and are useful

for identification purposes.

(2) With Grignard reagents true acetylenic compounds
(i.e. those which still retain at least 1 hydrogen atom
replaceable by metals) yield acetylenyl magnesium halides.

CH •CH 4 2EtMgBr -* BrMgC : CMgBr
RC:CH4EtMgBr->RCiCMgBr.

(3) Acetylene yields with organo-mercuri-halides crystal-

line di-organo-mercuric acetylides.

C,H, 4 2RHgX RHgC = CHgR.

(4) Acetylene and sodium acetyiide react with iodine dis-

solved in anhydrous liquid ammonia to give di-iodo-

acetylene. The sodium derivatives of monoalkyl- and
monoaiyl-acetylenes (and in some cases the free hydro-

carbons) yield in the same way iodoaoetylenes; with aryl-

sulphonyl chlorides the sodium derivatives of alkylacety-

lenes yield the corresponding chloro-derivatives.

(5) The reactive hydrogen atoms of true acetylenes are

replaced by halogen when the hydrocarbons react with

alkali hypoiodite, hypobromite, or hypochlorite.

Additive Reactions.

(1) Acetylene and its homologues combine with hydrogen
in the presence of catalysts to form first olefines, and, on
further reduction, parafl^.

(2) By addition of the halogens and halogen acids

(1 mol.) substituted olefines are formed. These products
are capable of further addition of halogen or halogen acid

(1 mol.) to yield di>, tiv, or teba-halogeno-paraflins.

R C: CR' -?*
» R-CQ: CCl- R' > R- CCl,- CCl.R'

HBr HBr
R CiC R' »-R CBr:CHR' > R CBr. CH. R'.

(3)

The acetylenes react with 2 molecules of hypochlor-

ous or hypobromous acid to give dichloro- or dibromo-

ketones.

R C:C R'
^—-

--»-R-CO CCl. R*.

In certain cases which have been examined, chlorine

dissolved in methyl alcohol (equivalent to methyl hypo-

chlorite) reacts additively with olefines to yield dichloro-

dimethoxy-derivatives (ketals).

PhC:CH
a.4MeOH

PhC(OMe),CHCI,.

(4)

In the presence of various salts of mercury (e.g.

mercuric acetate or bromide) or of somewhat diluted sul-

phuric acid acetylenic compounds unite with water to form
ketones.

RC:CR'4H,0-+RCOCH,R'.

The addition of water can proceed in either of the pos-

sible directions so that mixtures of isomeric ketones fre-

quently arise.

RC(OH):CHR'-vRCOCHR'
H.oy

RC:CR'

R CH : C(OH) • R' R CH, •CO • R'.

When heated with water at 325° the acetylenes are reported

to yield ketones [22, 1894-5]. It is also claimed that

acetylene yields acetone to the extent of 50-60% when
mixed with steam and passed over a catalyst composed of
zinc oxide, vanadium pentoxide, and kaolin heated to

425-50°. The by-products in this reaction are acetaldehyde

and water [73, 1934].

(5)

Methyl alcohol and ethylene glycol can be added to

monoalkylacetylenes in the presence of boron trifluoride

and mercuric oxide as a catalyst to yield ketals: these are

quantitatively convertible into the corresponding ketones

by hydrolysis with acids [35, 1934].

R •C :CH 42McOH- R •C(OMe), • CH,
CH,<X

R C:CH40H CH, CH, 0H-»-
I

^CR CH,.

(6) Monobasic organic acids add directly to monoalkyl-

acetylenes in presence of small amounts oftoron trifluoride

and mercuric oxide, giving mainly mono-addition products

(alkenyl esters), but also varying amounts of ketones which
are probably derived by hydrolysis of di-addition products

[36, 1934].

RC:CH4R'CO,H-^RC(OCOR'):CH,
R C:CH+2R •CO,H-^R C(O.CO R'), CH,

H,0
RCOCH,42CH,CO,H.

(7) In the presence of concentrated sulphuric acid and
a mercuric s^t benzene, toluene, xylene, and other aro-

matic hydrocarbons add to acetylene at 10-20° to form
oa-diarylethanes [75, 1923, 1928].

CH :CH -F2C,H, PH,CH • CH,.

(8)

In the presence ofa catalyst such as mercuric sulphate

acetylene dissolves in anhydrous sulphuric acid at tempera-

tures below 0° to give vinylsulphuric add, CH| :CH •SO4H.
Fuming sulphuric add absorbs acetylene to form acetal-

dehyde disulphonic add, OCH • CH(SOsH)i, and methionic

acid, CH,(SO.H),.
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Iscomerization.

Acetylenes are reported to imdergo isomerization by

migration of the triple bond when heated with sodamide,

soda lime, sodium, or even alcoholic potash. Rearrange-

ments of the types (1) and (2) and the reve^ reactions

also are stated to occur, but the evidence is somewhat

contradictory [30, 1888].

(1) CR:CMe->R CH, C:CH
(2) CR:CEt->R-CH, CH, C:CH.

Probably some of the alleged changes are isomerizations

of acetylenes into allenes, since methylacetylene is known
to change easily into allene at 550°, and rm.-butyl-benzo-

hydtylacetylene passes into l-rei-r.-butyl-3 : 3-diphenylallene

on distillation.

Diacetylenes and Triacetylenes

The members of this group contain two acetylenic link-

ages which may be corrugated or non-conjugated.

Conjugated Diacetylenes.

Preparation. The simplest compound of the series, di-

acetylene, is prepared either by the action of alcoholic

potash on butadiene tetrabromide, or by heating the pre-

cipitate formed on adding warm ammoniacal cuprous

chloride to ammonium diacetylenedicarboxylatewith potas-

sium cyanide. Various symmetrical dialkyldiacetylenes

have been obtained by the action of iodine (2 atoms) on
acetylenic Grignard reagents of the type CRiCMgX
(2mols.);

2CR :CMgX+ 1, CR ; C- C • CR+ 2M*IX.

Properties. The aliphatic diacetylenes are mobile liquids

of characteristic odour. Diacetylene itself contains 2
hydrogen atoms replaceable by metals, and therefore can
yield metallic derivatives; the dialkyl-diacetylenes, on tte

other hand, catmot yield metallic derivatives. All members
of the group display well-marked additive properties, and
owing to the copjugated arrangement of the triple bonds
terminal addition can occur; thus s-diphenyldiacetylene on
hydrogenation undergoes 1:4-, 1:2:3:4-, and I;l:4;4-

addition simultaneously.

;7,CHPh:C:C;CHPh
CPh : C • C : CPh CHPh

:

CH •CH :CHPh
^CHjPhCiCCH.Ph.

Conjugated Diacetylenes, R-C:C-C:C-R

Hydrocarbon M.p. CC.) B.p. (• C.)

Diacetylene .... -36 9-5

Dimethyl-diacetylene -64 130
Di-H-propyl- .... 88 (12 nim.)
Di-i»-butyl- .... 103 (8 nun.)
Di-i»-amyl- .... 118-19 (4 nun.)
Diphenyl- .... 86-5^7
Dibenzyl- .... 101

Di-2-pbenylethyl 118

Non-conjugated Diacetylenes.

Fairly numerous representatives of this group have been
obtained. These ate typified by dipropargyl,

CHiCCH,CH,.CiCH

(ai4>. —8°, b.p. 85°), a mobile liquid of penetrating odour,

and are prepared by heating the corresponding dioldfine

tetrafaalides with aqueous or alcohcfiic potash. Dipropargyl

is of interest as being an isomeride of boizene.

Those non-coi\jugated diacetylmes in which the acety-

lenic linkages are terminally situated contain hydrogen

atoms which are replaceable by metals. Other diacetylenes

yield no metallic derivatives. All the diacetylenes display

additive properties characteristic of the simple acetylenes.

Triacetylenes.

Several members of the triacetylene group have been

reported, e.g. 1-phenyltriacetylene, CPh:C-C:C-C:CH,
a liquid of b.p. 52° (18 mm.), and l-iodotriacetylene,

CI:C C:C C:CH, a solid of m.p. 52°.

Olefine-acetylenes

Many hydrocarbons are known which contain both ole-

finic and acetylenic linkages, arranged either in copjugated

or in non-conjugated fashion. The most important com-

pounds of the group arc vinylacctylenc, CHgiCH-CiCH,
and divinylacetylene, CH,;CH-C:C*CH:CH„ produced

by the polymerization of acetylene at low temperatures in

the presence of ammonium and cuprous chlorides (see

p. 965). A tetrameride of acetylene, probably possessing

the constitution CH»:CH-C:C-CH:CH-CH:CH„ is

formed at the same time.

Hydrocarbons of the type CH,:CH-C:CR are obtained

by the action of alkyl halides on sodium vinylacetylide, and
hydrocarbons of the type CHR:CR''C:CH by the action

of alkenyl halides on metallic acetylides.

Olejine-acetylenes

CH,:CHCiCR B.p. (° C.) df:
-ao*

R=. H Liquid* 0-705‘iS*

R «= Me 59-2 (760 mm.) 0-7401 1-4496

R=. Et 84 5-85-3 (758 mm.) 0-7492 1-4522

R = Bu“ 62-3 (61 mm.) 0-7830 1-4592

R = CtH„ 74-5 (9 mm.) ,

0-7962 1-4606

R = CPh, m.p. 134-5

R = CHEt:CPr« 57-8 (6 mm.) 0-8047 1-4949

RCiCH B.P.CC.) d

R = CH,:CMe 32-5 0-6801^:

R « CHMe:CMc 67-9 1-4332

'-CIV 148-51 1-4922

R-CiCR B.p. (“C.) d "D

R = CH,:CH 83-5 (760 mm.)* 0-7851*4".* 1-504*"*

R •= CH,:CMe 123^ 0-7898”* 1-4859”*

R CHMe:CMc 170 0-8071*** M977*»*

R - CHEt:CPr“ 125-7 (18 mm.) 0-8131”* l-4899‘**

R - CHBu“:CMc 95-8 (0-5 mm.) 0-8241*?: 1-4866*"*

* Explosive.

Reactions.

Additive Reactions. The addition products of vinyl-

acetylene with hydrogen chloride and hydrogen bromide

are of considerable interest. With hydrogen chloride an
allenic compound is first formed by terminal addition, but

this in the presence of cuprous chloride undergoes iso-

xnerization (l:3-cbange) so readily to 2-cblorobutadiene

that the latter substance always constitutes part of the

reaction product.

Ha
CH.:CHC;CH >- Cai,a-CH:C;CH. CH.;CH>CO:CH,.

Certain salts reinforoe the catalytic action of hydrogen

riiloride, and wfam cuprous chloride is present none of the
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alleoe derivative siirvives. 2-Chlorobutadiene formed in

this way polymerizes readily, and is used under the name
of ‘chloroprene* for the synthesis of the artificial rubber
known as Duprene or Neoprene.

Hydrogen bromide reacts with vinylacetylene in closely

analogous fashion to give first bromomethyl-allene and
then 2-bromobutadiene (‘bromoprene’). In the case of
other alkenyl-acetylenes which have bron examined, the
hydrogen component of the addendum attaches itself to

the terminal acetylenic carbon atom, whilst the halide com-
ponent becomes linked at the fourth or the second atom.
Organic acids (formic, acetic, chloroacetic, and butyric)

add to vinylacetylene to give esters.

CH,:CHC:CH+RCO,H-^CH,:CHC(OCO.R):CH,.

Divinylacetylene reacts with chlorine to form a liquid

dichloride, a liquid tetrachloride and a crystalline hexa-

chloride. These three products are formed in succession

by 1 : 4-addition and have the formulae

CH,a •CH : C : CCl •CH : CH,. CH,C1 CH : CCl • CCl : CH • CH,CI.

and CH,Cl CHCl CCl:CCl CHa.CH.a

respectively. With thiocresol it yields an addition product,

the direction of addition being similar to that shown in the

reaction between styrene and thiophenol.

CH. :CH • c;C •CH : CH.+ 2MeC.H4SH
-> McC,H.S •CH, •CH. • C :C • CH. • CH, SC.H.Me.

Substitution Reactions. Owing to the presence of a re-

active (acetylenic) hydrogen atom vinylacetylene is a pro-

lific source of new and interesting compounds.

(1) With bromine, iodine, or chlorine it yields mono-
halogen derivatives of the type CHa:CH C:CX (X=halo-
gen).

(2) With sodium or sodamide it yields sodium vinyl-

acetylide, which, if generated in the presence of a ketone,

gives rise to vinylethynyl carbinols of the general formula

CHg :CH <C iC •CRR'OH. The sodium vinylacetylides re-

act energetically with alkylhalides to give alkyl derivatives

of the general formula CHj:CH C:C R.

(3) With potassium mercuri-iodide or with mercuric ace-

tate it gives di-vinylethynyl mercury, Hg(C:C CH:CH*),.

(4) With alcohols in the presence of sodium alkoxide at

100® it gives ethers of the type CHg-CiC-CHg-OR. Here
addition doubtless proceeds terminally, and is followed, in

the presence of the catalyst, by an allene acetylene

rearrangement.

ROH
CH :C •CH :CH, (CH,

:

C :CH •CH, •OR)

->CH, C:C CH, OR.

(5) With ethylmagnesium bromide it reacts to give vinyl-

ethynyl bromide, CHi:CH C:C-MgBr, which reacts with

a variety of reagents in the normal manner.

(6) Both vinylacetylene and diacetylene polymerize

readily (see p. 965).

V. POLYMEMZATION
Hie Nature of Polymerization.

The term polymerization, used in a strict sense, applies

only to those processes of molecular aggregation in which

the final or polymerized product can be represented as

built up of the simple or monomeric molecules only: thus

(M)x is the polymeride of an unsaturated molecule M,
'Wh^ X is a definite, although possibly large and inac-

curatdly determinable number. The tendency of im-
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saturated molecules to attain a higher degree of saturation

is, however, not confined to those of the same species, and
heteropolymerization processes which involve two or more
different compounds have been observed. Polymerization

in the broader sense is thus a variety of addition reaction

in which all the reactant molecules are unsaturated. The
term has, however, been used recently in respect of con-

densation reactions in which molecular complexity is in-

creased by the linking up of molecules with rejection of

water, alcohol, or some such substance. Such processes,

however, have little in common with true polymerization.

Polymerizing Agents. Many olefines polymerize spon-

taneously on standing; others polymerize appreciably only

when subjected to the action of heat, pressure, ultra-violet

light, silent electric discharge, or combinations of these, or

when brought together under suitable conditions in the

presence of chemical promoting-agcnts, many of which act

catalytically. The list of chemical reagents and contact

materials is very large and includes such substances and
materials as sulphuric acid, phosphoric acid, iodine, the

chlorides of metals and of non-metals (especially alumi-

nium, stannic, boron, and antimony chlorides), silica gel,

silicates, alumina, charcoal, alkali metals, other finely

divided metals, oxides of metals, organic and inorganic

peroxides, organo-metallic compounds, and ozonides.

These substances facilitate reaction at, or the ‘opening-up'

of, double bonds.

Polymerizability. The ease of polymerization of an ole-

fine or diolefine appears to be determined largely by its

constitution; for example, unsymmetrical substitution by
pairs of alkyl groups or by aryl radicals at the ethylenic

carbon atoms of an olefinic system appears to enhance the

polymerizing capacity, and likewise, substitution at one or
both of the inner carbon atoms of a conjugated butadiene

appears also to promote polymerizability. The experi-

mental conditions, however, influence polymerization, and
in many cases effectively control the course of reaction. Of
the external factors which affect polymerization, the tem-
perature and the concentration of the catalyst employed
appear to be the most important; increase in pressure

accelerates polymerization, but high pressures (above 2,000

atm.) are usually necessary to achieve any considerable

effect. The action of different catalysts varies considerably:

some (e.g. pcroxidic substances) appear to be generally

efficacious in promoting polymerization, and others specific

in their action. Certain other substances (e.g. sulphur,

antimony, phenols, and copper compounds) arc of defi-

nitely inhibitory (anticatalytic) character.

The Hypothesis of Step-hy-step Addition.

Recent evidence goes to show that the polymeric process

involves the establishment of normal chemical v^encies
between the reacting molecules: that is to say, it is not
dependent on molecular associations of more or less in-

definite character in which the component imits are held

together by residual afiinity. In the simplest case of olefinic

polymerization, that of ethylene, the constitution of the

dimeride and trimeride [67, 1929], which are obtained by
the action of an electric di^harge on the gas, is such that

aggregation may be represented as proceeding by successive

additions, thus:

CH,:CH,+H-CH:CH, -+ CH,.CH,-CH;Cai,
CH.CM.CH:OT,+H---CM;CH,-+CH..CH,CH,.CH,.CH:CH..

Here the addendum molecule at each additive stage func-

tions as a molecule HX whose components can add at the
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ends of the double bond ofthe other reactant moleculejust geneity of composition will be that due to variation in the

as do the components ofHCl, HBr, &c., in ordinary olefinic value of n. As soon, however, as variation of the addition

additions. If this process is envisaged as extending uni> process in one of the ways indicated in (2), (3), and (4)

formly and indefinitely, then the product formed at any above becomes possible, then the number of isomerides

stage of the aggregation must clearly be a mono-olefine, theoretically possible, even in the lower stages of aggrega-

ainoe at each additive stage the doublebond ofthe addendee tion, becomes very large and the chain in becoming

molecule disappears, leaving only the unsaturated linkage lengthened becomes also branched,

contained in the addendum. This step-by-step additive Structure of Dimerides and Trimerides. Recent work has

mechanism which satisfactorily accounts for the production shown that the dimerides of a number of simple olefines

of the lower polymerides of ethylene has been considered are analogous in constitution to that of ethylene, and their

to represent the essential mechanism of olefinic poly- formation can be represented as due to the addition of one

merization. molecule (with separation of hydrogen) to the double bond
There is abundant evidence to show that at any rate the of the other. In this group belong isobutene [63, 1930-1],

lotver polymeric stages of a considerable number of dif- us-diphenylethylene [8, 1930], a-methylstyrene [7, 1931],

ferent olefines all contain only one double bond in the and indene [95, 1928, 1931, 1932].

molecule. This is well attested by figures for halogen addi-

tion and hydrogenation. In passing, however, from the H.^Me,+H-..CH=CMor—^CH. CMe. CH=cMo,
lower to the higher polymerides, the determination of the ^ Aici,ori,

degree of unsaturation by halogenation and hydrogenation H,cici»h,+H-^CH=cph, CH,-cPh, CH=cph,

becomes increasingly difficult and uncertain, and halogena- cIcm -
non in paracuiar may oe compucaiea oy tne occurrence

of a considerable measure of substitution side by side

with addition. There is not lacking evidence that this

method of aggregation by successive discrete additions

docs not apply generally in the production of poly-

merides, especially of those of very high molecular

weight: this evidence will be referred to later, but for the

present it is necessary to examine further the theoretical

consequences of the step-by-step addition hypothesis and
the correspondence of ^ese wi^ ascertained facts.

Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Modes of Aggregation.

Polymerization which is dependent on the capacity of
hydrogen to separate from the addendum molecule (at an
early or late stage) in the successive addition processes can
be expected to proceed in one or more of the following

ways:

(1) In a perfectly regular manner by the addition of a
monomeric molecule to another monomeric molecule

and then successively to the dimeride, trimeride,

tetrameiide, &c., whk^ are in turn produced, so that

the addendum is always a monomeric molecule.

(2) In a non-uniform manner proceeding not only by
addition of monomeride to monomeride, dimeride,

trimeride, &c., but also by additions in which any
two molecular species whi(^ have been produced can
participate.

(3) By additions in which any particular reactant mole-
cule may act either as the addendum or the addendee
molecule.

(4) By additions in which hydrogen (or possibly even
radicals in place of hydrogen) may separate from
either of the ethylenic carbons of the addendum
molecule.

Many polymerides such as polystyrene undoubtedly pos-
sess an essentially replar constitution and are built up by
a mechanism which links the constituent units together end
to end. If these polymerides are formed by step-wise addi-

tion, they wUl have the general framework

C'-C'- [C'-C-U-C'—C',

toat is to say, they will be definitely mono-olefinic; but
siidi chain-structures could arise only so long as the adden-
dum is always a monomeric molecule, and so long as the

hydrogen atom always separates from the same ethylenic

caihon atom of die addendum. In any ^ven polymeriza-

doo product formed in this restricted way the only hetero-

In formulating the probable course of any such addition

it is necessary to take into account the direction of domi-
nant polarization at the double bond of the addendee
molecule and the position from which hydrogen is most
likely to separate, having regard to the constitution and
polarizability of the addendum molecule. According to

current conceptions the direction of polarization will be
determined principally by the nature of the groups sub-

stituting the ethylenic skeleton (see p. 945). Hence in an
unsymmetrically substituted molecule such as that of iso-

butene or os-diphenylethylene the dominant polarization

which governs the direction of addition to the addendee
molecule may not promote the separation of hydrogen
from the addendum molecule, and presumably the occur-

rence of polymerization at all depends on the facility with

which the reverse polarization (H -> CH=CMc,) can also

take place. For a monosubstituted olefine, however, the

formation of 4 different dimerides might be anticipated in

accordance with the general possibility of opposite polari-

zations occurring in each of the reacting molecules; usually

only one or two of these would be likely to arise in signi-

&ant quantity.

R CH=CH,+H-+-CR:CH, CH, CHR CR:CH,
R CH=CH,+H-^-CR:CH, R CH, CH, CR:CH,
RCH=CH,+H-kCH:CHR > CH.CHRCH.CHR
RCH=CH,+H-<-CH:CHR RCH.CH,CH:CHR.

Actually, in tl» case of isobutene a second dimeride,

CH,*CMei-CHfCMe:CH„ accompanies the first in the

ratio of 4:1, and differs from it only in the position of
the double bond. The formation of this compound might
perhaps be tentatively regarded as due to secondary change
promoted by the experimental conditions of polymeriza-

tion, but it might, on the other hand, be a necessary conse-

quence of the additive mechanism governing dimerization.

Secondary changes do occur, as is seen in the example of
os-dij^nylethylene and ocmethyistyrene, where ring-

closure occurs avoidably or unavoidably according to the

polymerizing agott used; in these cases, however, toe
secondary diange is of an obvious and predictable nature.
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CMePh CMcPh
Dimtrlde of Methyllrlphmyl-

ta-Diphenylethylene hydrtndene

CMePh

CH -

;MePh

CH,

CMc, CMe,
DImerlde of Trimethylphenyl-

The number and character of the dimerides which arise

from simple mono-substituted olefines such as propene and
A^-butene do not appear to have been determined.

At the trimeride stage the structure of the polymerides
of substituted ethylenes becomes difficult to determine, but
has been ascertained in one example. Four isomerides

(1-IV) occur in the triuobutene derived by the action of
sulphuric acid on isobutene or lert.-butyl alcohol [62, 1931,

1934].
CMe,CH:CMcCHi,CMe, (I)

(CMc,CH,),C:CH, (II)

CH,:CMcCH,CMc,CH,CMe, (III)

CMe,;CHCMe,CH,CMc, (IV)

Polymerization by Sulphuric Acid. Whitmore [98, 1934]

considers the polymerization of wobutene in the presence

of sulphuric acid to be promoted by acid catalysis, the first

step teing the addition of a hydrogen ion to the extra pair

of electrons in the double bond (cf. p. 945)

:

:C::C:+H®5= :C.C:

By this process one carbon atom is left positively charged,

and this can undergo the changes characteristic of an atom
with a deficiency of electrons (cf, p. 942), which in this case

include (1) union with a negative ion X having a complete

octet of electrons (this gives a simple addition of HX to

the double bond), (2) reversal of the process by the loss of

the same or a different proton to give the same or a new
olefine, (3) a rearran^ment of the carbon skeleton followed

by the loss of a proton to give a new olefine, and (4) poly-

merization. This last merely involves the addition of tte

positive organic fragment to another molecule of olefine

in the same way that the positive proton added to the first

molecule of olefine. The result is a larger positive fragment

which itself can undergo the changes indicated, including

further polymerization. This last may follow two courses:

(1) the larger positive fragment may add to an olefine

molecule, or (2) it may lose a proton to give a larger

olefine molecule to which a positive fragment may add.

The same process can continue until large inactive mole-

cules are obtained.

The mechanism of the polymerization of olefines in the

presence of acid as viewed by Whitmore may be illustrated

with isobutene and its polymerides. The addition of a

hydrogen ion to isobutene (A) gives a positively charged

/«r/.-butyl group (B). This same product is obtained by
treating /er/.-butyl alcohol with acids:

H H Me

Me:C::C-i-H®ss=*Me;C:C:H-. Me:C:0:H

ii Meii Me
(A) (B)

In the same way that a positive hydrogen ion adds, the

positive ier/.-butyl group (B) can add to isobutene (A) to

give the intermediate (C).

H Me H Me

Me:C::C+C:Me Me:C:C:C:Me (Q

Me H Me McH Me
Here the carbon atom with only 6 electrons in the positive

/ert.-butyl group adds to the extra electron pair of the

isobutene, thus leaving the central carbon atom of the iso-

butene with only 6 electrons. Thus the product (C) is

positively charged. Its carbon atom with only 6 electrons

can attract a pair of electrons either from one of the

adjacent methyl groups or from the adjacent methylene
group, thus liberating a proton and forming a double bond

:

(C)?=dH® +CH,;CMc CH, CMe, or Me,C:CH CMc,.

(D) (E)

The hydrogen ions regenerated in this type of change can
add to the olefines present and start the cycle of chanps
again ; thus the process is catalysed by any substance which
gives hydrogen ions.

The two octenes (D) and (E) are actually found to be
constituents of diisobutene. At this stage the reaction mix-
ture contains the three olefines, isobutene (A) and the two
diisobutenes (D) and (E), also the positive ieri.-butyl group
(B), and the positive group (C). The polymerization could
continue by the addition of any of ffie three positive

particles to any one of the three olefines. Thus a positive

ier/.-butyl group (B) could add to the dimeride (D) to give

the intermediate (F),

(B)+(D)->. Me.C CH, CMe CH, CMe„ (F)

which having only 6 electrons on the positively charged
carbon atom, could be stabilized by the loss of a proton
from either of the adjacent methylene groups or from the

adjacent methyl group:

(F)^ H® ^ Me,C CH ;CMc • CH. •CMc,or(Me,C •CHd, : CH,.

(G) (H)

The two dodecenes (G) and (H) have been found to occur
in triisobutylene. By changes similar to the above the

formation of the two remaining dodecenes (K and L)
known to occur in triisobutene can be represented:

(A)+ (C) Me,C • CH, • CMc, • CH. • CMe, (J)

(j) H®-t CH,:CMe CH, CMe, CH, CMe, or

(K)

+ Me,C :CH • CMc, •CH, CMe,.
(L)

Whitmore’s flexible scheme is capable of application to

higher polymerides and also to olefines such as tetra-

methylethylene which contain no immediately ‘separable*

hydrogen atom; furthermore it is important to note

that any olefine present in the reaction mixture consti-

tutes a potential addendum. Polymerization processes,

however, are complicated by the possible reversal of the

addition of a positive tertiary group to an olefine; more-
over, as experimental evidence indicates, a further com-
plication may be caused by rearrangement of positively

charged fragments formed by addition to the olefines.

In a study of the dimerization of amylene effected by
the action of aqueous sulphuric acid on methyl uopropyl
carbinol Kline and Drake [48, 1934] obtained the two
dimerides

CMe, •CHMe • CMe :CHMe
and CH,Me CMe. • CH, • CMe :CHMe.
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These authors prefer to regard the amylene molecule

CMe,:CHMe as capable of activation in the manner
CHr+CMe:CHMe, the positive and negative signs being

used merely to indicate the relative electrochemical charac-

ter, that is to say, the relative affinities of the adjacent

carbon atoms for the bonding pair of electrons, and not to

indicate the occurrence of ionization. They justify the

hypothesis of the incipient separation ofmethyl rather than

of hydrogen, on the grounds of the greater strength of the

C—H bond than of the C—C bond. They do not preclude,

however, polarization with incipient separation of H as

shown in (/) below. The formation of the two observed

dlamylenes thus follows by addition of the polarized

addendum to the olefines derivable by dehydration of the

carbinol:

CMe, :CHMe 1 CHr+CMe ;CHMe
» CH,CMc,CHMeCMe;CHMe

EtMeC:CH,+CHr+CMe :CHMe
>- EtCMe,-CH, CMe:CHMc.

Similarly, the formation of diisobutylene is formulated in

the manner:

+ -
{.») CMe,:CH,+CHr'*^CMe:CH, i-CMe. CHa CMctCH, (A)

(b) CMc.:CH,+H+-CH:CMc, vCMe, CH:CMe„ (B)

and of triisobutene (the formation of which involves that

particular dimeride which constitutes 80% of di/sobutene)

in the manner:

(c) CMe, •CH, • CMe : CH, (A)4 CH,~+CMc :CH,
CMe,CH,CMe,CH,CMc:CH,

(d) CMe..CH..CMe;CH, (A)| +H+-CH:CMe,
CMc,:CHCMe, (B)J

CMe,CH,CMc,CH:CMc,

(e) CMe,:CH,4'CH,-+C(:CH,) CH, CMc, (A)
(CMe,CH,),C:CH,

CO CMc,:CH,4H+-CH:CMe CH, CMe, (A) I

(S) CMe,:CH,+CHr+CMe:CH CMe, (B)j
CMc,CH,CMe:CHCMe,.

The determination of the factors which govern the ease

and degree of polymerization of olefines in the presence of
sulphuric acid is complicated by the occurrence of two
ad^tive reactions which commonly compete with poly-

merization. These involve the formation of alcohols and
of mono- and di-alkyl esters of sulphuric acid, and both
reactions appear to be independent of one another and of
the polymerization process. So far as observations show,
the relative importance of the three types of addition in

a given case is determined by the constitution and mole-
cular weight of the olefine, by the concentration of the

add, and the duration of reaction [12, 1918]. Relatively

small amounts of sulphuric acid are effective in promoting
polymerization.

As regards the effect ofconstitution, substituted ethylenes
and the higher ol^es in general undergo polymerization

more readily than ethylene itself, but there is great diversity

in the ease ofreaction of differently substituted compounds
£7], 1927]. In the amylene series, for example, trimethyl-

ethylene (TV) and os-methylethylethylene (III) at room tem-
perature dissolve in an equimolecular quantity of 61%

IV CHrCH, (I) Et CH:CH Me (ID MeEtC:CH, aH)
Me,t::CHMe (IV) Pr^ CH:CH, (V)

sulphuric acid in approximatdy one-twentieth of the time

required for the solution of A»- or A*-pentene (I, II). This

strength of acid does not affect uopropylethylene (V), nor
does it bring about polymerization of the two straight-

chained amylenes; but it slowly converts the two more
reactive amylenes into dimerides. Such reactions as these,

however, are very susceptible to dianges of temperature.

It is a striking fact that the two amylenes (III and IV) in

which one of the ethylenic carbon atoms is dialkylated react

much more rapidly with sulphuric acid than do their iso-

merides (I) and (II), and that the influence of the propyl

group differs markedly from the /jopropyl group, /jo*

propyl ethylene appears to be affected only by acid of such

superior strength that polymerization takes place at once

with the formation of higher polymerides than the dimeride

and to the exclusion of alcohol formation. The work of
Brooks and Humphrey [54, 1913] indicates that with rise

of molecular weight the tendency of olefines is towards

polymerization rather than alcohol- or ester-formation.

Polymerization by Heat.

The effect ofheat on olefines depends on the temperature
employed, the constitution of the hydrocarbon, and on the

experimental conditions of reaction. Investigation of the

heats ofreaction of various polymerization processes which
olefines undergo reveals the latter to be exothermic ; accord-

ingly, low temperatures may be expected to favour poly-

merization, and the higher temperatures depolymerization.

Since, however, reaction velocity is usually lower at the

lower temperatures, catalysts may be needed for the pro-

motion of low-temperature polymerization. From a cal-

culation of the free energies Francis and Kleinschmidt

[31, 1928] have concluded that olefines tend to polymerize

below about 425®, whilst above this temperature pyrolytic

degradation or ‘cracking’ (see p. 946) takes place. In the

case of gaseous olefines increased pressure favours poly-

merization : ethylene and propene both undergo an 80-87 ®^

conversion into non-aromatic liquids by heating at 380° to

400° for 2J to 3 hours under maximum pressures of
67-94 atm. [24, 1932],

Hypotheses of Macropolymerization.

Many olefinic substances resemble formaldehyde in

forming polymerides of very high molecular weight.

Amongst these may be mentioned styrene (vinylnaphtha-

lene) a number of vinyl ethers and esters, and various of
their substitution products. Styrene, PhCH:CHi, forms
a series of polymerides, the higher ones of which attain

a molecular weight of over 100,000 (i.e. 1,0(X) monomeric
units). There are other olefinic substances, however, such

as indene and allyl chloride, which give polymerides inter-

mediate in average molecular magnitude between the poly-

styrenes and the earU^t polymeric stages: the polyindenes

range from M| to M14 (M ~ the monomeric imit), and the

polyallyl chlorides from M^ to Mu.
StBudJnger’s Hypothesis. According to Staudinger [84,

1928-9] the polymerization of styrene proceeds with the

formation of long thread-like molecules (macromolecules)
built up according to the following general plan:

—in—CH, •[<[:»I—CHJ,—£-CHr-

By employing a variety of experimental conditions, poly-
merides of all grades of mol^lar magnitucto have bem
obtained, the different individual polymerides conustmg of
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‘polymer-homologues* which may be fractionated into

grou^ of approximately the same molecular size by use
of suitable solvents. The polystyrenes of molecular weight
100,000 are still readily soluble: their molecules, some of
which consist of chains which are 1,000 times longer than
broad, are colloidal in one dimension only, and their

stability decreases as the length becomes extreme. On
heating they undergo ‘cracking’ with formation of lower

homologues.
Staudinger’s unbranched formula for the polystyrenes

differs essentially from that which would apply if the poly-

meric molecules were built up by a process of step-wise

addition, i.e. via the dimeride, trimeridc, tetrameride, &c.
The double bonds of the monomeric units presumably

‘open out’, and the units themselves become linked head
to tail to form the macromolecules depicted in Staudingcr’s

formula. There can be no element of unsaturation in the

chains except that represented by the free valencies at

the ends, supposing these survive. It seems probable that

in most of the polymeric molecules the free valencies re-

arrange (with inter- or intra-molecular hydrogen migration)

to form a double bond, but Staudinger in his earlier papers

suggested that the polymerides of low molecular weight

are ring structures formed by interaction of the terminal

free valencies, and that the higher members also probably

exist in the form of long narrow rings whose sides are close

together and parallel:

CHPh—CH,—<CHPh-CH,)«-CHPh~CH,

CH,—CHPh—(CH,—CHPh),—CH,—CHPh.

Forms such as these latter would possess wholly saturated

chains.

The Constitution of the Polyindenes: Growth and Degra-

dation of Chains. The polymerization of indene by heat or

by the action of catalysts such as stannic chloride or anti-

mony pentachloride results in the formation ofan unbroken

series ofcompounds representing indene in different stages

of molecular complexity. In Staudinger’s view the poly-

indenes are built up in the same way as the polystyrenes,

and probably pairs of the polymeric chains become linked

up at one or both ends to form either doubled chains (with

free ends) or rings 183, 1929]. From an examination of the

polyindenes, however, Whitby and Katz [94, 1931] con-

clude that the polyindenes are open-chain compounds
formed by step-wise addition with hydrogen separation,

the substances having the general formula:

The conclusion rests largely on the fact that samples of

polyindene ranging in molecular weight from 414 (trimeric)

to 3,320 (29 units) were found to be alike in their capacity

to absorb 2 atoms of bromine per molecule. The following

important points concerning the behaviour of polymerized

indene have been established

:

(1)

Polyindene subjected to slow pyrolytic distillation at

temp^tures rising to 400® under2mm. pressure gives

yields as high as 80% ofa distillate containing indene,

di-ind^e, and tri-indene. The residue, undistillable

at 400®, contains polyindenes of greater molecular

weight than the tiimeride, but not so high as the

original material. Both the distillable and the resi-

dual (undistillable) low polymerides are definitely

derived by the cracking ofhi^ polymerides.

(2) Cracking takes place the more readily the higher the

molecular weight of the sample taken.

(3) Thermo-polymerized indene, although apparently

more markedly heterogeneous than polyindene of

approximately the same mean molecular weight pre-

pared by means of stannic chloride, behaves on pyro-

lysis very similarly to the latter.

(4) Di-indene at ordinary pressure yields on distillation

74% of indene.

(5) Di-indene can be polymerized by the same agencies

which effect the polymerization of indene (e.g. sul-

phuric acid, antimony pentachloride, or heat) al-

though with less readiness.

(6) A mixture of mono- and di-indene yields tri-indene

when heated.

(7) In the thermo-polymerization of mono- and of di-

indene the molecular weight of the polymeric product

rises as the percentage of material which has under-

gone polymerization increases; also the molecular

weight attained when polymerization is complete, or

nearly so, is lower the higher the temperature applied.

The results of Whitby and Katz indicate that polymeric

chains when once formed can grow larger. They also in-

dicate that the cracking of the high polymerides does not

proceed by a regular division and subdivision of the long-

chain molecules, but involves at an early stage the scission

of monomeric indene from the ends of the molecules;

subsequently, as the temperature is raised, the scission of

di-indene occurs, and stiU later the scission of the chain at

several points simultaneously sets in, as is indicated in the

following scheme in which M represents a monomeric unit:

MMMMMMMM-MMM
-M+MM+M-M-M+M-M-MM-M.

According to Houtz and Adkins [38, 1933] two distinct

processes are involved in the formation of polymerides of
the long-chain type: the one is the initiation of reaction

or the starting of chains, the other is the increase in the

length of chain. That many substances can catalyse the

initiation of chains is a matter of common observation,

but there is little available information as to the efficacy

or otherwise of catalysts in promoting the lengthening of
chains. Experiments, however, on the polymerization of
styrene by ozonides show that if only a little catalyst is

present the chains become very long, even at a temperature

as high as 100® C.; but if many chains have been begun in

the presence of an active catalyst, then all the available

styrene is used up before any of the chains become very

long. The polymerization of styrene therefore is not a pro-

cess that must of necessity proceed to completion without
interruption: on the contrary, the lengthening ofthe carbon
chain may be stopped by precipitating and drying the poly-

styrene and afterwards continued when styrene is made
available.

In connexion with the mechanism of chain-growth, ob-
servations of Lebedev and Kobliansky [56, 1930] on the

thermal polymerization of isobutene are of interest. These
authors state that when isobutene is heated in a glass tube
at 200® it yields only triisobutene, but if polymerized by
contact with active silicate (floridin) it yields polymerides
ranging from di- to hepta-merides together with higher

pol^erides which suffer df^lymerization on attempted
distillation. Although prolongation of the period of con-
tact of hydrocarbon and catalyst leads to an increase in

the proportion of the more hi^Iy polymerized forms,
not all the individual polymerides seem to suffer further
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polymerization. The changes which take place are con-

sidered to be the following:

C4H,+ C.H, -» (C.H,), ; (C4H.).+ C4H, (C4H4).;

2(C4H.), (C.H,).: {C4H.).+(C.H.). (C.Hd..

All these polymerizations can be reversed by heating the

substances at 200° C. in contact with the catalyst, but in all

cases some monomeric isobutene is formed, and dimeric

/sobutene is the most stable variety. Thus Lebedev and
Kobliansky hold the view that dimeric and trimeric iso-

butene (for example) can unite to give a higher polymeride

with general properties akin to those of polystyrene and
polyindene without first being degraded to the monomeric
form.

Mechanism of Chain-polymerization. The processes re-

sulting in the formation of long-chain polymerides of the

type of styrene display the essential characteristics of a
chain-reaction mechanism. It is necessary to postulate that

activated molecules (arising owing to thermal motion, cata-

lytic action, or to the absorption of light) appear in the poly-

merizing substance, and these combine with the monomeric
form to give doublemolecules which become activated at the

expense of the energy liberated during this combination pro-

cess, thereby forming, for instance, a free valency at the end.

The active chain interacts with another monomeric mole-

cule with the formation of a triple molecule, the activation

of the latter being again due to the energy liberated during

this interaction. This additive process goes on until, for

one reason or another, the active end of the polymeride

becomes deactivated. Usually, therefore, the length of the

polymeride, i.e. the number of molecules in it, will corre-

spond to the length of the reaction chain. The polymeriza-

tion may be greatly accelerated by traces of certain foreign

substances (e.g. peroxides), or may be brought to a stand-

still by others [81].

From a theoretical consideration of the velocities of reac-

tion in polymerizations whichproceed by step-wise additions

Chalmers [16, 1934] has calculated, on the fundamental

assumption that the rates of the consecutive reactions are

not greater than that of the dimerization, that the chief

polymerides produced will be the lower ones and that the

proportions of these will rapidly fall off with increasing

complexity, so that less than 0-5% will exceed decameric

magnitude. True macropolymerizations do not give results

in agreement with this conclusion: indeed, styrene, vinyl

acetate, the acrylic esters, &c., give polymeric mixtures of
which the complexity is so much higher than the limit fixed

by the step-wise theory that this latter can no longer be
entertained. A few polymerizations, such as those of ole-

fines by sulphuric acid, doubtless take place by an abbre-

viated series of step-wise reactions, and these confirm the

above deduction since, besides a predominant quantity of
duneride and trimeride, only inconsiderable amounts of
tetrameride and higher polymerides are formed.
The small proportions of the earlier members in the

various polymeric products from substances such as styrene

shows that the velocity of addition of monomeride to the

transitory dimeiide, trimeride, &c., must be very much
greater than that of the initiative coupling of monomeric
molecules. This absence of appreciable proportions of the
lower polymerides has been observed at the beginning of
and during macropolymerizations in such cases as have
been investigated. Oialmers considers that macropoly-
merizntioD proceeds as a chain-reaction, and suggests that

in those reactions in which the average order ofpolymeriza-
ticm n remains unaltered throughout tteir course (in. eadi

successive chain initiated rapidly attains the order ofcom-
plexity n) the following mechanism probably holds:

(I) M M (activated)—comparatively slow.

(II) M (activated)-f(n—l)M ->• M„—practically instan-

taneous.

Only a reaction scheme in which the carbon atoms bound
by the double bond alone take part can be brought into

accord with the almost instantaneous velocity ofconcatena-
tion, and Chalmers is inclined to accept Staudinger’s early

proposal that each of the polymers has free terminal bonds
(or trivalent carbons) so that no wandering of hydrogen is

involved. Accordinidy. for a simple olefine, we have:

CHX;CH,+CHX:CH,->—CHXCH4CHXCH,—
—CHX •CH, •CHX CHj—+CHX : CH,

CHX CH. CHX CH. CHX CH,— &c.

In catalytic processes it is suggested that the activated

(‘trigger’) molecule is formed by the imion of the catalyst

with only one unsaturated atom of the monomeride, giving

a half-addition product with a free bond.

Diolefines

The two most important groups of diene hydrocarbons,

viz. the conjugated butadienes and the allenes, are alike in

the tendency of their members to undergo polymerization.

Hie butadienoid hydrocarbons polymerize with especial

facility and, owing to their tendency to give rubber-like

polymerides of high molecular weight, their behaviour has

been investigated by many workers.

Dimerides of Conjugated Diolefines.

Straight-chained Dimerides. Two naturally occurring di-

merides of conjugated diolefines are known. These arc

ocimene [27, 1900, 1907, 1908, 1916, 1926], obtained from
the leaves of a variety of Ocimum basilicum, and myicene,

contained in oil of bay [74, 1895, 1924]:

CH. :CMC • CH, • CH, •CH : CMc •CH :CH,
Ocimene

CMc, :CH • CH, •CH, • C( : CH.) •CH : CH,.
Myrcene

No single straight-chained dimeride of a butadiene is at

present known to be formed artificially, although formerly

a hydrocarbon, jS-myrccne (supposedly

CH, :CMc • CH, • CH, •CH : CMC •CH : CHJ

[72, 1914-15], was reputed to be present in the heat-

degradation product of natural rubber.

Cyclic Dimerides. The common mode of artificial di-

meride-formation superficially resembles that of the forma-

tion of addition products b^ween conjugated butadienes

and maleic anhydride (p. 950). All the dimerides whose
constitutions have been determined, with the exception

of that from a-phenylbutadiene [6, 1935], are held to be
derivatives of cyclohexeae, and this applies whether the

hydrocarbons are open-chain or cyclic butadienes.' If the

reaction were to proceed always by the addition of an
ethylenic unit of one molecule to the terminals of a second
molecule of the diene, thus:
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it follows that a hydrocarbon CRRi:CR*-CR*:CR*R*, in
which R, R*. R*, &c., represent hydrogen, alkyl, aryl, Ac,,
could yield from 1 to 4 isomeric substituted o>c/ohexenes
ifi.g. ay-dimethylbutadiene might be expected to yield
some or all of the four forms shown below.)

But in the dimerization process both reacting molecules
are ‘anionoid’ (electron-donating, cf. p. 945) in character,

whereas in the Dielo-Alder reaction one is ‘kationoid’

(electron-accepting) and one ‘anionoid’. Consequently
the course of reaction in dimerization processes is with
little doubt quite distinct from that in the Dielo-Alder
addition, and probably involves first the formation of an
open-chain dimeric form (kation) which subsequently
cyclizes to give one ormore (usuallyryc/ohexenic) dimerides.

Dimerides of the dienes listed in the following table are
known, but although in these examples the general struc-

ture of the compounds has been established, only in one
or two cases has the constitution of the isomeric forms
been fully verified.

Dimerides of Cyclic Dienes. The dimerization of cyclo-

pentadiene process spontaneously to give a product
strictly analogous to the foregoing forms, that is to say,

to give a derivative of cyc/ohexene [1, 1931].

H, H,

(2 itereo^omerides)

Dimerization of cyciohexadiene also follows a similar

course when the hydrocarbon is heated [2, 1932-3]:

Trimerides and Tetramerides of Cyclic Dienes. In only
one example, that of cyctopentadiene, has the constitution

of a trimeric form been directly determined. Tricyc/o-

pentadiene is formed by the addition of monomeric

1. Lebedev, S. V., /. Russ. Phys. Chem. Soc. 42, 949 (1910); 43, 1124 (1911); 45, 1296 (1913).

2. Lebedev, S. V., and Ivanov, V. N., ibid. 4«, 997 (1916).

3. Lebedev, S. V., and Mereshkovski, B. K.. ibid. 45, 1249 (1913).

4. Wallach, O.. Annalen, 2X1, 277 (1885); Lebedev, S. V., J, Russ. Phys. Chem. Soc. 42, 949 (1910); 45, 1249,

1296 (1913); J.S.C.I. 33, 1224 (1914); Wagner-Jauregg, Annalen, 488, 176 (1931).

5. Lebedev, S. V., J. Russ. Phys. Chem. Soc. 42, 949 (1910); Zentr. 1, 1002 (1918).
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cyciopeat&dienc to dic>'c/0pentadiene at the double bond
in the bridged c^c/ohcxene ring of the latter [3, 1932].

Dicyclopeuladlem TrlcydopgHlatBene

Two forms of the trimeride are obtained, and since the

spatial configuration of that portion of the carbon skeleton

represented by thick lines in the formula has been shown
to be exactly the same for each form, the isomerism is to

be attributed to the alternative spatial arrangements that

can be assumed by the cyc/opentene ring with respect to

the plane of the adjoining ring. It is probable, indeed,

that the two forms of the trimeride arise by addition to

the two known forms of the dimeride respectively.

With regard to the constitution of tetramerides, indica-

tions are afforded by the course followed in the formation

of ‘mixed’ addition products, e.g. (A) and (B), that the

more reactive bond in any cyclic butadiene dimeride or

CO

CO (A)

trimeride is commonly the one in the bridged cyc/ohexene

ring, consequently the higher polymerides are probably

formed by the successive addition of monomeric molecules

to the cyc/ohexenic double bond.

Course of Butadiene Polymerization.

The open-chain conjugated dienes yield in general two
types of polymerized products, viz. (1) oily cyclic dimerides

as noted above, and (2) caouU^ouc-like polymerides which
are heterogeneous in molecular magnitude and probably
also not strictly uniform in their manner of building up.
The cyclic dimerides, although frequently further poly-

merizable, are not further polymerizable to caoutchoucs

and are not intermediates in the passage of dienes into

caoutchoucs; moreover, their formation has, so far as is

known, no special significance in relation to the mechanism
of the high-polymerization process by which caoutchoucs
are formed. Thus polymerization amongst conjugated

dienes is not of homogeneous character, and can proceed

by more than one route.

A few trimerides of open-chain dienes have, however,
been obtained. Wagner-Jauregg [88, 1932] has found that

isoprene yields by the action of acetic acid containing a
Ettle concentrated sulphuric add a small proportion of
a monocyclic Qt-hydrocarbon containing three double
bonds, and also a mixture of sesquiterpene alcohols and
alcohols containing the di-isoprene skeleton; the Cu-hydro-
carbon is convertible by formic add into a dicyclic sesqui-

terpene of the caryophyllene group. It has also been
observed that the polymeride obtained by the action of
stannic dUoride on isoprene yields l:2;S-trimethylnaph-

thaloie on dehydrogenation with selenium. Furthermore,

2:3-dimethylbutadiene yields a trimeride (in addition to

higher products) when treated with acetic add-sulphuric

add [28]. This latter trimeride, formed in 33% yield, is of

sesquiterpene type, and probably contains a hydronaphtha-

lene skeleton. It is not yet clear how these trimerides are

built up, but it is certain that they are not intermediates in

the production of such long-chain polymerides as rubber,

or apparently of any other high polymerides.

Polymerization by Heat Experiments by Whitby and
Crozier [91, 1932] on the polymerizing effect of heat upon
isoprene and 3:4-dimethylbutadiene at temperatures be-

tween 10“ and 145“ show that the molecular weight of the

rubber produced increases as the percentage of the diene

which has rmdergone polymerization rises. Further, the

higher the temperature applied to produce polymerization,

the lower is the molecular weight of the rubber produced

after similar amounts have been formed; also, as poly-

merization at a given temperature progresses, the viscosity

of sols of the product rises. Thus it appears that as poly-

merization by heat progresses at a given temperature, the

degree of polymerization (20-moleciilar, 2S-molecular, &c.)

rises; and the higher the temperature applied, the lower is

the degree of polymerization which is attainable in the

ultimate product.

At room temperature 3:4-dimethylbutadiene poly-

merizes far more readily than isoprene, but the rate of

polymerization ofisoprenewhen heated

is ^eater than that of dimethylbu-

' ly |\—COv tadiene. Again, heat-polymerization
<jw.| 9^ fo the formation of a much larger

proportion of oily products in the case
(B) of isoprene than in that of dimethylbu-

tadiene. Increase of the temperature

applied raises the proportion of oil to caoutchouc in both
cases.

The polymeric products in dimethylbutadiene-caout-

diouc, like those contained in polyolefines, consist of a
mixture of polymerides of different degrees of molecular

complexity. Whitby and Crozier find that dimethylbuta-

diene-caoutchouc contains one double bond for each unit

of the diene which has gone to form the polymeride.

Solutions of the caoutchoucs obtained by the heat-poly-

merization of both isoprene and dimethylbutadiene suffer

decrease of viscosity on keeping, owing to oxidation. This
tendency can be checked by the addition ofan antioxidant,

such as dimethylaniline.

Polymerizatira by Metal Halides. The chlorides of anti-

mony, tin, and aluminium, and to a lesser degree the

halides of iron, thorium, and boron, and other halogen
compounds, effect the polymerization of isoprene and
dimethylbutadiene in the cold. The polymerides in all

observ^ cases are white or pale-colouied substances, in-

elastic and quite unlike rubber: they resemble the products

obtained by the action of halides on natural rubber.

Influence of Constitution tm Polymerizing Cagacity.

Although, as mentioned above, in the examples of iso-

piene and 3:4-dimethylbutadiene, the conditions of reac-

tion can materially affect the relative ease ofpolymerization
of different conjugated dioies, yet the most notable in-

fluence on polymo'ization is that of the substituent groups
in the butadiene system. This influence is apparent from
the unequal tendencies of differently substitute dienes to
polymerize when kept at room tonperature out of contact
with air [92, 1927, 1932].
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Lebedev [57, 1913] found that pipetylene polymerizes
less readily than isoprene, their respe^ive degrees of poly-
merization when heated at 150° for 15 hours being 30 and
79%. Whitby and Gallay [93, 1932] report that the pre-

sence of an unsubstitut^ terminal methylene group is

favourable to the occurrence of polymerization; also, in

general, increase in the number of substituent groups re-

duces the ease of polymerization, especially to products of
high molecular weight. The quantitative results of these

latter authors for the heat-polymerizability of five open-
chain dimethylbutadienes and two trimethylbutadienes are

given in the table below.

Polymerization ofDimethyl-l^^'^-butadienes by Heat

Hydrocarbon (position ofmethyl groups)

2:3 1:2 1:1* 1:3 1:4

(A) 30 days at 100°
j

Dimeritle fonned (/i) 54 S3 43 32 20
Higher polymeride (%) . 46 38 14 19 31 (sic)

Total polymerization (^) 100 91 57 51 33
1,377 919 432 1,334 795

(B) SO days at ISOP

Dimeride fonned (%) 63 ! 73 59 59 51

Higher polymeride (%) . 37 27 24 19 17

Total polymerization (%) 100 100 83 78 68
Mol. wt. of higher polymeride . 1,184 674 304 1,002 602

* The preparation obtained in the way described by Whitby and Gallay
would not contain more than a small proportion of the 1 : 1-compound (28].
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Of the other dimethylbutadienes, composed of combina-
tions ofunbalanced (mono- or trl-substituted) and balanced
(di-substituted) olefinic units, the 1 :4-compound would be

expected to show the least tendency towards polymeriza-

tion and the 1:2- and (veritable) 1; 1-compounds the

greatest; furthermore, the tendency towards terminal poly-

merization might per^ps be exp^ted to be stronger in the

1:1- and 1 : 3-compounds than in the 1:2- or l:4-com-

pounds.

Long-chain Polymerization.

Certain of the butadienoid hydrocarbons (e.g. 3:4-di-

methylbutadiene) show a strong tendency to yield more or

less rubbcr-Iike masses of high molecular weight either on
standing or on treatment with sodium or other catalysts.

The production of ‘sodium rubber’ from isoprene and of

‘methyl rubber’ from 3 : 4-dimethylbutadiene is wellknown.
A considerable amount of light is thrown on the course of
such polymerizations by observations of Carothers and his

collaborators with chloroprenc and bromoprene [15, 1931,

1933].

Chloroprene Polymerides. Polymerization ofchloroprene

leads to the formation of several distinctive types of poly-

meride as shown in the scheme

:

Volatile (p) Polymeride *- Monomeride -> Plastic (a) Polymeride

Granular (w) Polymeride Non-plastic (/x) Polymeride

Polymerization ofTrimethyl-Iit}'*-butadienes by Heat

Hydrocarbon (position of methyl groups)

1:1:3 1:1:4

13-5 days
atas°

30 days at

SS° or 3S
days at 140°

13-S days
at 85°

38 days
at 140°

Dimeride formed . 1 35 0 20
Higher polymeride (%) . 9 28 4
Total polymerization (%) 10 63

374
” 24

The differences in the relative polymerizing capacities

of individual hydrocarbons as indicated by the results of
Whitby and Gallay, and of other workers, might be ex-

pected from considerations of the dependence of polariz-

ability on structure. Unsubstituted butadiene contains two
mono-substituted (i.e. vinyl-substituted) and therefore ‘un-

balanced’ ethylenic units, CH|:CHR (R = vinyl), each

with an inherently strong tendency to polarization. If a

methyl group be now introduced into the diene as a sub-

stituent, three types of ethylenic unit are produced, viz.

(1) CH,:CMeR, (2) CHMc:CHR, and (3) CH,:CH R'

(R' = propenyl, i.e. CHMe:CH- or CH,:CMe*). ofwhich

the most unbalanced, and presumably the most likely to

undergo effective polarization, is (1), and the least un-

balanced and least ^ectively polarized is (2). 2:3-Di-

methylbutadiene thus contains a pair of unbalanced and
highly polymerizable units which might be expected to

bring about a strong tendency to polytnerize, but as these

units would normally polarize in opposite directions, they

might well promote 1 :2rattachment of the diene molecules

as represented in (A) rather than 1 :4-attachment as shown
in(B).

car, car, or,

l;Me Imo CMe

• - (A)

< • •(3».>CMe:CMa-CH,<CM«:CMe<CH, Cai. CM«:CMe CH.- • • CB)

The influence of various conditions in determining the

incidence of these types is indicated in the following table.

Influence of Conditions on the Polymerization

of Chloroprene

Condition

Monoprene
toP-po^

Monoprene
to a-poly-

merlde

a-Polyprene
to fs-poly- Monoprene to

w-polymetide

Temperature + + + + + Autocaulytic, ini-

+ + + + (7) tiated by atrong
Light . . 0 + + 0 (7) ultra-violet light

Oxygen 0 + ++ + +(7) and by metal lur-

Autoxidants 0 ± faces.

+ Accelerates: 0 no effect: — inhibiu.

The /5-polymeride, a tcrpene-like material, is an unde-
sirable by-product in rubber synthesis. Its formation be-

comes appreciable only at temperatures higher than arc

necessary to bring about a rapid formation of a-polyprene.
In this connexion it is to be noted that butadiene, isoprene,

and dimetbylbutadiene polymerize comparatively very
slowly : to get the transformation to proceed at a reasonable

rate, elevated temperatures are generally used, and this

results in the formation of relatively large amounts of
this /S-type of polymeride.

The ot'polymeride, corresponding to unvulcanized rub-

ber, is an intermediate step in the formation of the /u-

product, which corresponds to vulcanized rubber. For its

formation the temperature must not be too high, since

elevated temperatures accelerate the transformation of
a-polymeride to ja-polymeride more than it accelerates the

formation ofa-polymeride from monomeride. In addition,

the reaction must not be too slow, since most inhibiting

influences have a greater decelerating effect on the forma-
tion of the a- than on the jix-product; also very slow reac-

tion frequently leads to the formation of the u-polymeride.

Light and pressure both appear to have a greater accelerat-

ing effect on the formation of the a-polyprene than on the

transformation of this into the fi-polyprene.
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The (O'polydiliMroprene, useless as an artificial rubber, is

made up of discrete rubber-like particles which are non-

plastic and not even swelled by rubber solvents. When
a speck of the tu-polymer appears or is introduced in a

specimen of incompletely polymerized chloroprene, the

entire specimen is soon more or less completely converted

into the ai-polymeride. The formation of nuclei of the

tt»-poIyprene is favoured by strong ultra-violet light and by
metal surfaces (e.g. sodium, potassium, mercury, iron, cop-

per, and aluminium). The opportunities for the formation

of such nuclei are also increased by a long reaction time

under any particular set of conditions. It is regarded by
Carothers as probable that the cauliflower-like masses which

have often been obtained from isoprene, butadiene, and
dimethylbutadiene correspond to the/x-type of polymeride,

and possibly this is the form in which the polymerides of

these dienes are usually obtained. The comparatively slow

rate of polymerization of these dienes is especially favour-

able to the formation of the w-polymeride; moreover, most
of the agencies that are available to hasten the slow poly-

merization ofisoprene and butadiene are such as have been

found in the case of chloroprene to affect more strongly

the conversion of the a- into the /x-polymeride than the

formation of the a-polymeride. The isolation of a true

a-polymeridc from the isoprene and butadiene products

may accordingly present special difficulties, although it is

on record [20, 1930] that when isoprene is subject to a
pressure of 12,000 atm. until 30% of the hydrocarbon has

polymerized, the polymeride is at least 90% soluble in

ether, but if the reaction is allowed to proceed untU 80%
of isoprene has polymerized, the polymeride is completely

insoluble. Bromoprene behaves analogously to chloro-

prene, and the difference in the course of polymerization

between these halogeno-dienes, on the one hand, and the

diene hydrocarbons, on the other, appears to be a difference

of degree rather than of kind.

Polymerides of Isoprene and other Dienes. According to

Staudinger, the polymerization of isoprene to caoutchouc

involves the successive 1 : 4-addition of isoprene molecules

to form long chains

;

• • CH. CMcrCH CH,- • • +(• • •CH, CMe:CH CH,- •),+ • • •

• • CH.CMcrCHCH, • • •CH,CMe:CHCH,-
(CH, • CMe:CH •CHJ. CH, CMe :CH • CH, • •

Such a reaction can be conceived as proceeding by a
chain mechanism. Whitby [90, 1929, 1932], however, repre-

sents the process as proceeding in step-wise fashion by the

addition of monomeric isoprene to dimeride, trimeride,

&c., with hydrogen separation;

CH,;CMeCH:CH, IhI—CH:CMeCH:CH,
t HJ

- CH, •CMc :CH • CH, CH :CMe CH : CH,

J!Sf5tCH,CMe:CHCH,(CH,CMe:CHCH,),-
CH:CMeCH;CH,.

Additions of this latter kind presumably might proceed by
1 :2- as well as by 1 : 4-attachments of molecules; moreover,
in the case ofan tuisymmetrical diene such as isoprene, the

particular hydrogen atom which separates from the adden-
dum (whether 1- or 4-) and the point and direction of
addition are not matters of indifference in regard to the

constitution of the product. Nevertheless, the molecules of
natural rubber, so^um rubber (isoprene polymerized by
sodium) [65, 1932], and methyl rubber (2:3-dimethylbuta-

diene polymerized by heat) [34, 1911, 1913] all consist

entirdy or in the main of terminally and regularly com-
bined monomeric units. Mid^ey, however, concludes from
the nature ofthe pyrolysis products and oxidation products

of sodium rubber that the double bonds do not occur
regularly in the carbon chain as shown below, but that

some modification of the skeleton, e.g. by cyclization,

probably occurs.

Ziegler has examined the polymerization of conjugated

dienes by alkali metals and alkali metal alkyls [lOS, 1928,

1929, 1934]. In the case of metallic alkyls he explains

the process on the assumption that the compound first

formed by reaction with the hydrocarbon is an addition

product: thus butadiene yields with a metallic alkyl, RK,
a compound CH,R CHK-CH:CH, (1 : 2-addition) or

CH,R CH:CH CH,K (1 : 4-addition). This compoimd
can react with another molecule of hydrocarbon to yield

a second addition product, e.g.

CH,R • CH(CH :CHO • CH, •CHK CH : CH,

if the addition is of 1 : 2-type, which also is a metallic com-
pound. The process may then proceed in the same way
until stopped by external agency, by process of change in

other directions, or by the increasing size of the molecule

inducing extreme sluggishness of reaction. The final pro-

duct has then the constitution (A) or (B):

CH,R •CH :CH • CH, • [CH, •CH :CH • CH,], • CH.CH :CH • CH,K.

(B)

In such a polymerization process the course of reaction

will depend on the ratio of the velocity of the first stage of
addition to that of the succeeding stages; only if the

primary reaction is rapid in relation to the others, or its

velocity is of about the same order of magnitude as those

of the others, are relatively simple products obtained. In

practice butadiene is polymerized by potassium phenyl-

isopropyl up to the decameric stage and by metallic lithium

to a resin of high molecular weight; piperylene is poly-

merized by lithium up to the pentameric stage, and 2:3-

dimethylbutadiene by the same metal mainly to the dimeric

stage.

Certain highly polymerizable unsaturated compounds
such as styrene and butadiene are polymerized by metallic

alkyls, which are normally somewhat sluggish in reacting

additively with unsaturated hydrocarbons. The reaction

then proceeds without the occurrence of any visible inter-

action between the first metallo-organic product and the

hydrocarbon. Here it is supposed that the additive reaction

which first occurs takes plttM only slowly, but the product
is much more reactive towards the unsaturated hydro-
carbon than is the simple metallic alkyl first taken: con-
sequently the polymerization goes with great speed from the

first addition product onwards, assoon as a little ofthe latter

is once formed. Only to an extremely slight extent does the

original metallic alkyl serve to build tq> the high-molecular

polymerization product, so that the alkali metal con^imd
has the appearance of acting catalytk»lly and ranains
substantially unchanged. No evidence has been obtained
indicating the formation of radical-like intermediates.
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Pressare Polymeriution. Isoprene polymerizes when
compressed at high pressures (3,000 to 12,000 atm.) at the
ordinary temperature. Peroxide catalysis appears to be
essential for the process, but only minute traces of the
active oxygenated compound are required to initiate it.

Conant and Petersen [19, 1932] suggest that the mechanism
is a series of chain reactions in the liquid hydrocarbon,
initiated by the spontaneous decomposition from time to
time of the peroxide. The accelerating effect of great pres-

sures is then due to the orientation of the isoprene mole-
cules into a more compact bundle in which longer reaction

chains can be propagated by the spontaneous decomposi-
tion of a single peroxide molecule. Presumably as the
volume of liquid diminishes by compression a definite

orientation of molecules ensues, probably similar to that

which exists in the polymeride itself. As each molecule
becomes in turn activated by the energy derived from the

peroxide, it unites with its neighbour, the product becoming
active by virtue of the exothermic nature of the polymeriza-

tion process. The accelerating effect of temperature is

regarded as being due to the more frequent initiation of
peroxide decompositions and hence of reaction chains. The
efficiency of a given peroxide catalyst probably depends on
its instability, and that of a negative catalyst on its power
to break reaction chains.

Acetylene and Conjugated Olefine-acetylenes

The case of acetylene-polymerization is somewhat more
complicated than that of olefine-polymerization owing to

the fact that whereas by addition to olefinic linkages

saturated bonds are formed which no longer possess any
additive capacity, by addition to acetylenic linkages ethy-

lenic bonds are formed which may reasonably be expect^
to participate in further additions. As early as the dimeride

stage, therefore, mixed olefine acetylene systems must in-

evitably arise unless (1) aromatic substances can be formed
by the simultaneous interaction of three acetylenic mole-
cules (as has frequently been assumed in the representa-

tion of the formation of benzene from acetylene at a red

heat), (2) homogeneous polymerization of acetylenes can

occur with the formation of chains of composition
•

• ( •CH :CH • )n • •
• (analogous to the saturated chains pro-

duct by the macropolymerization of styrene according to

Staudinger’s formulation), or (3) acetylenes can unite

directly to yield derivatives of cyc/obutadiene. Since none
of these possibilities corresponds to any of the courses of
acetylene-polymerization which have been determined up
to the present, it is convenient to consider acetylenes and
olefine-acetylenes in the same section. In connexion with

both of these molecular types it is to be borne in mind that

differences in additivity are likely to exist between acety-

lenic imits of the type -CiCH which retain an active or
replaceable hydrogen atom, and those which do not, and
further with respect to olefine-acetylenes that the course of
reaction is likely to depend largelyon the relative tendencies

to additive reaction of acetylenic and olefinic centres.

Acetylenes. Unsubstituted acetylene polymerizes at low
temperatures in the presence of ammonium and cuprous

chlorides to give a dimeride (vinylacetylene), a trimeride

(divinylacetylene), and a tetrameride (probably

CH,:CHC!CCH:CHCH:CH,)

[69, 1931]. With regard to the polymerization mechanism,
the dimeride can definitely yield the tetrameride by self-

addition under the conditions of reaction and appears to

yield the trimeride by union with acetylene [69, 1931]. This

n

type of polymerization is restricted to compounds con-

taining the group •C:CH; consequently the trimeride and
tetrameride are the ultimate products of reaction. The pro-

cess may be represented as proceeding additively by the

separation of hydrogen, the reaction (1) occurring in pre-

ference to (2):

(1) CH,:CH C:C—H CH iCH CH,:CH CIC CH;CH,
(2) CH,:CH C:CH +H—CiCH-+CHj:CH CH:CH C:CH.

The polymerization of acetylene or alkylacetylenes by

the end-to-end attachment of molecules would lead to the

production of homogeneously conjugated chains, e.g,

• • CH:CH(CH;CH)„CH:CH- -.which in view of the

relative instability of known conjugated polyenes would
hardly be expected to constitute the end products of reac-

tion. Neither this type of reaction product nor any derived

(cyclized or further polymerized) modification has been

recognized.

The conversion of simple acetylenic compounds into

benzenoid compounds by heat and by sulphuric acid has

long been known to occur, but presumably the process

begins by the formation of an open-chain dimeride and
proceeds by one of the following routes:

CH,:CR-C:CR

CHs:CRCH;CRC =CR
(3) CHiCR + H~C:CR

CHiCR

CH:CR ( H—C!CR-

C CH

i L'

Mignonac and Ditz [66, 1934] report that acetylene, heated

at 750° in a silica tube, gives not only much benzene, but

a dimeride, QH*, which readily undergoes further poly-

merization on heating. Small quantities of benzenoid com-
pounds have been obtained by the action of ultra-violet

light on acetylene [43, 1931, I933r4].

Olefine-acetylenes. It has been noted above that the

catalytic polymerization of vinylacetylene (in presence of
cuprous chloride) gives a dimeride which is probably
^i:6:7-optatriene-3-yne. The thermal polymerization of
vinylacetylene, however, gives products whose structures

are very difficult to determine. Some evidence has been^

obtained, nevertheless, which indicates that the products'

consist of cyc/obutane and cyc/obutene derivatives such as

1, II, and III.

CHIC-CH CH-CiCH
(I) i I

CH,—CH,
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This, however, is not the only course of reaction: it is

a striking fact that thermal polymerization of vinylacetylene
in the presence of certain acidic materials (e.g. acids, acid
anhydrides, and phenols) leads to the formation ofstyrene;
some resinous products are also formed, but under suitable

conditions half the polymeride consists of the dimeridc,
styrene. Thus vinylacetylene can undergo at least three

distinct types of polymerization [25, 1934]:

f PETROLEUM
The l-alkyl-2-vinylacetylenes, CHj:CHC:CR, are

colourless liquids which slowly pol)mierize, yielding vis*-

cous, yellow syrups [41, 1933]. The 1-bromo-, l-iodo-,and
1-chloro-^-vinylacetylenes are unstable liquids which poly-
merize on standing to black solid polymeridcs. The latter
are explosive when heated or submitted to mechanical
shock [42, 1933].

Allenes

Type iysi
j

Strut lure ISOmm.i
!

rf?’”
-20'
"d

A
B

CuCI
None

CH,:CH C r ( H:CH CH:CH,
CH;C CH—CM C C H

SO- lo830
50-3" i 0-873

1-576

1-508

C Acids
i-H,—([’H,

PhCH.C’H,
!

54“
j

0-907 1-545

The higher polymerides which accompany the respective

dimerides or which are formed by direct polymerization of
the latter also show pronounced differences. The higher

polymerides of type A do not contain acetylenic hydrogen

;

on exposure to air they become insoluble, and when heated

do not undergo depolymerization but decompose violently.

The polymerides of type B contain acetylenic hydrogen:
they become insoluble on exposure to air, and decompose
explosively when heated above 110'’. The higher poly-

merides of type C (polystyrene), as is well known, do not
contain acetylenic hydrogen; they do not become insoluble

on exposure to the air, and can be cracked by heat to yield

styrene (sec p. 959).

The mixed polymeride obtained by heating vinylacety-

lene in absence of a catalyst is a soft, light-coloured resin

from which only small amounts of the dimeride can be
separated by distillation. To this latter the structure I,

analogous to those of the thermal polymerides from di-

vinylacetylene (see below), is assigned. The higher poly-

merides decompose on attempted distillation, but from the

nature of their hydrogenation products it is clear that a tri-

meride, two tetramerides, and a pentameride, in addition to

72% ofhigher polymeride, were formed. These probably arc
chain polymerides having the general structure III (p. 965).

Numerous acidic substances serve as catalysts for styrene

production. By heating vinylacetylene for 6 hours at 105"

in presence of 1-10% of catalyst, usually about 10-15% is

converted into styrene; resinous by-products, however, are
also obtained.

The manner of polymerization of divinylacetylene, a sub-
stance in which no acetylenic hydrogen remains, is of
interest, since in many purely additive reactions an olefinic

bond appears to be more readily reactive than an acetylenic

bond. Divinylacetylene, when allowed to stand in air, is

transformed to a soft, oxygen-containing jelly which is

dangerously explosive [21, 1934]. The action of heat in the
absence of air yields a quite different type of polymeride,
viz. a yellow oil which dries to hard films. This oil is a
mixture of polymerides from which irans-l :2-divinylethy-

nyl-cyc/obutane has been isolated, so that dimerization
apparently proceeds in a manner analogous to the dimeriza-
tion of cinnamic acid whereby truxillic acid is formed.

Allene. The investigation of the polymerization of allenic
hydrocarbons is chiefly due to Lebedev [55, 1913]. Allene
itself, on heating in glass vessels for 3J days at 140", is half-
polymerized, yielding products ranging from the dimeride
to the hexameride together with 25®/;, of higher polymeric
material. In all allenic dimerizations the two reacting
molecules are considered by Lebedev to become linked at
the central and at one of the extreme carbon atoms to give
derivatives of cvetobutane. This may be regarded as the
normal allenic mode of polymerization, and in the case of
allene 1 : 2-dimethylene-c vc/obutane (1) is formed.

This dimeride, however, is itself a conjugated diene, and on
heating undergoes both dimerization and high polymeriza-
tion in the manner normal to this class of substance. Thus
the a-form of tetrameric allene (111) is reported to be pro-
duced by the cyc/ohexene-forming type of dimerization
which applies to the open-chain butadienes, and the high
polymeride (IV) by the continued terminal linking of
dimeride units in the manner usually considered to be
characteristic of rubber formation from isoprene. To the
trimeride, tetrameride (/3-form), pentameride, and hexa-
meride formed respectively by addition of monomeride to
dimeride, to trimeride, &c., in the normal allene manner,
the formulae (V), (VI), (Vll), and (VIII) are assigned. All

•CH.C C~CH,rCH,C CCHnCH.C CCH,-

(tV) High polymeride

(V) Trimeride

CH.= n
H, H, H,

CH,;CHC!CCH-CH, (VI) fi-Telramerlde

+ "

CH,:CHC:CCH-=CH, CH,:CHC:CCH—CH,.
Addition, therefore, occurs at an olefinic bond and pro-
ceeds without hydrogen separation. A trimeride produced
alongside the dimeride has probably the constitution:

H, H, H, H,

(VH) PentmtarUU
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[H
I. I I,

L ™

II. hla 1la fla 1

LI
-la I-I.

(VllI) Hexameride

the lower polymeridcs are volatile liquids of boiling-point

ranging from 63“ (dimeride) to 170"/10 mm. (hexameride).

The mono-, di-, and tri-alkyl-allenes also polymerize, but
in the case of all unsymmetrically substituted allenes the

number of possible products is increased owing to iso-

merism. Thus M/u.ym.-dimethylallene, CH 2 :C:CMeis, is

reported to yield 3 dimerides, (IX), (X), and (XI), on
heating [53, 1911], but none of the three theoretically

possible ones of type (XII).

(XI) (Xll)

Amongst trimerides the form (XIH) is stated to be formed
[54, 1913].

(Xlll)

CHMe

CHMc

CHMe

H Me

HMe
(XIV)

(XVI)

From jy/«.-dimethylalIene the dimeride (XIV) and a
small amount of trimeride (XV) are reported to be formed
on heating, and from trimethylallcne a mixture of isomeric
dimerides (including XVI), trimerides, and higher poly-

merides. Triphenylallcne yields a dimeride which Ziegler

and his collaborators [106, 1924] identified as a tctraphenyl-

truxane, formed by further cyclization ofan initially formed
cyc/obutane derivative (XVII or XVlIl); this formulation,

however, is not supported by Strauss and Ehrenstein [86,

1925], who attribute quite another constitution.

Ph,

PhCH-

-CH Ph

Ph.

(XVII)

n
Cyclanes (CydoparaflBns, Naphthenes), C„Ht„

The cyclanes are hydrocarbons in which the carbon chain
forms a ring. Substituted cyclanes arise by replacement of
the hydrogen atoms of the ring-methylene groups by other
groups, the nomenclature adopted for the description of
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such compounds depending on numbering the carbon

atoms of the ring.

Nth.—CH,/
Cyclohexane

/CH,—CHMCy
Mc.C< >CH,

\CH.. CH/
1:1; i-Trlmethylcyc\ohexane

Occurrence.

Many petroleums, especially Russian petroleum, contain

large proportions of saturated components possessing the

general formula C„H*„ and apparently belonging to the

O'c/oparaffin series. These substances, for the same reasons

that apply in the case of the open-chain hydrocarbons of

petroleum, are exceedingly difficult to isolate in homo-
geneous condition by fractionation processes, and as yet

little information is available concerning the varieties and
relative proportions of the individual hydrocarbons con-

tained in the crude oils.

Markownikoff first recognized the presence of cyclo-

hexane and of its monomethyl- and dimethyl-derivatives

in the light naphtha of Russian petroleum, and suggested

the term ‘naphthenes’ to describe the members of this

group. Various other members of the cyclohexane group

have been reported as identifiable in petroleums from dif-

ferent sources, but cyr/opentanc and its monoalkyl- and
dialkyl-derivativcs have also been identified in the lower

fractions of Borneo, Russian, and other petroleums.

Certain crude petroleums also contain small quantities

ofcyclic carboxylic acids known as naphthenic acids which

appear as sodium salts in the alkaline liquors employed in

the refining of the crude oils. From an examination of

various samples of naphthenic acids Zelinski in 1924 con-

cluded that the great majority of these substances contained

in petroleum are not derivatives of ryc/ohexane, but pro-

bably largely of ryc/opentane. The isolation of an indi-

vidual naphthenic acid from petroleum was first carried out

by von Braun in 1933, who showed the compound to be

3 : 3 :4-trimethylcyf/opentylacetic acid,

Me. H,

j

^J^H)—CH.CO.H.
mW) H,

From the point of view, therefore, of petroleum chemistry

the cyclanes containing 5- and 6-membcred rings are of
considerable importance, but those containing 3-, 4-, 7-,

and higher membered rings are, so far as present informa-

tion extends, only of theoretical interest.

Cyclohexane and Cyclopentane Series

Preparation.

Cyclohexanes. The cyc/ohexanes are for the most part

prepared either by direct catalytic hydrogenation of the

corresponding benzenoid compounds, or by catalytic

hydrogenation of suitable cyclic olefines and diolefines,

including hydrocarbons of the terpene group (see p. 971).

3H,
Mc<^ ^Me * Me(H)<

^ ^(H)Me

Hr~H,
I ;4-Dlmelhylcyc\ohexane

Ht

Cyelohexene Cyclohexane

H. H.

"CD"'
H, H,

H,

CD"'
H, H,
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H, H.

)>(H)CHMe.

hTh.
1 :4-Meihyisopropyl-

cyclohexoM

The cyclic alcohols obtained by the catalytic hydrogena-

tion of phenol and its homologues in presence of nickel at

temperatures in the neighbourhood of 180° (method of

Sabatier and Senderens), or by the reduction of cyclic

ketones, represent a fruitful source of materials for the

preparation of cyclanes. These alcohols may either be de-

hydrated to yield the corresponding olefines (see p. 970)

and thence converted into cyclanes by catalytic hydrogena-

tion, or they may be first converted into the corresponding

halogen compounds by the action of hydrogen halides or

phosphorus halides and thence by direct reduction (or by

elimination ofhydrogen halide followed by catalytic hydro-

genation) into the corresponding cyclic hydrocarbons. In

the reduction of halogeno-cyc/ohexanes to ryc/ohexanes,

reducing agents of the type of hydriodic acid and red

phosphorus, zinc (or palladized zinc, or zinc-copper couple)

and hydrochloric acid, and zinc dust and alcohol are em-
ployed.

For the preparation of the more highly substituted

cyclanes the Grignard reaction can be used. Thus by the

interaction ofmagnesium alkyl halides (or zinc alkyls) with

the ketones which arc derivable in great variety by direct

synthesis, by oxidation of cyclic alcohols, or by catalytic

reduction of unsaturated ketones of the terpene series,

alkylcyc/ohexanols are obtained: these are readily con-

vertible into the corresponding hydrocarbons.

»r~H, H7~Hi

— Me.<(
”*

> Me,<^
*

)>(H>R

Hr~H. riTTr.

Alternative methods which may be utilized for the pro-

duction of cyctehexanes in small quantities are those of
Clemmensen, of Wolf, and of Kishner, whereby cyclic

ketones are either reduced directly to the corresponding
saturated hydrocarbons by boiling with amalgamated zinc

and concentrated hydrochloric acid (Clemmensen), or are

indirectly converted into these by heating their hydrazoncs
or semicarbazones with sodium ethoxide (Wolf), or their

hydrazones with potassium hydroxide (Kishner).

Cyclopentanes. The hydrocarbons of the cyc/opentane
group are almost invariably prepared from cyc/opentanone
and its homologues. Cyc/opentanone is readily obtained

by the dry distillation of calcium adipate or of a mixture
of adipic acid and baryta, and this yields cyc/opentanol on
reduction with sodium amalgam or with similar reducing
agents. Likewise alkylcyc/opentanones may be derived by
the distillation of the calcium salts of the alkyladipic acids,

and subsequently converted by reduction into the corre-

sponding cyclic alcohols.

CHMe CH. CO,. Heat CHMc CHas.

(!:H, • CH. • CO,/
**

^c[h. CH,/
°

Calcium p-methyl- 3-Melhylcyc\o-

2H CHMeCH-
^

I

>CH(OH)
CH, CH/

3-Methylcyclapenlanol

Cyc/opentanones substituted in the 2-position may be
obtained in two ways: (1) by direct alkylation of cyc/o-

pentanone or its homologues, using sodamide with an alkyl

halide as alkylating agent, and (2) by alkylation of the

cyclic sodio-keto-esters obtained by the action of metallic

sodium on adipic esters (Dieckmann reaction), with sub-

sequent hydrolysis and decarboxylation of the alkylated

esters. The alkylcyc/opentanones pass into alkylcyc/o-

pentanols on reduction.

I
>o

CH.-CH./

Mel
^

CH. CH,

(NaNHJCH.CHM.

>Mel CH.CHMt

(NaNH,’)CH8CHM(
CH. CH. CO.m Na CTH. CH,.

I
1

>co
CH,CH,CO,Et CH.CNa^CO.Et

Mel • CHav
^

Hydrolysis —
^^*\cO

CH,CMe<^0,Et CHa-CHMc^

By dehydration of the cyclic alcohols cyc/opentenes are

obtained which pass into cyc/opentanes on hydrogenation

:

the same result may be obtained by conversion of the cyclic

alcohols first into the corresponding halides and thence by

reduction into the hydrocarbons as in the case of the

cyc/ohexanes.

For the preparation of small quantities of hydrocarbons

directly from the cyclic ketones the methods of Clemmen-
sen, of Wolf, and of Kishner may be employed as men-
tioned in connexion with the cyc/ohexanes.

Ring Transformations. Cyclic substances, especially those

not purely of hydrocarbon type, are prone to undergo

change of ring structure. Changes such as the conversion

of cyc/ohexanes or alkylcyc/obutanes into cyc/opentanes

occur with some readiness, especially in the case of reac-

tions which are carried out at fairly high temperatures.

A number of instances have been reported in which ben-

zenoid hydrocarbons yield cyc/opentane derivatives on
hydrogenation at high temperature and pressure; more-

over, reduction operations involving the use of hydriodic

acid at temperatures between 200° and 250° appear fre-

quently to he accompanied by change of cyc/ohexane into

cyc/opentane rings, and in the case of dimethyl-cyc/obutyl-

carbinol of a cyc/obutane ring into a cyc/opentane ring.

One of the smoothest examples of ring transformation is

that of 1-methyl-l-o-hydroxyethylcyc/opentane to l:2-di-

naethyl-A^-cyc/ohexene by the action of zinc chloride; other

h<™T‘XWfCMeCHMeOH <
H, - CH,v

>CHMe
H.CHMe-/

changes which do not require high temperatures are those

of cyc/obutyl-carbinol into cyc/opentane by the reducing

action of the zinc-paUadium couple, and cyc/ohexane into

methylcyc/qpentane by the action of aluminium chloride.
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Froperties.

The cyc/ohexanes and c>'c/opentanes are volatile liquids

of petroleum-like smell which closely resemble the paraffins

in general properties. They are attacked more or less

readily by bromine, in sunlight or on heating, with the

formation of substitution products, but reaction occurs

with considerably greater ease when chlorine is employed
in place of bromine: reaction then proceeds at room tem-
perature in diffused light with formation of higher chlorides.

By the action of bromine together with aluminium bromide
on cyc/ohexanes, bromo-derivatives of benzenoid hydro-
carbons have been obtained, and in certain cases direct

dehydrogenation of cyc/ohexanes to benzenoid hydro-

carbons has been achieved by passing the vapour of the

hydrocarbons over heated finely divided nickel.

The cyctohexanes and cyc/opentanes cannot be satis-

factorily sulphonated with sulphuric acid, but they are

usually susceptible of nitration, especially those hydro-

carbons which contain tertiary hydrogen atoms. With
nitric acid, however, nitration or oxidation may occur

according to the conditions of reaction, and for the purpose

of effecting nitration heating with diluted nitric acid at

115-20'" is usually more satisfactory than treatment with

the usual nitrating mixtures of concentrated nitric and
sulphuric acids.

—34° c.). On heating at 400-500°, or at lo>ver tempera-

tures in presence of suitable contact substances, it passes

into propylene. It is stable towards hot permanganate, but

the ring is opened by fuming hydrobromic or hydriodic

acids with formation ofpropyl bromide or iodide. Towards

chlorine in the dark it is stable, but in sunlight explosion

occurs; with moi.st chlorine chlorocyc/opropane can be

obtained. Although dry cyc/opropane reacts only slowly

in the dark with dry bromine, yet in sunlight it reacts

rapidly with dry or moist bromine with formation of tri-

methylene dibromide. Bromination of cyc/upropane in the

presence of hydrogen bromide yields a mixture of 1 : 3- and

1 :2-dibromopropanc with some propyl bromide.

Methylcyc/opropane (b.p. 4-5°) is obtained by debro-

mination of 1 : 3-dibromobutane with zinc dust and alcohol.

It is absorbed by concentrated sulphuric acid giving a

mixture of polymerides; with 50% (by vol.) sulphuric acid,

however, it yields Acc.-butyl alcohol.

1 : 1-Dimethylcyc/opropane (b.p. 21°) is obtained by de-

bromination of 1 : 3-dibromo-2 : 2-dimethylpropane with

zinc dust and alcohol, and 1:1:2- and 1 :2:3-trimethyl-

cyc/opropanc are formed by analogous methods.

CH,CH*
Cyc\obutanes. Cyc/obutanc,

| | , is obtained by
CHjCH*

Hydrocarbons of the Cyciopentane and Cyclohexane Series

B.p. <
i 1

B.p.
\

"i)

Cyctopentane . 50-50-7“
I

0-7506’*®^"
I

Cyclohexane . .

j

80-80-2“ 0-7869‘^
1

1-4291“®*

Substituted Cyclopentanes

Substituent

group B.p. d^. Substituent group B.p. rfi*.

Methyl .
70-72-2“ 0-7474®®" 1-4088®“ 1 : 1 :2-Trimethyl 113-113-5“ 0-7729“" 1-4238“*

1: 1-Dimethyl . 87-5“
0-7552’if;

1-4139®"* 1:1:3- 115-16* 0-7703®®’ 1-4223®®*

1:2- „ 92-7-93“ 0-7534®,!!' 1-4126®®* 1:2:3- .. .
j

114-15“ 0-7688“" 1-4230“*

1:3- „ 90-5-91“ 0-7497“* 1-41 lO*** 1:2:4- 112-13“ 0-7564*®’ 1-4156*®*

Substituted Cyc\ohexanes

Methyl 103“ 0-7695®"’ 1-4230®®" 1 :2:4-Trimclhyl 140-1“ 0-7799*®®" 1-431*®®*

Ethyl 132-5“ 0-7772'-i|r 1:3:5- 137-5“ 0-7777}®*" 1-432*®**

n-Propyl . 183-4“ 0-8175*"" 1-4502'"' 1 :2-Mcthylethyl 150-2“ 0-784?®’ 1-432®®"

1-4310*’"

1-430*’®"

1:3- 148-9“ 0-7896*’" 1-4353*®*

1 : 1-Dimethyl .

1:2- „

125“

/
128-6-129“

1(122-5-123-5°)

{(0-7792®®")

0-7809“""
1 :3-Methyl-w-propyl

1 -.2-Methyl«t>propyl

f
160-70“

\
(164-5°)

171“

0-7895®**

0-8135*0*: 1-447®**

1:3- „ 119-5“ 0-7867®„"; 1-4234*®" 1:3- 167-8“ 0-8023*®"

1:4- „ 119-5-120“ 0-7690®®" 1-4244®®" 1:4- 171“ 0-7974®®" 1-4376®**

1:1: 3-Trimcthyl 138-5-139“ 0-7664*!1" 1-4327*’"
1 :2:4:5-Tctramcthyl /

169-70“
1
0-811®®*

/
1-4451®®*

1:2:3- „ 141“ 0-7898®®' 1-4346*®" 1(160-5-161-5°) \
(0-7910*®**) 1(1-437*®*")

CycAopropane and CycXobutane Series

The hydrocarbons of these series are of little practical

importance. Relatively to the cyctohexanes and cyclo-

pentanes they are difficult to synthesize and possess an
inferior degree of stability. None of the members of either

series has been recognized in petroleum.

Cyclopropane^.
CHa\

Cyc/opropane,
j

^CH,, is prepared

by the debromination of trimethylene dibromide by means
of zinc dust and alcohol. It is a gas which liquefies in a
carbon dioxide-ether freezing mixture (m.p. —126-6°; b.p.

the hydrogenation of cyc/obutene (p. 970) in presence of
nickel at 100°. It is a gas which liquefies at — 15° (b.p. 11-

1 2°; rf 4
?’ 0-718) and is converted into butane on treatment

with hydrogen at 200° in the presence of nickel. The ring

system is stable towards cold concentrated halogen acids.

Methylcyc/obutane (b.p. 39-42°) is obtained by the de-

halogenation of 1 :4-dibromohexane with sodium in

toluene.

Cycloheptane and Higher Series

The saturated monocyclic hydrocarbons containing 7 or
more carbon atoms in the ring are of considerable theoreti-

cal interest, but are not known to occur naturally. The
synthesis of many cyclanes from C,Hi4 to CmHcq has been
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effected by the reduction ofthe ketones or diketones formed

by distillation of the salts (yttrium, thorium, cerium,

zirconium) of open-chain dibasic acids [79, 1926, 1928].

Cyc/oheptadecanc and methylrvr/opentadecane can be ob-

tained by the reduction of civetone from civet and muscone

from musk respectively.

The known higher cyclanes are crystalline solids which

can be distilled (the higher ones at greatly reduced pres-

sure) without decomposition.

The known cyclenes belong to many different series, con-

taining from 4 to 17 carbon atoms in the ring. The cyclic

alcohols from which the hydrocarbons are prepared are

almost invariably obtained by reduction of the correspond-

ing ketones, but in the cyclohexane series the alcohols may
frequently be obtained directly by the catalytic hydrogena-

tion of the corresponding phenols. In the case of certain

dialkylrvc/ohexenes (menthenes), cyclenes may be obtained

by the partial hydrogenation of diolefinic terpenes (mentha-

dienes).

The cyclenes are volatile liquids of petroleum-like odour.

In their physical properties, and in all their most important

chemical properties, they closely resemble the correspond-

Higher Cyclone Hydrocarbons

B.p. M.p.
!

B.p. M.p.

C,H„ Cyclo-hcptane 118“ 13- C,,H,. Cyclo-hcptadccane
i

64-5°

C,H„ „ octane 149-6-1 50-6" 14-2-14-4" C„H« „ octadecanc -- 12“

C,H„ ,, nonane 170 2" C-,H„ docosanc 1 212" (16 mm.) 45-6°

C„H„ „ dodecunc 118“ (18 mm.) 60-1" C«H.,
1 „ tetracosane 1

46-7"

C„H„ „ tndccane 112-13-' (9 mm.)
,

17-18"
: 1 „ hexacosanc i 218-19" (0-5 mm.) 41-2"

C'uH„ „ letradecanc MSMiemm.)
|

52 3"
1 C«H„

1
,. octacosane 213-14" (0-25 mm.) 47-8°

,, pentadccane 60-r i C„H„
1

„ nonucosane
1

215" (11 mm,

)

46-7"

C,.H„ „ hexadecane 170-r(20mm.)
|

56-7"
1

1
,. triacontane 55-6"

Cyclenes (Cyclic Olefines), C„Hte-a

The members of this group do not occur naturally, but

are obtained synthetically in great variety by the action of

dehydrating agents or dehydrating catalysis on cyclic alco-

hols or by the removal of hydrogen halide from the mono-
halogeno-derivativcs of cyclanes (obtained by the action of

hydrogen halides or phosphorus halides on the alcohols)

by means of caustic alkalis or organic bases.

CH.CHa-CH,

CHjCH.CH,
‘^H(OH)

-H,0

CHMeCH,. _HC1
1

>CHC1 »

CH, CH/

CH,CH,CH/
CytAoheptene

CHMcCHk

CH, • CH/
•Mtlhyl-S?-cyQ.\opem

:h

ing open-chain olefines. Allied to the cyclenes and resem-

bling them in methods of formation and in chemical

behaviour are the alkylidene-ryc/ohexanes (methylene-

cyr/ohexane, ethylidcnecyr/ohexane, isopropylidenecyc/o-

hexane, &c.) of the general formula (CH2)„:--C--CRR'.

A hydrocarbon which appears to be ryr/obutene has

been obtained by the distillation of trimcthyl-cyc/f^butyl-

ammonium iodide; it is a gas (b.p. 1 -5-2";
</i''

0-733) which

reduces permanganate in the cold, reacts readily with halo-

gens, and passes on hydrogenation in presence of nickel at

100“ into ryc/obutane. Very numerous members of the

ryc/opentene and ryc/ohexene groups are known, but com-
paratively few hydrocarbons of the higher groups. The
chief physical constants of the principal cyclenes are given

in the subjoined table.

Cydene Hydrocarbons

B.p. d
1

B.p. d «p

Cyc/obutene . 1-5-2° 0-7332: 1 :3-Dimethyl-A*-fyf/phcxene 124-6° 0-7998'** «’ 1-4466“’”

Cyc/ppentene 44-1-44-6° 0-7743ir 1-4218"'" 1:3-Diincthyl-A*- „ 126-7° 0-80741?*" 1
-4508**’

1 -Methyl-A*-cyc/openlene 72°
0-7758if.'" l-Propyl-A*- 154° 0-838*®* 1-4579*®’

1-Methyl-A*- 69° 0-7663i?'
1-4222*"” l-/3ppropyl-A'- „ 156-5° 0-8220,*,?“* 1-4615*“'*”

1 :2-Dimelhyl-A‘- „ 103-103-5° 0-79232?' ,.44713 l-Mcthyl-4-ethyl-A’- „ 149° 0-81691?” 1-453'""

l:l-Dimethyl-A*- „ 78-78-5° 0-7580??' 1-4190*®’ 1:1: S-'Trimethyl-A*- „ 139-41° 0-79812?* 1-4461®*“"

I-Et:iyl-A‘- 107-10° 0-7975*®’ 1-4426'-*®” 1:2: 3-Trimcthy1-A *- „ 149-6-150° 0-834711 1-463**'’“’

1 : 1 :2-Trimethyl-A*- „ 108-5-109° 0-7824??” 1-4324*®” 1:3:5-Trimethyl-A>- „ 142-5-143-5° 0-7965**” 14447**”

1:2:3-Trimcthyl-A>- „
1:1:2; 3-Tetramethyl-A’-

121-6° 0-80392?” j.44641*
3"

1 :2;4-Triinethyl-A‘

l-Methyl-4-Mopropyl-Ai-

144-6° 0-80781?*" 1-450*®'*”

cyc/ppentene

l-Methyl-3-/iopropyl-A*-

134-5° 0-80351?” 1-4441*®’ cyc-fohexene .

1-Methyl-4-MPpropyl-A •-

172-174-5° 0-82301?“’ 1-4598

cyc/ppentene

1 : l-Dicihyl-A'-cyr/ppcn-

138-9° 0-791*®” 1-4380*** cyc/phexene

1:1:2: 3-Tctramcthyl-A»-

168-9° 0-813(^* M523®®”

tene

Cyc/phexene .

144-6°

83-83-5°

0-80832?”

0-81022?”

1-4469*®’

1-4451*®*”
cyc/phexene .

1 :2:4;5-Tetraniethyl-A»-

169-72° 0-8217**®* 1-460**®*

l-Methyl-A*-fyc/phexcne 108' 0-80992?” 1-4496*®” cyc/phexene . 165-7° 0-81991?“' 1-459*®“*

1-Methyl-A*- 104-6° Cyc/pheptene 113-15° 0-8228*?’ 1-4552*®*

1-Methyl-A»- 103° 0-7986??” 1-443**’ l-Methyl-A*-cyc/pheptene . 137-5-138-5° 0-824*®'*’ 1-4581*®“*

1:2-Diniethyl-A‘- „ 135-5-136-5° 0-82262?" 1-4580®**’ Cyc/poctene 145° 0-8552?” 1-474***

1;4-Diniethyl-A’- „ 124-6° 0-79852?'*” 1-444**” Cyc/ppentadecene m.p. 36-7°

1-Ethyl-A»-

]:1-Dimethyl-A'- „

135-6°

119-5-121-2°

0-82381?^’

0-805615**

1-4567*®-*”

1-445*®'**

Cyc/pheptadecene m.p. 47°
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With the exception of cj^c/opentadiene which occurs to

a considerable extent in the forerun of benzene from coal

tar, and a number of monocyclic terpenes contained in

various essential (vegetable) oils, the members of this group
are prepared by synthetic means. For the most part they

are obtained by the removal of hydrogen halide from
dihalogeno-cyclanes, dihalogeno-cyclenes, or cyclic dihalo-

geno-dienes, either by the action of alkali or, more usually,

by the exhaustive methylation method of Hofmann.
The conjugated cyclic dienes are remarkable in that they

show no appreciable exaltation of the molecular refraction,

the conjugated cyclic trienes only slight exaltation, and
fvc/o-octatetraene none at all [4, 1912].

Cyc/opentadiene is of interest in that it contains a methy-
lene group which by virtue of its position between doubly
bound carbon atoms acquires a high degree of reactivity:

the hydrogen atoms of this methylene group are replaceable

by alkali metals and also readily react with the oxygen of
ketones with formation of condensation products of the

type
[

/=C<^, known as fulvenes. With acetone,

acetophenone, and benzophenone the following deeply

coloured tricne hydrocarbons arc formed

:

CH:CH\ CH:CHs CH:CH.
I

;.C:CMe,
|

>C:CMcPh
j

;C;CPh.
CH:CH/ CH:CH/ CH.Ch/

Dlmrlhylfulvtne MelhylphrnvI/uhene Diplienylfulrenc

Both c>’f/opentadiene and the fulvenes are prone to undergo
polymerization and atmospheric oxidation: cv<7npenta-

diene passes rapidly into a mixture of polymeridcs, which
consists largely of the dimeric hydrocarbon <p. 961).

O’c/ohexadiene can exist in a conjugated (A' “-) and in

a non-conjugated (A' ^-) form. The former can be obtained

in pure condition by the action of alcoholic sodium eth-

oxide on cyc/ohexene dibromide [37, 1925], and the latter,

together with some proportion of its isomeridc, by the

action of alkali on 1 :4-dibromoc>’c/ohexane, or by decom-
position of the phosphate of 1 :4-diamino(Tr/ohexane.

Cycloheptatriene and cydooctatetraene. A* “
^-cyclo-

heptatriene (tropilidene), a liquid which readily resinihes

in air, is obtained from eyf/nheptene dibromide by the

Hofmann method, cj'c/oheptadiene being obtained inter-

mediately. A’ *
‘'•’-O'c/ooctatetraene is prepared by the

same method from N-methylgranatanin (1), the cyr/oocta-

diene (VX which is first formed being converted successively

into cyc/ooctatriene and cyc/ooctatetraene.

HYDROCARBONS
CHr-CH CH, CH. CH CH,

I'H, lilMe i-H, (ItH, CH,

i-Hr-in—(!:h, in. in—(I'M,

a) (It)

971

CH,—CH(NMeO-CH,

— I:h, in,

<!:h,—ch========(!:h

(III)

CH,—CH(NMe, • OH) • CH,

—J:h. d-H,—..

(!:h,—ch-^==^"::===^<!:h

(IV)

CH,—CH- CH

L u
L

Monocyclic Terpenes, CiuHj,.

These diolefinic substances which are found in the essen-

tial oils of plants each contain the cyclized carbon skeleton

of two isoprene units. When isoprene polymerizes to the

dimeric stage, one of the monomeric molecules becomes

added to the other in a way superficially analogous to that

pursued in the addition of maleic anhydride to diene hydro-

carbons (p. 950): the product is dipentene, the optically

active forms of which (rf- and /-limonene) arc widely dis-

tributed in nature. But since the molecule of isoprene is

unsymmetrical, the formation of dipentene represents only

one of four ways in which the two monomeric molecules

i
I i

\/
CH,

Dipentene

ci

u
H—CMc

h.L.

could unite to give a substituted cyr/ohexene ring. A
second of these ways is exemplified in the formation of

1 -methyl-3-/.yopropcnyl-A'-cyc/ohexene (A®"**Cm-mentha-

diene) which itself (or an isomeride thereof from which it is

formed by facile double-bond displacement) occurs as sylves-

trenein Swedish pine-needle oil. Modifications of dipentene

in which both of the double bonds are in the ring occur

naturally as «- and y-terpinene and a-phellandrene, and

Conjugated Cyclic Dienes and Trienes

Formula B.p. ("O
i... .... "d

Cyrfopentadicne

Cyr/ohexadiene (Dihydrobenzenc)

o«-
hTh.

40-2-41 -6

78-3-78-8

0-8228^:

0-8404®?'

1-4463*®®'

1-4756®®'

Cyc/aheptadiene

!

120-1 0-8809S: 1.4960” «'

1

Cyc/oheptatriene 116 0-8876»J^'
1-5213®*®*

Cyc/ooctatetracne .... O 36-2-36-4

(14 nun.)
0-925J?’

1-5394®“*
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Monocyclic Terpenes

Formula i».p.("C.) d "d

a-Tcrpinenc ..... cx 180-2 0-8484i5’
1-4813'“®’

y-Terpincnc 183 0-853i5'
1-4754'“®'

a-Phcllandrene* -<zx 175-6 G-8410j!l’ 1-4732“'

d-Limonenc* 176-176-4 0-851 ijr 1-4743'““'

Terpinolene ..... -OK 183-5 0-854“' 1-484

/J-Terpincnc KTX 173-4 0-838”' 1-4754”'

/3-PhcIlandrenc* ..... KHX 171-2 0-8520“' 1-4788“’

-Menthadiene* .... -<zx 172-5-173 5 0-8370J?' l-4704-’'’‘

d-Sylvestrene* 175-8
1

0-8485'"' 1-4572

• Optically active.

modifications in which the double bonds are otherwise

displaced occur as /3-phellandrene and ^-terpinene. Other
isomerides of dipentene, including o-, m-, and p-mentha-
dienes, have been obtained synthetically.

In ^neral chemical behaviour the monocyclic terpenes

closely resemble the corresponding conjugated or non-

oonjugated diolefines, but in certain cases isomerization

entailing double-bond displacement may occur with more
than the usual facility.

Di- and Poly-cyclic Hydrocarbons (Saturated)

Dicyclic and polycyclic hydrocarbons are of many types,

most of which can be regarded as built up by the fusion

of separate rings in such a way that each ring has 1, 2, 3,

or 4 carbon atoms in common with its neighbour. Systems

in whidi the fused rings have 1 carbon atom in common
(e.g, the system shown in Fig. 1) are of spirane type; those

in which the rings share 2 carbon atoms can be regarded

as composed of a single ring bridged by a valency bond
(e.g. the ring-system in Fig. 2 is that of bicyc/opentane, and
the system in Fig. 3 that of a bicyc/ononane); and systems

in which the rings share 3 or 4 carbon atoms (Figs. 4 and 5)

are best viewed as composed of a single ring which is

traversed by a bridge containing 1 or more carbon atoms.

In bicyclic systems of the last type, however, it is im-

material which of the carbon-systems connecting the points

ofjunction of the individual rings is regarded as the bridge,

since all these connecting chains are equally free to dis-

tribute themselves in space: thus the systems represented

in Figs. 7 and 8 are identical with that represented in Fig. 6.

Numerous tricyclic and polycyclic hydrocarbons are

known, and in many of these (e.g. the hydrocarbons whose
carbon-skeletons are represented in Figs. 9-11, and the

reduced polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons in general)

the fundamental ring-systems may attain a considerable

degree of complexity.

The members of many of the important groups of di-

cyclic and polycyclic hydrocarbons are unsaturated com-
pounds, and although fully saturated derivatives of these

are often obtainable by the process of hydrogenation, the

reduced compounds may be of slight importance. In the

following account ofthe principal di-and poly-cyclic hydro-

carbons reference is made only to those groups, whether

saturated or imsaturated, which are themselves of some
interest or importance.

S^nme Dicyclic Hydrocarbons.

Only two members of this group are known. Spiro-

cyc/oDecane (cyr/opentanes/iirocyc/ohexane) has been
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obtained from the pinacol of c^c/opentanone [104, 1929]

and spirocyclo\Jndecax»ftom c^^c/ohexanesrp/rocyc/ohexane-

3 : 5-^one [70, 1926]. The former of these is reported to react

SpiTocycloOfca/if (b.p. 18S-6°)

H,

^H.—CH,. xCH,—CH,.

’^CH,—CH/ \CH,—CH./
Spitocyc\oUndecane (b.p. 208“)

slowly with dilute permanganate, to give a tetrabromide

with bromine, and to undergo isomerization in the presence

of platinized charcoal and hydrogen at 190".

Dic^'c/ohexanes.

The formation of bridged ryc/ohexanes has been reported

by Zelinski and his collaborators and by Uspenski. The
hydrocarbon is in each case obtained by debrominating

a suitable dibromocyclane (the c/j-isomeride appears to

give the best results) with zinc dust and alcohol. Thus
3:5-dibromo-l;l-dimethylcyc/ohexane yields the dimethyl

bicyc/ohexane (I) together with some proportion of an iso-

meric dimethylcyc/ohexene [101, 1913, 1920], and 1-bromo-

2-bromomethyl-cj’c/opcntane yields the dicyc/uhexane (TI)

/CH,-CHBr.
CMeZ >CHs

Vh,—CHBr/
Nci

< CHBr
1

-CHCH.Br

” \CH,—Ch/

/CH,- CHv

[103, 1924]; in a similar way 3:5-dibromo-l-phenylcyc/o-

hexane gives the corresponding phenyldicyc/ohexane 111,

and cw-I:4-dibromocyc/ohexane the dicyctohcxane IV

PhCfH
I

CH,

^ch.-ch/

CHjCHj

>c-H
\ /
CHjCH..

ail) (IV)

[87, 1920]. Another method of obtaining a bridged cydo-

hexane was discovered by Kishner [47, 1912], who obtained

by the action ofhydrazine on camphorphorone a pyrazolone
base, which yielded 2;6:6-trimethyldicyc/ohexane (V) on
heating with caustic potash. One well-known member of

The dicyc/ohexanes are paraffin-like substances, stable

towards cold permanganate, but attacked by concentrated

hydrobromic acid with rupture of the ryc/opropane ring.

For the most part they are stable towards, or only slowly

attacked by, bromine, but thujane is reported to give an

unstable dibromide (presumably a cyc/opentane derivative)

with this reagent [46, 1910-11], and also to undergo tram-

formation into the monocyclic hydrocarbon (VII) on dis-

/CH,—CH,v
MeCH< _>CHCHMc. (VII)

N:h\
CH,

filiation over palladinized charcoal at 160-162“ C. in a

current of hydrogen [102, 1927].

Dic3)c/oheptanes.

Various hydrocarbons having the formula CioHi* are

known which are theoretically derivable, and in most cases

actually derivable, by catalytic reduction (i.e. hydrogena-

tion of the double bond) of the dicyclic terpenes. TheM
substances are all dialkyl- or trialkyl-dicyc/oheptanes in

which the basic ring structure is one of those represented

in Figs. I, 11, and III below, and all save camphane are

(I) (ID (III)

structurally capable of displaying optical isomerism. An-
other hydrocarbon, camphenilane, of composition (i^Hi«,

belongs to the same group.

The dicyc/uheptanes are colourless oils or solids, many
of them possessing a pronounced odour.

Carane, b.p. 169-5", is an optically active oil obtainable

by dihydrogenation of ^-A^-carene, and by heating pule-

gone hydrazone with sodium ethoxide or potassium

hydroxide. It suffers fission of the cyclopropane ring by
the action of hydrogen bromide, yielding a monocyclic
hydrobromide (probably 8-bromo-/n-menthane), and also

by the action of bromine, yielding a dibromide (probably

4 : 8-dibrom-w-menthane)

,

MeCH CH,—CHv HBr MeCH
I

XTMCjBr-.
I

-CH. Cl<1h.-

:h,—CH..
I

>CMe.
ch/;H, CH,—CH'

Br, MeCH CH,—CH.

CH, CHa '\CMc,Br
:HBr

/CH, CH—CMe,\ koH
CH,< _^NH <

^CHMe-C-’-N'^^ <
CH,—CHv

I
>CM

CHMe-CH-"

/CH, CH,

^”’N;HMe-CH(

the group, however, is directly obtainable from naturally

occurring products: thus thujane (VI) is easily obtained by
the catalytic hydrogenation of any of the dicyclic terpenes

ot-thujene, j3-thujene, and sabinene (p. 975).

/CH,—CH,v
M«CH< >CCHMe, (VI)

\CH—CH,/

Pinane is an oil, obtained by the dihydrogenation of
a- or ]5-pinene in the presence of plati-

MeCH CH num or nickel catalysts. Since the

I H J-hVm,. addition of hydrogen at the double

I

*
i y ' bond of either form of pinene can

c:h,—CH take place in two ways, different stereo-

isomerides (as- and trans-)may appear
in each case. Thus l-u-pinene with a nickel catalyst at 220-
230“ C. yields lranf-/-pinane (b.p. 162-4°) and with platinum
black at the ordinary temperature c/s-/-pinane (b.p. 164-8-

165-8°); likewise d-a-pinene with platinum black yields ds-
d-pinane (b.p. 163-4°). Pinane is remarkably stable both
to oxidizing agents and to mineral acids and is only very
slightly attacked by hydrogen bromide at 230° C.
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Camphane, m.p. 153-4°, b.p. 160-1°, is the parent hydro-

carbon of the camphor group, but it cannot be prepared

by direct reduction of camphor. It is

I

obtained in pure condition by the rc-

CHi—C CHt duction of bornyl chloride, wobomyl

I

I

I

chloride, or bornylene dichioride by
CMcj

I

sodium and alcohol, but owing to the

symmetry of the molecule is optically
’

* inactive. It is a very volatile solid which

shows great resistance to oxidizing agents and is not attacked

by fuming sulphuric acid at 180". With dilute nitric acid

at 145-50° it yields two isomeric mononitro-derivatives.

Isocamphane is obtained by dihydrogenation of cam-
phene at the ordinary temperature in

CH,-CH—CMe. presence of platinum black, or at 170-

1

I

90 in presence of nickel. In this way

I I
I

dl- (m.p. 65-6’, b.p. 164-5"). d- (m.p.

CHj—CH—CHMc 62-3", b.p. 166-166-5"), and /- (m.p.

63-64-5°, b.p. 164°) forms have been

obtained. It yields a mononitro-derivative, m.p. 48-9°, on
nitration.

Fenchane is an oil, b.p. 149 , obtained by the reduction

of a-fenchene dibromide with sodium
and alcohol, or by the action of so-

dium ethoxide or potassium hydroxide

on rf-fenchonehydrazone. With dilute

nitric acid it yields a mixture of two
.sec.-nitrofenchenes, but to some extent

undergoes oxidation to /sofenchocam-

phoric acid.

Isobornylane is obtained by the catalytic hydrogenation

of a-fenchene or fenchone using the

Sabatier-Senderens method, or by the

dihydrogenation of cyc/ofenchene in

presence of platinum black at 1 55-60°.

It is an oil, b.p. 163-5-164-5°, which
has not been obtained in pure d- and

/-forms. With dilute nitric acid at 135-40° it gives two
mononitro-derivatives (one sec.) together with w-apo-
camphoric acid.

CamphenUane, m.p, 15-16°, b.p. 142-5", is prepared by
the action of potassium hydroxide on
camphenilone hydrazone. It is extremely

stable towards nitric acid, but at 140-5°

yields with this reagent a mixture of
nitro-derivatives and oxidation products.

Tric3icIoheptanes.

Three saturated tricyclic hydrocarbons belonging to the

terpene series are known, viz. cyr/ofenchene, tricyclene, and
o^wcyclene.

CyaXofenchene or ^-pinolene is a slightly laevo-rotatory

liquid (b.p. 143-143-5°) obtained to some
extent during the dehydration of fenchyl

CH,
I

alcohol. It is conveniently prepared by
H

—

!—^CH treating d-fenchone hydrazone with mer-

. i / ' curie oxide in the presence of alkali. By
9 treatment with hydrogen at 155-66° in

presence of platinum black it yields iso-

bomylane, and when passed over plati-

num black at 300° in a current of carbon dioxide it

undergoes ring fission with formation of a mixture of a-

and /8-fenchenes. With bromine it gives a-fenchene di-

bromide, m.p. 86-7°, and with hydrogen chloride a rather

unstable hydrochloride, m.p. 26-9°. On hydration it forms
/sofenchyl alcohol.

Tricyclene is a volatile solid (m.p. 67-5-68°, b.p. 153°)

present in the camphene prepared by the dehydration of

Moborneol. It may be prepared by the

action of zinc dust on pinene dibromide

or, better, by treatment ofcamphor hydra-

zone with mercuric oxide in presence of

alkali. It is not attacked by permanganate,

even on long boiling, but yields camphene
hydrochloride with hydrogen chloride, and
a mixture of borneol and /.voborneol on
hydration. On hydrogenation in presence

of nickel at 180-2(X)° it passes into /scicamphane, the re-

action evidently proceeding through camphene, since the

latter is the product if tricyclene is passed over the same
catalyst in a current of nitrogen.

Axiocyclene is a solid hydrocarbon (m.p. 42-5-43°, b.p.

,
138-9°) obtained as a by-product in the

I

’ l"
V”' preparation of opobornylene (q.v.). It

CMe, js extremely resistant towards oxidizing

I
;

I

agents.
CH ; CH

CH

Reduced Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons.

Many of the well-known polynuclear hydrocarbons have

been converted into the corresponding fully saturated poly-

cyclic compounds by the action of hydrogen in presence of

nickel (at suitable temperatures and pressures), or by the

action ofenergetic reducing agents. Amongst the saturated

polycyclic hydrocarbons so obtained are the following:

CH,-CH CMe.,

1 I

H,—C C

CHi—CH-

C1CMe,

1,—CH CH

CH,~CH—CMC,

CH,—CH~CH,
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Polyna]riitiienes.

The high-boiling fractions of petroleum are complex
mixtures consisting largely of hydrocarbons ranging from

QHan to probably C„Hs„_,.
The nature of these com-
pounds is unknown, but
doubtless they are of poly-

cyclic nature. In the case

of petroleum naphtha from
Hodouin and Gbely (Czecho-
slovakia) it is reported that

a hydrocarbon, adamantane,

C,oH, 6 (m.p. 68"), is contained in the fraction of b.p. 190-5"

[51, 1933]. This substance is extremely stable towards

oxidizing agents and has a terpenelike odour.

CH. C

c

1

'^CH,
1

1 1

C

CH t:h2

Di- and Poly-cydic Hydrocarbons (Unsaturated)

The di- and poly-cyclic hydrocarbons of the unsaturated

series include (I) the sesquiterpenes, (2) many partially

reduced polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons, and (3) the

polymerides and addition products of cyclic dienes.

Dicyclic Terpenes.

The dicyclic terpenes occur extensively in the essential

oils of plants, mostly Coniferae, but particularly in Swedish

and Finnish oil of turpentine and in pine-needle oils. Cer-

tain members of the group are, however, obtained by
chemical means from their derivatives. The following

hydrocarbons are known

:

•i-ThuJene ff-ThaJene Sabinene A’-Corme

^‘-Carene a-Pinene

CH CH,

I^Mcl
CH, CH,

CH,
!

CMe

I

*^”’1

Me

Bomyltne Apabornylene

CH,:C
j

CH,
i T"-|

McC
,

CH,

CH

CH
j

CMe,

I

CH
I

CH,

^\-Thujene (b.p. 152-152-5' ) forms the chief constituent

of the oil from the gum-oleo-resin of BosweUia serrata

Roxb., but is also obtainable (together with ^-thujene) by

distillation of the methyl xanthate of thujyl alcohol. It is

optically active, but the d-Form racemizes slowly on keep-

ing. On hydrogenation in presence of platinum black it

yields rf-thujanc, but when hydrogenated in presence of

nickel at 180" fission of the ryc/opropanc ring occurs, with

formation of 1 :2-dimethyl-3-/.vopropyl-f'>’c/opentane. The
rye/upropane ring is also ruptured by hydrogen chloride

and by hydrogen bromide with formation of the corre-

sponding terpinene dihalides; further, with dilute sulphuric

acid the hydrocarbon yields a mixture of 1 ;4-terpin and
terpinen-4-ol.

^-Thujene (b.p. 147"), obtained together with its a-iso-

meride by heating the methyl xanthate of thujyl alcohol,

gives thujane on catalytic hydrogenation. It is remarkably
resistant to oxidation by potassium permanganate, but the

ryc/opropane ring suffers fission on treatment with dilute

sulphuric acid or with halogen acids.

Sahinene (b.p. 163-5"), obtained in the dextro-form from
oil of savin (Juniperis sabina L.) and in the (oevo-form

from several sources, yields thujane on hydrogenation in

presence of platinum black, but 1 : 2-dimethyl-3-isopropyl-

A’-ryc/opentene on hydrogenation in presence Of colloidal

palladium. It forms a liquid dibromide with bromine.

A^-Carene (b.p. 170"), from oil of turpentine, oxidizes

with great ease and resinifies on exposure to air. It yields

carane on hydrogenation in presence ofplatinum black and
undergoes ring fission with formation of sylvestrene and
dipentene dihydrochlorides on treatment with hydrogen
chloride.

A*-Carene (b.p. 165-7°), from oil of turpentine, oxidizes

more slowly than its AMsomeride, but undergoes fission of

the cyc/opropane ring with hydrogen bromide.
orPinene (b.p. 156°), present in most essential oils from

Coniferae, is known in d-, /-, and rf/-forms. It oxidizes in

air, a peroxide being first formed. When passed through

a hot tube it yields some isoprene, when vaporized over
metals (Cu, Ni, Co, and Fe) it yields aromatic hydro-
carbons, and when heated it undergoes isomerization to

dipentene.

^-Pinene (b.p. 162-3°) usually accompanies a-pinene in

essential oils and, like its isomeride, yields pinane on
hydrogenation.

Camphene, the only naturally occurring dicyclic terpene

which is crystalline (m.p. 51-2°, b.p. 158-5-159-5°), occursCamphene
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in rf-, /-, and d/-forms which are fairly widely distribut^.

It can be prepared from turpentine by treatmrat with

hydrogen chloride and removal of hydrogen chloride from

the bomyl chloride so formed; it can also be obtained by

removal of hydrogen chloride from wobornyl chloride and

by dehydration of bomeol or /sobomeol.

Camphene shows a marked tendency to undergo intra-

molecular change. It does not react smoothly with chlorine

or bromine, and with hydrogen chloride gives isobomyl

chloride, thm undergoing the Wagner-Meerwein rearrange-

ment—^an isomerization essentially of the type

>CRCX<->>CXCR<,

where X is an anionic group (e.g. Cl or OH) and R, in

which the isomerization occurs, is a kationic hydrocarbon

radical (e.g. the cyclyl radicals shown in skeleton below).

With a mixture of sulphuric and acetic acid it is hydrated,

yielding wobomyl acetate.

Bornylene does not occur in nature, but is obtained by
distillation of the methyl bomylxanthate (not by direct

dehydration of borneol, which gives camphene) or by dis-

tillation of bornyltrimethylammonium hydroxide. It is a
volatile, optically active solid (m.p. 113°, b.p. 146°) which
gives a crystalline nitrosite (m.p. 163°) and passes on cata-

lytic hydrogenation in presence of nickel at 170-90° into

camphane.
Apobornylene is a solid (m.p. 35-5-36°, b.p. 136-7°) with

an odour resembling that of camphene. It is formed by
the distillation of methyl camphenilylxanthate.

Santene is an oil (b.p. 140-1°) of somewhat unpleasant

odour which occurs in East Indian sandalwood and in

pine-needle oils. It resinifies rather readily in the air and
gives both a crystalline nitroso-chloride (m.p. 109-10°) and
a nitrosite (m.p. 123-6").

The Sesquiterpenes.

The hydrocarbons of the sesquiterpene series are com-
pounds of composition CikHm, whi^ occur in essential

oils. As with the terpenes their carbon skeletons can be
regarded as built up of isoprene units (3 units in this case)

which may be arranged in several ways. So far as has been
shown at present, all sesquiterpenes contain the carbon
skeleton ofa naphthalene ring or ofa potential naphthalene
ring, and various members of the group have been found to

yield either cadalene (1 :6-dimethyl-4-»<7propylnaphthaIene)

or eudalene (l-methyl-7-ijopropylnaphthalene), containing

a methyl group less than cac^lene, on dehydrogenation
with sulphur.

The sesquiterpenes, therefore, differ from one another in

the arrangement of the three isoprene units, the degree of
cyclization (mono- or di-cyclic), and the disposition of the

double bonds. Up to the present the formulae of bisabo-

lene and zingiberene (monocyclic), cadinene and selinene

(dicyclic), and copaene and a-santalene (tricyclic) have been
established, but extensive researches have also been carried

out on the constitutions of the caryophyllenes and of
j9-santalene.

Monocyclic Hydrocarbons. Bisabolene is a colourless oil

(b.p. 133-4°/12 mm.) found in oil of bergamot, and zingi-

berene an oil (b.p. 134°/ 14 mm.) which forms the main
constituent of ginger oil.

<!: CH.

CH, CH, CMc

CMe,
Bisabolene

CH CH,

CH CH CH,
I I I

CH CH, CMe
\ V/"
CH CH

CMe,
Zmgtberene

Dicyclic Hydrocarbons. Cadinene, forming the main
constituent of oil of cubebs, and selinene, found in celery

oil, are colourless oils boiling at 134-6°/ll mm. and at

136-9°/17 mm. respectively. Cadinene is almost certainly

to be represented by formula I or II below, and probably
is a mixture of both the hydrocarbons to which these

formulae apply. The caryophyllenes are oils which form
the main hydrocarbon constituent of oil of cloves.

Me
1

Me
1 r

CH CH,

cICciTch,

CH <!:h <!:mc

CH CH,

cC^^H
CH CH CMe

C CH,

ch^ciTch—III ^Mc
CH, C CH.

C CH

CHMe,
1

CHMe,

cyy.
Me

Selinene

(I) ai)

Cadinene

C

Cadalene

C

I

c—

c

c

Tricyclic Hydrocarbons. Copaene is a colourless oil

(b.p. 1 19-20°/10 nun.) found in African oil of copaiba, and
the two santalenes (a- and j8-) are oils which, together with

santene (see above) and nortricyc/oekasantalane, CuHjt,
form the hydrocarbon constituent of East Indian santM-
woodoil. The constitution ofQ(-santalene (b.p. 118°/7mm.)
is now known, but that of /S-santalene (b.p. 125-6°/7 mm.)
has not yet bera fully established ; there is some probability,

however, that /3-santalene is to be represented by tte

formula (III) below.
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CH CH

CH, CH\CH,
I I \r
CH CH CMe

C CH,
I

CHMe,
Copaenf

CH Me

^h'\'''''ch" CH:CMc,

CH
j

C CH,

"^h^P^chT
Me

i'!)P-Sanlalene (IH)

Partially Reduced Polynuclear Aromatic Hydrocarbons.

Numerous partial-reduction products have been obtained
from polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons by the action of
energetic reducing agents (hydriodic acid and red phos-

phorus or sodium and alcohol), or by catalytic hydrogena-

tion in the presence of nickel or nickel oxide at suitable

temperatures and pressures. In many cases the constitu-

tions of the hydrides have not been exactly determined,

and in not a few cases isomeric hydrides arise or can be
obtained from the reduction products by displacement of
double bonds. These substances are attacked with widely

varying degrees of case by chlorine, bromine, nitric acid,

sulphuric acid, and chromic acid. A list of the more im-

portant compounds is given below.

Parent
j

hydrocarbon
\

Hydro-derivative A/.p.rC.) B.p. ("O

Naphthalene 1
a‘-Dihydro- 15 212
a*-Dihydro- -7

.. 1 :2:3:4-Tetrahydro- -30 to -27 206^8

Anthracene
(Tetralin)

9: 10-Dihydro- 107-9

1 :2:3;4-Tetrahydro- 103-5

s-Octahydro- 73-4

Decahydro- 30-5 147-52

Phenanthrene 2:7:9: lO-Tctrahydro-
|

0
(10 mm.)
300-4

Retene Tetrahydro- 128

Dodecahydro-
(50 mm.)

336
Chrysene Hcxadecahydro- 360
Acenaphthene 3:4:5: ll-Tetrahydro- 254

Complex Polymerides.

Various complex cyclic structures are obtained by the

polymerization of diene and polyene hydrocarbons as

instanced by the poljmerides of cyc/opentadiene and cyclo-

hexadiene (p. 961). Substances of sesquiterpene or more
highly cyclized type are formed by the addition ofdioleiines
to terpenes.

Aromatic Hydrocarbons

Many different types of compound are included under
the general designation aromatic hydrocarbons, but the

members of all the different classes are alike in containing

at least one benzene nucleus (see below) in the molecule.

All aromatic hydrocarbons, therefore, may be regarded as

derivatives of benzene, the differences between the various

groups into which these substances are broadly classified

depending on differences in the number, nature, and
method of attachment of the individual rings present. Cer-

tain of the hydrocarbons considered below are only par-

tially aromatic in character. Many of the more complex

polynuclear hydrocarbons have little practical imp>ortance

and are omitted from this description. The following

classification is employed

:

Mononuclear hydro-

carbons

Benzene group

Dinuclear hydro-
carbons

Diphenyl group
Diphenylmcthane group
Naphthalene group
Indene group

Benzene Group

The parent compound of this group is benzene, CeH#,
which from the time of Kckule (1865) has been recognized

as composed structurally of 6 carbon atoms linked together

in a ring, each carbon having attached to it a hydrogen
atom. During the history of organic chemistry there have

been innumerable speculations as to the exact manner in

which the fourth valency of carbon is disposed in the

6-carbon ring or nucleus (I); these cannot be considered

here, and it is sufficient for

the present purpose to adopt

Kekul6’s representation of ben-

zene which above all others

agrees most consistently with

the chemical behaviour of ben-

zenoid substances. According
to Kekuld's hypothesis benzene

is to be regarded as a cyclo-

hexatriene in which the double
bonds alternate with single

bonds, that is to say, it is the conjugated or “-form

of cyctohexatriene (II); moreover, according to the hypo-

thesis the homologues and other derivatives of benzene are

theoretically derivable by substitution of the hydrogen

atoms of the nucleus by alkyl or other groups.

Since, however, pairs of isomeric mono-substituted and
di-substituted benzenes of the types (A) and (B) (R and
R' are substituents) have never been observed to occur

among benzenoid compounds, or have indeed been ob-

tained by direct attempts at synthesis.

Tri- and poly-nuclear

hydrocarbons

Anthracene group
Phenanthrene group
Fluorene group
Triphenylmethane group
Higher polynuclear hydrocarbons

the existence of a dynamic form of isomerism between the

two Kekule ‘individuals’ or ‘phases’ is to be assumed.

0"0
Although this type of isomerism which postulates a Vene-

tian shutter-like interchange of the isomeric forms was
originally regarded as a property peculiar to the benzene

ring, it is to-day regarded merely as a special case of tauto-

merism. There is, however, recent direct chemical evidence
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of the simultaneous occurrence of both individuals in

o-xylene, which on ozonolysis yields all of the fragments

to be expected according to the dynamic hypothesis, viz.

pyruvic aldehyde, glyoxal, and diacetyl [59, 1932].

CHa CO CHOjCH, 30, /'

H, IcHO CHO

"Vh, 30, /CH, CO CO CH,

JcH, <H,0) IcHO CHO

Isomerism. If one of the hydrogen atoms of benzene is

replaced by another element or group, the resulting mono-
substitution product exists in only one form: thus there is

one chlorobenzene, CgHjCl, onemethylbenzene, CgHs-CH,,
&c. Since, according to Kekule’s hypothesis, all the hydro-

gen atoms in benzene are equivalent, it is immaterial which

position in the benzene nucleus is assigned to the single

substituent.

If, however, two hydrogen atoms of benzene are replaced

by two monovalent elements or radicals, the relative posi-

tions of the substituents are of considerable importance in

determining the properties of the compound. All the di-sub-

stitution products of benzene exist in three isomeric forms,

the position of the second substituent with reference to the

first being described either by quoting the numbers of

the carbon atoms to which the substituents are attached

(the nuclear carbon atoms are numbered in rotation as

shown in the formulae below) or by employing the prefixes

ortho-, meta-, and para- (contracted to o, m, and p) to

describe the 1:2-, 1:3-, and 1 :4-disubstituted compounds
respectively.

NO,

Dinttrobenzene

NO, NO,

DinUrobenztae Dlnttrobenzenr

When the hydrogen atoms of benzene are replaced by
three monovalent elements or groups the number of iso-

meric trisubstitution products depends on whether the sub-

stituents are the same or different. If the substituents are

the same, there are three isomerides distinguished as 1 :2;3-

(vicinal), 1:2:4- (unsymmeirical), and 1:3:5- (symmetrical)-,

if, on the other hand, the substituents are not all alike, then

either six or twelve isomerides are possible according to

whether two of the substituents are identical and one is

different, or ail of the substituents are different. Similar

considerations apply to the number of tetra-, penta-, and
hexa-substituted benzenes which are theoretically possible

when the substituents are either all identical or are partly

or wholly different.

Occurrence. Benzene and its methyl homologues occur

extensively in the tar obtained by dry distillation of coal

at temperatures above 1 ,0(X)° C. The light oil fraction ofthe
tar (b.p. 80-170“) consists priiKipaliy of benzene, toluene,

and xylene, together with smaller proportions of pseudo-

cumene and mesitylene, the individual hydrocarbons being

separated by a procedure involving repeated fractional dis-

tillation of the oil, and washing of the earlier distillates

successively with concentrated sulphuric acid and with

caustic soda to remove basic and phenolic substances.

Although coal tar forms the principal source of benzenoid

hydrocarbons, yet benzene and various of its homologues
are to be found among the pyrolysis products of petroleum
hydrocarbons and can in certain cases be obtained by
thermal and by sulphuric acid treatment of acetylenes.

Benzene and other hydrocarbons of the ‘aromatic’ series

are also present in many crude petroleums (see article by
B. T. Brooks in this section), Borneo (Koeter) petrol con-

taining the exceptionally high proportion of 40%. The
‘petrol’ fraction of petroleums from Russia, Iran, and
Burma contain between 10 and 20% of aromatic hydro-

carbons boiling within the range 80-200° C., while naphtha-
lene and its homologues have been isolated from petroleum
distillates of higher boiling-point.

Preparation. Benzene is formed when acetylene is heated

at a dull red heat,

3C,H,-vC.H.

and can be prepared by heating benzoic acid or sodium
benzoate with soda-lime.

C,H, CO.,Na +NaOH -C.H, ( NaaCO,.

The homologues of benzene can be obtained in the fol-

lowing ways:

(1) By dry distillation of aromatic carboxylic acids with

alkali—a method analogous to that for the preparation of
benzene from sodium benzoate and caustic soda.

CHj QHa-COaNa i NaOH f Na,COj.

(2) By the action of sodium upon a mixture of a bro-

minated benzene hydrocarbon and an alkyl iodide or
bromide. This method, due to Fittig, is an extension of
the Wurtz method for the preparation of paraffins by the

action of sodium on alkyl halides.

C,H,Br ( CH,I+ Br,->-C,H. CH, I Nal+NaBr.

(3) By the action of organomagnesium derivatives (or

zinc alkyls) on alkyl halides or alkyl sulphates.

C.H.-MgBr ( (CH,),S04 -»-C,H 5 CH,4 Br-Mg SO,CH,
C.H, CHCI,+Zn(C,H,),-*-C,H, CH(CaH,), ! ZnCl,.

(4) By hydrogenation of styrene and its homologues

(p. 980).

2H
C.H. CMe : CH, C.H. • CH Me,.

(5) By the action of alkyl halides on aromatic hydro-

carbons in presence of anhydrous aluminium chloride

(method of Friedel and Crafts).

AlCl,
C.H. f CH,C1 ^C.H.•CH.^ HCl

AlCl,
C,H. •CH, + C,H,Br > C.H.(CH.) C.H. t HBr.

There is no difficulty in replacing all the hydrogen atoms

of benzene by alkyl groups, but difficulty is often experi-

enced in stopping the reaction at the required point and
also in separating the mixture of isomerides formed. Zinc
chloride, and especially ferric chloride, can act in a manner
similar to that of aluminium chloride.

Synthetic processes of the above type can frequently be

reversed in presence of aluminium chloride. Thus, under
suitable conditions, it is possible to detach the side chains

from one molecule of hydrocarbon and introduce them
into another molecule of the same hydrocarbon; but cer-

tain positions of the alkyl groups appear to be favoured

both in the degradative and synthetic processes. In the

presence of aluminium chloride the alkyl radicals of butyl-

and amyl-boizenes may undergo rearrangement (cf. p. 942).
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(6) By the action of olefines on benzene or its homo-
logues in the presence of aluminium chloride;

CH, : CH,+ C.H, - + C.H, • CH, • CH,
CH, : CMcs ^ MeC.H, • Me -> Me • C,H,(Me)C.H,.

The reaction may be regarded as an addition of the aro-

matic hydrocarbon at the double bond of the olefine, and
in the case of benzene may be continued until hexaethyl-

benzene is produced.

(7) By the replacement of the inorganic residues in

certain of the substitution products of benzene and its

homologues by hydrogen. Thus sulphonic acids give the

corresponding hydrocarbons when treated with super-

heated steam in presence of sulphuric acid, concentrated

hydrochloric acid, or phosphoric acid, at 180^

Phenols and aromatic ketones give benzenoid hydro-

carbons when heated with zinc dust; the ketones, more-
over, are often smoothly converted into hydrocarbons

when their vapours are passed over finely divided nickel

at 190-5".

The (solid) diazonium salts derived from benzenoid

hydrocarbons yield the free hydrocarbons when they are

heated with absolute alcohol. A more convenient and
satisfactory method for attaining the same result consists

in the conversion of the diazonium salts, first into hydra-

zines by the reducing action of stannous chloride and
concentrated hydrochloric acid, and then into the corre-

Benzenoid Hydrocarbonn

M.p. B.pA'C.)
V‘C) {760 mm.) df!

MonoalkyIbenzenes

;

Benzene .... 5-4 8018 0 8799

Toluene .... - 92-4 nO'8 0-8656

Ethylbenzene -92'8 1.36-18 0-867.3

/i-Propylbenzcne 158 0 8617

MoPropylbenzene (Cumene) 153 0-8620

/i-Butylbenzenc . 180 0-8612

/.voBiityIbcnzene 167 0-8596

.^<’^•.-Butylbenzene 174 0-8625

168 0-8671

Dialkylbenzenes

:

fi-Xylcne .... -29 144-6 0-8812

m- „ . -54 139 0-8655

15 1.38 0-861

1

o-MethylethyIbcnzene 164-8-165 0-8841*5..-'

m- „ 161-5-162-5 0-8690'j "

p- 162-5 0-860iV
1 ;2-MethylMt)propylbenzcnc 175 0-8740“’

1:3- 175 0-8590“’

1:4- -75 177-3 0-8568

(Cymene)

Tri- and poly-alkylbenzenes :

1 : 2 : 3-Trimetbylbenzene 175-3 0-8949

1:2:4- -60-5 169-3 0-8764

(Pseudo-cumene)

1:3: 5-Trimetbylbenzene -53-5 164-8 0-8634

(Mesitylene)

1 : 2 : 3 : 4-TetramethyIbenzenc -4 203-4 0-9044>4“.’

1:2:3:5- 195-7 0-8961'4’:

(Isodurene)

1:2:4: 5-Tetramethylbenzene 79 191-2 0-8380*1.**

(Durene)

Pentomethyl-benzene . 53 231 0-8472>"7.‘''‘

Hexamethyl- „ 164 264

Pentaethyl- 277 0-8985’»*

Hexaethyl- „ 129 298 0-8305’^**

spending hydrocarbons by heating the hydrazines with a
solution of copper sulphate or ferric chloride;

C.H. N,C1 ( 4H -vC.H. NH NH.,.Ha

O
C.H. NH NHs-^CoH, ^ Nj+H^O.

Physical Properties. The hydrocarbons of the benzene

group are colourless liquids with an odour resembling that

of benzene. The boiling-points rise by increments of about
24-30" when a methyl group is introduced into the aro-

matic njicleus, and by increments of about 24° when the

same group is introduced into a side chain. The molecular

refraction of benzene and its homologues shows no exalta-

tion in spite of the presence in the molecule of three con-

jugated double bonds. A list of the principal hydrocarbons

of the benzene group is given in the table.

Reactions.

Additive. As might be expected of substances possessing

a m/ohexatricnc constitution the benzenoid hydrocarbons

display additive properties. This type of reactivity is, how-
ever, not well developed.

(1) In sunlight benzene adds 6 atoms of chlorine or

bromine, forming benzene hexachloridc and benzene hexa-

bromide (hcxachlororjc/ohexanc and hexabromocyc/o-

hexane) respectively.

HCl HCI

- , 3Ch— 'HCl '^HCl

HC-r HCl

(2) Under the action of ozone, benzene and its homo-
logues give explosive triozonides, which are decomposed
by water with formation of aliphatic aldehydes.

O, o,

< /- 3CHO CHO

o,

(3) When heated with hydrogen in presence of finely

divided nickel the benzenoid hydrocarbons give cyclanes

(cyr/rihcxancs). Such hydrogenations are usually carried

out at considerably increased pressures; e.g. at 200° and
76 atm. pressure benzene is reduced to cyc/ohexane. Good
results, however, are obtained in the reduction of benzene,

toluene, ethyl benzene, m-xylene, and many other hydro-

carbons by employing a platinum oxide-platinum black

catalyst in a glacial acetic acid medium at 2-3 atm. pressure.

Reduction of benzenoid hydrocarbons may usually be

effected by heating with hydrogen iodide and red phos-
phorus in a sealed lube, but by this method the cyclo-

hexanes which would normally be produced frequently

undergo transformation into cyc/opentanes.

(4) Benzene and toluene when heated at 130-5° with ethyl

diazoacetate in a sealed tube yield ethyl norcaradiene-

carboxylate and ethyl methylnorcaradienecarboxylate re-

spectively.

H
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Sobadfutioii. The hydrogen atoms of the nucleus are

replaced by other atoms and groups with such readiness

that substitution reactions arc especially characteristic of
aromatic hydrocarbons. The following are the most im-

portant processes;

(1) At ordinary temperatures, in absence of direct sun-

light, benzene and its homologues give substitution pro-

ducts such as chlorobenzene, CgHsCl, bromobenMne,

C«HsBr, and dichlorobenzene, C*H4Cla, with chlorine and
bromine. This reaction proceeds only slowly, but is greatly

hastened by the presence of a halogen carrier -such as

iodine, iron, aluminium, &c.

The homologues of benzene are capable of undergoing

two kinds of substitution reaction. Although at ordinary

temperatures in absence of direct sunlight they are con-

verted into substitution products by displacement ofhydro-

gen of the nucleus, the reaction being assisted by the

presence of a halogen carrier, yet when they are treated

with chlorine and bromine at their boiling-points, or in

direct sunlight, they give derivatives by substitution of the

hydrogen of the side chain. Thus when chlorine is passed

into boiling toluene, benzyl chloride, CgHg-CHgCl, ben-

zylidene chloride, C,Hj-CHCls, and benzotrichloride,

C«Hj-CCl3 , are formed.

(2) With concentrated nitric acid (sp. gr. 1-3-1 -5), or

often more readily with mixtures of concentrated sulphuric

and nitric acids, the benzenoid hydrocarbons undergo
nitration, that is to say, the nuclear hydrogen atoms of the

hydrocarbons (1 or more) are replaced by the nitro-group,

•NO,.
C,H.-t-HNO,-> C.Hj NO,.

When a large excess of the reagent is used, and especially

when heat is applied, the aromatic compound is usually

converted into dinitro- or trinitro-derivatives. In nearly all

cases where the benzene nucleus after nitration contains

two or more substituent groups, mixtures of isomeric pro-

ducts are formed. Thus benzene yields a mixture of o~, m-,

and p-dinitrobenzene, the principal product being the

ffi-compound. Similarly, toluene gives a mixture consisting

almost exclusively of o- and p-toluenes.

(3) Benzenoid hydrocarbons gradually dissolve when
heated with concentrated sulphuric acid with formation of
sulphonic acids ; in thisway benzene gives benzenesulphonic

acid and toluene a mixture of o- and p-toluenesulphonic

acids.

C.H.+H,SO. C.H,S0,H+H,0
C.H, CH,+H,SO, -> C,H4(CHJ S0,H+ H,0.

When fuming sulphuric acid is used in place of ordinary
concentrated sulphuric acid at suitable temperatures, mix-
tures of isomeric di- and tri-sulphonic derivatives may be
obtained.

Oxidation. Although benzene shows very great stability

towards oxidizing agents in spite of its double-bonded
structure, and only suffers oxidation under very drastic

conditions, yet alkylbenzenes readily undergo oxidation at

the side chains on heating with dilute nitric acid, chromic
acid mixture, potassium permanganate, or potassium ferri-

cyanide. The side chains, whether consisting of methyl,

ethyl, or higher alkyl groups, invariably become oxidized

to carboxyl groups, and consequently when more than one
side chain is attached to the nucleus, di- or poly-carboxylic

acids are formed.

KMnO,
C,H. CO,H

„ KMnO*
C,H.(Me)Pr^ >• C.H,(CO,H),.

Boizene Hydrocailioiis with Unsatnrated

Side Chains

(1) Arylolefines (Olefine Benzenes).

The monoalkylbenzenesmay be regarded as arylparaffins,

since the side chains attached to the nucleus are saturated.

Many hydrocarbons are known in which an olefinic group
is attached to the nucleus, and these can be regarded either

as oleiino- or alkylene-benzenes, or as arylolefines. Typical

of the members of this group are styrene (phenylethylene,

or vinylbenzene), a-methylstyrene (2-phenylpropene), and
/8-methylstyrene (1-methylpropane).

Formula B.p. (° C.)

Styrene .... PhCHrCH, 146
oi-Methylstyrene PhCMeiCH, 162
/J-Methylstyrenc PhCHrCHMc 192
1 -Phenyl- 1 -methylbutene Ph-CMetCHEt 199
1 -Phcnyl-2-(jopropylelhylene PhCH:CHCHMe, 207
1 -Phcnyl-I-methylhexene PhCMe:CHBu“ 210

(20 mm.)

Preparation. Since arylolefines are obtainable by many
of the general methods for the preparation of olefines their

preparation need not be further described. Styrene occurs

to the extent of 1-5% in storax and is present in the crude
xylene from coal tar. It is formed by polymerization of
acetylenes (p. 965) and occurs amongst the pyrolysis pro-

ducts of the lower paraffin hydrocarbons [14, 1934], where
its presence appears to result from the addition of ethylene

to the benzene formed during pyrolysis, followed by de-

hydrogenation [9, 1934]:

CH, : CH, -> C.H. • CH, • CH. C,H. CH : CH, + H,.

Properties. The arylolefines display the characteristic

additive properties, including polymerization (p. 956), of
aliphatic olefines, but in some cases secondary reactions

resulting in substitution of the aromatic nucleus occur.

(2) Arylacetylenes (Acetylene Benzenes).

The simplest and best-known hydrocarbon of this group
is phenylacetylene, PhCiCH, b.p. 139°, which is obtained

(1) by heating phcnylpropiolic acid with water at 120°, or
alternatively by distilling its barium, aniline or copper salt,

with steam, and (2) by the action ofalcoholic caustic potash

on a-bromostyrenc or acetophenone chloride at 130°.

Phenylmethylacetylene, Ph-CiCMe (b.p. 185°), phenyl-

ethylacetylene, PhC-CEt (b.p. 201°), and other acetylenes

containing both alkyl and aryl groups are obtainable by
the general methods described above for the preparation

of acetylenes (p. 952). Their chemical properties depend
chiefly on the reactivity of the acetylenic group and differ

little from those of the purely aliphatic acetylenes.

Diphenyl Group

The members of this group are aryl-substituted benzenes,

of which the simplest is diphenyl or phenylbenzene.

Diphenyl, C,Hs*C,Hs, is a hydrocarbon of m.p. 71“ and
b.p. 254°, which is present in slight amount in coal tar, but

is readily obtainable by synthetic methods. It is fen-med

when benzene vapour is passed through red-hot tubes, but
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i8 conveniently prepared by heating iodobenzene with
copper powder (method of Ullmann).

2C.H.H 2Cu-*.C.H» C.H,.

This synthetic method can be satisfactorily applied to the
preparation ofnumerous symmetrical diphenyl derivatives;

unsymmetrical diphenyl derivatives, on the other hand,
must be prepared in other ways, e.g. by the action of alkyl
chlorides or olefines on diphenyl in presence of aluminium
chloride.

AlCl,
C.H. • C,H.+ RCl > C,H. • C,H4 • R+HQ

AlCl,
C.H.C,H,+CH,:CH, ^ C.H.C.H.Et.

The Structure of diphenyl is represented by formula (I), the
different nuclear positions being distinguished by numbers
as in formula (II).

Diphenyl shows a restricted tendency to additive reac-

tions. On reduction with sodium and amyl alcohol it gives

a tetrahydrodiphenyl, CuHj* (b.p. 245°), which readily

forms a dibromide, and on catalytic hydrogenation under
pressure in presence of nickel it yields perhydrodiphenyl,

C«Hii*C*Hii (b.p. 235°). With ozone it forms a tetra-

ozonide.

Diphenyl also yields substitution products. Each mono-
substitution product can exist theoretically in three iso-

meric forms. Chlorine, bromine, the nitro-group, and the
sulphonic group tend to enter most readily at the p-posi-
tions, with reference to the point ofunion of the two nuclei,

but to some extent o-derivatives are also formed. Thus
mono- and di-substitutions yield respectively o~ and p-, and
o,p- and/?,/>'-forms. Diphenyl can be oxidized by chromic
acid in glacial acetic acid to benzoic acid.

As noted above, perhydrodiphenyl can be obtained by
the complete reduction of diphenyl ; in addition it can be
synthesized by the action of sodium on iodocyc/ohexane
(method of Fittig). Phenylcyc/ohexane, Ph'C*H,i, a semi-
aromatic derivative of diphenyl, has not been obtained by
reduction of diphenyl, but can be prepared by the action
of chlorocyc/ohexane on benzene in presence of aluminium
chloride.

Diphenylmethane Group

Diphenylmethane, benzylbenzcne, CgH, CH» C,H„ is

a crystalline hydrocarbon of m.p. 26° and b.p. 262°, having
the odour of oranges. It is formed by the action of benzyl
chloride, or of methylene dichloride, on benzene in pre-
sence of aluminium chloride,

C,H,CH,a+C,H,
CH,CI, +2C,H, -»• C.H, • CH, • C,H,-1-2HC1,

and also by the condensation of benzene with benzyl
alcohol in presence of concentrated sulphuric acid.

C.H.CH,OH+C,H. C,H»CH,.C,H,.

Both of these methods can be used for the preparation of
nuclear-substituted diphenylmethanes if substituted ben-
zenes are taken in place of benzene; other members of the
group can be obtained by the reduction of suitable aro-
matic ketones with zinc dust, e.g. p-phenyl tolyl ketone
gives with zinc dust p-phenyltolymethwe.

C,H»*CO •C,H« CH,- C,H, •CH, . C,H4 • CH,.

Horaologues of diphenylmethane substituted in the methy-
lene group are obtained by condensing aliphatic aldehydes
or ketones with benzene,

RCHO+2C,H, -» RCH(C,Hd,+H,0.
n

Diphenylmethane yields substitution products, but these

are of little importance, since homogeneous substituted di-

phenylmethanes can usually be obtained directly by syn-

thesis. The benzyl group attached to each nucleus exercises

a strong <7,p-directing influence so that on nitration di-

phenylmethane yields a mixture of p,p'- and o,/;-dinitro-

derivatives.

Naphthalene Group

Naphthalene, CioH*.

ot, a,

Occurrence. Naphthalene occurs in the ‘middle oil’ or
‘carbolic oil’ fraction of coal tar (b.p. 170-240°), and
crystallizes out when the oil is cooled. The crystals are

pressed, washed with caustic soda, and warmed with a
small quantity of concentrated sulphuric acid: by this

means the impurities are sulphonated and rendered soluble,

the residual naphthalene being finally purified by distilla-

tion or sublimation.

Naphthalene is also found among the pyrolysis products
of natural gas and in certain crude petroleums (p. 978).

Properties. Naphthalene crystallizes in large shining
plates (m.p. 79", b.p. 218°) which have a characteristic

smell and are very volatile. Owing to its volatility naphtha-
lene occurs extensively in crude coal gas and often to some
extent in purified coal gas. It forms with picric acid a
crystalline picrate, CioH», C,H,(NO,)sOH, of m.p. 149°,

when the two substances are dissolved together in alcohol;
this substance has been used for the quantitative estimation
of the hydrocarbon. Naphthalene is used extensively in

the dyestuffs industry for the preparation of naphthols,
naphthylamine, phthalic acid, and other dye intermediates.

Constitution. To naphthalene is ascribed a symmetrical
formula composed of two benzene rings fused at the ortho-
positions. The 8 hydrogen atoms of naphthalene are not
all equivalent as regards their position in the molecule: to
distinguish between the different hydrogen positions the
carbon atoms of the ring are numbered or lettered in the
way shown above.

Synthesis. Although naphthalene can be synthesized in
numerous ways, these are only of theoretical interest, since
the naphthalene of commerce is derived entirely from coal
tar. The synthetic method ofBaeyer and Perkin may, how-
ever, be mentioned as affording a formal proof of the
fundamental ring structure of naphthalene. According to
this, <7-xylylene dibromide reacts with ethyl disodio-ethane-
tetracarboxylate to give ethyl tetrahydronaphthalene tetra-

carboxylate,

^
NaaCO.Et), |^^^”*\c(CO,Et),

which on hydrolysis and elimination of carbon dioxide
yields tetrahydronaphthalenedicarboxylic acid; from the
latter naphthalene is obtained on distillation of its silver
salt.

Properties. Naphthalene is a typically aromatic sub-
stance and closely resembles benzene in its properties,
especially in its ability to give substitution products with
the halogens, nitric acid and sulphuric acid. Nevertheless,
the unsaturation of naphthalene is more clearly displayed
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in its diemical properties than is that of benzene and its

homologues, and naphthalene may be regarded as less

saturated and more closdy allied to olcfinic hydrocarbons

than benzene. This unsaturated character is revealed in the

additive properties.

Substitatioa Reacdrms. (1) Naphthalene at its boiling-

point reacts with chlorine and bromine to give a-chloro-

naphthalene (b.p. 263°) and a-bromonaphthalene (b.p.

279°) respectively. ^-Halogeno-compounds can only be

obtained indirectly.

(2) With concentrated nitric acid it gives nitro-dcrivatives,

one, two, or more of the nuclear hydrogen atoms being re-

pla<^ according to the temperature of reaction and the

concentration of the acid. In this way a-nitronaphthalene

(m.p. 61°, b.p. 304"), 1 : 5-dinitronaphthalene (m.p. 216°),

and 1 :8-dinitronaphthalene (m.p. 170°) are obtained.

(3) Naphthalene readily reacts with siilphuric acid to give

the commercially important naphthalenesulphonic acids.

When heated with anhydrosulphuric acid at 80° it gives

a mixture of a- and /3-compounds, but when the reaction

is carried out at 200° only the /3-acid is formed, because at

this temperature the a-acid undergoes isomerization to the

/3-acid. The two naphthalenesulphonic acids are hygro-

scopic, crystalline substances which resemble in their

general character the benzenesulphonic acids. On heating

naphthalene with anhydrosulphuric acid at a high tempera-

ture disulphonic acids are formed.

Additive Reactions. (1) Naphthalene when treated with

potassium chlorate and hydrochloric acid gives naphtha-

lene dichloride, a yellow oil which begins to decompose
into a<hloronaphthalene and hydrochloric acid at about
50°.

(2) With ozone it forms an explosive diozonide in which

both the ozone molecules become attached to the same
nucleus.

(3) On reduction with sodium and alcohol it gives A*-

dihydronaphthalene, which reverts on heating (by dehydro-

genation) to naphthalene, and isomerizes to A‘-dihydro-

naphthalene on heating with sodium ethoxide at 140°.

(4)

On catalytic hydrogenation in presence of nickel at

15 atm. pressure it gives a 1 :2:3:4-tetrahydro-derivativc

(tetralin, b.p. 206-8°), and on further hydrogenation at

12-15 atm. with a fresh nickel catalyst it gives a decahydro-
compound (decaUn, b.p. 189-91°). These hydrogenation
products are extensively used as solvents, but, in addition,

tetralin forms a useful source of/3-substituted naphthalenes,
since not only are the hydrogen atoms in the /S-positions

of its aromatic nucleus exclusively or extensively displaced

by substituents, but the semi-aromatic products so formed
readily undergo dehydrogenation to give the corresponding
naphthalene derivatives.

Oxidation. When naphthalene is boiled with
a solution of chromic acid in glacial acetic acid,

a-naphthaquinone is formed. This substance of

pungent odour forms deep yellow needle-shaped

crystals, m.p. 125°, which sublime readily and
are distillable in steam.

Aceruyththene, a derivative of naphthalene, is found in

CH*—CH, coal tar. It is a crystalline solid, m.p. 95°,
' b.p. 277°, which may be prepared syntheti-

cally by treating a-bromoethyl-naphthalene,

CioHv -CHfCHjBr, with alcoholic potash.

Indene Group

Occurrenoe. Indene occurs in that fraction of coal tar

which boils between 1 76° and 182°. It can be isolated either

by formation of its sodium derivative, which separates as

a glassy mass when the crude hydrocarbon is heated with
sodium at 140-50°, or by formation of its picrate. Appre-
ciable amounts of indene also occur among the substances

which arc deposited during the purification of illuminat-

ing gas.

Preparation. Indene and its derivatives can be prepared
synthetically by a number of methods of which only one
need be mentioned here. o-Xylylene dibromide unites with

disodiomalonic ester to form hydrindenedicarboxylic ester,

which on hydrolysis and elimination of carbon dioxide

yields hydrindenecarboxylic acid.

CNa.(CO,R). C.HZ ' >C(CO,R). 1^ 2NaBr.
x:H,Br N:h/

The latter on distillation of its barium salt yields indene.

• CO,H -V C,H4<^||^H+ COj 4

Properties. Indene resembles cyc/opentadiene in that

both of the hydrogen atoms of the methylene group are

highly reactive. It forms, as noted above, a sodium deri-

^HNa\
vative, C,H«i 'NCH, when heated with sodium, and

gives alkyl derivatives when heated with alkyl halides in

presence of alkali. In addition it unites with aldehydes

such as benzaldehyde and cinnamic aldehyde to form con-

densation products.

C.H,CHO
C:CHC,H,

Indene forms additive products with hydrogen halides

and with bromine. Thus with hydrogen bromide and with

hydrogen iodide at 0° a-halogenohydrindenes are formed,

but these compounds decompose on distillation, giving

back indene (or polymerized indene) and hydro^ halide;

also by the action of bromine indene dibromide is formed,

but this decomposes on distillation to give y-bromoindene.

There is therefore a strong tendency on tiie part of sub-

stituted hydrindenes to revert to the more stable indene

structure. On reduction with sodium and alcohol, or better,

by catalytic hydrogenation, indene yields hydrindene.

Indene undergoes oxidation on exposure to the air and
polymerizes readily (p. 959). It is oxidized by potassium

dic^omate and sidphuric add to homophthalic acid and
by nitric add to phthalic add.
The constitution of indene is highly mobile owing to the

greatease withwhich the double bond of tiie five-memboed
ring shifts from the oc/S- to the /S>^position.
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Anthracene Group

Anthracene, Ci«Hio.

Anthracene, a hydrocarbon which is extensively used in

the preparation of dyestuffs, is prepared exclusively from

the anthracene fraction of coal tar (b.p. 270° and upwards).

It forms colourless lustrous plates, m.p. 216°, b.p. 351°,

and yields with picric acid a ruby-red crystalline picrate,

ni.p. 138°. It displays characteristic aromatic properties

and has been represented by various formulae, including

(I), (II), and (III), which agree in the nature of the funda-

mentalcarbon skeleton, but differ in the detailed disposition

of the double bonds. For most purposes, however, the

constitution of anthracene is sufficiently represented by
formula (IV), but since the 10 hydrogen atoms of the

anthracene molecule are not all equivalent, it is necessary

to distinguish between their positions by numbering or

lettering the carbon atoms as shown in formula (IV).

(I) (li)

Properties. On reduction with sodium and alcohol an-

thracene yields 9: 10- (or meso-) dihydroanthracene, but on
energetic reduction with phosphorus and hydriodic acid it

gives both hexahydroanthracene, CuHj,, and perhydro-

anthracene, C^Hm. When reduced catal^ically in presence

of metallic catalysts, anthracene gives mixtures of 9

:

10-

dihydro-, 1:2:3: 4-tetrahydro-, andl:2:3:4:5:6:7: 8-octa-

hydro-anthracene [32, 1932]. With chlorine in the cold

anthracene yields anthracene dichloride, an additive com-
pound, but at 100° substitution takes place with formation

of monochloroanthracene and dichloroanthracene.

Anthracene unites additively with maleic anhydride to

form the compound (V).

(V) (VI)

One of the most important derivatives of anthracene is

anthraquinone (VI) which forms an intermediate in the

preparation of munerous dyestuffs: this substance is ob-
tained industrially by the oxidation of anthracene with

sodium dichromate and sulphuric acid. Anthracene can
also be oxidized to anthraquinone by means of nitric acid,

but when the hydrocarbon is treated with a solution of

nitric add in glacial acetic acid containing acetic anhydride,

substitution of the anthracene molecule takes place and
9-nitroanthracene is formed. Anthracenesulphonic acids

are obtainable by direct sulphonation of the hydrocarbon.
Very numerous alkyl and aryl derivatives of anthracene

are known.

PhenandiTene Group

Phenanthrene, C14H10. This hydrocarbon occurs in the

anthracene oil of coal tar. It is a solid of no considerable

industrial importance which crystallizes in white shining

plates of m.p. 99° and b.p. 340°. It is isomeric with anthra-

cene, and to it has been assigned the formula (I).

It yields both addition products and substitution pro-

ducts, the 9

:

10-positions being especially liable to attack by
additive reagents. On oxidation with chromic acid in glacial

acetic acid it yields phenanthraquinone (II). a substance

which crystallizes in orange needles, m.p. 208°. Various

alkyl- and aryl-derivatives of phenanthrene are known.
Retene, a dialkyl-derivative of phenanthrene possessing

the formula (III), is formed by the dry

distillation of the wood of conifers and
therefore occurs in pine tar.

(Ill)

Fluorene Group

Fluorene, diphenylencmethane, CuHio, is a hydrocarbon
of m.p. 113° and b.p. 295°, which is present in the fraction

ofcoal tar boiling at 270-300”. It is formed when diphenyl-

methane is passed through a red-hot tube.

<=>v.P—<=^
Fluorene is chiefly interesting in that like cyc/opentadiene

and indene its molecule contains a reactive methyleiw

group. Owing to the situation of this group between two
doubly bound carbon atoms, the hydrogen atoms are

replaceable by metals and readily participate in condensa-

tion reactions. Thus fluorene forms a solid potassium
C,H4V

derivative,
|

^HK, with caustic potash (a fact which
C.H*/

is taken advantage of in the isolation of the hydrocarbon
from coal tar), and condenses with oxalic ester and with

aldehydes; the products in the latter case being of the type

(C«H4)aC:CHR. Fluorene gives with picric acid a red

picrate, m.p. 81°.

On oxidation with sodium dichromate in glacial acetic

acid fluorene yields diphenylene ketone or fluorenone,

(C,H«),CO, a yellow crystalline substance of m.p. 84° and
b.p. 341°. The reverse process can be carried out by heating

fluorenone with zinc dust or with hydriodic acid and red
phosphorus at 160°.

Compounds analogous to fluorene are retene-fluorene

(I), chrysene-fluorene (II), isonaphtha-fluorene (III), and
picene-fluorene (IV) (related to retene, chrysene, 1 :2-benz-

anthracene, and picene respectively, q.v.).

Me-QH,. C.H«v C„H,.

(D (ID (III) (IV)
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These compounds yield the corresponding ketones on
oxidation and are regenerated from ^e ketones by reduc-

tion of the latter with zinc dust or hydriodic acid and
phosphorus.

Triphenylmedume

Triphenylmediane, (C*H5)*CH, is the parent hydrocarbon
of an important series of dyestuffs. It is obtained in the

following ways:

(1) By the action of benzylidene chloride on benzene or

of (^oroform on benzene in presence of aluminium
chloride.

C.H, •CHa,^ 2C.H. -> (C.H»).CH

CHa,+3C,H, -> (C,H^,CH.

(2) By the decomposition of the magnesium compound
of triphenylchloromethane with water. Triphenylchlorn-

methane is readily obtained by the action of carbon tetra-

chloride on benzene in presence of aluminium chloride.

Mg
CCI4+3C.H. (C,H.),CC1 (C.HJ,CMga

H,0
(C.H.),CH+ Mg(OH)CI.

(3) By the action of phosphoric oxide or zinc chloride

on ten^ydrol and benzene, or upon benzaldehyde and
benzene.

(C.HJ.CHOH+ C.H, (C«H,),CH + H,0.

Triphenylmethane forms white crystals of m.p. 92° and
b.p. 358°. It can readily be oxidized to triphenyl carbinol,

and imder the strong reducing action of hydriodic acid and
red phosphorus breaks down into benzene and toluene.

Higher Polynuclear Hydrocarbons

In addition to the members of the foregoing groups

numerous hydrocarbons containing from 4 to 9 condens^
rings are known, including 2:3- and 1 : 2-benzanthracene

(I) and (II), pyrene (III), chrysene (IV), triphenylcne (V),

perylene (VI), 2:3:6:7-dibcnzanthracene (VII), 2':3-

naphtha-2 : 3-phcnanthrene (VIII), fluoranthene (IX), picene

(X), and coronene (XI). Ofthese perylene is ofconsiderable

practical interest since it forms the basis of an important

group of colouring matters.

0) (II) (III)

(IV) (V) (VI)

(VII) (VIII)

(IX) (\) (Xl>
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THE CHEMICAL CHARACTER OF PETROLEUMS AND
PETROLEUM PRODUCTS

By BENJAMIN T. BROOKS, PhJ)., M. Inst. P.T.

Consulting Chemical Engineer, New York

The chemistry of the hydrocarbons, the composition of

cracked gasolines, naphthenic acids, nitrogen compounds,
and sulphur derivatives, have all been discussed in other

special articles.

The majority of petroleums have never been examined

chemically. Careful chemical investigations, however, have

been carried out on a few petroleums. The statement com-
monly made in many of the older textbooks of organic

chemistry, that Russian petroleum consists of naphthenes

or ‘hydroaromatic’ hydrocarbons and ‘American’ or Penn-
sylvania petroleum consists of paraffins, is grossly inac-

curate. The reader is referred to the several articles on the

characteristics of Mid-Continent, Gulf Coast, and Cali-

fornia petroleums, as well as those of other countries, to

see how widely petroleums of the principal producing

countries vary.

Very few examinations of gasolines for the relative per-

centages of paraffins, naphthenes, and benzenes have been

made. Some attempts have been made to determine the

anti-knock value of gasolines from such analytical data,

but the analyses are much more laborious and the inter-

pretations of the results much more uncertain than direct

determinations of anti-knock value in standard types of
testing engines. A number of analyses, by hydrocarbon

types, of a number of straight-run gasolines from American
crude oils have been published by Egloff, Bollman, and
Levinson [27, 1931]. The analytical methods used were not
described, but the results indicate qualitatively the wide
variation in composition. Figures are also given for per

cent, unsaturates, but in view of the omission of experi-

mental methods and definitely proven absence of olefines

in such careful work as that of the Bureau of Standards on
Ponca Oklahoma distillates and the negative results ob-

tained by Tausz [73, 1919] by the alcoholic mercuric acetate

method on vacuum distillates of Java, Baku, and Rouma-
nian oils, olefinic unsaturates are certainly not to be con-
sidered as normal constituents of straight-run gasolines.

(In a refinery product there is always the possibility of
gasoline recovered from coking stills or offier cracking

operations being included.)

Table I

Hydrocarbon Types in some American Straight-run

Gasolines

It is very questionable whether the intensive investigation

of the identity and chemical constitution of the individual

hydrocarbons in petroleum distillates is worth the effort of

necessarily well-trained organic chemists, beyond the point

where individual hydrocarbons can be separated readily in

quantity. In many cases the productive life in many fields

would virtually be over and the particular crude oil would
perhaps no longer be available by the time a careful

chemical investigation could be completed. Many of the

chemical investigations reported in the literature are en-

tirely without accurate information as to the source of the

crude oil. It is not uncommon that a single small field may
produce three or four quite different oils from different

depths and different geological horizons. Thus, to say that

certain constituents were found in a ‘Texas’ or ‘California’

oil is of little value.

Chemical investigation of the lighter petroleum distil-

lates, including gasolines and kerosines, may be grouped
about as follows:

(1) The isolation and identification of certain constituent

hydrocarbons.

(2) The study and utilization ofsubstantially pure hydro-
carbons separated from straight-run or cracked products.

So far this has been mainly limited to the butanes and
pentanes of straight-run products, and ethylene and pro-

pylene among the cracked products. Improvements in the

art of fractional distillation indicate that the normal

paraffins up to nonane, and possibly decane, can be isolated

in a fair state of purity, industrially, if desired.

(3) The separation of groups, types, or close fractions

of hydrocarbons and their study and industrial utilization.

Thus aromatics can be extracted and purified, as a group,

by liquid sulphur dioxide; paraffin waxes are readily

separated as a group and are industrially utilized to manu-
facture chemical products in cases where chemical indi-

viduals are not required. TheQ fraction of highly cracked

hydrocarbon mixtures caimot practically be separated by
distillation alone. Such a fraction contains the following

constituents:

Table II

Hydrocarbons in C4 Fraction of Cracked Products

Hydrocarbon Boiling-point, ° C.

Isobutane .... -12-2
Isobutene .... -6-8

n-Butene-l .... -5-0
Butadiene .... -2-6
n-Butane .... -0 3

Butene-2, trans. 4 0-96

Butene-2, cis. +3-73

However, by diemical means, from a dose-cut C4 fraction

the isobutene can be selectively removed to form ler/.-butyl

alcohol, regenerated to pure isobutene or polymerized to

di-isobutene or to the rubber-like polymer ‘Vistanex’. The
butadiene can be selectively removed by cuprous chloride

and regenerated as such, or selectivdy reacted with maleic

anhydride the Dids-Alder reaction, and all three n-
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butenes may be hydrated to form solely butanol-2, leaving

only the saturated butanes.

In general, the hydrocarbons in petroleums may be
grouped as paraffins, naphthenes, and aromatic or benze-

noid hydrocarbons. The paraffins are usually found in the

largest proportions in the lower boiling or light gasoline

fractions, the per cent, of paraffins decreasing in the higher

boiling fractions. Benzenes have been found in all petro-

leums which have been carefully examined, though the per

cent, of benzene, toluene, and xylenes in the light fractions

of highly paraffinic crudes is very small. The higher-boiling

alkylat^ benzenes are generally more abundant than ben-

zene and toluene, and Birch and Norris [6, 1926] state that

mesitylene and pseudocumene usually occur in the largest

proportions, as compared with other benzenoid hydro-

carbons. Kewley [40, 1921] states that the Miri Borneo oil

3delds benzine containing 80% naphthenes, 15% paraffins,

and 5% aromatics, and that the Koetei Borneo oil yields

a benzine containing 40% aromatics. The latter oil was
used in England during the World War to produce toluene

on a large scale by fractional distillation.

In 1929 Sachanen and Wirabianz [66, 1929] summarized
their studies on the types of hydrocarbons found in several

petroleums, as shown in the following tables. The methods
for determining these groups are not accurate, but their

results will serve, at least, qualitatively to indicate the com-
position of a few petroleums.

Table 111

Average Composition of Typical Petroleums

Composilion of 2S0-300f C.

jraerton

Type of crude
Wax
%

Asphalt

% Paraffins

Naph-
Benzenes

Light paraffinic

Paraffin-naphthene
Naphthenic
Benzenoid

1-5-10

1-6

0-0-5

0-6
0-6
0-6
0-20

46-61

42-5
15-26
0-8

22-32
38-9
61-76
57-78

12-25
16-20
8-13

20-35

The composition of the light fractions distilling from
60“ to 300° C. of five petroleums is given in Table IV.

Table IV

Hydrocarbon Croup Composition of60-300° C. Fractions

The large number of hydrocarbons present in petroleum

and the difficulty of separating individual hydrocarbons of
more than six carbon atoms from the complex mixtures,

has been one of the factors which has inhibited the utiliza-

tion of petroleum hydrocarbons as raw materials for

chemical synthesis.

C(Mnpotdti<m of Low-bdling Petroleum Distillates.

The composition of the natural g^line recovered from
gas associated with the light paraffinic Pennsylvania oil has

been found by Anderson and Erskine [1, 1934] to be

approximately as follows:

Table V
Pennsylvania Natural Gasoline

Hydrocarbon % by volume

Propane and butanes 20

Isopentane .... 13

Normal pentane 17

Isohexane .... 9

Normal hexane IS

Isoheptane .... 8

Normal heptane 12

Octane .... 4

Residue .... 2

Erskine [29, 1926] later reported small proportions of ben-

zene, toluene, and meta-xylene in Pennsylvania natural

gasoline. Natural gasoline varies in character according

to the nature of the petroleum with which the gas is asso-

ciated. A natural gasoline separated from the gas in the

Grozny field apparently contains a substantial proportion

of cyclohexane [37, 1933], and Coates [20, 1922] reported

a hydrocarbon of naphthenic character, distilling at 215-

17° C., in the natural gasoline recovered in the Terrebonne

Louisiana field.

In view of the fact that the propane, butanes, n-pentanc,

and isopentane can readily be separated on a large scale by
efficient fractionation, all of these hydrocarbons can be

considered to be available in very large quantities for

chemical synthesis. Although relatively small quantities of

n-pentane and isobutane are utilized for chemical synthesis,

the quantities ofpropane and butanewhich are available are

so great that their utilization mainly for the production of

so-called polymer gasoline is the only use so far developed

which is commensurate with the large supply.

The difficulty of isolating pure hydrocarbons of more
than six carbon atoms from petroleum is well indicated by
the work of Brown and Carr [10, 1926], and the investiga-

tions of C. W. Washbume and his associates in the United

States Bureau of Standards on the composition of lighter

distillates of a typical Mid-Continent petroleum. Brown
and Carr fractioned 135 gallons of gasoline derived from
the highly paraffinic Cabin Creek, W. Va., petroleum.

Table VI

Hydrocarbons Isolatedfrom 135 Gallons of Cabin
Creek Gasoline

Hydrocarbon
Quantity

separated, c.c. B.p., “ C.

Isopentane 200 30-5-30-6

n-Pentane 250 36-2-36-3

Isohexane 300 61-1-61-2

n-Hexane 1,000 68 9-69-0

ff-Heptane 2,000 98-6-98-7

Iso-octane 2,500 117.9-1 18-1

Octane 1,100 124-3-124-5

n-Nonane 600 150-2-150-9

The work of the Bureau of Standards group on the

composition of the lighter distillates from the South Ponca,
Okl^oma, field, is evidently the most painstaking inves-

tigation of the kind ever imdertaken. The work was done
by C. W. Washbume, R. T. Leslie, J. D. White, F. W.
Rose, S. T. Schicktanz, J. H. Braun, M. M. Hicks-Braun,

and B. J. Mair, and the investigation extended over a period

of years. In much of the older work in which the isola-

tion of various hydrocarbons was claimed few physical
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properties or criteria of purity were given. Washbume [77,

1930] recommends the determination of no less than four

physical properties, refractive index, density, boiling-point,

freezing-point, and the behaviour to halogens for identi-

fication of the hydrocarbons isolated.

In addition to fractional distillation these workers em-
ployed crystallization from liquid methane and equilibrium

melting and centrifuging at low temperatures in many in-

stances. Extraction by liquid sulphur dioxide at —35° to

—50° C. and purification of the extract by petroleum ether

at —40° C., as shown by Tausz and StQbcr [74, 1919], was
also used in the separation and purification of some of the

benzenoid hydrocarbons. Bruim and Hicks-Bruim [11,

1931] state that the possibility of isolating pure hydro-

carbons from petroleum, by fractional distillation alone,

seems to depend entirely upon the nature of the crude oil

used. If the oil contains cyclic hydrocarbons which form
constant boiling mixtures with the paraffins, a complete

separation cannot be obtained in this way. For example,

methyl cyclopentane or benzene, if present, form constant

boiling mixtures with the hexanes. Since cyclic hydro-

carbons as a rule have higher densities and higher refractive

indices than the aliphatic hydrocarbons, the presence of
these ring compounds probably accounts for the fact that

these physical constants are usually higher for the paraffins

reported as isolated from petroleum than for the corre-

sponding synthetic hydrocarbons. The application of
physical constants to the determination of the composition

of gasoline is discussed by Marder [55, 1935] and by Ward,
Kurtz, and Fulweiler (this work).

Hexanes. All five isomeric hexanes have been reported

as isolated from petroleum, but Bruun and Hicks-Bruun

[13, 1931] conclude that the only hexane previously isolated

in a demonstrably pure condition was normal hexane,

separated by Young [82, 1898].

Cyclobexane. Shortly after cyclohexane had been syn-

thesized by von Baeyer, Markownikoflf [57, 1895] showed
that fractions boiling close to 80° C, of Caucasian petro-

leums, consisted mainly of this hydrocarbon. It has also

been isolated by Chavanne [17, 1922] and by Fortey [32,

1898]. Benzene was removed by nitration, and by systema-

tic equilibrium melting of the fraction boiling at about
80° C., Bruun and Hicks-Bruun [1 1, 1931] obtained cyclo-

hexane in a purity of about 99-96%.
Methyl Cydopentane. This hydrocarbon is very difficult

to separate from n-hexane, the two boiling at 72° C. and
69° C. respectively. The nitro derivative was reported by
Markownikoff [58, 1899]. Chavanne [16, 1911] studied a
Borneo petroleum and obtained evidence of the presence

of methylcyclopentane by fractional distillation and plot-

ting the densities and aniline points. Bruun and Hicks-

Bruun [12, 1931] nitrated the fraction boiling at 68-78° C.
and by further fractionation and equilibrium melting in

the presence of methanol isolated the hydrocarbon itself

in a purity of 98-7%.
n-Decane. The presence of n-decane in Appalachian

petroleum was indicated by the early work of Mabety and
Dunn [49, 1896] and others. The purification of normal
paraflUns by digesting with chlorosulphuric acid, originally

suggested by Aschan [2, 1898] and recommended
Shepard and Henne [67, 1930], was used by Bruun and
Hicks-Bruun [14. 1932].

Beozenoid HydnKuulKMis.

There are many isolated examples of the identification

of benzene and certain alkylated benzoies in petroleums.

But none of the earlier investigations were as compre-
hensive as the study of the Ponca, Oklahoma, oil carried

out at the Bureau of Standards, i^nzene and some of its

derivatives have frequently been reported as having been

identified. Jones and Wootton [38, 1907] examined the oil

from the Koetei district of Borneo and reported the pre-

sence of alpha- and 6em-methylnaphthalenes, separated as

picrates from the fraction boiling at 180-210° C.

The very high proportions of benzenoid hydrocarbons

reported as present in certain crude oils is undoubtedly due
in many cases to very inaccurate methods of determination
or to unwarranted conclusions from experimental results.

Thus Edeleanu and Gan6 [26, 1910] reported that on treat-

ing with nitric-sulphuric acid mixture, Pennsylvania gas oil

yielded 41%, and a Java gas oil 110% nitro products.

Markownikoff [56, 1886] sulphonated the light distillate,

including kcrosine, of Balachany (Baku) oil, crystallized

the calcium sulphonates, and regenerated the hydrocarbons

from sulphonic acids by super-heated steam. No attempt

was made, however, to determine the per cent, of aromatic

hydrocarbons in the original distillate or fractions. Several

alkylated naphthalenes were noted which were not identi-

fied. Coscing[2I, 1935] separated 6em-methylnaphthalene
as the picrate from the fraction boiling at 110-12° C.

(20 mm.) from Roumanian oil and estimated the fraction

to contain 8 per cent, of this hydrocarbon.
Xylenes. The presence of xylenes in gasoline was first

shown by de la Rue and MOller [23, 1856], and Mabery
established the presence of meta- and pora-xylenes in Ohio,

Canadian, and California petroleums by making the nitro

derivatives of the fractions boiling at 137-40° C. The pre-

sence of ortAo-xylene has been shown by oxidizing the

xylene fraction to the three phthalic acids. White and Rose

[78, 1932] isolated the three xylenes, from Ponca, Okla-

homa, crude, by fractional distillation, extraction of the

xylene fraction by liquid sulphur dioxide, and finally by
fractional crystallization.

Ethyl Benzene. This hydrocarbon was separated from
a gasoline fraction for the first time by White and Rose

[79, 1933] in their study of Ponca, Oklahoma, oil.

Irimefiiyl Benzenes. Engler [28, 1885] separated the tri-

nitro derivatives of mesitylene (1,3,5-trimethyl benzene)

and pseudo-cumene (1,2,4-trimethyl benzene), and thus

showed their presence in a wide variety of petroleums.

MarkownikoiF [56, 1886] established the presence of

pseudo-cumene in a Caucasian petroleum by purifying the

sulphonic acid and converting it into the acid chloride and

the amide. The presence of hemimellitene (1,2,3-trimethyl

benzene) in gasoline was first shown by Mair and Schick-

tanz [51, 1933] in their study of Ponca, Oklahoma, oil, by
extracting the fractions with liquid sulphur oxide. The
relative proportions of these three trimethyl benzenes in

the crude oil was estimated to be as follows: pseudo-

cumene 0-2%, mesitylene 0-02%, and hemimellitene 0-06%.

Table VII

Group Con^fosition of the Fraction 55-145° C. of
Ponca, Oklahoma, Oil

Type
Number of

1
hydrocarbons

Estimated

%
1

Known
hydrocarbons
in this rat^e

Paraflins .
1

23 60 41

Naphthenes 18 30 37
Benzenes . 6 10 6
Bicyclic hydrocarbons 4
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Table VIII

Hydrocarbons Isolatedfrom Ponca, Oklahoma, Oil

Formula Hydrocarbon

Estimated %
in 55-145” C.

fraction

Purity

of best

sample,

mote %
CH, Methane not determined
C.H. Ethane
C.H. Propane

1

C.H.,
C.H.,

Butanes
Pentanes

..

2.3-Dimethyl butane 0-3 95
2-Methyl pentane 0-6 95
3-Methyl pentane 13 95
n-Hexane 3-6 98-3

C,H,. 2,2-Dimethyl pentane 02 94
„ 2-Methyl hexane 1-8 999

3-Methyl hexane 1'4

n-Heptane 60 99-9
C.H„ 2,2,3,3-Tetramethyl butane 03

2,S-Dimethyl hexane 0-2

2,4-Dimethyl hexane 0-2

2,2.3-Trimethyl pentane 02
3,4-Dimethyl hexane 03
2-Methyl heptane M 97
3-Methyl heptane 0-9

4-Methyl heptane 0-9

n-Octanc 70 99-1
C.H,. 2,2,5-Trimcthyl hexane 1'2

2,4-Dimethyl heptane 04
ft 2,5-Dimethyl heptane 0-5

4-Methyl octane 0-9

2-Methyl octane 15
„ 3-Methyl octane 1 5 ..

Ci,H,a i)-Decane 4-2 99-9
C,H„ Cyclopentane
C.Hi, Methyl cyclopentane 1-45 989

Cyclohexane
i

220 99-9
C,H,4 1,1-Dimethyl cyclopentane 030 95

„ 1,2-Dimethyl cyclopentane 1-45

„ 1,3-Dimethyl cyclopentane 1'45 98
Methyl cyclohexane 2 20 99 9

,, Ethyl cyclopentanc 0 30
C,Hi, Cycloheptane 090
C,H„ 1,2,4-Trimethyl cyclopentanc 0-70

„ 1,3-Dimethyl cyclohexane 110 95
„ 1,4-Dimethyl cyclohexane 070
„ 1,2-Dimethyl cyclohexane 0 40
„ l-Methyl-2-Ethyl cyclopentane 0-50

,, n-Propyl cyclopentanc 0-70

C,H„
Ethyl cyclohexane 0-70 95
Nonanaphthene 0-65 99
1,3,5-Trimcthyl cyclohexane 0-70

” 1,2,4-Trimethyl cyclohexane 0-70

C.H,
Benzenes

Benzene 060 99-8

C,H, Toluene 2-20
C,H., Ethyl benzene 020 94
„ o-Xylene 0-95 99
„ m-Xylene 0-95 99-9

» p-Xylene 0-30 99-9

C,H„ Mesitylene (1,3,5,-Trimcthyl

benzene)

% in

145~B0° C.

fraction

0-30 99-9

Pseudocumene (1,2,4-Tri-

methyl benzene) 30 99-9

” HemimeUitene (1,2,3-Tri-

methyl benzene) 0-9 99-9

Mair and White [53, 1935] recommended the selective

extraction of benzenes with silica gel, from petroleum dis-

tillates in which the aromatic hydrocarbons are present in

proportions of less than 15%.
A summaiy of the hydrocarbons isolated or detected in
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the lighter fractions ofPonca, Oklahoma, oil, a fairly typical

Mid-Continent crude, is given in Tables VII-VIII.

The normal paraffins from hexane to dodecane, inclusive,

were isolated in a very high degree of purity by Shepard,

Heimc, and Midgely [68, 1931], but the origin of the gaso-

line us^ was not stated. For the physical constants of the

normal parafilns the values of the synthetic hydrocarbons
as determined by Mair [50, 1932] are recommended.
The close fractional distillation of straight-run gasoline

has been studied by Fenske, Quiggle, and Tonberg [30,

The numbers in circles are octane numbers obtained
according to procedure 345.

1932] in highly efficient columns. Their results show the

possibility of segregating close cuts consisting mainly of
normal paraffins and thus greatly increasing the anti-knock
value of the remainder. They were able to isolate in a
relatively high state of purity 2-methyl pentane, n-heptane,

methyl cyclohexane, and normal octane from a straight-run

Pennsylvania gasoline. They were able to separate n-

heptane and methyl cyclohexane, boiling 2-4° C. apart, and
found no evidence ofa constant boiling mixture of the two,
as claimed by Young [83, 1922]. A comparison of Penn-
sylvania and Michigan straight-run gasolines showed a
much greater proportion of normal paraffins in the latter.

Table IX
Comparison ofPennsylvania and Michigan Gasolines

Identifying

constituents

Boiling

range
”F.

Boiling

”F.

% of charge

Penn. Mich.

Isomeric hexanes 143-2-149-9 6-7 335 0-82

n-Hexane 149-9-160 0 101 2-7 6-78

Isomeric heptanes . 190'6-199-2 8-6 407 1-23

n-Heptane 199-2-213-4 14-2 9-41 10-05

Isomeric octanes 234 0-250-8 16'8 750 1-88

n-Octane 250-8-259-2 8-4 5-46 7-72
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Kerosiiies.

Highly paraffinic crude petroleums have long been

favoured for the manufacture of the kerosines of good
burning qualities. The weil>known Eddeanu method of

extracting aromatic hydrocarbons by liquid sulphur di-

oxide, which was the first solvent extraction refining pro-

cess to be operated industrially, was first applied to the

refining of kerosine from Roumanian oil.

The kerosine fraction of Persian petroleum was investi-

gated by Birch and Norris [6, 1926]. Oil recovered from
the acid sludge was further purified by extraction with

liquid sulphur dioxide and the extracted hydrocarbons

fractionally distilled. The presence of toluene, m-xylene,

p-xylene,p-ethyl toluene, mesitylene, pseudo-cumene, hemi-

mellitene, a diethyl benzene, and ethyl xylene and naphtha-

lene were identified. By direct extraction of the kerosine

by liquid sulphur dioxide Birch and Norris were able to

show the presence of naphthalene, Ae/a-methyl naphtha-

lene, dimethyl and trimethyl naphthalenes (the last two in

the form of their picrates). Birch and Norris made use of
bromine derivatives in identifying many of the benzene

derivatives found, as, for example, tetrabromo-p-xylene,

these being well-crystalline derivatives.

The light distillates of Borneo petroleum have been de-

scribed by Kewley [39, 1921], who shows that in the Koetei

field three distinct types of crude oil have been found, i.e.

heavy asphaltic oil in the upper strata. Light asphaltic oil

at greater depth, and paraffinic oils containing wax at still

greater depths. A sin^r relation has been shown to exist

in the case ofpetroleums produced in the Gulf Coast fields

in the United States, the lightest, most paraffinic oils being

produced at the greatest depths. The relatively high con-

tent of aromatic hydrocarbons in the light distillates of the
Koetei oils has long been known, having been investigated

by Jones and Wootton [38, 1907], Tausz and Sttibcr [74,

1919], and by Chavanne and Simon [18, 1919]. Based on
the work of the latter, Tizard and Marshall [75, 1921] de-

veloped a method for the estimation of aromatic hydro-

carbons, in the light fractions, which is dependent upon the

solubilities of parafiins, naphthenes, and aromatics in ani-

line, a method now widely employed. By this method
Tizard and Marshall found the benzine fraction of Koetei

oils to contain 26% paraffins, 35% naphthenes, and 39%
aromatic hydrocarl»ns, the benzine being made from both
the light asphaltic and wax-bearing crude oils. According
to Kewley this benzine contains about 7% benzene, 14%
toluene, 15% xylenes, and 4% higher boiling aromatics.

The kerosine fraction is refined by liquid sulphur dioxide

to remove the benzene and naphthalene derivatives.

Gas Oils.

Gas oil is one of the least accurately dt^ed of all

petroleum products. The term has generally been used
for the intermediate fraction between kerosine and light

spindle oils of viscosity about 100 Saybolt at 70° F. The
term is still widely applied to cracking stocks which may
include both lighter cuts (kerosine) and heavier oils (light

lubricating oils).

The chemical character of gas oils is very little known.
Investigations of such oils have usually been limited to

determining their gas-making value or their value for

cracking to motor fuel. (For the manufacture of gas from
oa sec ‘Oil Gas’, by L. J. Willien.)

On account of the poor yield of gas obtained from
Borneo gas oil Ross and Leather [63, 1906] investigated it

and succeeded in identifying decahydronaphthalene. The
high content of benzenes in the lighter distillates of certain

Borneo oils has since been weU established. In cracking

for gasoline the recycled stock is more stable and yields

less gasoline than the original uncracked oU. Its general

behaviour in this respect resembles the highly aromatic

Borneo gas oil, but recycled cracking stocks do not appear

to have been investigated with respect to the character of

the hydrocarbon components.
A study of fractions boiling in the range 25(>-3(X)° C.,

in the distilling range of kerosine, is reported by Sachanen
and Wirabianz [66, 1929]. The methods of analysis mainly

relied upon in this work were sulphonation of the ben-

zenoid hydrocarbons and determination of the aniline point

of the residual oils. Much work has been done on the

assay of gas oils to determine the relative proportions of

aromatics, naphthenes, and paraffins present [76, 1934].

Lubricating Oils.

The chemical constitution of the hydrocarbons in lubri-

cating oils has for long attracted the interest of organic

chemists. It was early recognized that all of the paraffins

distilling in the range of lubricating oils are re-

movable as wax leaving viscous oils substantially free from
paraffins, although some confusion still exists due to calling

lubricating oils from light wax-bearing crudes, such as that

of Pennsylvania, ‘paraffinic oils’. The early work of

Mabery [45, 1897; 47, 1923; 48, 1926] clearly established

that the readily distillable fractions of Mecca, Ohio, crude

oil are more deficient in hydrogen than corresponds to the

naphthene or C„Hg„ series. The fractions corresponding

in molecular weight and boiling-point to hydrocarbons

Q« to Cu show analyses corresponding to the empirical

formula C„H|n_4. Higher boiling fractions, separated by
solvents from the residuum, showed analyses indicating

empirical formulae ranging from C„H*n-8 to

Similar heavy oils separated from oil from the Cabin Creek
field showed analyses ranging from CbH,,^., to C„Ht„_i»;
heavy oil fractions from a Texas naphthenic oil showed
analyses of C»H»,^.i, to C„H*n_w, and heavy viscous frac-

tions from Baku petroleum showed compositions corre-

sponding to C„H,„_g to C„H,„_to> Iodine numbers showed
the absence of olefinic unsaturation. Mid-Continent oils

freed from wax showed generally similar viscous fractions.

The hydrogen deficiency noted by Mabery is sug^stive

of the presence of alkyl derivatives of condensed ring or

benzenoid hydrocarbons. Brooks and Humphrey [8, 1916]

obtained evidence of the presence of benzene homologues

in the high-boiling portions of Jennings and Oklahoma pet-

roleums by identifying benzene, toluene, and xylenes in the

light oilsmade bycracking; JenningsandOklahoma reduced

oils at 420° C., or at lower temperatures than those atwhich
aromatics have been observed to be formed from aliphatic

oils,and also bycracking by means ofanhydrous aluminium
chloride. Sachanen and Wirabianz [66, 1929] concluded

from a study of the critical solution temperatures with

aniline that the aromatic content of the fraction boiling at

450-500° C., of various crudes, varies from about 10 to

40%. This appears in accord with the fact that the losses

on treating lubricating distillates with concentrated sul-

phuric acid and oleum in the manufacture ofpharmaceuti-
cal white oils are commonly as much as 40%, although it

seems evident that the reactions involved are not limited

to sulphonation.

Considerable interest in the chemical structure of lubri-

cating oils has been aroused by the developmoit of solvent
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extraction process^ for resolving lubricating oils into oils

of widely dilTerent viscosity-temperature characteristics.

The less soluble components are less deficient in hydrogen,

as noted by Mabcry. It is evident that the viscosity charac-

teristics of these high-molecular-weight oils is intimately

related to their constitution. It is well known that the

non-cyclic or C„H,„+, hydrocarbons, typified by the waxes,

have relatively low viscosities and reduce the viscosity of
oils in which they are dissolved, as shown by Bjerregard

[7, 1922] and by Dean and Cooke [22, 1922]. The so-caUed

paraffin oils or pharmaceutical white oils were regarded by
Mabery as having very long side-chains attached to the

naphthenic ring. These oils are much less viscous than
the fraction from which they arc made. It has long been

known that too drastic refining by sulphuric acid greatly

reduces the viscosity of the oil, as shown by Dimstan and
Thole [25, 1917]. Wilson and Allibone [81, 1924] treated

a lubricating oil from Burma crude with acctone-sulphur-

dioxide solution and found the following characteristics of
the dissolved and undissolved oils:

Insoluble Soluble

Sp. gr. at 15 ' .... 0-890 1-020

Average formula C„H.o C.,H„
Series formula.... C,H«_4
Vise, at 60“ C 4-5 about 33
Vise, at 92-5° C./200” F. . 1-93

L_J;’

Hydrogenated aromatic hydrocarbons or polycyclic naph-
thenes, without aliphatic side-chains, have low viscosities,

as shown by Spilker [70, 1926] for hydrogenated anthracene

(3 rings; chrysene, 4 rings) and pyrene. Bestuschew [5,

1931] believed that the lighter fractions contained alM
derivatives of benzene and cyclohexane, naphthalene and
decahydronaphthalene, and the more viscous oil derivatives

ofanthracene and other polycyclic hydrocarbons and corre-

sponding hydrogenated hydrocarbons. No very satisfac-

tory evidence of these conclusions was advanced.

Hugel [36, 1932] noted that hydrogenated coal tars have

considerably higher viscosities than the original tars and
that hydrogenated dibenzyl naphthalene has a greater vis-

cosity than the unhydrogenat^ product. He also noted
that the temperature-viscosity curves of aromatic and
hydro-aromatic derivatives decreased sharply with increas-

ing temperature. From a study of a number of synthetic

hydrocarbons Hugel drew the following conclusions:

1. Ring formation has a great effect in increasing the

viscosity.

2. The branching chains in acyclic hydrocarbons has

little or no effect on viscosity.

3. Unsaturation (olefinic) has very little effect on visco-

sity in acyclic hydrocarbons, although it may be a

factor in cyclic compounds.
4. In general, a cyclic nucleus in a molecule is necessary

if such factors as branching of the chain or unsatura-

tion are to have any effect on viscosity, and in acyclic

compounds viscosity is materially increased only by
increasing the molecular weight.

5. Of two oils with the same viscosity at a given tem-

perature, for example 50° C., the oil with the lower

molecular weight is characterized by greater viscosity

change with changes of temperature.

Unsaturated hydrocarbons, that is, having olefinic un-

saturation, are undoubtedly present in lubricating oils

although probably in minor proportions. Dunstan and
Thole [25, 1917] state that a lubricating oil should contain
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a certain proportion of unsaturated hydrocarbons and as

large a proportion as is compatible with difficulties arising

from oxidation and resinification. Brooks and Humphrey
[9, 1918] noted that viscous polymers made by the action

of sulphuric acid on various olefines are relatively inert to

concentrated sulphuric acid even though still unsaturated.

Sachanen and Wirabianz [66, 1929] estimate the proportion

of unsaturated hydrocarbons in lubricating oils at 3-10%.

Iodine numbers must be corrected for substitution and,

unless supported by other evidence, should be accepted

with caution.

Since the isolation of pure individual hydrocarbons from
lubricating oils is almost impossible, Mikeska [59, 1936]

has prepared a large number of synthetic hydrocarlxjns of

different types and studied their viscosity characteristics,

refractive indices and dispersions, aniline points, and Con-
radson carbon values. The facts brought out in this study,

while giving no direct evidence as to the hydrocarbon

constituents of lubricating oils, do establish many rela-

tionships which heretofore have been speculative or con-

troversial. Mikeska states:

‘The opinion held by many that aromatic derivatives

on the one hand and olefinic on the other tend towards

higher viscosities than the corresponding naphthenic and
saturated compounds is rendered clearly imtenable in

view of the results . . . which show that (for at least the

substances studied) naphthenics have higher viscosities

than the corresponding derivatives with a double bond
in the side chain. They also show that neither the satura-

tion of a double bond nor the saturation of an aromatic

ring has any marked effect on the viscosity index.

‘The effect of the branching of the side chain is indeter-

minate. In some cases the viscosity is slightly increased;

in other cases it is decreased to some extent, though the

effect is never very great.

‘The high viscosity indices of Pennsylvania and other

paraffinic oils, which are assumed to have long side

chains and are known to have a high ratio of parafiinic

to cyclic atoms in their molecular composition, led to

an early conviction that the length of the side chains is

the controlling factor affecting the viscosity index of an
oil. This was partially substantiated by Sullivan and
Voorhees [72, 1931], who showed that the viscosity index

of synthetic oils obtained by polymerization of olefins

is dependent on the length of the olefinic molecule and
that the longer the paraffinic chain of the original olefin,

the higher the viscosity index of the resulting oil. These
views were fully substantiated by the properties of ffie

synthetic hydrocarbons prepared in this work. For in-

stance, the viscosity index of octadecylnaphthalene is

150, whereas the viscosity indices of the three tri-n-

hexylnaphthalenes are only about 100. Similarly, the

viscosity index of docosamylnaphthalene, which has a
chain of 22 carbon atoms, is 144, whereas the viscosity

index of l,l-naphthyl-/i-butyl-octadecane with a chain of

18 carbon atoms is only 122, although they have the

same number of paraffinic carbon atoms attached to the

naphthalene ring.’

Dover and Helraers [24, 1935] synthesized tetratria-

contadiene, CmH,,, by the electrolysis of potassium oleate

solution. The viscosity and other physical properties of

this hydrocarbon were determined but no particular con-

clusions were drawn. It is of interest that this synthetic

hydrocarbon, containing two double bonds, was easily

hydro^nated and gave iodine numbers in fair agre^
ment with the value required by two double bonds. This
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supports the opinion, generally held, that the hydrogen

dB&atosy indicated by the empirical fonnulae oflubricating

oil fractions is not to be interpreted as signifying olefinic

unsaturation.

A great deal of work has been done on the correlation

of physical properties, including particularly viscosity and
viscosity index, density, refractive index, with empirical

composition. From data on the refractive indices and
molecular weights ofhydrocarbons of different types Kyro-

poulos [43, 1929] plotted separate curves for this correla-

tion. He concluded that Pennsylvania and similar paraffinic

oils are composed largely of isoparaffins. McCluer and
Fenske [58 (a) 1932] desired to obtain an index involving

viscosity and specific gravity, which would yield values

numerically equal to the viscosity index. Accordingly, they

devised the ‘gravity index', obtained from the relation be-

tween the viscosity-gravity constant and the viscosity index,

and showed that for various mineral lubricating oils their

gravity indices had values practically equal to the viscosity

indices. But they found also that this identity between

gravity index and viscosity index no longer existed in the

case of synthetic lubricating oils made by polymerization

of olefine hydrocarbons. This circumstance points to some
constitutional difference between these synthetic oils and
the natural ones.

Rossini [64, 1935] has reported the results of the frac-

tional distillation of the heavy viscous portions of a typical

Mid-Continent petroleum. A so-called molecular still in

which the pressure external to the distilling zone was main-
tained at 10~* mm. of mercury was used. Rossini states

that ‘the information which has accumulated from the

work of all the investigators in the field indicates that the

hydrocarbon constituents of the better or more highly

rey&iecf lubricating oils may include: (I) Naphthenes having

one or two rings per molecule and long branched side

chains, and possibly (2) branched-chain paraffins’.

Waxes, ParaflSn Wax, Ceresin, Petrolatum, Rod Wax,
and Ozokerites.

The reported wax contents of crude oils are usually

inaccurate and may vary rather widely according to the

method of determination used. The purpose of such deter-

minations is to estimate the per cent, of crystalline wax of
commercial quality which can be separated from the dis-

tillates by methods similar to those employed in the manu-
facture of commercial paraflSn wax. 1111$ figure ordinarily

does not include the finely crystalline so-called amorphous
wax or ceresins, or the low-melting waxes, whidi are

ordinarily removed in the sweating process. The average

wax-bearing crude petroleum rarely contains more than
2 to 3% of ordinary crystalline wax. The low-melting

parafiSns not ordinarily recovered in filter pressing may
average another 3 to 4%.

In many fields the wax content is greatest in oils occur-
ring at greatest depths, as has been observed in Java [39,

1921], Baku [80, 1906], Galicia [69, 1912], and in the Gulf
Coast fields of the United States [3, 1934]. However, some
exceptions in which the opposite relationships exist have
been noted.

According to Mabery [46, 1902] ordinary commercial
paraffin wax appears to consist of the normal paraffins,

mainly of the hydrocarbons C|,H4g to CmHco. Later work
by Carpenter [15, 1926] states that a typical Burma
petrolsira contains hydrocarbons from CuH«t to ChH,o.
Higher melting wax is obtained by exhaustive sweating of

the wax pbtained from shale oil and by refining crude rod

wax, deposited on the rods and casing of weUs in many
fields. The separation of such relatively high-melting wax
is explained by the fact that the higher melting wax is less

soluble than the lower melting paraffins. Paraffins melting

as high as 76° C. and consisting mainly of the paraffin

CasH,! have been reported from rod wax. Krafft [42,

1907] reported separation of paraffins melting from 85°

to 93° C. from a hard wax separated from a Saxon
lignite.

It has been shown by recent studies of the lighter frac-

tions of a typical wax-bearing Mid-Continent oil (Ponca,

Oklahoma) that large proportions of branched-chain

paraffins accompany the normal paraffins. It has often

been assumed that commercial paraffin waxes consisted

essentially ofnormal paraffins. Recent investigations, how-
ever, show that, in general, petroleums contain substantial

proportions of crystalline branched-chain paraffins. The
subject has been a highly controversial one. The crystal-

lizing behaviour of petroleum waxes and the effect of
substances interfering with ciystal growth has also been
repeatedly investigated (see article by F. W. Padgett on ‘The

Crystallization of Paraffin Wax’).

The paraffin wax separated from Scotch shale oil has

been thoroughly investigated and conclusively shown to

consist largely and probably entirely of normal paraffins.

It should be pointed out, however, that this wax does not

exist as such in the shale prior to destructive distillation,

but is formed by decomposition of the complex organic

material, the so-called kerogen, in the shale. It is therefore

unwarranted to infer on the basis of these findings that

paraffin waxes from petroleums are similarly constituted.

Paraffin wax from Scotch shale oil was investigated by
Francis and his co-workers [33, 1922, 1926]. They sepa-

rated the wax, by repeated fractional distillations in a high

vacuum, into substantially pure substances which agreed

very closely, in physical properties, with a series of syn-

thetic normal paraffins. A study of the X-ray spectra of

the hydrocarbons separated by Francis was made by Piper

and his associates [61, 1925], who concluded that they were

substantially pure individual normal paraffins. Further

evidence as to the constitution of these waxes was furnished

by Francis, Piper, and Malkin [34, 1930] by a study of the

fatty acids formed from them by air oxidation. In a further

study Piper and others showed that these normal paraffins

exhibit two transition temperatures at which a change in

crystalline form occurs, one very near the melting-point

and one about five degrees below the melting-point. They
also noted that the melting-points of mixtures of pure

normal paraffins are not depressed, but fall on a straight

line connecting the melting-points ofpure individuals. This

explains why the melting-point of commercial paraffin

waxes cannot be much raised by separation or further

purification.

Nametkin and Nifontava [60 (a). 1934] investigated a
close-cut paraffin-wax fraction from Grozny oil solidifying

at 52-8° C., molecular weight 338, and a commercial paraffin

wax ofAmerican origin, solidifying at 50*1° C. and average

molecular weight 322. By nitrating with dilute nitric acid

the presence of a tertiaiy nitro derivative was shown.
Both waxes were estimated to contain 25 to 30% of
iso-paraffins.

It thus appears to be definitely established that the

paraffin waxes from Scotch shale oil are normal parafiSns.

It seems to be equally well determined that waxes feom
petrokuffls, particularly those which have not b^
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subjected to much cracking, contain branched-chain hydro-

carbons. 2^oziecki [SS, 1888] believed that the iso-

paraffins of high molecular weight yield well-crystalline

normal paraffins on pyrolysis. In his opinion this partly

accounts for the better crystallization of wax in distillates

that are partly cracked. Waxes of high molecular weight,

occurring in petroleum, and which separate first from crude
oils as rod wax, are largely iso-paraffins. Thus Marcusson

[54, 1914, 1915, 1917] showed that refined wax prepared

from the crude wax separating in the wells of the Boryslaw

field was practically identical in physical properties with

two relink ozokerites or ceresins. Ceresins and well-

crystalline paraffins of substantially the same melting-point

have quite different molecular weights and differ consider-

ably in other physical properties and chemical behaviour,

as shown by the two examples described by Marcusson.

The crystalline paraffin wax was a refined commercial wax
made from a distillate, and the ceresin was refined from
a Galician ozokerite.

I Paraffin wax
j

Ceresin

Melting-point in capillary . .
' 56-5-60'5'’

j

57 5-601“
Solidification point . . 59 2 59 0
Sp. gr. atl5“C 0 885 0-971

Sp. gr. at60“C 0 781 0-798

Viscosity “ Engler, at 70° . 1-51 1-85

Average molecular weight 330 420
Behaviour with 33 % oleum . brown dis- vigorous

coloration reaction

Behaviour with chloro-sulphonic acid „ „

The identification of normal paraffins from petroleum

waxes has been facilitated by the fact that a large number
of synthetic normal paraffins are known. The recent syn-

thesis of a number of branched-chain paraffins of large

molecular weight by Suida and Planckh [71, 1933] is also

very helpful. Solution of such a ceresin in lubricating oil

and cooling yields a typical vaseline; ordinary wax crystal-

lizes out in the normal way.

Sachanen [65, 1931] suggests that solid hydrocarbons

derived from petroleum which can be removed in filter

presses and sweated be called paraffin wax and that the solid

hydrocarbons which do not possess these characteristics,

regardless of their method of preparation, be called cere-

sins.

Although it is generally accepted that distillation of
ceresins or oils containing them, if accompanied by crack-

ing, yields well-crystalline wax, Sachanen showed that a
ceresin of melting-point 74° C. and a molecular weight of

570 could be distilled in a very high vacuum at tempera-

tiues of 300° to 350° C. without appreciably changing its

physical properties. According to Sachanen, all of the

ctystalline paraffin obtained in refinery practice consists of

hydrocarbons oflower boiling-point than ceresins. He also

believes that nearly all of the crystalline wax exists as such

in the crude oils and is distilled substantially without

decomposition with oil fractions of corresponding boiling-

points. Untreated crude oils may contain paraffin wax and
ceresin in varying proportions. Thus among the Russian

crudes, the Grozny oil yields a relatively large amount of

crystalline wax, which begins to come over with the light

gas-oil fractions. Pennsylvania and most Mid-Continent

oils apparently are of this type. Surakhany petroleum

contains a large proportion of ceresins, found mainly in

the very high-boUing fractions. The properties of ceresin

fractions separated from petrolatum from heavy residuum

of Surakhany petroleum are given in the following table:

Table X
Properties ofPetroleum Ceresins

From Heavy Residuum

Melting-point, “ C. 85 80-5 71 63-5 57-5

Sp. gr. at 20“ C. . 0-940 0-932 0-928 0-925

Sp. gr. at 100° C.
Absolute vise, at

0-785 0-V85 0-782 0-787 0-785

100“ C. .

Nitrobenzene pt.,

0 101 0-0823 0-0786 0-794 0-0729

“ C. . 89-1 84-8 83-5 82-7 79-3

Refr. index, 99 5“ C. 1-4368 1-4354 1-4369 1-4370 1-4375

Average mol. wt. 741 671 637
C„H,.

608 592
Formula C„H,„ C«H.. C4.H..

From Long Residuum

Melting-point, “ C. 74 65-5 61-5 56
Sp. gr. at 20“ C. . 0 931 0-932 0929 0-925

Sp. gr. at 100“ C. 0-787 0-784 0-788 0-786

Absolute vise, at 100° C. 00835 0 0793 0-0852 0-0642

Nitrobenzene pt., “ C. . 81-8 80S 82-2 75-1

Refr. index, 99-5" C. 1-4359 1-4412 1-4423 1-4359

Average mol. wt. 569 546 603 525

All of the ceresins described by Sachanen were high in

boiling-point and associated with residual oils. The work
of Ferris, Henderson, and Cowles [31, 1936] indicates that

waxes of a wide range of melting-points, and distinguished

from ordinary crystalline wax by higher boiling-points, a
much finer crystal texture, tou^mess, a higher refractive

index, and higher molecular weights, can be made by ap-

propriate methods. The waxes described by them were
made from slack wax and petrolatum stock by dissolving

in ethylene dichloride and chilling. The properties of the

waxes made in this way indicate that they are mainly
branched<hain paraffins. This is consistent with the pre-

sence of branched-chain paraffins in the light distillates and
in the heavy residual oils. Their work suggests that the

lower boiling iso-paraffins, or soft ceresins, arc ordinarily

lost in the slack wax.

Some of the waxes made by Ferris, Henderson, and
Cowles [31, 1929, 1933] have been examined by Clark and
Smith [19, 1931]. By the X-ray diffraction method they

obtained patterns consistent with normal paraffins for the

high-melting waxes, but concluded that the low-melting

material contained a large proportion of iso-paraffins.

Low-melting waxes separated by reciystallization of wax
from Boryslaw oil have been examined by Miiller and Pilat

[60, 1935], who believed them to contain cyclic nuclei, one
fraction having the empirical formula CnHm-s-c- Mair and
Schicktanz [52, 1936] have found that, like the low-melting
waxes studied by Mtlller and Pilat, the low-melting waxes
isolated by Ferris, Henderson, and Cowles show less

hydrogen than is required for the paraffin or iso-paraffin

series, and that certain fractions show 70-5% of the series

C«H,„, or corresirandingly smaller percentages of CnHt»_a.
A comprehensive study of paraffin waxes derived from

Burma, Assam, Dutch East Indies, and American oils has
been published by Carpenter [15, 1926]. Certain irregu-

larities in the physical properties of the fractions obtained
led Carpenter to suggest the presence of isomers of the

normal paraffins. The highest melting-point wax obtained
from clear Burma crude had a melting-point of 71-7° C.,

but he notes that waxes have been obtained from storage

tanks, for Burma oil, melting as high as 84° to 85° C.
A rod wax from Burma, purified through bauxite or
Fuller’s earth, is described as melting at 88° to 91° C,
slightly yellow in colour, tough, and very finely crystalline.
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Rectystallization from solvents gave a material melting at

96-5° C. Carpenter states that this high-melting wax
equivalent to 5 to 10 times its weight of stearin in imparting

hardness, opacity, and freedom from mottling when mixed

with ordinary waxes. Carpenter noted that in commercial

waxes a transition point between two crystalline forms is

evident *some 10° to 15° C.’ below the melting-point of

wax. Piper (l.c.) noted transition points about 5° C. below

the melting-point, but stated that very small traces of im-

purities lower the transition points markedly.

Reistle and Blade [62, 1932] have described rod waxes

from the Bradford, Peimsylvania, the Panhandle, Texas,

and Salt Creek, Wyoming, fields. They note a ‘gummy’
material in these waxes which is much less soluble than the

crystalline waxes and which interferes with the crystal

growth of the normal waxes, a well-known effect of ceresin

waxes.

The range of composition and properties obtained by

Sachanen from a typical crystalline wax from Grozny
petroleum are given in the following table:

Table XI

Properties ofParaffin Fractionsfrom Grozny Petroleum

Melting-pt., " C. . 32.8 40 47 54-3 603 66-3

Sp. gr. at 20° C. . 0-872 0-879 0-906 0-914 0-919 0-923

Sp. gr. at 100° C.
Absolute vise, at

0-736 0-740 0-747 0-752 0-759 0-763

100° C. .

Nitrobenzene pt..

0-0123 0-0143 0-0174 0-0203 0-0239 0-0322

° C. .

Refractive index.

44 47-6 32-4 36-2 61 65-2

99-3° C. . 1-4118 1-4133 1-4178 1-4218 1-4243 1-4266

Average b.p., ° C. 393 399 440 473 498 328
Average mol. wt. 284 310 334 393 427 468

Formula CuH«, C,.H4. CuH.. C„H.. C„H,. C„H.,

Crystalline normal paraffin waxes of considerably higher

melting-point than ordinary commercial wax from petro-

leum have recently been introduced. The new waxes are

a product separa^ from the hydrocarbon mixture made
by the hydrogenation of carbon monoxide according to

the method of Fischer and Tropsch. Paraffins melting as

high as 117°C. and molecular weights corresponding to

CisoHjoi have been reported from this source [41, 1935].

PetFolatums.

The term petrolatum is used in the petroleum industry

for the unctuous, salve-like residuum of clean paraffin-base

oils such as light Pennsylvania petroleum, from which it

was first manufactured; the term is also employed for the

product, of similar properties, obtained by the centrifugal

dewaxing of bright stocks and heavy, viscous distillates,

particularly those distilled in vacuum. It is known as a
commercial product imder a wide variety of names and in

vaiying degrees of purity. The most familiar names of the

commercial products are vaseline, petroleum jelly, soft

paraflSn, paraffinum, cosmoline, graisse min6rale (/>.),

weichparaffin or paraffinsalbe {Ger.), vaselina {It.), &c.

When highly refined and decolorized it is known as white

petroleum jelly or petrolatum album.
In the United States much more crude petrolatum is

produced than can be marketed for the customary vises,

and most of it is disposed of by blending with cracking

stocks.

The present discussion is limited to the chemical com-
position of petrolatums. In general, petrolatums are

mixtures of solid paraflto hydrocarbons and viscous hydro-

carbon oil. Petrolatums recovered by centrifugal dewaxing
are stiffer and contain less oil than those obtained in other

ways. In Europe some artificial petrolatums are manu-
factured by melting ceresins, rod wax, and the like with

viscous, highly refined white oils. The latter sometimes
develop granular character owing to the separation of
crystal paraffin. Both natural and artificial petrolatums

show a micro-crystalline character under the microscope
in polarized light, as was shown by Gurwitsch [35, 1924].

The content of solid paraffins naturally varies with the

method of production. Gurwitsch found 12-6% solid wax
in a Russian natural vaseline and 9-6% in an American
commercial vaseline. Others have reported 14 to 19% wax
in Tschelcken (Russian) petrolatum, 12% in vaseline

marketed by Cheseborough Co., and 15% in ‘ Wilbourine’.

The character of the oil in petrolatums is that of heavy
lubricating oil and of course varies with the different

crudes, the method of manufacture, and the degree of
refining. For commercial and pharmaceutical uses petro-

latum should be practically tasteless and odourless, light

yellow or colourless, and only slightly fluorescent. The oil

content should be sufficient to melt the mixture at about
36° to 40° C. Some descriptions have erroneously reported

the oil as consisting of oleines. However, the temperatures

reached in steam-reducing or ordinary vacuum distillation

certainly result in some cracking, with the result that unre-

fined petrolatums may be expected to show a little olefinic

unsaturation, which may be eliminated through refining.

Susceptibility to oxidation by air is generally considered

objectionable, particularly if discoloration or rancid odours
develop. Reports of rendering pharmaceutical petrolatums

bactericidal by exposure to light or ultra-violet light, in air,

may possibly be explained by the formation of peroxides,

in which case the complete elimination of olefinic unsatura-

tion may not be desirable. Gurwitsch found an American
commercial petrolatum to have an iodine number of 3-5,

but believed this figure to represent only easily substituted

hydrogen rather than olefinic unsaturation.

Gurwitsch, who demonstrated the presence of micro-

crystalline wax in petrolatums, believes that no true col-

loidal jelly exists in such material. Zaloziecki [84, 1888]

believed that both crystalline and amorphous colloid jelly

are present in such mixtures. This question must be re-

garded as still not proven.
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THE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF CRACKED GASOLINES
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The chemical composition ofcracked gasoline is influenced

by the type of crude oil and the fractions therefrom sub-

jected to cracking and by the conditions of treatment,

namely, the temperature, pressure, and reaction time.

Hydrocarbons in Cracked Distillates

Practically all of the work on the chemical composition

of cracked gasolines has been directed to the determination

of hydrocarbon groups rather than individual compounds.
The determination of these groups depends entirely upon
the analytical method employed, and a critical review of

the various methods is therefore presented together with

results which have been obtained by the application of
these various methods in the analysis of cracked distUlates.

Sulphur, Oxygen, and Nitrogen Compounds

In addition to hydrocarbons of the various groups,

petroleums contain compounds of sulphur, oxygen, and
nitrogen, and these are also found in the distillates resulting

from the cracking of petroleum and its fractions.

Sulphur Compounds

Some work has been done on the pyrolysis of sulphur

compounds, the distribution of sulphur in the various

products of cracking, and the determination of sulphur

compounds in cracked distillates.

Faragher, Morrell, and Comay [18, 1928] investigated

the thermal decomposition of organic sulphur compounds,
with the following conclusions : The thermal decomposition

of mercaptans produces hydrogen sulphide and elementary

sulphur. Hydrogen sulphide, mercaptans, and thiophene-

like products are produced when sulphides are thermally

decomposed. The disulphides produce hydrogen sulphide,

elementary sulphur, sulphides, and thiophene-like deriva-

tives. Thiophenes undergo no decomposition even at a
temperature of 1600° F.

Egloff and Morrell [15, 1923] showed the distribution of
sulphur in the cracking of a Mexican gas oil to be as

follows:

Table I

% Sulphur
by wight

% Sulphur

of total

Charging stock 2-19 100
Pressure distillate 1-40 2305
Residuum 3-84 6208
Coke .... 5-22 2-01

Gas ... . 8-5 12-9

Faragher, Morrell, and Monroe [19, 1927] developed a
systematic procedure for the quantitative determination of
sulphtir and sulphur derivatives in petroleum distillates

as hydrogen sulphide, elementary sulphur, mercaptans,

sdphides, disulphides, and different so-called ’residual’

siiilphurcompounds comprising thiophenes and other types

of sulphur compounds. Several untreated gasolines were

analy^ by this method, with the following results:

Table II

Analysis of Untreated Gasolines

Sulphur

Cracked gasoline
Straight-run

gasoline

Panhandle

crude

%

Calif. (Mid-
way) crude

%

Smackover
crude

%
Elementary none none 005
Mercaptan (titration) . 002 002 004
Disulphide Oil 003 none
Sulphide 002 none none
Residual 0-95 015 none
Hydrogen sulphide present present present

Morrell and Egloff [40, 1927] determined the sulphur

content of about 30 different heavy oils from various fields,

comprising crude oils, topped crudes, fuel oils, and distil-

late fractions comprising cracking stocks, to correlate the

sulphur content in the charging stock with the percentage of

sulphur in the cracked distillate and in the treated gasoline.

In a later paper [41, 1933] these same authors showed
the distribution of sulphur in cracked distillates, both un-

treated and treated, and the effect of sulphuric acid con-

centration and temperature of treatment upon the removal

of sulphur from the distillate.

Phenols.

The presence of phenols in cracked distillates has been

noted by Brooks and Parker [9, 1924] and also by Catlin

[10, 1926]. Catlin extracted cresylic acid from petroleum

distillates and showed that ortho-, meta-, and para-cresols

are present and may be recovered from the caustic-soda

extract ofcracked distillates by acidification. The presence

of methylphenylcarbinol was also indicated.

Morrell and Egloff [42, 1928] show that lower boiling

phenols are produced by the cracking of higher boiling

phenols in addition to neutral oils and water. These lower

boiling phenols will therefore be present in the gasoline

fraction resulting from the cracking of the higher boiling

phenols in charging stocks containing them.

Nitrogen Compounds

Very little of a definite nature is known about the nitro-

gen compounds in cracked gasoline.

Morrell and Egloff (2nd International Conference on
Bituminous Coal, Proc. 2, 580, 613 (1928)) indicate that

the nitrogen bases present in higher boiling hydrocarbons

such as coal tars when cracked would produce lower boiling

nitrogen bases which will be found in the gasoline fraction.

This, no doubt, also applies to corresponding petroletun

fractions.

Analytical M^u>ds
The four groups of hydrocarbons of principal interest in

connexion with the analysis of cracked distillates are the

unsaturated, aromatic, naphthene, and paraffin hydro-

carbons.
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Determimitioii of Olefloes. and aromatic hydrocarbons from other hydrocarbons, and
One of the most common methods used to determine

olefines is halogoiation. Modifications of the procedures

used for fatty oils have been employed, but while they are

indicative of olefine content, they have not proved quanti-

tatively successful. The main difficulty is that substitution

takes place concurrently with addition at the double bond,

and even attempts to take into consideration .the extent

of substitution have not proved satisfactory.

Certain reagents have been employed in which apparently
no substitution occurs, but with these reagents addition

was found to be incomplete [23, 1895; 55, 1895]. The
presence of diolefines complicates the problem, as many of
them react with halogens as if they contained only one
double bond. Furthermore, the results depend upon the

ratio of the amounts of oil and the reagents used, and a
constant result can be obtained only when this ratio is kept

constant [43, 1925],

Good results may be obtained by the use of a bromide-

bromate mixture [22, 1926 ; 43, 1925], since under these

conditions very little bromine is present at any time and
substitution is largely prevented.

Morrell and Levine [44, 1930] proposed a rapid pro-

cedure employing bromine titration for the determination

of olefines in cracked hydrocarbon distillates. The errors

involved in this determination were overcome, in part, by
calculating the olefine concentration of an unknown oil

from the ratio of its bromine titre to that of a standard

solution containing a known concentration of known
olefines.

At best, however, the results obtained by halogenation

represent the ‘concentration’ of double bonds rather than
of olefinic hydrocarbons. In such cases the olefine content

may be calculated by determining the average molecular
weight of the oil, and by assuming that the average mole-
cular weight of the olefffies is the same as that of the oil

as a whole.

Other methods have been employed for the determina-

tion of olefines; as for example, the formolite method [46,

1904], which depends upon the formation of a resin when
an oil containing olefines is refluxed with formaldehyde
and a strong acid. This method is open to the objection

that the resin formed does not correspond to all the ole-

fines present and, furthermore, the reagent reacts with

aromatic hydrocarbons.

Mercuric salts, particularly the acetates, react with ole-

fines [65, 1921], and several methods of analysis have been
devis^ for the determination of olefines based upon this

reaction [36, 1923 ; 60, 1919-20]. A large excess ofmercuric
acetate [52, 1927] must be used to cause all of the olefines

to react and refluxing is necessary [5, 1927]. Some of the

unchanged oil is retained mechanically by the flocculent

precipitate that forms.

Advantage has been taken of the heat of reaction of the

olefines with sulphuric acid to determine the relationship

between the percentage of olefines present and the quantity

of heat evolved [11, 1926; 27, 1913; 32, 1892]. This is not
an accurate method for the determination of olefines in

cracked gasoline. Furthermore, strong sulphuric acid re-

acts with armnatic hydrocarbons and to some extent with

naphthenes and part^ffins. It also causes alkylation, poly-

merization, and various other reactions which will be
referred to below. The problem is Airther complicated,

since each olefine has its own heat of reaction with sul-

phuric acid.

Various solvoits have been employed to separate olefine

some difficulties are encountered in the application of these

methods of analysis. The separation of the olefines and
the aromatic hydrocarbons is usually incomplete, and the

paraffin and naphthene hydrocarbons are dissolved to some
extent. Some of the solvents which have been used are

liquid sulphur dioxide [3, 1916-17; 13, 1914; 17, 1913; 35,

1918; 36, 1923]; a solution of sulphur dioxide in acetone

and other ketones [28, 1922; 49, 1922; 50, 1913; 62, 1920];

sulphoacetic acid [30, 1925-7]; dimethyl sulphate [26, 1907,

1925; 63, 1906]; selenium oxychloride [31, 1921]; methanol

[58, 1923; 13, 1914]; acetic anhydride [59, 1918]; aniline

[5, 1927 ; 25, 1927; 28, 1922]; nitrobenzene [5, 1927]; di-

methylaniline [5, 1927; 25, 1927]; ethyl tartrate, ethyl oxa-

late, acetoacetic ester, levulinic acid, phenythydrazine, and
furfural [25, 1927], In some cases fairly sharp separation

may be made if the correct quantity of reagent is used and
the percentage of olefine and aromatic hydrocarbons lies

within certain limits.

Perbcnzoic acid has been found to react with olefines

and diolefines and other unsaturated compounds at low
temperatures, and this reaction has been used as the basis

of a method for the quantitative estimation of olefines [45,

1927; 37, 1921].

Sulphuric acid is perhaps the most widely used reagent

for the determination of hydrocarbon groups. It reacts

with olefines to give five principal types of products,

namely, sulphuric esters, polymers, oxidation products [8,

1918; 9, 1924], and saturated hydrocarbons by reduction

[32, 1892; 47, 1927; 51, 1895]. Alkylation also occurs to

a considerable extent when aromatic hydrocarbons are

present. The extent to which each of these reactions takes

place is a function of the molecular weight and structure

of the olefine and the concentration of the add. Poly-

merization increases with increase in molecular weight, and
up to a certain point increases with the concentration

of the acid, the maximiun polymerization taking place in

the presence of approximately 91 % acid [29, 1925]. The
separation of olefines and aromatic hydrocarbons is com-
plicated further because these hydrocarbons condense with
the formation of alkyl derivatives of the aromatic hydro-
carbons [4, 1926; 57, 1926]. However, approximate separa-

tions may be made by various concentrations ofacid. Add
having the strength of 80% has been most generally pro-
posed because it has very little action on the aromatic
hydrocarbons. However, ail of the olefines are not re-

moved. Sulphuric acid stronger than 80% has been pro-

posed but is open to the objection of reaction with aromatic
hydrocarbons.

Determination of Aromatic and Naphthene Hydro-
carbons.

Aromatic hydrocarbons may be determined by physical

as well as by chemical methods. The physical measure-
ments employed are density, refractive index, and critical

solution temperatures in various organic liquids. In general,

the aromatic hydrocarbons have a much higher density and
refractive index than the other hydrocarbons. Also, they
show an increase in the total volume when mixed with
paraffin hydrocarbons, although this increase varies for the
specific aromatic and paraffin hydrocarbons.

Various organic liquids have been found with which
parafiin and naphthene hydrocarbons are not miscible at

room temperature but in which the aromatic hydrocar-
bons dissolve readily. Wheat aromatic hydrocarbons are

dissolved in a mixture of paraffin and naphthenes the

M
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teinperatUFe at whidi complete miscibility with Ae solvent

occurs is lowered. The higher the concentration of the

aromatic hydrocarbons the greater is the lowering of the

solution temperature. The solvent most wdely used for

thiin test is aniline. Another solvent used is nitrobenzene.

This method also furnishes a basis for the determination of

naphthene hydrocarbons.

The chemical methods employed for the determination

ofaromatic hydrocarbons make use chiefly ofsulphonation

and nitration. Sulphuric acid of 98% strength has been

used widely for sulphonation. Nitration is also a com-

monly used method for the determination of aromatic

hydrocarbons wherein fuming nitric acid is employed and

the nitrated products dissolved in a known volume of

sulphuric acid. One of the best methods consists in the use

ofa nitration mixture of nitric and sulphuric acid so chosen

that the nitro compounds concentrate in a separate layer,

the volume of which is proportional to the concentration

of aromatic hydrocarbons in the oil.

Widely Used Methods for Hydrocarbon Group Analysis

of Gasolines.

None of the methods of analysis which have been de-

veloped are beyond criticism. All ofthem have limitations.

Those most widely used are described below.

Egloff and Morrell [14, 1926] developed a method of

determining the unsaturated, aromatic, naphthene, and
parafiin hydrocarbons in cracked gasolines, and related

the percentage composition of the four hydrocarbon groups

to the anti-knock properties of motor fuels.

Unsaturated hydrocarbons were determined by distilling

the motor fuel up to 210° C. and treating the distillate with

two volumes of 80% sulphuric acid, which was stated to

be without substantial effect on pure aromatic hydrocar-

bons. Correction was made for the polymers boiling above
210° C.
The overhead fraction to 210° C. obtained by redistilla-

tion of the 210° fraction on which the olefines were deter-

mined was treated with 2i volumes of a nitration mixture

consisting of25% nitric acid, 58% sulphuric add, and 17%
of water (which was found to be the optimum mixture) to

determine aromatics. Tliis forms a 3-liquid layer system

with unieacted oil at the top, nitro derivatives in the centre,

and add sludge on the bottom. The percentage of aromatic

hydrocarbons was calculated from the volume of the middle

layer.

To determine naphthenes the residual oil from the nitra-

tion treatment was examined for aniline point, assuming

that paraffin hydrocarbons are completely miscible at 70°C
and that the aniline point is lowered 0-3° C. for each 1%
of naphthenes present. The paraffins were estimated by
difference.

Table III shows analyses of cracked gasolines from
various stocks using this method:

Table III

Ifj»6vearb<>n$

Ton/camr,

Kentucky
fuel oil

North

fueloU

Lost
Soldier

Ityomlng
crude

Uniaturatcd 161 14-4 14-7 16-0 1 1-7

Aromittic 17-8 22-S 27-5 18-6 lS-0

Naphtbena 12-8 10-0 21-2 11-7 15-4

Phniiln 53-3 53-1 36-6 53-7 57-9

Aienwlie aquivalent

.

HiahMt VMful com-
24-2 27-9 36-7 24-7 21-2

pnmioa ratio

.

S-6 5-7 S-9 5-6 5-3

PETROLEUM
Garner [24, 1928] removes olefines and aromatic hydro-

carbons simultaneously from cracked garoline by the addi-

tion of fuming nitric add, and the aniline point of the

remaining oil is used for the estimation of the percentage

of paraffin and naphthene hydrocarbons. The iodine num-

ber of the original gasoline is also determined, using the

Hanus solution. Several analyses made according to this

method were reported by Gamer. He concluded that

recracking of the gasoli^ increases the percentage of

naphthenes.

Faragher, Morrell, and Levine [20, 1930] developed the

following analytical procedure for the determination of

olefine and aromatic hydrocarbons: (a) determination of

the total olefine-aromatic content by treatment of ffie

hydrocarbon distillate with 91 % sulphuric add, distillation

to remove polymers, and final treatment with 98% sul-

phiuric add, and (b) removal of olefines with sulphur mono-
chloride, distillation to remove the olefine-free oil, and

determination of aromatic hydrocarbons in the olefine-free

oil by nitration, determination ofnaphthenes by the aniline-

point method and paraffins by difference.

Analyses of cracked distillate from representative oils

showing the olefine and aromatic content are given in

Table IV.

Table IV

Oil Olefines Aromatics

Smackover 311 14-4

Venezuela 20-6 17-8

Mexican (Panuco) 27-8 151
Panhandle 32-8 10-5

West Texas (Pecos) 30-8 131
California 21-4 141
Oklahoma (Seminole) 29-

1

90
Pennsylvania (1) 25-5 99
Pennsylvania (2) 34-6 7-1

Morrell and Levine [44, 1932] proposed an approximate

method for the determination of olefine and aromatic

hydrocarbons which is accurate to within 1 to 3% and

whidr is considerably shorter than methods heretofore pro-

posed. The sum of the olefines and aromatics is determined

by treatment with 91 and 98% sulphuric acid, and the ole-

fine concentrations may then be calculated from the weight

of residue remaining after the distillation of the oil obtained

upon treatment with 91% sulphuric acid by the use of

empirical formulae.

The Kattwinkel method is also widely used for the deter-

mination of aromatics and olefines in oils [30, 1927]. The
general principle of the method is that concentrated sul-

phuric acid containing small percentages of boric acid has

no reaction on aromatics in mixtures containing them, but

reacts with and removes olefines, while similarly sulphuric

acid containing small percentages of phosphorus pent-

oxide reacts with both aromatics and oletoes to effect their

removal. The reagent for determining both aromatics and
olefines is made by adding 30 g. of phosphoric pentoxide

to 100 g. of sulphuric add, the phosphorus pentoxide

being added gradually with stirring and cooling. The
reagent for olefines alone is made by adding 5 g. of boric

add to 100 c.c. of ccmcentrated sulphuric add, heating if

necessary to effect solution. Aromatics and olefines are

determined together by using 30 c.c. of the first reageit

and 10 cx. of the oil in a nitration tube, shaking for 5

minutes with cooling, and noting the percentage decrease

in volume of toe oil layer. Olefine hydrocarbons are deter-

mined by using the same proportions of toe second reagent.
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Influence of Cracking Conditions and Chari^
Stock 4H1 Composition of Cracked Gascdine

The chemical composition of cracked gasoline is in-

fluenced not only by the type of oil undergoing treatment

but also by the conditions of cracking, namely, the tem-

perature, pressure, and time. Practically no work has been
done on the composition of cracked distillates from the

viewpoint of the individual hydrocarbons contained

therein.

Andreyev [1 , 1929] has reported analyses ofcracked gaso-
lines produced from Russian gas oil at temperatures of
from SOO to 600° C. and at low pressures.

The yields of products obtained were; benzine, 49%;
liquid residue, 56%; ^ and loss, 17%. The benzine had
the following composition: aromatic hydrocarbons, 32%;
unsaturated hydrocarbons, 40% ; naphthene hydrocarbons,

12%; paraffin hydrocarbons, 16%.
A spMial benzine produced at 600° C. at low pressure

and having an octane number of 1 10 showed the following

hydrocarbon group composition: aromatics, 73% ; unsatu-

rateds, 20%; naphthenes, 5%; and paraffins, 2%.
The method of analysis employed for the hydrocarbon

groups is not stated.

Sachanov and Tilicheev [53, 1928] cracked a paraffin

containing distillate from Russian crude oil. The condi-

tions of cracking in one set of experiments were 10 atm.

pressure and a temperature of 425“ C. The cracking time

varied from 34 to 94 minutes. The specific gravity for

fractions boiling above 300° C. increas^ regularly as the

time factor was increased. In another set of tests a study

was made of the composition of the gasoline and illumina-

ting oils obtained in the cracking of paraffin-base distillates.

Under the conditions of cracking employed the products

from paraffin-base stocks consisted entirely of paraffins and
olefines; naphthenes and aromatic hydrocarbons being

practically absent.

According to these workers, the naphthenes in the

cracked gasolines from charging oils of different composi-

tion vary within a small percentage range (4-7 %), but these

small variations are frequently significant in indicating the

character of the oil cracked. The statement is made that

most of the naphthenes in cracked distillate are formed
from higher molecular weight naphthenes in the charging

oils.

Sachanov and Tilicheev determined the chemical com-
position of cracked gasolines by first subjecting them to

repeated fractional distillation to separate them into the

following fractions: below 60“ C, 60-95° C, 95-122° C.,

122-150° C., and 150-200° C. Aromatic and unsaturated

hydrocarbons were determined by the Kattwinkel method.
TTie relative proportions of naphthenes and paraffins were
determined by the aniline point after removal of aromatics

and olefines. Both laboratory and plant samples ofcracked

gasolines were employed. Tlie table summarizes the most
important data:

Table V shows that the aromatic content increases from
zero in the lower boiUng fraction to percentages varying

from 8 to 24 in the higher boiling fractions. The naph-

thenes increase from zero to 32%, the unsaturates decrease

from about 50% to 30%, and the paraffin content either

remains corrstant or decreases slightly with rise in boiling

point.

The authors state that the proportions of aromatics in

a tracked gasoline are undoubtedly dependent on the pro-

portion of aromatics in the stock cracked.

Table V
Content ofAromatics, Unsaturates, Naphthenes, and

Partins in Various Cuts of Cracked Gasolines

Sachanov and Tilicheev [53, 1929] sum up their work on
the effect of pressure on cracking as follows:

1. Pressure per se has no influence on the yield of low-

boiling hydrocarbons.

2. The yield of gasoline by cracking fuel oil at 10 atm.
is somewhat higher than the yield at pressiue from 20 to

80 atm.

3. The yield of gasoline from cracking heavy gas oil is

slightly lower at 40 to 100 atm. than at 10 atm.

4. The yield of cracked gasoline when cracking paraffin

wax at from 10 to 100 atm. remains practically constant.

5. The iodine numbers decrease rapidly with increase in

pressure.

6. The percentage of naphthenes increases with increase

in pressure from 10 to 40 atm.

Tilicheev and Masina [61, 1933] determined the total

aromatic and unsaturated hydrocarbons in cracked gaso-

line by sulphonation. Aromatics were determined separ-

ately by difference after the removal of the unsaturated

hydrocarbons. They determined the content of aromatic
hydrocarbons in cracked gasoline from a commercial
cracking unit and found that this did not change with

temperature, provided the gasoline yield was unchanged.
For example, when one type of craclduig unit was operated
at 490° C. and another cracking unit was operated at
405° C., the gasoline from each contained from 5% to 6%
aromatics. The content of unsaturated hydrocarbons in-

creased and that of naphthene hydrocarbons decreased
with rise of temperature. According to these authors, the
greater the extent of cracking the higher the content of
aromatic and naphthenic hydrocarbons in the cracked
gasoline. However, the average composition of the total

cracked gasoline from primary cracking and recycling

operations is practic^ constant. The higher boiling

cracked gasoline fractions are hi^ in aromatics, particu-

larly when made by repeated recycling.

Sager [54, 1933] cracked a Russian paraffin-base oil from
the Grozny district, sp. gr. 0-889. The pressure at the

entrance to the heating element was 300 lb., that of the

reaction chamber was 200 lb., the flash chamber 15 lb..
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and the dej^egmator 190 lb. The transfer temperature

was 914® F. The yields of products were: pressure distil-

late, 38*/®; residuum, 50%; gas, 12®/®. The chemical

analysis of the distillate was: olefines, 7-2%; aromatics,

36T %; naphthenes, 16 0®/®; and paraffins, 40•7®^. Varia-

tions in the percentage ofhydrocarbon groups over a range

oftemperatures of475-95® C. and pressures over a range of
10-14 atm. were relatively small.

In another series of tests by Sager with the same charging

stock the following results were obtained. The conditions

of operation were: transfer temperatures, 914® F.; pressure

entering furnace, 540 lb.; pressure in reaction chamber,
200 lb.; pressure in fractionating column, 30 lb. The yields

of products by weight were: pressure distillate, 42%; resi-

duum, 41 % ;
gas, 17%. Analysis of the gasoline produced

showed: olefines, 18-2®/®; aromatics, 48-8%; naphthenes,

13-5%; and paraflSns, 19-5®/®. Chemical analyses in both
cases were made according to the method of Egloff and
Morrell.

A series of tests was made by Egloff and Morrell relating

the type of charging stock to the chemical composition of
cracked gasoline as determined by their method [14, 1926].

These tests were made in a laboratory pressure still con-
sisting of a cylindrical shell set in a furnace and connected
with vapour line, condenser, and receiver, and also provided
with valves, pressure gauges, and temperature-measuring
instruments. With this type of apparatus the permissible

temperature range did not vary very widely over the pres-

sure range employed, the average temperature being about
850° F., with pressures varying from 150 to 250 lb. It is

believed that analyses of the gasolines produced from the
various charging stocks are typical ofthe type ofoil cracked,
and that the range of temperatures and pressures had less

influence in this series of tests than the type of oil charged.

Tbe results are shown in Table VI.

Table VI

Chemical Analyses of Cracked Gasolines

(Percent.)

Gasoline source
Naph-
thenes

Aroma-
tics

Unsa-
turates Paraffins

Arkansas (Smackover) 21-2 27-5 14-7 36-6
California 16-7 220 230 38-3
Kansas .... 12-8 17-8 161 53-3
Kentucky 100 22-5 144 53-1

Michigan (Mt. Pleasant) . 31 33-5 25-9 37-5
Oklahoma (Cushing) 180 19-8 10-9 51-3
Pennsylvania . 10-2 23-5 9-7 56-6
Texas (Cole Bruni) . 27-3 26-9 19-9 25-9
Texas (Mirando) 340 23-4 171 25-5
Texas (North) . 11-7 18-6 16-0 53-7
Texas (Refugio) 250 32-8 300 12-2
Texas (Spindletop) 32-6 17-3 14-7 35-4
Texas (West) . 16-8 38-5 271 17-6
Texas (West) . 38-6 24-7 17-6

; 191
Wyoming (Lost Soldier) . 14-5 15-9 11-7 57-9
Argentina 9-9 25-0 16-6 48-5
Canada (Wainwright) 132 24-7 18-6 43-5
Germany (Wietzer) . 12-5 25-8 10-7 51-0
Mexico (Ebano) 159 22-6 13-8 47-7
Roumania 11-6 23-9 13-9 50-6
Venezuela (Mene Grande) . 13-2 240 20-3 42-5

A comparison was also made by Morrell and Egloff
(unpublished results) of the distillation curves of straight-

run and reformed straight-run gasoline and cracked gaso-
lene from the cracking of topped crude from Mt. Plwuant,
Michigan, crude oil. The processing of these materials,

togetluu with the distillation analyses of the gasoline pro-

OF PETROLEUM
ducts resulting therefrom, are shown in Table VII. The
Podbielniak distillation curves of the three gasolines are

also shown together with the estimated constituents of the

gasolines.

Table VII

Straight-

run
gasoline

Reformed
straight-

run

Cracked
topped
crude

(Conditions:

Pressure, lb. per sq. in.

:

Chamber 1,000 250
Fractionating column 50 40

Temperature. “ F.

:

Transfer 940 940

Charge, gal. per hr. . 2-00 0-76

Yield. % . . . 32-25 81-6 67-5

Residuum. % . 14-9 26-5

Topped crude. % 65-75
Loss. % . 200 3-5 6-0

Gravity, * API. 61-7 63-0 59-4

100 c.c. A.S.T.M. Distillation

l.B.P.,»F. . 152 105 102
5% . . . . 179 136 133
10% ... . 190 154 154
20% .... 214 182 188
30% ... , 236 206 218
40% .... 258 228 241
50% ... . 278 252 274
60% ... . 296 273 298
70% ... . 310 300 320
80% ... . 336 331 345
90% .... 360 368 371
E.P..*F. 389 396 394

% Over .... 970 94-0 95-0

% Bottoms 1-5 1-0 1-0

% Loss .... 1-5 5-0 4-0

200 c.c. Podbielniak Distillation

Propane, % . 0-1 1-8 none
Butane, % . . . 1-9 7-7 8-6

Higher hydrocarbons, % . 98-0 90-5 91-4

(See Individual Distillation Curves.)

Composition of Vapour-phase Cracked Distillates

Birch and Scott [2, 1932] identified several diolefines in

the lower fractions of a vapour-phase cracked gasoline.

Conjugated hydrocarbons were estimated quantitatively

according to the method of Diels and Adler [12, 1928-9;
21, 1929] by the preparation of acid anhydrides formed by
the addition of maleic anhydride. The products are charac-
terized by definite crystalline form and by their melting-

points.

According to Birch and Scott the quantitative estimation

of diolefines in cracked distillates by this method appears
also to be readily applicable to the cyclic diolefinic hydro-
carbons, which react with maleic anhydride instantly with
evolution of heat. The addition with the straight-chain

diolefines is a slower process. Butadiene, isoprene, and
piperylene all react slowly in the cold, butsome polymeriza-
tion of the two latter compounds appears to take place,

as small amounts ofrubber-like polymer arealways formed.
The same phenomenon has becm observed with several of
the dimethylbutadienes. Some of these give good yields of
the addition products, while others produce large amounts
of polymos.
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Tbe examination of the lower fractions of comparatively
close boiling range, derived from the compression gasoline

from a high temperature cracking unit, and the corre-

sponding gasoline itself, showed that butadiene, pipery-

lene, isoprene. and cyclopentadiene were all present and
these were easily separated. Preliminary attempts to isolate

the corresponding derivatives from the dimethylbutadiene

fraction were unsuccessful.

The composition cf a butene-butane fraction and a
poitene-pentane fraction has been reported by Brooks
[7, 1935],

Payne and Lowy [48, 1932] made analyses of highly

cracl^ gasoline before and after heat treatment, with the

following results;

Table VIII

Original

vapour-phase

distillate to

201-5° C.

%

Heat-treated

vapour-phase

distillate to

201-5° C.

%
Olefines 350 24-5
Aromatics 170 15-5

Naphthenes . 25-9 34-2
Paraffins

I 221 25-8

From a list of the known hydrocarbons which may be
contained in the highly cracked gasoline distillate, and from
the boiling-points, specific gravities, and refractive indices

as obhdned from the literature, together with the informa-
Um obtained experimentally on the 10° F. fractions from
the heat-treated and original vapour-phase distillates, they

drew several conclusions as to the composition of the

cracked distillates.

Typical analyses of various vapour-phase cracked gaso-

lines are presented in Table IX.

Table IX

% unsaturates 42-4 431 38-0 64-5 75-7

% aromatics 57-6 38-6 46-3 281 20-8

% naphthenes 4-8 7-2 3-8 3-5

% paraffins 13-5 8-5 3-6

Total 100-0 1000 100-0 1000 100-0

Additional analyses of three typical vapour-phase

cracked gasolines are shown in Table X.

Table X

1

Gasoline A Gasoline B Gasoline C

% unsaturated naphthenes
and aromatics 45-40 36-60 41-40

% saturated naphthenes . 3-06 2-96 2-30

% olefines 38-20 48-60 48-40

% paraflSns 13-34 11-84 7-90

Private communication, Dr. Cary Wagner.

An investigation was made several years ago by Morrell

and Egloff (unpublished results) to determine the relation-

ship between the conditions of cracking several distillate

stocks, the temperatures ofcracking (including those where
the oil undergoing treatment was substantially in vapour
phase), and the composition with respect to hydrocarbon
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groups of the resulting distillate products. The time of
contact and rate of feed were noted, and coke and gas

formation was determined.

The apparatus employed in these experiments consisted

of a vaporizer, a reaction tube and/or chamber, a con-

denser, and a gas meter. Several sizes of reaction chambers
were used to change the reaction time while maintaining

a constant rate of feed.

Four diflFerent types of charging stocks were studied,

namely, naphtha, 55-2° API. gravity; kerosine distillate;

virgin gas oil; and pressure distillate bottoms. These were
each cracked at temi»ratures of 900, 1,000, 1,100, 1,200,

and 1,300° F., maintaining the rate of feed and the reaction

time constant for various types of stock. The conclusions

from the results of these operations are as follows:

1. The 55-2° API. gravity naphtha produced 72-8% of
gasoline at 900" F. and 20-9% of gasoline at 1,200" F.

There was present in the original naphtha, which boiled

below 410° F., 3-9% of unsaturated hydrocarbons, 0-1%
aromatic hydrocarbons, and 96% ofnaphthene and paraffin

hydrocarbons combined. The gasoline produced there-

from at the optimum temperature of 1,000° F. contained

20-1% of unsaturated, 13-6% of aromatics, and 66-3% of
paraffinic and naphthenic hydrocarbons. At 1,200° F.,

producing only 20-9% of gasoline because of large gas

formation, the gasoline consisted of only two groups of
hydrocarbons, namely, 36-0% of unsaturated and 64% of
aromatic hydrocarbons. The paraffins and naphthenes

were completely transformed into the unsaturated and
aromatic hydrocarbons.

2. The maximum yield of gasoline per pass for the 36-7°

API. gravity kerosine distillate was 31-5% at 1,000° F.

The yields at 900° F. and at 1,200° F. were substantially

the same, namely, 17'5-17'8%. The loss steadily increased

as the temperature increased to a total of59-4% at 1,200° F.

At 1,000° F. the loss was 28%. The kerosine distillate

contained originally 83*7% of paraffin and naphthene
hydrocarbons and 16-3% of unsaturated and aromatic

hydrocarbons. The gasoline produced by cracking at

1,000° F. contained 23% of paraffin and naphthene hydro-

carbons, 52-0% of unsaturated, and 25% of aromatics.

The coke production from the kerosine distillate was negli-

gible at 1,000° F. Increasing the reaction temperature
200° F. raised the yield ofcoke over 10 times and increased

the yield of gas about 8 times.

3. The 31-7° API. virgin gas oil also gave a maximum
yield of gasoline of 28 0% at 1,000° F., and lower yields

at both 900 and 1,300° F. The loss at 1,000° F. was 27-2%.

The maximum loss was 68% at 1,300° F. At 1,000° F.

and above, the gasoline was composed of two groups

of hydrocarbons only, namely, unsaturated and aromatic

hydrocarbons. The original gas oil contained 73-6% of
naphthenes and paraffins, but the gasoline contained none
of these hydrocarbons, thus showing complete conversion

to unsaturated and aromatic hydrocarbons. The yield of
coke at 1 ,000° F. was only 1 -5 lb., and the yield of gas was
795 cu. ft. per barrel of gas oil. The coke and gas yields

were both increased considerably by a rise of 100° F. in

the reaction temperature.

4. The 37-8° API. gravity pressure distillate bottoms,

which are typical ofa once-thermolized stock, behaved like

a virgin gas oil under the conditions of treatment. The
maximum yield of gasolene of 29-3% was obtained at

1,000° F. The yields at 900 and 1,300° F. were substantially

sameu obUuned for the gas oil. The losses were about

35% less for the bottoms at 1,000° F., but approximately
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the same as for the gas oil at the hi^er temperatures. The
original bottoms contained 72% of paraffins and naph-
thenes and 24-6% of aromatic hydrocarbons, while the

gasoline produced therefrom at 1,000° F. contained 60%
of unsaturated, 26-6% of aromatics, and only 14-3% of
naphthenes and paraffins. The pressure distillate bottoms
produced coke and gas of the order of those produced by
the kerosine distillate.

5. In general an increase in the reaction temperature on
all charging stocks, irrespective of their source or gravity,

causes an increase in the aromatic and unsaturated hydro-

carbon content of the gasoline, and an increase in coke
and gas production.

In general, with the stocks treated using times of contact

from 138 secs, to 10 sec., the yield of gasoline gradually

decreased from a maximum of 28% to a minimum of 16°/o

at 1,000° F. The gas also decreased from 27-2% to 16-8%

as the time of contact decreased. The amount of paraffin

and naphthene hydrocarbons increased as the rate of feed

ofthe oil increased. The coke and gas production decreased

as the rate of feed or time of contact increased.

At 1,400° F. there was very little change in the yield of
gasoline, and it averaged about 16-5% for the stocks

treated. The loss was very high, varying from 72% to 58%
as the time of contact changed from 120 to about 10 sec.

6. Tests were made to ascertain how much the yield of
gasoline could be increased by recycling operations. The
original gas oil was cracked, then stripped of its gasoline,

and the bottoms recycled. These operations were related
until the accumulated loss was equal to the loss obtainable

by a single throughput of the oil at a slow rate of feed and
long time of contact. This mode of operation increased

the yield of gasoline 27%, decreased the yield ofcoke 32%,
decreased the yield of gas 6'3 %, and produced a composite

gasolene with over 75% of unsaturates and about 20% of
aromatic hydrocarbons. The gasoline from the single-step

operation contained about 64% of unsaturated and 36%
of aromatic hydrocarbons. Maximum gasoline yield is

obtainable by recycling operations, but a limit of about

5 passes of oil exists according to these experiments.

Table XI on next page shows the results obtained in this

series of tests.

Chemical Changes of Cracked Gasoline in Storage

Peroxides, Aldehydes, Acids, and Gums
One of the important problems in the storage and sale

of cracked gasolines is the maintenance of its desirable

properties and the prevention of deterioration, particularly

in respect to colour and gum formation and anti-knock

properties. This deterioration generally is associated with

oxi^tion phenomena occurring in storage, and a large

amount of study has been devoted to it. In 1852 Schonbein
{Verh. d. Naturf. Gas, Basel, 1 , 501) recognized that tur-

pentine, on exposure to oxygen, formed some compound
of strong oxidizing power. In succeeding years other un-

saturated substances were found to react with oxygen and
form peroxides.

Smith and Cook [56, 1922] obtained evidence of alde-

hydes in aged crack^ gasolines and considered them pri-

marily responsible for ffie formation of gum. Brooks [6,

1926] stated that peroxides, aldehydes, alcohols, and
ketones ‘could easily be detected in samples of cracked

gasoline which have become slightly oxidized’. He re-

ported the identification of formaldehyde, acetaldehyde,

propionaldehyde, and butyraldehyde in old gasoline; the
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Tablb XI

Effect ofType ofCharging Stock

Run number . 61 58
“85 63 62 « 84 54 67 65 66 68

Condition of test 3 -sec. time element 3-sec. time element 3-sec. time element 3-sec. time element

Type of charging stock Naphtha distillate Kerosine distillate Virgin gas oii Press, dist. botts.

AJ.!. gr 55-2 36-7 31 •7 37-8

Average reaction tempera-

ture, ° F. 900 1,000 1,100 1,200 900 1,000 1.100 1,200 900 1,000 1,100 1,300 900 1,000 1,100 1,300

Charging rate, c.c. per hr. . 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222 222

Time of contact, sec. 68 63 59 56 160 148 138 129 149 138 129 114 160 148 138 129

Total charge, c.c. 500 1,200 1,100 1,200 1,000 1,100 1,100 1,100 1,000 1,100 1,100 1,200 1,000 1,100 1,100 1,100

Total recovery, % . 98-0 78-0 41-1 32-8 94-5 72-0 46-5 40-6 92-3 72-8 46-5 32-0 98-5 80-9 50-1 32-6

Total loss, % .
2-0 22-0 58-9 67-2 5-5 28-0 53-5 59-4 7-7 27-2 53-5 68-0 1-5 19-1 49-9 67-4

% Composite gasoline 72-8 69-7 32-2 20-9 17-8 31-5 230 17-5 14-5 28-0 23-6 15-2 14-5 29-3 23-7 15-1

A.P.I. gr. ... 54-5 55-5 48-7 41-2 51-8 52-3 44-2 36-7 55-4 52-9 42-9 31-9 48-5 50-0 44-6 32-0

% Unsaturates 7-8 20-1 34-7 36-1 44 1 52-0 54-6 42-4 53-9 63-6 48-0 17-2 44-6 59-1 56-2 19-4

% Aromatics . 9-4 13-6 36-5 63-9 25-7 25-0 45-4 57-6 32-2 36-4 52-0 82-8
!
23-8 26-6 43-8 80-6

Naphthenes 5-8 4-4 60 11-9
!

4-2 5-7

% Paraffins 82-8 66-3 23-0 25-8 17-0 2-0
[

27-4 8-6

Coke, lb. per bbl. none 0-32 0-38 2-4 none 0-29 1-5 3-6 1-4 1-5 3-2 10-0 none 0-44 1-2 8-6

Gas, cu. ft. per bbl. . none 631 1,800 2,320 98 280 1,727 2,170 134 795 1,800 2,800 none 383 1,463 2,492

aldehydes formed, he believed, by the splitting of the per-

oxides, and opposed the conclusion of Smith and Cook
that aldehydes are intermediate in gum formation, as he
found that addition of aldehydes to gasoline being eva-

porated did not increase the amount of gum formed.

Brooks considered that the first step in gum formation is

the formation of peroxides. The gum resulting after a long

period of storage contained resinous acidic substances.

He also demonstrated the marked influence of diolefines

on gum formation as shown in the table.

Table XII

Influence ofEasily Oxidized Hydrocarbons on
Gum Formation

Expt. 1 Gasoline
Mg- per
100C.C.

1 Straight-run gasoline 2% limonene 46
2 Refined cracked gasoline + 2% limonene 634
3 Refined cracked gasoline alone 7
4 Straight-run gasoline -f- 5 % isoprene and ex-

posed to light 48 hours .... 52
5 Refined cracked gasoline + 5% isoprene and

exposed to light 48 hours .... 521

Wagner and Hyman [64, 1929] also reported aldehydes,

adds, and peroxides in old gasoline, and while they con-
firmed the findings of Brooks that addition of simple ali-

phatic aldehydes to gasoline did not increase its tendency

to form gum, they found that crotonaldehyde did accelerate

gumi^g. They also reported the odour of acrolein in

gasoline oxidized under pressure.

Mardles and Moss [34, 1929] stated that ‘the process of
gumming appears to be initiated by the primary formation

of organic peroxides . . . and the products of oxidation

othK' than peroxides, namely, aldehydes, ketones, acids,

Ac., were found to have no accelerating ^ect on the gum
rate’.

These earlier studies were largely qualitative in nature.

Morrell, Dryer, Lowry, and Egloff [39, 1934] studied the

rates of formation of peroxides and gum quantitatively in

a number of samples of gasoline by bomb oxidation and
in storage.

One of the conclusions which can be drawn from their

work is that peroxides are the first products which are

detectable when cracked gasoline deteriorates. They form
at difierent rates in different gasolines, and in any one
gasoline they build up with time at an increasing rate. As
their concentration increases, other changes occur such as

darkening in colour, gum formation, loss in anti-knock

value, and in susceptibility to inhibitors. Peroxides de-

crease the effectiveness of inhibitors, but unless present in

high concentration do not prevent their action entirely.

The same authors (loc. cit.) studied peroxidation of gaso-

line in relation to its composition by removing certain

groups of hydrocarbons by a study of peroxidation of pure

hydrocarbons. The properties of the gasolines were deter-

mined after removal of conjugated diolefines and again

after elimination of all olefine hydrocarbons. The oxi-

dizability of the pure hydrocarbons was studied by testing

the hydrocarbons singly, blended with one another, and
blended with gasoline.

A Pennsylvania and a California gasoline, both un-

treated and treated, were analysed employing the method
of Faragher, Morrell, and Levine. The bromine numbers
were determined according to the modification of the

Francis method by adding the bromate solution at 0° as

fast as taken up rather than all at one time. The analyses

of the cracked gasolines are shown in Table Xlll.

Table XIII

1

Pennsylvania California

Untreated Treated
1

Untreated Treated

Unsaturates, % 36-89 24-50
1

38-94 29-77

Aromatics, % . 19-81 16-90
!

13-06 17-83

Bromine number 64 43
1

54

Induction period, min. 65 120 445 no break
in 40 hr.

No relationship is apparent between the total unsaturated

content of these gasolines and their tendency to oxidize as

measured by induction period and formation of peroxides.

The remarkable stability of the treated California gasoline,

in spite of its high content ofolefines, indicates that a large
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proportion of unsatwated hydrocarbons need not nudce

a gasoline unstable. The properties of gasoline are ap-

parently more dependent on the type ofunsaturates present

than on their amount.
Morrell, Dryer, Lowry, and Egloffmade a further study

of the formation of peroxides, aldehydes, acids, and gums
in typical cracked gasoline, particularly as to their distribu-

tion between the volatile portion of deteriorated gasoline,

the giun dissolved in it, and the insoluble gum precipitated

after severe oxidation. The elementary composition of the
gum itself was also determined.

Their study shows that gum formed by evaporation of
oxidized gasoline is high in peroxides, aldehydes, and acids.

Gum precipitated from gasoline during oxidation is quite

different in composition from the dissolved gum, a pro-

nounced characteristic being its higher content of acidic

substances.

If the total amounts of these oxidation products in frac-

tions of oxidized gasoline are compared, the peroxides are

usually found to be largely in the residue, the aldehydes

fairly evenly distributed in all three cuts, and acids present

in particularly large amount in the light fraction.

Study of gasoline being evaporated in gum tests, showed
that peroxide, aldehyde, and acid arc formed much faster

in a copper than in a i^ss dish. Evaporation to dryness

in the copper dish reduced or completely decomposed per-

oxides, leaving in the gum high concentrations of aldehyde

and acid.

Colour in Cracked Gasolines

Brooks and Parker [9, 1924] conclude that the yellow

colouring matter in freshly distilled cracked distillates is

due to the presence of hydrocarbons containing conjugated

unsaturated groups. This is indicated, according to them,
by the case of polymerizing these highly unsaturated yellow

constituents by dilute acid, by heat alone, by fuller’s earth,

metallic sodium, &c., and by their rapid oxidation to form
large proportions of gum. The colouring matter is not due
to the presence of impurities containing oxygen and sul-

phur. The fulvenes are cited as examples of hydrocarbons
containing conjugated double bonds which are definitely

coloured and are various shades of yellow, orange, and
red. As experimental proof that the yellow colours may be
due to hydrocarbons only, they cracked a pure paraffin,

protecting the distillate from oxidizing influences, and the

distillate was found to be of a bright yellow colour.

Brooks states that the most common cause of the dis-

coloration of gasoline is a trace of acidity, usually the result

of air oxidation. Sulphur dioxide and sulphuric acid from
its oxidation is the most common cause of this acidity.

Oxidation of mercaptans to alkyl disulphides and finally to

sulphonic acids may also cause discoloration. Gasolines

which have not b^n acid-treated may develop acidity

and discoloration. According to Brooks, one function

of steam in redistilling acid-treated cracked gasolines is

to take up the sulphur dioxide formed during distillation.

Alkalis or oil-soluble bases prevent discoloration. Free

sulphur may cause discoloration even in the absence

of air.

Egloff, Morrell, Benedict, and Wirth [16, 1933] made
a study of the effect of mercaptans, alkyl disulphides, and
sulphur on the colour stability of gasolenes when exposed

to an arc light. They consid^ colour stability as divided

into two factors: (1) actual formation of colour, and

(2) development of a milky doud or haze. The colour
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stabilities of the gasolines were determined by exposing

them to light from a carbon arc lamp under controlled

conditions. The authors drew the following general con-

clusions from this work:

1. Mercaptans had no effect on the colour stabilities of

Mid-Continent gasolines, and slightly decreased the stabi-

lities of Pennsylvania cracked and blended gasolines. They
caused colour and haze formation in the Pennsylvania

straight-run gasoline.

2. Alkyl disulphides (o) occurring naturally, (b) added

as pure compounds, or (c) formed during sodium plumbite

sweetening, caused colour and/or haze formation in all

gasolines upon light exposure.

3. Sulphur, added alone or in excess during plumbite

sweetening, caused marked colour and haze formation in

the gasolines exposed to light.

4. The presence of both sulphur and disulphides in all

the gasolines except Pennsylvania cracked gasoline had
more deleterious effects upon colour stability than when
they were present separately.

5. Contacting sulphur and mercaptan-free gasolines

with plumbite solution did not affect their colour stabilities.

6. The haze formed upon exposure of the gasolines to

light could be removed by passing through filter-paper.

Colour improvements resulted in all cases. The straight-

run gasolines showed very marked improvement, returning

to almost the original colour upon removal of haze by
filtration, showing that the apparent colour of the unfiltered

gasoline was mainly due to suspended particles. Filtration

of cracked gasolines resulted in clarification with but slight

improvement in colour, showing that the colour produced

upon exposiure was largely due to soluble coloured com-
poimds.

Morrell, Benedict, and Egloff [38, 1935] made a further

investigation on the photochemical formation of colour,

haze, gum, and reaction products in gasolines in the pre-

sence of oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen, and the factors

involved in the same. The source of light was a carbon arc

lamp used in the earlier work. Their general conclusions

from this work are as follows

:

1. Refined Mid-Continent straight-run gasoline exposed

to the carbon arc light in the presence of air or oxygen
developed colour, gum, peroxides, acids, and aldehydes.

The same effects were observed with cracked gasoline and
blends. The straight-run and blended gasolines developed

haze but the cracked gasoline did not.

2. The formation of gum, peroxides, acids, aldehydes,

and haze did not occur in either the straight-run or cracked

gasoline in the dark, even in the presence of oxygen, sul-

phur, or both, and at the same temperature as the samples

expo^ to the arc light. The reactions are therefore photo-

ctemical.

3. With oxygen and exposure to light the cracked and
blended gasolines formed more gum than the straight-run

gasoline.

4. Elementary sulphur increased the formation ofcolour,

haze, and gum upon exposure of the gasolines to light in

the presence of air or oxygen. Cracked and blended gaso-

lines formed more gum with sulphur present than the

straight-run psoline.

5. With nitrogen, carbon dioxide, or hydrogen, colour

and gum formed in the presence of sulphur. Hydrogen
sulphide was evolved in all cases.

6. Haze particles contained sulphur dioxide and trioxide

and/or corresponding acids and organic material. Most of

the acid formed in the gasoline was found in the haze
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particles wfaidi could be removed by filtration through
flhear-paper.

7. Removal of haze by filtration improved the colour
but did not affect the gum content of the gasoline.

8. Exposure to light and air of straight-run gasoline

from >vhich sulphur and disulphides had been removed
resulted in no haze formation and only a slight drop in

colour.

An extension of this work on gasolines was made on the

fdiotochemical formation of colour, haze, and reaction

products in pure hydrocarbons. The hydrocarbons used
were: «-heptane; 2,2,4-trimethylpentane; 2-octylene; di-

isobutylene; cyclohexane; cyclohexene; toluene, qtcIo-

pentadiene; pinene; and limonene.

It was concluded from this work that chemical and
physical properties of hydrocarbons as indicated by the

bromine number and refractive index were practically un-
changed by exposure to light either in the presence or
absence of sulphur or «-propyldisulphidc. The hydro-
carbons could be recovered in as pure state as from the
original distillation. The reactions resulting in the forma-
tion of colour, haze, peroxides, &c., under conditions of
ordinary air exposure affect only a small proportion of the
hydrocarbons.

The pure hydrocarbons formed no colour or haze upon
exposure to Ught, with the exception of benzene which
became coloured in oxygen, nitrogen, or hydrogen. I^r-
oxides, aldehydes, and acids formed upon exposure of the
hydrocarbons to light and oxygen. The olefine, cyclo-
olefine, diolefine, and terpene hydrocarbons oxidized more
readily than the parafiin, cycloparafiSn, or aromatic hydro-
carbons.

In general pure hydrocarbons or gasolines from which
sulphur and disulphides had been removed were colour-

stable in light. The response to sulphur of paraffin, cydo-
paraffin, and aromatic hydrocarbons was similar to
straight-run gasoline except that the straight-run gasoline

had higher peroxide numbers in oxygen and formed mer-
captans in nitrogen or hydrogen. The response of un-
saturated hydrocarbons to sulphur was like that ofcracked
gasoline. The behaviour of hydrocarbons containing n-

propyldisulphide was similar to gasolines. The disulphide
had less deleterious effect on the colour stability of un-
saturated hydrocarbons and cracked gasoline than it did
on the stability of saturated or aromatic hydrocarbons or
straight-run gasoline.

From the foregoing it is evident that while considerable
work has been done on the composition of cracked distil-

lates in respect to the hydrocarbon groups contained
therein, namely, the paraffins, naphthenes, olefines, and
aromatics, our knowledge of the individual compounds in

cracked distillates is meagre. One may conclude from the
group hydrocarbon analyses that the composition of
cracked distillates varies as a function of cracking condi-
tions, viz. temperature, pressure, and time, to which the
stock undergoing treatment has been subjected, and also
the type of oil undergoing treatment. An investigation to
determine the individual components of cracked BaRr>linf!<!

would have to include a large number of distillates based
upon the source of the charging stock as well as the con-
ditions of treatment. The methods applied to the analysis
of the lower boiling fractions of crude oils, such as the
various modifications of fractionation, would hardly suffice

for their determination in cracked gasolines, but would
have to be supplemented by chemical methods for the
separation and identification of the individual hydro-
carbons by the preparation of chemical derivatives. With-
out question, this field is a fertile and fascinating one.
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OXIDATION AND OXY-COMPOUNDS
NAPHTHENIC ACIDS, OXY-COMPOUNDS, ETC.

By Professor JUUUS VON BRAUN. Ph.D.

University ofFrankfurt

The oxy-compounds present in petroleum are remarkable

for two reasons: (1) the percentage present is very small;

(2) they are difficult to obtain in the pure state. Due to

the difficulty in obtaining the pure compounds from mix-

tures of closely related substances, their constitution is not

definitely known. This is as true for the two classes of

compounds which are so far relatively the best known,
namely, the phenols and the carboxylic acids, as it is for

the remaining constituents of petroleum containing oxygen

and which therefore can be briefly touched upon.

If the following interesting facts are disregarded, then

only two important points remain to be recorded. The
biological action, just as that of lignite and coal, shows
the probable presence of follicle hormone (Aschheim and
Hohlweg [5, 1933]). Robinson [61, 1889] has apparently

succeeded in detecting the presence of acetaldehyde in

Pennsylvanian oil, and Marcusson [44, 1922] that of alco-

hols and aldehydes or ketones in some cylinder oils. The
two remaining points are: firstly, that oxygen and sulphur

arc contained in the asphaltic material (Marcusson [43,

1915-17]), concerning whose nature practically nothing is

known. Secondly, that the occasional presence ofsubstances

of an ester character and high molecular weight has been

found in American, Russian, and German varieties of
petroleum, in accordance with observations of their be-

haviour on saponification (Kraeraer [39, 1907]). The sub-

stances themselves have not yet been isolated.

References to the occasional occurrence of phenols in

crude and in distilled petroleum are found in the literature

of the past few years, but here it is a question rather of
qualitative observations, which did not lead to the obtain-

ing of individual compounds in the pure state. Only in the

last few years have the investigations of Story and Snow
[71, 1928], of Tanaki and Kobayashi [73. 1927], and Holz-

mann and v. Pilat [32, 1930] thrown more light upon the

situation. According to these, mixtures of phenols can be

isolated from the alkaline petroleum extracts which contain

principally naphthenic acids (see below). The extracts are

acidified to liberate the dissolved matter, the acids are

neutralized with sodium carbonate, and the phenols freed

from hydrocarbon impurities by solution in alkali and
repeated extraction with ether or petroleum ether. By
careful distillation and conversion into characteristic deri-

vatives (e.g. into urethanes, or reaction products with

chloracetic acid), the presence of the three cresols in

American, Japanese, and Polish petroleum was ascertained.

In Japanese and Polish petroleum xylenols were found,

together with di- and tri-ethyl phenol in the Japanese oil.

/3-Naphthol was also present in the Polish oil. The presence

of the simplest phenol was never found in these oils.

Finally, it was shown that the amount of phenolic matter

isolated from the undistilled crude oil was much less than

that obtained from distilled oil, and especially less than that

obtained from cracked petroleum. It may probably be

assumed that a thermal alteration in the direction of the

phenols takes place, the bodies undergoing these changes

being substances of high molecular weight; their nature

being as yet unknown. The author also made some quite

similar observations recently, ascertaining the presence of
phenols in oils of other origin as well (e.g. from Roumania,
Germany and Venezuela).

The principal interest in the realm of the oxy-compoxmds
contained in petroleum is concentrated on the typical acid

compounds, which outweigh the others in quantity, and
have occupied the attention of a number of investigators

for 60 years. Following the discoveries of Eichler [23],

Hell and Meidinger [31], in 1874, of substances of typical

acid character in Russian and Roumanian oils respectively,

and after Hell and Meidinger had ascertained the formula

QHt„-iOj for them, some investigators (Zialoziecki, Cha-
ritschkov) temporarily suggested the following complicated
formula of the lactone alcohols

:

R—CH—CHj—CHOH.

Uie fundamental investigations of Markovnikov and Oglo-
blin [46, 1883] showed, however, that these acids actually

contained carboxylic groups and were therefore acids in

the real sense of the word.

They appeared as derivatives of the monocyclic hydro-

carbons, which are isomeric with the olefines, and since the

name ‘Naphthenes’ had been coined for these, the acids

were given the name ‘Naphthenic acids’. After it was
shown in the course of time that the acids which could be
isolated from petroleum did not all correspond to the

formula C„H(K_tOj, and particularly after aliphatic acids

richer in hydrogen, C„H|„Oi, had been proved to be present

in petroleum, some uncertainty in the nomenclature arose.

The author considers it to be more just not to limit the

name ‘Naphthenic acids’ to cover only the monocyclic
compounds, but to extend it to include the whole of the

acids which can be isolated from petroleum. Thus their

origin would be defined. In this way the name will com-
prehend the aliphatic acids C^HtnOi, which are sometimes
met with; the C„Hjia-20* type and the bicyclic adds
C„Hm-40j. These latter, although poorer in hydrogen,
constitute a large part of the natural material. With few
exceptions we are at present unable to give each of the

natural naphthenic acids a rational name depending on the

constitution. We are not even able to obtain as homo-
geneous material single members from natural mixtures of
naphthenic acids, as will be shown in detail later. The only

thing that is certain is that definite naphthenic acids occur

again and again in petroleums of different origin, so that

their total number is perhaps not excessively great.

The extraction of the crude mixtures of naphthenic acids

which are contained in a particular sample of petroleum

is comparatively simple, for it depends on their solubility

in alkali; it is more difteult to remove from such a mix-

ture all impurities which are not naphthenic acids. The
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production of crude naphthenic acids takes place in the

course of refining the petroleum, using sulphuric acid and
alkali. The crude oil or separate fractions of distilled oil are

stirred in mixing-vessels with concentrated sulphuric acid

(0*5-1 % for ben2ine,2-4% for kerosine, 5-10% for lubricat-

ing oil), the lower layer consisting of add tar is drawn off,

and the oily layer is stirred up with 2-5% caustic soda, it

sometimes being necessary to heat the mixture. The stirring

is partly mechanical and is partly accomplished by blowing

a stream of air through the mixture. The acids together

with some naphthene sulphonic acids formed by the sul-

phuric acid go into the alkaline layer. This is then separated

off after standing for some time. Reference may be made
here to a point which will be dealt with later. According

to recent investigations, neither the treatment with sul-

phuric acid nor with alkali noticeably alters the chemical

nature of the naphthenic adds originally contained in the

petroleum, so that in this way a material is obtained which

is identical with the natural product. This material in the

alkaline extracts is still very impure, being particularly con-

taminated with hydrocarbons from the petroleum, which

are emulsified by the naphthenic acid soaps. The higher

the specific gravity of the oil and the more concentrated the

lye, the greater wiU be the emulsion. Contamination with

hydrocarbons to the extent of more than 70% has been

observed. Usually, therefore, in order to prevent losses of
the oil, the refining is carried out with dilute caustic soda,

the lyes being allowed to stand for long periods in collecting

reservoirs, so that at least part of the oil may settle. The
greater part of such lyes are evaporated down, salted out
with common salt, and worked up to soda soaps of the

naphthenic acids. If these crude acids themselves are re-

quired, they are precipitated with dilute sulphuric acid.

The classical meth<^ for the production of naphthenic

acids has been improved in recent years by some variations

which may be briefly mentioned here. For the technical

details reference may be made to the works of the following

authors: Naphtali [49, 1927; 50, 1934], Gurwitsch and
Moore [29, 1932], and Carleton Ellis [24, 1934].

(1) As the usual methods of refining petroleum are dis-

place by other methods such as selective solvents and
adsorbent earths, so the formation of acid tar becomes less

and less, the alkali treatment only remaining.

(2) Naphthenic soaps can be obtained by stirring the oil

with sodium carbonate, adding alcohol, drawing off the

alcoholic extract, and removing the alcohol from it by dis-

tillation.

(3) Further, the soap solutions which have been obtained

by means ofsodium carbonate or caustic soda may be freed

from the greater part of the oil which they still contain by
evaporation or vacuum distillation.

(4^) Sulphur dioxide can be used in place of the sulphuric

add to liberate the naphthenic acids from their soaps, this

making it possible to regenerate the alkali by treating the

sodium sulphite formed with quicklime.

The technical naphthenic acids or their sodium deriva-

tives obtained by one method or another are still far from
being pure. Their complete purification presents a difficult

problem, which has not been satisfactorily solved for the

higher members of the series. On a technical scale a certain

amount of purification can be achieved by first redistilling

the product and then allowing it to stand for some time

with fuming sulphuric acid. After the addition of water
the dark colour becomes lighter and the odour, which is

usually disagreeable, is partly removed. The same object

is achieved by treatment with various oxidizing agents. To

remove traces of oil still remaining in the adds it has been

proposed that the product could be stirred with bases such

as aniline and o-toluidine, or with acetic add and petroleum

ether. In the former case the bases would mix only with the

acids, so that an oily layer would separate out. In the case of
acetic acid and petroleum ether, the former would dissolve

the acids and the latter the hydrocarbons. A more scientific

method is that of Spitz and Honig. The naphthenic acid

mixture is esterified with methyl alcohol, the mixture of

esters well washed with alkali and distilled. The distillate

is then saponified with alkali and extracted repeatedly with

petroleum ether, after the addition of a little alcohol. The
process is then repeated. Even this effective mode ofopera-
tion does not always bring about the removal of the last

traces of oil impurities, and the author [6, 1931] was able

to gain definite knowledge of the true composition of the

naphthenic acids contained in the different oils by the fol-

lowing method. The naphthenic acids, like all organic

acids, can be converted into the corresponding amines by
the help of several well-known methods, such as those of

A. W. Hofmann and T. Curtius. A new and better method
is that of K. F. Schmidt [64, 1929, 1932], which consists

in the action of azoic acid on carboxyl compounds in the

presence of concentrated sulphuric acid. The reaction pro-

ceeds according to the following:

R.CCX3H+N8H->R C0 N<(^0=C=NR->H,N* r,

and enables the amine to be prepared very easily in a single

operation, and with yields up to 90%. The amines formed
from naphthenic acids have the remarkable property that

they can be much more thoroughly freed from oil, since

their capacity for emulsifying with the oil is much less than
that of the acids themselves. By means of a few sparingly

soluble salts, particularly the oxalates, a perfect purifica-

tion b thus possible. In this manner it has been possible

to show that in general the naphthenic acids contain three

classes of acids which differ in the proportion of hydrogen
which they contain: those with composition CnHmOt,
those of the C„H»„_*0» type, and finally those with com-
position C„Hg„_40*. TTie first (parafiin carboxylic acids)

constitute the lower boiling portions and have 6 and 7

carbon atoms; the acids C„H|„_|0| which were at one time

regarded as the real petroleum acids contain 8 to 12 carbon

atoms. All those acids with higher molecular weights, with

molecules going up to €» or Cu (which may be generally

the upper limit for the naphthenic acids), belong to the series

QHu_40|. Until recently the author believed that the

boundaries between these three classes were sharply defined

and were the same for oils from all sources. The latter is

probably the case, but recent exact experiments have shown
that the boundaries overlap somewhat. ParaflSn carboxylic

acids occur as a rule in the material C, to Qi, and traces

of acids of the formula C„Hi,i.i08 occur in the material

with more than 12 carbon atoms. As far as we know at

present, Polish petroleum which is rich in parafiSns is the

only one which occupies an exceptional position with re-

gard to its composition: the acids C|,Hin_40| are. missing

(exceptionally petroleum of Krosno), whereas the paraffin

carboxylic acids are more in evidence and can even be
obtained from the higher boiling fractions. It should be
noted that the presence of paraffin carboxylic acids of low
molecular weight, with 7 carbon atoms (/ro-amylacetic

add and di-ethyl propionic add), was ascertained by
Tscbitschibabin [76, 1932] in Baku oil. This was found by
investigation of the cadmium salts of the Baku naphttoiic

adds. AUmian [2, 1928] believes he has detected adds
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with 16 to 26 carbon atoms in Texas oil, some with the

formula C,H,*^0,, and even those with the formula

C,H,^gOt. A verification of this statement with the help

ofmodem methods would be welcome and valuable.

As far as the content of naphthenic acids of the various

petroleums is concerned, really exact data cannot be given,

because with the figures so far determined and quoted in

the literature [49, 1927; 50, 1934; 29, 1932] it is uncertain

to what degree of purity of acid they correspond. As a

whole it is noteworthy that varieties of petroleum which

are rich in paraffins are comparatively poor in naphthenic

acids, and those which are poor in paraffins are richer in

their acid content. This is shown in the following table:

Petroleum % Naphthenic acid

Polish oil from Boryslow (rich in paraffins) . 007
„ Potok (poor in paraffins) 0-42-M9

Roumanian oil (containing paraffins) . 0-049-0-49

„ „ (poor in paraffins)

Russian oil from Balachany

!• 19-2-38
0-7

„ „ Bibi-Eibat 0-562

„ „ Binagady 0-952

The German petroleums are very poor in naphthenic acids,

as are also most of the American ones. The following

table shows this.

Petroleum % Naphthenic acid

Texas (Winkler County) . 0-30

„ (Howard County) . . 1 0-07

„ (Runnels County) ....
Pennsylvania

003
0-03

California 01-3-0
Canada circa 0-1

Relatively, therefore, the greatest abundance of naph-
thenic acids is to be found in Russia, Roumania,and Poland.
Despite the fact that on an average the naphthenic acid

content of petroleum is below 1 %, it is interesting to cal-

culate the quantity of these acids removed from the bowels

of the earth each year. If one assumes an average content

of 0-1 %, which is almost certainly too low, it amounts to

200,000 tons with a yearly production of 200 million tons

of petroleum. Unfortunately, there are no comprehensive

statistics to show how the acids of low and of high mole-

cular wei^t are apportioned in this quantity of material.

Only quite recently, in the detailed work of Goldberg,

Schawerdowa and Masumijan [28, 1934], has it been
shown for Baku oil that the naphthenic acids of medium
molecular weight are better represented than those of low
and high molecular weight.

Regarding the properties of the naphthenic acids, the

lower members are colourless liquids when pure and the

higher ones slightly yellowish in colour. These latter, with

the exception of a few easily crystallizable paraffin car-

boxylic acids, mentioned below, have not yet b^n obtained

in the solid form. Perhaps the reason for this is that it has

not yet been possible to isolate the members into perfectly

homogeneous substances, with the exception of those just

motioned. They are readily soluble in org^c solvents

with the exception of petroleum ether, and in liquid sulphur

dioxide their solubility decreases as the molecular weight

increases (see below). The boiling-point of the lowest

boiling mixture is about 120° C. at 12 mm. pressure, and
the highest boiling components distil over at about 300° C.

under 0*1 nun. pressure. On distilling the highest fractions

it is advisable to use this low pressure in order to avoid
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decomposition. The densities of most of the naphthenic

acids lie between 0*95 and 100. Only with those of higher

molecular weight do the values rise above 1*00. These
values can be foimd in the literature (see especially the

works of Naphtali, Gurwitsch and Moore, and Carleton

Ellis [49, 1927; 50, 1934; 29, 1932; 24, 1934]), but their

scientific importance is limited. The reason for this is that

even where analysis shows the substance to be almost com-
pletely free from traces of impurities, a composition corre-

sponding to n carbon atoms is always associated with a

series of isomers also with n carbon atoms. Further, there

are always accompanying acids containing n — 1 and n + l

carbon atoms. There is a limit to the importance of other

physical properties, e.g. refractive index and viscosity,

which have been recorded. Of scientific interest is the fact

that the naphthenic acids have sometimes been found to

be optically active, if only to a slight extent. Such is the

case with acids from Texas and Baku oil (Albrecht [1,

1907], Bushong and Humphrey [13, 1912]). The matter

has, however, not yet been completely cleared up. It is

definitely known that the optical activity of the different

fractions is not occasioned by the naphthenic acids alone,

for it has been shown that their complete extraction with

alkali reduces the rotation by only a small amount (Al-

brecht [1, 1907]): it is therefore possible that a little im-

purity is the cause of the activity. Some authorities

(Gurwitsch [29, 1932, p. 218]) have considered substances

ofthe cholesterin or phytosterin family as possible causes of

this activity. This assumption has gained in probability

since the discovery of follicle hormone in petroleum. It

must be noted that the author did not once succeed in

obtaining an optically active amine, R.NH*, amongst the

many which he prepared in a pure state from the naph-
thenic acids (v. Braun and Frichmelt [8, 1933]). Themethod
used does not affect the optical activity. This method de-

pending upon the action of azoic acid in the presence of
sulphuric acid is described later. The final physical pro-

perty of practical interest is the surface tension and is used
to break down petroleum emulsions (Pyhala [59, 1930]).

The chemical properties are influenced by the fact that

they are saturated monobasic carboxylic acids and in their

behaviour resemble other similar monobasic organic acids.

It is necessary, therefore, to distinguish between transfor-

mations which take place in the carboxyl radical and those

which affect the remainder of the molecule.

The strength of the acids can be determined by exact

physicochemical methods, but will be of scientific value

only when perfectly pure and homogeneous specimens have
been obtained. The formation of salts takes place in a per-

fectly normal manner, while the neutralization of the adds
or the estimation of their add value may lead to unexpected
results which are not compatible with other properties

(e.g. the boiling-point) when the acid in question is not
absolutely pure. Among the salts the sodium salt plays the

most important technical role, but those with other metals

have acquired a certain amount of importance as well.

The production of the crude sodium soaps has already

been briefly mentioned. They contain, apari from water,

more or less large quantities of oil which has been carried

over with them and are of a semisolid consistency. In

a pure state they are crystalline and not hygroscopic,

especially when they are derived from acids of low mole-

cular weight. As the molecular wdght increases, their

solubility in water decreases and they become easier to

salt out. They are less easily hydrolysed than the ordin-

ary soaps, and thdr emulsifying and foam-produdng
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properties are much greater, hence they are used techni-

cally for soaps andwashing materials. Their dark colour can

be fairly completely removed by treatment with adsorbent

earths. Theammonium, potassium, and lithium salts which

are readily soluble in water and the magnesium calcium

and barium salts which are more sparingly soluble are not

of special interest. The solubility of the calcium salts in

oil increases the viscosity, and such solutions are sometimes

recommended as substitutes for lubricating oil. The alumi-

nium and heavy metal salts are of interest on account of

their remarkable behaviour : they are insoluble in water and

alcohol and can therefore be obtained by precipitation with

the salts of the metal concerned, from alkali-naphthenate

solutions. They are, however, soluble in benzene, benzine,

and similar organic solvents. On evaporation of the sol-

vent, the salt remains in a plastic elastic mass, which with

aluminium and lead salts is colourless. The colour with

manganese salts is pink, with ferrous salts green, with ferric

salts reddish brown, and with chromium salts violet and
green. The copper salts which dissolve in benzine with a
beautiful green colour are particularly characteristic and
are important for the detection of the naphthenic acids

(Charitschkoff reaction [14, 1897]). These salts serve

various purposes: they are used for insulating materials,

for adhesives, and for varnish substitute. On account of
their antiseptic properties the copper salts are used for the

impregnation of wood, &c. Solutions of cobalt, man-
ganese, and lead salts in fatty adds serve as paint and
varnish driers (Soligen). In conclusion it may be mentioned
that the formation of^e heavy metal salts also takes place

by direct action of the naphthenic acids on the metals in

the presence of air, although only to a small extent. Alumi-
nium is not attacked at all.

The esterification of the carboxyl group takes place in a
perfectly normal manner with the methods customary for

the carboxylic acids, and goes as well with the simple

alcohols as with those containing two or more hydroxyl

groups (methyl-, ethyl-, amyl-, cyclohexyl-alcohol; phenol,

glycol, ^ycerol, penta-erythritol, and cellulose). Of the

simple alcohols the most important is methanol, because,

as already mentioned, a high degree of purity of the crude
naphthenic acids can be attained by way of the methyl
esters. They boil 40-30° lower than the corresponding

acids, and have an odour which is at first pleasant, but which
becomes disagreeable. The glycerol esters are used in the

manufacture of lacquer, and are also suitable for wetting

agents. When used for this latter purpose a small difierence

in the composition of the naphthenic acids makes a notice-

able difference in the stren^h of the wetting properties.

By reduction with sodium and alcohol, or by catalytic

r^uction, the esters of the naphthenic acidsR •COg-K and
the acids themselves can be reduced to the corresponding
alcohols R'CHjOH. (For the technical details see the

patents of the Deutsche Hydrierwerke A.G. [19, 1931,

1932].) Some of these can be distinguished by their agree-

able odour, especially the series C, to Cu, and when
esterified with acetic and propionic acids the esters

formed possess a fragrant and pleasant smell [6, 1931].

The treatment of the alcohols of higher molecular weight
with sulphuric acid or chlorsulphonic acid leads to the

fotmaUon of sulphonic acids with detergent ju'operties.

The substitution of -OH by chlorine or bromine yields

borides or bromides which form a valuable material

for further changes. Some of these reactions will be
dealt with below, but it may be mentioned that suit-

abto reduction (ff these halogoi compounds (e.g. with

sodium and alcohol) leads to the formation of hydro-

carbons; thus, Komppa [38, 1929] succeeded in pr^
paring a hydrocarbon CnHu from the naphthenic acid

CioHi»COOH in Baku oil by way of the ester, the

alcohol, QoHuCHaOH, and the corresponding chloride

C,oHwCH2C1. This hydrocarbon was very similar in its

properties to a hydrocarbon of the same composition which

had been obtained from Baku oil. It would appear, there-

fore, that the acid CioHi,COOH is a simple oxidation

product of this naphthene CioHi#CHj. The conversion of

the naphthenic acids into the chlorides proceeds perfectly

normally; the chlorides then give with ammonia or organic

amines the corresponding amides. The unsubstituted

amides R-CONH, are solid and crystalline, but this pro-

perty cannot be used in the separation of homogeneous
products from mixtures of naphthenic acids by fractional

crystallization (v. Braun [6, 1931]). The naphthenic acid

amides can be converted in the usual way into the nitriles

R-CN (Aschan [4, 1891]), and these can be reduced to the

amines R CH* NH,.
Much easier and quicker than the conversion into one

of the amines R CH,-NH, referred to above is the con-

version of a naphthenic acid R COOH into an amine
R-NH, by substitution of the carboxyl group by an amine

group. It is true that the conversion can be carried out by

the older methods of Hofmann and Curtius, already men-
tioned. but the method of K. F. Schmidt [64, 1929, 1932]

has proved to be much more practical. This consists in

slowly allowing a solution of azoic acid in benzene or

chloroform to react with a solution of naphthenic acid in

concentrated sulphuric acid, at about 40° C. When the

evolution of nitrogen has ceased the product is poured on
ice, the organic solvent distilled off, and the amine liberated

with alkali. These amines, a large number of which have

been prepared by the author, are characterized by all the

properties of the non-aromatic amines. Many of them
form crystalline salts and derivatives, and they show greater

boiling-point intervals than the mixture ofacids from which

they originated. For instance, an acid mixture boiling

between 148 and 155° C. under 12 mm. pressure yields an

amine mixture boiling between 178 and 200° C. at ordinary

pressure; this, of course, greatly facilitates the fractional

separation of the components.
I While the substitution of the carboxyl group by NHj is

thus easy to accomplish, it is very difficult to replace it by
hydrogen and so obtain the fundamental hydrocarbon

corresponding to the acid. In agreement with the older

experiments by Kramer and Bottcher [40, 1887] the author

found that decarboxylation by heating with soda-lime or

sodium methylate proceeded only with difficulty and was
accompanied by secondary reactions. Ipatiev and Petrov

[36, 1930] showed recently that by heating naphthenic acids

with water under pressure in the presence of alumina an
extensive disintegration of the molecule resulted. A further

problem, which has not been solved, is the conversion of
the naphthenic acids R •COOH into the ketones R •CO • R.
This was last tried by Stadnikov and Donde [68i, 1923]

using Grttn's method, but without success. Zelinsky and
Rjachina [82, 1924] succeeded in obtaining the mixed
ketones R*CO CH„ e.g. C»H,CO.CH„ C,Hi,CO.CHh
and CtHisCO'CHf, from some naphthenic acids and
acetic acid.

In regard to the conversion of the hydrocarbon radical

united with the carboxyl group, it may be mentioned that

it offers considerable resistance to chemical change; only
in the immediate neighbourhood of the carboxyl grotq>
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does any change take place more easily. The pure naph-

thenic acids are therefore very resistant to oxidizing and
reducing agents; they do not absorb hydrogen and remain

undianged with sodium and alcohol as well as with acids

and metals. They do not give Baeyer’s permanganate test,

but are slowly attacked to a slight extent on warming with

potassium permanganate in alkaline solution, with the

formation of manganese dioxide. There is no noticeable

change on treatment with 3-5% ozone. All these facts

indicate that the molecule contains no double bonds. With
some higher boiling naphthenic acids, observers have found
small iodine values (e.g. Schwarz and Marcusson [65, 1909]

and PyhMa [58, 1913]), but since the material used was not

pure, it was undoubte^y the impurities which caused this

behaviour. The naphthenic acids are absolutely stable with

regard to concentrated sulphuric acid and can be recovered

without any appreciable change even after prolonged heat-

ing. The action of fuming sulphuric acid, on the other

hand, leads to a large amount of sulphonation (Radcliffe),

but an exact investigation into this reaction, and the

characterization of the sulphur-carboxylic compounds thus

produced, has not yet been forthcoming. Whether naph-

thenic acids are slightly sulphonated during the refining of
petroleum with sulphuric acid is another point which has

not yet been settled.

The treatment of the naphthenic acids with bromine and
phosphorus by the method of Hell-Volhard-Zelinsky leads,

according to the author [6, 1931], to a ready bromination

in the a position to the carboxyl group, just as with the

non-aromatic carboxylic acids. On pouring the primarily

formed brominated acid bromides into alcohol, the esters

of the a-brominated carboxylic acids are obtained. These

can be distilled without decomposition, but, unfortunately,

th^ do not allow of an easy splitting off of hydrogen bro-

mide with the tertiary bases and the consequent formation

of a-/3 unsaturated acids, as with many aliphatic acids

(M. Merkel [47, 1915] and C. Dietschc [21, 1922]). The
original saturated acids are formed together with a-^ un-

saturated acids in some obscure reaction. A second reac-

tion of greater importance with regard to the investigations

into the naphthenic acids is that between phosphorus
pentachloride and the naphthenic acid amides; with sub-

stitution taking place on the nitrogen atom with

an aromatic or aliphatic group (R>CO-NH'R„ or

R CO NH R*') [6, 1931]. As the author was able to

show in 1927 (v. Braun, Jostes, and Mfinch [9]), the

action of excess phosphorus pentachloride on such amides
/

R •CO-NH-R derived from a non-aromatic acid produces
/

firstly the imide chloride R-CC1=NR; the hydrogen
/

adjacent to the group -CO-NH‘R is then substituted

by chlorine. An acid R'*CH,COOH yields, therefore,

first R'-CaiCCl==NR and then after hydrolysis

R' Ca,CO NH R: an acid R'.^CH COOH yields

R,'=CClC(a)«NR and then R^=CCl CO NHR;
and an acid R'",«C*COOH gives only R'",^C-C(a)
=NHR and then R'^gSC-CO-NR without entry of

chlorine into the molecule of the acid, since the

hydrogen atoms not in the ot position are not sus-

c^ble to substitution. By analysis of the resulting

imides it is thus possible to decide whether the carboxyl

group in a given acid is primary, secondary, or tertiary,

i.e. whether the grouping -CHuCOOH, =CH-COOH,
3sC<COOH, or a mixture of these is presort. This imide
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chloride method has been found well suited to the naph-
therric acids, even with the higher members, and has led to

the conclusion that they diiefly contain the grouping

-CH,COOH.
Due to the limitation of space, questions concerning the

analytical investigation of ^e naphthenic acids and their

soaps, particularly the technical products, which depend
on their chemical and physical properties, carwot be dealt

with fully. Reference should be made to the works of
Naphtali and Gurwitsch [49, 1927; 50, 1934; 29, 1932], and
also of Budowski [12, 1922]. The reader is reminded of
the sensitive copper reaction of Charitschkov [14, 1897],

and it may be mentioned that v. Pilat and Sereda [55,

1934] quite recently succeeded in finding a solution to the

important problem of estimating naphthenic acids in the

presence of naphthene sulphonic acids. The solution is

based on the fact that the naphthene sulphonic acids, being

the stronger acids, react with common salt to give the

sodium salt, while the naphthenic acids do not react.

Concerning the physiological behaviour of the naph-
thenic acids, the most interesting fact is their odour. With
the crude compounds this is very objectionable, parti-

cularly in the lower boiling fractions, but less so with those

of higher boiling-point. This frequently represents an
obstacle to the technical application of the acids. At pre-

sent there is very little to state with any certainty regarding

the cause of the odour, the following points being definite,

however: (1) Naphthenic acids isolated from the crude oils

not refined with sulphuric acid smell less strongly than
those obtained from acid refined oil, (2) Naphthenic acids

obtained by saponification of their carefully distilled esters

have very little odour when fresh, but acquire the disagree-

able smell after a little time. (3) The trimethyl-cyclopentyl-

acctic acid obtained synthetically by the author from the

QoHigOt naphthenic acid mixture by way of trimethyl-

cyclopentanonc, and which is contained in the isomeric

QoHiaOj acid mixture (see below), has certainly a fatty

odour, but it is not that of the actual naphthenic acids.

From these facts it may be concluded that the odour of
the naphthenic acids is caused by a slight impurity, which
perhaps does not necessarily belong to the class of sulphur
compounds, as it is sometimes assumed. It may be readily

formed from certain naphthenic acid molecules and be
destroyed by chemical means, especially by the use of an
oxidizing agent such as potassium permanganate (Breda

[11, 1906]), by nitrous and hypochlorous acids (Erddl-

gesellschaft [25, 1916]), and by the salts of the per-acids

(Vereinigte chem. Werke, [77] 1906). It can, moreover, also

be removed by reduction (Pohl 56, 1922), and finally by
heating the soap solutions under pressure (Stiepel 70,

1918), although the smell is not always completely re-

moved.
Another point of physiological interest, apart from the

odour, is the toxicity of the naphthenic acids. Kupzis [41,

1902] ascertained that the naphthenic acids are poisonous
to fishes, frogs, and crabs, but less poisonous to dogs and
human beings. Cats are affected to a somewhat greater

extent. The acids possess powerful bactericidal properties;

Spalwing [67, 1903] showed that the naphthenic acids of
lower molecular weight were more effective than those of
higher molecular wei^t. The metallic salts possess similar

antiseptic properties.

The main question of interest to the chemist is that of
the molecular structure of the naphthenic acids. Every
detail cannot be explained, but the general outline can be
indicated. In the development of the structure there are
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two distinct periods: (1) to 1931, when the true composi-
tion was established; (2) from 1931 to the present time. In
the first period the adds examined were principally those

ofmedium molecular weight from Russian and Roumanian
petroleums, and those of higher molecular weight from
Polish, Galician, and Japanese oils. Since all these acids

are saturated and correspond to the formula C„H,„_,0„
the idea arose that the naphthenic acids were polymethy-

lenes with a carboxyl group attached; that this poly-

methylene ring is a 5- and not a 6-atom ring, and that the

carboxyl group is directly attached to it was inferred from
some important investigations by Markovnikov, Aschan,

Zelinsky and their co-workers. In 1899 Markovnikov [45]

found that an acid C7HitO,, isolated by Aschan in 1890

from Baku petroleum, could be converted to an o-methyl-

cyclopentylamine (I), and that the acid was therefore

o-methylcyclopentylcarboxylic acid (11):

(I) ai)

I Lnh, I 1 COOH.
After the isolation of a further number of acid mixtures

by a scries of workers (Aschan [4, 1891], v. Pilat

and V. Kozicki [53, 1915], ZeUnsky [80, 1924; 81, 1924],

Frangopol [22, 1910], Tanaka [72, 1923-5], and others).

Zelinsky was able to show in an investigation in 1924 the

following important facts. He found that when the methyl

esters of a series of these acids (with 8, 9, and 10 carbon

atoms) are reduced to alcohols, these then converted to the

iodides and the iodine replaced by hydrogen (as in Komp-
pa’s experiments), the naphthenes which resulted could not

be dehydrated to give aromatic compounds. Presumably,

therefore, these acids contain a pcntamethylene ring like

the acids of Aschan and Markovnikov. To this knowledge

was added the discovery ofTanaka and Kuwata [74, 1928]

that small quantities of palmitic, stearic, and myristic and
arachidic acids could be isolated from some of the higher

acid fractions of oils from Japan, California, and Borneo,

and the discovery of v. Pilat and Holzmann [52, 1931], who
found arachidic acid in a spindle oil of Polish origin.

This simple conception of the constitution and structure

of the naphthenic acids has undergone considerable expan-

sion since 1931, due to the investigations of the author and
his many co-workers [6, 1931]. Firstly, they were able to

show, after converting the naphthenic acids into the more
easily purified naphthene amines already mentioned at the

beginmng, that the lowest boiling naphthenic acids (with

6 or 7 carbon atoms) belong to the aliphatic series and
have the constitution QHmOi. This conclusion had been
reached by Tschitschibabin [76, 1932]. Secondly, those

with medium high boiling-points (wi^ 8 to 12 carbon
atoms) have the composition and possess 1 car-

bon ring in their molecule; and finally, that the acids with

more than 12 carbon atoms have the general formula
and accordingly must possess 2 carbon rings.

These results were first obtained with acids from Nienhagen
(Germany), Roumania, and California [6, 1931]. Later,

according to some unpublished experiments they were
found in acids from Wietze (Germany), Venezuela, Baku,
and from a Japanese source (Akita crude oil), as well as

firom a petroleum poor in paraffins, from Krosno (Poland).

Only when the acids are obtained from oils rich in paraffins

are the bicycUc representatives missing. Paraffin carboxylic

adds, however, appear as impurities in the whole range of
moaocyclic adds, even amongst the highest members. This

fitet, which was ascertained earlier with adds from Borjn-

kw in Poland [6, 1931], was verified with Polish adds
from Utycz, according to some unpublished experiments.

The Pennsylvanian acids, which are tempting from an
investigator’s point of view, have unfortunately not yet

been obtainable in sufficient quantity for experimental

purposes.

The second observation made by the author concerned
the union of the carboxyl group to the molecule. This is

not a secondary group, but, as mentioned previously, the

imide chloride reaction showed it to be predominantly a
primary group, i.c. most naphthenic acids contain the

grouping -CHjCOOH and only very few the grouping
—CH-COOH, or C-COOH. The carboxyl group must
therefore be attached chiefly to a side chain which in turn
is attached to a carbon nucleus more or less heavily sub-

stituted with alkyl radicals. This knowledge opened up at

once the prospect of applying new degradating reactions

to determine ffie constitution of the naphthenic acids and
for separating the isomers. With reference to this separa-

tion it should be mentioned at the start that in the author’s

experiments other derivatives of the naphthenic acids as

well as the amides (e.g. the ureides) showed themselves to

be xmsuitable for working up pure individual members of
mixtures, and that also the slightly differing solubilities of
the acids in sulphur dioxide did not give a sufficient basis

for the separation of the isomers (v. Braun and Wittmeycr
[10, 1934]). Regarding the degra^tion, it was found pos-

sible to carry it out essentially by methods which allowed
of the removal of (I) 4 carbon atoms, (II) 1 carbon atom,
and (III) 2 carbon atoms, from the naphthenic acid mole-
cule. These methods depend on the following:

(I) If an acid R CHjCOOH in which there are at least

two more -CH, groups behind the first one

(RCH,CH,CH,COOH)
be converted by way of the brominated acid

RCH.CH.CHBrCOOH
into the a-jS unsaturated acid R-CH, CH=:CH COOH,
then this is converted with concentrated sulphuric acid by
way of the j8-y unsaturated acid R'CH=CH‘CH,-COOH
into the y-lactone R-CH-CH,CH,-CO-0, which itself

yields succinic acid on oxidation. If succinic acid can be
obtained in this way, therefore, it is an indication that the

molecules with the grouping -(CH,)*COOH are present in

the isomeric naphthenic acid mixture. This proof has
actually been forthcoming for various naphthenic acids,

but from a quantitative point ofview not much information

is given by this reaction, since the oxidation does not as a
rule take place easily; the formation of the a-jS unsaturated

acid is, as mentioned before, incomplete, and we have no
knowl^ge of the constitution of that part of the acid

mixture which is not converted into y-ketone.

(n) a. If an add (A) R’CHfCOOH be degradated by
way of the brominated acid chloride (R’CHBr*COQ)
and aade (R*CHBr*CON,) to the amine R-CHBr-NHi
and this be hydrolysed, an aldehyde results (R.CHO)
which can be easily oxidized to the next lower add

R'COOH; an acid (B) RCH-COOH yields, on the other
hand, by way of RCBr<CO, a ketone RC:0 which has
also 1 carbon atom less thw the initial acid (v. Braun
[7, 1934]). Mixtures of isomeric adds of types (A) and (B)
can therefore be resolved into ketones, whid can further
investigated by themselves and adds of lower molecular
weightadiichcanbesubmittedtoaftutberdegradation. The
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method has not yet been applied in many cases, though it

appears to be very valuable.

b. If the mixture of acids

R CH,COOH and R'CH COOH
be converted by way of the esters and alcohols into a mix-

ture of the bromides R-CH,-CH»-Br and R'CH'CH»Br,
and then by means of trimethylamine into a mixture

of the quaternary bromides R CH,CHjN(CH3)sBr and
R'CH*CH|-N(CHj)sBr, the mixture of the corresponding

bases can be converted by A. W. Hofmann’s method (after

the addition of alkali) into a mixture of the olefines

R •CH=CH* and R'C=CH*. This can then be oxidized to

an easily separable mixture of acids R •COOH and ketones

R'C:0, just as imder Ila. The method is rather incon-

venient on account of the many single operations involved.

(Ill) The most convenient, and therefore the most often

us^ method, is that which allows of the elimination of
2 carbon atoms at the same time. An isomeric acid mixture

R'CHCOOH, R''CHCHaCOOH,
and R'"CH-CHaCH,COOH,
after conversion with azoic acid into the corresponding
amine mixture and exhaustive methylation with subsequent
breaking down of the product by A. W. Hofmann’s
method, yields a mixture of isomeric olefines;

R'OCH R^OC-CHg R"'OCH* •Cn'CHa
{A) (B) (C)

This can be converted by oxidation into an easily separable

mixture ofmonocarboxylic acids R"'<0CH—CO2H, ketones

R"<C>C=0, and dicarboxylic acids or keto-carboxylic acids

(from A) with the same number of carbon atoms. The
compounds from A play no important part, whereas those

from B and C are very important. The former present the

possibility of a separation into perfectly homogeneous indi-

vidual substances through their crystalline derivatives, of
which the semicarbazones have shown themselves to be the

most suitable, while the latter, by repeating the various

operations, can be further converted to a point where the

ketones appear. Here also the carbon nucleus is gradually

stripped. Of the more general results found so far in this

way, the following may be emphasized.

1. It has not yet been possible to isolate in a pure state

all the constituents of a ketone mixture obtained by the

degradation; as a rule that is only successfully accom-
plished with one or two components. If, however, such

a degradation product is successfully isolated from a naph-
thenic acid mixture of one particular origin, it can also be
isolated from naphthenic acids of similar composition of
any other origin whatever. Therefore, one and the same
ketone C7H14—C:0 with a semicarbazone melting at

162° C, has been obtained from all naphthenic acid mix-

tures of the formula CioHigO*, the same bicyclic ketone

CiiHigO with semicarbazone of melting-point 169° C. has

been obtained from all bicyclic acids with the formula

CigHtgOi, and the same ketone CiiHwO has been obtained

from all acids CitHuGg. This shows that at least some con-

stituents in all naphthenic acids ofevery source are the same.

2. It was repeatedly found that an acid which had lost

2 carbon atoms by a degradation according to method (HI)

gave on a second degradation the same ketone as could be

obtained from an acid originally 2 carbon atoms poorer,

or by a third degradation gave the same ketone as a natural

acid 4 carbon atoms poorer would yield. This proves that

such acids stand toge^er in the relation RCH •CH«COOH,
RCH(CHA CC)OH, RCH(CH0.COOH. i.e. that in the

n N

naphthenic acids the phenomenon of chain homology is

apparent.

3.

If the constitution of a ketone resulting from a de-

gradation has been ascertained, and if the number of

degradating reactions according to (III) is known which

lead from an acid to a ketone, then the constitution of the

acid is also known. This determination of the constitution

has been carried only to a modest degree; with the simplest

ketone CnHigO it was only possible to ascertain [7, 1934]

that it was not identical with dicyclopentylketone

and was probably built similarly to camphor or fenchone;

with the ketone CiaH^gO obtained by a single degradation

of the open Polish acid CuHgoOj,, it was possible to show
that it was certainly very similar to the undecylmethyl-

ketone CHafCHjlioCO-CHs but was still slightly different.

With the ketone C,oHguO from the Polish acid CuHgtO*,
octylmelhyl ketone however, it was possible to show that

it was identical with CHslCHglTCO CH9 and that the acid

therefore must correspond to the formula

CHa(CHa)7CH(CH3) CHgCOOH
(Frichmelt [26, 1933]). Further, it was possible to prove
(v. Braun, Mannes, and Reuter [9a, 1933]) that the ketone
QHjgO with the semi-carbazone melting at 162° C. possesses

the formula

CH3 CH»

and therefore that all the acids C„H3„_30g out of which it

could be obtained by degradating one or more times by
method (III), correspond to the formula

CHs CH3

-(CH*)„.COOH.

On the basis of this knowledge it was easy to build up the

simplest of these acids

CHs CH3

CH

HgCOOH
from the trimethylcyclo-pentanone with the help of the

Reformatsky reaction, and so to obtain artificially, for the

first time, a completely homogeneous naphthenic acid (v.

Braun, Mannes, and Reuter [9a, 1933]). It will probably

only be a question of procuring sufficient quantities of
material and of applying sufficient perseverance in order to

make clear the construction of numerous other naphthenic

acids, and perhaps also to synthesize them with the help of
their degradation products. Meanwhile, it is only possible

to say about the constitution that we are evidently only

concerned with compoimds R(CH*)„COOH (apart from
small quantities of normal and branched chain fatty acids),

where R is more or less highly alkylated 5-ring or a double

carbon ring, and n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or sometimes even

more. From the quantitative study of degradation by
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method (III), it follows that cqpipoiinds with n = 1 pre-

dominate and those with « == 0 are in a very small minority.

One practical application of the experiments and con-

versions carried out with the naphthenic acids is given in

regard to the question of their origin. This question was
long disputed : it was not really certain whether the acids

pre-existed in the oil, or whether they were formed in one

of the processes of refining, particularly during the treat-

ment of the crude oil with concentrated sulphuric acid,

when sulphur dioxide is evolved, or by oxidation during

the treatment with alkali. Tanaka and Nagai [75, 1926]

demonstrated not very long ago that the sulphuric acid

wash did not produce any naphthenic acids, at least with

Japanese oil. Nishiyama oil, both before and after treat-

ment with sulphuric acid, gave both qualitatively and
quantitatively the same naphthenic acids on extraction with

alkali. The question of their formation during the alkali

treatment could not be decided with complete certainty in

laboratory experiments, because of the smallness of the

amounts in which they are probably formed. Under these

circumstances the following method was adopted by the

author (v. Braun and Wittmeyer [10, 1934]). A Californian

kerosine fraction was extracted with liquid sulphur dioxide,

and the extract (E) containing the unstable, easily oxidiz-

able hydrocarbons, as well as the residue (R) containing

the more stably built and less easily oxidized hydrocarbons,

were further extracted with alkali. The acids from (R) con-

tained, besides lower boiling acids (1 10-90° C. at 14 mm.),

some with higher boiling-point (to 225° C. at 14 mm.),

while the acids from (E) contained only those boiling up
to 190° C. at 14 mm. That was, however, the only differ-

ence, which is incidentally explained by the solubility rela-

tions of naphthenic acids in sulphur dioxide, mentioned

previously. Otherwise the acids found in (E) and (R)

showed on degradation no appreciable difference as regards

quantity and quality. This makes the likelihood of their

formation from constituents of the petroleum, which are,

of course, different in (E) and (R), very improbable. A
further point is whether the naphthenic acids isolated from

distilled and undistiUed crude oil are the same. This ques-

tion has been closely examined with Roumanian material

by the author [6, 1931], who foimd that in the acids from
crude oil the lower boiling members of low molecular

weight which are obtained on working up the distillates

are missing, but that the remaining medium and higher

acids can be obtained in both cases with equal properties.

V. Pilat and Reyman [54, 1932] came to a similar result re-

specting the acids of medium molecular weight from dis-

• tilled and undistilled Polish petroleums. They converted

the acids from both sources, R-COOH by way of the

esters, alcohols, and bromides (R’CHs-Br), and malonic
ester condensation products, R*CHs CH(COOC4H5)„ into

/CO-NH\
barbituric acids R CH,CH([^ ^CO, which they

\C0NH/
found in both cases to be in very good conformity with

each other. One may, therefore, probably assume that by
the distillation of crude oil the greater part of the naph-
thenic acids remain unchanged. Probably only those of
high molecular weight suffer a far-reaching disintegration

into substances ofvery small molecules, in a similar manner
to the phenols from pkroleum, previously mentioned. The
opimon expressed recently by ^hSia [60, 1933J—that the

naphthenic acids arc formed out of other oxy-compounds
by thermal decomposition during the distillation of the

crude oil—-is probably erroneous.

It is of importance that the researches into the separa-

tion, degradation, and determination of the constitution of

the naphthenic acids be continued, since they are of great

value in the scientific investigation of petroleum. This whl

be particularly the case when once individual naphthenic

acids R'COOH of well-recognized construction can be
obtained successfully in quantity, and these converted

either by decarboxylation, which has so far presented great

difficulties, or, according to Komppa and Zelinsky, by way
of the esters and alcohols R- CH,OH, into the many hydro-

carbons R-H- and R-CH, of mono- and bicyclic type

which correspond to the acids. From this artificial material

a great many observations of importance for the chemistry

of petroleum will be obtainable. Further, progressive

examination of the naphthenic acids will be of importance
in regard to their technical application. Thus in the domain
of perfumes it may be possible to find which particular

structure among the acids of medium molecular weight

gives the best smelling primary alcohol; in the domain of
the wetting agents we may able to recognize which
structural conditions bring about the best wetting proper-

ties after esterification with glycerol; and in the realm of
medicine we may be able to find those acids R‘COOH
which produce especially good sleep-inducing effects after

conversion into barbituric acids of the type

RCH,\ /CONH\

CH,=C • Br • CHg/ \CO •NH^
^

(see V. Braun [6, 1931]).

The technical applications of the naphthenic acids so far

discovered rest purely on empiricism. They have been
repeatedly mentioned in this article, and here only a brief

sununary of their further uses need be given. Free naph-

thenic acids are used in the same way as naphthene sulpho-

nic acids, in order to destroy water-petroleum emulsions

(Pyhala [59, 1930]); to retard the gelatinization of wood
oil on heating (Vemisol [78, 1912]); to dissolve and re-

generate rubber (Cherchevsky [18, 1908], Kinney [37,

1931]); to reduce in many cases the viscosity of colloidal

solutions (Petit [51, 1929]). Further, they are used as a
constituent of insecticides (I.G. Farbenindustrie [33, 1927],

Merrill [48, 1928]) and to produce oil- and grease-soluble

colours by the action on basic dyes (Chem. Fabrik, Worms
[16, 1926]). Esters of the naphthenic acids are used for the

preparation of plastic masses or of lacquers (I.G. Farben.

[35, 1929], Deutsche Hydrierwerke [20, 1931]), and the

alcohols are used in the production of wetting agents and
detergents. Much more important are the uses of the salts

of the naphthenic acids, of which the sodium salts in

particular serve as a cheap substitute for soap. They can
also be used to increase the viscosity and lubricating power
of oils (Standard Development Co. [69, 1925], Rfidigier

[62, 1930], White and Knopf [79, 1931]), and have been
found to useful in stabilizing the emulsions of various
water-insoluble substances (Simon and Dtlrckheim [66,

1918], Free [57, 1931], Hack [30, 1929], Frizell,.Stagner,

and Union Oil Co. [27], Mackay [42, 1925], Sautermeistcr

and Stauss [63, 1925]). Lithium sdts are said to be readily

absorbed and to have a good curative effect on gout
(Chlorit Chem. Fabrik [18, 1925]), while the salts of zinc,

cobalt, lead, chromium, iron, aluminium, bismuth, arsenic,

antimony are prepared in various fotirn for the manufac-
ture of stopping compounds, paints, insulating materials,

artificial leather, and siccatives, or for the preservation of
wood (see the detailed summary of the patents in the works
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of Carleton Ellis [24, 1934], pp. 1088-91, and Naphtali,

NaphtensaurenundNaphtensulphosauren, Nachtrag, 1927-

33, p. 35 [50]). Of the organic amines, mono-, di-, and
tri-ethanol amines have been applied in combination with

naphthenic acids for the production of salts with strong

wetting and emulsifying properties (I.G. Farben. [34, 1929]).

In conclusion an important question may be put for-

ward: whether it is possible to prepare, artificially, naph-
thenic acids from the naphthene hydrocarbons. It has

occasionally been supposed that such a transformation

has taken place in nature (e.g. under the action of steam),

but it has by no means been proved. In laboratory experi-

ments the oxidation of crude oil and of separate fractions

of oil distillates has already been examined from very many
directions; the method of oxidation most exactly investi-

gated has been that by molecular atmospheric oxidation.

The most detailed experiments are those by Charitschkov

[IS, 1908 and 1909], who examined the acid products thus

produced, but it is not possible to draw perfectly clear

conclusions from his results. There seems to be no doubt

OXY-COMPOUNDS, ETC.

that the oxidation takes place in part by the union of

molecules with loss of hydrogen, and then by the entry of

oxygen complicated acids are formed which are termed

‘Polynaphthenic acids* or, since they rwdily change into

asphaltic substances, ‘Asphaltogenic acids’. Their nature

and constitution are still unknown. Whether the small

quantities of acids of low molecular weight which are

formed at the same time correspond exactly to the naph-

thenic acids is not yet definite. Ananswer to these questions

would be of the utmost interest. The investigation would

most appropriately need to start from the simplest possible

mixture of such hydrocarbons, prepared according to

Komppa and Zelinsky, from the naphthenic acids by way
of the corresponding alcohols, in order to see whether these

hydrocarbons could be oxidized back again into the original

acids.

The whole question of the probable origin of the naph-

thenic acids in the naphthenes presents, in any case, a

particularly important chapter in the realm of petroleum

constituents.
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GUM IN GASOLINE
By W. A. GRUSE, Ph.D., A.P.I.

Senior Fellow, Mellon Institute of Industrial Research

Introduction

Description.

The term ‘gum’ as used in connexion with motor fuel

refers to resinous deposits found in the intake systems of
gasoline engines or in the containers in which the gasoline

is stored. The engine deposits are usually dark in colour,

hard, and brittle, while deposits in storage containers are

usually soft and sticky; occasionally they are liquid and light

in colour. These soft or liquid deposits change on heating

to yield the hard, dry products found in engines, so that

the conditions of formation explain the differences.

Historical.

The presence of gum in gasoline was apparently first

recognized in 1914. In a paper published in that year

describing his vapour-phase cracking process. Hall 127,

1914] mentioned the fact that when the gasoline was
allowed to stand, a resinous substance with a varnish-like

odour separated out. He recognized the connexion of this

phenomenon with oxidation, and attributed it correctly to

the presence of oxidizable unsaturated hydrocarbons pro-

duct by the cracking. He did not, apparently, consider

the occurrence of gum as an obstacle to the use of highly

cracked gasolines. The Rittman [51, 1916] vapour-phase

process was developed about the same time, but apparently

no attention was given to the gum content of the product.

It is possible that the Rittman material was appreciably

more saturated than that made by Hall, since Rittman’s

pressure for gasoline making was 12 atm., while Hall used

a low pressure for cracking; the 5 atm. employed for what
we would now call polymerization was not applied until

after the cracking stage, when the temperature had dropped
a great deal.

The Hall and Rittman processes presumably attracted

attention because of a war-time demand for aromatic

hydrocarbons as well as for motor fuel. When this demand
ceased, interest in high-temperature cracking processes fell

away and did not revive for 7 or 8 years. In the meantime,

tetraethyl lead was discovered and made available;

gradually a demand for anti-knock gasoline made itself

felt. Petroleum refiners discovered that by cracking at

higher temperatures and by cracking naphthenic or already

cracked stocks, gasolines of high anti-knock value could

be made. But these gasolines were high in gum content

and required rather heavy chemical treatment. This was
about 1925. The gradual rise in cracking temperature

finally led to a rediscovery of vapour-phase cracking, with

the production of gasolines so high in gum that they could
not be used satisfactorily in undiluted form, even after

drastic refining. This was partly corrected by raising the

pressure prevailing on the cracking systems.

While low-pressure vapour-phase cracking has been
developed to only a limited extent, the recent trend has
involved gradual increase of temperature without lowering

the pressure, so that the gap between the two types of
operation has been narrowed and almost closed. The gaso-

lines so made are definitely subject to gum trouble, but
satisfkctoiy chemical means of preventing gum formation

have been developed. This is discussed below.

In the meantime (1924), and independently, the formation

of resin deposits in engines using motor benzol as fuel

attracted attention in England, and investigations were
undertaken which have been presented as a series of reports

of the Joint Research Committee of the National Benzole
Association and the University of Leeds [32, 1924-30],

In spite of some differences the phenomena involved are

closely related to those occurring with gasoline, and it is

interesting to note that the methods discovered for avoid-

ing gum trouble in the two cases are essentially the same.

Practical Significance.

The significance of a high gum content in gasoline is

very real and definite. Direct experiments have shown that

a fuel high in gum cannot satisfactorily be used in a gaso-

line engine. At the same time the reduction of gum content

in cracked gasoline requires expensive treating, volume
loss, and sometimes loss in anti-knock value. The preven-

tion of gum development is the most satisfactory remedy.

Gum Formation
Nature of Process.

So far as known there are no cases of appreciable gum
formation in gasolines which have not b^n exposed to

chemical, usually thermal, decomposition. Straight-run

gasoline (that produced by normal non-destructive distilla-

tion ofcrude oil) is essentially gum free. Cracked gasolines

show a gum content which varies more or less directly with

the extent of the cracking, or, in general, with the tempera-
ture at which the cracking has occurred. Motor benzols

are made in a process which is essentially a high-tempera-

ture cracking and, as might be expected, show definite

gumming phenomena. Since cracking ofhydrocarbons and
coal produces unsaturated compounds, and since these

latter are readily oxidized, it is not difficult to find a con-
nexion between gum formation and the oxidation of the

unstable hydrocarbons in a cracked product. There had
never been much doubt about this in the minds of in-

v^tigators concerned with the problem (Hill and Dean,
[29, 1920]), and it was brought out very clearly in the

investigations by Smith and Cooke [57, 1922]. Prior to

this. Brooks and Humphrey [7, 1918] had referred to

diolefines as responsible for the resirtification of highly

cracked gasolines after standing several months. The
copper-dish gum test has been applied to the gasolines

collected in the U.S. Bureau of Mines Gasoline Survey of
1919 (Hill and Dean [1 5, 1919 ; 29, 1920]); it is interesting to

note that at that early date 30% ofthe 850 samples collected

in the United States showed over 30 mg. of deposit per lOO
C.C. by this test. Smith and Cooke made exploratory experi-

ments involving evaporation of cracked gasoline in

presence of air and hydrogen, storage in presence and
absence of air, the recognition of an 18% oxy^n content

in certain gums, and similar variations which made quite
evident the role of oxidation in causing large gum deposits.

Tbey did not offer proof that oxidation is at the bottom
of all gum deposition, but they suggested the oxidation
of unsaturated hydrocarbons, produced by cracking, to
aldehydes as the starting>point for gum formation. Th^
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entertained the intriguing possibility that gum was material

of the aldehyde-phenol condensation type, but dropped it

after finding that the necessaiy phenol content was not on
hand.

The general idea that formation of resins from un-

saturated petroleum oils is analogous to the oxidation of

turpentine was also expressed about this time by Brooks

[5, 1922]. Experiments on the influence of the surrounding

atmosphere on the proportion of gum formed from a
gasoline were made by Cooke [13, 1925] who developed

the first method of determining gum actually present in

gasoline at the time of test, independent of any oxidation

during the test. This was the Cooke steam-oven procedure

in which gasoline was evaporated in an atmosphere of

steam. More definite evidence was presented much later

by Story, Provine, and Bennett [62, 1929] who found that

the same gasoline gave different proportions of deposit as

follows:

Atm. I Natural ga.t
j

Steam
!

Air Oxygen

Gum. mg. per 100 c.c. 27 1 34
j

394
|

526

They showed the formation of typical gums by oxidation

of cracked gasoline under controlled conditions, and
Voorhecs and Eisinger [65, 1929] did the same thing at

about the same time.

Chemical Characteristics of Gum.

As stated above, gum is known in two connexions, very

occasionally as a brownish-black, brittle, rather hard resin

in the intake systems of gasoline engines using highly

cracked gasoline, and more frequently as a deposit in

storage vessels or testing equipment employed for cracked

gasoline. The latter material varies from a mobile liquid to

a hard solid and in colour from an extremely pale yellow to

the same brown-to-black colour noted with engine deposits.

Storage practically always yields liquid to soft semi-solid

deposits; colour and consistency commonly increase

together. The liquid deposits are light coloured and the

semi-solids are usually dark. Where much deposit is formed
it is very likely to be liquid; the scantier deposits are more
resinous. The hard formations are practically always

associated with a heating step. Thus most gums found in

testing are relatively soft before drying in a hot oven or

by a hot air stream. The gum removed from engines is

known only in its final hard, brittle, dark-coloured form,

but it is a fair assumption that it comes down from the

gasoline mixtures in a soft condition and changes to a
progressively harder product as it is baked on the hot

engine surfaces. We may then tabulate the kind of gum
normally encountered, as follows:

(a) From storage:

1. Light coloured liquids (often viscous).

2. Brown to dark semi-solid.

(b) From testing equipment:

1. Yellow-brown liquids from prolonged oxidation

by air or oxygen at temperatixres not much above
100° C.

2. Brown to black, hard, normally brittle solids pro-

duced by tests which require a prolonged or high-

temperature heating or drying step.

(c) From engine parts:

1. Hard, brittle, dark-coloured resins. They occur on
intake valve parts and in intake manifold systems.

As a matter of observation, it seems that liquid deposits

are associated with extensive oxidation under contfltions

which provide plenty of air or oxygen. Where air supply

is restricted, the deposit is more nearly solid. The fact that

heating and drying convert the soft materials into hard,

dark solids has been amply confirmed, as has also the fact

that this change is often accompani^ by rather violent

decomposition of unstable compounds in the deposits.

Even vacuum distillation with only low temperature does

not entirely prevent marked chemical change. The solid

resin from a liquid deposit varies from 20 to 50 or 60% of

the original.

The empirical composition of a liquid deposit produced
by free-air oxidation of a cracked gasoline stored in glass

and exposed to daylight, of a resin produced from this

liquid by drying, and of a gum formed by evaporation in

copper dishes on a steam bath are given by Story, Provine,

and Bennett [62, 1929] as follows:

Dried liquid Copper
Liquid gum gum dish gum

Per cent. 100 54-4 100
Carbon 64-97 71-95 70-73

Hydrogen 8-56 7-99 6-95

Oxygen 26-08 19-48 19-51

Nitrogen 0 13

Sulphur b-22 0-33 0-68

Ash . 0-17 0-25 2 00*
Iodine no. (Hanus) 47 95 73

Sapon. equiv. 289 144 191

Neutralization equivalent 625 651 732
Mol. wt. . 172 338 200
M.P.. ° C. . 68-71 98-105
Consistency . dark-brown brown dark-brown

viscous resinous resinous

liquid, sp.

gr. 1-0932

solid solid

• Mostly dust.

Gum residues from cracked gasolines which had been
oxidized under oxygen pressure have been analysed by
Morrell, Dryer, Lowry, and Egloff [44, 1936] with the

following results:

j

Pennsylvania West Texas California

Carbon % . . .1 69-6 74-9 76 2
Hydro^jn % . .

I

9-2 94 10-6

Sulphur % . .
I

0 42 0-44 2-91

Oxygen (by difference) %
I

20-8 15 -3 10-3

Mol.wt. ...
j

342 236 210

It is difficult to get very far with figures like the above*

without taking into account the chemistry involved in the

formation of the material. The data show that the oxygen
content is high, saponifiable material relatively low, and the

acidity quite high ; the molecular weights are only moderate.

It is not safe to draw any conclusions from the change in

composition with drying, since bothevaporation and chemi-

cal change are involved. Any sulphur compounds present

in the gasoline are likely to be involved, but information

is lacking.

Chemistry of Gum Formation

For pioneering on the chemistry of gum and gum
formation we are indebted to significant observations and
discussions by Brooks [6, 1926] and to an excellent in-

vestigation by Story, Provine, and Bennett [62, 1929].

Brooks points out tiiat gum is obviously connected with

the formation of oxidation products from unsaturated
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hydrocarbons, and calls attention to the isolation of per-

oxides from simple olefines upon autoxidation by Engler

and Weissberg [23, 1900], and from cyclic diolefines by
Thiele [63, 1920] and by Stobbe [61, 1919]. Since cracked

gasoline is high in olefinic compounds and the condition

for natural gum formation is essentially one of autoxida-

tion, it would seem that peroxide formation is perhaps the

first step in gum production. When it is noted that fresh

gums, naturally formed, decompose on heating in about

the same way as do peroxides, the probability becomes

greater. The content of acidic material increases with age,

and the solubility in dilute alkali increases. A typical resin

contained

30% water soluble,

30% neutral,

40% soluble in 3% alkali solution.

The neutral material consisted of aldehydes and ketones,

and the water-soluble constituents might be either neutral

or acidic, but of low molecular weight. The gasoline from
which gum was separated contained aldehydes and ketones

recoverable by bisulphite additions; formaldehyde was
noted when an aged sample of cracked gasoline was dis-

tilled. Aldehydes are not, however, the first products of
gasoline oxidation. Peroxides can be detected in cracked

gasoline after half an hour of exposure to air and sunlight,

and it is from these that the aldehydes are derived. There
is fair evidence that gum is not derived from aldehydes by
the ordinary condensation reactions. For one thing an
alkaline medum is required, whereas the oxidation process

for cracked gasoline normally produces an acid system.

Furthermore, the gum itself is an acid product, soluble in

dilute alkali, which is not true of ordinary aldehyde

condensation resins. The decomposition ofsome peroxides

by water is well established; water treatment is shown to

reduce the amount ofgum formed from an oxidized cracked

gasoline. The oxidation of stable hydrocarbons is pro-

moted by the presence of small proportions of readily

oxidizable hydrocarbons, and direct experiment shows that

small additions of limonene increase largely the amount of
gum obtained from cracked gasoline; this phenomenon is

apparently to be attributed to the catalytic influence of the

peroxides of the unstable hydrocarbons. The conversion

of peroxides into aldehydes and ketones is generally re-

garded as an ordinary one, but the mechanism by which it

occurs is somewhat obscure. Brooks [6, 1926] has called

attention to the Prileschaev reaction [7, 1918], which in-

volves the oxidation of olefines by peroxides to yield alky-

lene oxides, which in presence of water and weak acid are

converted to aldehydes and ketones.

The conclusions, from the study by Brooks, roughly
summarized above, are that unstable cyclic olefines and
diolefines oxidize very readily to form peroxides; that these

catalyse the oxidation of other hydrocarbons such as
simple olefines which by themselves resist such oxidation;

that the peroxides decompose by a mechanism suggested,

to yield aldehydes, ketones, and acids oflow and high mole-
cular wei^t; that the acids of high molecular wei^t
resemble those formed by similar atmospheric oxidation
of turpentine and constitute the non-volatile resinous

material known as gum.
The work ofStory, Provine, and Bennett [62, 1929] which

came three years later leads to much the same conclusions,

but brings out additional interesting points. It is directed

large^ to the gum which is produced under test conditions.

The i^uence of the atmosphere prevailing during the test

was established (mentioned above). The type of dish ^-
ployed for evaporation was examined, and the proraotmg

action of copper dishes and of copper oxide placed in a

glass dish was demonstrated; a sm^l addition of copper

oxide increased the gum deposit tenfold. It was shoira that

a slow evaporation yielded more gum than a rapid one,

because more time was allowed for oxidation. Quantitative

tests showed that peroxides and aldehydes were formed
early during evaporation, and acids as end products. The
increase of acid during evaporation was demonstrated, as

was the absence of peroxide and acid during evaporation

of refined gasoline (sulphuric acid treatment). Incidentally,

practically no gum was recovered from this refined gaso-

line. The figures showed that acidity increased quite

rapidly during the latter part of the evaporation of the

cracked product, and the suggestion was offered that this

occurred because the less volatile compounds began
oxidizing at this stage, particularly in the presence of

copper. As gum increased the amount of acidic material

increased, in such a way as to indicate that the gum was
mostly acidic, some of it as anhydrides or lactones. The
gum formed in copper-dish evaporation was examined
and found to be more than half water-insoluble acids,

almost a third water-soluble acids, and only 13% un-

saponifiable. The viscous, sticky liquid deposit collected

(in the amount ofabout 15% as a maximum after 4 months)
from cracked gasoline exposed to light and free access of air,

was analysed similarly. The figures arc given on p. 1017

of this article. This product gave no test for peroxides

and only faint tests for aldehydes and ketones. These
latter, however, appeared in the volatile material set free

by saponification. Water-soluble and water-insoluble

acids, in the amount of 33 and 38% respectively of the

whole, were isolated, together with 6% of acids volatile

with steam. The remainder, about onc-fiPth of the whole,

was unsaponifiable, and was presumably mostly aldehydes

and ketones. The gasoline from which the gum had
separated was extracted with alkali and the dissolved

materials precipitated in fractions by incremental neutraliza-

tion. Typical solid acids, a phenolic fraction, and finally

a liquid acid were obtained in succession. Acetic and
acrylic acids were identified, and the remaining products

seemed to be higher unsaturated acids.

The importance of peroxides in the oxidation process

was indicated by observations that in gasoline exposed to

sunlight and air the peroxide content rose with a period

of sunshine and decreased during darkness or cloudy

periods. Absorption of oxygen continued during such
periods, but at the expense of the peroxide oxygen. An
apparatus in which oxygen was metered into a volume of
cracked gasoline at room temperature and exposed to

daylight made possible the observation of an induction

period, at the end of which gum began to separate and
carbon dioxide to be given olf. From this point on the

direct connexion between oxygen absorbed, gum content,

and acidity developed was very striking. The dependence

ofrapid peroxide developmenton sunlight rather than upon
oxygen was shown by experiments on a gasoline in which

sunlight -f-oxygen

dark-f-oxygen and
sunlight without oxygen

were compared. In the first case and within 36 hours
peroxide formation was large, and in the third case small;

but in the second case it amounted only to traces.

At about the same time that Story, Provine, and Bennett
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[62, 1929] published the above work, Voorhces and
Eisinger [65, 1929] introduced the concepts of preformed

gum and potential gum. The former is that existing in

a gasoline at any one time in its history, and the latter is

the amount of gum which may form during a long period

of storage. The former corresponds more or less to the

‘steam-oven’ gum determined in the test devised by Cooke
[13, 1925] and the latter they determined by an application

of the fact developed independently by Story, Provine, and
Bennett; a cracked gasoline was exposed to oxidation

from a measured supply of oxygen supplied under slight

pressure. The vessel containing the gasoline was shaken
to produce agitation and was heated to steam-bath

temperature; by these means the oxidation was eccelerated.

At the end of 5 hr. the oxidized gasoline was evaporated

in an atmosphere of steam and the residual gum was
determined by weighing. Voorhees and Eisinger [65, 1929]

made highly significant engine tests on gum deposits,

which are discussed below, and brought out the fact that

it is the preformed or actual gum developed in a gasoline

which governs the amount of deposit to be expected in

an engine; the potential gum, which depends on the pro-

portion of constituents oxidizable to gum, appears from
this work to be of no significance in this regard.

In the following year a notable contribution to the

subject was made by Hunn, Fischer, and Blackwood
[31, 1930], They confirmed the statement of Voorhees and
Eisinger that dissolved or preformed gum is the determining

factor in the production of engine trouble from gum de-

posits, potential gum having no significance in this con-

nexion, and they introduced the accelerated oxidation test

which involves heating a sample of gasoline under oxygen
pressure at steam temperature, which is now known as the

oxygen stability test. In this procedure a sample of gaso-

line is heated as just indicated, and the length of time

elapsing before enough oxygen is absorbed to show a drop
of pressure on the recording apparatus is taken as an
indication of the length of time the gasoline might be
expected to remain in storage before deterioration would
begin; this is essentially a measurement of an induction

period. Their work is discussed below.

The connexion between gum formation and peroxide

content of cracked gasolines was further emphasized by
Yule and Wilson [69, 1931]. They showed that by removing
peroxides from an oxidized cracked gasoline (reduction

with alcoholic ferrous chloride) the gum content as deter-

mined by a method roughly equivalent to the Cooke steam-

oven test was reduced very strikingly. They confirmed the

existence, for most gasolines, of an induction period for

oxidation, during which no apparent change occurs. They
showed that the induction period can be shortened very

greatly by adding peroxides or by extracting the gasoline

with caustic solution ; the latter process apparently removes
natural anti-oxidants, presumably phenols. Yule and
Wilson showed some interesting data on the removal of
peroxides (and gum) by various reagents, made possible

by the developing of an improved test for peroxides,

which, however, is still somewhat empirical. Water was
shown to have little effect, and heating, particularly in

presence of unsaturated hydrocarbons, a large effect in

decomposing the types of hydrocarbon peroxides en-

countered in oxidiz^ gasolines. However, a quick dis-

tillation may not decompose all the peroxides present, so

that presumably under engine conditions only a part of

the gum is formed which might be expected from the

peroxide content. The getwral conclusion from this work
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ofYule and Wilson is that in oxidized gasoline the reaction

products of oxidation stay in the form of peroxides which
do not change to gum until evaporation occurs.

In 1927 Wagner and Hyman [66, 1930] presented data

showing the importance of oxidation in gum formation,

the existence of an induction period, and the importance

of some per-oxidized substances as promoters of gum
formation. They differed from other investigators in pro-

posing per-acids rather than peroxides as the promoters,

and set up a reaction scheme employing the Prileschaev

reaction [48, 1911] to which Brooks [6, 1926] had first

called attention. This involved the oxidation by peroxides

(in this case per-acids) of olefines, yielding products

characterized as alkylene oxides. The matter is discussed

below.

In a series of papers Morrell, Dryer, Lowry, and Egloff

[43, 1934-5] have presented a considerable volume of data

confirmatory of Ac main point made above and have
thrown some interesting light on the whole matter. They
note that peroxides can be observed in oxidized cracked

gasoline long before any of the other oxidation products

are apparent; as they increase largely with time, darkening
and gum formation also occur. They note further that

aldehydes appear later and increase more gradually than
do peroxides. Acids appear later still and increase still

more gradually. The increase of gum with time is closely

connected with the increase of peroxides with time, and
the authors suggest that aldehydes and acids are secondary

products, the connexion between gum and peroxides being

direct. The gum formed by evaporation from different

cracked gasolines was found to show peroxide, aldehyde,

and acid in decreasing amounts; the proportions of these

in gum from the same gasoline did not change greatly

with the extent of oxidation, although the amount of gum
did increase. In other words, more extended oxidation

simply gave more of the same kind of gum. Their indica-

tion that peroxides are the predominant constituents of
evaporated gum differs from that of Story, Provine, and
Bennett, who found acid in greatest amount in both
evaporated and precipitated gum; but in an analysis of
a precipitated gum from California gasoline they recog-

nized an extremely high proportion of acid, thus agreeing

with Story, Provine, and Bennett. A related paper by
Morrell, Benedict, and Egloff[42a, 1936] contains interesting

studies on the known influence of light in forming what is

known as ‘haze’ in cracked gasoline. The importance of
photochcmically induced oxidation in causing this pre-

cipitation of insoluble material in fine particles was demon-
strated. It did not occur with cracked gasoline, but did

with the straight-run product and with blends of straight-

run and cracked fuel. The haze was shown to be dependent
on the presence in the fuel of sulphur or disulphides, and
the occurrence of sulphuric acid in the haze was estab-

lished. Haze formation is thus related to gum formation,

but is not the same phenomenon.

Hydrocarbons responsible for Gum Formation.

On the subject of what particular hydrocarbons in

cracked gasoline are responsible for gum formation,

there is substantial agreement, but very little experimental

evidence, that certain types of unsaturated hydrocarbons
are very readily oxidized and that the oxidation products

so formed catalyse the oxidation ofmore stable substances.

In a paper presented in 1930, but not published until 1933,

Flood, Hladkey, and Edgar [25] showed gum tests

on solutions of various pure olefinic hydrocarbons in
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highly refined stable gasolines; gum by evaporation, by
pressure-bomb oxidation, and by ageing tests were deter-

mined. It was concluded that aliphatic and cyclic diole-

fines and mono- or di-olefines attached to a benzene ring

are the compounds mainly responsible for gum formation

in gasolines. They noted, however, that l,S-hexadiene was
more stable than other diolefines. This checks the observa-

tion of Kogerman [33, 1930] that l,S-hexadiene did not

absorb oxygen during three months at room temperature in

an oxygen atmosphere, and that it is the conjugated diole-

fines which are highly oxidizable. Prior to the publication of

the paper by Flood, Hladkey, and Edgar [25, 1933], Cassar

[9, 1931] had shown that simple olefines after 4 hours’

oxidation at 100° C. under oxygen pressure did not form
gum, but that diolefines, unless entirely free of peroxides,

did so.

The tests by Flood, Hladkey, and Edgar were at high

temperature; oxidation at temperatures approximating

those of normal storage were employed in a somewhat
different attack on the problem by Martin, Gruse, and
Lowy [40, 1933]. A highly unstable vapour-phase gasolene

was fractionated carefully into 10° F. cuts. These were

subjected to oxidation at 25 and 38° C. under 20 lb. pres-

sure of oxygen for periods of 2 weeks and 1 week respec-

tively, and the gum formed was determined by evaporation

in steam. When the gum results were plotted against the

boiling-points (see Fig. 2) throe peaks in the gum curves

were noted, one each corresponding roughly to the boiling-

points of a group of conjugated diolefines and cyclic

olefines. Typical hydrocarbons for each group are

2,4-cyclohexadienc, b.p. 785°C.; l-methyl-l,3-cyclo-

hexadiene, b.p. 110°C., and l,3-dimethyl-l,5-cyclohexa-

diene, b.p. 130° C. Treatment of the gasoline fractions

with maleic anhydride, by mild hydrogenation or with

sulphuric acid, any one of which would remove diolefines,

rendered the fractions stable at 38° C., but oxidation and
gum formation proceeded again at 50° C. This would
indicate that a cracked gasoline contains a small propor-

tion, probably not more than a per cent, or so, of hydro-

carbons, presumably conjugated diolefines, which oxidize

readily at ordinary storage temperatures, forming gum.
When these are removed the gasoline is stable under the

mild conditions of the original test, but at a slightly higher

temperature oxidizes again. The probable explanation is

that another class ofhydrocarbons, say, cyclic monolefines,

are attacked under the slightly more severe condition. It

is to be assumed that the oxidation is in no case limited

to the initiating hydrocarbons, but that induced oxidation

brings in compounds of intermediate stability. Cyclo-
hexene did not oxidize in 50% concentration at 38° C.,

but in the presence of a small amount of oxidized gasoline

gave low yield of gum. Di-isobutylene and octane-2 did

not oxidize, however, at this temperature, even in presence

of oxidized gasoline.

Unpublished portions of the above work from the

author’s laboratory have indicated that different cracked
gasolines show the same gum peaks at the same plac^
on the boiling-point curves, differing only in the amount
ofgum found; this latter increases with the temperature of
the original cracking. In other words, a more highly

racked psoline forms more gum, but this is presumably
because it contains more of the same unstable hydrocar-

bems responsible for gum in a less cracked gasoline. The
autoxidation, to gum-like substances, of conjugated diole-

fines and the comparative stability of the non-conjugated
compounds of the same class, has been brought out clearly

by Kogerman [33, 1930]. In w(H-k referred to above it is

interesting to note that 2,4-hexadiene and 2-methyl-

2,4-pentadiene took up 2 mols ofoxygen per pair ofdouble

bonds, while 2,3-dimethyl-l,3-butadiene absorbed only

1 atom of oxygen per molecule.

The compounds in the second rank of instability, those

oxidized through the diolefinic or cyclo-olefinic peroxides,

may well include substances like 1,2-dimethyl-cyclohexane

and -cyclopentane, which have been shown by Chavanne

[10, 1929, 1932] to be attacked slowly by gaseous oxygen.

The autoxidation of cyclohexene to give liquid and resinous

peroxides and peroxides of polymers, as brought out by
Stephens [60, 1928, 1931] and by Zelinskii and Borissov [70,

1930] points to cyclohexene as oxidizable to resins, even

if too stable to act as an initiator of oxidation at low
temperatures.

All the above work leads more or less to the same con-

clusions. The suggestions of Wagner and Hyman [66,

1930] that per-acids rather than peroxides are the chief

intermediate in gum formation would seem to be doubtful

because of an experiment by Yule and Wilson [69, 1931].

They subjected two portions of a freshly cracked gasoline

to storage and gum test in presence of an addition of
gummy gasoline, one part of which had been washed with

sodium carbonate solution and the other not so washed.

No diminution of gum formation was caused by the alkali

washing as might have been expected if per-acids were
the active agents. In this case, peroxides and not per-

acids would be responsible for the gum.
Another minor difference lies in the statement by Morrell,

Dryer, Lowry, and Egloff that residual gum on evaporation

is low in acids, whereas Story, Provine, and Bennett con-

cluded that gum, both precipitated and residual, is mostly

acids. The explanation presumably lies in the fact that the

latter authors determined acids by alcoholic saponification,

and the former by titration in water. The more drastic

treatment would locate acids not recognized by the milder

process, and the conclusion of Story, Provinc, and Bennett

is presumably correct.

Theory of Gum Formation.

In the present confused state of the literature on hydro-

carbon peroxides it does not seem wise to formulate

specific reactions for the production of such compounds
from gasoline. Their structure is not known, and even

their existence has not been definitely proved. Such
peroxides as have been isolated vary considerably in pro-

perties, and there is some possibility that the freshly formed
peroxides active in the gum reaction may differ consider-

ably from the compounds which have been or can be
isolated. The physical chemistry of the subject is even less

definite. As a working hypothesis we may assume that

molecular oxygen reacts with conjugated diolefines,

rapidly when they are activated by sunlight or heat, more
slowly in the dark or ordinary temperature, to form com-
pounds which respond to empirical tests for peroxides;

they are apparently active oxidizing agents and catalysts

for oxidation. In the absence of further activating energy

these substances are reduced or converted, with oxidation

of other, more stable constituents of the gasoline. If

activating energy is supplied, the peroxide content is main-
tained, and oxidation of the other hydrocarbons continues

actively through the peroxides. Presumably the compounds
of different stability levels are attacked in tum—cyclic

olefines, simple olefines. See. The reaction may be an
autocatalytic one; larger quantities ofmore active catalysts



hiG. 1. Intake and exhaust valves from small experimental engine operated

on poorly relincd vapour-phase cracked gasoline of copper dish gum number
about 900

Temperature ®C.
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Fig. 2. Distribution as to boiling-point of the chief gum-forming constituents of a vapour-phase cracked
gasoline
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may be required as the attack ascends the levels of stabi-

lity. Whether or not this is true, it is probable that at

least part of the peroxide content disappears by direct

reaction with unsaturated hydrocarbons.

The Prileschaev reaction [48, 1912] involving production

of alkylene oxides from olefines and peroxides, by direct

transfer of active oxygen, is well known; the alkylene

oxides in certain cases arc hydrolysed to glycols, which

can be dehydrated, with rearrangement to ketones. In

some cases the alkylene oxides are so unstable that they

decompose directly to aldehydes containing one less carbon

than the original compound. It should be remembered
that much of Prileschaev’s work was on hydrocarbon

derivatives, alcohols, &c., rather than on hydrocarbons.

Such compounds are undoubtedly produced during gaso-

line oxidation. Whatever mechanism be assumed, the

production of aldehydes and ketones from peroxides of

olefinic hydrocarbons is well knovm, and the conversion

of these compounds to high molecular weight acids is

readily understood. The fact noted by Story, Provine,

and Bennett that the lower molecular weight acids re-

covered are unsaturated suggests again the importance

of diolefines in the general mechanism of oxidation.

Where the supply of oxygen is not limited and the acti-

vating energy is supplied, oxidation advances so far that

oxidation products separate out as an immiscible phase,

made up of rather volatile aldehydes and ketones, low
molecular weight acids, higher acids, unstable peroxides,

and probably a little water. When this is heated, evapora-

tion of volatile compounds occurs, together with decom-
position and condensation of the unstable, non-volatile

substances. The end product is a non-volatile resin, made
up mostly of high molecular weight acids, perhaps re-

sembling abietic acid. Where the concentration of oxida-

tion products is not high no phase separates out, but

essentially the same kind of non-volatile resin is recovered

when the gasoline is evaporated.

Gum Formation in Motor Benzols.

The formation of gum in motor benzols was referred to

in the early part of this discussion. The joint reports of the

National Benzole Association and the University of Leeds

have described the research work of Hoffert and Claxton,

which established for coal-tar benzol fuels essentially the

same mechanism for gum formation as has subsequently

been shown for petroleum gasoline. Crude benzol

mixtures are, theoretically at least, simpler in composition

than cracked gasoline, and the oxidation with subsequent

gumming can be attributed with greater probability to

such compounds as cyclopentadiene or its dimer, styrene,

and indene and couraarone, where the boiling-point of the

benzol goes high enough to include such compounds. The
presence and reactions of these compounds are known.
Apparently conjugated and cyclic diolefines, such as cause

trouble in gasoline, are not excluded by any existing experi-

mental work. The likelihood is, however, that the thermal

history of the coal-tar light oil is such that these highly

unstable substances do not survive.

The Formation of Gum in Gas-distributii^ Systems.

The formation of gum in the systems distributing manu-
factured gas has been recognized within the past 10 years

as a cause of much trouble. It was encountered with

carburetted water gas somewhat earlier, and its causes and
remedies are discussed in the publications of R. L. Brown
[8, 1923, 1925]. The gum is attributed to the oxidation and

1021

polymerization of indene and styrene and similar com-
pounds produced in the cracking of the gas oil employed
for the carburetting operation. Brown showed that where
cracking of the gas oil was insufficient or incomplete, the

proportion of these compounds rose to troublesome pro-

portions. Since a cracking insufficient for water-gas

carburetting is much too drastic for making gasoline, it

may be seen that the two problems differ basically. Gum
of the type just discussed is known to the gas industry as

liquid-phase gum. The material known as vapour-phase

gum is encountered in coal gas and coke-oven gas. It

is usually dry and powdery, and is strongly acid, whereas
liquid-phase gum is nearly neutral. It has been studied

by Wenzel [68, 1933]and byFulweiler[26, 1932;67, 1933-4].

It is attributed to the oxidation of unsaturated compounds
by oxides of nitrogen in the gas; these latter, presumably,
originate in reactions of the air in the iron-oxide purifying

installations.

Testing for Gum Content

The testing of gasolines for gum content has undergone
rapid development during recent years. The earliest test,

and for many years the only one used, was the copper-dish

evaporation test. This was developed, according to E, W.
Dean [15, 1919], in the laboratory of the Atlantic Refining

Co. for the examination of aviation gasoline. In 1920 Dean
[16] described it as an unsatisfactory test because of the diffi-

culty in reproducing results and the large influence of varia-

tion in details of manipulation. It was at that time employed
as an indication ofcontent of corrosive sulphur compounds.
The test as described in Technical Paper 323-B, Bureau

of Mines, in 1927 involves evaporating 100 c.c. of gasoline

in a hemispherical copper dish approximately 3i in. in

diameter, freshly polished, on an actively boiling steam
bath. Steam must come in contact with the outer surface

of the dish up to the line of the gasoline. The dish is left

on the bath imtil all volatile material has disappeared. In
many laboratories a step involving drying the dish in an
air oven for 30 min. at 1 10" C. has been added, in an effort

to eliminate the variable caused by incomplete evaporation

and to remove water. Elementary sulphur or corrosive

sulphur compounds colour the dish grey or black, and any
weighable residue, expressed in milligrams per 100 c.c. of
gasoline, is considered to be gum. Obviously any other

non-volatile material dissolved in the gasoline, such as

lubricating oil, will appear as gum in this test. It is un-
satisfactory in several ways. The rate ofevaporation affects

the results considerably, since the longer any part of the

gasoline remains in the dish, the more opportunity it has
for oxidation. Even if the rate of heating and the control

of air currents over the dish are reproduced, variations in

the volatility of the gasoline will ^ect the results. Thus
a highly cracked and very unstable gasoline, if it is veiy

volatile, can give a lower gum figure than a better refined

gasoline which evaporates more slowly. It will be seen
that the test serves a double purpose, tot, of determining
any non-volalile gum present at the time of test, and,
second, of oxidizing at least part of the unstable hydro-
carbons to gum during the test, by air oxidation catalysed

by the copper surface. Since the two effects cannot be
distinguish^, the procedure serves as a qualifying test,

but not as a rating test. A gasoline passing it is likely to

be of good quality, but, except for wide variations, one
cannot say how bad a gasoline is which does not pass the

test.

Some figures as to the magnitude of the resulu are of
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interest. In 1920 Dean set 30 mg. per 100 c.c. as a dividing

line between gasolines of low gum content and those of

hi^ gum content. Over a period of 10 years American

motor gasolines not containing lubricating oil have

averaged from 10 to 35 mg. per 100 c.c. ; aviation gasolines

have been unofficially held to 3 mg. per 100 c.c. by many

producers and purchasers; unrefined cracked gasolines

will show from 300 mg. to as much as 1 ,000 mg. per 100 c.c.

for the high-temperature vapour-phase type of cracking.

In 1922 Smith and Cooke [57], recognizing the faults

of the copper-dish method, used glass dishes on a water bath,

and in 1925 Cooke [13], introduced the steam-oven test in

which the gasoline sample is evaporated in a porcelain dish

placed in an oven through which steam is passing. This

test, though never well standardized, has been widely

used. A procedure devised by D. R, Stevens and employed

in the author’s laboratory involved the use of a 50-c.c.

sample of gasoline in a 3i-in. porcelain evaporating dish.

This was set in an insulated copper oven through which

steam heated to 240“ F. was pass^ at a rate just sufficient

to show at the outlet of the oven. The evaporation period

was 16 hr.; at the end of this time the dish was dried for

30 min. at 105“ C. before weighing. This procedure gave

reproducible results. The test serves to determine non-

volatile gum in the gasoline at the time of test, and the

results are much lower in magnitude than the copper-dish

figures. Up to 10 or 12 mg. per 100 c.c. is perhaps a fair

average for commercial gasolines, and 25 mg. per 100 c.c.

is a fairly high figure.

The first definite tests proposed for separate determina-

tion of preformed or existing gum, and of potential gum
to be expected after a long period of storage, were those

of Voorhees and Eisinger [65, 1929]. The preformed gum
was measured by a modification of the Cooke steam-oven

test; 50-c.c. samples were evaporated in 200-c.c. Pyrex

glass dishes in a current of steam at a temperature of

320-50“ F. for 10 hrs. The residue represents the gum
present at the time of test. For estimating potential gum
20-c.c. samples were heated in a steam bath in 500-c.c.

flasks filled with oxygen, for 5 hrs. At the end of this time

the sample was evaporated in a porcelain or glass dish in

a steam oven. The rubber stoppers employed to close the

flasks caused trouble, since the gasoline vapour attacked

them, and particles of rubber dropped off, increasing the

gum values irregularly. In the author’s laboratory ginger-

ale bottles closed with cork-gasketed bottle-caps served

to avoid this difficulty. By this test stable gasolines showed

values up to 50 mg. per 100 c.c., and highly cracked un-

refined stocks yielded several thousand mg. per 100 c.c.

Voorhees and Eisinger’s oxygen absorption test, mentioned

above, was described at this time, but was not employed

for testing.

Testing for potential gum and for stability in storage was

advanced substantially soon after this by Hunn, Fischer,

and Blackwood [31, 1930] who described the oxygen-

stability test in essentially its present form. A sample of

100 c.c. of the gasoline was heated to steam-bath tempera-

ture, under a pressure of oxygen 100 lb, when cold, in a

glass bottle contained in a small steel bomb connected to

a recording pressure gauge. The pressure rose on heating

to about 130 lb. and stayed approximately constant during

the induction period for the oxidation, after which it began

to drop as oxygen was absorbed. For a gasoline stable

enough for long storage (presumably 6 months to a year)

they found an induction period of about 3^ hrs. Careful

fgaminatinn ofthe pressure curves shows that the pressure

PETROLEUM
rises very slightly before the ‘break’. This is presumaWy
due to the formation of volatile oxidation products in

small amount and without corresponding absorption of

oxygen. This phenomenon is shown in Fig. 4, on p. 1025.

For determining gum existing at the time of test they

proposed an air-jet evaporation method, in which 100 c.c.

ofthe gasoline in question, in a porcelain dish on a boiling-

water bath, was evaporated by a standardized air stre^
playing on the centre of the gasoline surface. Evaporation

required about 15 min. and subsequent drying at 105° C.

to constant weight, 2 to 3 hrs. The results agreed closely

with the Cooke steam-oven test. A similar test was
described later by Littlejohn, Thomas, and Thompson
[37, 1930]; by suitable dilution, the total amount of gum
deposited was kept below 1 1 mg. and the drying was at

150“ C.

An alternative stability test, involving the measurement

of the volume of oxygen absorbed by a sample of gasoline

shaken at steam-bath temperature and atmospheric pres-

sure, was proposed byVoorhees, and is described byRogers,

Bussies, and Ward [53, 1933].

The oxygen-stability test and its validity for predicting

the ageing properties of gasoline have been discussed and

criticized by Aldrich and Robie [1, 1932], by Ramsay

[49, 1932], and by Ramsay and Davis [50, 1933]. The
former point out that the induction period varies inversely

with the pressure, and directly with the temperature in

such a way that tests at two temperatures are necessary

before the time-stability curve can be extrapolated to pre-

dict stability in storage; Ramsay reached essentially the

same conclusion. Ramsay and Davis criticized the appara-

tus, and showed that a true induction period could be

determined if a correction for lag in heating was applied.

As an alternative they proposed that the apparatus be

standardized rigidly.

It would seem that the value of such refinements in the

test is doubtful unless a standardized condition of storage

can be set up. It is obvious that the rate of oxidation will

vary with ratio of surface to volume, with the temperature,

the material, and cleanliness of the storage tank and with

other similar conditions.

For the determination of existing gum the condition is

only slightly different. The determination can be made
precisely reproducible, but since the ultimate significance

of the test in its relation to engine deposits from the

gasoline is uncertain, and since, further, engines and their

service conditions vary widely, there is some question here

also about the importance of high precision. Recent

developments in this test have taken the direction of a

standardization of the air-jet method. It was compared

with the steam-bath evaporation method by Bridgeman

and Aldrich [3, 1931] and the influence of temperature of

evaporation was investigated by Bridgeman and MoUtor

[4, 1933]. From these studies it is concluded that volume

evaporated and temperature of evaporation do not change

the relative results as to gum content for a series of gaso-

lines. In 1932 the American Society for Testing Materials

had two modifications of the test under consideration.

In the first, evaporation was on a steam bath, and in the

second, on an ethylene-glycol bath at 180-90“ C., flow

rate and other details being essentially the same. Becatise

of the economy in time realized, the latter has been pre-

ferred. It was first described by Mulligan, Lovell, and

Boyd [47, 1932]. It is now a tentative standard method

of the A.S.T.M. Serial Designation D 381-34 t. A 50<.c.

sample of the gasoline is evaporated from a 100-c.c,
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beaker in an air stream of 1 litre per min. The air is heated

to 305-20° F. (151-7-160° C.) by passing through a coil

in a bath of ethylene glycol and the beaker is set in the

same bath. The results are expressed in mg. per 100 c.c.

Evaporation at this high temperature gives results appreci-

ably lower than either the air-jet evaporation method at

100° C. or the steam-oven method of Cooke. Since all

results are relative the difference is not significant.

Opinion is well crystallized as to the need for two tests,

one determining dissolved gum actually present at the

time of treating, and the other measuring the probable

life of the gasoline in storage. The first is important for

the use of the gasoline in engines and the other for the

keeping of the product. Since engines vary and storage

conditions vary, it does not seem that great precision in

the tests or exact correlation between testing and service

are required. Whatever is done will throw valuable light

on the situation, but there will presumably exist a margin
of uncertainty about the safe limits of both the amount of
gum likely to cause trouble in any particular engine and
the amount of oxidation likely to occur in any particular

storage place.

Minor variations on the above tests and additional tests

have been employed to some extent. The so-called oxygen-

stability gum, for instance, is the amount of gum deter-

mined by evaporation in steam after the sample of gasoline

has been oxidized for4 hrs. in the oxygen-stability apparatus,

irrespective of the induction period. It is useful chiefly

for comparison purposes. Exposure of samples under

definite conditions to 10 hrs. and to 20 hrs. of sunlight has

been practised, and in the author’s laboratory standardized

exposure for 4 hrs. to light from a 110-volt quartz-mercury

arc lamp has been found useful. In all these cases gum
content is determined by evaporation in a steam oven
after exposure, and, if desired, the induction period can be
measured.

Gum Tolerance of Gasoline Engines

The amoimt of gum which can be tolerated in a gasoline

engine without trouble from deposits is a matter of much
uncertainty. There is some popular misunderstanding as

to what causes valve trouble in engines. Valves stuck in

their guides are not uncommon, but they are almost
without exception exhaust valves; this difficulty is to be
attributed to lubricating oil depositing on the valve guide

and being decomposed by the hot exhaust gas to form
a solid which builds up and binds the stem. It is difficult

to imagine any appreciable amount of gum persisting

through the flame area and dropping out on the exhaust-

valve stem. As a matter of fact, it is general experience in

experimental work on gum-bearing gasolines to find the

deposits on the intake-valve stems and guides and in the

intake system, and not on the exhaust valve. Clogged

intake-valve systems are almost imknown in automotive

practice at present, and this serves to indicate that the

gasoline sold is sufficiently low in gum content to be well

on the safe side. That gum trouble can be very real with

gasolines of high gum content is indicated by photographs

of engine parts published by Voorhees and Eisinger and
by Hunn, Fischer, and Blackwood (loc. cit.). Fig. 1 shows
the intake and exhaust valves of an experimental engine

operated in the author’s laboratory for 5 hrs. on a poorly

refined vapour-phase cracked gasoline having a gum
content, by copper-dish evaporation, of about 900. The
engine stalled at this point. It will be noted that the

exhaust valve is relatively clean.

The engine experiments of Voorhees and Eisinger in-

volved laboratory tests with a small single-cylinder air-

cooled unit (Delco) sold for power generation on farms.

There was some variation in the speed, load, and length of

test, so that conditions were not exactly reproducible; a

5-gal. lot of each fuel was consumed for a test. The signi-

ficance of the copper-dish, oxygen-gum, and steam-oven

gum tests were considered; the results pointed to the fact

that the potential gum by oxidation and the copper-dish

gum were not significant, but that the steam-oven value

gave some indication of deposits to be anticipated. Two
cars run on the road gave similar results. The data ob-

tained suggested that gasoline containing more than 10 mg.
per 100 c.c. of gum by the Cooke steam-oven test might

produce a noticeable deposit under severe conditions.

Water-cooled Delco engines were used by Hunn, Fischer,

and Blackwood, the engine temperatures thus not going

as high as with the air-cooled units. The conclusion as to

significance of tests is of the same nature as that from the

studies of Voorhees and Eisinger. The copper-dish test

was found to be of no value in predicting deposits. The
air-jet test at steam-bath temperatures was preferred over

the Cooke steam-oven test. From 10 to 20% of the gum
present by the air-jet test was recovered from the engines

as deposited material. By a road test on a single automo-
bile equipped with an overhead valve engine operated

during three 5,000-mile periods it was noted that a gasoline

containing 10 mg. per 100 c.c. of dissolved gum gave no
trouble. One of 25 mg. gave noticeable loss of power after

3,000 miles, and a fuel of 50 mg. gum content showed loss

of power and some valve sticking.

The idea that intake manifold temperature influenced

the amount of deposit from a gum-baring gasoline was
suggested by one experiment of Voorhees and Eisinger.

This was brought out independently and somewhat later

by Marley and Gruse [39, 1932]. A single-cylinder water-

cooled Delco and two full-sized single-cylinder water-

cooled experimental engines, one L-head and the other

valve-in-head, were employed; the fuels were gasolines

ranging up to 35 mg. per 100 c.c. of preformed gum by the

steam-oven test. Intake mixture temperatures were
regulated over the range encountered in automobile
practice, up to 90° C. (194° F.). Gum-depositing tendency

was measured by scraping and weighing the deposits from
intake manifold, intake valve, and valve chamber. It was
found at low intake temperatures (40° C. — 104° F.) the

gum content made very little difference, no appreciable

deposits being obtained with gasolines varying from 3 to

35 mg. preformed gum. As temperature rose, the deposits

increased with the temperature except for the 3-mg. fuel,

which left a clean engine under all conditions. The air-

fuel mixture ratio made no difference at low temperatures,

but at high temperatures the richer mixtures left more gum.
By observing carbon deposits (the deposit in the combus-
tion chamber) it was found that at high temperatures,

when gum dropped out in the intake system, the carbon
deposit did not change with gum content of the fuel. At
low intake temperatures some of the gum was carried on
into the engine and increased the combustion-chamber
deposit in proportion to its amount in the gasoline. This

is illustrated in Fig. 3. No attempt was made in this work
to set gum tolerances for commercial gasolines, but it

was pointed out that the conditions were more severe than

for road practice, and that trouble would not be encoun-

tered in automotive engines so soon as it occurred in these

experiments. The present uncertainty about gum tolerance
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Fio. 3. Influence of gum content of gasoline and of intake tem-
perature on amount and distribution of deposits in the engine.

is well presented in a good summary of the situation by
Egloff, Morrell, Wirth, and Murphy [21. 1930]. They
suggest that 10 mg. per 100 c.c. by the air-jet test and
25 mg. per 100 c.c. by the copper-dish test will characterize

satisfactory fuels, but there is no present basis for saying

how much more gum could be carried before trouble would
be encountered.

Use of Oxidation Inhibitors

Introduction.

References to the action of specific compounds in slowing
down or preventing the oxidation by air of oxidizable

substances are scattered through the chemical literature

for the past hundred years. An intelligent recognition of
the existence of inhibitors of oxidation is more a matter of
the past 20 years. In the rubber industry it was recognized
about 1912 that certain accelerators of vulcanization added
age-resistance to the rubber in which they were incor-

porated. Identification of age-resistors as independent of
accelerators occurred about 1917 [14, 1934], The publica-

tions of Moureu and Dufraisse [46] on anti-oxidants began
in 1922, although their work started much earlier. In
1926 Smith and Wilson [58] published a study of the

effect of inhibiting agents on the absorption of oxygen by
unsaturated substances such as fats, fatty oils, rubber, &c.
The application of these ideas to hydrocarbon motor fuels

apparently occurred first in En^nd and with motor
benzols. These products when used without refining

caused recognizable motor trouble because of resin

deposits, and treating with sulphuric acid to avoid this

caused much higher losses than in the case of the cracked
gasolines made at that time—8 or 9% as against 2 or 3%.
The influence of phenols in preventing the formation of
resin in motor benzol was reported by the Benzole Research
Committee in its Fourth Report [32, 1927]. Tricresol was
observed to be effective in concentration as low as 0-04%.
The use of ortho- and para-cresol is discussed by Hoffert

and Claxton [30, 1933].

Anti-oxidants for Gasoline.

The first published account of the use of oxidation
inhibitors for cracked gasoline is that by Egloff, Faragher,
and Morrell [20, 1929]. They recognized that loss of anti-

knock value, darkening of colour, and development of
gum were all caused by oxidation, and found that these

effects could be delayed or prevented by adding anti-

oxidants. Aniline, hydroquinone, naphthalene, and anthra-

cene in the amount of0- 1 % were found to prevent deteriora-

tion of anti-knock value during an accelerated oxidation

test (5 hrs. at 212° F. in an atmosphere of oxygen), and the

same substances, with the addition of dimethyl a^ine and
urea, were effective for delaying gum formation, either

by the oxidation test or by exposure to sunlight for 24 hrs.

The effects at these concentrations were very definite,

copper-dish gum being reduced in some cases from 330
to as low as 1 0. The results for preservation of light colour,

while equally definite, were less regular, in the sense that

an inhibitor was sometimes effective for one gasoline, but

not for another. Aniline was not active for this purpose,

and a number of compounds, not effective in gum pre-

vention, proved to have value for colour preservation.

This test involved exposure to sunlight for 24 hrs.

This exploratory work was followed by more detailed

studies from the same laboratory [22, 1932-3]. Instead

of OT % of added substance, 0 0 1 % was used; instead of
an accelerated oxygen test involving heating for 5 hrs. in

a glass bottle in a steam bath, the high-pressure oxygen
test of Hunn, Fischer, and Blackwood, 4 hrs. in a steel

bomb, was employed. A wide range of substances was
tested and accelerated tests were checked against storage

in glass bottles with access of air. A single example will

show the degree of effectiveness of the compounds studied:

Gasoline at beginning .

After 6 months' storage
-+ Alpha-naphthol,
0 01 %, at beginning .

After 6 months

Cum
1

Colour, Copper Air Octane
Sayholt dish jet no.

19 85 4 77
11 842 538

j

66

19 14 6
!

77
16 12 2 74

Induction

period,

15

over 240

Nearly 200 compounds were tested. Substances showing
pronounced inhibiting properties belonged in general to

the classes of phenols and aromatic amines. However,
the simple phenols and amines were found to be rather

low in inhibiting value. Really effective compounds fell

chiefly into the classes of substances containing one of the

following structures:

More than one hydroxyl or amine group;
Aromatic hydroxyl -faromatic amine;
Aromatic hydroxyl or amine and alkyl groups;

Aromatic hydroxyl or amine and othermodifyinggroups

;

Aromatic secondary amine.

The most effective phenols were catechol, pyrogallol, and
alpha-naphthol; para-aminophenol fell in the same class.

The best amines were para-phenylene diamine and para-

diaminodiphenyl amine, but they were at best much less

active than the phenols just listed. Thio-diphenyl amine
was better than the simple amines, but less active than
the phenols. The authors followed this study by a cor-

relation of inhibiting value with critical oxidationr poten-

tial, the latter being defined according to Fieser [24,

1930] as the potential at which the rate of oxidation of
the reducing agent in an electrometric oxidation-reduc-

tion system becomes so small as to be just detectable.

Where both values can be determined it has been found
to be about 0T36 volt below the normal oxidation-

reduction potential for the oxidation of one hydrogen
atom and 0-068 volt below the normal value for oxidation

of two hydrogen atoms in one compound. The figures for
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critical oxidation potential used in the correlation were
those determined by Fieser, except for a small number
calculated according to rules devised by him. Inhibiting

values in the oxygen-pressure apparatus produced by
0*00005 mol of the chemical in 100 g. of gasoline were
compared with the oxidation values, and it was found that

in general substances of little or no inhibiting value

CRACKED QA30UNE BLEND. UNINHIBITED

IZO4 T -
1 3iHR5

IlOU

__— CRACKED GASOLINE BLEND
PLUS 000ES7,
O ' NAPHTHOL4 6tHR9 N

1 1

130

izo

110

too

CRACKED GASOLINE BLEND

1

n
1

jL —
10HR3

L_

kI
. - _ . 9 »0 n It 13 14 15

TIME HOURS

Fig. 4. Time-pressure curves on an oxygen stability apparatus for

a cracked gasoline uninhibited, and inhibited wall small propor-
tions of a-naphthol.

possessed critical oxidation potentials of 1064 volts and
above; inhibitors of intermediate value fell in the class

from 0-799 to 1-043 volts and the powerful inhibitors

showed values between 0-609 and 0-797 volt. A consider-

able number of exceptions were encountered, but some of
these could be explained on the basis of side reactions to

which the compounds were liable. Later work showed an
approximate relation between the critical oxidation

potentials of the inhibitors employed and the stability in

storage of the gasolines protected [19, 1935].

The value of substituted amino phenols, specifically,

monobenzyl para-amino-phenol, and dibcnzyl para-amino-

phenol was brought out by Rogers and Voorhees [55,

1933]. For certain gasolines the monobenzyl compound
is (in the same concentration) appreciably more effective

in raising the induction period than are hydroquinone,

catechol, and alpha-naphtihol, and slightly more effective

than pyrogallol. This is shown by data of Rogers and
Voorhees.

Induction periodfor
0-002% concentra-

tion (min.)

140
150

190
.^10

345

The induction period is that determined by the shaking

test of Voorhees [64, 1933] and not the pressure oxidation

test of Hunn, Fischer, and Blackwood [31, 1930].

It is generally understood that the functioning of an
inhibitor involves only the delaying of the oxidation. Once
the induction period has been passed, the oxidation sets

in and is assumed to follow the course which it would have
taken earlier had the inhibitors not been present. Whether
this is precisely true is not certain; the gum formation may

Anti-oxidant

Hydroquinone
Catechol
Alpha-naphthol .

Pyrogallol .

Para-benzyl amino-phenol

go at a different rate or to some extent in a different

direction; but it is true practically. It may safely be as-

sumed that once the period of protection is over, gum
formation will proceed approximately as it does in the
unprotected gasoline. The relatively close correspondence
of pressure curves of a gasoline with and without an
anti-oxidant (in this case alpha-naphthol) is shown in

Fig. 4.

The prevention of darkening of colour of gasolines by
addition of inhibitors is closely related to the prevention
of oxidation. The preferred materials for this purpose are

tributyl and triamyl amines, added in amounts of the order
of 0-002%. The matter is discussed by Sorg [59, 1935].

An interesting modification of the use of anti-oxidants

for gasolines involves the use of inhibitors which are dyes,

and which will fade or change colour as they arc depleted.

Another variation involves the use of a dye which will

change colour when oxidized, the oxidation being pre-

vented by the inhibitor introduced to protect the gasoline.

Such systems are described by Lowry, Egloff, Morrell,

and Dryer [36, 1935].

Anti-oxidants for Lubricating Oils.

The inhibitors so far discussed have been considered in

connexion with gasoline only. The application of anti-

oxidants to lubricating oils has lagged considerably behind
their use for motor fuels, because of a less urgent need.

While oxidation is no doubt an important factor in the

deterioration of lubricating oils, the latter arc exposed to

other adverse influences, catalytic, thermal, and mechani-
cal, which make it difficult to determinejust how important
oxidation alone may be. There is a large literature on the
oxidation of turbine lubricating oils and insulating oils.

More recently attention has been given to the influence of
oxidation in the deterioration of gasoline engine oils [17,

1933; 54, 1934]. The oxidation of pharmaceutical white
oil was studied under various conditions by Haslam and
Frolich [28, 1927] and by Mead [41, 1927]; the inhibiting

influence of nitrobenzene, nitrotoluene, and sulphur was
noted. The oxidation of lubricating oils may show itself

in various ways depending on the oil itself, the nature of
the oxidizing conditions, the extent of the oxidation, and
the interest of the investigator. A medicinal oil may be
ruined by the development of slight taste or odour; a
turbine oil will tolerate only a small amount of acidic

oxidation products, and a Diesel engine lubricating oil

is still acceptable with a slight content of both acidic

products and of insoluble sludge. There is no agreement
as to the form of oxidation tests to be applied to lubricating

oils nor as to the significance of any test in its relation to
expected service.

In view of such uncertainty it can be said that the use
of anti-oxidants in lubricating oils is essentially unde-
veloped. It is reported that steam-turbine oils containing
0-1% of beta-naphthol have been sold, and there are a few
scattered references in the patent literature to the use of
other anti-oxidants, phenyl-alpha-naphthylamine [12,

1929], maleic acid [11, 1904], diphenylamine, gallic acid,

and dibutyl resorcinol [52, 1932], and lead tetraethyl [38,

1932]. The general subject is so complicated that any
development that is likely to occur soon will probably
follow the line of empirical effort to suppress some parti-

cular manifestation of oxidation, such as acidity in turbine

oils, sludge deposition in insulating oils, or both sludge and
acidity in gasoline engine oils.
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Meduudsm of Anti-oxidant Protection.

The mechanism by which anti-oxidants function is a
matter of practical as well as theoretical interest; it has

been the subject of much discussion. A chain reaction

may be postulated, and this has been done by Backstrom

[2, 1927]; and with the addition of a discussion of electric

changes, by Milas [42, 1929]. The explanation of Moureu
and Dufraisse [45, 1926] is perhaps more simple, and
adequate for the present purpose. It is apparently generally

true that an inhibitor of oxidation is itself easily oxidized;

at the same time there are present in the unstable sub-

stance (gasoline in this case) molecules similarly sensitive.

It is assumed that these hydrocarbon molecules form
peroxides with the molecular oxygen present, this change

occurring with an absorption of energy and thus between

activated rather than average molecules. The hydrocarbon

peroxides may oxidize the molecules of anti-oxidant or the

anti-oxidant may be oxidized directly by the oxygen

present, yielding in either case a peroxide of the anti-

oxidant. This may be represented

:

hydrocarbon+molecular oxygen
hydrocarbon peroxide I

hydrocarbon peroxide 1+inhibitor

-» hydrocarbon peroxide 11+ inhibitor peroxide

;

the two peroxides react to destroy each other and release

molecular oxygen

hydrocarbon peroxide 11+ inhibitor peroxide
-> hydrocarbon+inhibitor+molecular oxygen,

and this leaves the system in its original state. The alterna-

tive mentioned above, that the inhibitor peroxide might
be formed directly from the inhibitor and molecular

oxygen, does not change the final reaction or the final state.

hydrocarbon+molecular oxygen
-> hydrocarbon peroxide

inbibitor+molecular oxygen -> inhibitor peroxide

hydrocarbon peroxide+ inhibitor peroxide
- hydrocarbon+inhibitor+ molecular oxygen.

As above, the system returns to its original state. If it is

assumed that the oxidation to gum must proceed through
the peroxides, then the inhibitor blocks the path and one
molecule can decompose many activated peroxide mole-
cules just as one soldier in a defile can disarm a number
of enemies who can come at him only one at a time.

Ultimately the single defender is removed, and that is

what finally happens to the inhibitor. The protection is

not indefinite, and is measured by what has been termed
the induction period. Presumably the anti-oxidant, which
must be a highly reactive substance, readily imdergoes
side reactions leading to other products. Thus the in-

hibitor peroxide may be reduced directly by hydrocarbon
mole^es in such a way as not to regenerate the original

inhibitor. In any case the anti-oxidant is gradually

removed or destroyed and the oxidation proceeds more or
less normally.

The Present Sltuatimi.

The anti-oxidants used commercially for gasoline at

present are believed to be chiefly alpha-naphthol, mono-
benzyl para-amino-phenol, and a material which is

probably a selected fraction of wood tar [35, 1932] con-

taining, presumably, a mixture of creosote, catechol, ethyl

guaiacol, mono-ethers of pyrogallol, and .some xylenols.

Pyrogallol and catechol have been considered to some
extent. The selection of these and similar compounds
depends on a variety of conditions. The effectiveness

changes with the gasoline stock to be protected and with

the conditions of storage; the solubility of the substance

in water (always present in gasoline storage) and its

partition coefficient between any particular gasoline and
water will be important; and finally, the price per arbitrary

unit of effective protection must be evaluated.

There are several ways of calculating the comparative

anti-oxidant protection afforded by several given sub-

stances. A gum-inhibiting index has been proposed by
Scheumann [56, 1933]; it is the average per cent, potential

gum reduction divided by the average concentration of
inhibitor in mg. per 100 c.c. The matter can also be ap-

proached by measuring the relative concentrations of
various compounds required to give a definite induction

period. Because of the variation in the response of the

same gasoline to different inhibitors and of different

gasolines to the same inhibitor, and further because of
the difficulty in continuing to produce over a time period

a cracked gasoline which is in every way uniform, cyclo-

hexene has been proposed as a reproducible chemical

reference hydrocarbon for evaluating anti-oxidants [18,

1935].

The use of oxidation inhibitors for gasoline has proved

useful; for lubricating oils it can hardly be said to have

begun. Much interest has been aroused in the subject,

however, and when the oxidation of lubricating oils in

various types of service is better understood, there is small

doubt that useful application of this method of hindering

deterioration will be possible.

The history of the gum problem is one of considerable

interest. The development of gum in gasoline was a few
years ago an important obstacle to any large extension of

the use of cracking in supplying the increasing demand for

motor fuel. It was at the same time the chief obstacle to

any large increase in the temperature of cracking, aimed
at the production of better anti-knock gasolines. Gum
development practically never came to the attention of
the gasoline-consuming public as a source of trouble in

automobiles; at present, because of the introduction of
anti-oxidants, it offers no threats. Future development may
involve the production of more stable cracked gasoline,

more permanent anti-oxidants, and more precise deter-

mination of the amount of gum which may be tolerated

in the most susceptible motors; no matter what these may
lead to, it is probable that the principle of inhibiting

oxidation of motor fuel by anti-oxidant chemicals is well

established.
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INDUSTRIAL OXIDATION OF PETROLEUM HYDROCARBONS
By A. W. BURWELL, Ph.D., F.A.LC.

Alox Corporation, New York

Ever since the true nature of petroleum has been recog-

nized, attempts have been made to produce other than

the laiown products—gases, fuels, illuminating oils, and
lubricating oils, using either the whole crude or fractions

thereof. Among the first attempts were those aimed at the

production of fatty acids to replace those existing in and
obtainable from vegetable and animal sources. In 1884

E. Schaal [17] in Germany made fatty acids from petro-

leum hydrocarbons, but not in commercial quantity. From
this time until about 1922 nothing resembling commercial

production of such bodies had been established. At that

time, probably due to the high prices of fats then prevailing,

a more intensive study was made, and patents began to

appear making various claims for fats and waxes made from
petroleum or other hydrocarbons.

The oxidation of petroleum may be grouped into three

main classes:

1. Oxidation of gaseous hydrocarbons.

2. Oxidation of liquid hydrocarbons.

3. Oxidation of paraffin wax.

A considerable literature has been accumulated in all of

these fields, and great discrimination must be used in

determining that of practical importance from much which

is extraneous. In this article only work which is of value

practically will be considered. For a much more exhaustive

discussion of the literature see The Chemistry ofPetroleum

Derivatives by Ellis [7, 1934].

Oxidation of Gaseous Hydrocarbons

Formaldehyde has been formed by the oxidation of

natural gas, consisting mainly of methane, with air, steam

being used as diluent, to prevent explosions or too greatly

localized oxidation, and in the presence of a metallic cata-

lyst [19, 1906]. A large number of metals and metallic

oxides were satisfactory as catalytic agents.

Subsequently, hydrocarbons of both the methane and
ethylene series were oxidized with air or oxygen at low
temperatures, using metallic oxides as catalysts, to produce
aldehydes and acids [16, 1908]. Much difficulty with the

process is experienced, however, since explosion occurs

directly the temperature of the catalyst reaches the point

of incandescence. The resultant acids and aldehydes of
tlie process usually contain one carbon atom less than the

original hydrocarbon. So far, however, no commercial
processes have been developed for the oxidation of gaseous
hydrocarbons.

Oxidation of Liquid Hydrocarbons

The oxidation of liquid hydrocarbons may be carried out
along four general lines:

(o) Oxidation in the vapour phase.

ib) Oxidation in the liquid phase during distillation.

(e) Oxidation in the liquid phase at high temperatures

and pressures.

id) Oxidation in the liquid phase at low temperatures

and pressures.

Oxidation in the Vapour Phase.

This type of oxidation is very difficult to control, and the

reaction is very sensitive to change in any one of the factors

which govern it: pressure, temperature, time of contact,

and proportion of constituents in the reaction zone.

When a mixture of hydrocarbon vapours and air is

passed through a heated reaction zone containing cata-

lysts, aldehydes and aldehyde acids are produced by J, H.
James [5, 1929]. The temperature in the reaction zone
varies between 230 and 500“ C., depending upon the type

of petroleum distillate undergoing oxidation, and upon the

efiiciency of the catalyst. Steam may be admitted in order

to complete vaporization in the case of heavy distillates.

Oxides of metals which are capable of exhibiting more than
one valency state are used as catalysts, e.g. vanadium or

molybdenum. In the process the oil and air are both led

into a healing and mixing vessel. The heated mixture of
hydrocarbon vapours and air is then passed through a
screen of the catalyst, and from there to a condenser. The
time of contact of the mixture with the catalyst is about

sec. A plant for the oxidation ofpetroleum in the vapour
stage is described by Bittler and James [2, 1928] and is

operating commercially for the production of ‘Aldehol ’,

trade name for a mixture used as an alcohol denaturant.

Another method has been proposed for the oxidation

of hydrocarbons in the vapour phase. The distillate is

cracked, and the lighter products obtained are then

oxidized [8, 1924, 1929]. By this method, not only are

monobasic acids produced in addition to aldehydes and
aldehyde acids, but also dibasic acids.

Oxidation in the Liquid Phase during Distillation.

No process has been devised up to the present time of
commercial value. In one process the oil is heated in a still

to a temperature slightly lower than its boiling-point, and
air is introduced through a perforated pipe near the bottom
of the still. After the commencement of the reaction the

heat generated is sufficient to maintain the temperature

and to cause distillation of the lighter portions [6, 1914].

The temperature is so regulated that hydrogen of the hydro-
carbon combines with the oxygen introduced. Steam may
be introduced with the air, reducing discoloration of the

still residue to a great extent. A similar method has been
patented by the Soci6t^ Anonyme des Combustibles Indus-

triels for the oxidation of hydrocarbons such as wood tar

and schist oils [18, 1905].

Oxidation in the Liquid Phase at High Pressures and
Temperatures.

A considerable amount of work has been done on the

oxidation ofpetroleum at high temperatures and pressures,

and results have been sufficiently encouraging to warrant
further effort. In one method crude petroleum, or its dis-

tillates, is mixed with powdered coal, coke, or peat, and
then hrated and oxidiz^ by passing air through the mass
[14, 1925]. If, for ocample, gas oil be used, the oil is heated

in a still to 260° C. at a pressure of 20 atm. Air is intro-
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duoed, and the temperature rises to 385-400° C., while the

mass is distilling. The distillate obtained during oxidation

separates upon standing into an upper, water>insoluble

layer, an intermediate layer, and an aqueous solution of
acids. Acids, phenols, and al^hydes are separated from the

top layer, and the residue of the layer is washed, treated

with sulphuric acid, and distilled to give a motor fuel. The
bottom aqueous layer contains acids, aldehydes, alcohols,

and ketones. On distillation it yields acetaldehyde and a
liquid which may be used as a resin solvent or added to

motor fuel to increase its anti-knock qualities. The residue

is treated with sulphuric acid and steam distilled to yield

gums.

Oxidation in the Liquid Phase at Low Pressures and
Temperatures.

Most of the work done in the oxidation of high-boiling

petroleum fractions has had the production of fatty acid

as its goal. In order to obtain fats or acids of reasonably

high molecular weight, simulating natural fats or their

acids, it is necessary to use hydrocarbons of at least the

lowest molecular weight from which the same molecular
weight of fat could be produced. This carries the boiling-

points of the hydrocarbons so high that in the vapour phase
cracking or splitting of the hydrocarbon molecule would
occur.

In the liquid phase, temperatures permitting of the slower

oxidation of the hydrocarbon can be employed without
chemical changes due to pyrolysis. Undesired decomposi-
tions do occur, but are in no wise due to the temperature

employed. They occur in the course of the oxidation

reactions with unaltered hydrocarbons. Almost no re-

actions with possibility of commercial outcome take place

smoothly without the use of catalysts. Usually metals

having multiple and changeable valencies are employed,
either as oxides or as salts soluble in the hydrocarbon
mixture. Oxides may be used alone, or extended over
materials such as pumice in order to present large surfaces.

Air is used for oxidation, except in the case of hydro-
carbons containing less than 10 carbon atoms. Due to
the difficulties of suppressing volatilization of these hydro-
carbons, oxygen is used. However, with power at the low
price to be obtained in many places adjacent to the sources

' of petroleum fractions, oxygen can be obtained at a suffi-

ciently low cost.

Pure straight-chain hydrocarbons (paraffin wax) do not
require a very high temperature, nor the presence of cata-

lysts, to be oxidized by means of air, nor is any pressure

above atmospheric required. However, probably the

largest amounts of hydrocarbon to-day are teing oxidized

by means of air under pressure (15-20 atm.) and at

temperatures seldom exceeding 160° C. [4, 1928, 1934].

The average molecular weight of the main body of the

product may be controlled in a general way by choosing
the fraction of crude. This is only true of low-temperature
oxidation. Vapour-phase oxidation produces lower mole-
cular weights than low-temperature liquid-phase oxidation

from the same starting material.

Chemical Reactions during Oxidation

Briefly, reactions take place by the simple addition of
oxygen to the molecule, and mainly at the beta-carbon

atom. Other additions take place later at other locations

in the chain or complex. Previous to work by Burwell

[3, 1928], practically all the Uterature assumed that the

n

reaction leading to the formation of acid was caused by
the oxidation of the CH, group. It may be observed that

at higher temperatures, especially cracking temperatures,

the oxidation is such as to attack preferentially the end
carbon atom, forming primarily aldehydes [15, 1929,

1931].

From analysis of the final products it was reasoned that

practically in no case was the end or methyl group attacked

:

that the general reaction involved primarily the beta—and
secondarily the gamma—carbon atom, and so on towards
the centre of the molecule. This would have been observed

by the first workers if they had worked with quantities of
material sufficient to have discovered the relatively small

amounts of volatile acids which are always formed. The
first experiments reported by Burwell involved the use of

200 lb. of hydrocarbon mixtures, and it was shortly dis-

covered that commercial uses could be obtained for the

products, and oxidation was started on not less than

1,000-lb. charges. It then became immediately apparent

that the course of the reaction was as already indicated:

2CH3CH»(CH,)„CHjjCH3+ O*
= CH3CH0HCH*(CH*)«,CH,CH,-|-

-HCH,CH*CHOHCH*(CH,)i,CH,CH,.

With the addition of more oxygen these are oxidized to:

CH3COCH,(CH3)»oCH»CHs

+

CH,CH,COCH,(CH,)i,CHtCH3 -|-2H3O, and

HCOOHHCX>CCH,(CH*)„CH,CH,+
H,C.C00H-|-H00C.CH,(CH,)„CH,CH3.

But in the meantime, oxygen has again attached itself

giving:

HOOCCH.(CH,),5CHOHCH,CH,CHs
or HOOCCH,(CH,)xoCHOHCH,(CH,)3CH,CH,.

There seems to be no reason why more dibasic acids should
not be formed, but only very small amounts have been
found, nor do the amounts of formic and acetic acids per-

mit of the formation of dibasic acids. The amounts of the

lower molecular weight acids from C5 up to Qo are small

(fractions of 1 %), so that they cannot be considered in this

connexion.

The acids corresponding to an empirical formula

Ci«Ha,0« contain a hydroxyl group and carbonyl group
in addition to the COOH group. The acids with formula

QtHsoOs contain a hydroxyl group ; the acids with formula

CuHmOs contain a carbonyl group; and the acids with

formula CxsHjoO* contain no other oxygen than the car-

boxylic group. These formulae, it must be understood, do
not refer to isolated acids, but to the mixture ofacids result-

ing from the oxidation of the mass and separation.

When it is considered that from 10 to IS% of formic add
and acetic acid is formed, the formic always being in

greater quantity than the acetic (equivalent weight con-
sidered), it becomes evident that the reaction producing
formic acid is more general than that which produces
acetic acid.

The main reaction is therefore for the oxygen first to

enter the molecule at the beta-carbon in ffie chain in

paraffin wax, assuming the latter to be a strai^t-chain

material. In the course of time, and probably with the

introduction of other oxygen atoms into the chain at other

points, this particular carbon atom becomes involved in

a loss of hydrogen, and becomes a ketone group. Then
with suffident oxygen in solution in the whole mass, under

the influence of the general reaction, the chain splits at
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the ketone ^oup, with the formation of two adds. As is

known, the ketone group almost always goes with the

larger molecule, and we have thus formic acid and an acid

of higher molecular weight which may be the rest of the

hydrocarbon.

Reactions increasing Oxygen in Molecule

During the time that this reaction is taking place other

atoms of oxygen are added to the molecules at other points,

so that the mixture of acids which is finally recovered is

found, from a careful checking of equivalent weights, to

have an average equivalent weight of approximately 2SS

where the material is made from paraffin wax having an
average of 24 carbon atoms. Such acids correspond to an
average of 12 to 14 carbon atoms when this mbeture of

hydrocarbons is used.

The production of acids having somewhat more than

the average molecular weight, if the chain had split in the

centre, is undoubtedly due to the solution or volatilization

of the readily water-soluble or volatile acids. This would
naturally increase the apparent molecular weight of the

mixture of acids remaining insoluble in water.

The main mass of acids derived from paraffin wax of 122

to 124° F. melting-point, averaging around 24 carbon

atoms, which have been freed from the accompanying in-

soluble ketonic alcoholic bodies, wiU have a molecular

weight of 255, as pointed out above. This when figured

out for 14 carbon atoms is found to correspond closely,

when we consider that we almost invariably have either a
ketone group, a hydroxyl group, or both in addition. In

such cases, the presence of the hydroxyl group is proved by

acetylation, and the presence of the carbonyl group by
acetylation, reduction of the mass, and reacetylation, the

carlwnyl group being reduced to the alcohol group by
sodium amalgam in about a week, the reacetylation show-

ing the formation of the additional hydroxyl group.

Care must be taken in making these acetylations to be

sure that any lactones which might be formed by reason of

the location ofthe hydroxyl group are held open by forming

the esters of the acids which otherwise immediately form
lactones upon liberation from their salts.

Products obtained from Low Temperature-Pressure

Oxidation in the liquid Phase

In the wash waters of the oxidation mass are also found
lactic acid and several of its homologues, as well as succinic

acid and one or two of the other dibasic acids in small

quantities. These reactions are easy to construct from the

above information.

The main amount of recovered material is about 100%
of the original hydrocarbon used, whereas the total pro-

duct, including water formed by oxidation of the hydro-

carbons, would undoubtedly go well over 150%.
The following acids have been separated: formic, acetic,

propionic, butyric, valeric, &c., up to and including C,o in

lessening quantities: none of them is seriously decomposed

by boiling at atmospheric pressure.

No attempt has b^ made to separate these acids more
dosely by fractionating their esters, but fractions having

dose to the molecular weight of the adds and boiling-

points reasonably close to those given in the literature have
been separated. Those derived from paraffin wax have the

odoor and the appearance of the straight-chain acids.

They differ in some other respects because they are never

nngje substances. Even up to Qo, as disclosed by their

molecutar weight, they do not solidffy even atlow termpera-

tures, the small amount of other impurity doubtless pre-

venting such solidification; it is doubtful if they are more
than 90% individuals, if that. Since the lighter distillates

which distil up to cracking temperatures from Pennsylvania

petroleum aremixtures ofstrai^t-chainandbranched-chain
hydrocarbons, acids made from such hydrocarbons have
quite a different appearance, and usually a very strong and
disagreeable odour: here again it is even more difficult to

separate individuals.

Mixtures can be reproduced of approximately the same
equivalent weight at the same temperatures of ffistillation,

but here, too, impurities of other nature are formed and are

hard to eliminate. Upon each redistillation more of the

materials will break down, particularly at the higher

temperatures, and unsaponifiable bodies are formed.

Distillation with steam will sometimes give somewhat better

odoiu-, and almost invariably better colour, but fractionat-

ing in the presence of steam is not satisfactory, and it is

more difficult to produce mixtures with any given equivalent

properties.

As the loss in manufacture is rather high, the final yield

of good coloured, reasonably pure acids, seldom exceeds

60 or 75% of the original hydrocarbon used. They are fairly

easyofproduction, and many uses havebeenfound forthem.

In particular, acids having boiling-points up to 300° C.

have a peculiar property. They do not become much more
viscous when cooled to —50° C., and in no case do they

become solid. They produce rather attractive-looking, oil-

soluble salts of the heavy metals, such as lead, manganese,

cobalt, 4&C., and are used to some extent for making paint

driers. As the equivalent weight can be controlled quite

readily, it is possible to obtain as much as 40 % of actual

lead in solution in gasoline.

Ester Formation

The formation of esters is less marked during oxidation

under pressure of paraffin wax than it is with most distil-

lates similarly oxidized. In the case of distillates, the

saponification to recover the acidsmust be made with excess

alkali and long heating with agitation. Even then a good
portion of the ester is not broken up. For instance, after

the oxidation mass, which has been oxidized to a point

where there is practically no original material left, has

been decompose, the recovery of actual acid with 25%
alkali, in considerable excess, does not exceed 35% of the

oxidLmd mass. If, however, this soap be separated, and the

remaining part of apparently unsaponifiable matter be
attacked with a 50% solution of caustic soda, and at

higher temperatures (pressure), another 30% computed on
the total mass can be recovered. This would indicate that

there is present at least 60 to 75% of esters, as the molecule

of alcohol is probably larger than the molecule of acid,

on the average. Examination of the reactions will make
this plain. This would mean that with 30% free acid it

might be possible to have a mixture of esters of secondary

alcohols. In all cases lactones are present, but for the

purposes of this discussion lactones are consideredas esters.

There is another possible reaction which should be given

consideration. It has been claimed that some of the higher

ketones break up as follows under the influence of strong

alkali:

(a) CH,CH,CH»COCH,(CH,);rCH,+NaOH
= CH,CH,CH,HCOONa-|-CH,(CH,)*CH,

(h) CH,(CH0*COCH,(CH^,CH,-|-NaOH
« CH,(CH,)j,OOONa-l-CH,(CH,)^
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It is known that many esters of the higher alcohols break
up upon distillation and form free acids and hydrocarbons

[9, 1908; 13, 1923].

However, by returning all unsaponifiable matter which
may contain small amounts of unattacked hydrocarbons,
but mainly alcohols, ketones, alcohol-ketones,and lactones,

it is found that this material, with additional quantities of
hydrocarbon, makes an easily oxidized mass. This mass, in

turn, is treated in the same way, the oxidation in each case

being carried to that point at which initial quantities of the
petroleum insoluble, oxidation-mass insoluble materials

ate formed.

It is these insoluble bodies, out of which it is not easy to

recover good quantities ofacceptable acids, which cause the

greatest losses.

The actual high percentage recovery from oxidation

masses is best made by saponifying with caustic soda,

returning the unsaponifiable portions, together with new
quantities ofhydrocarbon, to the oxidizer, decomposing the

soaps, and distilling the recovered acids. In this way a
somewhat better grade of acid is produced, but the cost of
the chemicals for the purpose enhances the cost of the acid

to such a point that it is cheaper to lose more of the

original mass of oxidized hydrocarbons.

Soaps from Acids produced by Oxidation

The acids produced by the low-temperature oxidation

(with pressure) of petroleum hydrocarbons combine with

alkalis to form soaps. However, the soaps so produced
have the undesirable property of dissolving or emulsifying

much of the intermediately oxidized material such as

alcohols (poly and simple), ketones, and alcohol-ketones.

The only convenient means of separation without decom-
position is by the action of immiscible solvents. Even so,

the cost is not too high, and from the purified acids

valuable soaps can be made. These soaps are especially

valuable in the textile industry, as they possess high solvent

activity and low svuface tension. Such soaps penetrate the

yarns, dissolving fats and waxes, thus leaving the hbre in a
high state of purity, permitting, for example, of very level

dyeing in the piece, and in all cases better and more perfect

work.
They have a more rapid and thorough effect than

sulphonated castor-oil soaps, and better results than
olive-oil soaps. They must, however, be very carefully

made, and be free from odour and unsaponifiable residues.

They can be made of almost any average molecular weight

desired : with low molecular weight they have very superior

wetting and penetrating properties.

Most of the soaps have a very disagreeable odour which
can however, be modified considerably by steaming the

aqueous solution, i.e. long boiling. Another more drastic

method which appears to have much promise is to pass

steam through masses of the dry soaps held at high

temperature [11, 1934].

No satisfactory means has been found for deodorizing

the products of vapour-phase oxidations.

Ozone oxidation is controlled by the location of the

double bond, and does not produce the enormous number
of oxidation products inherent in the two previously men-
tioned methods. Hence it probably does not give rise to

odoriferous products to the same degree. Deodorization

is therefore much more easily accomplished. In this con-

nexion it may be said that oxidation products made from
etraiihtohain paraffin wax have less offensive odours and
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aremore easily deodorized or covered than products derived
from fractions containing much branched-chain material.

Products Insoluble in Petroleum

The oxidation of petroleum hydrocarbons in the liquid

phase under conditions of low temperature with pressure

may ordinarily be carried to a point where fully 70% of the

weight of the original mass may be extracted in the form of

monocarboxylic acids. Many of the molecules will contain

one or more hydroxyl groups, and fully half will contain a
carbonyl group. The rest of the mass will consist of alco-

hols (mono and poly) with some ketones and some alcohol-

ketones. The whole mass will be soluble in caustic soda

(no unchanged hydrocarbons) and in unchanged petroleum

fraction (lubrication oils, &c.) practically in all proportions.

However, when petroleum distillates from Pennsylvania

crude are oxidized, and the amount of extractable acid has

reached a quantity equivalent in weight to 3S% of the total

original hydrocarbon mixture, material begins to appear
which is insoluble in the reaction mass. If at this point the

mass is diluted with a large proportion of wholly im-

oxidized fraction, a considerable amount of precipitate will

be formed which consists of a very dark, or black, viscous

mass of material consisting almost wholly of acids. If the

oxidation of the whole mass is continued from this point,

the amount of this insoluble acid material increases, and the

amount of petroleum-soluble acids contained in the mass
remains nearly constant: the unchanged and only partially

oxidized hydrocarbons (alcohols, ketones, and the like)

constantly diminish. Therefore, in order to obtain, from
a given amount of distillate fraction, the maximiun
amount of petroleum-soluble acids, it is necessary, either

in continuous process or in batch procedure, to remove the

partially oxidized mass from the oxidizer, and to remove
therefrom the acids, returning the unsaponifiable with

added quantities of hydrocarbon to the oxidation. In this

way maximum quantities of hydrocarbon-soluble acids

can be produced. Conversely, by continuing the oxidation

the insoluble acid is formed. This may be removed, and
the oxidation continued with fresh portions of the fraction,

and the whole eventually converted to the insoluble acids.

These acids, when sweetened and esterified (i.e. the methyl
or ethyl esters), make excellent softeners for nitrocellulose

for the production of artificial leather coatings. These
coatings are very stable to air and light, and the proportion

of nitrocellulose can be kept very low, with consequent
saving in cost.

When these insoluble acids are heated at around 1 15“ C.
over long periods they polymerize with very little loss in

volume, and eventually solidify on cooling. The product
much resembles shellac; it has less physical strength, but
it has a higher dielectric strength, and is soluble in many
of the same solvents as shellac. Carefully made, it is com-
pletely insoluble in waterand in oils, and soluble in aqueous
alkalis, alcohol, and the usual solvents for shellac.

Other Methods of Oxidation

Many methods for the oxidation of petroleum or similar

hydrocarbons have been suggested, most of which, because

of high cost of operation or small yields, or both, have not

proved to be feasible. However, some of these methods
have given interesting results.

For example, ozone has been used for the preparation

of acids or aldehydes and ketones [10, 1919] from un-

saturated hydrocarbons resulting from the low-temperature
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distillation of coal or lignite. Ozonides are formed which

upon heating in the presence of water or steam split at

the original double bond and are hydrolized, forming acids

which are separated with hot concentrated caustic potash

solution. On hydrolysis of these soaps, principally palmitic

and stearic acids are produced. The yield of acids is rather

less than 20% of the weight of the original hydrocarbons.

By this method Harries prepared large quantities of fatty

ethyl esters which were used for edible purposes in Germany
during the latter part of the World War.

The electro-chemical oxidation of oils and paraffin waxes

has been reported by Atanasiu [1, 1929, 1931] using sul-

phuric acid id ] -2) as electrolyte. The paraffins were com-
paratively easily oxidized, particularly in the presence of

5% potassium dichromate, or 4% ceric sulphate as cata-

lyst. The reaction is really chemical, since the catalyst

is alternately reduced and electro-chemically reoxidiaskl.

The products obtained were acids, unsaponifiable matter,

carbon monoxide, and water, the character of the acids

obtained varying with the nature of the paraffin used.

Oxidation methods have been proposed using chemical

agents and by photo-chemical means. Nothing of value

has been developed along these lines, however, and it is

questionable if such methods can be developed.

A great deal of work remains to be done in the field of
oxidation of petroleum hydrocarbons, but most of it is to

be done in developing means for the separation and
purification of the products obtained from oxidizing,

rather than in endeavouring to establish complex and
frequently uncontrollable methods of oxidation.
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SULPHUR COMPOUNDS

THE SULPHUR COMPOUNDS IN PETROLEUM
By E. EMMET REID, M.A., Ph.D., LL.D.

Professor of Chemistry, Johns Hopkins University

Many suppositions have been made as to the origin of the

sulphur compounds in petroleum. When the origin and
history of petroleum deposits are settled we will be in a
better position to make definite statements about the

sulphur compounds. As petroleums differ radically in

character, either their origins or their history must have
been different. The same may be said of their sulphur

compounds. These differ from each other in kind and
widely in amount. Pennsylvania petroleum has only 0-08%
sulphur while Mexican may run well over 5 %. No narrow
theory of formation could be expected to account for all of

these variations. Some of the sulphurcompounds doubtless

come from the materials from which the petroleums were

formed. In some cases the sulphur content may have been

augmented by the action of sulphur, hydrogen sulphide, or

pyrites on the original materials or on the hydrocarbons

derived from them, either during the formation of the

petroleums or subsequently. Perhaps Pennsylvania oil, and
others like it, have been deprived of some of their sulphur

compounds by migration through absorptive materials,

suggested by Day [26, 1897].

Petroleums are usually assumed to be derived from
organic materials either vegetable or animal [117, 1920;

132, 1927]. Both of these contain sulphur compounds.
Sulphur is an essential constituent of proteins [81, 1917].

Egg albumin contains 1-62% of sulphur, and legumin from
peas 0-38 %. As proteins average about 16% of nitrogen

to 1 % of sulphur a larger proportion of nitrogen com-
pounds might be expected if they were the only source of
sulphur. Considerable quantities of organic bases do occur

in some petroleums.

According to the inorganic theory, advocated by Sabatier

[87, 1922], petroleum has been derived from acetylene and
other hydrocarbons and hydrogen formed by the action

of water on calcium, aluminium, and iron carbides and
metals. In the presence of nickel and other catalysts the

acetylene is supposed to have been more or less hydro-

genated and polymerized. If hydrogen was in excess, the

saturated hydrocarbons would result, otherwise there would
be more or less aromatics. Sulphur, possibly from pyrites,

may have taken part in these reactions. Steinkopf [107,

1922; 108, 1914] has obtained thiophen and its 2- and
3-methyl, its 2- and 3-ethyl derivatives by passing acetylene

over hot pyrites. Miss Tomkinson [114, 1924] and Broun

[11, 1933] obtained high yields of thiophen and its homo-
logues by passing these gases over various catalysts.

Petroleums are frequently found saturated with hydrogen

sulphide [3, 1925]; Persian natural gas contains 12-13% of

it. Cadman [12, 1925] attributes this to the action ofhydro-

carbons on gypsum which he finds to be abundant in the

rock layers above the gas reservoirs. He passed sulphur-

free natural gas throti^ heated anhydrite and got hydrogen

sulphide and unsaturated hydrocarbons. Friedmann [42,

1930] is sure that ‘the traditional view that the reduction of

sulptetes to sulphur by dead organic materialcan take place

is to be discarded’, since the temperatures required are out

of the question, while the bacteria that might accomplish

this ‘thrive best at temperatures of 25-30° C. such as are to

be found in wells’. He states that anaerobes related to

Spirillium desulphuricans are found in many borings, which
substantiates the hypothesis of Kraemer and Spilker [60],

put out in 1902, that the sulphur compounds of petroleum
have been formed by bacterial activity.

Richardson and Wallace [85, 1902] observed the deposi-

tion ofsulphur from a Beaumontcrude that had been passed

through kaolin. This oil evolved hydrogen sulphide on
heating. Sulphur crystals were present in the adjacent

limestone. Thiele [111, 1901] reports the presence of an
immense sulphur deposit directly above the oil in the

Beaumont held. He [1 12, 1902] analysed a deposit from a
tank car of this oil and found it to contain 63’63% of
amorphous sulphur and 6-81% of crystalline sulphur.

Comment has been made on the simultaneous presence of
the two forms of sulphur. The crystals may represent

sulphur which had been in solution in the oil, wWle the

amorphous may have come from the action of air on
hydrogen sulphide.

It is known that sulphur reacts with hydrocarbons
saturated, unsaturated, aromatic, or hydroaromatic [11,

1933; 43, 1925]. Victor Meyer [71, 1883] passed ethylene

through hot sulphur and obtained hydrogen sylphide, car-

bon disulphide, and thiophen. Challenger and Harrison

[18, 1925] found not only thiophen, but its more com-
plicated derivatives when acetylene was passed through
boiling sulphur. From sulphur heated in a sealed tube with

ethyl-benzene the yield of 2,4-diphenyl-thiophen was ex-

cellent [44, 1929]. Similarly, Friedmann [39, 1916] obtained

C(,HiiS and CgHgSa from n-octane. One of these was a
thiophen derivative, while the other probably contained

two thiophen rings fused together. Better yields were
obtained from 2-octene [41, 1916]. From )8-methyl-naph-

thalene [40, 1916] a crystalline compound, CuHi4S, was
obtained. Recently Shepard, Henne, and Midgley [100,

1934] passed butadiene, isoprene, and 2,3-dimethyI-buta-

diene through sulphur kept at 350° C. The yields were 6%
thiophen, 31% of 3-methyl-thiophen, and 47% of 3,4-

dimethyl-thiophen. Mailhe [69, 1934] found that by
passing ethylene, propylene, butylene, or amylcne with
hydrogen sulphide over heated silica gel saturated, un-
saturated, and aromatic hydrocarbons are formed, together

with a whole series of sulphur compounds, carbon disul-

phide, mercaptans, alkyl sulphides, and thiophens.

Guislin [48, 1913] found the solubility of sulphur in light

petroleum distillates to be 1 -5% at 70° C. On cooling such

a solution sulphur crystallizes out, but on distilling it

hydrogen sulphide is evolved. He found little reaction

between purified kerosine and sulphur when they were

boiled together, but in a sealed tube at 200° C. there was
considerable action. Naphthenic acids were found to be

particularly reactive with sulphur, which led him to attribute
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the action ofsulphur on petroleum chiefly to thenaphthenic

adds present.

Rakusin [83, 1922] found sulphur to react with paraffin

wax at 200® C. with evolution of much hydrogen sulphide.

Siebeneck [101, 1922] experimented with the same materials

over a wider temperature interval. The evolution ofhydro-

gm sulphide began at 1S0°C., and partial carbonization

took place on long heating at 230® C. Brooks and Hum-
phrey [10, 1 91 7] recommended this as a preparation method
for hydrogen sulphide.

Richardson [84] studied asphalts in 1897 and concluded

that sulphur has had an important part in their forma-

tion. He found that when Trinidad asphalt is heated

carbon dioxide is eliminated and then hydro^n sulphide.

Friedmann [37, 1916; 38, 1916] agreed with this conclusion

and tested it by heating indene with sulphur; a material

with all the characteristics of asphalt was obtained.

Little is known about the addition of hydrogen sulphide

or sulphiu- to unsaturated hydrocarbons. Such additions

do take place and mercaptans and sulphides are formed.

We do know that sulphur is taken up by pinene, on
moderate heating, without the evolution of hydrogen sul-

phide. Addition reactions, particularly with hydrogen
sulphide, should go on at much lower temperatures than

those mentioned above. It is generally believed that petro-

leum deposits have not been subjected to high heat either

during or after their formation. Mabery [64, 1896] cites

in support of this view the fact that oil-soaked tree-trunks

have been excavated. It is well known that the sulphur

compounds in petroleums are predominatingly aliphatic,

while coal tar and shale oil, both pyrogenetic products,

contain the thiophens. No relationship has been estab-

lished between the shale oil and the sulphur compounds
originally in the shale [52, 1926]. Shale oils are particularly

high in sulphur [24, 1921 ; 70, 1910].

Alkyl sulphates have been found in gasoline [55, 1904],

but these must have been introduced in the refining.

Derived Sulpbnr Compounds
Emphasis is put by von Braun [7, 1931] on the present-

day recognition of the fact that the simple sulphur com-
pounds, mercaptans, sulphides, thiophens, thiophanes,

and the like, ‘do not preexist in the petroleum but are

formed only in the heating and distillation ofthe petrolciun,
perhaps by the decomposition of complicated mother sub-

stances, perhaps by the interaction of sulphur or hydro-
gen sulphide and hydrocarbons. However interesting the

study of these compounds may be it has little to do vdth
the investigation of the original hydrocarbon constituents

of petroleum; a direct, readily recognized connexion is

lacking.* There is no relation of the sulphur in coal gas
to that in the coal [25, 1923]. Siegfried [49, 1913; 102,

1911] cites a very heavy petroleum which when distilled at

ordinary pressure gave 22*3% of distillate with 1015%
sulphur with the evolution of much hydrogen sulphide,

but at 7 mm. pressure 35% of distillate with only 2-5% of
sulphur. The latter distillation must have left most of the
sulphur in non-volatile compounds in the residue.

Chemists are quite accustomed to seeing things come out
ofa kettle that arc very diflerent from the ingredients that

wm put in. It is frequently a chemist’s business to see that

this takes place. Shale oil is distilled from shale, though
thoe is no more oil in oil shale than there is shale in shale

oil. A Persian petroleum examined by Birch and Norris

[3, 1925] contained much hydrogen sulphide which was
readily efisaipated by exposure to the air. When this was

gone the crude had a pleasant odour with no suggestion of
mercaptans, but distillation gave 36% of this as a naphtha,
from which caustic soda extracted ethyl, isopropyl, and
isobutyl mercaptans.

In the distillates from petroleum, shale oil, and coal

tar three great classes ofhy^ocarbons are found: aliphatic,

aromatic, and hydroaromatic or naphthenes. In these

distillates are found the corresponding three classes of
organic sulphur compounds. The aliphatics are represented

by mercaptans, sulphides, and disulphides, the aromatics

by thiophen and its homologues, and the naphthenes by
cyclic polymethylene sulphides. In a given distillate the

nature of the sulphur compounds agrees in the main with

that of the hydrocarbons. An extreme case is that of the

light oil from coal tar which is almost exclusively aromatic

and in which the only sulphur compounds (other than
carbon disulphide) are the thiophens. In shale oil [106,

1927; 126], though it contains a considerable proportion

of aliphatic hydrocarbons, the same thiophens are found.

Coal tar and shale oil are alike in that they are both pro-

duced at high temperatures at which the thiophens are

about the only stable sulphur compounds. Charitschkoff

[21, 1899] found thiophen along with benzene in Grosny
petroleum.

A sulphur balance taken between a crude oil and the

distillates plus the residue that are obtained from it always

shows a loss of organic sulphur. More or less of the com-
bined sulphur comes out as hydrogen sulphide. Sissingh

[103, 1925] has made such calcdations on Mabery’s results

and on distillations of his own. He finds a 9% loss in one
case and a 14*9% in another. Cooney [23, 1928] finds that

much of the sulphur in the oil is liberated as hydrogen

sulphide.

Shatwell [99, 1925] cracked a shale-oil fraction, 10 08%
sulphur, and thereby reduced its sulphur to 5-93 %. Facts

like these are of great importance to present-day refiners;

cracking converts much ofthe sulphur to hydrogen sulphide

and the lower mercaptans which are readily taken out of

the naphthas.

Distribution of Sulphur Compounds

It is noteworthy that, when a sulphur-containing oil,

whether it be a petroleiun, a shale oil, or distiUate from a
tar of any kind, is fractionated, no matter how many
or how close the cuts, every cut shows the presence of

sulphur compounds [81, 1917]. In the case of a shale oil

[19, 1926] or a tar oil [54, 1895] there is apt to be a higher

sulphurcontentinthecutswhichinclude the boiling-pointsof
the thiophen homologues, but with petroleums the sulphur

compounds are rather evenly distributed. The figures below
illustrate this. Franks [36, 1921] gives sulphur analyses of
the fractions of four p^oleums of which 10% cuts were
made.

Percentage ofSulphur in Fractions

No. A B C D
1 0-48 0-64 0-30 047
2 0-63 0-70 049 0-77

3 0-63
i

0-69 0-59 0-77

4 0-61 0-68 0-68 0-76

5 0-60 0-66 0-69 0-74

6 0-57 0-66 0-68 0-71

7 0-49 0-64 0-62 064
8 0-38 0-54 0-57 0-43

9 1
0-39

1

0-32 0-30

10 ••

Original
!

q’m o'”| 041 0-73
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It appears that the sulphur content remains nearly con-

stant for the middle fractions and is a little lower in the

first and last. A sulphur balance was struck and it was
found that only 71% of the sulphur in the whole oil

appeared in the fractions.

Perkin [81, 1917] distilled an American crude at atmo-
spheric pressure and found

:

Fraction % S I Fraction S

90° C. 0 02 220-257“ C. 0-41

110-150° C. 0 10 257-300° C. 0-37

152-220° C. 0-38
|

300-350° C. 0-37

I

Residue 0-54

Ruhcmann and Rosenthal [86, 1923] fractionated brown
coal tar at 12 mm. All fractions contained sulphur, starting

with 3-46% and diminishing with the higher.

Similar results were obtained by Furth and Jaenicke

[43, 1925] with brown coal tar oils

:

Fraction % S I Fraction % S

160° C. 1-26 I
210-220° C. 0-90

160-170° C. 1-24
I

220-230° C. 0-96

170-180° C. 1-09
I

230-240“ C. 0-97

180-190° C. 0-88
I

240-250° C. 1-58

190-200° C. 0-83
!

250-up°C. 1-71

Analogous figures for low and high sulphur crudes are

given by Kauffman [57, 1928].

A Mexican crude with 3*77% sulphur was examined by
Smith and Stark [104, 1924]. The gasoline fraction up to

190" C. was 12% and contained only 0-39% sulphur, but

the gas evolved contained much hydrogen sulphide. The
kerosine fraction 16-5% contained 1% sulphur. One
portion ofthe remaining oil gave 14% ofgas oil with 2-68%
sulphur and a residue of 52 5% with 51 % sulphur. The
gas evolved contained 21 % of hydrogen sulphide. Another
portion underwent a coking distillation and yielded 44%
ofcracked distillate with 2-48% sulphur and 1 7 -5% ofcoke
with 6‘23% sulphur. This illustrates two things which are

common: the loss of a considerable part of the sulphur

during distillation, and the accumulation of sulphur com-
pounds in the higher fractions and residue. The gasoline

fraction of this ‘cracked distillate’ showed 2% of sulphur,

which contrasts with the 0-39% in the corresponding frac-

tion from the whole oil. This indicates that the sulphur

was originally in complex, non-volatile compounds.
Egloff and Morrell [33, 1923] ran a Mexican gas oil

(219% sulphiu-) through a Dubbs cracking still at 8(X)° F.

(467° C.) and 120 lb. pressure, obtaining 50% of its volume
as ‘pressure distillate’. This accounted for 23% of the

sulphur present, the residuum for 62% more, while 12-9%
escaped as hydrogen sulphide. They say: ‘On a basis of

actual percentage of sulphur in the primary products of
cracking hydrocarbon oils, the content of sulphur increases

with the density of the liquid and solid products, but is

higher in the gas than in any of the other products.’ A
shale oil distilled by Shatwell [99, 1925] gave opposite

results. The crude had 6-81% sulphur and the fractions

from it: 175" C. 10-08%, 175-300" C. 7-44%, and the

residue 6-11%. Shale oils from various localities were

fractionated by Hellsing [53, 1921] into 25 cuts, 75 to

330" C. All contained sulphur which was higher in the

higher cuts.

The persistence of sulphiu* compounds in all fractions is

illustrated by the work of Weissgerber [61, 1901; 119,

1921] on co^ tar. He found the following percentages

of sulphur:

Sulphur in Coal-tar Fractions

Fraction Boiling range % sulphur

Light oil .
80-200° C. 0-19

Carbolic oil . . . 180-220° C. 0-58

Naphthalene oil
.

j

200-266° C. 1-02

Anthracene oil . 260-340° C.
i

I 0-89

Crude naphthalene 0-69

Crude anthracene 0-17

He identified thionaphthen, the sulphur analogue of naph-

thalene, a thiophen ring fused to a benzene ring, in crude

naphthalene. Two methyl derivatives of thionaphthen,

melting at 52" C. and 36° C., were found along with the

methyl-naphthalenes. In crude anthracene he found di-

phcnylene sulphide, which is anthracene with its middle

ring replaced by thiophen. This was also found by Kruber

[62, 1920]. Long before it had been found in crude fluorene

by Kraemer and Weissgerber [61, 1901].

These facts are readily understood when we consider the

boiling-points of the members of the different series. The
boiling-points of a number of hydrocarbons and mercap-
tans arc given in the table below. It will be seen that a
normal mercaptan boils at very nearly the same tempera-

ture as the normal hydrocarbon with three more carbon
atoms. Thus /i-amyl mercaptan boils at 126-5°C. and n-

octane at 125-5° C. Our knowledge of the thiophen

homologues is much less complete and the comparison
is complicated by isomerism, but so far as our figures

go there is a thiophen boiling near to each aromatic hydro-

carbon from which it is extremely difficult to separate it by
distillation. The data are given below.

Boiling-points ofsome Hydrocarbons and Mercaptans

[34, 1932]

Hydrocarbons Mercaptans

n-Butane . . -0-5° C. Methyl .
7-3° C.

n-Pentane . 36-rc. Ethyl . 34-7“ C.
1-Hexane . . 60-2° C. l-Propyl . 58° C.
i»-Hexane . 68-8“ C. «-Propyl

.

68° C.
n-Heptane . 98-4° C. n-Butyl . 98° C.

n-Octane . . 125-5* C. «-Ainyl . 126-5° C.
n-Nonane . 149-8° C. n-Hcxyl . 151-5* C.
n-Decane . 173-2° C.

1

n-Heptyl

.

176-2° C.
H-Undecane . 195 8° C. n-Octyl . 199-1° C.
ii-Dodecane . 216-2“ C. n-Nonyl . 220-4° C.

Boiling-points ofsome Benzene and Thiophen Derivatives

[94, 1920]

Benzene .

Toluene .

Ethyl-benzene
ni-Xylene
p-Xylene .

Propyl-benzene

. 80 r C.

. 110-6° C.

. 1361° C.

. 139-3° C.

. 138-4° C.

. 159-4° C.

Thiophen 84° C.

2-

Methyl Thiophen 1 1 3° C.

3-

Ethyl Thiophen . 135° C.

2.4-

Dimethyl Thio- "

phen . 137 C.

2.5-

Dimethyl Thio-
phen . . . 135° C.

2-Propyl Thiophen , 158“ C.

Early biTestigatioiis

An early study of sulphur compounds was made in 1879

by R, Kayser [58, 1895] as quoted by Day. He fractionated

Syrian asphalt oil, segregated and analysed a number of
fractions which he took to bepurecompounds. The boiling-

points of these range from 96 to 265" C. He assigned them
formulae to fit his analyses without paying any attention

to molecular weights or boiling-points. Thus his lowest

compound, boiling at 96" C., comes out as CuHuS. This

looks like a higher homologue of Mabery’s ‘thiophanes*

CaHuS, C,Hi,S, and CioHmS, but these boil at 184 and
207° C. reflectively, while thiophane, C«HaS, the lowest
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member of this group, boils at 119° C The CuHmS should

boil at about 230“ C. His ‘compound’ was evidently a

mixture of hydrocarbons with sulphur compounds. The
boiling-point 96“ C. suggests n-heptane, b.p. 98-4“ C., and
n-butyl mercaptan, b.p. 98“ C. His formulae for his higher

‘compounds’, such as C«oH,aS for the 188“ C. fraction, are

even more out of line, as a hydrocarbon of this boiling-

point could not possibly have more than 10 carbon atoms
or 1 sulphur and 7 or 8 carbons in its molecule. While his

formulae are fantastic his results do agree well with those

of all subsequent investigations in that the sulphur com-
pounds are distributed over the whole boiling range. Of
his fractions from 158 to 265“ C., the lowest sulphur con-

tent was 5-52% and the highest 6-27%. No one, even

with modern precision stills, has been able to isolate the

sulphur compounds by fractionation alone.

In 1900 Edeleanu and Filiti [32] wrote that ‘sulphur is

present in petroleum in small quantity but in what combina-
tions is not known. The conclusions drawn up to the

present are contradictory or not well founded.’

Sulphur and Hydrogen Sulphide

Both of these are frequently found in petroleums and
are closely associated with the organic sulphur compounds
either as precursors or as decomposition products. They
both appear in petroleum distillates [2, 1927] as both may
be decomposition products of organic sulphur compounds.
Sulphur may be set free by the oxidation of hydrogen
sulphide, and, asshownabove, hydrogen sulphidemay result

from the action of sulphur on hydrocarbons, Richardson
and Wallace [85, 1902] found that Beaumont (Texas) oil

contained much hydrogen sulphide and deposited sulphur

after aeration. Natural gas from some sources contains

much hydrogen sulphide. Tervet [109, 1882] reports

sulphur in shale naphtha and Kehlstadt [59, 1880] observed
its appearance during the dry distillation of coal-tar oils.

Dudenko [28, 1931] found it in cracked distillate. Dunstan
and Brooks [30, 1922] report hydrogen sulphide in petro-

leums from Canada, Ohio, Texas, Galicia, and Persia.

Sulphur in fuel oil is discussed by Dunlap [29, 1927], also

by Gookhmann and Kaminer [45, 1927].

Carbon Disulphide

Carbon disulphide has been reported in petroleum and
its distillates from time to time, but little can be said about
it. It is a weU-known constituent of coal gas [46, 1883; 78,

1925]. We have an old statement by Hager in 1867 [51]:

‘It is rare to find commercial petrols or benzines which do
not contain a certain quantity of carbon disulphide—the

product known as “essence de p6trole’’, boiling 50-80“ C.,

from American petroleum is the one that contains the most,
those boiling above 80“ C. have little.’ It is a curious fact

that so little is known about its presence or absence. Ac-
cording to Wood, Shecly, and Trusty [131, 1926] it is not
taken out by sulphuric acid or by any of the other refining

agents.

Mercaptans

Although the presence of mercaptans in petroleum
distillates has long been accepted and refining processes

have been directed towards their elimination, Birch and
Norris [3] in 1925 seem to have been the first to isolate and
identify them. The ‘spent soda’ from the purification

the first 36% distilled from Persian petroleum was steam
distilled. From 40 gal. of the spent soda 720 c.c. ofsulphur
oil was (Obtained. This was extracted with 50% caustic

potash solution from which the dissolved mercaptans were
recovered by acidification. This mixture was steam distilled

and 350 c.c. of mercaptan mixture was obtained. Fraction-

ation proved this to be mainly isopropyl and isobutyl

mercaptans with a small amoimt of ethyl and some of a
higher mercaptan which they assumed to be isoamyl. The
isopropyl and isobutyl mercaptans were positively identified

by boiling-points, analyses, and the melting-points of solid

derivatives.

The oil which was not dissolved by the caustic soda
solution was fractionated and proved to contain large

amounts of ethyl, isopropyl, and isobutyl disulphides. The
appropriate fractions were reduced with zinc dust and
acetic acid and the resulting mercaptans identified. They
believed that the disulphides had been formed from the

sodium mercaptides originally present in the caustic soda
wash by oxidation, cither by air or by sodium polysulphides.

They seem to have proved this to be correct.

They give an interesting table showing the percentage of

mercaptan extracted from 200 c.c. of a 0-05 molar solution

of a mercaptan in light petroleum by 80 c.c. of 5% sodium
hydroxide solution (about 125% excess).

Mercaptan % extracted Mercaptan % extracted

Ethyl . . 971
w-Propyl . 88-8

i-Propyl 87-2

/j-Butyl . 63-2

/-Butyl 62-8

i-Amyl . 33'0

They speak of ‘ the obvious decrease in the acidity of the

mercaptans with increasing molecular weight . . It seems
unlikely that there is any real difference in ‘acidity’ between

the higher and lower mercaptans, but there are great

differences in their solubilities in water and in their parti-

tion coefficients between water and a hydrocarbon.

Birch and Norris point out that the mercaptans were not

present in the original Persian petroleum. When it came
from the well it was accompanied by much gas, a large part

of which was hydrogen sulphide, but after this escaped its

odour was faint and somewhat sweet. They suggest that

the mercaptans may have been formed by the addition of

hydrogen sulphide to unsaturated hydrocarbons.

Very similar information is given by Wiezevich, Turner,

and Frolich [1 25, 1 933], but from refinery practice where the

mixture of mercaptans is recovered. They give the com-
position as 30% methyl mercaptan, 53% ethyl, and 17% of

higher. As methyl mercaptan boils so low (7-3“ C.) it is

easily lost from the mixture.

Working under Project 28 of the American Petroleum

Institute’s research programme, L. M. EUis, Jr., made the

following partition measurements. (See Table on next page.)

A hydrocarbon solution of the mercaptan was shaken with

an equal volume of water or aqueous caustic soda at 25“ C.

It will be noticed that the percentage extracted decreases

rapidly from methyl to nonyl. The secondary mercaptans,

though more soluble in water than the normal, are harder to

extract with alkali, indicating that they are less acidic. It is

easier to extract a mercaptan from heptane than from
benzene.

Dudenko [28, 1931] reports mercaptans in a cracked

distillate. Nametkin and Sosnina [77, 1934] found them
in the kerosine from Perm oil.

The presence of mercaptans was assumed in a ha^ sort

of way by Tervet [109, 1882], who was considering the

appearance of sulphur in the cfotillation of shale naphtha
whidi had been treated with sulphuric acid. He quotes an
unnamed chemist as suggesting that the sulphurcomesfrom
‘a hydrocarbon disulphide, which undergoes deccanpositioa
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in the process of distillation’. Tervet then says: ‘This view

is perhaps supported by the observation of R. Otto [79,

1880] that aromatic mercaptans are converted into disul-

phides by the action of sulphuric acid; and this suggests

the question—May not the sulphur compounds present in

the crude naptha be similarly affected by sulphuric acid?’

Percentage ofMercaptans in Aqueous Layer

Mercaptan
I

Benzene

%
Benzene

%
Heptane

%
j Water 0-62 N. NaOH 0-62 N. NaOH

Methyl .
|

5-61 97-9 99-6

Ethyl . . .
i

2-14 94-.S 98-1

n-Propyl 0-32 77-4 86 7

n-Butyl 0-08 All 648
«-Amyl . 1

0-022 19-3 38-5

n-Hexyl 0-007 6-30 5-57

n-Heptyl 1-80 2-16

/i-Octyl . .
j

1

050 0 76
rt-Nonyl 0 21 0 27
Isopropyl 0-44 78-50

1

s-Butyl 0-11 45-34
!

j-Amyl 0028 16-77

.v-Hexyl 0-008 5-33

v-Hcptyl 1-35

i-Octyl . .
;

••
!

035
•v-Nonyl -- _ 1

0-16

Parrish and Rowe [80, 1926] found that 20% of the

sulphur compounds in a low-temperature tar oil were
mercaptans. Schutz [96, 1923; 97, 1923; 98, 1923] con-

siders this tar to be similar to ^ku petroleum. He found
in it methyl mercaptan and methyl sulphide and their

homologues. These were separated by fractionation and
identified by their boiling-points and transformation of the

sulphides into sulphones.

Hackford [50, 1926] isolated ‘dimercaptans’ from Mexi-

can oil. When these were heated to 165° C. one-half of the

sulphur was lost and the other half remained in the thio-

phen condition. It is hard to see what these could have
been. A dimercaptan, HS(CH,)„SH, might split off hydro-

gen and hydrogen sulphide to give a thiophen, but this has

not been proved.

Of all the sulphur compounds in petroleum distillates the

mercaptans give the refiner the most trouble. They impart

unpleasant odours to his products, and are generally blamed
for corrosion. A naphtha containing mercaptans is said to

be ‘sour’ and to be ‘sweetened’ when they are removed.

In the old days of ‘straight run’ gasolines which contained

only small amounts of unsaturates, agitation with con-

centrated sulphuric acid took out mercaptans along with

the other sulphur compounds. At the present time, when
sulphuric acid cannot be liberally used on account of the

high losses involved [33, 1923] other means ofrefining have

been adopted. These are directed to a removal of mercap-

tans. Cracking decomposes the sulphur compounds, as

well as the higher hydrocarbons, converting them largely

into hydrogen sulphide and mercaptans. The hydrogen

sulphide is easily removed by agitation with caustic soda

solution, and so are the lower mercaptans, as may be inferred

from the table given above. Methyl mercaptan is even more
readily removed than ethyl. As seen from the table, butyl

and amyl mercaptans are only partially removed by a sins^e

washing and require repeated treatment. The higher

ntercaptans, hexyl to nonyl (b.p. 220-4° C.), are hardly

extracted at all by caustic soda solution. The naphtha

after the alkali wash is ‘sweetened* by the ‘Doctor’ treat-

ment described by Wendt and Diggs [124, 1924]. This does

not diminish its sulphur content, but does eliminate the
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disagreeable odour by converting the mercaptans into the
much higher boiling and less obtrusive disulphides.

Pb(OH),+2HSR -> Pb(SR),+2HsO
2Pb{SR)t+ S -> PbS+RS • SR.

Pressure distillates may contain more than enough sulphur

to complete the reaction. The hypochlorite treatment

accomplishes the same end [115, 1924]. Refining has been
effected in that sourness has been eliminated. Silica gel

removes mercaptans [116, 1925]. Specifications call for

less than 0-10% of sulphur in gasoline. This must include

the sulphur in the disulphides in addition to that in sul-

phides, thiophanes, and thiophens. Starting with a high

sulphur crude, the possibility of complying with the speci-

fications depends on the completeness of the cracking of
other sulphur compounds into the easily removable hydro-

gen sulphide and lower mercaptans. In some cases it is not

practicable to bring the sulphur in a naphtha low enough.

Then blending with a low sulphur naphtha may save the

day. Alkyl disulphides and sulphides, thiophanes and thio-

phens are unreactive and unobtrusive and are considered

unobjectionable within the narrow limits of 0-10% of total

sulphur. M unsell [75, 1926] writes of a Texas Panhandle
crude with over 2% of sulphur ‘which in the process of
refining is converted into free sulphur, hydrogen sulphide

and other sulphur compounds’. Treatment with caustic

soda solution followed by lead oxide cleans up the sulphur

compounds.
Alkyl Disulphides

The presence of disulphides in transformer oils has been

shown by Fcrber [35, 1928]. By treating 6 kg. ofan oil with

sodium a solid mass was obtained which was separated and
washed with petroleum ether. The dark-grey mass was
exposed to the air for several weeks, mixed with petroleum

ether, and acidified. The petroleum ether solution was
separated, dried, evaporated, and the 28 g. residue heated

in a distilling flask. Nothing came over below 259° C., and
decomposition set in at 262° C. This oil contained 25-86%
of sulphur. It was reduced in alcoholic solution and 18 g.

of oil isolated which was almost entirely soluble in strong

alkali and began to boil at 96° C. It was separated into

three fractions

:

I. 127-130° C. at 722 mm„ d. 0-859i}, n^ 1-459;

II. 176-178° Cat 722 mm., d. 0-861 Jg, nj? 1-522;

III. 201-204° C. at 722 mm., d. 0-86Zjg, «]? 1-469.

These constants and complete analyses identified these

as rt-amyl, /i-heptyl, and «-octyl mercaptans, the correct

boiling-points of which are 126-5, 176-2, and 199-1° C.

[34, 1932]. The proof is certainly clear that these were not
present in the transformer oil as mercaptans, but that these

mercaptans came from disulphides which were present.

Fcrber does not raise the question as to whether they may
not have been present originally as mercaptans and been
oxidized to the disulphides during the refining operations.

Disulphides, which they attributed to the oxidation of
mercaptans, were found by Birch and Norris [3, 1925]. As
refining treatments and even oxidation by air, particularly

in the presence of alkali, produce disulphides they are

commonly present in gasolines, but there is no evidence to

show that they are present in crude petroleums or in the

primary products of distillation or of cracking.

Alkyl Solphides

For a serious start on the isolation and identification of

sulphur compounds we must go back to Mabery [63, 1895;
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64, 1896; 6S, 1900; 66, 1906], who studied the Uma oil

from Ohio and a Canadian oil. In his first papers [67, 1891

;

68, 1894] he gives his results with the Lima oil. He took

50 litres of the sludge acid ‘that had recently been used in

refining Lima burning oil’ diluted and neutralized it cold

with slaked lime. He steam distilled the resulting mixture

andobtained 2,270 g. of oil containing 14-97% sulphur. This

he fractionated at 150 mm. 22 times, the last distillation

being at 100 mm. The following fractions were obtained:

Fraction, ° C. -76 80-90 98-JOl 135-145 148-155 185-200

% Sulphur 2 60 7 34 18 23 15-52 16-44 14-21

From the fraction, 95-100“ C. at 100 mm. the sulphur

compound was precipitated with mercuric chloride and

liberated with hydrogen sulphide. It then boiled at 156-

160" C. and had a sulphur content corresponding to ‘ethyl-

pentyl’ sulphide. The sulphur compound similarly ob-

tained from the 1 10-115° C. at 100 mm. fraction boiled at

170-6“ C. and had the correct sulphur content for isobutyl

sulphide (b.p. 172° C.). The sulphur compound from the

117-25° C. at 100 mm., distilled at 180-5° C., and corre-

sponded in percentage of sulphur and boiling-point to

«-butyl sulphide (b.p. 182" C.). Butyl-pentyl, pentyl, and
hexyl sulphides were similarly identified.

This pioneer investigation is very important, but the

identification of the higher sulphides by boiling-points and
sulphur analyses only leaves much to be desired. A detailed

identification was made on another oil from Findley, nearly

all of which distilled below 150° C. This was agitated

thoroughly, 5 litres at a time, with aqueous mercuric

chloride. The precipitate was filtered off and subjected to

heavy pressure in a screw press. The dried precipitate was
decomposed by hydrogen sulphide in the presence of

alcohol. The alcoholic filtrate was diluted with water and
the oil separated, washed, and dried. The oil was then

fractionated repeatedly. A small fraction collected below
50° C, gave a sulphur analysis corresponding to methyl sul-

phide. A fraction 89-92° C. had a sulphur content corre-

sponding to ethyl sulphide 98% pure. A fraction 110-

112° C. gave a nearly correct sulphur analysis for propyl

ethyl sulphide and a platinum chloride addition product

with the proper analysis for the same. Nothing could be
obtained corresponding to isopropyl sulphide, but «-propyI

sulphide was readily identified in the 127-132° C. fraction

by analysis of the oil and of its platinum chloride com-
pound.

Schatz [97, 1923] found sulphides in low-temperature

tar. Tervit in 1882 [109] believed the sulphur compounds
of shale naphtha to Ik chiefly sulphides, but did not identify

them.

The work of Thierry [113, 1925] is practically a continu-

ation of that of Mabery. He started with 22 litres of the

slud^ acid from the refining of Persian petrolexun. By
dilution with water and extraction he obtained 1,800 c.c. of
oil which was fractionated, that boiUng up to 100° C. 4
times at atmospheric pressure and the higher part 1 1 times

at 125 mm. The final fractions are given in the next column.
Before fractionation the oil was extracted with alkali.

The figures illustrate the statement, made above, that the

sulphur compounds form a continuous series. Only four

of these fractions were further investigated. Fraction 4
contained 61 % chloroform which had been used in the
extraction; the rest was methyl ethyl sulphide which was
positively idmtified by the two derivatives CHaSQHs • Hgit
m.p. 59° C. and (CHa),(C,H,)SI.HgI, m.p. 86" C., the

mdting-point of both of which agree exactly with data

from the Ijiirature. Fraction 7 had the right boiling-point

and nearlif^e correct composition for ethyl sulphide, but
cn^stalUiasMerivatives showed it to be something entirely

different.*' Fraction 11 was proved to be tetramethylene

sulphide and fraction 17 to be pentamethylene sulphide.

These results fit in nicely with those of Mabery. Here we
have both sulphides and thiophanes in the same oil, while

Mabery found them in different.

No.

B.p.

range
“C. Vol. No.

B.p.

range
°C. Vol. No.

B.p.

range
"C. VoL

1 -50 05 11* 63-66 20 21 93-96 12
59-64 90 12 66-69 3 22 96-99 9

3 64-68 11 13 69-72 5 23 99-102 19
4* 68-70 23 14 72-75 5 24 102-105 28
5 70-80 10 15 75-78 10 25 105-108 16

80-89 8 16 78-81 70 26 108-111 14
7* 89-92 11 17* 81-84 75 27 111-114 35
8 92-100 7 18 84-87 10 28 114-117 20
9

1

-60 4 19 87-90 3 29 117-120 18
10 60-63 12 20 90-93

I

30 30 Residue

Kan [56. 1927] obtained CaH,S • HgClj and C,H,oS • KgCl*
by treating fractions of a cracked distillate with alcoholic

mercuric chloride, thus identifying methyl and ethyl sul-

phides. Similar derivatives were obtained from higher

fractions.

Sulphides are oxidized to sulphones by hypochlorite

[4. 1925].

Thiophanes

Mabery and Quayle [65, 1900; 66, 1906] examined a
Canadian petroleum and isolated a number of high-boiling
sulphur compounds. A barrel (225 litres) of the sulphur
oil was distilled, 10 litres at a time in porcelain stills, up to
250° C. at 50 mm. and the fractions redistilled several times.

Each fraction was agitated with alcoholic mercuric chloride.

The precipitate was collected, washed thoroughly with
petroleum ether and alcohol, and decomposed in alcohol

suspension with hydrogen sulphide. The sulphur oil was
thrown out by dilution and reprecipitated by mercuric
chloride. The addition product was treated as above and
the separated oil collected and fractionated. Thus they

obtained a succession of ‘thiophanes’. The properties of
these were as follows;

fi-om fraction

B.p. D.at
20“ C.

Hef.

ind.

Compost-
Name

71-3* C.

«

50 mm 158-160 0-8878 -1-468 C,H„S heptyl
79-81* C. 167-169 0-8929 1-4860 C.H,.S octyl
97-99* C. 183-185 0-8937 .. C.H„S Mo-octyl
106-108* C. 193-195 0-8997 1-4766 C,H„S
1 14-115* C. 207-209 0-9074 1-4766 C.,H„S decyl
135-143* C. 228-230 0-9147 1-480 Ci>H„S
160-170* C. 266-268 0-9208 1-4892

,

C.JI..S quatdwyl
170-180* C. 283-285 0-9222 1-4903 C„H„S sexdecyl
191-210* C. 290-295 0-9233 1-4977 octodecyl

These were oxidized to sulphonra which were all thick

oils.

Challenger [16, 1929] fovmd tetrahydrothiophen, or
thiophane, CfHgS, in the aqueous mercuric acetate mother
liquor after the separation of 2-methyl-thiophen from the
109-117° C. fraction of purified Kimmerid^ shale oil. The
addition of sodium chloride solution to this mother liquor

causes its separation as its mercuric chlcmde addition pro-

duct. It was characterized by the methiodide and the

mercuric iodide addition compound of the methiodide.
Challenger thought that other cennpounds ofthis class were
present, but did not identify them.
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Thiophanes, or cyclic polymethylene sulphides, C4H,S
(b.p. 1 18-1 19“ C.), C5H10S (b.p. 142° C.), and C,H„S (b.p.

170° C), together with a number of their methyl and
dimethyl derivatives have been recently synthesized by
Grischkevitsch-Trochimovski [47, 1916].

Teutsch [110, 1934] has recently extracted two isomeric

compounds, CiHi^S, from the acid sludge from Panuco oil.

One of these seems to be identical with one of Mabery’s
thiophanes. He also found C5H10S and C,Hi,S. Mc-
Kittrick [76, 1929] seems to have obtained the same CgH^S.
As described in the last section, Thierry [113, 1925] found

tetrahydrothiophen, CgHgS, and pentamethylene sulphide,

CgHioS, along with alkyl sulphides in the oil from the sludge

acid from Persian petroleum. The one was identified by
its methiodide and mercuric iodide and the other by its

sulphone melting at 98° C.

Thiophens

The identification of thiophen and its homologues in

benzene, toluene, &c., goes back to Victor Meyer. In more
recent times thiophens have been found in many oils.

Ichthyol, a high sulphur oil distilled from fossilized fish

remains and the basis of a pharmaceutical preparation, has
been the most thoroughly investigated. Scheibler [88, 1915;

89, 1916; 90, 1919; 91, 1920] began with 500 g. of the crude
oil from southern France and purified it by treatment with

sodium or soda-lime, washing with acid, reaction with
methyl magnesium chloride, and distillation over sodium
which left 225 g. This was fractionated into 15 cuts, boil-

ing at from 54 to 240° C. at 16 mm. All the fractions gave

positive reactions with thiophen reagents. The lowest

boiling had the highest sulphur content. Certain of these

were refractionated and one was selected boiling at 170-
80° C. at 360 mm. which is about the boiling-point of
propyl-thiophen. As its sulphur content was about half

that ofpure propyl-thiophen it was assumed to be a 50: 50
mixture of propyl-thiophen and hydrocarbons and was
acetylated by acetyl chloride with aluminium chloride in

petroleum ether. An acetyl derivative boiling at 1 18- 127° C.
at 14 mm. was obtained. By twice reacetylating the low
fractions, two more acetyl derivatives were separated, the

one boiling at 120-135° C. at 14 mm. and the other at 120-
140° C. at the same pressure [105, 1928]. From the first of
these a semi-carbazone was isolated which gave analytical

figures for a derivative of propyl-thiophen, or for a methyl-

ethyl- or a trimethyl-thiophen. Bromination, iodination,

&c., were carried out, but did not lead to identifications.

Scheibler and Rettig [93, 1926] fractionated oils from
Achensee and Seefeld and identified 2-«-butyl, 3-/i-propyl,

and 2-isopropyl-thiophens by making the phenyl-hydra-

zones from the acetylated fractions. They found other alkyl

thiophens, but could not prove their structures. As a basis

for their identification they synthesized a number of alkyl-

thiophens [92, 1926; 94, 1920].

In a study of low-temperature tar, Weissgerber [119,

1921; 120, 1924; 123, 1923] found tetramethyl-thiophen.

This could not be identified directly as it cannot be mer-

curated or acetylated. Both of these reactions depend

on the presence of a —CH= group next to the sulphur

atom. For the same reason it cannot be sulphonated, but

is soluble in 90% or even 80% sulphuric acid from which it

separates unchanged on dilution with water. The identifica-

tion was made indirectly but quite satisfactorily by an
ingenious procedure [121, 1928]. The oil that had been

separated by rqieated solution in sulphuric acid represent-

ing0*76% of the original oil boiled at 190-200° C. and had
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the high density of 0*950. It was passed through a tinned

iron tube at 650-675° C. The product was fractionated and
thiophen, o-mcthyl-thiophen, 2,3-dimethyl-thiophen, and a
trimethyl-thiophen were identified. These demethylation

productscould not have come from anything other than the

tetramethyl derivative.

Thionaphthen, the analogue of naphthalene, a fusion of

a benzene and a thiophen ring, and diphenylene sulphide,

the analogue of anthracene in which the middle ring is

thiophen, were found in coal tar and lignite tar respec-

tively by Boes [5, 1902]. Both of these were found in coal

tar by Weissgerber and Kruber [119, 1921; 122, 1920].

Thionaphthen cannot be separated from naphthalene by
distillation. It is more soluble and melts lower than naph-
thalene and is more readily sulphonated and mercurated.

The crude naphthalene was partially sulphonated and the

sulphonic acid decomposed by heating with dilute acid.

This gave thionaphthen containing some naphthalene.

This product was converted to the mercuric acetate com-
poimd from which pure thionaphthen was obtained.

Thionaphthen has been identified in crude naphthalene by
oxidation with hydrogen peroxide in acetic acid. This gives

the sulphone. Weissgerber and Moehrle [123, 1923] found
two isomeric methyl-thionaphthens in crude methyl-

naphthalene.

In 1901 Kracmer and Weissgerber [61] found dipheny-

lene sulphide in crude fluorene and later Kruber [62, 1920]

identified it in crude phenanthrene by oxidation to the

sulphone.

Dodonow and Soschestwenskaja [27, 1926] found thio-

phen and its homologues in Russian bituminous shale oils.

Thiophen was identified as its tetrabrom and mercury
acetate derivatives and 2-methyl- and 2,3-dimethyl-thio-

phens as their mercuric chloride derivatives and as the

semi-carbazides of their acetyl derivatives.

Pfaff and Kreutzer [82, 1923] studied the lower fraction

60-100° C. from low-temperature tar which was carefully

refractionated in a laboratory column. The toluene fraction

109-11 5° C. and the xylene fraction 135-141° C. had much
higher densities than the others and were also compara-
tively high in sulphur. The toluene fraction, containing4*4%
of sulphur, was acetylated, using phosphoric anhydride

as condensing agent. The acetylated product, 1-methyl-

5-acetyl-thiophen boiled at 224-227° C., and was charac-

terized by its phenylhydrazone, m.p. 127°, and oxime, m.p.
125°. Low-temperature tar has b«n investigated ako by
Morgan, Pratt, and Ross [72, 1929] and by Morgan and
Soule [73, 1923].

Extensive and fruitful investigations have been carried

on by Challenger, with the assistance of Jinks, Haslam,
Bramhall, Walkden, and Wilkinson [13, 1926; 14, 1926;

15, 1926; 16, 1929; 17, 1929; 19, 1926; 20, 1925] on Kim-
mcridge shale oil. Much hydrogen sulphide was evolved in

distillation at atmospheric pressure, so the oil was steam
distilled, 30% of it going over in this way. This oil was
freed from amines, phenols, and traces of ketones by appro-
priate reagents. Up to 180° C. the purified oil was fraction-

ated at atmospheric pressure and above that at 27 mm.
The following fractions were studied (1) 75-93° C., (2) 109-

1 17°, (3) 117-126°, (4) 134-138°, and (5) 158-167° at atmo-
spheric pressure, and (6) 105-115° and (7) 115-140° at 27

mm. Thiophen was identified in fraction (1) by its mer-

curi-chloride m.p. 180-181° C. From fraction (2) 25% of

2-methyl-thiophen was separated by mercuration with mer-

curic acetate. It was set free by'treatment of the mercury

compound with acid and thoroughly identified by its
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constants and derivatives. Similarly, 2<ethyl-thiophen and
2,3«dunethyl-thiophen were identified in fraction (4). Their

mercuri-chlorides were separated by fractional crystalliza'

tion and characterized by conversion into the corre-

sponding thio-Q'anates. Both of these thiophens were

foimd by Steinkopf [107, 1922] in the tar from the reaction

of acetylene with pyrites, and by Dodonow and Soschest-

wenskaja [27, 1926] in a shale oil.

From fraction (6) thionaphthen was separated as the

picrate from which it was set free. It was steam distilled,

mercurated, and recovered from the mercury compound,
after which it was again distilled and identified as the

sulphone, m.p. 143“ C. The thionaphthen recovered ac-

counted for but a small part of the 6% of sulphur in this

fraction, but no amount of effort could get any light on
the nature of the other sulphur compounds that must have

been present in large amount.
From the naphtha obtained by cracking Midway (Cal.)

crude, by a combination of extraction and fractionation,

McKittrick [76, 1929] separated the mercuric chloride com-
plexes of thiophen, its 2-methyl, 3-methyl, 2,3-dimethyl,

3,4-dimethyl, 2-ethyl, and perhaps 3-ethyl derivatives.

Stadnikow and Miss Weizmann [106, 1927] fractionated

Russian shale oil and acetylated the fractions with acetyl

chloride in the presence of stannic chloride, and prepared

semi-carbazones and p-nitrophenylhydrazones from the

acetyl derivatives. These derivatives indicated a dimethyl

or an ethyl and a propyl derivative. Stadnikow and co-

workers [lOS, 1928; 106, 1927] found stannic chloride useful

in such acetylations.

Nametkin and Sosnina [77, 1934] have recently proved

that the sulphur compounds in the kerosine fraction from
Perm crude are chiefly thiophens. Teutsch [110, 1934]

has recently identified thiophen and its 2-mcthyl derivative

in fractions of Panuco oil.

Bibliography

The best summary of the work that has been done on the

sulphur compounds in mineral oils with the most complete
bibliography is found in Challenger’s papers [13, 1926; 14,

1926; 16, 1929]. An excellent summary with many refer-

ences was written by Waters [1 17, 1 920], A literature survey

was made by Borgstrom and Reid [6, 1927].
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Shale Oil

The technical literature contains many references to the

difficulty experienced in removing the sulphur compounds
which are present in the crude Kimmeridge shale oil of

Dorset.

The considerable success which was achieved in the

removal of sulphur compounds from American petroleum

long before their constitution was established is, as is well

known, due to two main reasons. First, to the saturated

character of most of the hydrocarbons of which American

petroleum is composed, and their consequent stability

towards sulphuric acid. Second, to the relatively small con-

tent of sulphur compounds exhibited by most American
oils and by petroleums in general. The sulphur compounds
of these oils are soluble in concentrated sulphuric acid

probably, as would appear from the work of Mabery
[17, 1891; 18, 1894] and of Thierry [31, 1925], without

chemical change, since on dilution of the ‘acid sludge’ they

may be recovered.

In the case of shale oils the high percentage of un-

saturated hydrocarbons greatly increases the loss during

refining, since these compounds are readily soluble in

sulphuric acid forming acid sulphuric esters, which are in

many cases stable in presence ofwater and are subsequently

lost. It has been shown by Heusler [14, 1895; 15, 1904]

that neutral esters of sulphuric acid SO|(OC„Ht..^i)a may
also be formed and under certain conditions may remain

in the oil, actually causing an increase in its sulphur

content. The elimination of sulphur dioxide, which is

occasionally observed on distillation of ‘refined’ oils,

is probably due to the decomposition of these dialkyl

sulphates.

Scheibler [26, 1915, 1916, 1919] showed that shale oils

from the Tyrol and the south of France contained deriva-

tives of thiophen. Unsaturated hydrocarbons of the indene

type were removed by repeated treatment with sodium or

sodamide, and traces of ketones were eliminated with mag-
nesium methyl iodide. The resulting purified oil was rich

in sulphur, and a suitable fraction on treatment with acetyl

chloride and aluminium chloride gave a ketone containing

sulphur. Analysis of the semicarbazone indicated the

presence of a methyl ketone derived from a propyl-, a
methylethyl-, or a trimethyl-thiophen. This established for

the first time the presence of thiophen derivatives in shale

oil. Later work by Scheibler and Rettig [24, 1926] has
demonstrated the occurrence of 2-R-butylthiophen, 3-«-

IH-opylthiophen, and 2-uopropylthiophen in similar shale

oils, the compounds being identified as the p-nitrophenyl-

hydrazones of the methyl ketones. Pfaflf and Kreutzer [22,

1923] detected 2-methylthiophen in lignite tar oil by a
similar process. By using phosphorus pentoxide in place of
aJufiunium chloride the Friedel and Crafts reaction was
confliied to the thiophen derivatives, aromatic hydro-

carixHts being unaffected. The tetrachlorides of tin and
titanium may also replace aluminium chloride with similar

results, as 1^ been shown by Stadnikow and others [27,

28, 1927, 1928].

The results obtained in a study of the sulphur compounds
of the Kimmeridge shale oil of Dorset may now be sum-
marized (Challenger et al [10, 1926]. The crude oil evolved

much hydrogen sulphide during distillation at ordinary

pressure. As this indicated possible decomposition, the

main bulk was distilled with steam, when about 30%
passed over, only small amounts of hydrogen sulphide

being noticed. This was possibly in solution in the original

oil. Amines, phenols, and traces of ketones were removed
from the distillate by successive treatment with dilute

hydrochloric acid (1 : 3), sodium hydroxide (10%), and
saturated sodium hydrogen sulphite. This last treatment

did not affect the sulphur content. The purified product

thus obtained was dried and distilled at atmospheric pres-

sure until the temperature reached 180° C., when the dis-

tillate was repeatedly fractionated at atmospheric pressure.

The portion boiling above 180° C. was fractionated at

27 mm. No sign of decomposition was observed below
180° C., and even the fractions boiling considerably over
200° C. could be distilled a few times at atmospheric

pressure without appreciable decomposition. This be-

haviour is in marked contrast to that observed when the

crude oil, which contained a certain amount of mineral

matter, was distilled.

The following fractions were investigated: (1) 75-93° C.,

(2) 109-117° C, (3) 117-126° C., (4) 134-138° C, (5) 158-

167° C., (6) 105-115° C./27 mm., (7) 115-140°C. /27mm.
Thiophen was detected in fraction (1) and characterized as

its mercuri-chloride. Fraction (2) contained about 25%
of 2-methylthiophen. On shaking with aqueous mercuric

acetate solution this was mercurated and precipitated as a
white solid, whilst the unsaturated hydrocarbons were oxi-

dized, giving insoluble mercurous acetate which constituted

a large proportion of the deposit. On decomposing the

precipitate with hydrochloric acid fairly pure 2-methylthio-

phen was obtained. This was freed from traces of hydro-

carbons by formation of the chloro-mercury derivative,

CH,'C4H,S-HgCl from which it was finally regenerated

with acid and identified by its physical constants and
the melting-points of the tribromo-derivative and of the

bromo-mercury compound.
By similar methods the presence of 2-ethylthiophen and

2 ; 3-dimethylthiophen was established in fraction (4). The
two chloro-mercury compoimds were separated and
identified as the corresponding thiocyanates. Both these

thiophen homologues were detected by Steinkopf [29,

1922] in the tar obtained by the action of acetytene on
pyrites. Fraction (5) yielded on similar treatment a chloro-

mercury compound which appeared to be derived from a
proK^l-, a methylethyl-, or a trimethyl-derivative of thio-

phen. Interesting confirmation of these results was
furnished by the somewhat later work of Dodonow and
Sochestwenskaja [11, 1926], who detected thiophoi,

2-methylthiophen, and 2 : 3-dimethylthiophen in a Russian
shale oil by very similar methods. Traces of benzene and
toluene were al^ present.

Tetrahydrothiophen (tetramethylene sulphide) and pro-
bably several similar derivatives are also present in
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Kimmeridge shale oil. These compounds can be obtained
as insoluble additive compounds with mercuric chloride

on addition of common salt to the hltrate obtained after

removal of the thiophen derivatives with mercuric acetate.

Tetrahydrothiophen was isolated in this manner from the

fraction b.p. 109-117° C., and characterized as mercuri-

chloride, QH,S’HgClt as methiodide QH^S'CHgT and
as the mercuric iodide compound of the methiodide. Its

objectionable odour andconversion to a sulphone strikingly

differentiates it from 2-methylthiophen, which has an odour
resembling toluene and forms neither sulphone nor
methiodide.

Fraction (6) was warmed with picric acid, giving several

deposits of a yellow crystalline picrate which were united

and distilled with sodium carbonate in steam, when a
solid was obtained having the odour of naphthalene and
containing combined sulphur. With aqueous methyl-

alcoholic mercuric acetate (Weissgerber and KrUber [33,

1 920]) an insoluble solid containing some mercurous acetate

was obtained. Distillation with steam gave an oil which
partially solidified at 0°C. and contained thionaphthen,

since on oxidation with hydrogen peroxide in glacial acetic

acid at 100° C. thionaphthen sulphone was obtained.

The crude thionaphthen was reconverted to the picrate.

The product melted at 144° C., whereas thionaphthen

picrate has m.p. 149° C. On repeated crystallization from
alcohol the melting-point was finally constant at 142-5° C.
According to Meyer and Meyer [20, 1918] the melting-

point of an equimolecular mixture of the picrates of
thionaphthen and of thiophthen is 140-141° C. Such a
non-separable mixture was actually obtained by Meyer
[20, 1918] from the products of the action of acetylene

on hydrogen sulphide.

The peculiar green fluorescence obtained from the picrate

or the crude thionaphthen with sulphuric acid suggests the

presence of one or both of the isomeric thiophthens,

QHtSg (Challenger and Harrison [9, 1935]). Moreover,
during the fractionation of the picrate an odour was
observed which resembled that of thiophthen, but was
different from that of thionaphthen. The presence of
thiophthen could not, however, be definitely established.

The amount of the fraction b.p. 105-115° C. which com-
bined with picric acid was extremely small. The main bulk,

which was inert to this reagent, was shaken with sodium
hydroxide and distilled in steam. The sulphur content,

about 6%, was found to be almost unaffected. Further

research must decide the interesting question as to the mode
of combination of the sulphur.

Isolation of Sulphur Compounds. Recent Modifications

in Tedmique.

In Victor Meyer’s early researches on thiophen and its

homologues these compounds Nvere isolated from crude

benzene, toluene, and xylene by repeated fractional

sulphonation (Meyer [21, 1888]). Later he developed

synthetic methods for these compounds; their extraction

from bituminous oils was greatly improved by the use of

methods involving mercuration (Steinkopf [29, 1914, 1921,

1922]).

Lei^re and Leclire [16, 1932] have examined a sulphur-

ous shale oil from St. Champ. A suitable fraction dissolved

in petrol was treated in the cold with 96-5% sulphuric

acid for one hour, whereby preferential sulphonation of the

thiopten homologues occurred in one operation. Decom-
position of the sulphonic adds with boiling water gave

afractitm b.p. 150-160° C. containing 25-6% of sulphur.
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Propylthiophens require 25-4%. The authors state, without

giving any experimental details or other information, that

the mixture contained l-«-propylthiophen, l-ijopropyl-

thiophen, and 2-(st)propylthiophen. This method is stated

to be much superior to that involving repeated sulphonation.

Ruhemann and Baumbach [23, 1932] have also em-
ployed sulphuric acid in the isolation of a thiophen

homologue from a lignite oil fraction of b.p. 140-145° C.,

rich in unsaturated hydrocarbons. Under their conditions

sulphonation either does not occur or plays only a small

part, and a product b.p. 146-150° C. at 14 mm. was
isolated. As a result of their experience of the action of

sulphuric acid on the unsaturated hydrocarbons of lignite

and coal oils (1931, see below) this compound was sub-

mitted to slow distillation over ‘Frankonit’, whereby
2 : 3-dimethylthiophen (CgHgS) and an unsaturated hydro-

aromaticcompoundC,H 14 were obtained. The occurrenceof
this thiophen derivative in bituminous oils has already been
mentioned. Ruhemann [23a, 1931] had previously shown
that the polymers of unsaturated hydrocarbons could be

depolymerized by heating with ‘Floridin’ (fuller’s earth).

Two compounds CS4H40 and CtgH,, formed during the

refining of a lignite oil with sulphuric acid yielded rmder
these conditions the hydrocarbon C12H10 and a mixture of

Ci»H»o and respectively.

Petroleum

Mabery [17, 1891; 18, 1904, 1906] extracted various

fractions of American petroleum with sulphuric acid,

establishing the presence of methyl-, ethyl-, and butyl

sulphides in the crude oil, the sulphides dissolving un-
changed in the acid. From Llanadian oil he obtained a large

number of compounds of the formula C„H,»S, which he
called ‘thiophanes’. These resembled the aUtyl sulphides

in forming sulphones, methiodides, and additive products
with mercuric chloride. Their densities, however, were
much higher than those of the open-chain alkyl sulphides,

they bore no resemblance whatever to the thiophen homo-
logues, and Mabery regarded them as either ‘hydrothio-

phens with long side-chains, methylene sulphides with

numerous or long side-chains, or simple ring methylene
sulphides’. It was not proved, however, that the tetra-

hydrothiophen or thiophane ring was present in any of
these compounds, which ranged in boiling-point from 125

to 295° C. The use of the term ‘thiophane’ was therefore

hardly justified.

In view of the extent to which Mabery’s work has been
quoted, reference may here be made to a critical discussion

of his results and the conclusions to be drawn from them
(Challenger [7, 1926]).

The work ofThierry [31, 1925] has furnished results very
similar to those of Mabery. By addition of water to a
sulphuric acid sludge obtained during the refining of
Persian petroleum he isolated methyl ethyl sulphide, tetra-

hydrothiophen, and pentamethylene sulphide. About the

same time Birch and Norris [3, 1925] established the

presence of ethyl-, isopropyl-, and isoamyl mercaptans in a
low-boiling fraction of Persian petroleum. After extraction

with sodium hydroxide their partial conversion to the

corresponding disulphides was observed. The authors

point out that the acidity of mercaptans diminishes rapidly

with increase in molec^r weight, and consequently the

higher mercaptans are not completely removable by soda
washing only.

The two last-mentioned compounds, and in addition
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2-inethyhetrahydrothiophen, have also been isolated by
Teutsch [30, 1934] from erode Panuco oil along with two
compounds CeHipS and From the acid sludge

obtained on refining Panuco oil two isomeric compounds
CgHuS were separated. These four sulphides were not

identified, but it may be noted that they have the composi-

tion C«H»hS characteristic of Mabery’s ‘thiophanes’. The
uniformity in type and often in constitution exhibited by
the sulphur compounds from different oils is very striking.

Still another investigation along these lines must be

recorded. McKittrick [19, 1929], working in the labora-

tories of the Standard Oil Company of California, has

made a prolonged study of the sulphur compounds con-

tained in a naphtha b.p. 30-250“ C. obtained by the crack-

ing of a fuel oil from ‘California Midway Crude’. In this

case a preliminary concentration of the sulphur compounds
was effected by repeated extraction ofthe oil with liquid sul-

phur dioxide at —20 to — 30“ C. The united extracts were

evaporated and submitted to a series of fractional extrac-

tions, first with aniline and then with ethylene glycol

diacetate. Systematic fractional distillation of the product,

followed by treatment with mercuric chloride and sodium
acetate, led to the identification of thiophen, 2- and 3-

methylthiophen, 2 : 3- and 3 : 4-dimethylthiophen, and
2- and 3-ethylthiophen. The ‘acid sludge’ obtained by
refining a similar cracked naphtha with sulphuric acid was
also examined. Dilution with water gave an oil in which
the presence of sulphides apparently containing 8 and 11

carbon atoms respectively and analogous in properties with

Mabery’s ‘thiophanes’ was detected.

A considerable amount of work has been published

during the last 10 years on the changes undergone by the

chief classes of sulphur compounds in presence of the

common refining agents, as applied more particularly to

petroleum.

This work has been admirably summarized by Ellis [12,

1934], and its detailed consideration falls outside the scope

of this section. In a few cases, however, the refining agent,

especially sulphuric acid, may alter the nature of the

sulphur compound without removing it or, as already

mentioned (Heusler [14, 1895; 15, 1904D, may actually

produce an organic sulphur derivative by its action on an
olefine.

A further instance of this is afforded by the work of
Birch and Norris [4, 1929], who have shown that, by the

action of sulphuric acid on a naphtha containing mercap-
tans, small quantities of polysulphides may be form^
which remain in the oil owing to their insolubility in the

acid. The presence of these compounds may be recognized

by the corrosive effect of the boiling naphtha on a bright

copper strip, whereby copper sulphide is formed. In apply-
ing this test free sulphur is first removed by shaking with

mercury at the ordinary temperature. The reaction pre-

sumably occurs by the partial oxidation of the mercaptans

to disulphides by the sulphuric acid. This consequently

undergoes some reduction to sulphur dioxide and hydrogen
sulphide. Interaction of these gases in sulphuric acid solu-

tion gives sulphur which probably combines with some
undianged mercaptan (rather than with the disulphides) to

form a polysulphide. It was not found possible to cause

free sulphur to combine with a disulphide or sulphide to

form a polysulphide, in presence ofa hydrocarbon at room
temperature.

This view is supported by the observation that a poly-

sulphide is formed whoi bobutyl- or iroamyl mercaptan in

peut>leum solution is shaken at room tonperature with

powdered sulphur, or when sulphur dioxide, followed by
hydrogen sulphide, is led into the solution. The poly-

sulphide thus produced can be identified by removing excess
ofsulphur and reducing with zinc dust and acid, thus giving

rise to a mercaptan and hydrogen sulphide. This reaction

is also given by the ‘refin^’ specimens of naphtha which
exhibit the corrosive action on copper.

Finally, diethyl trisulphide was prepared and was found
to exhibit the characteristic corrosive action on copper.

Coal and Lignite Oils

Various derivatives containing condensed thiophen
nuclei were isolated from these oils by Boes [5, 1902] and
by Weissgerber and Krtiber [33, 1920]. Boes obtained

diphenylene sulphide and thionaphthen from coal tar and
lignite tar respectively; both these compounds were ob-
tained by Weissgerber from coal tar. The thionaphthen
was fre^ from some of the naphthalene by preferential

sulphonation and subsequent decomposition with acid,

giving a mixture still containing naphthalene, from which
it was separated as the mercuric acetate compound, this

giving pure thionaphthen on decomposition with acid.

Mercuric acetate does not react with naphthalene under
the conditions employed. The thionaphthen was also

detected in presence of naphthalene by oxidation to the

sulphone with hydrogen peroxide in glacial acetic acid, a
method which also served for the recognition of dipheny-

lene sulphide in crude phenanthrene.

Weissgerber and Moehrle [34, 1921] state that two iso-

meric methylthionaphthens have been isolated from the

crude methylnaphthalenes of coal tar.

Weissgerber [32, 1928] also showed that low-tempera-

ture tar contains tetra-substituted derivatives of thiophen

of boiling-point about 200°
C. His results may briefly be

summarized.

The fraction b.p. 187-201“ C. was washed with 2% of
sulphuric acid to remove coumarones and indenes, and
extracted with sulphuric acid (90%) at 15-20“ C. The acid,

on dilution with water, gave an oil from which ketones and
nitriles were next eliminated. Treatment with sulphuric

acid then removed some insoluble hydrocarbons. The
remainder of the oil could be reprecipitated from the acid

by adding water, and represented 0-76% of the original oil.

Its density was very high (0-95), its b.p. 190-200° C., its

odour somewhat unpleasant, and the sulphur content in

different fractions 16-19%. Alkyl sulphates and mercaptans
were absent, and the usual tests for sulphides failed. The
stability to sulphuric acid pointed to the presence of tetra-

substituted thiophen derivatives; oxidizing agents gave
sulphuric acid, and no chloro-mercury compound could be

obtained, this being further evidence of the absence of
nuclear hydrogen atoms.

Weissgerber showed that on passage with hydrogen
through a heated tin-lined iron tube, 2 ; 4-dimethyl-

thiophen gave thiophen and methylthiophens. Application

of this method of pyroanalysis to the assum^ tetra-

methylthiophen at 650-675“ C. gave a mixture in which
thiophen, a-methylthiophen, and 2 : 3-dimethylthiophen

were identified.

A compound giving a chkiro-mercuiy derivative, which,

from its analysis, appeared to be derived from trimethyl-

thiophen, was also isolated. Tetramethylthiophen could
not be obtained by synthesis, but dimethyldiethyUhiophen

was specially prepaid for comparison. It boiled at 214-
217° C., had d^ty 0-9573, was soluble without change in
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suliidiuric acid, and gave sulphuric acid on oxidation. The
identification of the stable sulphur compound as tetra-

methylthiophen appears therefore to be justified.

The Possible Importance of the Isomeric Thiophthens
in Shale Oil.

The occurrence of naphthalene, thiophen, and thionaph-

then in coal tar and in Kimmeridge shale oil suggested

that thiophthen (I) or (II) might also be an ingredient of
bituminous oils. Attempts by Meyer and Meyer [20,

1918] to detect this substance in coal tar and in lignite

tar were, however, unsuccessful. Some evidence of the

occurrence of thiophthen in Kimmeridge shale oil has

already been mentioned. On the other hand, the published

information concerning thiophthen and its derivatives was
at that time so scanty that success was hardly to be expected

until these compounds had been further characterized.

s HC C- CH
II II II

HC C CH HC C CH
It II II

\/ \/
HC C CH
\/
S

s s

(I) (ID

Thiophthen was first prepaied by Biedermann and
Jacobson [2, 1886], who heated citric or tricarballylic acids

with phosphorus trisulphide, A tar distilled which, on
fractionation, yielded an oil, b.p. 220-230“ C. This was
purified throu^ its picrate, which on decomposition with

alkali gave an oil, b.p. 224-226“ C., having the composition

C,H4S» and remaining liquid at — 10“ C. The yield before

picrate formation was less than 1%.
Capelle [6, 1908] passed acetylene into the vapour of

boiling sulphur and absorbed the distillate in carbon
disulphide. Removal of the solvent, extraction with ether

or alcohol, and fractionation in the presence of sodium
hydroxide yielded an oil, b.p. 225” C., which gave a picrate,

m.p. 134°C., stated to be identical with that obtained by
Biedermann and Jacobson.

The writer and Dr. J. B. Harrison [9, 1935] have
investigated both these methods for the preparation of
thiophthen, obtaining results which should facilitate the

search for the isomeric thiophthens in bituminous oils.

Acetylene was passed in a rapid stream into the vapour
of boiling sulphur. The crude distillate, freed from carbon
disulphide and thiophen, was distilled in steamand that por-

tion of b.p. 1 15-120° C, at 20 mm. converted to the picrate

of m.p. 1 39-141° C. and decomposed with sodium carbo-

nate giving a colourless oil, b.p. 221-222° C. (102-104°C. at

15 mm.). Its analysis agreed with that of slightly impure

thiophthen. On standing it gradually deposited a substance

which, on crystallization from light petroleum, formed a
snow-white solidm.p. 56°C. (I),hadacompositionand mole-
cular weight corresponding to QH^St and gave a picrate

C,H4Sa*QH|(NOt)aOH of constant m.p. 145° C. No men-
tion of this solid thiophthen is made by the earlier workers

who employed the atxtylene method for the preparation

of thiophthen. It may here be mentioned, however, that

Ansdifitz and Rhodius [I, 1914] drew attention to the

theoretical existence of two isomeric thiophthens.

By a prolonged series of operations, involving formation

of i^rate, styphnate, and chloro-mercury derivative, it

was shown that the liquid portion contained an isomeric

n

thiophthen of m.p. 6-2S-6'5° C. It was not possible, in spite
ofthe preparation ofa large number ofderivatives, to deter-
mine with certainty whether this low-melting thiophthen
was identical with that of Biedermann and Jacobson which
was also prepared for comparison, and when purified found
to melt at 5-75-6° C. (II).

Ring Fission of Thionaphthen and Thiophthen.

Reference may here be made to two very interesting

reactions of thionaphthen which appear to be applicable to
its homologues.

According to Fricke and Spllker [13, 1925] thionaphthen
is reduced by sodium and alcohol to its dihydro-derivative

and then to o-ethylthiophenol.

On removing unchanged oil and acidifying the alkaline

residue, this mercaptan or one of its homologues should be
liberated, and capable of easy identification.

The second method depends on the observation ofWeiss-
gerber and Seidler [35, 1927] that thionaphthen on heating
with potassium hydroxide in an autoclave at 3(X)°C. is

converted to o-thiocresol, which can easily be obtained in

quantity on acidifying the cold, fused mass.

+ 2KOH y II -f HCOOK

The writer and Harrison [9, 1935] have applied Fricke
and Spilker’s method to the reduction of the solid isomer
of thiophthen (see above) and find that a mercaptan is pro-
duced and the second thiophen nucleus ruptured. Analysis
of the mercury derivative showed it to be derived from an
ethylthienyl mercaptan. The reaction proceeds therefore
in an exactly analogous manner to the reduction of
thionaphthen.

The methods just indicated should prove extremely
valuable in the examination of mineral oils containing
sulphur, and Weissgerber suggests that the alkali fusion

might be useful in desulphurization on the large scale.

Nomercaptancouldbe obtained, however, on heating the
fractions of Kimmeridge shale oil (Dorset) of b.p. 90-100°

C. at 27 mm. and of b.p. 115-130° C. at 27 mm. with sodium
and alcohol or with potassium hydroxide under these con-
ditions, and it would appear that the sulphur compounds
in these fractions of Kimmeridge shale oil are not in the

main derived from thionaphthen. Some unpublished
observations of the writer and Wilkinson suggest that

tetrasubstituted thiophens may be present, as has already

been demonstrated by Weissgerber [32, 1928] in the case

of low-temperature tar.

The elucidation of the nature of the sulphur compounds
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in the hii^iM'-boilmg fractions of bituminous oils remains

a problem ofsome urgeiK^, since,apart from thionaphthen,

its methyl derivatives and dipbenylene sulphide, no sulphur

ingredient has been identified in these fractions.

This accoimt of the sulphur compounds of bituminous

oils is in part based upon various ^pers by the writer

published in the journals of the Institution of Petroleum

OF PETROLEUM
Technologists (1926, 1935) and the Society of Chemical
Industry (1929). These contain extensive bibliographies.

Useful summaries dealing with the various sulphur com-
pounds in mineral and bituminous oils have recently been
published by G. Free [12<r, 1935, 1936]. Their utilization

has been discussed by Wiezevich et al. [36, 1933] and by
Schmeling [26a, 1936].
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NITROGEN COMPOUNDS

THE NITROGEN BASES OF PETROLEUM DISTILLATES
By J. R. BAILEY, Ph.D.

Professor of Organic Chemistry, University of Texas

Coal-tar distillates have long been known as sources of

aromatic nitrogen bases. Most of these aromatic bases are

familiar and rather easily separated. Petroleum distillates

usually contain such very small proportions of nitrogen

bases that they are commonly ignored in the refining of

petroleum oils, and investigation of these organic bases

has been relatively neglected. In the case of certain petro-

leums, however, the content of nitrogen bases in the

<iistillates, while not large, is sufficiently great to have

attracted investigation. Recent work has shown that these

products represent a complex mixture of several types of

cyclic nitrogen bases.

In Pennsylvania petroleum the nitrogen content is re-

ported to be about 0 008% [3, 1891]. Of American petro-

leums certain of the California oils contain the highest

nitrogen content, the maximum being 0-82% [2, 1928].

Nothing is known of the structure of the nitrogen com-
pounds in crude, imdistilled petroleum. The bases which

have been studied are encountered in appreciable quantity

in the distillates. Even in the distillates of the California

oils, studied in the writer’s laboratory, most of the nitrogen

exists in compounds which are inert to dilute mineral acids

[2, 1928; 2, 1930]. The bases are evidently decomposition

products of more complex nitrogen compounds in the

original crude oils.

Nitrogen bases derived from California oils were in-

vestigated by Mabery and Wesson [17, 1920] without any
definite results. They believed that these bases consist

principally of alkylated quinolines or iso-quinolines.

The bases investigated in the writer’s laboratory were

extracted from the kerosine distillate from the crude of the

McKittrick field in the San Joaquin Valley. The kerosine

distillate contained 0-64% nitrogen. The name kero bases

indicates this origin. The volume-temperature results

obtained on distilling these bases is given in Fig. 1.

An exhaustive examination of these bases was under-

taken in the University of Texas Laboratory in 1926 as

Research Project no. 20 of the American Petroleum Insti-

tute. This work has revealed that bases obtained from
liquid sulphur dioxide extract of California kerosine con-

sist in preponderant amount of non-aromatic types, not

previously obtained from any other natural source and not

made by synthesis. The presence of hydro-aromatic bases

in coal-tar distillates has been suspected [6, 1930; 7, 1903].

The quinoline homologues 2,3-dimethyl, 2,4-dimethyl, and

2.8-

dimethyl [4, 1933; 14, 1933]; also 2,3,8-trimethyl and

2.4.8-

trimethyl quinolines have also been found in the kero-

iMise mixture [11, 1930; 19, 1934]. Search for the coal-tar

bases, quinoline, iso-quinoline, quinaldine, and lepidine,

ivas successful.

Non-aromatic bases apparently occur in all petroleum

distillates beginning with kerosine, below whi(^ it may
be expected, only pyridine and its homologues will be

<eDcounteted.

Whether in all crudes there is only a negli^ble amount

of preformed organic bases and whether, in all fractions

of distillates of crudes from different pools, the same base

will be encountered remain to be determined. In any event,

and in line with the effect of temperature on the structure

of hydrocarbons produced in the distillation of coal, it is

certain that the bases in cracked petroleum distillates are

markedly different from those in straight-run distillates.

l.r.DtCKEES C.

Fio. 1. Volume distribution of kero bases.

Mabery and Wesson carried out the first investigations

of bases from California petroleum, which ‘were separated

from California distillates by Peckham and Solathe’ [16,

l^X); 17, 1920]. In view of the fact that no individual base
was isolated, it is not surprising that the structural con-
clusions which were the outgrowth of their research are no
longer tenable.

Exhaustive fractional distillation with the use of an
efficient reflux column is a prerequisite in the isolation of
petroleum bases, and, at times, when followed by fractional

acid extraction, a separation of individual components has
resulted [1, 1933; 14, 1933; 21, 1931].

So-called ‘Cumulative Extraction’ [19, 1933] has proved
very efficient in segregation of either crude bases or distilla-

tion fractions into aromatic and non-aromatic types, and
sometimes produces a partial separation of the latter into

groups. This process depends on a wide difference in the

distribution ratio of the hydrocarbons of the two main
families of bases between water and chloroform or ethy-

lene chloride, whereby the aromatics concentrate in the

aqueous and the non-aromatics in the chloroform layer.

A solution of the bases in dilute hydrochloric acid is ex-

tracted with the organic solvent, and then the aqueous layer
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is washed with the solvent and the solvent layer with water

until refractive index control on the reguned bases indicates

a satisfactory separation. The aromatic bases can be i^ro-

cessed further through conversion to acid sulphates in

alcohol or acetone solution. Cumulative extraction, as

applied to the 275® C. fraction of kero bases, resulted in

the isolation of the following components as picrates or

hydrochlorides ; 2,3,8-trimethylquinoline and 2,4,8-tri-

metbyl quinoline, 2,3-dimethyIquinoIine, a non-

aromatic base, and an unidentified product (m.p. of picrate

174® C).
The 2,3-dimethylquinoline, along with 2,4-dimethyl-

quinoline, had been previously separated from the 265-7® C.

fraction by the use of sulphur dioxide [4, 1933]. With the

exception of 2,3,8-trimethylquinoline, all aromatic bases

referred to above were previously known to synthesis, but

none had been obtained from a natural source.

In an indirect method of micro-distillation, termed

‘Amplified Distillation’, the bases are mixed with a
relatively large volume of petroleum hydrocarbon oil [5,

1936]. The hydrocarbon mixture is prepared by blending

equal volumes of 5° C. fractions in order to obtain an evenly

boiling mixture, ranging from 30“ C. below to 5“ C. above
that of the base fractions. The separate distillates are acid

extracted and the regained bases processed in the usual

way. Apart from offering the most practical method of
micro-distillation, this method has the advantage over

straight distillation of reduced cracking and enhanced
efficiency. Obviously, the same principle can be applied

in other directions.

The wide difference in the reaction velocity of alkyl

halides with kero bases can be applied as a general methc^
of resolution. It is well known that the destructive distilla-

tion of quaternary halides of aromatic bases can cause

migration of N-alkyls to the ring nucleus [15, 1883; 15,

1884], a complication that has not been observed in the

case of the same derivatives of non-aromatic kero bases.

The process is of importance only in non-aromatic series.

The non-aromatic kero bases are apparently cyclic

tertiary amines, and the isolation of individual products,

even from exhaustively distilled fractions, presents a very

difficult problem; for example, in the 275° C. fraction the

non-aromatic bases, so far unaccounted for, constitute at

least 60% of the total volume. The complexity of the

mixtures causes a quite uniform solubility of like salts

of the component bases in all solvents, with the result

that a complete segregation through recrystallization is

impractical.

After fractional separation of non-aromatic bases

through their methiodides, even where these derivatives

are not obtained in crystalline form, destructive distillation

gives a satisfactory recovery ofbases, and at times individual

products are in such concentration that reciystallization of
their picrates effects final purification.

Two non-aromatic kero bases have been reported.

One [1, 1933] has the composition Ci,HmN, with m.p.
24-5® C; b.p. 225-6° C. (750 mm.); d 20/4 0-8700; n 25/D
1-4833. The other [13. 1934; 21, 1933] has the composition
C„H,.N, with m.p. 23-24-3° C.; b.p. 278-2° C. (746 mm.);
<fi0/4 0-9391 ; «20/D 1-5129. Both substances resist hydro-
gmation and dehydrogenation, and prolonged heating with

adkaline solution of permanganate has no oxidizing effect.

In dilute sulphuric acid solution they reduce permanganate
readily.

Due to the small amount of the 13-carbon base originally

available, proof of structure was impractical. However,

the following deductions seem warranted. The empirical

formulae Ci,H„N and Ci,HmN show that the two com-
pounds belong to different homologous series, C„H|„_5N,
respectively. It is highly probable from their molecular
weights and physical constants, along with other consider-

ations, that the 13-carbon molecule contains a binuclear

and the 16-carbon molecule a trinuclear ring system. In

order to account for the saturated condition of both mole-
cules a double bridging must be assumed in each. Naph-
thenic, or cyclopentane structure, as assumed in the

following provisional structural interpretation of the two
bases, seems probable:

Octahydro-2,7.dimethyl-5,7-methano -1,4-

ethanopyrindine.

CH,
'5

Product II.

Decahydro-la,5-dimethyl-2,4a-mcthano-l,5-ethanopyrindacine.

In explanation through steric hindrance of the non-
formation of a methiodide by the CjaH^N base, its two
methyls are assigned positions 2 and 7 in formula 1. The
assumption of a methylene instead of an ethylene bridge

in the piperidine nuclei would require an addition methyl
in each formula.

A naphthenic base, 5,6-dihydropyrindine,

has been discovered in shale oil [9, 1929] and synthesis

has confirmed the structure originally proposed [22, 1931].

The conversion of product II on nitric acid oxidation to

berberonic acid, pyridine-2,4,5-tricarboxylic acid, proves

that the nitrogen is in a 6-membered ring [21, 1931].

Product II is an isolated example of a non-aromatic base
with arorriatic character, as is evidenced by two reactive

methyls. It condenses with benzaldehyde to form a di-

benzal derivative [1, 1933] and yields with phthalic an-

hydride a true phthalone. Doja [8, 1932] states: ‘A methyl
group in a quinoline is known to lose its power ofcondensa-
tion with ketones or aldehydes when the ring is partially or
totally reduced.’

In parallel with a similar reactivity of the two alkyls in

2,4-dimethylquinoline, the reaction product of the pyrin-

dacine with formaldehyde is converted through nitric acid

oxidation to a dicarboxylic add, CuHi^(CC>OH),, which
on decarboxylation yields a monocarboxylic add,
C,«HmNCOOH and finally QiHnN, base. Therefore, two
carbons in the CmHhN compound are in the form of
methyls [13. 1934].
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Formula I, although highly speculative, suggests that the

neo’-carbon system [cf. 23, 1933],

C—N—C(CH,>-C

—

I i

induces in the two methyls the same reactivity which
characterizes the alkyls in the conjugate double-bond
system, c—n-c(CH,)—CH=c—CH.,

of 2,4-dimethylquinoline; at any rate, an unusual structural

feature of the saturated base imparts aromatic character.

In an attempt to explain the origin of the non-aromatic
bases in petroleum distillates, which in turn might have an
important bearing on the origin of petroleum itself, a study

of protein pyrolysis was instituted in the Texas Laboratory.

If petroleum is of vegetable or animal origin, or both, then

it is highly probable that not only protein, but in ad^tion
fats and carbohydrates were involved in a metamorphosis
which resulted in the formation of complex non-basic

nitrogen compounds, and the latter in petroleum refining

undergo pyrolysis, giving a small yield of organic bases.

It has bran found that pure proteins on pyrolysis yield

comparatively few bases [10, 1924 ; 20, 1919].

In order to determine whether a material containing

protein, fats, and carbohydrates would, on admixture with

nitrogen-free lubricating oil, yield aromatic, and more
especially non-aromatic, bases, the Union Oil Company
of California subjected to destructive distillation 23 tons

of cotton-seed meal, with 4,000 gal. of hydrocarbon oil as

a liquid mediiun. TTic complexity of the various fractions

of organic bases obtained is comparable to that of kero-

base fractions. The meal bases, however, differ from those

formed in the distillation of coal, shale, bones, or petro-

leum in several respects: in storage they have a pronounced
tendency to decompose or polymerize with excessive tar

formation; they are in prepwnderant amount petroleum
ether insoluble; diazines are present in relatively large

quantities. In so far as their investigation has progressed,

there is no reason to suspect among the meal bases non-
aromatic types similar to non-aromatic kero bases. The
only kero base thus far isolated is 2,3,8-trimethylquinoline.

[18, 1936], This investigation presents for future study a
practically unexplored field in protein pyrolysis.

It is noteworthy that all the keroquinolines reported are

methylated at position 2, the other positions of substitution
being 3, 4, and 8. All of them form phthalones of the same
shade ofyellow as quinoline yellow, the valuabledye derived

from coal-tar quinaldine, or 2-methylquinoline; accord-

ingly, they may find industrial use as dye intermediates.

As concerns the non-aromatic kero bases, which are

undoubtedly of various types and of great number, with

most, if not all, of them imknown to synthesis, a compre-
hensive study of their structure and properties must pre-

cede an evaluation of commercial applications. There is

a chance that pharmacological research may reveal here a
source of new medicinals of therapeutical potency.

Ifstructural elucidation ofnon-aromatic petroleum bases

leads to a positive confirmation of the existence of naph-
thenic types, their molecular arrangement may be in some
cases similar to that in naphthenes and naphthenic acids.

Corresponding to many cyclic nitrogen compounds, known
hydrot^bons can be derived by replacement ofN or NH
by CH or CHg, respectively. It is not entirely improbable
tl^t the same analogy in some cases holds for petroleum

bases and hydrocarbons ofcyclopentane structure.

The isolation and proof of structure of individual hydro-

carbons outside the aromatic series present experimental

difficulties far greater than applies to nitrogen bases. The
proposed bridged structure of the Q,HnN and Ci«HuN
compounds suggests that, were petroleum naphthenes en-

countered ofthe composition Ci^Hn and C^Hm, i.e. of the

respective series and complexes analo-

gous to those in nitrogen compounds might be suspected.

APPENDIX*
Recently it has bran found that the naphthenic base

Q«HmN, previously regarded as completely saturated, can

be reduc^ over a catalyst of Rainey nickel at 2S0° C. and
200 atm. pressure to yield a compoimd corresponding to

the formula CieH,iN (1). The new product, which was
identified as a secondary amine through preparation of the

methyl, benzoyl, and nitroso derivatives, was dehydrogen-

ated [9] with silver acetate according to the method ofTafel

to yield the original base [13, 1892].

The identification through high-pressure hydrogenation

of the pyridine nucleus as an integral complex in the

Q«H|gN molecule led to a logical inference that this com-
pound would,through pyrolysis, yielda pyridine homologue.
In pursuance of this idea the CigHt,N molecule was therm-

ally decomposed over an alumina-silica catalyst to produce
quantitatively 2,3,6-trimethylpyridine [9]. This experiment

led to a like pyrolysis of a 270-80“ C. fraction of residual

bases from which had been separated the CicHggN com-
pound, 2,3- and 2,4-dimethylquinoline, and 2,3,8- and
2,4,8-trimethylquinoline.

In view of the fact that all the above bases may be readily

converted to phthalones, their removal by this method was
attempted prior to pyrolysis of the residual bases. This led

to the unexpected and important discovery that the residual

bases themselves, for the most part, could be readily con-

densed with phthalic anhydride. From this observation it

can be inferred that numerous bases, until now classified as

non-aromatic, contain the complex.

The true nature of these residual bases which defied

further separation by fractionation was elucidated in an
experiment where IIS c.c. of the material in gaseous form
was slowly passed over a long layer of catalyst at 600“ C.

The distillate, measuring S3 c.c., was fractionated by one
ordinary distillation through a reflux column, followed by
one amplified distillation, into the 13 fractions tabulated

below [9].

Physical Constants of Pyrolysed Bases

Number of
fraction Volume c.c.

B.P. CC.)
746 mm.

1 4*7 172 1-4962

2 4*3 186 15045
3 1-6 199 1-5232

4 2-2 218 1-5482

5 2-3 242 1-5558

6 4*2 253 1-5564

7 50 261 1-5538

8 6*1 265 1-5528

9 4-6 270 1-5550

10 4-5 in 1-5623

11 4-2 279 1-5630

12 1-2 281 1-5678

13 3-2 293 1-5844

* All following reference numbers are ‘References—Appendix*
numbers.
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Here the origmal n25/Z> l‘S123 was changed in the dis-

tilled pyrolysis fractions to nTSID values, ranging from
1’4962 to 1*5844. The decided elevation of refractive in-

dices, beyond fraction No. 2, clearly indicates that pyrolysis

incr^sed the unsaturation of certain bases through de-

hydrogenation. It may be inferred that pyridines (nlSJD
around 1*5) and quinolines {nlSjD around 1*6) constitute,

in the main, the pyrolysis distillate. The source of the

quinolines was apparently Bz-dihydro, or more probably

Bz-tetrahydroquinoline homologues derived from

H, H

i

Bz Py
jl

H,

These preliminary pyrolysis experiments point the way
to the identification of numerous petroleum bases, which
have defied separation, as such, but which can now be con-

verted to substances ^at lend themselves to purification

through fractional recrystallization ofa wide variety ofsalts.
At present, pyrolysis studies are in progress throughout

the entire range of base fractions from straight-run distil-

lates, and pyridine as well ^s quinoline homologues have
been obtainedfrom several fractions below the 270®C. range.

High-pressure reduction and pyrolysis establish con-
clusively that the CnHjsN molecule contains the complex.

to which must be united the remaining eight carbons at

positions 4 or 5, or they may be partitioned to both ofthese
positions. The possibility ofopen chain complexes, such as

a pentyl and an alkyl, completing the Cj«Hi5N molecule
can be disregarded, because, it is certain that type of com-
pound would readily reduce alkaline perman^natc.

Equally untenable is a structure with a six-membered
ring condensed at positions 4 and S, with four additional

carbons as alkyls on the Bz-nuclcus, for example:

Here is revealed a Bz-tetrahydroisoquinoline homologue,
on which pyrolysis could effect dehydrogenation, coupled,
it might be, with partial dealkylation, but in any event the
binuclear ring structiur would remain intact.

There is left, as the most acceptable interpretation, a
condensation of the pyridine nucleus with a five-membered
ring, substituted by five carbons in the form of alkyls. Of
the several possibilitiesfrom whichto choose, the naphthenic
structure,

CH,

is proposed provisionally because the two hydrogens

located at positions 5 and 7 are in favourable location for

migration to the pyridine ring, thereby facilitating inter-

molecular disruption to 2,3,6-trimethylpyridine. In this

formula the me^yls at positions 1 and 3 account for the

parallel in chemical behaviour of this naphthenic base and
2,4-dimethylquinoline. However, in view of the well-

known use of alkaline permanganate in structural proof of

pyridine homologues, the anomalous property of resistance

to alkaline permanganate oxidation [12, 1931] was not to

be expected.

This stability and the failure to obtain evidence of un-

saturation in the molecule, apart from two reactive methyls,

led to a ‘ provisional’ structural formula, admittedly ‘hi^ly
speculative’, and through which was advanced the* fanciful

sumption’ ofa *neo-carbon system’ imparting ’aromatic

character’ to a completely saturated cyclic base.

Apparently, high-pressure reduction will prove a reliable

method in determining the state of saturation of all petro-

leum bases. It now appears probable that the CwHjiN base

[2, 1933] previously referred to, is not completely saturated,

despite its resistance to alkaline permanganate oxidation.

The tetrahydropyrindine.

H
,

H

CH,

to which three carbons as alkyls must be added in order to

complete the formula, CjjHjiN, will be subjected to high-

pressure reduction in an effort to verify the provisional

structural formula.

One ofthe formulae listed above may apply to a QoHisN
kero base [11] lately isolated in the Texas Laboratory. This

new substance reacts very slowly with methyl iodide, even at

water-bath temperature, and through this property may be
easily isolated in pure form as the methiodide. It is resistant

to pyrolysis, a property which may be due to its low state of
alkylation as compared with that of the 13- and 16-carbon

bases, considered above. In view of its ability to reduce

alkaline permanganate this explanation appears all the

more plausible.

From Fig. 1 it is observed that the peak volume of kero

bases occurs in the 270-80° C. range; while Fig. 2 discloses,

that although the major peak volume of gas-oil bases exists

between 300-10° C., a secondary peak is found in the 270-
80° C. range.

Basic nitrogenous material extracted from cracked gaso-

line produced in cracking gas oil from California petroleum

has been found to contain nine basic products, including

quinoline, quinaldine, and seven pyridine homologues [4,

1937], Since there is every assurance that no base, present

l^ond negligible amount, was overlooked in this investiga-

tion, it may be concluded that only aromatic bases, such as

pyridines and quinolines, will be encountered in cracked

distillates. The pyridines in the cracked gasoline must have
resulted from thermal degradation of more complex poly-

nuclear types, while the quinolineand quinaldine were pro-

bably product through dehydrogenation and dealkylation

of dialkyl- and trialkyl-hydroquinoline homologues.

Depending on the reversible reactions.

Degassing -t-heat

so,+H.o+Base Base h,so„
Sulphiting

an economical method of extracting nitrogen bases femn
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hydrocarbon oil has been developed [10]. *Sulphiting’ is

effected by agitation of petroleum distillates with water

containing the desired amount of sulphur dioxide. In

practice, ‘ sulphiting’ is carried out on successive batches of

oil, with the sulphurous acid solution intermittently re-

chfug;ed with sulphur dioxide. In this way a ‘sulphite brine’

of sufiicient concentration to warrant ‘degassing’ finally

results. A temperatxire of 70-100® C. is employed in dis-

sociation ofthe acid sulphites. The liberated bases separate

as a supernatant layer, and are drawn off, thus permitting

the water layer to be re-used in further extractions. Where
‘ sulphiting ’ and ‘ degassing * are carried out interchangeably

in two separate units it is evident that the sulphur dioxide

liberated by ‘degassing’ in one unit may be used for ‘sul-

phiting’ in the other by simply allowing the gas to be

absorbed in the water solution in the ‘sulphiting’ chamber.

In the pyridine series the base acid sulphites dissociate

lOSl

which at an elevated temperature dissociates according to
the equation:

(C,H5N),Zna.+heat » 2C,H,N+ZnCl, (1) (8, 1888).

The more common salt contains two moles of base
hydrochloride in union with one mole of zinc chloride, a
type of salt originally employed in purification of 2,8-

dimethylquinoline through sublimation of its hydro-
chloride:

(C„H„N HCl),ZnCli, !-heat - 2C„H„N HC1+Zna,
(O) (14, 1927).

In the absence of hydrochloric acid, however, zinc

chloride unites with nitrogen bases of the quinoline and
pyridine series to form, in the main, salts of the type

(BaseliZnClg, which dissociate on heating to yield the free

base and zinc chloride.

In practice, zinc chloride or its aqueous solution is added
to the base or mixture of bases and, after salt formation is

veiy slowly, even at a temperature of 1(X)° C., and this

stability ofpyridine acid sulphites may be used to advantage
in sharp segregation of pyridines from other petroleum

bases. For example, in ‘sulphiting’ nitrogen bases from
cracked gasoline, pyridines are allowed to accumulate in

the ‘sulphite brine’ while other base types are removed
through ‘degassing*. Finally, the pyridine bases are

liberated from their salts with caustic in the usual way.

When it is considered that pyridine and its methyl deriva-

tives are either miscible with water in all proportions or

appreciably soluble in it, it is seen that the proposed method
of base extraction is to be recommended where pyridines

are concerned. ‘Sulphiting and degassing’, furthermore, is

more efficient than ctimulative extraction in concentrating

pyridines, since the hydrochlorides of pyridine bases have

practically the same solubility in water and chloroform.

Two reactions involving thermal dissociation of zinc

chloride salts which, until lately, have been only of scientific

interest, have been applied to purification of petroleum

bases [9]. The process combines in a single operation the

simultaneous removal of water, thio compounds, hydro-

carbon oil, and other non-basic admixtures. Pyridine, for

example, unites with zinc diloride to form a crystalline salt

complete, water and other volatile products are removed
by distillation at a relatively low temperature. At a much
higher temperature, aroiind 320° C., the zinc chloride salts

dissociate to yield a distillate ofpure anhydrous bases, while

thenon-volatilezinc chlorideremains behindready for re-use

This process is of special value in dehydrating pyridine

which forms with water an azeotropic mixture boiling at

92-3° C. and having the composition, C5H5N-3HiO.
Whereas dehydration of petroleum bases outside of the

pyridine series is ofno importance because of their difficult

solubility in water, the removal of sulphur compoimds (S,

1932; 7, 1932) and hydrocarbon oil—since they accompany
all crude fractions of petroleum bases—is very desirable.

Numerous experiments have confirmed the high efficiency

of the zinc chloride process in this direction.

The latest publication from the Texas Laboratory deals

with *1. Germicidal Properties of Nitrogen Bases from
Transformer Oil Extracts’ [3, 1937].

A forthcoming publication [6] will deal with isolation

and synthesis of a new kero tase, 2,3-dimethyl, 8-ethyl-

quinoline. This is the first kero quinoline encountered with

an alkyl other than methyl, and it is probable no petroleum

base contains an alkyl higher than ethyl.
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INORGANIC CONSTITUENTS OF PETROLEUM
By W. H. THOMAS, AJtS.M., M.IiBt.P.T.

Chemist, Anglo-Iranian Oil Company, Ltd.

In general, the amount of inorganic matter present in

petroleum is minute in comparison with that present in

solid fuels, and therefore for the majority of uses it can be,

and has b«n, ignored. For certain purposes, however, the

ash and its components are important; in the glass-malung

industry, for example, the vanadium content of fuel oils

should be low, owing to the serious defectswhich may accrue

due to the occlusion of vanadium in the molten glass. In
the main, therefore, petroleum ash is of interest either from
the point of view of some particular element which may
be obtained from it on a commercial scale or from its geolo-

gical significance, which at present is more academic than
practical.

Where the ash from a given oil is of value due to the

presence of a particular component such as vanadium, the

most convenient and satisfactory method for its production

is from the flue dust of furnaces in which the oil is used as

a fuel. For solid bituminous materials a modification of
this type of procedure would be necessitated, as in the case

of the vanadiferous asphalt of Peru which has been the

subject of tests with a view to its industrial utilization. For
general analytical purposes, however, the most suitable

procedure is to reduce the oil to a heavy residue and to bum
the latter in air from some suitable container such as a silica

dish. The residue ofcoke is then reduced to ash by placing

the dish in a muffle furnace, taking care that its temperature

is not high enough to cause fusion of the ash on to the silica.

A somewhat more precise method, which avoids the loss of
particles of ash during burning, consists in distilling the

oil to coke in a silica flask, followed by combustion of the

coke in the flask in a steady stream of air or oxygen. The
effluent gases are passed tlu-ough a pair of wash bottles

containing distilled water, thereby retaining ash particles

which may have been removed by the flow of air or oxygen.

The ash so retained may be recovered by filtration, or pre-

ferably by evaporation of the water. Another method for

the determination of ash content [8] has been described, in

which a known weight of oil is allowed to flow drop by
drop on to the sides of a platinum dish heated to dull

redness. The use of platinum vessels for the preparation of
the ash is not to be recommended, owing to the undesirable

reactions which may take place between the ash and
the platinum at the temperature of combustion of the

coke.

The actual yield of ash can rarely be related to the type

of oil from which it is obtained, although, in general, oils

of high gravity and viscosity have the higher ash contents.

In many cases the ash contents of oil vary according to the

ctegree of settling and the position in the container from
which the sample is taken. Filtration of normal well-

settled samples of oil prior to their reduction to ash, even

in extreme cases, rarely removes more than half the in-

organic matter present, the material removed usually con-

sisting of silica, iron oxide, lime, &c., or in other words,

that type of material which is acquired due to inclusion of

wind-blown dust and tank and pipe scale in the oil subse-

quent to its production. This would suggest that the por-

tion of the ash wludh is indigenous to the oil is either in

colloidal su^iension, possibly in the form of sulphides, or

exists partly in the form of liquid organic compounds.
Fester [9, 1927] in reporting the work of the Bergin Gesell-

schaft states that on purifying Mexican crude oil by filtra-

tion through an absorbent, the sulphur was eliminated and
all the vanadium absorbed. It was therefore deduced that

the vanadium existed in the oil in the form of a colloidal

suspension of the sulphide.

Ash Analyses

Owing to the diversity ofelements which may be present,

quantitative chemical analyses of samples of ash in many
cases prove both difficult and tedious. Moreover, the

amounts of certain constituents are too small to be easily

detected by normal qualitative tests. The pressure of
high percentages of a particular element, e.g. vanadium,
frequently cause difficulties in the determination of other

elements with which it is associated. A very convenient

scheme of general analysis, however, is that published by
the Fuel Research Board [4], although it was originally

intended for the analysts of coal ash. For general in-

vestigation purposes, spectrographic analysis is perhaps the
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most valuable and convenient tool for the research worker,
for with suitable technique it will detect the most minute
quantities of elements which would be entirely missed by
diemical methods, and it is of course the presence of the

more unusual elements which is of greatest interest with
regard to the examination of petroleum ash. Although
quantitative spectrographic analysis is less exact than
chemical methods for the major constituents, it is possible

to develop a quantitative technique for the minor consti-

tuents on a comparative basis which in many cases is

more accurate than normal chemical methods and can
easily be made the equal of micro-chemical procedures.
The ‘Ratio Quantitative System’ described by Lewis
[IS, 1932] should be particularly applicable in this

connexion.

Very few complete quantitative analyses of petroleum
ashes have been published, but as will be seen from the
data collected in the tables, most investigators have con-
tented themselves merely with the identification of the
elements present in the sample.

As an addendum to the above data, mention should be
made of the statement of Dunstan [7, 1924] that the ash
from Iranian crude oil exhibits a small degree of radio-
activity, 1 5 g. ofash showing about two-thirds of the activity

of 0-1 g. of uranium nitrate. Similarly, Bogoyavlenskii [1,

1929], dealing with the radioactivity of some ashes from
well-waters associated with crude oils, has shown that
radioactivity is approximately inversely proportional to
the amount of ash in the well-waters.

Perhaps the most notable feature of the above analyses is

the variety of elements which may be present in petroleum
ash. If the ash had originated solely from the strata from
which the oil is obtained, then the constituents would
probably have been the same as those of the reservoir rock
and in similar proportions thereto; for example, silica,

oxides or complex silicates of iron, aluminium, and
titanium, calcium and magnesium carbonates, and sul-

phates, &c. The relatively high concentrations of some of
the more imusual elements shown in the above table

indicate that this could not have been the case and tha t their

concentration could only have been brought about by some
agency coimected with the actual formation of oil. It isnow
generally conceded that petroleum has originated either

from animal or from vegetable remains, and hence it is

logical to assume that these organisms during their life were
largely the medium of concentration of the elements con-
cerned. Hackford [13, 1922], for example, considers that
these materials have been collected from sea-water by ab-
sorption into the bodies ofmarine algae which subsequently
wre transformed into petroleum. Further support to this
view has been given by Vinogradov [24, 1934], who states
that vanadium is known to occur in small quantities (10“®)

in various terrestrial and marine animals and plants. In
two groups of marine animals, ascidians and holothurians,
which atoorb vanadium as a substitute for copper and
phosphorus in their blood, it has been found in high
concentrations. Since sea-water contains very «m«n
quantities ofvanadium, it appears probable that the source
of the vanadium found in ascidians is marine bottom muds
wl^ are often rich in that element. Moreover, these
animals form highly specialized biocoenoses on the sea
floor, and after their death they should enridi the bottom
sedimmts with vanadium. It is suggested, therefore, that oils

containing this element are coimected in their origin with
marine sediments formed under conditions favourable to
organisms capable of concentrating vanadium.

Qualitative Examinations

Crude oils Ash Elements identified

Canadian [8] Fe, AI, Ca, Mg, and traces ofAu
and Ag

Ohio 18j . 0-11% Pe, AI, Ca, Mg, and traces of
Au, Ag, and Cu

Mexican [13] 072% Si, Fe, AI, Ti. Mg, Na. V, N, Sn,

Jugy [3] . Fe, Ni
C. Rivadavia [3] Fe, AI, Ni. and V
P. Huincul [3] . Fe, AI, Ni
Patagonian [8] . 0-2% P. Cu, N. K
Japanese [8] 0-16-055% Si. Fe, Ca
Chidersynde [8] .

j

0 09% AI, Cu, Pb, and traces of Ag and

Baku [8] .
.

1

0-09% Si, Fe, Ca, AI, Cu, S, P, As, and
traces of Ag, Au, Mn, and Pb

Egyptian [8] .
j

0-12% Fe, Ca, Ni. and V
Venezuelan . I Fe, Ni, V (38-45%)
Iraq . .

1

0'11% Fe, Ni. V
Texas [12] . I P, As, and S

.. [20] .
{

]

Si, Fe, AI, Ti. Ca. Mg, V, Ni.

small amounts of Ba, Sr, Mn.
Pb, Cu, and traces of Cr and

1

Ag

Asphalts
1

Ash
i

Elements identified

Lobsann [8] . .
|

5-4%
Patronite [14] .

'

Andes [21] . ! .

.

Peru [14] . i

Nevada [2] .

Manjak (Trinidad)

[2] . . . ..

Asphaltite (Utah) '

114] .

Grahamite (Okla-
homa) [14] . .

1

Rafaelite (Acua
Mahuida)l3J . ! ..

j

Si, Fc, Cu, S, and traces of Mn
!
V

i

V (43%)

j

V (30%)

1 V

V and U

V

Fc, AI, V, and Ni

Shales

Scotch [10] .

Joadja Creek [10] .

Lignite (Travancore)

15] .

Lignite (San Rafael)

[2] .

Somerset (England)

II9] .

0-63%

V

Si. S, V (38%)

Si. Fe, AI, Ca. Mg, and S

Coals

San Rafael [2]

Peru 12]

Melargue [3] .

V (39%)
V (38%)
Fc, V, Ni

Certain plants use vanadium as a substitute for phos-
phorus [16], and nickel has been detected in a very fotile
soil at Pantchero near Belgrade, which seems to indicate
that very minute quantities are actually beneficial to plants.

Nickel, moreover, amongst other elements has been de-
tected in the ash obtained from seaweed. It is significant,
on the other hand, that although nickel and vanadium are
widely disseminated throughout the earth’s crust, there ap-
pears to be no relationship between commercial deposits of
these metals and those of petroleum. Ramsay’s [18, 1924}
postulation regarding the presence of nickel in petroteum
ash is very germane to this subject He states that nearly
every type ofpetroleum contains nickel in varying propor-
tions, and he has put forward the suggestion that the
has acted as a catalyst in the hydrogenation of the original
material in the formation of petroleum. Obviously, it can-
not be stated spedfically wbeftier the nickel occurs in the
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metallic state or not. Nickel is never found in the earth’s

crust in the metallic state, but always in combination with

some other element such as arsenic or sulphur. It is difficult

to understand, therefore, how hydrogenation can take place

when it is realized that in catcdytic hydrogenation, nickel

in the metallic state is essential and, moreover, in a specially

active, finely divided condition. Apart from this, the ele-

ments with which nickel is usually found in combination

would effectively inhibit catalysis by reason of their poison-

ing action.

The presence of molybdenum in certain ashes is of con-

siderable interest, especially if one considers its striking

catalytic effect on hydrogenation reactions which, unlike

that of nickel, is still operative even in the presence of
sulphur compounds. Its derivation, however, is even more
difficult to postulate, for it may be classed as one of the

rarer elements in the earth’s crust. It has been found to

be present in a large variety of terrestrial plants [6, 1934],

although even by use of spectrographic analysis it could

not be detected in the soil in which the plants grew.

Continuing this review of the possible origin of the ele-

ments present in petroleum ashes, it should be noted that

crustaceans are rich in zinc, and this element, together with

copper, is found in the blood of molluscs. Certain proto-

zoans segregate barium sulphate, and some radiolaria form
their skeletons in part from strontium sulphate.

Generally speaking, the analyses show a notable absence

of the volatile elements, but it cannot be assumed that they

are absent, for the conditions of preparation of the ashes

would normally cause their loss by volatilization. Longo-
bardi [17, 1934] in fact considers that ‘the fields to be
explored in future investigations are those of the volatile

elements, the radioactive compounds and the isotopes’.

With regard to the more common elements, in the

absence of data on the effect of filtration of oils on ash

content, it is almost impossible to say whether they are

adventitious or indigenous to the oil. Iron may have
originated from ferruginous rocks or from pipelines and
tanks, and aluminium, titanium, and silica may have been
derived from arenaceous and argiliaceous strata or may
equally well have been acquired in the form of wind-blown
dust. Again, the presence of relatively high proportions of
calcium and magnesium would suggest solvent action on
calcareous and dolomitic rocks.

In some of the analyses the phosphate radical is by no
means the least important constituent, and here again the

phosphorus may either have been derived from rocks con-

taining phosphatic compounds, or from infiltrated well-

water. An example of the latter is the fact that ammonia,
both free and albuminoid, and phosphates have been

detected in some samples of well-waters. Whether these

components have been derived from infiltrated surface

water, or whether their presence indicates the pre-existence

ofabundant animal life from which the oil was formed, is a
matter which only extensive research will decide. According

to Engler [8] the presence of this element may be due to the

reduction of the phosphorus content of animal detritus.

loss

It is the presence of vanadium and nickel which has

evoked the greatest amount ofcomment and conjecture, the

former having been detected in petroleum for the first time

byLongobardiand Comus [17, 1934]. It will be appreciated

from a perusal of the ash analyses that vanadium is asso-

ciated particularly with asphalt or asphalt-containing oil,

non-asphaltic oils such as Hardstoft or Pennsylvanian appa-
rently containing no vanadium. Thus, in those cases where
asphaltic constituents have been concentrated by weather-

ing or by inspissation of crude oil, the resulting natural

asphalts are rich in vanadium. Shirey [20, 1931] dealing with

the ashes obtained from American crude oils suggests that,

although there is an insufficiency of data, it would appear

that high contents of vanadium and nickel are generally

associated with asphalt-base crudes. It is pointed out that

there is a loose quantitative ratio between the vanadium
and nickel contents of the ashes analysed. While nickel ap-

parently occurs to some extent in the ash from all crudes,

vanadium appears to associate itself more strictly with

those of asphaltic nature and may appear only in minute
traces or probably not at all in some of the paraffin-base

crudes. Vemasdky [23, 1934] has stated that vanadium is

found in three types of fields, in asphalts which are always
genetically related to petroleum, the percentage of which
is increased with its transformation into asphalt. In modi-
fication of Engler ’s [8] theory. Fester [9, 1927] suggests

that vanadium might be regarded as an element indicative

ofpetroleum and as a guide to the investigation ofits origin.

He has, moreover, prepared a genealogical table which
traces the history of vanadium via solution from igneous

rocks by water, thence by precipitation in contact with

iron and nickel, finally being converted to the sulphide by
bacteria present in' mud and animal and vegetable remains

which formed the ‘mother-matcriar of petroleum, asphalts

and shales. Longobardi [1 7, 1 934] points out that ifFester's

hypothesis be correct, then the precipitation of vanadium
and nickel in the form of sulphides would take place imder
shallow water conditions, and the catal3^ic hydrogenation

by means of nickel as postulated by Ramsay would have
occurred earlier, this precluding the possibility of the cata-

lytic poisoning effect of arsenic and sulphur.

The presence of vanadium in oil or asphalt is not limited

to any particular country or oilfield, which again suggests

that vanadium is connected in some way with the genesis

of petroleum, and more detailed analyses, preferably

carried out by spectrographic means, might even show that

some other of the rarer elements were also persistently

present in oils from varying sources. Such analyses, com-
plete in detail, especially with regard to minor constituents,

would have considerable geological significance when
applied to problems concerning the origin and migration
of petroleum and to the correlation of crude oils and
seepages ofdifferent types existing in the same tectonic area

or stratigraphic sequence. The above remarks will serve to

indicate how little the conjectures given are substantiated

by actual evidence, and what a large field for research is

opened up by systematic investigation on this subject.
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COLLOIDICS

COLLOID AND CAPILLARY CHEMISTRY OF PETROLEUM
By H. FREUNDUCH. Ph.D.

Honorary Research Associate, University College, London

Introduction

Recent investigations seem to show definitely that petro-

leum has been produced from organic matter in the course

of geological penods It may be considered to be a product

formed at fairly low temperatures (below 300“ C ), since it

contains substances such as complicated porphyrin com-
pounds which would have been destroyed at higher

temperatures [76] Pure petroleum is a solution containing

a very great number of substances, practically all carbon

compounds In raw petroleum also inorganic substances

may be found, emulsified droplets of aqueous solutions,

&c The bulk of the solution is made up of hydrocarbons

Samples of petroleum of different ongin may be strongly

different as to the nature of these hydrocarbons and of all

other substances present, the Pennsylvanian oils are, for

instance, specially rich in paraffin hydrocarbons, those of

Baku in naphthenes It is, therefore, necessary to be very

careful when attempting to generalize the results gamed
with one kind of petroleum Colloidal properties are not

very pronounced in natural petroleum, though the presence

of substances having particles of colloidal size must most
likely always be taken into account Artificial colloidal

systems, using petroleum as the medium of dispersion or as

disperse phase, are technically valuable The capillary

chemistry of petroleum, i e phenomena correlated with its

surface tension and intcrfacial tension, with adsorption and

surface reactions are likewise important

I. Substances in Colloidal Dispersion contained in

Petroleum

The question whether petroleum contains always or

generally substances in colloidal dispersion cannot yet be

answered with any degree ofcertainty An investigation with

the ultramicroscope does not give a definite answer [71]

Smee there are substances present having marked fluore-

scence [8], a cone of light is visible as a rule This fluore-

scence IS also the cause why the diffracted light does not

show the state of polarization characteristic in colloidal

systems More delicate expenments which would allow a

distinction between the light caused by fluorescence and

by diffraction do not seem to have been attempted This

has been done, for instance, in the case of linseed oil, by

illuminating with red hght [24] The presence of distinctly

visible submicrons m higher concentration has not been

confirmed with certainty They are said to be found m
Amencan oil, not in Russian (Holde [SI])

These fairly negative results do not prove much It is

nevertheless possible that particles of colloidal size are

present in petroleum they may be so small that they are

not visible m the ultrainicroscope, or, since visibihty

strongb' dqwnds upon the diilerencem the refractive mdex
of the medium of dispersion and the disperse phase, this

differmoemaybetootow The latter cause is perhaps more
probable than the former

Thera ara a few other phenomena whtdi seem to favour

the assumption of substances in colloidal dispersion

Colloidal solutions frequently show anomahes in their

viscosity These may be ofveiy different kind for example,
It may be impossible to determine a normal viscosity

coefficient owing to the fact that laws such as Poiseuille s

law for the flow of hquid through a capillary do not hold
Or there may exist a normal coefficient of viscosity, but it

IS not constant and changes in course of time Cases of
anomalous viscosity are known for petroleum, for instance,

for the viscosity of Mexican oil [16] At low temperatures

the viscosity of the oil increases markedly at 0° C the

change amounts to 20% of the original value in 6 days,

whereas it decreases at higher temperatures, at 34° C it de-

creases by about 1 1 % in the same time An oil which has

become very viscous by ageing may always be brought back
to its original low viscosity by being heated for a sufficiently

long time Changes of this kmd are frequently found in

such colloidal solutions which have a tendency to form a
gel at low temperatures, whereas they are transformed

into a sol again at higher ones But the fact that the

addition of about 10% of an oil of low viscosity causes

these anomalies to disappear makes this explanation not
very probable

Another anomaly of viscosity was described by Bulkley

and Bitner [9] in the case ofa paraffin-base oil after having

been cooled below the pour-point, the rate of flow was not
constant at steady pressure It increased till a certain limit-

ing value was reached, then it first changed reversibly with

the change of pressure

The following experiments are perhaps the most weighty
in favourmg the supposition that matter m colloidal dis-

persion IS present [68] Most oils contain substances, the

so-called asphaltic matter, which may be precipitated

simply by adding petroleum ether It is unprobable that

this way of precipitation should cause any chemical change
m the nature of the substance precipitated Now this

asphaltic matter has distinctly colloidal properties treated

with aromatic hydrocarbons, their halogen derivates, CSc,
&c , it swells and then dissolves, forming lyophilic solutions

In ahphatic hydrocarbons it is insoluble Asphaltic matter
IS considered to be a condensation product of the resinous

matter found in petroleum The resinous matter has a
strong reddish-black colour and a fairly low molecular

weight, it 15 in true solution The asphaltic matter, when
being precipitated from the oil by petroleum ether, adsorbs
the resinous matter pronouncedly

According to mvestigations by Sachanen and his col-

laborators [69] the paraffin waxes are generally in true

solution, m agreement with results of L Gurwitsch [31],

they show a well-defined solubihty in a great number of
orgamc solvents only dependmg upon the temperature

The problem of colloids in petroleum might be attacked

with the following method, which has proved fertile when
mvestigating the veiy similar question, whether linseed oil

IS colloidal or forms colloidal products when oxidized [SS]

Solutions of petroleum m suitable organic hqmds mi^t
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be filtered through ultra>filters. a method whidi perhaps

woidd allow one to fractionate the substances according to

their degree of dispersion

n. Capillary Chemistry of Petroleum

1. Phenomena concerning Liquid Surfaces and Inter-

faces.

Smce petroleum is a solubon contammg a large number
of substances, its surface tension may have fairly different

values It has not been mvestigated very systematically so

far According to measurements by C K Francis and

H T Bennett [21], who used the method of an adhesion

nng, developed by l^ecomte du Nouy, the values for

Amencan oils of different origm are between 28 8 and 31

2

dyn /cm at 29 4° C Wmchester and Reber [21] found a
Imear decrease of the surface tension with temperatures

between 80 and 300° C m the case of lubricating oils Gur-

witsch [30], using the method of drop number, found for

a senes of Russian oils values between 204 and 360
dyn /cm at 20° C
The surface tension of petroleum dimimshes m the usual

way with mcreasing temperature Francis and Bennett have
determined it between IS S and 32 2° C , the decrease was

not so stnctly hnear as is the rule in pure hquids But

on applymg, nevertheless, the well-known equation

<r, = a,[l-y(r,-f0] (1)

—oj and at bemg the values of the surface tension at

temperatures tj and ft—a temperature coefficient y =0 0039

is found, a v^ue which agrees fairly well with those of

similar organic hquids (the value for benzene bemg, for

instance, 0 (X)35)

The mterfacial tension towards water (and aqueous

solutions) shows a more characteristic behaviour than the

surface tension Gurwitsch [30] and Johansen [47] have
detemuned it, measunng the drop number, m the cases of

transparent oils the drops of water were formed m the oil,

wherm m opaque oils drops of oil were pressed mto the

water Pound [63] measured mterfacial tensions, usmg the

method of capillary rise The following table, extracted

from results of Johansen, records the values of mterfacial

tension o,w of ‘pure’ oils and of such contammg foreign

substances, for mstance, lubncatmg oils with oleic acid or

samples of petroleum which have been exposed to dayhght

for a certain tune m presence of am, and which, therefore,

are rich m oxidized products

Table I

/ = 25° C

Substance Treatment vw
White medicuial oil 549

M t« tf exposed to daylight 40 days 18 5

Water-white kerosine

Lubricating oil

exposed to daylight 45 days
490
349

containing I % oleic sad
53-4

301
..

1

containing 10% oleic acid 172

Whereas ‘pure’ petroleum may be considered to consist

mamly ofhydrocarbons, whose molecules have no ’compo-^ surface’, the oxidation products such as naphtb^
acids, Ac., and substances sudi as oleic add have ‘compo-
site surfhces’, having distmct hydrophilic and hydrophobic

regions; in ^ latter case, for instance, the hydrojdulic

carixnyl group has a strong afflmty to water, the cham is

hydrophobic Substances and molecules with a composite

surface will always be referred to as active substances or

molecules Molecules of this type are often called ‘polar’,

a term which may easily be misunderstood For it is

generally applied to charactenze the dipole moment of a

molecule, as it is denved from the dielectric constant But
this polarity must be sharply distmguished from the degree

of compositeness of the molecular surface, as it shows up,

for mstance, m the capillary activity of the molecules Tte
dipole moments of different alcohols, for example, are

practically the same from methanol to normal hexyl alco-

hol they vary irregularly between 1 62 and 1 66X 10~‘* c g s

umts, yet the capillary activity of hexyl alcohol, accordmg
to Traube’s rule, is 3*-times greater than that of methanol

They are strongly adsorbed at mterfaces towards water and
aqueous solutions, and are oriented there, the hydrophilic

group lymg towards the water, the hydrophobic tummg
away from it This phenomenon will be discussed more
thoroughly later on

Onentation is the reason why mterfacial tension of oils

is so much more sensitive towards foreign substances than

surface tension, in the latter case the oil borders on a

hydrophobic medium such as air (or any other gas), and
there is no reason for any onentation The difference in the

behaviour of surface and mterfacial tension is shown by
the followmg expenments (Johansen) when lubncatmg oil

which always contains active substances is filtered through

fiondm (Fuller’s earth), the acUve substances are strongly

adsorbed, and both surface and mterfacial tension increase

on account of this purification, but the change is much
greater m the case of the mterfacial tension Ofw (13 2) than

m that of the surface tension Of (0 4) (cf Table II, colunms

3 and 4)
Table II

Substance Treatment ap opw v
_

Lubncatmg oi! 'aiT 'zM" 73 9

„ „ The same filleted 31 7 42 6 61 6
through FuUer’searth

Kerosine naphthenic
acids 31 8 1 88 102

The afiimty of the acbve substance to the aqueous phase

can be expressed quanUtatively by calculatmg the so-

called adhraion work per cm*. Tins is the amount of
free energy v m excess, when, by formmg 1 cm* of
interface 1 cm * of the surface of each of the two hqmds
disappears [38]

V = at,+a,-a,w (2)

Here o-ir is the surface tension of water, a, that of petro-

leum, Ofw the mterfacial tension Takmg a^ at 25° C to

72 dyn /cm , values of v are found as recorded m Table n,
column 5 : the adhesion work is largerm an oil v/ith impuri-

ties ofan active character; it decreases on filtermg. In pure
oil It is still smaller* assummg the o> of a white medicinal

oil to be 31 dyn./cm—according to the values determined

by Francis and Bennett, mentioned above—-its adhesiim

work would amount to 48 1 dyn./cm.—usmg the value of

o>ir recorded m Table I.

The strong mfluroce of active substances upon the intw-

facul tension IS also the factormstrumentalm the spreading

of petroleum on water and aqueous solutions. iS a dn^
of petroleum u brought iqron a surface cS water, it may
remain there m the form of a lens. On the outside ito

boundary there is the sutfime tension of the water Oir;

mside the boundarya>+o>r acting inaaoppoute dinetkm.
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K these forces are equal, there will be a state of equih-

bnum. If there IS an excess ofthe one or the other,

F, — o^—af—a,fr, (3)

the oil will spread over the water, provided that F, is

positive ; It will contract to a lens, whose shape only depends
upon the forces of gravity, if F. is negative F, is called

the spreading coeflScient [39] Owing specially to the high

value of a,w, pure petroleum, mainly consisting of hydro-

carbons, has most likely often a negative value of F, and
thus contracts to a lens on the surface of water This has

been shown, for instance [SO], for a paraffin oil (Squtbbs

petroleum), where at 20°C the followingvalues were found
cTji = 31 1, op„ = 55 3, and F, = —13 7 dyn /an , for

tetradecane CuH,, the corresponding values were (at

25°C) a, = 269, o>». = 51 3, and F,= -62 dyn /cm
But if the oil contains active substances, one has to deal

with a very different behaviour Active substances, having

composite surfaces, such as higher fatty aads spread on
water and form those characteristic layers which have been

mvestigated so thoroughly by Langmuir [48], Adam [1],

Rideal [67], and others These phenomena cannot be dis-

cussed here m detail, only a few mam points may be men-
tioned If the concentration of the active substance in the

surface is very small, the latter may hehave there like a gas

in a two-dimensional space, following a law similar to the

laws of Boyle and Gay-Lussac m gases or of van’t Hoffm
dilute solutions If the concentration m the surface is

higher, one may have the very well-defined condensed state

of the layer the active molecules stand parallel to each

other, upright m regard to the surface, with their hydro-

philic group towards the water, their hydrophobic group
turned to the air The onentation may be so regular that

each molecule occupies the same space in the surface, what-

ever Its chemical nature may be, provided, for mstance, that

the CH* group always forms the end group outside A
third state which is frequent and important is that of the

so-called hquid expand^ films, they have been explamed
by Langmuir [51] as duplex films, the upper and lower

boundaries of the film behaving as surfaces with different

propeities

As mentioned above, presumably all kinds of aaive

molecules, and thus the oxidized compounds, present m
petroleum, are onented on suitable surfaces and interfaces

These active molecules therefore spread also on the mter-

faoe water/oU and cause a lowering of its mterfaaal tension

How strong this decrease m mterfacial tension may be is

proved by the values of and v for kerosene naphthenic

aads recorded m Table II, colunm 3 (Giuwitsch) If the

mterfacial tension ofthe layer composed ofadsorb^ active

molecules is eru, that of the pure oil being op^, the tension

to spread at the interface is

^ii = ()

As soon as this positive value ofFu becomes equal to the

native spread^ coefficient F« of the pure od, the lens

of oil IS not stable any more, but spreads over the aqueous

surface [SO] Already Miss Pockels [62] has shown that

petroleum contammg an active substance such as mastic

qiieads over water, whereas pure petroleum concentrates

on the surfhee as a lens. This applies quite generally to alt

cases sriiete petroleum contains active substances pr^uced
by oxUatum or other efaemiod reactions.

The calming of waves by oil also depends upon the

spraaffing power of the oil [1]. Pure oils are not very

cIBdeaL llipy may be inqitoved adding acUve sub-

1059

stances such as steanc acid This effect of an oil film is not
sunple. It appears to be caused chiefly by the dampmg of

npples, due to the resistance of separate film islands, when
bemg contracted or expanded, and other factors absorbing

energy.

The mterfacial tension of pure petroleum decreases like-

wise with rising temperature The function is agam practi-

cally hnear In experiments by Johansen, menboned above,

the coefficient y amounted to 0 0017

2. Phenomena in Presence of Solid Surfaces and Inter-

faces.

(o) Wetting and Lubrication. It is impossible to desenbe

the capillary chemistry of petroleum on solid surfaces with

a siimlar degree of certainty as can be done for hqmd sur-

faces In the latter case the characteristic behaviour of the

mterfacial tension enables us to explam most of the pheno-

mena observed There is no general method known to

determine the mterfacial tension between a solid and a

hqmd—nor the surface tension between the solid and a

gas—although it is necessary to assume that similar forces

are aaive

It IS only possible to measure the so-called adhesion ten-

sion y, 1 e the difference between the mterfacial tension of

a sohd s and a hqmd A— and the same sohd and a

liquid B [5]—cr,a

7 = — (Tab COS 6 (5)

The adhesion tension may be found by measuring the pres-

sure necessary to prevent the displacement ofthe one hqmd
by the other from the surface of a sohd powder or by
detemunmg the angle of contaa 0 at the mterface of the

two hqmds on the sohd surfaces and the mterfacial tension

ajp Both methods have been used and the results agree

satisfactorily

Generally one has to be content with qualitabve experi-

ments One may mvesbgate the spreadmg ofa liquid on a
solid surface in a gaseous atmosphere, or when the surface

IS covered with another hqmd [64]. The wettabihty found
m this way may also be determined by shakmg the findy

powdered sohdm the liquidm presence of the gas or ofthe

second hqmd, and tesbng whether it is wated entirely by
one or the offier hqmd or remains on the surface or the

mterface [44]

Contrary to the behaviour on water, pure petroleum,

paraffin oils, &c , spread better on sohd surfaces such as

glass, metals, Ac , than a petroleum contammg ‘acbve*

substances or an acbve oil, such as ohve oil [61] There is

probably an onentabon ofthe acbve substance at the mter-

face and on the border-hne of the oil lens, but the ngidity

of this onented layer and of the surfaces coming mto play

most likelyprevents that easyspreadingfoundon the mobile
hqmd surfaces. In all experiments of this kmd it is very

uncertam whether a state of equihbnum has been readied

or whether one is dealmg with compheabons due to the fad
that the rate of wetting is so very sensibve to the presence

of impurities, Ac
The displacement of one hqmd by another, used for

measurmg the adhesion tension, is of tedimcal mterest m
so far as oil contamed m oil-beanng sands is obtamed by
flooding the sand with water or aqueous solubons, this

method bemg more eflSaent than other methods of opera-

bon Water does not work as well as alkahne solubons,

for mstance, solubons of NaaCOi, Ac
Bartell and Miller [4] doubt v^ther the supenonty of

alkahne solubons is only due to a higher adhesion tension
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towards silica These doubts are founded on the lack of

correlaUon m the following quanUtative expenments oon-

onomg the displacement of organic liquids from sihca by
water and aqueous solutions in the case of petroleum

the adhesion tension is larger in alkaline solutions; on the

other hand, the interfacial tension of the aqueous solu-

tion/petroleum is much smaller in the case of the alkalme

solution, presumably owing to the formation of a very capil-

lary active, soap-like substance, when the alkali reacts with

substances contained in the oil With benzene the adhesion

tension is also larger in alkaline solutions, but the mter-

faaal tension does not decrease, it is even a little larger

than with pure water The authors, therefore, consider a

chemical reaction of the alkali and the silica to be a more
probable cause of the specific action ofthe alkali [39] Hiis

reasonmg does not seem quite conclusive Under technical

conditions only the dynamic values of the interfacial ten-

sions are effective, i e the dynamic values of a,J^ and a,g

(cf equation (S)) and a correlation with the static value of

<Tj^gn^ not be surmised

The spreading of oils on solid surfaces and the formation

of oriented films are of paramount importance in lubrica-

tion The viscosity of the lubricating liquid is only decisive

as lung as the bearing pressures are low and the speed high

With high pressures and low speeds it soon became evident

that another property was essential, which was called oili-

ness Vegetable and animal oils had a higher oiliness than

pure mineral oils, oils of high oiliness had a smaller inter-

facial tension towards water and aqueous solutions than

oil lacking this property [79] It is obvious that active

substances were instrumental in causing oiliness InvesUga-

tions by Rayleigh [65], Hardy [36], Woog [82], Trillat [77],

Langmuir [32], and others make the following mechanism
very probable The active substance contained in the oil

fornis oriented layers on solid surfaces of glass, metals,

&c The molecules are oriented in such a manner that the

hydrophilic group is turned towards the solid surface, the

hydrophobic CH, group away from it, and the effect on
lubncation is bound to the fact that smooth surfaces of

CHj groups, having a small mutual affimty, easily glide

upon each other These layers are not monomolecular,

but presumably polymolecular, quite a number of thin,

ciystallme sheets, each having a thickness of only one
molecule, are lying hke in a pack of cards parallel to each

other and to the solid surface This was proved by m-
vestigating lubricating layers of fatty acids, fats, and mix-
tures of vaseline and fatty acids with X-rays [77] When the

sohd surface is prone to react with the active substance,

for mstance, in the case of metals and fatty acids, an
mvestigation with X-rays shows that also the topmost
layer of the metal is changed, oriented layers being pro-

duced there too That sohd surfaces are e^y covered by
several onented layers was proved by Langmuir [52] m
another way he dipped a glass slide repeatedly in a suitable

manner mto water covered by a monomolecular layer of
steanc acid, these layers on gl^ nuiy have a different sense

of onoitation in the odd ones a hydrophilic group is

turned towards the glass, in the even ones an orientation

m the opposite direction prevails as long as the surface is

sufficiently wet

As menuoned above, the natural tendency of oil to

quead on surfaces of metals, &c , is not so great that itmay
be idled upon m forming these layers causing oihness. To
produce them an external medumical force has to be

exerted [7], the two sohd surfaces bemg made to ghde

m oppo^ dtreebem on eadi other One is deahng with a

case of orientation of a substance on a sohd surface siinilar

to another well-known case, where dyestuff layers are

orientated by polishing them on glass surfaces [83] There-

fore it takes some Ume till the lubncating action of oil

becomes conspicuous, and it is evident that the way experts

test the oihness of an oil by rubbing it for some time

between their fingers is also from the theoretical point of
view the nght thing to do Langmuir [32] has shown that

the lubricating film may be worn off rapidly when exposed

to wear, and that with a monomolecular layer this occurs

very much quicker than, for instance, with a film that is

seven layers thick Thus the thickness of a lubncating film

IS important, and also all factors which favour a rebuilding

of the film when it has been worn off Concerning the

latter point, the presence of an oil with saturated mole-

cules may be valuable, smee it spreads more easily, as men-
tioned above, and therefore may transport active molecules

dissolved in it always anew into the space to be lubricated

(6) Adsorption in Petroleum. The adsorption of sub-

stances dissolved in petroleum on solid surfaces is another

important process where capillary chemistry comes into

play [32] Cases of adsorption have been mentioned
alteady the adsorption of resinous matter on asphaltic

matter, when the latter is precipitated within the oil, and
the adsorption of active substances, such as naphthenic

acids, &c , on fuller's earth Adsorption is chiefly applied

to punfy natural oils by removing substances which are not

welcome Very different kinds of solid adsorbents are used,

such as fioridm, silica gel, alumina, active charcoal, &c
Dyestuffs such as the resmous matter and sulphur com-
pounds are the two classes of substances which may be

removed from the raw oil by adsorption One is dealing

with so many substances of different kinds, and in part of

unknown constitution, that it is impossible to give a con-

ase account of these phenomena It is, furthermore, doubt-

ful whether one is really investigating true adsorption, the

solutes being bound reversibly by the solid adsorbents, or

whether a chemical reaction is favoured on the solid surface,

and causes the formation of new msoluble substances

Reactions of this type occur very commonly m the

chemistry of petroleum, they will be treated later on The
lack of reversibihty may also be due to an adsorption of

colloidal substances dispersed m the oil from the outset or

formed by reactions on the surface

Yet there are factors which seem to prove that adsorp-

tion IS anyhow one stage m the process going on when
solid powders mteract with petroleum For instance, the

well-known ordinary adsorption isothermal is found to

hold very frequently

a = (6)

a IS the adsorbed amount per unit of solid powder, c the

concentrabonof the solutem equihbnum with theadsorbed

amount, a. and 1/r are constants Tlus equation could be

appked to the decolonzation of oil by adsorbents such as

bauxite, clay, charcoal, Ac [19] The amount adsorbed a
IS derived from the change ofcolour due to adsorption, the

concentration c from the colour ofthe oil after adsorption.

In a loganthmic diagram equation (6) is represented by a
straight line, since

log a <= log «-H(l//i)Iog c (6a)

In this way the vahdity of equation (6) is tested. The co-

efficient 1/ff IS generally smalira: than 1, as is the rule m
ordinaiy adsorption. In some cases l/n was found to be
markedly higher than 1, which is unusual m true adsmp-
tion It is not possffile to draw any conchnion from
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this observation, since the systems dealt with are too

complicated.

A great number of adsorbents have been tried and are

m practical use The following extract from a table given

by Dunstan [20] and refemng to a 02S% solution of a
crude asphalUc oil m benzene records the number of c c

decolorized by the same amount (1 g ) of solid powder

Table III

ec of
coloured solution

Adsorbent decolorized

Alumina 60
Floridin 30
Bauxite 30
Ignited peat IS

Bone charcoal 14

Bog iron ore 12

Ferric oxide 10

Ball clay 8

China clay 2
Kieselguhr 2

These figures do not allow us to compare the true ad-

sorptive power of these solid substances One would have
to know the specific surface of each powder to do this, and
to use m sikA experiments not the same weight of ad-

sorbent, but amounts havmg thesame surface It is not easy

to determme the specific surfaces, and it does not seem to

have been attempted in adsorption experiments of this kind

But It may be concluded from Table 111 that a hydrophobic

adsorbent such as charcoal is not so strongly superior to all

other adsorbents, as is the case m aqueous solutions

Hydrophilic adsorbents such as alumina, flondin, bauxite,

&c , compete successfully with it This is chiefly due to the

fact that petroleum represents a very difierent type of
medium, an extremely hydrophobic one The adsorption

in different media with difierent kinds of adsorbents may
be understood qualitatively by taking into account the

competition between the molecules of the solute and
medium at the surface [27] The molecules of a strongly

adsorbable medium have a tendency to displace those of

the solute, the adsorption of the solute will therefore be
small m such a medium, whereas it will be strong in a
medium whose molecules are poorly adsorbable The
adsorbability of the medium may be judged to a certam

extent from its heat ofwetting Hydrocarbons have a much
greater heat of wetung with charcoal than with flondm,

whereas it is greater for flondm with water than with an

Table IV

Liquid

Heat of wetting (g-cal) for
1 g adsorbent

Floridin Charcoal

Water 301 18 3

Methanol 21 8 17 6
Amyl alcohol 109 106
Benzene 36 111
Hexane 39 89
Petroleum (bp 220-223’ C) 33 13 4
Benzme (bp 80-8S°C) 42 93

organic solvent Owmg to this fact, flondin will be, on the

«^le, a stronger adsorbent m p^leum (or any other

hydrocarbon) than m watn-, whereas charcoal will prevail

m water; m petroleum the solute is less hydrophobic than

the hydrocarbons, and is therefore liable to be adsorbed

more strongly by flondm, in water an organic solute is

mote hydi^obic than the medium and is therefore

n

adsorbed more strongly by charcoal The following

example proving this behaviour may be menUoned orystal

violet dissolved m tetralme is adsorbed more strongly by
silica gel than by diarcoal , m aqueous soluUon the charcoal

IS a more powerful adsorbent But much too httle is known
as to the difference of adsorbabihty between solute and
medium to allow any quantitative prediction, or even to

say how different solutes may be arranged as to their ad-

sorbability on different kinds of adsorbents

Adsorbents such as silica gel, flondm, &c , are further-

more specially suitable for adsorbmg sulphur compounds
Accordmg to Wood, Sheely, and Trusty [80] they may be

arrangedm a series silica gel > flondm > alumina Yet not
all sulphur compounds found m the oil are strongly

adsorb^ Markedly adsorbed are dimethyl sulphate,

diphenyl sulphoxide, and n-butylsulphone, whereas free

sulphur, hydrogen sulphide, and carbon disulphide are not

adsorbed at all, other sulphur compounds are adsorbed to

a certain extent

Since one is always dealmg with an adsorpUonm systems

contammg a great number of substances of very difierent

kmds, the possibilities of a displacement of one substance

by another on the surface are very manifold It is therefore

easily understood that the behaviour ofdifierent adsorbents

is distinctly speafic This is not m contradiction to the

assumption that these phenomena are due to adsorption

also m pure soluUons of one substance the amount ad-

sorbed does not only depend upon the size ofthe adsorbing

surface, but also upon the value of the forces of attracuon

active on the surface

Regarding the adsorption ofother substances the follow-

ing facts may be menUoned unsaturated compounds are

strongly adsorbed, thus the unsaturated nng hydrocarbons

reacUng with formaldehyde m the so-called formalite reac-

uon are strongly adsorb^ by flondm [43] The adsorpUon
of the resinous matter has b^n treated briefly already An
efficient method to remove it from the oil consists in shaking

It with adsorbents such as charcoal or flondm, it may be
extracted from the adsorbent not by benzme but by ben-

zene or chloroform, solvents in which evidently the resmous
matter is less adsorbable [45] It is also adsorbed on
parafiin [78] The asphalUc matter is hkewise pronouncedly
adsorbable on flondm, bauxite, &c Hi^ molecular

paraffins appear to be more adsorbable than poly-

naphthalenes when a molten mixture is treated with
flondm [33]

The adsorptive power of adsorbents may be changed by
a smtable previous treatment, but smce so httle is known
about the properues of a sohd surface derasive for a strong

adsorpUve power, it is not easy to say anything defimte

about these results As an example may be menUoned that,

accordmg to Dunstan [18], the adsorpUve capaaty of
bauxite for sulphur compounds is lost if the bauxite is

heated and cooled in vacuo Freshly heated, it regams its

adsorpUve power
In the case of bauxite, presumably also m that of other

adsorbents, there is a parallelism between the adsorpUve
power and the heat ofadsorpUon Smce the latter is easily

tested by measunng the rise of temperature under smtable

condiUons when adsorbents and oil are mixed, this method
IS used for determuung and comparing the adsorpUve
power of difierent samples of bauxite

When applying adsorpUon techiucally the oil is filtered

through the adsorbmg mass
Goppelsroeder’s metihod of capillary analysis has also

been applied to petroleum The oil was allowed to rise m
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a ccdumn of flondin [12] The unsatiuated hydrocarbons
and sulphur compou^ had a tendency to be kept back,

and the oil whidi could be displaced from the llondm by
water had a smaUer density when a portion was taken from
the top than when it was taken from below These changes

are cbefly due to adsorption, but not entirely capillary

analysis is a complicated phenomenon which does not only

depend upon an adsorption equihbnum, but also upon
dynamical processes such as velocity of capillaty nse, &c
Processes sunilar to those active in capillary analysis may
be instrumental m causing differences in the composition

of oils, which have had to pass through layers ofadsorbmg
materials m the earth

As mentioned above, chemical reactions on the surface

of adsorbents are very frequent when oils are treated with
substances such as flondin, &c Some of the most remark-
able cases of surface reactions have been found here (L

Curwitch [28]) Flondin catalyses the polymerization of
the resinous matter mto the asphaltic matter, whereas silica

gel does not do so [70] It actsm a similar way upon hydro-
carbons having double bonds (olefines, diolefines, &c ) and
therefore upon mineral oils or products of cracking con-
taining such compounds [29] According to Lebedew and
Filonenko [S4], the hydrocarbons must have a special

structure m order to be liable to react m this way as to

ethylene compounds only those react with flondm which
are asymmetncally subsUtuted in one or two places, com-
pounds containing only one substitute or being substituted

symmetrically m two or four places do not react In agree-

ment with this rule isoprene is polymerized by flondin The
substances formed are true polymers [75] In the case of
iso-butylene CH|=C(CH,)„ for instance, a tri- and penta-

iso-butylene are formed and a poly-iso-butylene with

an average molecular weight of 1,460 containing about

26 single molecules The latter substance is highly viscous

and amorphous, looking like an ointment A remarkable

reaction of this type is found when flondm acts upon
oi-pmene [34] a maximum effect is reached with a flondm
with about 8% ofwater, the temperature may nse from 18 5

to 16r C when the pinene is added Dipmene and poly-

terpenes are formed among the polymenzation products

The water structurally bound in the flondm takes an active

part m this reaction Iron oxides, silica gel, and active

charcoal do not react m this way with pmene When con-

sidenng these results, it seems a remarkable fact [17] that

amylene is polymeriz^ to di-amylene both by flondin [26]

and by sulphunc acid

The adsorption of vapours has likewise found techmcal

apphcation m the petroleum mdustiy Gasolene has been
recovered from natural gas by adsorption on activated

charcoal [10] The natural gas is pass^ through the ad-

801bent till the latter has taken up about 15% of its weight

The gasoline is then driven out by treatmg the charcoal

with saturated steam

m. Colloid Systems widi Petroleum as a Medium of

Dispersion or as a Dh^erse Phase

The question whether natural petroleum as sudi is a
colloidal system was discussed m section I In this sec-

tion chiefly those systems will be treated where foreign

substances represent the one phase, petroleum bemg the

other one Systems of this kmd may occur m Nature
smne lands of petroleum contam an enormous quantity of
aqpeous solution, and it turns out to be an important

technical problem to break these frequently most stable

OF PETROLEUM

emulsions The nuyonty of systems which are going to be
discussed are artiflcial products, suspensions of graphite or

coal m petroleum, or systems where the disperse phase

consists of the oil

1. Emulsions containing Petroleum.

Emulsions are disperse systems where both phases are

liquid The droplets of the disperse phase may be of col-

loidal size (diameter below 0 5 (jl), but less stress is generally

laid upon size than upon stability, and emulsions with

droplets up to 10 /x diameter may be quite stable The
factors responsible for stabilizing emulsions are not fully

known Easily understood is the stabilizing influence of

fine, solid powders coating the droplets , these stable surface

layers simply prevent the drops coalescing In a similar

way the emulsifying action of colloids may be explained,

they being absorbed at the interface and forming protective

layers there But m order to actm this way the colloid films

must coat the surface of the droplets outside, not inside

In the case of an oil-water emulsion—drops of oil m an
aqueous medium—^hydrophilic colloids as alkali soaps,

gelatin, &c , are strong emulsifymg agents, being present

m the aqueous phase and adsorb on the outside of the oil

droplets In the case of water-oilemulsions—drops ofaque-

ous solution in an oily medium—colloids within the oil

phase, such as soaps of divalent and heavy metals of fatty

and naphthenic acids, &c , may act in the same way Many
of these stabilizing molecules have a composite surface with

hydrophilic and hydrophobic groups, and therefore orienta-

tion effects may also be instrumentalm favounng the action

of these emulsifiers The charge of the drops is most likely

also of some importance In many cases more than one of

these factors is a cause of the stability of the emulsion dealt

with

The stability of an emulsion is destroyed if one succeeds

m destroymg the protective layers This may be done by

displacmg the substances accumulated at the interface by
other capillary active molecules of low molecular weight,

which therefore do not produce protective layers If

hydrophobic colloids are the protective agents m water-oil

emulsions, a sufficient amount of hydrophilic colloids may
tend to reverse the emulsion to an oil-water emulsion, this

process ofreversal also always means a state oflow stability

A remarkably simple case of this kind may be found with

soaps the alkali soaps are hydrophilic colloids and favour

oil-water onulsions, Ca and Mg soaps are hydrophobic

and favour water-oil emulsions, thus the reversal of a
water-oil emulsion stabilized with one of the latter soaps

may be called forth by treating it with an alkali solution

The natural petroleum emulsions mentioned above are

water-oil emulsions, as was shown by Shemck [73] They
have a very small electneal conductivity, and Aey ought

to have a fairly high one, if they were oil-water emulsions,

because the aqueous phase consists ofa rather concentrated

solution of electroly^ (NaQ, &c ), they further mix spon-

taneously with oil, not with water The amount of disperse

aqueous phase may be fairly high, 25% and more The
substances causmg the high stabihty of these emulsions

are probably m part orgamc colloids such as asphaltic

matter, &c , but also fine earthy material is suspended in

the oil and may form those coatings mentioned above
Very manifold methods have been both proposed and

tried, and anm practical use for bnakmg these natural oil

emulsions [74] A very »mple way consists in heating Uie

oil m open vessels by means of a steam coil and thus

evaporating the water. MondBcicntistoheatuptol30'’C.
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under pressure Under these conditions the ngidity of the

films round the droplets seems to be destroyed, owing per*

haps to the fact that the adsorption is generally strongly

decreased at higher temperatures, or that substances are

formed which ate less adsorbable, the droplets, therefore,

coalesce more readily Electrical forces may be applied

too, both direct and alternating current When using direct

current the droplets are transported to one of the two
electrodes, owing to the low conductivity of the oil the

distance between the electrodes must be small (about

5 cm), the voltage high (250 volts) When alternating

current—^voltages up to 10,000 volts—is applied the drop-

lets onent themselves, forming chains, and being thus

arranged more closely unite more easily to larger drops

It is not quite obvious how this behaviour is to be explained

In both cases an action ofcataphoresis might be taken into

account likewise when using altematmg current, for the

latter is also able to move and orient suspended particles

and thus to favour the coalescence ofdrops But petroleum

bemg so good an insulator, it seems more probable to attn-

bute these effects to electrostatic forces and consider them
as somewhat analogous to the so-called Cottrell effect m
fogs and smokes [11]

A separation by centrifuging is used frequently, the oil

IS slightly heated to lower its viscosity Capillary methods

are also joined to centrifuging In agreement with the

theoretical views discussed above, strongly capillary acUve

substances may be used such as phenols, Ac , which are

adsorbed at the interface and displace the substances form-

ing the films, or hydrophdic colloids, soaps of fatty and

sulphomc acids, glue, Ac , which tend to reverse the emul-

sion In the latter case it may be advisable to add sub-

stances which make it easier for these substances to pass

through the oil Na-oleate is mixed with oleic acid, a
preparation patented for this purpose (Tret-O-Lite) con-

tains Na-oleate plus small amounts ofphenol, parafiin wax,

and Ca-resmate

An interesting method which has been proposed is based

upon the fact that emulsions may be separated by filtenng

[40], the liquid, which is the medium of dispersion, being

able to pass the filter, if it wets the filter material, the second

liquid remains on the filter In the case of water-oil emul-

sionssubstances such as pyntes or vulcanized rubber may be

taken as filtenng materials, m the case of oil-water emul-

sions carbonate of lime has proved suitable This method is

not used technically, because filters are too easily blocked

Emulsions causing disturbance may also be produced

during the process of refining [31] When refining with

sulphunc acid, the acid oil, contauung sulphunc, naph-

themc, sulphomc acids, phenols, Ac , is neutralized with a

solution of causuc soda These are the well-known ideal

conditions for the formauon of an emulsion [14] an oil

treated with alkah and contauung acids such as naphthemc

and sulphomc acids, whose salts have a soap-like character,

bemg strongly capillary active and excellent emulsifiers

Gnfiin [14] showed that if kerosme was emulsified in water

with Na-oleate, for instance, always a small amount of the

fatty and was dissolved m the hydrocarbon, the film of

soap on the dropleu was monomolecular The soap is

produced at the mterfaoe just where it is needed for emulsi-

fication, It has not to diffuse to the mterfaoe from a certain

distance. Emulsificabon is also pronouncedly favoured, if

strong, ‘difiUsion currents’ spirt out of the oil mto the

aqueous phase and then fall apart mto mmute drops coated

with thin films of soap. Thesesoaps are hydrophilic colloids

4Uid thenefore favour the formation of oil-water emulsions

Theyare produced, mdeed, on neutralizing acid oils, though
water-oil emulsions may sometimes onginate too The
tendency to form emulsions and their stability is markedly
influenced by the concentration of the alkali and of tlw

acids, further by the nature and structure of the soap films,

Ac Concentrated alkali, for instance, is disadvantageous,

since the soap is salted out and does not dissolve One
cannot make practical use of this fact in oil refimng, for

too much soap remains m the oil and causes emulsification

when It IS washed out with water [31] A strong dispersion

IS only observed at medium concentrations of alk^ An
addition of oleic or naphthenic acid to the oil has the sur-

prising effect of also preventing emulsification This seems

to be due, according to investigations with the microscope,

to the formation of a thin, coherent film of soap, this layer

prevents a quick interaction of the acid oil with the alkaline

solution, the latter only diffusmg slowly through the film

and causing a kind of swelling and production of so-called

myelin films, sausage-like excrescences, which are detached

gradually It is obvious from this discussion that different

kinds of oils and their distillation products may show great

differences as to their tendency to form emulsions, and to

the nature of those produced

An emulsion similar in a certain way to some natural oils

containing waterand earthy material, but carrying, so to say,

the constituUon indicated there to the very extreme, is the

natural asphalt as it is found in the Pitch Lake of Trinidad

(Clifford Richardson [66]) It is produced by the mter-

action of petroleum coming from oil-beanng sands with

springs of water containing very fine clay, silica, and

vanous salts (NaCl, Na^SOt, FeS04,Ac ) That both hquids

are mixed so uniformly is most likely mainly due to the

churning action of gases, they accompany the petroleum

and evolve from the latter when it approaches the surface

The clay-like substance is m part colloidal Smee it con-

tains iron, Ac , it acts, presumably, as a catalyst, promoting

the oxidation of the unsaturated hydrocarbons contamed
m the petroleum to asphaluc matter The concentraUon

of these substances is so high that the mass, which is soft

and liquid when freshly formed, turns hard and pitch-likem
the course of time It is evidently a water-oil emulsion, the

water (about 29%) being bound to the morganic material

(about 27%), probably the fine particles of clay plus

asphaltic matter cover the droplets of the aqueous solution

and thus cause a great stabihty of these emulsions Clifford

Richardson was able to reproduce an asphalt of this kind
artificially by mixmg Bermudez asphalt, not containing

mineral matter, with an aqueous suspension of colloidal

clay According to Nellcnsteyn [57] it is not only clay,

silica, Ac , which is m colloidal dispersion the bitumen,

1 e the purely organic matter of the asphalt free ofmmeral
consbtuents, contams very fine dispersed carbon Nellen-

steyn and Roodenburg [58] have determined the surface

tension and its temperature coefikient for Trimdad asphalt

and Its bitumen Above a oertam temperature—about
125° C for the asphalt, about 75° C for tlw bitumen—
equation (1) is strictly applicable, y is 0-0023 for the asphalt

and 0 0021 for the bitumen
Asphalt and asphaltic bitumen have become most im-

portant because they are apphed m a large scale for makmg
dust-free pavements [25], The asphaltic bitumen generally

used IS the pitch-like residue of petroleum distillation-

coal tar and similar substances are also used for this pur-

pose, but will not be treated here The sheet of organic

nmtter on the roads may be produced m different ways,

by spreadmg the hquid, by mixing it with the stony
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a8gi«gBte,ftc. General^anoil'wateraniilsumoftheasphal-

tic bituinenu used with a concentration ofaboutSS to 6S%
Many different kmds ofemulsifiers have been proposed and

have found practical application colloids such as alkah

soaps of fatty and naphthenic acids, lesms, &c , then finely

powdered substances such as clay and bentonite The drops
dispersed in these emulsions have mostly a diameter of

about 2fi On the whole it does not seem specially difficult

to emulsify the asphaluc bitumen and similar substances,

although characteristic differences are found between

different materials The mam problem is to be sure that

the emulsion has the nght stabihty on the one hand, it

must be stable enough to keep practically unchanged for

a sufficiently long tune (six months and more), on the other

hand, it must be sufficiently labile, to break, when in con-

tact with the road matenal, and to give a layer uniting the

stony particles The stabihty of the emulsions is strongly

favoured by the fact that there is only a small difference m
density between the medium of dispersion and the disperse

phase, the specific density of most grades of asphaltic

bitumen not deviating by more than 0 06 from unity The
tendency to sediment is therefore feeble The tendency to

break may nevertheless be sufficiently strong This is

mamly due to the fact that these emulsions are fairly con-

centrated from the outset They become still more so when
applied practically, the loss in water bemg chiefly due to

evaporation, to a minor extent to a removal by porous
stones The concentration thus soon reaches a critical value

where the particles easily coagulate under the influence of
meduinicai action, such as rollmg, &c That even fairly

dilute colloidal soluuons may be coagulated by stimng is

well known [23] It would need further mvestigation to

deade whether the factors essential m the latter case (small

electncal charge of the particles, aggregation at inteifaces,

&c ) also hold in the case of these asphalt emulsions

The viscosity of these emulsions has been mvestigated

thoroughly and was found to show interestmg features

A formula

(7)

could be apphed (Gabnel [23]). here rit and 17^ the

viscosities of the emulsion and the medium of dispersion,

^ IS the volume concentration of the disperse phase, and A
a numerical factor This equation is very similar to ffie one
denved by Hatschek [42] for concentrated emulsions on
purely theoretical reasoiung, the only difference is that m
Hats^ek’s equation A = 1 Accordmg to Gabnel rt is

probable that the comphcation entermg by the factor A is

m pan due to the abibty of the disperse asphaltic phase to

swell by absorbmg water

The frequent use of emulsions for techrucal purposes is

specially due to the following reason the amount of sub-

stance necessary to produce a special technical effect may
be much smaller than the amount of liquid necessary to

allow an easy and copious initial distnbution, if now the

essential substance is emulsified m a cheap and volable

medium of dispersion, the latter nuy be u^, so to say,

only as a vehicle which rruiy be removed as soon as its

valuable contmt has been spread m the way desired That
IS why onulsions are apphed for makmg dust-free pave-

menti^ and for the same reason emulsions ofpetroleum are

used on a large scale as msecticides [81] A second pomt
IS m tile latter case also of importance undiluted 'five'

petitdeummay be deletenous to the plants sprayed and the

medium of dispersion has a dilutmg effect. It is a well-

known but ratnarkable fact that rmneral oils are very poi-

sonous to insects and other lower animals and their eggs,

and pracUcally not noxious to men and the higher anunals

Oil-water emulsions are used, since the water is meant

to evaporate quickly and to leave a film of oil on the plants

Hydrophilic colloids such as the alkali soaps of fatty and
sulphonic acids, resinates, &c , are agam the emulsifiers

mostly added In general, concentrated emulsions (con-

taimng about 80% of oil) are sold, and are diluted to the

lower concentrauons necessary on the field Soaps are not

welcome as emulsifiers when the water used for dilutmg is

hard, then Ca or Mg soaps are formed, which produce

curdy masses and favour the formation of water-oil emul-

sions For hard water, therefore, other emulsifiers are ap-

plied such as gelatm, caseinates, bentomte. See

,

or special

mixtures of different kinds ofemulsifying agents Smeevery
different kmds of oil fractions are employed as msecticides

and the purposes aimed at are very manifold, it is easily

understood Uiat also the range of emulsifiers is very broad

LubneaUng greases are also oil-water emulsions [17],

sodium soaps are the emulsifiers, and such a grease may
consist, for example, of 80 parts of lubneatmg oil, 15 parts

steanc acid, and 2 parts of caustic soda

2. Suqiensions in Petroleum.

The suspensionswith mmeral oil as the medium of disper-

sion contain mamly carbon m one form or another as dis-

perse phase Since the begmnmg of the century suspensions

of graphite in oil have become more and more valuable

for lubricating purposes The first preparation of this kmd
was introduced as Oildag [2], similar suspensions (Kollag,

&c) were brought on the market latei Besides Oildag

(Trade Mark) aqueous suspensions of graphite like Aqua-
dag (Trade Mark) are us^ for techmeal purposes The
concentration of these graphite suspensions is generally

about 10% The particles have in their majority a diameter

of 1 to 2 ft and are distinctly plate-like This becomes
conspicuous when investigating the suspensions under the

ultramicroscope, using a sufficiently wide cell, m order

to allow the particles to move freely they show strong

scmtillations, owing to the fact that their visibility depends

upon the direction m which they are illuminated [13] On
account of the orientation of these lamellar particles, the

aqueous suspension, Aquadag, shows beautiful silky streaks

when stirred.

The favourable influence of graphite upon lubrication

seems to be due to several causes [83] It is presumably

adsorbed on metal surfaces, the small plates lymg with

their large surface paralld to the sohd surface The latter

is thus much smoother and more uniform The layer of
graphite has a tendency to adsorb oil and to be wetted by
It Consequently it favours the stability and the renewal

of that thm oriented layer of oil which is cons.deied to be
instrumentalm lubrication. The following behaviour ofthe

heat of wetting seems to prove this assertion whereas this

heat has different values for different oils m the case of a
pure metid surface (copper), it is larger and shoWs much
smaller dffiTerences on varying the oil when powdered
carbon IS used

Suspensions of coal m mineral oil have been proposed

as liqmd fuel, and this ‘colloidal fliel’ seems to have been

applied already to some extent, specially in the U,SA.
(L W Bates [86]). Coal is ground as finely as possible and
IS peptized with an agent wbidi is known to produce sus-

pensions in an oily inedium* soaps of divalent and heavy
metals, hme resinates; bituminous coal may be pqiUzed fay
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tar, naphthalene, &c The concentration is brought up to

about 55%, a mixture menUoned may consist of 30% of
coal, 10% coal-tar distillate, and 60% mineral oil Several

advantages are ascribed to this product a greater combus-
tion efficiency when compared with the pure mineral oil,

the possibility of using all kinds of powdered coal, and a
greater ease m quenching bummg colloidal fuel, smce its

specific gravity is higher than that of water Its flash-point

is also raised

A third, rather similar type of suspensions are the news-

inks, as they are used for printing newspapers Linseed oil

and Its denvatives, the main constituents of most other

inks, are present only to a small proportion m news-inks,

the bulk of the liquid phase consists of mineral oils The
black pigment is chiefly carbon black, i e finely dispersed

carbon produced by combustion of oil, &c , with an m-
adequate amount of air These particles are small, theu*

average diameter is about 0 1 ^ [6] The concentration of

the carbon black in these inks amounts to 10% and more
News-inks are generally markedly thixotropic

3. Some other Colloidal SystemscontainingMineral Oil.

There are still several disperse systems with mineral oil

which do not fit, as a matter of course, into the preceding

paragraphs

Vaseline is a system of this kind [31] It is called natural

vaseline when prepared as a purified residue of a crude oil,

containing paraffin wax Artificial vaseline is made by
meltmg paraffin wax and mixing it with a purified, suitable

mineral oil On cooling, the paraffin crystallizes in fine

needles, as is seen when mvestigatmg it with polarized light

in a microscope Some charactensuc properues of vaseline

are probably due to the presence of these fine paraffin

needles which may in part be present in colloidal disper-

sion (perhaps not colloidal as to their length, but in thick-

ness) Good vaseline must easily be drawn out into threads,

a property frequently found in colloidal systems contaming
fibrillar particles [46] The latter are onented parallel to

each other when the thread is drawn out This is proved
by the fact that such a thread is strongly double refracting

when viewed between crossed nicols under an angle of 45°

to the direction ofpolarization [22] Theamount of paraffin

wax in vaseline is generally about 12 to 1 3% The structure

of vaseline is somewhat hke that ofa soft gel, or a ‘gel solu-

tion’ as it IS called by Staudinger

The tendency of paraffin wax to crystallize m the shape of

fine needles is m part the cause why concentrated solutions

of paraffin waxes readily gelatinize [60] For instance,

a 2% solubon of paraffin m benzene may settle to a gel, and
the same fact was observed in concentrated solutions of

other solvents, p-xylene, chloroform, &c This does not

prove that the paraffin waxes m these solutions are amor-

phous or in colloidal dispersion It was menUoned above

that the solutions of paraffin wax in orgamc solvents are

true solutions But it is found very frequently that if a

substance crystallizes out ofa soluUon, formuig a very large

number of nuclei, the rate of crystallizaUon, on the other

hand, being slow, the enormous network of mterlocking

microciystals transforms the whole mass to a jelly-hke gel

(soluUons of an azomethine m all sorts of solvents [37],

ofcamphoiyl-phenyl-thiosemicarbazolm alcoholicsoluUon

[41] &c) These gi^ are generally not stable Theciystab

grow m course of tune and settle The high stabihty of

vaseline is probably due to the fact that the mmeral oil

present as medium of dispersion contams substancm.
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perhaps asphaltic matter, which prevent the further crystal-

lization and increase of size of the paraffin crystals

Gel-hke formaUons of this kmd have sometimes
thixotropic properties, at least to a certain degree S E
Sheppard and Eberlin [72] describe a ‘pressure-still tar’

containing a fair amount of carbon particles which had set

to a gel, but was liquefied on shaking It does not seem to

have shown that reversible behaviour so characteristic in

truly thixotropic systems

The so-called ‘ solidified petroleum ’ is a gel made up with

suitable amounts of soaps [15] SoluUons of anhydrous

Ca soaps in oil may gel on cooling Preparations of this

kmd are also made by mixing petroleum with aqueous soap

solutions m suitable concentrations

Colloid systems of quite a different nature are fogs, con-

sisUng of small droplets of petroleum Their behaviour on
exploding when mixed with air has been compared with the

behaviour ofthe vapour under similar condiUons [35] The
following facts were ascertained the lower limit of ex-

plosion was the same in the fogs as m the vapour, the

combustion was less complete in the fog than in the vapour,

and the rate of explosion was lower These results are

readily to be understood At the lower limit of explosion

the rate in which combustion is propagated is small, and

the drops have tune to evaporate, the combustion really

proceeds in a gaseous mixture When the content as to

combustible substance is higher, combusUon proceeds more
rapidly The drops have not more time to evaporate

entirely, and thus the degree of combustion depends upon
the ratio of combustible matter to air Only when the

latter is distinctly in excess, combustion is complete Itie

same factors are instrumental in causing the rate of ex-

plosion to be smaller in the case of fogs

IV. Gelling Drilling Fluids as Thixotropic Systems

This section is not concerned with the capillary or col-

loidal chemistry of petroleum in any direct way, but deals

with a colloidal phenomenon which has turned out to be

most important when bormg for mineral oil Another case

where capillary chemistry is important with regard to the

recovery of petroleum was menUoned above when dis-

cussing the possible part played by adhesion tension in the

displacement of oil from oil-beanng sands by aqueous

solutions

When using the rotary dnllmg method special care has

to be taken as to the properties of the drilling fluid [53] It

IS advantageous to have a fluid markedly heavier than water

m order to seal off gases and to allow rock cuttuigs to

accumulate on the surface Therefore weighted drilling

fluids are applied, i e aqueous, not very viscous suspensions
of heavy powders such as baryte or haematite Yet such

concentrated suspensions are not very stable, the particles

tend to settle quickly, forming hard clods and thus causing

disturbances The best way to keep them suspended, with-

out increasing viscosity unduly, is to add a small amount
(2 to 3%) ofbentonite or similar clay-hke substances which
transform the whole bquid mto a thixotropic system As
was bnefly menUoned, thixotropy implies an isothermal

reversible sol-gel transformation the gel is transformed

to a sol on shaking or sUrrmg, and the latter sets agam
to a gel when left to itself This phenomenon is even more
frequent and important as the well-known non-isother-

mal sol-gel transformation, as is shown by a gelaUn gel

which IS hquefied on heatmg and sets to a gel agam
when coolmg down Bentonite is outstanding m foiming
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tiiixotiDinc With water and aqueous solutions, tropic behaviour of bentonite suspensions is stron^y in-

and a few per cent are sufficient to make concentrated sus- fluenced by the pH of the liquid In presence of batyte a
pwwifmit of baryte thixotropic they turn in a few minutes marked optimum of stability of the suspension is found for

into a soft gel if left to rest, and the gel is hqueiied and ap^of 10 3 to 1 1 S , therefore weakly alkaline solutions are

becomes a not too viscous fluid when stmed The thixo- recommended
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VISCOSITY

THE VISCOSITY CHARACTERISTICS OF PETROLEUM
PRODUCTS AND THEIR DETERMINATION

By D. P. BARNARD, B.S., SM , ai.E., Sc.D.

Assistant Director of Research, Standard Oil Company ofIndiana

Viscosity or ‘internal friction' is the most important single

fluid charactenstic governing the motion of hquid petro-

leum products In this respect the movements of such

materials differ notably from the large-scale motions of
other fluids in which internal fnction frequently is of
secondary importance in comparison with kinetic effects

In the petroleum industry viscosity is of pnncipal interest

m the handling and use of lubricating products It rarely

IS of much concern where the movements of ‘light oil*

products are concerned The principal exception to this

lies m the viscosity speciffcations of furnace oils, Diesel

fuels, &c In the heavier lubricatmg oils, those contauung
wax, and in the case of greases simple hquid viscosity effects

are comphcated by the influence of changes in rate of shear

upon physical structure It is not possible to present a
thorou^ discussion of these most interesting (and impor-

tant) properties in detail—to do so would require much
more space than is available The present article must be
confined, therefore, to the presentation, in the most con-

cise manner possible, of the information necessary to the

selection of equipment suitable for general requirements

The investigator in specialized fields of viscosity research

is referred to the most pertinent published articles available

Viscosity may be defined as a measure of the internal

resistance to motion of a fluid by reason of the forces of

cohesion between molecules or molecular groupings Its

exact significance may be more clearly appreciated from
the British Engineering Standards Association statement

of Maxwell’s defimtion of the ‘coefficient of viscosity’ [7,

1929]

‘The coefficient of viscosity of a fluid is the numencal
value of the tangential force on unit area of either of
two parallel planes at unit distance apart when the space

between is filled with the fluid in question and one ofthe
planes moves with umt velocity in its own plane rela-

tively to the other
’

This coefficient is often referred to as the coeffiaent of
‘absolute’ viscosity (see below) On the cgs system,

which is that most usually employed, the unit of absolute

viscosity is the ‘poise’ often subdivided into ‘oenUpoises’

The existence of such a coeffiaent was first determined

empirically by PoiseuiUe [18, 1840] as the result ofa senes

of researches in which the flow of water through fine

capillary tubes was studied His results may be sum-
marized by the formula

where Q = rate of flow,

P — pressure dififetence between ends of the tube,

D — diameter of the tube,

/ length of the tube.

The eqiiation for viscous flow may also be deduced from
purely theoretical considerations The reader is referred

to Lamb’s Hydrodynamics [16] or Barr’s Monograph on
Viscometry [4, 1931] for conase mathematical treatments

of this subjea [24]

Poiseuille’s equation is most frequently written

Pr

nPr* 21 F
SlVIt S'

r*

where i}
~ apparent coefficient of viscosity, poises,

P — pressure difference, dynes per cm
r = radius of capillary, cm ,

/ = length of capillary, cm

,

V/t = rate of efflux, cm • per sec

,

F= shearing stress, dynes per cm ^
S = rate of shear, sec

From Maxwell’s definition it is obvious that the co-

efficient of viscosity of any true liquid must be a constant

and quite independent of the rate of shear involved

Frequently, however, petroleum products do not obey this

law explicitly and a variation in apparent viscosity with

rate of shear will be noted This is exemplified in Fig 1,

Fta 1 Showing effect of changes in rate of shear upon the
apparent viscosity of a product having ‘false* body (grease) as com-
pared with a true liquid (oil) Data obtained with Arveson constant
shear viscometer Diagram reproduced by courtesy of Industrial and
Engineering Chemistry, 26 (June 1934)

which shows the variation in the coefficient of apparent

viscosity of a grease with rate of shear in companson with

the oil from which the grease was made Similar effects

are observed with wax-beanng products at temperatures

low enough to cause phase separauon ‘False’ or ‘shear’

viscosity effects are quite comphcated, and their treatment

requires detailed and lengthy discussion Further, their

experimental investigation is so highly involved that only

m a few laboratories is the necessary apparatus available

For a detailed discussion of this problem the reader is

referred to the work of Arveson [3, 1932-4], and other

articles m this work [23, 26, 27].
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Hie Coefficient at Viscosity

If L, Tdenote the units of mass, length, and tune, the

dunensions of a stress are and that of a rate of

shear is r-*, so that the dimensions of are MLr'^T-^

The stresses m different fluids, under similar circum-

stances of motion, will be proporUonal to the correspond-

mg values of -q

,

but if we wish to compare their effects in

modifying the existmg motion, we have to take account of

the ratio of these stresses to the mertia of the fluid From
this pomt of view the determining quantity is the ratio

7]Ip, It is therefore usual to denote this by a special symbol

V, called by Maxwell the coefficient of ‘kinematic* viscosity

The dimensions of v are L'T*"*

As mentioned above, units most usually employed for

expressing the viscosity of fluids are those of the cgs
system The unit of kinematic viscosity on this system is the

‘stokes , so called after Sir George Stokes It has usually

been found most convement in work with petroleum pro-

ducts to employ the ‘centistokes’ which is one hundr^th
of one stokes’ This is usually abbreviated to c s and is

defined by the equation

Ve. =5 xlOO,
P

where q = coefficient of absolute viscosity, poises

p = density of fluid (g /cm *)

When units other than the cgs system are employed
the followmg conversion factors given in Table I may be
useful _

Table 1

Comersion Factorsfor Absolute Viscosity

g cm see kg m hr lb ft sec

1 poise — 1 g /cm sec

-1 dyne sec /cm* _l_ t60 00672

1 kg /m sec — 1 kilo

dyne hr /m * 0 002778 1 0 0001867

1 lb /ft sec 1 poundal
sec /ft*

I

14 88 5 357 1

Conversion Factorsfor Kinematic Viscosity

1 cm * sec 1 stokes
1

j

0 36 1^0010764

^m*/hr 2 778 I
|

0 002990

Ift'/sec 929 0
{

33445 |l

Instnunents for Measunng Viscosity

In practice viscosiUes ate determined by means of instru-

ments which have been carefully developed and standar-

dized in order to ensure comparable results and a high
degree of independence upon the personal element of
mampulation This along with the simphcity requirements
of commercial and mdustnal usage, hu served to restrict

the useful range of any particular instrument The most
generally used instruments and their ranges over which
they are employed are given in the following table*

Table II

Instrumentsfor Viscosity Measurements

M Vbeesliy Kange Limits

(1) Ssybolt Uniwntl 1 S to 475 ccntistokss Useful nnge 9 0 to 225
(2) Ssybolt Furol 55 5 000 125 600
(5) Redwood No 1 1 55 600 9 0 1 400

125 450
6-0 225

(b) Temferature Range Limits

I
Contenllomil use \LmeeUseilef HlgheM Mallsf

Inslrumenl Temp • F > Temp ° F Temp ° F

(1) Ssybolt Univenal 100-130 210 32 210
(2) Ssybolt Furol 122 210 77 210
(3) Redwood No 1 70-100-140-200-250

,

70 , 250
(4) Redwood No 2 32 32 210
(5) Engler 77 122 210 > 77 I 300

(B) LAaossTosY iNtniuMtNn

(1) Capillary type

a Ubbelohde I 0 to 20 000 oentistokea with eccurscy

Although commercial viscometers are capable of work
mgwithm the range noted it is frequently desirable to know
viscosities well outside of these ranges The range of
mterest is, as a matter of fact very much more extensive

than that of the various commercial instruments combined
This IS illustrated in Fig 2 from which it is immediately

evident that a very considerable gap must be filled by
estimating from viscosiUes actually measured in the operat-

mg ranges of the instruments employed The range of
applicability of the most generally used commercial as well

as the more widely employed special purpose instruments

IS shown in Fig 3 Of these latter mstruments the Ostwald
type and the Arveson ‘Constant Shear’ appear to have the

greatest usefulness As is indicated, a very wide range of
viscosities may be covered by the selection of several indi-

vidual Ostwald instruments havmg slightly overlappmg
ranges This instrument now enjoys a very wide use m the

form of vanous modifications by Bingham, Ubbelohde,
and others The Arveson constant shear viscometer is the

most versatile of all, but suffers from the disadvantage that

It IS exceedingly bulky, expensive, and is relatively slow of
mampulation Its use is jusbfied only for mvestigations of
false viscosity and viscosity determinations either in the

range of very high values or where for reasons of excep-

tional precision requirements the mamtammg of absolute

control of the rate of shear is essential

The wider commercial interest in viscosity charadtenstics

plus a rapidly growing demand for improved reproduci-

bibty and precision has recently lead to the active mvestiga-

tion ofthe so-called ‘suspended level ’ [19, 1933] instrument

Die Ubbelohde is representative of this class, while one of
the most satisfactory has been developed by FitzSunons

[9, 1935] and is illustrated m Fig 4 It consists of two
capillaries of different sizes. A, sealed mto a vapour bath,

E Tube C IS an air vent for produemg the suspended
level, and tube B is connected to the oil reservoir, D

55 2800
150 3 000
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PtMdUe Sources of Eiror in Vbcosity Measuronents
with Caj^liary Type Viscometers

The equation for all capillary type viscometers can be

expressed by the relation

_ tirghr* mv
^

8/v 8n/t’

(5) AUnement. The sensitivity of Ostwald type instru-

ments to misalinement may be mmunized by placing one
bulb directly over the other [11. 1905], and m the case of
the Ubbelohde instrument by placing the suspended level

surface directly under the upper bulb

(6) Kinetic Energy. There is always some luicertainty m
where v = kinemauc viscosity in stokes,

t — efflux time in seconds,

jf = gravity constant in cm per sec *,

A — average effective head in cm ,

/ - length of capillary m cm

,

V = volume in c c

,

m — coefficient in the Hagenbach correction

term for kinetic energy

r = radius of capillary m cm

It can readily be appreciated that as the calibration

of a viscometer from its dimensions alone is virtually

impossible, calibration is usually done by means of

liquids ofknown viscosities This leads to the possible

introduction of errors from a large number of sources

particularly m the case of oil viscometers which have

been standardized with water, and where the reference

oils employed may be subject to detenoration Some
other sources of error are

(1) Surface Tension The shape taken by a liquid

suifaoe will be dependent upon its surface tension,

which in a viscometer will vary the effective head of
liquid Errors as great as 2% are possible in some
mstances In the case of petroleum oils, calibration

with an oil will reduce surface-tension errors to a
negligible value In cases where it is necessary to use

tiie mstrument with widely different liquids, such as

water and oil, the surface-tension effect may be reduced

to a negligible amount by the use ofvery long capillary

tubes

(2) Voluine Change. Most viscometers are very sen-

sitive to the exact amount of oil charged In the

Ostwald type viscometers any fillmg error may be

reduced by making the lower bulb of large size, or the

use of a long capillary The Ubbelohde type of instru-

ment IS free from any errors due to charging

(3) Drainage in Lower Buib. This source of error

results from varymg amounts of oil clmging to the

walls and thereby altering the effective head It is

dependent on the viscosity of the oil and the rate

at which the oil is drawn up into the upper bulb
This error is avoided in the Ubbelohde type of instru-

(4)

Drainage in the Upper Buib. This source oferror,
unlike lower bulb drainage, affects the volume term in

Poisemlle’s equation rather than the height Hence, in

certain instances these two errors nearly offset each other

According to McCluer and Fenske [17, 1935], when dealing

with dissimilar liquids the drainage should be determine
by the use of an auxiliary bulb of the same size and shape
as the upper bulb This can be done by a procedure of
weighing the auxiliary bulb both dry and after a deter-

mination

In the case of similar hquids the possible error is negh-
gible, as the volume remaiiung is nearly directly propor-
tional to the viscosity and mversely proportional to the

efflux time In a given instrument the efflux tune varies

directly as the viscosity, hence the drainage is a constant

which IS taken care ot if the mstrument is cahbrated with
sumlar hquids

Fk> 4 Suspended level viscometer (modification of FitzSimons)

exact value of the coefficient m, which is dependent on the

shape of the capillary openings The kmetic energy cor-

recuon can usually be kept small by the use of capillaries

givmg long efflux times, and it is m any case allowed for

m the cahbration of the instrument

(7) Gnvity Correctioii. Thiscorrecbon is ordinarily em-
boffiedm the cahbration factor for a given mstruiAent, but

m the usual efflux type of viscometer the cahbration factor

depends essentially on the value of g in the locahty m
whidi the viscometer is used and variation from the

standard value should be allowed for

(8) Timing Emn. Starting and stoppmg errors of an
average stop-watch may be as great as 0 4 sec , due to tlw

fact that the actual movement of the watch is not con-
tmuous In no case is one justified m leadmg a watch to

a closer division of a second than the beat of the watdi
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For ptecisioa tuning, it is now possible to obtain watches

in which the balance wheel beats as high as 50 times a

second In general, with a good i-sec watch, timing errors

become neghgible for efflux times above 200 sec

(9) Temperature The effect oftemperature measurement

errors depend on the temperature of test and the tempera-

ture-viscosity characteristics of the liquid Temperature

control to 0 02° F is generally necessary to keep viscosity

value errors below 01%, but the effect of temperature

error is very much greaterm the case of high-viscosity oils

Viscometer Conversion Tables

The conversion of instrument readings to actual vis-

cosity units and interconversion between instruments has

been made the subject of much study by individuals and

by international standardizing bodies The current adopted

practices are summarized in Table 111

Table III

Instrument Conversion Equations

(1) Saybolt Univarul—A STM equation [11
•

(I a) V o 0 002267- 1 SS/T for Saybolt time lest than 100 lec

(1 6) a - 0 002207- 1 HIT tot Saybolt ume iraater than 100 aec

(2) Saybolt Furol—Gamer and Kelly equation [10]

(2 a) V - 0 02247- 1 84/7 from 23 to 40 aei.

(2 A) a - 0 02167 06/7 above 40 lec

(3) Redwood No 1—Gamer and Kelly [10]

Oa) v0002607-l79 7i>om34lol00aec
(3 A) V » 0 002477-0 3 [T above 100 aec

(4) Redwood No 2—Gamer and Kelly [10]

(4 a) a - 0 024387-1 0/7 from 32 3 to 90 aec

(4 A) a I- 0 024477 above 90 aec

(5) Engler [10]

(3 a) a - 0 08x C’ 0 0864/E fur E between I 33 and 3 2
(3 A) a - 0 076XE -004/E lor E above 3 2

* At the time of going to preaa the A S TM la publiahing for information

(aee nport of committee D 2 1936 A S T M procaedinga) a propoaed eon
vertion from kinematic vijcoaity to Saybolt viacoaitiea aa given in Table IV
The relationahip dilTcra oomewhat fVom that given by the equation referred

to above and la oflcrred in lieu of the latter It will be adviaable to conault

the lateat A S T M treatment of thia lubject

Dimensions of Saybolt Oil Tubes [5]

I

Saybolt Saybolt

Length ofoutlet tube*
Height of overflow
flm above bottom of

Diameter of con

0 313 1 0 315 0 317

0 28 I 0 30 0 32 ' 040 043 046
1 223 1 233

I

1213 12:

1240 1230 '12 60 1240

1 233

I

1260

^

* Tba diraenalon la identieai in the Saybolt Unlvetiol and the Saybolt

t The aectlon of oveillow rim ihalt be bounded by atraight Unea except
Mt a Allot u permlaalUe at the junction with the bottom of the gallery

X ThA minimiim value ahall praftrably be not leoa than 3 2 cm

Dimensions ofRedwood Instruments [5]

Btdwood No 1
I

Katwood No 2

Internal dumeter of oil cup 46 3

Vertical dutance from run to top
ofboie 960
He ght of cylmdncat portion of
oil cup 860
Height of Allmg point above
upper end of bore 82 3

Internal length of jet 100
Minimum internal diameter of jet 1 620
Ealemal diameter of jet

dr0 3
I

46 3 i0 3

ilO 960 ±10

±1 0 86 0 ±10

±2 0 82 3 I ±20
±005

I

30 0 I ±02
3 80

I I

approx
I

Standard Dimensions ofEngler Viscometer [5]

Spectfitd distances

Length of outlet tube
Inaule duimeter if outlet tube i

Inaide diameter of outlet tube i

Length of outlet tube projecting below bottom o

Depth of cylindrical part of container below the

Height of the gauge pointa above lower end ofout

For certain purposes it is more convement to employ
conversion charts, but where a high degree of accuracy is

desired the values given in Table IV should be used In
preparing this table all values have been earned to one
place beyond that justihed by the precision of single

observations on commercial instruments The last figure

should be disregarded except when group averages justify

the implied precision All intervals have been chosen to

make possible reasonably accurate interpolation

The National Bureau ofStandards [20] has a senes of oils

available for use as viscosity standards At 25° C the oils

available at present cover the range of from 0 25 poise to

31 poises or from 0 28 stoke to 34 stokes The viscosiUes

of these oils can be supplied at other temperatures when
requested Samples of these oib are also available for

checking the accuracy of Saybolt viscometers These oils

are not to be considered as permanent viscosity standards,

but as a means ofeffecung a comparison between the mstru-

ments of the National Bureau ofStandards and mstruments
in laboratones elsewhere, which it is desired to calibrate

The charge for 1-quart samples of these oils with the vis-

cosity given at one temperature is SIO, Sll, or S7 50 per
sample according to whether absolute, kinematic, or Say-
bolt viscosity IS required

A.P.I.—Committee on Viscosity Standards (1932) [2]

The American Petroleum Institute Committee on Vis-

cosity Standards was created in 1922 for the purpose of
CO operating with the Bureau of Standards m establishing

standard Saybolt tubes and procedure In 1930 the com-
mittee prepared large samples of two oils, one known as

Alpha oil, which is a secondary reference standard for

viscosiUes at 100° F Umversal, and a second, known as
Beu oil, which serves the dual purpose ofa 210° F Saybolt

Umversal and 122° F Saybolt Furol secondaiy standard
Viscosity values as determined by theA P I Committee were

Alpha oil at 100° F = 295 0 sec ±0 3 %
Beta oil at 210° F = 148 5 sec ±0 3 %

and the Saybolt Furol viscosity

Beta oil at 122°F =1160 sec ±03%
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The samples were prepared very carefully and are

examined at penodic intervals for variation in physical and
chemical properties which might mdicate change in vis-

cosity with time The committee has made the oils avail-

able to the industry so as to promote standardizaUon of
viscosity measurements They may be procured from the

Chairman of the A P I Committee, Dr T G Deibndge,
3144 Passyunk Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa The charge is

SS per quart

Standards for Instrument Calibration, recommended by
the A P I are as follows

(1) Water ‘[10] Probably fundamentally the best

Accurate to 0 4%
(2) Bureau of Standard Oils—A series of oils cali-

brated on a Bingham viscometer covenng a
range of 28 to 3,400 centistokes at 100° F [24]

(3) American Petroleum Institute Alpha and Beta Oils

Other standards used, but not recommended

(1) Sucrose [14] Hygroscopic and liable to fermenta-

tion

(2) Castor Oil [15] Gives variations as high as 2 S%

rc _l _S_j_10
J5__!_?0_| 25 l_^|_35 I

40

« (pois^ 37 60
I

24 18 I 15 14
j

9 86 I 6 51 ' 4 51
i

3 16
j

ill

Variation of Viscosity with Temperature

A number of individual attempts have been made to

produce a chart which accurately expresses the variation of
viscosity with change in temperature The one most widely

used at the present time is that based on the original of
MacCoull and known as the A S T M Tentative Standard

D 341-32 T, which was issued in 1932 by the American
Society for Testing Materials Large-scale reproductions

of this chart are obtainable from the A S T M , but it is

not reproduced here because it is useless on a small scale.

It is based upon a modification of Vogel’s eqiuition, which

may be expressed as follows

loglogClOOv-fO 8) = a+blogT,

where lOOi/ = kinematic viscosity in centistokes,

r-^ absolute temperature, degrees Rankme,
a and b are constants

In using this chart it is only necessary to plot viscosiUes

at any two temperatures and draw a straight line through

the points The viscosity is taken at any desired tempera-

ture from the line and may be read either in Saybolt

Universal or as Kinematic Viscosity in centistokes The
chart IS not strictly accurate for viscosities below 60 sec

Saybolt Universal Obviously data cannot be extended by
means ofthe chart through phase changes (wax, separation,

evaporation, thermal decomposition, &c ) without exeras-

ing the necessary consideration See article [23] A similar

chart due to FitzSimons in which the basic A S T.M
equation has been altered to read

loglog(100i*-|-0 89) = a+blogr

has been found to give excellent results when used to

correlate viscosity-temperature data of light products, and
is useful down to a viscosity of 0 16 centistokes

The relationship between viscosity and temperature for

hydrocarbons and petroleum products and its representa-

tion by the viscosity index and sinular functions are

discussed elsewhere in articles by Docksey [25] and
Wiggins [28]
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VISCOSITY OF GASES
By E. S. L. BEALE, M.A., F Inst.P.

Consultant in Engineering Physics, London

Data on the viscosity of gases is required in the calculabon

of the pressure drop in pipes, &c , primarily in the estima-

tion of the Reynolds number The Reynolds number is

also required in connexion with the measurement of flow

by orifice meter This property also enters into heat-

transfer equations both directly and also very often m-
directly, since it is often the means of calculatmg the

thermal conductivity of a gas m the absence of accurate

experimental data

The unit of absolute viscosity on the c g s system is the

Poise, subdivided into Centipoise, Millipoise, &c, and

these are the imits usually employed In order to convert

absolute viscosity megs units into absolute viscosity in

F P S units, multiply by 0 0672

The absolute viscosity of a gas is the property which is

always measured experimentally The viscosity data taken

from the International Critical Tables and extrapolated by
KT*

Sutherland's formula, namely, -q = yYc
shown plotted against temperature at atmospheric pressure

on Fig 1 Tabulated data from the same source, together

Fiq 1 Absolute viscosity of sases at atmosphenc pressure

With the constants m Sutherland’s formula, is given m
Table I taken from Technical Data on Fuel [3, 1935]

At pressures in the neighbourhood of atmospheric pres-

sure the absolute viscosity of gases is independent of
pressure, but at high pressures the viscosity increases with

pressure Forexample,theviscosityofmtrogenatl,OOOatm

IS about H tunes that at atmosphenc pressure [2, 1931]

Tte kuiematic viscosity of gases is required for the cal-

culation of the Reynolds number in pipe flow and heat-

transfer calculations and is denved from the absolute

viscosity data by dividmg by the density The umts of

density must, of course, conform to the units used for the

absolute viscosity, i,e divide by grammes per cu cm for

c g.s umts of viscosity, or by lb per cu ft m F P S. umts

The unit of kinematic viscosity on the c g s system is

called the Stokes, subdivided into Centistokes, &c To
convert c g s umts of kinematic viscosity to F P S units

multiply by 0 0010764

Table 1
*

Absolute Viscosity in Micropoises

CO CO, H,
I

CH, C.H. C,H, Stem

2^8 252
295 I 287
329 I 519
359

I

348
Mil '

470 I 569 446

186 107 I 133

228 125 163

267
I

141 ' 187

302 155 212
335

I
168 233

366 180 ' 256

395
I

192
I

275
423 I 203

I
295

449
I

213
I

312

230 ' 249 ' 305

249
,

268 336
267 287

I

367
283 I 304 397

Since the absolute viscosity is approximately independent

of pressure, the kmematic viscosity of a gas is inversely

proportional to its absolute pressure All kmematic
viscosities in this article refer to atmospheric pressure,

and therefore to obtain the value at any other pressure

divide by the absolute pressure in atmospheres

Data corresponduig to that given on Fig 1 andm Table I

are shown on Fig 2 and m Table II (taken from Technical

Data on Fuel [3, 1935]), all at atmosphenc pressure.
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The kinematic viscosity of SO| gas at atmosphenc
pressure is approximately 0 041 stokes at 0° C and 0-078

stokes at 100“ C
It IS frequently necessary to use a figure for the viscosity

ofhydrocarbon gases and vapoursm heat-flow calculations

Flo 3 Absolute viscosity of hydrocarbon vapours at

atmospheric pressure

Flo 4 Kinematic viscosity of vapours molecular weight

Hydrocarbons (at atmospheric pressure)

in cases where no experimental data exist, and m such

cucumstances an an>toximate figure is of value, even
though It may not be very accurate The following figures

have been drawn up to meet such a need.

1081

Figs 3 and 4 for hydrocarbon vapours at atmosphenc
pressure were drawn from the results on hydrocarbons

given m the Intermtional Critical Tables (up to benzene)

SPECIFIC GRAVITY REL AIR

Flo S Kinematic viscosity at 1 atm Hydrocarbon gases

and by Mclaven and Mack [1, 1932] for n-heptane, n~

octane, and n-nonane The results were extrapolated to

600“ C by Sutherland’s formula The results were then

plotted on log-log paper giving a graph showing abso-

lute viscosity at constant temperature against molecular

Table II

Kinematic Viscosity in Stokes at I Atmosphere

weight The constant temperature hues were found to be

straight from n-pentane to n-nonane, and were extrapolated

as straight lines to the hi^er molecular weights These

constant temperature lines were then redrawn on a uniform

scale and are shown on Fig, 3 Fig. 4 gives the corre-

spondmg kmematic viscosities assummg the gas laws to
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ai^ly The same data areshownplotted against the specific

gravity of the hydrocarbon gas relative to air in Fig 5

These hnes for various temperatures were obtained by
drawing smooth curves through points representing indi-

vidual hydrocarbons and is useful for esumating the

viscosity of refinery tail gases, natural gas. Sic , from the

specific gravity if they are known to consist primarily of
hydrocarbons

It should be noted that the viscosities of a mixture of
gases cannot be calculated accurately from the percentage

composiUon, particularly in the case of gases of widely

differing types [5]
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VISCOSITY-TEMPERATURE CHARACTERISTICS OF
PETROLEUM PRODUCTS

ByW.R WIGGINS, PhD
Department of Oil Engineering and Xefimng, University of Birmingham, England

Tte constitution of a hydrocarbon is reflected to a varying

degree by its physical properties, density, boiling-point,

viscosity, and temperature coeiiicient of viscosity are not

entirely additive, but depend to a considerable extent on
chemical structure Aliphatic chains, branching, unsatura-

tion, aromatic and naphthenic rings play characteristic

roles in determining the physical properties of hydrocar-

bons In addition to the chemical constitution, the physical

constitution or state of aggregation of a fluid affects its

viscosity-temperature relationship profoundly The vis-

cosity of a gas increases with temperature nse, but that of
a liquid falls rapidly, the viscosity of a gas is also indepen-

dent of density Consideration of the internal energy

of a fluid and the mter-molecular forces involved explains

these apparent discrepancies An analysis of the effect of

the physical constituUon of a fluid upon its viscosity is

given by Lewis and Squires [18, 1934] They state that the

viscosity IS a measure of molecular energy degradation and
proceed to show that the viscosity of a liquid is far greater

than that of a gas, because m the latter the energy degener-

ated by molecular attractions is negligible, while m the

former it is preponderant The viscosity of a liquid

decreases with temperature rise, because expansion reduces

the inter-molecular attractions and the friction losses in-

duced by these collisions The viscosity of a gas increases

with rise of temperature because the velocity of the mole-
cules IS increased, resulting in more frequent collisions and
increased energy dissipation

The Influence of Chemical Constitution on the Viscosity-

Temperature Reiationships of Hydrocarbons.

Huge! [14, 1931] observed that, with oils having the same
viscosity at a low temperature, the oil that showed the best

viscosity-temperature stability (i e the oil with the highest

viscosity at a higher temperature) was that having the great-

est molecular weight, and he states that molecular volume is

ofgreater importance than molecular weight It seems prob-

able, however, that molecular surface, free space, stereo-

chemical structure, and molecular associauon are essential

factors in determining the viscosity-temperature stability

Paraffin Hydrocarbons. The viscosity-temperature curves

for the normal paiafiins are approximately parallel (Fig I),

the gradient, however, at any single temperature depending
upon the molecular weight Single branching, which
lowers the viscosity slightly, does not affect noticeably the

gradient of the viscosity-temperature curve, as shown by
the curves for the isoparaflins which are closely parallel to

those of the normal paraffins The presence of two-branch
chains m the molecule raises the viscosity, and at the same
tune causes an appreciable mcrease in the gradient of the

curve (Fig 1) Diisopropyl and 2,2-dimethylbutane show
greater duui^ of viscosity for a given temperature change
thanu-hexane

Three-braiKdi chauis m the molecule, as in 2,2,3-tnme-

thylbutane. cause an evm greater increase in viscosity and
increase in the gradient of the viscosity-temperature curve
When the logarithm of the viscosity is plotted agamst

temperature (m ordmary umts), the curves obtamed
approximate to a straight-lme relationship, the Imear devia-

tion bemg greater with the higher molecular weights On
Figs 1 and 2 are plotted the viscosity-temperature curves
of various paraffins

Fio 1

Fig 2

In geno-al, it may be stated that viscosi^-temperature

stability mcreases wiffi cham-length, and for isomers

decreases with increased branclung Hus is supported by
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the investigations of Sullivan, Voorhees, Neeley, and
Siankland [30, 1931], on the polymerization of olefines,

and by the work of Yamaguchi [37, 1934] on the tempera-

ture coeflSaent of viscosity and the associaUon of high

molecular weight liquids

Cydic Hydrocarbons. The curve for benzene is steeper

than the curves for the paraffin hydrocarbons Higher

homologues of the aromaUc series show less steep viscosity

gradients, those for tolueneand ethylbenzene beingapproxi-
mately parallel to the curves for the normal paraffins

Cyclohexane also has a steep curve similar to that for

TCMPCffATUaE K.

Agam, with the cyclic hydrocarbons, unsaturation has
little effect on the rates ofchange of viscosity with tempera-
ture, the curves for the aromabcs resembhng those of the
naphthenes With the polycychc hydrocarbons, unsatura-
tion modifies to a slight extent the viscosity-temperature

stability Tetrahydronaphthalene and decahydronaph-
thalene have slightly lower viscosity-temperature gradients

than naphthalene as shown by Fig 4

Association and Viscosity-Tempenitiire Stability.

The rate of change of viscosity with change of tempera-
ture IS influenced greatly by association ofthe hydrocarbon
The degree of association in liquids decreases with increase

of temperature, and therefore temperature change will be
accompanied by a change m viscosity due to alteration of
the association factor, as well as the normal viscosity

change of the unassociated liquid

The lower hydrocarbons as a class have little tendency
to association, but small differences in the degree of asso-

ciaUon have an important effect on the temperature co-
efficient of viscosity Values of the association factor

calculated by McLeod [22. 1925], Ramsay and Shields [26,

1893], Bingham [4, 1909], and Traube [32, 1897] are given

m Table I

Association factor

Ramsay
and

Hydrocarbon McLeod ihields Bingham Traube

Ocune 0 93 0 93
Bcname

,
t 37 1 01 1 U 1 05

Toluene I 1 08 1 06
Ethylbenzene I 0 91 1 02
o-Xylene 1 02 1 06
m-Xylene ' 0 92 1 00

The difference in the slopes of the viscosity-temperature

curves for benzene and toluene can be accounted for m
Fic 3 part by the difference in the degree of association, benzene,

being more highly associated than toluene, has an abnor-

benzene, and it will be seen from Fig 2 that the curve for mally high viscosity and viscosity-temperature gradient

methylcyclohexane is approximately parallel to that for Although the simpler hydrocarbons as a rule undergo

toluene Cyclopentane and methyl-

cyclopentane have viscosity-tem-

perature curves which are parallel to

those ofthe normal paraffins Naph-
thalene and its hydrogenated deri-

vatives, tetrahydronaphthalene and ^
decahydronaphthalene, exhibit a §
high rate ofchange of viscosity with
temperature, much more so than ^
benzene This IS illustrated by Fig 3

>̂
InBuence of Unsaturation on m
Vtocoaity-Temperatiire Relation- S
aWps. £
In the case of aliphatic hydrocar-

bons, unsaturaUon does not affect

the viscosity-temperature stability

ao far as IS known The unsaturated

hydrocarbons 2-methyl-A>-butene,

uofnene, and duUlyl have viscosity-

temperature curves similar to the

ootieaponding paraffins, isopentane

and hexane.

TEMPERATURE.’C
Fig 4.
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assoaation to a small extent, those of higher molecular

weight may be highly associated (Staudinger [28, 1933],

Yamaguchi [37, 1934]) The hydrocarbons present in

lubncating-oil fractions form molecular aggre^tes ap-

proachmg colloidal dimensions, so that a lubricating oil

may be considered as a polyphase system m which hydro-

carbon molecular aggregates are dispersed in a hydro-

carbon medium of simpler molecular structure

The viscosity characteristics of the lower hydrocarbons

have been shownm this discussion to be mfluenced by con-

stitution, and It has been seen that with increasing mole-

cular weight association tends to become an important

factor affecUng the physical properties A study of the

lubncatmg-oil hydrocarbons with respect to viscosity and
viscosity-temperature stability will therefore demand con-

sideration of both consUtution and association

High Molecular Weight Hydrocarbons.

The molecular consUtuUon of the hydrocarbons present

in lubncaUng-oil fractions may consist to a greater or less

extent of paraflinic, naphthenic, aromatic, or polynuclear

structures Examination of the viscosity-temperature

curves of high molecular weight hydrocarbons of known
structure will show to what extent the general rules relating

viscosity and constitution of the simpler low molecular

weight hydrocarbons are followed by the more complex
compounds, and such comparison may throw light upon
the constitution of the various classes of petroleum lubn-

cating-oil hydrocarbons Hydrocarbons of high molecular

weight have been synthesized by several investigators

(Suida and Planckh [29, 1933], Landa and Cech [15, 1934],

Lerer [17, 1933]) and the physical properties determined

The viscosity-temperature data for these hydrocarbons are

given m Table II, the corresponding curves bemg shown in

Figs 5, 6, and 7 From these it is seen that the aliphauc

hydrocarbons have lower viscosities than corresponding

hydrocarbons with cychc structure

No conclusions can be reached as to the effect of un-

saturation and branching, because these synthetic aliphatic

hydrocarbons have widely dissimilar structures and, with

the examples given in the table, it is impossible to isolate

the effects due to number, position, and length of branch

chains and position of the olefinic bond The long-cham
structure of I6-R-butylhentnacontane is accompamed by
a viscosity-temperature curve which is less steep than the

curves for the comparable hydrocarbons dimethyldihexyl-

octadecane and tricaprylene which have more highly

branched structures

Fio 5

The introduction of simple benzene and napthene nngs

into the molecule raises the viscosity to a moderate extent,

but IS accompanied by only a very slight increase in the

gradient of the viscosity-temperature curve This is illus-

trated by the curves for 1,1-diphenylhexadecane, 1,1-di-

cyclohexylhexadecane, l-phenyI-2-benzylheptadecane, and

Table II

Hydroearbon Structure Formula

Viscosity m centipoises at

20“C SVC 40'’

C

SVC 6VC 70'

C

8VC 9VC lOVC

Tncaprylene Aliphatic C„H.. 29 5 174 11 5 90 64
Squalene 124 91 68 52 42 37
7,I2-Dimethyl-9,10-n- C„H„ 233 16 0 114 8 1 58 4 1

dibexyloctadecuie
Methyloctyltetracosylene C„H,. 13 8 97 70 5 1 38 30
16-ii-Butylhentnacontane CmH„ 42 0 27 5 190 13 5 100 77 61 49 41
DimeUiyltetrahexyldocoiane 1230 660 400 26 0 18 0 13 0

l.l-Diphenylhexadecane Alkylated aro- C.,H„ 471 28 9 18 9 13 0 94 70 55 45 37
matic

l.l-Dicydohexylbexadecane Alkylated naph- C.,H„ 70 7 414 25 8 174 12 3 89 69 55 44
theme

l-Cyelohexyl-2-hexahydn>- CmH.. «9 37 8 24 3 160 116 84 65 50 43
ben^lheptadecsse

l-Phenyl-2-beiizylhepU- Alkylated aro- C«Hu 815 48 4 28 1 18 4 12 7 90 70 50
jdecane mabc

Dimethyliiobutyldihydro- Alkylated poly- C„H„ 59 9 312 201 12 8 80 55
1

naphthatone nuclear aromatic

Tetrahydrodiisobutyl- 403 22 0 14 0 90 60 44

Ditaobutylnaphthalene Ci.H„ 476 24-0 14 0 90 60 44
C„H. 1570 700 28 0 170 11-0 73
C„H„ 5,086 0 420 0 184 0 800 400 25-0

C.H., 5200 232 0 112 0 57-0
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]-cycIoliexyl-2>hexahydroben2ylheptadecane These four

hydrocarbons may be considered as it-hexadecane struc-

tures to which have been attached in the 1,1- position

phenyl, cyclohexyl, benzyl, and hcxahydrobenzyl groupuigs

Fio 6

Fig 7

respectively. The curve for the phenyl-subsbtuted com-
pound is closely parallel to that of the cyclohexyl doiva-
tive, and the ben^l and hcxahydrobenzyl denvatives also

have similar viscosity-temperature curves HydrogenaUon

of the cyclic componmt does not alter the viscosity m the

same direction for the phenyl and benzyl denvatives The
aromatic and naphthemc derivatives have similar viscosities

and viscosity-temperature stabilities

The introduction of polycyclic structure into the hydro-

carbon molecule results in a marked decrease of the vis-

cosity-temperature stabihty Naphthalene derivatives have

moderate viscosities at normal temperature and steep vis-

cosity-temperature curves Alkylated anthracenes have

much higher viscosities at ordinary temperature and still

lower viscosity-temperature stabilities In Fig 7 the steep

gradients of the curves for the anthracene derivatives

(curves 15 and 16) are m contrast to the flat curve of the

aliphatic hydrocarbon, dimethyltetrahexyldocosane (curve

13) Dihydrodiethylanthracene has a flat curve in Fig 7,

this, however, is due to its low viscosity, and when corn-

par^ in Fig 6 with hydrocarbons of similar viscosity the

anthracene denvative is seen to have a relatively poor
viscosity-temperature stabihty Mikeska [23, 1936] in a

report on the synthesis and physical properties of fifty-two

high molecular weight hydrocarbons gives the following

conclusions

1 Reduction of the aromatic to the corresponding

hydro-aromatic rings increases the viscosity but does not

affect the viscosity index appreciably

2 The viscosity index of a given aromatic or naphthenic

hydrocarbon increases as the ratio of paraffinic to naph-

thenic or hydro-aromatic carbon atoms is mcreased,

provided the number of chains remains unchanged, i e

provided the total length of the molecule is increased

The nature of the cyclic nucleus determines the extent of
the effect which a side chain of a given length may exert on
the viscosity mdex of a given hydrocarbon

3 A long paraffinic side chain is more effective in

increasmg the viscosity index of a given hydrocarbon than

a corresponding number of carbon atoms divided among
two or more side chains

4 For the same number of carbon atoms, straight

chains are more effective m increasing viscosity index than

branched chains

5 Olefinic bonds m the side chain decrease the viscosity,

but have small and irregular eflfects upon the viscosity

index

6 The position of a cychc nucleus within the molecule

apparently has only a slight effect upon the viscosity and
viscosity index

In summarizmg, it may be stated that the straight-cham

aliphaUc hydrocarbons have low viscosiUcs m relation to

the number ofcarbon atoms in the molecule, and very good
viscosity-temperature stabilities Hydrocarbons containing

simple cychc groups have higher viscosities and good vis-

cosity-temperature stabihties, but the mtroducuon of poly-

cyclic structure into the molecule increases (he viscosity to

a marked extent and d^resses the viscosity-temperature

stability

Evaluation of the VIscosity-TemperatUFe Relationahfp

for Hydrocarbons

The relabonship between viscosity and temperature is

most simply illustrated by graphical means through the

viscosity-temperature curve on appropnate coordinates.

It has already been pomted out that this method does not

afford a satisfactory comparison for hydrocarbons of
widely differing viscosity, and, m addition, it docs not give

any numencal evaluation of the change in viscosity with

tempoature.
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The change in viscosity for any given increment of tem-

perature, m the case of any hydrocarbon, is primarily

dependent on the viscosity As the temperature increases,

with corresponding decrease in viscosity, the same incre-

ments of temperature are accompanied by progressively

smaller changes of viscosity Viscous hydrocarbons, as a
consequence, show relatively large viscosity changes when
compared with less viscous hydrocarbons over the same
temperature range Therefore the function dtj/dl denoting

changem viscosity with temperature, for any hydrocarbon,

vanes contmuously according to the viscosity and tempera-

ture, and It IS not possible satisfactorily to compare vis-

cosity-temperature coefficients unless the viscosity and
temperature are also taken into consideration

If the viscosity of a hydrocarbon or of a petroleum

fraction m absolute, kinematic, or commercial units is

plotted directly against temperature, the curve obtained is

approximately hyperbolic, and is quite unsuitable for

extrapolation In consequence many types of empincal
formulae have been derived to fit the known viscosity

temperature data

liie first formula connecting viscosity and temperature

was given by Poiscuille [24, 1846], who found that the

viscosity ijt ofwater at temperature t° could be expressed in

terms of the viscosity ijo at 0° by the empirical formula

Vt VoK^+ot+bt*)

Slotte [27, 1892] proposed several formulae including

= O'" =

where a, c, b, and n are constants

In a classical research upon the temperature-viscosity

curves of about 70 pure liquids, including many hydro-

carbons, Thorpe and Rodger [31, 1894] found that the

above equation of Slotte represented fairly accurately the

experimental viscosity-temperature data Slotte's formula

has been modified by Batschinski [2, 1901] and later by

Dorsey [9, 1915] If the equation is written in the form

C
(/-«)"

and n is equal to 3 and a is —273 the formula becomes
Batschinski’s, whereas if n is equal to umty and a is the

apparent temperature ofsolidification the equation becomes
that of Dorsey Bingham [5, 1906] introduced the term

fluidity or reciprocal of viscosity and suggested the expres-

sions
^

^ “ fft—at—b

(<ft IS fluidity or l/i;) and

,-A^-f+C
These equations are equivalent when

A = i/a, B - c/a, C = -b/a

These formulae correlate a large amount of viscosity-tem-

perature data in a satisfactory manner, but do not repre-

sent a simpler connexion between fluidity and temperature

than those suggested for viscosity and temperature

A relationship between the viscosiUes of pairs of chemi-

cally unrelated liquids at different temperatures was
observed by Porter [25, 1912], who showed that when the

absolute temperatures of pairs of liquids at equal viscosi-

ties are compared, the rauos of the two temperatures of
equal viscosity plotted against either of the corresponding

absolute temperatures approximated to a straight line

This relation is satisfied by any formula of the type

ti = ^(h+c/D,

where ^ is a universal function and b and c are specific to

each substance

For petroleum fractions approaching the lubricating-

oil range Eckart [10, 1914] found that the relation between

viscosity and temperature when plotted on logarithmic

scales gave close approximation to a straight line, he pro-

posed a formula which is essentially a special case of the

general relation due to Slotte This modification takes the

form

log t; — a log t+ki,

or log V — b log t+kt,

where ij is the absolute viscosity in poises, v the kmcmatic
viscosity in centistokes, t the temperature in degrees

Fahrenheit, and a, b, Ar,, and it, are constants

Followmg upon Eckart's work the American Society for

Testing Matenals have proposed a chart based on the fact

that a linear graph results from plotting the logarithm of
the absolute temperature against the loglog of the kme-
matic viscosity plus a constant This empirical relation-

ship, which has proved extremely useful, may be written

loglog (centistokes-l-0 8) - ^ log T-f B
Two viscosities at specified temperatures will evaluate the

constants A and B, but for interpolation and extrapolation

It is convenient to use the special A S T M charts pub-
lished for this purpose If the empirical relationship is

expressed without logarithms it becomes

(vfO 8) =
A similar exponential function for the correlation of vis-

cosity and temperature was proposed by Cragoe [7, 1933],

who claimed that the viscosity of a liquid relative to tem-

perature could be represented by

and v ~ Ae^l^-,

where rj and v denote the absolute and kinematic viscosities

respectively in C G S units, A and B are constants having

values of 5x10-* and 1,000 log, 20 respectively L is a
function of absolute viscosity which is linearly related to

temperature and may be expressed as

L=L,{1 +«(/-/«)},

where Lp is the value of L at the reference temperature

If the viscosity is recorded in centistokes L' is substituted

forL A senes of tables facilitates conversion of viscosities

in absolute, kinematic, and commercial units to the corre-

ponding functions L or L'

A relationship resembhng that upon which the A S T M
chart IS based was developed by Walther [34, 1931], this

may be written in the alternative forms

(v+08)'” = fk'.

r"Iog(i/+08) = *",

mlog r4-loglog(v-f0 8) = k’’’

ConsideraUon of liquid viscosity from the point of view

of the kuietic theory of gases is cnticized by Andrade

[1, 1934], who states that theproblem should be approached
from the point of view of ffie sohd state, the density of

which IS not markedly difierent from that of the liquid

state of the same substance In his theory of the viscosity

of hquids he denves from theoretical considerations the

formula
Ae^l^’T
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where 17 u dw viscosity of the hguid, v its specific volume,

T the absolute temperature, and A and c are constants

This equation showed excellent agreement with the experi-

mental data ofThorpe and Rodger Vanousexpressions for

the viscosity-temperature relation have been proposed by

other workers, including Graetz [11, 1877] and Vogel [33,

1921] These are generallyvariantsof the fundamental form

di ’

where a, k, and n are constants

Viscosity-TemperatiireRelatioiishipforLttbricatingOUs.

Lubricating oils for use in intemal-combustion engines

must be sufficiently mobile at low temperatures to enable

easy starting from cold and satisfactoiy lubrication during

the warming-up period ofengine operation, in addiuon the

lubricant must retain sufficient viscosity at the highest

engine operating temperatures to carry the loads imposed

and eliminate imdue wear of the bearing surfaces There-

fore the temperature coefficient of viscosity is a most im-

portant characterisbc of lubricating oil Vanous methods
have been developed for the comparison of the viscosity-

temperature changes of oils, the most important of these

are outlined below

(1) Charts Withm a limited range of temperature and
viscosity, the relation between temperature and viscosity

may be expressed by straight lines on a double logarithmic

diagram Charts based on this were developed by MacCoull

[21, 1921] and Herschel [12, 1922], but the most widely

used at the present time is that issued by the Amencan
Society for Testing Materials in 1932 (see p 1087) and
known as the A S T M Tentative Standard D 341-32 t
Oils may be compared directly on this chart by plotting the

viscosities at any two temperatures and drawing a straight

hne through the points

(2) Beil and Sharp System [3. 1933] This is based on the

A S T M chart and classifies oils according to the slope of

the straight viscosity-temperature line Two linear scales

of arbitrary units are imposed on the chart, one vertically

and the other horizontally, the value of the slope is then

expressed as the tangent of the angle which the viscosity-

temperature line makes with the horizontal, and is recorded

in arbitrary units To obviate the nec^ity of usuig charts

with supenmposed scales tables are given which enable the

value of the slope to be calculated

(3) Viscosity Gradient. This was proposed by Clayden

[6, 1933] in an endeavour to place the measurement of

viscosity-temperature change on a fundamental basis The
viscosities ofthe given oil at 100° F and 210° F are plotted

on the A S TM chart and a line parallel to this is drawn
passmg through the pomt 10,000 centistokes on the 32° F
ordinate, for ordinary oils this second Ime will cut the
212° F ordinate between 9 and 40 centistokes, and this

value IS termed the viscosity gradient The geometncal
construction involved suffers from the disadvantage that

the viscosity scale, being logarithmic, gives adequately

large differences of viscosity gradient at the lower end ofthe
scale, but at the upper end the differences are small To
overcome this the length of the line between 0° F and
210° F IS taken as a measure of the viscosity gradient and
a table gives the relation between length ofhne and viscosity

gradient

(4) Vhcosity P(de Height. The viscositytemperature

idation IS expressed by Walther [3S, 1933] m the straight

line form

wherem IS a constant, Tand Ti absolute temperatures, and
B'=log(v+0 8) v bemg viscosity in centistokes These

straight Imes, when plotted on logarithmic charts of the

A S T M type, for oils of the same chemical character or

similar origmmtersect at a pomt This pomt ofmtersection

IS termed the viscosity pole and its correspondmg value W
in Walther’s formula which is called the viscosity pole

height (V P } IS characteristic for oils of the same chemical

type The viscosity pole height can be calculated by sub-

stitution of viscosity-temperature values of at least two
oils of the same type m Walther's equation Where data

for only a single oil are available the V P can be ascertained

by the fact that the viscosity poles for oils of different

chemical types he on a straight line for which the equation

logr= 2 410-0194iF

has been found

For ordinary mineral lubricating oils the viscosity pole

height ranges between 1 and 6, being low for oils with low

temperature coefficient of viscosity

The viscosity pole height can be calculated as follows

assuming the viscosities of the oil at two temperatures, e g
100“ F and 200° F , are known iF,,* and fVtM are ob-

tamed by substitution = logCv+O 8) mm Walther’s

straight hne equation is obtained from

fY,o«- iPioo

"'"'(log 366 3 -log 3 10 8)

TTie basic equation can be expressed m the form

and the constant b can be obtamed by substituting the

known values of T, fVr, and m The viscosity pole lies on
the Ime

logr= 2 410-0194B'

Combining the last two equaUons, W, the pole height, is

found by substitution ofknown values of b and m m
2 410ffi+6

1+0 194m

This expression is only suited for lubricating oils, 1 e oils

with a viscosity of at least S centistokes at 200° F An
advanuge of this form of expressmg the temperature co-

efficient of viscosity IS that it can be calculated from
viscosiues at any two temperatures without involving

graphical extrapolation

(5)

Zero Viat^ty Factor. This expression was proposed

by McQuer and Fenske [19, 1934] for the comparison of

oils at two widely diverg^ temperatures, correspondmg
approximately to wmter startmg and normal operation

For reference purposes a single type of oil, of extreme

paraffin base character, is used The viscosiues at 100° F
and 210° F of any of the reference senes are connected

by the equation

log Kim - 1 S02 log Ku,+0 4400

The given oil is compared with a reference oil of the same
viscosity at 210° P , and the ratio of the viscosity of the

given oil at 0° F to the viscosity of the reference od at the

same temperature 18 termed the zero viscosity factor The
viscosiues at 0° F aw obtained either by extrapolation on
the A.S T M chart or by substituUon of known values m
the basic equauon

loglog(v+08)»^]ogr+E.Wr = IKj.-ffKlogri-logT’),
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Calculations may be avoided by use of a nomograph, by
means of which the zero viscosity factor of oils may be

determined from the viscosities at 100° F and 210° F

(6) and (7) Viscosity Index and Viscosity Gravity Con-
slant. These two systems for the classification of oils are

discussed in a separate article by P Docksey

(8) Viscosity Index Zones The viscosity temperature

relations of a series of cuts of Pennsylvanian and Gulf

Coast crudes, resembling the H and L senes of Dean and
Davis [8, 1929] used m the Viscosity Index System, were
determined by Larson and Schwaderer [16, 1932] These

values were plotted on the Sinclair Viscosity Temperature

Chart (later superseded by the A S T M chart) , taking one
specific viscosity at 210° F , the angle formed between the

hnes for the basic oils on the chart was divided into eight

zones of equal size This procedure was followed for all

necessary viscosities at 210° F and the zones replotted on
a viscosity index zone chart with Saybolt viscosities at

100° F as ordinates and Saybolt viscosities at 210° F as

abscissae The viscosity index zone is obtained from the

chart by finding the intersection of the ordinate and
abscissa corresponding to the viscosities at 100° F and
210° F This point of intersection will lie in one of the

zones, and a classification of the oil is thus effected

(9) Gravity Index. The methods of evaluating the tem-

perature coefficient of viscosity so far described rely on the

availability of the viscosities ofthe given oil at two tempera-

tures In many cases published data only give the viscosity

at one temperature, together with the specific gravity, and
It was for cases of this type that McCluer and Fenske [20,

1932] devised the ‘gravity index’ The viscosity gravity

constant introduced by Hill and Coats [13, 1928] classifies

oils according to their Saybolt viscosity at 1(X)° F or 210° F
and specific gravity at 60° F , paraffinic oils have a viscosity

constant ofabout 0 8 , while for naphthenic oils the value is

about 0 9 Paraffinic oils have high viscosity indices and
naphthenic oils low, and it would be natural to expect some
relation between viscosity gravity constant and viscosity

index From data obtain^ on a hundred oils McCluer and
Fenske have shown that such a relation does exist, for

viscosity gravity constant plotted against the corresponding

viscosity index gives a fairly smooth curve From the speci-

fic gravity at 60° F and the Saybolt viscosity at 100° F or

210° F the viscosity gravity constant can be obtained, and
reference to the curve gives the corresponding value of the

viscosity index The viscosity index obtained in this way
IS term^ the Gravity Index

(10) Modified Functional Viscosity Temperature Coef-

ficient. Practically all the systems for expressing the rate

ofchange of viscosity with temperature are based either on
an arbitrarily chosen series of oils or upon some empirical

relation The function

Ai) 1

Al ri log rj

ii) ~ absolute viscosity in centipoises) calculated for vanous

high molecular weight hydrocarbons at different temperq-

tuies has been shown by Wiggms [36, 1936] to be approxi-

mately constant and charactenstic of the chemical type of

the hydrocarbon In this expression A17 represents a small

change of viscosity corresponding to a small but finite

temperature mterved At about t°

This function, which is mdependent ofany reference senes.

IS termed the modified fracUonal viscosity temperature

coefficient The corresponding function

Av 1_
At vlogv

using kinematic units, calculated for Pennsylvanian and
Gulf Coast oils, is a charactenstic of the oils but is only

approximately constant, decreasing slightly with increase in

temperature A further expression has been developed

A/ log Kiwp

which IS a characteristic of the chemical type of the oil,

Pennsylvanian oils having values of 4 to 4 5, while naph-

themc oils have higher values of 6 to 8 This function

enables comparison to be made without reference to any
standard scries of oils or to any other empirical equation

Improvement of Viscosity-Temperature Characteristics

of Lubricating Oils.

The temperature coefficient of viscosity as evaluated for

lubricating oils by the viscosity index is in most cases

approximately additive, so that in order to improve an oil

with low viscosity index, blending with an appreciably

large amount of high viscosity index oil is necessary

The addition of certain high molecular weight hydro-

carbon materials to mineral oils results in the formation of

solutions with relatively high viscosity which have the

essential viscosity characteristics of colloidal suspensions

or emulsions, these are discussed by Lewis and Squires

(loc cit ) The viscosity of a dilute suspension of rigid,

spherical particles, uniform in size, is given by the Einstein

equation

’'“’'”(1-11)'’

which for low values of v simplifies to

17 = i;o(l+2 5ii),

in which yjo is the viscosity ofthe liquid in which the particles

are suspended, 17 the viscosity of the suspension, and v the

volume fraction of the suspended particles Temperature

change does not affect the volume fraction of the suspended

particles appreciably,and it can beshown that the fractional

change in viscosity with temperature of such a suspension

corresponds to that of the solvent Thus these non-homo-
geneous liquids have temperature coeificienU of viscosity

which are lowm comparison with their viscosities

Many of these high molecular weight colloidal materials

give solutions or suspensions with viscosities higher than

those indicated by the Einstein equation This is attnbuted

either to solvaUon or to the Staudinger flow interference

effect of rod-like particles With this flow mterference

effect, the viscosity of the suspension is a function of the

concentrauon of solute and its molecular weight, the mole-

cular weight does not change appreciably with temperature,

and the temperature coefficient of viscosity of the suspen-

sion IS practically the same as that of the solvent Thus it

appears possible to prepare ‘non-homogeneous’ oils with

relatively low temperature coeffiaents of viscosity or high

viscosity indices The main difficulties are the tendencies

of these suspensions to gel at low temperatures and for

their viscosity to fall with continued medianical shear
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VISCOSITY INDEX AND VISCOSITY GRAVITY CONSTANT
By P. DOCKSEY, B.A.

Anglo-Iraman Oil Company Ltd

1. VISCOSITY INDEX

Introduction

Viscosity Index, or as the phrase is commonly abbreviated,

V I , IS a function designed to express the variation of

viscosity with temperature While a measure of the rate

of change is of value for its own sake, it is of great use

also as a measure of ‘ parafhnicity ’ or ‘ naphthenicity since

it IS found that those oils which are commonly termed

paraffinic in quality have lower rates of change of viscosity

with temperature than those termed naphthenic VI is

used to a very great extent as an index of paraffinicity when
following the course of a refining treatment, and indeed m
this field lies its greatest use

There arc obviously several ways of expressing the

viscosity-temperature relationship of an oil, and these are

briefly dealt with in this article The desirable properties

ofsuch a function are that it should be ofsimple derivation

(that IS, not dependent on complex mathematical formulae,

unless these can be shown to have a sound physical basis).

It should be practical and capable of readily allowing one

to visualize the qualities of an oil, and that it should pro-

vide a scale whi^ is even, and does not, when applied to

practical problems, appear to be unduly open at one end
and closed at the other Of the various methods proposed,

one, that proposed by Dean and Davis, has become
generally accepted to the exclusion of the others, and it

may be said to fulhl the first two requirements well

Whether or not this method, or any of the others proposed,

exactly fulfils the third requirement is a more open ques-

tion, but the great extent to which V I , as proposed by
Dean and Davis, has been applied to many practicid

problems is a guarantee that their V 1 scale fulfils it to

a satisfactory degree

The A.S.T.M. Viscosity Formula

Before proceedmg to a further consideration one fact

must be brought forward, since in one way or another it

underlies all the methods proposed It is that the viscosity-

temperature relation of hydrocarbon oils has been found

to be capable of bemg expressed by the formula

lo^ogfv+O 8) = fllogr+fc,

where v = kmematic viscosity, centistokes,

T = temperature “Abs

,

a, b — constants for any one od

This formula, which is purely empirical, is the basis

of the well-known A S T M Viscosity-Temperature chart

(D 341-32t), on which viscosity-temperature lines of ods
may be plotted in straight Imes This method of plottmg

has been widely tested, and is successful over a wide tem-

perature range as long as the oils remain true Newtonian

llgulds At low temperatures near the set-pomt, curvature

of the lines occurs due to the appearance of wax Some of
the difficulties associated with this region are discussed

later, but for the mam part it may be taken that the above

equation may be applied.

The fact that the viscosity-temperature hne can be made
straight by means of this formula suggests the possibUity

of measuring the viscosity-temperature characteristic by
means of the slopes of the straight Imes As pointed out

by Clayden [2, 1933], the actual measurement of the slope

of the hnes as drawn on the A S T M chart is ambiguous
and unsatisfactory, and he outlines a method by which this

difficulty may be overcome The result, however, is to pro-

duce a system which is very artificial Bell and Sharp

[1, 1933] and Nevitt [9, 1933] also propose the use of the

slope on the A S T M chart as a measure of viscosity index

A second method is to determine the constants a and b
in the formula given above by inserting experimental values

of the viscosity at two temperatures and solving The pro-

cedure IS laborious, but could be made workable by draw-
ing, as a preliminary, graphs giving the relation tetween
a and b and the viscosities at two temperatures One merit

would be that the values of a and b could be calculated,

if desired, from viscosities measured at any two tempera-

tures A difficulty arises m interpreting the results This

IS due fundamentally to the fact that the A S T M formula

has no strict physical basis, so that the constants a and b
have no meaning in themselves The values of a and b can

only be interpreted practically by comparison with other

oils, and this immediately brings up the desirabihty of the

use of reference oils, that is, oils whose physical charac-

teristics are familiar and which will be accepted as standards

with which other oils can be compared
A further method [10, 1933] has been proposed which is

based directly on the use of the A S T M chart It is found

that if the viscosity-temperature lines of oils of various

viscosities, all obtained from one base stock, are drawn on
the A S T M chart and extrapolated, they all pass through

a single point The position of this point can then be used

as a measure of the type of crude from which the oil is

obtained Points can be located corresponding to various

types of crude and combined into a scale This method,

sometimes known as the ‘viscosity pole height’, has been
utilized in Germany It is in many ways attractive, but

suffers from being somewhat compheated

Definition of an OU by Values of Viscosity at Two
Temperatures

As long as viscosity-temperature lines remam straight

when plotted on the A S T M chart we may define the

viscosity-temperature characteristics of an oil completely

from a knowledge of the viscosity at two temperatures

This fact IS of great importance smee it underhes the

method of Dean and Davis [2, 1929], and indeed any
methodm which two viscosities are taken as bemg sufficient

to define an oil

If this were not so it would be possible to obtain two
oils one of which bad a higher viscosity than the other at

low and high temperatures, while at some intermediate

temperature It had a lower viscosity Such a state ofaffairs

would be most confusing, and it is fortunate that it only

occurs at temperatures approachmg the set-point where
oils are no longer true Newtonian hquids
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Reference Oils

It would obviously be advantageous in visualizing the

characteristics of an oil to compare it with reference oils,

and this forms the basis of the method of Dean and Davis

[2, 1929] In view of what has been said in the last para-

graph, It is legitunate to define the various reference oils

Table I

Cuts from Pennsylvanian Cuts from Gulf Coast
crude

Saybolt see Saybolt sec Saybolt sec Saybolt sec

at 100°

F

at 210° F at 100°

F

at 2IIP F

242 J 49 0 180 0 420
3130 53 3 280 0 46 0
414 0 59 5 420 0 500
545 0 67 0 570 0 55 0
ins 76 5 750 0 59 0
971 5 89 0 930 0 63 0

1,292 0 105 0 1.210 0 710

by the viscosities at two temperatures, and those chosen

were 100 and 210° F , which are in common use for tests

in the U S A It is desirable to choose reference oils which

represent the extremes of natural oils, and hence Dean and
Davis made a series of cuts from oils of Pennsylvanian

Table II

7b be used tn Computing Dean and Davis V/ Values

from Viscosities at 100 and 210^ F

stock Oow rate of change of viscosity with temperature)

and Gulf Coast stock (high rate of clumge) The viscosi-

ties of the various cuts are given m Table I

These viscosities were measured on the Saybolt instru-

ment, and for those oils havmg a viscosity of less than

50 sec Saybolt at 210° F the method of measurement is

not sufficiently accurate At a later date [1, 1932} these

oils were remeasured, using an Ostwald viscometer, the

figures obtained being converted to Saybolt seconds by

the accepted conversion formula Using these latest figures,

a table was constructed showing the values of the viscosities

at 100 and 210° F for both senes of oils (See Table II

)

Larson and Schwardcrer [8, 1932] state that they have

checked Dean and Davis’s figures for the two series of oils

and are m agreement with them

Dean and Davis System

V I as defined by Dean and Davis is a function of the

ratio of the viscosity at 1(X)° F to that at 210° F for the

two reference oils and the unknown oil whose VI is to

be measured
Suppose that the oil whose viscosity-temperature curve

is under consideration has a viscosity of U Saybolt sec at

100" F and V Saybolt sec at 210° F so that the ratio of

the viscosities at these two temperatures is U/V The
smaller the ratio U/V the better is the oil from the point

of view of viscosity-temperature change Now it is known
that the viscosity-temperature curves of oils from Penn-

sylvanian crude are remarkably good, while those of oils

obtained from Gulf Coast crudes are among the worst

obtainable for petroleum oils A very good measure of the

goodness or badness of the viscosity-temperature curve of
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the oil in question may therefore be obtamed by comparing

the ratio of the viscosities t//Fwith raUos of the viscosiUes

of appropriate cuts from Gulf Coast and Pennsylvanian

crudes The question arises as to what may be considered

appropnate cuts If the unknown oil is of high viscosity,

It would obviously be wrong to compare it with reference

The three ratios are combined mto a function called the

‘Viscosity Index’ by the foUowmg relation

Itwill be obvious that GulfCoast oils will have a viscosity

Flo 2 {Reproduced by permissionfrom 'J Inst Petroleum Technology', March 1934)

oils oflow Viscosity, and the appropriate reference oils may
be fixed by saying either that they shall have a viscosity of
U Saybolt sec at 100“ F or KSaybolt sec at 210“ F Dean
and Davis chose the latter, and we are now able to compare
the unknown oil with

(1) A Pennsylvanian oil of viscosity sec at 100° F
and Fsec. at 210“ F , i.e a ratio HIV

(2) A Gulf Coast oil of viscosity L sec at 100° F and
Fsec. at 210“ F., i.e. a ratio LjV

n

index of 0 and Pennsylvanian oils a viscosity mdex of
100 (This can be obtained by puttmg U — L and U—H
m the above expression ) The range is not hmited from
0 to 100 If the value of Cl is greater than L, the V I will

be negative, and if less than H, values of over 100 may be
obtained

The figures for /fand L may be obtained from Table II,

which IS based on curves dmwn from the experimental

figura for the reference oils already given.
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Tbe VJ., therefore, can be determined by insertmg values

of U (obtained by expenmoit), and L m the formula.

Alternatively it is possible to obtam the V I from a nomo*
gram or chart, and that pubhshed by Dean and Davis

viscositydeterminations are 100and 200* F.m England and
50-100* C on the Continent. The charts [3, 1934] given

on Figs. 2-5 allow the V I to be determined when tbe

viscosities axe measured at these temperatures. They have

Fw 4

[2, 1929] IS diown m Fig 1 This nomogram also allows

the V 1. to be obtamed firom viscosity measurements at

130 and 210* F.

CM for me at 100 and 200* F. or 50 and 100* C.

In England and on tihe Continent it is becoming cus-

tomary to measure viscosities m kinematic units (stokes or

ccntistokes). The temperatures normally employed for

been drawn to give agreement with the Dean and Davis

system, and for this reason the dbarts for low-viscosity oils

have not been taken bdow 8 centistokes at 200* F. For

V I.S outside the range of these charts (-40 to 120) the

figures for the ffand Lolls should be talm from the lines

marked 100 and 0, and insertedm the formula given above.

Die figures given by Dean and Davis do not include oils

of high viscosity, and these charts have been nctrapolated

for this purpose.
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V.L AcaNtding to Horrii, Fisher, and Feoske

The use of Saybolt viscosities oiakes the Dean and Davu
system mconvenieat and inaociuate when low<viscosity oils

are considered, and the use of kinematic viscosity would

overcome this otgection Hersh, Fisher, and Fenske [4,

1935] accept the pnnaple of the Dean and Davis system

viscosity at 100° F. and at 210° F for the Pennsylvanian

reference oils

vioo = 2 SOsfvsio—

where v,m = viscosity at 100° F m cenbstokes,

„ 210° F

Fio

as to mterpolatmg between the viscosities of two standard

reference oils, but use viscosities m centistokes at 100 and
210° F Die relation between viscosity at 100° F. and vis-

cosity at 210° F. has been greatly extended by a further

aeries ofexperiments, and the following equation based on
Dean, Davis, and Lapeyrous’ expenmoits, Hersh, Fisha*,

and FoDSke’s experiments, and on data from the Standard

(hi Development Company expresses the relation between

This equation covers a range of 4 to 7,000 centistokes

at 100° F.

A similar equation for naphthenic oils (V I =>= 0) based

on the data ofDavis, Lapeyrous, and Dean, and data from
the Standard Oil Development Company, is

2-450 . (2)
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The VI can Ihea be obtained by inserting values in the

foUowmg equation

VI -f-I-Jxioo,

where L =* viscosity of naphthenic oil at 100° F centi-

stokes (from eq (2)),

H= viscosity ofpandltoic oil at 100° F centistokes

(fromeq (1)),

U = viscosity ofunknown oil at 100° F centistokes

Values ofV I determined by this system will agree fairly

weU with those taken from Dean and Davis' chart for

high-viscosity oils, but senous divergence wiU occur at low

viscosities owmg to the fact that Saybolt seconds are not

directly proportional to kinematic viscosity

Larson and Schwarderer System

Larson and Schwarderer [8, 1932, 9, 1933] accept the

relation between the viscosities at 100 and 210° F for the

reference oils, and have verified them by further experi-

ment Instead of the arithmetical mterpolation between

the two reference oils as proposed by Dean and Davis,

Larson and Schwarderer cany out interpolation by draw-

ing uiuform angular zones between the Imes for die high

and low VI oilsontheASTM chart Onguially eight

zones were chosen as being sufficient to cover the range

between the Hand L oils, but subsequendy a scale of 100

divisions between these two oils was proposed, thus giving

as finely a divided scale as Dean and Davis This system

does not offer any advantage over that of Dean and Davis,

and the denvation of V I is not so duect It does not

appear to have been used to any extent in published work

Discussion

The V I system, according to Dean and Davis, has be-

come widely accepted As already pointed out, it is subject

to cnticism on the score of inaccuracy at the low-viscosity

end, this being wholly due to the unsuitabihty of the Say-

bolt mstrument for measuring such viscosities accurately

This difficulty would be overcome by adoptmg Hersb,

Fisher, and Fenske’s equaUons for the two standard refer-

ence oils, and detemurung viscosities m an Ostwald visco-

meter m kmematic umts The whole defimtion of V I is

a matter of convenUon, at present the Dean and Davis
system, based i^ion viscositiesm Saybolt seconds measured
at 100 and 210° F , is most commonly used It is to be
hoped that m the future it will be possible to alter the

convention to the use of kinematic viscosity, but it will still

be necessary to base the system on two arbitranly selected

temperatures, those already used (100 and 210° F) bemg
a probable choice. But imtil some such convention is

adopted and generally recognized, confusion can only be
avoided by keqimg to one system, whatever its short-

cormngsmaybe If this is not done, different observers will

r^rt diffoent viscosity indices for the same oil or hydro-
carbon, dependmg on the V I system which they choose
to adopt Watson [11, 1934] has shown that it is possible

to devise a nomographic ch^ which would be of almost
umversal applicationm the determination ofVI ifa sound
basic convention could be established

2. VISCOSITY GRAVITY CONSTANT

pears possible that a means of corrdatmg viscosity and
specific gravity might be found which would allow a
numencal indm ofparaffimcity to be obtained which would
allow the terms paraffimc and naphthemc to be mterpreted

m a more precise maimer
Measurements of viscosity and specific gravity were re-

ported by Hill and Ferns [6, 1925] for five senes of lubn-
catmg-oil cuts made from five different crudes, three of
Gulf Coast ongm, one Mid-(3ontinent, and one Pennsyl-

vaman The viscosity range at 100° F was 40-2,000 sec.

Saybolt on the Gulf Coast oils, 40-1,000 sec Saytxdt on
the Mid-Continent, and 40-850 sec Saybolt on the Penn-
sylvanian

Hill and Coats [5, 1928] used these figures to denve an
expression givmg the relation between viscosity and specific

Fig 6

gravity for these oils They found that the expenmental
data for each senes of oils could be expressed by an
equation

G = ^+61og(F+c),

where G = specific gravity at 60° F

,

V= viscosity at 100° F Saybolt sec

,

A,b,c = constants for any one senes of oils

Comparing the constants A, b, and c for each of the five

senes of oils, th^ found c to be —38 in all cases, and that

the relation between A and b was

. 1-0752-/1

10

Putting these values m the equation, we obtam

C-A-^i^:=^log(K-38)

It is well known that for oils of the same viscosity, those
which are usually called parafiSnic have low specific

Snvibes conipared with those called naphthenic It ap-

The oils m each of the five senes will have the same
value of A, which may therefore be taken as a measure of

the quahty of the oils m the senes. A is called the viscosity
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gtmvity constant (v.g.c ), and, rearranging the equation, we

A vgc
10(7-1 07521og(^'-38)

10-log(I'-38)"

Values of A range from 0 807 for Pennsylvanuin oils to

0-902 for Gulf Coast It will be noted that m deriving the

function the assumption has been made that all the oils

denved from any one of the five crudes are equally paraf-

finic This IS not necessarily true for other crudes, uid to

this extent the v.g c scale is arbitrary, since, had it been

founded on expenmental results obtained from other

crudes than those actually used, the equation forA might

have differed from that given above

The nomogram shown m Fig 6 allows values of A to

be obtamed from the viscosity at 100® F [7, 1931] Hill

and Cbats state that accurate values of the v g c are not
to be expected when the viscosity is below 47 sec Saybolt

at 100® F.

In addition to the correlation between specific gravity

and viscosity at 100° F . Hill and Coats correlated visco-

sities at 210® F and specific gravity for the same five sets

of oils One of the sets of oils (from Gulf Cbast crude)

was so much at variance with the others that it had to be
discarded for the purpose of the correlation The final

equation obtained is

C - 0 24+0 755i4+0 022 log(K'-35 5),

where V' = viscosity at 210° F, Saybolt sec.

Values of A determined from this equaUon only agree

approximately with those for the same oils from the equa-

tion usmg viscosity at 100° F It IS best to use this equation

for viscosity at 210° F only for those cases where it u im-

possible to determme the viscosity at 1(X)° F. satisfactorily

A valuable property of v g c , and one wbidi is muA
used m solvent refinmg, is that it is additive Moore and

Kaye [10, 1934] find that this does not hold for v g.c 's

determmed by Hill and Croats’ formula at viscosibes above

1,000 sec at 100° F There is also the further difiSculty that

the original formula cannot be apphed to oils of low visco-

sity Moore and Kaye, who were parbcularly mterested m
the V g c ofDiesel oils, give the foUowmg formula in which

the viscosity is expressed m centistokes, which they state

agrees exactly with that of Hill and Coats over the viscosity

range 50-1,000 sec Saybolt at 100° F , and which can be

used satisfactonly at viscosities both above and bdow this

range

C = 1 082/1-0 0887+(0 776-0 72/<)loglog(10v-4).

C+0-0887-0 7761oglog(10v-4)

1082-0 7'21ogl6g(l0v-4)
’

where v = viscosity at 100° F centistokes
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ANOMALOUS VISCOSITY
By A. S. C LAWRENCE. PhJD.

Laboratory of Colloid Science, Cambridge

The name anomalous viscosity is applied conveniently to

the behaviour of certam systems—mostly colloidal—which
do not obey the Poiseuille equation for flow through a
tube. For noimal liquids the volume dflux is given by
the equation j._frr*pt

where r is the radius of the tube. / its length, p the pressure

head, t the time, and ij the viscosity Numerous cases are

now known where the ‘viscosity’ calculated by the

Poiseuille equation vanes with the rate of shear, becoming
very large with small values ofp Since viscosity is defined

as the constant ratio of sheanng stress to rate of shear.

It follows that m the stnct physical sense these variable

values are not viscosities at all and that the name anomalous
viscosity IS a mutual contradicuon No better name,
however, has been proposed, so it will be usedm this paper
together with the term apparent viscosity for the values

obtamed by misapphcation of the Poiseuille equation to

systems for which it does not hold The German name of
structure viscosity is equally offensive to the physical punst
It has the further drawback that the word ‘structure’

usually refers to a structure with some degree of regulanty

whereas the structure in these liquids is wholly disorganized
and a result of mechanical mterference rather than of
regularly repeated attractive forces

Poiseuille [13. 1846] deduced his equaUon from expen-
mental observations on the flow of liquids through tubes

Fourteen years later Hagenbach and Rickenbacher [6.

1860] showed that the equation is a consequence of the

parabohc velocity distnbution across the tube postulated

m 1713 by Newton The veloaty is zero at the wall and
mcreases as the square of the distance from it Where,
therefore, the volume efilux does not bear a linear relation

to the pressure head, the flow is not Newtonian—the
velocity distnbution is not parabolic The flow is ano-
malous, not the viscosity

The parabohc velocity distribuUon always holds m
laminar or Newtonian flow No case of wall slip has ever

been detected The constancy of the raUo of sheanng
stress to rate ofshear has been established over a veiy wide
range, for water an alteration of rate of shear by 10,000

times produces no change of rj For normal hquids there

are only two types of flow, laminar and turbulent Osborne
Reynolds showed that if the rate of flow is large, steady

laminar flow IS disturbed and turbulence follows He found
that the onset of turbulence is approximately proportional

to the pressure head accordmg to the relation

where R. is a dimensionless number usually named the

Remolds number, v is the mean velocity, D the diameter
of the tube, p the density, and i; the viscosity coeflkient

Rf IS from 1,400 to 2,000 for capillaiy tubes Anomalous
systems whidi have been exatnmed at hi^ rates of shear

have low Reynolds’ numbers [7, 1926, 1932].

The volumc-eflSux method can, as already pointed out,

be used for detection of anomaly The apparent viscosity

calculated by misapphcation of the Poiseuille equation

gives values which, as the pressure head emplo)^ de-

creases, mcrease often to very large values. The method,

however, is not a good one owing to the pracUcal difficulty

of constructmg a flow viscometer in which the pressure

head can be varied at will and, at the same time, kept

constant through an experiment Bmgham and Ostwald

have descnbed such viscometers [1, 12, 1930-5] The
ordinary Ostwald viscometer is unsmtable for detection

ofanomaly as the pressure head is not controllable nor does
It remam constant durmg an experiment The standard

commercial viscometers are the worst type of all, except

the MacMichael which is of the coaxial type (see later)

In them the length of the capillary hole through whii^

the hquid flows is not sufficient to ensure laminar flow and
the pressure head is not under control The result is that

enormous numbers of measurements of viscosity, parti-

cularly of oils, have been made which are wortUess,

raults obtamed by use of different standard viscometers

are not even strictly comparable This situation is parti-

cularly unsatisfactoiy since it is m the cases in which

viscosuy IS the most useful cnterion of a product that

anomaly is most likely to occur

The best instrument for detection of anomaly is the

coaxial cylmder viscometer usually called the Couette

viscometer, after its designer With this instrument the

rate of shear is vaned over any range desired by altering

the angular velocity of the moving cylmder This instru-

ment has been used by a number of workers for detection

ofanomalous viscosity, m particular Hatschek whose book
[17, 1928] should be consulted For normal hquids, the

viscosity IS given by the equation

_ SL IL~ AnloAFST F^r

where c is a constant for the torsion wire, 6 the deflection

of the hangmg cylmder, I its length, Ri and R« the radu of

the cyhnders, and o> the angular velocity It is clear that

for two Newtonian liquids the deflections are directly

proportional to the viscosity

If anomaly exists, then results are of the form shown m
Fig 1
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Rigidtties may also be measuredbythuapparatus When m Fig 3 This figure shows the extreme complexity of

the torsion head is turned through an an^e, the cylmder anomalous flow.

wiU follow if the hquid is Newtonian If, however, rigidity This is probably the best approach to a purely physical

IS present it will turn through a smaller angle a only. The treatment of anomalous flow but, for the chemist and
modulus of rigidity IS then given by the equation. colloid chemist, much more tangible results have been

~4nl\m /IS/
a’

where S is the diflerence between the two angles and c a
constant for the torsion wire

Maxwell pointed out that if a strain S is caused m an
elastic body, a stress Fresults Now ifthe body is viscous,

then the stress will disappear at a rate which de^nds upon
the value ofFand on the properties ofthe body Assummg
that the rate of disappearance is proportional to the stress,

we get

In hquids ij is small when very large we have the case of
a sohd

Hatschek has observed the modulus of rigidity of some
colloidal anomalous sols The values are given m the
following table

Table I

Modulus of Apparent
rigidity, viscosity,

mg jsq cm ceutipoises

02% sdatin (24 hrs old) . 0 87
0 3 % benzopurpunn , 0 75
10% .. Ill 297.300
0 6% ammonium oleaie 2 29 32,200

Fig 2 Velocity distribution m flow through a tube of circular

cross-secuon

reached by other methods We can divide anomalous
systems mto the three classes

(a) one phase.

(b) colloidal solutions,

(c) two-phase systems

But this classification is not very helpful smce the three

classes are contmuous and several of the anomalous
systems—perhaps all—^are anomalous just because they

The second column gives the ap-
parent viscosity at a very low rate

of shear, one revolution in about
ISOhis Itshould benoted that 'age-
ing' occurs over long periods m all

anomalous systems

If the flow is anomalous then the
velocity distnbution is not para-

bolic It has been suggested that a
modified PoiseuiUe equation might
be derived with an exponent for the

velocity distnbution less than 2
Then, from volume efflux measure-
ments, Its value could be deduced
However, this procedure was not
successful Measurements of the

Fig 3 Apparent viscosity distnbuuon across tube of circular cross-secUon Calculated
from determinations of velocity distribuUon

actual velocity distribution have been made now by
several methods That of the author is the most duect
and mvolves least disturbance of the flow [14, 1935]
Liquid from two reservoirs flows through a tube, via a
specially designed two-way cock, one supply bemg coloured
so that Its contour may be photographed as it advances m
the colourless hquid and the velocity distnbution across
the tube found Ihchot andDupm and Kroepehn measured
velocity by putting in small particles Richardson by an
anemometer The results can be shown best by plotting
the veloaty against the square of distance from the wall
of the tube Then for Newtoman flow a straight line is

obtained, velocity bemg zero at the wall With anomalous
flow, marked deviations occur, see Fig 2. The viscosity
coefficient is the reciprocal of the slope (after allowing for
the wlue of the pressure) The curves of Fig 2 can be
analysed by taking the slope at a number of pomts and
thus calculatmg ‘viscosities’ aaoss the tube. Results calcu-
lated m this way from a number of experiments are shown

are ‘border-hne’ cases There seems to be one clear-cut

smgle-phase case of peculiar viscosity, that of plastic

sulphur When sulphur is heated there is a sudden mciwue
ofviscosityatieS'C [12,1930-5] Liqmd crystals, perhaps,
fall mto this class, althou^ they are certainly not homo-
geneous to all physical tests [2, 1933]

Anomaly occurs at cntical separation of liquids This
IS akm to the opalescence at the cntical point of gases
Colloidal solutions are half-way between one- and two-
phase systems They are not homogeneous to -many
physical tests but they do not present an mterface, solvent

solute Finally, we have those systems m which the dis-

perse phase is quite coarse such as suspensions of day
and pamts

It 18 much more profitable to separate colloidal systems
aocordmg to particle or micellar shape, mto the two
classes

(a) those m which the micelle, i e the kinetic unit m
colloidal solution (it may be a giant polymermolecule
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or an assemblage of molecules held together by

van der Waals forces) is spherical or nearly so, and

(b) those m which the micelle is a long thread, needle,

or elongated plate We will refer to these generally

as ‘anisodimensional’

It IS frequently suggested that homogeneity, m the sense

ofumform distribution of the disperse phase, is an intnnsic

property and, hence, a criterion of colloidal solution This

IS quite untrue and gives a wrong perspective to the whole

subject of colloids Whether or not sedimentation occurs

depends upon difference of density and extent of small

external disturbing forces Given a density difference and

absence of disturbance, sedimentation occurs The differ-

ence between a suspension and a true colloidal system lies

m the presence or absence of free interfacial energy The
mechanism of the reduction of interfacial free surface

energy is quite different in the two types of colloid,

lyophilic and lyophobic, but that has nothing to do with

the general principle If the interfacial free energy is very

small, then the system is a stable colloidal one, irrespective

of whether the micelles of the disperse phase happen to be

sittmg at the bottom of their bottle or travelling about m
the dispersion medium The difference between true

solutions and colloidal systems is that, m the latter, the

particles are large compared with the size of ordinary

molecules In the early days of colloid chemistry, by a

quite fortuitous chance, all the colloidal systems known
had particle size very much larger than the biggest mole-

cules That gap has now been filled and there is contmuous

gradation from molecular solution to colloidal, nor is there

an exact mass specification above which all is colloidal

and below, all molecular Different tests show the appear-

ance of colloidal properties at different sizes The ultra-

centnfuge can at the highest speeds cause sedimentation

in molecular solutions Optical, viscosity, and other tests

of the colloidal state of dispersion are secondary properties

m the sense that they require the parUcipation ofsome other

property of the micelle before any information can be

obtained For the property of anomalous viscosity the

shape factor is the chief one to be considered after particle

mass The physical state of the mdividual micelles

influences the nature of the anomaly, but this factor has

hardly been considered yet

The micelle is a discrete particle to be considered ob-

jectively—large enough to exhibit all the properties of

matter m bulk and large enough no longer to behave

with the freedom of the kmetic umts in true soluUons All

types of anomalous viscosity are a direct consequence of

mutual mechanical mterfeience of micelles Ad^ion of

micelles may occur when they touch so that they are

lodced mto a rigid body, but this effect is second^ to

the mterfeience which is due to shape and size only

The first attempt to deal with the viscosity of colloidal

systems was the Emstein equation for systems contammg
spherical particles separated by large distances (le low

concentrations) 17,
— ij„(l+2 5ti), where 17, and are

the viscosity of sol and dispersion medium, and v is specific

volume of solute

This equation, however, does not help with anomalous
viscosity since the anomaly is due to mteiference of

micdles It will be observed that according to this equa-

tion, the viscosity is mdependent of the degree of dis-

persion Attempts were made to apply this equation to

hydrophilic systems whidi did not conform to its postulates

with the idea of calculating effective micellar dimmsions
vdiich would include a solvation layer around them The
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whole problem of the viscosity of lyophilic systems re-

mained obscure until two pomts were recogruzed that

many of the values descnbed as ‘viscosities’ were not true

viscosities and the work of Staudmger gave us a true

picture of the constitution of these systems, and of the

importance of the anisodimensional micelle We are still

without a complete theoretical treatment of anomalous
flow [8], but this difficulty can be evaded m many cases by
use of Staudmger’s methods (see below)

Before discussing Staudmger’s work, Bingham’s concep-

tion of plasticity must be considered He was concerned
mainly with pastes m which the particles are isodimen-

sional His systems fall outside the Einstem equation
only by reason of their high concentration of disperse

phase They mclude clay pastes, mud-pies, pamts, and
sunilar systems Colloidal solutions he outside this ideal

For example, sols of TiOt have been prepared contammg
64% of TiO| but, as the micelles are not anisodimensional,

the viscosity is normal The micellar weight is about 10*.

Sulphur sols contammg micelles of the same size also

behave as Newtoman liqmds

Bmgham uses the reciprocal of the viscosity coefficient

m place of the more usual viscosity For normally flowmg
hquids he has established useful relations, including a
method for detection of association His work m the field

of anomalous flow has been mainly upon thick pastes,

that IS, systems m which the disperse phase is composed
of isodimensional particles and whose concentration is

great Fig 4 shows the basic idea The curveAB represents

the relation between flow and pressure head applied The
pomt B IS therefore the yield pomt of the system In
practice, however, such a straig^t-hne relation is rarely,

if ever, found Deviations occur both at high and low
pressures It is extremely difficult to be certam whether

or not there is a very small yield pomt, but it is clear that

m most systems the curve bends round and passes either

through the ongm or very dose to it At higher pressures
the curvature continues to increase It thus appears that

the procedure of drawing a straight Ime through a few
pomts will give a fictitious yield pomt and that, if the upper
part of the curve is complete, any number of yield pomts
can be obtamed by drawing tangents to the curve at differ-

ent pomts Actually this procedure may be useful since

It gives an mdicaUon of the ‘body’ ofa paste at the desired

shearing pressure

The flow of day pastes can be divided mto stages
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First, flow oocun as a plug lubncated by the film of bquid

at the wall. Volume eSlux is proportional to pressure at

this stage. With increase of pressure, volume efiSux nses

more rapidly owing to shearing of the plug progressively

from the outside When the pressure is suffiaently large

diearmg occurs right across the tube This analysis

lUustiates weU the fundamental difficulty m the study of
anomalous flow, that there is always a shearing gradient

so that in some parts of the tube flow is anomalous and
m others Newtonian The rate of shear is greatest at the

wall and smallest at the axis This fact accounts for the

general absence of adhesion to the walls

Freundhch [3, 1935] has shown that as soon as the

particles m pastes become non-sphencal, peculianbes

Bnefly, Staudinger’s ideas are that long chain molecules

are particularly active in increasuig viscosity, that they are

a cause of high viscosity in solution, owing to their^mg
by rotabon normal to long dimension efiective volumes

much larger than their actual volume and, therefore,

larger than that of a parbcle which is sphencal or nearly

so The speciflc mcrease of viscosity caused by these aniso-

dimensional particles (molecules or micelles) is a hnear

funcbon of the parbcle length, but results are obviously

only stnctly comparable among systems of similar cross-

dunension^ structure, e g homologous senes or polymer-

molecule senes By measurmg viscosities of solubons of
the lower members of any senes whose molecular weight

IS known, that of higher unknown ones may be calculated

The assumpbon is made that the mam mobon of the

particles is the roUibon normal to long dimension which
mboduces an error of unknown magmtude since the

random tianslabonal mobons will be much more important

m the lower fiduciary substance than m the really large

ones whose molecular weights are unknown but of the

order of 10* or 10*

A further error is mboduced by the fact that a very

long molecule tends to assume a spiral form as a result

of energy considerabons The shape will still be amso-
dimensional but a numencal correcbon will be required

It may be noted that this spiral form can be used to

explam the elasbcity which is found m sols such as

ammomum oleate

Staudmger’s full picture ofsolubons ofanisodunensiorul
parbcles is summarized m Fig S As concentrabon
increases there will be reached a pomt, P, where the toUl
efiecbve volume of the parbcles is equal to the total volume
of the solution, ti = inr(//2)*fl, n parbcles of length / and
thickness 6 bemg dispersedm a volume v Further increase

ofconcentrabon must mean restriction of their movements,
more mterfeience and therefore an mcreased lAj/dc Flow
IS still Newtonian This transition pomt is quite shaip
and can be used as an altemabve to the first method for

determinabon of parbcle size. When concentrabon is still

further increased the mterfeience of the particles will be
progressively greater until the solubon has an effecbve

sponge structure throughout The viscosity will have
become anomalous before this, but there can be no defimte

point at which anomaly appears smce the persistence or
absence of anomaly will depend upon the defomimg force

applied Ultimately, however, the solubon will form a gd,
that IS when the structure has attamed the quite arbitrary

shear strength required to support its own weight against

the deforming force of gravity

It should be noted that gelabon may occur widiout pre-

hminaiy anomalous viscosity Hatschek quotes, lithium

urate and the author’s observabons on sodium benzoate

m a nuxture of alcohol and water shows it to be of this

^pe In these cases the habit of the crystals is very fine

nc^es Gelabon is here no more than a peculiar type of

ciystalhzabon Such gels will never be stable as ciystal

growth occurs and syneresis follows In this class are

also camphoiylphenyl-thio semicarbazide and Hardy’s 5-

dimethyI-anuno-anilo-3,4-diphenyl-cyclopaitene-l,2-dione

m orgamc solvents, and the precipitate type of gel formed

by metathesis, such as manganese arsenate [9, 1935] Dur-

mg coagulation changes there is alwaysa powerful tendency

to formation of chams of parbcles

Fig S Relation between viscosity and concentration for solubons

of macromolecules or micelles Tie broken line represents ano-

malous viscosity

The pecuhar value of Staudmger’s work m unravellmg

the problem of anomalous viscosity is that any system

showmg anomalous flow can be diluted unbl flow is

Newtonian and the curve of Fig 5 mapped out and

valuable data obtamed
The nature of the anomaly observed m any particular

system will depend upon the physical properties of the

parbcles We have a whole range from very soft, such as

ammomum oleate, to fully crystallme hard rods, such as

VtOt The results are what might be anbcipated by analogy

with gross systems familiar to every one Even m a mass
of tree trunks floabng down a wide nver there are the

beginnings of mterfeience and structure As the parbcles

become finer we have wools of vanous physical properties

from glass wool to the finer more flexible anunal and
vegetable wools Many organic substances crystallize in

very fine needles mtertwmed m such fashion that they

hold large volumes of water mechanically Benzo-purpurm

is a good example Some are so fine t^t it is difficult to

decide whether they are gels or not In true gels the state

of dispersion is very high In general they are opbcally

empty when first formed But gelation is essentially a

parbde growth phenomenon In many cases it seems that

a crystallizabon either of molecules or of micelles takes

place to form larger particles which, although still very

small, thus gam the necessary ngidity. Anomaly occurs m
emulsions but is due to distortion of the droplets of the

disperse phase The anomaly is independent of its bulk

viscosity [15, 1930] The droplets are deformed mto
filaments and the free mterfacial enogy increased. The
phenomenon is therefore primarily one of surface tensicm.
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VOien the concentration ofthe disperse phase is increased

still further, a system is finally reached m which a sohd
body is obtamed, which, however, may letam the charac-

tenstic shape of the micelles and m consequence still shows
anomaly Even where there is no defimte contmuity or

where the shape of the micelles m the anomalous sol is

not clear, the sohd will probably not be fully crystalline

Of the first type the soaps are characteristic and of tlw

second, gdatm Pitch is intermediate between the two
m that It IS probably a solubon but without a defimte

shape to the particles of the disperse phase Vaselme is

a thiee^mponent system It flows under sufficient

pressure but it has a yield point sufficient for small masses

to retam their shape under gravity If exammed m polar-

ized hght with crossed nicols, numerous httle crystalhne

plates are clearly visible But if the cover-glass is moved
about It becomes evident that these tmy crystallme plates

are not the cause of the anomaly and that they are only

‘passengers ’ held m some colloidal structure The correct-

ness of this view IS proved by the work of Gurwitsch [5,

1932] who found that he could filter off the crystals and
that the filtrate showed all the original anomaly of flow

Attempts have been made to find a relaUon between

viscosity coefficient and temperature If, however, we
examine a homologous senes m correspondmg states, e g
the saturated hydrocarbons at their toilmg-pomts, it is

found that the viscosity is mdependent of cham length

In other words, such a relation gives the distance from the

cnUcal point, a property that can be calculated more
accurately by other methods The temperature coefficient

IS, however, of considerable practical importance so that

the factors underlying it ne^ attention Silverman has
started from the idea of loose aggregates m Uquids, and
from the temperature coefficient calculated the energy of
dissociation of the groups This idea is of great mterest

since It bnngs normal liquids mto contmuity with ano-

malous liquids The sole difference is in the binding of the

aggregates The temperature coefficient should therefore

be useful for mdicatmg the nature of association m hquids

of unknown constitution such as lubricating oils There

are several possibilities Loose aggregates as m normal
hquids giving a normal temperature coefficient Polymer-

molecules which are not altered in size by temperature

changes and therefore have a low temperature coefficient

Micelles m which the molecules are held together by van
der Waals forces have a very large temperature coefi^ent

over a certain range However, polymeimolecules may
themselves form larger groups which will break down with

a high temperature coefficient Insufficient attention has

been given to the nature of the temperature vanaUon of

anomaly as a method for correlating physical change m
the micelle with bulk anomaly of flow In the case of

soap-oil systems, the rigidity is parallel to phase changes

m the soap

For successful lubrication, two quahbes seem to be

required, oilmess and body Oibness is a consequence of
the shape of long-cham hydrocarbons Adhesion to the

surface to be lubncated is essential, and we know from
Hardy’s work that this is due to the presence of molecules

with terminal polar groups such as the fatty aads It is

now well established that there is no orientated layer

growing out for any distance from the primary adsorbed

layerm normal hquids, althoughm colloidal solutions wall

adhesion has been found occasionally

Body IS the hypothetical quahty which distinguishes a
lubriciint which remains good at high temperatures from

those which deteriorate. It is not directly connected with

viscosity. Is It anomalous viscosity? Or rather, is it due
to the same cause as anomalous viscosity^ It is claimed

that greases retam theur ‘body’ at hi^ temperatures

Greases are good examples of anomalous viscosity They

are said to be colloidal systems, water-m-oil emulsions

However, the wnter’s work (in press) suggests that this is

not correct but that the water is present as water of hydra-

tion and affects only the habit of the soap as it crystallizes

out from the oil In the presence of a little water, the

soap separates m anisodimensional fibnls. The system is

oystalloid and the gelation a morphological phenomenon,

not a colloidal one at all The water has a second function,

that of lowermg the dispersion temperature Soap m oil

IS not dispersed since the oil can penetrate only between

the hydrocarbon chains of the soap molecules to a limited

extent (Fig 6) A httle swelling occurs but the oil cannot

rupture the adhesion of the polar groups The nuxture

needs to be heated to the temperature at which thermal

disruption occurs, that is, the melting-pomt If, now, a

httle water is present this adhesion is lowered and, conse-

quently, the melting-point and the dispersion temperature

m oil The phenomenon is seen m solutions of banum
oleate m toluene It is quite insoluble if the tolume is dry,

but addition of a small amount of water at once makes it

soluble and the banum oleate can be crystallized If more
water is added, huge solubilities can be obtained but the

resulting mixtures are not emulsions

Fio 6

In cormexion with lubncation, there is one more type

of anomalous flow which should be considered Smectic
hquid crystals are sohd m two dimensions and hquid m the

third They therefore have a layer structure m which eadi
layer is a sohd which can slide over its neighbours as a
hqmd In mass any such system is made up of a large

number of groups of such sheets, each group with its own
orientation In flow, they gradually take up a common
onentauon, and when that is reached the viscosity is at a
minimum and that ofa hquid Whether analogous systems

exist m lubncatmg oils is not known, but it is suggestive

that there is some connexion between wax content and
polymer content

In addiUon to mechamcal anisotropy, a number of
colloidal systems show ‘streaming double refraction’ At
rest these are isotropic, like ordinary hquids and solubons,

but when flowed through a tube, or m a Couette apparatus,

they become birefnngent The analogous case m sohds

—

mamly colloidal substances—of stram birefnngence has

been studied extensively Two cases have to be considered

True stram birefnngence—that is, change of optical

density due to the strauung of the bonds in the sohd, and,

seconffiy, orientation birefnngence, that is, the takmg up
of a common orientation by a number of units in the

substance as a result of the deformauon caused by stram

In hquids we are mainly concerned with the latter, smce the

yield pomt of anomalous hquids is too small for the first
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type to appear. There are, however, two causes ofonenta-

tum buefnngBDoe First, exemplified by aged sols of
vanadium pentoxide, m which flow causes orientation of

tiie micelles, which are long needle^haped crystals. The
streamuig birefringence is then the sum of the mtnnsic

buefimgences of the tmy crystals This has been confirmed

tqrFreundlich [4, 1933]

In general the observed cases are much less simple than

this one Birefringence may also be caused by common
orientation of rod-shaped particles small compared with

the wave-length of hght This is known as Wiener’s bire-

fringence The result is similar to the first type m that the

liquid behaves as a positive uniaxial ciystel

of isoclme of 90° Young sols have an angle of

isoclme of 45°, aged ones 90°

In conclusion, it is dear that anomalous viscosity is not

an absolute method for determinmg parUde size Never-

theless, where anomaly does occur, it is a proofofcombined

large size and amsodunensional form We also know that

of the lyophilic colloids a very large number are ofthe type

m which the micelle is a polymermolecule and that these

polymermolecules frequently have an elongated form

Attention needs to be given to the influence of the ngidity

of the partide upon the mechamcal properties of its sols

We know that the Imear polymer m which there is free

rotation at the bonds will assume a coiled form Sulphur

a Fig 7 Flow birefnngence b

A sunple method ofstudymg streaming double refraction

u by examination of the hquid in a coaxial cylmder
apparatusm converging Poland hght When one cylmder
IS rotated the brush characteristic of uniaxial crystals

appean Stokes has shown that if now we consider an
element of the solution at O (Fig lb) then the shearmg
forces acting on it may be represented as a pressure PP
and a tension SS The consequent elastic deformation will

cause biiefnngoice It is obvious that the resultant double
refraction wdl have its optic axis along SS since both
forces taken separately would produce this result

The position of the brush with respect to the planes of
polarization will depend upon the position of this optic

axis The name * angle of isocline’, a, is given to the larger

of the two angles between the brushes and the planes of
polarization This is also equal to the smaller of the two
angles which the optic axis of an orientated particle makes
wtA a radius drawn through It (Fig 7a) Complete onenta-
tion of the particles along the stream-lmes will produce
angles of isoclme of 90° Possible angles of isoclme
obviously vary from 90° to 45° It must be emphasized,
however, that this method gives the orientation of the

optic axes of the particles which is not necessarily the

geometric axis In V,0( the two are neariy coincident so
that complete orientation of the needtes along the stream-

lines means also orientation of the optic axes and an angle

is an example [II, 1935] and some workers have claimed

that rubber is also In rigid colloidal systems, it is possible

that m many cases there is not free rotation, that some
degree of crystallization of the pnmary micelles occurs to

form a imit of structure This seems to occur m such sols

as gelatin where no anomaly occurs at temperatures above
42°C The sodium soaps (unpublished work of the author)
owe their gel-forming properties to the morphological

pcculmnties of the C00Na(H,0)e crystals

Fmally, the picture drawn of anomalous viscosity and
gel structure makes it clear why marked ‘agemg’ eflects

are so frequently found—when sought—^d suggests that

such effects in many^ cases will continue for very long

periods at a slow rate, since the rate of attainment of a final

state IS retarded by the very factor—interference of
micelles—^which is responsible for the anomahes observed

When anomalous viscosity was first observed, it ^s
recognized that there was a connexion between the pheno-

menon and particle shape There is, however, no reason

for rigidity m cases where no adhesion of particles exists

A completely lyophilic partide, however large, may pass

Staudmger’s cntical concentration, but specific adhesion

IS necessaiy for gelation Obviously, if this exists, gelation

will occur at a concentration very much smaller for anisodi-

mensionalpartides than for spherical ones To bring these

forces mto operation requires supersaturation of the
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solution either by altering the electrical properties of the

surface of the micelle m the case of lyophobic systems or

by coolmg or salting out a lyophihc one Examples of the

iiist class are gelation ofalumma sol by addition ofions or
destruction of adhesion of zmc oxide paste m paraffin by
addition of an oil contauung a polar group In the second

class It IS obvious that the substance should not have a well-

developed crystal habit, examples are gelatm, agar, the

soaps

It IS easy to see that a random arrangement of threads

can bmd itself mto a sponge-like structure, especially if

the bmdmg forces come into operation suddenly The
threads may be micelles or large molecules A large mole-

cule of the irregular shape shown will ‘crystallize’ in the

necessary structure and not m a regular crystal habit It is

therefore to be expected that gelating substances will in

the solid state lack full crystallme form, e g gelatm There
IS the distincuon between micellar and molecular colloids

that the former can undergo rearrangement into another

crystallme form which is not necessanly a thread-like one
and gelation may be lost on further coolmg The soaps

show this phenomenon m both aqueous and oil solution

Potash soaps incorporated m oil have, at room tempera-

ture, no ngidity they are pastes ofsmall crystals On heat-

ing to about 130° C they swell and gelate On further

heating they become isotropic solutions at 230“ C The
special lubricating value under heavy load of oils contain-

ing soap is therefore restricted to a limited temperature

range It follows also that the consistency of the mixture
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at room temperature is not a direct guide to its ‘body’ at

higher temperatures, except m so far as the crystals de-

posited from a gel will be smaller than those from a solution

Thixotropic gels are a special case m which adhesion of

the particles of the gel structure is so weak that shaking

breaks it down to a sol which, on standing for some time,

resets Thixotropy seems to be due to the anisodimen-

sional form of the particles A plastic paste of spherical

particles has a yield pomt but no relaxation tune A thixo-

tropic system reqiures tune for the particles to recover a

random orientation Under Browman motion, the particles

will be moved preferenUally at right angles to theu smaller

dimensions Long thin plates should therefore show
thixotropy better than rods It may be noted that Bento-

nite IS a substance of this habit

In conclusion, it may be noted that the nature ofanoma-
lous viscosity—^greatest anomaly for smallest rates of

shear—is explained by the smallness of the adhesive forces

actmg at occasional points of contact If no adhesion

occurs but the particles are very large, we should expect

large but not anomalous viscosity Maximum viscous

anomaly is shown by the most completely random distn-

bution orientation by flow is accompanied by progressive

disappearance of the viscous anomaly When rod-shaped

particles are all onentated along thestream hnes, the stream-

ing birefrmgence of the liquid is at its maximum, but

interference with normal hydrodynamical flow is at its

minimum
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THE MEASUREMENT OF PLASTICITY
By A. de WAELE, FJ.C, F.IiMt.P.

Director of Research, D Gestetner Ltd, London

It is somewhat surpnsing that although no very general

agreement seems to have been amved at to mterpret

scientifically the designation 'plashcity*. its conception as

a certam state of matter is familiar to all The wnter pro-

poses to employ the term plasticityto cover those properties

of certam materials, mtermediate in their shear behaviour

between solids and liqiuds, which m a more complex form
correspond to viscosity in true fluids

Whilst It IS beyond the scope of this article to deal with

the subject of plasticity in the comprehensive manner
which its importance warrants, a brief outline of the

characteristic properties of plastic bodies will be necessary

The ‘consistency’ of a true fluid is completely defined

Its viscosity, or the shear stress necessary to set up umt
velocity gradient when applied to parallel planes umt
distance apart This consistency or viscosity is a constant

of the material up to fairly high limits of velocity gradient,

so that the constant may be determined over wide limits

of the variables The consistency or apparent viscosity of
plastic substances (e g pastes, greases,&c ) shows, however,

the paradox of dimimshmg with the stress applied, and
therrfore mvolves a sufiScient number of determinations of
rates of shear, imder varymg shearing stresses, to establish

the maimer m which these two variables are connected

This IS made apparent in Fig 1, where the stress/volume

IT/^/mx
, e e ptr see

Fic 1 Variability of consistency with rate of
shear of a plastic substance

velocity of efiSux graphs of a fluid and a typical plastic are

compared, the data having been obtained from an efiSux

viscometer m which varymg pressure could be applied The
extrapolated (dotted) Ime from the curved Ime mdicates
immediately a characteristic difference between the two
systems to be anticipated from their known properties

Thus whilst the straight Ime representotive of the fluid

extrapolates to the common ongm, mdicatmg some degree

of flow, however small, for all apphed stresses, the pomt
of ongm of the curve of the plasuc substance mdicates the

existenoe of a rigidity, yield value, or ‘stayputtedness’ (to

employ an Americanism) typical of a solid substance.

The curve of the plastic substance, moreover, shows a

diminishing graphical curvature as the stress and corre-

spondmg shear are increased, without, however, m the

example shown, reaching abwlute Imeanty Assummg
that such hncanty is eventually reached, it would appear

that a practical evaluation of the consistency of plastic

bodies might be obtained by recordmg the extrapolated

mtercept and the limitmg viscosity at high stresses, thus

agam mdicatmg such bodies to be hybrid sohd-liqmd com-
plexes, tending m their properties towards the one or the

other state accordmg to the magnitude of the disturbance

set up withm them
To a first approximation, and bearing m mind certam

necessary precautions to be taken m mterpretation of the

experimental data, the characterisbcs of plastic bodies may
be taken as definable by viscosity and the rigidity mter-

preted as this mtercept To those who are interested m the

more exact study ofplasbc flow, attention is directed to the

references at the end of this article, but it is necessary to

remark at this pomt that our knowledge of the subject is

confined to the effects of tangential stresses only, such as

are apphed m all forms of viscometer, whether of efflux or

rotatmg type, and that little that is defimte is known as to

the mechanism when other than strictly tangential stresses

are applied, e g the fallmg sphere instrument

Whilst It would at first sight appear that any form of
apparatus capable of equatmg stress and resulting dis-

turbance would serve to evaluate the component constants

of plasuaty, the followmg factors must be considered as

necessary to obtain correct and reproducible data

1 The disturbance set up must consist m tangential flow

of layers of the material past one another (orderly or

stream-lme flow)

2 The relationship between such tangential shear and
the stress applied varymg with the rate of shear

(Fig 1), and the existence of an inertia, rigidity, or

yield value bemg characteristic of the plastic state,

the relationship between stress and shear must be
explored over a sufficiently wide range to include the

destmed conditions of apphcation

3 Apart from the necessity of adequate arrangements
for measurmg or recordmg the independent and
dependent variables, instrumental defects, such as

kinetic energy effects, accumulation of heat resultmg

in the energy of shear, &c , must be eliminated as far

as possible

The types ofinstrument that have been proposed or have
been m common use for the investigation of the behaviour
of plastics under shear comprise.

1 The vanous forms ofpenetrometer

2 Rotatmg cylmder instruments.

3 I^rallel plate viscometers

4 The fallmg sphere instrument

5 Capillary efiSux mstruments.

1 Penetrometars. These instruments, whidi have long
been familiar to grease technologists, either measure as a
sm^ characteristic of the plastic substance the rate of
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penetration of a cylinder or cone, or record the eventual

depth of penetration under a given load It is obvious that

whilst the first method would fail to distinguish between a

viscous (true) fluid devoid of ngidity and a plastic body,

the second would but register ngidity The above forms of
instrument may therefore be considered to serve only as

rough sortuig tests

2 Rotary Cylinder Instruments. In these the plastic

material is contamed between two concentric cylmders,

one serving as a rotor and the other as a stator. In one
form (McMichael, Couette) the outer cylinder is driven at

a determined rate and the resulting torque due to consis-

tence is measured by the deflexion of the mner stator sus-

pended on a torsion wire In the Stormer and in the newer
Kampf instruments the inner cylinder is rotated by a
falling weight attached to a string passing over a pulley,

and the velocity of rotation is measured The difiiculties m
inauitaiiung a constant volume of sheared material imme-
diately between stator and rotor during operation, and in

securing a complete shear in the couple, together with the

impossibility ofdissipating theheat ofshear, have precluded

the use of these instruments for any but materials of very

low degrees of plastiaty (rigidity) What promises to be

a great advance m construction on the mstruments just

described is the comcylindncal viscometer of Mercier [70,

1932], described by Mooney and Ewart [29, 1934] In this

instrument, which operates on the same prmciple as the

Stormer viscometer, the ‘end effect* causing non-laminar

flow at the bottom edges of the couple, and the correcUon

of which has only been possible m the Couette instrument

when used with liquids, is eliminated by an ingemous design

of the bottom of the inner cylinder

The recent Kampf viscometer [25, 1930, 28, 1932] is also

a rotating cyluider instrument of the Stormer type con-

structed to minimize considerably the friction of the latter

apparatus

3 Parallel Plate Viscometers. Although the parallel

plate viscometer has been one of the earliest instruments

described to measure the plastic properties of very stiff

materials, its adoption for the evaluation of the softer

plashes does not seem to have been general Its mam use in

Its various forms would appear to be for measurement of

the plastic properties of rubber The reader’s attention is

directed to Houwink’s recent book on resins (mcludmg
thermoplastics) [24], wherein the instrument is described

and its appheahon given m detail

4 The Falling Sphere Instrument. This apparatus is

mainly applicable to fluids and pseudo-plastic substances

or non>Newtonian fluids, i e materials outwardly mani-
festmg the physical properties of fluids in possessing no
ngidity, but showmg dependence of viscosity on the rate of
shear It merely consists of a small sphere (e g steel ball

from a beanng), the rate of fall ofwhich is observed through

a column of the material Little is known of the hydro-

dynamics ofthe method, the basis ofwhich is due to Stokes,

who showed that the viscous force opposing the moUon of
a sphere freely falhng in a large volume of liquid is equal to

6rrn}K, where r = radius, tj = absolute viscosity, V= velo-

city. Nevertheless, bytheuscofanumberofbailsofsimilar
material but ofvarying tadu, any variaUon ofviscosity with
rate of shear may be determined [85, 1931]

5. CapiOaiy Efflux Instruments. In the simplest form of
efflux viscometer as represented by a verbe^y disposed

pipette or a Redwood viscometer, viscosity is measu^ by
detemunuig the time of flow necessary to dehver a given

volume It Is dear that here the hydrostatic pressure

settmg up the shear stress in the capillary orifice vanes

from a maximum at the commencement of the measure-

ment to a mmunum as the contamer empties Apart from
the obvious fact that the construction of such apparatus

does not permit of use with a material other than a freely

fiowmg liquid, the fact that in the case of plastics there is an
apparent variation of viscosity with rate of shear makes it

desirable that an mstrument be adopted which permits ofan
accurate apphcation of a constant pressure and correspond-

ing recording of the rate of efflux, as distmct from the

average value accruing from this simple efflux instrument

It should, however, be remembered that m any efflux type

of instrument the shear stress applied to the fluid vanes
from a maximum at the walls of the capillary to zero at the

centre

Consequently, plastometers have been constructed which
permit of the measurement of the rate ofshear at any given

pressure m excess of that needed to overcome the ngidity

characteristic of the minimum cntical shearing stress or

rigidity of the material Furthermore, the difficulty of
observing the rate of efflux by drop m level m the con-

tainer m the case of semi-rigid b^es is overcome by
actually measuring the velocity of efflux from the capillary

The first attempt to construct an efflux instrument capable

ofscrvmg asa variable pressure capillaryviscometer adapted
for semi-solid bodies is to be attnbuted to Bingham and
Green [5, 1919], who must be regarded as the pioneers of
plastometnc evaluation The apparatus of Bmgham and
Green forms the basis ofthe one used by the present writer,

who mtroduced a few simple modifications destined to

permit of the instrument being used for routme use m a
works laboratory

A desenpbon of the plastometer constructed and used
by the author will make the applicauon of these principles

clear Fig 2 shows a conventional diagram of the appa-
ratus In Fig 3 IS shown the actual lay-out of the thermo-
stat, Fig 4 the contamer, capillary, receiver, and air-leak

A = Mam compressed air mlet valve from rotary com-
pressor or oxygen cylmder

B = Compressed air stabilizer

C=° Dram cock

D = Compressed air control valve for regulatmg shear-

mg pressure

E = Compressed air rehef valve for regulating shear-

ing pressure

F= Mercury manometer, preferably dial form, read-

ing to 300cm
G = Safety valve

If = Contamer for plastic material

/ = Receiver bottle.
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KL — Flowmeter, comprising

K = Capillary air-leak,

L = Paraffin manometer
M» Thermostat vessel

Notes on the Apparatus

The equations connecting shearing stresses applied and
lesultmg velocity gradient are based on assumptions that

certain theoretical conditions shall be conformed to

1. Capillaiy Dimcnsioos.

a The pressure applied is to be enUrely lost in over-

coming the shear which is calculated from the dimensions of
the capillary Thus, the extruded material continues m
stream-lme flow for an indetermmate distance from the end
of the capillary dependmg on its dimensions, and m order

that this extra flow may be restricted to withm 1%, the

ratio of length to radius should be at least 100

b The available energy at the exit end of the capillary

should be ml, 1 e , the kinetic energy should be zero Smee
the total pressure P — P,+Pk where Pt is the pressure used

m shearing and Pt is that part used m producing kineuc

energy, the latter should be minimum In order that

PkiPt should be less than 0 01, Q^\P must not exceed the

value of

lOOp’

where Q is reckoned m c c per second, P the pressure m
cm of Hg, R the radius of the capillary m cm Thus with

capillaries of radii 01,0 15, and 0 2 cm the limit for values

of Q*\P (c c per sec and cm Hg) should not exceed the

respective values of 0 132, 0 666, and 2 1

1

c Turbulence The Reynolds number giving the critical

value above which turbulence enters, is given as

V

where t> = maximum velocity in tube of flow As no data

IS available as to commencement of turbulence m other

than Newtoman (true) fluids, and it has been suggested

that turbulence in disperse systems commences at lower

values than 1,000, velocities of efflux should be preferably

kept as low as possible by mamtaming the radius of the

capillary as smalt as is compatible with expenmental
expediency

d Under ordinaiy conditions of plastometric pracUce,

wherem P is limited to not over 300 cm Hg and L/R of
the capillary to about 100, no sensible nse of temperature

of the contents of the capillary during shear is developed,

and errors due to this source need therefore not be
anticipated

2

Manmneters.

a The dimensions of the bulb and inclined tube in the
flowmeter manometer should be such that a neghgible
differencem pressure results from the travel ofthe liquid up
20 cm. of the tube The mtemal diameter of the latter

^ould permit of an easily read heimsphencal meniscus
being formed by the liquid (parafiln oil), e g 2 mm The
scale IS convemently made movable in order to adjust the

zero point

b. The high-pressure manometer is preferably of the dial

type, as pressures corresponding to 300 cm Hg do not
permit of the installation of a hydrostatic manometer In
order to be able to cany out determinations at pressures

below the graduations of the dial manometer, additional

mercury and water manometers reading to 100 cm should

be fitted m parallel

3 The dimensions of the glass air-leak determine (to-

gether with the inclination of the recording flowmeter) the

sensitiveness of the instrument Suitable dimensions used

in the wnter’s apparatus are radius 0 04S cm ,
length

33 cm
4 Thermostat. A large accumulatorjar filled with water

provides a simple thermostat bath An adequate stirrer

and constant temperature regulation to ±0 2“ C are neces-

sary The regulation of the temperature is provided by a

carbon filament lamp in connexion with one ofthe numer-

ous enclosed mercury make-and-break devices now on the

market
5 Special attention should be paid to the tightness of

joints Flexible connexions should be made with rubber

canvas-inserted tubing attached by means of ‘Jubilee’

clips In practice the plastic material is contamed m a lead

colour-tube A (Fig 5) by carefully filling in small quantities

at a tune and tapping down on to a rubber mat to expel

entrapped air The colour-tube then engages with the

lower part of the container by its threaded nozzle, and the

whole container is assembled with its capillary by means of

coarse threads and suitable rubber washers The apparatus

is then fitted up as in Fig 3

Compressed air is then admitted into the container to

obtain such pressure as will record a maximum reading

of 20 cm on the flowmeter manometer The pressure is

adjusted to a suitable value by the judicious use of valves

Z>and£(Fig 2)

A steady flowmeter readuig having been obtained, further

readings are taken at successively lower pressures by re-

leasuig air from the container by means of the relief valve

E A senes of readings are thus taken until flowmeter

readings become too low to be observed, and the results

m terms of cm flowmeter are plotted against cm Hg
pressure The zero of the mercury manometer (F, Fig 2)

IS adjusted to an amount corresponding to the mean
hydrostatic head of the plastic material from the top level

m the container to the lower end of the capillary

The flowmeter is standardized by the obvious method
shown m Fig 6, wherem castor oil is extruded at three

or four different pressures into the graduated measuring

(ylmder set m place of the usual receiver bottle when
c c per second are then correlated against cm flowmeter

The results when plotted should naturally present a

straight line extrapolating to the common origin of the

axes

The plastometer may equally be used for recorduig very

low rates of shear mdeed by plugging the air-leak and
notmg the velocity of nse m the liquid in the flowmeter,

standardization being effected as m the manner previously

desenbed for the flowmeter with the open air-leak

An attempt at a sunplified form of capillary plastometer

devised by Bmgham and Murray [7, 1923] has beenu^ by
several mvestigators as involving a less expensive and
cumbersome apparatus than the one desenb^ It essen-

tially has for its basis the recordmg of the rate of travd of
an advancmg moiiscus of plastic material along an empty
capillary tube, the sheanng pressure bemg maintained con-

stant Owmg to the mcreasmg stress consequent on the

mcreasing length of material m the capillary tube at any
given moment, sheanng stress duninishes accordingly.

One IS thus enabled, by notmg the vdocity of travel at

different intervals of tune, to formulate a senes of read-
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mgs of velocity of shear against stress Unfortunately the

instrument does not lend itself to the measurement of flow
at the very high rates ofshear demanded by the attainment

of a high degree of deflocculation within the capillary, and
some mvesugators using this apparatus have in consequence
been misled into interpretation of the data to false values

which were strongly influenced by the restrictions imposed

by the apparatus used

A novel form ofcapillary plastometeremployingvery high
rates of shear mdeed has been described by M H Arveson
[44, 1932] In this apparatus the rate of shear is made the

independent variable, and the resultmg stress is recorded

as a pressure The apparatus employed is somewhat costly,

but permits of exploration of a range of stresses tlmt has
not been attamed hitherto in any other apparatus (It is

unfortunate that the data appended by the author m his

publicabon appear to be subject to errors resulting from
the development ofheat ofshear, which has been calculated

by the writer to lead to a rise oftemperature of up to 70° C
m the capillary for the higher readings

)

Professor Bingham of Lafayette University may be con-
sidered to have undertaken a large part of the work m
summarizing and contributing to the theory of plastic flow

and the interpretation of data from the capillary plasto-

meter. his earlier investigations culminating in the publica-

tion of his book Fluidity andPlasticity in 1922

A number of subsequent publications on the apphcation
of the plastometer to invesUgations on plastic bodies,

however, appear to show that the simple interpretation of
the data as set out by Bingham and his co-workers was
not adequate Whilst the latter claimed that the capillary

stress-shear plot of a plastic body could be represented by
a hyperbola with its vertex at the origin, the asymptote on
extrapolation being representative of the rigidity or yield

value, and the slope of the asymptote as the mobility,

failure to obtain Imear asymptotes and the non-agreement
of the data when reduced to absolute units led other

investigators to employ empirical formulae to characterize

the flow The principal among these were the logarithmic

types offormulae proposed by de Waele [38, 1 923], Herschel

[61, 1926], and Ostwald [7ia, 1925], for which the original

papers must be consulted The mere empiricism of the

formulae, however, necessitates the adopUon of certain

assumptions concerning the conformation of the formulae
to the actual results obtained, and moreover leaves them
open to criticism on the score of non-conformity to dimen-
sional units It IS somewhat remarkable, however, that

useful deductions as to the structure of heterogeneous

systems have nevertheless been possible on such a basis,

and from the point of view of convenience have much to

recommend them [16, 1920, 35, 1930, 42, 1931, 50, 1923,

56, 1923 , 61. 1926, 85, 1931, 87, 1926, 89, 1929]

The writer’s empirical equation led to the formulaUon
of the vdoaty gradient at the wall obtaining in capillary

itR*
[85, 1931, 86,1929]

in place of AQIvB? obtainmg m the flow of fluids in

Poiseuille’s equation, wherein Q is the volume veloaty of
effluxmcc per second. Pis the shearing pressure gradient,

and R IS the radius of the capillary.

Interpretation of Results

Hie data available with the jdastometer as described

comprise a senes of relationships between pressures m cm
n T

of Hg and efilux veloaties in flowmeter umts easily con-

vertible into c c per second In the determinauon of the

viscosity of fluids, the PoiseuiUe equation of capillary flow

IS based on an assumption of a complete dependence of

velocity gradient on sheanng stress and on a constancy of

viscosity with either of these variables The expenmental

evidence having shown conclusively that PoiseuiUe’s law

is not obeyed for most heterogeneous systems, and particu-

larly those havmg a high concentration of disperse phase, a

number of formulae, many empincal, have been proposed

to fit the facts At first sight the original formula pro-

posed by Bingham [6, 1922] and mathematically developed

by Buckingham would seem to be recommendable on the

score of simpliaty and close approximation In this

formula the kinetic behaviour of plastic bodies m capillary

shear is assumed to be defined by a mobihty y. and a shear

strength or ‘yield value’/

where S = shear stress applied, Q — volume efflux velocity,

and/= shear strength or yield value having the dimensions

of a stress The equation is based on the attainment of an
asymptouc value of the mobility at a sufficiently high rate

of shear proportional to Q, but later experimenters were led

to seek other formulae, as further experiments at progres-

sively increasing rates of shear often showed the slope to

increase correspondingly Foremost amongst the empmeal
formulae proposed were those of de Waele, Herschel, and
later, Ostwald the so-called logarithmic formula

/i oc^ (de Waele and Ostwald),

wherein ^ is a non-dimensional constant characteristic of
the material and less than unity excepting for true fluids

Whilst the above formula is only applicable to plastic

matenals above certain rates ofshear or to non-Newtonian

fluids devoid of rigidity, the equations of Herschel and that

of de Waele appearing in his later publications were

Q*
and /i oc —^ (de Waele)

The exponent N in the Herschel equation was over umty
for other than true fluids, and the rigidity term K was
assumed to be constant with the rate ofshear In de Wade’s
equation, however, K was claimed to vary with the rate

of shear from zero at complete deflocculaUon (high rate of
shear) to a maxunum at a lower rate ofshear when the shear

in the capillary was inadequate to secure any defloccula-

tion and the material extruded as a solid plug The value

of K at zero stress was then calculated from the experi-

mental daU
Without entering mto a discussion as to certam objec-

tions applying to these formulae, it may be noted that

Rabinowitch [76, 1929] denved a general equation of flow

which did not mvolve assumptions either as to experimental

results or as to the invanabihty of viscosity with rate of
shear A publication by Mooney [71, 1931] gives the mathe-
matical treatment for the derivation of the Weissenberg

equation which essentially difTers from that of PoiseuiUe m
the veloaty gradient term

4e/wR* (PoiseuiUe) (I)

3(0-1- (Weissenberg) (2)
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Thu latter expiesston, it may be noted, is identical with

the velocity gradient term used by de Waele and applied

to the shear of non-Newtoman fluids [85, 1931]

(i+slofiP.

Where IM = d\oz QldlogP =

The complete equations of flow as appbed to capillary

shear therefore are as follows

stress
(3)^ ' flmdity veloaty gradient

V 1
d(veloaty gradient) do'

(4)Mobd«y -
dS

Maximum stress at wall S =^

»

(5)

where P = pressure m dynes/cm

R = radius of capillary,

L = length of capillary,

Q = gc per sec extruded

Hence

Mobibty
8L (dQ P(PQ\

\dP'^4'dP*r (6)

6L\

and Fluidity ^ =— PirR* (7)

It IS to be noted that equations (1) and (2) become
idenUcal when appbed to true fluids or when dQjdP» QfP
and that the reciprocals of equabons (6) and (7) similarly

conform to PoiseuiUe’s equauon

when dQIdP QIP

PvlP
“ SfiL

(8)

It will be noted that the essential charactenstic of the

treatment just referred to bes m the fact that on account

of the variation of vdoaty gradient and stress not neces*

sanly being related by a sunple coefiSaent asm Poiseuille’s

fluid flow, stress-rate of efilux rebitionships are not always

identical with stress/velocity gradients results. In other

words, earber mterpreutions dependmg on the use of the

expression

volume rate ofefflux

stress

for the evaluation of I/17, n, or are not to be taken at

their alleged value when appbed to materials other than
true fluids

Fortunately, the mterprctation of results from pbuto-
meter data u far simpler than the foregoing equations

wouM suggest when a graphical method is adopted for

calcidation of the velocity gradients from the expen-
mentally determmed volume-efiQux vdoaties

Briefly, the method consuts m plotting graphically the

results of the plastometnc values m the convenient umts,

H (cm of Hg) and F (flowmeter umts) as coordmates.

A derived plot of certam selected values of against V'
(arbitrary umts proportional to veloaty gradients) is then

made, pemuttmg the obtainment of a slopem proportional

to mobibty, and mtercept H' proportional to stress mter-

ogit The appbcation of instrument factors to these two
values thoi gives m a simple manner the dimensional

mobibty and ngidity sought

Whilst a detailed expbmation of the mathematical treat-

ment IS omitted, the steps necessary will be grasped readily

by following the graphi»l operations

A plot IS first made of the pbistometnc data connectmg

H (cm Hg) and /'(flowmeter umts) (Fig 7, bne AS).

At pomts correspondmg to values of H convemently

divisible by 3, tangents to the bne are laid out by means of
a celluloid ruler Values of /corresponding to

then sought along the tangent bne and are plotted agamst
values ofH By this means a secondary or derived curve

CD IS obtamed It will be observed that this line CD is

somewhat less curved than AB and an upper portion ED
may be found to be linear The values of/on the bne £D
being rekted to the true velocity gradient by a simple

mulbplymg factor and the corresponding values ofHbemg
similarly connected to stresses, the slope EG/DG gives a
value m proportional to the true mobility Similarly, the

mtercept J is proportional to the vutual rigidity

From the algebraic treatment above it will be obvious

that the rnagmtudm of the flowmeter umts on the CD line

shown above have the values corresponding to

and therefore the value m of the slope derived above from
the upper bnear portion of the line

an”

A--—^ ZdH
dH

AdF Hid*F\
IdH'^ 3 \dH*)

Multiplymg m by the apparatus factor 6Lkf7rR*gp,

where L = length of capillary,

k = factor for convertmg flowmeter umts
/mtocc per sec,

R = radius of capillary.

/> = 13 6,

the mobibty jt.

6IJc _ 8Lk idF Hd*F\
rlPgp wJPgp W"*" 4 dH*r (9)

identical with thatm equation (Q is obtamed.

The graphical ngidity / obtamed as an extrapolated
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value of the pressure in cm Hg (H' or the point J in

Fig 7) IS then converted to absolute imits (dynes per cm*)

(10)

A detailed consideration of data from the plastometnc
exammabon of a typical plastic body will be useful m
lUustratmg practical interpretation

In Fig 8 the plastometnc results accruing from the

shear of a 5% by volume paste

ofAmencan carbon blackm castor
|

oil are shown Curve A shows
plottmgs of pressures (cm Hg) as

ordinates, and flowmeter umts as

abscissae Curve B shows the de-

nved plot of the same pressures

against values of K' It will be seen

that whilst Ime A shows hneanty

only from the highest pomt recorded

down to the pomt C, the denved
pressuie/veloaty gradient Ime R is

linear down to tlm pomt D. From
this upper Imear portion of curve B
the slope m and the mtercept H'
can be determined, the correspond-

ing dimensiorud mobihtyn and ngidity/being then directly

obtained by use of the apparatus factors (equations 9 and
10 respectively)

Sev^ mterestmg pomts arise out of consideration of
Fig. 8 which have a gennal application to all results of
capillary shear ofplastic or non-Newtonian bodies Values

at sudi low rates of shear as were not directly measurable

with the flowmeter device comprismg the open air-leak

were obtained by pluggmg the latter and convertmg the

observed rate of flowmeter umts at each given pressure to

open air-leak flowmeter umts The direct iT/F results and
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the denved line are shown m Fig 9 From this latter

figure It IS evident that whilst a continuous curvature

appears to persist down to pressures of about 18 cm Hg,

a change of curvature then sets m down to the lowest

recorded figure of 6 cm Hg Although no evidence is

available m the diagram to show the actual path of H/V'
line below such pressure, it is qmte obvious from the nature

of the material exatmn^ (which was defimtely semi-solid

and hence did not flow at very low stresses) that the HIP
line must cut the stress axis at some value characteristic

of Its yield pomt Thus the curvature of both hnes must
change m direction at still lower values m order to extra-

polate to theH axis

Hus change of flow regime at low rates of shear or the

unexpected slow flow of semi-ngid matenalsm all forms of

apparatus is to be considered as an mstrumental pheno-

menon havmg for its basis a slippage consequent on a thm
layer of free continuous phase separated by syneresis and
virtually acting as a lubricant at the walls of the capillaiy

(at the particular radius offlow where the stress is greatest)

However, the phenomenon must not be regarded as an
mtnnsic characteristic of plastic flow, but merely as a
secondary manifestation due to mstrumental mabihty to

submit plastic material for an mfimtesimally short tune

only to shear under condiUons in which the capillary efiect

ofa foreign body (capillary wall) is absent This disturbmg

factor and its resulting effect are referred to at this juncture

m order to call attention to the ui\|ustifiable mterpretation

ofdata from very low shear capillary instruments(Bmgham-
Murray plastometer, &c )

In Fig 10 are shown the results obtamed by plotting the

first derivative of the data from Fig 8, viz

g'/Horm/ff

and showing the variation of mobihty with stress

The figure, which has been denved from the pnncipal

pomts, shows the fundamental characterisucs of suspensoid

plastics

(1) Zero mobihty up to a certam cntical stress

(2) Increasmg mobihty with increasing stress up to a
certam cntical value of stress

(3) Constant mobihty beyond the upper cntical stress

Fig. 11 IS a distnbution curve connectmg dfildH with

stress. It IS merely of mteiest as showmg that the mtercept

^'m Fig 8 (carbon black m castor oil) closely marks a
mean value of the stresses over which mobihty is changmg
with increasmg stress, and mdicates how it may thus be

taken as a characteristic of the material

Sunilar types of these representative curves are shown by

nowme/trmifs(O
TJ IS TT iff ' oei

Fw 9 Expenmental and denvod data from shear of a plastic material at veiy low rates

of shear
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all suspensoid plastics, le systems compnsing a non-
drfonnable disperse ph^
An important class of systems typified by emulsoids

wherein the disperse phase can be assumed to possess

sols, highly dispersed oil-water emulsions, concentrated

hquid soap sols, &c At all but very high concentraUons
non-Newtoman fluids do not exhibit tangible rigidity, but

appear to flow freely

elastic defoimability, and which will simply be referred to
as non-Newtonian fluids, ment special consideration
Apart from the manifestation of high consistencies at

relauvely lowconcentrations, these outwardlyresemble true
(Newtonian) fluids, and have mdeed often been assumed

d (mobility)

d (stress)

to be such. Their daim to consideration as plastic bodies
m the general sense, however, isjustified by their vanalnhty
of apparent viscosity with rate of shear Topical examples
of sacfa systems are furnished by cdlulose ester sob, rubber

In Fig 12 are shown the primary HjF and derived HIV
curves for a 5 % sol of cellulose nitrate in butyl tar-

trate It will be seen that the HjV line, whilst linear at
upper values of stress, exhibits a continuous curvature
downwards and has its apparent origin at the common
origin of the coordmates This latter behaviour, it will be
noted, IS in accordance with the complete absence of
ngidity and is a charactenstic of true fluids On the other
hand, the lineanty at upper values of the coordmates
would, by the criterion adopted m the case of suspensoid
plastics, indicate a positive rigidity In Fig 1 3 is shown a
plot of dV'jdH hne against H or m/H, such curve deter-

mining the rate of change of /t with stress

The curve shows similanty with the correspondmg curve
ofa plastic suspensoid m that a constant mobility is shown
above a certain cnUcal value of H, but differs in the
important respect that it extrapolates to a positive value
ofIt at zero stress It is to be noted that such systems some-
times may exhibit a second range of constant mobility at
the very low values of stress obtamed with falhng sphere
viscometer

Figs 14 and IS give an example of the applications of
the plastometer to practical work m showmg the effect of
the progressive addition of water to an ordinary caimm
oleate—mineral oil grease It is mteresting to note that

(1) The imtial addition (2 %) actually results m a loss

of consistency (mcrease in mobility and loss of
ngidity)

(2) Rigidity ceases to increase with increasing adHtti/yr

of water at a point where difficulty is experienced m
retammg it as a stable dispersate

The usefulness of the plastometer in other probtems
will readily occur to the todmologist, e g shortening the
time/stability testing of suqiensions and emuifmm

, com-
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paring the polarity of lubricating media, Ac , but a more delay of gelabon of the former by disturbance constitutes

complete discussion as to the relationshipbetween theplasto* the main difficulty in a reproducible determination of the
metric constants and such obviously connected factors as setting time of gelatin sols, whilst the thixotropic properties

mterfacial tension, wetting power. See , would be outside of petroleum jelly make the question of its plastometric

Fio 12 Experimental and derived curvet of the shear of non-
Newtonian fluid (cellulose nitrate sol)

Fio 13 Vanation of mobility with stress on shear of non-
Newtonian fluid (cellulose nitrate sol)

the scope of this aiticle It is felt, however, that this short

introduction to the subject will serve to arouse interest m
a means of investigation and evaluation that has hitherto

not been sufficiently cultivated

No detailed reference has been made to the useful

results which have often been obtamed by mterpretation

of stress/shear data on the basis of empincal and semi-

empincal formulae, as it is felt that the simplicity of a
treatment involvmg no assumptions will form its own
recommendation

lUxotropy

Our present knowledge of thixotropy appears to be
mainly quahtative m nature, as the published work on this

phenomenon is confined to the measurement ofthe change
of consistency (or itt reciprocal fluidity) with rate and
dioation of sliMr. Thus, thixotropy, simply expressed,

mer^ unpbes a reversible deflocculauon Perhaps the
most fiuniliar instances ofthixotropic materials are gating
gdatln sol and also petroleum jelly The repression or

ZO 30

Fig 14 Change in mobility engendered by increasing

addition of water to hme-soap grease.

evaluation a matter of difficulty In Fig 16 are shovm the

results obtained from the plastometric examination of a
thixotropic material in a Stormer viscometer, the ordmates
being load in grammes and the abscissae the correspondmg

ValotiVj voboiHon

Fig 16 Shear of petroleum jelly in rotary (Stormer) viscometer

velocities of rotation The numbers appended against the
expenmentally obtamed pomts represent the senes numbers
of the tests Thus, whilst 1-3, 4-^, and 7-9 showed repro-
ducible readmgs, tests 10-16 showed increases m apparent
consistency as the tests proceeded until test number 16

corresponded to the application of a load (shearing stress)

which failed to mduce any diear of the material, vdiilst the

earlier tests 13-1 S at the same stress resulted in positive but

varymg speed of rotation
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The results indicate that the stresses corresponding to

tests 1-9 resulted in rates of shear so far in excess of the

tune effect of leflocculation that virtual equilibnum of
these two processes was attauied, whilst with the other

no// the ^tfltchon 0 - 6^

FiO 17 Thixotropic effects shown by soft printing ink tn

McMichael (rotary) viscometer

oftune sincepievious shear ofthe material,and the abscissae

give the difference between the *kick’ or ballistic deflexion

of the needle mdicator and that m the steady state for a
given rate of shear It is evident that the differences ate

Fic 18 Thixotropic and non-thixotropic plastics

proportional to the thixotropic increases of consistency

with flocculation On the other hand, mvestigaUon of

thixotropy with a capillary plastometer mdicates the

change on shear to be purely an increase m the mobihty

Flo 19 Thixotropy of carbon black m blown rape oil

tests the rate of reflocculaUon was greater than the rate of the material Fig. 18 shows a comparison between
of deflooculation due to shear. the stress/volume veloaties of undisturbed and leoeotly

In Fig 17 are shown the results from a senes of expen- sheared vasebne and calaum grease respectively as obtained
ments from the exammation of a soft pnntmg ink m a with a capillary plastometer, mdicatmg the thixotropy of
McMiduel viscometer The ordinates represent mter^ the formw and virtual non-thixotropy of the latter. 19
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shows the HIV’ data for an uosheared and a recently lines clearly show the increase of mobihty with time of
sheared paste ofcarbon blackm blown rape oil, and shows shear (L/JQ but equahty of mtercepts (rigidities) Fig. 21

clearly the similarity of the ngidities but mcrease in shows the plot of a sunilar senes of tests with three capil*

mobility due to shear. lanes of differing ladu and lengths, but equal ratios of
The importanceofconsidenng possible thixotropic effects length to radius In these tests, the tunes of shear dunng

Fio 20 Special thixotropic behaviour of petroleum jelly in capillary of shear

Fra 21 Absence of thixotropic manifeatebon of petroleum jelly when using capillaries

of similar KjL raUos

m plastometnc is shown m Fig 20 The which the material was subjected to shear were therefore

results show the plottmg of stresses against velocity similar, and the identity of the slopes and mtercepts m the

gradients (m absolute umts) a«iniing from the shear of three cases furnishes a conclusion m accordance with the

a sampk of petroleum jelly with three capiUanes of equal reasonuig

radu but vaiymg Vngtha. Under these conditions the It is thus evident that with strongly thixotropic materials,

material would, dnniig the tests, be mamtamed under shear the conditions of shear, i.e ratio of RJL of capillaiy, need

for tunes proportional to the lengths of the capillanes, specifymg when plastometnc ‘constants’ are sought

hence deflooculation should be similarly in this order. The
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THE FLOW-TEMPERATURE METHOD OF DETERMINING THE
ACTION OF COLD ON OILS, GREASES, AND LUBRICANTS,

DERIVED FROM PETROLEUM
By Dr. P. WOOG

University ofStrasbourg

General llieoretical Considerations

The effects which low temperatures have on oils, lubncants,

fuels, &c , are unportant and should be known m order to

evaluate the quahty of the products and to choose for

known reasons those products which are suitable for a

particular applicauon Numerous methods have been

formulated to this end, and from the standpomt of tech-

mque that which appears to be of greatest value is the

determinabon of the viscosity temperature curve This

method is, however, laborious for high-viscosity oils, and
also It IS known that the durauon of the coohng affects the

results Moreover, the researches of Louis, Joldachescu,

and Thiebault [3, 193S. 4, 1932], and ofErk [2, 1932] have

shown that there is reason to consider the effect of plasticity

which mamfests itself at the liimt of the viscosity range,

thus rendenng a viscosity curve traced by gradually

lowermg the temperature, not supeiposable with a curve

obtamed by gradually mcreasmg the temperature The
limit thus imposed on the measurement of viscosity does

not permit determinaUons to be made which give all the

required informauon further, a large number of expen-

ments are necessary in order to study the behaviour of

Otis at low temperatures, smce m every case this zone is

such that the measurement of viscosity is not accurate,

that IS, m the region of the freezing-pouit For this purpose

freezmg-pomt methods are used, such as the ‘pour-pomt’

determination

Agam, however, senous dtfficulbes are encountered,

smce oils, lubricants, &c, are not generally mdividual

chemical substances possessmg a constant sohdificaUon or

fusion temperature, they are mixtures of vanous com-
ponents m solution, the change of state of which is pro-

gressively effected Further, the observed fusion or

sohdification pomt is generally rendered uncertam, due
to the fact that the substances constitubng the compound
are between the liquid and the sohd state, that is, they are

m the mtermediary condition, viz viscous, very viscous,

buttery, pasty, &c , which changes are not easily distm-

guish^
If it be said that crystallization takes place with the

nugonty of the products formed m the paraflSmc senes,

then this cannot be said for the naphthene or aromatic base

products, for these latter, sohdification is generally vitreous

m nature, with no apparent crystallization

In the experiments on the freezmg-pomt the pheno-
menon of superfusion, or slow crystalhzauon, is found to

have a troublesome effect on its measurement. Attempts
at decongelation or thawmg would seem to be more precise

and to give an exact value for the fusion-pomt These
methods have been studied for several years [6, 1929], and
owing to the determmauon of the flow temperature

descnbed later, and which is m prmciple a convenient yet

timple and preose pomt, several important phenomena
have been evident which have caused considerable errors

these arc a question of molecular changes effecting the

freezmg-pomt
Using a mixture for example [7, 1931, 8, 1932] of 60%

parafBn oil and 40% animal oil, e g mutton-fat oil, it was
found to freeze at —75° C , usmg a freezmg mixture of
sohd carbon dioxide m acetone After remainmg for 5

mmutes m this bath some of it was then rapi41y transferred

to an acetone bath maintamed at —30° C and some to

another at —40° C The temperature of each was then
gradually allowed to rise, and the temperature at which the
hquid flowed was noted

Fio 1

Under these conditions a noUceable variation was found

m the flow temperature, i e m the bath at —30° C the

flow temperature was found to be lower than the tempera-

ture obtamed when the oil was placed m the bath at

—40° C These temperatures were - 19 5°C and - 12 5°C
respectively, shown by Fig 1.

By prolongmg the freezmg time at —7S°C for 30

mmutes the results obtamed were the same (see Fig. 1)

If, however, the tune at —75° C was prolonged to 1 hour,

then the differences obtamed were not so regular

After freezmg at —75° C and then allowmg the oil to

warm up m this bath, the flow temperature was found to

be —11 5° C Successive determmations gave the same
result. It wdl be seen, therefore, that the flow temperature

was much higher than when the experiment was earned
out startmg at —40° C

Initial temp

ofreheating bath Duration of Flow temperature
•c reheating ‘C

-30 10 mm. -19 5
-40 30 mm -12 25
-75 83 mm

1

-115

Thus the flow temperatures are higher if the reheating

IS commenced in a bath at a lower temperature further,

smce the behaviour on reheating of these baths v^ch
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contain the same volume of liquid are sensibly the same,

it would appear therefore that the duration of reheating

has some influence.

If a sample be frozen by lowermg the temperature

extremely slowly, there is a tendency to suppress these

anomahes, and m this case the highest flow temperature

IS obtained There is evidence that a change m the crystal-

Ime structure of the oil causes these phenomena

Fio 2

A summary of the thermal analyses does not show any
appreciable irregularity m the reheating curve Several

expenments in which the oil frozen at — 7S° C was placed

m a bath at —30°C and allowed to remain there for

increasmg periods of tune, after which the oil was allowed

to warm up m the usual way imtil the flow temperature

was reached, have shown that this pomt has gradually

risen A curve ofthe flow temperatures ofan oil which was
mamtamed at —SO’C for 12 mmutes was found to

correspond with a curve showmg flow temperatures ob-

tained after the oil was kept at a temperature of —40° C
Thus there is evidence of a transformation zone (Fig 2)

Subsequent to these experiments the mverse procedure was
adopted (see Fig 3) The oil frozen at — 75° C was allowed

to attam —30° C and then mamtamed at this temperature

for IS mmutes until the transformauon was effect^ The
sample was then replacedm the —75° C bath for 5 mmutes,

and then agam placed m the —30°C bath It was thoi

allowed to warm up and the flow temperature was found

to be — 12 25° C The expenment was then stopped and

the temperature of the oil allowed to attam —irc, at

which It was mamtamed for 10 mmutes
An oil thus subjected to a temperature of —75° C for

5 mmutes and then transferred to a bath at —30° C was

found on reheatmg to have a flow temperature of — 14° C
The oil was then allowed to reach a temperature of— 10°C

,

and after being kept thus for 10 imnutes it was then

leiflaced m the —75° C bath for a further 5 mmutes. On
pliKang It once more m the —30° C bath, the flow tem-

perature was found to have been lowered to -15° C
Agam the oil was wanned to —8°C for 10 mmutes,
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replaced m the bath at —75° C for 5 mmutes, and then

placed m the —30° C bath and allowed to warm up It

was found by repeatmg this procedure that the mibal flow

temperature of -19 5° C was again reached

Ihese phenomena, which have been desenbed m regard

to a particular oil mixture, have been found to apply to

other oil mixtures The variations between the flow

temperatures are found to be general They are of varying

importance, some difierences bemg small, whilst others

may be as much as 12 degrees These variations do not

occur when the pure mmeral oils are used and not the

mixtures The followmg table gives the flow temperatures

for three types of oil

Oil

Temperature ofreheating bath

-75’

C

1

-40° C 1
-SO’C

Naphthenic 4,866
j

Asphaltic 3.617 i

Paraffinic 1,203

Flow temperatures

-17 4” C
)

-21 3” C 1 -31 3” C
-210”C -24 2” C 1

-23 3" C
-86“C -128”C -142”C

The following figures give the characteristics of the oils

Oil
I

4,866
I

3,617 1,203

Density IS'M C
Coefficient of kinematic vis-

cosity

at35“C
„ 50* C
„ 100”

C

0 9093

1 296
0 505

0 0835

0 9456

340
1 13

0 12

0 9042

069
0 33

0 078

With these latter oils the phenomenon was directly

observed, a tube containmg several cubic centimetres of

the oil was used and a thermometer placed m the centre

It was observed that on rapidly coohng to —75° C the

highly refined oils on solidification were transparent or

colourless, and that the surface of the oil was cone-shaped

Fig 3

(Fig 4) On allowing the temperature to slowly increase the

oil was found to become shghtly turbid This opalescence

was more noticeable when the apparatus was suspended

by the thermometer, so that the frozen oil was subimtted

to a tension equivalent to the weight of the apparatus

These phenomena were not observed with the mixtures of

mmeral oils and triglycerides, such mixtures on sudden

freezing gave transparent vitreous masses which rapidly

changed to a white porcelam colour

It has been proved that the water content of the oil

does not have any effect The results obtained were exactly

similar whether the oils were dehydrated under vacuum

m the presence ofphosphorous anhydride, or whether they

were left m an atmosphere saturated with water vapour

The different flow temperatures observed correspond
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to the varying state of the oil, such states being known to

exist as sitown by the tnglycendes, and are attributed to

superfusion In these other cases, however, the pheno-

menon is otherwise it consists of a false equilibrium or

tempenng of the oil, similar to the tempenng of metals,

followed by annealing. The rapid solidification of the oil

does not allow sufficient ume for the crystals to form the

vitreous state thus obtained is unstable and does not show
any change at very low tempera-

tures, since by raising the tempera-

ture theformation ofstable crystals

increases

In proportion to the time which

elapses between the commence-
ment of crystallization and the

point when the oil flows, different

flow temperatures are obtained

The vitreous form, which has the

lowest fusion temperature, gave

higher flow temperatures as the

crystallization of the oil increased

The flow temperatures were at a
minunum m a bath at—30°C and
at a maxunum when the reheating

took place from —75°C, the

duration of the operaUon permit-

ting In thiscase the devitrification

was more advanced It should be

understood that the crystallization

does not produce a rigorously fixed

pomt, the flow temperature bemg
subject tosome irregularities which

can be kept at a nummum by
canying out the operations m an exactly similar manner
and by allowmg the frozen oil to warm up from a bath at
-75° C
The action of cold on the liqiuds studied was always

effected in the same manner, the essential conditions being

the same in order to obtam legitimate comparisons The
products must be always m the same physical state, there-

fore It 1$ necessary not to make even the slightest modifica-

tion which could alter the physical state of the sample
It would be possible to submit samples to some thermal

treatment capable of restonng the origmal state of the true

liquid, depnving it m particular of all ciystalline form, or
earlier thermal history These experunents have shown
that heaung the sample to 100° C for 15 nunutes was
necessary and sufficient This process is analogous to that

obtauimg in metallurgy and is capable of completely
vitiaung the results if not taken into consideration

If a fuel oil, for example [9, 1934], be submitted to
thermal treatment for 15 minutes at 100° C and then
immediately frozen, i e the hot liquid is immediately placed
m the apparatus at —75° C , then the flow temperature
obtamed has been found to agree very closely with the
normal flow temperature If, however, the experunent is

repeated and the preheated oil placed first m the apparatus
at plus 20° C and allowed to remam there for 1 hour before
cooling to —75° C , then the flow temperature is identical

with the figures already given Agam, by repeating this

experiment but allowing the oil to cool to 0” C and then
maintaining it there for 1 hour before coobng it to -75° C

,

a sharp lowenngofthe flow temperature is obtamed Diese
results are the same whether the oil is mamtained at 0°C
fmr times varying from 1 hour to 8 houn
This phniomnion is generally observed it can be pro-

duced regularly and easily The variation between the

normal flow temperature and that obtamed after remainmg
at 0° C can be small or large, a difference of 25 8° C
having been recorded

It IS thought that the cause of these variations, which are

only found to occur with paraffinic products, is due to

their paraffinic nature The preheating leads to a complete

dissolution of the paraffins in the liquid, and when the

sample is rapidly frozen the solution solidifies before any

change takes place Thus a solid solution is obtained

which has a normal flow temperature On allowmg the

oil to stand at 0° C the solubility coefficient of the paraffins

is dimimshed and they more or less separate from the

mixture There is, therefore, the apparent segregation of

a solid paraffin phase dispers^ in the liquid, and when the

sample is re-cooled preceding the flow temperature, then

the inter-ciystalline liquid solidifies and the flow tempera-

ture corresponds to that of the mter-crystalline liquid

The oil deprived of part of the paraffins which it initially

dissolved can only give a flow temperature lower than that

onginally observed The separated paraffins are very

stable They can exist in the crystalline solution, even if

the sample be reheated to 35° C or for 30 minutes at

50° C It has been found necessary to maintain the sample

at 50° C for 1 hour or for 15 minutes at 100° C in order

to ‘sterilize’ the liquid For further mformation reference

should be made to the work of M Bourdiol [1, 1933] on
castor oil and the solid glycerides which form m this oil

The temperature at which separation of the paraffins

takes place is not constant, it vanes with the composition

of the liquids If the oil is allowed to remam at 16° C
instead of 0° C , then this would be sufficient to cause a
lowermg of the flow temperature There would appear

to be no means of establishmg a simple relationship be-

tween the amount of separation as shown by the difference

m the flow temperatures of the oils and theu- composition

The problem is, in fact, a complex one, asphaltic bodies

m particular cause a large amount of trouble It should

be noted that the term ‘paraffins’ designates numerous

bodies whose fusibilities differ, and that the hard paraffins

behave very diflerently to the vaselines The following

table gives several examples

'‘A paraffin

conleni

Flow lemperalure

I

Oil kept

Normal' at O'C
A B

\

Differ-

ence

A<^B

Oil 8,101 0 -28 9 -28 7 02
Oil 8,101 3% pure vaseline 0 -71

1

-18 1 110
Oil 8,101 3% paraffin m p
60/62°C 30 + 73 + 14 39
Fuel 10,621 I 35 -23 5 -25 0 1 5

.. 10,623 1 56 H02 ' -42 44
„ 10,607 1 75 -21 0 1 -28 9 79
„ 10,801 0 77 -128 1-247 119
.. 10,622 3 92 +95

1

-5 6 151
„ 10,307 4 05 f7 0 ‘ -120 19 0
„ 10,306 308 -025 -23 5 23-25

„ 10,619 4 42
i

+38 -22 0 25 8

A Snnumuy of tbe Effects nodnced by Cold. The Flow
TemperstuK. A Precise Method for Determlniiig the

Flow Tmpenitiire

Fusion or melting is that phenomenon whidi consists

of a body passing from the sohd to the hqmd state. Li

the foUowmg, reasons are given why this conception is not
strictly valid, and it must be siqnx)^ m principle that dw

Fig 4
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melting-point of petroleum products free from pure
physical charactenstics are perhaps only defined and
ev^uated on the conventional basis A knowledge of the

phenomenon of tempering, annealing, and segregation of

metals has led to the samples being tested under fixed

conditions m order to obtain comparable results Finally,

It IS important that the arrangement of the apparatus and
sample should be such that the temperature read on the

thermometer actually corresponds to the freezing-point of
the sample One condition necessary to effect this latter

IS that determinations should be earned out with small

quantities of material m a thinned-walled apparatus The
method of solidification should be such that the apparatus

IS fully immersed m the freezing bath, the temperature of

which and that of the oil should be identical

The following is a definition of the flow temperature

It IS that temperature at which a product, previously sub-

mitted to a prescribed thermal treatment and then frozen

solid, begms to flow under standard conditions

Method.

The sample used must always be submitted to a fixed

thermal treatment previous to the test A small receiver

IS then filled with the preheated liquid, mto which a
movable annular plunger is introduced, the apparatus is

then placed in a freezmg bath operated in such a way
that the segregation phenomenon cannot be produced It

is necessary to freeze the sample rapidly, which causes

a blockage of the plunger when this occurs, a constant

tension is then exerted on the plunger and the temperature

of the sample gradually allowed to increase When the

sample again becomes viscous the plunger is gradually

hberated and is withdrawn from the receiver unbl finally

the pouring temperature is reached The freezing bath

contains acetone saturated with carbon-dioxide snow, m
which petroleum products are practically insoluble at these

low temperatures

Apparatus.

It consists (Fig S) of an annular reservoir. A, 14mm and
20mm m diameter, with an internal diameter of 13 5 mm

,

in which the oil under test is placed A disk, B, pierced with

holes, on the end of a metal rod, C, holds the reservoir m
place This has an insulated end cap, D, and is enclosed m
a glass tube, i?, of 14 5 mm external diameter and 246mm
long, at Its ba^ is fixed a cyhndncal brass piece 18 mm
in diameter and 31 S mm m height, which forms the

plunger in A Two openings, C, are made 13 5 mm from
the base and 13 S mm high by S mm wide A diaphragm.

If, acts as a guide for the vertical rod At the top of the

sleeve, £, a brass cap, /, 40 mm long, is placed and in the

upper part of this a small hole is dnll^, which acts as

a further guide for the vertical rod On the tip of the rod

is a cap, J, from which a chain is attached to a spring

plunger, X A damp, L, holds the rod ngidly m position

while the apparatus is mampulated A brass clamp holds

the tube, E, firmly, thus leavmg the reservoir. A, and the rod

free to move The movable rod and plunger is tared to

20 gm, and therefore It can easily fall ifnot prevented The
drop IS limited by the tension of the cham At the com-
mencement of tlte experiment the reservoir, full of the

frozen liquid, remains fixed to the brass piece, F, which

was plunged into the oil before freezing When the oil

begms to flow, the movable part of the apparatus com-
mences to shp and eventually falls to the lumt of its travel

The apparatus is placed m a double-waUed vessel, con-
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tainmg 130 c c of acetone, m which an alcohol thermo-

meter IS placed, together with a stirrer The tip of the

veitical rod, D, is made from non-conductmg material in

order to prevent the formation of frost which would im-

pede the movement of the rod This tip is graduated with

an arbitrary scale, so that the movements of the rod can be

approximately measured
A small balancing arm, N, rests with its Up on the cap,

J, this makes an electrical contact at the moment when the

rod commences to move, and thus actuates a signalhng

device

Experimental Procedure.

1 Preparation of the sample (oil, fuel, &c ) The sample

should be maintamed in a water bath at 100° C for IS

minutes

2 The hot hquid is placed m the annular reservoir, the

verucal rod is then passed through the openings of the

sleeve and its lower extremity immersed m the reservoir

unUl Its base just touches the bottom The excess hquid

IS wiped from the sides of the reservoir and the cham
attachment fixed in posiUon These operaUons should be
earned out as quickly as possible so that the hquid does

not have any apprecmble time m whidi to freeze

3 The hquid IS frozen to -75° C bylowenng the appara-

tus mto the acetone bath containmg a very sbght excess of

carbon-dioxide snow. The slow saturation with the snow
should be mamtamed for 5 mmutes The flask containmg
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the acetone should always be filled to such a level that there

IS 130 cx present.

4. Without removing the reservoir from the freezmg

bath, the apparatus is fixed in the stand, the thermometer

IS placed in the bath to the same level as the annular

reservoir and the cham is hooked to the sprmg plunger

The acetone is then stirredm such a manner that the sample

m the reservoir is not disturbed

5 At a given moment the annular reservoir, due to its

weight, moves from the fixed sleeve, and its movements can

be followed by the graduations on the rod The tempera*

ture at which the reservoir completely separates from the

brass sleeve is noted, this temperature being the flow

temperature

Observations.

1 If the flow temperature of the oil is lower than
—40° C , then it must be allowed to remain in the acetone

saturated with carbon-dioxide snow for 60 mmutes instead

of 5 minutes

2 Agitation of the acetone bath is not absolutely essen-

tial, smee the bubbles of gas evolved are sufficient to mam-
tam It well mixed The results obtained in this case are m
veiy good agreement

It will be seen that the determmation of the flow tem-

perature IS a pracucal one, and quite automatic m opera-

tion, smee after an experiment has been started the

apparatus need not be watched until the electric alarm

functions, thus showing that the flow temperature is near

A recent modification has been made m this apparatus,

m that tiie glass sleeve has been replaced by a metal tube

m which numerous holes have been bored (see Fig 6)

These holes diminish the thermal conductivity of the metal

and permit an air current to circulate m such a manner that

there is no frost formation The apparatus thus modified

IS made entirely of metal, is robust and easily constructed

Accuracy (rf flie Results.

Ifthe method of operation is earned out exactly, and the

thermometers used are accurate, then concordimt results

can be obtamed Generally the figures obtamed for suc-

cessive experiments, on the same sample, do not vary more
than a few tenths ofa degree It is seen, therefore, that the

flow temperature is much more accurate than the ‘pour-

pomt’, and that several pieces of apparatus can beu^ at

the same time by the same operator The flow temperature

applies to all petroleum oils, such as crude petroleum, gas

oil^ fuels, and lubncatmg oils

When products easily affected by the cold, and of which
the flow temperature is greater than 0° C , are under test,

then the warming of the acetone solution should be earned
outmuchmore slowly In order to regulate the temperature

m these cases the double-walled flask is placed on an electric

heater, the current of which is regulated m such a way that

the temperature of the bath mcreases about TC per
nunute
The flow-temperature method can be applied to petro-

latums and greases, but it is preferable to use the method
of Pohl-Finker, with Ubbelohde’s apparatus The figures

obtained m the two methods are analogous
It diould be noted that the figures obtained for the flow

temperature are diflerent to those obtained for the pour-

p(»nt on the same product The flow temperature is much
lower than the pour-pomt, it should be possible to estab-

lish a relationship between the two temperatures, the

differences obtained bemg more or less m accordance with

those given for parafSnic, naphthenic, and asphaltic pro-

ducts

Finally, it should be pomted out that the manner m
which the reservoir on the apparatus falls acts as an

indicator, and that from the moment when the movable

Fio 6

portion of the apparatus commences to shde, and the

instant when it falls freely, i e the pomt at which the

temperature is recorded, can be a short or a long tune

In experiments m which parafBnic oils are used, the fall

is always faster than when the naphthenic or asphaltic

products are the liquids under test Generally it can be
said that with a rapid fall the product under test forms
crystab. This theory is supported by the observations

noted when vanous products were under test Using the

flow-temperature apparatus, varymg the quantity of hquid
used caused correspondmg vanabons of the flow tempera-

ture It will be seen from the curves. Fig 7, showmg flow
temperature plotted against quantity of oil used, that the
paraflte-base oib have relatively flat curves and that qom-
plete fusion takes place withu a range of a few tenths of
a denee On the other hand, the curves of asphaltic and
naphoiemc products are steep, smee they only undergo
a dow diange of state, or rather theu viscosity rally

dunmishes progressively, and hence the tune of fall of the

brass phmi^ b proloni^.
The large number of detennmations canted out m

industiy and m numerous laboratories have shown that

there b a perfect regulanty m the flow temperature, and
that concordant readings can be obtained. It should.
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however, be mentioned that irregulanties do occur when
exceptional types ofmixtures of very different composition

are used, for m these cases each particular component
present exerts its own influence on the flow temperature

Thus the results obtamed on vanous mixtures of castor

VARIATION OF THE FLOW TEMPERATURE

WITH THE QUANTITY

Paraff/o/c Oils

in Asphoftic Oils

W Naphthenic Oils

Fia 7

Oil were abnormal and vanable, grouping themselves mto
two groups, namely, —30°C and — IZ^C, instead of

attainmg one fixed temperature. It is mterestmg to note

that this exception is m agreement with the anomalous
results obtained on sunilar oils, and shows the existence

of vitreous and crystallme ^rpes

The remarks made by Lord Rayleigh on the existence

ofa foreign substance in resm oil should be noted, as also

should the work ofW Parish and L Cammen [3, 1932]

The fact that the flow-temperature method indicates the

existence of the anomahes descnbed shows the value of

the method.

Detemdiiation of the Flow Temperature at Very Low
Temperatures as in the case of Spirits

The pnnciple of the flow-temperature method has been

applied to spints with the foUowmg modified apparatus

(Fig. 8)

It consists of a thermo-couple, composed of a thick iron

^imder, A, m which is wel^ an iron rod, ff, diametri-

cally opposite to this a constantan rod, C, is brazed

Wittm the iron Qrhnder a sohd block of alumimum is

fixed, b the centre of which there is a small cavity, D,

7 mm m diameter and 30 mm m depth. The couple is

connected to a galvanometer vnth iron wire from the iron

rod, and with constantan wire from the constantan rod,

this wire is broken and connected to an iron wire to form

a cold junction, E A cover of insulatmg material, F,

separates the two rods B and C, and is fixed at a con-

venient height In the centre of this cover a guide tube, C,

is fixed, through which passes a 20-mm glass rod, H.

FlO 8

In order to carry out a determination, the rod, H, is

removed and then the block is cooled to — 185®C Iv
plungmg It mto hqmd air, contamed in a Dewar fladc, /,

it is then removed and the hquid to be tested is placed m
the cavity, the apparatus is agam plunged mto hqmd air,

removed, and more test hqmd is added to the cavity to

make up for the contraction due to coohng. This operation

IS earned out until the cavity IS completely filled The glass

rod, H, IS replaced m the gmde, such that the tip just rests

on the surface of the frozen hqmd The apparatus is thm
raised just above the surface of the hqmd air so that it

still remams inside the Dewar flask The alummium block
IS thus allowed to warm up slowly. A certam pomt is

reached when the frozen hqmd begins to soften, and can
no longer bear the weight of the glass rod, which then
begms to sink mto the cavity. Its movement is noted by
means of the scale, J, and the flow temperature is recorded
by the galvanometer or pyrometer at the pomt when the

glass rod, H, sinks to the bottom of the cavity

The accuracy of the results obtained is satisfactory

Curves can be obtamed which show the variation m the

flow temperature of a spint when mcreasing percentages

of another spirit are added to it The difference between
the experimental and theorebcal figures is of the order of
05 degree
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VISCOSITY AND PSEUDO-PLASUCITY
By H. WEISS and M. LOUIS

A KNOWLEDGE of the viscosity of petroleum products is of
use m connexion with their identiiication by physico-
chemical tests, with the loss of head in forcmg them
through pipes and with the estabhshment of hydro-dyna-
mical lubrication Even m boundary lubrication there is

often suffioent parallelism between oilmess and viscosity

that the former may be inferred from the latter

Measurements of viscosity are based on a more or less

direct application of Newton’s formula,

r-vs%
(
1)

which gives the force/exerted on an element S of the area

of a planem the liquid when an infinite parallel plane at a
distance x from this element moves with a umform velocity

V m Its own plane The constant r/ is the coefficient of vis-

cosity for a normal hquid at nearly atmospheric pressure

7) depends only on the temperature of the liquid, and not
on the value of the gradient dvjdx
The mstruments recommended for the measurement of

the coefficient ij may consist ofrotatingconcentnc cylinders,
of spheres falhng freely in the liquid, or of tubes through
which the hquid flows All are equally good, accordmg to
the condiUons ofuse, provided they are so designed that the
liquid moves only in laminae or m parallel filaments In
fact the formulae on which the use of these instruments
depends are all derived from the difierential equation (1)

Except for some special cases, as m the viscometry of
bitumens in the neighbourhood of their softening points,
most of the practical instruments are based on flow in
tubes

Viscometers for Absolute Measurements.

In these mstruments direct measurement of the dimen-
sions of the components and precise determinauon of the
experimental condibons allow the coefficient i; to be cal-

culated by a formula derived from equation (1), without
having recourse to cahbraUon by means of a standard
hqiud ofknown viscosity

The authors use the Louis apparatus [1, 1930, 1931],
which IS of the capillary-tube type The formula which
apphes IS that ofPoiseuiUe

where ir = ratio of circumference to diameter,

R = radius of the tube,

L == length of the tube,

p = pressure produemg the flow,

volume of liqmd discharged in time t

In order that all these quantifies may convemently be
measured the apparatus was designed as shown m Fig I

The essential pa^ is a capillaiy tube, with a bore as uniform
as possible, the ends being cut off squarely its diameter is

determmed irom the weight of mercury that fills it, the
length is measured byacathetometer. The lower end ofthis
tube dips mto a reservoir filled with the hquid under test,

the level of the hqmd being maintamed constant by an
overflow. The upper end is jomed to the bottom of a
Mariotte bottle bom whidi the hquid flows at constant

n u

pressure The quantity of liquid passmg through the tube

m time t is collected at the lower end and weighed on a
balance the volume Kis then known from the density. The
whole arrangement is immersed in a thermostat which must
mamtam the liqmd and the capillary at a definite tempera-

ture, constant to at least 0 1° C

Equation (2) holds when the liquid issues from the bot-
tom of the tube with negligible lunetic energy, i.e. when
p represents the loss ofhead ofthe hquid during its pa—agw
through the tube If this were not the case vanous cor-
rections known by the names of Hagenbach and Couette
would need to be applied It is best to selectA to suit i;, so
that these corrections really are neghgible With these pre-
cautions the viscosity of a hquid may be measured with an
accuracy of the order of 1%

Vbcometen for Rdative Meaamements.

These are devised on the same pnnaples as the absolute
instruments except that they have been simplffied by the
omission of arrangements for the convement measure-
ment ofthe dimensions The latter are embraced m one or
more constants of the viscometer, determmed, once for all,
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Iqr meaaa of a liquid of known viscosity The same pre-

cautions are necessaiy as in absolute measurements for the

exact definition of temperature and for the measurements

of tune and of pressure If it is desired to avoid kinetic-

energy corrections, the rate offlow must be below a certam

limit which will be indicated by experiment

The Petroleum College at Strasbourg has designed and
adopted m its measurements an arrangement called the

U P. which IS a standardized form of pipette viscometer

The mam part is a capillary, with a diameter uniform

throughout its length, blown out mto a bulb at the top The
bottom of this pipette dips into the liquid of which the

viscosity IS to be measured a definite suction is applied to

the top of the pipette and the time t taken for the liquid to

fill the bulb IS measured The viscometer assembly is im-

mersed m a thermostat bath The foimula employed is

r, = K(H-hp)t, (3)

where ^ IS the suction, in cm , of water,

h IS the opposing hydrostatic head, in cm , of the

column of hquid raised,

p IS the specific gravity of the liquid,

K is the constant of the viscometer

The same mstrument may be employed to measure the

tune /' required for the bulb, previously filled with hquid,

to empty gravity The formula then becomes

vIp « KY, (4)

where AT' 18 a different constant

The term i}/p occurs whenever a liquid flows under
gravity it has been given the same kinematic viscosity

Some authors refer to it simply as viscosity, but this may
lead to confusion with the coefficient n

In our laboratories the aspiration method of use has

been adopted m preference to the gravity flow method for

several reasons

1 With very dark liquids it is difficult to see exactly when
the bulb has emptied

2 Veiy VISCOUS liquids leave on the walls of the bulb a

film the thickness of which vanes with the viscosity,

so that the volume ruiuung out of the bulb is ill de-

fined the uncertainty is called the drainage error

3 The aspiration arrangement permits Af to be varied

this is extremely valuablem some classes of work.

Calibntioa ofU Instnimaits.

Calibration consists in the determination of the two
constants K and h of formula (3). In the determmation of
A It is necessary to keep the hquid at a constant tempera-
ture throughout the operations so as to be sure that its vis-

cosity remains constant the actual value of the viscosity

need not be known The time taken for the bulb to empty
tqr gravity is compared with the tune required for the same
bulb, previously wetted by the liquid, to fill when a certam
known suctaon AT is applied IfthetwoUmesareiiandftt
then h is given by the relation

Hl{hp)-l = r,/r,

Details of the apparatus are so proportioned that the mag-
mtude h is readily defined and reproducible. For the
determination ofA a standard hqmd must be available, of
accurately known viscosity The time is measured that is

required for the bulb to be filled with this hquid when a
suction H of convenient value is apphed. Hence AT is de-

duced according to equation (3) The degree ofaccuracy is

very nearly that with which the absolute viscosity of the

standard hquid u known

Standard Liquids.

The most delicate pomt m the calibration of relative m-
struments is the choice and preservation of the standard

liquids These liquids must have been previously studied by
means of the absolute apparatus In order that they may
be used in the absolute and relative instruments m such

conditions that the kinetic-energy correction is eliminated,

there must be available a series of these hqmds havmg vis-

cosities distributed over the whole range of the viscosities

employed in practice

Certain laboratones have hoped to be able to recommend
liquids such that a specification of their preparation may
suffice to provide substances of known viscosity Our
experience has shown that, except as regards water, which

has a very low viscosity, this hope is vain, it is not possible

to dispense with a verification of these liquids by means of

an abwiute viscometer

In setting up standard liquids of high viscosity two
difficulties are encountered

1 The viscosity of these liquids varies rapidly with tem-

perature, the temperature must, therefore, be very steady

and very well known in all measurements As, however,

convection currents are very feeble in viscous hqmds and
the thermal conductivities are very low, it is extremely

difficult to ensure uniformity of temperature it is thu that

lunits the precision of the measurements

2 The hqmds undergo spontaneous changes at ordinary

temperatures and their viscosity varies slowly with time

periodical venfication is necessary This is not to mention

pseudo-plastic liquids {vide infra), which are utterly unsuit-

able as standards

Empirical Apparatus.

The designers of the viscometers for commercial labora-

tories seem to have shrunk from the use ofslow flow, either

because it leads to too long experiments or because it

requires the measurement oftoo small volumes They were

led, therefore, to employ short tubes of relatively large

diameter in which the mean speed of a filament may even

exceed the critical value given by Reynolds’ formula

- 1,000

Not only is the kmetic-energy correction no longer negli-

gible, but theflow ceases to be ofa laminarnature formulae

deduced from equation (1) are then not apphcable Liqmds
of increasing viscosity have, it is true, increasmg times of
flow in such instruments, but there is no proportionahty,

there IS not even, strictly, a universal conversion formula

valid for a given ^pe ofapparatus

For the use of such instruments m commerce there may
be some case, but there is none in the research laboratory,

where the measurement of volumes of a few cm * is not

difficult In fact it is easier to keep these small quantities

than volumes of the order of 100 cm * at a umform tem-

perature We are not mterestedm this side ofthe matter.

Psendo-plistidty.

This term has been mentioned above, we now proceed

to define it and to show that it can be revealed and studied

only by means of arrangements m which Af may be varied

and a senes of tubes of different diameter may be used
Some authors refer to hquids showing thu phenomenon

as ‘non-Newtonian’ such hquids do not obey equation (1),

and the coefikaent n u not a specific constant at a given

temperature, but depends on the value of the gradient

dvidx. In the flow of the liquids through tubes, if we vary
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the different factors on the nght of equation (2), we shall

not obtain the same value fori} These facts are well known
in the study of colloids, they have been demonstrated in

experiments on bitumens, they occur also m some cases

among lubricatmg oils.

Numerous isolated observations have proved that the

apparent viscosity of some oils vanes with tune Erk and
Vogel [2, 1931], on the other hand, have described how cer-

tarn oils, below a certam temperature, show a viscosity that

IS not the same when it is observed on a rising as it is on a
falling temperature Louis and Jordachescu [3, 1933] have

compared the two phenomena and have studied the

question systematically, employing the U F apparatus

descnbed above

An oil was introduced into the viscometer and the latter

was kept inside a Dewar flask at mtervals, a suitable

suctionH was applied and the time required to fill the bulb

was measured Most of the experiments were made at the

convenient temperature ofmelUng ice, 0“ C , but for almost

all motor engine oils the phenomenon occurs withui a

range of several degrees above the setting-point As a rule

the oil becomes turbid during the experiments, but it

IS not to suspended particles that the anomalies found

are due, but to certain types of molecules in the liquid

phase {vide ttt/ra )

Consider, for example, a Pennsylvanian oil descnbed

as Veedol K4 If this oil stands for a long time at room
temperature and is then tested at 0° C , the tune required

for the bulb to fill increases steadily from the moment this

temperature is reached up to a limiting value the develop-

ment lasts for some 20 days or so If the oil has been kept

for half an hour at — 80°C before putting it into the

Dewar flask at 0°C , the filling time is at first greater, but

diminishes gradually down to the same limiting value as m
the previous experiment Thus the apparent viscosity, as

deduced from formula (3), vanes slowly until the liquid has

attained to a state of equilibrium at the beginning of the

former expenment it was 44 5 poises, while the stable value

was 51 6 poises (Fig 2)

The a^iaiient viscosity of certam other oils, cooled

quickly from 20 to 0” C ,
diminished with time, while the

liquid became much more turbid than in the above experi-

ments. Turbidity was therefore not the reason for the

increase of viscosity of the Pennsylvanian oil* m the cases

now mentioned titere appears to have been slow pre-

c^itation of a constituent which was responsible for high
viscosity while it was m solubtm.

The Shape of Oe Rate of Flow-pressiire Carve.

If at each stage of the development several experiments

are made quickly with different values of H, it is found
that the graph obtained on plotting rate of flow agamst

pressure is not a straight line through the origm, as it is for

a normal liquid, but a curve starting from the origin and
becommg, sooner or later, indistinguishable from a straight

line which when contmued backwards cuts the pressure

axis at a pointP Many writers have calledP the yield value,

thinking that they were dealmg with true plasticity As a
matter of fact the liquid does flow even at very low values

of suction H, we have here an apparent yield value and the

phenomenon of pseudo-plasticity In ^e last paragraph

but one we spoke of apparent viscosity actually the coeffi-

cient 71 IS no longer a specific constant for the oil, but it is

proporbonal to the cotangent of the angle between the

straight line MO, joining any point on the curve to the

origin,and the axis ofpressures Near the origin it is equal to

189 6 poises, but is only 51 6 poises atp = 210 cm During
positive development, i e that with increase of apparent

viscosity, the apparent yield value P mcreases continually

until equilibrium is reached The opposite occurs durmg
negative development in this case the onginal pseudo-

plasticity must have been due to the substance that separ-

ates out from the liquid phase on cooling (Fig 3)

Thixotropy.

Positive development must be considered as the pro-

gressive building-up of a structure m which the molecular

orientations and forces are no longer isotropic Now these

structures are fragile and are partially broken down by
mere agitation after a rate of flow under suction has been
measured, simply forcing the liquid down again by vigorous

pressure is enough to give a lower apparent viscosity im-
mediately afterwards With some oils the phenomenon is

so marked as to make it difficult to carry out a good deter-

mination of the rate of flow If they are left undisturbed

these liquids start their development again in the same
direction as before

It IS thixotropy that is responsible for the fact that vidien

a series of tests is made on a pseudo-plastic oil in tubes of
greater and greater diameter, the evidences of pseudo-
plasticity become slighter and shghter and finally disappear

when a certain diameter is exceeded, there is then no
development vnth time and no apparent yield valueP to be
observed, so that the hquid seems to be a normal one Ex-
periments with a Persian oil at 0° C gave the foUowing
results

Diameter of capillary, nun 1 4 1 79 4
Apparent yield value P cm of water 17 8 0 (apparent viaco-

sity 64 pones)

Nevertheless, the phenomenon is still present, thixotropy

masking the fotmabon of structures that are too fra^
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to withstand the conditions under which the observations

aie made. It must not be concluded that it will be desirable,

for the sake of simplicity, to cany out flow measurements

only with wide tubes m which the phenomena of pseudo-

plasbaty will not appear, nobody knows under what con-

ditions there may be danger of their reappearance in prac-

tice We must have methods for recognizing the property

before thinking about how it may be neglected

Thermal Treatment.

If the oil IS subjected to various thermal treatments

before it is brought to and maintamed at the temperature of
expenment, the development of structure and even the

final state may be affected We have seen the effect of a
treatment of oil ki at —80“ C heating it to 50, 60, or
100° C made the development take longer and the pressure

P became greater when development was complete It is

thus mevitable that the laws of flow for such products can
be little more than approxunations

Elasticity and Rigidity.

Experiments m which a cylinder suspended by a torsion

wire IS immersed in oil allow us to show the existence of

ngidity in material of this kmd Oil at 0° C , at the end
of Its development, was found to have a small but definite

modulus of elastiaty, amounting to 0 251 C G S units

This method is more sensitive than that in which a true

yield value ofpressure is measured, and it shows clearly that

these oils have some properties mtermediate between those

of true hquids and of solids

Nature of Pseado-plasdc Molecules.

Although these phenomena have been observed only at

relatively high viscosities, a high viscosity is not of itself

sufficient to cause them to appear A * voltolized ’ oil of220
poises at 0“ C , for example, showed no signs of pseudo-
plasticity Not only the size of the molecule but its archi-

tecture and environment play a part m these phenomena.

It IS not a question of paraffin wax separation normal oils

m which wax has been dissolved retain the flow properhes

of normal hquids even when they are exammed at tempera-

tures below those at which they show a marked turbidity

owing to precipitation ofwax crystals

On the other hand, an addition of 1 % of vaselme to

normal oils gives them pseudo-plastic characteristics Pure

vaselme itself at 45° C , near its melbng-pomt, exhibits all

the phenomena we have described If the oil Ft above

mentioned is extracted with ethyl acetate at 0°C, the

residue, after the solvent has been dnven offfrom it, shows

much more plasticity at 0° C than the original oil the

plasticity IS still, however, less than that of vaselme at

45° C It seems that we have to do with ‘ lower vasehnes ’,

bodies mtermediate between vaselme and our Pennsyl-

vanian oil, but little IS known of the mtemal structure of

such molecules

These anomalies of flow occur among substances which

for some reason or other exhibit a tendency opposed to that

which leads to crystallization Their molecular state is

mtermediate between the theoretically perfect isotropy of

normal liquids and the strongly marked orientation that is

characterisUc of crystallmc substances

Conclusions.

We hope that we have shown that

1 The phenomenon of pseudo-plasticity is of impor-

tance m ^e physico-chemical examination of the large

molecules present m petroleum

2 Capillary viscometers must be available m which the

pressure gradient, capillary diameter, &c , may be varied

over a wide range

3 Absolute measurements are readily obtainable

4 In the measurement of true viscosities it is essential

to avoid conditions m which oils are pseudo-plastic
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DENSITY AND REFRACTIVE INDEX
DENSITY, GRAVITY, AND SPECIFIC GRAVITY

By D. W. GOULD

The mdiscruninate use of the terms ‘density’, ‘gravity’, and

‘specific gravity' is inconsistent with the advances made m
petroleum technology In order to dispel the present con-

fusion It IS necessary to clearly define these terms

Density.

Density is the mass of umt volume of a substance imder

any specified conditions In the case ofliquids the tempera-

ture must be given and in the case ofgases the pressure also

From the defimtion it is clear that the umts m which the

mass and the volume are measured must be stated. For
instance, the density may be expressed in grams per

imlhlitre on the c g s system, or in the case^f gases more
usually m grams per litre, or alternatively in pounds per

cubic foot on the F P S system Any other units are per-

missible provided they are clearly stated, such as pounds
per imperial gallon, pounds per U S gallon, kilograms

per litre, &c , but density is expressed megs units, i e m
grams/ml , more frequently than in any other umts
Now the gram is defined as the mass of one millilitre

of pure water at 4“ C (the temperature of maximum den-

sity), so that the density of a substance in grams per

millilitre is numencally equal to the ratio of its wei^t,

under the specified conditions, to that of an equal volume

of water at 4® C
A temperature of 20® C is becoming recognized as an

mtemational temperature of reference for many purposes,

and the density of liquids is very often given at this tem-

perature Owmg to the numerical equahty mentionedabove
It IS quite usual to employ the symbol or Z720°/4® C to

mean the density of the substance at 20° C m grams per

nuUihtre This, strictly speaking, is treating density as if it

were a specific gravity as described below, but as they are

the same by defimtionm this case there is no ambiguity

Specific Gravity.

Specific gravity is the ratio ofthe weight ofa substance to

the weight of an equal volume of water Specific gravity is

therefore a ratio and has no dunensions, but the tempera-

ture at which the specific gravity is measured must ob-
viously be stated, and also the temperature of the water to

whidi It IS referred. The standard reference temperature

for water is almost mvanably 60° F m the petroleum

mdustiy, and the speafic gravity of an oil at any tempera-

ture IS usually refened to water at 60° F , but both tempera-

tures should always be stated. The symbols sp gr r°/60°F

IS used to mean the specific gravity ofan oil at r° F referred

to water at 60° F
The density of water at 60° F (15 56° C.) m grams per

millihtre is accepted as 0 99904, and therefore the specific

gravity of an oil at r° F. referred to water at 60° F multi-

plied by 0 99904 IS numencaUy equal to the density of the

oil at 1° F m grams/ml or the specific gravity refened to

water at 4” C, which is numencally the same
If the speciite gravity is referred to water at any other

temperature, conversion to 60° F (or to 4° C ) can readily

be made from tables giving the density of water at vanous
temiMtatuies (see Artide [4], Appendix D).

In this way specific gravities and densiues can be mter-

converted by means ofthe accepted properties ofwater and
conversion factors from one set of umts to another, pro-

vided the oil IS measured at the same temperature in each

case However, when the specific gravity ofan oil is used as

a means of identification, which is one of its chief uses, it is

usually measured at 60° F and this is expressed symboh-
cally thus, sp gr 60°/60° F The temperature of 60° F is

m such general use that m the petroleum mdustiy the

abbreviation sp gr is often used m place of the longer

expression without much ambiguity, but it should alwajn

be remembered that the two temperatures should always be

stated in case ofdoubt
As mentioned above, density is usually given at 20° C

,

and in such a case it can only be converted to specific

gravity at 60° F by a knowledge of the specific gravity cor-

rection, density correction, or volume correction for the

oil m question over this range An example of this is given

below When minute differences are of importance it

should be noted whether the specific gravities and densities

which have been measured, or are to be calculated, refer to

weights m air or in vacuo This is usually a matter of the

way m which the hydrometer has been cahbrated, and
reference should be made to another article on this subject

[3] However, it may be said that hydrometers conforming

toIPTandAPI specificabons refer to weights m vacuo,

and m that case there are no added complications m the

conversions due to the buoyancy of the air displaced This

question, then, only affects the calculation oftonnages from

the measured volume of oil with which we are not at present

concerned

In the case of gases, specific gravities are almost mvan-
ably given at 60° F and at one standard atmosphere with

reference to dry air at the sune temperature and pressure

As m the case of liquids, these conditions are often not

specified, and the abbreviation sp gr rel air is used to

denote this

Gravity.

The term ‘gravity’ has come to connote the reading of an
arbitrary scale on a hydrometer The familiar measure-

ments m terms of degrees Baum6, Twaddell, or APL ate

without significance as a direct estimation of the density of

the material m quesUon, and the perpetuation of the terms

IS without a smgle cogent reason

The API gravity is, however, largely used m the Umted
States and has now displaced the vanous hydrometer
scales ofasmular type As normally used the API gravity

refers to a determmation of the gravity of the oil at 60° F

,

and the mterconversion of degrees API and of specific

gravity is made by the formulae

Sp gr 60°/60°F
1415

iai 5-l-API degrees

Degrees APL = 1415

Sp gr 60*/60°F
-1315

Table I offers a ready means of conversion
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Table I Specific Gravity corresponding to Degrees A

Da TeMhs ofDegrees

API 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0 1-0760 10752 1 0744 10735 10727 10719 10711 1 0703 10693 1 0687
1 10679 10671 1 0663 10633 10647 1 0639 10631 10623 1 0613 10607
2 1 0399 1 0391 1 0383 10373 10567 1 0539 1 0351 1 0343 1 0336 1 0328
3 1 0320 10312 1 0304 1-0497 1 0489 1 0481 1 0473 1 0463 1 0438 1 0430
4 I 0443 10433 1 0427 10419 10412 10404 1 0396 1 0389 1 0381 1 0373

3 1 0366 10338 10351 1-0343 10336 10328 10320 1 0313 1 0305 1 0298
6 1 0291 10283 10275 102M 10261 1 0233 10246 1 0238 1 0231 1 0224
7 1 0217 10209 1 0201 10194 10187 10179 1 0172 1 0165 1 0137 1 0130
8 1 0143 1 0136 1 0128 10121 10114 1 0107 10099 1 0092 1 0083 1 0078
9 1 0071 10064 10036 10049 10042 10035 10028 10021 10014 10007

10 1 0000 0 9993 0 9986 0 9979 09972 0 9965 0 9938 0 9931 0 9944 0 9937
11 0 9930 0 9923 0 9916 09909 09902 0 9893 0 9888 09881 0 9874 09868
12 0 9861 0 9834 0 9847 0 9840 0 9833 0 9826 0 9820 0 9813 0 9806 0 9799
13 0 9792 0 9786 0 9779 0 9772 0 9765 0 9759 0 9732 0 9745 0 9738 0 9732
14 0 9725 0 9718 0 9712 09703 09698 0 9692 0 9683 0 9679 0 9672 0 9663

IS 0 9639 0 9632 0 9646 0 9639 09632 0 9626 0 9619 0 9613 0 9606 0 9600
16 0 9393 0 9387 0 9380 0 9374 09567 09361 0 9554 0 9548 0 9542 0 9533
17 0 9329 0 9322 0 9316 09309 0 9303 0 9497 0 9490 0 9484 0 9478 0 9471
18 0 9463 09439 0 9432 0 9446 09440 0 9433 0 9427 0 9421 0 9413 09408
19 0 9402 09396 0 9390 09383 0 9377 0 9371 0 9363 09339 0 9332 0 9346

20 0 9340 09334 0 9328 0 9322 09313 0 9309 0 9303 0 9297 0 9291 0 9283
21 0 9279 09273 0 9267 0 9260 09254 0 9248 0-9242 0 9236 0 9230 0 9224
22 0 9218 09212 0 9206 0 9200 0 9194 0 9188 09182 0 9176 0 9170 0 9163
23 0 9139 0 9133 0 9147 0 9141 09135 0 9129 0 9123 09117 09111 0 9106
24 0 9100 09094 0 9088 0 9082 09076 0 9071 09065 0 9039 0 9033 09047

23 0 9042 0 9036 0 9030 09024 09018 0 9013 0 9007 0 9001 0 8996 0 8990
26 0 8984 0 8978 0 8973 0 8967 0 8961 0 8936 0 8930 0 8944 0 8939 0 8933
27 0 8927 0 8922 0 8916 0 8911 0 8905 0 8899 0 8894 0 8888 0 8883 0 8877
28 0 8871 0 8866 0 8860 0 8833 0 8849 0 8844 0 8838 0 8833 0 8827 0 8822
29 0 8816 0 8811 0 8803 0 8800 0 8794 0 8789 0 8783 08778 0 8772 0 8767

30 0 8762 0 8736 0 8751 0 8743 0 8740 0 8733 0 8729 0 8724 0 8718 0 8713
31 0 8708 0 8702 0 8697 0 8692 0 8686 0 8681 0 8676 0 8670 0 8663 0 8660
32 0 8634 0 8649 0 8644 0 8639 0 8633 0 8628 0 8623 0 8618 0 8612 0 8607
33 0 8602 0 8397 0 8391 0 8586 08381 0 8576 0 8571 0 8365 0 8360 0 8555
34 0 8350 0 8343 08340 0 8334 0 8529 0 8324 0 8319 0 8514 0 8509 0 8304

33 0 8498 0 8493 0 8488 0 8483 08478 0 8473 0 8468 0 8463 0 8438 0 8453
36 0 8448 0 8443 0 8438 0 8433 0 8428 0 8423 0 8418 0 8413 0 8408 0 8403
37 0 8398 0 8393 0 8388 0 8383 08378 0 8373 0 8368 0 8363 0 8338 0 8333
38 0 8348 0 8343 0 8338 0 8333 08328 0 8324 0 8319 0 8314 0 8309 0 8304
39 0 8299 0 8294 0 8289 0 8285 0 8280 0 8275 0 8270 0 8265 0 8260 0 8236

40 0 8231 0 8246 0 8241 0 8236 0 8232 0 8227 0 8222 0 8217 0 8212 0 8208
41 0 8203 0 8198 0 8193 0 8189 0 8184 0 8179 0 8174 0 8170 0 8163 08160
42 0 8136 0 8131 0 8146 0 8142 0 8137 0 8132 0 8128 0 8123 0 8118 08114
43 0 8109 0 8104 0 8100 0 8093 0 8090 0 8086 0 8081 0 8076 0 8072 0 8067
44 0 8063 0 8038 0 8033 0 8049 0 8044 0 8040 0 8033 0 8031 0 8026 0 8022

43 0 8017 0 8012 0 8008 0 8003 0 7999 0 7994 0 7990 0 7985 0 7981 0 7976
46 0 7972 0 7967 0 7963 0 7938 0 7934 0 7949 0 7943 0 7941 0 7936 0 7932
47 0 7927 0 7923 0 7918 0 7914 07909 0 7905 0 7901 07896 0 7892 0 7887
48 0 7883 07879 0 7874 07870 0 7863 0 7861 0 7837 0 7832 0 7848 0 7844
49 0 7839 0 7833 0 7831 0 7826 07822 0 7818 0 7813 0 7809 0 7803 07800

30 0 7796 0 7792 0 7788 0 7783 07779 0 7773 0 7770 0 7766 0 7762 0 7738
31 0 7733 0 7749 0 7743 0 7741 07736 0 7732 0 7728 0 7724 0 7720 0 7713
32 0 7711 0 7707 0 7703 0 7699 07694 0 7690 0 7686 0 7682 0 7678 0 7674
33 0 7669 0 7663 0 7661 0 7657 0 7633 0 7649 0 7643 0 7640 0 7636 07632
34 0 7628 0 7624 0 7620 0 7616 07612 0 7608 0 7603 0 7399 0 7393 07391

« 0 7587 0 7583 0 7579 0 7573 07571 0 7567 0 7363 0 7359 0 7555 0 7331
36 0 7547 0 7343 0 7339 0 7533 07331 0 7527 0 7323 07319 0 7313 0 7311
37 07507 0 7503 0 7499 0 7495 07491 0 7487 0 7483 0 7479 0 7473 0 7471
38 0 7467 0 7463 0 7439 0 7435 07431 0 7447 0 7443 0 7440 0 7436 0 7432
39 0 7428 0 7424 07420 0 7416 07412 0 7408 0 7403 0 7401 0 7397 0 7393

60 07389 0 7383 0 7381 07377 07374 0 7370 0 7366 0 7362 0 7338 0 7334
61 0 7351 0 7347 0 7343 0 7339 0 7333 0 7332 0 7328 0 7324 0 7320 0 7316
62 07313 0 7309 07303 0 7301 07298 0 7294 0 7290 0 7286 07283 0 7279
63 0 7275 0 7271 0 7268 0 7264 07260 0 7256 0 7233 07249 0 7243 0 7242
64 0 7238 0 7234 0 7230 0 7227 07223 0 7219 0 7216 07212 07208 07203
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Table I (eont )

Ttiaht ofDegrees

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

6S 0 7201 0 7197 0 7194 0 7190 07186 0 7183 0 7179 0 7175 07172 0 7168
66 07165 0 7161 0 7157 0 7154 07150 0 7146 0 7143 0 7139 0 7136 0 7132
67 0 7128 0 7125 0 7121 0 7118 07114 07111 0 7107 0 7103 07100 0 7096
68 0 7093 0 7089 0 7086 0 7082 07079 0 7075 0 7071 0 7068 0 7064 0 7061
69 0 7057 0 7054 0 7050 0 7047 0 7043 0 7040 0 7036 0 7033 0 7029 0 7026

70 0 7022 0 7019 0 7015 0 7012 0 7008 0 7005 0 7001 0-6998 06995 0-6991
71 0 6988 0 6984 0 6981 0 6977 0 6974 06970 0 6967 06964 06960 0 6957
72 0 6953 0 6950 0 6946 06943 06940 0 6936 0 6933 0 6929 06926 0 6923
73 0 6919 0 6916 0 6912 0 6909 0 6906 0 6902 0 6899 0 6896 06892 0 6889
74 0 6886 0 6882 0 6879 0 6876 0 6872 0 6869 0 6866 0 6862 06859 0 6856

75 0 6852 0 6849 0 6846 0 6842 0 6839 0 6836 0 6832 0 6829 0 6826 0 6823
76 06819 0 6816 0 6813 0 6809 0 6806 0 6803 0 6800 0 6796 06793 0 6790
77 0 6787 0 6783 0 6780 0 6777 0 6774 0 6770 0 6767 0 6764 0 6761 0 6757
78 0 6754 0 6751 0 6748 0 6745 0 6741 0 6738 0 6735 0 6732 0 6728 0 6725
79 0 6722 0 6719 0 6716 0 6713 0 6709 0 6706 0 6703 0 6700 0 6697 0 6693

80 0 6690 0 6687 0 6684 0 6681 ! 0 6678 0 6765 0 6671 06668 06665 (h6662
81 0 6659 0 6656 0 6653 0 6649 0 6646 0 6643 0 6640 0 6637 0 6634 0 6631
82 0 6628 0 6625 0 6621 06618 0 6615 0 6612 0 6609 0 6606 06603 06600
83 0 6597 0 6594 0 6591 0 6588 0 6584 0 6581 0 6578 0 6575 06572 0 6569
84 0 6566 0 6563 06560 0 6557 0 6554 0 6551 0 6548 0 6545 06542 0 6539

85 0 6536 0 6533 0 6530 0 6527 0 6524 0 6521 0 6518 0 6515 0 6512 0 6509
86 0 6506 0 6503 0 6500 0 6497 0 6494 0 6491 0 6488 06485 0 6482 0 6479
87 0 6476 0 6473 0 6470 0 6467 06464 0 6461 0 6458 06455 0 6452 0 6449
88 0 6446 06444 0 6441 0 6438 0 6435 0 6432 0 6429 0 6426 0 6423 0 6420
89 0 6417 0 6414 06411 06409 06406 0 6403 06400 0 6397 06394 0 6391

90 0 6388 0 6385 0 6382 0 6380 0 6377 0 6374 0 6371 06368 06365 0 6362
91 0 6360 0 6357 0 6354 0 6351 0 6348 0 6345 0 6342 0 6340 0 6337 0 6334
92 0 6331 0 6328 0 6325 0 6323 0 6320 0 6317 0 6314 0 6311 06309 0 6306
93 0 6303 0 6300 0 6297 0 6294 0 6292 0 6289 0 6286 0 6283 0 6281 0 6278
94 0 6275 0 6272 0 6269 0 6267 0 6264 0 6261 0 6258 06256 0 6253 0 6250

95 0 6247 0 6244 0 6242 0 6239 0 6236 0 6233 0 6231 0 6228 0 6225 0 6223
96 0 6220 0 6217 0 6214 ' 0 6212 0 6209 0 6206 0 6203 0 6201 0 6198 0 6195
97 0 6193 0 6190 0 6187 0 6184 0 6182 0 6179 0 6176 0 6174 06171 0 6168
98 0 6166 0 6163 0 6160 0 6158 0 6155 0 6152 06150 06147 0 6144 0 6141
99 0 6139 0 6136 0 6134 0 6131 0 6128 06126 06123 0 6120 06118 06115

100 0 6112 0 6110 0 6107
,

0 6105 0 6102 06099 0 6096 06094 0 6091 0 6089
101 0 6086 0 6083 0 6081

'

0 6078 0 6076 0 6073 0 6070 0 6068 0 6065 0 6062
102 0 6060 0 6057 0 6055 0 6052 0 6050 0 6047 06044 0 6042 0 6039 0 6037
103 0 6034 0 6032 06029 0 6026 0 6024 0 6021 0 6019 0 6016 0 6014 0 6011
104 06009 06006 0 6003 0 6001 0 5998 0 5995 0 5993 0 5991 0 5988 0 5985

105 0 5983 0 5981 0 5978 0 5976 0 5973 0 5970 0 5968 0 5966 0 5963 0 5960
106 0 5958 0 5955 0 5953 0 5950 0 5948 0 5945 0 5943 0 5940 0 5938 0 5935
107 0 5933 0 5930 0 5928 0 5926 0 5923 0 5920 0 5918 0 5916 0 5913 0 5911

108 0 5908 0 5906 0 5903 0 5901 0 5898 0 5896 0 5893 0 5891 0 5889 0 5886
109 0 5884 0 5881 0 5879 0 5876 0 5874 0 5871 0 5869 0 5867 0 5864 0 5862

no 0 5859 05857 0 5854 0 5852 0 5849 05847 0 5845 0 5842 0 5840 0 5838
111 0 5835 0 5833 0 5830 0 5828 0 5825 0 5823 0 5821 0 5818 0 5816 0S8I3
112 0 5811 0 5809 0 5806 0 5804 0 5802 0 5799 0 5797 0 5794 0 5792 0 5790
113 0 5787 0 5785 0 5783 0 5780 0 5778 0 5776 0 5773 0 5771 0 5768 0 5766
114 0 5764 0 5761 0 5759 0 5756 0 5754 0 5752 0 5750 0 5747 0 5745 0 5743

115 0 5740 0 5738 0 5736 0 5733 0 5731 0 5729 0 5726 0 5724 0 5722 0 5719

116 0 5717 0 5715 0 5713 0 5710 0 57(» 0 5706 0 5703 0 5701 0 5699 0 5696
117 0 5694 0 5692 0 5690 0 5687 0 568S 0 5683 0 5681 0 5678 0 5676 0 5674
118 0 5671 0 5669 0 5667 0 5665 0 5662 0 5660 0 5658 0 5656 0 5653 0 5651

119 0 5649 0 5646 0 5644 0 5642 0 5640 0 5638 0 5635 0 5633 0 5631 0 5628

120 0 5626 0 5624 05622 0 5620 0 5617 0 5615 0 5613 0 5611 0 5608 05606
121 0 5604 0 5602 0 5599 0 5597 0 5595 0 5593 0 5591 0 5589 0 5586 0 5584
122 0 5582 0 5580 0 5578 0 5575 0 5573 05571 0 5569 0 5566 0 5564 0 5562
123 0 5560 0 5558 0 5555 0 5553 0 5551 0 5549 0 5547 0 5545 0 5543 0 5540
124 0 5538 0 5536 0 5534 0 5532 0 5530 0 5527 0 5525 0 5523 0 5521 0 5519

125 0 5517 0 5514 0 5512 0 5510 0 5508 0 5506 0 5504 0 5502 0 5499 0 5497
126 0 5495 0 5493 0 5491 0 5489 0 5487 0 5484 0 5482 0 5480 0 5478 0 5476
127 0 5474 0 5472 0 5470 0 5467 0 5465 0 5463 0 5461 0 5459 0 5457 0 5455
128 0 5453 0 5451 0 5448 0 5446 05444 0 5442 05440 0 5438 0 5436 0 5434
129 0 5432 0 5430 0 5428 0 5426 0 5423 05421 0 5419 0 5417 0 5415 05413
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Tabu 1 (amt.)

1

Tenths ofDegrees

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

130 05411 05409 0 5407 0 5405 05403 0 5401 0 5399 0 5397 0 5395 0 5392

131 0 5390 0 5388 05386 0 5384 0 5382 05380 0 5378 0 5376 0 5374 0 5372

132 0 5370 0 5368 0 5366 0 5364 05362 0 5360 0 5358 0 5355 0 5353 0 5351

133 0 5349 0 5347 0 5345 0 5343 0 5341 0 5339 0 5337 0 5335 0 5333 0 5331

134 0 5329 05327 0 5325 05323 0 5321 05319 0 5317 0 5315 0 5313 0 5311

135 0 5309 05307 0 5305 0 5303 0 5301 0 5299 0 5297 0 5295 0 5293 0 5291

136 0 5289 0 5287 0 5285 0 5283 05281 0 5279 05277 0 5275 0 5273 0 5271

137 0 5269 0 5268 0 5266 0 5264 05262 0 5260 0 5258 0 5256 0 5254 0 5252
138 0 5250 0 5248 0 5246 0 5244 05242 0 5240 0 5238 0 5236 0 5234 0 5232
139 0 5230 0 5228 0 5227 05225 05223 0 5221 0 5219 0 5217 0 5215 0 5213

140 0 5211 0 5209 0 5207 0 5205 0 5204 05202 0 5200 0 5198 0 5196 0 5194
141 0 5192 0 5190 0 5188 05186 0 5184 0 5183 0 5181 0 5179 0 5177 0 5175
142 0 5173 0 5171 0 5169 0 5168 05166 0 5164 0 5162 0 5160 0 5158 0 5156
143 0 5154 0 5152 0 5151 0 5149 0 5147 05145 0 5143 0 5141 0 5139 0 5137
144 0 5136 0 5134 0 5132 0 5130 0 5128 0 5126 0 5124 0 5123 0 5121 0 5119

145 0 5117 05115 0 5113 05111 05110 0 5108 0 5106 0 5104 0 5102 0 5100
146 0 5099 0 5097 0 5095 0 5093 0 5091 0 5089 0 5088 0 5086 0 5084 0 5082
147 0 5080 0 5078 0 5077 05075 0 5073 0 5071 0 5069 0 5067 0 5066 0 5064
148 0 5062 0 5060 0 5058 0 5057 0 5055 0 5053 0 5051 0 5049 0 5048 0 5046
149 0 5044 0 5042 0 5040 0 5039 0 5037 0 5035 0 5033 0 5031 0 5030 0 5028
150 0 5027

ConreniOD Factors.

By means of the above formulae and Table I, API
gravity, specific gravity, and density can be mterconverted,

but if the specific gravity or density is required at an oil

temperature different from 60° F allowance must be made
for the change in volume of the oil with change oftempera-
ture For example, to convert sp gr at 60° F to densitym
gtams/ml. at 20° C

,

Sp gr 60°/60» F. (15 3°/15 5° C

)

-»-Z)20°/4°C (68°/39 2*F)

Volume correction at 68° F.

Sp gr 60°/60°F X correcfaon at 60° F
Density of water at 39 2° F
Density of water at 60° F

Exan^le. The specific gravity of an oil is given as 0 800

(43 4° API ) Referring to the Standard Abridged Volume
Correcbon Table for Petroleum Oils [1], an oil ofthe above
gravity will fall m Group II, a unit volume of the oil at

68° F. will occupy 0 9961 unit volume at 60° F. Reference

to standard works shows that the density ofwater at 60° F.

(15 5° C.) IS 099904 as compared to 1-0000 at 39 2°F
(4° C ) Substituting these values, the density of oil with

specific gravity 0*800 is denved

D20°/4°C.
10000
10660"

= 0 797,

and conversely, ifD 20°/4° C = 0 800,

Sp gr 60°/60°F
0800x1000

099904x 09961
0804

Alternatively, the conversion can be made more directly

and often with less error by usmg the sunple specific gravity

correction factors such as are given m article [2], which
should be consulted In the example given above, an oil

of sp gr 60°/60° F » 0 800 has a sp gr correction factor

of0 00039 per ° F The specific gravity correction over the

range 60° F to 68° F. is therefore 0 00039 x (68-60) =
00031 This oil will therefore have asp gr at68°F (20°C)
(still with reference to water at 60° F ) of 0 800—0 0031 =
0 7969 This is then converted mto terms of density m
grams/ml at 20° C as mdicated above, by multiplying

by 099904, thus

D20°/4°C = [0 800-(0 00039 X 8)] X 0 99904
= 0 7961

REFERENCE
1 U S Bur Stds , arcular 154

ARTICLES
4 Waxd, Kurtz, and FuLwsiLBa Density and Refractive Indices2. Bbalb Speoilc Gravity Correction Factor.



SPECIFIC GRAVITY CORRECTION FACTORS FOR
PETROLEUM OILS

By E. S. L. BEALE, M.A., F.lBst.P.

Consultant in Engineering Physics, London

A FAIRLY extensive mvesUgation into the thermal expansion

of Amencan petroleum oils was made by the U S Bureau
of Standards from 1912 to 1915, and the results were pub-
lished m their Technologic Paper, no 77 [3, 1916] From
these experimental results, which cover the range 0-30“ C

,

an extensive set of tables were calculated for the reduction

of volumes and specific gravity to 60° F These tables are

contamed m the well-known Curular no 154, entitled

National Standard Petroleum Oil Tables [4]

These tables have been in general usem the Umted States

for many years and therefore have a strong claim to be the

basis for general use, m spite of the fact that the average

properties of petroleum oils as marketed to-day would be
appreciably difierent to those of 1916, owing to the advent

ofcrackmg
Table 3 in Cucular no 154 is designed for reducmg the

specific gravity at any temperature observed with a glass

hydrometer to 60“ F and occupies over 100 pages of pnnt
With this table the observed specific gravity can be reduced

to 60“ F without calculation, but it has been the estab-

lished practice m many oil compames to make this reduc-

tion by means ofa sunple specific gravity correction factor

which mvolves only a small amount of arithmetic, and
thereby enables one to dispense with elaborate tables, and
to use instead a short list of these correction factors The
formula is, of course,

G(+a(t“-«)“F), (1)

where Gi = the specific gravity at (“ F

,

and a = the specific gravity correction factor per ° F
Now It should be noted that Circularno 1 54 is not based

on a set of correction factors which remam constant for

each oil over the normal temperature range, but on a
formula of the type

S„ = (?»-|-fl{/-60)+fi(/-60)* (2)

Qearly, therefore, the average correction factor over the

temperature range 60° to r“ F will vary somewhat with

the value of t chosen m cases where b is not zero In other

words, the temperature-specific gravity plot will be some-
what curved However, by careful choice of the correction

factor with regard to the normal working temperature

range for its apphcation, the effect of this curvature can

be made negligible

Examination of Table 10 on page 18 of Technologic

Paper no 77 shows that the oils with the greatest value of
b (equation (2) above) occur at each end of the scale of
specif gravities, oils whose gravity lies between 0 780 and
0*840 having a value of b equal to zero Examples should

therefore be chosen Bom oils of high and low gravities so

as to indude the worst cases of curvature An oil havmg
a specific gravity of 0 956 at 60“ F may be taken as an
example of high gravi^ oil This corresponds to an oil of

density 0*950 at 25“ C , whidi is the heaviest oil given m
Table 10 ofTechnologic Paper no. 77 If a speafic gravity

eorrection factor for this oil IS diosm so as to give a specific

gmvity at 120“ F„ which agrees exactly with the value in

Table 3, it is found to be 0 000345 per “ F The use of this

factor gives differences between the calculated and tebular

values at other temperatures, as shown in the following

table

calculated value

-0-00035
0

•fOOOOlS
0

-000005
-0 00004
-00006

This table shows that all errors are neghgible and also,

mcidentally, that the errors are withm the hmits ofaccuracy
with which Table 3 is calculated, as it is easily shown that

with A constant value of b in equation (2) the error should
increase more at the higher temperatures than is given m
the above table of errors By choosmg a temperature as
high as 120° F for zero error in calculating the average

correction factor we get neghgible error both at high tem-
peratures and at low

This procedure has therefore been adopted for all oils

for which the values are given at 120° F m Table 3 Below
0 726, however, the highest temperature given m the table

is 90° F , and the temperature range 60-90° F has therefore

been chosen for oils below this gravity, as that over which
the mean value of the specific-gravity correction factor is

calculated

An oil with a specific gravity of 0*620 at 60° F may be
taken as the example of a hg^t oil, as this is nearly the

lightest oil given m Table 3 From the table the specific

gravity at 90° F is 0 6035, which gives an average correc-

tion factor of 0 00055 per ° F Calculatmg the specific

gravity at various temperatures with this factor, and com-
panng the values with those from Table 3, we get the fol-

lowmg differences, which are again found to be neghgible

Temperature, I Error in
°F calculated value

30
I

+000010
60

I
0

75 +0 00005
90 0

Coostmctioii of Table of Correction Factors

Havmg established that it is possible to use a fixed value

for the specific-gravity correction factor for each oil which

will represent Table 3 of Circular no 154 with the required

accuracy, the correction factors calculated m this way from
the spe^c gravities m Table 3 at the following pans of

temperatures are shown plotted m Fig 1 [2, 1937] agamst

the specific gravity at 60° F
Ofls of sp gr 0 726 and heavier 60-120° F
OibUshter than 0 726 60-90° F

For general use it is undesirable to have more than two
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significant figures in the correction factor for sunpliaty m
calculation, and, furthermore, a higher degree of accuracy

than this is not justified by the data on which these figures

are based This does not imply that the experimental work
is inaccurate, but that the variation between oils of differoit

types IS greater than error of approxunatmg m this way

SKCiriC WAVITV AT 10V
Fic 1 Vanation of opeciflc gravity correction factor with

specific gravity

The collection factors in the following table [2, 1937]

have therefore been given to two sigmficant figures only,

and the range of specific gravity over which each factor is

applicable is given to three figures The specific-gravity

range for each step in the correction factor has been taken

from a large-scale graph similar to Fig 1 so as to give the

minimum deviation on each side of the smooth curve In
this way the departure from the smooth curve is nevw
more than 0 OOOOOS, whereas, if the specific-gravity range

were also approximated to two figures, the departure would
be double or treble this amount m places

The curve representing the Bureau of Standards figures

IS for use with a glass hydrometer When calculating ton-

nages, the Bureau of Standards figures should really be
corrected for use in steel tanks, but the difierence between
the correction factor in glass and m steel is not large

(0 000003 to 0 OOOOOS per ” F ), and it has been thought
best to leave them unaltered

The only influence this consideration has had m the

preparation of the followmg table of correction factors is

m decidmg to approximate the value of 0 00034S for high-

gravity oils to 0-00034 mstead of 0 00035

The A.S.T,M. Abridged Voiiiiiie Conectkm Table

There is another method by which the necessary tem-
perature correcUon can be apphed without the use of the

daborate tables m Circular no 154, namely, by usmg the

Abndged Volume Correcuon Table issued by theA S TM
[1, 1934], This table is based on exactly the same data as

Circular no 154, but m the process of abndgonent very

substantial errors are introduced, and it is desirable that

these maccuracies should be generally realized

A Table ofSpeafic-gravity Correcuon Factorsfor

Petroleum Products

Specific gravity Correction factor

at6(r‘F per ^F

Over 61S to 625 0 00055

„ 625 „ 635 0 00054

„ 635 „ 645 0 00053

., 645 „ 656 0 00052

,. 656 „ 667 0 00051

„ 667 „ 680 0 00050

„ 680 „ 692 0 00049

„ 692 „ 707 0 00048

„ 707 „ 720 0 00047

„ 720 734 0 00046

„ 734 „ 746 0 00045

„ 746 „ 756 0 00044

„ 756 „ 765 0 00043

„ 765 „ 775 0 00042
775 „ 786 0 00041

„ 786 „ 798 0 00040

., 798 „ 814 0 00039

., 814 „ 830 0 00038

„ 830 ,. 850 0 00037

„ 850 „ 890 0 00036

„ 890 ,. 960 0 00035

„ 960 and over 0 00034

In order to reduce the size of the tables in Circular no
154, oils have been divided mto eight groups accordmg to

spe^c gravity, and a given coefficient of expansion is used

for each group By bmiting the number ofgroups to eight a

considerable error is mtroduced due to attribuung the same
diaractenstics to the oils at the two ends of a relatively

large group as to those at the middle

This much is clear from general considerations, but un-

fortunately the fact that the coefficient of expansion is the

basis for such a table and not the specific-gravity correction

makes this efiect very much more serious This can best

be seen by converting the coefficients of expansion used m
this abridged table to specific-gravity correcbon factors and
plotting the result against the true figures from Circular

no 154 which is based on the same data

This has been donem Fig 1 It will be seen that, whereas

the true correction factor decreases with nsing specific

gravity, the assumed correction factors withm each group
increases with nsmg specific gravity This results in a very

substantial error m the assumed correction factor at the

ends of the groups

As an example, if the volume of an oil at the junction

of Groups 1 and 2 is read from the abndged table for

149° F , which IS the maximum temperature range given,

we get

for Group 1 0 9651

for Group 2 0 9558,

which differ by nearly 0 010, or 1 %
It will be readily seen that, apart from the relabvely large

steps adopted for the table, the mam cause of error is the

discrepancy in slope between the true and assumed cor-

rection factors It naturally follows, therefore, that if a
constant value of the specific-gravity correction factor u
used for each group giving horizontal steps on the diagram,

this disoepancy u very greatly reduced, particularly for the

higho* gravity oils where the true curve is itself hmizontai

Unfortunately, unless the coefficient of expansion is

taken to be constant for each group, a short table ofvolume
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corrections cannot be compiled, so that we can say that

a short and accurate table of this type is impossible

It appears, therefore, that the use of a standard table of
specific gravity correction factors such as the one given

above is to be recommended m preference to any abridged

volume correction table

WaxyOOs
There is one important fact m connexion with the use

of specific-gravity correction factors or conversion tables of
any kind which should be more generally appreciated,

namely, that the correction factor of most waxy oils is far

from b^g constant over the normal temperature range at

which this is apphed This is due to the change m volume
of the wax which crystallizes from solution as the oil is

cooled, resulting in a very considerable mcrease in the

apparent specific-gravity correction factor at low tempera-

tures

The values given in Circular no 1 S4, on which the above
table of correction factors is based, refer to the change in

specific gravity of the oil itself and agree well with the

behaviour of waxy oils at the higher temperatures where

all the wax is in solution

A moderately waxy fuel oil of sp gr 0 92S may have a
correction factor of0 00034 per ° F at temperatures above
130° F , whereas at 60° F the correcbon factor for the

same oil may be over 0 00045 per ° F ,
as shown in Fig 2

[2, 1937] If the specific gravity of an oil of this type is

1135

corrected from 130° to 60° F. by means of the normal
factors smtable for non-waxy oils, the error will be m the

region of 0 004 m specific gravity.

Fig 2 Variation of tpecific gravity correction factor

with temperature

It IS clear, therefore, that for tonnage calculations the
specific gravity of waxy oils should be measured dose to

the temperature at which it is required, so as to avoid the

very substantial error mvolved m correcting over a wide
temperature range

1 A STM Revised A STM Standard Abridged CorrecUon 3 Bureau of SUndards Technologic Paper no 77 (Aug 1916)

Table for Petroleum Oils A STM Designabon D 206(1934) 4 Circular no 154 National Standard Petroleum Oil Tablet

2 BEAlf, E S L JIPT 23, No 161, 213-19 (Mar 1937)



CORRECTION OF THE DENSITY AND REFRACTIVE INDEX OF
HYDROCARBONS FOR TEMPERATURE

By E. S. L. BEALE, M.A., FJnstP., Consultant In Engineering Physics, and T. K. HANSON, B^
It is often necessary to convert the density of hydro*

carbons, such as occur in petroleum, from the temperature

of observation to the temperature at which the drasity is

given m the hterature so as to allow a comparison to be

made The same thmg applies to the refractive mdex which

IS often used for identi^tion purposes. Owing to the

approximate constancy of the specific refraction of Glad-

stone and Dale, {n— !)/</, or, alternatively, one of the more

As the correction has only to be applied over quite a limited

temperature range m the majonty of cases, the error m the

corrected density or refractive mdex will usually be withm
the himts of accuracy at the determmation
The data on which Fig 1 is based comes primarily from

the International Critical Tables, supplemented where
necessary by data from Tables Annuelles and Landolt’s

Tables The coefficient of expansion at 20° C has been

Fio I

complicated expressions for this property, such as that of

Lorentz and Lorenz or that ofEykman

if a satisfactory method of converbng the density can be
found. It can also quite simply be apphed to correcting the
refractive mdex with sufifident accuracy over small tem-
perature ranges

It u found that if the density correction factors for pure
hydrocarbons are plotted, the variation between the dif-

ferent types 18 large and, owing to the Imuted number of
pomts available, it is difficult to extrapolate most of the
curves On the other hand, if the cubical expansion is

plotted against the boiling-pomt at atmosphenc pressure,

a more satisfactory set ofcurves is obtained which he close

together and may be extrapolated with some confidence
These are shown on Fig 1, from which it will be seen that

the difibrence between the aromatics and the paraffins is

only about 10% and, therefore, the ambiguity m the case
ai hydrocarbons whose structure is mtermediate between
these extremes IS not likely to be more than about 3 or4%.

plotted, and therefore the density correction factor at
20° C IS obtamed as follows

Coeff of cu expansion at 20° C per ° C.

_ Density corr factor per °C
Densityld ^C,

Over a short range of temperature the density correction

factor may be taken as constant It is also usually quite

accurate enough when correctmg the density from r° C. to
20° C, for instance, to use the dmsity at /°C mthe above
equation instead of the density at 20° C

All the densities of the pure hydrocarbons given m the

Table of Physical Properties [1] which were given m the

hterature at other temperatures were converted to 20* C.
by the use of Fig. 1, and the lefracuve mdices wn^ cor-

rected wliere necessary to 20° C. in a similar way, usmg
Gladstoneand Dale’s formula for the qieofic refraction, as
the temperature range was m all cases small enou^ for

this sunple expression to give the required accura^.

REFERENCE
1 Article entitled ‘The PropertiM of Pure Hydrocarbons’, by O.L. Eaton



DETERMINATION OF DENSITY AND REFRACTIVE INDEX OF
HYDROCARBONS AND PETROLEUM PRODUCTS

By A. L. WARD, Marnier, The Chemical Laboratones, The United Gas Improvement Company

S. S. KURTZ, Jr., Development Engineer, The Sun Oil Company, and W. H FULWEILER, Consulting Chemical Engineer

1. GENERAL DISCUSSION

Density and refractive index are two physical properties

which can be readily determined to a relatively high degree

of accuracy Both properties are of great value in the

examination of petroleum products, and are so intimately

related to each other that they should be discussed together

In this way, proper emphasis may be placed on their mutual
relations and on their use m the analysis and identification

of hydrocarbons

Density is defined as mass per unit volume and has
the dimensions MLr*. It is, therefore, dependent upon
the units used Grams per millilitre (1 gram per millihtre

= 0 999973 g per c c ), pounds per gallon, pounds per

cubic foot (1 lb per cu ft = 0016018 g per cc) are all

umts of density In order to be precise, therefore, it is

necessary to specify the umts used However, the usage
of the term ‘density* to mean grams per millihtre for liquids

and grams per htre for gases has become so common-
place that these meanmgs may be assumed unless other

umts are specified Smce the htre is the accepted umt of
volume on the metric system, volumes should always be
expressed in millilitres (abbreviated to ml ) m preference to

cubic centimetres (c c

)

Specific Gravity (also called specific density or relative

density) is the ratio of the weight of a given volume of the

material to the weight of an equal volume of a standard

substance under specified conditions In the case of gases,

au* IS usually the standard substance In the case of liquids

and solids, water is the standard used Specific gravity is

a pure number and is mdependent of the umts used

The formula for specific gravity is sp gr t'lt w'Jw,

where w' and w are the weights of equal volumes of the

sample and ofwater at the temperature r' and t respectively

Specific gravity 60° F /60° F is frequently usedm mdustnal
work, but in scientific work specific gravity 20° C /4° C is

very generally used, and this is numerically equal to true

density in grams per milbhtre

The teduucal requirements of certam uidustnes have

resulted m the use of the adjectives ‘absolute’, ‘true’,

‘apparent’, ‘bulk’ as applied to specific gravity These
special terms are well covered m the defimtions of the

Amencan Society for Testing Materials [7, 1927]

Gravity is spei^c gravity m some arbitrary scale

For the petroleum mdustry m the Umted States the

defimtion [5, 1933] of specific gravity is as follows

'Specific Gravity. The Specific Gravity of a petroleum

oil and of mixtures of petroleum products with other

substances u the ratio of the weight of a given volume

of the material at a temperature of 60° F (15 36° C)
to the weight of an equal volume of distilled water at

the same temperature, both weights being corrected for

the buoyanqy of the air.’

Gravity, The A.P.I. gravity scale is an arbitrary one

^ch IS related to the specific gravity of a petroleum oil

m aocordanoe with the formula:

Degrees API -
gp g, 50760° F ^

In Great Britain the use of specific gravity is the estab-

hshed custom The correction for buoyancy of air is

apphed only when accuracy to the fourth decunal place is

required [39, 1935]

Methods of Determining Dendty and Spedfle Gravity.

Density being weight per unit volume and specific giavi^
bemg the ratio ofthe weights ofequal volumes, themethods
used depend (1) upon the duact weighing of a known
volume of the substance (pycnometer method), (2) upon
the loss of weight of a plummet of known volume when
immersed in the liquid (density balance), (3) upon the

volume displaced by a float ofknown weight (hydrometer),

(4) upon the submerged equilibrium, 1 e submerged float-

ing, of a bulb of known d^ity In addition to the above
general methods there are a number of special methods
used for gases, hquefied gases, solid and semi-solid as-

phalts, &c
There are three factors that must receive attention to

oisure accuracy ( 1 ) temperature control, (2) correction of
weights for air buoyancy, (3) constancy of volume of the

contamer

(1) Inadequate or inaccurate temperature control is pro-

bably the largest single source of error With petroleum

products the coefficient ofexpansion vanes with the specific

gravity and the error mtroduced by the vanation of one
degree F and C is approximately as follows

Spealic gravity

W'lGO" F 060 0 70 0 80 090 10
Change for l‘’C 0 0010 000087 0 00072 0 00067 000061
Change for 1*F 0 00057 0 00048 0 00040 0 00037 0-00034

This mdicates the necessity for accurate thermometers

and thermometry

(2) For accurate scientific work all weights must be Cor-

nell for the buoyancy of air, and such corrections are

also mcluded m the definition of specific gravity used by

the American Petroleum Industry The following sunple

formula is adequate for makmg this correction.

m = J+(F„-W,
where

m = weight m vacuum m grams,

s ~ apparent weight m air against brass weights,

Vnt = volume of the matenal weighed m ml

,

V, = volume of the brass weights (8 4 density),

d = density of air (0 0012 g per ml at 20° C, 760mm
Hg, and 50% relative humidity)

The effect of neglecting this correction is shown m the

foUowmg table

Deniilya0"A4*C s per

ml
Comclion to be tdded
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(3) The change m volume of the container or plummet
when the temperatures used differ from that at which the

standard sub^ance is weighed or the apparatus cahbrated,

will mtroduce a small coirecbon The cubical expansion

of soft glass may be taken as 0 000024 and of Pyrex as
0 0000096 ml /ml /° C A difference of 10° C will change
the volume of0024% and 00096% respectively, resulting

in a correction of 00002 and 00001 m the density of a
substance having a density of 1 0

In most technical work it is not necessary to apply either

the correction for air density or for the expansion of glass,

the apparent weight when weighed m air against brass

weights of 8 4 density being used Technical density

measurements on liquids may be expected to be repro-

ducible within ±0 0005, and to have an absolute accuracy
within ±0001 Greater accuracy than this requires ex
tremely precise technique and careful apphcation of neces-

sary corrections

1.

Pycnometers.

All forms of volumetric containers which can be first

filled with water and weighed and subsequently filled with
the liquid under examination and agam weighed may be
mcluded under this general head
For work of medium accuracy an ordinary volumetric

flask of 25 to 50 ml capacity may be used
Usually the term ‘pycnometer' is reserved for apparatus

designed for determination of density only Two types of
pycnometers are in general use, the ‘specif gravity bottle'

type and the weighing-tube type, usually called the Ostwald
or Sprengler pycnometer The specific gravity bottle type
of pycnometer is an attempt to improve on the volumetric
flask by providing a stopper with a hole in it which is

pushed mto the hquid, forcing the excess out through the
hole and around the ground glass jomt This method of
obtaming a umform volume is convement, but not v«y
accurate For a fuller treatment of pycnometers, see Wade
and Memman [71, 1912]

The Ostwald or Sprengler pycnometer may be filled with
great accuracy, and, with care m regard to experimental
techmque and correcUons, is suitoble for determinmg
densities to 0 00001 g /ml This type of pycnometer is first

filled with slightly more than the desired volume of liquid

,

it 15 then suspended in a constant temperature batii so
that the bulb is immersed and the arms are just above the
surface of the bath liquid After coming to temperature,
filter-paper is applied to the pointed Up and liquid is sucked
out unUl the meniscus in the other arm reaches the cahbra-
Uon hne It is then removed from the bath, dried, and
weighed Determinauons in which the filling and adljust-

ment to volume are both made at room temperature can
be made rapidly

This type of pycnometer usually is designed for 5 to
10 ml volume, but can be modified for the determination
of density on samples at not over 0 3 ml For work with
volatile compounds the pycnometer arms are equipped with
ground glass caps

In order to eliminate corrections for buoyancy of air on
the pycnometer, one may advantageously use a counteiv
poise equal m volume to the full pycnometer For a dis-
cussion of this type of pycnometer see Richards and
Cbadwell [58, 1925], and Hartley and Barrett [28, 1911]

2.

Density Balance or Westphal Balance.

An ordinary analytical balance may be adapted for the
detemunation ofdensity by the use ofa plummet ofknown

volume The plummet is hung from the balance arm by
a fine wire, weighed in air, and then weighed while im-
mersedm water The lossm weight ofthe plummet divided

by Its volume gives the density This is the basis of one of
theA S TM methods for solid hydrocarbons [3, 1927] In
this modification a cube ofthe solid hydrocarbon becomes
the plummet
The Westphal balance is based on the same principle but

is designed so that the density may be read directly as the

sum of the weights hung on the balance arm
The ‘ Chainomatic ’ style Westphal balances are especially

well suited for making reasonably accurate measurements
with great rapidity

Dus type of balance usually requires at least 25 ml of
liquid It IS especially useful for rapid and reasonably
accurate determination of the densities of cuts obtained
from a laboratory fractionating column Densities are in-

dicated to the fourth decimal place, although the accuracy
will not be better than ±0 001 g /ml unless all precau-

tions are observed in calibration and temperature control

[67, 1916]

3.

Hydrometers.

The hydrometer is the classical method for determinmg
gravity m the petroleum industry An hydrometer is a bulb
of known weight having a long, narrow cylindrical stem
When placed in a cylmder of liquid the hydrometer smks
until the volume of liquid displaced is sufficient to equal
the weight of the hydrometer The stem of the hydrometer
could be calibrated in terms of volume immersed, but it is

more convenient to calibrate in terms of density, or some
function of density

The usual petroleum hydrometers are cahbrated for a
range of 10° API in 01“ API intervals One-tenth ° API
IS equivalent to 00004 sp gr 60/60 at 60° API , and to
0 0006 sp gr 60/60 at 20° API For most petroleum pro-
ducts one may therefore use the approximate relation
01° API = 0-0005 sp gr 60/60 Smce±01°API is con-
sidered a reasonable tolerance on the corrected gravity, it

IS clear that commercial petroleum gravities are repro-

ducible to about 1 m the third decimal place of the density

The hydrometer just described requires approximately
250 ml of liquid for proper immersion Use of a tube of
smaller diameter than a 250 ml cyhnder is undesirable
because of the effect of surface-tension which introduces

an appreciable error

Hydrometers are not well adapted for accurate measure-
mmt on small samples, for the small hydrometers are not
as accurate as the larger ones
The I P T Standard Methods of Testing Petroleum and

Its Products [39, 1935] provide a veiy useful table givmg
recommended dimensions for various types of hydro-
meters

The A S T M Standard Method of Test for Gravity of
Petroleum and Petroleum Products [5, 1933] covers the use
of the hydrometer and includes a very useful table.giving

specific gravities, pounds per gallon and gallons per pound
corresponding to degrees API given in Appendix A.
The standard tables for the volume correction of petro-

leum products and both volume correction and apwifig

gravity correction for creosote and coke-oven tar and ad-
mixtures are given m Appendices B and C
Although hydrometers may be and sometimes are gra-

duated to read specific -gravity directly, m many a
arbitraiy scales were established and the readings were
known as degrees Baumi, Bnx, Cartier, Twadddl, Ac.
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One of the more generally used scales, especially in the

petroleum mdustty, was known as the Baum£ scale Origi-

nally used at a temperature of 10° R = 125°C =54 5“F
for liquids hghter than water, the zero of the scale was set

at the pomt given by a 10% solution of NaCl in water and
the 10“ point as that for pure water The scale then

extended to 50“ m terms of this fundamental mterval

The readmgs ofthe different mstruments may be reduced

to specific gravity by means of a formula which mcludes

a constant known as the modulus in the form

Specific gravity - Mo-dUhS^w’SfSi^^
The various scales may then be compared by means of this

constant

Unfortunately the makers of hydrometers did not all

adopt the same value for the modulus, so that there was
little umformity in the resultant readings

In an article [65, 1914] on the history of the modulus

used in calibrating hydrometers for the petroleum industry.

Mr C J Tagliabue refers to some 15 values found m the

literature that vary from 131 07 to 146-0 Mr Tagliabue

pomts out that the set of hydrometers that were adopted

as standard by the United States Petroleum Association on
2 May 1864 were made by his predecessor, Mr J Ama-
boldi, and were calibrated usmg as a modulus 141 5, and
that the petroleum industry has used this figure ever

since

When the National Bureau of Standards began testing

hydrometers in 1904 it adopted as a standard the figure

140 This gives a difference scale, as may be seen from the

table below

Modulus 140 0’ 10 0° 200’ 30 0’ 40 0’ 300’ 60 0’ 700°

Modulus 141 S’ 10 O’ 20 II’ 30 21’ 40 32’ 30 43’ 60 54’ 70 64’

Modulus 80 0’ 90 0’ 100 0’

Modulus 80 73’ 90 86’ 10096’

The difference between these two scales gave rise to

considerable discussion over a number of years In 1921,

at the mstance of the American Petroleum Institute, the

Bureau of Standards agreed to accept the value of 141 5

for hydrometers to be used for petroleum, with the proviso

that the readuigs were to be known as degrees API to

prevent confusion with the scale based on 140 0 The
API scale has been adopted as standard by all of the

Government and other standardizmg bodies m the United

States

4. Submerged Float Method.

This method depends upon the preparation of floats of

accurately known weight and volume which are placed m
the hqiud imder examinauon at known temperatures

Those floats that are more dense than the hquid, suik.

Those lighter than the hquid, float The float that has

a density identical with the liquid will remam suspended

at any pomt m the hquid
This method, with refinements, is said to be accurate

to ±0-000005 g /ml [55. 1925] using a float of 2-3 ml
volume

This method has been used m a preliminary way for

visual determination of the density of liquefied gas in small

l^ass tubes and for the determination of densities at very

high temperatures [24]

In addition to the specific references given, the foUowmg
general works of Kohlrausch [43, 1935], Ostwald-Luther-

Drucker [55, 1925], and Farkas [23, 1935] should be con-

sulted.

5. Special Methods of Determiidiig Doisity Used for

Liquefied Gases, Asphalts, &c.

(a) Liquefied Gases [54, 1933] The Natural Gas Associa-

tion of America has proposed a method of determining the

liquid density of the hquefied hydrocarbon gases which are

so widely us^ commercially The eqiupment needed is as

follows

(1)

A torsion balance capable of weigtung 15 lb ac-

curately to 0-001 lb

(2) A bomb of steel 3 in in diameter and 12 in long

having two liquid eduction-pipes and equipped with

an accurate gauge registenng up to 500 lb /sq in

(3) A water-bath in which the bomb may be immersed

Three weights are obtamed

(1) Weight of evacuated bomb
(2) Weight of bomb full of water exerting 100 lb /sq in

pressure due to liquid expansions at 60“ F
(3) Weight of bomb full of liquefied gas exertmg double

the vapour pressure of product due to liquid expan-

sion at 60“ F

The weight of liquefied gas divided by the weight of
water is the liquefied gas specific gravity It is reported

as sp gr 60° F /60“ F Duplicate determinations should

check withm 0 0008
The Natural Gas Association procedure specifies all

details of manipulation exactly and should be consulted

by any one intending to use this method
A term frequently encountered in connexion with lique-

fied gas transportation is ‘filling density', which is the

maximum permissible value of the ratio

(weight of gas charged in container)

(weight ofWter which container will hold)

In general this is 10-25% less than the true density of
the liquefied gas at 60“ F For detailed information on
shipping containers, &c , consult Bureau of Explosives,

30 Vesey Street, New York City

(b) Road Oils, Road Tars, Asphalt, Cements, and SMt
Tar Pitches [2, 1927] The determmation is made m a
weighing-bottle of specified dimensions provided with an
accurately fitting glass stopper with a hole of 1 5-1 7 mm
bore in place of the usual capillary opening The lower

part of the stopper is made concave in order to allow air-

bubbles to escape through the bore

The following determinations are made for an oil or tar

which flows readily

Weight of bottle empty = a
Weight of bottle filled with water at 25“ C =5
Weight of bottle filled with sample at 25“ C = c

From these weights, sp gr 25“ C /25“ C = r— .

b—a
When a sample which will not flow readily is bemg

tested, it may be brought to a fluid condition by gentle

warming The bottle is then about half-filled with the

sample, and after cooling to room temperature is weighed

The weight is called c The bottle is then completely filled

with water The weight ofthe bottle plus sample plus water

at25“C IS called Then

When It IS not desired to melt a sample that is sohd at

25° C , fragments may be placed m the bottle and c deter-
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mined. After covering the sample with water, a funnel is

mverted over the bottle and suction is apphed for a few

mmutes to remove any air-bubbles adheruig to the sample

The bottle is then completely filled, brought to temperature,

and weighed

An alternative method [3, 1927} for samples which are

sufficiently sohd to be handled in fragments is to mould
the sample mto a cube i in on each edge, suspend the cube

on a thread, and weigh first in air and then m water at 25°

The method is accurate to ±0 005

Refractive Index.

1. Definition and Symbols. Refractive mdex is the ratio

of the speed of light m space (vacuum) to its speed m a
given substance The usual symbol is it and is expressed as

_ velocity in space
" ~

velocity m substance

This IS known as the absolute refractive index

In technical work, however, air is used as the reference

medium and the refractive index relative to air may be
converted to absolute refractive mdex by multiplymg by
the absolute refractive index of air under the experimental

conditions The absolute index of dry an- contauung

0 03% COi at 760 mm of Hg and at 0°, 15°, and 30° C
are 1000292, 1-000276, and 1000263 respectively [38,

1930] For very precise work (1 X 10~‘) the temperature,

pressure, humidity, and composition of the air must there-

fore be given consideration In any medium the refractive

index vanes with the wave-length of the hght This pro-

perty, the measurement of which is the difieience in mdices

for two wave-lengths, is known as dispersion It is neces-

sary, therefore, to specify the wave-length for which re-

fractive mdex IS deteimm^, and for comparative purposes,

to use standard wave-lengtte

In saentific work spectral Imes are the usual source of

illumination m the determination of refractive mdex By
using the symbol of the spectral line as a subscnpt to the

symbol n, the wave-length used is specified Thus tip means
refractive mdex determmed for hght of 4,861 A umts (see

below)

The temperature at which the determination is made is

wntten above the Ime symbol Thus n? means refractive

mdex determmed at 20° C for the sodiumD line The latter

line was readily available to early experimenters and many
refractive mdices for this Ime have been determmed A
very generally used instrument (the Abbd), although de-

signed to be operated with white hght, is calibrated to give

readmgs to terms of the D Ime of sodium In industry

the expression R I is commonly used to denote refractive

mdex for the D hne
Table I gives the designation, source, and wave-length

of the spectral Imes commonly used for refractive mdex.
It should be noted that usage m regard to the small identi-

fying letters for the Imes that are not m the Fraunhofer
solar spectrum is not entirely uniform To prevent am-
biguity, therefore, it is preferable to specify the wave-length

In the past the common source of the D hne has been
a flame m which a sodium salt was volatilized The mven-
tion of the electrically operated sodium vapour lamp has
provided a more convenient, powerful, and constant source

of this Ime The common source of the spectral lines of
helium, hydrogen, and other gases is a closed Geissler tube
contauung the gas m question As pomted out by Ward
and Fulweiler [72, 1934], a very ctmvement source of the

mercury Imes is an open-arm Geissler tube connected to

both a vacuum pump and an automatic electrolytic hydro-

gen generator. Alummium electrodes are used and a unall

amount of mercury is added to each bulb When the tube

IS m use, the pump is operated continuously and just

enough hydrogen is added to give the maximum illununa-

tion The mercury g hne (4,358 A ) so obtamed is more
brilliant than the hydrogen G' Ime (4,341 A ) as obtamed
with ordinary eqmpment

Table I

Spectral Lines usedfor Determination of Refractive
Index and ofRefractive Dispersion

Desenpt,

JdeiUffylng

tetter

ion of hne

Element by
which emitted

Wave-length in

AngitrOm units

U 10-'» metre) Colour

r helium 6.678 red

Cor Ha. hydrogen 6,563

sodium 5,896

2>. 5,890

D 5,893

L helium 5,876

mercury 5,461 green

helium 5,016 greenish-blue

ForHp hydrogen 4,861

4,713

4,471 blue

g mercury 4,358

G’ or Hy hydrogen 4,340

hot Hi 4,102 indigo

It is difficult to distmgmsh between the two sodium lines

Di and Dt For that reason the average wave-length of

5,893 A IS distinguished as D This is the wave-length for

which refractive mdex data are ordinarily compiled How-
ever, the difieience of 6 A between Di and Dt is of sigm-

ficance for precise work In the case ofhexane and benzene,

for example, it is equivalent to a variation m n of 0 0(X)02

and 0 00005 respectively In work of high precision use

of the average D hne may, therefore, result m an error of

0 000025 m the case of benzene, particularly since the mten-

sity of the two Imes in question is different

To eliminate any ambiguity about the wave-lengths of

sodium, many careful mvestigators refuse to use the D hne

For example, Eykman [21, 1919]m his later work reported

precise values for ten other wave-lengths but not for the

D Ime For the correlation of such mdex data with other

data reported for the D hne and also for other purposes,

it IS frequently necessary to extrapolate mdices or to mter-

polate them between two wave-lengths Several devices are

available for this purpose, which ism reality the calculation

of dispersion for the wave-lengths m question

2. Dispershm. The property of dispersion, which was
known even before Newton, is ofimportance not only from

a practical pomt of view but because of its theoretical

mterest The theoretical significance has received mudi
attention because of its importance in the study of both

the theories of hght and the constitution of maQer The
subject 18 beyond the scope of the present treatise, but the

literature will be summarized very briefly for the benefit

of those desiring to study the subj^ further

Two of the earliest workers were Cauchy [12, 1836] and
Selhneier [62, 1871] Both of these pioneers developed

formulae that are still used to-day Other early workers

were Kettler [42, 1870], Helmholtz [30, 1875 , 31. 1893],

Koiacek [44, 1887], Kundt [46. 1888], L. Lorenz [53, 1880],

and H. A Lorentz [52, 1880]. The theonea of Lorenz ai^
Lorentz resulted m a formula that is still used and will be
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discussed m a later section on refractivity Mention must useful work in the extension of dispersion measurements
also be made of the work of Drude [19, 1893] and Voigt of hydrocarbons m the ultra-violet where the technique is

[70, 1899] A useful summary of the early work has been so difficult, but more especially in the mfra-ned where with

made by Wood [74, 1914] our present apparatus the techmque is also relatively diffi-

With the development of the quantum theoiy interest in cult The resulting information will probably be of very

dispersion was greatly stimulated, and we find the names considerable service as a means of idenUfication

of Debye [IS, 1915, 16, 1913], Sommerfeld [64, 1917], 3 Interpolation and Extrapolation of Refractive Indices

Ewald [20, 1916], Ladenburg [48, 1921], Bohr, Kramers, for Different Wave-lengths. For practical purposes three

and Slater [9, 1924], and Kramers and Heisenberg [32, formulae are used As Vlugter, Waterman, and Van
1925] Westen [68, 1935] have recently pointed out, the approxi-

00 to io 30

^ i
Fio 1 Cauchy fonnula

With the development of wave mechanics came de
Broglie [11, 1925], Schrodinger [61, 1926], Dirac [17, 1927],

and Darwin [14, 1927]

With the further development of matrix mechamcs,
Heisenberg [32, 1925], Born, Heisenberg, and Jordan [10,

1926], and Dirac [17, 1927] studied dispersion London
[50, 1926] has discussed the relativistic aspects

Siunmanes of the development of the various theories

have been made by Jaff6 [40, 1928], Wolf and Herzfeld

[73, 1928], Lande [49, 1928], and Heitler [35, 1936] Not-

withstanding the very large amount of theoretical work
that has been done on this subject, the lack of accurate

data on the dispersion m the ultra-violet and infra-red

r^ons has prevented a mote extensive use of the theoreti-

cal formula It IS beheved that there IS a wide field for very

n

mate formula of Cauchy [12, 1836] n =

gives a linear relationship between n and 1/A* A con-
vement method of using this formula developed by the

waters IS to plot dispersion relative to the refractive index

for the Hot Ime against 1 /A* For hydrocarbons, the disper-

sion {nn.—nay) which varies from about 0005 to 0035,
a single master graph such as Fig 1 may be used for all

approximate interpolations or extrapolations

Sellmeier’s [62, 1871] equation may be used in the form

Here A^ = wave-length of the light used and A, = wave-

length of the characteristic absorption band A recent
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ducuasion of the use of this formula is given by Richt-

meyer [59, 1928]

For more accurate mterpolation m the visible spectra of

colourless compounds, the empirical formula of Hartman

[29, 1908, 35, 1936] is recommended This is as follows

. B

where n is the refractive index for light of wave-length A,

and A, B, and C are constants The value ofD for optical

glass IS 1 2 For hydrocarbons it may be taken as 1 This

formula appears to give more accurate results than the

more complicated formulae developed later

Methods and Apparatus for Determining Refractive

Index.

The modern apparatus has been developed to such a

point that the refractive index of a liquid can probably be

determined with greater rapidity, and to a higher degree

of precision than can any other single physical constant

The optical considerations governing the determination of

refractive index are discussed thoroughly by Houstoun

[37, 1930]

There are two general methods of determination In one,

the angles of incidence and refraction of the substance con-

tained in a hollow glass prism are measured on a spectro-

meter This IS known as the minimum deviation method
In the other method the angle of emergence of the totally

reflected ray produced by illumination of the sample at

grazing mcidence is determmed This is known as the total

reflection method
1. Minimum Deviation Method This is the classical

method, and is still used for fundamental determinations

The pnsm contaming the substance is adjusted so that the

angle ofmcidence is equal to the angle of refraction Under
these conditions the entenng rays suffer minimum change

in direction of deviation, and the refractive mdex is then

given by the formula

_ sm HD±P)
"

sm iP
’

where D = angle of deviation, and
P = prism angle

The temperature control is dilScult, the adjustment and
techmque required are complicated, and the apparatus of
the hi{^ degree of preasion that is necessary is expensive

The angles should be capable of measurement to seconds

of arc and the glass pnsm to contam the sample should

have optically worked faces so that the cover-glasses which
must be plane and parallel will adhere without the use of
cement

An error of 1 second of arcm measurmg the pnsm angle

or the deviation will cause an error of 0 000004 in n, so

that the ordmary spectrometer reading to minutes of arc

will give a precision of about 2 m the fourth place. With
good apparatus and careful techmque, a precision of I m
the sixth place is readily attamed, and 2 m the seventh

place IS possible

A cntical study of the factors affectmg the accuracy of
this method has been made by Tilton [66, 1935] As will

be noted from the data m Table II, a change of 1° C may
change r by 0 0006 Hus means that for measurements
that are accurate to the sixth decimal place, the tempeiatmre

must be controlled withm 0 001° C
2. Total Reflectkm Methods. The instruments commonly

used m techmeal work depend upon the fact that when
a layer of substance m contact with one face of a pnsm
of higher refractive mdex than the substance is illummated

by hght approximately parallel to the pnsm face, it meets

the prism face at grazing mcidence The emergent beam
IS then bounded by a ray that actually grazes the pnsm
surface and a ray that is totally reflected, thus settmg up
a dark border The angle that this boundary ray makes
with the emergent prism face is measured, and from this

the refractive index may be calculated

3 The Abbe Refractometer One of the earliest and still

more generally used types of apparatus utilizing this pnn-

ciple IS that developed by Abbd [1, 1879] A modem
example of this type of apparatus is shown in Fig 2, and
a cross-section in elevation of an earlier model is shown
in Fig 3

The instrument consists essentially of a prism, a scale (R)

which IS graduated m refractive indices, and a telescope (E)

to observe the border-line of total reflection which is formed

m the surface of the pnsm The pnsm is of dense glass

(such as flint) of high refractive index The refractive index

ofthe prism must exceed that of the sample to be measured

The prism is enclosed in a metal case which contains

a water-jacket to control the temperature Hmged to this

IS a similar case containing an illuminating pnsm with

ground surface The two prisms are arranged so that when
the case is closed the faces are approximately 0 IS mm
apart This space is filled with the liquid under examina-

tion A mirror is provided to reflect light to the illuminat-

ing prism which has a ground face to scatter the light

Beams of light pass through the liquid and reach the second

prism at all an^es, including grazing incidence The beam
which meets the second pnsm at grazing incidence forms

the border-line between the dark and light field

As white light is used in this apparatus, the edge of the

border-line formed by total reflection is tinted with pns-

matic colours due to the dispersion ofthe pnsm and sample

In order to ehnunate the colour a device called a compensa-
tor(iY)is used Thisconsists oftwo direct vision prisms (A)

set formimmum deviation for theD line They are arranged

so that they can be rotated in opposite directions by means
of bevel-gears In this fashion the dispersion of the two
prisms may be made to assume any value from 0 up to

twice the dispersion given by a single pnsm In this way,

the dispersion caused by the flint prism is compensated by
the variable dispersion of the compensator and the colour

from the border-line is eliminated

The eyepiece of the telescope contains a reticule with

cross-hairs and the position of the prism is adjusted by
means of the arm and slow-motion screw until the division

of the field is at the mtersection of the cross-hairs The
position of the scale is then read, usually by means of a
low-powered microscope [M)> m terms of refiactive mdex
for the D line

The position of the compensator can be read on a scale

and by the appheation of a suitable formula or tables

the (F—C) dupeision of the sample can be obtained

A discussion of the errors ofthe Abb6 is given by Schon-
nck [60, 1922] In the usual forms of the instrument the

scale reads from 1 3 to 1 7 m refractive indices and is

divided to three places of decimals, the fourth being esti-

mated. The accura^ is about two units in the fourth place

An instrument of higher precision has recently bem put
out by W P Valmtine of Philadelphia. In this the scale

IS divided to four places and the fifth is estimated. Tests

of this instrument by the National Bureau of Standards at
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Washington indicate that the accuracy of the instrument

IS hmited by the precision with which the scale can be read,

1 e 2 to 3 units in the fifth place To secure this degree of
accuracy it is necessary that the temperature should be
carefully controlled and the instrument be in accurate

adjustment The dispersion can be read to about 2 umts
in the fourth place

With deeply coloured samples there may be insuflicient

light passing through the sample to permit accurate setting

of the cross-hairs To obviate this difficulty, a conical

reflector is available on some instruments This permits

light to be reflected directly through the prism without

passing through the sample This is shown in Fig 4 The
readmg is then made on a fine line that appears in the field

at the boundary between the two portions that were
formerly light and dark respectively In Fig 4 the bottom
pnsm (through which light passes when measuring the n of

transparent substances) has been partially cut away in

order to show the water inlet and outlet

4 The Dipping Refractometer A modificaUon of the

Abb6 instrument is known as the Dipping Refractometer

This finds considerable use where a large number of

samples must be measured and where the range in re-

fractive index IS very narrow The thin film of sample that

IS used in the usual type is replaced by dipping the whole

pnsm into a small beaker containing the sample The
bottom of the beaker is of glass and illumination is fur-

nished by a mirror placed below the beaker The position

of the border-line is read on a graduated scale m the eye-

piece of the instrument and, by the application of appro-

pnate factors, this reading may be converted into refractive

mdex or any other scale as required

The range of a single prism is rather narrow, being

usually about 0 04, so that to cover any considerable range

It IS necessary to have a number of prisms The Dipping
refractometer is usually assumed to be of higher precision

than the Abb6 This is true for the older Abbe instrument,

but the more modem models are slightly more accurate

than the Dipping refractometer

5. Continuous Reading Refractometers From an in-

dustrial point of view, it is interesting to note that re-

fractometers have been developed recently which permit

continuous observation of the refractive index of the liquid

which flows through the instrument One form of this type

of apparatus is made by Zeiss of Jena It depends upon
the same optical prmciple as the Abbe crystal refracto-

meter

The apparatus in cross-section IS shown in Fig S Light

from a lamp L (not shown) is reflected by the mirror R
through the prism P at such an angle that some of the rays

are totally reflected at the interface between the pnsm and
the matenal in the vessel The boundary-hne between the

light and dark portions of the field is observed in the eye-

piece Ok which IS provided with a graduated scale as m
the Dipping refractometer

Arrangements are made for cleaning the face of the pnsm
in contact with the solution to be tested, and a mechamcal
device is used to compensate for the temperature of the

solution.

The instrument is at present used principally in the

manufacture of symp and similar materials Some type of

continuous reading refractometer may ultimately have

widespread use m the petroleum mdustry

6. The Pnilfilch Refractometer. This instrument depends

on the same prmciple as the Abb6 instrument It is shown
in Fig 6 A beam ofmonochromabc light (from a vacuum-

tube which IS supported in holder L) is directed horizontally

by means of the condensing lens K through a thin layer of

the substance that is held on the surface of the refracting

Fio S A continuous reading refractometer

prism Pr by a glass cell Suitable temperature-control

arrangements are provided The prism is water-jacketed

and a coolmg-jacket S, which is shown in detail in Fig 7,

is arranged to lower into the glass containing jacket until

Fio 6 The Pulfrich refractometer

It IS m contact with the liquul under exammaUon The
angular position of the emergent beam is read through a

right-an^ pnsm attached to the telescoped The telescope
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in turn is carried by the flat plate T which serves as the

divided aide The angle is read through a low-powered

magnifier L with a vernier to 1 minute of arc

The dispersion or the angular distance between the
spectral can be read by means of the micrometer
screw MXo 6 seconds of arc, which is equivalent to 1 luut

in the filth place

The zero pomt of the scale is determmed by means of
a small reflecUng prism placedm the eyepiece and arranged
so that It covers a portion of the cross-hairs When this is

illuminated and the telescope is approximately m the zero

position, a reflected image of the cross-hairs is seen in the

field When this is brought mto comcidence with the cross-

hairs It establishes the zero point of the scale

The small difierential angles between the unages of
different spectral Imes can be determmed by means of a
micrometer screw G that reads to 6 seconds of arc, thus

permittmg a higher degree of precision m the measurement
(ff dispersion than m that of the mdex itself

In the Pulfnch mstrument, the effective angle of the

pnsm IS 90° and the refractive mdex is equal to

n = V(flJ-smV),

when = refradive mdex of the pnsm,
r = angle of the refracted ray from the perpendi-

cular to the refractmg face

Tables are furnished by the makers to facilitate the cal-

culations for different wave-lengths Due to the use of a
90* pnsm as agamst a 60° pnsm m the Abb6 type, the
Pulfnch has an accuracy of about one pomt m the fourth

place Hus leqiures careful adjustment and temperature

control

A cntical study of the errors affectmg the Pulfrudi is

made by J Guild [27, 1917], and a discussion of the design

IS given by F Suneon [63, 1917] A general discussion of
the instniment is given by Glazebrook [26, 1923]

7. Refractive Index in the Ultra-vfcdet Although httle

work has been done on the refractive index m the ultra-

violet, partly because of the strong absorption in many
compounds, it can be measured by the spectrometer

method, using a fluorescent eyepiece and quartz optical

parts The refractive mdex can also be measured for Imes

m the ultra-violet by the use of a speaal form of quartz

prism which carries the sample and is provided with a senu-

cucular block ofquartz which forms a variable angle prism,

the angle of which is capable of accurate measurement

The apparatus is placed before an ultra-violet spectrograph

and ^e observations are made photographically (See

Henri [33, 1919] and Voellmy [69, 1927]

)

8 Interference Refractometer Instruments utilizing the

principles of interference have been developed for measur-

mg very small differences in refractive index between two

hquids These mstruments have a very high order of pre-

asion and accuracy, but the range is only about 0008
Such apparatus finds considerable use, however, in certain

physical chemical methods, principally m the examination

of solutions For a discussion of this type of mstrument,

see Kohlrausch [43, 1935, p 393] Some modifications of

this apparatus have been recently made which somewhat
extend this range

9 Comparison of Refractometer Characteristacs. The
fundamental requirements of precise refractometry are ap-

paratus of accurate construction and known charactensUcs,

precise angular measurement, and accurate thermometry

Speakmg generally, the degree to which these fundamental

requirements are met determines the usefulness of a par-

ticular mstrument for a specific purpose

It IS evident, however, that the different types of refracto-

meters, although overlapping somewhat m their fields of

usefulness, have rather definite characteristics that render

them espeaally suitable for certain types of work
For the determination of fundamental constants, where

accuracy m the suth dccunal place is important, the

spectrometer or minimum deviaUon method is the only

one capable of the required precision

For the usual technical work requinng the rapid deter-

mmation of refractive index for a smgle wave-length (D
ime) the simpliaty, accuracy, and rapidity of the modem
Abbe type have resulted m its very generd use

For work of the research type m which time is not so

important and m which the accurate determmation of

refractivemdex for a wide and varied range ofwave-lengths

IS required, the Pulfnch type is eminently suitable

10 Calibration of Refractonwters. Refractometers may
be calibrated by using pure compounds for which the

refractive mdex is accurately known, or by the use of a
glass plate of known refractive mdex Water (n” = 1 33299

relative to air 20° C , 760 mm., and 10% humidity) and
benzene (n” => ] SOI 32 relative to air under the same condi-

tions) are examples of suitable liqmds for such cahbration

The Abb6 refractometer has an a^ustmg screw so that the

instrument can be adiusted to give the correct, index

reading

Tlw above method is quite accurate if carefully used, but

the glass-plate method is in general more rapidand reliable

In this method a glass plate is placed on the workmg ibee

of the refractometer prism whidi has been moistened with

monobrome naphthalene, a hqmd which has a refractive

index 1 65820, which is above that of the glass used
The test-plate is then illuminated through the polished

end with a beam ofhght approximately at the grazing angle

to the workmg face of tim pnsm The mstrument should
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then read the refractive index of the test-plate supplied by
the manufacturer

11. CoirectloD of Refractonieter for Temperature. The
effect of temperature on the refracUve indices of hydro-

carbons IS discussed below There is also an important

temperature effect on the instrument itself because the

refractive index of glass prisms changes with temperature

as well as with wave-leng^ just as does the refractive mdex
ofa hydrocarbon For precise work, therefore, the observed

readmg with an Abbe or the calculated reading of a Pulfnch

must be corrected for temperature if the instrument is

used at a temperature different from that at which it was
calibrated

Pulfnch [57, 1892] made a careful study of the tempera-

ture effect on the refractive index of glass prisms IfSV is

the change m the mdex of glass per degree Centigrade, a

simplified correction to 20° C is given by (Af/n)SF(i— 20°)

The value of SPshould be given for each instrument by the

makers It is frequently given in the form of the tables for

the different spectral lines for varying values of n in the

form of (N/n)Sy, so that it is only necessary to multiply the

tabular correcUon byA/ The correction is plus if r> 20“C

,

and minus if / < 20° C The values of Sk' depend upon
the particular glass used in the prism When Hb for the

prism IS 1 75, the values are as follows

Spectral line C D F C
Sy 0 0000070 0 0000077 0 0000103 0 0000132

(Ar/n)SK 0 0000081 00000091 0 0000124 0 0000136

where n = 1 3

For a prism of Rd = 1 65, the values are about one-third

of those given above The prism in an Abb6 frequently

has a value of about 1 73 for The correction in this

case IS about 0 000007 per ° C
In the petroleum industry refractometers are sometimes

used alternately at widely different temperatures, for

example, oils are determined at 20° C and waxes at 80“ C
The temperature effect on the prism is about 0 0004 In

cases where the value for 8F is imknown, the correction

may be made as follows

(1) Select an oil or pure liquid for which the densities at

20“ C and 80“ C are known, (2) determine the refractive

mdex at 20° C and calculate the refractive mdex at 80° C

,

usmg Eykman’s equation or the approximate equation

nj? = r”—0 6(,d„—d„), (3) determine the refractive mdex
at 80° C , (4) Determined r“—Calculated r“ Correc-

tion for Rf This method of cahbratmg at 80° C will be

sufficiently accurate for most purposes

Standard Temperatures for Densities and Refractive

hidices.

In the scientific hterature a great deal of density data

has been tabulated at 20° C (68° F ), m fact, 20° C may
be regarded as the internationally recognized standard

tonperature for recording, compihng, and companng of

physical property data on pure compounds Unfortunately

some scientific workers contmue to report data at any tem-

perature which may be converaent for them, be it 1 37° C
or 151 68° C The editors of scientific and techmcal jour-

nals should msist that densities be reported at a standard

tempmature such as 20° C , or better still, that densities at

two or more temperatures be reported so that the data

could be readily corrected to other temperatures as desired

Furthermore, it Aould always be clearly stated, as recom-

mended by the A S TM , whether true densibes or specific

gravitiet are bemg reported and, m the latter case, the

temperature of the water used as the reference standard

should be given [7, 1927] In the case of precise data, it

should be stated whether or not the densities have b^
corrected for the buoyancy of am

Refractive mdex is so intimately related to density that

it IS always desirable to report both properties at the same
temperature Therefore, if densiUes are reported at 20° C

,

refracUve mdices should be reported at that temperature

also In hot, humid climates 20° C is sometunes below the

dew-point of the atmosphere, causing moisture to deposit

on the prism if it is exposed to the air Difficulty from this

condition can usually be avoided by applymg the sample
immediately after wiping the pnsm, but m some cases it

may be necessary to make the expenmental determinabon
at 25° or 30° C and calculate to 20° C Since 20° C is so

generally used m scientific work as a standard temperature

for densities, and since 20° C is also qmte widely used for

refractive index determinations, it is recommended that

20° C be used m rejmrting and comparing refractive mdex
and density data

Table IV provides coefficients for correcting densities

and refracUve indices of petroleum hydrocarbons for tem-

perature m the range 10-30° C Table VII provides cor-

recUons for petroleum hydrocarbons for converUng from
sp gr 60/60“ C to

In the petroleum industry 60° F (15 56° C ) is a well-

established reference temperature and is stan^rd in the

Umted States and England, but 20° C is used rather

extensively m Europe, and 30° C is used by authors, such

as Carpenter, who work m Burma and other hot regions

In this paper density in air at 20“ C referred to water at
4° C has been tabulated for pure compounds and most of
the petroleum fracUons in order that comparison with pure

compound data would be facilitated In the case of crudes,

and in certain other cases, all properly indicated, sp gr
60°/60° F has been tabulated

Vanation in Density and Refractive Index widi Tem*
perature.

It IS well known that the volume of an oil increases with

an mcrease m temperature and that, therefore, the density

must decrease B^use hydrocarbon oils are sold on a
volume basis, there are excellent tables for temperature-

volume corrections not merely for petroleum hydrocarbons,

but also for hydrocarbons from coal-tar and other sources

From these tables, some of which are reproduced in Appen-
dix B, density changes may be calculated Unfortunately,

however, m the case of pure hydrocarbons, practically no
generalizations have been attempted, althoi^ the larger

handbooks contam temperature-correcUon formulae for a
few mdividual hydrocarbons

In the case of refractive mdex, the available information

IS even more meagre for pure hydrocarbons, and tables

corresponding to those for temperature-volume corrections

are non-existent Finally, there has been practically no
attempt to provide a simple correction between the change
of density and index with change m temperature The only

published work that has been found is that of Heiz [34,

1929], who compared 23 liquids, including a few hydro-

carbons, and found the change m density to be from 2 to

96 tunes the change m mdex It is true that the various

equations for specific refraction provide correlations, but

notm a form which is veiy convement for use in correction

of data

The whole subject is of the utmost importance m at-

tempting to make use of hterature values, first because of
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the failute of many authots to use a standard temperature

for reporting densities, and secondly, because of the fact

that even in cases in which a standard temperature is used

for densities, refractive indices are frequently reported at

different temperatures For some unknown reason, it is a

common practice to report densities at 20° C and indices

at 25°C Thus, temperature corrections become necessary

not only to use individual data but to calculate refractivity,

specific dispersion, and other expressions utilizing both

density and refractive index

In the followmg section the expressions vdC and vnC
have been used to replace the more cumbersome A<//Ar° C
and An/Ar° C ,

that is, the variation in density (or index) per

degree Centigrade change in temperature In the section

on hydrocarbon mixtures, the corresponding vdF and vnF
have been used to represent the variations per degree

Fahrenheit In all cases the sign of the variation is negative,

that IS, both density and index decrease with an increase

in temperature

Pure Hydrocarbons Values for Atf were calculated from

all available literature data given for more than one tem-

perature The results were plotted and values obviously

out of line were eliminated It was found that for all

series except the aromatics there was a linear relationship

between density and change in density per degree change

m temperature (ydC) The value A</ mcreases as d de-

creases In general, this may be expressed by saymg that

A(//Ar increases as t approaches the boiling-point of the

hydrocarbon There is some evidence of small differences

mM for different isomers, but the data do not permit any
generalizations

As stated above, published data for change m refractive

index with temperature are extremely meagre m the case

of pure hydrocarbons and practically non-existent m the

case of hydrocarbon mixtures

A study of what data were available resulted in a new
generalization—strictly empirical—that the rauo between

vnC and vdC is practically constant and is approximately

0 6 This was checked by calculating the change in refrac-

Uve index for the standard values for the change in density

for hydrocarbon mixtures, using the refractivity equations

of Eykman, and Lorentz-Lorenz, and the Waterman cor-

rection for the Lorentz-Lorenz formula (Waterman holds

that the Lorentz-Lorenz formula increases 0 Q005 for 20° C
This decreases the value for vnC by approximately 0 0(X)0S )

In these ways the following ratios were obtained

Method
I

Ratio vnClvdC

Lorentz-Lorenz formula 0 63-0 65
Waterman correction to Lorentz-

j

0 57-0 59
Lorenz formula

I

Eykman formula 0 59-0 60,

Empirical
|

0 56-0 63 (ave 0 59)

It seems well established, therefore, that the ratio

vnClvdC IS so close to 0 6 that this value may be used m
calculating change in refractive index with temperature

from known values for change in density

From the curves, the Ad values corresponding to even
values for d were read off and are summarized m Table II

It w31 be observed that Ad is higher for saturated cyclics

than for paraffins and that the introduction of one double
bond increases Ad significantly

In so far as data are available, the values for diolefines

and unsaturated c^hes with two double Ixmds fall sur-

prisingly dose to the correspondmg curves for mono-
olefines and unsaturated cydics There are insufiiaent data

to permit the drawmg of a safe generahzation However,
if no value for Ad is known for a given diolefine, it is

believed that the corresponding mono-olefine may be used

with reasonable assurance

Table II

Change in Dennty ofHydrocarbons X 10^ per Degree
Centigr^e for the Range J0-30° C

Saturated

Olefinei, cyc/ics,

ydC
\

vdC

92 I lOIi

81, ,
91

71 , 80,

60 70

49, I 60
' 49,

* Based on abridged petroleum tables [4, 1936]

The aromatics constitute a special class of compounds
in so far as change in density and index with temperature

IS concerned

The values for the aromatics are summarized in Table III

These data arc largely taken from the work of Auwers It

IS interesting to note that the ratio vnC/vdC is quite con-

stant for the aromatics also The average value is 0 59

Tablf III

Change m Density and Refractive Index (D line) of Aro-

matics with Change m Temperaturefor the Range IO-3(T C

Parafflm,

dXyr vdC _|

0 60 105
,

0 65 94 !

0 70 83
{

0 75 72
I

0 80 61
I

0 85 SO
090

i

095
]

1 00
j

,

I

Unsaturated Petro-

cyclici, teum,*

\

VdC vdC

I 103

95
87

I
99 80

I
88, 72

I

78, 69,

68 67

I 57, 64
. 47, 61

Aromatic

Toluene
Ethyl benzene
Xylenes
Trimethyl benzene
Propyl benzene
Methyl ethyl benzenes

Diethyl benzenes

Methyl propyl benzenes

Butyl benzenes

Amyl benzenes
Tnethyl benzenes
Tnmethyl diethyl benzenes

Tetra-ethyl benzenes

I _ VMC’

vdC
I

vnC vdC

I

104 61 0 59

93 56 0 60
88 51 0 61

I

83 47 0 57
I 78 45 0 58

]

81 47 0 58
'80 46 0 59

1 78 45 0 58

I

79 46 0 58
'78 45 0 58

i
75 45 0 60
75 45 0 60
79 45 0 57

75 45 0 60

Petroleum Hydrocarbon Mixtures The data for A P

I

groups ff-VII, wax, and liquefied gases are summarized in

Table IV The changes in both density and index are given

for changes of 1° F and 1° C As stated above, the A/i

values are calculated from the Eykman equation The
values for vdC given in Table II wre obtained from column
e Referrmg to Table II it will be noted that groups V, VI,

and VII are largely paraffinic hydrocarbons Groups IV to

n contain increasing quanUties of cyclic hydrocarbons
The values for groups 0 and I he well above the values for

saturated cyclics, confirnung the complex character of
petroleum fractions having densiUes of 0 9 or greater

Hydrocarbon Mixtures from Sources other than Petro-

leum (Tar Products). In general, tar products are largely—

but not entirely—aromatic in nature Accordmgly, the rate

of change of specific gravity with temperature is more
irregular for different mixtures than has been observed for

non-aromatic petroleum products Although it is not pos-
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Bible to correlate the rate of change in specific gravity with

the actual specific gravity, the same general trend of in-

crease m vdC with decrease in d is observed In Table V
are given some representative values for vdC for a number
ofclasses of tar products together with the observed specific

gravity at 25°125” C and 60°/60‘“ F The former tempera-

tures are standard for tar products in commerce, and
the latter have been used in this paper for hydrocarbon

mixtures

Tablf

Coefficients to be used m Correcting Densities c

theoretical aspects of the subject are complex and beyond
the scope of this work, and theoretical treatment is ham-
pered by lack of accurate data for refractive indices at high

temperatures The work ofEykman [22, 1896] is invaluable

since he does provide accurate data for a few hydrocarbons

at a variety of temperatures and with a variety of wave-

lengths

Since refractive index is connected with the frequency of

vibration of electrons, it is probable that change of tem-

> IV

and Refractive Indices ofPetroleum Products

degree mirease in let

I
in range 10 30° C n

I

byW

I 22 0 918 0 847-0 961 .’66 37 '

1 509 39 21, 0
Waxt 43 0 807t I (67)t , (37)t 1 45t i (40)t (22) 0

II 44 0 802 0 773-0 846 i 72 I 40 I 448 I 43 I 24 0
III 58 0 742 0 720-0 772 1 82

,
45 1 417 ! 49 ' 27 0

IV 72 0 691 0 668-0 719
[

88 . 49 1 390
|

53 I 29 0
V 86 0 646 ' 0 637-0 667 94, 52, , 1 367 , 57 ' 31, 0
VI 91 0 631 ' 0623-0636 I 97 54 1 360 , 58, I 32, 0
VII 97 0 614 jo 606-0 622 ' 100, 56 '

1 352 61
|

34 0
Butanest 111 0 578 i 12. 6, I I

PropanesJ 147 0 501
|

j

16. 8, .
'

|

* For groups 0 to VI 1 see [4 19361 [13. 1933], [41 1930]

t Data on wax are for 120 32 f melting point paraffin The density and refractive index values at 20° C are the hypo-
thetical values which would exist if the wax did not crystallize on cooling The actual density of this wax in the crystalline

condition at 20° C is approximately 0 907 The temperature coefficients given arc for the range 20-80' C
t Data on liquehed gases under pressure

^ This representative density for group 0 is based on 1936 revision of A S T M designation D 206

II vdC Ad Arc idP - Ad/Ar F vnC An,Ar C , »/iF - An/Ar” F , for example, an oil having a density of 0 8020

at 20“ C will have a density of 0 8013 at 21“ C

Standard volume and specific gravity correction tables for peraturc has two effects, (1 ) to change thenumber of absi

coal-tar products art, published by the A S T M [6, 1933] mg electrons per millilitre by changing the density,

(2) to change the frequency of vibration of the absorl
Table V electrons This is discussed in a recent publication [47, 1!

Change in Specific Gravity of Tar Products with and will be discussed more fully in a subsequent artic

Temperature {Representative Values) Correction for the Density of Water An accurate d<

minaUon of either sp gr t'jt or i// , cannot be made dirt

j

2s \ iYs° r I (W
*/’

lar- f
\

«ic> to ' mFy to correction is made for the change in volume of

Refined produeli

Benzol (benzene) 0 8812 0 884 102-4 57-8

Toluol (toluene) 0 866 0 869 93-5 52-3

Xylol (xylene) 0-862 0-865 83-5 46-7
Solvent naphtha 0-864 0 867 85-7 47-8
Heavy naphtha 0-871 0 873 82-4 46-7

Dieoretical Aspects of the Effect of Temperature on Re-
ftaedve Index. For those interested m the history of the

effect of temperature on refractive index the work of

Gladstone and Dale [2S, 1858], Pulfrich [57, 1892], Pockels

[56, 1902], Loientz [51, 1909], Debye [16, 1913], and
BiChowsky and Merwin [8, 1921] should be consulted The

peraturc has two effects, (1 ) to change thenumber ofabsorb-
ing electrons per millilitre by changing the density, and

(2) to change the frequency of vibration of the absorbing

electrons This is discussed in a recent publication [47, 1936]

and will be discussed more fully in a subsequent article

Correction for the Density of Water An accurate deter-

minaUon of either sp gr t'jt or i// < cannot be made directly

unless correction is made for the change in volume of the

glass as described under ‘ Methods of Determining Density

or Specific Gravity’ Rather than risk any uncertainty in

applying this correction, it is preferable to calibrate the

pycnometer or other device at the temperature at which the

sample is to be measured In other words, the sample and
3vater are measured at the same temperature If the sample

IS to be referred to water at a different temperature, a cor-

rection for the difference in density of the water at the tem-

peratures must be applied Thus, where fV' and W are the

3veights of an equal volume of sample and water at t' and D’

and D are the densities of water at t' and t respectively,

,, W D'
sp gr

The densities of water at temperatures from 0 to 30° C
are given in AppendixD From this table (or larger tables)

the correcUon for the density ofwater may be readily made
Example 1 The ratio of the weights of equal volumes

of a sample and water at 25° C (or the specific gravity of

a sample at 25°/25°C) is 0 8545 The specific gravity

0 9970770 „ „„„
25°/I5 56° C = 0 8545 x =" 0 8^28
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This type of calculation is sometimes required for con>

version of sp gr t'jt to sp gr r/15 56“ C, so that the

specific gravity will be the same as though determined at

t° C with an hydrometer calibrated to read relative to water

at 15 56“ C (60“F)
A more common type of calculation is to convert either

sp gr t'lt to d!|, or sp gr t'lt to d[ Table VI has been

pr^red as an aid in the correction of specific gravities at

various temperatures to densities (le specific gravities

relative to water at 4“ C ) Table VI may be used for the

approximate solution of example 1 by subtracting the dif-

ference in factors, i c 0 8545-(0 0025-0 0008) = 0 8528

Table VI

Conversion of Specific Gravity t'jt to

Temp of water t
To convert sp gr

t It to dl
«c ‘F Sp gr t'lt subtract

0 32 all 00001

10 50 >0 91 0 0003
<091 00002

15 56 60 0 995 0 0010
0 89-0995 00009
0 79-0 89 0 0008
0 68-0 79 0 0007

•• .. 0 58-0 68 00006

20 68 099 0 0018
0 94-0 99 0 0017
0 89-0 94 0 0016
0 83-089 00015
0 77-0 83 00014
0 71-0 77 0 0013
0 66-071

1

0 0012
0 60-0 66 00011

» » 0 54-0 60
1

00010

25 77 0 97
1

0 0029
094-097

1 0 0028
091-094 1 0 0027

••
1

!

087-0 91 00026
0 84-0 87

,
0 0025

0 80-0 84 0 0024
0 76-0 80 0 0023
0 73-0 76 ' 00022
0 69-0 73

1

0 0021
066-069

1

0-0020

0 63-0 66 1 0 0019
060-063 1 0 0018

•• » 0 57-0 60 1 0 0017

30 86 097
I

0 0042

Exan^lel Thesp gr 20“/20“C of a sample is 0 7608
To convert to 20“/4“ C subtract 0 001 3, which gives 0 7595
When both the temperature of the hydrocarbon and the

water are to be changed, the change in density ofthe hydro-

carbon as well as of water must be taken mto account.

The necessary values for the change in density of pure

hydrocarbons are given m Table II. Similar values for

petroleum hydrocarbon mixtures are given m Table IV,

and on the basis of this data Table VII has been prepared

for the special case of converting sp gr 60“/60“ F to d”
for petroleum products

Example 3 The sp gr 25“/25“ C of a pure paraifin

hydrocarbon in the liquid state is 0 7261 To convert to

4," subtract 0 0021, which gives 0 7240 To correct from

sp gr 25“/4” C to </*“ add 5 x 0 00077 (see Table 11) or

0 0039 The density at 20° C relative to water at 4“ C is,

therefore, 0 7279 g per ml
Example 4 The sp gr 15 56“/15 56“ C of a kerosine

is 0 8055 To correct to “ subtract 0 0008, which gives

0 8047 To correct from rf,'

" ““ to </“, subtract 4 5 (4 44) X
0 00072 or 0 0032, which gives 0 801

5

Example 5 A petroleum fraction has an A P I gravity

of46, and, therefore, as sp gr 60'V60“ F of 0 7972 From
Table VII the correction is 0 0040, and the density 20“ C
relative to water at 4“ C is 0 7932

Table VII

Conversion of Specific Gravity 60^160° F to d^* or

“c.® for Petroleum Hy^ocarbon Mixtures

I

Correction to be subiracledfrom

I

specific gravity 60°160° F

Specific gravity

eff'ieo" F
To convert la To convert to

dVc’

1 10 0 00105 0 00350
100 0 00095 0 00370
090 0 00086 0 00380
0 85 0 00081 0 00390
0 80 0 00076 0 00400
0 78 0 00074 0 00410
0 76 0 00073 0 00420
0 74 0 00070 0 00430
072 0 00069 0 00445
0 70 0 00067 0 00455
068 0 00065 0 00470
0 66 000063 0 00480
064 ,

;

000061 0 00490
0 62

I!
0 00059 0 00500

0 60*
1

000057 0 00510
0 55*

! 000053 0 00540
0 50*

1
0 00048 0 00570

0 60t
1

0 00057 0 00550
0 55t 0 00053 0 00670
0 50t 0 00048 0 00780

* Obtamed by extrapolation of data for petroleum product*
having specifle gravities 60°/60° F between 0 80 and 0 60 at atmo-
sphenc pressure

t Obtained by drawing a straight-line curve through data for

propane and butane in liquefied condition under pressure Use for

liquefied gases only
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APPENDIX A
TABLE SHOWING SPECnTC GRAVITIES, POUNDS PER U.S. GALLON,
AND U.S. GALLONS PER POUND AT 60“ F. CORRESPONDING TO

DEGREES API.

A.S.T M. Serial Designation D. 287-36

The following table is primarily an abridgement of from 10 to 100° API , inclusive The data for gravities

Table 5 of the ‘National Standard Petroleum Oil Tables’ from 0 to 9“ API . inclusive, have been added in order to

as published m the U S Bureau of Standards Circular extend the use of the API gravity scale to petroleum oils

No 154, which contains similar data for each 01“ API havmg a specific gravity slightly greater than unity
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APPENDIX B
STANDARD ABRIDGED VOLUME CORRECTION TABLE FOR PETROLEUM OILS'

A.S.T.M. Serial Designation D. 206-36

This table is issued under the fixed designation D 206,

the final number indicates the year of original adoption as

standard or, in case of revision, the year of last revision

ADOPTED, 1925, REVISED, 1934, 1936

This table has been approved as

AMERICAN STANDARD
by the American Standards Association

This abridged table has been prepared by the U S
Bureau of Standards to meet a demand from the oil in-

dustry for a short and convenient table for reducing oil

volumes to the basis of 60° F , when extreme accuracy is

not required It is not intended to replace the Bureau of

Standards Circular No 154, but rather to supplement it,

and especially to replace the various abridged tables here-

tofore employed in the oil industry^

The groups, coefficients of expansion, gravity (degrees

API ), and gravity ranges for the several subdivisions of

the present abridged tables are shown in the opposite

column
The following tables show the volume occupied at 60° F

by a quantity of oil occupying unit volume at the indicated

temperatures

For purposes of brevity the columns showing observed

temperatures in degrees Fahrenheit carry the heading t

The columns of multipliers which are actually

/volume at 60° F \

\ volume at t )

carry the headingM
' Under the standardization procedure of the Society, this table

IS under the jurisdiction of the A S T M Committee D-2 on Petro-

leum and Lubricants

This table comprises a revision of the Standard Abridged Volume
Correction Table for Petroleum Oils (D 206 23), 1933 Book of
A S T M Standards, Part 11 p 886 which table it supersedes

^ This abridged table differs from that published in 1934 in three

respects The multipliers for Group 0 have been revised slightly.

Group 1 has been extended from 249 to 499° F ,
and Groups 4, 5,

and 6 have been extended from 99 to 124° F

Example The values given in the table are in the form
of mulupliers, that is, the volume of oil at the mdicated

temperature and degrees API for each group, multiphed

by the corresponding factor in the table, equals the volume
at 60° F For example, if the degrees API of an oil at

60' F equals 58 (Group 3) and the volume at 88° F equals

8,000 gal , then the volume at 60° F equals 8,(X)0 x 0 9830

or 7,864 gal

Coefficienti of Expansion, Gravity (Degrees API)

I

I

! Gravity range
I C orfficieni oj I Gravity, ! of group

Group expansion p< r
\

degrees
\

(degrees API
number ' °f at bO °F API ' at 60° F)

0
'

0 0003S ! 6 . Upto 149
1

1
0 00040

I

22 ' 15 0 to 34 9
2 OOOOSO I 44 33 0 to 30 9
3 I 0 00060

;

38 i 510 to 63 9
4 I 0 00070 72 64 0 to 78 9
5 0 00080 86 I 79 0 to 88 9
6 0 0008S I 91

I

89 0 to 93 9
7 0 00090 ' 97 94 0 to 100 0

All motor-fuel blends of gasoline and benzol shall be

considered as falling in Group 3 In cases of uncertainty

regarding the presence of benzol, a product having a gravity

heavier (numerically less) than 51° API , and a 50% re-

covery point less than 293° F (145° C ) shall be considered

as falLng in Group 3

The mulupliers m the Group 0 table in the 1934 standard were
taken from the National Bureau of Standards Miscellaneous Pub-
lication No 97 With the revision of Circular No 134 (to be
published as Circular No 410) to include data on oils from 0 to
10° API . It has seemed desirable to employ the procedure followed
in the other groups and choose the column of multiphers from the

unabndged table which has a base coefficient of expansion nearest

0 00033, which in the case of Group 0 is the column corresponding
to a gravity of 6° API
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Group 1*

Legend t - observed temperature m degrees FahRnheit, M == multiplier for reducing oil volumes to the basis of 60° F

/ Af
1

r M
1

/ M r M t M r
1

Af
1

/ M M /
\

M
\

t M
0 10242 SO 1 0040 100 0 9841 150 0 9647 200 0 9457 250 09270 300 0 9088 350 0 8909 400 0 8734 450 0 8563
1 10238 51 1 0036 101 0-9837 151 09643 201 0 9453 251 09267 301 0 9084 351 0 8906 401 0 8731 451 0 8560
2 10234 52 10032 102 0 9833 152 0 9639 202 09449 252 0 9263 302 0 9081 352 0 8902 402 0 8727 452 0 8557
3 10230 S3 10028 103 0 9830 153 0 9636 203 09446 253 0 9259 303 0 9077 353 0 8899 403 0 8724 453 0 8553
4 10226 54 1 0024 104 0 9826 154 0 9632 204 09442 254 09256 304 0 9073 354 0 8895 404 0 8720 454 0 8550

5 1 0222 55 10020 105 0 9822 155 0 9628 205 0 9438 255 0 9252 305 0 9070 355 0 8892 405 0 8717 455 0 8546
6 10218 56 1 0016 106 0 9818 156 0 9624 206 0 9434 256 09248 306 0 9066 356 0 8888 406 0 8714 456 0 8543
7 10214 57 10012 107 0 9814 157 0 9620 207 0 9430 257 ,0 9245 307 09063 357 0 8884 407 0 8710 457 0 8540
8 10210 58 1 0008 108 0 9811 158 0 9616 208 09427 258 .0 9241 308 0 9059 358 0 8881 408 0 8707 458 0 8536
9 10206 59 10004 109 0 9807 159 0 9612 209 09423 259 109237 309 0 9055 359 0 8877 409 0 8703 459 0 8533

10 10202 60 1 0000 no 0 9803 160 0 9608 210 0 9419 260 09234 310 0 9052 360 0 8874 410 0 8700 460 0 8530
11 10198 61 0 9996 111 0 9799 161 0 9604 211 0 9415 261 09230 311 0 9048 361 0 8870 411 0 8696 461 0 8526
12 10194 62 0 9992 112 0 9795 162 0 9601 212 09412 262 09226 312 0 9045 362 0 8867 412 0 8693 462 0 8523
13 10189 63 0 9988 113 09791 163 0 9597 213 09408 263 0 9223 313 0 9041 363 0 8863 413 0 8689 463 0 8519
14 1 0185 64 0 9984 114 0 9787 164 0 9594 214 09405 264 09219 314 0 9037 364 0 8860 414 0 8686 464 0 8516

IS lOlSlj 65 0 9980 115 0 9783 165 0 9590 215 09401 265 0 9215 315 0 9034 365 0 8856 415 0 8683 465 0 8513
16 10177 66 0 9976 116 0 9779 166 0 9586 216 09397 266 09212 316 0 9030 366 0 8853 416 0 8679 466 0 8509
17 10173 67 0 9972 117 0 9775 167 0 9582 217 0 9393 267 09208 317 0 9027 367 0 8849 417 0 8676 467 0 8506
18 10169 68 0 9968 118 0 9771 168 0 9578 218 0 9390 268 0 9204 318 09023 368 0 8846 418 0 8672 468 0 8503
19 1016S 69 0 9964 119 09767 169 0 9574 219 09386 269 09201 319 0 9020 369 0 8842 419 0 8669 469 0 8499

20 10161 70 09960 120 0 9763 170 0 9570 220 09382 270 09197 320 0 9016 370 0 8839 420 0 8665 470 0 8496
21 10157 71 0 9956 121 0 9759 171 0 9566 221 0 9378 271 09193 321 09012 371 0 8835 421 0 8662 471 0 8493
22 10153 72 0 9952 122 0 9755 172 09562 222 0 9374 272 09190 322 0 9009 372 0 8832 422 0 8659 472 0 8489
23 1 0148 73 0 9948 123 0 9752 173 09559 223 09371 273 0 9186 323 0 9005 373 0 8828 423 0 8655 473 08486
24 10144 74 09944 124 0 9748 174 0 9555 224 09367 274 09182 324 0 9002 374 0 8825 424 0 8652 474 0 8482

2S 10140 75 0 9940 125 09744 175 0 9551 225 0 9363 275 09179 325 I 0 8998 375 0 8821 425 0 8648 475 0 8479
26 1-0136 76 0 9936 126 09740 176 0 9547 226 0 9359 276 09175 326 0 8994 376

1

0 8818 426 0 8645 476 0 8476
27 10132 77 0 9932 127 0 9736 177 0 9543 227 09356 277 09171 327 0 8991 377 1 0 8814 427 0 8641 477 0 8472
28 10128 78 0 9929 128 0 9732 178 0 9540 228 09352 278 09168 328

I

0 8987 378
1

0 881

1

428 0 8638 478 0 8469
29 10124 79 09925 129 0 9728 179 0 9536 229 09349 279 0 9164 329 0 8984 379

1
0 8807 429 0 8635 479 0 8466

30 10120 80 0 9921 130 0 9724 180 09532 230 09345 280 09160 330
1

0 8980 380
'

0 8804 430 0 8631 480 0 8462
31 1 0116 81 0 9917 131 0 9720 181 0 9528 231 09341 281 09157 331 ' 0 8977 381 i

0 8800 431 0 8628 481 0 8459
32 1 0112 82 0 9913 132 0 9716 182 0 9524 232 09337 282 09153 332 ' 0 8973 382 0 8797 432 0 8624 482 0 8456
33 1 0108 83 0 9909 133 0 9713 183 0 9521 233 09334 283 09149 333 , 0 8969 383 0 8793 433 0 8621 483 08452
34 10104 84 0 9905 134 0 9709 184 0 9517 234 0 9330 284 09146 334 0 8966 384 1 0 8790 434 0 8618 484 0 8449

3S 10100 85 09901 135 0 9705 185 0 9513 235 I 0 9326 285 09142 335 0 8962 385 1 0 8786 435 0 8614 485 08446
36 10096 86 09897 136 0 9701 186 0 9509 236 0 9322 286 09139 336 0 8959 386 0 8783 436 0 8611 486 0 8442
37 10092 87 0 9893 137 0 9697 187 0 9505 237 1 09318 287 0 9135 337 0 8955 387 0 8779 437 0 8607 487 0 8439
38 10088 88 0 9889 138 0 9694 188 0 9502 238 1

09315 288 0 9131 338 0 8952 388 0 8776 438 0 8604 488 0 8436
39 10084 89 0 9885 139 0-9690 189 0 9498 239 1

09311 289 09128 339 0 8948 389 0 8772 439 0 8601 489 0 8432

40 1 0080 90 0 9881 140 09686 190 0 9494 240
i
09307 290 0 9124 340 0 8945 390 0 8769 440 0 8597 490 0 8429

41 10076 91 0 9877 141 0 9682 191 0 9490 241
1

09303 291 09120 341 0 8941 391 0 8766 441 0 8594 491 0 8426
42 10072 92 0 9873 142 09678 192 0 9487 242 I 0 9300 292 09117 342 0 8938 392 0 8762 442 0 8590 492 08422
43 1-0068 93 0 9869 143 09675 193 0 9483 243 ' 09296 293 09113 343 0 8934 393 0 8759 443 0 8587 493 08419
44 10064 94 09865 144 0 9671 194 0 9480 244 1 0 9293 294 09110 344 0 8930 394 0 8755 444 0 8584 494 0 8416

4S 10060 95 0 9861 145 0 9667 195 0 9476 245 0 9289 295 0 9106 345 0 8927 395 0 8752 445 0 8580 495 0 8413
46 10056 96 0 9857 146 09663 196 0 9472 246 0 9285 296 09102 346 0 8923 396 0 8748 446 0 8577 496 0 8409
47 10052 97 0 9853 147 0 9659 197 0 9468 247 09281 297 0 9099 347 0 8920 397 0 8745 447 0 8573 497 0 8406

48 10048 98 0 9849 148 09655 198 0 9465 248 09278 298 09095 348 0 8916 398 0 8741 448 0 8570 498 0 8403
49 10044 99 0 9845 149 0 9651 199 0 9461 249

1
0 9274 299 09091 349 0 8913 399 1 0 8738 449 0 8567 499 0 8399

of A S T M Committee D-4 on Road and Paving
Materials and Committee D-8 on Bltummous Water-
proofing and Roofing Materials
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APPENDIX D

DENSITY OF PURE WATER FREE FROM
AIR AT 760 mm.

(Snuthsonutn Physical Tables, 1934 )

Temp . Density of water.

°c g per ml

0 0 999 8681
1 9267
2 9679
3 9922
4 1 000 0000

5 0 999 9919
6 9682
7 9296
8 8764
9 8091

10 7282
11 6331
12 5248
13 4040
14 2712

13 1266
15 56 0443
16 0 998 9705
17 8029
18 6244
19 4347

20 2343
21 0233
22 0 997 8019
23 5703

24 3286

25 0770
26 0996 8158
27 3451

28 2652
29 0 995 9761

30 6780



GENERAL RELATIONSHIP OF DENSITY, REFRACTIVE INDEX,
AND RELATED CHARACTERISTICS, WITH STRUCTURE OF

HYDROCARBONS
By A. L. WARD, Manager, TTie Chemical Laboratories, The United Gas Improvement Conyiany, S. S KURTZ, Jr.,

Development Engineer, The Sun Oil Company, and W. H. FULWEELER, Consulting Chendcal Engineer

1. Molecnlar Volome.

The early work on the volume relationship of compounds
was largely devoted to a study of the additive properties

of the elements Kopp [17. 1889], Le Bas [19. 191S]. and

others studied molecular volume (molecular weight—den-
sity) of liquids taken at the boihng-pomt or at the meltmg-

pomt. m an attempt to obtain additive volumes Richards

[24, 1904] pomted out that so many variables affect the

atomicvolume that neithertheboiling-pomtnorthe melting-

pomt can be depended on to make the molecular volume
become a precisely additive quantity Richards began a
new approach to the problem of atomic volume from the

pomt of view of the compressibihty of atoms [25. 1911]

He stated ‘Molecules with high cohesive aflSmty (those

hard to volatilize) should be much compressed and possess

small volume, whereas molecules with slight cohesive

afiSnity should be more bulky *

Ridiards and his predecessors were hampered by a lack

of accurate physical data on hydrocarbons Now that a

relatively large amount of accurate data is available, it is

hoped that the subject of molecular volumes will again

receive the attention it deserves

Some of the generalizations regardmg molecular volume
are of cunent mterest because they help to fix m mind the

rough relationship between the densities of the hydro-

carbon senes The relations here discussed are based on
densities at 20° C
The molecular volume is influenced by the degree of

unsaturation, and the greater the unsaturation the smaller

IS the molecular volume The volume change, however,
decreases with an mcreasmg number of double hnkages

The contraction m molecular volume that accompaiues
ring formation is larger than that caused by unsaturation

Table I shows m a general way the relationship m mote-
cular volume for the members of the different hydrocarbon
senes having six atoms Although these data were not
detemuned at the boilmg-pomt, the general trend of the

effect IS clearly shown

Table I

Molecular Volume ofHydrocarbons

Molecular
Formula Compound volume at 20’ C
C,H,4 Hesane (»-) 1303
C.H,, Hexylene (I) 124 8
C«Hu Hexadiene (1, S) 119 0
C.H,. Hexadiene (1, 3) 115 6
C,H. Hexatnene (1, 3, 5) 108 6
CtH„ Cyclohexane 107 8
CJlu C^clohexene 101

3

CJH. Cyclohexadiene (1. 3) 95 2
C;H« Benzene 88 7

2. Denaity and RefractiTe Index of Hydrocarbons.

GenenL In addition to the work on molecular volume,
a large amount of effort was spent on the effect of com-

position on specific refractivity Until recently, however,

relatively little emphasis was placed on the fascmatmg

study of the effect of structure on density and refractive

mdex, and the relation of these properties to boihng-

pomt, &c
Withm the scope of the present section little more than

a bnef gbmpse of the subject can be given

Figs 1 and 2 (pubhshed with permission ofThe Atlantic

Refinmg Company) give a general idea of the relation

between boihng-point and density If the correspondmg

diagrams are drawn for refracUve mdex and boilmg-pomt

they are found to be entirely sunilar except that the curves

for saturated cyclics are nearer to the curves for the

parafiins m the refractive mdex diagram For a general

picture Figs 1 and 2 may be used to obtain the density

for a given type ofcompound of a given boilmg-pomt, and
then the corresponding representauve refractive mdex may
be obtained by means of the values for specific refraction

or refractivity mtercept given m Table VII

The curves m Fig 1 represent density boilmg-pomt data

for the followmg homologous senes

Curve I Normal paraffins C, to Cn
„ U High density paraffin isomers, especially 2,3

and 3,3-methyl and ethyl compounds

„ ID Normal olefines C4 to C,i

„ IV Methyl and ethyl mono-alkyl denvatives of

saturated cyches, Q to

„ V Saturated cyches, C4 to Cg

„ VI Cyclic mono-olefines, C» and C,

„ VII cyclic diolefines, C, and C.

„ Vin Aromabc rmg compounds benzene and
naphthalene, the latter bemg m the hypo-

thebcal hqmd state at 20° C

There is a rough parallelism between most of the curves

of Fig. 1 It 15 mterestmg to note that curve II diveiges

rapidly from curve I, which means that considerable error

IS mvolved m assummg that the curve for the normal
paraffins may be used to represent all paraffins An ap-

proxunate curve to represent paraffins m general could be
drawn half-way betwm curves I and II

Fig 2 shows (1) the effect of alkyl substitution on the

properties of compounds havmg a suc-carbou atom ring,

and (2) the groupmg of paraffin isomers between the

cyclics

Note the followmg approximate mean boilmg-tmmts

6 carbon paraffins 60* C
6 carbon cyclics 80° C
7 carbon paraffins 90* C
7 carbon cycbcs 105* C
8 carbon paraffins 115* C
8 carbon cyclics 130* C

This alternate grouping of and non-qyclic hydro-
carbons IS responsible for the alternation of hi^ and low
densities first observed hy Meodeleeff [20, 1883], which has
recently received much attention, for example, by
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Henderson, and Ferns [14, 1927], and by Fenske [10, 1930]
The curves in Fig 2 have the following significance

Curve I Cyclohexane and derivatives

„ II Cydohexene and derivatives

„ III Cydohexadiene and denvatives

„ IV Benzene and derivatives

„ E Conneas 6 carbon atom compounds
„ F Connects 7 carbon atom compounds
„ G Connects 8 carbon atom compounds

Group A Isomeric hexanes

„ B Nine isomeric heptanes and one octane (2,2,4-

trimethyl pentane)

„ C Eleven isomeric octanes and one nonane
(2,2,S-trimethyl hexane)

„ D Represents the known nonanes and decanes

dependent of temperature and duectly related to com-
position

The following formulae have been or are in extensive use

Table II

Refraction Formulae

Originator offormula \ Specific refraction
I
Molecular refraction

Berthelot

Gladstone and Dale

d

Lonentz and Lorenz ’ /n'-n mol wt

[1^+2) d
I U*+ 2/ d

Flo 1 Oenuty-boiling-point relation for homologous senes

It IS interestmg to note that introduction of a methyl
group in benzene and in cyclohexane increases the boiling-

pomt and decreases the density Beyond the monomethyl
compound isomers of similar boiling-point and different

densities are found so that the curve 1 divides into 1 a and
I b, and curve IV divides into IV a and IV b Most of the
naphthenic isomers lie near curve I b, but most of the aro-
mpbc isomers lie near curve IV a

Curves such as those shown in Figs 1 and 2 are helpful

in fixing physical correlations in mind, but they must be
used With caution in predictmg the properties of com-
pounds when only the structural formula is available

Many other mteresting relations appear when the physical

data for hydrocarbons are studied, paraffins and olefines

are discussed m more detail elsewhere

Spedflc and Molecular Refractivity.

In the preceding secuons refractive index and density

have been discussed first from the pomt of view of tem-
pnatnie change, and second from the pomt of view of
nufiecular structure These two hnes of thought converge
on the concept of specific and molecular lefiacuon [7,

1912], since molecular refiractions are supposed to be m-

The Lorentz and Lorenz equation has been widely used
and has a theoretical derivaUon, but it is now beconung
generally agreed that the empincal equation of Eykman
[9, 189S] IS more nearly independent of temperature than
either the Lorentz-Loienz or the Gladstone and Dale equa-
tion The data of Table HI illustrates this

Table III

Data ofEykman Comparing Molecular Refraction

Formulae [9, 1895]

Mol refiaciton at Ha y, change In mol ref

SuHsimice
Temp
-c V i. el

L Eyk
L a
L Eyk

44-95
48 78
48 67

2976
29 83

65 24
65 26

-0-23 -t-0 23 +003
Paraffin, CmH,, 38 3

136-0
157 43
156 50

9448
9500

208 95
208 82

-0-60 -1054 -0 06

Paraffin, CnHu 804
1400

250-07

249 27
150-22

150-70
332 05
33197

-0 32 + 0 33 -0 02

Celene 20-2

140 5

125 61

124 70
75 24
75 80

166 57
166 51

-0 73 +0 75 -004

Benzyl toluene 14 7 I

137 0
103 69
103 13

39 70j
60-41

135 29
135 46

-0 55 + 1 18 H 012
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It 18 fair to say (1) that the Eykman formula is the more
usdiil for expressing the relation between refractive mdex
and density with changing temperature, (2) that the

Lorentz-Lorenz is the more useful for bnn^g out the

relation between optical and electrical properties, and that

(3) the Gladstone and Dale equation is best (of these equa-

tions) for distinguishmg between homologous senes oi

hydrocarbons

Having calculated molecular refracbon it is natural to

look for the existence of atomic refractions and to see

if the molecular refraction is equal to the sum of the

atonuc refractions An immense amount of effort has

been expended on this problem, but the importance of

structure is too great to permit highly accurate calculation

of molecular refractions Constants have long been used

for structural features such as double bonds, nng-closing,

coryugation of double bonds, &c , but it has generally been

accepted that non-cychc isomenc hydrocarbons should all

have identical molecular refractions The recent data of

Smyth and Stoops [29, 1928] on the isomenc heptanes pre-

pared by Edgar and Callmgaert [5, 1929] show that m the

case of these isomers there is a difference of about 1%
between the maximum and miiumum molecular refraction

These matenals were prepared with great care and the data

are very accurate, hence one must recognize the existence

of appreciable constitution effects m these simple com-
pounds It should be noted at this point that Vlugter,

Waterman, and Van Westen [30, 1935], and Ferns,

Cowles, and Henderson [II, 1929, 12, 1931] have found

good agreement between calculated and determined mole-

cular refractions for a limited number of naphthenes and
parafiSns

In the case of the classical work, a serious handicap was

the lack of sufficient hydrocarbons ofknown structure and
punty The best of the older values for atomic refracUvity

were given by BrOhl A more recent attempt to amve at

suitable constants was made by Eisenlohr [6, 1910] These

are usually given m recent text-books, although they are

known to be m error The values are now bemg re-

calculated Hulst [15, 1935] at DelA, and it is hoped
that the new values will be more generally apphcable

The values (for the Lorentz-Lorenz formula, D line)

for hydrocarbons now available are

Table IV

Atomic Refraction Valuesfor Lorentz-Lorenz

Formula

BrOhl Eisenlohr Hulst

Carbon 2 SOI 2 418 2 390
Hydrogen lOSl 1100 1 02S
Double bond 1 707 , 1733
Triple bond 210 2 398

Ring closure has a surprisingly small eflect

Notwithstandmg the fact that unimpeachable values have
jiever been established, the work on molecular and atonuc
lefiBCtivity has been ofunmense value historicallym estab-

lishmg the purity ofmdividual hydrocarbons andm settling

disputes ebbut the structure of hydrocarbons, particularly

among the terpraes As our methods for the isolation of
hydrocarbons are further refined and attempts ate made to

establish the structure of the conqihcated polycychc iQ^dro-

carixtns m the higher boiling fractions of petroteum, these

constants will doubtless come into play agam, as mdicated

hy the work of Waterman [32, 1935]

Motecnbur Coeffldent of Refracthn.

One of the newer constants which have been proposed

is the molecular coefficient of refraction, which is simply

the refractive mdex multiphed by the molecular weight

Although Eisenlohr and Wohhsch [8, 1930] have made a
strong plea for the use of this constant as reflecting con-

stitutional influences to a greater extent than the refractivity

expressions in which the division of the refractive index by
the density tends to neutralize the effect of constitutional

influences, others who have attempted to use it are not

convmced that it offers any advantage over the classical

expressions

Specific Refractive Dispersion.

Dispersion, as stated above, is the difference in refractive

index for light of two wave-lengths, specific dispersion is

dispersion divided by density, both constants being deter-

nuned at the same temperature In order to express specific

dispersion as a convenient whole number, it is multiphed

by some power of 10 The most common formula for

specific dispersion is

^""*’xl0* or^xlO*
a a

Although dispersion never enjoyed the vogue which the

various expressions for refractivity didm the classical work
on the structure of orgamc compounds, and although it

has never received the attention which such a useful tool

m hydrocarbon analysis deserves, nevertheless various ex-

pressions for dispersion have been used by a number
of mvestigators Simple dispersion for several pairs of

wave-lengths, the expression ^ 10* of Waterman and
Wj)”” 1

Perqum [34, 1927], and specific dispersion have all been
used

The formula X 10* is m reality the difference m
a

specific refraction for the two wave-lengths Ai and A,

according to the Cladstone-Dale formula, bemg a reduced

form of the expression

It should be noted, however, that the calculaUon of specific

dispersion by the above formula does not require the cal-

culation of specific refraction

In one sense, it would be more logical for those who
prefer the Lorentz-Lorenz formula for refractivity to use
It also for dispersion The equabon for specific dispersion

thus becomes

U.+2 5 i«:+2 5/
XIO*

Using this equation, specific dispersion would no longer

be defined as t^ difference m refractive indices divided by
the density This formula requues the calculabon of
specific refracbvity Numerically, specific dispersion by the

Loientz-Loienz equation is equal to about one-half that

by the Cladstone-Dale equation

An enormous amount of effort was wasted and great

confusion was mtroduced mto the hterature on lefiactmty

by the conflict between the (German) school of thought
which used the Lorentz-Lorenz equation and the (Er^lidO
school which used die Gladstone-Dale equation.

Some mvestigators have started to use the Lonntz-
Lorenz equation for specific dispersion. It will be regret-
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table if the dispersion kterature ever becomes as confused

as did the refractivity hterature The simpler a tool, the

more useful it is The confusion and complication resultmg

from mtroducmg an involved equation to replace a simple

one can only be justified if the more comphcated one can

be demonstrated to represent the facts more truly In the

present mstance no such demonstration has been offered

Although any pair of spectrum lines may be used in any
equation for dispersion or specific dispersion, the more
widely separated the wave-lengths, the more clear cut be-

come the differences between the different hydrocarbon

senes The older work used the pair F and C because

these lines were used to characterize optical glass Dixmier

[4, 1926] and Mutte [22, 1926] have used the pau g and D
Waterman and his co-workers [30, 1935, 33, 1932, 34,

1927], Darmois [2, 1921], and others have used the pair

G' and C It is much easier to obtain a brilliant g line than

a C hne of sufficient intensity for accurate measurements

As a matter of fact, the O' hnc cannot be read at all with

turbid or coloured oils For that reason Ward and Ful-

weiler [31, 1934] used this pair m a recent attempt to

popularize the use of specific dispersion m the analysis of

hydrocarbon mixtures The difference of 18 A between

the g and C Imes is so small that negligible errors are

introduced m converting mdices obtained by one hne to

the other, using the formula of Cauchy
The values for specific dispersion for different hydro-

carbon senes have been summarized in Table V Some
values for the Lorentz-Lorenz equation have been mcluded
for comparison

Table V
Specific Refractm Dispersion ofHydrocarbons

Equation

Spactnim Iinea

Hydrocarbon hiub

Napbthenea (latunted
monocyclica)

Oleilnea (1 doable bond)
Uniaturated monocyclica
(1 double bond)

Diolefinea

Conluiated dioleSnea*

Unaaturated cyclica (two*
conjugated double
bonda)

Saturated cyclica with
one* double bond in

Unaaturated cyclka wlOi
one* double bond m
aide chain

Aromaticat
Aromatic oleSneaf (one
double bond)

Naphthalene

vativea

Diphenyl
Some hydrocatbona with
two phenyl nuclei

* The number of hydroearbona of theae aeriea for which data are available

la too Umilad to pennit the ealabUihment of their dloperaiona with the accuracy

chatueleiittic of the other aeriea

t The voluea decreaie with increoaing molecular weight, that ia, oa the

paraffinic character of the moieettle increoaea

Vlugter, Waterman, and Van Westen observe that for

^dic hydrocarbons the specific dispersion of only the

saturated monoc^dics is entirely mde^dent ofmolecular

weiilit. For patafiSns it decreases slightly, and for poly-

Q^ches It increases shghtly with molecular weight This is

shown m their summation, m which n equals the number
of carbon atoms

Table VI

Effect of Molecular Weight on Dispersion {Lorentz-Lorenz

Fornmla) ofSaturated Hydrocarbons

I

n=^20 n=-30 n = 40
{mol wl {mol wt {mol vt
about about about

MO)
_

4Xf) 560)

Paraffins (C.H..|.) 821 81 6 81 3

Monocyclic naphthenes (CnHn,) 80 6 80 6 80 6
Dicychc naphthenes {C,H„_,) 79 1 79 6 79 9
Tricyclic naphthenes 77 6 78 6 79 1

Tetracyclic naphthenes (C»H„^_,) 76 1 77 6 78 3

Pentacyclic naphthenes (C,H,„_,) 74 5 76 5 77 4

The uses to which specific dispersion have been put are

vaned In general, it is most valuable when used m con-
nexion with some other physical or chemical property For
example, paraffins and naphthenes cannot be distinguished

because then values are the same The aromatics are much
higher, and specific dispersion may be used to determme
aromatics (single nng) as Darmois used it on gasoline On
the other hand, the specific refractions ofthe aromatics and
paraffins he relabvely close together, but the values for

naphthenes are lower The two sets of constants may.
therefore, be used to characterize a mixture of the three

series

Waterman and his co-workers use dispersion to control

the complete saturaUon of hydrocarbon oils

Ward and Fulweiler used dispersionm checkmg the con-

centration and character of unsaturated hydrocarbons m
aromabes and the presence of saturated hydrocarbons m
the same mixture

Refractivity Intercept.

A valuable new concept of refracbvity has recently been
mtnxluced by Kurtz and Ward [18, 1936] This constant

for any homologous series is defined as the intercept of the
refracbve mdex-density curve with the refractive index

ordmate if the abscissa scale begms with zero density It

IS, therefore, the hypothetical refractive mdex at zero den-

sity The equabon is R Int = n—d/2
The followmg values have been established for nme senes

of hydrocarbons
Table VII

Refractivity Intercepts for Hydrocarbons

R Int at

Series 20° Ct
Paraffins 1 0461
Saturated monocyclic 1 0400
Saturated polycyclic* 1 0283
Mono-olefines 1 0321
Diolefines 10392
Copiugated diolefines* 1 0877
Unsaturated cyclica, one double bond 1 0461
Unsaturated cyclics. two conjugated double bonds* 10643
Aromaucs 1 0627

t Based on data for pure compounds compiled by Ward and
Kurtz, to be published

* The number of hydrocarbons of these series for which data

are available is too hmited to permit the establishment of the

values for their mtercepts with the accuracy characteristic of
the other senes

Tbe value of the refracbvity mteroept lies in the facts

that for hydrocarbon isomers it is more constant than

specific refraction, and that unlike specific dispersion it may
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be obtained accurately using only white light and an Abbd
reftactometer and an hydrometer

In practical applicaUon its chief uses are (I) rapid check-

ing of physical property data for supposedly pure com-
pounds found m the literature, and (2) distinguishmg

between naphthenes, paraffins, and aromatics in hydro-

carbon mixtures

Refractive Index and Dielectric Constant.

Accordmg to the electromagnetic theory of light the

dielectnc constant equals the square of the refractive index

[13, 1929 , 26, 1928] The refractive index and dielectnc

constant should strictly be obtained at the same frequency,

but practically it is possible to use dielectnc constants

obtamed with low-frequency waves and refractive indices

obtained with sodium light and to obtain quite good agree-

ment, as shown in Table VIII The dielectric constant

obtained in this way is a minimum Natural polarity of
the molecules or contamination with polar material will

give a higher dielectnc constant Assuming that there is

no contammation, the difference between the dielectnc

constant and the square of the refracUve index may be
used to calculate the molecular moment [3, 1929]

The relation between refractive index and dielectnc con-

stant IS occasionally useful in estimating the dielectnc

constant of an oil without actually determming it The

temperature coefficient of the dielectnc constant may also

be approximated by calculatmg the refractive mdex at

several temperatures and squanng to obtain the dielectnc

constant

Table VIII

Calculation of Dielectric Constant from
Refractive Index
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Additivity of Physical Properties

The refractive index and density of binary mixtures of

liquids which mix without change in volume are additive

on a volume per cent basis The careful work of Mac-
Farlane and Wright [20, 1933] settles this point definitely

Specific refraction, in which weight occurs in the deno-

minator, IS additive on a weight per cent basis For
mixtures of hydrocarbons not differuig greatly in density

the per cent by volume and the per cent by weight do not

differ greatly, hence the difference between per cent by

weight and per cent by volume is not important except m
special cases

In complex mixtures such as those encountered m petro-

leum fractionation one may safely assume that any change

in volume which occurs on mixing is small (0 25% or less)

[30, 1933] and that the refractive index or density of any
blend may be computed if the refractive indices and densi-

ties of the materials to be mixed are known

Composdtion of Petroleum as indicated by Work of

Bureau of Standards

The physical properties of natural petroleum products

may be used to obtain some idea of the composition of
these complex mixtures In order to be sure that the con-

clusions arrived at by such methods are correct, it is

necessary that a few samples of petroleum shall have been
separated into the actual pure compounds of which they

are composed This is a tremendous undertakmg C F
Mabery devoted his life to this type of work and examined
many samples with moderate but not complete thorough-

ness

The American Petroleum Institute Research Project

No 6, carried out at the Bureau of Standards, is the most
thorough programme of this sort ever undertaken [32,

1933]

The investigation was inaugurated by the late Dr Wash-
burn and has been continued under the direction of Dr
Rossini In this work Mid-ConUnent crude from South
Panca Field, Kay County, Oklahoma, was fractionated and
the cuts were repeatedly refractionated Thus far approxi-

mately 40 man years of work have been expended on the

examination of the naphtha fraction boiling between 55

and 180° C [19. 1935, 26, 1935] This work is far from
complete, but considerable information is available for the

matenal boiling between 55 and 145° C as indicated in

Fig 1 and Table I

Fig 1, which was compiled by Leslie and White and is

republished through the courtesy of the National Bureau
of Standards, gives the volume per cent of the 1° C cuts

ud the corresponding refractive indices of these cuts

Some, but not all, of the pure compounds isolated from
this naphtha are indicated on this graph by vertical lines

The percentage of the separated pure compound is indi-

cated by the height of the line referred to the nght-hand
scale All percentages are calculated on the basis that the

initial volume of the 55-145° C cut was 100%

Table I

Summary of Isolated, Detected, and Suspected Hydro-
carbons in the 55-145° C Fraction ofa Mid-Continent

Petroleum

Table I is especially significant since it presents the only

really reliable estimate of the composition of a natural

naphtha that has ever been published Rossini and his

associates present their data with many qualifications as to

quantitative accuracy, but this work is nevertheless the best

in the literature The ratio 60% paraffin, 30% naphthene,

and 10% aromatic in a Mid-Continent naphtha is well

established

This information somewhat simplifies the problem of
evaluating the significance of the refractive mdex and
density of ‘straight-run’ naphthas

The Density of Crude Petroieum

Crude petroleum vanes from material of the Mexican
and Trinidad types which contam a large proportion of
asphalt and have specific gravities in the vicinity of 1 0, to

matenal of water-white colour and low density which can

be used directly as a motor fuel Crudes of the latter type

are, however, sufficiently rare, so that they are not of com-
mercial importance In fact, most crudes are so dark that

refractive indices cannot be taken by the ordinaiy methods,

hence no refractive index data are tabulated in this section

Since It is standard practice to record the API gravity

or the specific gravity 60°/60° F for crudes, tabulations in

this section are based on specific gravity 60°/60°F in order

to permit comparison between data for crudes and different

fractions

The United States Bureau of [Mines 17, 1935, 28, 1928]

has published an immense amount of data on the gravity

of crude petroleum and its fractions, and on the basis of
this work they recommend the classification of crudes mto
diree major classes and four sub-classes Table III gives

density data for crudes r^resentative of each of these

classes It is clear that gravity of the whole crude is not

a very reliable guide to the type of crude The Bureau of
Mines system of classification is based upon distillation

through a Hempel-type column to 275° F at atmosphenc
pressure and from that point to 300° C at 40 mm Hg
pressure Cuts are taken eveiy 25° C The cut from 250

to 275° C at atmospheric pressure is called ‘Key fraction
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No r, and the cut from 27S to 300° C at 40mm is called for example, ‘Intermediate Paralim Base’ means that the

‘Key fraction No 2’ fractionNo 1 is taken as repre- naphtha is of mtermediate type and the viscous oils are of

sentative of the quality of the naphtha , Key fraction No 2 paiaffimc type

18 taken as representative of the lubneabng oil These The wide variations m specific gravity of crudes, even

PRELIMINARY DISTILLATION OF GASOLINE FRACTION
AND HYDROCARBONS ISOLATED OR SUSPECTED

BOILING POINT IN *C
Fio 1 American Petroleum Institute project 6, pielimmaiy distillation of gasoline fraction

fractions are classified on the basis of gravity as follows

(Table II)

Table n
Key Fraction Classification fin- Deternuning the

Base of Crudes

In naming the four mixed-type dassificahons, the first

part of the name indicates the No 1 key fraction: the

second part of the name mdicates the No 2 kpy fraction.

from one geographical area or field, are shown m Tables
IV and V Table IV gives maximum and mimmum values

for crudes from all parts of the world Table V gives the

range of gravities for which specific quotations are made
on current American crudes Crudes with gravities above
and below the gravities indicated m Table V may be
obtained from a particular field, but are not usual

Inspection of Tables IV and V shows that the specific

gravity ofmost crudes hes between 0 80 and 0 95 (54 4 and
17 4° API ) Variation of the gravity of the crude from
a given field is usually due to die difference in the per-

centage of gasohne and naphtha m the crude, as inrfiffatwt

m Fig 2 Curve I m this graph represents Pennsylvania
crude, curves II and III various Oklahoma crudes, and
curve IV Kan County, California, crude The rough pro-
porbonahty between speafic gravity and per cent naphtha
m any given field accounts for the importance attached to
gravity m the market quotations on crudes
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Table III Table IV (cont )

Gravity of Various Classes of Crudes [17, 193S]

Ritehle County,
Wwt Viismin

Chandler Field,

Lincoln Conn^,

Cotton Valley Field,

Gravity of Crude Petroleum—Maximum and Minimum
Values [14, 1927]

Continent Country or district

Gravity

•API
Sp gr
60° F

Africa Algeria 12 9-476 079-0 98
Egypt 144-39 0 0 83-097
Gold Coast 12 9-31 1 0 87-098
Ivory Coast 13 9 096
Sidi Brahun 72 102
Tunis 14 4 097

Asia Asum 12 9-32 9 0 86-0 98
Burma 10-0-43 2 0 81-1 00
Japan 12 9^3 4 0 80-098
Borneo 14-4-33-0 086-097
Java 14 4-43 2 0 81-097
Roengkoet 144 097
Iran 2 0-49 7 078-106

Australia 14-4-37 0 0 84-0 97

New Zealand I 14-4-37 0 0 84-097

Europe Russia (Oagbesun) 13 9-330 0 83-0 96

„ (Caucasus) 862 1 063

Continent County or district

Gravity Sp gr
60PF

Europe Galana (Drohobycz) 15 9-37 0 0 84-096
Germany 100-43 2 0 81-1-00

Greece 33 103
Hungary 12 9-43 4 080-098
Italy 14 4-572 073-097
Roumania 17 3-32 3 0 77-093

North America Canada 14-4-572 0 75-097
Cuba 13 9-62 3 0 73-096
Haiti 15 9-22 3 092-096

20-476 0 79-106
United States (Alaska) 114-47 6 0 79-0 99

„ „ (California) 8 6-32 3 0 77-1 01

144-454 0 80-0 97

,. „ (Oklahoma) 29 3-47 6 0 79-0 88

144-45 4 080-097
„ ., (Utah) 17 5-39 0 0 83-0 95

10 0-43 4 0 80-100

M (P*

)

27 5-70 6 070-089

South America Argentina 10 0-25 7 090-100
Barbados 14 4-29 3 0 88-0 97
Colombia 14 4-33 0 0 86-097
Ecuador 114-29 3 0 88-0 99
Peru 17 4-41 1 0 82-093
Tnnidad 12 9-43 2 0 81-098

Table V
American Fieldsfor which Crude Prices are glutted

by Gravity [33, 1935]

Gulf Coatt, Texai, and Louisiana

Cotton Valley

Northern Louisiana and Arkan-

Montobello
Kettleman HUIs
Santa Fe Springs

VisU HUIs
Inglewood
Athens, Rosscranz, Dominguez,

Ventura Avenue, Rincon
amda-Biea Canyon
Flaya Del Rey

tnck. Round Mountain

Sp gr

23 7-41-0
I

0-82-0-90

29J-41-0

29 3-4H)

M-4-41-0
33-0-39 8

2I-0-39-0
33-0-38 0

14 4-33-0
14-4-32 I

23-0-321

14 4-31-0
21-9^-31-0

14-4-28-9

14 4-27-0

144-23-9
19 8-23-9

14-4-24 8

13-9-19-9

0-82-040

0 82-0-88

0-82-0-88

0 82-0476
0-826-0 80
0-830-0428

0 871-047
0-871-0422
0-882-047
0 893-047
0-899-047
0 8994)433

The increase in density for the same percentage of

naphtha as one progresses from Pennsylvania to Kem
County,Cahfomta, crudesreflects the increasing proportion
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(rf'cydic compounds in the latter crudes This is also shown
by the carbon/hydrogen ratio which is about 0 for Penn-

sylvania crudes and 7 6 for Kern River crude

The paraffinic or naphthenic quality of a crude may be

estimated from the gravity and viscosity by means of the

viscosity-gravity constant Paraffinic crudes have a vgc
of approximately 080-0 81, Mid-Continent 0 825-0845,

and Gulf Coast 0 850-0 920 The formula for v g c and
a nomogram for calculating this constant are given in

another article [34]

There is no dehnite relation between the density of a

crude and the per cent sulphur, although the per cent

sulphur IS likely to be high in hij^-density crudes

Density and Refractive Index of

Petroleum Fractions

General Division of Crude into Fractions.

It IS customary in refimng petroleum to divide the crude

mto fractions approximately as follows

Fned gases

Liquefied fuel gases

Gasoluie and naphtha

Kerosine

Gas oil

Ethane and lighter

Propane and butane
Pentane to material boiling at

200-220“

C

Boiling range approximately

200-300“

C

Cut heavier than kerosme and
with viscosity less than SO
sec Sayboltat 100“ F (0073
Stoke)

Lubricating oil SO-4,000 sec Saybolt at 100° F

,

or ISO sec Saybolt at 210° F
(0073-8 67 Stokes at 100° F
or 0 316 Stoke at 210° F)

Fuel oil, tar, or asphalt in crudes contaimng these

In Table VI [14, 1927] data are given showing the ap-
proxunate specific gravity range for some typical straight-

run petroleum products Since such a wide variety ofcrudes
are to-day available, and suice cracking and re-formmg

have become important, density specifications no longer

serve to specify a product as was the case m America when
stra4dtt*run Pennsylvama products only were available.

Table VI is therefore of more histone than practical value.

Table VII presents recent data for the gravities of narrow
cuts from three representative crudes, and of the major

products which can be obtamed from these crudes

Table VI

Straight-run Petroleum Products

API gravity and approximate specific gravity range

Paraffin base crude

Light petroleum ether

Heavy
Natural gas gasoline

Gasoline
Kerosine
Mineral seal oil (300 burning oil)

Gasoil
Non-viscous neutrals

Viscous neutrals

Paraffin oils

Paraffin wax
Red oils

Filtered cylinder stock
Bright stock

Steam-refined oils

0 626-0 6331

0 639-0 654
0 622-0 675
0 709-0 747
0 797-0 816
0 811-0 825
0 816-0845
0 850-0 865
0 865-0 882
0 875-0 904,

0 871-0 947'

0 904-0 910,'

0 887-0 896'

0 893-0 916;

0 898-0 9281

92 0-94 5

84 9-90 0
78 1-964
57 9-68 1

41 9-460
40 0-43 0
36 0-41 9
32 1-35-0

28 9-32 1

25 1-302
17 9-31

0

24 0-25 0
26 4-28 0
23 0-270
21 0-26 1

Naphthene base crude
Natural gas gasoline

Light gasoline

Gasoline
Kerosine
Gas oil

Low pour test machine oil (low viscosity)

.. ,> .. (medium „ )

.. .. (high „ )

Black oil

Flux

0669-0 702, 70 0-80-0

0 702-0 720i 65 0-70 1

0 731-0 763, 54 0-62 1

0 816-0 8251 40 0-419
0 855-0 875 30 2-34 0
0 922-0 928 21 0-22 0
0 928-0 9341 20 0-21-0

0 934-0940! 19 0-20-0

0 940-0 947 17 9-19-0

0 973-0 9861 12 0-13 9

Table VII

Fractionsfrom Three Representative Crudes [17, 1935]

Paraffin base crude. Lost Run Intermediate base crude, Seminole Naphthene base crude, Refugio
Field, Ritchie County, IV Va Field Seminok County^ Okla Field, Refugio County, Texas

Temp Sp gr 'API "API
'

"API
“C Pressure* % cut etPieo* F 60" F Vo cut 60"m F 60" F y.cut 60°/60° F 60" F

Up to 50 A 46 0 647 SI 2 33 0643 88 6
50-75 A 45 0 656 84 2 34 0 669 80 1

75-100 A 10 0692 73 0 65 0 709 68 1

100-25 A 91 0 724 63 9 77 0 736 608
125-50 A 75 0 743 58 9 66 0 757 55 4
150-75 A 70 *0 738 552 58 0 777 506 1

1

0 803 447
175-200 A 55 0 770 52 3 53 0 794 46 7 38 0 835 38 0
200-25 A 53 0 780 49 9 49 0 810 43 2 83 0 855 34 0
225-50 A 56 0 791 47 4 52 0 826 39 8 13 3 0 872 30 8
250-75 A 68 0 803 447 58 0840 37 0 19 6 0 888 27 9

Up to 200 40 mm 36 0 826 39 8 3 1 0 859 33 2 106 0907 245
200-25 40 mm 5 1 0 832 38 6 53 0 865 32 1 10 3 0915 23 1

225-50 40 mm 45 0 839 37 2 46 0 879 295 72 0928 21-0
250-75 40 mm 39 0 845 36 0 41 0 893 27 0 58 0942 18 7
275-300 40 mm 44 0 853 344 49 0 905 249 73 0 956 16 5

Oasobne and naphtha 45 2 0 718 656 38 6 0 735 61-0 1 1 0 803 447
Kerosine 17 7 0 792 47 2 49 0 810 43 2
Gasoil 83 0 829 39 2 17 3 0 843 364 555 0 879 29 5
Light tub oil 98 0 835-0 851 38 0-34 8 9-4 0 866-0 895 31 9-26 6 14 2 00911-0 929 23 8-20 8
Medium lub oil 34 0 851-0 857 34 8-33 6 63 0895-0 911 26 6-23 8 47 0-929-0939 20 8-192
Vltoous lub oil 116 0939-0 964 19 2-15 3
Setiduam 147 0 888 27 9 221 0-958 162 12 7 0981 12 7
Ditt loss 09 14 02

at foUowa paraffin base 7S0

1
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UqneSed Petraleiim Gas.

The method used for determinmg the density of liquefied

petroleum gases is given m the article on 'The Determina-

bon ofDensity and Refractive Index ofPure Hydrocarbons
and Petroleum Products’

The commercial liquefied petroleum gases consist ofpro-

pane, butane, and a mixture known as ‘Propane-Butane’

which contains about 30% of propane, so that the mixture

will have a higher vapour pressure than liquefied butane

There is considerable variation in the composition of these

commercial gases, sincesome contain appreciable quantities

of olefines and some do not Commeraal ‘Butane’ may
vary as much as 0 01 in specific gravity Table VIII gives

physical property data for liquefied petroleum gases which

will be found reasonably representative For a further

discussion, see Finley [7, 1935]

Table VIII

Gravity of Commercial Liquefied Gases

1
Propane

\

Butane

Sp ts 60-/60“ F I 0 509 I 0 576
“API 60“F

I

1464
I

1142

A practical relation for air-free petroleum gases is that

there is a linear relation between heating value in B Th U
per cu ft (60° F , 30 in Hg) and specific gravity of the gas

TheequaUon B Th U /cu ft 1 S50(sp gr —0 550) + 1,000

holds with reasonable accuracy for gases containing 10%
or less hydrogen

In connexion with shipping liquefied petroleum gases,

the term ‘filling density' is used to specify the ratio of the

weight of petroleum gas that can safely be loaded in a con-

tainer to the weight of water that the container will hold

The Bureau of Explosives, 30 Vesey Street, New York City,

sets specifications for various types of contamers, one such

table being given herewith

Table IX

1

Maximum ' Maximum
Minimum

1

filling density Minimum
1

filling density

specific gravity
1

in per cent of specific gravity 1 m per cent of
of liquid the water- of liquid I the water-

material at weight capacity material at
\

weight capacity
60° F ofthe container 60° F

\
ofthe container

0271-0 289 26 0 504-0 510 42
0 290-0 306 27 0 511-0 519 43
0 307-0 322 28 0 520-0 527 44
0 323-0 338 29 0 528-0 536 45
0 339-0 354 30 0 537-0 544 46
0 355-0 371 31 0 545-0 552 A1
0 372-0 398 32 0 553-0 560

1

48
0 399-0 425 33 0 561-0 568 49
0426-0440 34 0 569-0 576 so
0441-0 452 35 0 577-0 584 1 51

0 453-0 462 36 0 585-0 592
1

S2
0463-0472 37 0 593-0 600

1

S3
0 473-0 480 38 0601-0608 S4
0481-0488 39 0609-0617 55
0489-0495 40 0 618-0626 56
0496-0 503 41 0 627-0 634 57

Density and Refinedve Index of Gasoline and Kerosine.

Table X presents data on the physical properUes of
najrfithas, arranged so that the naphthas, or cuts of these

naphthas, may be compared Over-point to 200° C may
be taken as gasolme, and 200-300° C as kerosme Data
for the 100-200° C cut have been given so that comparable
data for a uniform boiling range would be available

The considerabon of narrow cuts is greatly complicated

by the existence of constant-boilmg mixtures which fre-

quently result in the isolation ofa hydrocarbon as a mixture

boiling 5-10° C from the true boiling-point of the major
component and requinng further treatment by other physi-

cal means for separation of the pure compound
The most interestmg thmg about the fractionation of a

naphtha into close cuts is that it is possible to concentrate

the alternate non-cyclic and cyclic groups [35] According
to Gurwitsch [8, 1926], Mendeleeff was the first to notice

this In 1883 Mendeleeff published the following data for

repeatedly distilled fractions of Baku naphtha

Boiling limits,

“C

56-7

79-81

99-101
109-11

119-21

Sp gr

0 675

0 672
0 7483
0 7337

' 0 7609

I
0 7539

I

0 7659

Comment of Editor

Peak or valley caused
by following groups

5 carbon cyclics

6 , paraffins

6 „ cyclics

7 „ paraffins

7 „ cyclics

8 „ paraffins

8 „ cyclics

This type of close fractionation has in recent years been
much refined, for example, by Hill, Henderson, and Ferris

[10, 1927], by Fenske [4, 1930], Fenske, Quiggle, and Tong-
berg [5, 1932], and by the group working at the Bureau of
Standards [19, 1935] The degree of concentration of
cyclics and paraffins in particular cuts depends upon the

efficiency of fractionation If density-boiling-pomt or re-

fractive index-boilmg-point curves arc plotted, there arc

always peaks and valleys at about the poinU observed by
Mendeleeff This type of fractionation has been con-
sidered as a means of concentrating material of good anti-

knock quality [4, 1930, 9, 1932]

It IS not possible to compare naphthas on the basis of
the properties of these various cuts unless the naphthas in

question have been fractionated under identical conditions

The following data indicate this

Straight rm
Ref

I

naphtha from

[8, 1927]
I

California

I

crude

U, 1932]

I

Penniylvania

In View of these difficulties in comparmg narrow cuts from
different naphthas it was decided to omit tabulation ofsuch

data in this article The term ‘narrow cut’ m connexion

with laboratory fractionation of gasoline may be taken to

mean a cut (a) representing 2i% or less of the original

naphtha, or (b) a cut having a distillation range of not

over 5“C from over-point to dry-point with 10-90%
within 2°C Table X contams boihng-point, density, and
refractive index data on relatively wide cuts

The Gladstone and Dale specific refraction and the

Refractivity Intercept [16, 1936] have been given in this

table smee these constants are helpful in evaluatmg the

nature of a naphtha Table XI gives average values for

these constants for the various groups of hydrocarbons It

will be seen that saturated cychc compounds have the

lowest specific refraction and refractivity mtercept If a
straight-run naphtha with high density is being examined,

either of these constants may be used to determine whether

the high density is caused by saturated cyclic or aromatic
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Table X
Density and Refractive Index of Gasoline and Kerosine

Gasoline over at 200° C , Kerosine = 200-300° C

Description and reference number
Bollb^^ ‘API

atbCPF
n-1
d a-d/2

Cuts 75-100 603 0 7334 1 4177 0 570 1051
100-25 514 0 7693 1 4362 0 567 1052
125-50 476 0 7862 1 4433 0 564 1050
150-75 445 0 8001 1-4501 0 563 1-050

M 175-200 39 5 0 8231 1-4621 0 561 1051

Ref [6] Average* 100-200 45 7 0 7947 14479 0 564 1 051

Tran tan Cuts 75-100 640 0 7191 1-404 0 562 1045
100-25 58 6 0 7401 1415 0 561 1 045
125-50 53 8 0 7595 1426 0 561 1046
150-75 49 8 0 7764 1436 0 562 1048
175-200 46 7 0 7898 1444 0 560 1049

Ref [18, 1930]
1

Average* 1 100-200 52 1 0 7664
1

1430 0 561 1 047

‘Pure paraflSn' naphtha obtained by Cuts 1 70-100 80 3 0 663 1 3793 0 572 1047
cracking 141° F m p Burma wax 1 100-50 666 0 710 1 3982 0 561 1043
and acid treating

1

150-200 592 0 738 14134 0 560 1044
1 200-50 53 7 0 760 1 4250 0 559 1045

1

250-80 49 9 0 776 1 4336 0 560 1 046

Average* 100-200 62 9 0 724
1

14058 0 560 1044
Ref [22, 1928]t ..

1

70-280 615 0 729 14099 0 562 1 045

Venezuelan Cuts r~75-100 644 0 7177
1

1401 0 559 1042
100-25 58 9 0 7391

1

1413 0 559 1 044
125-50 53 5 0 7608 1 1425 0 559 1045
150-75 48 8 0 7808

1

1435 0557 1045
175-200 434 0 8050

{
1 448 0 556 1 046

Ref [18, 1932] Average*
1

100-200 50 9 0 7714
1

1430
1

0 558 1044

Pennsylvania Cuts Over 100 75 7 0 678 1 383 0 565 1044
Average of four samples from dif- 100-50 59 7 0 736 1410 0 556 1042
feient wells 150-200 52 0 0 767 1427 0 556 1044

200-50 46 9 0 789
,

1439 0 556 1 045
' **

1

250-300 42 3 0 810
1

1450 0 555 1045

Average* 20O-3M 447 0 799 1444 0 555

*

1044
100-200 56 2 0 751

,
1418 0 556 1 043

Ref [25, 1915]t Over 200 621 0 727
;

1407 0 559 1 044

Oklahoma Cuts Over 100 73 3 0 686 1387 0 564 1044
Average of five samples from dif- 100-50 567 0 748 1417 0 558

1
1043

ferent wells 150-200 48 7 0 781 I 1433 0 554
1

1043
200-50 421 0 811 1449 0 554 1 044
250-300 382 0 830 1460 0 554 1 045

Average* 1
200-300 40 2 0 820 1454 0 554 1 044

I
100-200 52 7 0 764 1425 0 556 1 043

Ref [25, 1915]
|

ee Over200 59 2 0 738 1412 0 557 I 043

Mexican Cuts 100-50 552 0 754 1419 0 556 1042
One sample 150-200 45 8 0 794 1439 0 553 1042

200-50 36 6 0 838 1464 0 554 1045
250-300 310 0 867 1481 0 555 1048

Average* 200-3M 33 8 0 852 1472 0 555 1046
Ref [25, 1915] „ 100-200 503 0 774 1429 0 555 1042

Cabfornia Cuts Over 100 73 6 0 685 1386 0 564 1044
Ventura County, one sample 100-50 55 7 0 752 1418 0 556 1042

150-200 469 0 789 1436 0 553 1042
200-50 400 0 821 1455 0 554 1045
250-300 340 0 850 1472 0 555 1047

Average* 200-300 371 0 835 1463 0 555 1045 .

100-200 513 0 770 1427 0 555 1042
Ref [25, 1915]

|

0-200 58 2 0 742 1413 0 555 1042

Min Cuts 75-100 55 2 0 7537' 1418 0 555 1041
Bntish Borneo 100-25 53 1 0 7624 1423 0 554 1042

125-50 488 0 7808 1432 0 554 1041

1

150-75 441 0 8017 1443 0 554 1042
1 „ 175-200 39 3 0 8246 1455 0 554 1043

Ref [18, 1932]t
|

Average* loo-ax) 462 0 7924 1438 0 553 1042
* Averaged on basis of equal volumes for each cut given m original referenoe

t These references contain discussions of physical properties and much additional data

t Reference [25, 1915] contains molecular weight and surface tension on all cuts.
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Take X (amt )

Description and reference nundter

Boiling

range, ‘ C
I

‘API
\at60°F

n-I
d n-dl2

Russian Cuts Over 100 618 0 728 1402 0 552 1038
Two samples .. 100-50 527 0 764 1422 0 552 1040

.. 150-200 445 0 800 1-440 0 550 1040

.. 200-50 38 0 0 831 1457 0 550 1041
•• 250-300 32 8 0 857 1473 0 552 1045

Average* 200-300 353 0844 1465 0 551 1043
100-200 48 5 0 782 1431 0 551 1040

Ref [2S, 1915] Over 200 527 0 764 1421 0 551 1 039

Cabfomia Cuts 150-200 400 0 821 1-448 0546 1037
Kern County, Bear Creek no 3 200-50 332 0 855 1465 0 544 1037

» 1

250-300 0 886
1

1484 0 546 1041

Ref [25. 1915]
!

Average*
|

200-300 . 304 0 870 1474 0 545 1-039

Badarpur
|

Cuts 1 15b§“

”

1 444
1

0 8006
1

1434 0 542 1 034
1751 . 38 6 1 0 8280 1 1447 0540 1033

S* 1 200J 329
1

0 8568
,

1461 0 538 1033
Ref [2. 1928]t {

1 225S : 28 0
1

0 8832
1

1477 0 540 1 035

Badarpur crude (Assam, India) Cuts 1 150-200
1

443
1

0 80S
1

1 4396 0 546 1037
' 200-50 31 3

,
0 865 1 4663 0 539 1034

»
;

250-80
1

26 9
,

0 889 1 4785 0 540 1 034

Ref (22, 1931] Average* 150-280
.

34 7
1

0 847 1 4588
1

0 542 1035

{ Spot values from curves of properties vs boiling-pomt, see Table VI and Figs 4 and S in reference [2, 1928]

compounds InspecUon of Table X brings out the point

that all the strai^t-run naphthas have specific refractions

and refractivity intercepts equal to or lower than the value

for paraffins Therefore, the predonunatmg type of high-

density compoundm naturally occurrmg naphthas must be
saturated cyclic and not aromatic The work of the Bureau
ofStandards on straight-run naphthafromOklahoma crude

[19, 193S] confirms this, since they found 60% paraffins,

30% saturated cychcs, and 10% aromatics

Table XI

Average Constants Characteristic ofHomologous Series

1
G ttnd D

' Refractivity specific

intercept* refracuont
= n-dl2 - (»-l)/rf

Paraffins 1 046 0 565

Saturated monocyclics 1 040 0548
„ polycyclics 1 028

Aromatics 1 063 0 573

Mono-olefines 1 052 0 579

Uncoiuugated dioleflnes 1 059

Conjugated 1 088 0621
Cyclic mono-olefines 1046 0 553

„ conjugated dioleflnes 1 064 0 569

* Based on pure compound tables of Ward and Kurtz (to be
published)

t Based on a smaller tabulation of pure compounds data

References to naturally occurrmg aromaUc naphthas

which sometimes appear in the literature should be care-

fully checked, since they usually are based on insuffiaent

or maocurate data

The refractivity mtercept is given m addition to the

Gladstone and Dale specific refraction because refractivity

intercept is a convement and useful constant for companng
homologous senes of hydrocarbons. The Lorentz-Lorenz

specific refraction is not so useful for this purpose unless

the boiling-pomt and molecular weight are taken into

account as well as the ^nsity and refractive mdex Re-

fractive dispersion and speci& refractive dispersion [31,

1934] may also be used for companson of homologous

senes of hydrocarbons when such data are available

Specific dispersion is especially useful m identifymg aro-

matic compounds
If the refractive mdex and density data m Table X are

plotted m the manner of Lang and Jessel [18, 1932], one
obtains confirmation of their observations (1) that the cuts

of each naphtha fall on a straight hne, (2) that all the

naphthas do not fall on the same straight Ime
Each curve represents pracucally a constant refractivity

mtercept charactenstic of the naphtha, as discussed else-

where [16, 1936] If narrow cuts are taken with good
fractionaUon, these straight Imes are broken up mto curves

havmg severd maxima and miiuma because of concentra-

tion of a particular type of compound in a particular cut

For charactenzmg the naphtha m regard to general type,

data on broad cuts (containing a representative mixture of
compounds) are, therefore, more useful than data on very
narrow cuts Data on narrow cuts are only justified when
a very complete analysis is to be made

Refractive index and density are frequently of value m
identifying the type of compounds m narrow cuts The
Bureau of Standards m its work [19, 1935] used refractive

mdex m followmg the progress of its various labonous
separations Two actual examples of the use of these two
constants in identifymg the type of compound m a narrow
cut are as follows

Example 1 A California gasoline on fractionation

yielded a narrow cut havmg the following properties

bp 79 2'’C , i/f - 0 7378, < = 1 4091 With the same
conditions of fractionation a Pennsylvania gasoline gave

a cut havmg (approximately) the followmg propeities

bp 80“C ,
</•»= 0700, <= 1 393 It is clear that the

California gasohne contains material of high density and
refractive mdex, which may be either cyclohexane or ben-
zene The refractivity mtercept of the Cahforma cut is

1 0401, the Gladstone and Dale specific refraction is 0 5545
InspecUon of Table XI shows that this material is inter-

mediate between naphthenes and paraffins, therefore its

high specific gravity is due to saturated cychc compounds
Example 2 A sample of high-flash aviation fuel from
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a hydrogenation plant yielded cuts of which the following

IS typical in regard to quality 50% b p = 185“ C ,

iff = 0 8718, r/S = 1 5020 Refractivity intercept= 1 066,

the specific refraction of Gladstone and Dale = 0 5758

Inspection of Table XI shows that this sample contains

aromabc matenal

Gas Oils and Fuel Oils.

Although neither gas nor fuel oils are to-day sold on a

gravity specification, gravity is an important criterion of

the quahty of the oil Its mterpretation, however, depends

API gravity for a given boding range generally mdicates

a refractory oil, it generally indicates a low carburetting or

ennchmg value The subj^, already a complex one, has

become more comphcated m recent years with the intro-

duction of the use of heavy fuel oils in the carburetion of
blue gas

The significance of gravity in connexion with Diesel fuels

IS somewhat sunilar to its sigmficance in the case of gas

oils, the higher the API gravity (the lower the specific

gravity) for any boding range the more paraffimc the oil

and the better the ignition in a Diesel engine

Table XII

Gas Oil Characteristics [3, 1936]

Table XII shows the charactenstics of samples of gas oil from a number of diffeient fields

Field A B C D E F C H K

Grav API 36 0 34 2 33 3 304 403 32 7 28 8 29 1 20 8 24 6 261
Sp gr 60‘'/60° F 0 8448 0 8540 0 8586 0 8740 08236 08618 0 8827 0 8811 0 9291 0 9068 0 8976

« 60” F /O 1 4673 1 4700 1 4660 14727 1 4855 1 4790 1 4837 1 4892 1 500 1 497 1493

%Coke 031 0 23 0 28 010 0 35 0 30 0 74 0 66 42 13 35
% Sulphur 0 18 0 35 0 38 0 24 020 2 51 3 18 2 12 1 01 0 45 0 55

Distillation

Up to 400° F 52
400-450 87 40 1 8 1 5 24
450-500 11 5 28 0 15 3 14 05 67 1 5 30 46 32
500-550 28 27 8 32 5 21 7 106 415 13 0 50 8 1 12 9 44
550-600 31 3 28 0 170 24 5 38 2 28 5 20 0 30 0 96 14 0 60
600-650 58 6 20 5 85 17 3 28 0 15 5 182 28 0 11 5 14 2 84
650-700 60 10 8 30 103 14 5 75 25 0 22 2 20 8 194 150
Above 700 20 68 60 25 15 0 12 5 39 9 133 32 0

Sp gr frac 60”/60° F
tip to 400” F
400-450 08114

1
1

0 8241
450-500 0 8276

j

0 8264 0 8318
1

0 8328
1500-550 0 8156 0 8481 0 8418 0 8441 0 8395 0 8474 0 8427 08449

550-600 0 8402 0 8577
1

0 8524 0 8583 08583 0 8629 0 8636 ‘ 0 8651

600-650 0 8532
1

0 8714 1 0 8774 0 8790 0 8722 0 8718 1 0 8851 0 8814
j

650-700
,

0 8745 0 8836
1

0 8978 0 8869 0 8897 0 8851
,

0 8970
1

0 8968
j

Above 700 '

1 0 9050 0 8969 09066 08961 0 9053 0 9145 '

Refractive index n 1

60” F 1

Up to 400” F 1 4245
400-450 14488 1 4529 ,

1

1 4645 1 4451
450-500 1 4623 1 4560 14622 14710 I 4616

1

1 4746
1

1 4742 I 4552
500-550 14596 1 4677 14610 1 4703 14691 14764 1 4797

1

1 4750 1 4835
[

1 4813 1 4640
550-600 14663 14741 1 4679 14775 1 4774 14810 1 4809

1

14822 14919 1 4889 14725
600-650

'

14712 1 4804 1 4748 14828 14861 14864 1 4892
'

1 4886
1

1 4979
!

14940 1 4794
650-700 14845 14900 14828 14882 14920 1 4928 1 4978 1 1 4972 1 5041 1 1 4997 1 4885
Above 700 14918 1 4857 1 5096 1 4958 1 1 5037 '

1 5090
'

1 5031 1 I 5036 1 4988

A Pennsylvania
B Mid-Continent
C Gulf Coast
D Texas
r Cracked Mid-Continent
F Light Mexican

G Heavy Mexican
H Cracked Mexican

J
I
Heavy Gas Oils

entirely upon the use to which the oil is to be put Speaking
generally, it may be stated that, other things being equal,

the lower the A P I gravity (the higher the density) of an
oil the greater the heating value in B Th U per gallon

Therefore, if an oil is to be used for heating purposes, the
higher the density (the lower the A P I gravity) the better,

providing, ofcourse, that the oil is suitable m viscosity and
other properties for the burner in which it is to be used
On the other hand, if the oil is to be cracked, forexample,

if It is to be used for the carburetion of blue gas, the inter-

pretation of gravity is directly opposite to that when the <h1

IS to be used for heating purposes In the carbureUon of
blue gas the cntenon is not the B Th U in the od but the

BTh.U m the od gas made from It Since in general a low

Gas Oils.

The gravity and refractive index and certain other pro-
perties ofeleven gas oils are given in Table XII Gas od A is

representative of Pennsylvania grade gas od whiA was
formerly almost standard in the industry, but which is now
too valuable for other purposes to be u^ for gas enrich-

ment Samples G, H, /, /, and K represent the heavy gas
oils which are now commg into general use

The shift towards high-boding low A P I gravity enndi-
ment oils is entuely dictated by price, since as riiown m
Table XIII there is less ennchmenb value per gallon in the
heavy oils than in the light oils Data such as that in
TaUe Xin have frequently led to attempts to set up a
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Table XIII

Relationship between Density and Carburetting Value of
Gas Oils [24, 1930]

Sp pr
,

’API
\
per gall

' 0854 I 34 2
I

tllOOO

,

0 867
I

317 110,400

,

0 881 I 292 I 103400
I 0902

I
254

I
100400

: 0 914 23 3 I 94 200
I
0940 190

I
89 100

precise relation between gravity and enrichment value, but

while the general trend is reliable, deviations in specific

cases may be so great that such relations cannot be de-

pended on for the evaluation of a particular sample The
methods for estimating the enrichment value of gas oils

worked out by Holmes [11, 1932], Schaffhauser [27. 1933],

and Terzian [29, 1936] have not obtained general accept-

ance by the gas industry because of the doubt concerning

reliability of evaluation by physical methods in specific

(1) Diesel index number
API grav at 60° F x aniline point in ° F=

-
]00

(2) Viscosity gravity number [23, 1934] defined by the

equation

G = 1 082/4 -0 0887-1-(0 776-0 72/4)loglog(XK-4),

where G - specific gravity at 60° F

,

A = viscosity gravity constant,

KV = kinematic viscosity in millistokes at 100° F

(3) Boiling-point gravity constant [15, 1935]

C = /4 + (68-0 7034)log BP,
where G - API gravity in degrees,

A -= boiling-point gravity constant,

BP = 50% boihng-point on A STM distillation

curve in ° C
Moore and Kaye [23, 1934] give an excellent discus

of the properties of Diesel fuels in which they show
there is a linear relation between cetene number and
cosity-gravity constant as calculated by formula (2)

the basis of this hnear relation they present Table XV
for direct determination of Diesel fuel quality from vis-

cosity and gravity Since cetane has displaced cetene as a

Table XIV
Summary of Data ofS Schaffhauser on Physical Properties and Carburetting Value of Gas Oil [27, 1933]

Gas ml

Pachelbroon-P 0 00997
001094
001108
001136

,
.

001109
I

80

= Mean boiling-point

A 760) (litres ga< from 100 g

cases Schaffhauser’s data are unusually complete for the

oils studied and are therefore given m Table XIV It

should be noted that refractive dispersion is used m
both the method of Schaffhauser and the method of
Holmes

Diesel Fuels.

Different types of Diesel engines require different vis-

cosity oils [13, 1935], but in all Diesel engines a paraffinic

type oil has better igmtion characteristics than a naphthenic

or aromatic oil The Diesel engine, therefore, requires the

opposite kind of fuel from a gasoline mtemal combustion
engine Many physical tests have been proposed to classify

Diesel oils accordmg to their paraffiniaty Refractive index

and refractive dispersion have both been used to a ceruin
extent

At present the American Society for Testmg Materials

[1, 1935] IS considenng cetane numbers (% cetane in a
blend of cetane and alpha methylnaphthalene which has

same igmtion quahty as the sample under test) and three

Indices involvmg density as means of classifymg Diesel

ftieb. These constants mvolving density are

Table XV
Cetene No corresponding to given Viscosities and Gravities

ofDiesel-Engine Fuel Oil

High Celene Number Means Good Ignilion Qualuy

sm



Table XVI
Motor Mamtfacturers' Recommendations /or Viscosity and

Gravity ofDiesel Fuels

Number qTI yucmily (.Saybott [/n/v GrmUy
specifica- ulKXrF) API at 60

averaged _ Min Max Mlu Max

19 Average 36 78 26 3S
Lower limit 30 40 16 29
Upper 40 200 31 43

18 Average 41 73 26 38
I Lower limit 30 43 16 34

I
Upper 73 200 31 43

23 Average 42 100 24 34
Lower lunit 30 33 14 19

I
Upper „ 73 210 30 43

reference compound, the work ofMoore and Kaye requires

some revision, but this will not affect the estabhdied rela>

tion between viscosity-gravity constant and Diesel igmtion

quahty given m Table XVI
The distillation range on these fuels is 450® to 700® F

These authors state, ‘In general the higher the API
Gravity (i e the lower the density) for a given distillation

range, the better the ignition quahty of a fuel
’

It IS probable that the viscosity-gravity constant will

be very extensively used m classifymg Diesel fuels be-

cause It may be easily denved from test data which
are usually obtained, and because it seems to be reason-

ably reliable

Motor apeed, rtvolu-

nous per minute
j

Abov» 1,000 I

Oliglwpeed Dinel)

300 to 1,000

(Modlam-speedDicMl)

Below 300
(Low-ipeed DwmI)
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DENSITY AND REFRACTIVE INDEX OF PARAFFIN WAX
By A. L. WARD, Manager, The Chemical Labm’otorles, The United Gas Improvement Conytany, S. S. KURTZ, Jr.,

Development Engineer, The Sun Oil Company, W. H. FULWEILER, Consulting Chemical Engineer

‘Paraphn Wax’ is a teim which lacks piease definition

The higher boiling cuts of petroleum contam many com-
pounds capable of crystallization but of widely varying

solubility in heavy oil and other solvents In any dewaxing
operaUon the more insoluble, and higher meltmg, waxes
are removed By repeaUng the dewaxmg operation at a
lower temperature more crystalline products can be ob-

tamed, but these products, though crystalhne under the

dewaxing conditions, may be liquid at room temperature

No satisfactory defimtion has been agreed upon for classi-

fying these low-meltmg waxes
Customary usage hmits the term ‘wax’ to materials

which are crystalline at room temperature, but this usage

is not very satisfactory or precise This lack of a good
criterion by which borderlme materials can be classified

must be borne m mmd in considering various methods of

determuung ‘oil’ and ‘wax’ These borderline materials

m general are responsible for the difiTerence between ana-

lybcal results obtamed by (a) press methods, (b) solvent

methods, and (c) density and refractive index methods

(a) Wax Density, Temperature Corrections, and Ac-
counting Practice.

The fact that wax crystallizes at ordinary temperatures

makes it necessary to consider the density and coefficient of
expansion ofwaxboth in the liquidand sohdstate[10,1936]
Table 1 gives a portion of the excellent data of Carpenter

[1, 1926], and Table 11 gives unpublished data of Soeder
and Geggis [7] The data of Carpenter and Soeder are

for air-free wax, while the data of Geggis were obtained

with wax containing the usual amount of air All these

data when plotted show that m the hquid state the expan-
sion of wax corresponds with that given m the National

Standard Petroleum Tables for an oil of 43° API gravity

at 60° F For waxes m the liquid state the usual petroleum

tables may be used For most purposes the foUowmg
coefiScients calculated for 43° API oil for the temperature

range 20 to 80° C will be found sufiSciently accurate

Temp, correction for specific gravity t/60

= 0 00037/° F or 0 00067/° C
„ „ API gravity

= 0 085/°F or0153/°C

„ „ volume (ml /ml /°)

== 0 00049/° F or 0 00089/° C
„ „ multipher (K 60° F /Kr° F

)

= 0'00047/° F or 0 00085/° C
This MulUpher is defined m the ASTM Standard

Volume Correction Table

It should be noted that when usmg the abndged volume
correction tables (ASTM Proceedings, D 206-34) wax
will fall m Group II, whereas paraffin distillate will fall m
Group L In refinery mventory and accounting practice it

IS desirable to take hydrometer gravitm on the hquid wax
and correct to 60° F. in the usual manner, ignoring thefact

that the wax crystallized This system consistently used

introduces no errors in material balances For wax of 120

to 132” F (49 to 56° C ) melting-pomt, the following factors

may be used for the hypothetical hquid wax at 60° F

,

43 0° API , 6 75 lb per^ , 6 64 bbl per ton for 50-gal

bbl and tons of 2,240 lb Since barrels of wax can only be

filled while the wax is m the liquid state, the hquid gravity

Table I

Coefficient ofExpansion and Density of Wax
According lo J A Carpenter [1, 1926J

The actual specific gravity 60/60° F of 120 to 132° F.

m p wax IS about 0 90 to 0 92, compared with 0 81 as the
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specific gravity in the hypothetical liquid state at that tem-
perature Table III gives further data on wax densities

The coeflkient of expansion of solid wax is usually m
the range 0 001 to 0 005 c c /c c /° C [7, 1926], and accord-

ing to the data of Carpenter (q v ) shows disUnct maxima
below the melting-pouit Coefficient of expansion data of
accuracy comparable to Carpenter’s have not yet been
obtained for waxes purified by prolonged [5, 1931] frac-

Uonal crystallization, therefore it is possible that these

maxima are the result of the presence of several types of

wax in Carpenter’s samples, rather than of the presence of
true transitions from one solid state to another sohd state

(b) Refractive Index of Wax and Temperatura Cor-
rections.

Refractive index data for wax in the solid state are not
given m this section Since waxes are high meltmg, their

refractive indices are usually determined at elevated tem-

peratures, such as 60° C (140° F ) or 80° C (176° F ), but

Wilson and Wilkins [13, 1924] report refractive indices on

Table II

Density ofParaffin Wax
Atlantic Refining Company Data 112]

Refined wax, ai

and 127 S n

(Soeder)

1 lemperature
Density,

g perm!
1

‘F °C lb per gat g per mi lb per gal lb per gal g per mi

1

60 15 56 7 47 0 896 7 49 0 899 7 52 0 902
130 54 4 6 52 0 782 6 54 0 784 6 57 0 789
150 65 6 646 0 775 6 47 0 777 648 0 778

' 170 76 7 640 0 768 6 41 0 769 6 43 0 771
' 200 93 3 6 33 0 760 6 35 0 762 6 35 0 761

1

60 15 56 7 56 0 907 7 54 0 905
78 25 5 7 51 0 906

82 28 2 7 36 0 883
90 32 2 7 28 0 873 7 37 0 885

100 38 2 724 0 869
105 406 7 25 0 869

no 43 3 715 0857
114 45 6

I

708 0 849
1

120 48 9 708 0 849
122 1 50 0 653 0 783

125
j

51 6 6 52 0 782
1

130 544 6 51 0 781 6 52 0 783

132
1

55 6 1 6 51 0 781

134 , 56 6
1

6 51 0 781

140
i

600 648 0 777 6 49 0 778
150 ' 65 6 1 6 45 0 774 6 46 0 775

160 i 710 642 0 770 6 43 0 771

170
;

76 7 6 39 0 767

180 1 82 2 6 37 0 764

Table III

Density of Paraffin Wax
Data of Morns and Adkins and of Gurwitsch
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liquid wax at 25* C by deterauning the refracUve index of a
solution of wax in an oil of known refractive index It is

pointed out in the article on the ‘Determination of Density
and Refractive Index ofPure Hydrocarbons and Petroleum
Products’ that (1) the change in refractive mdex for hydro-
carbons may be calculated from Eykman’s formula if the
change of density is known, and (2) that A« = K£ul, where
X= 0 58 to 0 60 Calculating from Eykman’s equation for

the temperature range 20 to 80° C , it was found that the
change should be 0 00040° C (or 0 00022°F ), which checks
reasonably well with the value of0 00038/° C (0 00021/°F )

obtamed from Williams and Wilkms’ graph for the range
1 10 to 210° F For the purpose ofcomparmg wax refractive

indices with data for pure compounds at 20° C one can
correct from 80 to 20° C , using 0 00040/° C for the refrac-

tive mdex correction and 0 00067/°C for the densitycorrec-

tion These corrections when us^ below the melting-pomt
ofthe wax refer tothe hypotheticalsuper-cooledhquid state

Correction of data for plate-type waxes 5-A and 6-A of
Ferns, Cowles, and Henderson [4, 1929, 5, 1931] to 20°

C

leads to refractivity intercepts of 1 0486 and 1 0491 respec-

tively, which are reasonable values for paraffins of this

molecular weight

The present situation is that there are several rather

arbitrary ways of determinmg oil m wax and that the

refractive mdex method, if carefully used and mterpreted,

IS probably as good as any ofthem It is not to be expected

Table IV

Refractive Index ofPressed Distillate and Refined Wax

1 1 Pressed

Temp ' dist

"C
j

Ref mp ° C «1

[13. 1924]

[2. 1927]

16. 1931]

25
1

1 4885
60 1 1 4762
56 3t 1 1 4842t

,.
1

1 48471
51 5

51 5

1447*
1 4342
14370
1-4372

00415
0 0420
0 0472
0 0475

* Determined in oil toluUon
t Boiling acetone for temperature control

t ‘Melung-pomt* of filtrate oil —1 to +3“C

that the various methods will check each other, since there

IS no definite understandmg of where oil stops and wax
begins

<c) Analysis ofOfl-wax Mixtures.

The suggestion has frequently

been made [2, 1927, 6, 1931, 11,

1930, 13, 1924] that the refractive

index IS smtable for the analysis of
oil-wax mixtures The use of the

refractive index for analysis is t,

apparently practical in refineries °

which are operating for long periods i

on one crude oil, so that the refrac- '

tive indices of the finished wax and
q

of the pressed distillate do remam
relatively constant Freund [6, 1931] <

has shown this constancy over '

several years’ rurming ofBoryslawer ^
paraffin distillate to obtam wax of
515 to 53 5° C mp, and states ^
that the refractive index analysis has

been found satisfactory for plant

control Table IV shows the data

of several expenmenters for the

refractive index of pressed distillate

and refined wax Diggs and Buchler

[2, 1927] in discussmg plant control

recommend redetemunation of the

refractive mdex of oil-free wax once a month The oil-

free wax may be prepared by crystallizaUon from ethylene

dichlonde [13, 1924], even though this does involve the

loss of low-melting waxes It is claimed by Diggs and
Buchler that their method is reproducible withm a few

tenths of a per cent., and that the absolute accuracy is

withm 1 %. As discussed m the mtroducUon, the quesUon

of the determmation of oil in wax has been compheated
by the lack ofa sharp dividing line between oils and wax«
and the lack of any satisfactory defimbons which can be
used to classify the borderline matenals The work of

Ferris [5, 1931] and his collaborators has shown that there

are plat^ mal-crystal, and needle-type waxes of identical

molecular weight, but ofwidely differmg melting-pomt and
solubihly [4, 1929] Many of the low-melting waxes re-

mam m tile pressed distillate because tho^ are soluble at

the teuqierature of pressmg.

Op'

O

Refractive Index at 80’C
Fio. 1 Melting-point y lefracuve index at 80° C for wax

(</) Classification of Special Waxes.

The work of Ferns, Cowles, and Henderson on the

separation of relatively pure-type waxes by fractional dis-

tillation and systematic crystallization has shown that at

least three defiiute types of wax may be separated from

paraiim distillate of Mid-Continent crude Data for these

waxes are given m Table V These are plate, mal-crystal,

and needle waxes, which m the pure state crystallue

otdy m the characteristic form, whether crystallized from
them own melt or from any solvent, inesp^ve of visco-

sity, concentration, &c Fig. 1 shows the melting-pomt

plotted against refractive mdex at 80° C Waxes falling m
area I are plates, waxes falling m area II do not form

clean-cut crystals ofany type, waxesm area III form needle

crystals Refractive mdex and melting-pomt are, timefore,

smtable properties for use m classifying highly purified
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Table V
Properties ofHighly Purified Wax Fractions

Data ofEykman [3, 1896] obtained on Pure Paraffins

ofKrctft

Formula
Temp
•c

Demity

(vac)

RefracU
indica

ve Indices

ed tempr

D*

(vac ) at

atures

Ha

C«H„
324

81 6

48 95
0 7577
0 7788

I 42882
144167

1 4237
1 4363

142150
14341

CiiH« 78 85 0 7560 1 42818 1 4230 142084
310 80 9 0 7548 1 42749 14224 1 42015

46 9 0 7769 1 44091 I 4355 1 43332

CnHu 80 9 0 7522 1 42604 1 4210 1 41877
296 49 5 0 7729 1 43841 1 4331 143087

C„H„ 79 3 0 7499 142486 1 4197 141763
282 45 6 0 7721 1 43835 1 4330 1 43083

819 0 7451 1 42225 14171 1 41501
268 34 6 0 7766 144133 1 4360 1 43378

C,.Hm 81 2 0 7409 142000 1 4149 1 41278
254 80 95 0 7411 142022 14152 141307

35 2 0 7720 1 43897 1 4337 1 43147

C„H»
240

80 85 0 7379 1 41852 14134 1 41128

• Interpolated by means of Cauchy formula from Eykman’s data

The plate-type waxes are by all mdicabons approximately

straight-cham paraffin hydrocarbons Data of Eykman
(3, 1896] obtained on Kraft’s normal paraffin hydro-

carbons are presented m Table VI for the convenience

of any one wishing to compare the properties of punfied

waxes with the properties of the normal straight-cham

compounds

(e) Miscellaneous Data.

Table Vll gives refractive index and melting-pomt data

for various American and foreign waxes

Table VII

Refractive Index and Melting-point of Waxes and Wav
Fractions
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REFRACTIVE INDEX OF PARAFFIN WAX
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Refractive index, being a value which is determinable

rapidly and with exactitude and by means of a very small

quantity of material, has potential practical applications

which have not yet been adequately explored Some mdi-

cations of its significance and utility arc presented in this

article

While refractive index cannot afford a measure of the

very small proportion of oil contained in a refined wax. by
means of this value the proportion of oil and wax m a
mixture such as ‘Pressable Wax Distillate* can be deter-

mined with sufficient accuracy for all practical purposes

The method can be used to great advantage when applied,

for example, to an investigation of the process of filter-

pressing wax distillates [3, 1931 , 8, 1930] For such a pur-

pose it IS necessary to carry out a filtering operation under

carefully controlled thermal conditions at a temperature

corresponding to the refinery practice and to pursue the

operation to give the driest possible cake Providmg there

has been no leakage in the system, the filtrate should

possess a setting-point several degrees lower than the tem-

perature of filtration This oil can be regarded as con-

taining nil wax at the filtration temperature and can be
used therefore as one of the components lor the prepara-

tion of a refractive index/oil content curve The other

component should comprise the range of constituents

which are precipitated at the filtration temperature and not

any which would be separated at a lower temperature To
obtain such a material it is necessary to remove the re-

mainder of the associated oil from the cake without pre-

cipitation of any of the wax which would normally remain
dissolved in the oil at the temperature of separation A
convenient procedure has been determmed as follows It

IS necessary first to find the smallest proportion of the

chosen solvent, such as methyl ethyl ketone, which will

completely dissolve the whole of the scale (pressed cake)

at an elevated temperature and which at the low tempera-

ture of filtration will constitute a mixture sufficiently fluid

to pour In a particular mstanoe a mixture of 3 parts of
solvent to 1 part of scale was found to be satisfactory In
order to find the temperature at which this mixture should

be filtered, a sample of the filtrate is mixed with the solvent

in the same proportion and its setting-point determined

This IS regarded as a suitable temperature for filtering the

scale solvent imxture The filtration should be earned out

twice or preferably three times in order to remove the last

traces of oil In a speafic instance the filtrates were col-

lected, the solvent removed by distillation, and the residua!

oil was found to possess a setting-pomt withui 2° F of the

original filtrate For removal of the last traces of solvent

from the precipitated wax it was found necessary to apply

vacuum during distillation with a stream ofcarbon dioxide

By recombimng the oil-free wax and wax-free oilm known
proportions and determining the refractive mdices of these

mixtures, it is possible to construct a curve from which the

oil content of an unknown mixture of these components
can be determined It is, of course, essential to construct

such a curve for each stage of filter-piessmg By such
means it is possible to determme quite rapidly not only

the variations of oil content of the scale cakes, but also the

overall efficiency ofany parUcular set ofcondiUons relatmg

to filter-pressing Furthermore, an accurate knowledge of

the concentration of wax in the distillate throughout the

temperature range concerned can be derived A typical set

of values is included in the following table

Table I

Relationship between Refractive Index and Oil Content for

three stages ofpressing fVax Distillate

! First scale. Second scale, 7turd scale,

I

representing representing representing

j

wax precipitated wax precipitated wax precipitated

Per cent between 108 between 78 between S6
Oil Wax and 78“ F and 56° F _ and 39° F

0 100
I

1 4378 1 4345 1 4329
10 90 I 1 4425 1 4403 1 4395
20 80

I
1 4473 ] 4461 1 4462

30 70
I

1 4525 1 4520 1 4530
40 60 I 4578 1 4579 1 4591

50 50 , 1 4631 1 4643 1 4661

60 40 1 4684 1 4708 1 4733
70 30 1 4739 1 4775 1 4806

80 20 1 4796 1 4843 1 4880
90 10 1 4856 1 4912 1 4956

100
{

0 I 4916 1 4986 1 5042

Temperature
coeftcicnt 00004pcrI‘‘C 0 0004perl‘'C 0 0004perrC

Refractive 000054 per 1% 0 00064 per 1% 0 0007 per 1%
index coelT wax wax wax

Setting-point

of oil-free

wax 1 38 8° r 120 3“ F 107 7" F

The fact that the refractive index of a wax (excludmg

cerestns) is inappreciably changed by very small propor-

tions oi oil, well-refined commercial waxes usually con-

tauung insufficient oil to affect these values, permits the use

of this physical constant and its relationship to melting-

point or setting-pomt in comparing waxes derived from
different sources and separated by different methods

It has become possible to correlate some of the results

of various workers m this field of petroleum science on the

basis of refractive index and setting-pomt, and to secure a
morecomprehensive viewofnumerous investigabons which
have been carried out on synthetic, technical, and commer-
cial waxes At the same time, it would be more advan-

tageous ifthese two constantswere recordedmorefrequently
when possible Determmation of molecular refraction or

even specific refraction would probably be still better, but

owmg to the time required for the former and the difficulties

mvolved m the latter determination, very httle informaUon
IS available

Buchler and Graves [1, 1927] exammed a senes of
paraffin waxes, petrolatum, slop ivax, and rod wax from
Salt Creek, Wyommg, and came to the conclusion that

these consisted mainly of normal paraffin hydrocarbons

Ifthe values of refractive mdex are plotted c^inst melting-

pomt. It will be seen that the curves so obtained are

almost parallel and occasionally coincident with the curve,
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illustrated in the graph, representing the homologous
senes

Reistle and Blade [9, 1932] also examined rod wax from
Salt Creek, amongst several others, and obtamed a series

of fractions having distmctly different physical constants

such as m p /refr mdcx, which they attnbute to the pre-

sence of iso-paraffins or branch-chain series

Sachanen and others [10, 1931] record the refractive

index/meltmg-point relationship of paraffins from Grozny
crude, which exhibits an approximate parallelism with the

curve for normal paraffins, although appreaably removed
therefrom smce the separate waxes did not represent single

hydrocarbons The positions of the ceresin fractions from
Surakhany crude, however, show a very wide divergence

from the values of normal paraflhis and suggest a pre-

ponderance of other types of compounds
In order to compare commercial waxes from different

sources an attempt has been made to produce a series of

curves based upon the relationship between the refracUve

index and the settmg-point The full-page graph on oppo-
site page contains only a selection of curves derived from
Tables II to V included below, in order to avoid confusion

only four values between Cu and Css, the values published

by Ivanovzsky [4, 1935], which are derived from many
sources, have been chosen All the values have been con-

verted to a standard temperature of 60“ C for companson
with those of numerous commercial grades which have

been determined at that temperature The relationship is

expressed by the formula nj,® 0 00047+ 1 4128, where T -=

the melting-pomt of the wax
It will be observed that the curves for the commercial

grades are by no means parallel to the ‘normal’ curve

Commencing with setting-points around 42° C , they tend

to approach the ‘normal* curve in a zone of 60-63° C It

IS suggested that these relative posiuons indicate m a very

general way that the lower setting-pomt grades represent

a wider cut than those which approach the ‘normal* The
fact that they tend to converge towards one zone is pro-

bably explained by the process of manufacture m which

a suitable disullate is fractionated for pressmg

Two other types ofcurves are mclud^ which exhibit the

essential difference between products fractionated from
pressed scale by sweatmg and those fractionated by dis-

tillation The whole of the wax from a pressable wax

Table H
Values publishedby L Ivanovzsky [A, 1935]

Table III

Valuesfrom International Critical Tables (1926)

m.p, •C ay

38 0 1 4272
404 1-428S

47 7 1 4319
75 0 1 4408

A curve representing normal parafSn hydrocarbons which
have been omthesized by numerous investigators has been
included. ABthelntemaUonalCnticaiTables(1926)provide

distillate was de-oiled by smUble solvents and then frac-

tionated mto the usual grades by sweatmg The repre-

soitetive curve is displaced farther away from the normal,

as would be expected by reason of the fractions repre-

senting wide cuts, and the slope is appreciably steeper than
those represenUng the usual commercial grades Distilled

waxes are represented by the senes 80A to 80R m whidh
the first fraction is comddent with the ‘normal* curve, and
most ofthe remaining fractions he in a region only sli^tly

below this hne. The residue possesses a distinctly higjwr

refractive index and exhibits qmte difieroat propoties. It

IS considered likely that such products contam increasmg
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proportions of iso-paraffins or cyclic or naphthenic hydro-

carbons, and It IS evident that separation by sweating is the

least effective of all methods Whilst these fractions are

much narrower cuts and the general curve approaches the

‘normal’ more closely, it is not contended that such mix-

tures are necessarily composed ofthe normal parafiins only,

although It 18 probable that these compounds preponderate

The remaimng curves are derived from the work of

Ferns, Cowles, and Henderson [2, 1931], who separated

a senes ofwaxes by fractional crystallization These curves

are remarkable on account of the reverse relationship of

decreasing refractive index with increase of meltmg-point

Quite apart from other physical considerations, this fact

appears to mdicate the existence of a different class of

hydrocarbons, m substantial proportions, m matenals

which were hitherto regarded as mainly normal paraffins

It will be observed that these three curves are approxi-

mately parallel to each other, although the series 5A to 5 F
have very much lower indices for similar melting-points A
similar relationship has been observedabo by Mailer,Jacob,

and Pilat [6, 1935], who separated wax from asphalt with-

out any Puliation These values have not been plotted,

as they do not fall withm the range of coordinates used

in the appended graph, but the authors conclude that these

hydrocarbons possess a cyclic constitution

From the evidence presented by these curves and tables

It appears that the types ofcompounds which are separated

by various means differ accordmg to the particular method
employed It is impossible to illustrate the relative posi-

tions of numerous iso-paraffins and cychc hydrocarbons
which have been synthesized, as their refractive indices are

very much higher than those already considered, but the

values are shown m the tables In this connexion it is

impossible for saturated aliphatic hydrocarbons to possess

refractive indices of such high values, which are found only

with unsaturated cyclic hydrocarbons having a coryugate

linkage or m compounds other than hydrocarbons.

Whilst the interpretation to be placed upon the relative

position of a smgle specimen should be reached with cau-

tion, it IS considered that a series of values is likely to

indicate the predominating type ofcompounds present It

has been observed with the usual commercial grades that

the narrower cut waxes generally approach the curve for

Table V
Values obtainedfrom Commercial Parqffin Waxes

and Experimental Products

Grade “c’ "S’ Grade “c’ "5?

Burma Polnh

Match wax 445 1 4339 48/50 49 5 14347
125/30 53 0 1 4350 50/2 50 6 1 4352
130/5 55 9 1 4358 52/4 52 3 14354
nsiAO 58 4 1 4364 54/6 547 1 4363

Assam American

125/30 52 6 1 4350 118/20 49 3 1 4338
135/40 58 5 1 4366 mis 508 1 4342
140/5 61 3 I 4380

1

125/7 52 7 14348
145150 63 7 1 4386 130/5 56 0 14354

Iranian American

106/8 419 1 4232 130/5 55 8 14364
118/20 49 2 1 4342 135/40 57 3 14368
124 512 1 4346
125/30 53 7 1 4350
130/5 56 2 1 4358

Scotch Burma OtI-free wax distiliate

106/8 41 6 1 4336 115/20
1

48 7
1

1 4351

110/15 43 2 1 4341 120,5 514
1
14357

122/5 518 1 4355 125,30 54 4 1 4366

130,5 55 1 1 4360 130/5 ' 56 8 1 4372

135/40 57 3 1 4366 135/40
1

59 5 1 4380
140'5 62 3 1 4388
Over 145 I 65 1

1
1 4396

Roumanian Burma Fractd by distillation

122/5 53 7 1 4361 80A 39 9 14288
125/30 55 0 1 4363 BOB 446 14303
130/5 55 7 I 4365 80C 47 2 1 4313

135/40 591 1 4376 800 49 4 1 4321
140'5 62 2 1 4390 sot- 51 4 1 4330

80 F 53 7 14341
80G 55 8 1 4353
80H 59 4 14410

Sursian Iraq

53 4 1 4350 516 14347
54 7 1 4354 53 2 1 4352
55 2 1 4358 56 1 1 4362
55 8 1 4360 572 14363
568 1 4363

South Manchu-
Borneo

53 4 1 4349 53 3 1 4355
54 3 1 4351 54 6 1 4359
55 7 1 4357 57 5 14365
57 1 1 4367
63 0 14386

Note The terms ‘setting-point’ and ‘melting-point’ are used some-
what loosely, and in cases in which the method of determmation is

not known the former term has generally been employed

’normal’ paraffins By fractional disUUation of any such
wax the values obtained from the distillates usually develop

an approximate straight line which is parallel to the normal
curve and becomes closer as the cut becomes narrower. If

It is assumed that such a relauonship mdicates a pre-

ponderating quantity of normal paraffins bemg present, it
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IS difficult to understand why the selection of waxes used

by Page [7, 1936] should be regarded as belonging to the

series CnHin-t-a

small crystals which are gradually absorbed by the larger

ones

Table VI

Refracttre Indices of Paraffin Wax in the Solid State.

A certain amount of work has been earned out on pure

synthesized hydrocarbons and techmeal products in the

solid state which reveals distinct possibilities of providing

useful information when the correct interpretation has been

established In a recent paper by Page [7, 1936] a method
has been described in which the liquid him of wax is

allowed to solidify between the pnsms ofan Abb6 refracto-

meter, giving two dark fields which are claimed to represent

the ordinary and extraordmary refractive indices If

paraffin wax is uniaxial, one value will be but the other

value cannot be n, unless the optic axis of the crystal is

normal to the rays which enter the upper prism at grazing

incidence Furthermore, some waxes possess at least two
orientations, and three dividmg lines can be seen corre-

spondmg to refractive mdices (1) /i„, (2) between and
n, depending upon orientation, (3) rtf

Larsen and Berman [S, 1934] classify paraffin wax in the

uniaxial group with the following values n, 1 SSO, 1 502,

Birefringence 0 048 It will be observed that m this case

> ff<o. whereas Page’s figures show
Reistle and Blade [9, 1932] state that wax crystals arc

biaxial with 2E approximately 45° This is confirmed by
the photograph Fig 1, which shows the biaxial interference

figure of a paraffin crystal with 2E 43°

If It be assumed that the crystals arrange themselves in

all directions, then the two values should correspond to

and riy On the other hand, if there is any preferential

orientation, which is distinctly possible, or a system pos-

sessing two types of crystalline structure, then it is probable

that other dividing lines may be seen which may have

values between the two extremes

Two waxes which are also recorded on the graph

have the properties given in (Table VI)

It IS evident that further investigation into the validity of

this method is required before any conclusions can be

accepted

These two waxes are rather remarkable and arc best

illustrated by photomicrographs It will be observed that

No 80A (Fig 2—Mag X40), which exhibits no transition

point, possesses only one type of crystalline structure

throughout Numerous cleavage edges can be seen which,

however, gradually disappear on standing for a long time

The boundary edges between crystal aggregates show very

1 4385*
\

J 4705 }«“«•

1S190 )

1 484S
\

1 3335 }

1 546S j

* It IS probable that this value represents some of the wax in the

hquid phase

No 80 B (Fig 3—Mag X 40) exhibits a transition-point

at 14 6° C below the settmg-point and shows two distmct

types of crystals The long lath-shaped crystals exhibit

straight extinction, whereas the small plates, which con-

stitute the ground mass, have obhque extinction and other

contrasting properties It was thought that the presence of
two distinct types of crystals might indicate the existence

of two series of hydrocarbons until a similar phenomenon
was discovered in the structure of some of the pure normal
paraffins, parucularly in CmHso Photomicrographs of the
following seven normal aliphauc hydrocarbons illustrate

the variation which exists in the general crystallme struc-

ture, and show the remarkable contrast in the two odd
members of the senes compared with the others All are

reproduced at Mag x40

n-C.,H,„Fig 4 Fig 5 n-Cn Hu, Fig 6 (by courtesy

of Dr Alex Mueller, as used for X-ray work), n-CuHn, Fig 7,

n-Cn Hu, Fig 8, n-C,i H,, Fig 9 (by courtesy of Prof G I

rinch, as used for electron diffraction work) , n-Cu Hn, Fig 10

The last two photomicrographs depict other mterestmg
features concerning the crystallization of wax Fig 11

(x400) represents two rhombic plates of paraffin, and
illustrates the shape of the unit cell when it is free to form
without disturbance The crystals are practically isotropic

and arc photographed by the diffraction of the edges The
thickness of the smaller crystal (the upper) is of the order

of 0 I /I The angles are 67 9° and 1121° approximately

Fig 12 (X 170) is a good example of a crystal aggregate

showing the lamination of very thin plates parallel to the

basal plane It is interesting to observe the formation of

these plates out of the semi-morphous wax adjoining and
the development of two sets of rhombic plates from the

acute angles mentioned above
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SPECTROGRAPHIC AND X-RAY APPUCATION
THE APPUCATION OF THE INFRA>RED ABSORPTION SPECTRA

TO THE STUDY OF PETROLEUM OILS AND SPIRITS
By J. LECOMTE

Introduction

It is well known that the mfra-red absorption spectra are

of great use in the analysis of orgaiuc compounds In this

aiticle It IS proposed to give a r£sumi ofthe results obtained

in France utilizing this method, with regard to petroleum

oils and spmts The portion of the mfra-red spectra which
IS best us^ for these determinations is that between the

visible end and a wave-length of20 /i, that is, wave-lengths

between 6 and 20 /x.

The following are the principal reasons for usmg this

method
1 All the substances possess numerous absorption bands

m the region given The hypothesis of Abney and Festing

(1881) should be recalled here, that different groupings are

characterized by mfra-red absorption bands, which are

peculiar to certam organic groups present m the molecule

2 Usmg wave-lengths between 6 and 20 it is sufficient

if only 0 01 to 0 I mm thickness of matenal be present m
the case of hquids, and a thickness of several microns with

sohds, m order to obtain detailed absorption spectra

An analysis can thus be carried out with extremely small

quantities of matenal present, and therefore this method
is apphcable to veiy rare substances, to analyse different

fractions from a distillation or to the different products
obtamed m the course of a synthesis

3. The mfra-red radiation does not have any action on
petroleum spu-its or their constituents

1. Experimental Technique

(a) Spectrometer. Two spectrometers have been used,

the dispersive system being composed of a smgle 60°

pnsm (or two 30° pnsms), that is, the simplest conditions

have been apphed A fluorspar pnsm gave a wave-length

of 8-14 /i, m a pnsm made of potessium bromide 13-20 /t,

and of rock salt 8-14 fi It should be noted that these

pnsms give the best expenmental conditions from the
absorption pomt of view The first spectrometer is the
Wadsworth type (Fig 1)

The ladiabon from source A is concentrated on the sht

Ft by the concave muror M, it is then rendered parallel

by the concave mirror Mu and is finally reflected ^ the

plane mirror m, from which it passes through the prism P
and IS concentrated by mirror M* on to the slit F, of the

receiver R In this arrangement every part is fixed with

the exception of the prism F and the plane mirror m,

which are placed on a rotatmg platform with an axis O
In this way, if the prism F be set for minimum deviation

for a visible radiation, only those radiaUons strike the

receiver dunng the rotation of the prism which have
traversed the pnsm at its angle of mmunum deviation

It is advantageous for the axis O to be the intersection of

the plane of the mirror m and the plane of the bisection of

the angle of refraction of the pnsm
In the second spectrometer Fig 2 there are two 30°

Fio 2

prisms, one ofwhich. A, is fixed and the other, B, is mounted
on a movable table CDEFC, revolvmg on its vertical axis

O. The table cames the concave mirrorMi and the thermo-

electric couple F Radiation entenng via the slit at G
is rendered parallel by the concave mirror Mi, it then

traverses the two prisms A and B and is concentrated by

the mirror M| on the couple F
(6) Measoranent of Inlhi-fed Absorption Spectra. A cell

contaming the liqiud to be examined is placed in front of

the sht, 1 e. at Fi (Fig 1) The cell consists of two thm
glass plates separated by small paper packing pieces of
001-0 1 mm in thickness In place of glass plates, fluor-

spar plates are used for wave-lengths between the visible

spectrum and 8 /x, rock-salt plates up to IS /x, and potas-

sium bromide plates up to and above 20 /x. The spectro-

meter IS illuminated with a Nernst lamp, with the image
foimed as in Fig 1 In order to measure the small tem-

perature differences at different points m the spectrum a
thermo-electnc couple with a sensitive galvanometer was
used The galvanometer deflection is noted for each pomt
onthespectrum, first when the substance underexamination

IS placedm the path of the rays, and secondly with the light

souroealone. The two figures thus obtained give the ‘Gross

Transmission’ for each wave-length If it be desired to

know not only the position of the absoiphon bands but

their exact mtensity, then corrections must be made for

rdSection and diffusion of the light rays.

(c) Antomatic Registering Appnntns. Instead of making
measurements by means of a visual arrangement, the
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infra-red spectra can be registered automatically, which

method of measurement is easier, more rapid, and precise

Two methods are given, by one of whidi spectra of wave-

lengths from 6 to IS can be obtamed within 20 mm

In the first case (Fig 3) a plane mirror M is fixed to and
rotates with the platform of the spectrometer of Fig 1

The mirror M receives the image of the spot by light

from the galvanometer and light source S, and this light

IS reflected on to sensitized photographic film E, fixed m
a vertical position The abscissae on the film represent

the wave-lengths, and the ordinates representmg the radia-

tion mtensities are obtamed by transposmg the horizontal

movements of the light spot from the galvanometer’s

rotatmg mirror by interposing between this mirror and
the rntfror M a system of two fixed plane mirrors Mi
and Mt placed one above the other with the lower one
inclined at an angle of about 45° to the horizontal mu-ror

This arrangement is satisfactory when the curve traced on
E corresponds to an axis system XY with rectangular

coordinates The two mirrors mchned at the 45° angle

can be replaced by two prisms

With the second arrangement the galvanometer illumi-

nated by an auxiliary light mscnbes its light spot on the sht

UV of the lid (Fig 2) The sensitized film is placed on
the holder HIJK, this latter has beneath it a threaded screw

S'5', on the end of which is a pulley T coimectmg with an
electnc motor This arrangement allows variable angles

to be obtamed with the cam NP and thus a rapid rotauon
of the axis O

II. Experimental Results

1. Apidication to the Analysis of the Pure Components
of Petroleum Oils and Spirits.

The infra-red absorption spectra method is applicable

to all hydrocarbons without any exceptions from the

saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons to the anthracene

group and hydrocarbon groups possessing large numbers
of carbon atoms as netme and fluorene

(ft) Determination of the Degree of Impurity of a Hydro-
CBriN». Fig. 4 gives the curves of the purest hexane pre-

pared (curve 1) and other hexanes contammg traces of
impunty (curve 2) In Fig 5 the curve ofo-xylene is given,

but actually this pooduct contains traces ofin- and/i-xylenes,

which are discerned from the absorption bands marked
mandp By this method 1 % ofimpunty can be detected

(b) Dtatinction between Isomeric Hydrocaihons. Ah-
phatic saturated straight-cham hydrocarbons are easily

distinguiriied from those possessing branched chams For
example. Fig. 6 shows n-decane and di-isoamyl The

branched-cham isomer has not even the same mfra-red

absorption spectra. Fig 7 gives methyl-diethyl-methane
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and tnmethyl-ethyl-methane For ethylene type hydro-

carbons the infra-red absorption spectra show the
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isomaism occumog at the double and the branching of the

chain, eg Fig 8—dunethyl-l,2,S-hexene-2 and dimethyl-

2,4-hexene-4 The method is apphcable m the case of

spectra of position isomers are different from these hydro-

carbons substituted m the lateral chain, e g xylenes and
ethyl benzene With cyclohexane type hydrocarbons it is

possible to distinguish stereo-isomers, e g cis- and trans-

ortho-dmiethyl cyclohexanes (Fig 10) Application of this

method to much heavier hydrocarbons has led to equally

Wavelength in fi
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-AJ
t \pn1mf
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Mill

j
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i t—
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—
benzenoid hydrocarbons to distinguish between position

isomers, e g ortho-, meta-, and para-xylenes (Figs 9 and 14),

or where the isomers differ by the form of the substituted

chain, e g propyl and isopropyl benzene The absorption

good results, e g dimethyl-naphthalenes 1 6 and 2 6

(Fig 11), or dibutyl anthracene 9-10 and di-isobutyl 9-10

anthracene (Fig 12) With the exception of ahphatic
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hydrocarbons, it is often advantageous in order to dis-

tinguish between the isomers to carry out determmations
at wave-lengths from 14 to 20

(r) Distinction between Homologues. It is clearly seen

from Fig 13 that the homologues of the saturated ahphatic

Benzene

Toluene

OJCylene

P Xylene

Cymene

Large differences are also found between the infra-red

absorption spectra of substances not strictly homologues,

such as the products ofhydrogenation

of the naphthalene and anthracene . ,

nucleus,eg tetrahydro-, octohydro-,
Anthracene

P^hydro-anthraccne
q,ethyl-anthracene

(Fig 16) This observation IS inter- ^

esting in the case of oils In order q, n-butyl anUiraoenet

to distmguish between successive .

homologues it is often useful to Di-isobutylanthracene|

determme not only the position of n

the absorption bands, but also their
^ *

'

intensity and absolute value, takmg
Tetrahydro anthracene

as coordinate not only percentage

change, but the molecular absoip- Hexahydro anthracene

(d) Uen^tion of Hydrocarbons.
Octohydro anthracene

The larj^ numbe^f absorption
Oecahydro anthracene

bands of hydrocarbons existing be-

tween the wave-lengths of 6 and 20n Perhydro anthracene

show diat pure hydrocarbons can be

identified by this method, but m '

Older to be oertam, a large number
ofinfra-ied absorption spectra must

be known Nevertheless, the analogy existing between the
spectra of hydrocarbons derived from the same group
permits the senes to be determmed to which the pure
hydrocarbons belong To this end the spectral zones of
6 to 7/1 and from 12 to 14 /i are particularly useful For

hydrocarbons give very different infra-red absorption

spectra even more noticeably than the benzene hydro-
carbons substituted m the lateral chain (toluene-ethyl-

benzene, propyl benzene, &c ) classification of isomers the 7 to 12/x and 14 to 20 /i zones
are the most useful (Fig IS)

Application to Hydrocarbon Mixtures and to Petrols.

As an example fractions obtained by distillation of
tri-ethyl benzene have been taken Five fractions were
obtamcd under ideal experimental conditions between
214 and 219° C , that is, at the boilmg-pomts given m the

literature for the two isomers 1,2,4 and 1,3,5 (The third

possible isomer 1,2,3 is probably not stable) In Fig 17

the curve corresponding to the first fraction indicates that

diethyl benzene is present The curves relative to the other

fractions, which are not all reproduced, indicate that no
diethyl benzene is present (2nd fraction) Fractions 3 and 4
are identical and probably correspond to the 1,2,4 isomer

in the pure state With fraction 5 a trace of tetra-ethyl

bensmc (10 3 /i wave-length) and another constituent

(9 95 1* wave-length) were found to exist

U/avelen^h in //.

Fig 16
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By a systematic study of binary mixtures of hydro-

carbons (benzene-toluene, benzene-cyclohexane, &c) the

quantitative proportion of each hydrocarbon in the

mixture can be obtamed The hmit of accuracy is 1 %, but

the error m the quantitative determination is somewhat
greater

In the case of petrols the infra-red absorption spectra can

be used to control their composition In this case a direct

comparison is made The problem ofdeterminmg the com-
position ofa petrol, however, is extremely complicated due
to the number of constituents that can be present, and it

IS not mtended to give such an analysis m this article In

Figs 18, 19, and 20 are given examples of infra-red absorp-

tion speima of fracbons obUmed from the distiUaUon of a
petrol Different curves relating to the same petrol are

obtamed, with a nse m temperature Certam absorption

bands disappear and new ones replace them It is impos-

sible to know m all cases to whidi hydrocarbons the

diffoent bands correspond, but the method shows rapidly

the presence or absence of a known consutuent On com-
paring the curves m Figs 18, 19, and 20 differences are

obser^ showing that the infra-r^ absorption spectra of
petrols produced from different sources vary.

m. AppUcation to Oils

It IS a well-known fact that the analysis ofoils by ordinary
chemical means is almost an msoluble problem, numerous
physical processes are mconvement and dumge the state

of the od molecules or even cause chenucal changes to

occur Infra-red absorpbon spectra methods, however,

do not present these diificulties and are particularly

valuablem the analysis of oils

In the first instance various od samples have been
obtamed by distillation m the cathode vacuum of two oils

(Figs 21 and 22) For example, m the case of the first od
Ae samples 1, 3, 4 were taken between the following

ranges 100-9'’ C ,
121-1° C ,

121-5° C The results of the
infra-red absorption analysis are givoi m the following

(1) For each oil the correspondmg curves for eadi
fraction are analogous, yet they also show differences

This signifies that the different fractions are composed of
analogous hydrocarbons, but the proportion of each
present varies with the curve considoed. Hence different

phases m the distillation of an od can be shown by the

infra-red absorption spectra.
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(2) If the results obtained on each oil be carefully com-
pared, a considerable difference is foimd to exist, hence
further analysis is necessary m order to deternune to what
group the hydrocarbons m the two types belong

Fio 22

The presence in the spectra relative to the first oil

(Fig 21) ofan intense band at about 1 3 8 ft and ofa double

band at 7 ft equally intense with feeble maximum bands
between them mdicates the presence of a large percentage

of cyclic hydrocarbons This first oil contains but a small

percentage of unsaturated hydrocarbons except for the

bands between 10 and 1 1 ft

In the case of the second oil (Fig 22) on the contrary

the proportion of cyclic hydrocarbons present is very

small It can be said that the substituted benzene hydro-

carbons with a lateral chain are practically absent, as are

the benzene hydrocarbons substituted on the nucleus,

since, if these latter were present, two intense bands would
be found between 14 and 15 ft, which is not the case On
the contrary it is certain from the existence of two bands

13 3 to 13 5 fi and 12 3 fi that hydroanthracencs are present

(cf Table, Fig 16) In the case of the fracUons 2,3,4 it is

seen that between 13 and 14 fi two bands exist and not

a single band as in the case of the hydroanthracenes, and
therefore it is concluded that other substances than these

are present in the oil It is thought that by comparmg the

spectra of different samples with these of the hydro-

naphthalenes (cf Fig IS) that these hydrocarbons are the

ones responsible and are therefore present

In the second instance the absorption spectra of two
vegetable oils have been exariuned namely, tung oil and
soya-bean oil (Fig 23) The results obtauied are very

different from the preceding The most characteristic

feature is the appearance of an intense band at 5 9 fi, which
always accompames the CO group in the aliphatic senes,

and a very complex band between 8 and 9 fi Tung oil

possesses an intense band at 10 ft which is not found
with soya-bean oil and indicates the presence of ethylene

linkages in the constituent molecules

Conclusion

This brief paper gives the results obtained m France
with the application of the infra-red absorption spectra

in the study of petroleum spirits and oils It is a method
which IS applicable m those large number of cases where
physical and chemical methods of analysis are of no avail

or are not sufficiently accurate
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THE APPLICATION OF THE X-RAY METHOD TO THE STUDY
OF THE PARAFFIN HYDROCARBONS

By Profesaor F. FRANCIS and S. H PIPER
University of Bristol

The study of the X-ray spactngs of those members of the

paraffin hydrocarbons which can be obtained in the crystal-

line condition can afford information on the arrangement

in space of the molecules as well as their actual dimensions

The spatial arrangement of the molecules in the crystal will

usually account for many of the properties of a substance

and may suggest others, and clearly the size of the molecule

can be used for purposes of identification For work of

this kind It IS necessary in the first instance to investigate

hydrocarbons which have been prepared in the highest

possible state of purity

Sources of the Hydrocarbons

One of the most satisfactory methods for preparing pure

individual members of the higher normal paraffin hydro-

carbons consists in the electrolysis of the alkali salts of the

normal fatty acids The degree of purity of such hydro-

carbons clearly depends on that of the acids which are

used Stearic, palmitic, and behenic acids can be obtained

m quantity, the last via the reduction of the ethyl ester of

enicic acid, and with some little difficulty prepared in a
high state of purity The hydrocarbons synthesized from

them, after further purification, probably do not contain

more than 0 1 % of impurities Acids containing more than

22 carbon atoms can be obtained from behenic acid by
well-known operations, and a recent method, by means of
which acids containing more than 30 and 34 carbon atoms
have been prepared, affords an entirely new process for

their preparation [13, 1934, also 14, 1937}

Solid paraffin hydrocarbons occur widely distributed in

the vegetable and animal kingdoms, but it is very doubtful

whether pure individual members have ever been isolated

from such sources, particularly when recent mvestigaUons

employing X-ray methods have shown that hydrocarbons

isolated from such materials are often mixtures of two or

more individual members of the homologous series [11,

1931]

The chief commercial source of the solid paraffins is

paraffin wax The attempts which have been made to

separate the components ofparaffin wax are outhned below

There is no definite knowledge concerning the constituents

ofsuch naturally occurring solid hydrocarbons as ozokerite

Separation of the Components of Paraflbi Wax
Kraft [6] mvestigated a Saxo-Thunngian wax, m p 35-

56° C , and believed that after five fractionations m a

vacuum of the ‘cathode rays’ he had obtained eighteen

hydrocarbons, and that the residue contamed a further

seventeen members, all of which were presumed to belong

to the n-paraffin senes

Francis and his students [2, 1922] again investigated this

problem, using a wax obtained by the distillation of Scotch

shale fusmg at 55-56°C They subjected 950 g of this

material to a systematic fractionation at low pressures which

vaned m different operations between 0 12 mm and 0 05
nun. Theamount which distilled over at temperatures above

240°C at 0 05 mm did not amount to more than 2-3%
After seventeen fractionations they found that largeamounts
of matenal were obtained boiling over small ranges of tem-

perature, and after twenty-one fractionations the operation

was discontinued The fractions isolated accounted for

88 of the original wax, and it was concluded that 80%
of the wax was composed of seven hydrocarbons of con-
stant boiling-point, and that the remaming 8% boihng

between 220 and 240' C probably contained not more
than two others

In a later communication the oxidation of these hydro-
carbons was investigated at 100° C with air [3, 1922], and
from the velocity with which these processes proceeded, and
froma study of the small amounts ofhydrocarbons whichm
each case escaped this process, it was concluded that seven

and possibly eight pure materials had been isolated from
the paraffin wax that had been used

The molecular weight of these hydrocarbons was deter-

mined by the cbullioscopic method which is not entirely

reliable in such cases, but from such data it was concluded

that the seven hydrocarbons were C„H4„ C^Hjo, CuHja,
CiaHtt, CtsH,,. CttH,o, C3iH,4 Both the melting-pomts

and the boiling-points under different pressures (Francis

and Wood [5, 1926]) appeared to be identical with the

corresponding data for the synthetic n-paraffins

It was on these seven components that for the first time

Piper, Brown, and Dymcnt [10, 1925] carried out a series of

measurements of the X-ray crystal spacings Although the

identification of these mdividuals by this method was in

^neral agreement with their carbon contents given above,

later investigations with pure synthetic n-paraffins showed
that all seven hydrocarbons contamed unpurities, probably

m no case amounting to over 5% The results, however,

showed clearly that paraffin wax was composed of normal

members of the paraffin series of hydrocarbons, and no
indication was obtamed of the presence of iso derivatives

Further support was given to this view by a close examina-

tion of the crystal spacings of a number of acids obtained

by the oxidation of paraffin wax In all cases these also

belonged to the normal senes of the fatty acids (Francis,

Piper, and Malkm [4, 1930])

Hw Application of X-ray Methods

Muller [7, 1928] made a thorough examination of a single

crystal of nonacosane The umt of pattern, or unit cell,

from which the crystal is built consists of a very elongated

rectangular prism of sides 7 45, 4 97, and 77 2 Angstrom
units (1 A umt = 10-‘ cm ) The cell contains the sub-

stance of four molecules, whose relative dispositions are

shown in Figs 1 and 2 The molecules themselves are flat

zigzag chains, the length of the chains lymg parallel to the

long axis of the cell The foUowmg important dimensions,

whose sigmficance can be seen in Figs 1, 2, and 3, were

measured by MUller The distance between the centres of

two successive CH| groups on the same side of the cham
axis (5 m Fig 3) is 2 54 A. umts The distance of nearest
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approach between the centre of a CH| group in one chain

and the corresponding group in its neighbouring molecule

(D, in Fig 1) IS 3 7 A units The cross-sectional area

‘occupied* by one molecule is 18 5 sq A units, and this

molecular cross-section is found to be the same for crystals

of any n-ahphatic compound The distance of nearest

approach between the axes of chains (Di in Fig 1) is found
tobeabout46A umts in the sohd state The structure of
the crystal is of an extremely open nature, the volume of
the cell being about six times the volume of the atoms it

contams

Several unportant conclusions can immediately be drawn
from a consideration of the structure In the case of the

higher members of the paraffins with an odd number of
carbon atoms, it is foimd that the only vanation m the

crystal lattice dimensions occurs along the long (c) axis

The length of the c axis is m fact twice the length of the

molecule plus twice the space between the ends of mole-

cules It IS found that the length of the c axis (obtamed

from the 001 spaemgs of the crystal) mcreases hnearly with

the number of carbon atoms m the cham, so that the gap
between the end groups of successive molecules measured
m the c direction must be constant The melting-pomts of
the paraffins increase smoothly, but not imifonnly, with

chain length, and this increasem the force ofcohesion must
be attnbuted to the side-to-side attractions of the chauis

only The end-to-end forces are comparatively small, and
account for the flaky crystallme habit of the sohd paraffins

The molecules stand perpendicular to the surfaces of the

flakes hke the pile on a carpet and, smee the end-to-end

attractions are small, shde easily over one another when
pushed m a direction parallel to the flake surface The
molecules themselves are immensely strong, the expansion

coefficient parallel to the cham axis being very small mdeed
(MtUIer [9, 1932]).

Vflriatk«s in the Stmetore of the Unit Cdl

Hie structure of the umt cell of all crystalline parafiuu

does not OMTCspond to that of nonacosane, but depends on
the length ofthe cham and the temperature, also, paraffins

containing odd and even numbers of carbon atoms differ

in habit from one another For instance, even-cham paraf-

fins of from 24 to 36 carbon atoms crystallize from most

solvents, w/ien pure, with the chain axis tilted at an angle

of about 61° 30' to the flake surface, but are transformed

into a modification characterized by a vertical chain and

resembling that described for nonacosane at a temperature

about 5°C below the melting-point (Piper and Malkin

[12, 1930]) This transformation appears to be reversible for

hexacosane, but not for the higher even paraffins (Piper,

Chibnall, et al [11, 1931]) The odd-cham hydrocarbons

from 11 to 3S crystallize only with a

vertical chain, whilst odd-numbered
members from 5 to 9 and even-

numbered from 6 to 22 agam appear

to have the axis tilted, but at an
angle of about 73° This third modi-

fication appears to transform re-

versibly to the normal (vertical) form

a few degrees below the meltmg-

pomt (MUller [8, 1930D MtUler has

further shown that many paraffins

tend to adopt yet another form just

below the mcltmg-point The mole-

cules are then packed m a hexagonal

arrangement suggesting a cyhndncal

symmetry about the cham axis, and
It IS probable that the molecule is

rotating about this axis The X-ray

measurements on the substance

when just below its melting-point

give a distance between the cham
axes of 46 A units, very nearly

equal to that to be expected m the

that an arrangement of parallel

chains is adopted when the liquid is about to solidify

Classification of the Crystal Modifications

It IS convenient to classify the vanous crystal modifica-

tions of the paraffins by the letters A, B, and C The A
form has a vertical molecule, in the Band C forms the mole-

cule is tilted, but slightly lessm the B thanm the Cmodifica-

tion Fig 4 gives measurements of the 001 spaemgs of a
number of solid paraffins plotted against the number of
carbon atoms m the cham It is obvious that these measure-

ments may be used as positive identifications of the pure

compounds, but that care must be taken to ascertam which

particular modification the compound had assumed when
the photograph was taken For instance, a pure, even-chain

par^n havmg 26 or more carbon atoms will, ifcrystallized

from benzene, give a spacmg fallmg on Ime C, but if it has
been melted the spacmg will be that on line A Odd-diam
paraffins of more than 9 carbon atoms wiU only give A
spacings, smee they do not crystallize in the C modification.

Crystals of Mixed 1

The spaongs and habit of the paraffins are profoundly

modified by the presence of impurities Ifabinaryrmxture
of two paraffins is made it will, in general, have a spacmg
lymg between those of the pure components, but not vary-

mg uniformly with the proportions of the mixture. The
variation m general is more marked when a small proper-
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tion of a longer chain is added to the shorter than in the

reverse case Fig 5 shows two typical cases It has been

found that a definite concentration of a second hydro-

carbon in one of even carbon content causes it to crystal-

lize in the ^4 modification and not m the C form This

observation enables an estimation to be made ofthe low«t
possible amount of impurity present m contanunated
material From the technique which has been evolved (Piper,

Chibnall, et al [11, 1931]), the composition of mixtures of
parafiins can be determined quantitatively from the spac-

mgs, meltmg-pomts, and temperatures at which transitions

from one crystal form to another take place Tlus has
been applied to determine the composition of many of the
long-c^in hydrocarbons isolated from plants or insects

(Chibnall, er a/ [1, 1934])

Earlier investigations by X-rays were carried out before

the polymorphism ofparaffins was understood Later work,

however, showed that the long-chain paraffins occurring in

nature are always mixed, and that they consist, as far as

thay have been identified, of those contaimng an odd num-
ber of carbon atoms only

The Position of Side Chains

A particularly beautiful application of the X-ray method,
due to Shearer [IS, 1924], enables the position ofan oxygen
atom m the chain of a ketone to be deternuned The photo-

graphs obtained from paraffins consist of a series of evenly

spaced hnes represenUng orders of reflection of the X-rays

from a set ofplanesm the crystals The planesconcerned are

those (parallel to the flake surface) which contain the ends of
the molecules Now if a keto-oxygen is added to each of
the chains at the same distance from one end of the mole-

cule, the side-cham atoms will also hem planes, interleavmg

those contaimng the ends of the molecules and parallel to

them This new distnbution of matter does not alter the

spacing of the planes in which he the ends of the molecules,

so that the hnes on the photograph appear m the same
positions as before, but their intensities are altered In a
paraffin the reflections normally decrease m mtensity with

mcteasing order In ketones a periodic fluctuation is super-

imposed on this normal decline The nature of the fluctua-

tion is extremely simple, if the oxygen atom is half-way

along the chain the 2nd, 4th, 6th, &c , or if the atom is at

1/3 the length, the 3rd, 6th, 9th, &c , orders are very weak.
The appearance of the photographs will be clear from
Fig 6

Liquid Hydrocarbons

The application of X-rays to the study of liquid members
of the paraffin hydrocarbons has, so far, given but limited

information Those which have been investigated show a
defimte reflection corresponding to a spacmg of 4 6 A

,

suggcstmg some parallelism in the chain axes, otherwise

nothing but extensive disarrangement of the molecules can
be deduced (Stewart [16, 1930])
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THE APPLICATION OF THE RAMAN EFFECT TO P^iTROLEUM
CHEMISTRY

By JAMES H HIBBEN, D.Sc.

Geophysical Laboratory, Carnegie Institute of Washington

Until nearly the last decade scientific developments m the

petroleum industry have been confined chiefly to engmeer-

mg achievements Within the last few years, however,

greater emphasis has been placed on the chemistry of

petroleum The development of new processes such as

polymerization, hydrogenation, the production of by-

products, and improved refinery methods has necessitated

an increasing knowledge of the constitution of petroleum

and the chemical and physical behaviour of its consti-

tuents The petroleum mdustry, therefore, has only just

begun to consider its problems from the point of view of

a fundamental physical and chemical approach rather than

the empirical treatments of the problems heretofore on-
ployed While such methods have been less reluctantly

embraced by other mdustries, the petroleum field has

naturally been handicapped by the complexity of the system
dealt with One of the means of ascertaming this funda-

mental mformaUon is through the spectroscopic method
termed the Raman eflect

There are certam results which may be obtained by
this method which cannot be procured so readily by any
other one A brief discussion, therefore, of the nature of
the Raman effect in its apphcation and limitations is given

in order to outline its possible utility in the petroleum

mdustry
The Raman eflfect is an optical phenomenon resulting

from the mteraction of a photon with a molecule From
this relatively simple imual process, however, there can be

denved considerable fundamental physical and chemical

data There is probably no other single physical manifesta-

tion which provides as much divergent information con-

cenung the constitution of matter

The Raman eflect is independent of the state of aggrega-

tion, bemg apphcable to gases, liquids, sohds, solutions,

and amorphous compounds It results in no modification

of either ^e chemical or the physical characteristics of the

matenal exammed, and is pnmanly concerned with the

behaviour of the molecules in their normal states It is

therefore umque in the scope of its apphcation

The mterpretation of the results ofphysical and chemical

investigations must rest ultimately on a determination of
the mdividual molecular and atomic components of a as-
tern as well as on a knowledge of their collective and mdi-
vidual behaviour It ism the provision ofsuch fundamental
mformation concerning the molecule and molecular aggre-

gates that the Raman effect has its greatest apphcation

More precisely the mformation which the Raman spectra

method can provide may be summarized as follows the

determination of the vibrabonal and rotational levels which
molecules possess, the forces of attraction between tlw

atoms of the molecule, and the molecular configuration

Secondarily this may result m the determination of the

molecularsymmetiy, thearrangement ofatoms in space, and
consequently theirvalence angles, interatomic distances, and
amphtudes of vibration If these physical parameters can
be estunated, then the chemical and the crystallograiduc

properties may be determmed at least partially In cases

where molecular consbtution is so highly complicated that

a mathematical analysis or a quantum mechanical treat-

ment IS not possible, recourse may be had to empirical

conclusions derived from an analysis of a multitude of

Raman spectra investigations This method of treatment

IS mtnnsically as sound as any procedure based on statistical

observations and carries the same weight as any experi-

mentally determmed fact

From the point of view of practical application m the

laboratory, the material to be examined is lUummated with

a source of monochromatic light, and the hght scattered by
the molecules is recorded by a spectrograph In addition

to the hne corresponding to the onginal illummaUon there

will appear other lines called Raman lines or Raman shifts

which depend upon the chemical constitution of the

material illuminated It is by means of the magmtude of

the displacement of these lines, their intensities, and their

degrees of depolarizaUon that the molecules, molecular

groups, or ions may be ‘finger prmted’

In Fig 1 IS a schemauc diagram of apparatus used to

obtam photographs of the Raman hnes, and Fig 2 is a

reproduction of a plate showing the Raman spectrum of

orthoxylene

The exciting radiations and the Raman radiations are

usually characterized by their ‘frequency’ which is a term

used loosely to mean the reciprocal of the wave-length m
centimetres This ‘frequency’ is therefore not the vibra-

tion frequency in cycles per second, but the number of

waves per centimetre This is given by the expression

v=10VAa, (1)

where v is expressed in the number of waves per centimetre

and A the wave-length of the spectral hnes in Angstrom
units The Raman shifts are obtamed from the following

relaUon

v,-P.= ±Av. (2)

where Av is the Raman shift or the Raman ‘frequency’

expressed in number of waves per centunetre For the

simplest case, namely, a diatomic oscillator, one atom will

oscillate against the other in much the same manner as

two balls attached by a sprmg will oscillate The frequency

of oscillation will depend upon the weight of the balls

and the strength of the spring For a hnear tnatomic

system there are three possible motions as represented

Fig 3 m which II represents the symmetrical oscilla-

tion, I asymmetncal oscillation, and III the deformation

oscillation As a first approxunation m a diatomic system

the relation between the Raman frequency and the force

bmdmg the atoms and the molecules are the same as an
equivalent mass and force system m a simple mechamcal
model and obey the equation for a simple harmonic
oscillator

Av==425V(F/ji), (3)

where Av represents the Raman frequency, F the force

constant, and /i the reduced mass In applymg equation (3),

for example, to the group oscillations (where specie
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Vibrations between definite parts of the molecule’s indi-

vidual functional groups may be considered as umts)
Trumpy [48, 1930] obtained the following for a series of
alcohols

observed Av calculal

(CH,>-{OH) 1,040 1,055

(C,HJ-(OH) 890 910
(C,H,)-(OH) 857 855
(C4H,>-<0H) 823 823

For polyatomic molecules the complete analysis of the

possible vibrations, and consequently the possible Raman
shifts, IS considerably more comphcated Analyses have
been carried out with molecules contaming up to 12 atoms

[36, 1932, 43, 1932, 44, 1932, 49, 1930, 50, 1930, 51, 1931]

These considerations lead to the calculation of either the

Raman frequency or the force constant between atoms
which for single, double, and triple bonds are approxi-

mately 5, 1 1, and 16x10** dynes percentimetre rcspecuvely
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particular types of bmdmg, and the presence or absence of
specific organic compoimds
The general procedure m determimng the characteristic

frequency shifts is to determme the Raman spectra of a
homologous senes Sudi a senes is illustrated m Fig 4

There is one principal hne m methane correspondmg to

the symmetneal oscillation of the hydrogen against the

carbon, and that is Av 2,915 In the case ofethane there are

four Imes Two of these, Av 2,890 and Aj7 2,950, are likewise

oscillations of hydrogen against carbon The frequency
Ai? 990 is due to the carbon to carbon oscillation and
Av 1 ,450 to the transverse vibration of the hydrogen In the

case ofpropane three hydrogen oscillations are present, and
the principal carbon to carbon oscillation has been re-

duced from Av 990 to Av 870 From an examinaUon of the

remainder of the senes and other compounds contauung
hydrogen it may be concluded [4, 1929, 5, 1930, 17, 1931]
that the Raman lines corresponding to C—^H owe their

ongin to the respective Imkages given in Table I

DUOOeCANS .III
1 1 1 1

UNOeCANE
. . 1 .III

DECANE .III
NONANE

. . 1

OCTANE
... . 1 II

1

HEPTANE
.. 1

1

HEXANE
I . 1 . . 1 ,

PENTANE
1 1 h 1 ll

PROPANE
1

.

1 r
ETHANE

1 ,

METHANE
1 1

i

' '

' SC 0 ^o'
' ’

'/Si 00 3x>oo'

Fia 4 Raman lines of s<

This mechanical analogy serves several purposes first.

It mdicates the realistic nature of the Raman effect, second,

it indicates the specific directional effect of valence forces,

and third, ultimately permits a calculation of the amphtude
of vibration of the atomic constituents, a measure of the

relative bmdmg force between the atoms under normal
conditions, and finally leads to the evaluation of thermo-
chemical data Mechanical models have been constructed

havmg the same relative force and mass relations as organic

compounds, and their vibrations analysed with results m
fair agreement with the postulated spacial configuration of
compounds as deduced from Raman spectra data [6,

1934, 32, 1930, 45, 1935 , 46, 1935 , 47, 1935]

Begmnmg, therefore, with a mechanism involving a
simple collmon of a photon, one is led to a more exact

representation of a molecule Each of the Raman fre-

quenaes corresponds to some particular oscillation of the

atoms obqymg defimte mechanical laws It is from this

basis that the chemical constitution of unknown com-
pounds IS determined By the exammation of several

thousand organic and morganic compounds certain

characteristic Raman frequencies, or frequency shifts, are

obtamed indKating the presence of particular groups and

Table I

Raman Spectra for C—^H

Linkage Linkage
\

C—H (alipbauc)

C—H (aromatic)

2,918

3,054

H
i

C—C-C 2,970

H
1

C-C—

H

/ 2,930

12,862

H

H

d: (transverse)

A
1

1.450

The more or less characteristic frequency shifts ofa bmdmg,
however, are modified by adjacent substituent groups The
carbon to hydrogen vibration m acetylene is quite different

from that of saturated ahphaUc hydrocarbons, namely,

AP 3,320, and that of hydrogen attached to a carbon con-

taming an ahphatic double-bond carbon is greater than in

the case of the saturated compound In Table II are given

the charactenstic frequency shifts ofCHt=CH— grouping
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[10, 1933, IS, 1930] The table illustrates not only the

C<*— oscillation in this type ofcompound but also mdi-

cates that the frequency shift correspondmg to C=C may
vary from Aj' 1 ,398 to Ai/ 1 ,647 Nevertheless, this frequency

Table II

Raman Shifts characteristic ofC=C and other Shifts

common to Olefines

CH,-CH H
CH,oCH CH,
CHr^H C,H.

CH,-CH C,H,
CH,=CH C,H„

CH,.=CH CH, C-C C,
CH,>»CH CH,OH
CH.=CH CHOH CH.
CH,-CH CHO
CH,^H CO,H
CH,-CH Cl
rH,=.CH CH,C1
CH,^H Br
CH,=CH CH.Br

H,C><rH CH-.CH,
H,C CH--CH CH-iCH,
H,C=C(CHJ CH-CH,

is sufficiently characteristic to allow it to be readily mdenti-

fied in the presence of any mixture of saturated ahphatic

hydrocarbons The idcntifymg Raman Imes attnbuted to

C=0 are deduable from the foUowmg table [16, 1930, 34,

1933]

the other atliacent radical modifies the carbonyl frequent^.

These results are indicated m Table IV [12, 1934]

For tnply bonded carbon a umque frequency exists due
to the hi^ value ofthe force constant This ism the region

of Ait 2,1 18 for monosubstituted acetylene and Ai' 2,238 for

disubstituted acetylene The constancy of these values

withm a group is mdicated m Table V [11, 1930, 24,

1935]

A change m the composition of one substituent group in

monosubsututed or disubstituted acetylene does not idter

the frequency, but going from a monosubstituted deriva-

tive to a disubstituted denvative profoundly alters the

spectra Apparently m a tnple-bonded compound the

attractive force between the two carbon atoms is more
easily mfluenced by changes m the a position than either

singly or doubly bonded carbon
It has been shown thus far that the ordinary linkages

encountered m the chemistry of aliphatic orgamc com-
poimds have identifymg shifts Furthermore, group
oscillations or so-called outer vibrations can be dehneated

within certain ranges The next types of compound perti-

nent to thechemistry ofpetroleum are the cycliccompounds
The tint of these to be considered are the simplest ones,

namely, cyclopropane and its derivatives Cyclopropane
has a characteristic shift Av 1,188 which increases to Av
1,228 m methylpropylcyclopropanol and has intermediate

values for substituents of less molecular weight This

becomes split mto a double frequency when two substi-

tuents of unequal weight are present In addition to the

relatively constant frequency there is another Raman shift

which progressively decreases with mcreased substituUon

Acid, X=OH
Methyl ester, X-OCH,
Ethyl ester, X-OC,H,
Ketone, X>=CH,
Acid chloride, X>^a
Aldehyde, X^ H

Table HI

Frequencies Characteristic ofC=0

1

H,C CO X R H,C CO X R,HC CO X R,C CO X C,H. CO X

1
1,666 1,652 1,648 1,644 1 1,647

1,736 1,735 1,732 1,728 ' 1,720
' 1,736 1,732 1,728 1,724

1
1.721

1 1,710 1,709 1,709 1,702
1

1.677
1,798 1.793 1,788 1,790 1

I

1.715 1.719 i 1,719
I

1,723 i 1,689

Table IV

Carbonyl Frequency m Esters of Type XCOOR

Ail

Substance X = H X r Q X= CH, X.>CH,Br X = CH,a X-CHCl, x-ca.
1 R=CH, 1,717 1,780 1,738 1,740 1,748 1,755 1,768
2 R-C,H. 1,715 1,772 1,736 1,738 1,747 1,750 1,763
3 R->C,H, 1,719 1,775 1,739 1,736 1,742 1,749 1,764
4 R-C.H,

1

1.718 1,773 1.737 1,732 1.739 1,751 1,765
5 R=C,H„ 1,718 1,774 1,738 1.744 1 1,756 1,769

From this it maybe seen that the actual numericalvalue of
the carbonyl shift depends upon the nature of the adjacent

group If that group be changed to a halogen, alcohol,

ester, or unsaturated hydrocarbon radical, there is a
marked change in the Raman frequency If. however,
the group in the a position is a hydrocarbon radical, the

dbange is less marked This behaviour is shown further

m a senes of esters m which both the ester radical and
the a substituent group are vaned This demonstrates

that a change m the ester radical has httle or no effect on
the carbonyl frequency, but the change m the character of

Table V
The Characteristic Raman Shiftfor C=C

Substance A9
1

Substance bff

(CH,), CH.CSCH 2,118 CHtCsCCH, 2,238
C,H, CH,CsCH 2,119

2,111

C.H.CaCCH, 2,238
C,H. CsCH C.Hu CaCCH 2,233

Curiously enough this frequency (tocieases at a rate
approximately mversely proportional to the square root
ofthenumber ofcarbon atoms [39, 1932], and is illustrated
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in Fig 5 Thehydrogento carbon vibrationsm cyclopropane

correspond to AP 3,015-3,029 and 3,076 The first band
approaidies AP 3,000 and the weak line, AP 3,076, decreases

to 3,061, but with increasing intensity as the molecular
weight of the (^clopropane derivatives are increased

Aromatic compounds arc naturally of considerable

mterest Benzene has been invesUgated more thoroughly

Table VI

Characteristic Frequency Shifts ofBenzene and Mono-
substituted Derivatives

but also to morganic compounds such as acids, bases, salts,

crystals, and gases, the results of which have been sum-
marized by Hibben [29, 1933] In Fig 6 are given the

comparison spectra of a series of organic compounds
With this accumulation of data before us, the question

arises from the pomt of view of petroleum chemistry. What
can be done with if’ This has already been stated, but a
few examples will be pertment From the pomt of view of
identification Lespieau, Bourguel, and Wakeman [38,

1931] were able to identify less than 1 % of impurity of an

Table VU
The Change in C=C Shift as a Function of Substitution in

Polysubstituted Benzene

Substance
j

Position

C.H.
C.H, X 1 1

C.H. X. l| i

1,4
' 1.2.4

C,H, X, I

1. 3,

5

I

1.2,3
1, 2, 4, 5

C,H, X. I, 2, 3, 5

1. 2. 3, 4
C,H X, I, 2, 3, 4. 5
C,X. 1, 2, 3, 4. 5. 6

AP

X-Cl
I

X==CH,

l,S84 1,606

1.S80 1,580 1.603

1,572 1,584 1,606

1,572 1,590 1,612

1,572 1,575 1,616

1,564 1,567 1,617

1,563 1,604

1,554

1,563 1,560 1,620

1,558 1,572 1,614

1.552

1.553 1,572 1,607

1,503 1,565

cthylemc type m hydrocarbon mixtures of cyclopropanes.

If m a mixture of organic compounds one component
possesses a line umque so far as the rest of the constituents

are concerned, that component can be reasonably estimated

quantitatively, as the Raman effect is proporuonal to the

concentrauon An example of the photometric study of
binary mixtures is found in the quantitative estimation of
benzene and toluene by Cngler [13, 1932], This is illus-

trated m Fig 7

Since the shift corrcspondmg to C=C is not only umque
but a function of constitution, the concentrauon of cis- and

than any other organic compound
A large number of lines have been

recorded for benzene [22, 1933]

Grassmann and Weiler come to the

conclusion that of the 41 measured
Imes, 10 are fundamental frequen-

cies, and the rest are combinations

The fundamental frequencies are

AP 400, 606, 692, 849, 992, 1,034,

1,176, 1,480, 1,S8S, 1,606, 3,049,

3,063. In Table VI [10, 1933, 18,

1932] are given the more or less

constant frequencies observed m
benzene and its monosubsUtuted
denvabves, and m Table VII [33,

1934], the changemtheC=:C vibra-

tion of benzene and its denvaUves
as a ftincUon of subshtuUon. The
frequency shifts thus far presented

form only a few of the types of
bodieswl^have beeninvestigated
systematical^. There is practically

no type oforganiccompoundwhich
has not received some attention

This pertains not only to orgamc, Fio. 6 Comparison spectrum of a vanety of hydrocarbons and derivatives
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/nmi^lsomer5 may be readily determined The basis upon
which this IS predicated is mdicated as follows

!

R

1

CH,-CHR
1

CH,CH=CHR

C,H, 1,642 1,658
!

1,674

C,H, 1,642 1,658 1
1,674

RCH,Br 1,635 1,651
1

1,666

CH,OH 1,646 1,658 1,677

Gredy and Piaux [26, 1934] further observed Ail 1,625 for

the CIS form of croton aldehyde and Ai? 1,642 for the trans

crotyl alcohol yields Ai/ 1,658 as and 1,679 trans The as
and trans forms ofstereo-isomers can be determmed Miller

Raman effect is m the study of enol-keto tautomensm In

Fig 8 IS shown a comparison between the Imes obtained

from butadiene, ethylacetate, acetone, and a mixture of the

enoland ketoformsofethylacetoacetate [15, 1930, 35, 1934].

Die double bond corresponding to the C=C m the enol

form is clearly m evidence, and the two lines conespondmg
to ketonic carbonyl and ester carbonyl are likewise present

The possibihty of isomensm in aldol has been mdicated by
Hibben [31, 1936, 28, 1932] as well as the existence of
methylene {dycol in aqueous solution In the latter case the

well-established shift Av 1,768 for formaldehyde disappears

progressively as water is added to a solution contauung a
molecular excess of formaldehyde [27, 1931]

Perhaps one of the most fruitful applications of the

Raman effect lies in the field of the terpenes The mixtures

Fig 7 The relabvc intensities of speafk Reman lines in benzene and toluene mixtures as a
function of concentration {After Criglrr )

and Lecomte [40, 1934] have shown that the two lines at

Av 440 and 498 only represent the trans form of orthodi-

methylcyclohexane and at Av 333 umquely in the as This
IS m agreement with other observers [41, 1933, 21, 1932]

An example of the delineation of structure m a mixture is

in the observaUons of Gredy [23, 1932], and of Naves,
Brus, and Allard [42, 1935] on the isomensm of rhodmol
and citronellol This exists m two forms

CH,OH-CH,—CH--CHr-CH,-CHr-C=CH,

CH, CT,

CH,OH—CHr-CH--<3Ir--CH,-CH=C--CH,

CH, CH,

found and the comphcation of the structures are more
nearly analogous to the problems presented in the petro-

CHj-CO-CHs

CHfCO-CHgCOOC^H^
CHa?

CHjCOOCgHs

CHg^CH-CH-CHg

Fra 8 The enol and keto forms of ethyl acetoacetate. {After
Andrews)

It was found that compounds of the type 2-methyl-l-octene
yield Ai/ 1,647 and compounds of the type 3-methyl-2-

nonene yield Av 1,672 These are analogous to the a and
forms Citronellol gives Av 1,677 with a veiy faint hne at

1,645, and from this it is probably correctly conduded that

in them compounds the/3 form is very largdy predominant
Another mteresting example of the apphration of the

leum mdustry than almost any other field of organic

chemistry This field of mvestigation is still m its mfimey
Letusconsida-, howevN’, some of the progress made so far.

The shift AP 3,010 has been ascribed to the carbon hydrogen

linkage of the groupC=C^ [14,1930]. This is foundm
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carvomenthene, cydohexene, and isoallylbenzene [37, 1930],

which IS not consistent with this deduction as these com-
pounds have no =CH| groups This shift occurs in a few
teipenes The spectra from lunonene and carvomenthene

are very similar Dupont, Daure, Allard, and Levy [19,

1932] have analysed a mixture of terpenes by means ofthe

Raman effect Pmene and /3-pinene have many lines m
common The rmg double bond of pmene, however, gives

A9 1,672 and the extenor double bond Av 1,641 Beta-

pinene shows AP 879 which is absent m pmene Carene
yields a frequency correspondmg to the C=C of 1,695

Pinane and nopinane unfortunately give identical Raman
frequencies Camphene yidds AP 1 ,672 for the double bond

The analysis of the essence of terpenes, Pinus longifolia,

by Raman spectra leads to the conclusion that there are

present two forms of carene, namely, A’-caiene and
jS-carene [20, 1932] The distillation of oil of indienne like-

wise has bem followed and shows the presence of pmene,

j8-pmene and A*-carene m successive distillates Bonmo
and Celia [8, 1931 , 9, 1932] have made exhaustive studies

of the terpenes and their derivatives and have tabulated the

distinguishmg characteristics of these compounds In Fig 9

IS the comparison spectrum of some of the terpenes

The actual application of the Raman effect directly to

the petroleum problems is as yet meagre Andant [1 , 1933

,

2, 1933, 3, 1934] and Hibbcn [28, 1932, 30. 1934] have dis-

Cymene ...1 1 it.'[ill .a 1 ... I

r [ 1 r n
L/monene IHIMlliniIHI
Carvomenthene

Menthane HBiHIWini
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 nn

Sylirestr^ne

A-M-Manthana

n -rTT'T'iTi^ .....tT:
Fio 9 Some charactenstic shifts of terpenes (jiftrr Dupont, Daure, Allard, and Levy)

identical with pmene There are, however, other lines which
enable it to be distmguished from the latter Menthene and
lunonene yield AP 1,691 for the rmg double bond Bomchon
[7, 1934] has mvestigated a large number of alcohol and
ester denvatives of terpenes It is evident that there are

enough distinguishmg lines to differentiate the esters of a
given tetpene from each other and to determine the com-
position ofmixtures of such closely allied compounds as the

spaaal isomers borneol and isobomeol Bomeol shows the

charactenstic rays AP 600, 1,230, 1,300, and isobomeol
AP 627, 857, and 1,023 The structures of these two com-
pounds are mdicated as follows

Bomeol Isobomeol

cussed this phase of Raman spectra The approach here is

essentially thesame as that already outlmed First, the deter-

mination ofthe spectra ofcompounds likely to be presentm
the petroleum samples and the correlation of the Raman
spectra of the petroleum with these results It is obvious
from the discussions so far that the diolefines, olefines,

cyclohexanes, and benzene denvatives can be estimated in

reasonably wide cuts A simplified illustration of this is

shown m the microphotometnc tracings of the Raman
spectra of cracked gasolme. Fig 10 If mercaptans or

oxygenated compounds are present m excess of a few per

cent , these can dso be distmguished A more compheated
problem, however, is the determination of the composition
of mixtures contammg quite a few components Andant
has measured the Raman spectra ofa number ofpure com-
pounds and mixtures which might occur in petroleum

fractions
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The Raman method is no substitute for ordinary pro-

cedures which will more easily yield desired information

The applicaUon to raw petroleum materials such as oil is

scarcely feasible first, b^use the colour absorbs both the

excitmg radiation and Raman lines, second, because of

intense fluorescence , and last, because of the complexity of

matenal Nevertheless, some of the lines can be obtamed

from oil There are, however, many possible examples

where ordinary analysis of mixtures is difiScult In such

cases and in the determination ofthe constitution oforganic

compounds this process is particularly applicable

In this brief discussion of the Raman effect only a small

portion of the accumulated data, interpretations, and apph-

cations have been given Its relation to thermo-chemistry.

crystallography, and spectroscopy has been omitted en-

tuely It has not been possible withm the scope of this

article to discuss the other parameters which define Raman
spectra—depolarization factors ancf intensibes This entire

presentation has been dealt with elsewhere [31, 1936]

Nevertheless, the ongm of Raman spectra has been dis-

cussed and some of the evidence used m determining the

structure of molecules and the composition of mixtures

presented While it cannot be over-emphasized that there

are defimte limiteUons to its use m petroleum cheimstiy,

it IS clearly a valuable adjunct, and if petroleum research

IS to develop on a more fundamental chemical and
physical basis, this is a method which can scarcely be
Ignored
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ANALYSIS OF PETROLEUM SPIRITS USING THE RAMAN
SPECTROGRAPH

By A ANDANT

This article discusses the use of the Raman spectrograph in

the analysis and rapid identificauon of the hydrocarbons

contained in petrols when more than 2 or 3% are present

The optical phenomenon utilized is as follows If intense

monochromatic light radiations offrequency N, be optically

concentrated in a hquid and a photograph ^en be taken of

the light diffused by this liquid at an angle of 90°, it will be

observed that besides the brightly defined line correspond-

ing to the exciting rays, there are numerous other rays the

position and intensity of which depend on the chemical

characteristics of the diffusing liquid In the case ofa mix-

ture of pure substances in sufficient proportion, each ofthe

constituents give their own particular rays, there is never

any fogging of the rays from each component For ex-

ample, all the chemical bodies containing the benzene

nucleus give a Raman spectra of 5 rays, the posiUons m the

spectra of which are m the same order, and the position of
the chemical groups in the molecule can be determined by
these rays and the presence of the benzene nucleus idenb-

fied The most intense ray identifies the benzene nucleus

The positions of the rays in the Raman spectra are charac-

terize by the difference between the frequency of the

exciting ray and the frequency ofthe Raman ray and not by
the frequency of the Raman ray itself These frequencies

are usually expressed in terms of the reciprocals of the

wave-lengths in centimetres, instead of in cycles per second,

and their difference or the Raman ‘shift’ is therefore also

m terms ofnumber of waves per centimetre (cm "‘)

This difference or ‘shift’ is spoken of somewhat loosely

as theRaman ‘ frequency ’ For instance, the mtense benzene

ray previously mentioned has a ‘frequency’ of 995 cm ~'-

The apparatus necessary to study the Raman effect con-

sists ofan intense light source giving monochromatic radia-

tions , a cell in which the hquid to be exammed is placed, and
a spectrographic camera For the source of light the most
convenient form to use is the mercury-arc lamp, the hght
from which is projected into the hqiud by a large objective

lens The liqmd is contained in a small ^ass cell as shown
m Fig 1 liie plain face of the cell is placed agauist the

luminous slit of the spectrometer For each hquid, photo-

graphs of two spectra are obtamed, one using an mdigo
excitmg ray of wave-length 4,360 A U , and isolated by
filtering the hght through a sodium-nitnte solution, and the

other the mdigo-violet of wave-length 4,047A U , isolated

by usmg cupnc ammomum sulphate solution as the filter

The fiirst spectra gives the Raman rays of frequencies

lower than 200 cm and the other those rays of greater

frequencies (Fig 2)

In order to obtain rapidly the relative spectra of vanous
distillates, the following method was adopted On the nega-

tive film on which the rays are recorded an accurate milli-

metre grid m glass was placed, and the position of the

vanous Raman rays were noted and compared with the

standard ray These readings were referred to a curve of
the Raman spectra obtamed originally with pure substances

and registered m a sunilar manner, the frequency of each

ray was then directly read off. The reference mark for the

portion of the gnd on the curves was made by using a

mercury exciting ray The accuracy obtainable with this

method is of the same order as with the previous method
(i e 2 to 3 cm but the length of tune reqiured is con-
siderably shorter

Tic 1 Arrangement of the apparatus for obtaimng the
Raman spectra

Identification of Impurities in a Hydrocarbon.

The identification of an impunty present in a small pro-
portion in a hydrocarbon, is made by means of the rays
peculiar to the nnpurity, and comparmg with the complete
spectra of the constitutmg body (Fig 3) Two samples of
(yclohexene, one prepared by dehydration of commercial
(^ohexanol, with sulphunc acid, and the other by de-
hydratmg pure cyclohexanol with zme chloride, gave true
Raman sp^ra, which differedm frequency at about 1 ,600
cm the spectra ofthe first hydrocarbon gave two mtense
rays 1,605-62, which have never been found to exist with
pure cyclohexene. The Raman spectra ofa mixture ofpure
tyclohexene with 10% of pure cyclohexadiene gave similar

Imes to that of the prepared cydohexene, the impurity was
therefore cyclohexadiene This arose from the fact that
impure cyclohexanol had been tised m the preparation, it

had been prepared by hydrogenation of phenol contain^
diphenols and hence giving diols and finally the corre-

sponding ethylene hydrocarbons It has been possible to
determme the extent oftheimpuntym the sample examinBit
by obtaimng the Raman spectra of three mixtures of pure
cyclohexene with 5-10 and 20% of cyclohexadiene, the
impunty present was found to be between 10-20%. The
precise figure could be obtamed by takmg mtermediate
mixtures, e g 10-14-16 and 18% (Fig 4 shows spectra for

the foregomg)
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A Study of the Fractions obtained by Distillation of situated at about 1,450 cm ~Sin the spectra are also found

Hydrocarbon Mixtures. some rays correspondmg to mesitylene

Before testing imknown spirits, known mixtures were
prepared and then fractionally distilled

A study of a mixture of two hydrocarbons with almost

sumlar boihng-points, namely benzene and hexane, was
made This mixture was slowly fractionated, using a
column, and three fractions were collected at 70° C ,

72° C

,

and 75°C Three Raman spectra were obtained on the same
plate and hence the course of the distillation followed In

the spectrograph of the 70° C fraction the rays were very

feeble, showing that benzene existed in the distillate, butm a
very small proportion, on the other hand, the spectrograph

of the 75° C fraction showed well-defined excitmg rays,

and hence the quantity of benzenem the distillate was large

(Fig 5) This case is that of an azeotropic mixture, the two
constituents having boiling-points difierent to those ob-
tamed in the distillation, namely, 68 9° C for hexane and
80 5° C for benzene

Identification of Ismners present in Fractions of Narrow
Boiling Range.

A detailed study of the fractions obtained from Brandon
spirit allows the isomers to be separated, it is perhaps the

most interesting case where the Raman spectra method has

been used The isomers are obtained in successive fractions

at 135-140" C, 140-145° C ,and 145-150° C In the first

fraction para- and meta-xylenes have been found the rays

corresponding to m-xylene being more intense than those

ofthe para-isomer There is therefore a greater proportion

ofm-xylene present and no o-xylene The numencal results

on this fraction are given below
The frequencies given in the first column arc the mean

of the results obtained by various authors The sign *

indicates that the rays are common to several constituents

n-Xyhne
!

p-Xylene

The Constituents of Spirits.

The following method was adopted for determimng the

nature of the constituents of a specimen spirit The spirit

was distilled m an apparatus fitted with a Robert's column
and fractions collected at regular temperature intervals of
from 4 to 5“ C Photographs of the Raman spectra ofeach
fraction then gave the characteristic frequencies of all the

rays obtamed By comparing the boiling-points of each
fraction with the frequency of the corresponding Raman
rays and also with the Raman spectra of the pure hydro-
carbons this then gave the exact constituents ofthe mixture
If one hydrocarbon is present m a very small proportion

then It can only be identified by its more mtense rays this

IS often the case with benzene, cyclohexane, and e^ylemc
and acetylenic hydrocarbons

IriKtions of Various Spirits Distilling at the Same
Temperatures.

Ifthe Raman spectra offractions to 100° C offour difier-

ent spints be observed, very dififerent results are obamed
For example, Fechelbronn spirit gives rays characteristic of
heptane and related saturated hydrocarbons, there are no
boizenoid or cyclic hydrocarbons indicated The fraction

correspondmg to commercial ligrom gives marked rays

characteristic of methyliyclohexane and few characteristics

of heptane The spectra obtamed from a Mid-Contment
petroleum are veiy similar to the preceding but with a more
marked mdication of the presence of benzene Finally, the

fraction obtained between 95° C and 100° C ofa Brandon
spirit gives very complex spectra and much methyhyclo-
hexane is presentwithvery little toluene or associatedhydro-

carbons Identical differences are observed with fractions

obtamed at about 145°C Fechelbronn spmt gives at 142°C
a fraction nch m saturated hydrocarbons and containmg
a small quantity of methylcycloheptane, but no xylenes

Die corresponding fraction of a Mid-Continent spmt does
not apparently contain anyxylenesbut onlysaturated hydro-
carbons A very marked ray is noticeable at about 1,000

cm showmg the presence of ethyl benzene Contrary to

the preceding samples the fraction of the Brandon spmt
distdlmg between 140° C and 145° C appears to be very

nch in xylenes, givmg intense rays m the neighbourhood df
1,625 cm~^, each of the isomers has been identified

Saturated hydrocarbons are recognized by a group of rays

532
I

531 455 454
738 725 ' 825

|

825
1,000 998* I 1,200 1,203

1,245 1,247
I

1,387 I 1,382

1,375 ' 1 ,377 * 1,618 I 1,618

1,448 1,448 I

1,603 ' 1,605 I

2,917
;

2 ,920 *
I 2,920 2,920*

3,043 3 ,050* 3,043 3 050*

For the 140-145° C fraction the characteristic rays of m-
and p-xylene are feeble m the corresponding spectra Die
proportion of each of the hydrocarbons present has there-

fore diminished and a comparison of the relative mtensities

of the rays shows that m-xylene is no longerm excess with

regard to the other hydrocarbons In contrast to this the rays

of o-xylene appear very well marked and this hydrocarbon
predommates m the mixture

The spectrographs of the third fraction show that no
p-xylene is present, a very httle m-xylenc, and a large pro-

portion of o-xylene

A Study of Various Petroleum Spirits.

The Raman spectra of numerous petroleum spmts of
varied origm has been determmed m order to ascertam

their composition A summary ofthe results is given below

1
No of

I

Boiling
~\

ivo of
Origin ofpetroleum

\

fracuom range, ° C ' constituents

Sumatra
Pennsylvania

Min-Bomeo
Esso-spiriU

Mesopotamian
Brandon
Venezuelan
Cracked spirit

As an example of complete analysis the Venezuelan

spirit has been taken it was fractionated into 20 fractions

between 60 and 200° C The higher fractions have not been

used because they are strongly fluorescent, giving a lumi-

nous blue, which is due to the presence of naphthalene and
anthracene derivatives

1 The fraction of60°C gave three rays, the most mtense

bemg that of pyclopentane, while the other two cone-
sponded to isohexane Dus l^drocarbonfaas been identified

Its other rays



nan ^>pectrd of fractions obtained from
a Borneo spirit

Cytlohexane (in quantity)
’ Methylcyclohcxanc
1 7 ’ Methylcyclohcxanc-cyclohcptane
)6 Saturated hydrocarbons
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2 The fraction between 60 and 80° C showed benzene

to be the main constituent accompanied by a small portion

of isohexane

3 FracUon 80-98° C showed benzene giving a ray at 997

cm but this was only present in traces, the greater part

of the fraction consisted of cyclohexane

4 Fraction 98-110° C Throe rays of toluene were ob-

served, but this was only present in a small quantity

Cyclohexanehad given plare to a large proportion ofmethyl-

cyclohexane, the rays from which were clearly defined

5 Fraction 110-1 27°C Toluene the main component
6 Fraction 1 23-1 33°C o-Dimethylcyclohexane gave

very marked rays and was accompanied by traces of ethyl

benzene

7 Fraction 133-147° C Ethyl benzene was the mam
constituent and was accompamed byp-xylene together with

a very small quantity of methylcycloheptane

8 Fraction 147-1S8°C Ethyl benzenewas present in this

fraction in traces, but four mtense rays due to methyl-

cyclooctane were observed and hence this hydrocarbon was
present m some quantity
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9 Fraction 157-1 76°C Mesitylene was the main con-
stituent of this fraction together with a small quantity of
methylcyclooctane

10 Fraction 170-1 80°C did not show any methylcyclo-

octane present, but rert-butyl benzene or a mixture of the

three diethyl benzenes isomers were present smce these

had similar wave-lengths

The presence of the ray at about 1,548 cm suggested

the presence of the diethyl benzenes

11 Fraction 180-194° C Fluorescence occurred, and
hence no true identification of hydrocarbons was possible,

but together with the rays corresponding to naphthalene
was found a group of rays corresponding to tnethyl

benzene

In Fig 6 the Raman spectra ofvarious fractions obtained
from Borneo petroleum are given This latter is rich in

saturated and cyclohexane type hydrocarbons
In conclusion the preceding examples, it is suggested,

show that the Raman spectra can give valuable knowledge
regarding the constitution of vanous petroleum spirits
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OPTICAL ACTIVITY AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE
By C. E. WOOD, AJLC , F C.S , M.Inst.P T

Lecturer in Chemistry, Vmversity of Birmingham, England

The occurrence of optical activity in crude petroleum is

world-wide and is a general phenomenon not confined to

a particular type of oil as parafimic, asphaltic, or mixed

base crudes Usually crude oils are dextro-rotatory (cf

table by Albrecht and Engler [1] below), a few from Borneo

[19, 1907, 43, 1908], Java [9. 1906, 10, 1913], and Argen-

tina [10, 1913] are laevo-rotatoiy, certain types have a
feeble rotatory power only observable with difficulty, and
others have been reported as optically mactive [8, 1906]

occurring, for example, m the Carpathians [35] (cf analysis

of Mahone petroleum [27, 1914])

I I

notation
I Distillation sacchanmeter

I

limili
!
Pressure

|
2dm length

Origin of oil 1
° C

\

mm ofcolumn

Argentine I 244-302 I 12 i +44 S
Baku (Bibi Elba!) ! 230 5-278 ! 12 5-13 ' +17
Gabaan (Schodmca) I 260-285 15 +22 8
Java

,
282-286

|

17 5 +14 3

Penntylvania i 255-297 14 + 10
Roumama ' 250-270 I 12 . +22
Weitz, light ! 230-276 > 15 4 48

heavy
|

265-267
] 13

1
+10 8

Examination of the individual fractions of active crudes

shows that rotatoiy power increases with increase of
boiling-point from very low values to maxima and then

decreases again These maxima occur in fractions of
approximately the same boiling range for different crude

oils, and this fact may be quoted as evidence that the

optical activity of all petroleums is denved from a common
onginal matenal It is stated [4, 1922] that opbcal acUvity

has not been observed in petroleum fractions boiling under
200° C (atmosphenc pressure)

Roumanian crude [34], I Czeiho-Slovakian crude (441,
pressure IS mm I ifSbeler)

Fraction I Rotation Fraction Rotation

_ 1
{2dm sugar °) ' C {2dm sugar °)

90-150
I

iliwuve 200-220 +1 1

'

150-230 Shghtly positive 220-240 +1 1

230-240 +0 7 240-250 +0 85
240-260 +1 10 250-260 +060
260-270 + 3 3

270-280 +3 8

Zaloziecki and Klarfeld [56, 1907] also found a maximum
rotatory power for fracUons from 250 to 300°C (12mm ) of
Gahaan crude

The optical activity of petroleum fractions is very re-

sistant to heat and is not destroyed until crackmg begins

Raloism [37] noted that a vasehne oil mamtamed its

rotatoiy power after heating to boiling-point Further, the

destruction of the activity of a Gahaan petroleum mvesti-

gated by Albrecht [15, 1932] only comaded with inapient

ciadung at 290-320° C Contrary, however, to the above
observation, Engler states that muieral oils wholly or

partially lose their activity when exposed to high tempera-

tures, fractionation should be effected, therefore, under

dmumshed pressure It is known that heat tends to race-

mize certam types of optically active hydrocarbons, but

distillation of the terpenes under diminished pressure does

not affect, appreciably, theu rotatoiy power
Direct obrervation of the rotation of polarized light by

crudes is attended with difficulty owmg to non-transparency

both in the natural state and in solution, and to this is due
possibly the absence of rotatory dispersion research data

in the literature, in this connexion it is interesting to note

that the early research workers (1880-97) characterized

petroleum oils as inactive [42, 30, 1884, 2] This opacity

IS not so marked with fractions obtained by distillation

There is no apparent correlation between rotatory powet
and locality of origin, and this can be referred to the facts

that crudes are, m general, of low dextro-rotatory power
not difienng appreciably m the same oil-producing areas

and complete absence of any peculiarities concerning dis-

persion

The nature of the compounds endowing petroleum oils

with optical activity has biren the object ofmuch investiga-

tion Walden [54, 1906] considered that high boiling-point

naphthenic hydrocarbons of vegetable origm were the sub-

stances imparting optical activity, and Albrecht attributed

the optical activity of Galician petroleum to the presence

ofone or more hydrocarbons boiling within a narrow high-

temperature range Petroleum is an extremely complex
imxture of hydrocarbons of different classes, and optical

activity is not necessarily confined to one class, therefore

It B to be expected that isolation ofan mdividual optically-

active hydrocarbon constituent would be difficult, and, as

yet, this has not been accomplished Even the synthesB

and resolution of optically active hydrocarbons presents

fomudable difficulties, and the optiial properties of such

have only been determined in a few cases (d-methyl-ethyl-

fi-propyl methane [c(]?‘-f9 5 [28, 1904], d-a-phenyl-y-

methyl pentane [a]” ‘*-f 17 2 and r^-phenyl-y-methyl-A"-

pentane MIT-1-43° [22, 1904], d-y-m-Bopropyl-phenyl

y-methyl pentane [«]" •’-1-15 91 and d-y-m-isopropyl

phenyl y-methyl pentene [«]}r-f41 89 [23, 1905], d-see-

butyl benzene [16, 1926], d-y-methyl-R-hexane, d^methyl-
R-heptane and d-y-methyl-R-octane [25, 1931], 1 3 dimethyl

pentamethylene, &c [15, 1932]) Laevo-rotatoiy aromatic

hydrocarbons have bren obtamed from the sulphomc aads
of Roumaman petroleum 1^ Reinhard and Bottez-[41]

According to Rakusm and Marcusson (cf Bushong and
Humphrey [5, 1912]) naphthenic aads are optically active,

the activity increasing with mcrease of boilmg-pomt, but it

was shown by Albrecht that these were not the umque
source of optical aaivity, he pomted out that the activity

of a Russian cyhnder oil was imdunmished after treatment

with alkah, and the mfliiertM of naphthenic soaps on the

rotatory power ofa lubricant was n^ligible, for they could

only occur to a nunute extent m a u^-refined hibricant.

Nitrogeneous compounds (Hofor [18, 1922P indicated
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the presence of pyridine bases of hi£^ molecular weight in

different petroleums, and Bail^ and his collaborators found
that certain qumoline [21, 1930, 47, 1931] and hydro-

aromatic mtrogen bases [47, 1931]) occur to a small extent

in oils, but Albrecht observed rotation in a mtrogen-free oil,

and, further, that the bases isolated by Schestakow from a
Russian kerosmewere inactive Optically active natural sul-

phur compounds have not been isolated, as far as is known,
from petroleum, and it is noteworthy that a 30% removal
of sulphur by treatment of a highly active distillate by
calcium did not alter the rotation value (Albrecht) Levene
and Mikeska [26, 1921] have observed the rotation of cer-

tain synthetic mercaptans, reversal of sign of rotation

taking place on oxidation to the sulphonic acids

The early observations of Biot [3, 1835], Tschugaeff [51,

1904], Rakusin [38, 1904], and others of the rotatory power
of petroleum in contradistmction to Benedikt [2] led Wal-
den [54, 1906] to postulate an orgamc (pr^ominantly

from plant sources) origin for optically active petroleum

Further, Walden discredited the iron carbide theory on
account ofthe fact that optically active products could only

ongmate from the low temperature degradation of animal

and plant substances

The optical rotatory power of petroleum according to

Hofer [18, 1922] is derived from an animal source, which
opmion is in agreement with the exhaustive experimental

work of Marcusson and accepted in its entirety by Engter,

who postulate the presence of a relatively small amount of

a strongly active fraction derived from cholesterol (a

secondary olefiruc alcohol of possible naphthenic structure

(Wuuhus), specific for animal life occurrmg free or com-
bined m fats, gall-stones, &c ) This supposition is closely

associated with the generalized Engler theory of formation

of petroleum from animal fats Such glycerides and their

pressure distillation products are in general non-active, but
cholesterol, which occurs partly free and partly m com-
bmation in fats, is active Cholesterol is laevo-rotatory

(certam of its esters are dextro-rotatory [53, 1911]), and
when slowly distilled it yields a stron^y dextro-rotatory

distillate which, when mixed with an inactive petroleum,

synthetically compounded, gave an oil the optical activity

of which was distnbuted over the separate fractions in a
manner similar to those ofan active crude oil, the fraction

boiling-pomt range 240-290° C (14mm ) bemg particularly

active Rapid distillation (At pressure) of cholesterol

yields a low laevo-rotatory distillate which on distillmg

(reduced pressure) gives first /-rotatory, then inactive, and
finally d-rotatory products, a behaviour analogous to cer-

tam types of Java, Borneo, and Argentma petroleum

Although the distillation (260-310°C ,11-17mm ) products

of cholesterol show variation of rotatory power, yet they

have the same molecular weight [48, 1914] Steinkopf and
his collaborators [45, 1912-20], however, have pointed out

that this rotational change cannot be referred to the decom-
position of cholesterol, for cholesterol generally occurs

only m fractions with boilmg-point above 300° C (the digi-

tonm reaction indicating negligible amount of cholesterol

m two Java oils), but rather to the products of decomposi-

tion under natural geological conditions Traubenberg

[49, 1914] also mdicates the mvahdity of Marcusson’s con-

dusion ttot the predominant cause of the optical activity

of petroleum hes m the presence of the unmediate de-

composition products of cholesterol Possibly [29, 1915]

cholMterol when distilled under atmospheric pressure is

converted into diolesteiylene and other products by loss of
water, the former, which contams at least one non-cyclic
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double bond, bemg converted by heat into an optically

active cyclic saturated hydrocarton These authors [45,

1912-20], who have mvestigated the thermal catalytic

(kieselguhr and quartz) decomposition of cholesterol, mfer
that the decomposition proceeds with temperature mcrease

through solid laevo- to dextro-cholesterylene which (or a
decomposition denved product) is foundm the 230-300° C
fraction of crudes But since the optical activity is due to

a saturated hydrocarbon or hydrocarbons, hydrogenation

or hydrogen displacement must have converted the un-

saturated d-cholesterylene to saturated d-cholestan by the

addition of4 hydrogen atoms This argument receives sup-

port in that the laevo-rotatory character of Java oils

remains unchanged after treatment with platinum black,

showing that the laevo-compound was saturated, thus un-

saturation is not indicative of optical activity The action

of ozone which does not destroy the activity of certam oils

pomts to the presence of a saturated rather than an un-

saturated optically active hydrocarbon In passing, and
before mentioning Zelinsku’s work, it is mterestmg to note

that Traubenberg [49, 1914] found that the products of
the dry distillation ofcholesterol were unsaturated, for they

readily formed formalites, combmed with brotmne, and
rapidly absorbed oxygen

Certain colour reactions have been quoted as evidence

for the cholesterol theory In early years Rakusm [39,

1906] mdicated the presence of optically active cholesterol

derivatives m lubricating oils by the Tsdiugaeff [52, 1900]

colour reaction with trichloracetic aad, but little sigm-

ficance can be attached to this observation, smee Chantsch-
koff [6, 1907] obtained the same colour reaction with a
synthetic petroleum free from cholesterol derivatives, Neu*
berg [31, 1907] arrived at similar conclusions Still more
important is the fact that the optically active oils obtamed
by Zelinsku [57, 1927] through the thermal decomposition
of cholesterol in the presence of alummium chlonde did

not give the colour reaction In this connexion it is m-
teresting to note that betulin, a d-rotatory phytosterol,

gives the colour reactions of cholesterol [40, 1932] Digi-

tonm gives a precipitate with cholesterol and its hydroxy-

decomposition products, but since two Javanese petroleums
failed to give a precipitate with digitonm, Koss [24, 1911]

inferred that neither cholesterol nor its decomposition pro-

ducts could be the cause of their activity. This research,

however, does not exclude the possibihty that hydroxyl-free

decomposition products of cholesterol, not reacting with

digitomn, might be present

Colour and digitomn reactions mdicate the difficulties of
the problem of identification Th^ are not conclusive

evidence and are not specific reactions for generic relation-

ship, even the saturated or unsaturated character of the

compound or compounds endowmg oils with optical

activity which possibly is derived from cholesterol is still

m abeyance Zelmsku and his co-workers [58, 1928-31]

have shown that the thermal decomposition of dmlestaol
m the presence of AlCU yields a complex mixture of
hydrocarbons (paraffins, cyclo-paraffins—cyclohexane de-

nvatives predommating—and only small quantities of aro-
matics) smular to those occurrmg m petroleum, and that

the optical activity exhibited by the hi{^er toilmg fractions

(higher lUuiranating and lubricating oil fractions) dis-

appears almost completely on treatment with sulphuric

acid, thus indicating a relationship between optical activity

and unsaturation This relationship was mvestigated by
distilling cholesteiylene under both atmospheric and
reduced pressure with AlCU and fractionation of the
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distillate The fracUons obtained, which correspond in strongly resembling petroleum These important results

physical properties and composition to those derived from and the fact that Cianucian [7, 1878], using zinc dust,

cholesterol, were all optically inactive and, as shown by the obtained hydrocarbons similar to those in petroleum makes
iodine values, almost wholly saturated, sunilarly, the cata- it probable that plant resins play a material part m the

lybc decomposibon of cholesteryl ether yields inactive formation of petroleum

fractions ofveiy low iodine number Cholesterol, however. Both Walden (55, 1900, cf 33, 1927] and Mabery
under the same conditions yields optically active fractions [27, 1914] did not support the cholesterol but mclined

the optical acUvity of which increases, pan passu, with rather to the vegetation hypothesis (Mabery regarded the

increase of iodine number and boiling-pomt Considera- origin of Clalifornian petroleum as due to bacterial action

tion of the molecular weights [48, 1914] of the acuve pro- on the decayed vegetation products) Optical activity is

ducts of distillation of cholesterol infers that they are a very typical characteristic of vegetable products (sources

unsaturated Using kieselguhrm place of AlCla, Steinkopf of optically active compounds are chiefly of vegetable

has obtamed products from cholesterol similar to those ongm), and the activity and odour of certain oils may be

described by Zelmskii and infers that under natural con- produced, in part, by terpene contammg essential oils

dibons this compound forms possibly first a laevo- and Freund [12, 1932] has succeeded mobtaimng hydrocarbons
then a dextro-rotatory cholesterylene which give rise to resembling petroleum from French turpentine oil (f-pinene

products of variable hydrogen content Both Steinkoprs principal constituent) /-Rotatory turpentine with AlClg

and Zelmsku’s researches mdicate the general correctness, gives rise to dextro-rotatory polymerization products, frac-

but are not absolute proof of Engler's view [46, 1927] tional distillation of the liquid polymerization products

The tentative bicyclic structure for cholesterol contains gave distillates which exhibited a displacement of the rota-

a number of asymmetric carbon atoms besides the pos- tion from dextro to laevo and then to dextro again with

sibihty ofother dissymmetric groups, and rotational chwge mcrease of boiling-point—a property of Java petroleum

on distillation may be due to mternal or external (or both) The petroleum-like hydrocarbons obtained by this catalytic

compensation or racemization of the product Trauben- polymerization on further heatmg with AlClg gave rise to

berg [49, 1914], considering the results of Engler's funda- low-boiling /-rotatory and then to high-boilmg d-rotatory

mental researches and his own mto the optical activity of fractions precisely similar to those fractions of the same
cholesterol distillates, infers the high probability of chole- boihng-point range found in Java, Borneo, and Argentina

sterol bemg the chief foundation of the opUcal activity of oils Freund, after reviewing the literature, considers that

petroleum terpenes may be an essential factor of the optical activity

Engler and Marcusson [11, 1913], Zaloziecki and Klar- of petroleum, further, the dextro is the more stable

feld [56, 1907] consider that phytosterol and resin acids enantiomorph.

(resins) may be the active constituents m the plant origin Among the more important properties of petroleum,

of petroleum All phytosterols (certain are dextro-, others optical activity and nitrogen content would appear to m-
laevo-rotatory), regardless of their large number, are gene- dicatc an orgamc origin, but Pyhala [36, 1922], owmg to

tically related to animal cholesterol and are the vegetable the fact that the optical activity of petroleum is due to the

analogues of cholesterol On account of this close relation- presence of only a small percentage of optically active

ship, investigation of the physical and chemical properties compounds, considers that it is not possible to conclude

of distillation products of phytosterol and of abietic acid an organic ongm for the whole ofpetroleum, he postulates

(the principal constituent of ordinary commercial rosin) an inorgamc ongm, and the optically active compounds
are of interest Both Traubenberg [50, 1916, 13, 1932] and present are merely accessory components token up by
Rakusm [40, 1932], on distillmg d-rototoiy betulm, a petroleum migrating through strata containing plant re-

phytosterol occurring in birch bark with AlCla, obtained mams The nitrogen content of petroleum, asphalts, and
a (/-rotatory unsaturated (iodine number, 45) low boihng- natural gas also affect this inorgamc hypothesis, inasmuch
pomt (up to 150° C) fracUon, Rakusm [40, 1932], in- as anuno-acids [32, 1905], the fundamental units of pro-

vestigating the action of AlCI, on abietic acid (prepared terns, may yield decarboxylaUon and deaminization

from colophony), obtamed optically active unsaturated con- non-acidic mtrogen compounds (pyndme bases, Ac) as

densates which on repeated treatment with AlCl* gave well as optically active non-mtrogeneous products

almost-saturated inactive oils The study of the unsaponifiable constituents of fish-hver

Zelmskii and Semiganowski [59, 1929], storung from oils [14, 1920] may be associated also with this problem
optically inactive resm aads (prepared from white com- Althou^ squalene [17, 1926-33 , 20, 1930], the hydro-
ferous resm), obtained various (/-rotatory distillation frac- carbon isolated from vanous shark hvers, and m which it

tions, these prehmmary products were optically active, occurs to the extent of 30% approximately, is macUve, yet

their activity being related to theu* degree of unsaturation, it is associated with an optically active alcohol, viz. batyl

the combmed opUcally active pnmary products on further alcohol [o(K«i+2 6° (c 0 95) [17, 1926-33], the acetate of
treatment with AlCl* were converted mto an optically which is laevo-rototoiy [a];j',i—8 5° (c 2 65) m chloroform,
inactive, practically saturated condensate with an odour
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THE APPLICATION OF MAGNETIC OPTICAL PROPERTIES IN
THE ANALYSIS OF HYDROCARBON MIXTURES

By Dr. M. SCHERER
University ofStrasbourg

Measurements of optical rotation have been applied with

success in the analysis of mixtures of naturally occurring

optically active substances, such as the sugars and vegetable

spints This application has been facilitated by the use of
Biot’s additive law, resulting from the specific rotation of
mixtures of several active liquids, the amount of rotation

being a linear function of the quantities of the various

constituents present

It was thought that an analogous method could be
apphed to hydrocarbon mixtures if a similar optical

property could be utilized The rotaUon of polarized light

can be caused in transparent substances by placmg them in

a magnetic field of force This phenomenon is Faraday’s
magnetic rotatory polarization effect it is produced when
a number of lummous polarized rectilmear rays pass

through a transparent body in the direction of the Imes of
magnetic force For a distance of /cm , and a field intensity

ofH gauss, a value a = pHl is obtamed The constant of
proportionahty between the strength of the magneUc field

and the rotation of the plane of polarization for a given
wave-length or Verdet’s constant, follows an identical law
to that of

Biot
^ *2 [^]

constant pi is the characteristic

of the constituent of amount and of density di, and
the specific rotation of the mixture is pjd Deviauons from
the additive law, which are obtamed for some mixtures,

do not occur m the case of hydrocarbons It may be asked

whether by using different wave-lengths charactenstic equa-

tions can beobtamed, andhence measurements ofquantities

ofunknown substances made A study of this point is given

m this article

Verdet’s constant is of the order of 0 01 mmute-gauss-

cm for radiations m the visual region

This effect is therefore easily measured in the magnetic

field ofa solenoid or electromagnet, the method only bemg
used with small quantities of the substance for analysis

The optical equipment used for these experiments con-

sists of a source of light from a mercury vapour lamp, the

rays from which are separated by a monochromatic filter

fitted with a Pellin-Broca prism, and from this through a
lens to give parallel rays These rays are then polarized, by
passmg through a nicol prism, before entering the magnetic

field ofan electromagnet Convenient diaphragms prevent

reflection of the hght by the pole pieces of the magnet The
rays are then analysed using an analyser fitted with a
Lippich prism a sighting tube mounted on the end stop of
the prism, together with a Glazebrook analyser and a arcu-

lar disk graduated to 1/100 ofa degree, completes the outfit

The electromagnet used is of the Weiss type, equipped

with pole pieces drilled with 8-mm holes the air gap is

about 50 mm Measurements are made by reversing the

direction of the current and counting the rotation of the

mirror shutters on the polarimetric tray

These measurements are relative, distilled water bemg
used as a standard, and measuring the rotation under the

same conditions as for the hydrocarbons The following

tables give values of Verdet’s constant p/pii,o for radia-

tions of wave-length A ~ 546mp. with Ph,o = 0 0153 at

20* C The ratio p„Jp4at of the rotation caused by the

hydrocarbons for the yellow and violet rays fixes the

amount of dispersion due to the Faraday effect In most
cases this dispersion was not determined, it being less than

1/^ m relative value

Table I

Normal Saturated

Hydrocarbon C.H..
]

C,H„
1

CJI,. C,H.. C.,H„
i

C„H,. C,,H„
!
C„H„ '

C.,H..
Temperature, ' C IS 15 5 ! 22 205 20 8 j!

20 5
1

21 5
1

'
21

PHtO
0 93, 096 ' 096, 0 97, 0 99, 100 101 1 02,

1

103,

Hydrocarbon
Temperature, * C
P

PHlO

Table II

Normed Ethylenic Type

Tablem
Normal Acetylene Type

Hydrocarbon C,H„ C,H.,
Temperature, ’ C 20 17

114, 114,
PBaO
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Hydrocarbon
1

Toluene I

Table IV

Benzene Type

Ethylbenzene
!

Propylbenzene 1
1 Butylbenzene

Temperature, ' C 15 22 22
i1

20

P
2 08 2OO4 1 89.

11

1 81t

Hydrocarbon
1

1

{
Ethylbenzene

|
Diethylbenzenc Triethylbenzene

1

Tetraethylbenzene

Temperature, “ C 21 < 17
!

20
i

’’

1

194 187 1 75 ' 1 74
PHlO

Hydrocarbon
1

Diphenylpentane Diphenylhexane i Diphenyloctane
Temperature, ° C

1

175 20
!

20

pmto
i 2 20 210* ! 200

Hydrocarbon 1 Naphthalene
1

Table V
Naphthalene Type

Decalin
,

a-Methylnaphthalene S-Methyinaphthalene
Temperature, ' C 83 5

1

18 5 18 34

P

PBlO
1

3 45 1 109, 3 59 3 32

The Verdet constant for water being taken as unity, the

specifk rotations of various hydrocarbons are as follows

(o) Normal saturated hydrocarbons C, to C|« I 42 to I 34
ib) Ethylene type hydrocarbons C, to C,. 1 34 to 1 41

ir) Benzene „ „ C| to butyl* 2 SO to 2 11

txnzenc
W) Acetylene .. , C, to C, 1 57 to 1 54
(e) Cyclohexane type hydrocarbons 1 21

(/) Cyclohexene „ „ 1 35

(r) Naphthalene „ 3 90 to 3 65

These figures show that the magnetic rotation method
separates with difficulty the series (a) and (/), but the other

series are easily differentiated by taking the mean value of
the constant for each For example, it is comparatively easy

m a field of 22,000 gauss, and with 3 c c of liquid, to deter-

mine 4% of cyclohexane, with an accuracy of 0 5%, m the

binary mixture benzene, cyclohexane The following figures

indieate the information given by the dispersion The rauo

PsfJPtat given for the following series

(a) (b) (c) (f) (rf)

1 84 1 87 2 00 1 84 1 90

The normal hydrocarbons of the paraffinic and cyclo-

hexane senes have sunilar dispersion values, whereas the

other hydrocarbons show measurable differences, which
distinguish them
Certam structures are affected more by magnetic rota-

tion than by refraction, in such a way that tautomeric

changes can be shown to exist However, m the case of
hydrocarbons certam properties, such as isomensm m the

same senes, do not give appreciable differences another

property, viz the magnebc optical property, is more
sensitive m this respect and completes the information

given by the magnetic rotabon This property is that of
magnetic buefnngenoe, or the Cotton-Mouton effect

Cotton-Monton Effect

Cntain substances when placed in a magnebc field of
force adopt the opbcal properbes of a uniaxial crystal, of
which the neutral hnes are (1) parallel and (2) perpendicular

to the lines offorce Luminous rays polariz^ recUlinearly

n c

arc propagated normally to the lines of force, thus a study

can be made of the birefringency of the medium Given
that n, and no are the principal indices of refracbon tor

the luminous vibrabons parallel and perpendicular to the

lines of force and a distance /, then the medium sets up
between the vibrations an opbcal motion, /(««—«») or a

difference of phase p == Cotton andMouton

state that p — 2irCH^, the constant C depending on the

substance, the wave-length used, and the temperature

This constant is similar to that of Verdet for hydrocarbons,

but IS very much smaller, bemg of the order 10~‘* for mtro-
benzene Only powerful electromagnets similar to that at

Bellevue can be used for measurements SOO-1,000 times

smaller

With this apparatus an active substance such as mtro-
benzene can give a phase difference p of about 55° for the

mercury green ray The method consists, m pnnciple, of
passmg rectilmear vibrations through the liquid, su^ that

the plane of polarization makes an angle of 45° with the

lines of force of the field On emerging it is changed to a
lununous eUiptical vibrabon, of which the rabo of the

axes, or ellipbcity, has a value tan /3 such that P ^ p/2, and

P IS said to be the angle of ellipbcity, and is the angle

measured by the quarter-wave method A quarter-wave

plate IS interposed, of which the neutral hnes comcide
with the direcbon of the inadent vibration, and thus recU-

luiear polarizabon is agam obtained the direcbon of this

new recbhnear vibration forms the angle j3 with that of the

incident vibrabon the rotation of the plane of polarized

light IS measured The followuig table gives the values

(C/<0I0»* (d = density)

Saturaled normal hydrocarbons C, to C,, —0 007 to —0-036

Ethylene type hydrocarbons C, to Q, —0 008 to —0 014
Acetylene „ ,. C, to C, -0 044 to -0 074
Cyclohexane type hydrocarbons —0 010 to -0 015
C^ohexene „ „ 0 015
Cyclohexadieae type hydrocarbons 0 12

Normal benzene „ ,. 0 62 to 042
Naphthalene „ ., 2-4

Fheaanthiene „ „ 5 8

C
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These figures classify the benzenoid hydrocarbons m
one secticm of which the Cotton-Mouton constant is

veiy high, and the saturated aliphatic and cyclohexane

type of hydrocarbons into another secbon of which the

constant is small and negative The ethylene and cyclo-

hexene type of hydrocarbons are in the transition stage

between the two sections It is seen, therefore, that on
samples of benzene-hexane and benzene-cyclohexane, it

IS possible to measure 0 5% of benzene in a volume of

20 c c of the mixture, using a field strength of 43,000

gauss

The literature has been cited for detailed tables relative

to the various scries Only certain isomeric cases have been

given, 1 e those which show the value of this method of

analysis

percentage of benzenoid and naphthenic hydrocarbons

The figures for the magnetic birefringence are given below

M bIr
1 Put

Origin /“C Pm i Ptu

Texaco, W Columbia 15 0 53 0 90
\

1446
Pechelbronn 16 5 043 0 96, 1

143
Mid-Continent 16 042 140
Columbia 16 7 0 70 0 96 1 38

Iraq 15 0 63 0 90
1

126
Moreni oil 16 2 27 0 93 137
Bukow 129 056

1

0 94, I 146
Bilkow 132 19 0 85 093, '

1 3

Borvslaw WII 19 090 0 89,

Nitrobenzene
]

18 I 25 05

Xylenes

C.H,-(CH.).
I

t°
I

ft.*

Ortho 14 316
Meta I 16 28 8

Para
|

20 31

TrisubsUtuted Derivatives

C.H.(CH,).
, f b.*

Pseudocumene
,

17 318
Mesytylene ,16 25 8

Methylcychhexanes

_C.H.,(CH,).
I

/<_
I

*,*

Ortho ' 15 I -0 3

Meta 15
I

-04
Para 15

J
-0 6

* b being the ratio (muluplied by 100) birefringency of
the hydrocarbon to that of nitrobenzene and d is the density

Petnds.

The following samples are fractions distilled up to

250° C , refined with I % sulphuric acid and with alkali

and water, and then redistilled to 250° C , a 'Doctor test’

IS negaUve Measurements of the magnetic rotation,

the density, and refractive index gives the following

results

In spite of the smallness of the birefringence of these

liquids. It IS seen that marked difierences occur between
them
On calculation of the specific birefringence and compar-

ing the values obtained, it is seen that the Moreni oil is

very rich in aromatic hydrocarbons and that the oils from
Bitkow 132 and Boryslaw are high, but those from Pechel-

bronn and Mid-Continent are low In order to study the

saturated hydrocarbon content of petrols, aromatic and
unsaturated aliphatic hydrocarbons are first eliminated by
nitration It is important to remove completely all nitro-

geneous bodies, since these are extremely active from the

point of view of magnetic birefringence Repeated sul-

phuric acid washes were made, and the clear oil obtained

was redistilled prior to measurement of the magnetic bire-

fringence, which was negative in each case

1 \

M bir

Origin
i

l“C A,„

Pechelbronn
|

23
I

- 0 10,

Mid-Contment i 23 I —Oil,
Iraq I 23 -011,
Peru 23 I -006
Nitrobenzene

j

22
j

24 24

It should be noted that the saturated hydrocarbons from
Pbchelbronn, Mid-Continent, and Iraqhave equal values for

the birefnngence these latter being composed of higher

saturated bodies or cyclic hydrocarbons

These samples have very different Verdet constants, the
differences bemg more marked than those existing between
the rrfractive dispersion A comparison of the mdices
and of the ratio p/pn,o shows that the vanations are of the
same order, except m the case of the Morem oil, m which
case the magnetic rotation is very much higher This
corresponds to the fact that this oil contams a greater

Mineral OU.

Complete fractionation of a red nuneral oil of density

dto = 0 91 1 distilled in the cathode ray, gave the following

values for the magnetic birefnngence and natural rotation

Fraction
Boiliiig range,

"C dp- nut

Af btr

{a].n

III

IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

IX
X
Nitro-

benzene

100-168
165-179
179-187
187-196
196-206
206-213
213-219
219-226
226-234
234-240

0 903

0 907
0909 1

0 912
0913
0914
0913
0910
0904
0905

1-498

1498
1499
1499
1499
1 500
1499
1-498

1497
1-497

090

0 65
062
049

0 55
very viii

fluom

6 78
j

0 52

151
173
208

195
RMis and
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There is therefore a nunimum value for the magnetic

birefnngence, and a maximum activity at fraction VI
Fraction I was separated mto ten equal fractions, and the

figures obtained are given below This table shows that

large vanations can occur in the birefringence of two

close fractions such as L and L This difference aids in

the identification of the fractions the information given

by the vanations of the density and of the refractive

mdex bemg much less precise

I

Boiling range, > I

Fraction
\

“C
i

d„ < no
\

i

100-130
I
0 886 I 1488

|

1, 130-139 ' 0 895 1 493 ,

1. 139-149
I
0901 1496

1

1. I 149-155
i
0 903 1 497 !

I, 155-157 0 904 ' 1498
1. 157-158 5 ' 0 905 1 498

I, 158 5-159 I 0 905 1 498 '

1. 159-161
,
0 906

.
1498 '

1, 161-164 . 0906 I 1498
I,. 164 ' 0 911 1499
Nilro- '

'

benzene

0 83
I

0 96

0 84

6 78

JaliM

20

0 33
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THERMAL, CRITICAL AND P.-V.-T. DATA AND THEIR
MEASUREMENT

APPARATUS AND METHODS FOR DETERMINING THERMAL
PROPERTIES OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS

ByR.S. JESSUP, M A
Aisociale Physicist, National Bureau of Standards, US Department of Commerce

I. Introduction

The engineer who designs equipment for processes in-

volving heat finds that a knowledge of the thermal proper

ties of fluids IS of fundamental importance Tables of the

properties of steam and ammonia have been available to

him for about 50 years, but for petroleum products the

data are meagre and m many cases unreliable This con-

dition may exist because the task of obtaming necessary

data for the host of different products appears too formid-

able It has been shown, however, that thermal properties

may be correlated with certain commonly measured proper-

ties such as density, viscosity, distillation characteristics,&c
It appears very probable, therefore, that, if sufficient

accurate data were available on a relatively small number
of petroleum products, it would be possible to compile

practical tables giving the thermal properties of these pro-

ducts as functions of pressure, temperature, and one or

more of the commonly measured properties mentioned
above, and that the datam these tables would be reasonably

representative of the properties of all petroleum products

This article reviews briefly some of the apparatus and
methods which are appropriate for measurements of
thermal properties of petroleum products On account of
the limitations of space the descriptions will necessarily be
very bnef, and the reader is referred to the original publica-

tions for details

II. Energy Units

The energy unit used at present in practically all prease
calorimetric measurements is the intemaUonal joule, or
some unit defined in terms of the mtemational jo^e
Such a unit is preferable for a number of reasons to a umt
defined m terms of the propeities of water [35, 1930, 46,

1935] In much recent thermochemical work, for example,
the energy umt used is a calorie defined by the relauon

[41, 1934]

1 gram calone = 4 1833 mt joules

The B Th U may be defined m terms of the calorie by the

relation

1 B Th U = 252 0 gram calories,

where the factor 252 0 is calculated from the relative sues
of the pound and gram, and of the Fahrenheit and Centi-
grade degrees The umts so defined are independent of the
properties of water, but are equal to the correspondmg
units definedm terms of the specific heat ofwater at 15° C
(59° F,) withm the accuracy with which the specific heat
of water at that temperature is known

m. Stirred liquid CakMimetm
The stirred hquid calorimeter has been developed as an

instrumeat of high precision principally by Jaeger and von

Stemwehr [25, 1903 , 26, 1906 , 27, 1928], T W Richards

and his co-workers [42, 1905, 43, 1910], Dickinson [12,

1914], and White [57, 1928] Fig 1 is a schemaUc diagram
of a calonmeter of this type with a constant-volume bomb
for measurements of heats ofcombustion Fig 2 illustrates

a calonmeter made from a vacuum bottle, and arranged

for measurements of specific heats of liquids

Precision in calonmctric measurements depends mainly
on two things, namely, accurate temperature measure-

ments, and accurate knowledge and control of the condi-

tions which determine the transfer of heat between the

calonmeter and its surroundings

Temperature Measurements.

Temperature measurements in some cases are made by
means of mercurial thermometers Such thermometers are

subject to errors due to hysteresis, and to stickmg of the

mercury memscus Errors due to stickuig of the meniscus

may be reduced by gently tapping the thermometer while

readmg it, or by means of vibrations produced by a small

electnc buzrer attached to the thermometer

A calibrated Beckmann thermometer graduated to

001°C and read to 0001° can be used to measure a 2°

temperature rise with a precision of about 0 1 % Some-
what higher precision can be attained by increasing the

temperature rise, for example, to 5° C
To attam a precision better than 0 1% in the measure-

ment of small temperature mtervals it is necessary to use

either an electrical resistance thermometer or a thermel

(thermoelectnc thermometer) Calorimetric electrical

resistance thermometers have been described by Dickinson

and Mueller [13, 1913] and by Shgh [49. 1922] Bridges

for use with resistance thermometers have been described

by MueUer [36, 1916] and by Smith [50, 1912] Thermels
and potentiometers have been desenb^ by White [55,

1914, 56, 1914, 58, 1933] Many of the instruments de-

senbed m these pubhcations can now be obtained from
instrument manufacturers

Accuracy in temperature measurement requires, m
addiUon to accurate thermometry, adequate stirnng of the

calonmetnc hquid so as to give a umform and therefore

definitely measurable temperature It has been shown [37,

1914] that a screw propeller mounted m a tube u con-

siderably more effective m equalizing the temperature than
the nng stirrer used m many calorimeters, at least where
there is a large obstruction such as a combustion bomb m
the calonmeter

The speed of stimng should be suflBcient to give adequate
equalization of temperature, but not so great as to produce
excessive quantities ofheat According to White [37, 1928],

for a precision of 0* 1% the heatofStirling should notcause
the tempoatuie of the calorimeter to rise mote than
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O-OOl” C per minute Correction for heat of stimng is radiation Jackets immersed in stirred water baths and
usually based on the assumption that the rate ofproduction surroundmg the sides and bottoms of calonmeters are

of heat is constant Hence the speed of the stirrer should quite common, but the difficulty of bringing the jacket over

be kept constant by means of a governor, or by dnvmg it the top of the calorimeter is usually avoided Dickmson
by means of a constant-speed motor The design of stirrers [12, 1914] and White [57, 1928] have descnbed jacket covers
hu been discussed by White [57, 1928] through which the jacket water circulates The jacket of

Richards’s ‘submarine’ calonmeter

[43, 1910] was provided with a water-

tight cover, and the entire jacket was
immersed in a stirred water bath

According to White [57, 1928] the

simple jacket cover illustrated in

Figs 1 and 2 is almost as good as the

more elaborate ones This cover con-

sists of two pieces of sheet copper

separated by an air space, and bent

down at the edges so as to dip

into the jacket water The upper

sheet IS protected from the eifect

of the room by a layer of insulating

material

The corrections for heat of stirring

and for heat transfer between calon-

meter and jacket are usually calcu-

lated from observations ofthe rate of
change of the calonmeter tempera-

turem two ratmg penods, one before

and one after the mam temperature

rise, when no other source of tem-

perature change except heat transfer

and heat of stimng is present The
calculation is based on the assump-
tion that the rate of producbon of
heat by stirrmg is constant, and that

the rate of heat transfer is propor-

tional to the temperature difference

between calonmeter and jacket

(Newton’s law ofcoohng) The latter

assumption is a sufficiently close

approximation, at least for tempera-

ture differences of not more than 5 or
6° C , for heat transfer resulting from
the combmed effects of conduction,

convection, and radiation, provided

that the calonmeter is completely

enclosed bythe jacket,and that calon-
meter and jacket are separated by an
air space about 1 cm. wide Methods
of calculating the corrections for

heat transfer and heat of sumng
havebeengiven by anumberofwnters
[12, 1914 , 27, 1928, 57, 1928]

1^0 1 Stirred liquid calonmeter artanged for measurements of heats of combustion P, plan Heat transfer by evaporation does
of calonmeter. T, resistance thermometer, /.jacket, C, calorimeter, B, bomb, /C, jacket cover, not follow Newton’s law, and is
CC, calonmeter cover. CJ, calonmeter 8Urrer,/5, jacket sUrrer.C, gasket ^e irregular Therefore

Heat Ihmsl'er between Calorimeter and Smroundiiigs.

Since there are no perfect heat insulators there will be
a loss or gam of heat by the calonmeter whenever its

temperature differs from that of the surroundmgs This

loss or gam of heat can take place by conduction, convec-

tion, radiation, and evaporation or condensaUon In order

that the transfer of heat shaU be determinate it is desirable

that thecalonmeter beenclosed by ajacket, the temperature
of which u measured or controlled Calonmeters and
jadeets are usually nickel-plated to reduce heat transfer

evaporation should be prevented as far as possible Evapo-
ration from the calonmeter can be greatly reduced by a
closely fitting cover, which should be made of metal and
should be m contact with the calorimetric hquid The
calonmeter cover shown m Fig 1 consists of a flat circular

disk of sheet copper with vertical sides, and with collars

around the necessary holes for thermometer, heater leads,

&c If the calonmetnc hquid is water, two or three drops

of oil m each of these holes help to reduce evaporauon still

further A cover which can be more quickly put m place

afler dropping some object mto the calonmeter, as m the
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method ofmixtures, has been descnbed by White [S4, 1910]

Methods of sealing suner shafts so as to reduce evapora-

tion have been descnbed by White [57, 1928] and ty

Barry [5, 1922] Condensation on the calorimeter of water

which evaporates from thejacket can be reduced by making

the jacket cover Ught by means of a gasket as illustrated in

Fig 1

In cases where it is not feasible to prevent evaporation

from the calonmeter by means of the devices mentioned

above, it can be reduced by proper procedure Thus, if the

jacket IS closed so tightly that no water vapour can enter

the space between jacket and calonmeter from outside, and
if the temperature of the calonmeter is kept below that of

the jacket, evaporation from the calorimeter will be only

that required to saturate the space between calonmeter and

jacket If the calonmeter temperature should rise above

that of the jacket, and if evaporation from the calonmeter

IS not prevented, there will be a continuous transfer of heat

by evaporation from the calorimeter and condensation on
the jacket wall, and Newton’s law of cooling will no longer

hold

Richards [42, 1905] avoided corrections for heat transfer

by means of the adiabatic method, which consists in keep-

ing the jacket temperature always equal to that of tte

calonmeter A correction for heat of stirnng is still neces-

sary with this method As pouited out by White [57, 1928]

and Dickinson [12, 1914], although the adiabatic method
reduces the correction for heat transfer, it does not reduce

errors due to heat transfer in short-time expenments, and
in some cases makes them worse on account of the difficulty

of keeping the jacket temperature always equal to the

calonmeter temperature, which may be changmg very

rapidly durmg part of an experiment The adiabatic

method, however, is essential in expenments which extend

over long periods of time

The use of insulating matenal other than air between

calonmeter and jacket should be avoided on account of

the large lag of such matenal m conung to temperature

equilibnum, and the resulting uncertainty in the heat loss

correction [12, 1914, 57, 1928] The use of radiation shields

of considerable heat capacity between calonmeter and
jacket should be avoided for the same reason The use of
veiy hght shields for reducing heat transfer has been dis-

cussed by White [57, 1928].

Heat loss by convection and conduction through air may
be reduced by means of a vacuum jacket This is most
easily secured by usmg a vacuum bottle for the calonmeter

Sudi a caloruneter, arranged for measurements of specific

heats of liquids, the method of electncal heating, is

illustrated m Fig 2 The vacuum, and consequently the

heat transfer coefficient, is likely to be difierent in different

bottles According to White [57, 1928] the thermal leakage

in a vacuum bottle may be anywhere from i to i that in an
air-jacketed calonmeter of the same size

The pnnopal advantages ofthe vacuum bottle are its low
heat leakage and its low cost The disadvantages are the

lag ofthe glass parts above the liquid surface, the vanaUon
in the effecuve heat capacity of the glass with height of
liquid, the difficulty in fitUng tight covers to both ^on-
meter and jacket, and the restrictions imposed by the shape
and bnttleness of the vessel [57, 1928] Senous errors are

likely to result from the first three of these disadvantages

unto precauUons are taken to avoid them The dfect of
the lag of the glass parts above the hquid surface can be
partially ehnunated by an experimental calibraUon as

describe bdow The variation in effective heat capacity

can be eliminated by keepmg the hqmd level constant by
means ofthe overflow device illustratedm Fig 2 [14, 1909]

A tight cover such as that illustrated m Fig 2 can usually

be fitted to the jacket, and if the temperature of the cdon-
meter is kept always below that of the jacket, the effect of
evaporation from the calorimeter will be reduced to a

mmimum

Fio 2 Vacuum-jacketed calorimeter arranaed for measurements
ofspecific heat ofliquids C, calonmeter, /, jacket, /C, jacket cover,

G, gasket, T, thermometer, CS, calorimeter stirrer, JS, jacket

stirrer, t, overflow device for maintaining constant height of liquid

in calorimeter, H, heating coil

The heat measured by a calonmeter such as that illus-

trated m Fig 1 is given by the relation

Q = c^e, (1)

where 0 is the heat measured, A6 the nse in temperature

of the calonmeter corrected for heat transfer and for heat

of stirnng, and C is a constant usually called the heat

capacity or energy equivalent of the calonmeter and con-
tents Only in the case of measurements of the order of

1 % can C be calculated from the masses and specific heats

of the materials of which the calonmeter is made An
expenmental cahbrabon is essential for work of high

ptecisicHi, particularly as it largely eliminates certain syste-

matic errors, such as those arising from lag m the convec-

tion currents between calonmeter and jaeket, and from
uncertainty as to the exaM location of the bounduy of
the calonmeter.
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An expenmental calibration » earned out by adding a charge of combustible is usually igmted by passing an
known quantity of heat to the calonmeter and observing electric current through a short length of fine platinum or
the temperature nse produced The heat capaaty may then iron wire placed just above the charge ConecUims which
be calculated from equation (1) The heat may be supphed may be necessary mclude those for the electneal energy
electrically or chemically , for example, a bomb calonmeter used to ignite the charge, for the heat ofcombustion of the

may be cahbrated by burning a known mass of a standard vme if iron wire is used, for the heat of formation of nitric

substance such as ben2oic acid, the heat of combustion of ^d if the oxygen used contams mtrogen as an impunty,
which has been accurately measured This is probably the and for the heat of formation of sulphunc acid if the corn-

most satisfactory method of calibrating bomb calonmeters bustible material contains sulphur For very accurate work
A diagram of the circuits used for an electneal cahbra- precautions must be taken to make sure that the oxygen

tion IS shown in Fig 3 Current from a storage battery is free from combustible unpunties, and corrections must
flows through either the heater H in the calonmeter or be applied to take account of the changem mtemal energy

through a stabilizmg resistance S (approxunately equal to with pressure of the oxygen and products of combustion,

3
and the heat of solution of oxygen
and carbon dioxide m the water in

the bomb [S2, 1933] Details of
methods of making measurements

H with the bomb calorimeter are given

in a number of publications [12,

1914, 27, 1928, 29, 1934]

Accurate measurements of the^ ^ heats of combustion of a gas are

^ most readily made by bummg the

^ gas at a constant pressure of 1 atm

^ in oxygen in a reaction chamber

^ immersed in the water of a calon-

B > meter Such measurements on a
U—o 1—0 o—^ number of pure gases have been

R> described by Rossmi [47, 1931]

0—1 o— Oxygen and the gas to be burned
were fed into the reaction chamber

TO STORAGE at a constant rate, the gaswasigmtcd
BATTERY by means of a spark and burned m

-j- a steady flame The mass of gas

Wg to burned was determined from the
' POTENTIOMETER 0^ water or carbon dioxide

Fio 3 Diagram of connexions, measurements of electneal energy H, heater in calorimeter,
™ combustion

S, stabilizing resistance, R, standard resistance, V, volt box. A, B, switches, G, ground Stirred liquid calorimeters have
been used by several workers to

H), depending on which way the switch A is thrown
Current is measured by means of a potentiometer and
standard resistance R, and the potential drop across the

heater H is measured by means of the potentiometer and
the volt box V The heat capacity C of the calonmeter m
international joules per degree is calculated from current I,

voltage E, time of heating t, and corrected temperature

nse A0 of the calonmeter by means of the relation

measure heat content of oils and other fluids by the method
of mixtures The fluid was heated to the desired tempera-

ture in a boiler located outside the calonmeter, and was
then caused to flow through a tube into a vessel immersed
in the calonmetnc liquid The heat content of the fluid at

Its imtial temperature, less that at the final temperature,

was calculated from the relation

Measurement of time is hkely to be one ofthe most difficult

measurements with this method Thus for a heating tune

of 4 mm the time must be measured to 0 2 sec to give an
accuracy of0 1 % Switches actuated by signals from stan-

dard clocks, and givmg the time mterval to about 0 01 sec

,

have been described by White [54, 1910] and by Osborne,

Stimson, and Fiock [39, 1930] Details of the method of

carrying out electneal calibrations are given in a number
of pubheations [12, 1914, 27, 1928 , 29, 1934 , 47, 1931,

54. 1910]

Heats of combustion of sohds and liquids of low vola-

tility are measured by burning a charge of the matenal m
a constant-volume bomb m oxygen under an imtial pres-

sure of 20-40 atm Where a liquid is so volatile that its

evaporation woidd introduce senous errors the charge may
be enclosed m tiim-walled glass capsules flattened on
opposite sides as dnenbed by Richards [43, 1910] The

whereC is the mitial heat capacity of the calonmeter system
A# the corrected temperature nse, andM the mass of fluid*

Die pnncipal source of uncertainty in such measurements
IS in the correction for heat conducted from boiler to calon-
meter along the tube joinmg them, and for heat loss from
this tube It has been shown by Swann [51, 1910] tluit the

heat flow from boiler to calonmeter along the tube joinmg
them will be much less when the fluid is flowing through
this tube than durmg the rating penods in which heat

leakage is measured Richards and Mathews [33, 1917,

44, 1911] obtamed satisfactory results for the heat content

of saturated water vapour by this method by making
observations at vanous rates of flow of vapour to the

calorimeter, and extrapolating to infimte rate of flow The
results of Richards and Mathews have been discussed by
Flock [20, 1930]

Measurements of heat contents of petroleum products
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m the liquid and vapour phases at temperatures up to

1.000“ F have been made by Weir and Eaton [S3. 1932]

a method somewhat similar to that outlined above The
was heated to the desired temperature by causmg it to

ftow through a coil of pipe in an electncally heated fur-

nace From the furnace the oil flowed throu^ a tube to a
heavily lagged valve, from which it flowed either to a con-

denser or through a short tube to the calorimeter The
temperature of the oil was measured by a thermocouple,

one junction of which was located m the valve

The calorimeter consisted of a vacuum bottle which

initially contamed crushed ice at a temperature somewhat
below the freezing-point Somewhat more than enough oil

was admitted to the calorimeter to melt all the ice The
heat added to the calonmeter was measured by the heat

of fusion of the ice, and the temperature changes of ice,

water, and calonmeter

This method has the advantage that the oil is heated for

only a short tune so that crackmg is reduced to a muiunum
The quantities ofheat measured in the expenments ofWeir
and Eaton (as much as 50,000 calories in some expenments)

were so large that heat loss and heat of stimng were rela-

tively small, and did not need to be accurately known
The principal disadvantages of the method are the

uncertamty m the correction for heat flow along the

tube through which the oil entered the calonmeter, and
the diflkulty of determuung the initial temperature of
the ice

Weir and Eaton tested their method by making measure-

ments of heat content of steam at atmosphenc pressure

and at temperatures rangmg from 300 to 1,000° F , and ob-
tamed values which averaged 1 3% higher than values taken

from steam tables The corresponding error in the measure-

ments on oils may have been greater than this ifpart ofthe
systematic error in the results on steam was due to error in

measuring the initial temperature of the steam, for an error

of 5° F , for example, m the measurement of the mitial

temperature mtroduces an error of about 0-7% in the heat

content of oil vapour, but only 0 2% m the heat content of
steam

A stored hquid calonmeter for measurements of heats

ofhydrogenation oforgamccompounds has been descnbed
by Kistiakowski and his assoaates [30, 1935] The calon-
meter was of the Richards 'submarine’ type, and the calon-

metnc hquid, diethylene glycol, was stirred by a screw
propeller shrrer dnven by a synchronous motor The
jacket was kept at the same temperature as the calon-
meter A glass reaction vessel containing a catalyst was
immersed in the water of the calonmeter, and hydrogen
and the gas to be hydrogenated were caused to flow through
the reaction vessel at a constant rate The temperature nse
of the calonmeter resulting from a measured amount of the
reaction was observed by means of a thermel The calon-

meter was cahbrated electncally with an accuracy of about
0-03%, and was used to measure heats of hydrogenation
of several olefinic hydrocarbons at about 80° C with an
accuracy of about 0 1 %

Stirred hquid calorimeters have beoi used hy numerous
workers to measure specific heats of liquids by the method
of dectncal heatmg One arrangement for such measure-
ments IS illustrated m Fig. 2 A known mass of the liqwd
M placed m the calonmeter, a measured quantity of heat is

suppbed cJectncally, and the resultiogtemperature<hange
of the Kyateai is observed The quantity of heat supplied

IS calculated as descnbed previously from measuremenU
of current, voltage, and tune. Methods of correcting for

heat loss and heat of stimng are the same as those men-
boned previously

The heat capacity ofthe calonmeter is usually determined

by fllhng it with a known mass of water, measunng the heat

capacity of the system, and subtracting the heat capacity

of the water from that of the entire system The specific

heats of liquids determined m a calonmeter cahbrated in

this way are necessanly expressed m terms of the specific

heat of water [14. 1909]

Measurements of specific heats of hquid oils by the

method just descnbed have been made by Cragoe [11,

1929], by Fortsch and Whitman [21, 1926], and by Baily

and Edwards [3, 1920] A somewhat sumlar method was

used by Bushong and Kmght [9, 1920] and by Graefe

[23, 1907], the heat being supplied, not electrically, but by

combusbon of benzoic acid in a calonmetric bomb
One vanabon of the method of electrical heating, which

has been used by some experimenters, consists m heating

conbnuously, measunng the power input, and measunng
the temperature at definite bme intervals It has been found
that values of specific heat obtained in this way may be

in error by as much as 10%

IV. Aneroid Calorimeters

The aneroid or unstirred calorimeter depends on con-

duction and conveebon rather than stimng to distribute

the heat This type of calonmeter was developed by
Eucken [17, 1909], and has been used by Dickinson and
Osborne [15, 1915, 38. 1917] and their associates at the

Nabonal Bureau of Standards for accurate measurements

of specific heats, heats of fusion, and heats of vaponzation

of pure compounds One calonmeter of this type is illus-

trated m Fig 4 It consisted of the metal shell S, having

a re-enbant central tube T, in which were located an electnc

heater and a plabnum resistance thermometer The shell

was made in two parts which were threaded, one with a left-

hand and one with a right-hand screw thread, and which

were drawn together by the correspondingly threaded band
C The calorimeter was enclosed by the jacket J, which

was immersed m a stirred liquid bath The calonmeter was
operated adiabatically The temperature difference between

cdonmeter and jacket and the temperature disUibution

over the surface of the calorimeter were measured by means
of thermocouples attached to the surfaces of caloruneter

and jacket

The material under mvestigabon was contamed m the

annular space between the central tube and the shell of the

calonmeter, and the heat was distnbuted by conduction in

radial metal vanes, and by conveebon if the contents of the

calonmeter were fluid

To measure the specific heat of a hqmd under saturation

conditions the calonmeter was partially filled with the

liquid under the saturabon pressure of its vapour, a
measured quanbty of heat was supplied electncally, and the

resulbng nse in temperature of the system was observed

From the totel quantity of heat supplied was subtracted

the beat required to raise the temperature of the calon-

meter and ofthe vapour present Corrections were applied

to the results to take account of the small amount of
evaporabon or condensabon necessary to mamtam satura-

bon conditions To measure the spedfic heat of a liquid

at constant pressure the calonmeter was completdiy filled

with the hquid which was maintained at a constant pressure

greater than saturation pressure Heatwas suppliedand the

temperature nse observed as in the ipevious case In this

experiment there is no evaporabon or condensation, but
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that with It accurate measurements can be made over wideIt was necessary to take account of the mass and tempera-

ture of the bquid which flowed out of the calorimeter as a

result of thermal expansion

To measure the heat ofvaporization ofa liquid the calon-

meter was partially filled with the liquid, heat was supplied

at a constant rate, and vapour was removed at a rate suffi-

cient to keep the temperature of the calorimeter consunt
The vapour withdrawn from the calorimeter was condensed
in a suitable container and its mass determined by weighing

The mass of hquid evaporated was greater than that of the

vapour withdrawn by the amount of vapour required to

fill the ^nce from which liquid was evaporated Hence a
knowledge ofthe specific volumes of liquid and vapour was
necessary to detemune the mass of liquid evaporated

The principal advantage of the aneroid odonmeter is

ranges of temperature and pressure The principal dis-

advantage is that on account of the fact that there is no
stirnng the temperature of the calorimeter surface is not

umform while heat is being supplied to the calorimeter

Lack of temperature uniformity does not necessarily intro-

duce any serious errors into the correction for heat leak,

provided the thermocouples used to measure the tempera-

ture of the calorimeter surface are sufficient in number and
suitably placed so as to give the average temperature of the

surface

Althou^ It IS possible to make accurate measurements
with the aneroid calorimeter, the interpretation of the

results of measurement; will not always be so simple for

a mixture such as an oil as for a pure compound There

appears to be no difficulty in the interpretation of results

of measurements of the specific heat of liquid oils at con-

stant pressure, but measurements of speafic heat under

saturation conditions are complicated by the fact that the

_ ei^poration (or condensation) which takes place when the

t. temperature of the calorimeter is raised results in changes

in composition of both liquid and vapour phases, and these

changes will depend on the volumes of liquid and vapour
in the calorimeter The uncertainty caused by this ^ect
IS probably small at low temperatures, and probably can
be made negligible at high temperatures by so adjusting the

amount of fluid in the calorimeter that the mass of vapour
remains approximately constant during an experiment

This adjustment, however, requires a knowledge of the

densities of liquid and vapour phases under the conditions

ofthe experunent Measurements ofheat ofvaporization of
oils are complicated by the fact that the specific volumes
of liquid and vapour will change as vapour is withdrawn

from the calorimeter, and consequently these specific

volumes must be known as functions of the temperature

and of the mass of vapour withdrawn from the calonmeter

These difficulties are not peculiar to measurements with

the aneroid calonmeter, but result from the fact that petro-

leum oils are mixtures rather than pure compounds The
same difficulties anse in other methods of measuring

thermal propemes of oils in the saturation region They
arc mentioned here simply because the accuracy attainable

with the aneroid calonmeter is so high that the uncertainty

mtroduced by neglecting the effects mentioned may be large

in companson with errors of measiuement
Measurements of the specific heats of a number ofpetro-

leum oils have been made at the National Bureau of Stan-

dards by means of an aneroid calonmeter by Hamngton,
Green, and Snyder [24]

V. Flow Calonmeters

Flow calorimeters have been used extensively for

measurements of specific heats of liquids and gases The
method of making such measurements consists essentially

in causing the fluid under investigation to flow at a constant

measured rate through the calonmeter where heat is added
electncally at a constant measured rate, and observmg the

rise in temperature of the fluid

The flow calonmeter illustrated in Fig 5 was designed by
Callendar [10, 1902] and used by Barnes [4, 1902] m
measurements of the specific heat of water in the range 0
to 95° C The water flowed through the glass tube AB.
where It was heated by an electnc heater The enlargemente

at each end of this tube provided space for inlet and outlet

platmum resistance thermometers 7, and 7« The jacket

was maintained at the temperature of the inlet water, and
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the space between calonmeter and jacket was evacuated
Heat loss was determined by making measurements at

different rates of flow and the same temperature nse
Barnes’s measurements of specific heat of water are m
agreement to 0 1 % or better with the bestmodem measure-
ments [20, 1930] This type of flow calonmeter has been
used by Lang and Jessel [32, 1930] for measurements of
specific heats of liquid petroleum products m the range 0
to 100“C
Flow calorimeters for measurements of thermal proper-

ties of oils at high temperatures have been described by
Bahlke and Kay [1, 1929] and by Gary, Rubin, and Ward
[22, 1933] Both of these calonmeters were of massive
construction and were heavily lagged with ingulating

material Such massive construction and heavy lagging are
very undesirable on account of

the enormous time required to

attain a steady state The ther-

mels used by Bahlke and Kay
were exposed to the oil vapour

and became contaminated, so

that frequent calibration was
necessary

A high precision flow calori-

meter for measurements of

specific heats of gases has been

described by Osborne, Stimson,

andShgh[40,1924] Heat losses

were reduced to a minimum by
(a)makmg the thermal resistance

ofthe paths for metallic conduc-

tionashigh as possible , (b) divid-

ing the exposiKi surface of the

calorimeter into two zones,

one of which was kept at the

initul and one at the final

temperature of the gas. and surrounding these zones ty
shields kept at the same temperatures, and (c) evacuating

the space between calonmeter and the protecUng shields

A schematic diagram of this calonmeter is shown m
Fig 6 The gas flowed from leR to right through the central

tube, passmg first a platinum resistance thermometer Tu
then an electric heater H, and finally a second resistance

thermometer Tt The shield Si was kept approxunately at

the temperature of the incoming gas by bemg brought into

intimate thermal contact with the central tube at a pomt
where its temperature was practically unaffected by beat

conducted back from the high-temperature part of the

calorimeter Any heat conducted back along the central

tube and lost by radiation was intercepted by the shield

and returned to the gas stream by metafile conduction
Similarly, the shield S^ was kept at the final temperature of

the gas by bemg brought into intimate thermal contact

with the gas stream after passmg the heater The shields

Gi and 0% were kept at approxunately the same tempera-

tures as the mcommg and outgomg gas respectively The
beat loss was calculated from the small temperature differ-

ence between the shields Gt and St, which was measured

by means of thermocouples Tests of the corrections for

tiMt loss were made by measurements of specific heat at

dififerent rates of flow of gas

VL Apparatus for ThFottUng Experiments

Measurements of the Joule-Thomson coeSkaent, that is,

the dumge m temperature of a fluid when it is throttled

from ah^ to a low pressure without loss or gam of heat,

yield data from which the change in heat content of the

flmd with pressure can be calculated The method used

usually consists in forcing the flmd through a porous plugof

porcelam or alundum, and observing the resulting change

in temperature To obtain accurate results, the pressures

and the initial temperature of the flmd must be kept con-

stant, and gam or loss of heat by the flmd between the

thermometers on the high- and low-pressure sides of the

plug must be avoided or corrected for

Porous plugs and accessory apparatus for controllmg

temperatures and pressures and methods of makmg
obs^ations have brnn described by Burnett and Roebuck
[8, 1910], by Roebuck [45, 1925], by Eumorfopoulos and
Rai [19. 1926], and by Kleinschmidt [31, 1923] Eucken,

Clusius, and Berger [18, 1932] have described throttlmg

experiments in which the fluid after throttlmg was reheated

to Its initial temperature, and the rate of heating and rate

offlow of fluid were measured

Throttlmg experiments on oil vapours have been de-

senbed by Weir and Eaton [53, 1932] Temperatures and
pressures apparently were not controlled The temperature

of the vapour before throttlmg was measured by two
thermocouples which gave results diffcnng by several

degrees The apparatus was tested by observing the tem-

perature drop when superheated steam was throttled from
90 lb per sq in to 2 lb per sq m gauge pressure The
observed temperature drop incrrased from 2 to 7^ F when
the imtial temperature was raised from 750 to 1,000° F

,

whereas according to data given m steam tables the

temperature drop should have decreased from about IS

to 1r F These facte indicate that the apparatus desenbed

1^ Weir and Eaton is not suitable for acemate measure-

ments by the Joule-Thomson coefiicient

Vn. Apparatus for Preasure-Volume-Temperature

Measurement

Two types of apparatus have been used for pressure-

volume-temperature measurements In one type, illus-

trated schemabcally in Fig 7, a known mass of the fluid

under investigation is confinedm a glass tube over mercury,

and the volume of the fluid can be varied by mtroducmg
or removing mercury This type of apparatus is suited to

measumnents of the change of volume with pressure at

vanous constant temperatures Apparatus sutular to that

lUostrated m Fig 7 has been used by Bahlke and Kay [2,

Fig 6 Osborne-Stmuoii-Slish flow calonmeter for specifle heats of gases r,. 7',, inlet and outlet

resistance theimometers, H, heater, shields m thermal contact with gas at initial and final tem-
peratures, Gt, Gt, shields maintained at temperatures of 5, and S,
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1932], for p-v-t measurements on a gasolme and a
naphtha m the liquid, saturation, and superheat regions

The tube r(Fig 7) was enclosed by a larger glass tube, and

T|

Fio 7 Apparatus for p -v -t measurements T'.piezometertube, A/, closed
end manometer

was maintained at various constant temperatures by admit-
ting the vapours of a series of boiling organic liquids into
the annular space between the two tubes Pressure was
measured by means of closed-end manometers The
volume was measured by observing the position of the
mercury meniscus in the tube T Sage, Schaafsma, and
Lacey [48, 1934] have used apparatus similar in principle

to that illustrated in Fig 7 for p -v -t measurements on
propane

An error may be introduced into such measurements by
a film of hquid adhering to the wall of the tube T below the
mercury meniscus, resulUng in a value for the volume of
the fluid which is too small This error was probably
negligible in the measurements mentioned above, but might
be appreciable with more viscous liquids If appreciable,

the error could be detected by makmg measuronents m
tubes of different diameters

Where it is not necessary to observe the volumes of two
phases, as in measurements on liquids under pressures

greater than saturaUon, the error from a film of liquid

adhering to the wall ofthe tube can be avoided by confining
the liquid over mercury m one arm of a U tube and apply-
ing pressure by admittmg a gas under pressure mto the

space over the mercury m the other arm Changes m
volume are observed by noUng changes m posiuon of the
memscus in contact with the gas Measurements of com-
piessibihty and thermal expansion of liquid petroleum

products by this method have been described by Jessup

[28, 1930]
• TTie second type of apparatus, which is suitable for

p -V -t measurements on superheated vapours, is illus-

trated in Fig 8, and consists essenUally ofa constant-

volume gas thermometer A known mass of the gas

under mvestigation is enclosed in the container A,

which IS unmersed m a sUrred hquid bath Measure-

ments of pressure are made at various temperatures

along a constant-volume hne It is necessary to keep

the manometerM and the connecting tube R at a tem-
perature higher than that at which hquid will condense

under the pressure existmgm the apparatus A correc-

tion IS necessary to take account of the fact that the

gas inM and R is at a temperature different from that

of the gas in A The volume of B and the volume of

gds in M should be as small as possible m order that

this correction shall not be excessively large This type

of apparatus appears not to have been used for

measurements on oil vapours The apparatus illus-

trated m Fig 8 was used by Meyers and Jessup [34,

1925] m measurements on ammonia
Measurements with both of the types of apparatus

desenbed above are subject to errors due to adsorption

ofa layer ofgas on the walls of the containing vessd

Such errors, if appreciable, may be detected by making
measurements in containers havmg widely different

ratios of wall surface to volume [34, 1925]

Apparatus and methods of making p -v -t measure-

Fig 8 Constant-volume gas thermometers for p -v -t measure-
ments on gases A, gas contamer, M, manometer, B, connecting
tube, V, valve

ments at pressures up to 1 2,000 atm have been described by
Bndgman [6, 1931 , 7, 1931] The apparatus and methods
described by Bndgman have been us^ by Dow and Fenske
[16, 1935] for p -v -t measurements on j^roleum oils over
the pressure range of 1-4,000 atm
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HEAT OF COMBUSTION OF PETROLEUM OILS
By D. W. GOULD

The complete combustion of hydrocarbon material to

carbon dioxide and water, together with an accurate

measurement of the heat evolved, is readily accomplished

The determinauon ofthe calorific value at constant volume
IS made with a bomb calorimeter The principles, design,

and mampulation are so simple that results reported by
conscientious observers are probably correct wiAin 1%

In most practical applications of the combustion of
petroleum products, the process is carried out at constant

pressure, generally atmospheric, and not at constant

volume The water vapour formed in the combustion is,

moreover, not condensed The heat liberated by the com-
bustion of umt mass of oil with oxygen under these con-

ditions IS termed the ‘Nett Calorific Value at Constant
Pressure’, again assuming that the oil is initially m the

liquid state

It IS this quantity of heat which is of most sigmficance in

comparing fuels and calculating the efficiencies of heating

equipment, and it may be calculated from the gross calorific

value by allowing for the latent heat of the water formed
during combustion

No consistent correlation of the calorific value of an oil

with physical properties other than density has been found

It IS apparent that it should vary with the carbon-hydrogen

content, and that the approximate limits must he between

methane and heavy residues represented as CaHn (n being

large)

Cragoe’s correlation [6a, 1929] of the heats of com-
bustion of petroleums with their densities is suffiaently

accurate for practical purposes In the equation

Q„ - I2,m-2,l00d\

where Q„ = gross calorific value at constant volume,

gramme calories per gramme,

d = specific gravity 60 60“ F

The error mvolved in assuming that the equation holds

for densities m grams per ml at 20° C is of the order

0 1 % Unless stated otherwise, the values given m the

table are gross or higher heating values

Cragoe gives equations for calculaung net calonfic values

from the gross figures and for allowing for the sulphur con-

tent, &c , when figures are to be expressed on an ash, water,

sulphur free basis

The formula cannot be applied to all classes ofpetroleum

products with equal expectation of accurately predictmg

the calonfic value Light, straight-run distillates deviate

least from the equation, cracked residuum conforms
poorly The method of presentation has been to give a

sufficiently wide distnbution of petroleum oils (geographi-

cally and densunetrically) so that the estunation of the

calonfic value of a sample of known density may be

qualified m the light of known departure or adherence to

the equation The tabulated data is divided into crudes,

gasolines, kerosines, and refined oils, gas oils, Diesel fuels,

and fuel oils The designation has followed that given by
the original investigator The overlapping of the group
charactensbcs is obvious The tabulated data mclude
origin (when known), density (2074° C), gross heating

value expressed as B Th U per pound and as calorics per

gram, deviation of the experimental value from the result

predicted by Cragoe's equation, and in some instances an
ultimate analysis These ultimate analyses are shown m
Table Vll The data for all the oils arc summarized The
symbol N S in the data denotes that field was not stated

I

j

Deviation ofexpen-

! ofgross heating

Table
,
Number valuefrom Cragoe’s

no I Clast of oils equation

1
I

Crude petroleums
,

%
Asia II +3 39

Europe
\

4 0 89

I

North America S3 — 1 14

South America
I

8 +0 17
' Average 99 +002

2
I

Gasolines ' ^4 -0 26
3 Kerosines and icOned oils IS 1-0 40
4

j
Diesel fuels 24 -009

5 Gasoils 9 -043
6 I Fueloils

I

Asia 1 +1 63
I Europe 7 + 1 07

I

North America 74 —0 86

I

South America 7 — 1 26

I
Average 89 -0 71

Sarawak

India

Rangoon

Japan

Koguchi
Kinodau
Kltatiny

Table I

Gross Calonfic Value of Crude Petroleums
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Tabu I (eont)

1

1 Devuttton
\

1 1

1
from

j

1

Density anu 1 Calories
\

formula Analysts Authority

Origin ofpetroleum
1

1 per lb 1 perg 1 % 1 no reference

Asia Japan (com )
I

Miyagawa 1
0 891 20.945 1 11,636 , +7 88

j

19

Katsubo 0877 20.4n 11,376
1

4 5 32 19

Ilirei 1 0866 20,306 11,281
1

)417 19

Amaze
,

0818 20,533 11,407
!

1 3 73 19 1

Java 1

1

NS 0 910 18.989 ! 10,548 -0 93 3 27
i

NS 0 863 19,180 ' 10,654
1

-1 57 4 4

Average deviation for 11 Asiatic samples = 1 3 39"„

Europe

Poland (Galicia)

Harklowa 0 899 20.012 11,118 . 3 87 9

Urycz 0 882 19,966
,

11,092 ! -t 3 96
,

9
Mraznica 0876 ' 19,903 ' 11.057 ' +2 54 1 9

Kosmacz 0 863 1 19,966 11,092 +2 44
i

9
Tustanowice 0 859

i
20,263 1 11,257 1-3 74 9

Wankowa-Brelikow 0 850
,

20,203
1

11.224 1 1 3 18 9
NS 0 851 19,532

,

10,851 ' -013 5 9
Schodnita 0 846 19 958 11,088

,
+1 85

1

9
Boryslaw 0 845 19,915 1 11,064

j

n 62 9

Rumania 1 i

1

NS 0 936 18,920 1 10,511 . -031 ' 6 1 5

NS
,

0 886 19,152
1

10,640
1

-0 90 7 5

0 884 18,864 10,480 -2 45 42 23
Baicoi 0 877 18,891

1
10,495

j

-2 55
,

43 23

Moinesti 0 865 19,253
1

10,696
' -1 09 1 44

,
23

Campina (non-parafflnic) 0 856 1 19,015 10,564
1

-264 45
i

23

„ (paraffinic) 0 851
1

19 328 10,738 '

1 17 46 1 23
Fikpesu 0 848 19.474 , 10,819 , -0 53 47 ! 23

Bustenari 0838 1 19,006
1

10,559 1 -3 22 48 ' 23
Policiori 0 825

1
19,354 10,752 -I 89

1
23

Russia (Europe and Asia)
1

1

Turukan 0944
1

18,877 , 10,487 ' -025
1

2

Caucasian 0936 18,516 . 10,285 -2 45 9
!

27
Circassian, Heavy 0925 20,850

,
11,582

1

-0 06 10 ' 27
NS 0 898 19,364

1
10,758 4 063 ' 11 5

Circassian, Light 0 873 22,027 ' 12,236
1 4 1345 12 27

1

Baku 0 873 1 20,450
1

11,360 ' +5 34 27
,

NS 0 872 19,543 ' 10,857 +0 73 ' 13 5

NS . 0 867 19,500 10,832 1 +0 23 14 4

Average deviation for 27 European samples +0 89%

North America
1

1

Canada 1

NS
1

0 855
,

19,420 1 10,788 -0 58 18 4
NS

j

0 848 19,424
1

10,790 -0 80 19 27

Mexico

NS
1

0 966 18.182 10,101
1

-3 19 20 5

NS 1 0936 18,536 10,298
j

-2 39 21 5

Trinidad, BWI
NS

1

0941 18,360
j

10,200
1

-3 19 7
1

i

i Samples
California

'

i

!

-1 17

inspected

NS 0960 18,589 10,326
1

24 1

Sunset 0 958 18,478 10,265 -1 83
! 1 25

Kem River 0 952 18,553 10,306 11
- 1 67 1 40

Summerland 0953 18,544 10,301
1

-1 68 2 6
Los Angeles 0951 18,443 10,245 11 -2 30 2 22*
McKitt^ 0950 18.508 10,281

1

-198 1 26
Santa Fe 0-949

1
18,210 10,116

j

-3 59 2 17
Midway 0945 18,613 10,340 -161 1 29

0918 1 19,253 10^7 +0 77 28
Coalinga 0 938 18,727 10/403 -126 62
Sunset 0-931 18,706 10,391 -1 64 2 31
Coalinga 0927 18,558 10,309 -2 56 2 56
Whittier 0-927 18,8M 10,448 -125 2 18
Midway 0-919 18,753 10/418 -182 2 16
Newhall 0913 18,845 10,468 -156 2 9
NS 0912 18,372 10,317 -3-01 24 1

Brea Canyon 0911 18,752 10,417 -211
1

2 9
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Table I (cont)

1233

Origin ofpetroleum
Den%tiy

20°I4‘C
BThU
Perth

Calories

perg

Deviation
|

formula
|

Analysis Authority

reference

North America California {cont ) ,

Fullerton 0909 18,790 10,438 - 1 98 2
Bardsdale 0 907 17,307 9,614 - 9 80 2
Piru 0 903 18,604 10,335 -3 17 2

Santa Maria 0 894 18.720 10,399 - 2 88
'

2
Santa Paula 0 891 18 834 10,462 2 37 2
Sespe 0 884 19,001 10 555 -1 76 2
Puente Hills 0 880 19,066 10 591 - I 56 2

Illinois

NS 0 856 19,379 10.765 -1 68 24

Kansas

NS 0 907 19.303 10 723
1 0 60 24

NS 0903 19,089 10,604 - 064 24
NS 0 879 19,249 10.693 -065 24
NS 0 876 19.447 10,803 +027 24
NS 0 854 19,389 10 771 -076 24
NS 0 847 19,724 10,957 -r0 72 24

Michigan

Mt Pleasant 0 820 19,748 10,971 -003 29
NS 0811 19,600 10,889 -105 30

Ohio

NS 0 838 19,710 10.949 -10 35 24
NS 0 801 20,068 11,148 +099

1

24

Oklahoma

NS 0 886 19,418 10,787 1 046
1

24
NS 0 882 19,454 10 807 t-0 52

1

24
NS 0 865 19,534 10,851 +0 34

1

24
NS 0 843 19,685 10935 +0 39

,
24

NS 0840 19,508 10,837 -061 29
NS 0 838 19,795 10,996 ‘0 78

1

24

Pennsylvania 1

1NS 0 828 19,782 10,989 -10 39
1 24

NS 0 802 20,057 11,142 + 0 96 1 24

Texas

NS 0943 18,945
j

10,524 + 0 07 22 4
NS 0 930 19,080 10,599 1 0 29 24
NS 0 912 19,246

1

10,691
! 1 0 50 24

NS 0910 19,028 10 570 +022 24
NS 0 887 19,242

1

10,689 -0 41 24

Virginia

NS 0 861 19,156 10,641 ~ 1 64 ' 23 27

West Virginia

NS 0 822 20,021 11.122
j

-1141
,

24
NS 0 820 19,766 10,980 +006 24
NS 0791 20,030 11.127 +0 73 24

Average deviaUon for 53 North Amencan oils =>-114".

Sampler
inspected

South America

San Rafael

Comodoro Rivadavia

Comodoro Rivadavia
Arguaray
Nuequen

0 989 i 18,538
'

0 953
I

18,940 I

0 948 , 18,970 I

0924
,

19 190
I

0 923 I 18,950

0911 1 18 920
'

0 905 ' 19,300 I

0 894 I 19,550
j

10.299 I -0 29 ,

10 521
I

+0 42
I

10439 I +040
I

10,661 ' +0-66
;

10,527 I -0 64
[

10,510 ' -1 17 .

10,721 , t0 52
]

10,860 I +143 I

Average deviation for 8 South American oils H 0 17%

15

16

17

Tartogal
Yacuiva
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Table U
Gross Calorific Value of Gasolines

ofDen It})

USA NS
Brush NS
USA NS

Cal Torn a M dway F eld Crude

M d Cont nent

Cal forn a

M d Cont nent

B tsh NS
Borneo N S
Oklahoma N S (stra ght run)

USA (I astern) Cas nghead
Sumatra N S
USA NS

NS
o NS

j

Analysis Author ty

reference

019 24
0 30 25
007 6

0 68

060 ’0

1 35

1

6

Table III

Gross Calorific Values ofKerosmes and Refined Oils

British Mixed crudes N S

USA NS
Bntuh Distillate ft

USA NS
n mixed base mostly paraffinic N S

Bntuh, Mixed base crudes N S

0 835
0820
0810
0 808
0807
0796
0793
0791
0789
0789
0 789
0 789
0 787
0779
0-776

Average deviation for 15 oiU

per lb

19 805
19 950
19 810
19 940
19900
19 872
20050
20135
20 052
20160
19 894
20040
19 922
20018

,
20070

+040%

11004
11077
11054
11039
11 138

11 185

11 140

11200
11051
11 133

11067
11 120
11 150

+0 73

+0 98
005

+0 52
+0 32
-015
+065
+094
+0 55

+ 108
-025
+048
-017
+007
+024
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Table IV

Gross Calorific Values ofDiesel Fuels

(Arranged In order ofDensity)

Origin of material

Density ' BThV
20" C_\_per lb

Rumania, N S .

Russia Baku i

Borneo, N S
j

Rumania, N S >

,. NS
British, Residue from naphihenic base

„ Blend of distillate and residue from aromatic base

„ Blend of distillate and residue from naphthenic and aro- i

matic baaes

Bntish, Blend of distillate and residue from naphthenic and aro- i

mauc bases

British, Residue from mixed bases, chiefly paraffinic

Galicia, N S
British, Blend of distillate and residue, chiefly paraffinic

Galicia, N S
;

British, Mixed base crudes, N S
I

, Blend of distillate and residue, chiefly paraffinic

Galicia, N S
,

British, Distillate from mixed base crudes, mostly paraffinic, N S
„ Distillate from naphthenic base crude, N S

Germany, Rechelbronn
British, Distillate from naphthenic base crude, N S l

Cahcia, N S
|

British, Distillate from mixed bases, mostly paraffinic, N S
|

„ Gas oil from Scotch shale
i

. NS

0 949
0 949
0947
0940
0 928
0 925
0906

0900

0 892
0 892
0 883
0 873
0 871

0 866
0 866
0 863

0 863
0 863
0 852
0 851

0 849
0 848
0829
0 789

Average deviation of 24 oils

18,788

18,761

18,819

18,887

19.046

19,250

19,220

19.150

19,300

19,280

19,357

19,390

19,355

19,764

19,450

19,530

19,500

19,700

19,390

19,675

19,472

19 800
19,700

20,040

-009%

Calories

Deviation

from
Anafysu Authority

P^rg % no reference

10,438 -0 53 32 5

10,423 -0 67 33 5

10,455 -044 34 5

10,493 -0 34 35 5

10,581 -1 0 05 36 5

10,693 4 0 98 53 16

10,677 4-015 54 16

10,638 -043 55 16

10,721 4-0 07 56 16

10,710 -0 04 57 16

10,754 4-0 06 37 5

10,771 -013 58 1 16

10,753 -0 36 38 ! 5

10,980 + 154 59 25
10,804 -007 60 16

10,850 (0 27 39 5

10 832 +010 61 16

10,943 + 1 02 62 16

10,772 -0 83 40 5

10,929 4 0 59 63 16

10,818 - 0 50 41 5

1 11,000 + 1 13 64 16

1
10,943 00

,

65 16
1 11,132 1 048

,

16

Table V
Gross Calorific Values ofGas Otis

Rumania, N S
Galiaa, N S
Germany, N S
Mexico. N S
Galicia, N S

.. NS
Germany, N S
Bntisb, Srottish shale oil

Germany, N S

0 888

0 886
0 866
0 864
0 864
0 854
0 852
0-829

0 791

Deviation

Calories
,

formula I Analysis

perg \ '

19,076

19,294

19,303

19,303

19,535

19,562

19,447

19,700

19,780

10,598

10,719

10,724

10,724

10,853

10,868

10,804

10,943

10,989

Average deviation for 9 oils =• —0-43%

Table VI

Gross Calorific Value of Fuel Otis

(S R straight run, Cr = cracked)

Source 1
(D^^trC)

Bn U
per lb

1

Calories

perg

1

Devlatuin

1

formula Authority

reference

Asia

Iran, NS 0893 19,600 10,888 + 163 8

Eubopb

Oalicta

Utyez, Masut-Oautki 0936 19,150 10,638 +0 88 4
„ „ 0-929

1

19,200 10,666 +0 88 4
Bor^u, „ 0921 19,500 10,832

1

+211 4

Italy, NS 0 894 19,517 10,842
j

+ 125 11

Rumania, N S 0924 19,004 10,558 -0 31 7
Ruaaia.NS (Oatttki) 0-916

1
19,044 10,580 -041 4

„ NS (Oatotki) 0-910 19,782 10,990 +3 13 4
Average deviatioa for 7 European oils ~ -f 1 07%

II Dd
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Table VI (conr)

Source

Density

(P 2(^14° C)
BThV
per lb

Calories

perg

Deviation

formula Authority

reference

North America

Mexico

Ebano(SR) 0970 17,790 9,882 -5 32 11

Tnnidad, B W

I

0960 18,403 10,224 -219 7

NS (SR) 0959 18,459 10,254 -1 93 11

NS (SR) 0 951 18,717 10,397 -0 85 11

Arkansas

Smackover (Cr

)

0987 18,152 10,083 -2 54 11

Irma (SR) 0957 18,473 10,262 -194 11

Eldorado (SR) 0941 18,695 10,385 -1 35 11

California

Ventura (Cr ) 1013 17,988 9,992 -2 66 11

NS (Cr) 1003 18,093 10,051 -2-07 11

Ventura (Cr ) 0 987 18,142 10,078 -2 58 11

.. (Cr) 0977 18,205 10,113 - 2 63 11

NS (Cr) 0952 18,328 10,182 294 11

NS (SR) 0948 18,711 10,394 -100 It

NS (SR) 0939 18,801 10,444 -0 85 11

Ventura (SR) 0 939 18,617 10,342 - 1 85 11

(Cr) 0 938 18,611 10,338 - 191 11

NS (SR) 0930 18.769 10,426 1 06 11

NS (SR) 0 910 19,080 10,599 -044 11

NS (SR) 0 893 19,205 10,668 -0 39 11

Ventura (SR) 0875 18,954 10,529 2 37 11

Midway 0938 19,090 10,605 f0 65 28
NS (Cr) 1001 18,219 10,122 -1 51 31

NS (blend of Cr and S R ) 0!^ 18,661 10,367 -0 53 31

NS (SR) 0937 18,925 10,514 -0 26 31

NS (Cr) 1003 18,162 10,089 -168 11

NS (Cr) 0999 18,347 10,192 -1 06 II

NS (Cr) 0981 18,461 10,255 -1 05 It

Mixed S R from Greenwood, Rice, and
Hayes Counues Crude 0900 19,300 10,722 4036 32

Kentudty

NS (Cr) 1046 17,837 9,908 -197 11

NS (SR) 0905 19,226 10,680 4-014 11

NS (SR) 0904 19,358 10,753 +0 78 11

N S (S R

)

0897 19,223 10,678 -016 11

I

Bosoo Crude 1005 18,193 10,107 -1 50 30

„ „ 1004 18,216 10,120 -142 30
» II 0983 18,448 10,249 -102 30

Oklahoma
NS (Cr) 1018 18,130 10,071 -1 35 11

Seminole Crude 1-009 17,888 9,938 -2 91 30
II fi 0979 18,465 10.258 -1-09 30

0970 18,700 10,389 -0 18 30
0970 18,580 10,322 -0 83 30

II (SR) 0948 18,811 10,450 -045 11

II (SR) 0926 19,008 10,559 -2 01 11

NS (SR) 0-914 19,010 10,560 -0-67 11
NS (SR) 0895 19,211 10,672 -029 11

Pennsylvania

NS (Cr) 0 898 19,001 10,555 + 155 11
Buckeye 0884 19,660 10,921 + 162 3
NS 0873 19,429 10,793 +007 24
NS 0863 19.530 10,849 +026 24
N,S 0861 19,656 10,919 +082 24
NS (Cr) 0 860 19,504 10,834 +002 11
NS (SR) 0845 19,637 10,908 +020 11
Buckeye 0 833 19,840 11,021 +0 84 3

„ 0-813 20,090 11,160 +1-45 3

Texas

West Texas (Cr) 1-080 17,198 9,553 -402 11
Winkler 0-965 18,555 10,307 -1 17 3
East Texas 0-947 18,965 10,535 +032 3
RaasH 0-936 19,105

18,940
10,613 +0-63 3

NS (SR) 0935 10,521 -0-26 11
Weet Texas (SR) 0931 18,767 10A25 -133 11
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Table VI (conf)

Source

Deusity

(D 20’‘I4* C)
BThV
per lb

Calories

perg

Deviation

from
formula

y.
Authority

Reference

North America Texas (coni

)

McCamey (SR) 0923 18.867 10,481 -1 09 11

NS 0922 18,790 10,438 -1 54 22

NS 0919 19,490 10,827 +2-00 22
Panhandle (SR) 091S 19,125 10,624 -002 11

NS 0914 18,698 10,387 -2 35 22

N S (S R ) 0907 19,334 10,740 -10 76 11

Winkler 0 905 18>70 10,538 -121 3

0872 19,375 10,763 -0 23 3

East Texas 0861 19.585 10,879 -f-0 46 3

Ranger 0 855 19,745 10,968 -I-1-07 3

East Texas 0848 19,680 10,932 1051 3

Ranger 0 836 19,935 11,074 + 142 3

NS 0 835 19,320 10,732 -1 78 22
VanZandt Crude 1028 17,896 9,942 -2 18 30

1021 18,165 10,092 -099 30
1011 18,273 10,152 -0 83 30
1005 18,219 10,122 -1 38 30
1 003 18,263 10,146 -I 37 30
0996 18,266 10,147 -148 30
0989 18,215 10,119

10,408

-2 04 30
0987 18,735 +0 68 30
0978 18,006 10,003 -3 58 30
0 970 18,796 10,442 1-0 35 30
0968 18,700 10,388 -0 28 30

Coastal 0937 19,544 10,858 -0 52 33

„ 1
0 887 19,251 10,695 -0 36 33

„ 0 866 19,378 10,765 -042 33

Mid-Continent, USA
NS(Cr) 1 003 18,162 10,089 -182 11

NS (Cr) 1003 18,052 10,028 -2 42 11

NS (SR) 1000 18,350 10,193 -0 76 11

NS (Cr) 0991 18,293 10,162 -136 11

NS (Cr) 0991 18,250 10,138 -1 81 11

NS (Cr) 0 988 18,225 10,124 -1 95 11

NS (Cr) 0985 18,279 10,154 -1 78 11

NS (Cr) 0972 18,404 10,223 -120 11

NS (&) 0967 18,460 10,255 -142 11

NS (Cr) 0945 18,604 10,335 -149 11

NS (Cr) 0921 19,093 10,606 +0 03 11

NS (SR) 0 899 19,353 10,750 +0 57 11

NS (SR) 0 890
i

19,309 , 10,726 + 0-03 11

NS (SR)
1

0 830
1

19,890
1

11,049 + 100 11

Average deviation for 74 North American oils = -0 86%

South America
Argentina

Comodoro Rivadavia (S R

)

0930 19,225 10,679 + 104 11

„ (SR) 0917 19,014 10,562 -0 53 11

(SR) 0916 19,082 10,600 -0 22 11

Venezuela

NS (SR) 0967 18,242 10,133 -2 83 11

Mene Grande (SR) 0963 18,285 10,157 -120 11

NS (SR) 0961 18,408 10,226 -2 13 11

Mene Grande (SR) 0955 18,303 10,167 -2 98 11

Average deviation for 7 South American oib == — I 26%
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HEATS OF COMBUSTION OF HYDROCARBON GASES
By D. W GOULD

The calorific value of the lighter hydrocarbons is most
readily determined at constant pressure, and, except where
a high degree of accuracy is necessary, neither the appara-

tus nor the manipulative skill are beyond the means of
most technical laboratories

Kharasch [2, 1929] has made an excellent review and
presentation of data upon the heats of combustion of
many hydrocarbons, and for most practical purposes, the

values assigned by him may be accepted as correct The
author lists about 170 compounds with a sufficient number
m each group that interpolation or extension to new or

unusual hydrocarbons is made easily

An arbitrary definition is made in this study whereby all

compounds boiling at and below a temperature of 69° C
(156° F ) and 760 mm Hg are called gases For data on
lugher boiling hydrocarbons reference should be made to

another section in which the principal properties of in-

dividual compounds are summarized Where more recent

work seems to justify it, substitution has been made for

Kharasch *s data That author expresses results for heats

of combushon at 18° C , whereas Rossuu [3, 4, 5, 1934]

uses the more common temperature of 25° C Where
Kharasch’s data is used m this presentation, a correction to
25° C has been made This correction is expressed by
application of the following

(« + |)o. -V («)CO.+ (y)H,0-AH

If —AH»5 represents the heat of combustion at 25° C
and —AH« represents the heat of combustion at 6° C

Then -AH„ -AHo+(6-2S)[nCpico,iu)+

+y C’lKir.o Uauid) ~ (" + ^) Cpio. *«)~ m)]

Values of Heat capacity, C„, used are stated below in

terms of gram-calories per degree per gram-mole

Heals of Combustion ofHydrocarbon Cases

J
1

2
1

3 1 6 . 7 8

Formula
1

ffame
1 Molecular

1

weight

4

1

5

Kg cal per ^ BThV per

g molt
1

lb mole

Kg cal per

(atO^C,
1 760 mm

)

1

\

BThU per

cu ft (60°

F

\

29 9 m Hg) Referent

CHt ' Methane

(Saturated hydrocarbons (aliphatic))

1
16 03

1
212 79±007 1 383,020 9,494 1.011 3

C,H, ' Ethane
1

30 03 372 81i.011 671,060 16,634
1

1.770 3

C,H, Propane 4406 330 37J:012 955,030 23,673 1 2,520 3

C.H„
1

Normal butane 38 08 687 9410 15 1,238,290 30,695
1

3,267 3

C.H,.
1

Isobutane 38 08 686 311013 1,235,360 30,622 3,259 4
C.H., ' Normal pentane 72 09 845 271021 1,521,490

|
37,714 4,014 3

C,H. Ethylene 28 03

(Aliphatic-ethylene)

1 337 281 0 07 607,100 15,049 1 1,602 5

C,H. Propylene 42 03 490 0 882,000 21,863 2.327 2
C4H. Butylene 3606 646 9 1,164,420 28,863 3,072 2

C.H,. Amylene 7008 803 4 1,446,120 35,846 3,816 2

CtHia Tnmethylethylene 70 08 803 2 1,445,760 33,837 3,815 2

C.H„ Hexylene 84-09 952 1 1 713,780 42,481 4,522 2
C.H„ Diallyl 82 08 913 7 1,648,260 AOfibl 4,349 2

C.H. Tnmethylene 42 03

(Polymethylenes)

496 6 893,880 22,137 2,359 2

C.H„ Methyl^clobutane 7008 783 8 1,410,840 34,972 3,723 2
C,H„ Cyclopentane 7008 783 2 1,409,760 34,943 3,720 2
C.H„ Methylcyclopentane 84 09 9374 1,687,320 41,825 4,452 2
C.H,. Cyclohexane 84 09 937 5 1,687,300 41,829 4,433 2
C,H„ Bicyclohexane (0,1,3) 82 08 912 1 1,641,780 40,696 4,332 2

C,H. Acetylene I

(Acetylene hydrocarbons)

26-02
1

3119 1
361,420 I 13.916 1 1,481 2

C.H. Allylene
|

4003
1

468 9
{

844,020
|

20,921
1

2,227 2

Values in column 3 => 1 8 x l,000xks cal per g mole

Values in column 6 >» x kg caL per g mole

Values in column 7 — l,000x 1 8 x

^

jw+wj ^
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COi (gas) ao 8 8, HtO (liquid) >= 18 0, O, (gas) 7*0. Table 1 shows the gross or higher calorific values

The heat capacity of hydrocarbons is estunated by the hydrocarbon gases expressed as kilogram calories

equation of^pe, Lewis, and Weber [1, 1931] gram mole, and as derived umts of suflRcient accuraty

Ci,(c,a, g«)
== 1 826+ 1 587,+ 1 267„ nio« engineering uses

1 Cope, J Q , Uwis, W K , and Weber, H C hd Ent Chem
23, 887 (1931)

2 Kharasch, M S Bur Stand J Res 2, 339 (1929)

3 Rossini, F D Bur Stand J Res 13, 23 (1934)

4 Rossini, F J>, Bur Stand J Res 15, 357 (1935)

5 Rossini, F D , and Knowlton, J W Unpublished daU of the

Nauonal Bureau of Standards See also Bur Stand J Res 17,

629 (1936)



COMBUSTION DATA FOR GASEOUS FUELS
By E. S. L. BEALE, M.A., Consultant in Engineering Physics, London, and

P. DOCKSEY, B.A., Anglo-Iranian Oil Company

In the following article some of the data more commonly
requiredm calculations on the combustion ofgaseous fuels

IS given in a convenient form for practical use All the data

is available in vanous pubhcations but not always in a con-

venient form The mam tables m this arucle are arranged

on the same hnes as those given in Technical Data on Fuel,

and more recent data has been added where available

Calorific Values of Gases and Vapours

The calorific values of the more common constituents of
fuel gases are given m Table I per umt mass, per umt
volume, and per mole under some of the more usual con-

ditions of measurement, both gross and net values All

these figures have been calculated from the data given m
the last column, namely, the heat of combustion (gross)

kg cals per gramme mole of the pure compoimd at con-

stant pressure (1 atm ) in terms of the 15“ Calone

With a few exceptions mentioned below, the whole ofthis

data is that given by Rossini [8, 1931 , 9. 10, 1934, 11, 1935,

1 2, 1 936], and refers to the heat ofcombustion at 25“C The
figure for H^S is that given by Spiers [13, 1935] In the case

of iso-butylene, trimethyl ethylene, benzene and toluene,

the data given by Kharasch [6, 1929] has been used, but as it

IS not qmte clear exactly to what temperature this data

refers, no attempt has been made to correct the data to

25° C This correction amounts usually to less than 0 1%
for a range of 10“ C , so that the fact that the heats ofcom-
bustion are used for combustion calculations at a different

temperature than that for which they were determined,

eg 60“ F , is of no sigmficance in practical work In cal-

culating Table I no allowance hasb^ made for this eflfect

TTie only effect of temperature which has been allowed

for IS in the calculation of the volume of the gas For this

purpose It has been assumed that the gas laws hold m all

cases and that 1 gram molecule occupies 22 412 htres at

0“C and 760mm (lib molecule = 378 44 cu ft,at60“F

and 30 in

)

In the case of ‘wet’ gases it is assumed that the gas is

saturated with water vapour at the temperature stated,

namely 60“ F , and that the vapour pressure ofwater at this

temperature is 0 522 in of mercury and that the water

vapour also obeys the gas laws

The net calorihc values have been derived from the corre-

sponding gross values by subtractmg the latent heat of the

water formed by the combushon of the hydrogen m the

fuel in all cases This has been reckoned at 586 g cal. per

gram or 1,055 B Th U per lb , which is the value recom-

mended by the Heat Engine Trials Committee of the Insti-

tute ofCivil Engmeers and corresponds to the latent heat of

steamat60“F At0“C .thelatentheatdiffers fromthisvalue

by about 8 5 g cal per gram, which would represent a

c^ge in the calculated net cdonfic value of only about

0 1% for Methane which is small enough to be ignored

In calculatmg the specific gravity of the gases, the mole-

cular weight of air has been taken to be 28 97

A convenient practical means of estimatmg the calorific

value of mixtures of normal paraflSns, H|S and water

vapour from the specific gravity of the mixture, is given m
the following equation which is based on the same data as

Table I

C -
1,563 <7+ 140- 14 4A’- 1 1 13 T,

where C = gross calorific value, B Th U per cu ft at

60° F and 30 m Hg
G - specific gravity of gas mixture rel. air

X= % H»S by volume

y = % water vapour by volume

Table I

1

Crou Set Cnxa

Isiiliii

28,647

11,937

11,332

11,084

10,936

10,908

10,846

10,783

3,048

9,494

16,634

23,673

30,693

30,622

37,715

44,726

12,033

11,653

11,545

11,280

10,900

10,792

15,049

21,863

njsn

11,467 10.714 35,856

10,086

10,248

9,680

9,789

35,124

42,093

2,4151 2,4151 3,017

5,700 3 5,0413 8,147

7,313 3 6,623 3 15,027

3,954 2 3.644 6,013

CabMific yatua

BTkU ptrib

Al SOf F and SO In mercury

Wei Dry

324 9

1,012 I

1,773 2
2,S23S
3.272-0

3,264 2
4,020 3

4,767 6

1,604 2
2,330 6
3,078 2

32163

S684

1,6018

6404

Wn

319 3

994S
1.7423
2,479 6
3,2151

3,2121

3,9504

4,684 7

1,5763
2,2900
3,024 7

3I6<»4

853 3

1.373-9

629 8

Dry Wei

2747
9117

1,6225
2,322 6
3,0209
3,0131
3,719-0

4,416-0

1,503 8

2,1799
2,877 3

270-0

8938
1,394 3

2,2822
2,968-4

2,9634
3,634 3

4,339 3

1,4776
2,142-0

2,827 3

3,571-0 3,308-9

3,393 4
4,2861

3.331-0

4,211-6

32163 316-04

768 0 754 6

1,451 1 1,425-9

3907 580 5

kt eaba
pwg
mol at

2FC

68 313
21279
372 81

530 57
687-94

68631
84527

1.0U40

33728

67-623

18258

33678

13476
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Fig. 1 shows the approximate gross caloniic value of

hydrocarbon gases, parafSns and olefines, plotted against

Uie speofic gravity rdative to air with a hne drawn halfway

betw^ the two curves to represent cracked gases which

often consist ofabout 50% by volume of unsaturateds

in calculating all volumes, exactly as explained for Table I,

so that the two tables are stnctly comparable The com-
posiuon of air has been token to be 21 00% by volume of

oxygen

While in many cases the departure of fuel gases from the

Gaseous Volumes

The volumes of the gases concernedm the combustion of

those m Table I have been calculated and are shown in

Table II In this table also, the gas laws have been assumed

gas laws can be ignored owing to the small proportions in

which the heavier constituents are present, this is not the

case with some gases which are burnt m the refinery Full

details of the deviation of these gases from the gas laws

would be outside the scope of the present article, but an

from gaa lawr

tooxm
VCarti

Weight per will rolwm

I

U> percmfl.W-F^SOIn Mg

I

Salmtued
|

Saturated

Total Total
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indication of the magnitude of this effect is given in

column 4 of Table II In this column is given the value of

100A from the data in the International Critical Tables at

O’C and 760mm
If Pi, Vi represent the pressure and volume of a given

quantity of gas at 1 atmosphere and 0° C , and Po, Vt repre*

sent the pressure and volume that the same quantity of gas
at the same temperature would occupy if the gas laws

applied, then A is defined as follows

Therefore, 100 A is the percentage reduction in volume of
the gas at 0° C and 760 mm below that calculated from
the gas laws The value of 100 A changes considerably with

temperature m the case of the heavier gases, so that the

figures given must only be taken as a guide For example,

m the case of propane, the value changes from +2 68% at

0“ C to about +2 2% at 15 5“ C (60" F )

Specific Heat Data

In the following tables are given specific heats of the

more common gases and vapours These tables are either

taken from or derived from the tables given in Technical

Data on Fuel [13, 1935] All figures given are theoretical

values calculated from the spectroscopic characteristics of
the gases which are now believed to be more reliable than

the data derived from direct experiment It will be noticed

that the first differences are not quite regular in these tables

due to jumps in the atomic states, but the irregularities are

not great enough to make interpolation unreliable

The specific heat at constant pressure vanes somewhat
with the pressure The tabulated values relate to atmo-

sphericpressure butare sufficiently accurate for all pressures

up to about 10 atmospheres

The experimental data on the specific heat of Hydrogen
Sulphide IS very meagre and no reliable mdication of the

change of specific heat with temperature above 15° C can
be obtained The evidence points to a comparatively small

temperature coefficient, so that it is suggested that, in the

absence of proper data, the specific heat of H|S should be
taken as 0 25 g cal per gram °C and made independent

of temperature

To convert the specific heats givenm Tables III and IV to

other units, the figures should be multiplied by the factors

given in Table V

Dissociation

Carbon dioxide and water vapour become partially

dissociated at high temperatures, thereby limiting the

maximum attainable flame temperature The following

formulae and Table VI have been calculated by Spiers [13,

1934] from the data ofGoodenough and Felbeck [4, 1924]

In these two formulae the temperature T is expressed

in degrees Kelvin

Carbon Dioxide Equilibrium (apphcable to temperatures

above 1600° K)

4 571 log ^4_4 ^ ^ j47o,og 7
.

4.0 375 jo-» j-

- 0 0972 xlO-*?-*- 36 04838

Ifa/er Vapoui Equilibrium (applicable to all tempera-

tures)

4 571 logA,^_„ - - 2 61351ogr-0 84834X 10-»r

+0 19602 '< 10
-*r-2 96716.

Table III

True Specific Heats at constant pressurefor undissociated gases

g cals per g °C or B Th U per lb “F
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Table IV

Mem Specific Heats at constmt pressure between 0° and C for undtssociated gases

g cals per g “C orBThU per lb "F

Table V
Conversion Factorsfrom g cals perg ®C to other units

Promt cats perg ’C to o. N, Air H.O CO, CO H, CH. C,H.
1
C,H. C,H.

g cals per litre *C
at 0° C and 760 mm 1428 1230 1293 0804 1963 1249 00899 0 713 1341 ' 1251 3 483

g cals per g mol °C or
B Th U per lb mol °F J2 00 28 02 28 97 18 02 44 00 28 00 2 016 16 03 30 05 I28O3 78-05

BHiU percu ft *F
atO*C and 760mm 0 0891 0 0780 0 0807 00302 01226 0 0780 0 00562 00447 0 0837 1 00781 0 2174

BThU percu ft °F
at 60* F and 30 in 00846 0 0740 0 0765 00476 1 01163 00740 0 00333 0 0424 00794

i

i
00741 02062

Table VI

1

Carbon dtoxtde
j

Water vapour

1 % dissociated when pressure in 1 % dasoaated when pressure in

Temp
atmospheres atmosptHeres-‘

“C ^oco. 1 05 02 Ot I 05 02 01

1,400 18,060 02 023 037 04 61,030 008 010 014 017
1,300 5,820 04 05 073 085 22,260 013 020 03 0 35
1,600 2,120 08 10 13 16 9,007 03 0-4 05 06
1,700 858 4 1 3 18 24 30 3>95 05 06 08 1-0 .

1,800 379 2 25 3-0 40 34) 1,916 08 14) 14 18
1.900 1808 39 49 65 81 984-0 12 16 22 27
2.000 92-08 60 73 100 12-4 5361 19 2-4 33 40
2,100 49 67 89 11 1 14 7 181 307 8 28 3-4 47 58
2,200 28 16 12 7 13 7 206 252 183 1 38 48 65 80
2.300 16 69 17 3 21-4 278 334 1164) 3 1 64 87 108
2,400 1029 23 2 281

1

338 424 75 32 68 83 i
11-4 141

2.500 6 565 298 33 7 444 515 50 58 88 10-9 146 179
2,600 4 321 37 0 43 7 53 1 60-3 35-00 11 1 13-8 181 222
^700 2 923 443 317 612 682 24 87 13 7 169 222 27-0

2,800 2 028 52-0 59 3 686 749 18 11 166 20-4 265 320
2,900 1438 39 3 663 74 9 803 13 50 19 8 242 3M 372
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In Table VI the equihbnum constants and percentage

dissooated are given for CO, and steam at vanous
temperatures m degrees Centigrade It should be noted

that the equihbnum constants hold good for mixtures as

well as for the pure gases The value for the water-gas

equilibnum constant ^ at any temperature is obtained

by dividmg by JKpco

A considerable amount of mformation on dissociation

and equilibnum constants is given m a convement form m
Technical Data on Fuel, which also contains a graphical

method of calculating flame temperatures due to A J V
Underwood based on the data given by Goodenough and
Felbeck(loc at)

Self-Ignltion Temperature in Air

The self-igmtion temperature of fuels, its determination

m the laboratory and its relation to the behaviour m inter-

nal combustion engmes, is dealt with in another article The
igmtion temperature is influenced to a very great extent by
the experimental conditions, type of contact surface, &c
[3, 1927, 7, 1927, 1928, 1929]

The results given m the following Table VII were taken

from Haslam and Russel (Fuels and their Combustion) and
refer to igmtion in air at atmosphenc pressure when the

fuel and air were heated m two mdependent streams and
then mixed These figures are quoted as a guide to the

relative self-ignition temperatures of these vapours at

atmosphenc pressure only

Table VII

Self-ignitwn Temperature in Air at Atmospheric Pressure

,

"C

Hydrogen
|

S80-S90
Carbon monoxide

|

644-6S8
Methane

|
dSO-7SO

Ethane
|

S20-630
Ethylene

j

542-547
Benzene I 740
Toluene I 810
Ethyl alcohol ' 558

In the case of prehminary products the S I T in air is

not usually determined but its value lies as a rule between
50° and 100° C higher than its value in oxygen [1. 1932]

The figures obtained m both cases depend to a great extent

on the expenmental conditions and also of course on the

chemical constitution Approxunate values for the S I

T

in air are as follows

°C
Gasoline fracbon, e g (14, 1934] 450-500
Gas od 400-450
Refined wax 350-400

A familiar example of the low S I T of refined wax is to

be seen in the vapour from wax heated to near its boiling

pomtm an open dish, which will igmte spontaneously some
time after the source of heat has been removed

limlti of InflamiRaUIity

The approxunate lumts of mflammability of gases and
vapours m air at ordmaiy temperatures and atmosphenc
inessure is given m the followmg Table VIII

The figures were taken from Coward and Jones [2, 1929]

and refer to upward propagationm stagnant gas mixturem
large open vessels, the fi^ues m italics represent expen-

nients with nuxtures contained m closed or small vessels

and ate apiriicaUe only approximately to conditions m

which normal pressure is mamUmed during the passage
of the flame.

As IS to be expected, the limits of inflammabihty are ex-

tended at each end as the miUal temperature is increased

and greatly reduced as the oxygen content of the atmo-
sphere IS reduced With downward propagation of flame

Table VIII

Butane
Carbon monoxide
Coal gas*

Cyclohexane
Ethane
Ethylene

Ethylene oxide

Furfural (125“ C)
Gasoline*
Hydrogen
Hydrogen sulphide
Methane
Methyl alcohol

Methyl cyclo-hexane

Natural gas*

Pentane
Propane
Toluene
Water gas* 6 to 9

I

55 to 70

* The figures vary with composibon

the lower lumt is slightly higher and the upper lumt much
lower than for upward propagation as given m the table

Le Chatelier’s rule for the limiting composition of

mixtures of combustible gases in air is

L g-f fc-f c

a b c*“-Lila-—
tirr

where a, b, c are the relative proporUons of the several

combustible gases present and A, B,C their inflammabihty

hmits, respectively This rule applies more accurately to the

lower limit mixtures than to the upper limit imxtures

A method of calculating the inflammabihty limits of

complex mixtures of gases is given by Jones [5, 1931]. The
foUowingabstraaofthemethod is givenby Spiers [13, 1935,

P 243]

The procedure is as follows

1 The composition ofthe mixture is first recalculated on
an air-free basis

2 An arbitrary dissecUon ofthe air-free mixture is made
into simpler mixtures, each of which contains only one
inflammable gas and part or all of the mtrogen or carbon

dioxide Some discrimination is needed to choose appro-

priate quantities, but a fair latitude ofchoiceisusually open

3 The hmits of eadi mixture thus dissected are read

from the curves m Figure 2

4 The lumts of the air-free mixture are calculated from

the figures for the dissected mixture by means of Le
Chatelier’s rule

5 From the hmits of the an-free mixture thus obtamed

the limits ofthe origmal complex mixture are deduced

Notes, If the amount of inert gases is so great that a
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U ,

men gas

Inflammable gas

Fic 2 Limits of inflammability of hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and methane
containing various amounts of carbon dioxide and nitrogen

(Reproduced by permission from Technical Data on Fuel, edited by H M Spiers

)

completeseriesofinflammable mixtures cannot be
dissected, the air-free mixture is not uiflammabk
Moreover, the air-free mixture may be inflam-

mable. but when its limits are multiplied by the

appropriate factor in the final stage of the calcu-

lation the result may be greater than 1<X) for each

limit, the origmal mixture is then not capable of
forming an explosive mixture with air b^use it

contains too much air already Fmally, should

the lower limit of the onguiai mixture be less than

1(X) and the higher lumt greater than 100, the

mixture is inflammable per xe and would explode

if a source of ignition were present

In the case of mixtures of coal gas and blue

water gas, e g gas from vertical retorts, as the

calorific value decreases and hence the content of
water gas mcreases, the concentration of gas in

the lower limit mixture increases very slightly, but

the concentrationofgas in the upper lumt mixture

mcreases rapidly and to a successively greater

extent as the content of water gas is increased
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SPECIFIC HEAT AND HEAT CONTENT OF
PETROLEUM PRODUCTS

By D. W. GOUU)

Specific Heat of Petroleum Oils

The determination of the speafic heat of liquid petroleum
products requires extensive equipment and a high degree
ofmanipulative skill to exclude conditions involving errors

of considerable magnitude Improper methods will fail to
account for calorimetric errors or for the fact that a change
of state has taken place or even a change in composition
(crackmg)

It IS believed that the summary of data as given by
Cragoe [2, 1929] is a fair average for the majority of oils

and can be used with confidence in engineenng calcula-
tions It IS observed that httle experimental work has been
done upon oils with density less than 0 7, probably because
of the difiSculty in excluding or accurately accounting for

Specific Heats of Cracked Products

The data on the specific heats of cracked products is

meagre Gary, Rubin, and Ward [3, 1932], earned out
expenments on three cracked gas oils, the range m specific

gravity being 887 to 944 Of these, the heaviest contamed
no raw stock, while the hghtest consisted of one part of
raw stock to 1 93 parts of recycle oil, and the intermediate

sample contained 1 part of raw stock to 3 34 parts of re-

cycle All were derived from Mid-Continent crude The
results of the experiments were expressed m the form ofan
equation which showed the effect of specific gravity and
temperature upon specific heat Since the proportion of
raw stock will also probably have an effect on ^e specific

heat which is not taken into account by the equation, it

Fig I True specific heat of petroleum liquids

vaporization The equation for the true specific heat at

atmospheric pressure in B Th U per pound per °F or in

calories per gram per ”€ atr°F is as follows

C = ^^(0 388+0-00045r),

where S = specific gravity at 60760° F
and t = temperature m ° F
Calculated values from this equation for the density

(20°/4°C) range from 0 6 to 10 and for temperatures

from — 100° to 1,000° F are tabulated in Table I, and also

dwwnmFig 1

The tabulated values may be regarded as accurate to

within about 5% for the nuqonty of oils, but a luge num-
ber of mvestigations on the thermal properties of p^o-
leum products [5] makes it certam that oils from different

sources differ substantially both as regards tlw specific

heat of oils of the same density at 60° F say, and also as

regards the change in their specific heat with temperature,

see, fbr histanoe 17, 1930]

would not be safe to use the equation for extrapolation
far out of the range of specific gravities covered by the
experiments

If a comparison is made between the equation recom-
mended by Gary, Rubin, and Ward and that recommended
by Cragoe above, we find that for a gravity of 950 agree-
ment may be obtamed by subtractmg 4% from the figures
tabulated below For the lightest samples used by Gary,
Rubm, and Ward the difference Horn the figures tahniatarf

below IS -2% It would seem, therefore, that the best
means ofobtaming the specific heat ofa cracked or partially

cracked oil is to make the following corrections to the tabu-
lated figures

No raw stock subtract 4%
1 part raw stock 2 parts cracked „ 2°/,

2 „ 1 ., „ 0%
It IS considered that this rule would give trustworthy

figures for cracked and partuUy sacked hquids down to a
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Heat Content of Petroleum Vapours at Atmosphenc

The total heat of petroleum vapours has been calculated

by means of the equation of Weir and Eaton [12 1932]

which IS stated by Gary Rubin and Ward [4 1933] to be
satisfactory for all types of stocks at atmospheric pressure

This equation is

Hv = (215-87i)4-0415 0 104a)/+

+(0 00031-0 0000784)1*

where H„ total heat in B Th U per lb above 32 F
s specific gravity of the oil (60/60 F )

and t temperature °F

The computed total heats are presented m tabular form
m Table III as well as graphically in Fig 3 for oils m the
density range from 0 6 to 1 0 and for temperatures from
— lOOtol OOO^F Existing expenmental datadonotseem to
warrant the extention ofthe computations beyond 1,000 'F

,

although engineering practice may demand occasional use
beyond that limit The Joule Thomson effect upon the
heat content of vapours at pressures above atmosphenc is

well known and must be taken into account in important
calculations The estimation of heat content of vapours at
super atmospheric pressures by this means is dealt with
later

Table III

Neat Content ofPetroleum Vapours at Atmosphenc
Pressure inBThU per lb above 32 F

10 0 8« 0 800 0 750 0 700 0 6S0 0600

i4 0 904 0 854 0 804 0 754 0 704 0 61

Degree API at 60 F

16 8 25 0 14 2 44 4 56 2

117
,
120

I
124

121 127
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Heat Coateat of Petrdemn Vapoars at Soper*
atmospheric PrcsBuieB

The effect ofpressure upon the heat content ofpetroleum
vapours, though small compared to the effect of tempera-
ture, 19 important Estunation of the correction for the

Joule-Thomson effect can be made readily from critical

data and the molecular weight of the hydrocarbon or
mixture under consideration The assumption is made that

a mixture will have the average prop^es of the com-
ponent hydrocarbons
Lewis and Luke [8, 1932] have suggested the following

equation for estunaung difference m total heat,

= -(S-l)FRTil~2:)-R7Xl-Z)

where

Hi—Ht = difference m Total Heat,
Z = ideal gas law correcbon for volume at high

pressure,

R== gas constant,

T= absolute temperature,

S and Fare empirical constants,

when plotted [6] as shown in Figs. 4 and 5, the Joule-
Thomson effect IS obtamed as a function of molecular
weight, reduced temperature, and reduced pressure

The approximation derived by Watson and Nelson
[1 1, 1933] fromcompressibihty data ofBrown, Souders, and
Smith [1, 1932], if plotted with the same coordinates as
usedm the present article, give good agreement with expen-
mental results on pentane [9, 1935] and fair agreement with
experimental data on naphtha [10, 1934]

Calculations ofthe total heats of oilsm the density range
06 to 1 0 and for temperatures from 0 to 1,000“ F. are

tabulated m Table IV for pressures 0, 50. 100, 200, 300, 500,
and 750 lb per sq in

Table IV

Heat Content ofPetroleum Vapours at Super-

atmosphenc Pressures

In BThU per lb abort 32’ F
Demay at 20°ir C

|l 000|09SO|0900|0'830|0 800|0-7SO|0-7QO|0«0| 0-6W

Specffic gravity 60°160° F

!l oosjo 954 jo-904 (o 8S4|o-804jo754|oi04|o-634
j

0-604

Degrees API at60°F

|94 |l<8 |25 0 |342 |444 |s62 |692 |84-5
|

102-^

Pressure = 0 lb per sq in
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Table IV (.contd)

Pressure = 50 lb per sq in

Preesure •= 300 lb per sg in

Pressure — 500 lb per sq in

Pressure •m 750 lb per sq In
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LATENT HEAT DATA FOR HYDROCARBONS, PETROLEUM
PRODUCTS, AND MISCELLANEOUS SUBSTANCES

Br E. S. L. BEALE,M A , F Lai P.

Consultant m Engineering Physics, London

Latent heat data is required for heat-transfer calculaUons,

and It IS desirable to have some means of estimating the

latent heat of fusion or of vaporization in any particular

case even if this is only approximate In the case of petro-

leum products this can oficn be arrived at from a considera-

tion of the data for pure hydrocarbons when there is not

some empincal correlation of the data for petroleum pio-

ducts which IS applicable For mstance, the latent heat of
fusion of paraffin waxes may be estimated from the data of

the higher members of the normal paraffins

Latent Heat of Fnsion

melting point of this compound is also anomalous, bemg
104“ C , that IS, very much higher than n-octane

Table II

Fusion Data for Various Hydrocarbons

I I

Heat of

ca/
I

ca
Imp per per

Formula
\

Name
|

* C ^
|

Branched Paraffins

In Table I the latent heats of fusion of pure paraffins are

those given by Parks and Todd [7, 1929] and are probably

accurate to 0 5 cal per g The data for various hydro-
carbons other than normal paraffins, given by Parks and
Huffman [6, 1931] is shown in Table II This table is also

given in Technical Data on Fuel

The meltuig points given in the tables were obtained by
plotung the values given by Parks and Todd, by the / C T
and by the Bureau of Standards [2, 1932], and taking the
figures to the nearest 0 5° C from the bnt curve drawn
through the points Below CmHm there is substantial

agreement on a stepped curve, above CuH«« the curve is

smooth, but there is a second set of determinations given

by the /C r which lie about 5“ C higher and these have
been disregarded The figures in the tables are in good
agreement with Parks and Todd (approx ± 1“ C )

Table I

Fusion Datafor Normal Paretffins

Formula
MP
°C

Latent heat

offusion
cal perg Formula

MP
• c

Latent heat

offusum

CH, -182 6 14 5 Ci.H« 32 0 516
C.H. -172 0 19 2 c«h.. 37 0 ^21
C.H. -189 9 16 2 C„H„ 405 52 5
C,H., -135 0 26 9 CuH« 445 53 0
C.H„ -1315 2T4 C„H.. 47 5 52 9
C.H,. -94 5 341 C..H» 505 53 0
C.H,. -910 34 4 C„H.. 540 53 3
C.H„ -56 5 403 CmHh 565 535
C.H. -510 410 C.,Hh 59 5 53 7
C,.H„ -32 0 441 C<.H.. 61 5 53 6
CuH.. -26 5 446 C..H.. 63 5 53 6
C,.H.. -120 46 8 C.H., 660 53 8
C,.H.. -65 47 4 C.,H., 680 540
C..H, +5 5 49 0 C.,H« 695 540

10 0 49 4 C.,H„ 710 541
C,.Hm 200 508 CmH^ 73 0
C.,H« 22 5 50 8 74 5

QbH.. 28 0 512 ChH,. 76 5

The latent heat of fusion of all branched-cham paraffins

appear to be lower than that of the corresponding normal
paraffins, that for the uoparafilns bemg about 20% lower

In the case of 2,2,3,3-tetraiDethyl butane, which is tte most
tamebed ofthe isomenc octanes, the latent heat of fusion

IS 01^ 149cal per g, le 37% of that for B-octane The

C,H, Ethylene 169 5 25 0 700
C.H. Propylene 184 9 16 7 700
C,H,. Tnmethylethylene 134 2 25 7 1 800
C,H,. Diuobutylene 101 0 16 8 1 880

C.H.
C,H.
C.H„
C.H„
C.H,.
C.H..
C.H,.
C.,H,
C..H,.

C..H..
C„H,.
C,.H,.
C,.H,.
C..H,,

C„H,.
C„H„
C,.H„

C..H,.
C..H,.
C..H„

C..H.,
C..H,,

Aromatic Hydrocarbons

Benzene + 55
Toluene 95 1

o Xylene 25 3

m Xylene 53 5

-132
Ethylbenzene -95 1

Pseudo cumene 445
Naphthalene -4 800
Camphene + 510
Durene + 79 3

/rodurene -24 0
Prehnitene -77
p Cymene 689
n Butylbenzene -88 5

tert Butylbenzene 58 1

/B Methylnapbthalene + 341
Diphenyl +68 6
Hexamethylbenzene + 165 5

Diphenylmethane t-25 2
Anthracene +216 5

Phenanthiene +96 3

Tolane 4 600
Stilbene + 124 0
Dibenzil + 514
Tnphenylmethane +921

2 350
1 580
3 no
2 740
4040
2180
3 030
4 610
7 600

3 080
2 680
2 310
2 620
2 000
2 850
4 440
4 930
4440
6 890
4,450
5 110
7,200

5,600

5,150

Hydroaromatie Hydrocarbons and Naphthenes

C.H,, Cyc/ohexene -1041 96 790
Cyefohexane +6 2 74 620

C.H.. Methylcyc/opentane -143 0 195 1,640
C,Hm 1,2 Dimethyleyc/opentane -1190 15 7 1540
C.H,, Methylov/ohexane -1269 162 1 590
C„H„ +23 9 22 4

1

2,920

(C,H,CH0.
Dihydropbenanthiene +940 176 3,160

The latent heat of flision of some miscellaneous sub-
stances are given m Table in
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Table III

Compound Formula
MF,
°C

Laleni Meat

offusion,
g eal perg

Carbon dioxide CO, -56 2 45 30
Carbon monoxide CO -206 0 800
j>-Creaol C,H,0 34 6 2628
Ethyl alcohol C,H.O -1146 24 89
Methyl alcohol CH,0 -97 0 16 39
Mercury Hg -39 0

1

2 78
Sulphur S 1150

1

880
Hydrogen sulphide H,S -82 9 18 80
Sulphuric acid H.SO. 10 35 24 03

H,SO,H,0 8 56 3908
Water H,0 0 79 70

Latent Heat of Vaporization

The latent heat of vaporization of all substances vanes
with the pressure and l^omes zero at the critical point

This variation is shown on Fig 1 for the normal paraffin

series, which forms a consistent family of lines In the case

of the higher members of this series for which there are

no data the latent heats were calculated by the method
descnbed by J B Maxwell [5, 1932] from the slope of
the vapour pressure lines and the specific volumes of liquid

and vapour This method is probably the most reliable one
for estimating the latent heat of high-boiling compounds
The data given in Fig 1 can be replotted m the form ofa

graph of latent heat against vaporization temperature

This IS shown in Fig 2 When usmg this chart it is not
necessaiy to know the molecular weight of the pataflUn in

order to find the latent heat, but merely the pressure and
temperature at which it is boiling The linemarked 760mm
may be used for all pressures from 1 mm up to 1,000 mm
of mercury with an accuracy of ±5%
A chart on similar lines for the molal heats of vaporiza-

tion of normal paraffins is given by Schultz [8, 1930], as

shown m Fig 3

Latent heats of vaporization ofhydrocarbons other than

normal paraffins are given in Table IV Most of the latent

heats are given at temperatures close to the boiling-pomts

paraffins shown on Fig 2 It will be observed that the

aromatics and, to a lesser extent, the naphthenes have a
higher latent heat than the normal paraffins at the same
boihng-point

Table IV

Contpound Formula
Tempera-
ture, • C

Latent heat

of vaporlta-

perg

Acetylene C,H, -83 6 198-0

Ethylene CiH, -103 8 125 0
Propylene C,H. -47 109 0
/tobutane C,Hu -10 87 44

0 85 05
10 82 42
20 79 55

/robutylene C.H. -7 95
/ropentane C,H,. 13 88 63
Amylene C,H„ 12 5 75 01

Hexylene C.H„ 0 92 76
Cyclohexane C,H,. 80 85 60
Cyclohexane C.H., 81 6 88-68

Benzene C.H, 60 9747
80 9417
100 90 57
140 82 59
160 78 48
180 74 08
220 62 09
260 43 78

288 5 0
Toluene C,H, 109 6 86 53

Methylcyclohcxane C,H,« 99 9 76 90
Dunethylcyclopentane C,Hh 91 80 99
o-Xylene C,H„ 1414 82 87
m-Xylene C,H„ 138 5 81 85

yXylene C.H,, 137 1 81 01

Ethyl benzene C.Hu, 135 2 81 13

Dunethylcyclohexane C,H„ 118 5 71 67
4-Diinethylheptane C,H„ 1172 70 83

n-Propyl benzene C»Hx, 157 7191
Pseudo-cumene C,H.. 169 73 58
Mesitylene C,H„ 165 74 3

Naphthalene C„H. 218 75 49
C„H., 178 67 61

Turpentine C„H„ 156 68 56

Fig 1 may be used for estimating the latent heat of
vaporization at various temperatures

and pressures of these hydrocarbons,

when proper data are lacking, by
making the assumption that there

will be the same proportional change
m the latent heat at correspondmg
reducmg temperatures for the hydro-

carbon as for the normal paraffin

havmg the same cntical temperature

Toapply thismethod It ISclearly neces-

sary to know the cntical temperature

of the hydrocarbon and the latent

heat at sometemperatureor pressure
The latent heats of vaporization of

some hydrocarbons and other hquids

together with their vanations with

temperature are given by Chilton,

Colburn, and Vernon m the form
of an alinement chan (Fig 4) taken

from the Chemical Engineers' Hand-
book
The latent heats of petroleum

products have been the subject of
vanous mvestigations and a general

correlation was made by Cragoe

at 760 mm so that they may be compared with normal
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[3, 1929] based on the specific gravity of the oil at 60° F
T^ foimula adopted was

£=^(1109-0 09/).

where L — latent heat m B Th U per lb

,

d = specific gravity at 60/60° F

,

t = temperature m ° F

LATENT HEATS OF VAPORIZATION
Te • Cntieal ftmpirotun, tl»9rees Kthnu (Off C mbt)
T • TimptniHirt, eltgrte* Iftivm (0»g Cab$,)

Fio 4 (Reproducedbypermissionfrom' Chemical Engineers’ Hand-
book’. 1934 McGrawHiH A. Co)

A nomogram based on this formula given by A H
Goodlifie [4, 1934] is shown m Fig 5

A more recent correlation has been made based on the

U O P characterization factor (see article [9])

The curves m Figs 1, 2, and 3 can be made use of m
many cases with slight modifications for cuts from paraffin

baseand mixed basecrudes For instance, the latent heat of
anaphtha(fflol wt. 110) was calculated over a wide pressure

range up to the critical pomt by Bahlke and Kay [1, 1932]

from the measured p-v-t relationships This apphed to

vaporization at constant temperature and the results agree

well with these figures

Hiese figures may be used directly for reasonably narrow
cuts For wide cuts near the critical temperature it is more
accurate to proceed as follows. The vaponzabon tempera-

ture at 760mm must be known, and then from Fig 2 it is

possible to read the latent heat at this temperature This

may then be plotted on Fig. 1 and will give one pomt on
the latmt heat Ime for the cut. A second pomt may be
obtained by estunatmg the cntical temperature of the cut,

and {dotting this at a latent heat of0 A latent heat curve

may then be drawn agreeing with the general shape of the

family on the graph The latent heat of vaponzabon of
some miscellaneous substances are given m the following

Fio 5 (Reproduced by permission from * Technical Data on Fuel',

p 52 Edited by H M Spiers)

Table V, the data being taken chiefly from the Interna-

tional Critical Tables and Technical Data on Fuel

Table V

Substance

Temp,
•c

Latent heat

of vaporisa-

tion, g eat

pert

Air -194 51

Ammonia NH, -45 335
-35 328
-33 4 327
-30 323
-20 317
-10 310

0 301

+10 293
20 284
30 274
40 263
50 251

132 5 0
Carbon dioxide CO, -78 5 137 8

-50 83 4
-40 795
-20 68 8

0 55 9

+ 10 466
20 351
30 11 95

.. t. 31 1 0
Chlorex (M-dichlorodiethyl-

etber) C,H.OCI. 178 76
Freon (Dwhlorodifluoro-

methane) ca.F. -29 8 404
Ethyl alcohol CJH,0 78 3 2043
Ethyl ether C,H,.0 34 6 83 8

Ethylene glycol C,H.O, 197 191 1

Etl^lene oxide C,H.O 13 138 6
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Table V (eont )

Substance

Furfural

Hydrogen sulphide

/robutyl alcohol

/lopiopyl alcohol

Methyl alcohol

Methyl chlonde
Phenol*
Propyl alcohol (n)

Sulphur dioxide

Unpublished dan
t International Steam Tables (1934)

1 Bahlke. W H , and Kay,W B Ind Eng Chem 24, 3 (1932)

2 Bureau of Standards, / of Research (1932)

3 CaAOOE. C S Miscellaneous Publication no 97, U S Bureau of
Snndards (rbermal Properties of Petroleum Products), 1929

4 Goooum, A H J>ata Inst Chem Eng 12, 133 (1934)

5 Maxwell, J Ind Eng Chem (May 1932)

6 pAas:s,0 S.andHuffman,H M Ind Eng Chem 23,U3H1931)

7 Parim, G S . and Todd, S S Ind Eng Chem 21, 12 (1929)

8 Schultz, 3 91 Ind Eng Chem 22, 785 (1930)

ARTICLE

9 Watson, K M CorielaUon of the Physical ProperUes of

Petroleum



THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF GASES, VAPOURS, AND LIQUIDS
By E. S. L. BEALE, M.A., F.Inst^.

Consultant in Engineering Physics, London

Thennal Conductivity of Gases and Vapours

The experimental data for the thermal conductivity ofgases
are for the most part available over a very restricted tem-
perature range (m most cases below 100° C ), and are often

very conilictmg at the higher temperatures

In Table I the experimental values given m the Inter-

national Critical Tables for 0° C have been used in all cases

with the exception of steam, for which the data at 100° C
were used The values for the higher temperatures were
calculated by means of the following relaUonship derived

from the Kinetic Theory of Gases with the exception of
benzene and isopentane, for which the experimental pomts
from the 7C r were plotted and the Imes extrapolated

graphically

The equation is I^^-^C^
Kt ij« C«a’

where Kt, Ki = thermal conductivity at 0° C and t° C .

7*. % — absolute viscosity at 0° C and /° C

,

Cvt, CVi <= speafic heat at constant volume at 0° C
and r°C

The viscosity data used m the equation are those givenm
the article on that subject [8] The specific heat data were
taken from Technical Data on Fuel [7, 1935] supplemented
by data given by Partington and Shillmg [5, 1924]

As in the case of absolute viscosity, the thermal con-

ductivity of gases may be taken to be independent of
pressure over a fairly wide range

The figures for the thermal conductivity of gases cal-

culated as described are shown m Table I below, which has

been taken from Technical Data on Fuel and extended

Thennal Conductivity of Liquids

The data for the thennal conductivityofliquids are some-
what conilictmg and apart from differences in the values

obtamed at different temperatures by various mvestigators

there is some doubt as to whether the conductivity of cer-

tam hqmds rises or falls with temperature There is no
possibihty of calculating the temperature-conducUvity

rdationsbp on a theoretical basis, as m the case of gases,

so that reliance must be placed on the most trustworthy

data available

In the case of water, for instance, early measurements

were quite mconclusive as to whether the conductivity rose

or fell with temperature owing to the lunited temperature

ranges covered The experiments of Jacob [3, 1920] indi-

cated a steady rise with temperature—see also [4, 1933]—
according to the following formula megs umts

*=0 001325-1-0 00000395/

However themore recentwork ofSchmidt and Sellschopp

[8, 1932] makes it appear more probable that the con-

ductivity passes through a maximum at about 130° C
Glycerol appears to be a case where the conductivity

rises with nse of temperature Mercury has practically

a constant thermal conductivity In all other cases the con-

ductivity falls with nse of temperature

Some thermal conductivities of hydrocarbons based on
data given m the Chemical Engineers' Handbook are shown
m Table II together with an approxunate indication of the

change with temperature where this is available, but this

cannot be regarded as very exact

The conductivity is given megs umts To obtam
valucsinB Th U/(hr ) (sq ft ) (°F per ft ) mulUplyby241 9

Thethermalconductivity ofpetroleum oils wascorrelated

by Cragoe [1, 1929] by means of the foUowmg empuncal

equation based on the specific gravity of the oil at 60° F

k = -3- (1-0 00054/) X 10-*.

d

where k = true thermal conductivity megs umts,

d = specific gravity of oil at 60/60° F,

/ = temperature m ° C

Values calculated m accordance with this equation are

given in Table III

Several oils have been more recently exammed by J F D.
Smith [6, 1930], which agree saUsfactonly with this correla-

tion

The conductivity ofvaselme at 15° C is given as 0 00042

cgs umts [2] The conductivity of solid parafiSn is

approxunately 0 00056 cgs umts up to near the meltmg-

pomt It then decreases rapidly to that for a petroleum

hquid of the same specific gravity

Table I

Thennal Conductivity of Cases
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The thermal conductivity of some miscellaneous liquids

IS given m Table IV based chiefly on the data from the
International Critical Tables and the Chemical Engineers'

Handbook, Where the conductivity is given at 0° and
100** C. this mdicates the approximate changem value with
temperature

Table II

Octane

n-Pentane

Toluene

Turpentine
o-Xylene
M-Xylene

0

0003SS
000032S
0 0003IS
0 000285
0 00033S
0 00030
0 00031
0 00028
0 00035
0 00030
000029
0 00036
0 000355

JO 095 09 OSS 08
i

0 7S

0
100

200
300
400

000028
000026
000025
000023
000022

000029
000028
000026
000025
000023

0 00031
000029
000028
000026
0 00024

000033
000031
0 00029
0 00028

0 00035
000033
0 00031

'0 00037
1000035
1000033

Sp gr,

“API 100
1

17 4 25 7 35 0 454
1

572

Liquid

Temperature,

“C

Thermal
conductivity,

cgs units

Water 0 000132
50 0 00153
100 0 00162
130 0 00164
200 0 00159
300 0 00135

Ammonia 0 0 00115
n-Butyl alcohol 20 0-0039

/jobutyl alcohol 12 000036
Castor oil 0 000043
Ethylene glycol 0 000061
Ethyl alcohol 0 0 00039

» „ lOO 0 00036
Isopropyl alcohol 30 000035
Glycerol 0 0-00065

„ 100 000068
Methyl alcohol 0 0 00050

100 000047
Mercury 0 0020
Obve oil 0 0 00043
Sodium chloride brine 12 5% 32 0 00135

25% 32 0 00130
Sulphuric acid 30% 32 00012

.. „ 60% 32 00010
.. 90% 32 0 0008

Sulphur dioxide -15 00005
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P-V-T RELATIONSHIPS OF HYDROCARBONS
By P. DOCKSEY,

Angkhlraman Oil Company^ Ltd

In the course of refining operations hydrocarbon nuxtuies

are subjected to a very wide range ofpressure and tempera-

ture One of the first properties which one has to consider

when desigmng equipment to handle material under these

conditions, or when analysing the performance of a plant.

P-V-T Relations for Hydrocarbon Liquids.

The P-V-T relationships for hydrocarbon nuxtures m
the liquid region have been studied by Thiele and K|iy

[11. 1933], Jessup [6, 1930], and Watson, Nelson, and
Murphy [12, 1936] The data have been correlated by the

Fig 1 Thermal expansion of hydrocarbons under their cnucal pressures

{Reproduced by permusion from Wattoa, Nehon, and Murphy, ‘Od and Gas J p 85 {Nov i93C>)

in order, for example, to determine the time of contact in

a reaction zone, or the velocity ofvapours in a high-pressure
fracUonatmg tower, is the density, in other words the

pressure-volume-temperature (p-v-t) relationship of the

material The very wide range of condiuons which may
occur m practice makes it necessary to know the p-v-t

relationships for hydrocarbons

(a) over a wide range ofmolecular weight

,

ib) over a wide range oftemperature and pressure which
should mclude the liquid and superheated vapour
up to pressures well above the critical,

(c) for mixtures of hydrocarbons as well as for the pure
compounds

It IS dear that here is a problem which must be solved by
means of a generalizauon, and it is the purpose of this

article to descnbe bnefly the methods whid are used We
shall first veiy bnefly consider the hquid and mixed vapom-
liquid regtons, and then at greater length the superheated-

vapour region. The latter is by far the most unportant, not
only in its practical applications, but also in the thenno-
dynamical calculations which form the basis of the estuna-

tton of fugaa^, activation coefficients, and equihbnum
constants.

last-named authors who give graphs (Figs 1 and 2),

showing the raUo

density at a given temperature and cntical pressure

density at 60°F and 1 atmosphere
’

and the ratio

density at a given pressure

density at the critical pressure

The correlation has been made usmg the ‘pseudo-

cntical’ temperature and pressure, which may be obtained
from Fig 12

The experiments on which these graphs have been
founded have been made over an extensive range of tem-
perature (up to 800° F ) and pressure (up to 1,200 lb per
sq m ), and on a wide variety of virgm and cracked stocks

The Vapour-Liqidd Regioii.

The calculation of the specific volume in this region is a
matter of great difficulty when one is deahng with mixtures,

but as material is frequently encountered under these con-

ditions (for instance m so-called hquid phase cradeers two
phases are very often present), an attemptmust occasionally

be made to cdculate the speofic volume, although one is
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forced to admit at the same time that the figure obtained

18 only a very rough approximation

The steps to be taken are as follows

From a knowledge of the mol composition of the mix-

ture under consideration and the employment of the

The Vapour State.

The p-v-t relationship of a substance m the vapour

phnna IS customanly expressed by means of an equation of

state, the simplest form of whi^ is that for ideal gases

PF= RT

Flo 3

(Reproduced by permission from Lewis, 'Jnd Eng Chem '
28, 237 (1936)

)

equihbnum equations, the quantity and composition of
vapour and liquid obtained from unit mass of the mixture
Id the pressure and temperature under consideration can
be calculated The specie volume of the liquid portion
can be determined by the methods given m the previous
section, and that of the vapour from what follows.

This simple equation can be apphed to actual gases with
suf&ient accuracy for engmeermg purposes at compara-
tiveh' low pressures. At hi^ pressures, and particidarly

in the neighbourhood of the cntical pomt. it is useless.

Ihis has led to the introduction of other equations of state,

of which that of van der Waals is probably best known.
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This contains two constants which can be calculated from
the cnUcal constants of the substance It is extremely use-

ful in calculations involving pure substances or simple

mixtures of substance whose critical data are known
The van der Waals equation is usually written

(p + 5)(«-*) =

If the critical data are known, the constants a and 6 can be

the possibihtyofdenvmg the constants from data which are
frequently available or capable of being estunated, is

capable of frequent and useful application It must be
realized, however, that m the region of the critical point its

accuracy is not high, although it is a vast improvement over

the assumption that the law of ideal gases applies

The more accurate Beatbe-Bridgman [2, 1927] equation

IS not of general use to the petroleum technologist smce

obtamed from the foUowmg formulae which are derivable

theoretically 27R*T*

Ihe van der Waals equaUon can also be esUblished from

a knowledge of the p-v-t relations of a substance, and if

this IS done the constants a and b so obtamed may be used

to derive the cnucal data from the formulae

o, = 3b.

a
Po""

27b*’

27bR'

Van der Waals’ equation, on account of its sunphcity and

some p-v-t data are necessary before the constants can be

evaluated Its mam value lies in the extrapolation of

limited p-v-t data and in makmg very precise interpola-

tions The latter of these operations is one which is per-

formed by the research worker rather than the chemical

engineer, while the former can be earned out with sufficient

accuracy by the use ofcompressibility factors plotted under

reduced temperature and pressures, as given below

Generalized CompiesslUllty Factors for Pure Hydro-
carbons In die Vapour State. The volume occupied by a
vapour at any temperature and pressure P and T may be

expressed by the equation PV= ijJtT, where /t is the com-
pressibihty factor fi will be a function ofP and T, and the

problem before us is to find a generalized equation and a

graph whidh will express this relation for all hydrocarbons

It has been shown that the p-v-t data for pure hydro-

carbons may be correlated with reasonable accuracy by
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{dotting ft against the reduced temperature (<== T/T^ and
leduoed inessure PHO [3. 1932. 4. 1931] Data are

available for methane [8. 1931 . 8, 1927], ethylene [1. 1893],

and normal and iropentane [13, 1899, 14, 1894], and these

ate plotted on Fig 3 [10, 1936]

Ctae imphcation of this method of plottmg should be

noted If It is to hold for a wide range of hydrocarbons,

tlwn the value offt at the critical point will be the samem all

cases Furthermore, ft is equal to 1 0 for all hydrocarbons

at a sufficiently low pressure

Smce Pr = PIP„ Tr = TIT„ and I? = VIV„

and subsUtuting for P, V, and T in terms of P„ J*, T„

and }^, Ji, and rearrangmg,

PrVJT, = iiRTJP.Vc

At low pressures ft = 1 0, and hence

P,V,ITr = RTJP.V,

The nght-hand side is called the critical ratio and is a
constant for any given substance, and it follows that if a

CAeifi'28,237 (1936))

group of substances has a common reduced equation of
state they must possess identical critical ratios The most
recent values for the cnucal constants of hydrocarbons
show that the critical ratios for hydrocarbons have a vana-
tion ofonly 12% between the highest and the lowest values,

and furthermore ifwe except the low-boihng, low-molecular
weight compounds methane, ethane, &c , the maximum
vanabon from an average value does not exceed db 3%
A graph showing ft plotted against reduced inessure and
tenverature may, therefore, be constructed which will

apidy to hydrocarbons of more than three carbon atoms
with reasonable accuracy Such graphs are shown m Figs
4 and 5 [3, 1932; 10, 1936] At temperatures below the
critical they have been constructed from the data ofYoung
on uopontane, and at higher temperatures from the data on

ethylene Die isometncs corresponding to Fig 4 are

shown on Fig 6

P-y-T Relations for Hydrocarbon Mixtures in the

Vapour State.

The isometrics of mixtures of a small number of com-

ponents whose mdividual isometrics are known may be

calculated by the method proposed by Gilliland [S, 1936;

Fro 7 Comparison of pressure-temperature diagram of mutture

and pure compound
(Reproduced by permission from Kay, 'Ind Eng Chem ’ 28. 1014

(1936))

Fro 8 Companson of plant gases with /sopentane and ethylene

(Reproduced by permission from Kay, 'Ind Eng Chem ' 28, 1014

(1936))

10, 1936] Where accurate values are needed for thermo-
dynamic calculabons this method should be used. It is,

however, too labonous for general use, particularly formix-
tures contammg large numbers of components

It IS by no means certam that the data ofFigs 3, 4, and 5

can be utilized to detemune the compressibility factor for

mixtures One difficulty lies in the definition of the critical

pomt which IS ambiguous m the case ofmixtures owing to

the occurrence of the phenomenon of retrograde condensa-

tion Fig 7 shows the pressure-temperature diagram for a
pure hydrocarbon whose vapour pressure hne is ACB. Die
boundary curve for a hydrocarbon mixture GEF is also

shown, E being the cntical pomt, G lying on the bubble-

pomt line and F on the dew-pomt line. The pun hydro-
carbon has been so diosen that outside the botuuhuy curve
the isometncs of the pure hydrocarbon fit those of the
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mixture as dosdy as possible The isometncs of the two

matmals will not exa^y coincide, but experiment shows

that there will be fair agreement Now if, in calculating the

reducedtemperature andpressure for themixturem order to

method of choosmg the point B, or as it may be called

the ‘pseudo-cntical point* of the mixture, can be decided

by experiment This has been done by Kay [7, 1936],

for a variety of mixtures includmg plant gases and narrow

Cases

37 7*

39 4*
460*

Podbielmak analysis

22 05
19 50
1726
23 80

* Calculated from density n

24 90
25 88
0 83

19 24

3092
4711
64 42
52 91

Liquids

Mai Sp gr
ateVF

A STM dlstllialion % evaporation at'F

Description IBP 10 30 SO 70 90 FBP
4 Straight-nin naphtha from Mid-

Continent crude 86 0694 143 150 154 158 162 170 198

5 Cracked distillate from Mid-
Continent crude 109 0 755 42 146 240 288 322 358 398

6 Cracked gasolme from Gulf
Coast crude 107 0771 144 188 221 250 278 318 374

7 Stitught-run distillate from West
Texas crude 98 0 702 190 191 192 193 193 193 195

8 Cut from straight-run distillate,

Mid-Continent crude 104 0756 219 220 221 222 223 225 231

9 Cut from straight-run disuUate,

Mid-Continent crude 111 0741 240
j

243 243 243 244 244 262

C Stralgh^nln distillate from Mid-
Contlnent crude no 0 750 21lJ 230 245 258 272 295 326

Liquid and Cos Mixtures

Sample no Moiwt

10 77 Mixture of 89 9% by wt of sample 4+ 10 06% by wt of sample 10a

11 815 Mixture of 26 62 mol % ethane+73 3 mol % n-heptane

obtam values offt from Figs 4 and 5, we use as the cntical

constants the values corresponding to B, the critical point

ofthe pure compound, rather than £, the cntical pomtofthe
mixture, we shall be able to obtam values ofju iduch will be

accurate save m the mtenor of the boundary curve The

and wide-boiling distillates, the experimental data being

compared with that for ethylene or Isopentane, whichever

was the more appropnate The comparison is shown
on Figs 8-11, and the composition of the mixture is as

above
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It will be observed that in the case of all these mixtures

of widely varying properUes it has been possible to chose a
pseudo-critical temperature which has allowed the expen-
mental data to be well correlated with the pure hydro-

carbons

The pseudo-cntical temperature and pressure as obtained

from the above experiments have been correlated with the

1269

U O P charactenzation factors K = {Tg)i/S, where T, is

the molar average boiling-point ° Rankine, and S is the

specilic gravity at 60° F For light hydrocarbon mixtures

below hexane, K may be obtained from the equation

A:= MS-CAf-SO)"®*"
where Af is the average mol wt of the mixture

The correlation IS shown on Fig 12
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DETERMINATION OF CRITICAL TEMPERATURE AND
PRESSURE OF PETROLEUM FRACTIONS

By LOUIS C. ROESS, E E , Ph D.

Beacon Laboratory of the Texas Company

INTRODUCTION
Comprehensive critical temperature and pressure data for

petroleum fractions are of real value in the estimation of

P-V-T relations [3, 1931] and in the study of petroleum

refining operations where knowledge of phase conditions

may be important The critical volume is not so important,

because its value varies over only a small range, and can

be estimated from a knowledge of the critical pressure and
temperature

In connexion with the use of critical temperature and
pressure data in estimating P-V-T relations, an important

article by W B Kay [6, 1936] should be mentioned Kay
shows that, for hydrocarbon mixtures having a fairly wide

boiling range it is not accurate to use the true critical

data to obtain the reduced temperature and pressure values

necessary to apply the method of Cope, Lewis, and Weber
[3, 1931] Instead, a pseudoKiritical point, having no real

existence, is defined by Kay such that the r^uced variables

obtained by its use do predict P-V-T relations m agreement

with experiment This pseudo-critical point lies within the

border curve of the mixture, and Kay gives a method of
estimating it, using the molecular weight and the Watson
and Nelson characterization factor [11, 1933]

Since the pseudo-critical point differs from the true

critical pomt only because the mixture has a finite boiling

range, it should be possible to estimate it by applymg a

correction depending on the boihng range to the true criti-

cal point, in a way siimlar to that m which the molal

average boilmg-point is obtamed from the volumetric aver-

age boiling-point

Another estimate of the pseudo-critical pomt can pro-

bably be obtained from a knowledge of the border curve

of the fraction in the cntical region This mformation can

be obtained by the method desenbed m this article

In the past, the critical constants have been determined

by means of a static method in which the substance is held

at Its critical point for an appreciable time It is this un-
avoidable feature of the static method which causes its

failure when applied to a substance, such as a gas oil, which
decomposes at its critical temperature In general, due to

this decomposition or cracking, the observed critical tem-

perature is less than the true value for the origmal sub-

stance, while the observed critical pressure is greater than

the true value Because experimental conditions prevent

the measurement of the amount of decomposition, it is not
possible to determine just what substance actually is bemg
measured The application of this method to petroleum
fractions is therefore limited to those havmg cntical tem-
peratures below 850° F , when only the cntical temperature

is measured, and to those havmg cntical temperatures

below 700-750° F , when all the cntical constants are being

measured
Ihe most important published work on the cntical tem-

perature of petroleum fractions is that of Eaton and Porter

[4, 1932] Other workers who have published cntical tem-

perature data are Zeitfuchs [13, 1926], McKee and Parker

[7, 1928], McKee and Szayna [8, 1930], Weir and Eaton

[12, 1932], and Bahlke and Kay [1, 1932]

All these critical temperature data have been obtamed

by a static method similar to that of Eaton and Porter In

their method a 5-7 mm pyrex tube about 1 in long is filled

one-third full of oil and then sealed off A thermocouple

IS then fastened to the outside of this capsule, and the whole

IS placed in a suitable furnace, in which it is heated to the

critical temperature, the oil being thoroughly stirred by

rotating the capsule The critical temperature is taken as

that at which the oil meniscus vanishes somewhere near

the middle of the capsule This last condition is fulfilled

by filling the capsule with the proper amount of oil, the

result being unaffected by a plus or minus 10% variation

m the cold oil volume
Using these data and that of others on pure compounds,

Eaton and Porter developed a correlation between the

critical temperature, the ASTM 50% point, and the

density This correlation has been used extensively by

the petroleum industry The present work shows that it

predicts critical temperatures correctly up to about 800° F

,

above which the predicted critical temperatures are too

low, as would be expected from the fact that appreciable

crackmg, with consequent reduction m the cntical tem-

perature, must have occurred dming the long contact times

(60-120 sec ) at cracking temperatures, which are necessary

for measurements by the static method
In the initial critical temperature investigations carried

out m this laboratory a static apparatus similar to that of
Eaton and Porter was used It was found that almost any
result could be obtamed for the critical temperature of

any oil which cracked appreciably at its critical tempera-

ture, sunply by varymg the length of time taken to heat the

oil from 7^° F to its critical temperature If this time was
short, the thermocouple heated more rapidly than the oil,

givmg too high an apparent cntical temperature, while if

the time was long the oil cracked, givmg too low an
apparent cntical temperature These statements may be
verified by referrmg to Fig 1, which shows the effect of
Ume above 750° F on the observed criUcal temperature

The points represented by circles are values obtamed with

different capsules, while all the other points were obtamed

by maintaining the oil near its cntical temperature and
taking readmgs at intervals Thus, on Fig 1 the squares,

triangles, crosses, and plus signs represent data obtamed
m this manner on four different capsules One rrason for

the large spread of the data is that no effort was made to

keep the temperature from run to run exactly the same
between readmgs, so that the different runs are not strictly

comparable on a tune basis The predicted cntical tem-
perature for this oil is 900° F according to the correlation

proposed m this article

The difficulty with the static method just desenbed and
exemplified cannot conceivably be overcome by modifica-
tions m the apparatus, smee even if the thermocouple
tonperature could be made the same as the oil temperature
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forrapid heating rates, the rateoftemperature rise (therange

from 750° to 900° or 1 ,000° F must be traversed m less than

1 second) necessary to prevent crackmg could not possibly

permitanaccurateobservationortemperaturemeasurement
Very little data on the critical pressure of petroleum

fractions have been published Bahlke and Kay [1, 1932]

have measured the cntical pressure of a gasolme and a

naphtha, employing a static method in which the sample
IS heated m a glass or quartz tube sealed at one end, the

pressure developed being transmitted to a gauge by means
of mercury The maximum temperature at which accurate

measurements can be made is even less with the critical

pressure determination than with the critical temperature

determination because more time is required It is certain

that this method is not accurate above 700-750° F
The almost total absence of critical pressure data, and

the lack of critical temperature data in the high temperature

region, emphasized the need for a new method of measure-

ment whidi would eliminate the effect of cracking This

necessity suggested measuring the cntical temperature and
pressure by a flow method, since previous experience (un-

published) with crackmg equipment had shown that it was
possible to heat the oil to its cntical temperature while

flowing, without the occurrence of appreciable cracking

It 1$ clear that a flow method, m which the oil is heated

very rapidly to its critical temperature, would eliminate the

faults of the static method To make a flow method suc-

cessful, two problems have to be solved

(1) A chamber m which the flowing oil can be observed

visually at high temperatures and high pressures has to

be developed

(2) A positive method of identifying the critical point of
the flowing oil has to be devised

A method of measurmg cntical temperatures and pres-

sures on these lines has been developed by the author [10,

1936] and used to detemune the cntical data for over a
hundred petroleum fractions This method is desenbed
below, but the ongmal paper should be consulted for

further details of the results obtamed

The Critical Phenomeiu

The static method uses the vamshmg of the meniscus

between the hquid and vapour phases of the oil as an
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indicator of the cntical point Obviously, this change can-
not be used when the oil is flowmg To determine what
phenomena could be used to identify the critical point

during flow, a preliminary experiment, in which flowing

pentane was heated under pressure in a long pyrex tube,

led to the thought that the critical point could be identified

by means of a fine mist which could be made to appear

and disappear by varying the pres-

sure up and down through the

critical pressure Later work showed
that this phenomenon was not suffi-

ciently definite, particularly for wide-

boilmg mixtures, and a much more
certain indicator was used

This indicator was a very definite

colour change in the flowmg oil

accompanying vaporization m the

critical region Ordinarily, when
viewed by transmitted light, the

liquid colour was yellowish, chang-

ing to a yellowish-grey fog as the

pressure was lowered In the critical

region, however, the appearance of
this fog was accompanied by a very

distinct red colour just before it

completely filled the tube This red

colour was unmistakable and oc-

curred for every oil examined In

the case of narrow-boiling stocks it

was visible over a temperature of 1°

or 2° F , while for some blended stocks havmg a wide

boiling range it was visible over a 10° F temperature

range The middle of this range was taken to be the

critical temperature The upper and lower boundaries

were quite sharply defined m every instance

This identification of the critical point with the red colour

change is in close accord with a similar phenomenon ob-

served when using the static method The vanishing of the

meniscus is always accompamed by a fog or mist formation

showmg colour change This phenomenon of light scat-

tenng is called ‘critical opalescence’, and has been taken

as an indicator of the critical point by some observers,

although others claim that critical temperatures measured
in this way differ by a fraction of a degree from those

obtained by observing the disappearance of the memscus
Even if this difference exists, the resultmg error is much
smaller than the other experimental errors

The recent development of the large-size Polaroid polar-

izing screens makes it probable that other methods of

determining the cntical point can be developed, based on
the maxunum depolanzation ofscattered light at the cntical

point It is also possible that the greatly increased intensity

of the lyndall effect could be used It may be necessary

to develop such new methods of determimng the cntical

point, based on the above pnnciples, m order to measure

mixtures containing gas, and hence having a very wide

boiling range, since the temperature range over which the

red opalescence persists appears to be roughly proportional

to the boiling range Work along these Imes is now being

undertaken

Since petroleum fractions are mixtures of pure sub-

stances, they therefore possess, in addition to a critical

pomt, a pomt of maximum temperature and a point of

maximum pressure In order to ^minate any doubt as to

which of these three pomts is bemg measured by the flow

method, this phase of the investigation merits deuiled
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treatment The border curves shown on Fig 2 will illus- with powdered graphite to allow mutual slipping of the

trate the question at issue A border curve is the locus of
the pointsm the pressure-temperature plane which separate

the homogeneous state (liquid or vapour alone) from the

heterogeneous state (hquid and vapour together) On Fig 2
the boiling curve, i e the locus of pomts at which the first

vapour trace appears, or the last disappears, is represented

by a solid line The dew curve, or

locus of points at which the first

trace of liquid appears, or the last

trace disappears, is represented by a

broken line These two curves meet

m the cntical point C Pis the point

of maximum pressure, while T is the

point of maximum temperature In

general, Pand Tdo not coincide with

C except for pure compounds
An examination of the border

curve without regard to the type of

phenomenawhich identify the critical

pomt C could give rise to the sus-

picion that either the point of maxi-

mum pressure P, or the point of

maximum temperature T, since these

are outstanding points, is being mis-

takenly identified with the critical

point Definite experimental evi-

dence was obtained that the critical

point was observed, and not the

point ofmaximum pressure or maxi-
mum temperature, since it was found
possible to follow the border curve

of wide boilmg blends in the critical

region While for wide boiling blends the difference be-

tween the maximum pressure and the cnucal pressure never

exceeded 10 lb per sq in , the point of maxunum tem-

perature diflfered from the critical pomt by as much as

S0° F , and 200 lb per sq in

The validity of the results obtained by the flow method
has been confirmed also by comparison with those obtained

by the static method, when the type of stock permitted

For example, the cnucal temperature of a Mid-ConUnent
kerosine was found to be 759° F by a sUUc method and
758° F by the flow method.

Flow Method
Apparatus.

As a result of the prelmunary work mentioned above,

an apparatus capable ofhandlmg gas oils was constructed,

the mam features of which were as follows The oil under
pressure from a mtrogen cylmder was first heated to 750° F
m several coils immersed m lead baths and then nqiidly

raised to its critical temperature m another lead bath con-

tammgl5ft of0072-m ID steel tubmg Observation of

the cntical phenomena was made m a special quartz

chamber msened at this pomt, after which the oil was
cooled to room temperature m a water-bath and the flow

rate measured

After two types of gauge glasses [9, 1934] had been tried,

the final form of observation chamber adopted is shown
m Fig 3. A fused quartz cylmder 3} in long, 2mm
diameter, and havmg an axial hole 5 mm m diameter was
hdd between the mvar ends of a self-alinmg compression

yoke usmg ball-cone seats, the quartz-mvar jomts bong
gasketed with copper-asbestos rings (sparkmg plug type)

The ends of the quartz were highly polished and coated

gasket and the quartz, ehnunatmg sheanng stresses Invar

end-pieces were used under the imstaken idea that the

relative expansion between them and the quartz would be

mmimized It was only later that the limited temperature

region over which the unusual expansion property ofmvar
holds true was realized

Heat loss from the oil flowing through the quartz was
reduced by a hehcal nichrome heatmg-coil threaded through

mica spacers fastened to aluminium posts separatmg two
asbestos rmgs
While It was found an easy matter to burn out any coke

deposition on the inside of the quartz cylinder, the deposi-

tion of iron oxide which results from burning out the steel

tubmg made it necessary to dismantle the chamber and to

clean it after every three to five runs This was a very

simple task, since what iron oxide cannot be simply

swabbed out was readily dissolved m hydrochloric acid

without injury to the quartz.

During the course of the measurements the fused quartz

cylmder developed a number of incipient conchoidal frac-

tures at each end, extendmg from near the central hole

diagonally outwards into the quartz One of these was
about (m long These mcipient fractures ongmated under
the copper-asbestos gaskets, and seem to have first ap-

peared when the gaskets were quite flat, without much
yield For some time it was fear^ that the quartz would
break, but the use of new and yielding gaskets has pre-

vented increase m the size and number of the mcipient

fractures To prevent these fractures a frequent renewal of
the gaskets is desirable

The complete apparatus can be visualized by reference

to the flow diagram Fig 4 and the photograph Fig 5 The
flow diagram is self-explanatory The valve numbers on
the flow diagram and the photograph are identical

Four lead-immersed hMtmg coils supply the heating

capacity necessaiy when flow rates of 35,000-50,000 ml
per hour are used to prevent cradung of the oils having
cnucal tonperatures above 950° F In order to measure
cntical temperatures up to 1,000° F., a 10 kw heating coil
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CRITICAL TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE OF PETROLEUM FRACTIONS 1273

oil for about 3 in from the tip to the weld, minimizingwas necessary in the lead bath surroundmg the capillary

coil Even greater heating capacity in this bath will be
necessary if still higher temperatures are to be measured

Quartz Observation Chamber.
rio 3

conduction errors A Leeds and Northrop Type K. Poten-
tiometer was used to measure the thermocouple e m f

It was found that at high temperatures a temperature

gradient of 5-10° F existed along the observaUon chamber
despite the action of the heating coil mentioned above It

IS believed that this gradient was due to heat losses from
the upper invar end-piece, which cannot be readily in-

sulated in the present design Whenever this gradient

existed an average of the two temperatures was taken It

IS not believed that an appreciable error was introduced by
It, although It should be elimmated by better design

Pressure Measurement The oil pressure was measured
by means of a 1,000 lb per sq in gauge equipped with

a lO-in dial calibrated in intervals of 10 lb

Contact Times The flow rates were measured by ob-

servmg the amount of oil from the outlet valve, 13. which
ran mto a graduated cylinder in 10 sec An approximate
idea of the time of contact at the highest flow rate can be

obtained from the following figures for the cold contact

times for various parts of the apparatus The last pre-

heater coil has 12 ft of 0 216-in I D tubing, while the

capillary coil has 15 ft of 0 072-in ID tubing Using
these figures, and assuming a flow rate of 45,000 ml per

hour, the following cold contact times can be calculated

1 In last preheater 6 91 sec

2 In capillary coil 0 960 „
3 In quartz chamber 0 14 „
4 In tubing containing thermocouples, one end only 0 233 „

From the values for the critical densities of pure hydro-

carbons one can estimate a hot contact tune of from one-

half to one-third of the above figures

Procedure.

A brief description of the procedure adopted may be of

interest For high-temperature runs three observers were

necessary—one to read the flow rate, one to operate the

potenuomcter which measured the two thermocouple

e m 1 ’s, and one to observe the critical phenomena and

FLow OiAoieAM roie CoNTtNuous FLeif*

CmiTICAL. ConSTAHT
Fig 4

An important feature of the appara-

tus IS the location of the forged

steel flow control valve, 12, between

the observation chamber and the

cooling system The presence of
this valve m the hot oil line has

made possible accurate and steady

flow control, completely eluninating

foaming and other troubles caused

by gas which were experienced when
the flow control valve was in the

position of the outlet valve, 13

The charging cyhnders, each

havmg a capacity of about 10,000

ml , were made long and narrow to

prevent appreciable solution of the

high-pressure mtrogen in the oil

during the 15-30 min required for

a run The cylmders were wound
with steam coils and insulated to

allow waxy stocks to be charged

Temperature Measurement The oil temperature was
measured by means of two i-in uron-constantan pencil

thermocouples welded in the tubing leadmg to the chamber,
with their tips almost exposed at the invar-quartz junction

Hie shank of each thermocouple is surrounded by flowmg

control the pressure and temperature accordingly For oils

not exceeding 850° F m critical temperature the flow rate

could be estimated sufficiently well 1^ the eye, eliminaUng

one observer

The lead baths were first brought up to temperature,
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which, of course, varied with the oil charged For critical 4 Mid-Contment kerosine.

tonperatures below 750-800" F the first two baths were 5 Mid-Continent gas oil

not used For higher cntical temperatures the outlet tem- 6 Naphthene base gas oil.

perature of bath 3 was ac^usted to lie in the range 750- 7 No 1 cycle gas oil

800" F , the temperatures of baths 1 and 2 being afijusted 8 No 2 cycle gas oil

to give about a 250° F mcrease per bath The temperature In addition, daU were obtained on various gas oils Irom

of bath 4 vHis adjusted to be slightly over the expected naphthene base, Mid-Contment, and Pennsylvania crudes,

critical temperature, except in the case of high tempera- as well as blends of a solvent-refined S A E 20 motor oil

tures, when bath 4 was hmited to 900° F at the start of with kerosme
the run, since otherwise there was danger of cokmg up the Stocks containing gas and the products from cracked

observation chamber before a sufficiently high flow rate gas oils cannot be used in the present apparatus, nor can

could be established measurement on stocks having cntical temperatures higher

With valve 9 closed, the nitrogen pressure on the diarg- than 1,000° F be made
ing cylinders was raised to 200 lb , valve 9 opened, and The critical temperatures measured range from 550 to

valve 1 2 adjusted to give the desired

flow rate The mtrogen pressure

was then raised until the flowing

oil was in the liquid state in the

observation chamber and the oil

temperature gradually raised to

the critical pomt by increasing the

temperature of bath 4 It was
found most convenient to raise

the pressure above the critical, and
then to read pressure and tempera-

ture simultaneously as the pressure

slowly fell through the criUcal

region The general idea of the

observations may be described as

a superposition of a fairly rapid

pressure variation up and down
through the cntical region upon a
slow temperature nse and fall in

this region The top thermocouple
was read first, followed as rapidly

as possible by the bottom couple

The temperature interval between
the two couples was kept below
10° F by controlling the current

m the heating coil surrounding

the quartz chamber, and was generally considerably less 1,000' F , and the critical pressures from 250 to 700 lb per

From runs at high temperature and medium flow rates sq in absolute

It was found that the amount ofcracking had a pronounced Fig 6 shows the cntical temperature of various two-
effect on mcreasing the observed cntical pressure There- fraction blends, plotted against volume per cent, of the

fore, this effect was used to determine whether crackmg heavier fraction In most cases the critical temperature

was occurruig at any given flow rate, by observing whether deviates slightly from a linear function of volume per cent

,

any fall in critical pressure followed a considerable increase being convex upward On Fig 6 the critical temperature
in flow rate If no fall or other change occurred, it was is also plotted against weight per cent , which gives a more
assumed that the effect of crackmg was entirely negligible nearly Imear relationship, and against mol per cent , which
We can safely say that the critical temperatures measured gives a much greater deviation from Imearity.

were not appreciably affected by any cracking up to the Usmg the data from this mvestigation, as well as the
highest values measured, but the critical pressures of oils published data for the eleven pure hydrocarbons [5, 7,

with the highest cntical temperatures are somewhat uncer- 1928], a correlation of critical temperature with spe^c
tain, smce for these it was not possible to further increase gravity 60/60° F , and volumetric average boiling-pomt
the flow rate and at the same tune mamtam the tem- (V A B P), was developed The V A B P is defined here
perature as the anthmetic mean of the temperatures at die 10, 30

50, 70, and 90% points of an A S TM distillaUon
Cntical Temperature jt found that only the V AB P , and not the

Critical temperature and pressure data have been ob- A S TM 50% pomt or the molal average boilmg-pomt
tamed by the author on over 100 Petroleum fractions The (MABP) [11, 1933], could possibly fit the data on
data for these fractions are given m full m the origmal blended stocks The reasonmg involved is the following
paper [10, 1936] Most of these fractions were made up Suppose that for non-blended, relatively narrow boiling

by blfflidmg eight base stocks, viz stocks a cntical temperature corrdation with miy of the
1. Mid-Contment straight run gasohne average boiling-pomts could be developed, as is probably
2. Naphthene base straight-run gasoline true. Then consider, from the curves on Fig 6, how the

3. Cracked naphtha blends will fit m. Since tl}e blends have a wide boiling
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range wluch is not completely filled in with all fractions

from hght to heavy, it is clear that the 50% point will not

be an approximate mean boiling-point for them It has

been found by trial that the V A B P will form a satis-

factory correlation variable, since theu: critical tempera-

tures vary approximately Imearly with the volume per cent

On the other hand, it is equally clear that the M A B P
will not form a satisfactoiy correlauon vanable, since the

M A B P for the blends (being equal to theV A B P mmus
a quantity mcreasmg with the boiling range) will fall con-

siderably below the necessary linear variation with the

volume per cent For normal stocks, for which the

M A B P and the V A B P differ but slightly, either can

be used satisfactorily

The specific gravity and V A B P were combined m the

same way that Eaton and Porter combmed the specific

gravity and 50% pomt to define a quantity

a - (specific gravity, 60/60“ F ) (V A B P -h 100)

By fittmg a second degree equation in a to the observed

data on 95 petroleum fracUons and 1 1 pure hydrocarbons,

by the method of least squares, the followmg correlation

was obtained

Tc = 202 7-1-1 591a-6 29x 10-«a* degrees F
Fig 7 shows the data and the equation The correlation

of Eaton and Porter is also shown (assuming for the pur-

pose equality of 50% point and V A B P ) The deviation

between the two is marked at temperatures above 850“ F

,

showing the result of cracking in lowering the critical tem-
peratures determmed by the static method Eaton and
Porter's data, as well as two points obtained by Bahike
and Kay [1, 1932], are plotted also The correlation of
Watson and Nelson [11, 1933] predicts critical tempera-

tures which are considerably lower than those observed by
the author to much the same extent as docs that of Eaton
and Porter Furthermore, since it is based on the molal
average boiling-point, Watson and Nelson’s correlation

shows even greater discrepancies when applied to the

blended fracUons

The maximum deviation of the author’s experimental

points from the calculated curve is 18° F , while the root

mean square deviation is 6 5° F , omitting the points

marked with an asterisk for which the disullation data

were very doubtful

The probable error of the critical temperature corrclaUon

has been calculated by the method described by Birge

[2, 1932] for two points a = 400 and a = 600, corre-

sponding respecUvely to Tc = 737“ F and Te — 933“ F
The result is plus or mmus 0 55“ F at a = 400 and plus

or minus 0 72“ F at a ~ 600 It is clear that the difference

between the root mean square deviation of 6 5° F and the

probable error of less than 1“ F is due to the large number
of observaUons mvolved

It IS not claimed that the absolute accuracy of the

measured criUcal temperatures is as small as 1“ F , but an
estimated accuracy of plus or minus 4° F appears justi-

fiable

The critical temperature correlation equation is plotted

m a more useful form against the V A B P and the A P

1

Gravity on Fig 8

When the criUcal temperature of an oil is too high to be
measured duectly, it is possible to approximate to it by
measurmg the cntical temperature of several different

mixtures of the oil and another oil with a lower cribcal

temperature, and then extrapolatmg the curve so obtamed
to 100%.

Critical Pressure

Fig 9 shows the cntical pressure of vanous two-fraction

blends plotted against volume per cent of the heavier frac-

tion It will be observed that there is a distmct maximum
in these curves, which is sharper and higher the greater the

separation between the mean boiling-points of the blended

fractions A similar behaviour has been reported in the

literature for binary mixtures ofmany pure compounds [5]

A correlation between the critical pressure, the cntical

temperature, the molecular weight, and the slope of the

A S T M distillation curve based on van der Waals’ equa-

tion [3, 1931] has been worked out by the author The
equation used is

in which

Pc — critical pressure (lb per sq in abs ),

Te ~ critical temperature (“ R ),M - molecular weight,

A = a. function of the slope of the A S T M distillation

curve and of the type of fraction

The following equations for A were developed by fitting

straight Imes to the data by the least squares method
For virgin gas oils, kerosme, and Bahike and Kay’s

naphtha, a total of 18 measured pomts

/4 = 44 8-1-2 02 slope (1)

For gasohnes, including straight-run, cracked naphtha,

kerosine-cracked naphtha blends, and Bahike and Kay’s

gasoline (8 points)

.4 - 47 2f 3 77 slope (2)

For all other blends (24 and 45 points, respectively)

.4 = 43 74- 3 76 slope (slope < 4 3), (3)

/I = 21 2 +• 8 76 slope (slope >4 3) (4)

The molecular weights were estunated by the use of

Watson and Nelson’s correlation [11, 1933], and the pro-

bable errors in A were found to vary from about 1 % for

cquaUon (2) to about 2% for equation (4) The degree of

correlation obtamed was shown graphically [10, 1936]

It would be desirable if a simple correlation between

critical pressure and only two other variables, such as slope

and some average boiling-point, could be developed This

does not seem possible, since the density enters into both

the cribcal temperature and the molecular weight in an
important way For a given V A B P the cntical tempera-

ture increases and the molecular weight decreases as the

density is increased, so that their ratio is even more sensitive

to density change than is either of them Therefore, if the

above correlation be considered significant, the cribcal

pressure must be considered to depend on at least three

vanables, which makes it impossible to plot it directly No
improvement is obtained if the M A B P is used

The cnbcal pressure correlabon based on van der

Waals’ equation is usable only when it is known which

equation fits the particular fraction in question Since the

selection of the proper equation is often uncertain, a new
critical pressure correlation has been developed by J R
Keith [10, 1936] It uses three variables, namely, the

A S T M slope, the M A B P , and the Watson and Nelson

characterization factor [11, 1933], which are directly com-

putable from readily measured properbes of the fraction

TheA S TM slope is defined as one eightieth of the differ-

ence between the temperature at the 90% and 10% points

on theA S T M disbllabon curve.
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Fig 10 shows this correlation for distillate stocks having

a characterization factor ^of 1 1 8 Ifthe stock in question

has a characterization factor different from 1 1 8, its critical

pressure is obtained from that given by Fig 10 by means
of the equation

Pc (corrected) = Pc (Fig 10)-95(Jir- 11 8)

The correlaUon was obtained by eliminaung the effect of
one of the above variables at a time, and determining
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that further consideration of these correlations, when more
critical pressure data have been obtained, will lead to

more satisfactory methods

Problems Requiring Further Investigation

There are a number of problems connected with critical

constants on which the apparatus developed by the author

IS not able to provide information

1 The determination of critical volume This problem

Fio 9

directly the relationship between the remaining ones It has
also been extended to zero slope, i e to include pure com-
pounds as shown on Fig 10

The following table gives a comparison of the observed
critical pressures of five fractions and those predicted by
(1) the Watson and Nelson [11, 1933] method, (2) the cor-

relation based on van der Waals’ equation, and (3) the

new correlation

It will be seen that the Watson and Nelson prediction

IS entirely unsatisfactory except for the gasoline The new
correlation predicts moderately well, while the van der

Waals* correlation shows excellent agreement, since m
these examples no quesUon arises regarding the choice of
the equation giving A
While none of the correlations has been found to be

entirely satisfactory in its accuracy ofprediction, it is hoped

seems to be a difficult one to solve, since it requires

measurement not only of the cold flow rate, but also the

flow velocity at the critical point Certainly a great amount
of research would be necessary to solve it

2 Measurement of the critical temperature and pressure

as a function of the extent of cracking For this purpose

It will be necessary to quench the oil immediately after it

has passed through the observation chamber, which is not

possible without the use of pumps It is not certam how
much effect cracking will have on coking up the observa-

tion chamber, but it seems probable that considerable

difficulty would be experienced from this cause

3 Measurement of the critical temperature and pressure

ofmixtures containmg gases This problem can be attacked

quite easily with a relatively simple modiflcation of the

apparatus to allow charging stocks contaimng gas under
pressure

4 Measurement of cntical temperatures higher than
1,000° F This problem can be solved by increasing the

flow velocity and the heatmg capacity llie flow velocity

can be increased by usmg higher flow rates and somewhat
smaller capillary tubmgm the last lead pot A considerable

increase in heating capacity, particularly of the last lead

pot, would be necessary to handle higher flow rates A
desnable but not absolutely necessary change would be

a reduction m the inside diameter of the fused quartz

cylinder of the observation duunber
5 The measurement of the cntical constants of reduced

crudes or oils containing tany matter This problem, while
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falling partly under (4) above, is more difiicult because of
the probable rapid coking of the observation chamber It

has been found impossible to run dirty stocks havmg even

relatively low critical temperatures (around 900” F ) be-
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cause ofthis last effect It seems probable that this problem

can be solved only to the extent that the reduced crudes

can be cleaned and the observed results on the clean oil

applied to the original material
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CONVERSION OF BOILING-POINTS OF PETROLEUM FRACTIONS
By E S. L BEALE, M.A., F Inst P

Consultant m Engineering Physics, London ,

It is frequently necessary to calculate what the effect of

a change m pressure on the boiling-point of a petroleum

fraction will be For instance, when a distillation analysis

IS being carried out on a sample the pressure is seldom

exactly 760 mm ofmercury, which is the standard pressure

at which all boiling-points are compared

For accurate distillations at atmospheric pressure it is

necessary to allow for the difference between the absolute

pressure at the point in the distillation system where the

temperature is measured (usually very close to the atmo-

spheric pressure at the time) and the standard pressure,

even when the difference is only about 10 mm
For this particular purpose the most convenient form for

the correction is in the terms of change in boiling-point

(® C or “ F ) per mm change of pressure

As will be seen later, factors of this type can be given

which are applicable to all hydrocarbons and petroleum

fractions ofnarrow boiling range, depending on the boilmg-

point of the material A typical set of these factors are

given in the following table and can be regarded as accurate

over a pressure range of 760 mm i-50 mm
BoiUng’poiM

1
Correction

at 760 mm
, 1

factor,

“C
I

per mm
- 100 0 023
- 50 0 029

0 0035
50 0040
too 0046
150 0 051

200 0 056
250 0 061

300 0 065
350 0 069

400
[

0 073

In the case of high-boiling fractions the distillation has
to be carried out at a low pressure in order to prevent

thermal decomposition It is, of course, well knovm that

the boiling-point can be lowered very greatly if the pressure

IS reduced to, say, 1 mm Thus a hydrocarbon which would
have a boiling-point of about 415° C at 760 mm would
boil at 200° C under an absolute pressure of 1 mm Such
a compound could probably not be distilled at atmospheric
pressure without serious decomposiuon, whereas at 1 mm
there would probably be little or no decomposition
For the purposes of identification the boiling-pomt at

any pressure would be adequate, provided the pressure is

given, but it is a great convenience, particularly when
making a distillation analysis of a petroleum product con-
taining high-boiling compounds, to be able to convert the
boilmg-points of all fractions, as determined at perhaps
a succession of decreasing pressures, to the standard pres-

sure, 760mm , so that the boiling-pomt of all fractions can
be easily compared
There IS another rather different case m which a con-

venient means of estimating the effect of pressure on the
boiling-point is also constantly required, namely, the
estunation of the vapour pressure of the components m
a distillation product of petroleum for the purpose of frac-

tionating column calculaUons For all components boilmg

above, say, 36“ C (/i-pentane) or 70° C («-hexane) it is

usual to treat petroleum products as if they consisted of

a continuous mixture of hydrocarbons differmg iniim-

tesimally in boiling-point for commercial fractionating

column calculations The mixture is then divided into con-

venient arbitrary fractions of narrow boiluig range, such

as 10° or 20° C , and the separation between the fractions

calculated It is then required to estimate the vapour pres-

sure of each of these fractions at the temperature existing

m the column at each point, or, expressed in the equivalent

way, to estimate the pressure at which the boiling-point of

each of these fractions would be equal to the temperature

m the column at each point

Yet another occasion when boiling-point conversions are

required is when calculating the equilibrium boiling-point

or flash temperature of a hydrocarbon mixture, as, for

instance, when calculaUng the temperature at some point

m a fractionating column
When calculating equilibrium temperatures m a frac-

tionating column the method adopted is to calculate the

partial pressure of each fraction in the rmxture at a tem-

perature which IS estimated to be close to the true equili-

bnum temperature The sum of the partial pressures of all

the fractions gives the vapour pressure of the mixture at the

estimated temperature As this vapour pressure will not

be exactly equal to the actual pressure in the column at

the pomt under consideration, it is necessary to adjust the

boiling-point of the mixture over a relatively small range

of pressure to obtain the equilibrium temperature at the

actual pressure m the column
There is a great deal of experimental data of good

accuraQT and reliability on the vapour pressure of the lower

boiling hydrocarbons, more particularly up to a boilmg-

pomt of about 126° C (n-octane), which is the limit of the

classical work of Young [1 1, 1909] The vapour pressures

of a great many individual hydrocarbons are available in

various convenient graphical forms

(1) The data is plotted as straightforward vapour pres-

sure—temperature lines for individual hydrocarbons, using

special scales for both axes so as to obtain pracucally

straight hnes Well-known examples of this type ofplotting

arethat given by Ashworth [1,1924] inwhich logP is plotted

against the temperature scale being an empincal
function ofthe absolute temperaturewhichwas found to give
accurately straight lines, and that given by Cox [6, 1923] in

which the vapour pressure ofeach hydrocarbon is plotted in

terms of the vapour pressure of water after the manner of

Duhnng’s rule, thereby obtauung practically straight lines

Another method for this type of chart used by.Wilson
and Bablke [10, 1924] is simply to plot the available data

on a scale of logF against 1/T°.hi, which gives only very

shgbtly curved lines whidi enable interpolation to be ac-

curately earned out Two charts of this type are shown m
Figs 1 and 2 (taken from Technical Data on Fuel, 193S)

These consist chi^y of the normal paraflSns, but it will be
seen that substances of very different constitution, such as

benzene and toluene, do not have appreciably different

slopes The curves for petroleum products on Fig. 2 will

be mentioned later
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(2) The data is plotted in the form of lines of constant The substances marked J, K, L, M, N, O were petroleum
pressure on uniform scales of boihng-point at 760 mm fractions of very narrow boilmg range, chosen so as to

agamst boilmg-pomt at Pmm The hnes of constant pres- extend the data at the upper end of the chart

sure are very nearly straight on this type of chart, more (3) The data is given in the form of an alinement chart

particularly at the high-temperature end This method has with three scales, namely, Boiling-pomt at 760 mm , Tern-

been adopted by G G Brown [4, 1928], who has pubhshed perature, and Pressure When given in this form it is

large-scale charts for pure hydrocarbons on these lines (see assumed that the data for all hydrocarbons may be ac-

also Coats and Brown [S, 1928]) Ihe data for the low- curately enough represented as belonging to a smgle family,

boiling hydrocarbons is accurate enough to distinguish since the different components are characterized only by

-too 0 too 200 300 400 500

-too 0 KW 200 300 400 500

Fio 3

(.Reproduced by permission from ‘J IhsI Petroleum Technologists’ 868, Oct 1935)

between the slope of the vapour-pressure hnes of hydro- their boibng-pomt at 760 mm As mentioned above, this

carbons belonging to different chemical senes On this is a satisfactory approximation in the case of all but some
type of chart this effect is represented by the more or less of the lower boiling compounds
vertical straight hnes representing individual hydrocarbons Examples of this type of chart were given by O G
being drawn at a slight angle to the vertical, and in some Wilson [9, 1929], and more recently by Watson and Wiith

cases these hnes are somewhat curved m order to represent [8, 1933] Beale and Docksey [3, 1933] gave experimental

the data more exactly evidence at high temperatures and low pressures leading

The deviation from the vertical of these lines is small to substantially different conversions at pressure below
even m the case of the lower members of the senes The 10 mm of mercury absolute As all the possible causes of

devution tends to become smaller with the higher mem- inaccuracy in this region were carefully examined and
bers, and suice the data is also more scarce and less allowed for where possible, their chart is probably the most
accurate m this region, all the high-boilmg hydrocarbons accurate so far available, as it is in agreement with the

may be regarded as formmg a single family accepted data at the higher pressures and lower tempera-

Fig 3 shows a diart on these lines taken from Beale and tures This particular chart is reproduced m the article on
Docksey [3, 1935] which shows the progressive straighten- DisUllauon m the Refining of Petroleum by W A Peters

lag of the Imes of constant pressure at high temperatures. This chart has been extended by Beale [2, 1937] so as to
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mdude vapour pressures above atmospheric and a wider the vapour pressure of a hydrocarbon mixture containing

range of boiling-pomts so as to cover the cases menUoned some very light fracUons The boiling-point scale has been

above required m fractionating colunm calculations This extrapolated up to 1,000° C so as to enable a vapour

chart IS shown m Fig 4 If the pressure scale of the pressure to be used for the very high boiling components

extended diart is compared with that of the onginal chart. which arc now known to exist in some crude oils This

BOnjNC POINT

it will be noUced that it is straight from the highest pres-

sure, 100,000mm , down to 10mm instead ofbeing shghtly
curved It was found that the whole data could most
accurately be representedm this way and that the difference

m the converted boilmg-pomts given by the new and the

old charts at mtermediate positions was not more than
1 ° C., which IS withm the expected accuracy of such charts

The (nesBure scale extends well above the critical prmsure
of all hydrocarbons, but it represents the extrapolations

of the vapour-pressure lines and is useful for estimating

extrapolation is possible owmg to the fact that, as men-
tioned above, the Imes ofconstant pressure on the method
of plottmg described under (2) above become perfectly

straight at high temperatures

This chart (Fig 4) was used for the correction of the

boiling-pomts to 760 mm of the high-boilmg pure hydro-

carbons givenm the Table ofPhysical Properties in another

article [7]

An extension to the use ofsuch charts has been suggested
by Beale [2, 1937] for the correction of the boiling-points
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of petroleum mixtures of wide boilmg range such as resi-

dues firom a crude oil

The form taken by this chart m the case of a senes of
fractionated residues from a mixed-base crude is shownm
Fig 5, the corresponding vapour-pressure lines from which
It was constructed bemg shown on Fig 6 This chart, of
course, only applies to the parUcular crude oil to which it

refers, but a method is given for calculating the pressure

scale m any particular case, and this may be accurate

enough for conectmg the boihng-point over a small tem-
perature range which is all that is normally required These
charts are included pnmanly to emphasize the difference

between the slope of the vapour-pressure Imes for products

of wide boilmg range and the slope for narrow cuts and
pure hydrocarbons with the same boilmg-pomt at 760mm
This differencem slope is also clearly to be seenm the case

of the various petroleum products shown on Fig 2 These
were normal commercial products having the usual wide
boihng range of 100° C and over, with the exception of
the 140 grade lubricating oil which has a fairly narrow
boihng range and consequently has a slope practically the

same as a pure hydrocarbon It is clear, therefore, that

the normal chart cannot be used for correcting the boihng-

pomts of wide cuts
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES AND MOLECULAR STRUCTURE
METHODS OF DETERMINING VAPOUR PRESSURE,

CRITICAL POINT, AND VAPOUR DENSITY
By Professor O. MAAS5 and J. H MENNIE
Department of Chemistry, McGtll University

The exact measurement of the vanous physical constants

of petroleum products is becommg increasingly of interest

and importance It is the purpose of the present article

to describe briefly the expenmental technique mvolved m
the measurement of density, both m the gaseous and liquid

state, the vapour-pressure of liquids, and the constants

related to the critical point where the transition between

the liquid and gaseous states takes place

The properties of liquids and gases will be first of all

discussed from the point of view of the molecular kmetic

theory To give an account of the experimental evidence

and the process of reasoning which led to the develop-

ment of this theory would, of course, be far beyond the

scope of this work What follows is mtended merely

to clarify the subsequent description of experimental

methods, and to indicate how data covering a wide range

of temperatures and pressures may be calculated from
the results of a limited number of expenmental measure-

ments

A distinction must be drawn between one-component

systems and systems containing more than one component
The product under examination constitutes a one^xrm-
ponent system when its composition, m either gaseous or

liquid state or both, can be represented by a smgle chemical

formula A pure chemical compound, of course, comes m
this category The product is described as a two-oom-
ponent, three-component, multi-component system, &c,
where two, three, or a number of separate chemical

formulae are necessary to define the composition of what-

ever phases, gaseous or liquid or both, may be present

One-component Systems

Gas or Vaponr Density.

The density of a substance m the gaseous state is de-

pendent on pressure as well as temperature The simplest

expression of this relationship is the so-called ‘ideal gas

law’

FV-^KT

In this equation W is the weight of gas occupying a
volume V at pressureP and temperature T Rts a. constant

known as the gas-constant A single component m the

gaseous state may consist ofsin^e molecules corresponding

m composition to the molecular formula, or of associated

molecules formed by the umon oftwo or more smgle mole-

cules, or ofan equihbnum mixture of single and associated

molecules The quantity Afm the gas-law equation is the

average weight of the molecules act^ly present expressed

m terms of the weight of an oxygen atom taken as 16. If

P 18 expressed m atmospheres, V m htres, W and M m
grams, and T m degrees on the absolute scale, the con-

stant it has a numerical value of 0 08209

The ideal gas law is strictly true only ifthe pressure of the

gas IS infinitesimally small Expressed in mathematical lan-

guage, PV approaches the value^itT as P approaches 0

However, it holds approximately at pressures up to 1 atm
and provides a means of calculating the density of the gas

for any temperature and pressure withm this limit, pro-

vidmg that M is known The value ofM may be deter-

mined either by the well-known Dumas method [S] or the

Victor Meyer method [1 7] The Dumas method is smtable

for a substance which can be obtained pure m the liquid

state The Victor Meyer method is less accurate, but may
be used to advantage when the substance to be exanuned
contains traces of impurities For low pressures, a more
accurate means than the ideal gas law affords for the

estimation of the density of a gas at vanous pressures and
temperatures is given by the expression [3, 1932]

PV*-^a-RTV=^
RTbiX+m \%K)

\+KT
where W= M The quantities a, b, and K are specific

constants for each individual substance To establish the

values of these constants for a given substance the density

must be detemuned directly at three different temperatures

The technique necessary to give the desired accuracy will

be descnbed later

For gases at higher pressures (over 5 atm ) neither of the

foregoing equations adequately expresses the variation of

density with pressure and temperature The equation of
van der Waals [21, 1873], (/»+o/F*)(F-fi) = RT, where

M, IS a first approximation The constants a and b
have a specific value for each individual substance An
equation suggested by Keyes [8, 1917],

agrees more closely with experimentally determmed results

It mvolves three constants, the numerical values of which
must be found for each mdividual substance by the methods
to be descnbed later

Vapour-pressore.

When a gas is compressed at a temperature below the

cntical point, liquefaction occurs A liquid is supposed to

consist of molecules free to move about witbm the hquid

m a manner quite analogous to the movement of gaseous

molecules They are, however, much closer together, and
theu* mutual attraction plays a much more important part

A molecule approaclung the boundary of the hqmd is held

back by the attracbon of the other molecules, and only if

Its veloaty is sufficiently great will it be able to pass through

the bquid surface and break away from the liquid mto the

gaseous phase above The condition for the existence of

a hquid, therefore, is that the average kinetic energy of the

molecu^ m the liquid must be less than the work which
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a molecule must do against the forces of mtermolecular

attraction as it approaches and passes through the surface

of the liquid The average kinetic energy of the molecules

IS propoi^nal to the temperature, but at any given tem-

perature a defimte fraction of the molecules possesses

cneigym excess of the average value That is, at any given

temperature a definite fracbon of the molecules is moving
with a velocity sufficient to permit their escape from the

hquid surface At the same tune gaseous molecules moving
downwards strike the liquid surface, and a certam number
of them will fail to rebound beyond the range of the

attraction of the hquid molecules, and will be caught and
held by the liquid Hence a dynamic equihbnum is estab-

lished between the moleculesm the liquid and the molecules

m the gas above This gives rise to the phenomenon of
vapour-pressure which has a definite value at a given tem-

perature for each liquid

The relationship tetween vapour-pressure and tempera-

ture may be expressed by the equation

where M, R, and T have the same sigmficance as before,

/ IS a constant, and I, is the latent heat of vaponzabon
This holds fairly accurately at low temperatures where the

latent heat does not vary greatly with changes in tempera-

ture A more exact equation, due to Nernst [7, 1906], must
be used at higher temperatures

logi'--^+1751ogr-^-HC

To estabhsh the values of the constants A, b, and e, three

experimental determmations of the vapour-pressure at dif-

ferent temperatures must be made Another method repre-

senbng such daU m terms of fugacity has been developed

by W.K Lewis [11, 1933]

Liquid Density.

There 18 no accurate mathemabcal expression of the

vanabon of the density of a liquid with temperature,

although approximate values may be obtamed from the

equabon of van der Waals However, if the density of a

liquid has been measured at one temperature and the enb-
cal temperature of the liquid is known, it is possible to

calculate the density at other temperatures The percentage

mcrease in volume of all liquid hydrocarbons is approxi-

mately the same between the same corresponding tem-
peratures ,The ‘corresponding temperature’ or reduced
temperature is defined as the rabo of the temperature at

which the measurement is made, to the cnbcal temperature

(both measured on the absolute scale) If the density of
a liquid has been measured at one temperature and it is

desired to find it at some other temperature, the two tem-
peratures m quesbon are first converted to correspondmg
temperatures by dividing each by the cnbcal temperature of
the hquid There aremany liquidswhose densibeshave been
accurately measured by direct experiment over a wide range
oftemperature Such data are availablem tables of physical
constants Thedensity values for one of these are obtamed
for the same two corresponding temperatures Then the

percentage diangem density will be the same for the liquid

tinder mvesbgabon and the reference hquid [14, 1921],

The Qitkal Point

Ifa closed tube, which has been filled about three«ghtfas

full of hquid before bong sealed, is heated gradually, a

temperature is eventually reached at which the visible line

of demarcation between hquid and gas, known as the

meniscus, suddenly disappears This is the cnbcal tem-

perature Above this temperature no pressure, however

high, will cause a meniscus to appear, i e mcreasmg the

pressure can no longer produce visible condensabon of gas

to liquid

The cnbcal temperature may be estimated m many cases

from measurements of surface tension by means of the

Ramsay and Shields formula [IS, 1921],

= 2 \2{T~6-T),

in which Tc is the critical temperature, M is the molecular

weight, and a and dare respectively the surface tension and

density of the substance at the temperature T
As the temperature nses, the density of the liquid de-

creases and that of the gas m equilibrium with the hquid

increases It was formerly supposed that at the cnbcal

temperature they became equal Actually this is not the

case Even above the cnbcal temperature, after the dis-

appearance of the meniscus, the medium which fills the

tube IS not homogeneous The portion below the point

where the meniscus was last seen remains more dense than

the portion above Stirrmg does not brmg about uni-

formity, but the difference in density diminishes if the

temperature is further raised Then, if the temperature is

lowered gradually, the original difference in density has not

been found to be restored until the temperature falls below
the critical value, when separation into liquid and vapour

takes place again and the meniscus reappears

The critical temperature is generally regarded as the

temperature at which the average kinetic energy of the

molecules becomes sufficient to overcome the effect of

mtermolecular attracbon The phenomenon just described

may be called the persistence of the liquid state above the

cnbcal temperature It suggests that the liquid state may
be disbnguished from the gaseous by a structure due to

regional onemabon of the molecules [6, 1935, 20, 1933,

23, 1933]

The magmtude of the density difference existmg above
the cnbcal temperature depends on the nature of the hquid

and on the amount of material in the closed tube. The
greater the polanty ofthe liqmd and the greater the amount
present, the greater is the density difference and the longer

does It persist as the temperature is raised above the cnbcal

temperature A method for measurmg sudi densities is

desenbed later

Systems of More than One Component

In one-component systems a few measurements suffice

for the calculabon of densibes and vapour-prrssuies over

a large temperature range In systems of two or more
components the complexity of the measurements is greatly

increased No relabonships of a sufficiently general

character are known, and densibes and vapour-pressures

have to be determined for each temperature at which the

data are desired

An exoepbon may be made m the case of the density

of gas mixtures at low pressures According to Dalton’s
Law of Partial Pressures [4, 1801], whidi is approximately
true, the pressure of a gas is mdependent of the presence

of other gases Hence the density ofa gas mixture may be
calculated from its compodbon, if the value of Jlf fbr eadi
component is known, making use of the ideal gas law
But Dalton’s law does not hold exactly even at low pres-
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sures, and even m the case of gases for which the constants

a and b of van der Waals’ equation have exceptionally

low values For instance, when equal volumes of helium

and carbon dioxide, each at 760 mm pressure, are brought

in contact, there should be, accorduig to Dalton's law, no
change m the pressure Actually an mcrease of 3 S mm is

observed [13, 1924] At higher pressures the deviation from
Dalton’s law is still greater When argon and ethylene are

brought together at 100 atm , there is a decrease in pressure

of 8 atm [16, 1923] Even if the values of the van der

Waals constants are known for each of the component
gases. It IS impossible to calculate values for a and b for

the mixture

In systems of two or more components the cntical

phenomena are much more complex For mstance, after

the temperature has been raised to a point where the

meniscus has disappeared, mcreasing the pressure may
cause a meniscus to reappear This will be discussed m
connexion with the description of the experimental deter-

mination of the critical pomt

The Measurement of Gas Densities

Accurate Measurements at Low Pressures.

The measurement of the density of a gas involves the

determination of the volume, temperature, pressure, and
weight of a sample of the gas The gas is introduced into

a containing vessel of accurately measured volume which
IS immersed in a thermostat at a definite temperature, and
the pressure is read on a manometer If the container is

simply closed, removed from the thermostat, and weighed.

Its own weight is necessarily so much greater than that of
the gas which it contauis that the latter cannot be obtamed
with an accuracy comparable to the accuracy with which
the pressure, volume, and temperature measurements may
be made

This difficulty is overcome in the following method by
which, m fact, the weight may be made the most accurately

determinable factor [2, 1930] The method is applicable to

all gases which can be condensed readily at the tempera-

ture of liquid air, and when the apparatus has once been

set up and cahbrated the procedure is quite sunple and
rapid

The apparatus is represented diagrammatically in Fig 1,

which IS not drawn to scale The volume of the flask A up
to the stopcock is accurately detemuned, which may be

done by weighmg it filled with distilled water The whole
apparatus is evacuated throughE The gas is then admitted

through D, filling the flask and connecting tubing to the

pressure at which the density is to be determined The
stopcock G IS closed and, the flask being kept at a constant

temperature by means of the surroundmg thermostat, the

pressure is observed on the manometer, which may be read

by means of a cathetometer The stopcock of flask A is

closed and the flask then contams a sample of gas ofwhich
the volume, pressure, and temperature are known The
connecting tube is then all evacuated through stopcock G
and It IS agam closed The stopcock on the flask A is then

opened, and the sample of gas which it contains is con-

densed m one of the bulbs B by immersmg the bulb m
liquid air. The capillary neck ofthe bulb is sealed off, and
the bulb allowed to warm up to room temperature and
weighed It is agam cooled and opened by breakmg the

capiUuy. The gas is permitted to escape and the glass is

woghed. The Terence between the two weighings gives

the wei^t of the gas which was contained m A The

residual pressure at hquid-air temperature is neghgibly

small, so that no dead-space correction is necessary

The volume of the flask A can be chosen to suit the

degree of accuracy required Volumes from 1 to SO litres

have been used The bulb B must have walls thick enough
to withstand the pressure of the condensed gas at room
temperature, but its volume is only 1/100 to 1/1,000 of that

of the flask A An accuracy of 1 part m 5,000 was easily

obtained m the measurement of the density of carbon

dioxide by this method With gases more easily con-

densable or ofhigher molecular weight still greateraccuracy

IS possible

The density, ofcourse, IS given by IF/ 1,000K Ifmeasuie-

ments are made at three different temperatures, the rela-

tionship already mentioned may be u^ to calculate the

density for other conditions of temperature and pressure

By using pressure taps [12, 1923], measurements can be

made up to S atm For gases which are hquid at ordinary

room temperature, condensation in the connectmg tubing

may be avoided by surrounding it with electrically heated

nichrome wire

Manometers. For the apparatus described above a mer-

cury manometer is most suitable For measurements ofthe

highest accuracy it should be enclosed m a thermostat and
read by means ofa cathetometer It should be constructed

as shown in Fig 1, so that the two mercury-levels can be

read without turning the cathetometer through an angle

For pressures between I and 5 atm a calibrated scale

attached to the manometer is sufficiently accurate Adjust-

ment of the mercury-level may be m^e by raismg and
lowermg a mercury reservoir connected to the manometer
by rubber tubmg, but it is best effected by varymg the

pressure on the mercurym the reservoir which is connected

as shown in Fig 1 Tube Fmay be cormected to a vacuum
or pressure hne, or opened to the air through taps not

shown in the diagram
For the measurement of pressures above 5 atm and up

to 300 atm the Bourdon gauge has been generally used

This consists of a metal tube closed at one end and coiled

in the form of a hehx It extends with increase in pressure,

Its motion being magmfied and transmitted to a pointer

by a system of leven These gauges require constant

standardization, since not only the zero value, but the exten-

sion with pressure may vary while the gauge is in use

The most accurate instrument for the measurement of
high pressures is the dead-weight gauge [10, 1931] An
accuracy of 1 in 5,000 is readily attainable at pressures up
to 100 atm , and the method is apphcable to pressures over

1,000 atm The pressure is transnutted by an oil coluiim

to a vertical steel piston fitting snugly m a steel cylmder,

and is counterbalanced by weights apphed to the top of
the piston Frictional effects are overcome by a device

which either rotates or oscillates the piston The oil is

separated from the gas whose pressure is being measured

by a column of mercury m a steel U-tube, which serves to

indicate when equilibnum is obtained Movement of the

mercury is detected by electrical contacts

The pressure is equal to the weight applied to the piston

in grams (IF)divided by the effective area (A) of the piston,

which may be taken as the mean of the cross-sections of

piston and cyluider If distortion of the gauge due to pres-

sure is negbgible, the pressure expressed m atmospheres is

1 £
P = CIF The quantity C = -—

~

x ^ is a constant
AXlbp 981

for the gauge employed, sidiere p is the density of mercury

m grams/c.c and g is the aocelerahon due to gravity in
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cm^MC * in the particular locality There is a steady esqape

of oil vduch forces its way between piston and cylinder,

serving incidentally as a lubncant The forces produced by

the escaping oil are a constant percentage of the weight of

the piston The gauge constant is best obtauied by cali-

bratuig the instrument at a pressure of several atmospheres

measured by a column of mercury, or against the vapour-

pressiue of liquid carbon dioxide For a gauge of normal

specifications the piston does not vary in diameter by more

Fig 1 High-precision mercury manometer

than 0 0001 cm throughout its length The gauge constant

18 found to increase slowly with tune owing to the agemg
of the hardened steel of the piston

Measurements at High Pressures.

Vanous methods of determining P, V, T relationships at

hi^ pressures [1, 1932, 9, 1921-2] have been developed

That of Keyes [9] is typical of the procedure which can

be used to measure accurately the density ofa condensable

gas A measured amount of gas is mamtained at constant

volume in a steel container known as a piezometer, and
the pressure at vanous temperatures measured by means
of the dead-weight gauge

The weight of gas introduced mto the piezometer is

found by measuring its volume at a lower pressure where
Its density has previously been accurately determined by
some method such as that already descnb^ A gas burette

of known volume and kept at constant temperature is

exhausted and the gas allowed to enter, its pressure being

read on a manometer The gas is then displaced from the

burette with mercury and condensed m the piezometer by
immersing the latter m liquid air The smidl opoung of
the piezometer is closed with a gold washer screwed tightly

m idace, and the piezometer is then attached to the mercury
column of the dead-weight gauge The gold washer is

dissolved by the mercury establishing contact between the

gauge and the gas m the piezometer

The temperature is controlled by surrounding the piezo-

meter with a suiUble bath contained m a silvered Dewar
flask. A high-boihng oil, heated etoctncally, u used fcnr

temperatures up to 200° C Ice is used at 0° C , and ether,

cooled with solid carbon dioxide, for lower temperatures

The temperature is measured by means of a carefully cah-

brated platmum resistance thermometer

Buoyancy Method. The weight of a body suspended m
a fluid IS less than its weight in vacuo by an amount equal

to the weight of fluid which it displaces This, the prmaple
of Archimedes, is frequently employed m determmmg the

density of liquids, as, for instance, m the use ofthe familiar

hydrometer The density of gases is ordinarily so much
less than that of hquids that the

buoyancy effect is difficult to

measure with much accuracy But
if the density of the gas is relatively

great, as, for instance, at high pres-

sures, and a sufficiently sensitive

means is available of measuring the

effect of buoyancy on a float of
known volume, the method is ap-

plicable to gases also The McBam-
Bakr quartz-spiral balance provides

an instrument of the necessary sensi-

tivity and compact enough to be

enclosed m a contamer filled with

gas under pressure Measurement
of the extension of a quartz spiral

sprmg, from which a suitable float

IS suspended, is the most accurate

means available in the pressure

range S to 100 atm for measuring

the density of the medium, whether

gas or liquid, displaced by the float

The method is applicable to systems

ofone ormore than onecomponent,
and IS the only one so far developed

which permits measurement of the

differences in density which exist m the medium above the

critical temperature

The essential features of the apparatus [23, 1933] are

illustrated in Fig 2 Two bombs, each of capacity about

^ htre, are machmed from shaftmg steel and provided with

covers secured by steel bolts Grooved lead gaskets, coated

with a graphite composition, serve to prevent leaks The
second bomb contains a pyiex glass bell, attached to which

IS a heavy-walled capillary tube passmg through a steel pipe

screwed mto the cover of the bomb A rubber gasket held

m place by a steel plate bolted to a flange on the pipe forms

a mercuiy-Ught seal The glass bell fits inside a larger steel

pipe screwed into the underside of the cover and rests

agamst a thick rubber disk inserted between the top of the

bell and the cover to prevent any lateral or vertical move-
ment which might break the glass capiUaiy The first bomb
IS two-thuds filled with mercury, and the remammg space

IS filled with oil which is connected through a valve to a
Cailletet pump The second bomb contauis mercury alone

so that the gas comes m contact only with glass and
mercury
The glass bomb is of pyrex tubmg of 1 S cm internal

diameter and 4 mm wall thickness, and is connected by
heavy-walled capillary tubmg to the ^ass bellm the second

steel bomb A suitable manometer may be inserted whrae
the break m the Ime appears m the diagram The spiral

balance is 4 to 5 cm long and about 0 5 on. m diam^.
It IS wound by a special machme [19, 1932] from a quartz

fibre less than 0 1 mm diameter It is cahbrated by ms-
pending It from a rigid support, attaching various v^lihts

to the lower end, and obsoving with a cathetmaeter the
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total length corresponding to each weight The sensitivity

IS about the same as that of a good analytical balance

Suspended fropi the spiral is a pyrex glass float which has

been accurately weight and the volume of which has been

found from the weight of water displaced when it is mtro>

duced into a specific gravity bottle

To mtroduce the gas under examuiation, the upper end
of the bomb tube is connected to a pump and to the gas

reservoir Mercuiy from the steel bomb can be forced over

into the U-tube shown in the diagram and there frozen by

This apparatus permits measurement of density with an
accuracy of about 1 m 1,000 at pressures of S to 100 atm
and temperatures of 0 to 200° C It is only necessary to
know the weight (w) and volume (v) of the float and the

sensibvity m grams per mm extension (5) and the normal
length (N) of the quartz spiral Then if x is the length of
the spiral when the float is immersed m a medium of
density, d,

j
w-{x-N)S

V

Fio 2 McBain-Bakr quartz-spiral balance

immersing the U-tube in solid carbon dioxide and acetone

contamed in a Dewar flask, thereby forming an effective

seal The bomb-tube is evacuated and the gas then con-

densed m It by surrounding it with solid carbon dioxide or

liquid air The upper end is sealed off, the glass jar which
serves as a thermostat is filled with a suitable liquid, and the

temperature brought to the desired value The volume oc-

cupied by the medium in the bomb, and hence, ifno liquid

IS present, its pressure also, may be vaned by forcingmercuiy

into the bomb by means of the CaiUetet pump, and may be

held at a fixed value by freezing the mercury m the U-tube

The apparatus as illustrated m Fig 2 is designed to per-

mit measurements to be made of both gas and hquid

densities below the cntical temperature and to explore the

discontinuity existing above the critical temperature The
quartz spiral is suspended by a silk thread which passes

over a small glass pulley to a counterpoise consisting ofan
iron nail sealed m a glass tube The whole assembly is sup-

ported by a short glass collar whichjust fits mside the bomb-
tube and rests on two indentations m the wall of the latter

The iron counterpoise can be moved up and down by an
electromagnet which slides on a vertical rod alongside the

bomb, thus altenng the posiuon of the quartz spual m
the tube If sufficient of the medium has been mtroduced
so that below the critical temperature a layer of hquid

occupies the lower part of the bomb, the float may be

immersed either m the hquid or the vapour above it, and
the density of both may be found undn the same condi-

tums of tnnperature and pressure

Owmg to the possibihty of the glass bomb burstmg at

high pressure, the cathetometer, temperature-measunng

mstruments, controls, &c, must all be placed at some
(fastanoe from the bath and suitable screens mtroduced for

the iMotec^ioa of the operator.

Since d = IV/V, the simultaneous

observation of d, P, and T provides

all the data for the apphcation of

one of the general relationships dis-

cussed m the first section

Vapour-pressure Measurements

It must be remembered that a
hquid possesses a constant vapour-

pressure at a given temperature

because there exists a dynamicequih-
bnum between the molecules m the

liquid and those in the vapour phase

in contact with It A change in tem-

perature alters this equilibrium, and
tune is required for it to be re-estab-

lished As the vapour-pressure m-
creases,some ofthe liquid evaporates
and heat IS absorbed As the vapour-

pressure decreases, some of the

vapour condenses to liquid and heat

IS evolved It is at the surface

that this latent heat of evaporation is produced or ab-

sorbed, so that when the vapour-pressure changes, tune is

necessary for the re-estabhshment of temperature equili-

brium in the system Hence, where accurate results are

desued, it is essential that the liquid be stirred, and the

stirring arrangement should be such that the surface of
the liqiud is intermittently broken This is further im-

portant in a system of more than one component, because

the composition of the vapour will differ from that of the

liquid The rate of molecular diffusion is very slow m a
liquid compared to that m a gas, and sbrnng is necessary

to maintain the composition of the surface layer the same
as m the bulk of the liquid Intermittent stirruig is readily

accomplished with a glass stirrer having an iron core sealed

into It, which can be moved up and down by makmg and
breakmg the current in an electromagnet plac^ outside the

sealed apparatus

Since the vapour-pressure depends on the temperature

pievailmg at the hqmd-vapour boundary, it is only the part

of the apparatus where this boundary exists which must be

kept at a fixed temperature dunng the measurement That
portion of the vapour which is in contact with the mano-
meter may be at any temperature, provided it is above the

temperature of the hquid so that no condensauon will

occur

The simplest form of apparatus thus consists of a bulb

contammg hquid and vapour nuuntained in a siutable

thermostat, with a tube leadmg to a manometer. If the

liquid IS at a temperature to which the manometer cannot

readily be heated, the tube leading from the bulb may be

bent mto a U which is filled with mercury, and is enclosed

m the same thermostat with the bulb Between the mano-
meter and the U-tube, vacuum and pressure hnes are con-

nected through suitable taps which are mampulated until
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the mercury IS at the sanie kvdm both amis ofthe U-tube

The pressure indicated by the nunometer is then just equal

to the vapoui>pres8ure of the liquid This arrangement can

also be used when only small amounts of liquid are avail-

aUe. The vapour-pressure of as little as 0 S c c of liquid

can be accurately measured m this way
The choice of a manometer depends on the accuracy

desired and the pressure range to be covered For pressures

above about 3 cm of mercury one or other of the mano-
meters already described will be suitable Accurate

measurement of very low pressures requires some special

arrangement such as the following [18. 1913]

the vapour-pressure of water and of ice which is accurately

known down to a pressure of 0 01 cm

The Critical Phraomena

One-component Systems.

The determinaUon of the critical temperature is simply

a matter of gradually raising the temperature of a sealed

tube contairung the hquid and its own viqiour until the

meniscus is seen to disappear and noting the temperature

at which this occurs As the temperature of the liquid

increases, the pressure in the tube also increases At each

Two glass tubes about 7 cm m diameter are cormected

by a glass tube containing a stopcock One side is con-

nected throu^ a two-way stopcock to a pump and to the

system contairung the gas or vapour whose pressure is to

bis measured Into the upper end of each arm of the U is

sealed a metal block having a finely threaded hole through

Its centre A stem with a sharply pomted end can be
screwed into each hole until the point touches the mercury
The upper end ofeach stem cames a disk with graduauons
around the edge which move past a fixed pomter when the

stem IS turned Thus the change m height of the pomt m
contact with the mercury correspondmg to a very small

fraction of a turn of the threaded stem can be accurately

determined

In operation, the stopcock between the two arms of the
U IS opened and the space above the mercury thorou^ly
evacuated The threaded stem in each arm is carefully

adiusted untd the pomt just touches the mercury surface

This condition may be observed visually ormay be detected

by the closmg of an electrical circuit through the pomted
stem and the mercury The stopcock is then closed and
the one arm broughtm contact with the gas whose pressure

IS to be measured The mercury is depressed m this arm
and IS raised in the other arm The pomts are agam
accosted to touch the mercury surface by turning the stons

The pieasuie may thus be measured withm 0<XX)1 cm
Callbratfam of the instrument is best eflSscted by means

temperature the pressure has a definite value which is that

of^ vapour-pressure of the liquid at that temperature

The value whi^ the vapour-pressure reaches at the critical

temperature is called the cribcal pressure This can be

observed with the apparatus described for the measure-

ment ofdensities by the buoyancy method or that desenbed
below for dealing with two-component systems

Systems of More than One Component.

hi a one-component system equilibnum between liquid

and vapour can exist only at a smgle pressure for each
temperature If the pressure is mcreased slightly as the

tonperature is kept constant, condensation occurs unbl the

vapour IS completely converted to hquid On the other

hand, if the pressure is kept constant and the temperature

is sli^tly raised, evaporation proceeds until all the hquid
IS gone. Only the shghtest variation from the equihbnum
conditions is necessary to bring about complete vaporiza-

tion or complete liquefaction. When more than one com-
ponent is present the phenomena observed are more
complex. If the pressure on the hquid is kept constant and
the temperature raised, evaporation proceeds, and at some
defimte temperature the hquid will just disappear. The
pressure observed may be taken as the vapour-pressure of
the liquid mixture at ttot temperature. Ifnow tte tempera-
ture is kept constant and the pressure Increased, condeosa-
bon will commence, but the amount ofvapour oondenaed
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will depend on the pressuie, and the pressure required for

complete hquefaction of the vapour will be considerably,

instead of only slightly, higher than that prevailing at the

point of complete vaporization

An apparatus designed for making such measurements

on two-component systems is illustrated m Fig 3 [22,

1932] The two steel bombs, C and D, are the same as

already descnbed m connexion with Fig 2 The tube L is

immersed in a bath, the temperature of which can be

accurately controlled and measured The remainder ofthe

apparatus serves for the introduction into L of measured

amounts of two pure components
Mercury from the bomb D is first forced over until it

fills the whole capillary KLM and drops into P It is then

frozen m the U-bend M The remainder of the apparatus

IS evacuated and the gases are introduced, one at a tune,

into the calibrated volumes, Vi and F, The pressure of

each is read on the manometer and, the temperature

being known, the amount of each gas may be calculated

The two gases are then forced out of Vi and into the

bulb P by raismg the levelling bulb W The mercury mM
is allowed to liquefy and the gas mixture is forced over into

the glass bell m bomb D by applying pressure to the

mercury m the reservoir R and releasing the pressure m
the bomb through valve B The mercury follows the gas

mixture from P mto the U-bend M and is frozen there

The bomb D is contained m a bath heated above the

temperature at which the measurements are to be made,
and the connecting tubing is wrapped with electrically

heated nichrome wire, so that when pressure is applied by
means of the Cailletet pump, condensation to the Uquid
state occurs only in the tube L The temperature and pres-

sure in L may be varied as desired, the pressure bemg read

on a suitable manometer or gauge connected to the oil-lme

between the bomb C and the Cailletet pump Of course,

a smgle component alone may be mtroduced m the

same way and cntical temperature observations may be
made, if desired without reference to pressure, with the

whole sample of material sealed into L by forcing the

mercury from D over beyond the U-bend K and freezing

it in K
By way of illustraUon, the results of a senes of measure-

ments with this apparatus on a typical two-component

system, carbon dioxide and methyl ether, are shown m
Fig 4 Each curve IS for a mixture of the two components
in different proportions The lower part of the curve shows
the temperatures at which the liquid just disappears when
the pressure is held constant at vanous values This may
be regarded as the vapour-pressure curve of the hquid

The upper part of each curve shows the pressure required

for complete condensation of the vapour at various tem-

peratures The condensation curve and the vapour-pres-

sure curve come together in the cntical region and form

one contmuous curve as indicated in Fig 4 If a tangent

to the curve is drawn parallel to the pressure axis, the point

at which It touches the curve is called the ‘cntical contact

pomt* The temperature at this point is the highest at
which hquid can exist Above this temperature no pressure,

however great, will bring about condensation It corre-

sponds m this respect to the critical temperature of a one-

component system If a tangent is drawn parallel to the

Fio 4 P -T curves for the system carbon dioxide-methyl ether

temperature axis, the point at which it touches the curve

IS known as the ‘plait-point’ The pressure at the plait-

point IS the highest at which vapour can existm equihbnum
with hquid, or, in other words, it is the maximum himtmg
value of the vapour-pressure of the hquid It thus corre-

sponds to the critical pressure of a one-component system

Evidently a mixture does not possess a definite cnti-

cal point Instead there is a critical region which hes

between the plait-point and the cntical contact pomt The
behaviour of the system in this region is peculiar For
instance, suppose that the temperature of the gas mixture

IS brought to a value between the plait-point temperature

and the critical contact temperature and the pressure is

gradually increased When the pressure reaches a value

indicated by the lower curve, condensation sets m and
liquid appears As the pressure is mcreased the proportion

ofhquid to vapour increases until the pressure correspond-

ing to the cnbcal contact pomt is reached Further increase

m pressure now causes the proporUon of liquid to vapour
to decrease agam until, when the pressure is that indicated

by the upper portion of the curve, the hquid disappears,

and at still higher pressures only the gas phase remains
There is thus observed the very curious phenomenon of
evaporation of hquid bemg produced by increasing the

pressure The phenomenon has been called ‘retrograde

condensation’.
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DETERMINATION OF THE MOLECULAR WEIGHTS OF
PETROLEUM FRACTIONS

By C. E. HEADINGTON
TTie Atlanttc Refining Company

The aun of this discussion is to summarize information on
the use of some of the more readily applicable methods
of molecular weight determmation to petroleum fractions

Until recently these molecular wei^ts have commanded
no more than passing mtercst The advent of scientific

methods in petroleum refining, however, has transformed

them mto data essential to both the petroleum chemist and
chemical engineer This information is obviously required

in any study of the composition of petroleum, and the fact

that many physico-chemical laws are derived in terms of

molar concentrations makes the molecular weight the con-

nectmg Imk between empirical and theoretical methods m
many cases The applicaUon of Raoult’s Law in the case of

distillation equipment is a notable example

During recent years the rapid growth of chemical and
engmeenng research on petroleum and petroleum refining

has resulted in a large number of publications covering

molecular weight determinations obtained by a variety of

methods Because of the complex composition of petro-

leum the value obtained in practically every case is an
average molecular weight Ordinary methods for these

determinations frequently give erratic results because of
ddferencesm the behaviour of the components ofthe solute

in the solvent, the presence of unknown amounts of the

solvent in the solute, molecular association in solution, and
the presence of molecular aggregates of colloidal nature

m the heavier residua

No attempt will be made to discuss the basic laws under-

lying molecular weight determination, as these are ade-

quately set forth in any text-book of physical chemistry

and, with one exception, need no elaboration here This

exception consists of the concept ofwhat is referred to here

as ‘ molecular association ’ This is the phenomenon which

IS often observed when using any of the molecular weight

methods dependent on the laws of ideal solutions ‘Mole-

cular association’ is a convenient but not wholly satis-

factory hypothesis to explain the progressive positive or

negative variations in the experimental values which are

often observed with changes in concentration In fact,

what IS here loosely called ‘molecular association’ may
actually be the resultant of two or more opposing effects

which are now obscure For convenience, however, the

term ‘molecular assoaation’ will be freely used m the dis-

cussion of these deviations

The hterature on the subject of petroleum molecular

weight determinations is characterized by a lack of agree-

ment among the many contributora on the choice of

methods [8, 1934] and is very much in need of a direct

comparison of the vanous methods, including their

modifications m regard to solvents and apparatus Such

a comparison, ifmade on a largenumba ofwidely differing

pure compounds, known imxtures ofsuch compounds, and
petroleum fractions representing the average and extremes

in composition, would play a v«y important part ui the

correlation of existing i^ormation on this subject

The three methods which will be described here are (a)

the cryoscpplc method, (b) the ebuUioscopic method, and

(c) the vapour-density method Of these the cryoscopic

method hu, until recently, been favoured by most m-
vestigators Recent developments in the field of ebullio-

scopy, however, have improved the boiling-point method
to a point where it threatens to supersede the freezmg-pomt

method in dependability and precision Vapour-density

methods have been improved, but have not as yet been
widely used except on gaseous mixtures

It should be emphasized here that at present no one
method can be recommended for use with all fractions of

petroleum An acquamtance with their relative advantages

and disadvantages, however, will enable the mvestigator

to select the method which is most appropriate for the

matmal to be examined

Cryoscopic Method

The fact that the cryoscopic or freezing-point method has

been more widely used than any of the other existing

methods is due largely to its simplicity and ease of
manipulabon This method may be used for the lighter

fractions where it is impossible to apply the boilmg-pomt

method due to vaporization of the solute In this range it is

fairly saUsfactory, giving rapid and reasonably accurate

results, but its extension to higher molecular weight frac-

tions IS subject to the limituig factors of (a) molecular

association, (b) the formation of mixed crystals, (c) solu-

bility of solute in solvent at the freezmg-pomt, and (d)

deviations from the freezing-point law Of these errors

molecular association is largely overcome in the lighter

fractions by the proper interpretabon of results This is

described m a subsequent section wherein it is pomted out,

however, that this treatment ofresulto becomes increasingly

difiScult for the higher fractions Mair [17, 193S] has dis-

cussed the other errors and pointed out that in order to

avoid the formation ofmixed crystals it is necessary to pick

a solvent dissunilar m chemical structure from the solute

Thism turn may lead to errors due to insolubility or devia-

tion from the freezmg-pomt law
For these reasons, substantiated by the expenence of a

large number of investigators. It is recommended that the

cryoscopic method be used on the lighter fractions, but

limited to liquid fractions whose molecular weights are 400
or less It has been used for values much hij^er than this,

andm some cases with apparent success, but indiscriminate

use of this method on high molecular weight fractions may
lead to results which are open to criticism It is not recom-
mended for use on fractions contaimng appreciable

quantities of paraffin wax because of the low solubility of

most waxes m the solvents available In cases where the

solute m question has appreciable vapour pressure at the

freezmg-pomt of the solution, a solvent of lower freezmg-

pomt may be employed or the vapour-density method may
be used

Cryosct^c Solvents.

Among the many solvents which have been chosen for

use m cryoscopic molecular weight work on petroleum
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fractions the most popular are benzene, nitrobenzene,

cyclohexane, dioxane, ethylene bromide, and steanc acid

The ideal solvent would be (a) highly miscible with all

components of petroleum, (b) easily puniled, (c) free from
the tendency towards molecular assoaation, (</) able to

dissociate molecular aggregates of the solute, (e) a freezing-

pomt in a convenient working range, low enough to keep
vaponzauon of the solute at a minimum Unfortunately,

no single solvent has all of these characteristics, and the

mvestigator is forced to select the one which is best fitted

to his particular needs

The solvent chosen should be used in a highly purified

form, and regardless of the information available on the

cryoscopic constant it is urgently recommended that each
investigator check experimentally the constant for the sol-

vent used with at least two pure compounds Naphthalene

and triphenyl methane are well suited for this purpose, and
»o-octane is recommended as an additional check on a

paraffin-type compound Such a procedure provides a
check on the purity of the solvent and will also disclose

errors in either the apparatus or techmque
The physical properties of the solvents described are

given in Table I

Table I

Physical Properties of Cryoscopic Solvents

Solvent 1

j

Freezing-

point,

C°

K,
(freezing-point

lowering for
Ig mol ofsolute m
I g of solvent) °C Reference

Benzene i J3 4.900-5,230 [131

Nitrobenzene 57 6,890-7,100 [131

Cyclohexane
1

65 20,000-20,300 1131

Dioxane I

(1,4-diethylene dioxide)
|

11 78 4,630 [141

Ethylene bromide too 1,180-1,250 U31
Steanc acid 1 69 3 4,400-4,500 [131

Benzene. Of the solvents which have been used m ciyo-

scopic work on hydrocarbon oils, benzene has undoubtedly
been the most popular Its use is accompanied by some
association, but in this respect it compares favomably with

any solvent that has been used for this purpose It is easily

purified by fractional distillation and crystallization,

which latter can be effected m large quantities by placmg
the benzene in a well-insulated contamer and allowmg it to

stand for a week or more m an atmosphere of from 0 to
30° F A large percentage of the contaminatmg matenal
can then be poured from the centre of the crystallme mass
Several such crystallizations will yield a very pure product
Thiophene may be removed by treatment with mercunc
sulphate [25, 1919] The freezing-pomt of 5 5° C is located

m a very convement working range
In spite of Its advantages, benzene is not sufiSciently

miscible with the higher molecular weight hydrocarbons,

puticularly paraffin wax, to be of value with the heavier

fractions It has been used on paraffin-base oils up to a
molecular weight of 830 [7, 1932], but its use is not recom-
mended for oils whose molecular weights are above 400
[28, 1923] Below this value it is recommended as the best

general-purpose solvent on all fracUons which are, for

practical purposes, hquid and non-volable at its freezmg-
pomt except, ofcourse, those which might contam benzene.

Above 400, molecular association becomes quite pro-

nounced, and a reliable exttapolabon to mfinite dilution,

as descnbed m a subsequent secbon, becomes difficult.

Nitrobenzene. Several investigators [8, 1934, 26, 1930]

have found in mtrobenzene a satisfactory solvent for mole-

cular weight work Association is not too pronounced and

It may be purified in much the same manner as benzene

Nitrobenzene, however, is even less satisfactory than ben-

zene for use with high molecular wei^t hydrocarbons

Gullick [10. 1931] has described the use of benzene on oils

which were impossible to keep m solution in mtrobenzene

For oils below the light lubricaUng oil range, nitroben-

zene appears to be a satisfactory solvent Because of the

proximity of their freezuig-points it is a particularly con-

venient one to substitute for either benzene or cyclohexane

on solutes which might contam those materials, thereby

avoiding a change m the setbng of the Beckmann thermo-

meter

Cyddiexane This solvent has recently found consider-

able favour in cryoscopic work, the data ofFitzSimons and

Thiele [9, 1935] showing it to be better suited for samples

containing paraffin wax than either benzene or mtro-

benzene This IS probably its only advantage over these

materials, the prmcipal objecUon to it being the fact that

Its extremely low heat of fusion makes its freezing-pomt

difficult to measure accurately, especially if somewhat
unpure, although its high cryoscopic constant does resultm
large freezing-point depressions It, like benzene, may be

present in some fractions of petroleum which would
necessitate the substitution ofanother solvent in such cases

Dioxane (1,4-dietfayleDe dioxide). Recent work on this

ether has disclosed the possibility of its use as a cryoscopic

solvent Its freezing-pomt and cryoscopic constant are

very similar to those of benzene Its solvent power for

resms and some waxes is excellent, but its solvent power
at Its freezmg-pomt for paraffin wax is not appreciably

different from that of benzene It has been used for hydro-

carbon oils [1, 1926, 9, 1935], but appears to have no
noteworthy advantages over benzene, and it does have the

disadvantage of being completely miscible with water, thus

necessitatmg the use of a dehydrabng agent It should be
pointed out here that the use of dioxane as a dehydrating

agent m pathological work indicates that its use m the

ordinary molecular weight apparatus and method might be
questionable, due to its hygroscopic nature

Ethylene Bromide. Epperson and Dunlap [7, 1932] have
reported excellent agreement m results obtained using

mtrobenzene, benzene, and ethylene bromide The latter

showed the greatest solvent power for the oils and the least

tendency to absorb moisture This solvent should be in-

vestigate further and the results compared with values

obtained by the ebuUioscopic method
Stearic Add. Seaton and Sawyer [24, 1916] descnbed the

use of steanc acid as a solvent for molecular weight

determinations on vegetable oils and acids Later Mabeiy
[1 6, 1923], using this solvent, reported molecular weights as

lugb as 1 ,700 on residua from Appalachian crudes Devme
[5, 1929], however, found that stearic aad gave very low
values as compared with other solvents, and that associa-

tion increased with concentrationm much the same manner
as with benzene and other solvents, a factor which ap-
parently was neglected by Mabery It must be used with
high concentrations ofthe solute in order to obtam accurate
results, as the freezmg-pomt of the matenal available for
this purpose has been reported to be not sharper than
001° C, [24, 1916], It IS probably supenor to naphthalene
[23, 1927] or cam^or [22, 1922], but lU use can hardly be
recommended for petroleum work until it has been in-

parttodaily with paraffin-base oils
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offers a better solution for measuring very high molecular

weights than the cryoscopic method with steanc acid

Cryoscopic Apporatos.

In the cryoscopic determination the Beckmann method
or a modifiMtion of it is ordinarily used FitzSunons and
Thiele [9, 1935] have used a modification of the original

apparatus wherem the stirrer was actuated by a solenoid,

the electrical circuit being opened and closed regularly by
a conventional vacuum wmd>shield wiper A metronome
has also been used for this piupose It is advisable to use

some form of mechanical agitation in order to ehminate

errors due to variations m mechanical heat, and it is also

preferable to make the freeang-pomt tube air-tight in order

to exclude moist air This can be effected by means of

ground-glass joints, using a solenoid mounted on the cap
of the tube to effect sturing The thermometer may be
sealed in the cap by means ofa suitable cement, and solute

are added through another opening in the cap fitted with a

ground-glass stopper For precise work it is preferable to

substitute a platinum resistance thermometer or a sensitive

thermocouple for the Beckmann thermometer and to main-

tam a constant difference between the fieezing-pomt of the

solution and the temperature of the coohng-bath For
routine work, where this is not practicable, the freezmg-

pomt tube should be well insulated from the bath The tem-

perature difference for the latter case may be as high as
5“ C , but for precise work should be not more than 1° C
A constant temperature throughout the bath is essential

Solutes which volatilize appreciably at room temperature

should be weighed out in a weighing pipette

Cryoscopic Procedure.

While the actual procedure for the detorminauon may be

varied considerably, the following is recommended m order

to bring out various precautionary measures which may
influence the results materially

A given volume of solvent, usually about 25 cc, is

pipetted mto the freezing-pomt tube If the temperature of

the solvent is measured, the weight may be calculated from
the density The thermometer and stirrer are then placed

m the tube and the whole placed in the freezing-bath and
allowed to freeze while stimng The solvent will supercool,

and when crystallization starts the temperature will rise to

the freezmg-pomt and become constant The thermometer

IS tapped sharply and the freezing-pomt recorded The
freezmg-point tube is then removed from the bath and the

solvent melted by warming with the hand, after which
the freezing-pomt is again determined This procedure is

repeated until two successive readings differ by not more
than 0 002° C. Due to absorption of water vapour from
the air, a large number of determinations may be necessary

before a constant value is reached The air-tight apparatus

described above is suggested to overcome this difiiculty,

but others have added dehydratmg agents such as sodium
sulphate to the solution By this means a constant freezmg-

pomt is reached after two or three freezings When precise

measurements are being made it is desirable to add a small

crystal of the solvent when a temperature of 0 1° C below

the freezmg-pomt has been reached Supercooling is con-

trolled in this way, and a constant and sufficiently small

quantity of the pure solvent separates as crystals before

the freezmgpomt u taken Steed [26, 1930] used cooling

curves to overcome this error Sudi a curve is illustrated m
Pig. 1, wherem the Ime DEis extrapolated to mtersect AC,
the point being taken as the initial freezing^mt. While

these curves probably give a close approximation of the

true freezmg-pomt, they should not be relied upon when
precise measuremenu are desired

OSes S 10 It 14 It IB to tt t4
TIMS IN MINUTES

Fu3 1 Time-temperature curve for reducing errors

caused by supercooling

When the freezmg-pomt of the solvent has been deter-

mmed, a weight of solute, sufficient to give a freezmg-pomt

lowering of about 0 2° C , is added to the solvent and the

freezing-pomt again deteimmed as above Usually only
two freezmgs are necessary to obtam check readings When
this freezmg-pomt has been recorded, another smular addi-

tion of solute IS made, the procedure bemg repeated until

the freezmg-pomts of four concentrauons of solute have
been recorded

It 1$ essential that the freezmg-pomt of the solvent be
determined at the begummg ofeach determmabon

Interpretation of Results.

In order to reduce the freezmg-pomt equation to a form
which permits simple and rapid calculation of results,

several assumpbons must be made These are assumptions

of conditions which exist at zero concentrabon or mfimte

dilubon, and with their aid the equabon may be reduced to

the following form

where M — molecular weight,

K, = cryoscopic constant,

S = weight of solute,

W = wci^t of solvent,

Ar £= freezmg-pomt lowering m ° C

This formula is recommended for petroleum molecular
weight work, and its use is justified by the fact that the final

value for the molecular weight is a value taken at mfimte
dilubon by extrapolabon Such an extrapolabon is made
by calculabng the molecular weight by means of the

above formula for each of at least four concentrabons

The calculated values are then plotted agamst either the

freezing-pomt depression or the concentrabon, and nor-

mally form a straight line which may be extrapolated to
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mfimte dilution or zero concentration The value at this

pomt IS taken as the molecular weight Most mvestigators

have found that regardless ofthe equation used to calculate

results, the apparent molecular weight vanes with the

concentration and that such an extrapolation of results is

essential

It should be pointed out here that in the case of a high

molecular weight oil whose chemical structure is widely

different from that of the solvent, such as a paraffin-base oil

of 400 or higher molecular weight in benzene, it is some-

times very difficult to obtain a series of points which may
be extrapolated with any degree of accuracy In such cases

the ebullioscopic method is preferable because assoaation

phenomenon is much less marked at the boiling-point of
a solvent than at its freezing-point The same is true ofthe
heavier residua where high molecular weights determined

by the cryoscopic method may be partly due to molecular

aggregates While these aggregates may not be completely

broken down in the ebullioscopic method, they should be
less marked at the higher temperature employed m this

method
The extrapolation is best carried out by making a calcula-

tion for each concentration, using the total weight of solute

added to the pure solvent and the total depression These
values should be the sums of the several solute additions

described previously Such an extrapolation is shown m
Fig 2

MOUCULHa WtieHT

Fio 2 Extrapolafaon of molecular weight dcterminabona to

mfimte dilubon

EbuDiosco^c Meflmd

Many of the limitations which are inherent in the
freezuig-pomt method are not encountered in the ebuUio-
acppic, or boiling-pomt, method Among these may be
mentioned (a) the formation of mixed crystals, (h) the low
aolubihty of solutem solvent, and (c) excessive assoaation,

which 18 much less marked at the boilmg-pomt than at the

freezing-pomt.

Mair [17, 1933] has pomted out that recent developments

m thisMd have eliminated many of the serious difficulties

previously associated with the ebuUio8C(H>ic meUiod His

excellent agreement in results obtained on two widdy

differing petroleum products and a number of pure com-

pounds using three different solvents indicate that this

method may be better suited for use on non-volatile

petroleum products than the freezing-point method

It must be rememberedm this connexion that the boihng-

pomt method can be used, without troublesome corrections,

only on fractions whose lightest components boil 130° C

,

or preferably 175° C [19, 1921], above the boiling-point of

the solvent used For this reason the boiling-point method

will probably never supplant the freezmg-point method for

use with the lighter fractions ofpetroleum It can, however,

be used to supplement the freezing-point method

Ebullioscopic Solvents.

While the variety of solvents chosen for ebullioscopic

work has been comparatively small, benzene has probably

found more favour than any of the other solvents used

Carpenter [3, 1926] has used benzene, carbon tetrachloride,

and chloroform for paraffin wax, and states that he obtained

fairly consistent results, while Devine [5, 1929] obtained

varying results on one oil using ethylene dichloride, ben-

zene, and carbon tetrachloride Mair [17, 1933], however,

obtained excellent agreement on triphenylmethane, a very

paraffinic oil, and a very naphthenic oil using benzene,

n-hexane, and »o-octanc as solvents

While there is no concensus of opinion in favour of any
particular solvent, it may be safely stated that benzene

appears to be a satisfactory one for petroleum work and
will continue to be widely used until some other is proved

to be more suitable It should be emphasized agam that

further research correlating the results of the various sol-

vents m both the cryoscopic and ebullioscopic methods
would greatly facilitate the selection of suitable solvents

regardless of the method used

While the boiling-point constants for various solvents

are given in Table II, it is highly important that the constant

for the solvent selected be determined experimentally before

molecular weight determinations are made

Table II

Physical Properties of Ebullioscopic Solvents

Solvent

Boiling-

point,

"C

K,
{bolUng-point

loweringfor

Ig mot ofsolute in

I g of solvent) °C

Benzene 796 2,622 [12]

n-Heptane 98 4
<50-Octane 1160
Carbon tetrachloride 76 8 4,830 [12]

Ethylene dichloride 83 7 3,117 [12]

Chloroform 612 3,820 [12]

Ebullioscopic Apparatus.

Earher equipment, designed by Beckmann [2, 18^8], and
widely used, consist^ primanly of a boihng-pomt tube in

which a Beckmann thermometer was immersedm the solu-

tion, a condenser for preventmg the escape of the solvent

from the boilmg-pomt tube, a jacket surrounding the tube
m which solvent was boiled to prevent loss of heat, and
another condenser to condense the solvent m the jadeet.

Both the jacket and boihng-pomt tube were heated I^ a
gas flame

One of the duef sources of error associated with this

ai^raratus was the imoertamty of the concentration of
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solute m the solveut, brou&ht about by the fact that a por-

tion ofthe solvent (the amount depending upon the volume

of the vapour space above the solution) exists as a pure

vapour above the boiling solution Washburn and Read

[27, 1919] withdrew a portion of the boiling solution

through a capillary side-neck and analysed this to obtain

the concentration of solute This is a tedious procedure

and is to be avoided, if possible Menzies and Wnght
[19, 1921] evaluated the quantity of vaporized solvent by

filling the boilmg-point wiUi solvent to a constricted portion

of the tube which was calibrated for volume The solvent

was brought to the boihng-pomt and after the vapour had

filled the vapour space the source of heat was shut off, and

as soon as boilmg ceased the liquid level was read in the

calibrated portion of the tube before the condensed vapour

and liquid adhering to the walls drained into the liquid

reservoir Mair [17, 1935] has evaluated this error in

probably the simplest manner by mamtainmg a constant

heat supply to the apparatus in order to effect a constant

vaporization of solvent and calibrating the apparatus with

substances of known molecular weight

Immersion of the thermometer m the boiling solution is

assoaated with large errors due to superheating These

errors have been almost entirely eliminated by the develop-

ment of the Cottrell boiler [4, 1919] and internal electrical

heating umts The Cottrell boiler (see Fig 3) consists of a

nnall percolator arrangement which pumps the boiling

liquid up on to the bulb of the thermometer The thermo-

meter is suspended in the vapour above the liquid level and

thereby indicates the temperature of the two phases m
equihbnum The use of the mtemal heater descnbed by

Pearce and Hicks [21, 1926] was unproved by Mair [17,

1935] who controlled the energy inputm order to mamtain

a constant vaporization of solvent

Pearce and Hicks [21, 1926] used a thermocouple for

temperature measurement, thus eliminating the errors due

to thermometry Washburn and Read
[27, 1919] used two boilers, one for the

pure solvent ai for the solution, in

order to correct for changes in barometnc
pressure, and Menzies and Wright [18,

1921] ehminated both of these errors by

thedevelopmentofthe differential thermo-

meter (see Fig 4) This ingenious device,

instead of measuring the temperature of

the solution, measures the temperature

diflerential between the vapour and the

liquid, thus compensating for anychanges

that take place in the boiling-point of the

pure solvent during the determination

and at the same time eliminating many
of the errors common to mercurial

fiiermometers

A combination of the Cottrell boiler,

the internal heater, and the differential

thermometer produces an ebullioscopic

apparatuswhich rivalsthat ofthe freezing-

pomt method in its ease of manipulation

as well as its precision Such a method
is undoubtedly better suited for higher

molecularwei^t determinations than the

cryoscopic method
While this combination is desirable it Fio 4 Menzies-

would be entirely erroneous to assume Wnght diffeiential

that it is necessary in order to obtam thermometer

satisfactory results with the boihng-point method The use
of the Cottrell boiler is essential, but reasonably accurate

results may be obtained using the Cottrell boiler with a
Beckmann thermometer or a sensitive thermocouple, em-
ploymg a gas flame for the heat supply, if the proper tech-

nique IS employed The availability of such refinements

as the difierential thermometer and controlled electrical

heating will necessarily govern the mvestigator m his

selection of equipment

Ebullioscopic Procedure.

In general, the procedure to be followed m the boiling-

point method is similar to that used in the cryoscopic
method A parUcular procedure is difficult to specify,

however, because ofits dependence on the type ofapparatus
employed
When a Beckmann thermometer or a thermocouple is

used It IS very unportant to compensate for any chaq^ m
the boiling-pomt of the pure solvent during the determina-
tion This may be done by corrections obtamed from
changes in barometric pressure or by the method ofWash-
bum and Read [27, 1919], wherein two similar boilmg
tubes are used, one contaming pure solvent and the other
the solution

Regardless ofthe apparatus selected it is essential that the

amount of solvent present as vapour be carefully evaluated,

and that superheating be elunmated at the point where the

tempmture of the boiling solution is taken These factors

are discussed bnefly under the previous heading, and for a
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nxne detailed discusuon of their apiduation and the pro-

cedure to be followed for specific equipment the reader is

referred to the references therein

bteipietation of Results.

Reduction of the boiling-point equabon may be effected

in the same manner as is used in the freezing-point equabon
to yield a simplified formula for rapid calculation ofresults
The simplified equation is

where M — molecular weight of the solute,

Kb = boiling-point constant,

S = weight of solute,

W — weight of solvent,

Ar == boiling-point elevation

As m the ciyoscopic method, this equabon may be used
when results are extrapolated to infinite dilubon, the extra-

polabon bemg the same as that described for the cryoscopic

method The determinabon of boiling-pomt constants as
well as molecular weights should be made by means of this

extrapolabon

Vapour-density Method

A few recent mvestigators have chosen the Victor Meyer
method for petroleum molecular weight work As will be
remembered, this method consists of vaporizing a known
weight ofsample in a tube immersed in a constant tempera-
ture bath and measuring the volume of air displaced mto
a gas-measunng burette

Mildred Hicks-Bruun [1 1, 1930] has descnbed a modified
apparatus designed to prevent diffusion ofthe hydrocarbon
vapour mto the gas burette, with subsequent condensabon,
and has mimmized the errors due to deviabons from the

ideal gas laws by carrying out the measurements at two
pressures and makmg use of Berthelot’s method of liimbng
densities She reports determinations on four pure, or
nearly pure, hydrocarbons Average deviabons from the

true molecular weight of from 0 6 to 0 14% are reported

No work was reported on hydrocarbon mixtures, however
Newman and Means [20, 1935] have added to this equip-

ment the Baro burette, a very accurate gas-measunng
device, and by making detemunabons at several pressures

have extrapolated the molecular weight graphically to zero
pressure without recourse to van der Waal’s or Berthelot’s

equabons They report mcellent agreement with theorebcal
values for seven pure compounds, and compare the results

obtamed by this method on gasoline fracbons with results

obtained usmg the cryoscopic method with benzene as a
solvent The method gave results of the order of 2 to 3%
lower than the cryoscopic method Unfortunately, too few
experimental details on either the vapour-density or cryo-
scopic methods ate included to make possible a sound
evaluation of the method
One ofthe chiefobgecbons to this method for general use

ts the fact that the sample under observabon must be com-
pletely vaporized For this reason the method ts lumted to

the lifter fracbons, and the detmninabon should be pre-

ceded by a careful fractionabon The use of low pressures

is an aid m this respect, but is limited m its apphcabon by
errors caused by diffusion At present the method carmot

claim the versatility that is exemplified in either the cryo-

scopic or ebuUioscopic method
Obviously the Victor Meyer method is well adapted for

use on petroleum fracbons whose volabhty is high enough

to give rise to errors in the cryoscopic procediue

When the sample is a gas at ordinary temperatures the

molecular weight may be obtamed from a direct gas-

density determmabon This may be obtamed by vanous

methods, the method ofEdwards [6, 1917] being one of the

best

Summary

The cryoscopic method with benzene as a solvent is

recommended for general usem determmmg the molecular

weights of hquid solutes up to a molecular weight of 400,

except on fractions which might contain benzene Nitro-

benzene or cyclohexane may be subsbtuted for benzene

under special condibons or even for general use, if desired

Stearic acid is claimed to be a satisfactory solvent for higher

molecular weights, but until more experimental work is

reported it can hardly be recommended as a satisfactory

substitute for any of the above solvents or the ebulhoscopic

method
The conventional type of apparatus in the cryoscopic

method is satisfactory if recent innovations, such as

mechamcal sbrnng and some method of prevenbng the

absorpbon of water by the solvent, are mcluded The use of

a plabnum resistance thermometer is recommended,

although not essenbal The use ofcooling curves m obtam-

mg freezmg-points is suggested in cases where high

accuracy is not necessary, whereas the determination of the '

cryoscopic constant of each solvent using several types of

pure compounds is essentialm all cases All results, includ-

mg the determinabon of the constant, should be obtained

by extrapolabng the molecular weight to mfinite dilubon

The ebulhoscopic method with benzene as the solvent is

recommended for molecular weights of 400 or above,

although benzene may be replaced by hexane, cyclohexane,

iso-octane, carbon tetrachloride, or other similar solvents

The use of the Menzies-Wright differential thermometer
and carefully controlled electncal heabng are preferred,

and the use of a Cottrell boiler is essential As m the

cryoscopic method, the determination of the ebulhoscopic

constant of the solvent using several types of pure com-
pounds is recommended as well as the extrapolabon of all

experimental results to infimte dilubon.

Recent improvementsm theVictor Meyervapour-density

method are discussed, but unbl more expenmental details

and results are published, the method is not recommended
as a subsbtute for either the cryoscopic or ebulhoscopic

methods except in cases where the volabhty of the sample
precludes the use of the cryoscopic method For gas mix-
tures a density determinabon by the Edwards method is

recommended
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THE PROPERTIES OF PURE HYDROCARBONS
By 6. L. EATON, M.Sc.

Senior Engineer, Atlantic Refining Company

I. NOMENCLATURE AND STRUCTURE.

The nomenclature used in this section is based upon the

D^nitive Report of the Commission on the Reform of the

Nomenclature of Organic Chemistry adopted by the Inter-

national Union ofChemistry at Li£ge in 1 930 An excellent

discussion of this report has been prepared by A M
Patterson and is published in the Handbook of Chemistry

and Physics, pp 486-97, 20th ed , Chemical Rubber Pub-
lishing Company, 1935

The following will serve as a guide in using the tables

1. Names of Saturated Open-chain Hydrocarbons

The numeral before the name refers to the number of
carbon atoms in the cham

1 Methane
2 Ethane
3 Propane
4 Butane

5 Pentane
6 Hexane
7 HepUne
8 Octane
9 Nonane
10 Decane
It Hendecane (Undecane)

12 Dodecane
13 Tndecane
14 Tetradecane

15 Pentadecane
16 Hexadccane
17 Heptadecane
18 Octadecane
19 Nonadecane
20 Eicosane

21 Heneicoaane
22 Docosane
23 Tncosanc
24 Tetracosane

25 Pentacosane
26 Hexacosane
27 Heptacosanc
28 Octacosane
29 Nonacosane
30 Tneontane
31 Hentnacontane
32 Dotnacontane

2. Name Endings.

a Saturated hydrocarbons have the ending ane

b Open-chain unsaturated hydrocarbons have the end-

ing ene With two double bonds the endmg is diene, with

three double bonds triene

c Triple-bonded compounds have the endmg yne,

d With both double and triple bonds in the fundamental

chain the ending is enyne, dtenyne, &c
e Saturated monocyclic hydrocarbons have the name of

the corresponding open-chain saturated hydrocarbon pre-

ceded by the prefix cyclo

f Aromatic hydrocarbons are given the ending ene

3. Nnmberiiig

‘In ahphauc compounds the carbon atoms of the funda-

mental cham will be numbered from one end to the other

with the use of arabic numerals In case of ambiguity the

33 Tritriacontane

34 Tctratnaconune
35 Pcntdtriacontane
36 Hexatnacontane
37 Heptatndcontane
38 Octatnacontane
39 Nonatriacontane
40 Tctracontane
41 Hentetracontane
42 Ootetracontane
43 Tritetracontane

44 Tetratetracontane

45 Pentatetracontane

46 Hexatetracontane
47 Heptatetracontane
48 Octatetracontane
49 Nonatetracontane
50 Pentacontane
51 Henpentacontane
52 Dopentacontane
53 Tripentacontane
54 Tetrapentacontane

55 Pentapentacontane
56 Hexapentacontane
57 Heptapentacontane
58 Octapcntacontanc
59 Nonapentacontane
60 Hexacontane
61 Henhexacontane
62 Dohexacontane
63 Trihexacontanc

64 Tetrahexacontane

lowest numbers will be given (1) to the prmcipal function,

(2) to double bonds, (3) to tnple bonds, (4) to atoms or

radicles designated by prehxes The expression “lowest

numbers” signifies those that include the lowest individual

number or numbers Thus, 1 ,3,5 is lower than 2,4,6, 1,5,5

lower than 2,6,6, 1,2,5 lower than 1,4,5, 1, 1,3,4 lower than

1.2,2,4’

Examples CH,=CHCH CH„ 1-Buicne (not 3-Butene),

CH,^HC CH, l-Buten-3-yne (not 3-Buten-l-yne)

Numbers are placed before the name to which they refer

‘Positions in a side chain will be designated by numerals

or letters, starting from the point of attachment The
numerals or letters will be in parentheses with the name
of the chain

'

Example CH,CH,(CH,)CH— (I-Methylpropyl)

Numbering of cyclic compounds is given in the table of

structural formulae for each of the basic hydrocarbons

4. PrelBx Names of Radicles.

Acenaphtbenyl (from Acenaphthene)

Acetenyl - Elhynyl
Ally! = 2-Propim'l

/S-AUyl Isopropen) I

pseudo-AlJyl ^ hopropenyl

ten-Amyl
Amylidene
Anthryl (from Anthracene, 3 isomers)

Aothrylene (from Anthracene, It iso-

mers)
Benzal
Bcnzenyl
Benzohydryl
Benzohydrylidene — Diphenylmcthylene

Benzyl
Bcnzylidene - Benzal
Bomyl (from Borneol)

1-

Butcnyl

Butyl

sec-Butyl

tert-Butyl

Butylidene

Camphanyl (from Camphane, 3 isomers)

Carvacryl (from Carvacrol)

cetyl

Cmnamal
Cmnamenyl - Styryl

Cmnamylidene — Cmnamal
Citral (from Citraldebyde)

Cumal
Cumenyl
Cuminal Cumal
Cyclobutyl

Cyclohexadienyl (2,4, Ac

)

Cyclohexadienylidene (2,4, &c )

C^clobexenyl (from Cyclohexene, 3 iso-

mers)
Cyclohexyl (from Cyclohexane)
C^obexylidene

Cyclopentenyl (from Cyclopentene)

Cydopentyl (hom Cyclopentane)
Cyclopropyl

Cymy] (from Cymene)

2-

p-CymyI = Carvacryl

3-

p-Cyniyl = Thyntyl

C„H,—

CH.(CH,),—
(C,H,)(CH,),C-
CH,(CH,),CH=
C„H,—

C„H,=
C.H.CH=
C,H,C--
(C,H.),CH-

C,H.CH»-

C..H,r-
CH,CH CH=CH—
CH,(CHJr-
(C,H.)(CH,)CH—
(CH,),C—
CH,(CH,),CH=
C„H„—

CH,(CH,).,CHr-
C.H,CH=CHCH=

C,H„CH=r
P-(CH.),CHC,H4CH=
(CHJ,C1IC.H4—

CH,CH,CH^H—

C.H.-
C4H„-
CH,CH,CH,CH,CH.C=

ch,ch,c:h—

CmHu

—
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Duiyl
Dutylene
ttbenyl
Ethenylidene

Ethyl
Ethyhdene
Ethylidyne
Ethynyl
Fenchyl (from Fenchyl Alcohol)
Fluoryl (from Fluorene, 5 isomers)

Fluorylidene

Geranyl (from Geramol)
Hendecyl
Heptyl
Hexadccyl Ce/y/

Hexyl
Indanyl (from Indan, 4 isomers)

Indenyl (from Indene, 7 isomers)

Isodllyl — Propinvl
Isoamyl
Isoamylidene
]-Isobutenyl

Isobutyl

Isohexyl

1-

Isopcntenyl

Isopropenyl

Isopropyl

Isopropylidene

Menthyl (from Menthanc) as 2-/>'

Menthyl
m-Mesityi

2-

Mcsityl

Methcnc MrthyUni
Mcthenyl - MethyM\ne
Methyl
Methylene
Methylidyne
Nuphthal
Naphthcnyl
Ndphthobcnryl
Naphthyl (1 or 2)

Ndphthylene
Naphthylidene (1(4) form shown)

Norcamphanyl (from Noreamphane)
Octyl

1-Pcntenyl

Pentyl - Amyl
Phenanthryl (from Phenanthrene 5 iso-

Phenanthrylene (several isomers)
Phenenyl (j-, or-, v-)

Phenethyl

Phenyl
Phenylene (o- m-, p-)
Propargyl — 2-Propvnyl
1-Propenyl

1-

Propenylidene
Propyl
Propylidene

2-

Propynyl
Stytyl

Thymyl (from Thymol)
TolyKo-.w-.p-)
a-Tolyl — Benzyl
Tolylene (6 isomers)
a-Tolylene — Benzol
Undecyl “ Hendecyl
Vinyl Ethenyl

Vinyhdene - Ethenylidene
Xylyl (Dimethylphenyl)

2.3.5.6-

(CHJ4C,H—
2.3.5.6

-

(CH,).C.=
CH>=CH—
CH.=C=
CHjCH,—
CH,CH=
CH,C--
CH -C—
C,.H„—
C„H,—
C„H,=r

CH,(CHJ„—
CH,(CH,>.-

CHjfCH,),—
C.H,

(CH,)4CHCH,CH,—
(CH4)jCHCH.CH=
(CH,),C^ CH—
(CH,),CHCHf-
(CH,),CH(CH,),—
(CHJ^CHCH—CH—
CH,--C(CH,)—
(CH,l,rH~
(CH,),C-^

^S-K H,)4C,H,CH4—
2,4.6-(CH,>,C.H

—

C,.H,C --

C„H,^
C.H,CH,CH=CHC=

CH,(CH )r-
CH,CH,CH,CH=CH—

CuHr-
C,iH,=

C.H.CH4CH,-
C.H.-
C.H4=.

CH,CH^CH-
CH,CH=C^
CH,CH,CHr-
CH,CH,CH=
CH=:C—CH,—
C,H.CH=CH—
Ci,H,,

—

CH,C.H4—

(CHJ,C.H,-

Table of Structural Formulae

Formula

5 C.H. Acetylene HC^CH
8 C,H, Propodiene CH,=C=4:H,
9 1 C.H. Propyne CHssC—CH,

Cyclopropane CH,—CH,

' Butadiyne HC ^C—C--CH
3-Buten-l-yne HC—C—C=CH,
Cyclobutcnc HC^CH

H.C—CH.
1 2-Butadienc CH,—C—CH—CH,
1.3-Butadiene CH,=CH—CH=CH,

1-

Butyne HC^C—CH,—CH,

2-

Butyne CH,-C.^C-CH,

13 C4H,

14 C4H4

15 C4H.

16 C4H.

17 C4H.

18 C4H4

19 C4H.

20 C4H.

22 C4H.

24 C.H,

26 C4H,,

27 C,H,

Cyclobutane H,C- CH,

H,C—CH,
Mclhyleyclopropane CH,—CH—CH,

1-Butylene CH,^CH—CH,—CH,
Isobutylene CH.^C-CH,

(!:h.

Isobutane CH,—CH—CH,

<[:H,

1,3-CvcIopcntddienc CH--^CH

28 C4H,

51
' C,H,

3-Methyl-3-butcn-l-yne HC- C—C=CH,

52 C.H.

54 C.H,

0>
I,S-Hexadicn-3-yne

CH,^CH—C - C—CH=r:CH,
1,2-Dihydrobenzene CH,—CH

H,C<^ ^CH
CH—CH

94 C,H„

102 ' C,H,

Melhylenecyclopcntane CHji^C CH,

I

>"•
CH,—CH,

I 3,5-Cycloheplatnene CH—CH—CH

I

CH,—CH=CH
Toluene CH—CH
(also)

^ CH,-C/ V:H
CH=CH

1,2-Dihydrotoluene /CH,—CH^
CH,—HC< >CH

\ch=ch/
Ethyhdenecyclopentane

CHr-CH=C CH,

I

>H.
CH.-CH,

l-Methyl-2-isopropylcycIopropane

CH,-CH—CH—CH—CH,
I

CH, CH,

Ethynylbenzene HCErC-<^
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C,H..

C.H.,

j

Styrene CH,=CH—<
^ ^

I
p-Xylene CH,— CH,

Dimcthylfulvene CH=:CH CH,

)>C=C<^

:h=ch

,

Isopropylidenecyclopentanc

CHr-C-- C CH,

CH,

H. I >«•
CHr-CH,

I

^>CH—CH,
CH,—CH,

' Isolaurolene (12) yCH,

;I CH^CH.CH,-CH,
I l-Methyl-2-isobutylcyclopropane

CH,—CH—CH—CHr-^H—CH,

CH,

C,H,
I

Indene

C,H.

C,H..

I

(l-PropynyOben/ene CH,—C--C— ^
I Hydrindene (1)

1

I

(XT
C,Hi, ' (l-Propenyl)benzene CHr-CH=CH— ^
C,H„

I
(2-Propenyl)benzene CH,=CH—CH,— ^

I

Santene (12) CH,—CH—<
'—CH,

-CH—C—CH,L.
235 ' C,H„

,
Nopmaned)

256
I
C,Hi, Cainphenilane(I2)

1^ ^CH,
Hr-ClT"

CH,

H,C—CH—CH,
257 C.H„ Santane(12) H,C-CH—CH—CH,

in.

H.C—CH—CH—CH,
' Apofenchcne (12) H,C—CH—CH—CH,

CH- CH.

,
I

HC=C-
, I

Pulcgene(U) H,C—C CH—CH,
:

II I

;
CH CH,

I

I H,C—CH—CH,
,

,

Campholenc (12) H.C-C—CH,-C-CH,

i-CH,

H,t—C—CH,

CH,

l,]-DimethyI-2(l-isobutenyl)cyclopropane

CH^
>C CH-CH=0-CH,

CH,^ \/ I

CH, CH,

Naphthalene

(also)

308 I C»H„
I

Verbci>ene(12)

ya XHO t^ 2CH

HC6 C 3CH
\5 /'OXa
CH CH
CH,

I

I

C„H,.

CuH,.

T" rH,C-C-CH,

H,C^
^ I

CH
Cainphinene(12) /CKg

Isobutylbenzene CH,—CH—CH,—^ ^
CT,

CHr-CHr-<j:H-<^^
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Dihydrocadinene (12)

CH CH,

h,c^^h\h,

HC CH CH—CH,

C CH,

CH,—CH-CH,

Dihydroeudesmene (12)

I

CH CH,
/\/\

H,C CH CH—

C

.k

I

Dihydrocopaene (12)

I

CH,

CH CH

H,C CH C—CH,

I CHr-CH—CH,

j

Dihydrozingibcrene (12)

C..H..

C..H.,

C,.H„

C„H„

Dihydro-a-santalene (12)

Tetrahydrocalamene (12) (structure not known)

Tetrahydroeudesmene (12)

:h.

(same structure as Tetrahydroselmene, no 603)

Tetnhydroguaiene (12) (structure not known)

(12)

602 I Ci,Hn ' Tetrahydracadincne (12) (same structure)

CH,

H,C CH CH-CH,

:

1
CH,—CH—CH,

603 CmH„ Tetrahydroselmene (12)

I

CH CH, CH,

H,C CH CH—CH
I I I I

H,C C CH, CH,

I

C„H„
I
Tctrahydrocaryophyllene (12)

605
,

C|,H„ Tetrahydrobisabolene (12)

I

,
CH,

(t CH,

? r
H.C CH.^ H

CH, CH, CH,

I
I

CHr-CH—

606 ' CiJin
I

Tetrahydroelemcnc (12)

r-

i; Li k

H,C CH _

H,c i: CH, <!:h,

dihcl^,
CH,

(probably mixture)

607 C„H„
I

Tetrahydrosa ie(12)

I

Tetrahydro-o-santalene (12)

(structures uncertain)
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C„H„
I

Tetrahydro'/3-santalene (12)

CM.

H,C ' CH CH,—CH

H,C CH, CH,

CH,

Hexahydro-a-curcumene (12)

Hexahydro-/}-curcumene (12)

(structures uncertain)

I

Hexahydrobisabolene (12)

I

Hexahydrozingiberene (12) (same structure)

!

' CH CH,

H,i J:h, CTH—CH,

j

^CH. CH,

j

CH,—CH—CH,

I
Hexahydroelemene (12)

1
?"
CH CH,

^\h-

643 I Cj,H„ ' 2,2'-DimethylsbIbenc (2)

661 ‘ C,tH„
I

I'Benzylnaphthalene

668
,
C„H„

;

Bcnzanthrenc CH CH, CH

!
I fTYV

:
I

'
' (probable structure)

|| |

’ CH CH

I

669
I

CuHii
,

Truxene (structure uncertain)

670
j

C„H„
[

Chrysene (2)

671 I C„H„ I Triphenylene (10)

!

^

674 < CiiHxt Diphenylfulvene (2)

675
I

Ci.H»
I
Retene(tO)
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0-

Brmyl<Upluayl~2-BmzyUipbtnyl l•BeIuyl•
2-phenylb«nzcne

p-arn2;>’W/i*<'n>/—PhenyMiphenylmethane 4-1

Benzy\tXhy\m»—2-PraiKnyUKiaeM

1-

Bmi) //KvAlAalrar-o-Benzyliuphtlulene,

l-Naphthylphcnylmethane

2-

Bemylaa^thala»—P BenzylnaphllMlcne
Z-Naphthylphenylmethuie

^Brozylnaphtfuilene

—

2-Bmzylitaphihiihtu

in-arR»>/ri>/iirnr—Phcnyl-ni-tolylmctbana

W2xtayir~JJ-Dlplunylftlmiu
Bi-aee-butyl-J 4-DbrulhylhtxaiK
Bi-tert-butyl-2,2 3 3-Telramelhylbulme
Bip>«to(4,4 OiOtctnB-DeaArdronapliiHaltne
Bicycli>-0,4,4-deG<ne-3—#-Oc(a/(<i
BjMhyleiw-Ai-A(/«fi^w
Bi-iaobutyJ—
Bl-laopropenyl—2,J-0/mr//ty/-7.i-baraiA«ic
Bi-iaopropyl—2 3-DlmethyBaitme
Bimethyl—fiAow
1,1 -Binaphthyl—/,/ -Dlnaphthyl
I,r-Biiuphthyl—i.r-DliuplMM
2.2'-BinaphthyI-.2,2'-Dlna|illi/Ay{

Woetyt—n-Hexadecam
Blph^l—mplmyl
Btpfopirgyl—/ 5(or 2,4hHtxadlyiie
Bipropenyl

—

2,4-Hexaillmt

oM-Wtolyi-oM-Dilo/yl



Cnthniene—y-r<r/)fnrw
Crocvfam—2,6,1 MJ-Tetruiethylhezadectne, Phyune
Ciotonyloie—2-Ailyne CiH,
Crypwtaeimu C.,H„

th lb c’h”
Cumol—hopropylbmeiK C»H„
l-t-Curcumeiu CuHm
l-e^ureunmu C,.H„
Cyctum—JMcyc/fne C,.H„
Cvc/ohifaii«—Tetranwthylene C,H,
Cye/0to»i)«—Cyclobutylenc C.Ha
Cyelobutyleii»—Ov/abiiM/w C,H,
CyeloMi^omyrceM—CyclobatloolcBe Ct»Hti
Cyclo/turhene—6 Pinolene C|»Hi,
«>Cyr/<>(«raii<o/«fl»—I,l,3.Triin«thyI-3<cycIolicxeiM C,ll,,
6>0’c;«irmM/o/yw—l,l,3-Triniethyl-2'<:yeluhex<n( C,H„
;,i>CyctoA«prad(civ—Dihydrotropilidtne,

A* ••Cycloheptadiene C,H„
A> '•Cyclohepudienb—I 3 Cychheptaditnt C,H„
Cyclobepiaiw—Sabenaa, HepUmechyIcne C,Hu
i,3,5-Cycla6rpta>r(mr—Tropyhdem, Cydobeptatnene C,H,
Cyc/oArpwne—Suberane, Suberylene C,H,,
1,3-CyGlohcxtdiene—/ 2 Dlhydrobenzm C,H,
A' '-Cyclobcudlcne—/,2-i»Aiy<6o6«R2fflc C,H,
A' '-Cydoheudicne— C,H,
1 4-CydohcxadKne—y,d'Z>My<frafrmz«w C,H,
CycloAexane—HcumeUiylcne Heutaydrobenzene CaHu
Cyr/aArx«M—1,2,3,4-Tctrahydrobeazcne, Tetnhydrobciueiw C,H,a

U,l^-THmtlhylbutyl)cychhexam C„H,a
3,CycIohexyl-3-ethylpenuuie—(/./•IMciAy/prapy/XyoWjuMr C„H,.

1-

CytMuxyl-l-htxakytlnibtiKylhepiadtcaae C,aHa,
Cyclohexylmetham—Afc/Ay/cye/oAnraiH' C,H,a

2-

CyGlohexyI-2-methylbuuuie—
il,l-Daiielhylpropyl)cyclaHtxaiK C„H„

3-

Cydohcxyl-3>iiicthylhexm«

—

U-Mtthyl-l-*ikyaHUy()eyclohtxane C„H„

2-

Ociohnyl-2-iTieUiyIpenUne

—

3-

CyelahexyI-3-methylpenUuie—
'* “

0-

Meihyl-I elhylpnpyDcyelohrxime C„Haa

CydooeUM—Octtmaaty^
' ^

C^H,”

(^opcnMicm— CJl!

Cydopenlm ShI*
J’Cyelopnuyl-l-eyehpeHlelie C,At
Cyehpnvam—Tilmtlbyieae cji,
o-Ow*»»—«-l»propyltolMeiie, t-Methyl-2-jfopropylbeiuRw C,,Hia
m-CyMciw—iii-UoprepyltoliMiw. Uoeynene,

1-

Mcthyl-3^K>pn>pylb«i»iM C„Hia
P-Cymme—p-tiopropylioliwne (oidlnuy eynwiie),

l-MMIiyl,4.iiopiopylbeiiiena C„H„

OacodMnw-^TrHperim^^ C„H..
AM«A|ydreafP*rK«ie C,aH„
OMolOxAonvAfAafrw—X>«edip, Napfadulue, Nxphthne,

»eyda(4,4aO)dcc«M
O^e,»n^-O0ealvdrom*llialm
»-Dteam C,J*„

Oibeiuanthncene
a.a'-l>iben2aiUhnGene—7,2,7,6-2>/6«im»»Ara«jw
1,1.7 S-Dibenzphenxnthrene-llcem

1,2

7.8-Dibenzo-pheiunthrene—nwm
Dibenzo(xi]pheiunthRne—PlMiw
Dibenzyl—7 2~DlphenyUthant
a-XMbmzy/bmzrw—u.u'-I>ipbenyl-<>-xylMie
m Dlbtiaylbtnzm—ui,ii> -Diphenyl,m-xylene
p-mbenzylbtHzent—taxa -Diphenyl-p-xylene
ym-Dibenzylethylene—7 4-Dlphnyl-2.butm i

Dibenzylmetbanp-7,3-7»pAc;ty/pn>paiw
Di-sec-butyl—3,d-7Minr/Ay7Arj(ane i

Dicetyl

—

th-DoIrlaconlme i

i>iryr7oA»y/--DodecahydrodiphenyI
t,l~DlcyclobexyUifxadtame
7 3-DicycloptiUyl-l-cyelopenltiK

1.2 DMlipbenylene«thui»-'7>i/IiN>rvny/

7jf-DltthenyWtnztHe— 1 ,2'Divinylbeozene

IJ-PUtlimyWmztne~\ ,3-Divinylbea»ne
7.2 Dlflbylbenttnz-o-XiMiiylbtiazM
7.3 X>fe/Ay/6mz«if—m.Dietbylbeiu»m
/ d-DlMAyr»«u«w—p-Diethylbenzene
o-DieUiylbenieiu—7 2-Dlelliylbenzem

m-Diethylbtrmat—l^-Dlelbylbriizem
p-DiethyIbtmiaie—/,4.Dleibylbenzem

1.1-

Plelbyl~2-cycl(/pmleitc

1.2-

Dlttkyl-l-cytlopeniene

•ym l>iethylethyleii»-^ Hexeiu
luaym-Diethylethylem

—

2-Eihyl-l-butene

Dielbyluopropylinelhane—2-M«(Ay7 3-r(A[y/prnram

7,3

Diethyl 2-meihyl-I eyehpentene

34 TTArrAy/prnranr—Tetraethylmethuw
(IJ-DlethylpropyOeycMiexone—3-Cyclohexyl 3-cthylpenUiie
thethylpropylmaheno—S-Bihylhexane
3,S-DtethylXo\aenc—l-Methyl-3,}-Jlethylbenzene

U-Dleihynylbenzene—1,2-Diaeeiylenylbeiaene,

1

.2-

DiKelsnylbcnzene
7 3-Dfethynylbenzene—1.3-Diicetylsnylbenzciic,

1.3-

I3iacMenylbenane

Dlfluorrnylene—Dilluoiylem
Ihiluoiylene—DIfluorenylent

Dibexyl—n-Tlodrcam
P.70-l>fAydroaR>AracrRr—Anthneem-V.llMihydTMe
DUtydroartmmlemlrene

7,2.7)lMri*r««>r-o-Dihy<lroben»ne, 1,3-Cyclohexadiene.
A'-'-Cyclohexadisne

l^-Dthydrobeiizene--p-miyiToheiaeiit, l.dCydohexadlanc,
A'>*<;yclohBxadieiie

o-Dibydrobciusne—7,2-l>lAyi2r(i6«furw
7>-Dihydn>beiusiw—7,d-7»A)'il>vA«mnM
DUtydroauttnent C
Dihydroampheop—7yQ«9nipAam C
DIhydroeedrene C
Dthydroeopaene C
MWa^Ht^;ie-I,2.d-TriiBetW C

Dlhytlna4-oetylJuhnet^ C
9,10-lUhydn-9-ttltytimthrtteene C
IMAy^iidnmeiw—DihydiowlbiBiie C
DUtydrotmOene C
Dlhydro-b-tpejimme C
la^^^tomOme-Hydrindene, Indu C
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Dl-uo»inyl—

Di'iiobutylene—7,4 4-Trimelhyl~Hi)r It-penUne

, ^ y—IJDlmelkyl-tJeyclohexadieM
^'^•T>ibfdt(>-m-j.y\a»—2fi~Dlnulhyl-t^]tcMitxadiene
tf<'-Oikrdto-m-iiiim»—t,5-tltnHtkyl^t,3-eyclaluxadlm

'~rMsfin>-p-xy\mt—l,4-Dtmtthyi-l^yelahtxadlme
'~WlK/iTO-p-jyieT»—2^IHmnli)il-I,3-cycloliexadlent

J.3-Dimethyl-3.S«

i^ZHm«rtW-/>e7eto»<Jt«B«>»—Dlhydro-o-wtone,
l,2-DmMthyl-2,6-cycIobnadi«ie, Cuntharane

2^-Dlmelhyl-U-€yelohexadlme~if ‘-Dibydro-p-xylene.

1.3<ycl(
xylene,

3,5(or 1.3>.DIinethyl-l,3(or l.SKyclohexadiene

3.5-

Dunethyl-1 3-cycIohexadiene

—

2,6-Dlmtthyl-

3.6-

Dimethyl-l,3-Gyclohexadiene—
JJ-cychlwxadieiK

S^DImelhyt-l^-cyclohexadlem— 1 , 1-Dimethyl-

1.2-

Dlmelhytcyelohexane—o-Dimethyleyclohexano,

Hexehydro-o-xylene
l,3~Dlmelhytcydoluxane—m Dlmethylcyclohexane,

Hexehydro^n xylene

i,d-l>/nie/Ay/eydoAexane—e-Olmelhylcyelohexane.

Hexahydro-^xylene
o-Dimethylcyclohexene

—

1,2-Dlmflhyleycloliexam

ncDunethylcycIohexene—7 3-Dimeihylcyctohexane

l.t-Diinothyl-3-cyclohoxene—7,<-X>li*w(Ay//-f>c;i>*«ene

1.2-

Dlmelliyl-I-cydohextne— I 2-Dunethyl-4‘-cyclohexene

1.2-

Din)ethyl 3-cyclobextM—3,4-Dlmelhyl-l-eydduxeMe

l^Dbnelhyl /-cyctoAexeee—A'-Tetrehydro-m xylene

1.3-

l>in)ell>yl-3-cyc]obexene—I S-Dlmlhyl J-cydohexene

!.3.Dm>eUiyl-4-cyclohexene—J,5-X>lM«Ay//-cyctoAex«ie

/,d-Otai*»AyW-cyc/o*exej»»—I,4-Dimethyl-A'-cyclohexene,

A' Tetrahydro-p-xylene

U-Dlmtll\yl-l-cydokexaie— 1,3-Dlmtthyt 3 cyclohexene,

l,3>DimethyI A*-cyclohexene, 2,4 Dimethyl-

]>cyclohexene, A*-Tetrahydro-m xylene

%4-Diniethyl-l-cycIohexene

—

t S-Dmelhyl-l-eydohexene

3.4-

DimilhyUI-cydohtxem—\ 2 Dimethyl 3-cyclohexene,

1

.2-

Dimethyl-A*-cyelohexene

34'D*"«/*y7-/<yc7oAfX»ne—l,3-Dimethyl-A*-cyclohexene,

1.3-

DlinethyI-4-cyclohexene, A'-Teirahydro-

m-xylene, 1,2,3,4-Telrahydxo-m-xylene

4.4-

Dtmelhyl /-ryc/oAexene—1,1-Dimethyl 3-cycIohexene,

l.l-Ounethyl-A'^cyclohexene

1.1-

Dlmethyl-A*<yclohexene—4,4>i>line/Ay; ] eydohextne

1.2-

Diinetbyl-A'<yclohexene—/ 2-Dlmtthyl-I-cydohextne

IJ-Dnnethyl-A*-cyclohexene—3,4-fl(m«Ay/ / eydohextne
l,3>DimethyI-A*-«yclohexene—I S-Dimelhyl-i-eydohexene

1.3-

DimethyI-A*-cycIohexene—-3,5 Dimethyt-l eydohexene

1.4-

Diniethyl-A'-cyclohexene

—

1 4-Dlmelhyl-l-rydahexene

IJ-DImtihyleydoptniane
I^-DImelhyleydopentane
l^Kmtlhykydoptntane
3,l-Dlmelhyl-2-cydopenlene

J,2-Dlmel^
• '

l.l-Di rne—1,1-DimethyltrimethyIene
1,2-Dlmethylcydopropane
,9-OiniethyIdibenzyl—2 3-Dlphtnyl n-buiane

2,2'-Diinethyldibenzyl—/,2.Di

3,3’-I>untaiyUibettzyi—J,2-DI-m-loly/ethane,

lym-Di-m-tolylethane

4,4’-DiiiiethyldibenzyI—/ 2-DI p-iolykthane.

C„H„

C„H„

CmH„
C„H,.
C,^M

C>Ai

Si?"
C,H..
CiA.
Ci.Hu
C..H„

§5:*

CJH.
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Dlmtthylfiilvait—l-IiopropyUdcn»-2,4<ydopentadicne

ifi-Dtnulhyl-J^’hepladlau—OmuaKlIaac
2,6-^lmttliyU2,4-hV*odlm
ij6-Dimtthyl.2,4-hei>lttditnt

2.4-

Dlmethylkeptttne

2J-Dlmtlhytheptaiie
Di-laobutylmethane, iMbutyluoamyl

2.4-

Dlmnhyl-2A*€xaiUm
2J-Dlmelhyl~lJ-luxa4len»—2-Mctbyl-4-iiopropylerythnne,

2-Methyl-4-uopFopyIbutadi«na-l,3

2,J-l>linM*yM,5-A«xadl<n*—Dl-uobutenyl
2^Dbnttliyl-2,3-luxodlme—\,\-J>lmeaiyl 3-liopropyIalleiic

2J-Dlinelhyl-2i4-liejcadltM—Dl-iiocrotonyl, Di uocrotyl

3 4-Dlmethyl-3,4-liexadlem

2.2-

0An<rA(yM«ja»w—Tn-metbyl-n-butylmetbane

2.

J-/>/in«M*«<ine-MetbylpfopyUiopropylmetb«ne
Methytetbylisobutylmethane

2.5-

DlmithyIhexam—'Di-i>ohutyi, Bl-)iobutyl

3.3-

13im<«AyMMaiie—Dimatbylelbylprapylmetbane

3,

^D<in(tAy(Ae»n«—Di-HO-butyl, Bi-uC'butyl,

2J-DlmelHyl-3 hexene—•ym-Di-lsoprapyletbylene

2'^-Dlmelhyl-3-l3obiUyl-2-4iexene—2 i-Dumthyt-4-itobutyU

1.2-

Diincttayt-3-uopropyleyciDpeatan«

—

leothuleme

Dlmetbybiopropylethylane—2,4*Z>toi«fAy/3-paM/me

{^Dlmel^l-^eopropyti^tMeM

2,l‘Dtmelhyt-2-meihylene-3-tsoiiropylidenecyclobuiane

i2.DiinethyI.^^yjeiMiio«.mphane-C^p*«*

1.2-

Dtinethylnaphlhalene

1,4-Dimeikylnaphthalene—a-Dlmethylnaphttaalene

1.3-

Dimelhylnaphthalene

I'r-DImeihyInaphihalene

l^-D(methylnaphlhalene
2 3-Db»ethylnaphihalene—Cuaiene
2 6‘Dlmelhylnaphihalene

2 T-Dlmeihylnaphihalene

4 S-Dlmeihyl-4-nonene

2.7-

Dlmeihyl~l 6-octatUene~2 7-Dinwthyl-2,7-ocUdiene
2 7-DimMhyl-Z,7-octadi«ne—2,7-Z)lme(AyM.tf-<Kft>d(rne
3 7-Dlmelhyl 2,4-oet<ullene

2 6-Dlmethylaciane

2.

7-

Dlmetliyloctane—Di-iaoamyl
3,6 DImelhyloclene

2 6-Oiinetbyl-l,3,7-octatnan«—Ochnene

2.6-

OimetbyI*2,3 7(or 2,4,6)-ocutnene—
2 3-Dimelkyl-2-ocleHe

2.6-

Dlmelhyl-H.or li-oetene

2.7-

Dlmethyl-2-<Klene

3.7-

Dtmetliyl 2-oclene

2.4-

Dlmelhyl-l,3-penladtene

2.4-

Dlmethyl-2,3-penu^ne—Ve4nmeaiy\»\\*ne

2.2-

l>Ana<AK(prnraae—Trunethylpropylmethane

2.3-

iMinr(VJ|P<'nfane~-MetbyletbyUsopropylinethane

2.4-

X»inMAy/p«nraae—Di-lfopropylmethane

l-MoBaCyl-l>nwtbyIethyl«ae

2i4-Dlmelhyl-hi)enten*—l>Iaobutyl-l-iiietbylatbylciM

OiinethyUtopFopyia^^
3,3-Dlmelhyl-l-pmtene

4,4‘Dlmetkyt2-pen»en*

940-Dimetkylphemuttlirem

l-Rwqyl-m-xylom

4>Fb^l-in-xylnM

11.1-

Dlmethylpn>pyl)€ye/ohexane—2^ydobmyU
2-inetbylbutane

M-DlineibyI-2 propylethylenn—2-itie/byM-Aexene

1 2-DimethyH-propylethylene—3-Jlft/AyM-Aexewf
Dunethylpropylmathane—

tym-Di-e-tolykthylene

3J’-DlmethylMllbeHe-tym Ot-m-tolylethyleiie

d.d’-A/me/Ay/nf/bene—eym-Di-p-tolyletbylene

7fi-Dlmethylletradeeane

l.l'Dimethyltnmetbylene—/ I-Dlmelhyleyelopropmie

4 4 -Dimethyltntan—3’benyI-(dJ-p>/o(y^r/baiw

l.XS,6-DmaphthanthttGene

—

IJ,S,6-Dlbemamhraeene
1.2.7 S-Dlnaphthanthracene—7,2,7,d Dthenanthracene
Di-I naphtbaitilbene—7,2(7,/ -DlnaphlhylieihyleHe

Di-2‘n*phtbatttlben6—lJ(22'-Dlnaphlfyt)ethylene

7.7 •TMnopArAyT—a «'-Dinapbthyl, 1 I'-Binaphthyl

Ijr TMaa^/Ay/—n.ir-Dinapbthyl, 1,2-Binaphthyl
2.2'-DiHophihyl—3 3 -Dinaphtbyl, 2,2 -Binapbtbyl
a • -Dinaphtbyl—7 7 -Dlnaphthyl
.,/J' Dtnaphthyl—7 2'-Dlnaphlhyl

AA'-Dinapbthyl—2 2 -Dlnaphthyl
Dinaphthylenebutane—7 7 -DIaeenaphihyl

1,1(1 7 -7>/n^rAy7V>Ay7rne—uniym-Di'l-iuphtbyletbylene
74(/7'-7}/iiai>A»A)'7)efAy7e«e-aym-Di-I-naphtbylethylene,

Dt* i•naphthastilbeae

7,2(2,2'-7>liMpA/Ay7VtAy/me—eyni-Di-2-naphthyletbylcne,

Dt-2 naphthaUUbene
tym-Dfl-naphtbylethylene

—

l,2(l,l'-Dlnaphthyl)elhylene

aym-Di 2-napbthyIethyIene—7,2(2 2’-Dlmvhlhynelhylene
uniym-Di-l-naphtbylethylene—7,7(7,7 -Dlnophlhyl)elhylene

7,7

-Dlnt^lhylmelhane—«,« -Dinapbtbylmethane
l,T-Dln^lhylmelhane—a A'-Dinaphthylmethane

a,a-Dinaphthylinetluiiw—7,7'-Oln^lAyln»(Aane
v,0'-Dinaphthylnielhane

—

1,2'-Dlnaphlhylnielhane

3 ^'-Dioaphthylmethane—2,2'-7>7/iapA(AyAne(Aaiie

T/ipAmy/—Phenylbenzenc Biphenyl
DIphenylaeelylene—Oiphenyletbyne, Tolan

1.3-

Dlphenylbentene—3 Pbenyidiphenyl, m-Terphenyl,

1,4

7>//>ArRy/A«azrne—A-Phenyldiphenyl, p-Diphenylbeozene,

Triphenyl, Tetphenyl Diphenylphenylene
7-Diplienylbenzene—7 4-Dlphenylbenzene

1.4-

Diphenyl-I,3-balatllene—DMynae, Diatyryl,

1 ,4-Diphenyleiythrene

1,4

Diphenyl /.i-Au/ad/ynr—Dipbenyidiacetylene

7,7-7hpAmy7-n-Aarane—a-Propyldiphenylmethane
IJ-DIphenyl n butane—s Etbyldibenzyl

IJ-Diphenyl-n-bulane

2 2-Dlphenyl-n-buianr—a Methyl-a-cthyldiphenylniethane

2J-Dlphenyl-n-bulane—a,|B-Diniethyldibeo^l

1.1-

Dlphenyl-l-buiene—l l-Diphenylbutylene-1,

IJ-DIphenyl-l butene—

1

,2-Dipbeiiylbutylene'l

,

•-EriiylMllbene

7.3-

Z>/pArnv7-7-A»7rffe—1,3-Diphenylbutylene-l, 'Liquid

Diatyrene’

1.

4-

Dlphenyl-I-butene—1,4-Dipbienylbutylem-l, ‘Solid

Dutyrene’

1.4-

Dlphenyl-2-butene—»ym Dibenzylethylene,

i,4 Diphenylbutylene-2

2.3-

7>(pAmy7-2-iw7ene—2,3-Dipbenylbutylene-2,

•,S-Dimethyl>lilbene

2.4-

Dlphenyl-2-buttne—2,4-Diphenylbutylene-2

1.1-

Dipbenylbutyleiie-l

—

1,1-Dlphetiyl-l-buiene

1,2 Diphenylbutyleiie-l—1 2-Dlphenyl-l-butene

1

.3-

Dipb«ny]butyt»iie-l—1,3-Dlphenyl-l-bulene

1 .A-Dipbenylbutylene- 1

—

1,4-Dlphenyl-l-butene

1

.4-

Diphenylbutyleiie-2

—

l,4-Dlphenyl-2-iulene

2.1-

Diiamiiylbutylei»-2—2J-Dlphenyl-2-butene

2 4-DipbenylbutyleD»-2—2,4-DipAenyi-2-i>uM»e

1.2-

Dlphenyleyelohexane

1.4-

DlpheHyleyclohexaHe

DtptieayUmtxtylaii»-l,4-Dlphenyl-l,3-butaiUyne

2,2’-DlphenykUplienyl

3,r-DlphenyUlphenyl
4,4‘-Dlphenylitlphenyl-JXiiuiyl, Benzerythnoe,

p,/-Dlpb^ldiphanyl
p,^-Dipi»ayUtplmiyl-4,4-DlphenyUlpheHyl
Dtpheuytene

7.4aOiaMlM«#r«n«OT(«m^^
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IJ-DtphniyI-l-propylme—l

,

l-Diphmylpropcna,

1,2-DiphmyIpropeiic,
>-MelhyliiUbeflc

3^IHplitnyl-l-propyltiie—3,i-'Di^btDylptopmt,

U-Dtphenylpropflmt—nita^i^

m»ifna»—l,4-Dlfktiiyl-JJ-l)>tUMUeiu
‘liquid Dutyreiw'—i,Jl-lMiiA«iO>/-i4www
‘Sohd DlMyrenc’—7,d-lMpA«/iW-i-AwMne
mnyryl—1,4-Dlphmyl-I,3-biiiadim
Dit«i>—

~

C^i.
C.H,.
C„H,.
C.41|4
C.41..

C.4*..

C„H,,
o,o'-i>/ta/yi~2,2'-Oitolyl, 2,2 -Dlmethyldiphenyl, o,o -Bitolyl C,.Hu
oX-iXruO’i—2.3'-Ditolyl, 2,3'-I>iiMtliyIdipheiiyI. ivn'-Bitolyl CuHu
o^~OlHtl)4~2,4-Dnolyl 2,4'-OiiiMtliyldiphayl, o.p'-Buolyl CuH,.
mM~DUolyl—3,3 .Ditolyl, 3.3 •Dinwihyldiphenyl,

ifi.m'-BKolyl C„H,.
m^-Dluayl—3.4 -DiuAyl, 3,4'-DiinMhyldiplianyl,

m.p'-BiColyl

p,

lf-Dllolyt~4,4 -Ditolyl, 4,4 -Diinetb]4dipliciiyl, p.p'-Bitolyl CiA.
2,2'.Ditoly3-<i,o'-l»/<dy/ C„H..
%3‘-DilolyI-<iX-iV(o«’/ C„H,.
2,4'-DitolyI—o.p'-ZMioiy/ C„H„
3,3'-DitolyI—m,m'-i>f(o(y< C„H,.
3,4-Ditolyl--m,p'-i>J/a!)>/

4,4.Ditolyl-p,ji'-Dlfo/y/ C„H„

1.3-Di

tyra-Di-o-toIylethaiie—;,2-D(-o-ii>(W«rtaiir
tyny'Di-m-tolyletlwno—7,2-fi(-fn-io6'/«r*wi«
tym-Di-P-tolyietbaiie—7.2-Dl-p-to/y/«i*iine

•ym.DI-o.tolylethyleno-2,2'.DftBrtityifrtft«ii»

(ym-Di-ni-tolylethyleiio—i.i’-iXiiwtMMlAmf
iyin-Di-p-tolylethyl«w--4,4‘-i>ii)iMA|ylil(l6<ne

IHf^ylmelliaae~4,4 -D

C„H.,
C,.H„
C,41..

CwH.
. CmHm

a-Ethyldlbsnzyl—/ i-DIphenyl-H-bulane

2-Elhyl-l,l-Diinethyletbylene—2 Methyl-2~peHlm
l-EthyI-l,^Dimethylethylene—
B-Ethyldiplienyliiietluuic~i,i-i>ipA«iy<AropaiK

EtAiy/nw—Ethene, Elayl

Etii^letliyleiie

—

I-Buiylm
4-£/AyMapti>iia—Elbyldipi

-/ l-DIpheiiyl-l ptopykne
2-EibyIl<obuMne—<2 2-Dlmeiliylbuione
l'Elhyt-4-itobHiylbtntene

l-Ethyt-I-iiobulyletbyleiw_2-M«Myl-2-r/Ay/-;-bii»nr

Elhyluobatylmethane—2-MalAyMrana

3-Bihyl-2-pentmt—l,\-'Dmby\-2 metbylethylane,

I -MethyI-2,2-diethylethyl«i>a

''•ButyDyDbemm

f-Etliyi-2-propylat^len»-J-/7epreiw

o-Ethylitllbeiw—/,2-i>/pAenyi-/-bMme
o-Elbyltolueiw

—

I-MelHyl~2-elhylbemene

p-Etbylloluene

—

l-Melhyl-4-eliiylbtnuiu

EtbyltilinethylMbyleno—2J-Dlnie>Aiyf.2'^«m«
a-Ethyllriuui—/././-THpAcity/propww

M3aiyUii-%ytm»~1.3~l>lmet^i^lh^bmzau
Ethyno—dwrylenr
firAyivIbciuam—Ptaenylacol

Fbrmtam • 2,6,lO-Tnmethyldodecam

C„H.,

Ci.H„
C.A.

C..H„

C,H.
C„H..

C,H,
C>.H„
C,H,.

C,H.
C.H,
C,H„

C,H„
C-iiH,i

C,iH„
C,H,.
C.,H„
C„H,.
C.,H„
C„H..
C.,H..
C„H„
C4I..

C,H„

C,H.,
C,H„
CnHu
C..H„
Ci.Hu
C..Hu
C.Mu
C.H,
CJi,

C,4I„

CuH„
CiiHm

C>3>.
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HemelliteiM

—

1,2,3-THmelltylbmzene

ihHendteane—n-Vndtaim
I-Hendeceiu—i-UDOaeeat, a-Undceylene
^-/Tewbcnw—2-Uiideoene, iS-Undeeylene

/-HcnA>0>n»-l-Und«cyne. n-Nonylacetylen

9-Heneikosei

n-Henelkoune

—

n-Hentleosm
9-Heneikouiia

—

9-Haitteotei

UJ-Heptatrteue
hHeptem—o-Heptylene

^-M>p/M<--^HeptyI«ne, I -Bulyl-2>methyletbylene

1-Mathyt 2-butylethylene

} Htptm—v-Heptylene, l-Ethyl-2-propyIethyleiie

1 Haptim—i'/raptym
2-Hcptine—2'iFf«p4'iK'
S-Heptioe—J-Z/aptym
n-Heptyl«cetyl«ne

—

l-Smynt
a-H<ptyl«ne

—

l-Heptenr

y-H<tpty[mp—3-Htpteiu
t-Heplyiu—l-Hepuna, n-Amylaoetylepa, EmiMhybdeiie
2‘HrptyHe—2-lUpUm, Butylmethylaoitylaiw,

Methylbutyhcatylcnc
j-ffrpcynr—3-Heptuia
Hapendene—XJnionc'M

n-HexaconUHH—^Dimyricyl

n-Hexaeosmr—n-Heukonne
n-Htxadeeant—Bioctyl, Cetane

1-

Htxadectne—ii-Iteuidecylenc, Cctene
2>Heiuidecine

—

2-Htxadteynt
Hexadecylaoetylcfw—/-Octadrcyne
m-Hexadeeytenp—l-Hexadecme

2-

aenK<(cyne—Z-Hcxadecine, Celylene
tJ-ntxatUtHt—DUnyl Blallyl

2,d-tfexatfeffe—Dipropenyl, 1 ,4-Dinwthylbula<Uene
Bipropenyl, DIpropylene

/r^-tfexm/bii-J-yne—Divuiylaoecylene
1,3-Heiiadiine—/,J(or 2,4yHtxedl]ma
Heuditne—/^(or 2,4y-HtxaiUriie

l,3(or 2,4)-Hexatllyite—HBiiMii-is» I.S'HexwUine,
Dlpropargyl. BIpFopaisyl

Htxatlhylbeazen*

Heuhydrobennne

—

Cydohtxmt
HexahydrobtaiAoleiu

Hm^ixaeiuaea>—l«>pnpyleyelalitxme

Hexahydro-^«yineiie—p-MewAoee
1J,3A5.6-Hexabydrodiphaayl—/’Aeity/cycMerane
HtxdiydroeUmmt

H^^dftrtoluenp—Af«/*y/<yeto»r«oite

Hewdiyd«»»-»ylene t,4'Otmetkylcycb>^exanc

JJJ-Hexalrlene
/-tfuene—Butylethylene, acHexyleoe

3-/frji»m—eyin-Dkthylcthylene, y>Hexylene

l-Hexe»-J-yiie—DiMylm»

1-

He»ne

—

l-Htxyttt

2-

Heauie

—

2-Htxyne
Hexoylene—2-/rexyiw
n-Hexylefietylene—/-Octyne
••Hexylene—/-tfMeiw
/3-Hexylene-^-//«ene
v-Hexylene—J'HMene
/-Hexfiw—ifButylaeetylene, 1-HexIne
2-HMyw—Metbylpropylaoetylene, Hexoylene, 2-Hex
UmaUme
By^lndne—l 2-Dihydroindene. Indan

JniK—1 l,6-Tninethyl-4,9,ll>-trihydronaphthalene

laoallylbenzene

—

I~Propenytbenzene
Iioallylene—iVopudiene
Isoomylbenzeiu—laopentytbenzene, 3-Melhyl-

I-phenylbutane
n-Isoamylene—3-Afe(Ay/-/-bu/me
d-Iaoamylene—2-Me(Ay/-2-bulefle
laoamylethylene

—

S-Melkyl-I-hexene
isobornylane

/lobufane—2>MethyIpropane, Trlmethylmethane
/xabaty/bmzme—2-Methyl-l-phenylpropane,

(2 MethylpropyDbenzene
/lo&uty/eiie—2-Methyl-l-prDpene, I I-Dimethylethylene,

Iiobutylethylene—«-JHe(AyA/-p«i/ene
Iiobutyluoamyl—2,iS-Z>/me<A>'/A«pMne
l-Iaobutyl-l-methylethylene—2,4-i>/merAy//-pen/en(

hocmttnene
AfocampAam—Dihydrocamphene, Isohydrocamphene

Iio-caiyophyllene

—

y-Caryophyllme
Iiodiryiene

—

Triphenylene

leocymene—m-Cymene
IsodlhydroceryodiyUene

laoduiene

—

1 2J^-Tetramelhylbenune
Isofenchylene—d-FencAem
laio-tmmo\iei»—2fi-Dlmethyt-t,3-hepladlene

bohepune—2-Af«AylAexam
bon-bepteoe—5 Afethyl-I-hexene

UohexMConiio—2-MethylpenlacoiaHe

Isohexane

—

2-Mrlhylpenlane
lsohexylbenzene—4-Ma3iy\ 1-pbenyIpenUne

/soAwrofene—2,3,3-Tnnie<hyl-l-cycIopentene
Imllmonene—Ad*’*l'l-p-Mentbadiene, Al-Methyl-

UooclMne—2-MethyUieptw)e
ltopeaUum—2-Melhylhnlane
Seopentylbeeamn—leoemylbeneene
Uopni»—2-Melhyl-I,3-baiadlene
Jjapropenylbeniene-l-nmylpiopma,

unsym-Mclhylpb^l^ylene

lK^ylcnfd^ne-2-Cydoh^^!pt^!^’
Hexahydrocumene, Nonnanthane

MsopropyI-l,2-diniethyletbylene-J.d-i>ftRe(JliyMl)«>Wne

laopropyletbylene—J'MerAiy/-7'Aitfeiw
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^'"**Di^!!SI™2rQirwm,*S'^’*-p-Mentb«diene,

lJ^a^^ootel»—Dlllydromyret^le

LBn$lfoltHe

A* ‘-p-Menthadlene—« PheUimdrent

A‘ ‘O’-^Mentludiene—rn-^pliiofcm

A*<'>-^p-Menth«diene—A-rn^liwnc

m-Mm/Aanr—l-Methyl-3 l•opfopylcyclollexulc

p-A/«i/A«w—^McthyP^w^pylqwlotoaiic, Terponc.

d^Jyt-Mentluiie—A*-p-MfflfA«nr

A'^JMiMfJlwM—d-3-p>M«nthe^ d-Menthcne, <M -Methyl-

4-iiopropyl-3-cycIohexefM

A'<*’-p-Mentheiie—DZ/tydra/ZeKMuiM

MceltyIcBe—/r}.3 Trlmt^lbtiatne
Mr/Aom—MethyMtydnde
Melhenecydoheune—M«Ay/«necyWohejHuw
Mctheaeeyclopenune-Mf/Ay/rmrycIoprnlam
Methyluetylene—i^pyiw
Metbylalicne—y,3-ibifad<er«
Methyli^aroylaMylciic

—

l-Oayne
l-Methyl-J-ten-unylbenxene—7-A/eiM*

M2,i-Dlmelliylpropyl)6€Hztae

V-MetAybelAnwree—e-Methybuithncene
j-MMAy/anrAracciw—A-McthylantlmGene
9-Mahylaiitlne»iie

-MetbyluitliTMene—/-AfefAyInKAnieem
0.Mctbylinlhneeiis-J-M«rMaMAnK«w

-Methylbiviiiyl

—

I,S-PenUtlleiu

A-Mcibylbivinyl—
a-McthylbuUdlene—/.J-Antadlem
IS-MatbylbnUdieiie—;-iW«fAy<-i,3-6«taiO«/w

*'

A.Met^:blyinyl,Heiniirpene“^
J-M<(Ay/-J,2-hii(adl«w--uniyiii-Diine(hyIaUeiw

1-

MelJiylbmam—UopeatMOP, Dlmetbylcthylnictliuw

^-AfatM-i'hMeiw^Tnmethylcthyleiie, A-Iieunyleoe,
3-Methyl-^butaIa

^MetM-Z^wene-boprapyklhyleiie, a-Iiownyleoe,

2-Metliyl-3-butcae

2-

MctbyI-3-buteiie—3-M(t/tyM-<MUeM

3-

Methyl-2-buten»-7-M«(Ay<-7-towm

3-Meihll.3’-hiUH-l-yHe—2^Mtlbyl l,3-tatci£!e, Vilylene

(«-MethylbutyI)beiizeiie-^/-MMMhi(y06eiuem

1-e-TolylbuUne

l-m-Tolylbutuie

/-Me(^3-(-p-biiry/heflZ(jie—p-n-Butyltoliwne,

l-p-To^lbulene

Afe/AW-J-cyc/ofeJWW—A'-MethyleycIohexeiie,
A*-TctnhydFotoIiieM, 1,2,3,6-TetnhydrotoIiiene

A'-Methylcyclohexene—M«AiyW-cye/o*»jteiw

A<-Methylcyclohexene—A#«fAyM-<ycto*»JtwK

l-Methyl-2-tydopeniene

l-Melhyl-3 cyelopentm

(M-titaiyiilbttayl—I,2-Dlphmylpropaiie

2 M«*yW3-rf<«Mhe<i»i»-3.S-D*e»hyltolueiie

I-Methyl-iWIethylethytonc—3-E/*y/-2-peii«ii«

Methyldiethylmethene—3-Me/Ay/p<"toiw
t-Meihyl-3A2,2-dlmtlhytpropyl)benzene—I-Methyl-

3 lert-amylbenzcne

2 Methyidiphenyl—3-Afer*y^2-pA«fly/h<^zme
3 Metbyidiphenyl—/-Aferty/ 3 phenylbemene

Methyldiptopylmetbeae—^MetAy/A«p(aiir
a-MethyldiUn

—

IJ-DIphenyklhaiu

MethyleiucychptHtaite—MetbenacyelopenUne

3-Methylenehexene—
!-Methylene-4-nopropyl-2-cycloheitei»—A-Me/toni/rm*

l-Melhyleiie-4-uopn>pyl-3-cycloheiiene—A-TerptowK
3-MethylenepenUne-~2-£(4y/-i-hiMem
McthyleUiylaoetylene—2-i’enryne
i-MetM-^-efAy'benzme-c-Ethyltoluene
hMtthyl i-erAy/h«izrae—ffl-EthyltoIuene
t-Meihyl-4^lkyU>ensi>»—p-ElhyUoliuite

2-

Methyl-3-ii]ethylenepeiilaiie

0-

Mtlhyl-J-elhylbulyl)eyclohexaHe—3-Cyc\oYie*yl-

3-

inethyIhenne
MethylethylbutylmeUune—3-MetAy/Aep(ane
Methylethylncbutylmethene—3 4-DlnuihyIhexam

J-Melltyl-2-ethylcyclohrxBne

1-

Melhyl-2-elhykychpen$ane

Methylethylsne—3Vopy/rnr

untyin-Methylethylethyleiie

—

2-Mtlliyl-l-buttne

d•Ad«Ay/-3•e(AyA2-Aep>e^<^-^Methyl-5-ethyI-5-heptene

2-

MeUiyI-3-ethyl-5-heptene—«-Me/AyW-e»AyA2-AeptCT»
l~Melhyl-3-tlhylldenecyclohcxam

1-

Melhyl-4-*lliyUdenteyclolKxiuie

Mttbyle»byUtopiopylTaelh»m—2,3-Dlmethylp€ntane
Metbylathylmediue—e-Eurane

2-

Melliyl-3-ethylpenuuie—Dte0iy]aopiopyln»tbme

3-

Mr(Ay/-J-erAy/prntane—TnethylmethyliiieUuDe
2-Melhyl-J-e$liyl-2~peimne

(I-AdetAyM-elAy/j>n>py/)cyc{oAMenr—3-Cyclobexyl-

S-met^IpenUne
Methylelhylpropylmethvie—J-Mr/AyMrxone
Mplhyl-t-fmckene

2-

MethyI-3,S-hepudiene-d-Mr(AyM.d-Arpia//ene
*

S-Melliyl-2,4-liepladlm

^

3-

MeihyUupiane—Meihylethytbutylimtbuie

2-Metfiyl-2-htpum

2-Mellvl S-beptai*

4-

Melhyl-3-hepl€ne

^Mul^i-lKplm^
M thyl 3

2.M(fA|y/-/-Arxeiie—l-Butyl-l-raMhylMhylMie

2-M«lAiyM-Aexeiie—l,I-I>iiiMthyl-2-piDpylethyleiie

2-

MMAyM-Atxem—l-Ethyl-2-iiopropylcthylsne

3-

M*tkyl-I-2uxtm
MdrMiyW-Afxeae—l,2'Diiiieth)4'l-propyletbyleoe

4-

Mtlhyl-l-lMxeiu
d-MwM-^-ArxfM--l-fee-Butyl-24iiMhyMiylaM

2-inMbyMhyleiw

l-Mttkyl-P-bomvIcyeleliexmp
J~Mrlltyl-2^taititykycloi>n»ant
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1 -MMhyl-4-iiopropaiiyl-2<ycloheicene—IsoUmonme

2-

Matliyl-4-h^^^taMdieiN-1.3—2,5 Dimethyl

l-Methyl-44ioproi>yl-l,3>cyclohexadieiie—<i-rrrWmfM

l-Methyl-4-iwproi>yl-l!5>cyGlohextdiene—<i-M«//i»idrvM

l-Methyl-3-liopropylcydohexane—ni-Mm/Aam

MethyI-4.iiopra^l-«ydohexeiie-^>-p-M«ii/*m«
Methyl-4>nopropyl 3-cycloheitene—A* p-Menthene
J-Methyl-J-hopropylcyclopeuaiie

3-

Methyl-l-i<opropyl-l-c^opentene—Pulegene

J-Methyl-2-lsopropylcyclopropane

1-Methyl 1-bopropylethylene—2,3 Dlmelhyl-l-biUene

Melhyl-3-lsopropylUk«eeyelohexane—^A**‘’-m-Menthene

Dihydroterpinolene
I-Methyl-4-i9opropylidene-l-cyelohexene—rrrpfno/efw
1

-

Methyl-7 uopropylnephthalene—Eudatene

2-

Methyl-8-itopropylnephthelene—Apoeadalene
I-Methyl-7-leopropyIphenenthnne—Xr/me

I-Methyl-3-inetheiiecyclohexene—y Melhil
3-melhyleneeyclohexane

3-melhi teiucyclapenlane

I-Melhyl-3-mtlhylenecyclohexane—l-'iAelEy\-

3-iiiethefucycloheiuine

1-

Meihyl-4-nulhyleneryclohexane—1-MethyI-

4 methenecyclohexane
Melhyl-3iiuthyleiucyehpeniane—UMtthyl-

2-

Methyl 6-methylene-2,7 oetediene—Myww

2-

Methyl 3-metbylenepeiitene

—

3-Melhyl 2-elhyl I butene

3-

Melhylnevhlhalene—>-Methylnaphthalene

e-Methylnephlhalene—^•Melhylluphthalene

d-Methyln«phlhelene—2-AferAy/RapAtAe/ene

2-

Melhytnonane

3-

MelhylnonaHe

1-Methyl-2-propyIhenzene—o-JVivy/ro/i«m

l-Melhyl-3-propyleyelohexane

l-Methyl-l-prapykthylene—i-Met^yM-pen/em

1-

Methyl-2-propylethyleae

—

2-Uexene

Methylpropylitopropylmethane

—

2J~DbHelhylhexme
a-Methyktllbene—/,2-Z>/pAnty/-i-piw/«n(

2-

Methyl-6-(p.iolyl>*eptaiie

2~Melhyltrleotme—^leotetncoeeiie, leotetrekoeene

2-

MethyUripheDylinethaiie

—

Dlphenyl-o-iolylmethane

3-

MelhyttHphtoy\mtlhMXic—Dlphenyben-lolybnelhaHe

4-

MethyhriphenyImethuw—y>/pAe(ty/-p-f0/y/me(Aaiw

0-

Methyltnian—y 1,1-Trtpheiiylelhme

2 Methyiintuar—Di^enyl-o-iolylmethaite

3-

MethyItritan

—

Diphenyl-m-ltiyimelhane

4-

MethyItnUn—y>/pA«tyy p-lolylmethane
MotHcne-^TerpInene
Myrcene—2 Methyl 6-inethylene-2,7-ocl<diene

Naphthelane—y>ecaAyd>Dwy>A(AayeJw
Naphthalene

Naphthalene-l,2-dihydride

—

1,2-Dlhydronaphlhaleae

Naphthalene-l,4-dihydndfr-y,4-D<Ayd>’<mapArWrne
Naphthene—Decahydronaphthalene
Naphthyleneethylene—,4cm^rAem

1-

Naphthylphenylmethane

—

I-Bemyinaphihalene
2 Naphthylphenylmethane—2-Xei^yym^/Aayene
Neohexane—2 2-DlmelhylbulaHe

J-Nonene—Nonylene, «-Nonylene
2(or 3y-Nonene—Nonylene
1-Nonine—! Nonyne
»-NonylacetyIene—y-fleiK/eryiie
vNonylene

—

l-Nonene
Nonylene—y(or 2 or 3)-Nonene

tlormaithnne—hopropylcychhexam

J-3-MeihyIoelane

4-Melhyloelane

2-Melhyl 1-oetene

2 Mei/tylpenMconuK—liohexaGoune, Cerane laohexal

1-

Methyl-2-pentadecylacetylene—2-Or/a4y«-yii«

2-

MerM-2,3-/iefly<iiy<eiie—Tnmethylellene

3-

Melhyl I^ior 2,4)-pentadlene

2-Mrfy^(pciuane—Dnnethylptopylmethane, Iiohexane

2-Meihyl-I-peniene—1-Methyl-l-propylethylene

2-Methyl-2-penteae—2-Etby\ 1,1 dimethylethylene

2-

Methyl-3'pentene—y-MelAy/-2 penlene
3 Melhyl-l-pentene lec-Butylethylene

3-

MeyAyA2-penreiw—l-Ethyl-l,2-dimethylethylene

4-

Me(yiiyy-y,penrene—liobutylethylene

4-yireryi(y/-2-penlene—2-MethyI-3-pentBne,

1-

Iiopropyl-2-niethylethylene

3.Melhylphenanlhrene
Methylphenylacelyleiie—(y PropynyDbemene
l-Mell^l-2-phenylbemene—o Phenylloluene,

2-

Melhyldiphenyl

l-Melltyl-3-pheHylbettxene--m-naty\tobuoe,

3-

Methyldiphenyl

J-Mtlltiyl-4-phenyH)emeHe—p-neayiU>liteoe,

4-

Methyldipheiiyl

3-

Methyi-l-phenylbutane

—

teoarnyWemene

MelhylpheiiyVUvene

4-

Mathyl-l-phenyIpentaiie—/wAexy/AenMm

Octaeoiane—n-Ortonuam
n-Ocladerane

1-

Oaadeeene—n-Octadecylene

n-Ocudecylene—y-Or/oderene

2-

Octadecyne—l-Melhyl-2 penudecylacelylene

/,4-Octedlene—Octadwne, Conylene
Octadiene

—

1,4-Oeladtene

Oelahydrotuaiaviltne

I 2,3,4,3,8,9,IOOctabydronaphthalene—M3rfa/iii

Octakoeane

—

n-Oelacotane

fiOetalln—l 2,3,4,5 8 9 l<M>ctahydronaphthaIene,

BlcycIo-04,4-deGene 3

Octanethylene

—

Cyelooeiane

Octene—a-Octylene, Caprylene

1-

Octine—y-Orryne
n-Octylacetylene—y-y>«rviie
R-Octylene—0«e/w
y-Orryw—n-Hexylacetylene, 1-Octine, Capryhdenc

2-

Octyne—Methyl-n-amylaeetyleiie

Fentacoaane—A-PentecoMfle

feniadecylene

y,2-Antad<nie—Ethylallene
y,3-P,ai(aBlme_rtperylcne, a-Melhylbutadieiie,

a-Methylblvioyl

1,4-Fentaittene

Pentaelhylbenzem
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a-it-Amylene

.2-JViif«ii*-#-Amyleiie. tym-Methylethylethylem

l-Penttoe—7-ftii/yrif

i-Anryiiff-Hi-Propylacetylene, l-F«ntlne

Methyleth^ratylens, 2-Pmtliie, Valeryleiie

a-Phelhuidrene—i} *-p-M«nthadieiic I-Methyl-

4-uopropyl- 1 ,S-cyclohexidiene

fi-PhtlltmiTnt—a}'’’ >-/i-Menthidieiie, 1-Methylene-

4-iioprDpyl-2-cyclohexene

Phenylacetylene—EthynyUtmzetit

Phenylallylene—(/-/’roAy(v/)<w««w
9-PknyUuUhraetFie

Phenylbenxene—fl/pfexy/
•ym>PhenylbenzyIethyleiw

—

1,3 Dlykeiiylpropyleiie

2-PhmynniUim—iee~BuiylbeHzeiu

2-

PhenyI 2-butene—(7-MrtAyW propmyl)benzme
f-nenyi-fi-butyleiie—(l-Melhyl-l-proi>eiiyObeHzeiie

l-Phenyl-l-batyne—

I -Phenyl 2-butyne—(2-ilu/y>iyOtevme
PhenylcrotODylene—(2 Butynynbenztn*
Pkmykyctakexme—Cydohexylbenxene,

lA3.4,S,6-Hexahy<iKKliphenyl

3-

Ptienyldipheoyl

—

IJ-DIphenykenzene
A-Phenyldiphenyl

—

t,4-Dlplunylbemene

Phenyl (dl-p-lotyDmelhane—Phcnylditolylmethane,

4 4'-Oiniethyllnun
Phenyldltolylmethaoe—PA«ify/-(d(-p-fo/y/>ne/Aefie
Phenykthane—KrAyAavene

l-^nybu^Mene—a-nmy^pMMm

1-

Phenylpentane—n-/<nv'<bfii;«ie

2-

PhenyIpenlane—(i-A/efAylheO'OAo'xnw

1-

Pbaiy\taat»xiB—Isopropylbenzene

2-

Vbenylpropmn—leoiiropenylbenzene
l-Plwnyl-I-propene—i-iVop^/Aenzene

3-

Plienyl-t-prapeiie

—

2-Propenylbenzene

3-Phanylpropylcne—2-Prop(qy/A«Azrf)e

1-

Phanyl-I-propyne—(/•Awpyiu’Ohanjew
•-Phenylstaban»—TWyAmy/alAy/rw
Phenylttyiylmethaiie

—

l,3-Dli>henylpropylene

o-VhtnyUolunot—l-Meihyf-I-phenylbenzene
m-VheayluAueae—l-Meihyt-3-plienylbenzene
p^h^\uannB»—l-Melhyl-4-phenyll>enzene

Pbenyl-p-tolybnethane—p Benzylloluene

2-

Phenyl m-xylene

—

l,3-Dlmelhyl-2-phenyUienzene

S-'PtmyUn-*yk«»—l,3-Dlnieli!yl-S-i>henylbenzene
Phytane—Croeeiane

phenanthiene, 1,2,7,8-Dibenz^ienanlhnne
eM-PInane
elf-rf-PInsne—Plnocamphane
mm-l-PInane
if^-Plrwiw—Australene
/•e-Mwiia—Terabenthuie
d2-e-Anane—Terabenthinc Olibanene, Auatralene,

Encalyptene, dl-Pinene, 2,6,6-TriniethyI-

bicydo[3.I,l]hepl-2«ne

Ptetaktan—lM^Telrameihyaiemene
rihlaiioat—tM4-Tetnmethyaemene
itaipadfam—Aliene, Iioallylene, Ounethyl

aym-AUylene

2-3V0|wny/heji2ene—3-Plienyl- 1^sfopenet AUylbenxenep

Benzylethytene, 3-Phenylprppylene

PiDpine—Propyiw
K-Propylaoetylene—7-Paniyne
it-Propylbenzene—Pbenylpropana
n-Pmpy/cye/oAexaiie—1-Cyclohexylpropane
n^Propyleyelapentane

-Propyldiphenylmethane—/,/-i>(p*eny/-«-AH/am
Pnvp/«v—Propane, Methylelhylene

n-Propylathylene

—

l-Pentene

•d-Propy/Arproni-—Tnpropylmothane

S-Propylnonme
o-Propyboluene— I -MethyI-2-propylbeniene

m-Propyboluene—1-MetbyI 3-propyIbenzene

p-TVppy/ro/iimo—l-Methyl-4-propylbenzene

2-Ptopyl-p-xylene—/ 4-DimelliyI-2-prppylbenzene

4-Prop^-o-xylene—/ 2 Dlmethyl-4 propylbenzene

4-Piopyl-in-xylene

—

1,3 Dimelhyt-4^propylbenzene

/ViW"ie—Allylene, Propine Methylacetylene

(i-Prapyny/)hrnzrae—Phenylallylena, l-Phenyl-I-propyne,

Methylphenylacetylene

Pli{vra^3-MethyI-l-laopropyI 1-cycIopenlene

Benzo[def]phcnanthrene

Pynolylene—7,3-Auft«//r/ie

SMnene— 1 Iaopropyl-4-methyIenebicycIo(3, 1 ,0)hexane

Squalene—fpl/Mcrnr
Siibm»—tnim-l,2-Diphnnylelhylene
Styrene—Ethenylbenzene, Cinnamene, Vinylbenzenc

Phenylethylene

Subenaa—Cyelohepione
Sahenap—Cyeloheptene
Subeiylene—Cyc/oArprrnr
Suceblerene
Sylmtrene—^rventnne I Sylvestrene dl Sylvmttene

3-iaopropenyl-l(or e)<yclobexene
/-Sylveatnne—j’y/wMrrne
d3-Sylveitiene

—

Sylresirene

Tanacelane—<7 Thmane
7<n«hene—{Mixture of Camphene, Terpinylene, and

pCymene)

TtirtAyeayi—l,4-Dipkenylbenzene
m-Terphenyl

—

1,3-Diphenylbenziene

Terpilene

—

Terpinylene (Contauied In Terebene)
a-rerp7n«ie—A'-*-p-Menthadiene, l-Methyl-4 uopropyl-

1,3-cycIohexBdiene

A-rwp(iiane-A‘i’W-|..Monthadienek l-Methylene-d-iaopro]

3-cydohexene
y-TerpInene—Cnihmene, Moalene, A' *-p-Menthadiene,

l-MethyI-4-lK>ptopyl-l,4-cyclobexadiana

rrrpfnofrm—l-Methyl-4-itopropybdene-l-cyclohexene.
A>-«».p-MenthadleDe

Terpinylene—Tttpikoe (Contained in Terebene)

J-Telraieeene—ifTetndeeytmn, a-Tetradecylene
n-Tetndeeylene—f-rrrnidwem
a-Tetndecylene—7-rr(radrcme
lJr3,4-Telraelhylbenzene

U,4,S-Telraelhylbenzene

rptnpOiybneOume—3,3-Dlelhylpentane
n-Temhexaetmiane
Tetrahydrobeneane—Cyc/oArxme
lA3,4-Tatrahydrobeiizcne—CydMawfw

Telrahydroearyophyltene

TelmhydroelemeHe
Tetrohythveiiilemiene—TetTnbydTomiaam
Telr^iydretiielene

C.H<
C,H,
C.H,
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5 6,7 g T

5A7.8.Te^«^^0laphth«lel^B-/,^ 3.4-Telrahyibv.

X «h d daime

&^-7vtnbyilTotobiimc—Melhyl-l-cyelohexeiie

^•-Telnbydtotoliuat—Mtlliyl-3-cyeloluxme
A'-Tetrabydrotoliiane—il/c/Av'/'J-o’e/oAexnic

l2[3]4.T€taihydm^xyUa»-3^-Dbneikyl-l.cyc^^
A‘-Teliahydro-in-*7lei»—l,3-Drmrt6y/-/-e>«/oAM«iie

A'-Tetnhydro^xylene

—

1,4-Dlmtihyl-l-cyclohfxeHe

A'-Tctimlwdro-ffl-xyleiia

—

l,S-Dlmtthyl-l-cycloliextiie

4‘-Tetr»hydro-m-*ytone—J,5-a/in«A|)>W-or/iiA««ii«
ifTetrakosane

—

n-Turansane
ytttuaa3KiMieatr~2,4-Dlmelhyt-2J~penladlene

/,W

2.2.3.3-

Teinmi€iliyHm/Me—Tnmcthyl-tenbutytmetluuie
Bi tcrtbutyl, Henmethylcthane

J,2 4,S-Tetramethylcyclohexaiu

/ 2,4 S-Turamtlhyl-Hat AyeycJohexene

1 2,3,3-Tetraiiiethyl-l-cyel0|Mnteiw—Camphotene
1

1.3.3-

Telramtihyl 2,4-tllmelhyImecyclobulatie

4 8 12,16-TrlramelliyMctuane—BMim
Tetnmethylene—Cyelabulane

•ym*Tetran<ethyleth«iie

—

2,3-Dlmelhylbulane

Tetranwthylethylen*—2.J-Z)//ii«/Ay/-2-*i(/»iif

2 6 lI.lS-Tetramethylhexadecane—CroMMm
Tetramethylmethane—2,2-Z>/me/*y(pro^fl«
2,4 5,7~TelrmielhyIoetane

n-Telfopattaeontaiu

Tetraphenylaltene—Talraphmytpropadieiu

1 l,lji-TelrapheHyltllume

aym-Tetraphmylethane

—

1,1,2,2-Ttlraphexyhlliaiie

Telraphtnylethylene

Ttlraphtnylnuthant

rarrapAany/proiMdtenc—TetraphenylaUene

n-Tetrairteoniane

d-ThaJaac—^Tanocetane, Dihydrosabiiwne
a-Thii/ene

g-TMu/tnc

Tolan—DIphenylacetylene

Toluene—Melhyibcnzene, Phenylmcthane
Toluylene

—

tram-1 2 Dlphenyleihylene

l-o-Toiylbatnau—l-Melhyl-i-ndiuiylbemene

l-m-Tolylbutane—/-Af»rAy/-J-»-6B/y/6»ni«c
1 -p-Tolylbutane

—

I-Methyl-4-n-butylbenune

TV/deccm—Tridecyicne
Trldeeylene—TWdrrrm
1,2,4 TWa/Mbanzene—ai-Triathylbsnzene
I,3 S-Trlethylbenzene—aym-Truthylbenniie
af-Triethylbcnzene—7,2,d-rWc(6y/b<nzane

aym-Trietbylbenzene—
1 2,3-Trlelhyl-l-eyclopenlene

Tricthylmethane—J-f/^Tpan/ona
Tnetbylmadiylmethaiw—J-AfarTtyAi-afby/pan/ana

Trimathylallena—2-Ma(M-2.5-pan/adraaa

1 1’t^nimel^bm^^ie

vic^Mmethylbaiizene

aa-Trimethylbanzaiie

J,3J-TrlmeihyB>emxiie~Ma>ltylm, aym-Trimethylbeazeiie
•a-Tninsthylbaiiima—i,2,d-7><ma(Ayacnzana

aym-Trtmethylbanzana lJ,3-TrlmMliyWenene

l,7,7-Triine<hylbicycIo(2,2,lIliaptaii»-C(U>ipAaiia

2!6.'6.TriinethylbicycIoC3!l,Ilhapt-2-en»-d/-<>-/ymna

23lj-7>bna/Ay/'/.hi/anp—2,2,3'TniiMtbyl-3-butene

2.2.3-

Triinethyl-3-buteiie—2,J,J-7Mnia/Ay/-/-Awaiia

(/./^-TV/maMyttwyOayafoAaxam—2-Cydohcxyl-
2.4Klimethylpeiitaiie

Tnmethyl-n-nutylinathane—2,2>iNma(Mbaxana
Tnmethyl-tertbutybnatbaiie—2,2,3,3-rarramarAy/bwMna
1 l,3-Trlmethyleyclol<exme

IJJ-Trlmeihylcyelohexane
1.2 4-TrtmethyIcyelohexime
7 3.^rn»ia/Av7cya/oAaxana—HcaahydromeiKyleiw

1.1.3-

TninMhyl>3-cycIohexetie

—

n-Cyclogeranlolene

1.2.S-Tnmethyl'4-cyclohexeiie

—

l,4,3-l>lmethyl 1-eyelohexi

IJ S-Trlmelhyl-l-eyclohexene

1.4 S-Trlmelhyl-l-eyctohexene—l^,S-Tnniethy[-4-cyGlohe«
7 IJ-Trtmelhylcyclopenlane
1 2 4-Trtmelhyleyclopentane

1.2.3-

Tninethyl- 1 -cyelopentene—Imtrolene

2.3.3-

Trimethyl'l-cyclopentene—Isolaurolene
1

1.2-

Trlmelhyleyclopropene

1,24 7r(ma(Ay< 3«-d(*ydro&anzana—Dihydro-ohCiunene
2 6 lO-Tnmethyldodeeaiie—Farnaaona
Tnmethylene—Cyclopropane
Tnmethyletbylene—2-A7a/Ay/-2 butene
Tnmethytelbylethylene

—

2,3-Dlmethyl-2-pentene
Tmnetbylethylmethane

—

2,2-Dbnethylbutane
333 TrImethyl i-Aap<ana—3,3,5-Tninetbyl-4-heptane
3 3 S-TnmathyM heptane—i,54-7>linalAy/ 3-hepttne

2J3 Trimethylhixanr

1 IJ-THmrthyl 3 liopropylcyclobutane

Tnioethyluopropylmethane

—

2,2,3-Trlinethylbutene

Tnmethylmethaoe—7aofrH/ana
2 3J8-Trlmethyl-4-nonene

2.2 3-Trlmethylpmtane—Methylethyltertbutylmethane
2.4 4-Trlmrihyl-l-pentrne—I>i-uob\ily]etu>

24 4-l>imetkyl-2-pentene—Dt Mobutylana
Trimethylphenylmethane—rarf-Buty/banzana
1 nmethylpropylmethane—2 2-Dimethylpentane
ai-Tnmethyltoluane—rart Bmytbenzene
1,1 b-TnmethyM 9 lO-TrihydronaphtbaleiW—7rana
Tn-perinaphthylenebenzene—7>aaaaye/ana
Tnphenyl—7 4-Dlphenytbenzene

1 3 3-Trlpbenylbrnzene—<ym-Tripbenylbenzene
aym-Triphenylbenzene

—

1,3,3-Trlplienylbenzene

1,1 7-7><pbeny7afAo«a—a-Melbyltntan

1.1.2-

Trlphrnyletbane

Trlpbenylethylene—a Pbenylstdbene
Tripbenylmethane

Trlphenylmethyl—Trayl
1 7 1-Triphtnylpropant—n-EthyltnUn
Tnpropylmethane—7-Plropy/Aaptana
Tnlyl—Tripbenylmethyl

Tropybdem

—

1,3,3-Cycloheptatrlene

a Undecylene

—

1-Hendecene
P-Undecylene—2-77endacaiia
l-Undecyna

—

l-Hendtcyne

ValerylenB—2-PaB»yiia
Valylens—J-Ara>Ay/-2-ba/an-7 yne

Vinylacetylcne—3-AHan-7-yna

••Vinyldiphenylmethana—34-Z>fpAaity/-7-propy7am
Vinyletbyleiie—7 3-ButaJlene

o ATylaita—1,2-DinwthyIbenzeiie

m-Xylene—I 3-Dinuthylbeiizene

p-Xylene— I 4-Dimetbylbenzene
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n. TABULATED DATA

The physical properties of pure hydrocarbons have been

taken from various sources m the literature and collected

in the followmg table, the source ofthe data bemg indicated

by a reference number
In cases where the boiling-points were given at a pressure

other than 760mm they have been corrected to 760mm by
means of the boihng-point conversion chart which will be

found m the article on that subject When the boilmg-

pomt was given at a pressure close to 760 mm i e above
700 mm the conversion may be regarded as quite accurate

and the actual boiling-pomt as determmed has been

omitted In cases where the pressure was far removed from
760mm the original figure is given for reference as well as

the corrected figure

In cases when the densities have been determined at some
temperature other than 20° C these have been corrected

to 20° C by means ofa simple correlation of the coefficient

of expansion of pure hydrocarbons given m the literature,

and this correlation is given in another article In this case

the correction to the standard temperature 20° C cannot be

considered to be perfectly accurate, but the probable error

IS less than about±0 0002, when the correction is applied

over only about 4 or 3° C The density as determined is

given for reference as well as the value corrected to 20° C
In some cases the specific gravity with reference to water

at a temperature other than 4° C , was determmed,m which

case this figure is given in the same column with the

reference temperature included. For instance, the specific

gravity ofhydrocarbon Ref no 45 was determined at 0° C
with reference to water at 0° C The correction to the den-

sity to 20° C of such compounds of course takes into

account both the change m volume of the water to 4° C
and of the hydrocarbon to 20° C
The refractive mdices when determmed at other tempera-

tures have been corrected to 20° C and the original figure

mcluded as well This correction was made over the small

temperature range reqmred by assummg the specific

refraction of Gladstone and Dale to be constant,

and the change in density d was calculated by the same
method used for correcting the density in the previous

column

Table I

Meltuig-powt, Boiling-point, Density and Refractive Index ofHydrocarbons

Ref
HO Formula Name

1

Mol

J

Melting-

•r-

Boiling-

point, at 760

rnm.’C

Density g jml

at t°C
j

at 20° C

Xefraitive index

ni^ 1

1 1 H,
2

:
c

Jl c

Hydrogen [10]

Carbon (graphite) [10]

„ (diamond) [10]

1 2 01S4

j

12 000

-239 1,

3,300 (subl)

-182 6

-252 7

4,200

0 0709 J“’i
2 335(s)

1

3 51 (8)
1

-
4 CH, Methane [10] 1 16 031 -1614 0415-“* 1

5 C.H. Acetylene [13]
1

26 01S -818 -83 6 0 6208-"*,
1 1

6 C.H. Ethylene [13]
1
28 03 -1694 -103 9 0 5699->"*| 1 363->'*’ [7]!

7 C,H, Ethane [13]
' 3005 -1720 -88 3

'

0 3459-" •
!

]

8 C,H4 Propadiene [10]
' 4003 -146 -32

9 Propyne [13] i -104 7 -27 5 0 6783 •
j

10 C.H. Cyclopropane [10] 1 42 03 -1266 -344 0 720-”

11 Propylene [13]
,

•• -183 2 -47 0 0 6093-" •'

12 C,H, Propane [13] j44 06 -189 9 -44 3 0 5853-"*!

13 C.H, Butadiyne [7] 1
3002 -364 103

i

14 C.H4 3-Buten-l-yne [7]
]

32 03 5’“ 0 68671*

j

0 6866

IS Cfi, Cyclobutene [8]
1

3403 2 0 733*
,

0706
16 1,2-Buladiene [10] ! .9 19
17 p. 1,3-Butadiene [7] ' „ -5 -3 0 630;* 0610
18 1-Butyne [10] -130 18 3 0 668 *

!
0 643 1 3962

19 2-Butyne [10] * « 28 9
j

20 CgH, Cydobutane [10] ' 36 06 -50 13 0 703*
i

0678 1 3752* 13619
21 p. Mcthylcyclopropane [10] j

3 0 691-<*
1

22 l-Butylene [10] I „ -130 -6 6 [11 ]|
0 6261-**[4]1 0 386 1 3962

23 p, 2-Butylene [4] , „ -127 0 6289>’
1

0 604
a CB[U] 03 '

b traiis[12] 30
1

24 ” Iwbutylene [4] 36 06 -1468 -66 0 6268-* '[3] 0 387

25 ii-BuUne [4]
'

38 08 -135 -05
26

1
» iMbutane [4]

1
" -143 -102

,
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Table I {cont )

Ref Mot
Melttag- Bolhng-

Density g Iml Refractive index

Fornuda Name •c mm, •€ ati°C «/20“C

27 C,H, l,3>Cyclopentadiene [10] 66 05 42 5 0 805 1 4470“

•

14449
28 3-Methyl-3-buten- 1-yne SO

UO]

29 C,H, Cyclopentene [8] 68 06 -98 3 m 46 0 7743“ 0 7722 1 4218“ 1 4207

30 „ 1,2'Pentadiene [7] 45
31 1,3'Peiitadiene [10] 44 0696 1 4402“

‘

14382
32 „ 1,4'Pentadiene [7] „ 258 0 6594 1 3880

33 „ 2,3-Peiitadieae [8] 51 0 7024" 0 7023
34 „ 3-MethyM,2-butadiene [8] „ -120 [10] 405 0 6833 14166
35 „ 2-Methyl - 1,3-butadiene[i0] -120 34 0 6808 14221“* 14211
36 „ 1-Pent3me [10] -95 40 0722" 0 703 1 4079“ 1 4068
37 2-Pentyne [10] -101 [4] 56 0 687 1 4004

38 -• 3-Methyl- 1-butyne [10] •• 29 3 0 685* 0662

39 C.H„ Cyclopentane [8] 70 08 -93 3 [10] so 0 7510 14039
40 Methylcyclohutane [7] 42 0 694
41 •• 1 , 1-Dimethylcyclopropane

[8]

1 ,2-Dimethylcyclopropane

21 0 660 1366

42

(laomer 1} [8] 29 0 6769 1 3713
b (Iiomer 2) [8] 37 0 6928 1 3822

43 „ 1-Pentene [9] 300 1 3731
44 „ 2-Pentene [14] -I38±2 364 0 6505 1 3808

45 „ 2-Methyl- l-butene [10] „ 32 0 667$ 0 646 1 378“ 1 376
46 „ 3-Methyl- 1-butene [14] -133(10] 201 0 632“ 0627 1 3675“ 1 3644
47 •- 2.Methyl-2-butene [14] •• -123±2 384 0 6671“ 0 6620 1 3908“ 1 3878

48 C.H„ n-Pentane [18] 72 09 -129 93 36 00 0 62632 1 35769
49 2-Methylbutane [10] „ -159 7 28 0 0621“* 0 620 1 355
SO .. 2,2-Dunethylpropane [10] -20 95 0 6131 0 588

51 C,H« Benzene [8] 78 046 5 48 80 08 0 8757“ 0 8707 1 50165

52 „ l,S-Hexadicn-3-yne [8] 83 5
i

0 7851 1504
53 •• l,3(or 2,4)-Hexadiyne [10] « 1

-6 85 4
1

0 805 1 4413“

*

14434

54 C.H, 1,2-Dihydtobenzene [8] 80 06 -98 [10] 805
1

0 8404 14758
55 „ 1,4-Dihydrobeazene [8] 1 86-7 0 8471 14729
56 „ 1,3,5-Hexatnene [2] -11 80 0 740“ 0 734 1 517“ 1513
57 » l-Hexen-5-yne

[10]

j

re 70 0 858“* 0 856

58 CfHia Cyclohexene [10] ' 82 08 -103 7 83 08102 14451" 14461
59 ft MettaylenecyclopenUne [2] 78-81

1

60 „ l-Methyl-2-cyclopentene[2]
1

69 0 765 1413
61 „ l-Mcthyl-3<yclopentene[2] „ 72 0 772 1-427

62 „ 1,5-Hexadiene [8] -141 59 6 0 6880 m 14044
63 „ 2,4-Hexadiene [8] 82m 0 7108 1 4384
64 „ 3-Methyl- 1 ,3-pent8diene[2] 76-9 0 7576* 0 7384 1 4543“ * 14523
65 „ 2-Methyl-2.3-pentadiene „
66 ” 2,3-Diinethyl-l,3-buU-

diene [8]

-65m 69-70 0 7446J 0 7246 14377

67 1-Hexyne [10] -150 715 0 736* 0 716

68 » 2-Hexyne [10] 84 0 749* 0 730

69 C«His Cyclohexane [10] 84 09 65 808(17] 0 7791 14273

71 Ethyli^dobutane [2] 72 0745 14080“* 14078
72 1,1,2-TtimethylcyclopTO-

pane [2]

52 8 0 695 1 3866

73 1,2,3-TriiDethylcyclopro-

pane[2]

65-6 0 6921" 0 6938 1 3942" 1 3952

74 „ l-Hexeoe [10] -98 5 641 0 683 1 3821

75 „ 2-Hexene [7] 679-681 06813
76 „ 3-HcKene

a daomer 1) [7] 675 0722“ 0717
b (laomer 2) 17] „ 70-1 0 693iS 0692
77 „ 2-Methyl- l-pentene [7] 615-62 0 0 6817

78 « 3-Methyl-l-iwnteiir [7] - 53 6-34'0 o-e’oo
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Tabu I (cma.)

w
HO Formula

Melting- Boiling-
Density g Iml Refractive Index

Name wt •c mm,‘C atFC at20‘C "S®

79 C.H.. 4-Methyl-l-peiitene [7] 84 09 53 6-53 9 06646

80 2-Methyl>2-pentene [10] „ 671 0692 1 4013“ 13991

81 3-Methyl-2-pentene

(Isomer 1) [7] ,, 67 6-68 2 0 6956 1 4065“ [10] 1 4038 [10]

b (Isomer 2) [7] » 65 7-662 06940 1 401 [10]

82 4>Methyl-2-peiitene

a (IsomerDm 57 7-58 5 0 6709

b (Isomer 2) m >• 54 2-55 2 0 6702

83 2-Ethyl- 1 -butene m „ 66 2-66 7 06914

84 2,3-Dimethyl-l-butene[S] „ 56 0 6803 1 3995

8S 3,3-Dimethyl- 1-butene [8] „ 412 0 6549“ 0 6529 1 3767

86 2,3-Dimethyl-2-butene [8] 73 0 728 14128

87 C,H., n-Hexane [18] 86 11 -95 39 68 71 0 65945 1 37506

88 2-MethyIpentane [5] „ 602 0 6542 1 37445“ 1 37186

89 3-Methylpentane [S] „ 63 2 0 6647 1 37929“ 1 37667

90 2,2-Dimethylbutane [5] .. -98 2 [10 49 7 0 6498 1 37158“ 1 36882

91 2,3-DimethyIbutane [5] „ -135 1 [10] 58 1 0 6618 1 38092“ 1 37827

92 C,H, 1,3,5-Cycloheptatriene [10] 92 06 118 0 888 1 5261

93 Toluene [10] „ -951 110 5 0 8658 14962

94 C,H„ 1,3-CycIoheptadiene [8] 94 08 122(121»*) 0 8929: 0 8746

95 1,2-Dihydrotoluene [7] „ 1101 0 8354 14763
96 1,3,5-Heptatriene [10] 114 0 764

97 C,H„ Cycloheptene [8] 96 09 115 0 8228 1 4552
98 Methylenecyclohexane [2] „ 102 0 8072“ • 0 8021 14534
99 Methyl- 1-cyclohexene [10] „ 111 0 809 14496
100 Methyl-2-cyclohexene [10] „ 105 0 805 1 4454

101 Methyl-3-cyclohexene [10] „ 103 0 799 1443
102 Ethybdenec^opentane [2] „ 114

103 1-Ethyl • 1-cyclopentene [2] „ 108 0 796 1443
104 Methyl-3-methylenecyclo- „ 93 0 7734“ 0 7726

pentane [2]

105 1,2-Dimethyl-l-cyclo- „ 103 0 794 1442
pentene [2]

106 l,l-Dimethyl-2-cyclo- „ 78 0 7580 14190
pentene [2]

107 2,4-Heptadiene [10] „ 107 0 731 1 4554“* 1 4534
108 3-Methyl-l,3-hexadiene „ 101-3 0 7404" 0 7448 1 4525“ 14552

[2]

109 3-Methyl-2,4-hexadiene „ 107-8 0 7753* 0 7575 1 4615“ 14588

[2]

110 2,4-Dimethyl-l,3-penta- „ 93 0 7368 14412
diene [8]

111 2,4-Dimethyl-2,3-penta- „ 70

diene [10]

112 1-Heptyne [10] >-70 110 5 0738“' 0 732 1406
113 2-Heptyne [10] „ 113 3 0 763* 0745
114 3-Heptyne [10] „ 106 0 760* 0742

115 C,H„ Cycloheptane [8] 9811 -12110] 118 1 [17] 0-8099 14440
116 -1263 100 8(17] 0 7864* 0 7700 14235
117 Ethykyclopentane [17] 103-0

118 1,1-Dunethylcyclopentane „ 87 5(17] 0 75521* 07551 14139
[8]

119 1,2-DimethyIcyclopentane „ 91 8 [17] 0 7534P 0 7533 14126
[8]

120 1,3-DimethyIcyclopentane

«/I8J 91 07497" 0 7480 1-4110** 14101
b dim 915 0 7563P 0 7562 1-4144

121 l-Methyl-2-isopropyl- „ 80-1 0 7120:* 0 7119 13927
cyclopropane [2]

122 1-Heptene m » -10 949 06993
123 2-Heptene [7] „ 98 1-98 4 0 7034
124 3-Heptene [7] 95 8-961 0-7043

125 2-Metbyl-l-hexeiie m 91 1-91 5 0-7000
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Table I {cont)

Rtf Mol
Melting- Boiling-

point, at 760

mm,’C
1

Density g Iml
1

Xefractive index

Formula Name '•c att‘C at NFC
1

126 C,H„ 3-Methyl- l-hexene m 98 11 840 06933
127 „ 4-Methyl- 1-hexene [7] V11-VIS 0 6969
128 „ 3-MethyI- l-hexene [7] 84 7 0 6936
129 2-Methyl-2-hexene [7] 944-94 6 0 7089
130 „ 3-Methyl-2-hexene [7] „ 93 1-93 3 0 7120
131 „ 4-MethyI-2-hexene
a (Isomer 1) f7] 87 1-87 6 0 7007
b (Isomer 2) [7] „

I

831-85 6 06981
132 3-Methyl-2-hexene

a (Isomer 1) [7] „ 91 1-91

6

0 6990
b (Isomer 2)17] 83 6-861 0 7020

133 2-Methyl-3-hexene [7] „ 864-869 06942
134 2,3-Dimethyl- 1-pentene „ 841-84 3 0 7054

m
133 2,4-Dimethyl- 1-pentene 80 9-813 0 6937

136
[7]

3,3-Dimethyl - 1 -pentene 769 0 6961 1 3991

m
137 2-Ethyl-1-pentene f7] 93 9-94 3 0 7079
138 „ 2,3-Dimethyl-2-peotene 931 0 719

(101

139 .. 2,4-Dimethyl-2-pentene 826 0 6947 1-4020

W
140 " 3,4-Dimethyl-2-pentene

m
” 86 2-864 0 7126 14032

141 4,4-Dimethyl-2-pentene [7] 760 06881 1 3986
142 „ 3-Ethyl-2-pentene (71 94 8-94 9 0 7172
143 2,3,3-Tnmethyl- 1-butene

[10]

•• 80 0 7078* [I] 0 707

144 3-Methyl-2-ethyl- 1-butene 88 7-89 1 0 7186

m
143 C,Hu n-Heptane [M]

1

100 12 -9063 98 38 1 0 68378 1 38775
146 „ 2-Methylhexane [5]

1 -1191 900 0 6789 1 38509
147 3-Methylhexane [Sj 1 918 0 6870 1 38873
148 „ 3-Ethylpentane [3] „

1

93 3 0 6984 1 39366
149 „ 2,2-Dimethylpentane [5] '

ft -123 6 78 9 0 6737 1 38233
130 2,3-Dimethylpentane [S] ”

1

89 7 06952 1 39201
131 „ 2,4-Diniethylpentane [5] -1234 808 0 6745 1 38233
132 „ 3,3-Dimethylpentane [5] -133 0 86 0 0 6934 1 39114
133

9. 2,2,3-Trimethylbutane [S] •9 -23 0 809 0 6900 1 38940

134 C.H, Ethynylbenzenc [7] 102 03 -40 to -48 143 0 9293 1 3524"

*

1 3483

133 C.H. Stynne [7] 104 06 146 0 9074 1 3434" 1 5418

136 C,H„ Ethylbenzene [7] 106 08 -93 9 136 1 [17] 0 8669 1 4983“ * 1-4958

137 „ o-Xylene [7] „ -29 1444 [17] 0 8745 1 3078“ ‘
1 3056

138 „ m-Xylene [7] I „ -33 6 139 2 [17] 0 8641 1 -49962“ •»
1 49707

139 „ p-Xylene [7] ”
1

13-16 138 4(17] 0 8612 1 4973411 •
1 49543

160 » Dimetbylfulvene

162 C.Hi, l,3-Dimethyl-l,3-cycIo-

hexadiene [8]

108 09 135-6 0 8373 1-4836

163 1 ,4-Dimethyl- 1 ,3-cyclo-

hexadiene [10]

135 6 0 830 14792

164 » 1,3-Dimethyl- 1,3-cyclo- " 127-32 0 821 1-471

163 2,3-Dunethyl- 1 ,3-cyclo-

hexadiene [8]
1

133 2 0 8321 1-489S

166 „ 2,3-Dmiethyl-3-cyclo- „
1 133 0 8223 1-4675

hexadiene [8] 1

167 „ 2,6-Dimethyl- 1 ,3-cyclo- „ 130 0 823 14673

hexadiene [10]

168 ” 3.3-Dlmethyl-l,3-cyclo-

hexadiene [8]

111 08137“ 08111

169 C.Hu Ethylidenecyclohexane [2] 11011 137-8 0 823
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Table 1 {eont'i

Melting- Bolling-
Density g Iml Refractive index

Formula Name wt •c

'

mm,‘C att’C atXFC ei-

170 C.H,. 1-Methyl- 3-methylene-

cyclohexane [2]

11011 123-4 0 798

171 ” l-Methyl-4-methylene-

cyclohexane [2]

” 122 0 792 1445

172 1 ,2-Dimethyl- 1 -cyclo-

hexene [8]

135-^ 0 8260K 0 8253 14590

173 " 1 ,3-Oimcthyl- 1-cyclo-

hexene [8]

124-6 0 8006 14487

174 •• 1,4-Diniethyl- 1-cyclo-

hexene [8]

” 124-6 0 8005 1 4437

175 l,S-Dimethyl-l-cyclo-

hexene

</[81 126-7 0 8015" 0 8031 14466" 14473

b dim 124 0 8122“ 0 8059 1 451“ 1447

176 „ 3,4-Dimethyl - 1 -cyclo- 124 0 807 1444
hexene [2]

177 3,5-Dimethyl- 1-cyclo- 124 0 801 1444

hexene [10]

178 „ 4,4-Dimethyl- 1-cyclo- „ 120-1 0 8036" 0 8024 1443" 1443

hexene [8]

179 ” Isopropylidenecyclo-

pentane [2]

” 138-7 0 817

180 •• Laurolene [20] - 120 0 8048]! 0 7966 14438

181 laolaurolene [20] 108 5 0 786711 0 7819 14333

182 „ 1-Octyne [10] „ 125 0 770* 0 753 1 4208“

*

14171

183 „ 2.0ctyne [10] „ 134

184 1,4-Octadiene [16] „ 127(126"*) 0 770* 0 753

183 „ 3-Methyl-2,4-heptadiene „ 132-3 0 7783* 0 7618 1 4693" ' 14667

[2]

186 6-Methyl-2,4-heptadieae 114-16 0 7516* 0 7348 14397** 14422

12]

187 2,5-Dunethyl-l,3-hexa- >-80 116-18 0 7412 14502

diene [8]

188 ” 2,5-Dimethyl- 1 ,3-hexa-

diene [8]

” 115-17 0 748711 0 7482 1 4399*‘ 14404

189 „ 2,5-Dimethyl-2,3-hexa- „ <-80 119-23 0 7637 14303

diene [8] >-23 11

190 „ 2,3-Dimethyl-2,4-hexa- 6 1346 0 7646" 0 7630 1 4796** * 14794

diene [8]

191 3,4-Dimethyl-2,4-hexa-

diene [8]

132-4 0 7832" 0 7824 14630" 14655

192 3,5-Dunethyl-2,4-hexa- 114-15 0 7635" • 0 7605 1 4346"

*

14528

diene [8]

193 C,H„ Cyclooctane [8] 112 12 14 3 148-9
1

0 8349 1 4586

194 Ethylcyclohexane „ 131 9 [17]
1

[

0 7772 [2]

195 ” 1 , 1-Dimethylcydohexane

[81

120 0 78641! 0 7818 1 4314“ 14293

196 „ 1,2-Dimethylcyclohexane

a CIS [8] -23 130 0 7822

b trana[8] -90 124 0 7798

197 „ 1,3-Dimethylcyclohexane -85110] 1200(17]

a as [8] 121 0 7735 14269

b trans [8] 119 0 772 1-4254

198 „ 1,4-DimetbyIcyclohexane -86 121 7 [17] 1421

[10]

cis[8] 1205 0 7671

b trans [8] 119 0 7638

199 „ n-Propylcyclopentane [17] „ 1313
200 " l-Methyl-2-ethylcyclo-

pentane [17]

124 0

201 •• l-Metbyl-3-ethylcydo-

pentane [2]

- 1205-1210 07669" 0 7639

202 " 1 , 1,2-Tnmethylcyclo-

pentane [2]

1130-113 5 0 7847* 0 7722

203 ” l,2,4-Trunethyk3rclo-

pentane [17]

1123-113 0
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Table I (co»t)

Kef Mol
wt

Meltmg- Boding-
Density g Iml Refractive Index

Formula Name “C
’

otFC n^o

204 C,Hi. l-Methyl-2-isobutylcyclo-

propane [2]

112 12 110-11 0 7403

205 ” 1-Methyl- 1.2-diethylcyclo-

propane [2]

108-9 0 73825* 0 7381 14102

206 „ Octene P] 123 07155 14087
207 „ 6-Methyl- 1-heptene [2] „ 111-12 0 7124

208 „ 2-Methyl-2-heptene [10] 125 2 0 816

209 2-Methyl-3-heptene [2] „ 1204 0 7314

210 4-Methyl- 3-heptene [10] 120 4 0 724 1415
211 „ 2,5-Dimcthyl- 3-hexene [7] „ 116-20

212 „ 3-Ethylhexene [2] 1194 0 7364
213 2-Methyl-3-ethyl-2-pen- .. 117 1

tene [10]

214 2,4,4-Tnmethyl-l(or 2)- „ 102 6 0 715“ 0711
pentene P]

215 C.H„ n-Ocune [18] 114 14 -56 90 125 59 0 70279 1 39760
216 2-Methylheptane P] „ 117 2 [17] 0 7029 1 3935

217 3-Methylheptaae [17] „ 117 6 0 707 [10]

218 „ 4-Methylheptane [10] „ 1180 0 722 1 398
219 3-Ethylhexanc p] „ 1189 0 7169 14016
220 1* 2,2-Dunethylhexane [8] „ 106-7 0 6967 1 3931

221 „ 2,3-Dimethylhexane P] „ 113 9 0 7240 14093
222 2,4-Dimethylhexane (sj 109 9 0 703 14026

rf[81 111-12 0 696“ 0 704

b /I8] 110-11 0 703“ 0 704

c dim „ no 0 708315 0 7036 1 3986“ 1 4009

223 2,5-Dimethylhexane P] „ -910 108 25 0 6985 1 3929
224 3,3-Dimethylhexane [8] „ 111-12 07116 1 3998
225 3,4-Dimethyihexane [10] „ 116 5 0 721 14058
226 2-Methyl-3-ethylpentane „ 1140 0 708“ 0 704 14016

[10]

227 3-Methyl-3-ethylpentane

(71

2,2,3-Tnmethylpentane [7]

i .. 1190 0712

228 „ 1107 0 7213 1403
228 1 •> 2,2,4-Trimethylpentane [S] „ 99 3 1 0 6918 1 3916
229 2,2,3,3-TetTanicthylbutane „ 104 106 8

[7]
1

230 cIhT Indene [10] 11606 -2
1

182 4 1006 1 571* •
1 577

231 (l-Propynyl)benzene [10] ’ 185

232 C.H.. Hydnndene [10] 118 08 176 5
1

0 965 1 5370“* 1 5377
233 (l-Propenyl)benzene [4] „ 175 0914
234 (2-PropenyI)benzene [10] „ 155 0909 1 5143
235 Isopropenylbenzene P] 160 5-161 5 0 9139

236 C,H„ ii-Propylbenzene P] 12009 ,
-1016 159 45

1

0 862 1 49549**-** 1 49185
237 Isopropylbenzene P] „ -969 152-3 0 864 14947“ 1 4923
238 l-Methyl-2-ethylbenzene

m
<-17 162 0 873 1 50569** « 1 50378

239 1-Methyl-3-ethylbenzene

IT]

” 162 5 0 869 1 49966** • 149961

240 l-Methyl-4-ethylbenzene

m
” <-20 162 0 862 1 49303“ • 149433

241 1,2,3-Trimethylbenzene

[10]

<-15P] 176 1 [17] 0 895 1 5132

242 1 ,2,4-Trimethylbenzene

[10]

-610 169 2 [17] 0 8888* [8] 0 8758 1 5051

1

243 " 1.3.S-Trimethylbenzene

[10]

*’ -52 7 164 64(17] 1 0 8634 1 4967

244 C,H„ Apobomylene [20] 12211 35 5-360 136-7

245 „ Apoeydene [20] „ 42 5-43 0 138-9 0 8710“ 0 8877 1 43144** 1 43971
246 „ CamphenUene [8] „ 27-8 140-1 0 8693- 0 8710 14686" 14695
247 " U.4-Tniiiethyl-2,5-I>t-

hl^beazene [20]

”

248 - Santene[20] ..
140-1 0-863 1 46658
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Table I {cont)

Melting. Bolling. Density g Iml Refractive Index

no Formuia Name wt •c mm, “C att°C at20°C ni''

249 C,H„ Propylidenecyclohexane [2] 12412 137-8 0 821

” "

2S1 ” 1-Methyl*3-ethylidene>

cyclohexane [2]

” 133 0813

232 ” l-Methyl-4-ethylidene-

cyclohexane (2]

” 136 0 8123

233 ” l,3,5-Triniethyl-l-cyclo-

hexene [2]

” 140 3-142 0 8023“ • 0 7983 14491

234 ” 1 ,4,3-Tnmethyl - 1 -cyclo-

hexene [2]

" 143 0 803 1448

233 „ Nopinane [10] „ 149 3 0 86in 0 861 14614

236 „ Camphenilane [20] 13-16 142 3 0 8347 1 4333

237 „ Santane [20] 130-2 0 8712“ * 0 8700 1 4636“

•

14630
238 Apofenchene [20] 143

239 Pulegene [10] 139 0 791“ 0 792 1 4380“ 1 4388

260 1.2-Diethyl- 1-cyclopentene

[2]

„ 1313 0 812 1432

261 " l,3-Dimethyl-2-ethyl-

1-cyclopentene [2]

” 140 0 803 1447"

262 ” l,l-Diethyl-2-cyclopenteoe

[2]

144 0 808 1446

263 Campholene [20] >-20 [10] 134 0 8034 14466
264 ” l,l-Diniethyl-2(l-iso-

bytenyl)-cyclopropane [2]

” 132 0 7677*,* 0 7676 1442

263 1-Nonyne [7] -36 160 0 7924

266 7-Methyl-2,4-octadiene 149 0 7633* 0 7499

(2)

267 4-Methyl-3,3-octadiene 148-31 0 7640** 0 7679 1 4628

[2]

268 2,6-Dimethyl- 1 ,3-hepta- 140-2 0 7648“ 0 7567 1 46202“ 1 45713

diene [8]

269 ” 2,6-Diniethyl- 1 ,3-hepta-

diene [8] !

” -70 140-2 0 7730“ 0 7676 1 4407“ 1 4363

270 „ 2,6-Dimethyl-2,4-hepta- „ 139-43 0 7482:* 0 7481

diene [8]

271 " 3,3-Dimethyl-2,4-hepta-

diene [8]

” 144-6 0 7853! 0 7692 1 4633“ 14604

272 C.Hi, cyclononane [8] 1 126 14 170-2 0 773“ ' 0 770 1 4328“ 14313
273 „ Ethylcycloheptane [10] „ <-30 199

274 •> R-Propylcyclohexane [10] •• 149 3 0 767

Tw]
" ^ ”

276 ’’ l-Methyl-2-ethylcyclo-

hexane [2]

131 0 784

277 " l-Methyl-3-ethylcyclo-

hexane [2]

” 143-6 0 8320

278 " 1 , 1 ,3-Tnmethylcyclo-

hexane [2]

138

j

0790 1436

279 ” 1 ,2,3-Triniethylcyclo-

hexane [2]

" 149-30

280 ” 1 ,2,4-Tnmethylcyclo-

hexane [2]

” 143-4 [17] 0 778 1429

281 ” 1,3,3-Triniethylcyclo-

hexane [2]

” 137-^ [17] 0 772 1429

282 " 1-Methyl-2-isopropyl-

cyclopentane [2]

142 3 0 7833J* 0 7796

283 ” l-Methyl-3-isopropyI-

cyclopentane [2]

” 132-4 0 773" 0 772

284 „ 1-Nonene [1] 139 3 0 743P 0 743

283 „ 2(or 3)-Nonene [10] 149 9 0 75411 0749
286 « 2-Methyl-l-octene [2] 141 3-143 0

287 CA. n-Nonane [18] 128 15 -33 68 130 71 071780 140363
288 „ 2-Methyloctane [17] „ 142 8

289 -> d^3-Methyloctanc [17] 1434 0 7206»»[7] 0 7183
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Table I (cont)

Ref
Formula Name

Mol
Melting-

point,

•c

Boiling-

point, at 760

mm, ‘C

Density g /ml Refractive index

att’C
1

atX°C «S‘’

335 C..H„ a-Pinene

rf[20] 136 12 -50 156 0 8620“ 0 8581 1 4650“ 14616

b /[20] -50 156 0 8620“ 0 8581 1 4649“ 14615

c dlllO] „ 155-6 0 858 1 46553“ 1 46596

336 l-fi-Pinene [20] „ -75 162-3 0 874“ 0 870 1 4872“ 14850

337 </-A»-Cdrene [20] „ 170 0 8668]i 0 8621 1 4675“ 1 4696

338 „ </-A‘-Carene [20] 170 0 8552]: 0 8589 1 474** 1478

339 Sylvcstrene
(165 6-167’*')

a rf[I9] 175-8 0 8485“ 0 8471 1 4572

b /(19] „ 176-8 0 848“ 0 847 1-4761

dl [19] 175 0 8479“ 0 8464 14760
340 A* *<*>-»i-Mcnthadicne [2] 182 0 8624;; 0 8617 1 5030

341 A* •'•>-/»i-Menthadiene [2] „ 181-2 0 8609 14975

342 „ a-Terpinene [19] „ 175 0 834 14784

(65 4-66“ *)

343 j9-Terpinene [19] 173-4 0 838“ 0 839 1 4754“ 14762
344 y-Terpinene [19] „

1
183 0 853“ 0 849 1 4754“

•

1 4737

345 . /-a-Phellandrene [19] 165 (58-9’*)
I

0 8410 14732
346 .. J3-Phellandrene [19] 171-2 0 8520 1 4788

347 Perpmolene [7] 185 0 855 14823
348 Limonene
a ^/[«9] -96 9 [7] 176-176 4 0 8411 1 47489“ ’ [7: 1 47278

b /(19] 176-176 4 0 8422

dl [19] „ i 175 5-176 5 0 8402** •• 0 8408 147443
349 Uolimonene [19] 1 172 5-173 5 0 8370 1 47043

350
,
A’ •<*>-p-Menthadiene [2]

]

184-5 0 8580 1 4924

351 a-Thiyene [20]
!

151 0 8301 1 45155
352 /3-Thujene [20] „

1

148 (147»*) 0 8208 144708
353 „ Sabinene

a </f20] 163-5 0 842 I 465

b /[JO] 163-165 0 8407;; 0 8443 1 465** 1 469

(161 5-163’**)

<//[10] 165 0 842 1 4674“ 1 4662
354 „ Cydofenchene [20] „ 143-143 5 0 8624“

*

0 8596 1 45370** •
1 45211

355 „ Tncydene [20] 67 5-68 153 0 8440" 1 44053** *

356 Isotncydene [20] 117 150-1

357 Bornylene

dm\
6 /[20] 113 146

358 Camphene
a d[20] ft

b /[20]

c dl[20] 51-2 158 15-159 5 0 84224" 4 15514“
359 Endocamphene [20] 170 6-171 6 0 8957’* ‘ 0 8899 1 48442“

*

1 48131
360 „ a-Fenchene

a dm „
b im „ 156-7 0 869“ 0 868 1 4724“ 1 4720

dim 154-6 0 8660 1 47045
361 d-fi-Fenchene [20] 150-3 08591 1 4645“ *

1 4639
362 y-Fenchene [20] (impure) „ 145-7 0 8547 1 46072
363 /-S-Fenchene [20] (uupure) „ 139-40 0 8381 14494
364 Cyclopentyl - 1-cydopen- 197-8

tene [2]

365 „ 1 ,2-Diisopropylidene- „ 179-81 0 8422 1 5008**

'

1 5007
cydobutane [2]

366 1 , 1 -Dimethyl-2-methy* „ 149-50 0 7982
lene -3-isopropylidene-

cyclobutane [2]

367 1 , 1,3,3-Tetramethyl-2,4- 152(37-8*)

dunethylenecyclobutane [2]

368 Myrcene [19] „ 166-8 0 8013“ 07979 14700** 14696
369 Ocimene [19] „ 177 (81**) 08031“ 0 7997 1 4857** 1-4849

370 AUo-oamene [19] 198(81“) 0 8172“ 0 8146 1 5296*** 15279

371 CioHii Decahydronaphthalene 138 14

a ciaW „ -125 [10] 193 0 8953 14675
h trails [8] - 185 0 8703“ 0-8689 1-46994** 1-46914
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Table I (cont)

Mol
Melting- Boiling-

point, at 760

mm,‘C

Density g /ml Refractive index

Fomtuh Name ‘C ' atl°C ai20°C nf’^

411 2-Methylnonane [10] 14217 160 0 0 728“ * 0 724 1408

412 3-Methylnonane [10] 166 9 0 735 14126

413 5-Methylnonane [10] » 1662 0 732 1 4116

414 2,6-DiniethyIoctane [8] 158-9 0734“ 0 730 1 4135“ 14114

415 2,7-Dimethyloctane [8] -52 8 [10] 159 6 0 72640“ 0 72274 1 41049“ 140842

416 3,6-Dunethyloctano

</[81 160-1 0 7348“ 0 7296

b <//[8] „ 159-60 0 7402“ 0 7365 1 4145” 14137

417 4-PropyIheptane [10] 161 7 0 740“ • one 1414
417 1 2,2 6-Tnmethylheptane [S] .. 1520 0 721

418 C„H., l-Mcthylnaphthalene [10] 142 08 -22 243 1 025 1618
419 2-McthylnaphthdIene [10] •• 351 245 1 029 1 6026“

420 CnH„ w-Amylbcnzene [7] 148 12 -78 25 2021 0 860“ 0 862 1 4751“ 1 4730

421 Isoamylbcnzene [10] 194 0 885

422 (l-Methylbutyl)benzcne [7] 189 3 0 874“ 0 870
423 rm-Amylbenzene [10] 189 3 0 8736“ 0 8697 1 49154“ 1 49285
423 1-Methyl -2-/t-butylbcnzene

[8]

l-Methyl-3-R-butylben2enc

[8]

1-Methyl -4-n-butylbenzene

[8]

o-/e/-/-Butyltoluene [8]

» 201 0 87023” 0 86871 1 49662“ 1 49576

426 .. .. 197-8 0 8624“ 0 8609 1 49315“ 1 49229

427 .. .. 198-9 0 86132“ 0 85672 1 4912“ 14886

428 •• 171- 172

(170-171 »*>)

1 49423” 1 49287

429 „ m-WM-Butyltoluene [8] 186-8 (191-3)

430 „ p-rer/-ButyltoIuene [8] 192-3 (190) 0 8614i; 0 8598 1 4936” 1 4923
431 ” 1-Ethyl -3-isopropy1-

benzene [7]

<-20 190-2

432 l-Ethyl-4-propylbeiizene [7! 202-3 0 867“ 0 862
433 •• 1-Ethyl-4-isopropyl-

benzene [7]

<-20 197-8 0 8606“ 0 8576

434 ” 1 ,2-Dimethyl-4-propyl-

benzene [10]

” <-20 209

435 ’ l,3-Dimethyl-4-propyl-

benzene [10]

•• <-20 208 5

436 l,4-Dimethyl-2-propyl-

benzene [10]

<-20 207

1

437 „ 3,4-Oiinethylcutnene [8] „ 200(198’“) 1 0 8740“ '

1 0 8702 1 50001'*
! 1 49783

438 l-Mcthyl-3,3-diothyl-

benzene [10]

” 200

]

0 879

439 Pentamethylbenzene [8] «* 33 230 0 847“’ 1 50489«“

440 CuH„ Nortncycloekaaantalane 130 41 183 5 0 885 1 46856 146856

[20]

441 » Methyl-S-fenchene [20] •• 160-2 0 85205 146261

442 C„H„ 1,2,3-Tnethyl- 1 -cyclo-

pentene [2]

152 15 1815 0 814 1431"

443
!

C„H„

1

(1 , 1-Diniethylpropyl)cydo-
hexane [2]

134 17 191-2 0 8226“ 0 8199

444 1-Hendecene [10] 188 0 763
445 2-Hendeccne [7] 193 0 7729 14333
446 4,8-Dimetbyl-4-nonene [2] .. 165-9 0 7530“ 0 7568

447 C„H,. n-Hendccane [18] 15618 -25 65 195 84 0 74025 'l 41727
448 .. 5-Ethylnonane [10] >. 180 (71») 0 731“ 0 750

'
449 c..h;' Acenaphthylene [8] 132 06

‘

92-3
"
265-75 ”0 899“

"
'"0896

1 402. (sohd-biaxial) [10]

(decomp) 1463p( „ .. )II0]

1617v( „ .. )[10]
450 •« Diphenylene [8] » 73

451 C,.H„ Acenaphthene [10] 134 08 95 2773 1024"* 16048"*
1<407. (folid-biaxMl)

I46«p( .. )

1 i .. )
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w Melting- Boiling-
Density g jml Refractive index

Formula Name w/ »c mm

,

®C atfC at20’‘C n^o

432 C„H„ Diphenyl (7] 154 08 69-71 254-5 0 9919" 1 58822"

1 180" 1 56841.

1 39441p

161158v

453 QtHii 1-Ethylnaphthalene [10] 156 09 <-14 258 (decomp 1 064]l 1059
454 2-EthylnaphthaIene [10] -19 251 1 008" 0 992

455 1 ,2-Diine^ylnaphthaIene

18]

” 264(139-40") 1 025” • 1022 1 6105” •
1 6088

456 1 ,4-Dimethylnaphthalene

[8]

<-10110] 262-4 1 01803” 1 0150 1 61567” 1 61382

457 ’• 1 ,S-Dimethylnaphthalene

[8]

80-80 5

458 1,6-Dimethylnaphthalene

[8]

” 262-3 1 0056“ 1 0017

439 1 ,7-DimethyInaphthalcne 84-5

[8]

460 1 ,8-DimethyInaphlhalene

[8]

” <-20

461 2,3-Dimethylnaphthalene -20 266 1 008

[7]

462 2,6-DimcthyInaphthaIene 110-11 261-2

[8]

463 2,7-DiinethylnaphthaIene 96-7 262

[8]

464 C.,Hh Phenylcyclohexane [7} 16012 7 237 5 09440
465 Isohcxylbenzene [7] 214-15 0 857

466 l-Ethyl-4-isobutylbenxene

17]

209-13

467 1 ,4-Dnsopropenyl -

1

,4-

cyclohexadiene [2]

117-117 5

468 C..H„ l-Methyl-3(2.2-DimethyI-

propyUbenzene [10]

162 14 208 0 8673

469 ” 1 ,3-Dimethyl - S-tertbutyl-

benzene [8]

•• 200-3

470 1,2,4-Triethylbenzene [7] 218 0 8819” 0 8796 1 4972

471 l,3,S-Tricthylbenzene [10] 218 0 863 14939

472 -• Hexamethylbenzene [10]
1

166 265

473 Dicyclohexyl [8] 16617 2 23 233 0 8862” • 0 8866 1 4766

!

(238) (0 8914) (1 4842)

474 (1,1-Dimothylbutyl)cyclo-

hexane [2]

168 19 206-7 0 8372” 0 8346

475 " (1-Methyl-l-ethylpropyl)-

cyclohexane [2]

207-8 0 8310” 0 8284

476 ” 1-Methyl - 2-isoafflylcyclo-

hexane [2]

" 204 0 812” 0 809

477 1-Dodeccne [7] „ -313 213-15 0 762" 0 759

478 2,S,8-Trimethyl-4-nonene 197 (74») 0 7768* 0 7642

[2]

479 „ 2,5-Dimethyl-3-isobutyl- 183 (65«*)

2-hexene [2]

480 Q.H.. »-Dodecane [8] 170 20 -973 21623 0 74542" 0 74891 1 42188

481 S-Propylnonane [10] „ 205 0 756 1 4228

482 » 2,4,3,7-Tetramethyloctane „ 210

483 C,.Kt. Fluorene [10] 166 08 116 293
1

484 C,A. Diphenylmethane fl] 168-09 26-7 261-2 1-0008” 1-00551 1 57884” 1 57748

483 l-Methyl-2-pbenylbeiizeme „ 260 1010

486
m

277 1-031* 1016

m
^
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Table I (con/)

Ref
T

1

Mol
Melting- Boiling-

1 Density g Iml
1

Refractive index
point, at 760

mm,°CFormula Name •c
‘

att°C at20°C nj?'®

571 C„H„ Isozingiberene [20]
j

204 19 258

(120-3*)

09150 1 5034

572 a-Selinene [20] 260 0 9190 1 50920

(128-30“)

573 ” /3-Selinene [20] 260
(136-9*’)

0 9107 1 50311

574 ” Copaene [20] ” 250

(1 19-20“)

0 9077** 0 9045 14894

575 a-Caryophyllene [10] 260 0 906 1 4996

576 ” y-Caryophyllene [20] •• 247 (125-

125 5“ *)

0 89951** 0 89888 1 49665** 1 49630

577 „ 2-Methyl-6(p-totyl)-hep- 263
tdnc [20] (135>«)

578 Bisabolene [8] ” 262
(133-4»*)

0 8717** 0 8723 1 4923** 14926

579 " Zingibcrene [20] ” 260
(134»)

0 8684 1 4956

580 Elemene [20] ” 246
(115-17“)

0 8797 14971

581 ” 1,3-DicyclopentyI- 1-cyclo-

pentene [2]

290 0 939

582 o-Santalene [20] 257 (llO*) 0 9132** 0 9101 1 4921“ 14904
583 ” /3-Santalene [20] 267

(125-6’)

0 8940 14946

584 ” y-Santalene [10] ” 250

(120“)

0 936 I 5042

585 ” a-Farnesene [20] ” 267
(128-30**)

0 8385** 0 8374 1 4965

586 Q.H.. Dihydroaromadendrene 206 20 252 0 9014*' 0 8995 1 4871*’ 1 4861

120] (121-2**)

587 " Dihydroguaiene [20] ” 250
(121-2“)

0 8914 1 49817

247
(124-5**)

0 8955 1 4894

588 •• Dihydro-)8-guDunene [20] •• 255

(120*)

0 9258 1 49775

589 Elemane [20] 248 0 8830*’ 0 8811 1 4950*’ 1 4940
(115-19**)

590 Ferulene [10] 266 0 870

(126*)

591 Isodihydrocaryophyllene 255 0919 1 4925

[20] (137-8**)

592 ” Octahydroguaiazulene [20] 253
(123-5**)

0 8872 1 4834

593 ” Dihydrocadinene [20] "
(129-31**)

0 8999** 0 8945 1 4952“ 14922

594 " Dihydroeudesmene [20] ” 265
(132-3**)

0 9080 M972

595 ” Dihydrocopaene [20] ” 245

(118-21**)

0 9826** 0 9812 14799** 1-4792

596 ” Dihydrozingibetcne [20] 264

(122-5’)

0 8557 14837

597 ” Dihydro-n-santalene [20] •• 0 899 1495

598 C„H., Tetrahydrocalamene [20] 208 22 255
(123-5**)

0 89511: 0 8937 1>4848

599 ” Tetrahydroeudesmene [20] " 260
(117**)

0 8896 1-4842

600 ” Tetrahydroguatene [20] ” 258

(118-19’)

0 8806 147840

601 „ Tetrahydroisozingibcrene „ 255 0 8822 14791
[20] (123**)

602 Tetrahydrocadinene [20] ” 259
(125-8**)

0 8838 148045

603 Tetrahydroselinene [20] ” 258

(125-6**)

0 8889 1 48375
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Ref Mol
Melting-

i

Boiling-

point, at 760
Density g Iml

no Formula Name wt -c mm.-C att°C 1 at 20° C

604 Q.H., Tetrahydrocaryophyllene 208 22 249 1 0 8712

[20] (122-3”)

605 Tetrahydrobisabolene [20] „ 246 (125“) 0 857“ 0 854
606 Tetrahydroelcmene [20] 244 0 8576

(118-20”)

607 " Tetrabydrosantalene [20] 249

(116-18*)

0 864

608 » Tctrabydro-a-santalene 248 0 8655

[20] (115-16*)

609 .. Tetrahydro-/3-santaIene
1

238 0 8550
[20] (109”)

610 Hexabydro-oKUtcumene 210 23 270 0 8283;: 0 8304
[20] (128*)

611 » Hexabydro-]3-curciiffiene 270 0 8283K 0 8304

[20] (128*)

612 " Hexabydrobisabolene [20] ” 260

(123-5*)

0 8244

613 Hexabydrozingiberene [20] 260 0 8264

(128-30”)
614 " Hexabydroelemene [20] •• 244

(114-16'*)

0 8450

615 /i-Pentadecane [7] 212 25 10 270 5 0 7689 1

616 ” Famesane [20] " 248

(120“)

0 7682“ 0 7709
j

617 C,.H„ Pyrene [10] 202 08 150 >360
618 ” 1 ,4-Diphenyl- 1 ,3-buta-

diyne [8]

” 88

619 CuHx, 1-PhenylnapbtbaIene [10] 204 09 325
620 „ 2-PbcnyInapbthalene [10] „ 102 3 345
621 » Pwudopbenantbrene [10]

1

« 115
j

622 Atroneno [10] 20611 1

1

326
623 9. 9-Ethylanthracene [10] 1 „ 59 1041”*
624 f* 1,3-Dimcthylanlbracene [8] 83
625

"
I

1 ,4-Dimetbylantbracene

[8]

74
1

i

i

j

i

626 2,3-Dimcthylantbracene 252

[8]

!

627 2,6-Diinetbylaatbracene 250
!

[8]
1

1

1

628 2,7-Dimetbylantbracene 241

[8]
1629 „ 2,9-Dinietbylantbraccne „ 85

1

[8]
1

630 3,9-Dimetbylantbracene 85
1

1

[8]

631 9,10-Dimetbylantbracene 180-1

632
[«J

76-7 j

»]_

[8]

634 O.lO-Diznetbylpbenantbrene „ 139 subl

m
633 l,4-Dipbenyl-l,3-buta<

a CIS [8] 70
I

b trans [8] 148 350
e cis-trans [8] oily liquid

(unsubic)

636 QfHi, l.l-Dipbeiiyl-I-butene 0] 208 12 oily liquid 295-7 103” 103
637 1,2-Diphenyl- 1‘butene [8] 57 296-7 1022

(Isomer) [8] oil 294-6 1-024”

Refractive index

14700

14760

1 4676

1 4691

146612

1 4952” 1 4986

1 4382” 1 4613

1 45423

14560

1 4621

1 4303“

1 6762”'

1-4318

1 3913”

1 593”

1 5906

1592
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Xf/
1

Melting’ Boiltng-
Density g jml

j

Refractive index

Formula Name
\

‘C att^C at20'‘C I n^'<^

677 Q.H.. 1 ,2>Diphenylcyclohe)iane 23615
1

1
172

[8]

678 1 ,4-DiphenyIcyclohexane „ 1 306

[8] 1 (190**)

679 Dihydrodiethylanthracenc „
!

1 014
117]

;

680 1 ,4-DiisobutylnaphthaIcnc 24019 0 933 1 5380“
117] 1

;

681 Hexaethylbcnzcnc [10] 246 23
1

129 298 OSll**** 1 480“"

*

682 C,.H„ Fichtebtc [10] 248 25
1

46
i

1 010 1 544,. (so id-biaxial)

1

1 572a ( .. )

683 C»H.4 1-Octadecyne [10] 250 26 26 313 0 798**

(180**) i

684 2-Octadccyne [10] 30 318
1

0 802

1

(184“)
1

1

68S Ci.H.. 1-Octadecene [10] 252 28 18 312 1 0 791

(179“) '
i

686 Q.H,. n-Octadecane [10] 234 29
1

28 317 i 0 777 1 4349***

687 Ci,H4, Tnphtnylmethyl [7] 243 12 145-7 (decomp) 1

688 Tnphenylmethane [10] 244 12 92 5 359 2 1 014*" 1 5839**

689 „ o-Benzyidiphenyl [7] 54 370
(283-7">*)

690 p-Benzyldiphenyl [7] > 85 370

1

(285-6*"')

691 C..H„ n-Nonadccanc [10]
1

268 31
1

32 330 0 777“ 1 436“ •

692 C..H„ Perylene [10]
1
252 09

i

264

693 1,2-Benzpyrene [8] 1 .. 176 5-177 5 488
(310-12**)

694 4,5-Bcnzpyrcnc [8] ' 178-9 441

(250* *)

693

1

C,.H,4 1 I'-Dinaphthyl [10] 1 254 11 1605 360
696 I,2'-Dinaphthyl [10] i 80

697 2,2'-Dinaphthyl [10] 187 8 452
698 9-Phenylanthracene [10] ”

1

153 417

699 C„H4, Triphenylethylenc [7] 236 12
1

72-3 364
(220-1**)

700 C..H„ Diphenyl-o-tolyimcthane 258 14
1

82-3

[«]

701 Oiphenyl-m-tolylmethano 62 356 107**

171 (354*«)
,

702 „ Diphenyl-p-tolymethane „ 71 363

[8]

703 „ o-Dibenzylbenzene [8] 78

704 m-Dibenzylbenzene [8] 363 ! 1 0535
(226-7'»)

705 „ p-Dibenzylbenzene [8] 86 362
1

(225*«)

706 1,1,1-Tnphenylethane [7] „ 95
707 >• 1,1,2-Tnphenylethane [7] ” 54-54 5 348-9

708 C..Hh a-Campborene [8] 272 25 332 0 887
(190-2**)

709 C..H4. n-Eieosaiw [10] 283 32 38 344 0 778“ »
1 434" • 14494

(205«)
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Table I (cont)

1

Mo!
Melting- Boiling-

point, at 760 1

Density g Iml
1

Refractive index

no Formula Name Wt “C mm, °C att°C at20°C

710 C..H„ Crocetane [8] 283 32 341

(135* •)

0 8027 1 4494

711 CnHi, 1 , 1 '-Dinaphthylmcthane 268 12 109 423

[8] (270‘‘)

712 1,2 -Dinaphthylmethane

[8]

98

713 1,2 -Dinaphthylmethane

[8]

93

714 1,1-Diphenylindene [8] „ 91-2

715 1,2-Diphenylindene [8] „
1

177-8

716 1,3-Diphenylindene [8]

1

71-2 372

(230“)

1

!

717 -• 2,3-Dtphcnyhndene [8] 108-9

718 C„H., Phenyl-(di-/»-tolyl)-

methane [10]

272 15 56
1

719 1,1,1-Triphenylpropane [7] 51-51 5
1

720 C„H„ 9-Heneicosene [10] 294 32

[

350 1

(202«)
1

0 805“ 0 802

721 CnH« n-Heneicosane [10] 296 34 404 356

(215“)

0775“* 1 4344" •

722 C„H„ 1,2,5,6-Dibenzanthracene[8] 278 11 262
1

723 1,2,7,8-Dibenzanthracene[8] 196

724 >• Picene [10] 364 520

723 C.,H„ I,l(l,r-Dinaphthyl).

ethylene [8]

280 12 107

726 I,2(l,r-Diaaphthyl)-

ethylene [8]

161

727 ” 1.2(2.2'.Dinaphthyl)-

ethylene [8]

254-5

728 n-Docosane [10] 310 35 444 368

(224 5“)

0 778*“

729 Diphenyl-/3-naphthyl-

methyl [8]

293 13 135-40

730 Otphenyl-j3-naphthyl- 29414 77-8
1

methane [8]

731 CnHt, n-Tricosane [10] 324 37 47 7 380

C34« [7])
1

0 7799“ [7] 1 4236« •

732 C,.H„ CoTonene [8] 30009 429-30

733 1 ,3,5-Tnphenylbenzeiie 30614 170 I 026 1 524. (sohid-biaxial)

[10] 1 867p ( „
1 873y (

)

.. )

734 „ 1,2'-Dipenyldiphenyl [8] ” 118-19

735 „ 3.3'-Diphenyldiphenyl M 86

736

i

C„H„ 4,4 -Diphenyldiphenyl [8] 30614 318-19 610

(428*«)
j737 •• 7,7'-Diacenaphthyl [8] 120

738 C,.H„ Dihydrodiuoamyl-

anthracene [17]

320 25 0972 1 5640“

739 CmH,. n-Tetracosane [10] 338 39 54 3241 0 779“ ‘[5]

740 2-MethyItncosane [10] 51 293

C243")
741 „ 4,8,12,16-Tetraniethyleico- „ 361 0 8054 1-4502

aane [8] (218«»)

742 Tetraphenylmethane [10] 32015 285 431
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Table I (cont)

Ref
Melting-

°C
'

Boiling-

point. at 760

mm , °C

Density g Iml Refractive index

Formula Name w/ att-C at20°C

743 C„H.. 5,5'-Ducenaphthyl-

methanc [8]

32015 140-1

744 R-Pentacosane [10] 352 40 54 405 (284“) 0 779

745 Rubicene [10] 32611 306

746 C„H„ Difluorenylene [8] 328 12 218

747

748

C..H.. Difluorcnyl [8]

9, 10-Diphenylphenan-

threne [8]

330 14 246

240 (235)

749 Tetraphenylethylene [7] 33215 227 (221) 425

750

751

C„H., 1.1.1

.2-

Tetraphcnylelhane

[7]

1 . 1

.2.2-

Tetraphenylcthane

m

334 17 144

211 (209)

423

(277-80«)

383 1 182

752 C„H.. Caroun [10] 350 29 167 8

753

754

n-Hexacosane [10]

2-Methylpentacosanc [10]

366 42 60

61

418

(296")

430 (207* »)
1

0 779

755 C.,H„ Tetraphenylpropadiene [7] 344 15 166
i

756 C„H<« Cholestcnlenc [8] 368 34 79 1

757 Cholestene [8] 370 35 89-90

758 .. pseudo-Cholestene [8] 78-9

759 C.,H4. Cholestane [8] 37217 80
i

760 pseudo-Cholestane [8]
1

1

‘ 69-70 !

1

761 C„H.. n-Heptacosane [2] 380 43
j

59 5
j

423
(270**)

0 7796“ ‘

762

763

b

C,.H„ 2,2'-Dianthryl [8]

9,9'Dwnthryl

Isomer 1 [8]
j

Isomer 2 [8] i

354 14
1

355 '

>360
312 (300)

764 Dianthracene [8] 316 15 242-4

765 C..H„ 1 , 1-Diphenylhexadecane

[17]

378 34 09135 1 5121“

766 C..H„ 1 , 1 -Dicyclohexylhexade-

cane [17]

39042 0 8791 1 4832“

767 R-Octacosane [10] 394 45 65 446

(318«)

0 779

768 C„H.. Spinacene [10] 396 37 <-20 427 (260*) 0 8591° 0 857 1 4951

769 R-Nonacosane [10] 408 46 63 6 480

(348")

0 780

770 C.,H4. Chalkacene [8] 37612 358-60

771 C.oHu Dihydrodi-j3-octylanthra-

cene [18]

404 34 0 948

772 C„H., l-PbenyI-2-benzylhepude-

cane [17]

406 35 0 9165 1 5123“
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Table 1 (com)

Rtf Mol
Meltmg- Boiling-

1

Density g Iml
j

Refractive index

Formula Name
i

at20°C nr"

773

6

C..H4. a-Amynlene

(/[81

/[8]

408 37 135

194

441

(283«)

774 .. /9-Amyrilene [8] 175-8

775 C„H.. l-Cyclohexyl-2-hexa-

hydrobcn^ylheptadecane

[17]

418 45 0 8860 1 4871“

776 C„H,. Mclcne [10] 42046 63 380 0 890

777

778

779

C„H. ii-Triacontane [10]

Anthemene [8]

Mehssane [10]

422 48 70

64
74

461

(215* •)

440

472
(222* >)

0 942'*

0 780

780 C,.H„

. __ _

n-Hentriacontane [10] 436 49 68 1 463

(302“)

0 781"'

1

781 C„H.. Pentaphcnylethane [10] 410 20 171

782 i
C„H„ n-Dotnacontanc [10] 430 51 75 All

(310“)

0 773’" 1 4331’"
j

'

783 CmH„
.

fl-Tetratnacontane [10] 478 54 763
~

487
(255* •)

0 781

784

783

C„H„ R-P«ntatriacontane [10]

1 6-R*ButyIhentnacontane

[17]

492 53 500

(331»)

0 782’* ’

0 8327 I 4579“

786 Docacyclene [8] 450 14 387

787 C,.H„ n-Hexatriacontane [10] 506 57 76 5 300

_(265* •)

0 782’*

788 Hexaphenylcthane [7] 486 23 145-7

789 C4.H.. o-Carotene [7] 536 43 175

790

791

/5-Carotenc [8]

y-Carotene [8]

184 (181-2)

178

792 Chlorene [8] 602 20 265

(decomp )

793 n-Pentacontane [2] 702 79 92 7-93 607

(420-2*')

794 C„H„. n-Tetrapentacontane [6] 738 83 93

795 R-Hexacontane [2] 842 94 101-2

796 R-Dohexacontane [6] 870 97 1005

797 C.,Hu. R-Tetrahexacontane [6] 899 00 102
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Table 11

Dispersion in Pure Hydrocarbons

Ref Dispersion, Ref Dispersion, Ref Dispersion, Ref Dispersion,

no Formula Hp-H no Formula no Formula no Formula

21 C.H. 0 0129 107 C,H„ 0 0159 294 C,H„ 0 0071 456 C,.H„ 0 0296 [10

35 C,H, 0 0148 112 0 0087 298 C„H. 0 0287 [10] 480 0 00755

37 0 0096 116 C,H„ 0 0075 305 C„H„ 0 0169 494 C„H„ 0 0075

44 C.H,. 0 0085 [10] 145 C,H.. 0 00681 311 C„H.. 00140 495 „ 0 0074

48 C.H,. 0 00627 148 „ 0 0068 [10] 114 0 0146 [10] 503 C,.H,4 0 0187

49 0 0062 153 0 0068 [10] 315 0 0144 [10] 519 0 0140

51 C.H, 0 0167 154 C,H. 0 0338 122 0 0144 527 C,.H„ 0 0541

53 0 0122 163 C.H„ 0 0116 327 00157 529 0 0591

54 C.H. 0 0131 [10] 182 C,H„ 0 0089 339c 00116(10] 534a [liquid]

58 C.H,. 0 0095 198 C.H,. 0 0076 351c 0 0109 534* [solid]

62 0 0098 [10] 210 0 0090 369
'

0 0172 [10] 623 0 0556

69 C.H., 0 0075 215 ' C,H„ 1 0 00698 397 C,.H„ 0 0078 656 C,.H„ 0 0143

80 0 0090 218
1

00070 402
,

0 0090 658 C„H„ 0 0084

81a „ 0 0090 [10] 219 „ 00070(10] 410 C,iH„ 0 00734 667 C„Hu 0 0076

816 ! 0 0090 [10] 223 „ ' 0 0080 [10] 0 0072 681 C„H„ 0 0133

87 C.H,.
1

0 00669 230 C,H. 0 0234 415 . 0 0072 [10] 686 C..H„ 00075
88 „ 1

0 0065 232
,

C,H„ 0 0168 417 0 0072 688 0 0219

89
1

0 0065 [10] 241
1 C.H..

1

0 0157 418 C„H„ 0 0303 691 00076
90 i 0 0064 [10] 242 0 0158 419 0 0289 709 C„H.. 00075

91
1

' 0 0064 [10] 243 00111 447 C„H.. 0 00718 721 0 0076

92 CtH,
J

0 0198 245 C,H„ 00150(10] 451
1

C„H„ 0 0291 711 C,.H„ 0 0075

93 0 0160 287 ' C,H„ 0 00721 452 0 0265 [10] 782 0 0077

Table III

Optical Rotation in Pure Hydrocarbons

Ref Opt rot R<f Opt rot Rif Opt rot Rif Opt rot

Formula Mif " no Formula no Formula [«]?)' no Formula

60 C.H,. -(-59 07° 353* C„H„ 4619 553 C..H.. 85 57° 601 C,.H.. 44 36°

120a C,H,4 1 1 78° 357a 1 19 29' (-52 S') 602 -20°

147 C.H,, ( 9 5“ [1] 357* - 21 69° 554 H 1 3° 603 1 1 12°

175a C,H„ 1

95“ 358a 4 101 89°<"' 555 - 12’ 604 43°

180 -I- 28 65" to 358* -84 9" m 556 1-6' 606 -15 2°

-14 7" Ether 557 -22 607 47 30°

201 C,H„ 4 4 34° 360a 429 558 27 9°l«) 608 -( 5 36°

222 C.H,, r 2 99 (“1 360* -3212° 559 - 16 8° 609 1* 42 48°

222a 10 85°<“l 161 -1 62 91° 561 -95° 611 C,.H„ 46 3°<“)

289 C,H,. 49 38<«) [1] 363 - 68 76° m 562 474 5° 613 -1012°

292a „ -^9 48<«) [1] Ale 565 -56 6° 614 -4 8°

308 C,oH„ -74 90° 372a C.,H„ 123 08° 567 ( 42 73° 652a C„H„ 420 24°(“)

331 C„H,. 1 2 66° 372* -18 9” 568 „ -38 08° 652* - 4 6°“"

335a 4 51 14° 372c - 16 1° 570a 4 18 72° 757 C„H., -56 3°<“),n

335* -51 28° 373a 157 64” 570* -130° CHCl,
336 -22 44° 371* 47 06° 571 -41° 758 464 9°<“iin

337 47 69° 378 4234”,«„ 572 „ 461 36° CHCI,
338 4 62 2° 379 4140 77° [19] 573 431 16° 759 C„H., 4 24 7° in

339a 483 18° 385a „ h8 68” 574 -1321“ CHCl,
339* 68 2° 185* -8 5° in Ale 576 -26 17° 760 „ 4 25 07°" in

345 -112° 386 -18 11° 579 „ - 73 18° CHCl,

346 „ 465 2° 387 46203° 582 -3 34° 773a C..H., 410948° in

348a 1-126 84° 416a c,Jh., -1 16 85°‘«' 583 „ -41 3° C,H.

348* -122 6° 440 C„H„ -11° 587 C«H„ -26 65°(“‘' 773* „ -104 9° in

348c „ ±0° 534a C..H.. [liquid] 588 - 37 5° C.H,

349 -140 58° 534* [solid] 595 „ -122° 774 „ 411219° in

351
-3720° 548 C,.H.. 46° 596 „ -37° C.H,

352 „ 4110 78° 549 C,.H,. 599 Ci,H« 41148° 789 C„H„ H 364° in

353a 480 17° 551 45° 600 41031° C.H,
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THE PHYSICAL CONSTANTS AND MOLECULAR STRUCTURE OF
THE NON-CYCUC HYDROCARBONS

By CECIL E. BOORD
Professor ofOrganic Chemistry, Ohio State University

This article deals with the physical constants of the non-

Cydic hydrocarbons and more particularly with the lelaUon

of these constants to the molecular structure ofthe simpler
parallins and olefines. Numerous stnkmg relationships

have been observed from bme to time, but sufficient data

has not been at hand to enable one to gam a compre-
hensive picture of the whole problem The developments

of the lut decade m mdustnal solvents, synthetic plastics,

and particularly in gasolme technology have stimulated

research on the simple aliphatic compounds More and
more data is becoming available, making it possible to

correlate these observations, to point out their utility and
the direction m which they might be profitably extended

The problem m its entirety is wonderfully complex
Just how complex may well be understood by a glance at

Table I showmg the rapid increase in the theoretically

possible number of isomers m the paraffin senes as the

carbon content is increased

Table I

Number ofParaffin Hydrocarbons [1]

1,8S8

10,359

20
I

366,319

The Normal ParaflBns

The changes which occur in the physical constants as one

proceeds from member to member m a homologous senes

have been quite fully mvestigated Table II contains typical

data for the normal paraffins It will be noted that the

meltmg-pomts nse by decreasing mciements as the carbon

content of the mole^e is mcreased Upon the basis of

meltmg-pomts alone the normal paraffins fall naturally into

two senes, the one contaimng those hydrocarbons havmg
an odd number, the other an even number ofcarbon atoms
Begmnmg with n-octane, the rise in the meltmg-point for

each CtHi group is almost exactly equal to the correspond-

ing mcrement m the odd senes begmnmg with nonane
The boilmg-pomts, densities, and refractivities also rise

by gradually decieasmg increments, but the separation mto
odd and even senes IS no longer apparent So gradual is the

diange m the boiling-pomt mteival that many attempts

have been made to denve a mathematical formula which
will i^roduce the experimentally obtained values [2, 1894,

1899; 1904--5. 1913; 1916]. Such formulae yield calculated

values agreeing do^ with the measured boilmg-pomts
except for the lower members of the senes. It should be
pomted out that thqy agree well over that region uiiere the

composition dosdy approaches a constant value and
deviate m the region wl^ the percentage of carbon and

hydrogen is rapidly changing Perhaps these deviations

from the measured boilmg-pomts and the anomalies m the

meltmg-pomts find their best explanation m the views of

Table

U

Normal Paraffins*

* The tabulations for melting-points and boiling-points were
taken from Kaufmann, Beztehungen zmsehen physikaUschen
Etgrnschaften und chemischer KonsUtutton, pp 135 and 151 (Feidi-
nand Enke, Stuttgart, 1920)

t Shepard, Midgcly and Henne JACS Si, 1948 (1931)

Mack [12, 1934], who has pomted out that such hydro-
carbons are armour plated hy hydrogen, the melting- and
boilmg-pomts being a function ofthe van der Waals forces
between hydrogen atoms
The molecular refractivity, a composite function of the

density, refractive mdex, and molecular weight, finds its

most commonly accepted expression m the formula by
Lorenz and Lorentz [10, 1880],

n Ll
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Table n shows tbis Ibnction to be a putely additive pro*

p«ly, eadi interval of CHt causmg a change of4 64 in the

valueofthe constant Ry studying a largenumber oftypical

organic compounds, a fixed refractivity may be assigned to

each atom by the use of which it is possible to calculate a

theoretical value for the molecular xefractivity The value

to be assigned depends upon the type of linkage, and
corrections must be made for double and triple bonds

This fact has caused Fajans and Knorr [7, 1926] to su^t
diat the atomic refractivity is more characteristic of the

Imkage than of the atoms, and should be assigned accord-

ingly The values most commonly accepted are those of

Eisenlohr [S, 1910], who gives the following values when the

refractive index has been measured for the sodium D line

Element or linkage Atomic refractivity

C 2 418
H 1 100

CH, (group) 4 618
>C-C< 1 733

—C=C- 2 398

to increase both the density and refractive index above the

normal hydrocarbon value

The molecular volume, bearmg a reciprocal relation to

the density {MV= Af/d). obviously follows the same order

of deviation with a diangem sign Calingaert [3, 1936] has

recently presented a graphical method of illustrating these

deviations in an effective manner
The last three columns show the molecular refractivities

accordmg to the formulae of Lorenz and Lorentz and
Eykman and Nekrassow’s constant The Eykman [6,

189S-6] formula.

MRe M n«-l
d «*+04’

IS believed to be less dependent upon the temperature

at which the density and refractivity are measured

Nekrassow’s constant [14, 1929],

Ks
Ty/MRLL

M-MRll'

The molecular specific heats and molecular volumes for

the n-parafims are also additive properties

Branching Chains

In the preceding section the changes in the physical con-

stants were producedby lengthening thechambyonecarbon
atom or by changmg the composition by the increment,

CH| Let us now consider the changes produced by iso-

merization Table III shows the boihng-point, density,

refractive index, molecular volume, and molecular re-

fractivities of the mono- and dunethyl isomers of n-heptane

and R-octane These constants are expressed as deviations,

either positive or negative, from the values for the normal
hydrocarbon

The deviation of the boihng-pomts of the mono- and
dunethyl isomers of R-heptane and R-octane are all nega-

tive m sign This conforms to the well-known boihng-

pomt rule The isomer mth the normal carbon chain has the

highest boibng-point—the more highly branched the carbon

cham the lower the boiling-point Methyl groups are most
effective in lowermg the boihng-point when on the second

carbon atom, and become less ^ective as they are moved
towards the centre of the molecule Two methyl groups on
oi-carbon atoms cause more than twice the lowenng pro-

duced by a single methyl group, and the effect is greatest

when both are on the same carbon atom [13, 1909] The
second methyl group apparently loses much of its effective-

ness when the two are on adiacent carbon atoms
Edgar and Calingaert [4, 1929], who studied the physical

constants of the nine heptanes «chaustively, have pomted
out that a methyl group on the second carbon atom tends to

decrease the density and refractive mdex below the normal
hydrocarbon, while a methyl group on the third carbon
atom tends to mcrease these constants It now appears that

a methyl group m the 4-posiUon produces a still further

increase.

Althou^ the position of the normal hydrocarbon has
been displaced to somewhere near the middk of the group,
the effect of methyl groups upon the density and refractive

index is remarkably like the effect upon the boiling-pomts.

Two methyl groups m the 2-position are more than twice

as ^active as a single methyl group m the same position,

and are most effective when on the same carbon atom M
pointed out by the above authors, two methyl groups upon
a^iacmt carbon atoms show anomaly, the tendency being

combines the molecular refractivity, MRu, with the abso-

lute boilmg-pomt, T The values are shown as deviations

from the constants for the normal hydrocarbons

These same functions, which are remarkably constant

when applied to a large variety of orgamc compounds,
show a definite variation with structure The isomenc
hydrocarbons having methyl groups in the 2-position show
a positive deviation roughly proportional to the number of

m^yl groups so held, while those havmg methyl groups

in the 3- and 4-positions show a negative deviation even
greater in degree While the differences are small, they are

so obviously correlated with structure as to leave no doubt
as to their validity Nekrassow’s constants show the

widest variation, the deviation bemg roughly proportional

to the difference in the boiling-points

Normal Olefines

The rule is sometimes stated for olefines Unsaturated

compounds have almost the same boiling-pomt as the corre-

sponding saturated ‘The differences are frequently smaller

than the errors of observation’ [8, 1920]

This rule IS no longer true In part this may be attributed

to unprovements in the methods of synthesis, butm greater

degree it is due to the development of more effective

methods of purification The normal mono-olefines boil

lower than the corresponding saturated hydrocarbons The
isomer with the double bond m the 2-position has the

highest boilmg-pomt, the deviaUon mcreasmg as the pomt
of unsaturation is moved either towards the middle of the

cham or to the 1-position [18, 1934]

The same order of variation has been observed for the

normal acetylenes [17, 1931] The densitiesandrefractivities

ofthe normal olefines are greater than those ofthe saturated
hydrocarbon It is worthy of note that the values for the

density and refractive mdex nse and fall with the boilmg-

pomt, the degree and the sign of the deviation being
reversed The 2-ol^e shows the hipest values (largest

deviation), these constants also decrrosmg as the double
bond IS moved either towards the middle of the cham or to
the l-position Acetylenes show this same relative order

of variation [17, 1931], The deviauons of the molecular
volume of necessily follow those of the density, but with
the o^iosite sign

The normal fallm die molecular refiraetivity of a mono-
olefine firom the value for the correspondmg paraffin using
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Tablem
Isomeric Heptanes

Monomelhylhexenes

Structure |
\Bp Adi® A,® ^Mld AMXm AMJte AXj,

c-c-o-o-o-c
1

-8-4 -0 0047 -00027 -hi 01 +004 +003 +0 27

i
1c—c~c—c—c—c—c 984 06836 13878 146 47 3454 7585 3328

1

c

-66 +00034 +04)010

1

Dimethylpentanes

-0 73 -009 -021 +0 32

c

c-c-c-c-c -19 5 0 0099 -00035 1-2 15 +007 +009 -1 68

c
c-c-c-c-c -176 -0 0091 -00055 + 197 +005 -001 -155

c c
c—c—c—C—C—C—C 1

98 4 0 6836 13878 14647 34 54 7885 33 28

? 1

1
, -124 +00098 -(00033

i

-2 07 -0 23 -047 -1 82

TT^ -8 7 (00116
1

+00042

Isomeric Octant

MonomethyUaptan

j

-2 45

w

-0 25 -0 30 -1 73

c—c—c—c—c—c-c -77 -00011 -00007 1 +026 -000 -000 -0 66

c :

C—C—C—C—C—C—C—C 125 6 0 7028 13976
1

16241 39 16 8611 33 26

c-c-c-c-c-c-c -70 +00023 +00004
1

-0 53 -0-05 -019 -064

c ,

-86
1 0 0062 (00016 i -042 -0 20 -041 -132

Dmeihylhexanes

The data uted in compiling Tablet III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, and IX were taken from the following sources
n-Parafflat Shepard, Henne, and Mldgely, /A C 5 S3, 1948 (1931),
Isomeric hexanes Maman, Compt rend 198, 1323 (1934),

Iiomenc heptanes Edgar and Calingaert, 7 >4 C 5 51, 1346 (1929)
The data on the isomeric octanes, mono* and diolefioes were for the most part taken from measurements made in the Chermstry Labora*

tones of the Ohio State University dunng the progress of a survey over these hydrocarbons JACS 52, 3396 (1930), 53, 1303 (1931), 54,
731 (1932), S5, 3293 and 4930 (1933) The measurements forthe octanes, octenes, and diolefines are from unpubhshed work
The data on individual hydrocarbons taken from other sources are indicated in the tables as they occur
The deviations indicated in the several tables are in all cases between values derived from actual measurements In a few cases these devia*

tions are less than the cxpenineotal error
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TabuiIV

The Normal Olefines

Structure ABp (760) AdP Aid? AW/d*® SMRtL SMRm
1

AJTjr

r_r_r_r—r*—r* 68 71 0 65945 137506 130 57 2990 65 52 3324
C-C-C—O-C-C -0 7 +00317 +00177 -714 -0-46 -0 82 +0 61

C_C-0=C-C-C -19 +0 0320 +00191 -719 -0 38 -0 63 +0 39
-3 2 +0 0236 +00107 -5 65 -0 37 -1 13 +003

c—c—c—c—c—c—c 984 0 6838 1 3878 14647
\

3454 75 85 33 27

C-C-C—C—C=-C^C -013 +0-0198 +0-0163 -713 -046 -0 83 +0 58

c—c-c—c-c—c—

c

-3 1 +0 0161 +00170 -625 -019 -0 23 +0 73

c—c-c—c—c—c=c -3 3 +00157 +00121 -617 -0 54 -1-05 +0 19

C—C—C—C—C—C—C—C 125 6 0 7028 13976 16241 3916 8613 3326
-0 3 +00197 +00173 -722 -0 31 -0 12 +0 70
-2 8 +00157 +00162 -635 -018 -0 20 +0 52

c-c-o-c=c—c-c—

c

-3 43 +00136 +00164 -6 33 -016 4062 (-077

C-o_C-C-C—c-c-c -4 55 +00123 +0-0114 -5 61 -044 -0 72 +018

Eisenlohr's values is —0 467 Table IV shows the mole-

cular refractivities of the straight-chain olefines to be
approximately nonnal when the pomt of unsaturation ism
the 1- or 2-position, but the devution decreases rapidly as

the double bond is moved towards the middle of the chain

This fact seems significantm view ofthe findmgs of Lovell,

Campbell, and Boyd [1 1, 1931], who have shown the anti-

knodc value ofan unsaturated hydrocarbon to be a function
oflength ofthe saturated cham. The Nekrassow constants

are m every case higher than for the correspondmg satu-

rated hydrocarbon

Nomud Ditdeflnes

The physical constants of the normal dienes are shownm
TableV m comparison vnth those of the normal paraSins

Among the pentadienes and hexadienes the isomers having

the double bonds in the 1, 1' positions have the lowest

boiling-pomts, and the boiling-pomts rise as the double

bonds approach each other or are moved towards the

middle of the chain The dienes having the double bonds

^conjugated' or 'cumulated' boil higher than the normal

paritffin On the other hand, double bonds in the 'isolated'

positions act independently and approximately atbiitively

The densities and refractivities of the normal dienes are

higher than the same constantsfor the corresponding mono-

olefines or saturated hydrocarbons The refractive mdices

of the coit]ugated diolefines are abnormally high, a fact

which IS reflected m the ‘exaltation’ of their molecular

refractivity

Branched Olefines

In the preceding section the effect ofbranchuig the chain

or of mtroducmg the double bond upon the physical con-

stants have been reviewed in comparison with the same
constants for the nonnal saturated hydrocarbons Let us

now consider the more usual case where both factors are

present m the same molecule Mono-olefines fall naturally

mto five types, depending upon the number of alkyl groups

Table V
Some NormalDiolefines

S/ruc/ure
|

hBp (760)
{

tdV
!

SMItT" AWAm
1

SMRm AST,

gIc-o-^-c^
360

+ 130
0 62632

+00761
1 35769 11511 2526 5522 3315

c—c-c-c=ct +9 0 +0063 +0 0572 -16 32 -0 53 -0 69 +3 34
C—C=.C-C»Ct +7 0 +0 059 +00732 -15 75 -005 + 1 62 +4 69
c-.c-c-c=c -100 +0 0331 +00306 -11 89 -0 89 -170 +0 63

C—C—c—c—c—

c

68 71 0 65945 137506 13057 29 90 6552 3324
-?^11 3 +0 061 +00763 -16 57 +0 82 +2 61 +4 85

C-C-C>-C-C-CII + 10 3 +00603 +00547 -16 54 -0 46 -045 +3 05
c-c-c-C-OCH + 48 +00557 +04)665 -15 80 +044 + 167 +3 75

-4 3 +0 0401 +00411 -13 25 -045 -0 37 + 166
c-c—c-c—c=c -9 1 +0-0325 +0-0293 -11 96 -0 87 -1 61 +0 35

C—C—C—C—C—C—C— 984 06838 13878 1466 3454 75 85 33 27
+6 6 +00303 +00624 -15 45 +0 61 +2 07 +3 30
+7 1 +0-0468 +0-0444 -15 07 -041 -040 +241

c-c-c--c-c-c=c -63 +00338 +00324 -li7 -064 -104 +091
c-c-c—c—c—oc -4 2 +0-0444 +00318 -146 -1 17 -2 23 +0 53

125 6

+ 134
0 7028 13976 16241 3916 8611 33 26

-0 6 +0-0033 +00028 -6-91 -143 -311 +032
-6 3 +00297 +0-<a69 -1209 -0 76 -132 +0 64

c-c-c-c-c-c-c-c -7 8 +0-0286 +00289 -11 86 -0 35 -0-81 +071

* Kurkuntschin / Russ Phy Ckem Soe. 35, 873 (1903).

t Bouit Am chim (10). 9, 402 (1929)

t Auweis and Westerman Ber S4 1, 2993 (1921)

§ Id. Lee. at
11 Bauis. Loc at.

T Provost Ann cUm (10) 16, 113 (1931).
•• Auwers and Westonnan Bv S4, a 2998 (1921).

tt Bouit Loc dt
n Charon Am cktm. (7) 17. 263 (1898)

K van Ritiegbem Bull soe Meig 39, 349 (193<B
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attached to the uiuaturated carbon atoms For simplicity

m discussion we have designated these as L H, m, IV, and
V as mdicated by the typical structures below

R-CH-CH,
TVpel

Type 111

R-CH-CH—

I

Type II

^^C-CH—

R

X
TypeV

In Table VI are listed the olefine derivatives of three

branched paraffins. The olefines in each group are arranged

m a descendmg order by type In order to avoid the con*

fusion of two superimposed effects, the comparisons have

been made with the paraffin havmg the same arrangement

of carbon atoms and of which th^ may be regarded as
derivatives

The boihng-points, densities, andrefractivities will be seen

to stand in the same order as their type The olefines of
types I and II boil lower than the parent paraffin, the differ-

ent members oftype II bemg arrangedm the same order as

the normal olefi^ The olefines of the higher types as a
rule boil higher than the saturated hydrocarbon, the

deviation for the type III derivative being very small These
facts stand in agreement to the observation by Pawlow
[IS. 1879], who says. ‘The accumulation ofmethylgroups in
hydrocartons of the ethylene senes seems to be able to

raise the toihng temperature ’ Die rule is better stated

The accumulation ofmethylgroins on the unsaturated carbon

atoms ofan olefine tends to raise the boiling-point [16, 1932]

In nmeteen suto groups arrangedm the author’s laboratory

and for which acceptable data was available on all members
of the group, the order by type was found to hold without
exception

The branched chain rule still holds, however, when the

Table VI

Branched Olefines

Structure Type tSBp tsdS^ isMjd CSMRll IsMRk AXif

C-C—C-C—C 602 06508 13744 13231 3024 66 28 3282

C
c-c=c-c-c IV +7 15 +0 0396 +00261 -105 -0 68 -124 + 1 11

c
c»c_c-o-c-c III + 155 +00309 +0 0177 -8 95 -0 86 -172 + 134

c
c-c—c-c-c II -21 +00201 +0 0141 -6 96 -0 63 -125 -1024

c
c-c-c-o-c

i

1 -6 45 +00138 +0 0081 -5 87 -0 76 -1 99 -0 32

c—c—c—c—c—

c

900 06789 13851 14748 3456 7588 3255

c
c-c=c—c-c—

c

i:

IV +4 5 +00300 *+0 0224 -908 -046 -0 77 +0 97

c-c-c-c-c-c III + 125 +00211 +00189 -7 32 -0 28 -043 +0 86

c
c--c>-c--c:-c-c

o-c-c-o-c-c

II + 135 +00201 +00139 -712 -0 62 -120 +0 52

II -315 +00153 +00140 -615 -0 37 -0 67 +0'40

c
c-c-c—c—c=c I

1

-53 +00147 +00103 -603 -0 62 -127 +008

c

c-(:—c—c—c

c

1

78 9 06737 13823 148 62 34 61 7594 3160

c

o-i>-o-c—

c

c

II -28 +00144 +00163 -6 04 -015 -016 +0 56

c-L-c-c-c I -73 +00087 +00109 -485 -028 -0 50 +005
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^RMoUnig’ la cot^ined to the oBcyl group. Table VII shows

the differential values for the unsynunetncal dipropyl-

ethylenes and the denvatives of 2,3-diniethylpentane

Wun the alkyl group is highly branched on the carbon atom

a^aeent to the datble bond, as m the case of di-isopropyl-

ethylene, the branching causes an abnormal lowering of the

boiling-pomt The d^ivatives of 2,3-dmiethylpentane,

indeed, show a marked disarrangement of the order of

types

Peihaps we have here the essence of the many anomalies

carbon skeleton. It will be seen that the depression of the

boiling-point increases as the brancUng of the aUcyl group

IS moved towards the doidde bond The greater the degree

of branching and the closer the branching to the pomt of

unsaturation the larger the deviation

The density and the refractive index also follow the

branching of the chain When the degree of branching is

high and close to the point of unsaturation the deviation is

small As the brancldng recess down the chain the deviation

increases and is greatestfor the nomuil hydrocarbon

Table VII

Dipropylethylenes of Type HI

Structurr Type
1

hMp r hdf
1

Ai.^
1

hM'd hMRiL h-MRa Aitjr

C
c-^|-c-c-c

III

111

-07

-3 45

+OU150

+0-0088

+00144

+00107

1

-619

-4 75

-0 29 1 -048

-0 27 I -045

+0 70

+0 35

4tr III

I

-9 75 +0-0002 +00059 -2 86 -0 21 M -0 38

Sie 1
1

-0 14

Derivatives of2,3-Dtmethylpenlant

c-c—c—c—

c

c-c-c—c-ca V

89 7

+21

06952

+00251

13920

+0-0230

144 02

-7 82

34 29

-0 19

7533

-016

32 27

+ 100

"TT"
c-c-c—c-c

IV

III

m

-34

+08

-55

+0-0174

+00234

+00102

+00132

+00200

+00102

-635

-7 49

-4 94

-0 53

-0 32

-0 41

-104

-048

-0 80

+017

+0 61

+010

<[

TT' I -9 3 +00054 +04)069 -3 99 -043

!

-0 87 -071

observed m the physical constants of the hydrocarbons
having side du^ on adjacent carbon atoms The
anomalous densities and refractivities of certam heptanes,

as pomted out by Edgar and Calmgaert, have been cited

above Levene and Marker [9, 1933] also found optically

active hydrocarbons, contaming an isopropyl group
attached directly to tte asymmetnc carbon atom to show
an anomalous rotation Furthermore, Wakemann, as will

be pointed out below, m formulatmg a senes of additive

values to be used m calculating the boilmg-pomts of
parafBns, olefines, and acetylenes, found it necessary to

sqiarate the functional groups at least by one methylene

group

bomeiic Olefines of Type I

In the sunple case of the olefine denvatives of a parafiSn

havmg a smgle side dham we have seen how the physical

constants follow the order of the olefine type Exceptions
were found among the denvatives ofthose parafiBns havmg
faraacbes on adjacent carbon atoms And an abnormal
lowering of the boihng-point was observed whoi the alkyl

group was highly branched on the carbonatom alpha to the
doable bond. Let us noi^ consider a groiqi of isomers
the same type In Table VIII are listed the hexenes and
hQrtenes of type I. The compansons have been made m
each case with the saturated hydrocarbon having the same

The molecular refractivity is not far from normal, but the

deviation flom the parent hydrocarbon becomes smaller

the deeper the unsaturation is buned in the molecule

Theoretical IMscnssion

Havmg before us a series of cross-secbonal views of the

parallelism between the physical constants and the mole-

cular structure, let usnow consider the theorebcal aspect of
theproblon. The atomic nuclei and extra-nuclear electrons

of the normal paraffin molecule must form an electrical

electric field of force which is comparauvely uniform and
free from stram Such a view stands m g^ agreement

with the high stabihty and low chemical reacbvity of these

hydrocarbons When the molecute is isomerized, by the

branchmg of the cham, or is unsaturated, by the mtroduo-

tion of a double bond, pomts of non-unifoimity or stram

are developed These changes are reflected m the altered

physical constants ofthecompound and in increased chemi-

cal reacbvity

The quesbon as to how far this disturbance or stram

attends over the molecular structure cannot be fiiUy

answered at the present tune. The influence is marked on
the carbon atom adjacent to the fbncbonal groiv. Hence
the anomaly m the physical constants of 2,3-duBethyl-

pentane, the abnormally low boilingixnnt of unaymmetn*
cal di-isopn^lethylem, and the high lefiacbve indices
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TAKivm
Olefines of Type I

Structure £kBp Adf Anf AM/rf AAfXjr AATj,

O-^-C^C
-5 16
-6 75

4-0 0137
-4-00127

400107
4 00108

-5 66
-5 55

-0 58
-0 51

-299
-1 59

-003
4004

c
c-c-c-c-c

1

-89 -4-0 0086 400072 -4 67 -0 57 -120 -0 33

c
c

c—c-c=c -114 -0 0008 400054 -2 93 -028 -0 58 -1 39

(^_C-C-C-C^C
-35
-53

400157
f00147

400121
400103

-617
-6 03

-0 54
-0 62

-1 05
-127

4019
4008

c
c 40 0099 400098 -4 96 -046 -083 40 IS

-73
1

400087 ! 400109 -4 85 -0 28 -020 4005

c—c-c c-c c -79 -4 00083 1

1

40 0083 -4 64 -047 -0 93 -017

c
c—c-c—c^c

1 1

-9 3 400054

1

400069 -3 99 -0 43 -0 89 -0 71

c c
c

C-C-tt-C-C

1

-91

1

400027 1

j

400080 -3 46 -022 -0 38 -005

c
c-c-c-c-c -9 8 400028 1

1

!

400061 -232 -009

1

-013 4002

of diolefines containing conjugated double bonds The
abnormality m compounds contaming conjugated double
bonds has long been recognized It manifests itself both
chemically and physically, m the former case by 1-4

addition at the double bond and in the latter by an ‘exalta-

tion’ of the molecular leiractivity Perhaps from our
present point of view one would be equally justified m
speaking ofconjugated methyl groups or ofa methyl group
bemg conjugate to a double bond
How far two functional groups must be separated before

their action is wholly mdependent is not known The
deviation of the physical constants of the l,S-diolefines

from the corresponding normal paraffin seem nearly

additive, but the experimentally determmed values are

persistently greater than those calculated on an assumption

ofstnct additivity More and better data must be obtained

before a final answer can be given to the question.

UtiUty

Wakemann [18, 1934] has recently proposed a series of

values or weightings for methyl groups, double and tnple

bonds to be used m calculating the boihng-pomts of un-

known hydrocarbons The wei^tings are admittedly

approximate and based on the assumption that the boibng-

TableIX

Addttivay ofProperties

Structure ASp Adt Ai^ ^Mld MdRu AMRm ^Ks

C—C—C—C—C—C—

c

9838 06838 13878 14647 3454 7585 3327

C—C--C—

c

-348 40-0155 400121 -617 -0 54 -105 4019
c—c—c—c—c»c—

c

-015 40-0196 400163 -713 -046 -0 83 40 58

Summation -3 63 400351 40-0284 -13 30 -100 -1 88 -1-0 77
c-c—C—C=C—C—

C

-418 40-0444 400318 -14 51 -116 -2 23 40 54

C-C—C—C—C—C—C—

C

12559 0 7028 13976 16241 39 16 8613 3326

C—C—C—C—C—C—C—

c

-4 55 400123 400114 -5 61 -0 39 0 72 4018
c—

c

—c—c—c—c—c—c ;

-2 79 400157 400162 -6 36 -0 19 -020 4051
Summation -7 34 400280 400276 -1197 -0 58 -092 40 69

C-O-C-C—C-C—c—

c

-7 74 40-0286 40-<«89 -1186 -0 53 -315
j

40 67
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pdst curves for a senes ofcompounds containing the same
functional group run parallel This assumption perhaps is

not justified if the wetjghtmgs are to be used over any ex-

tended range Furdier, it is essential for the several func-

tional groups to be sufikmitly isolated so that thor fields

of influence do not overlap

A more general method of comparison is illustrated m
Tables HI to IX inclusive Ifthe physical constants for any
one or more members of a group of derivatives contammg
the same carbon skeleton are accurately known, other

members of the same group must fall above, between, or
below these values m their proper order The comparisons

are apphcable not only to boilmg-pomts, but to densities,

molecular volumes, and refractive mdices equally well

Compounds contauung two functional groups as a methyl

group and a double bond or two double bonds fall mto
their proper place Compounds contammg two methyl

groups or multiple functions must receive further study

before their order can be fixed with certamty.

Such comparisons have great utihty They may be used

to discover error m physical constants recorded m the

hterature, or to select the most probable from a senes of
discordant values They may also be used to test the

vahdity of one’s own work In any such apphcation it

must be remembered the rules will be extended, and that as

the molecule becomes more complex new exceptions will

be found.

The unsaturated denvatives m any given group upon
hydrogenation yield the same paraffin By this simple pro-

cess any new product may readily identified with its

own group Its physical constants fix its position withm
the group Such comparisons are therefore usefiil m
determining the vahdity of the structure to be assigned

Much of the errorm the hterature is not the result ofpoor
technique, but rather due to a mistaken identity in the

compound m hand
The Petroleum chemist has been frequently asked, ‘What

IS m a gallon of gasolme’’’ There has been no defimte

answer to this question A gallon of gasoline is a complex
mixture which may contam any ofseveral hundred different

hydrocarbons Gasoline produced on different runs, and
certamly gasolines produced from different crudes, seldom
have precisely the same composition

The ever-mcreasmg demands for motor fuels has neces-

sitated the mtroduction ofcracking methodsm our refinery

practice Higher compression ratios have called for

‘refomung processes’ to unprove the octane ratmg of the

product Now comes ‘polymerization gasolme’ with the

ultunate possibility of a motor fuel havmg a ratmg equal

to 100% octane Slowly but surely the range of what may
be contamed m a gallon of gasoline is bemg confined to

ever narrower limits The petroleum chemist may see

before him as an ultunate g^ a chemically pure motor
fuel contauung a single, mdividual hydrocarbon It may
be years before this goal is achieved, but the forward-look-

ing technologist must know which molecular structure gives

the highest anti-knock rating, the greatest power, the best

engmeperformance Our knowledgeofthe non-cyclichydro-
carbons and the relation of theu* physical and chemical

characteristics must of necessity be greatly extended
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THE ENERGY OF ATOMIC LINKAGES IN HYDROCARBONS
B3rJ.P.VVIBAUT.D.Sc.

Professor of Organic Chemistry, University ofAmsterdam

§ 1. Introduction

The molecular heats of combustion of homologous hydro-

carbonsm the gaseous stateshow nearlyconstant differences
between successive members of the senes, the increase

for each CHi group m the paraffin series is about 157

kg -cal , if the first members CH4 and C,H, are dis-

regarded Therefore the heats of formation from gaseous

atoms m a series of homologous hydrocarbons may be
calculated on the assumption that the energies for the

C-C linkages and for the C-H hnkages are practically

constant for all the hydrocarbons of a homologous
senes (Thomsen [23, 1886], Fajans [2, 1920], Pauhng
[13, 1932])

However, the assumption that the energies of atomic
linkages are practically constant is not in accordance with

the facts, even in the senes of the normal paraffins F D
Rossuu [17, 1934] concludes from very accurate determina-

tions of the heats ofcombustion of the hydrocarbons CH4.
C1H4, CaHg and of the normal parafihis C4H10. CeHxi,
CtH] 4, CaH,), that the molecular heat of combustion of

a paraffin C,H|»4.a can be represented by the function

60'40+«(157 00±0 08) kg -cal for values of « > 5 but not

for values of /i < S The difference between the molecular

heats of combusUon of CH4 and C,H4 is 160 02 kg -cal

,

that between CfHa and CaH, is 157 76 kg -cal The con-

clusion of Rossmi IS that the energies of the atomic hnkages

m normal paraffin hydrocarbons are appreciably affected

by the nature of the substituents, hydrogen atoms or alkyl

groups, the bonds at the ends of the normal paraffin mole-

cules are considered to be different from the other bonds
Within the accuracy of the experimental data there is no
interaction with regard to energy between CHi groups that

are separated by two or more carbon atoms For example,

the methyl group at the end of the chain of carbon atoms
has a sphere of influence that includes the CH| group twice

remov^ from it.

With regard to the paraffin hydrocarbons with branched

chams there is some expenmental evidence that the heats

ofcombustion ofparafiins with branched chams are slightly

different from the heats of combustion of the isomenc
normal hydrocarbons, which would mean that the energies

of the C-C linkages and C-H hnkages are different when
branched chains are considered (compare K Fajans [4,

1921] The deviations are, however, small, and m the case

of isomenc heptanes and isomenc octanes the differences

m the heats of combustion of isomendes are of the same
order of magnitude as the expenmental errors (Richards

and Jesse [16], Kharasch [7])

There are some indications from spectroscopical in-

vestigations that the energies of linkages m paiafiin hydro-

carbms are not constant For mstance. Bracket [1, 1928]

deduced from uifra-red adsorption spectra ofhquid paraffin

hydrocarbons that the bmding force of a pnmary C-H
linkage is greater than that ofa secondary C-H linkage by
about 3 2% and greater than that of terti^ C-H linkages

^ about 5 6%. It seems that further development of

spectroscopical methods has to be awaited before it can
be dedded if such diffoeoces can be calculated within that

degree of accuracy.

It has been shown by Fajans [2] that the absolute values

of the energies of C-C bonds and of C-H bonds can be
computed from the heats of combustion of the hydro-

carbons, if the heat of dissociation of a hydrogen molecule

mto hydrogen atoms and the heat of volatilizauon of sohd

carbon into gaseous carbon atoms are known
In the following calculations the heat of dissociation of

molecular hydrogen IS taken to be 102 kg -cal [9] The heat
of volatilizauon of solid carbon to carbon atoms has been
determined approximatively (Kohn and Guckel [8, 1920];

Fajans [3, 1925], as the most probable value at the ordi-

nary temperature 1 50 kg -cal has been assumed by different

mvestigators

In order to show the nature of the calculations an
example is given The heat of combustion of sohd carbon

to gaseous carbon dioxide is 94 4 kg -cal If the heat of
volatilization of solid carbon is assumed to be 150 kg -caL,

the heat ofcombustion z ofgaseous carbonatoms is equal to

244 kg -cal per gram atom As the heat of combusUon
of gaseous molecular hydrogen to liquid water is 68 4
kg -cal and the heat ofdissociation of a hydrogen molecule

mto hydrogen atoms is 102 kg -cal , the heat ofcombusUon
V ofhydrogen atoms to hqmd water amounts to 85 kg -cal

per gram atom If the energy of C-H hnkages is called

X and the energy of C-C hnkages is called y, the heat of
combusUon of a paraffin Q,H|.^s in the gaseous state can

be represented as follows

—(2n+2)x—(«— l)j’+/K-l-(2«-l-2)i» = heat of combus-
Uon

From the equauons for two successive members of the

paraffin senes, the foUowmg equations are found

Z-ly =» A, -y-2x+z+lv = B

From the heats ofcombusUon ofnormal parafiins, contam-

mg more than five carbon atoms, the value of A is found
to be 96 6 kg -cal and the value ofB 157-0 kg -cal There-

fore the values of the C-C hnkages and ofthe C-H hnkages

m this group of hydrocarbons are given by y = 73 7,

x = 9n
Ifthe lowermembers ofthe paraffin series are considered,

somewhat different values are found, from the heat of
combustion of CH4 the value of x is found to be 93, while

a value ofy 68 is calculated from the heats of combus-
Uon of CH4 and CfHg From CljHg, C4H10, and CiHxi
values for y between 72 and 72 8 are found

Ifthe heats ofcombusUon of paraffin hydrocarbons with

branched chains and contaimng 4-6 carbon atoms were
exactly known, it might be that the values for x and y
would appear shghtly different from the values whidi are

vahd for the higher normal paraffins Therefore it should

be kept in mind that the values for the C-C linkagesy = 73

and for the C-H linkages x = 92, which are used m the

followmg, represent mean values and that there may exist

deviauons of different values, dependmg on the group of

hydrocarbons which is considered.

From the heats of combustion only relative values for

the energies of the atomic linkages can be found It has

been pomted out that for the calculation of the absolute
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vahiM the beat of vdattlizatimi of sohd carbon and the

heat of dissociation of molecular hydrogen are required

As the beat of volatilization of sohd carbon can only be

estunated to a rou^ degree of approximation, the un-

certamty mvolved m the absolute values of the Miergies of
the C-C hnkages and of the C-H hnkages is much greater

than the deviations from constancy in different hydro-

carbons

A correction of another kmd for the absolute values of

the energies of atomic hnkages has been suggested by
R G W Nomsh [12, 1934], compare also R Mecke
[11, 1930] The reasoning of Nomsh is the foUowmg It

IS concluded from spectroscopical investigations that a

gaseous carbon atom may exist in two forms—chemically

divalent and tetravalent respectively—^which are referred

to as the and ‘5 states The energy difference between

these forms has been approximately estimated at about

37 kg -cal It IS assumed that gaseous carbon exists m the

(divalent) state, while the imagmary dissociation of the

organic molecules mto atoms should lead to a carbon atom
in the *5 (tetravalent) state

The value of the C-H linkages as computed from the heat

of combustion of methane is 93 kg -cal This means that

ifthe four hydrogen atoms are removed from methane and
the resultmg tetravalent carbon atom is allowed to change

to the divalent condition, 4 x 93 = 372 kg -cal will be

absorbed The heat of rupture ofa smgle H-atom to leave

a CH( group must be adiusted for the energy when carbon

passes from the tetravalent to the divalent condition, the

value of the C-H bond is therefore (372-1-37)/4 = 102

kg.-cal Here it is assumed that the successive detachment

of hydrogen atoms involves energy steps of the same
magmtude
As the energy difference between the *P state and the *S

state of gaseous carbon is not exactly known, this mvolves

another uncertainty with regard to the absolute values of
the energies of atomic linkages of carbon compounds If

the energy of dissociation of gaseous carbon monoxide
mto gaseous atoms could be measured exactly, it would be

possible to calculate exact values for the energies of dis-

sociation of hydrocarbon molecules into gaseous normal
carbon and hydrogen atoms (Rossim [17, 1934]) The
unoertamty m the absolute values is therefore much greater

than the deviations from constancy of the hnkage energies

in paraffins

§2. The Values of die Eneisies of Atomic Linkages in

Different Classes of Hydrocarbons

The value of the energy of the double bond (>=C can be

computed from the heats of combustion of okfiidc hydro-

carbons, in the same manner as m § 1 for the paraffins ^
F^ans [2. 1920, 1922], J P Wibaut [24, 1922D Here,

agam, it is assumed that the heats of all the C-C hnkages
and of all the C-H linkages m olefinic hydrocarbons are

constant and that the value for the single C-C bond m
olefines is the same as for the single C-C bond in paraf-

fins The mean value of the double bond is then found to

be 128 kg -cal

In the same manner, the mean value of the energy of the

tr^U bond C»C m hydrocarbons of the acetylene aeries is

computed to be about 170 kg -cal

These figures only represent a rou^ apinoximaUtHi,

as It does not seem probable that the heat of a C-H
hnkage m HCbCH will be exactly the same as the heat

of the C-H hnkages of the CH, group m HCbC CHi.

it u neitho' probable that all the C-H linkages m pro-

pylene—nor higher olefines—have exactly the same energy

values

Moreover, the expenmental data on which the calcula-

tion of the energy value of the double bond is based are

partly the heats ofcombustion ofthe lower olefines contain-

ing 2-5 carbon atoms which have been determmed by J

Thomsen [23, 1886] The value obtamed for the energy

of the double bond obtamed from these data show con-

siderable fluctuations In the case of the hydrocarbons of

the acetylene senes the expenmental data are very scanty

and the accuracy is less than in modem measurements of

the heat ofcombustion of the paraffins

Cycloparaflins C,Hi, The heats ofcombustion of cyclo-

paraffins contaimng 5 or more C-atoms in the rmg are

approximatively additive, the increment per CH, group
IS about 1S7 1^ -cal (compare the experimental data of

Zubow, summarized by Swientowslawski [22, 1920]), heats

of combustion of cycloparafiins containing 8, 15, 17, and
30 C-atoms in the nng have been determined by Ruczicka

and Schlapfer [19] (1933)

It IS to be noted that the heat of combustion does not

reveal the existence of any ‘stram’ m the rmg of this class

of hydrocarbons when rmgs of 5 up to 30 carbon atoms

are considered Therefore it may be assumed that the

energies of C-H linkages and of C-C hnkages m the

cycloparaffins containing 5 or more C-atoms in the rmg
are approximatively constant withm the same degree of
approximation as in the paraffin senes The same holds

for the Imkages of side chams in hydrocarbons of the

cycloparafiins senes

ArouMtic Hydrocarbons It is neither possible by calcu-

lauons of the kmd used for the computation of the energies

of atomic hnkages from heats of combustion to decide

whether smgle bonds and double bonds are present m an
aromatic nucleus, nor can the heats of these kmds of bonds
be calculated separately (Wibaut [25, 1922]) If it is as-

sumed that the benzene molecule contains 6 and the naph-

thalene molecule 11 C-C bonds, a value of 97 kg -cal per

C-C bond IS calculated from the heats of combustion of

gaseous benzene and of gaseous naphthalene The heat of

the C-H Imkage m benzene and naphthalene is then found

to be 100 kg -cal The same values are found from benzene

and diphenyl

However, it must be assumed from static considerations

of structure that the benzene molecule contains 3 smgle

C-C bonds and 3 double C=C bonds, while the naphtha-

lene molecule contains 6 smgle bonds and 5 double bonds,

the figure of 97 kg -cal for the C-C bond in aromatic rings

therefore mdicates only the mean value per carbon atom of
the two kmds of carbon Imkages m the aromaUc nucleus.

If It IS assumed that the energy of the single C-C bond m
aromatic rmgs has the same value as m paraffin hydrocar-

bons the energy of the C=C linkage m the benzene nucleus

IS 121 kg.-cal , which is not veiy different from the C=C
Imkage m olefines

IfIt IS assumed that the value ofthe C-H bondm the side

chams ofmethylbenzenes u 93 kg -cal , while for the mean
value of the C-C bond m the nucleus 97 kg -cal is token

and for the C-H bond m the nucleus 100 kg -caL, then
the value of the C-C linkage between the nucleus and the

methyl group may be cateulated, for mstance, from the

heats of combustion of toluene and of m-xylene it is

found to be 83 kg.-cal The same value for ffie linkage

Crr—C,H^ IS found from the heats of combustion of
benzene, toluene, and methane, provided it a assumed that
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die C-H linkages m the methyl group of toluene have the

same energy values as m methane
If an unsaturated cydoparadin hke cydohexene is con-

sidered, it may be assumed that the 10 C-H linkages m this

hydrocarbon are of ahphatic character, the energy of the

C=C linkages is then found to be 128 kg -cal However,

assummg that cydohexene contains 8 aliphatic C-H and 2
aromatic C-H Lnkages, the value of the C=C hnking

IS 112 kg -cal Therefore the energies of atomic linkages

m tetrahydrobenzene, dihydrobenzene, and their homo-
logues cannot be calculated without additional assump-

uons This IS dearly shown by the followmg heats of

reaction

Benzene-hHi -» dihydrobenzene+about 4 kg -cal

Dihydrobenzene+H|-» tetrahydrobenzene-t- 1 8 kg -cal

Tetrahydrobenzene+Hi -> cydohexane+23 kg -cal

(CompareW A Roth and K v Auwers [18, 1915])

It follows from these figures that there exist differences

in the energies of atomic hnkages when dihydrobenzene

IS compared with tetrahydrobenzene, but it is not possible

to calculate energies of atomic hnkages in either of these

hydrocarbons

The mean values of the energies of atomic hnkages in

hydrocarbons are summarized m the followmg table

(compare also Grimm [5, 1926], Sidgwick and Bowen

[21, 1931])
Energy of linkage

Linkage in kg -cal

cZh }

cycloparaffins
^2

C«C In olefines 128

CssC In acetylenic hydrocarbons About 170

In aromatic nngs, when for C-C the same value is

assumed as in paraffins

C-H
C-C
C=C

Mean value ofC—C bonds per carbon atom
m the aromauc nucleus 97

83

If the adjustment suggested by Norrish [12, 1934] is ap-

plied to these values, the followmg figures are obtamed

Unkage

C-H m paraffins

C—C m paraffins

O-C in olefines

CeC in acetylenes

73+3 “

128+37

170+^x37 =

§3. Physical Meaningof Energies of Atomic Linkages

Hie energies of hnkmgs as defined m the preceding

sections have the significance of anthmetical magnitudes

For instance, if it is stated that the energy ofa C-H hnkmg
m methane is 93 kg -cal, this means that the energy

requued for the dissociation ofa gram moleculeofmethane
mto 4 gram atoms of gaseous hydrogen and 1 gram atom
of gaseous (divalent) carbon amounts to 4 x 93 kg -cal It

doM not follow, however, that the enogy required to

separate oneH atom from CH4, leavmg gaseous CH|, will

be the same as the energy requuix} to separate one H-atom
iemnng gaseous CHt, and so on, assummg that these re-

actions could be realized. This case has been discussed by
R Mecke [11, 1930], who thmks it probable that the energy

required for the reaction CH4 -» CH(+H will be greater

than the energy leqmred for CH| -> CHg+H However,
at the present tune it is not possible to draw defimte con-

clusions on these points

Generally speaking, it seems probable, according to

modem conceptions of valency, that when a bond breaks

m a molecule there occurs sunultaneous changes in the

energies of all other bonds
The dissociation ofhexaphenylethane mto free tnphenyl-

methyl radicals

(C,H4).C-aC,H,)4-> 2{C4H4),C-
which occurs m indifferent solvents is interesting from this

point of view The heat of dissocmtion has been calculated

by K Ziegler [27, 1929] from equilibrium measurements at

different temperatures in different solvents to be about
11 kg -cal Therefore the energy of the C-C hnking
between the carbon atoms belongmg to the ethane chain

m this hydrocarbon, which in this case could be detemuned
separately, is much less than the energy of the C-C Imking
m paraffins, as computed from heats of combustion The
energy of the ethane CC Imkage is therefore considerably

decreased when all the hydrogen atoms ofethane are substi-

tuted by phenyl groups, this is in accordance with the

chemical mstability of hexaphenylethane and related sub-

stances This case has been treated from the standpomt of
the modem quantum theory by E Hllckel [6, 1934] If a
molecule of hexaphenylethane dissociates, there occurs a
rearrangement of the valencies m each of the two tnphenyl-

methyl groups, by this rearrangement energy of resonance

1$ gamed Therefore the difference between the energy of
dissoaation (11 kg <al ) and the energy of linkage of the

ahphatic C-C bond (73 kg -cal ) is, according to Hdckel,

mainly due to a gam ofresonance energy This would mean
that if the ‘aliphatic’ C-C bond in the molecule of hexa-

phenylethane breaks, there occur simultaneous changes m
the energies of the bonds of the (C4H*)sC— groups which
are formed

It seems doubtful if the energies of atomic Imkages, as

calculated from thermochemical data, can be expected to

be equal to activation energies or to the threshold energies

ofphotochemical decomposition

Without regard to these theoretical difiiculties several

authors have assumed that the energy of activation of
a reaction in which a particular atomic linkage breaks is

correlated to the energy of this atomic linkage as calculated

from thermochemical data

F O Rice [14, 1931-4] has attempted to explam the

thermal decomposition of paraffin hydrocarbons on the

assumpUon that the pnmaiy mechanism is a mono-
molecular splitting of a linkage by which free radicals are

formed In such calculauons the differencesm the energies

of atomic hnkages are important, it is assumed that the

energy of activabon must be at least equal to the energy
of the atomic bnkage If two possible reactions are om-
sidered, one of which mvolves the rupture of a C-C bond
and the other that of a C-H bond, the rate of the first

reaction at a temperature of 600° C wiH be already very

much greater than the rate of the second reaction, if the

difference between a C-H linkage and a C-C Imkage is

about 20 kg -cal Rice assumes therefore that the pnmaiy
formation of free radicals occurs only by the rupture of a
C-C bond. It IS further assumed that this primary reaction

leads to a cham mechanism, and the differences in the

binding energies ofpnmaiy, secondary, and tertiary hydro-
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gen atcHiis, according to Bracket [1, 1928], are taken into

account On the base of these hypotheses an approximate

calculation of the proportions of reaction products is given

However, there are several facts which are notm accor-

dance with the view that a C-C linking breaks more easily

han a C-H linking In the thermal decomposition of
aihane at 600-700°C themam reaction is the dehydrogena-

tion to ethylene, whidi seems to be a homogeneous um-
mnleciilar reaction as far as the experimental evidence

goes(L F MareckandW B McCluer [10, 1931]) Here it

must be assumed that a C-H Imkage sphts more easily

than a C-C linkage This conclusion IS not m opposition

to the statement ofF O Rice and M D Dooley [15, 1933]

that CHa groups are formed m the thermal decomposition

of ethane at higher temperatures (850-950° C ) Two re-

actions, the sphttmg of a C-C bond and the sphttmg of the

C-H bonds, may occur sunultaneously

Another mterestmg reaction from this pomt of view is

the dehydrogenation of hexahydrotoluene and of the

hexahydroxylenes into hydrogen and the correspondmg

aromaUc hydrocarbons, which reactions occur smoothly at

200-300° C m the presence of platmum or palladium as

catalysts (Zelinsky [26, 1911, 1923D
Let us consider the heats of reaction of the followmg

reactions

CiHiiCHa -> C,H,CH,+3H,-46 kg -cal

C,H,CH,-f-H,-^C,H,-l-CH«-fll kg -cal

Therefore the decomposition of hexahydrotoluene into

benzene, methane, and hydrogen will be less endothenmc
than the decomposition of hexahydrotoluene mto toluene

and hydrogen The energy value of the C -C.^^

Imkage m toluene is 83 kg -cal , while the energy of the

correspondmg C-C Imkage m hexahydrotoluene is 73 kg -

cal Each of these energy values is smaller than the energy

value of the C-H Imkage m hexahydrotoluene, which is

92 kg -cal Therefore if the tbeoiy of Rice is adopted, one
should expect that the C-C bond between the side cham
and the nng system m hexahydrotoluene should break

more easily than the C-H Imkage, the reaction should lead

then to benzene, methane, and hydrogen Althou^ m this

case a heterogeneous reaction occurs, which cannot yet be

treated from the standpomt of chemical kmetics, it is diffi-

cult to imagme why tte catalytic dehydrogenation of the

1 Bracket Proc Nat Acad Set (Wuhmgton), 14, 8S7 (1S128)

2 Fajans, K Per 53, 643 (192(0, 95, 2826 (1922)

3 Z Elektrochem 31, 63 (1923)

4 Z physik Chem 99, 395 (1921)

5 Grimm, H Geiger-Scheele, ^andbucA efer FAyjik, 24, 536 (192Q
6 HOckel, E. 7>ans Faraday Soe 30, 40 (1934)

7 Kharasch, quoted from Landolt-Bbnutcin, Tabellen, Se Auflage,
2er Erganzungsband

8 Kohn and Guckee Z Pkystk, 3, 143 (1920)

9 Landoet-BOrnsiein Phystk Chem TabeUen, 3« Auflage, 2er

£rsftiizunfi;sbsnd

10 Mareck, L. F , and McCeuer, B lad Eng Chem 23, 1878
(1931)

11 Mecke, R Z physik Chem B 7, 108 (1930)

12 Norrish, R G W Trans Faraday Sac 30, 102 (1934)

13. Paueino, L JACS 54,3570 (1932)

14 Rice, F O JACS 53, 1959 (1931), 54, 3329 (1932), *5, 3033,

4245 (1933), T>ans Faraday Soc 30. 132 (1934)

hexahydrotoluenes and ofthe hexahydroxylenes should not
lead to benzene and methane, besides hydrogen, if the C-C
bond breaks more easily than the C-H bond
Accordmg to O Sdimidt [20, 1932-4] the expemnental

evidence availableon thethermal decompositionofparaffins
IS not m accordance with the view that the breakmg of a
C-C bond IS the pnmaiy reaction He assumes that m
many cases the primaiy reaction is the sphttmg off of a
hydrogen atom, followed by the formabon of a double
bond This author deduced from chemical observations an
empincal rule for the influence of the double 0=C bond
on other C-C bonds m the molecule Schmidt attempts to

support this empirical rule by theoretical considerations

based upon the conceptions of valence of London-Heitler
In a substance hke hexene— 1

H,C=CH-CH,-CH.-CH,-CH,
1 2 3 4 5 6

the bond 2-3 next to the double bond will be stronger than
the bond 3-4, while the bond 4-5 will agam be stronger

than the bond 3-4 It is to be noted that m this rule of
Schmidt the assumption of the energy equahty of the C-C
linkages is rejected As an example of his rule, Schnudt
quotes the thermal decomposition of cydohexene The
mam products of this reaction are ethylene and butadiene
Another example is the thermal decomposition ofhmonene
mto two molecules ofisoprene
Resuming, it seems doubtful if the energies of atomic

linkages as calculated from heats ofcombustion can be used
as a base for the prediction of the course of a thermal
decomposition reaction

When the energy of an atomic hnkage is compared with
the activation energy of the reaction wherem the rupture
of this atomic Imkage occurs, the possibility ofa difference

between the two energy values, which represent an energy
of reorganization, must be considered

Apart from theoretical mterpretauons, the energies of
linkages represent differences of heats of combustion
Therefore the total energy change involved m a given
reaction may be computed conveniently from the mean
values of the energies of the atomic Imka^ of the reactmg
substances, if such substances are considered for which the
energy values of the atomic linkages are constant withm a
sufikient degree of accurac?'
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THE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT OF PETROLEUM AND
PETROLEUM PRODUCTS

By G. M. L. SOMMERMAN
Amencm Steel and Wire Company, Worcester, Mass

The didectnc constant of petroleum and petroleum pro-

ducts IS an unportant prop^y for two reasons The first

IS that accurate dielectric constant data, when correctly

analysed, may be used to indicate the presence of various

constituents such as asphalts, resins, and oxidized com-
pounds The second reason is that the dielectric constant

of petroleum products used in equipment such as impreg-

nated paper condensers and high-voltage cables affects the

electn^ properties of the equipment

The dielectric constant c of a material may be defined

as the ratio ofthe capacity ofa condenser with the material

between the condenser plates C to that with the condenser

empty and under vacuum C#, i e e = C/C# Inasmuch as

the dielectric constants of the vanous petroleum products

are in the neighbourhood of 2, and the dielectric constant

of air IS only 00006 greater than the value, unity, for

vacuum, no senous error arises from using for the

capaaty value obtained with the condenser filled with air

From the foregomg it is obvious that to measure dielec-

trie constant it is only necessaiy to compare the capacity

of a siutable condenser or measuring cell, both fified and
empty, vnth that of a standard condenser by means of an
appropriate measurmg circuit The usual measuring cir-

cuits are vanous forms of altematmg-cuirent bndges for

frequenaes up to 50,000 cycles, and resonance cucuits or

heterodyne beat methods for the higher radio frequenaes

For measurements on hquids, the measurmg cells usually

consist of one cup-shaped electrode surroundmg another,

concentric cylinders, or parallel plates, often with a third or

guard electrode to eliminate edge effects and stray capaci-

ties Suice It IS desirable to make dielectnc constant

measurements at a number of temperatures, some form of

temperature control should be provided

Solids such as waxes may be measured by filling a cell

with the melted substance, but the dielectnc constants so

obtamed are almost mvariably low because of the contrac-

hon occumng with sohdification, and consequent forma-

tion of voids, or air spaces, which decrease the capaaty

A better way is to mould a disk of the wax under vacuum
and then apply mercury or foil electrodes, using for the

correspond^ air capaaty, Co = 0 088S5/A rmcronucro-

farads Here S is the surface area ofthe electrodem sq cm

,

and A IS the tibidmess of the diskm cm
Dielectnc constant testmg, m common with other

dectncal testing, may be adopted to record and control

processes automatically

For more detailed descnptions of dielectnc constant

measurmg apparatus and techmque the reader is referred

to references [1, 1933, 4, 1930, 8, 1934, 12. 1931 . IS, 1934]

given at the end of the article.

The dielectnc constants ofpetroleum products vary from
1 8 to 2 6 m the manner shown m Table I

The dielectnc constant of petroleum and its products is

equal to or u somewhat larger than the square ofthe refrac-

tive mdex. Refining usimlly reduces the dielectnc constant.

The dielectric constant increases with the density of the

product. The didectnc constant of highly refined p^ro-

Table 1

Dielectnc Constant ofPetroleum Products

Material Dielectric constant

Gasoline 1 85-2-0

Keroune 20-22
Transformer oil 21-2 3

Lubricating oil 2 1-2 6
Vaseline 2 05-2 3*

Paraffin, liquid 2-05-2 1

„ solid 2 05-2-4*

* Wide variation caused by gas pockets

leum products is essentially constant over the frequency

range 25 to 1(F cycles For less pure products the

dielectnc constant may decrease but never mcrease with

mcreasem frequency The dielectnc constant ofoils almost
always decreases with temperature mcrease

In order to understand the reasons for these character-

istics of dielectnc constant, and to be able profitably to

apply actual data, it is necessary to look mto some ofthe
underlymg theory of dielectnc constant and the expen-
mental verification

Following the promulgabon of the theory of polar

molecules by Debye m 1912, the subject of dielectric con-

stant of gases and organic compounds was put on a very

sound basis Hundreds ofpapers have been published con-

taimng data which have served to corroborate the theory

Most of the experunental venfication has been obtamed
on pure chemic^ compounds or binary mixtures thereof

Some of this data on compounds of mteiest to the petro-

leum technologist will be presented here Also, sufificiait

data obtained on commercial petroleum products will be

presented to show the conformi^ with the more funda-

mentel work Readers mterested m a more complete

descnption of the fundamentals of dielectnc constant than

that given here are referred to the works of Debye (3,

1931] and of Smyth [12, 1931]

It is the premise of the Debye theory that there are two
basic types of molecules (1) non-polar molecules, which

have symmetneal structures of atoms, (2) polar molecules,

which have unsymmetneal structures of atoms. Non-
polar molecules have no permanent electric moment, and
materials composed exclusively of such molecules have
dielectnc constants which are essentially equal to the

squares of the refractive mdioes (the opticd dielectric con-
stants), and which are affected by temperature only through

Uie change m density Polar molecules have a permanent
electric momoit and are m effect httle electric doublets

These doublets rotate back and forth m an alternating

electnc field (provided the frequency is not too high), and
so give an additional contribution to the dielectnc constant

Consequently, materials containmg polar molecules have

dielectric constants which ate greater than the squares of

the refractive mdices

With sufifiaently high frequencies, usually at high radio

frequencies, the polar mole^es can no longer follow the

fiel^ and so the dietoctnc constant decreases to its optical
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value. It IS also a property of materials contammg polar

substances that the dielectric constant decreases with

temperature more rapidly than can be accounted for by
the decrease m density This is due to mcreased restriction

of polar molecular orientabon with the increased Ittat

motions of the molecules at higher temperatures

It has been shown that saturated hydrocarbons are non*

polar materials Smee highly refined petroleum products

are made up almost entirely of saturated hydrocarbons,

their dielectnc constants have the charactenstics listed

above for non-polar materials It has also been shown that

unsaturated hydrocarbons are usually very weakly polar,

and resms, asphalts, and all oxidized hydrocarbons are

somewhat polar Therefore, crude oils, semi-refined, and
detenorated petroleum products are mixtures of rather

weakly polar substances and non-polar substances Conse-
quently, the dielectnc constants of such products partake

somewhat of the characteristics listed above for polar

materials As petroleum is refined, the characteristics of
the dielectric constant become more and more like those

of non-polar materials

A comparison of the dielectric constant and the square

of the refractive index for various substances is given in

Table II The first part ofthe table gives data for non-polar

compounds saturated hydrocarbons and refined petroleum

products The second part of the table gives data for polar

compounds

Table II

Dielectric Constant and Square ofRefractive Indexfor
Non-polar and Polar Materials

C.H.
(CHO.
CM,(CH,),CH,
CH,(CM,).CH,
(C.HOC.H,,

j

Refractlvt
,

CH,(CH,),CH ch,
CHACH,>,COOH
C.H,Cl
CH,(CH.),CH,CI
CH,0(0H)C.H,CB,
(CHO, CHOH

100
I

2133
193 2 193

2190 2 078>

0 030
0019
0000

0 033
0-002

-0 1I2*

The small differences between the dielectnc constant

and the square of the refractive mdex for the non-polar
materials (O-IH or less) are due to causes other than
polar molecular onentaUon [12, 1931] It is apparent
that the saturated hydrocarbons of all senes—paraffin,
naphthene, and aromatio—are non-polar Even the iso-

compounds of these senes, although possessmg dis-

symmetry m the hydrocarbon groups, are non-polar, as
shown 1^ the results for 3-ethyl pMtane and the other

tsomers of heptane obtamed Smyth and Stoops [14,

1928]. The data for the refined petrdeum products

diow that these products contam practically no polar

compounds
The much larger values for dielectric constant minus

square of refractive index given for the polar materials are

almost entirely caused by the orientation of polar mole-

cules These differences are a rough measure ofthe number

of polar molecules present and the degree of their polarity

Unsaturated hydrocarbons with the double bond un-

symmetrically located are weakly polar, orgaiuc aods are

somewhat more strongly polar, while halogenated hydro-

carbons and hydrocarbons contammg hydroxyl groups, if

unsymmetrical, are quite strongly polar

The decrease m dielectnc constant with frequency which

occurs with polar matenals does not take place until fre-

quencies higher than 3x10’ cycles are reached, if the sub-

stance measured is m the form of a thm liquid, as it usually

IS in the case of pure compounds However, for petroleum

compounds, where much higher viscosities are attamed,

the effect takes place at lower frequencies Thus for mix-

tures ofsimple polar matenals in the very viscous petroleum

compound reported m Table 11, Johnstone and WiUiams

[7, 1929] found the dielectric constant to be constant up
to about 3x10" cycles, after which it gradually decreased to

its opbeal value at about 10^ cycles The viscosities were

ofthe order of 10 to 20 poises m these cases The dielectric

constant of the petroleum compound alone was found to

be independent of frequency throughout this range, which

IS an additional indication of its non-polar character

The frequency region m which the dielectnc constant

decreases may be still lower in the case of solid compounds
Jackson [6, 1935] has recently shown that the decrease

occurs at frequencies less than 10* cycles for 4 8% cetyl

palmitate (polar) m paraffin

Also, if solid compounds contam a relatively large num-
ber of free ions caus^ by the partial dissociation oforganic

acids and similar matenals which may be present, an
additional contribution to the dielectnc constant, due to

the restneted oscillatory motion of the ions, comes into

play as the frequency decreases below 1,0(X) cycles Thus
Sommerman [16, 1935] found that on addmg 10% stearic

acid to paraffin, a sufficient number of ions was formed
through dissociation to increase the dielectnc constant by
an amount 0012 when the frequency was decreased from
1,200 to 65 cycles This ^ect wasm addition to that caused

the onentation of the weakly polar steanc acid mole-
cules which gave a constant contnbution to the dielectnc

constant over the frequency range 65 to 7 x 10* cycles

The paraffin alone was of such purity that the dielectnc

constant was mdependent of frequency to withm 0 002
Just as the specific refraction such as that of Loientz and

Lorenz,

fi«-l 1

~ii*-i-2
(1)

IS found to be independent of temperature, so also the

corresponding expression for dielectnc constant, which
may be called the specific polarization.

u essentially mdependentoftenqierature fornon-polarcom-
pounds, inchidmg refined petroleum products Examples
are given m Table HI.

The data ^w that the variations m dieiectnc constant
with temperature are essentially accounted for by tto varia-

tions m density It is also indicated that the vanatkm in

didectiicconstantwithaeries(pai«ffln,na]^th«ie,atomatic)
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Table in Tabu IV

DUkctnc Constant and Specific Polarization ofNon-polar Change in Dielectric Constant and Specific Polarization with

Materials Temperaturefor Materials containing Polar Compounds

Malenal

Tempera-
ture

”C

Diekctrie

constant Demity

Specific

potartzaHon

(«+2)rf

Benzene [5] 10 2 296 0 8895 03392
20 2 283 0 876 03419
60 2 204 0 8365 0 3422

n-Hexane [13] 0 1 918 0 678 03456
20 1890 0 662 03456
60 1 817 0 623 0 3435

fi-Heptane [14] 0 1 958 0 700 03457
20 1 930 0 684 03459
60 1 873 0 648 0 3478

Heavy cylinder oil 30 2 263 0 890 03329
Mid-Cont crude 45 2 236 0 880 03316
[18] 60 2 216 0 870 03316

Paraffin (liquid) 70 2 070 0 770 03415
[16] 90 2 051 0 759 0 3418

Cyclohexane [10] 20 2 055
1

0 779 0 3340

and with molecular weight are also essentially accounted

for by the corresponding variations in density There does

appear to be a small reduction in the specific polarization

with mcrease in molecular size, the values for some oils

runmng as low as 0 327 However, the extreme limits of the

polarizations, 0 327 and 0 345, are veiy close in view of the
wide ranges of molecular weight and types of molecular

structure included

From the fact that the expression (2) for the specific

polarizabon is so nearly unaffected by temperature change
for saturated hydrocarbons, an expression may be denved
for the changem dielectric constant with temperature, de/dt,

in terms of the coefficient of thermal expansion This takes

the form

_i
(3)

(«+2)(«-l) 8t d dt’

the nght-hand side of the equation bemg the negative of
the expansion coefficient For refined oils the expansion

coefficient is about 0 0007 per °C , and c = 2 2, so that

the change m dielectric constant with temperature for such

oils is about —0 0012 per ®C , or about -0 055% per "C.

For materials containmg polar molecules in not too large

concentrauons the decrease m dielectnc constant with

temperature is greater than that for non-polar matenab
Also, the specific polarization decreases with temperature

This is shown in Table IV
It follows that the dielectric constants ofcrude oils, semi-

refined oils, and deteriorated oils have larger temperature

coefficients than the value given above for refined oils

The data for the semi-refined naphthene oil given m
Table IV are illustrative of this

The dielectnc constant of materials contauung polar

substances also decreases with decreasing temperature if

the viscosity and frequency are high enough This is

analogous to the decrease m dielectnc constant with fre-

quency for sudi materials

The pomt has now been reached where it is possible to

outline ways m which dielectnc constant measurements on
petroleum producU may be utilized.

It is evident from Table in that the dielectnc constant

IS lowest for paraffinic oonqiounds, highest for aromatic

Temperature
"C

Dielectric

constant Density

Specific

polamatioH

„ (*-l)

{e+2)d

0
1

21 % chlorbenzene m hexane [13]

2 584 1
0 7815 I 0442

30 ' 2456 0 753 0434
60 2 347 1

' 0723
1

0 428

-20
17% ethyl bromide m hexane [13]

2 752 1 0 8105 I 0 455
20 2 552 0 769 0 443
40 1 2444

1
0 748 I 0435

Semi-refined naphthene base oil, i^n 17 poises [18]

30 I 2 530 I 0 932
|

0 3623

45
I

2 501
I

0 924 0 3610

60
I

2 470
I

0 915 I 0 3595

compounds, and m between for naphthenic compounds
However, it is equally evident that but httle additional

information concerning the nature of basic senes ofhydro-
carbons presentm an oil can be obtamed from the dielectric

constants over that obtainable from density measurements
Therefore, for determinations of the base of oils, analysis of
dielectnc constant data is far less effective than the method
of viscosity-gTdvity constants or of viscosity-temperature

characteristics

The principal value of dielectric constant measuremenu
as an analytical tool is that they can be used to give a
measure of the amounts of polar compounds, such as un-

saturated, resinous, and oxidized compounds, present in

oils If these compounds are present in fairly large quan-

ties. It IS sufficient to use the difference between the dielectric

constant and the square of the refractive mdex (obtained at

a standard temperature) as a measure of the amount of
polar compounds present Where materials of wide ranges

m density are bemg compared, it is better to compare
the differences between the specific polarizations and the

specific refracbons.

e+2 d n‘-|-2 d
(4)

Another way of obtaining a measure of the amount of
polar substances present in an oil depmds on the fact that

the specific polanzabon as a function of temperature is of
the form P = a+bIT, where a and b are constants and T
IS the absolute temperature This is true for dilute solutions

of polar materials m non-polar materials only, but this

condition is approximated closely by oils It is thus only

necessary to measure the dielectnc constant and density

over a fairly wide range of temperatures, say, from 20 to

100” C The specific polarizations P are then calculated

for vanous temperatures If these values are multiphed by
the corresponding absolute temperatures, and the products

PT plotted against T, straight Imes of posibve slope are

obtamed, which, if extrapolated to zero absolute tempera-

ture, give a positive intercept on thePTaxis This quantity

(b) divided by a standard absolute temperature, say, 293”

Abs , gives a measure of the polar material present, which

should be about the same as obtained from (4)

As an example, consider the data for the semi-refined oil

giv«i m Table IV. The products FTare 109 8, 114 8, 119 6
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for 303, 318, 333” Abs., respectively. The intercept at

7- 0 is 10 8, and this divided by 293 gives Pj, i,
>= 0-0369

as a measure of the polar material present Also, P—Pm
u 0-3268, which is about what is usually obtamed for highly

refined oils of high boilmg-pomt.

In talcing dielectric constant-temperature data for such

purposes It is well to have an accuracy of02% It is neces-

sary to measure the capacity of the empty cell Cg over

the whole temperature range studied, because the changes

in this capacity with temperature are often comparable with

the changes which occur in the specific polarization

When mineral oils are heated while exposed to the air,

the oxidized compounds which are formed include per-

oxides, alcohols, acids, and esters, all of which are polar

The formation of these polar molecules results m an m-
crease m the dielectnc constant ofthe oils which progresses

with the time of ageing Thus Whitehead [18, 1933] ob-

served that for an oil onginally having a dielectric constant

of 2263 and a density of 0 898 the dielectric constant

increased to 2 34, with no correspondmg change m the

density, after air had been bubbled through the heated oil

A more extended study m which the mcrease in the

dielectnc constant was us^ as a measure of oxidation of

oils IS that ofStoops [17, 1932] Three types oftransformer

oils were heated m air at 120° C Periodic measurements
of dielectric constant were made, which allowed curves for

increase m dielectnc constant versus time to be plotted

From these it was shown that the dielectnc constant m-
creased m amounts of from 0 01 to 0 02 per day, and it was
possible by this method to rate the oils as to thm resistance

to oxidation It was also shown that heating the oib under
mtrogen caused only very small mcreases m the dielectnc

constants The increases m the dielectnc constants of the

oils were correlated with the mcreases m saponification

numbers, and it was also shown that the dielectric constant

increases produced by agemg could be made to disappear

at very high frequenaes

Tbe formation of polar compounds resulting from the

oxidation of oils, m addition to increasmg the dielectnc

constant, also mcreases the spreading of oil films on water

Because of partial lomc dissocution of the polar com-
pounds the electncal conductivity and power factor of

the oils are also greatly mcreased as a result of oxidation

Measurements of the changes m the electncal properties

of oils with artificial agemg are widely used m the study of

the stabihty of transformer oils and oils for use m high-

voltage cables.

The principal types of electncal eqmpment m which the

dielectnc constant of the petroleum products used m the

eqmpment is of direct unportance are paraffined paper and
od-impregnated paper condensers and oil-unpregnated

paper msulated cables. The dielectric constant of the

resultant hydrocarbon-cellulose combmations is about 4
The changes m the dielectnc constant of impregnated

paper with temperature are small enoui^, so that tlw con-
stancy of the capacity of impregnated paper condensers is

sufficiently good for a wide variety of commercud applica-

tions. Much work has been done recently on the develop-

mmit of halogenated hydrocarbons which, because of their

polar properties, havemuch higher dietectnc constants tban

those of the normal hydrocarbons, and so lead to much
smaller dimensions for the resulting condensers (see Clark

[2, 1934D
In oil-impregnated paper cables it is desirable that the

dielectnc constant of the impregnating oil be low from

one standpomt and high from another standpomt. From
a power-consumption standpomt it is usually desirable

that the charging current ofthe cables be as low as possible

To realize this the dielectric constant of the impregnated

paper, and, therefore, ofthe unpregnating compound, must
be as low as possible However, as far as the stabihty

of the msulation under continu^ high voltage is con-

cerned, It would be desirable to have a higher dielectnc

constant for the impregnatmg compound This is so

because in an insulation wall made up of two dielectrics m
senes (m the present case, oil and cellulose) alternating

electncal stress divides m mverse proportion to the di-

electnc constants of the two materials Since the dielectric

constant of the impregnating oil is only 2 2 as against a

value of about 4 for impregnated paper, the stress on the

oil is nearly twice the average stressm the msulation This,

together with the fact that the dielectnc strength of oil is

much less than that of cellulose, causes the oil spaces in

the cable to fail first The stress on the impregnating com-
pound would be lowered and the break-down strength of

the msulation raised if the dielectnc constant of the im-

pregnating compound were raised to higher values This

has been realized m the case of impregnated paper, high-

voltage condensers (see Clark [2, 1934D where the higher

chargmg current is actually an advantage as stated above
Despite the conflictmg effects m the case of cables, the

possibihty of usmg cable-unpregnatmg compoimds of

higher dielectnc constant is receivmg mcreasmg attention

(see Roper [11, 193SD

Summary

The dielectnc constants of petroleum and petroleum

products arem the neighbourhood of 2 For highly refined

petroleum products the dielectnc constants are approxi-

mately equal to the squares of the refractive md»^, are

mdependent of frequency up to 10* cycles, and vary with

temperature, base, and boilmg-pomt essentially m accor-

dant with ffie correspondmg density variations In crude

petroleum, senu-refin^ petroleum products, and deteno-

rated petroleum products the presence of unsaturated

compounds, asph^tic and resmous matenal, and oxidized

compounds causes the dielectric constants to be greater

than the squares of the refractive mdices, and to decrease

more rapidly with mcrease m temperature than accounted

for by the density variations The dielectnc constants of

these impure products also decrease with frequency m the

upper raffio-frequen^r range Dielectnc constant data thus

give a measure of the amount of matenals usually con-

sidered undesnable m petroleum products, and may dso
be used to follow the oxidation of petroleum products. The
dielectnc constants of the petroleum products uwd m im-

pregnated paper-msulated condensers and cables directly

affect the properties of these articles
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INTERFACIAL TENSION
By PrafeHon H. WEISS and E. VEUINGER

University ofStrasbourg

j^TROLEUM products show little vanation among them-

selves of surface tension agamst air, but the mterfaaal

tension agamst aqueous solutions provides information

of value Previous workers have obsCTved the fall of mtcr-

facial tension of oils against water when alkah is added

The drc^-weigbt method has been used, but this is not

smtable for measurements of its variation with time For
this, the nng method is best and the authors have used the

apparatus ofdeNoOy This consists ofa torsion balance to

measure the force required to draw a small platinum nng
normally from the interface The diameter of the nng and
the medianical constants of the apparatus are so chosen

that the drum, which is rotated to draw out the nng, is

calibrated directly m c g s units The writers found it best

to draw the ring from the aqueous layer to the oil Ifdone

in the opposite duection, errors difficult to ehmmate may
be mcuiT^ To make a run, about 20 c c of the aqueous
solution are poured into a 50 c c beaker the rmg is un-

mersed and then a layer of oil at least 1 cm thick is added
At this moment a chronometer is started and the operator

begins to turn the drum of the Tensiometer The time

between contact of the two liquids and withdrawal of the

nng is noted

Variation of Inteifadal Toisnon with Time.

The mterfaaal tension ofall oils vanes with tune Unless

the oil has undergone considerable decomposition or is

badly refined a senes ofmeasurements may be made on one
speomen by replaang the rmg and withdrawmg it from the

mterface at known time mtervals The rate of change

vanes with the nature of the oil and thepH of the aqueous

solution It increases withpH and with the amount of un-

punty present m the oil For companson of different pro-

ducts the authors find 30 sec a convement time mterval,

aAer which measurements may be made

Infloence ofpH of Aqaeons SdotioD.

Plottmg the mterfaaal tension agamst pH gives one of
three types ofcurve' (Fig 1)

1 fairly parallel to thep/f axis save for small variations

2 curves falhng rapidly towards thepH axis with alka-

Ime solutions

3. bell-shaped curves with a marked maxunum m the

neighbourhood of neutrality

Highly refined oik contammg substances not dissoaated by
water, such as alcohok, ketones, &c , and havmg but slight

surface activity form class 1 The value of the mterfaaal

tension then depends upon the concentration of these sub-
stances Oik givmg the second type of curve are those

contammg active aads These are oik which have beoi
refined badly or which have undergone decomposition
The third ty]^ 18 given especially by crude distillates these

contam active acids and bam. Measuiemoits nude
against standard buffer solutions therefore give valuable

information of the nature of the impurities present.

ioflMDM of Change of Comporitfon of the OO.
Mmeral oik, subjectm use to chemical agents or physical

conditions, undergo fairly rapid and considerable ciumge.

the extent of which depends upon the physical-chemical

properties of the oil The mterfaaal tension/pH curves

show this alteration For example, marme turbme oik

vary with length of service Fnst, the curve is translated m
the direction of smaller mterfaaal tension Then the tip

of the curve for large pH values falk more and more

rapidly as decomposiuon proceeds The rate of fall de-

pends upon the oil and the agents responsible for the

decomposiuon (Fig 2)

The same phenomenon is produced artifioaUy by heatmg
the oil in air to qmte moderate temperatutes, c 100‘’-120'’.

For a givenpH the change of mterfaaal tension with tune

consists, first, of a rapid fall which then slows up and m
certam cases tends to become asymptoUc (Fig 3) This

behaviour is due to two causes. Fust, as acUve substances

are formedm the oil, then conoentraUon is much greater at

the surface by adsorpuon A further equalamount ofactive

substance formed m the oil will then have a much smaller

effect on the mterfaaal tension m proportion to the extent

to which the adsorbed surface layer has approached satuia-

uon Also, the active substances themsdves change and
form msoluble preopibites which have no efibct upon the

surface tension. Sometimes the flattening ofthe curve coiot-

ades with the appearance of this deposit stMuetimes the
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fall eontmues after its appearance, which shows that the

rate offormation ofactive substances is greater than that of

their elimination as insoluble deposit

The service of a turbine oil is usually ended by tendency

pH 2 4 6 e to 12

Fio 2 Effect of ageing on interfacial tension of a turbine oil

to formation of emulsions of excessive stability This may
be due to the presence of considerable amounts of the

deposit mentioned above or to great lowermg of the inter-

facial tension between oil and condensed water ThepHof

this water depends on the amount of boiler water earned

Flo 3 Change of interfacial tension with bme

over by priming and upon the amount of water*soluble

organic aods formed m the oil by chemical change In

most cases thispHn between 5 and 7, so that the water is

sU^itbr acid or neutral Other conditions being the same,

die qieed t^de-efflulsification depends upon the mterfacial

tension, so that the tendency of an oil to form stable emul-

sions may be esUmated m this way The method is more
reliable than that of laboratory preparation of emulsions

and examination of their stabihty, smee the workmg con-

ditions under whichemulsification occurs are quite different

from laboratory methods of preparation

Flo 4 Effect of sulphuric scid refining on the interfacial tension

of a crude distillate oil

Interfacial Tension and Chemical Refining.

Measurements of mterfacial tension enable us to follow

the course of chemical refining of oils, since each of these

methods depends upon the mtroduction and subsequent

ehmmation of surface acUve molecules

Action of Sulphuric Add.

Interfacial tension does not allow us to study the action

of sulphuric acid alone, smee this treatment leaves a con-

siderable amount of surface active substances m the oil

The mterfacial tension of ml aftef acid treatment, decanta-

Uon of sludges, and filtrabon is extremely low, approachmg
zero The method gives a result only aftn a supplementary

treatment, which always has the same object-dunination of
active substances The treatment is washing, neutralization,

and filtration through absorbent earths In practice the
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problem u to know the extent of refining achieved by tiM

seoondaty operations after a treatment of the ratensity of
that of Buh^unc acid It is only necessary that these

secondary operations should be earned out m a manner
suflSciently r^pilar to reproduce the same degree ofwashing

as near to complete as possible Results obtamed from the

action of increasing amounts of sulphunc acid on a crude

distillate illustrate the method (Fig 4) The curve is at first

of the bell>shaped type, then passes to the second type and
then to the first, startuig from 3% of acid

If the washmg is earned out before the sulphunc acid

sludges have been elmunated, these are hydrolysed and
hberate active substances which dissolve in the oil. But if

the washmg is done after complete elimination, it has a
favourable action These changes are easily followed by
mteifkcial tension measurements

Even after washing with water, die oil is acid Neutraliza-

tion and elimination of these aad products is necessary If

neutralization is earned out by a wet way with a solubon of
soda, there are formed thick aad-salt solubons ofgreat sur-

face acbvity which form very stable emulsions It is, there-

fore, preferable to work by a diy method usmg Na, CO,
Each method has its advantages and disadvantages In the

wet method, the soaps formed are more soluble m water
than m oil and so are almost completely elmunated, only a
small quanbty of absorbent earth bemg required to com-
plete the operabon In the diy method, the soaps remam
dissolved m the oil and a much greater quanbty of absor-

bent earth is needed to remove them less p^ectly All these

processes are followed by the intofacial tensions which
are very soisibve to small quanbbes ofsoaps m the oils

Treatment by absorbent earths is mtended to ehminate

from the oil acbve reacbon products which have escaped

previous stages or which result ftum throi. Their acbon is

faithfully followed by mteifacial tension results which show
that a given amount of earth improves the oil towards a
limit which depends upon their acbvity and upon the pre-

vious treatment of the oil The optimum amount can then

be chosen to avoid needless loss

Treatment by Solvents.

This method is a subsbtute for the sulphuric aad treat-

ment When acbve solvents, such as phenol, are used the

problem of complete eliminabon of solvent arises before

the method can be used for judgmg the ^aency of treat-

Conclnsion.

The study of the mterfaaal tensions of inmeral oils

against aqueous solubons of various pH is a rapid and
convenient method for measuring the number of acbve
molecules in the oil and is ofspeaal value for substances of
small activity and in small concentrabons Other cases can

be exammed by chemical methods In general, it enables us

to classify these acbve molecules accordmg to the mter-

facial tension/p/f curve The pnncipal applications are

control of d^ges m the oil which give nse to soluble

products and of chemical refimng It enables us to follow

the vanous operabons of the latter and to correct them
immediatelym case ofneed with an accuracy which exceeds

other methods of control It is a simple method for deter-

minabon of optimum quanbbes of certain reagents

reqmied
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INTERFACIAL TENSION
By A. S. C LAWRENCE, Ph.D.

Laboratory of Colloid Science, Cambridge, England

Between bquids not completely miscible there is a residual

mterfacial tension This is andogous to ordinary surface

tension with the essential difference that the two phases

play a more nearly equal part In ordinary surface tension

the measurement is usually made against air, which has

practically no effect In the case ofmercury the differeofie

between the surface tension m vacuo and in hydrogen is

20 dynes per cm lowering by the latter gas This, however,

IS only about 5% of the surface tension

Thomas Young’s simple picture of the origm of surface

tension may be applied equally well to interfaaal tension

Ordmary surface tension is the uncompensated mward pull

on the surface due to molecular attraction (Fig 1) Ashe

pouited out, the most obvious proofofthe existence of this

force IS the fact that the substance ism the liquid state and
that Its molecules do not fly apart to the gaseous state It

should be noted that surface tension tends to reduce the

total surface area, so that the surface behaves as if m a
state of tension—hence the name But the origm of surface

tension is a force normal to the surface, and surface area is

reduced by movement of molecules from it normally to it

The exact treatment of this common-sense view has been

provided by the work of Eotvos, Ramsay, and Shields,

who found that the value of the surface tension of a liquid

depends upon its distance from its criucal pomt, at which,

of course, a becomes zero

Interfacial tension is the differential resultant pull

(Fig. 2) Its numencal value will depart from the simple

to Its own species

to Its own species

Fio 2 Interfacial tenaion

anthmetical difference by a factor dependmg upon the

amount of mtoaction between the two surfaces Hus is

expressed byDupid ’s equation for the work ofadhesion of
two hquids in contact.

»a* - ye+n-yaft.

Where there is suflBcient aflSmty between the two hqmds,
they will be miscible in all proportions and the mterfacial

tension zero The problem of mterfaces resolves itselfmto
two cases

(<a) partially miscible hquids,

{b) immiscible hqmds

How small the mutual solubility must be for class (a) to
pass to class {b) cannot be defined, but a criterion upon
which a separation can be made will appear m the section

on emulsions It is certam that mtermediate systems can
exist, but to understand the nature of the processes m-
volved It IS better to consider the defimtely separated cases

Interfacial Tension of PartiaOy MisdUe liquids.

With mterfacial tension, as with surface tension, the

most interestmg cases are solutions rather than pure
hqmds With partially miscible hqmds we are dealing with
a solution, o{ £ m A against a solution of Am B, even
before any other substance is added Antonow has pomted
out that the mterfacial tension between two hqmds u
equal to the difference between their surface tensions

against an This relation obviously reqmres that, for
mutually soluble substances, the surface tensions against

air should be those ofBm A and AmB Table I shows
results for some organic hqmds against water The surface

tensions of water m the orgamc hqmds do not dqiart far

from the values for the pure hqmds, but there are large

differences m the aqueous solutions The value for pure
water IS 73 dynes percm atlS'C

Table I

Surface tension
|

Aqueous Liquid
Interfacial tension

Liquid ofliquid of water Calculated Observed

Benzene 63 2 28 8 344 34-4

Ether 28 1 17 5 106 10-6

Aniline 46-4 42 2 42 48
Chloroform S9 8 264 33 4 33 3
Carbon tetrachloride 70 2 267 435 43 8
Nitrobenzene 679 43 2 247 247
Amyl alcohol 263 215 48 48
Cresol 37 8 34 3 35 39

As temperature rises, the mutual solubihties increase

unbl the hqmds become misable at the ‘cnhcal solution

temperature’, better and more tersely named m America,
’consolutetemperatuie’(Fig 3) Table II givessomevalues
of solubihties of orgamc hqmds m water and their conso-
lute temperatures Table III shows some effects of mole-
cular constitution on this property

It will be seen that, m^ substituted phenols, the pre-

sence of the non-polar groups has the greatest leducmg
effect on the hydrophily of —OH group when next to it

m the ortho position

It 18 also seen that the NO| group has greatest effect on
the —OH, when in the ortho, and least m meta and para
positions.
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Fio 3 Surface tensions (against air) of saturated solutions of
water in phenol and phenol in water (Goard and Rideal)JC S

1923, 310

Table II

Consolute Temperatures and Compositions Organic

Ljquids with Water

Substance

% solubility

in water at
20“ C

Consolute

temperature,

“C

% solubility

at consolute

temperature

Propionitnie 88 48 3
Mediyl sceute 244 108 3 325
Methyl ethyl ketone 22 130 45
n-Bu^ic acid -3 39 3
ijo-Botync sad 194 243 38
a-Butyl alcohol 80 12313 325
lio-Butyl alcohol 78 132 36 8

MC - as 22 113 35 7
Phenol 80 66 34
o-Chloro-phenol c 2 173 33
"*• n n e 2 1308 32

P- „ e 2 129 38

o-Nitro-phenol 1 200
in- „ ,, 98 7 33

P- » •• 91 6 38 3

«-Cfcsol 26 162 8 39 2
m* „ 23 147 333
P- » 2 143 3 34

Aniline 3 43 167 3 4616

Iso-Amyl alcohol 3 187 3 366

Table III

Increase of Consolute Temperature by Substituents in

Phenol

ortho para

a 107 63 63
NO, 134 33 26
CH, 97 81 775

The effect of a mutually soluble substance on partially

misable bqmds is to lower their consolute temperature

and, below this, to mcrease their mutual solubilities. A
substance soluble m one only of a pair of miscible liquids

may reduce their misabibty, e g hexane and ethyl alcohol

the hexane On the other hand, soaps lower the consolute

temperature of water with amyl alcohol, phenol, cresol, or
anihne to below room temperature, so that these systems

become completely imsable at room temperature (Fig 4)

Immisable hqmds, however, behave differently when a

tlurd substance is added When soap is added to oil and
water, a stable emulsion is formed, not a homogeneous

system Before, however, we consider the nature of emul*

sions, we must consider the properties necessary for the

third substance to have any effect upon the mixture

Surface Activity and Adsorption.

Certam substances lower markedly the surface tension of
water They are therefore named 'surface-active’ For this

they need to be hetero-polar To cause surface activity they

must contain a strongly polar group which roots itself in

the water with its non-polar residue sticking up in the air

(Fig 5) The formation of a layer of this sort is called

'adsorpuon’ It is obvious that all partially miscible sub-

stances will be of this type to some extent For a bquid A
to be soluble in B, it must contam a group which is ‘phihc’^

toBand also a residue which is * phobic to B Without the

latter the two would be completely miscible If we con-

sider the solubility of homologous series such as the fatty

acids and alcohols m water, we see the effect of gradually

mcreasing the size of the non-polar residue When small

m the lower members of the series, the liqmds are com-
pletely misable As it mcreases, the solubibty falls and the

mtermediate members are partially imsable The higher

members are insoluble (Tables IV and V) It should be
noted, though, that the higher members can still form
surface films since their polar group retams its property of
dissolving m a water surface ^though it caimot cany the

molecule as a whole mto solution m bulk Molecular
weight IS not the only factor mvolved as wr see by com-
panng solubihties ofa family of isomers (Table V)
Traube has pomted out that in a homologous senes

the surface activity, that is the lowenng ofsurface tensioiyit
a given concentration, rises markedly and regularly as we
gsoend the senes From this it is easily shown that the

amount ofwork required to bnng a molonile (of any given

homologous senes) from the surface layer mto the intenor

of the solution mcreases Imearly with molecular weight.

This has been mterpreted as meaning that the molecules

lie with thor diains m the plane of the surface. Thecon-
ctusion b not necessary and is unsupported by all the other

evidence of surface films whidi fkvours the arrangement
shown m Fig. 5 at high concentrations.

are muable, but addition of a small amount of water dis-

solves m the ethyl alcohol and rendos it immisable with
* 'Phobic* and ‘philic* from Onek wads for 'batma* and 'lovins*
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Tabu IV

Solubility ofHomologous Series at Room Temperature

No ofC Alcohols %
Acids

C.H«+, %
atoms C.H„+,OH solttbtlily COOH sohdnHty

n
1

2
methyll
ethyl

}
miscible

formic \

acetic 1 miscible

3

4
propyl]
butyl 84

propionic
I

butyric )

5 amyl ! small valeric 4
6 hexyl very small small

7 heptyl
1

oenanthic 024
8 octyl capiyhc 025
9 nonyl 1 pelargonic very small

10 decyl insoluble capnc
12 dodecyl lauric insoluble

14 tetradecyl myrutic „
16 hexadecyl pidmitic „
18 octadecyl steanc

Table V
Solubility of Isomers

n-Butyl carbinol

Mo-Butyl „
Mc -Butyl „
Mr( -Butyl „
Methyl n-propyl carbinol

Diethyl

Methyl Mo-propyl „
Dimethyl ethyl „

I

Solubility %
I

al20°C

2 85
3 18

3 74

4 86

(P O Ginnings and R Baum [4, 1937]

)

Gibbs’ Adsorption Equation.

The amount ofadsotption, F, at the surface of a solution

can be calculated from the f^ of surface tension with con-

centration The equation is

'^dc dP’

where c is concentration, a surface tension, andP the osmo-
tic pressure For dilute solutions, by van’t Hoff’s law.

41
dc

RT,

so that
c ^
RTdc

Adsorption may be negative, that is, the surface layer

will be poorer in solute than the bulk of the solution Sur-

face tension rises with concentraUon This occurs with

many inoigamc salts m water, but the nse is always small

Several attempts have been made to estimateexpenmentally

the amount ofadsorption, ofwhich the work ofMcBam on
soap solutions is most reliable He found about twice as

mu^ as IS required to form a close-packed monolayer of
vertical molecules [1. 1928]

The bdiaviour of a heteropolar substance at a surface

will dqwnd also upon the ‘polanty’ or ‘acuvity’ of the

polar group. Both of these terms are rather vague, but an
acmrate measure of this activity can be obtamed from the

work of adhesion to water Tables VI and VII give the

work of cohesion for vanous groups and the work of
adhesion to water [S]. The lowness ofthe work ofcohesion
of acids and alcohols is no doubt due to their bemg asso-

ciated in pairs by thor polar groiqps. On water this associa-

tion IS broken down and the active group ‘roots’ itselfm
the water surihce according to Fig. S. The greater the

1
ii
i

iTl
jdmrr rAm'A

water
Fio 5 Surface film

work of adhesion to the water, the smaller will be the

resultant surface tension of the system Duprd [3, 1869]

has pointed out that the work ofadhesion oftwo hqiudsm
contact, If'rt, is given by the equaUon

W'-- Ya+Ym-Yas
When the liquids are imscible, the value of is equal to

or greater than -fy. This is another way of stating that

miscibility is the case where the specdic adhesion ofa mole-
cule of .4 or of B to those of its own species is no longer

greater than the attraction by those ofthe opposite species

There is no longer differentiation of cohesion and the

molecules move freely across a boundary until it no longer

exists

Table VI

Work of Cohesion, Adhesion, and Spreading Coefficients

on Water

Liguui 1 IV, 2c) W',(c,-t- csr,— c,/B,)

Spreading

coefficient

ilV,-W,)

Heptylic acid 56 6 948 38 2
Octyl alcohol 551 918 36 7
Aniline 83 2 109 6 26-4

Chloroform 543 673 13 0

chlonde 53 3 544 1 1

Ethyl iodide 49 8 62 7 12 9
Benzene 57 7 66 63 8*9

Hexane 36 8 401 33
Heptane 402 419 1 7

Octane 43 5 43 8 03
carbon bisulphide

]

62 8 55 8 -7 0

For homologous series, the effect of increasmg hydro-

carbon chain in decreasing hydrophily is shown clearly

Me akobol
Et
Pr
Bu

ifo-Amyl alcohol

n-Octyl

1
'

1'111-Octyl „

Benzene
Toluene
o-Xylene

Table VII

Spreading Coefficients

894

6 85

m-Xylene

P- ..

Ethyl benzene

Formic acid

Aoeuc „
Butync „
bo-Valenc acid

Heptylic „
Undecylenic acid .

Oleic acid

45 2
45 66
43 89
37 12

Interfadal Tendon and Adsoiption.

Interfacial tension depends on both parts of the mole-
cule because the part which is ‘phobic’ to water is usually

‘phihc’ to the otiier liquid At an oil/water mterface we
should not expect a substance such as gtycerol to be strongly

adsorbed, since It has little alBnity for the oil phase On the

other hand, long duun or complex ring molecules which
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cornua both watw-soluble groups and oil<soluble residues

are very efficietQt m lowermg the mterfacial tension of
oil/water interfaces They are more efficient at the oil/water

interface than they are at the solution/air mterface, where
the air has no special affinity for the hydrocarbon part of
the molecules Table VIII shows the comparative effects of
long-cham alkyl sulphates [9, 1936]

Table VIU

Surface laterfaclal

Concentra- tension tension

tion against atr against ott

Sodium octyl tulphate 0 1 M 33 dynes 6 0 dynes
„ decyl „ 0 1 M 5 0 „
„ dodecyl „ 001 M 23 dynes 40 „

tetrad^l sulphate 0 001 M 36 „ 4 0 „

Here the greater efficiency of the members containing the
longer chauts is shown by the smaller concentration
required to produce results as low or lower Donnan and
Potts [2, 1910] detenruned the lowenng of mterfacial
tension of solutions of the sodium soaps of the lower
homologous fatty aads against hydrocarbon oil

Table IX shows their results, water alone being takm as
unity

Table IX

Relative mterfacial tensions

Acid MI400 M12O0

Acetic 0997 0998
Propionic 0994 0977
Butyric 0994 0977
Vgknc 0995 0980
Caproic 0994 0976
Oenanthic 0990 0964
Caprylic 0965 0 894
Pelargonic 0959 0 862
Capnc 0908 0796
Laurie 0784 0 538
MynsUc 0 390

A small amount of oil-soluble, water<msoluble polar sub-
stance m the oil may have marked effects m reducing the
mterfacial tension still Anther The foUowmg table shows
the mterfacial tensions ofoil against water and against soap
solution with increasing amounts of oleyl alcohol in the oil

It will be seen that, aAer the miUal effect, further addiuon
of ol^l alcohol has little effect

Table X
Jnterfacial teialons

Oleyl alcohol. Oilluiater Oaisoap
y. solution solution

00 47 89 dynes 10 75 dynes
25 2090 „ 3 38 „
5-0 19 09 „ 528 „
6-0 18 87 „ 522 „
100 20 21 „ 5 17 ,.

200 19 10 „ 5 38 „
55 0 16 10 ,. 5 24 „
700 1547 „
85 0 14 68 „
1000 14-40 „ 4 83 „

Speaknuui and Chamberlain [10, 1933]

When we are dealing with two liquids which are immis-
able, addition of a surface active substance does not con-

vert them to a homogeneous mixture as m the case ofpar-
tially miscible substances, but forms instead an emulsion
In^ ideal case an emulsion is a stable liquid system;

homogeneous, though on a much larger scale than mole-
cular homogeneity The foUowing table shows the distri-

bution of particle size of oil droplete in an emulsion of
octane stabilized by soap [5]

Table XI

Diameter, Number
/i of drops %

~0
5 ih889 ^38~

1 5 2,296 33 71

2 5 1,161 18 06
3 5 528 8 21

4 5 303 4 71

5 5 116 180
65 64 100
7 5 34 0 S3
8 5 12 0 19

9 5 14 022
105 J 0 03

Tottl 97 84

We cannot prepare emulsions of any desued partide size

The factors upon which the size depends are not known,
smee no theory of emulsions has been put forward Nor,
indeed, has any attention been given to the theoreUcal
aspects of this important subject Many emulsions depart
from the ideal case m that their emul^ying layer has a
defimte mechanical rigidity In these cases a much wider
range of particle size can be realized so far as the rigidity

overcomes the normal equihbnation of forces acung at the
surfaces of the droplets in more labile systems

On standmg, emulsions ‘cream’ That is, the oil drops
segregate until a layer is formed m which they are close-

packed , that IS a content of the order of 74% Of course,

creaimng does not occur if the dispersion medium is itself

rigid as are many colloidal solutions used as emulsifiers

The droplets retam their spherical form because of the
residual mterfacial tension This is quite small of the
order ofa few dynes usually Rarely, emulsions are formed
whm the mterfacial tension is mu^ larger because there

IS no emulsifying agent present. In this case the droplets

are much smaller and the total content is always small
They are parallel to hydrophobic sols

Now smee the stabihty ofan emulsion depends upon the
presence of an adsorbed layer soluble m one liquid only
(or m neither), it is clear that partially miscible liquids

carmot be expected to form stable emulsions Iftheir mter-
facial tension is already low, adsorxrtion will not occur at
all If their mutual solubility is more than a quite small
amount, any emulsifier added will be solublem both, which
means that any emulsions formed will be unstable.

Hartley (7, 1937] has recently discussed the problem of
the stability ofemulsions He starts from the soap nucelle

and considers the effect of addition of oil to its mtenor.
The work ofPickering [8, 1907] and others hasshown that
oil IS dissolved m the mtenor of the soap micelle in water
There is, however, a defimte limit to the amount dissolved
m this manner The writerhas suggested that the saturation
value IS the pomt at whi^ fiirther swelling of the imcdle
would sqnrate the polar groups forming Its extenor to such
an extent that the mterfacial tensian would start to nse.
Thu satuiauon value is ofthe order of 1 S g. oil p» g. soap
[6, 1937] Between this and the emulsion, which is of the
order of 30 g. oil per g of soiq>, there is a region of httta-
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bility. Again, above the optimum partide size, the emul-

sion IS not stable Hartl^ considers the vapour pressure of
a hquid added to the micelle, regardmg the latter as para-

ffin m bulk with which the added substance forms an ideal

solution The mterfacial tension of the droplet causes an
increase of vapour pressure which is largest for smallest

droplets Whm the radius of the droplet becomes larger

than the length ofthe emulsifier molecule, the solution is no
longer homogeneous, as the hydrocarbon chams of the

emulsifier are held at the interface by the adhesion of their

polar groups to the extenor water phase This constramt

will further mcrease the vapour pressure From these

considerations a composite curve is obtamed which pre-

dicts stabihty of emulston over a limited range of panicle

size The ongmal paper should be consulted

We may note ^t for stability the emulsifying agent

should not be soluble m both phases This does not in-

vahdate Hartley *s treatment,smce the substanceneeds to be

amphipathic to both phases, that is. pan of the molecule

wiU be soluble m each the hydrocarbon cham m oil and
the—COONa group, or whatever it is, in the water It has

been noted by several workers and formulated as a rule by
Bancroft that the external phase of an emulsion is the

liquid m which the emulsifier is soluble as a whole, while it

IS insolublem the mtenor phase, merely bemg ‘philic’ to it

Addition of substances which make the emulsifier soluble

m both phases decrease the stability of the emulsion Oil-

m-water emulsions stabilized by soaps are cracked by
addition of alcohols The rule stated above has lunitations,

smce many substances can act as efficient emulsifiers

without being soluble in either phase, e g calcium soaps

and finely divided precipitates such as carbon and copper

carbonate

The viscosity of emulsions is anomalous, that is, as the

rate of sheer is decreased, the apparent viscosity mcreases

This is because shearing deforms the droplets and work is

done agamst the residual mterfacial tensions Apphcation
of the usual equations to calculate the viscosity assumes
that all the work is used m shearing the system At low
rates of shear the amount of this work used in deforming

the drops becomes a larger and larger proportion of the

total work, so that the flow decreases very much more
rapidly than the shearmg force

Interfndal Tension—Liquid SoUd. Wetting and Deter-
gence.

In wetting and detergence problems we have to deal

frequently with mterfacial tension between solutions and
sohds The actual problems are sometimes qmte sumlar

to those of emulsi^tion when the problems arise from
contamination of the solid surfaces by fatty matter Deter-

genoe is then the problem of removing this fatty matter,

an efiScient insecticide needs to wet contanunated surfaces

and to spread over them In both cases there must also be
efficient wettmg ofthe cleansed surface In some important
cases, such as flotation separation ofminerals, we are con-

cerned with a dean mineral surface which needs to be

contaminated by a suitable amphipathic substance The
results givenm Tables VI and XII show the marked differ-

ences ofadhesion to mercury and to water, the groups most
polar to mercury bemg geiwrally those which are best for

mineral flotation Much work has been done on the

dwoustty of synthetic wettmg substances, and a useful

account has been given recently of these substances The
polar grotqis can be idaced in three classes

1 -CO,-OH,SH
2. _CN, —CNS, —NO„ —NH,
3 —SOtH, —SO4H, —^P04H(, —POjHt, —OSgOjH

The remamder of the molecule which gives it adhesion to

fatty or paraffin matter is a hydrocarbon chain or a ring-

system, the members of which may be benzene, pyridme, or

correspondmg hydrogenated rings In the case ofthe bigger

nng systems, such as cholesterol, substitution of polar

groups m the nng may further increase amphipathic

efiiciency Avery complete descnption ofwettmg agents has

been given by H K Dean m the Leather Trades Chemists’

Association Report on Wetting and Detergence, 1937

Table XII

Work of Cohesion and Adhesion and Spreading

_ Coefficient Organic Liquids on Mercury _

Benzene
Hexane
Carbon bisulphide

173 8

1344
207 0
147 7
1164
1714

Surface Tension of Solids.

The surface tension of a solid cannot be measured
directly Young’s picture suggests that the values will be

high compared with the values for hquids From Duprd’s

equaUon (p 1371), we have for a solid/hqmd mterface

Wfi •= yaa+yza—yaz
Where there is an angle of contact, $, we have the relation

yaa = yat+yza COS 6

From these two equations the surface tension of the sohd

can be eliminated, and we get the very important relation

Wn - yia(l+cos 9),

or cos 0 — — 1

Via

The angle of contact therefore depends upon the adhesion

of the hqmd to the solid and upon the mtemal cohesion of
the hqmd itself If Wgi, is zero, the hquid is attractmg the

sohd as much as Itself This is, of course, the case of com-
plete wettmg If there were no mteracbon sohd/hquid,

then B would be 180° This hmitmg case is never realized.

The sort of values found are

Water on glass 0*

Water on paraffin wax I0S°

Mercury on glass c 140*

.. .. steel 1S4*

„ „ amalgamated copper 0°

Ore flotation depends upon the fact that a particle ofore

will float if It has a high angle ofcontact with water Froth
provides a convenient means of mcieasmg the air surface

and of removmg the separated ore from the unwanted
residue which must be wetted by water and will then smk to

the bottom In practice, therefore, we reqmre a water/air

surface-active substance to produce a more or less perma-
nent froth when air is blown through the water, a
sohd/water surface-active substance to make the unwanted
residue wetted by water and, possibly, another sohd/water

surface-active substance to make the ore less easily wetted

The substances used will depend upon the nature of the

surfaces of the substances to be separated

Two mam points emerge from this discussion First that
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veiy small amoiuts of suitable surface-active substances non-polar phase These molecules must be larger than a
can modify or entnely change the properties of an mter- fairly sharply defined minimum size because the influence

face. The greater the dispanty between the surfaces the of the polar group extends a certam distance over the non*
greater will be the eflTectofsuch a substance And, secondly, polarpart The mfluence of any particular substance can be
a surface-active molecule must contam a polar group to predicted from physico-chemical knowledge of the groups

attach Itself to the polar phase and a non-polar one for the m question and of the mterfacial surfaces
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THE APPLICATION OF PHYSICAL METHODS TO THE ANALYSIS
OF HYDROCARBON MIXTURES

By MARIUS L. I T. AUBERT
Master of Conferences, Faculty ofScience, University ofPans

Owing to the numerous cases of isomerism afforded by
mixtures of hydrocarbons, the question arises in the deter-

mination and the measurement of the concentration of the

various constituents of gasolmes, whether a complete

analysis is possible Generalizing a method mtroduced by
Darmois m the study of the phenomena ofrotary polariza-

tion it can be shown theoretically that the problem can be

solved, and further, that by practical application of the

method our knowledge of certam properties of hydro
carbons will be increased

Consider a sample of oil of massM A complete analysis

of this necessitates the determination of

(a) The number, p, of the constituents Ci Ct , c,

ib) The nature of these constituents

(c) Their respective masses /Wi, »i, , m.

Determination of the Number p of the Constituents.

Let <4 be the quantity which serves to characterize the

behaviour of a mixture with reference to a certain given

phenomenon
When the various constituents of this mixture are with-

out chemical action upon one another, as is the case

with hydrocarbons, A is found to be a Imear function

on the one hand, of the coefficients ai, at, , a, lelatmg

to the phenomenon under consideration for the p con-
stituents, and on the other hand, of the relauve concentra-

tions Cl, Cl, , Cp of these constituents m the mixture, each

consbtuent influencing the total effect of the whole m
proportion to its mass concentraUon

The mixture satisfies, then, an additive rule which may
be represented in the following form

A = ai Ci+fl| Ci+ +a, c,

= ioic,

This addiUve rule applies to hydrocarbons in the case of
magnetic rotary polarization [1], ordinary rotary polariza-

tion, absorption of vanous mfra-ied or ultra-violet rays,

specific refraction, refractive dispersion, &c The relative

coefficients which apply equally to the mixture or its con-

stituents ate then, respectively, the specific magnetic rota-

tion, the specific rotation, the specific coeffiaoit of
absorption, the specific refraction of Gladstone and Dale
or Lorentz-Lorenz, &c

Since the equations are hnear at the same time both in

relaUon to at and to Ci, it is possible to determine the

numberp of the constituents

The rriethod will be shown for a specific case from which
It is easy to generalize

Suppose It to be necessary to show that a mixture L
which distils between the temperatures and r, contauis

three constituents, Ii, Lp, and It It will be assumed that

there are three constituents and three on^, and the relauon

which would then holdbetween certam measured quantities

will be found on the basis that this assumption is true By
distillation this is divided mto four mixed fiactions, M, Af',

M’, and Mf, distilling respectivelym the temperature mter-

vsls (ri,^,(«.n(0'.nand (^. r.), the temperatures B,B ,9'

bemg mcluded in the mterval ti—tp There are now four

mixed fractions in which the concentrations of the three

constituents will be different

It will be shown that, on condition that three determina-

uons satisfying the law of additivity are made upon eadi

of the four fracbons there exists, of necessity, a relation-

ship between the twelve results obtained experimentally

For the first phenomenon which conforms to the con-
ditions imposed determinations for the four mixtures lead

to equations of the followmg form

A = aiCi+apCt+aaCt,
A = aiCi+atCt+apCt, (1)

A aici+atci+a,c:,
A = ai Cj'+o, Cp+Ot Cp,

where the various facts satisfy by defimtion the equations

2c=5:c (2)

Now the equations (1) are compatible whilst considenng

Ou Op, ap as unknowns whence

m virtue of 2^=1
This determinant, developed in relation to the elements

of the first column, takes the form

Ad-Ad+A^d’-A'd =0,
where d, d , d’, d" represent the correspondmg mmors If

now two other series of physical determmations, mvolvmg
phenomena still followmg the additive rule, are made on
the precedmg fractions, equations analogous to the above
will be obtained Fmally we shall have

Ad-A d = 0,

Bd-Bd+B’d'-B’d" = 0,

Cd-Cd fC'd'-C**/* 0,

A Ct Cp Cp

A Cl Cp Cp

A" Cp ci {(
A" cl c! ci

\

A cl c'p 1

' A' ci ci 1

A’ ci ci 1

the mmors d d ,d', and iT lemammg the same To these

three equations the following can be added

d-d+d’-d =0
A becomes zero from equation (2) when A, A , A", and

A’ are replaced by 1 The four equations homogeneous
ind,d, d", and </' bemg satisfied for values of d not com-
pletely null, this becomes

Dp

\

A A A’ A"

\

B B B" S'
\cc C’ C"
I 1 1 1 1

A-A” A'-A" A’-A"
0 - B-BT S-BT B’-BT

c-c" c'-cr C-C
which IS the equation sought for between the twelve expen-
mental determmations upon the four fractions It follows

that ifsuch an equation is true for the quantities measured
that the number of constituentsm the mixture will be three

It is clear that all the mmors of Dp must not be qmte
alone unless the mixturr

In this case the formula

D, = 0
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18 reduced to the very simple expression below, which is

lined by considering tl^ fractions i
' '

a of determinations only

> _
I

A-A' A'-A"
I~

I

B-B' R'-JT
I

-A" _ A’-A
B-BT ff-BT

which IS nothing more than the rule given by Darmois
For a mixture containing p constituents, />(p+l) expen-

mental determinations are necessaiy

In the case of a complex mixture, a gasoline for example,

it IS advantageous to work upon distillates which only con-

tam a small number ofconstituents—two or three—so that

the number of operations is reduced and greater accuracy

IS assured

Determination of the Natnre of the Conslitnents.

At the present tune the characteristic Raman frequencies

are known for over one hundred pure hydrocarbons The
Raman spectra ofthe mixtures M, M', M’, M" will enable,

in many cases, identification to be made of the hydro-
carbons contamed in these fractions [2]

On account of the munber of isomers, there will always

be some hydrocarbons for which Raman spectra cannot
be obtamed On some occasions, therefore, it will only be
possible to identify a number p' of the hydrocarbons, p'

bemg lower than p However, several general rules have
been evolved Consideration of certain frequencies relative

to an imknown body can give valuable information on its

constitution—whether, for example, the hydrocarbon oon-

tams a double or tnple bond, whether it is acydic, ^dic,
or aromatic, and, m the last instance but one, the number
of carbon atoms m the rmg
From examination ofthe absorption spectram the infra-

red [3] It IS possible to confirm certain conclusions drawn
from the Raman spectra, and m the case of parafiBn hydro-

carbons to show whether the hydrocarbon is of strai^t-

chain or branched-cham structure Occasionally magnetic

birefhngence measurements [1] will afiTord further support

to conclusions drawn from the previous methods, parti-

cularly m the case of aromatic hydrocarbons

Determination of the Masses of the Constituents

Present

The hydrocarbons having been identified, the coefficients

Oi, fit. Cl which figure m the equations

A = fljci+flic,-t-a,c,

B ~ bi Ci+bt Ct+h» Cl

C = Cl Ci+Ci Ci+Ci Cl

are then known The solution of system 1 1 gives the con-

centrations Cl, C|, Cl, of the three constituents Li, Lt, Li,

considered m the mixture M Operatmg m the same
manner on the equations A', B", &c , Cj, ci, ci, then Ct,

ci, ci and finally c", Ci, c7 are calculated, i e the con-

centrations of these same consutuents m the mixtures

M', M", M" The composition of each of these nuxtures

havmg been determmed, that of the miUal mixture L is

immediately forthcoming
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CORRELATION OF THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF PETROLEUM
By K. M. WATSON, PLD., AXC.E.

Chemical Engineer, Universal Oil Products Conyiany

The following correlations have been developed to permit

estimation of the approximate physical behaviour of a

petroleum fraction or hydrocarbon from the limited num-

ber of inspection data ordmanly available m mdustnal

practice It is believed these relationships are sufficiently

accurate for ordinaiy engineenng usage, but it must be

emphasized that exact correlation is as yet unpossible

because ofthe complexity ofthe materials under considera-

tion Where accuracy is desired, a direct and accurate

determmation for a particular stock is always preferable to

an approximation based on average behaviour

Bade Inspection Data

In order to form a basis for the prediction of more
difficultly measurable properties, the mterrelationships

between the mspecUon data commonly available will be

considered first For prediction of physical behaviour it is

necessary that at least two of the six following properties

be known from actual laboratory determmation on the

particular stock under ctmsideration

1. Specific Gravity.

Smee specific gravity is the most readily determined of

all physical properties, its value is generally available The

API scale is extensively used in petroleum technology,

and all gravity relationships will be expressed m these

umts Specific gravities at 60°? arc readily converted

into degrees API by the tables on pp 113(1-1132.

2. Average Boiling-point.

For the lower-boilmg petroleum fracUons Engler dis-

tiUauon data are usually determined m all routine inspec-

tions To use these data as a basis for physical coirelaUons

It IS necessary to develop a method ofcalculatmg an average

boiling-point which may be satisfactorily related to other

average properties when workuig with mixtures of wide-

boihng ranges

The ideal method for calculating the average boihng-

pomt should be such that when other average properties

are constant the average boilmg-pomt is mdepend^t of

width of boihng-range For example, consider a senes of

fractions prepared from a stock of ui^orm characteristics,

such as a Mid-Contment or Pennsylvania crude, such that

all fractions have the same spe^ gravity but are of

difierent widths of boihng-range Expenenoe has shown
that the average molecular weights of such fractions are

substantially equal, and it is desirable that a method of

averagmg be developed to give also equal average boiling-

pomts

The averagmg of boilmg-pomt data on a weight or

volume basis does not satisfactorily meet the above require-

ment As width of boiling-range is increased, the average

boilmg-pomt calculated on either a weight or volume basis

increases, even though the specific gravity, average mole-

cular weight, and cbonical are constant. The average

on a volume basis diows much less variation than on a

wei^t basis and u preferable for that reason. 1116 30%
temperature m the Engler distillation is frequently a close

approxunauon to the average boilmg-pomt on a volume
basis if the distillation curve is symmetneal
In an attempt to improve correlations for wide-boilmg

mixtures Watson and Nelson [18, 1933] suggested a mo/ef

average boiling-point, weighting the distillation tempoa-
tures on a molal ba^ This average would be obtamed
by averagmg the ordmates under a curve relating mob
of distilbte to temperature It was found that this molal

average boilmg-pomt is less affected by width of boihng-

range than a volumetrically weighted average
For convement estimation of the mobl average boiling-

pomt from ordinary Engler data the upper curve of Fig 1

was prepared A temperature correction to be subtracted

Fra 1 Average boilmg-pomt Upper curve molal average, lower
curve best average for physical correlabons

from the volumetric average boilmg-pomt m order to

obtam the molal average is plotted against the slope of the
Engler distilbtion curve between the 10% and 90% pomts.
Expenenoe with very wide-boilmg range fractions has

shown that, although the upper curve of Fig 1 gives a
fair approximation to correct molal average boilmg-pomts,
the corrections indicated are somewhat too great for the

ideal average desenbed above Apparently this ideal

average is mteimediate between the volumetric and molal
values The lower curve of Fig 1 is an empirical estimate

of the correction to be subtracted from the volumetric

average boilmg-pomt m order to obtam the best average
for physical condations.

The volumetnc average boilmg-pomt is satisfactorily

taken as the average of the temperatures at which t^ dis-

tillate plus loss equab 10, 30, 50, 70, and 90% by volume
of the Engler charge This average, corrected from Fig 1,

has been found satisfactory for fractions having distillation

curve slopes of 5 or less For wider boili^ mixtures,

particubrly of unsymmetncal distillation curves, erratic

results may be obtamed, but no better method is available

at present

It IS, of course, important that no decomposition should
take placem the distiUation from which the average boilmg-
pomt is calculated by the abovemethod For hi^er boiling

fractions a vacuum distillation, converted to an atmo-
spheric pressure basis, is required. If decomposition is
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suspected in the last part of the distillation, the best

approxunatlon is obtained by taking the 50% temperature

as the volumetric average boilmg-pomt and basing the

correction from Fig. 1 on the slope from 10% to 50%.
In aU the foUowmg correlations, ‘average boilmg-pomt’

refers to the average obtamed m the above manner, using

the lower curve of Fig 1 For close-cut fractions, havmg
slopes of2 or less, this correction may generally be neglected

and the 50% temperature taken as the average boilmg-

pomt

3. Viscosity.

For correlation with other properties, viscosity measure-

ments should be made at as high a temperature as possible,

particularly m the case of heavy ods At low temperatures

the viscosity is influenced by width of boili^-range,

crystallization, and coUoidal phenomena which result m
erratic deviations from relationships with other average

properties Viscosities measured at 210“ F are ordmarily

satitfactoiy for all stocks, and good results may be obtained

with measurements as low as 100° F on stocks of the light

gas oil or kerosme range

Because of the hmited range of each of the mdustrial

viscosuneters, it is highly desirable that viscosities be
expressed in the fundamental umt of kmematic viscosity,

the eenttstoke The kmemaUc viscosity m centistokes is

equal to the viscosity m cenUpoises divided by the specific

gravity at the temperature of measurement
Calibrations have been detemuned for converting

readmgs of all industrial viacosimeters to centistokes Any
of these instruments of suitable range may be used How-
ever, the most satisfactoiy results are obtamed with a
capillary type such as the Ostwald pipette or the modified

Ubbelohde viscosimeter recently proposed by Fitzsimmons

(7, 1935]

4. Viscosity Index.

Viscosity index, as defined by Dean and Davis [5, 1929],

IS frequently a convenient basis for establishing the char-

acter of fractions of the lubricating range The viscosity

mdex IS determined by viscosity measurements at two
temperatures as described m the article by P Docksey
entitled ‘Viscosity Index and Viscosi^ Gravity ConsUnt',

p 1091

5. AnObie-point.

The aniline-pomt has been used to a considerable extent

as an mdex to the character of hydrocarbon mixtures

Determinations are diflScult on heavy, dark-coloured oils,

limiting the useful apphcation of this method to distillates

Two methods of determining anilme-pomts are com-
monly used. One IS the temperature ofcomplete nuscibility

of equal volumes of anihne and the oil m question The
mote satisfactory method detemunes the critical solution

temperature Iqr measuring a senes of misabihty tempera-
tures for different proportions The amlme-pomts here

referred to are cntical solution temperatures, although m
many cases the difference between the two methods is

sh^t

41. H^Flrogea Content.

The l^drogen content, m per cent by weight, is one of
the best indexes to the gen^ character or parafiiniaty

of a stock However, because ofthe diflBculty of the deter-

mmatitm, this tnfonnation is seldom available and u more
fiequently sought as a result than used as a means of
coRdatum and predictiiHi of othn properties.

Interrelations of Basic Inspectioa Data

Characterization Factor.

The problem of general correlation of average physical

properties for stocks of widely different types is consider-

ably simplified by any quantitative means of expressmg

the general character of the oil Paraffin hydrocarbons, of

maximum hydrogen content, may be considered as one

extreme and aromatic matenals of minimum hydrogen

content as the other

To serve as a quantitative mdex to this property, which

may be termed ‘paraffinicity’, the U O P characterization

factor has been developed and empirically related to the

six inspection results enumerated above Although this

factor is not an exact measure of chemical type and does

not show perfect constancy in a homologous senes, these

disadvantages are, to a considerable extent, offset by its

simplicity and convenience of defimtion and use

The definition of theU O P characterization factor arose

from the observation that when a crude oil of supposedly

uruform character is fractionated mto narrow cuts, the

specific gravities of these cuts are approximately propor-

tional to the cube roots of their absolute boiling-pomts

Die proportionality factor may then be taken as mdicative

of the paraffimcity of the stock Thus

where AT — U O P characterization factor,

Tg — average boilmg-pomt, “ R = “ F -f-460,

S = specific gravity at 60° F

This factor shows fair constancy throughout the boilmg-

range of a number of crude oils, and for others may either

increase or decrease m the higher boilmg-range In the

paraffin senes fair constancy for the average of the reported

isomers exists up to a boilmg temperature of700° F Values

ofthe charactenzation factor range as follows

Pennsylvania stocks 12 2-12 5

Mid-Continent stocks 1 1 8-12 0
Gulf Coast Stocks 110-115
Cracked gasolines 115-118
Cracking plant combined feeds 10 5-11 5

Recycle stocks 10 0-1 1

0

Cracked residuums 9 8-110

The characterization factor is readily calculated from
equation (1) from only the specific gravity and average

boilmg-pomt It may read dnecUy from API gravity

and average boilmg-pomt by mterpolation between tlw

curves of Fig 2 In this figure API gravities are plotted

as ordinates and average boilmg-pomts as abscissae with

Imes of constant K from equation (1)

Chancterbafioii Factor from viscosity and Gravity.

It has been found [19, 1935] that a fair empirical cor-

relation exists between the characterization factor and
the viscosity-gravity relationship at a given temperature

Paraffinic stocks have high viscosities as compared to

aromatic materials of the same gravities A viscosity-

gravity constant of this type, but applicable only to tte

lubneatmg oil range, was proposed by HiU and Coates

[10, 1928]

As previoasly mentioned, the viscosity measurmaits
used for physical coirdations should be made at as hi^
a temperature as possible. In Fig. 3 viscosttym centistokes

at 210“ F. IS {dotted against A.P.I gravity for stodcs of

constant characterization Caeton. Byuseofthecentistoke
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Fio 2 Chuactenzation factor, molecular weight, and cntical temperature from average boiling-

point and gravity

estimating the characterization factor to withm plus or
nunus 0 1 unit from a given specific gravity and viscosity

Lines of constant boihng-pomt are plotted on Fig 3
resulting from combination of the relationships between
characterization factor from boilmg-pomt and viscosity

data These lines permit an approximation to the boilmg-
pomt fkom only viscosity and gravity data This relauon-
ddp is particularly useful m the case of heavy stocks on
whidi boiling-pomt data can be obtamed only under high
vacuum However, because of the rapid change m vis-

couty with a slight change in the gravity of heavy stocks,

boiling-points estunated m this way may be considerably
in error, sometimes as much as S0°F for the heavier

reridues.

For h^t stocks in the Imrosine or gasoline nmge.

Fig 3 but based on temperatures of 122 and lOO^F,
respeebvely These charts must be used with care, parti-

cularly on heavy stocks of wide-boilmg ranges. As pre-

viously pointed out, viscosity correlations at low tempera-
tures are uncertain and affected by many factors not
mfluencing other average properties The charts are based
on average behaviour of stocks of typical boihng-ranges
conespondmg to distiUabon curve slopes m the range of
2 to 5 For wider or narrower boiling cuts, considerable

deviation may result

Characterizadon from Viscosity Index.

Since viscosity mdex is generally mterpieted as an
indicabon of the character of a lubricating oil, a relation-

ship should exist between it and the charactenzaUon factor
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Fio 3 Characterization factor from viMOMty at 210* F

This general rdationsbip is indicated by the upper curve of
Fig. 6

Because of the rffect ofwidth of boihng>raage and other

ftctars on viscosities at 100° F., the viscosity index is not

• good method of characterization unlets these ihctors

am relatively constant. For example, a Mid«Contineat

Fio 5 Characterization factor from viscosity at 100* F

lubncating oil may have a characterization factor of 11 9

and a viscosity index of 65 By blendmg only 5% of a hght

Mid-Continent naphtha, also having a characterization

factor of 1 1 9, with this oil the viscosity index is mcreased

to nearly 100 Thus, viscosity mdex is a good mdicabon
of character only when the width of boihng-range B con-

stant However, for ordinary lubncatmg oils the boihng-

range IS sufficiently narrow that this effect is neghgible, and
the curve of Fig 6 is a good approximaUon

Cbaiacteilzatlon from AnUiiie-point

Anihne-pomt has been extensively used as a method
of characterization on the general theory that parafBmc

matenals have amlme-pomts higher thw those of un-

saturates or aromatics However, it has been found that

boiluig-pomt, width of boihng-range, and protnibly some
other factors enter into the relationship between aniline-

pomt and other physical properties

The lower curves of Fig 6 represent an approximate

correlation between anihne-pomt, characterization factor,

and average boihng-pomt However, the relationship is

rather rough and considerable deviabon may result m
either direction on some stocks

Hydrogen Content

It was pomted out by Swemey and Voorhees [15, 1934]

that the hydrogen content of a petroleum fraction may be
estimatedasafuncdonofaverage boihng-pomta^ gravity.

The curves of Fig 7 represent a similar rdatioiiahip,

plottmg hydrogen content against characterization fhctM
for matenals ofconstant boil^pomts. The extrapolation

of the existing data by this method of pbtUng leads to

lesulu for low-boiling matenals of low cbaractenzatioa

factor whidi are considerably different friMn those of the

plot of SweenQi and Voorfam Their ]^t is mme con*
sistent with the ptoperUes <ff benzol a^ its low«b(dhng
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homologues, but Fig 7 appears to agree somewhat better

with measurements on highly cracked stocks More data

are necessary in the regions of disagreement before an
entirely rehable plot can be determined Fortunately, for

the types of stocks ordinarily encountered, the agreement

IS go^
Fig 7, combined with the preceding charts, permits esti-

mation of hydrogen content from a knowle^ of only

the specific gravity and one other property Ordmanly the

error will be less than 0 5%, based on the total weight

of the oil, except m the cases of the highly aromatic, low-

boiling materials mentioned above

Molecular Wel^ts

Hie molecular weights of petroleum fractions may be

satisfactorily estimated from average boihng-point and
gravity Aromatic stocks of low characterization factors

have lower molecular weights than paraffinic materials of
the same average boilmg-pomts

The relationship between molecular weight, charac-

terization factor, boilmg-pomt, and API gravity is m-
cluded m the curves of Fig 2 The molecular weight

curves were based on published values and other data

available to the Universal Oil Products Company. By
mterpolation between these curves, molecular weights may
be estimated with errors rarely exceeding 5% If boihng-

pomt data ate not available, the boiling-pomt may be

estunated from other properties, using Figs 3-7

Critical Properties

Critical Temperature.

A relationship between cntical temperature, boiling-

point, and gravity was proposed by Watson [17, 1931] for

all pure compounds of the non-polar type It was found
that this equation was in close agreement with the pubhshed
data on a great vanety ofcompounds of this type, ranging

from the hghtest gases to the heaviest hquids The same
equation is also m good agreement with the published

results of Eaton and Porter [6, 1932] and others on petro-

leum fractions

Because of the wide range of proven applicability of the

basic equation, it is considered the most sound available

basis for correlating and extrapolating the measurements
which have been made on petroleum fractions The
cribcal temperature curves of Fig 2 were calculated

directly from this equation but are in satisfactory agree-

ment with the data on petroleum The cntical tempera-

tures estimated by interpolation between the curves of

Fig 2 agree closely with the similar plot proposed by
Eaton and Poncr except in the very high boilmg-point

region, where the equation leads to a somewhat different

extrapolation

Measurements on wide-boilmg mixtures of petroleum
fractions, even including hydrocarbon gases, mdicate that

if the ideal average boiling-point described above is used,

the cntical temperature is little affected by width of boihng-

range Thus critical temperatures estimated from Fig 2
are directly applicable to pure hydrocarbons, narrow
petroleum cuts, or wide-boilmg mixtures

Nn
Fio 7 Hydrogen contents of p<
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Critlad Fresson.

The critical pressure of a pure compound is readily

estimated by extrapolatmg its vapour-pressure curve to

the critical temperature and reading the corresponding

pressure The complete vapour-pressure curve of any
hydrocarbon may be estimated from its boiling-pomt or

a smgte determmation of vapour pressure by use of the

vapour-pressure chart of Brown and Coats [2, 1928]

The curves of Fig 8 were denved directly from the

Brown-Coats vapour-pressure chart, and relate the critical

Thermal Expanaioa and CompresaibiUty

Expansion.

Many correlations of thermal expansion have been

proposal most of which were based on only the specific

gravity of the stock The unsoundness of this basis is made
apparent by comparison of the properties of benzol and
octane, which happen to have very similar expansion

charactenstics Benzol has a gravity of 30° API and a

boihng-point of 1 75° F , while the correspondmg properties

Fig 8 Critical pressure of pure hydrocarbons and petroleum fractions

pressures of pure hydrocarbons to their boiling-points and
criUcal temperatures estimated from Fig 7 Aromatic

compounds have higher critical temperatures and pressures

than paraffinic materials of the same boihng-pomts

Measurements on both petroleum fractions and simple

mixtures of pure compounds indicate that the critical

pressures of mwtures are much higher than would be

predicted by any method ofaveraging the critical pressures

of the components Frequently the critical pressure of the

mixture is higher than that of any component present

This effect may be expressed as a relationship between

width of boiling-range and critical pressure

The small correction curve plott^ m the upper comer
of Fig 8 shows a correction factor by which the cntical

pressure of a pure compound is multiplied in order to

obtam that of a mixture of the same average boihng-pomt,

gravity, and critical temperature This correction factor

IS related to the slope of the Engler distillation curve For
example, a petroleum fraction having an Engler distillation

curve slope of3 0 will have a cntical pressure approximately

27% higher than a pure compound of the same boiling-

pomt and cntical temperature

The data on cntical pressures of imxtures are few, and
much additional work is necessary before a umversally

apidicable and ngorous correlation is possible The above
method u in fair agreement with the available data and
forms a convenient means of general approximation which

seems to be as accurate as possible at present

of octane are 69° API and 256° F In general, aromatic
fractions expand much mote than paraffime fractions of
the same gravities and somewhat less than paraffime frac-

tions of the same boilmg-pomts The latter basis would
be preferable ifexpansion data were to be correlated against

a single property

Jessup [11, 1930] and Thiele and Kay [16, 1933] have
recently improved the correlation of expansion data by
takmg as a basis two properties, the viscosity and gravity

The prmciple disadvantages of this method are that it is.

based on Saybolt Umversal viscosities, makmg it ffifficult

to apply to low-boiling stocks, and that it offers no sound
basis for extrapolation of expansion data to high tempera-
tures

It was found that a still more satisfactory correlation

may be obtamed on the basis of cntical temperature Data
on both pure compounds and petroleum fractions mdicate
that,m general, materials havmg the same cntical tempera-
tures show almost identical expansion characteristics.

The curves of Fig 9 were plotted on this basis, making
use of the available data on pure compounds and petro-
leum fractions for estimating thermal expansion wider the

mtical pressure The extrapolations out to the cntical

temperature were based on cntical volumes calculated fmm
the molecular wei^t and cntical data of the preoedbng
sections The calculation was made usmg the simide gas
laws with a compressibihty factor of 0 25 for the cntical

pomt
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Fjg. 9 permts satisfactoi> approxunaticm of the thermal at hi^jer temperatures or for extremely high pressures the
expansion of any type of stock, independent of diarac- values from Fig 9 must be corrected if the pressure is
termtion factor or gravity The critical temperature is different from the cntical pressure
readity estimted from Fig 2, and any two of the basic The compressibihty charactenstics of a substance at its
mspectira data are available for the stock critical temperature may be estimated from the curves of

It IS believed that the relaUonships of Fig 7 are httle Brown, Souders, and Smith [3, 1932] gjvmg deviations

rtMPSiitAruMftV
Fig 9 Thermal expansion of liquid petroleum fracUons under their criUcal pressures For effect of pressure see Fig 10.

Fic 10 Compressibility of bquid petroleum fracuons

affected by change in width of boiling-range Wide-
boiling mixtures have higher critical pressures, but the

deviations from the simple gas law m the cntical region
are less by a compensatmg amount

ConqncudUllty.

The effect of moderate changes m pressure on the
volumes of hquid oils are small at temperatures well below
the cntical. Referring to Fig 9, where the tonperature
It such that the density ratio is greater than 0 75, the effect

ofprenate may be neglected formany purposes However,

from the perfect gas law, or compressibihty factors On
this basis the upper curve of Pig 10 was plotted, giving
a factor by which the density of a substance at its cntical
pomt must be muluphed to obtam densities at other
pressures This factor is expressed as a funcbon of reduced
pressure For example, a hydrocarbon at its cnti^ tem-
perature and a reduced pressure of 2-0, twice the cntical
pressure, will have a density 72% greater than if it were
under its cntical pressure

The lower curves ofFig 10 express the effect of pressure
on density at temperatures below the critical. These curves
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were eetaUished by interpolation between the cntical

temperature curve and curves corresponding to lower

teoqiaature compressibility measurements based on the

data Jessup and other data available to the Univmal
Oil PtoducU Company
The curves of Fig 10 express a general correlation of

compressibility data which is satisfactory for ordinary

Specific Heate—VapoHr State.

The specific heats of petroleum jrapours of Mid-Con-
tinent stocks have been thorou^y investigated by Bahlke

and Kay [1. 1929], Weir ai«l Eaton [20, 1932], and Gary,

Rubin, and Ward [8, 1933] With excellent agreement over

wide-temperature ranges On the basis of these data and

Fig 11 Speafic heau of petroleum fracbons of 11 8 cbaractenzation factor For other stocks multiply by
corrections from lower curve

purposes exceptm the region very close to the critical point

where all density predictions berame uncertain There is

evidence that this relationship is not greatly dependent
upon width of boiling-range for the same reasons ated in

the discussion of Fig 9

Themul Properties

Specific Heats—liquid State.

The subject of specific heats of hquid hydrocarbons and
petroleum fractions was recently reviewed by Gaucher
[9, 1935], with the conclusion that Ae relationshipdeveloped

by Watson and Nelson [18, 1933] is the most generally

satisfactory yet proposed for the data existing at this tune

This correlation expresses specific heat as a function of
specific gravity, temperature, and characterization factor

according to the followmg equation

c, = [0 6811-0 308s+f(0 000815-0 000306J)]

[0055K+0 35]

where c, = speafic heat at r® F

,

s — specific gravity at 60/60® F

,

t = temperature, °F,
A » U O P characterization tactor

Fig 1 1 IS a plot of the above equation for convenient

use The curves on the main plot apply directly to Mid-
Cbntinent stocks whose char^nzation factors are ap-

proximately 1 1 8 For other stocks the value read from the

mam plot is multiplied by a correction factor denied as

a funciion ofK from the small plot m die lower nght-hand

comer

those available on pure compounds, the followmg general

equaUon was proposed by Watson and Nelson

40—

(

r, = ^^(t+670n0 12K-041),

where c, = specific heat at r® F

,

s = specific gravity at 60/60° F

,

t = temperature, ° F
AT = U O P characterization factor

This equation is that proposed by Bahlke and Kay for

Mid-Continent stocks with an added correction for charac-

tenzabon factor Its results are m fair agreement with the

data of the mvestigators cited above and also with data on
pure compounds

In Fig 12 speafic heats, calculated from the above
equation for Mid-Conbnent type petroleum vapours, are

represented by the lower curves of the main group, desig-

nated accordmg to API gravities The upper curves of the

mam group, designated by gas specific graviues referred

to air as 1 0, represent the data on the parafiin gases These
curves were estimated from the available measurements
extrapolated to be consistent with the data on ‘petroleum
fractions For petroleum vapours other than Mid-Conti-
nent types of 1 1 8 characterization factor, the values read
from the chart are multiplied by a correction factor from
the small curve m the lower nght-hand comer

LMest Heat of Vaporization.

Ihe experimental data publidied on the latent heats

a[ vaporization of petroleum fractions are disoouragmgly
contradictory. It is difficult to account for file wide vaiuK
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Fia 12 Specific heats of petroleum vapours of 11 8 characterization factor For other stocks multiply by
correction from lower curve

nOLHL AVKRAaC B0ll.tN6 POINT "P

Fio 13 Latent heat of vaponzabon of petroleum fractions
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tions reported, frequently amounting to greater than 50%
differences in sunilar stocks

Because of the unsatisfactory state of the duect expen-

mental data, it is considered preferable to adopt the

best theoretical method for estimating latent heats This

IS bdieved to be the equation of Kistyakowsku [12, 1923]

descnbed by Watson and Nelson This equation accur-

ately represents all data on non-polar pure compounds and

IS said to be thermodynamically sound.

The curves of Fig 13 were plotted directly from the

Kistyakowsku equation, using the molecular weight rela-

tionships of Fig 2 Latent heats ofvaporization are related

to average boihng-points, molecular weights, and charac-

terization factors

The latent heats read from Fig 13 are considerably

higher than proposed by Cragoe [4, 1929] as representmg

the best average of the published values However, the

more recent data of Weir and Eaton are in good agreement

AH HCAT CONTCNT ATATMOafMtnC /VCSaUfKMIMUt
HtAT CenTCNTATIItHStlJIte P,aTU PtH LS.

PH-neouceo paesauM
Tft’Meoueeo TM^aHrumL.
M •MOteCULM weisHT

with Fig 13, while those of Gary, Rubin, and Ward are

still higher

Effect of Pressure on Heat Content (Jonle-Hionison
Effect).

A sunple means of correcting heat contents of gases and
vapours for the effect of pressure was proposed by Watson
and Ndson Pattee and Brown [14, 1934] more recently

studied this propertyexpenmentallyand found considerable

deviation from the Watson and Nelson predictions. How-
ever, they concluded that this method is as accurate for

petroleum mixtures as any then proposed and preferable

because of its simphaty

In a recent paper by Newton and Dodge [13, 1935]

a new method of calculatmg Joule-Diomson effects based

on activity coefficients is proposed The results of this

method appear to be in excellent agreement with expen-

mental values It IS probable that a method of this type

will prove to be a considerable improvement after oppor-

tunity IS offered for its study and adaptation

The chart ofWatson and Nelson is reproducedm Fig 14

The correcUon to be subtracted from heat content m
changing from atmosphenc to an elevated pressure is ex-

pressed as a function of reduced temperature, reduced

pressure, molecular weight, and temperature Smee these

corrections are relatively small, the results of the chart are

satisfactory for most engmeenng purposes

Total Heat Contents.

The total heat content of a petroleum fraction either

liquid or vapour at any temperature or pressure m the

range covered may be calculated from the above charts

The heat content at atmosphenc pressure and the desired

temperature is first calculated and this value corrected for

the effect of pressure by means of Fig 14

It may be assumed that the fraction is heated as a liquid

to its average boiling-point, vaporized at this temperature

and superheated as a vapour to the final temperature

The errors of this assumption are ordinanly neghgiblc

Where only partial vaporization exists, the heat contents

of the liquid and vaporized portions are best treated

separately

Total heat contents of vapours calculated in this way
are somewhat lower than those experunentally observed

by both Weir and Eaton and Gary, Rubin, and Ward for

cracked stocks However, in the case of the former m-
vestigators the contributing discrepancy lay m the specific

heat of the hquid state while m the latter it is in the latent

heat of vaporization Conversely, the specific heat of
bquid data here proposed is in good agreement with those

of Gary, Rubin, and Ward, while the latent heat data are

m good agreement with Weir and Eaton For this reason

It IS felt that addiuonal data will be required to justify

change in these relationships

For convement use it is preferable to prepare heat-

content charts applying to stocks and pressures of parti-

cular interest Such charts are readily prepared from the

above data.
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THE LABORATORY TESTING OF PETROLEUM PRODUCTS:
GASOLINE, WHITE SPIRIT, KEROSINE, AND GAS OIL

By Professor A. W. NASH, M.Sc., M.IiistP.T., and F. C HALL, Ph.D., A.M.Iiist.P.T.

Department ofOil Engineering and Honing, Umversity of Birmingham, Er^Umd

Tub puiiwse of laboratory testing can be broadly divided

into three sections—research, refinery plant control, and
the selection of a petroleum product for some speafied

purpose The methods used in routine laboratory testmg

are smiplified to the greatest degree consistent with the

accuracy required, to facilitate their convenient and rapid

execuUon The chemical nature of petroleum is so com-
plex and the number of component substances so great

that, with few exceptions, the analytical methods employed
in Its examination do not attempt to give any exact

chemical analysis of the matenal under consideration

The correct selection of a petroleum product for any
given purpose is of the greatest importance to both con-

sumer and producer The object of laboratory testmg

methods m this connexion is to facilitate this without the

necessity of actual trial of the product under consideration

This selection can be earned out by testmg to a specifica-

tion, m which the object is to produce an article substan-

tially the same in essential characteristics as one which has
already been found satisfactory For this purpose the

value of ceitam charactensUcs of the product are spea-
fied to which limits the product under examination must
conform Theoreucally it is not necessary for the specified

properties to bear any relationship to those needed for the

pmpose in question, provided that they sufiSce satisfactonly

to duplicate the product under considerabon In pracUce,

however, it is necessary to include in specificabons a num-
ber of tests which have a greater or less bearing on the

conditions to be met with in service The tendency has
been to seek a more correct interpretauon of such tests

and to eliminate those which have little significance m
favour of new or modified tests which can more correctly

express the value of a petroleum product for its proposed
utilization Under these circumstances, specification tests

become a more logical basis for the comparison and
evaluation of different products, the permissible limits can
be more satisfactonly defined, and ^e specification itself

assumes a far greater sigmficance

In the succeeding sections the methods available for

the laboratory testmg of the more important petroleum

products are summanzed, and their significance and im-

portance discussed For laboratory details ofthe procedure
mvolved in the testmg methods described, reference should

be made to the standard publications listedm the following

section, and to the ongtnal papers given in the subjoined

references The followmg select list of manuals may also

be consulted

The Examination of Petroleum Hamor and Padgett

(McGraw-Hill Book Co, New York, 1920)

Handbook of Petroleum, Asphalt, and Natural Gas.

Cross (Kansas City Testmg Laboratory, Kansas
City, 1931 )

The Tag Manual (C J Taghabue Mfg Co , Brooklyn,

NY)
Petroleum Bttfinery Engineering Nelson (McGraw-HiU
Book Co., 1936)

Hydrocarbon Oils and Saponifiable Fats and Waxes

Holde, trans Mueller (John Wiley & Sons, New
York, 1922)

Kohlenwasserstoffole und Fette, 7th ed Holde (Juhus

Springer, Berlin, 1933

)

Handbook of the Petroleum Industry, 1. Day (1922)

Motor Fuels, their Production and Technology Leshe

(Chemical Catalog Co , New York, 1923

)

The Principles ofMotor FuelPreparation and Application,

2. Nash and Howes (Chapman & Hall, London,

1935)

Lubrication and Lubricants, 2nd ed Archbutt and

Deeley (Gnffin & Co , London, 1927

)

Lubricating and Allied Oils, 2nd ed Evans (Chapman
& Hall, London, 1933 )

The Standardization of Testing Methods.

In the early history of the petroleum mdustry there

existed little standardizaUon of the testmg methods em-

ployed The natural result was that satisfactoiy com-
parison and correlation of petroleum charactensUcs, as

determined by different laboratones, was almost unpossible,

and a considerable amount of confusion was caused from

the multiplicity of tesUng methods in use This was parti-

cularly marked on account of the arbitrary nature of

many of the tests earned out, the results obtamed being

expressive of no definite physical or chemical property

of the product, but dependent on the method of operation

of the test and on the design of apparatus employed The
necessity of standardizaUon has long been recognized, but

long-established custom and an individualisUc outlook

still funder complete internaUonal standardizaUon In this

connexion a tribute must be paid to the American Society

of Testmg Materials for their pioneering work, the value

of which has been recognized by other standardization

bodies who have, in many cases, adopted the A S T M
testing methods with little or no modificaUon The
quesUon of international co-operation m the standardiza-

Uon of petroleum-testmg methods was discussed at the

World Petroleum Congress of 1933, at which a general

surv^ of the position, with particular regard to liquid

fuels, was given by Dr A E Dunstan (see Proc World

Petr Cong 1933, 2, 903-17)

The following hst shows the mstitution or association

which has undeitaken the task of issumg sUindardized

methods of testing for petroleum products in the prinapal

oil-producing and consuming countries (with the exception

of Russia) It should be borne m mind, however, that a

StandardizaUon committee has, m general, no power to

compel the adopUon of its sUmdard methods by the pro-

ducers and users of petroleum products

United States of America.

The Amencan Society for Testmg Motmab (A.ST M.)

(1315 Spruce Street, Philadel{diia, Penn). Publicatum.
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A STM Standards on Petroleum Products and UibricaHts,

rqpnnted from the Book of A STM Standards, Part II

(1936)

Great Britain.

The Institution of Petroleum Technologists OPT)
(Aldine House, Bedford Street, Strand, London, W C 2)

Pubhcation Standard Methods for Testing Petroleum and

its Products, 3rd ed , 1934

Germany.

Deutscher Vcrband fUr die Matenalprdfungen der

Technik (D V M ) (Berlin, N W 7 Dorotheenstrasse 40)

Publication Standard methods for testing lubricants

—

Prufung von Schmiermitteln—desiga^iions D V M 3651—
D V M 3661 Issued separately Specifications, Testing

Methods, and Significance ofTests for Lubricants, published

as RichtUnien fur Einkauf und Prufung von Schmermttteln,

6th ed, 1933 Standardization of tests for light spints,

kerosines, fuel oils, &c , arc under consideration

France.

Association Fran^aise de Normahsation (A F N OR)
(23, rue Notre-Dame des Victoires, Paris (I') ) Pubhca-

tion Standard methods for light spints

—

Produits Blancs—
designations A F N O R B 6-1 1—B 6-15, for lubricants

—Huileset Grasses—AFNOR B 6-21—B 6-32

Belgium.

Association Beige de Standardisation (A B S ) (Rue
Ducale, 33, Brussels) PubhcaUon Specifications and

methods of testing of lubricants

—

£chantillonage et Analyse

des hales de graissage et des graisses lubrifiantes Rapport

no 52 (Oct 1933, 1st ed)

Italy.

Commissione Tecnica Governatina degh Olii Mineral!

(Milan, Via Manna 5) Publication Norme Italiane per il

contralto degh Olii Minerali e Denvatt, combusUbih liqadi,

oln isolanti e lubnficati, Bitumi, 2nd ed , 1928 Revised

standards are under consideration (see Olii Mineral!, 13

(3), 33, (4), 49, (5), 65, (6), 84 (1933))

International.

Committee on Nomenclature and Methods of Test-

ing Petroleum Products and Lubricants, of the Interna-

tional Standards Association (ISA Techmcal Committee,

No 28)

The Sampling of Liquid Petroleum Products

The correct sampling of petroleum oils for laboratory

testing IS of the utmost importance, the most carefully

earned out series of tests is mvahdated if the laboratory

sample is not truly representative of the bulk of the

material from which the sample was taken and of which the

characteristics are reqmred Comprehensive directions for

samplmg are given in the manuals listed in the bibho-

graphy, the followmg being a brief summary of the more
important pomts It must be understood that no set of
directions, however expli^t, can take the place of judge-
ment, skill, and experience on the part of the persons

engaged on the sunphng

Samplmg should be earned out under conditions allow-

mg no contamination by ram or dust, and all sampling

apparatus, containers, and the operator’s hands, should be

scrupulously clean and dry

Sufficient quantity of the sample should be taken to

enable the required tests to be carried out in duplicate

together with any referee tests, and to admit of a ponion
being retained by the laboratory In general at least one

quart is desirable

The samples should be placed in clean contamers, of

glass or tinplate, and closed with corks or metal stoppers,

specially refined oils are placed in glass-stoppered bottles,

all glass containers being protected from the hght Each
sample must be labelled with all relevant data immediately

after taking

Sampling from Tanks, Drums, &c.

With small containers the contents may be thoroughly

mixed before sampling and a ‘mixed sample’ obtained,

otherwise samples may be taken from
the lower, middle, and upper layers of
the liquid in the tank These may be
separately investigated, or mixed in the

correct proportions to give a ‘composite
sample’ An ‘all level’ sample is taken

by allowing the sampling device to fill

while being drawn from the bottom to

the top of the liquid

In the case of semi-solid products or

wax-containing oils, the material may
be warmed till homogeneous If water

IS present a bottom sample is taken to

determine the amount of separated

water, and in this connexion the possi-

bihty of separation of alcohol blends

must be borne in mind
In the case of natural gasolines and

other volatile liquids precautio s are

necessary to avoid evaporation losses

and the immersion method of sampling

is preferable The sampling bottle is

cooled in ice before use, and the re-

sulting sample kept in ice dunng storage

and transport

The sample may be obtained by the

‘bottle’ or ‘thief’ methods, the former

is applicable to large tanks and con-

sists of a sample bottle, weighted and
corked, the cork being attached to the

suspension cord or to a separate line

The bottle is lowered to the required

depth in the oil, the cork jerked out,
i -n. r <•

and the bottle withdrawn Metal sam- sampling lTji[?d

pling thiefs are available of similar products

design, or else capable of sampling at

any distance from the bottom by an automatically con-
trolled valve (Fig 1)

A thief which may conveniently be used for smaller

tanks, &c , consists essentially of a large metal pipette of
uniform diameter and about 3 ft long The thief is filled

by immersion to the required depth and release of the

pressure at the upper end, a similar device is capable of
takmg an average sample from top to bottom of the tank
Larger samples may be withdrawn by use of a suction

bottle and long tube.
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SunpUng trtm a flowing Ofl Stream.

If the oil u flowing through a pipelme, a ‘continuous

sample* may be taken by means of a by-pass system, as

descnbed in the I P T and A S TM directions An ‘inter-

mittent sample’ may be sunilarly obtamed from a by-pass

cock m the mam hne, or else—m the case of an open

stream—by introduction of a dipper or collecting bowl

mto the flowing oil

SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY

A S T M Standards on Petroleum Products and Lubricants, 1936,

p 2S0, Designation D 270-33

1 P T Standard Methods ofTesting Petroleum and Its Products, 1934,

p 1, Serial Designation—S 1

Standard Methods for Testing Tar and its Products, 1929. p 3

German Standard Method, D V M 3631—Sampling of Lubncahng
Oils. Ac

Day, D T Handbook of the Petroleum Industry 1, 590 (1920)

GASOLINE
Progress m the design of intemal-combustion cngmes

and the introduction of new methods in gasoline manu-
facture and lefinmg necessitate the more rigid definition

of motor-fuel characteristics than formerly The terms

gasoline and petrol, although more generally applied to

hydrocarbon spirits produced from petroleum, include

low-temperature carbonization and hydrogenation spints,

coal-tar benzole, methyl and ethyl alcohols, and diverse

blends of these Other components which may be present

in relatively small proportions include stabilizing agents

(in alcohol blends), anti-knock dopes (lead tetraethyl),

gum inhibitors, and dyes

Although special testing methods may be mtroduced

for the latter components, and for alcohol and benzole

blended fuels, the evaluation of a gasoline free from
suspended water and foreign matter, as regards its engme
performance, may be satisfactorily carried out on the basis

of the distillation and knock-ratmg tests Correct inter-

pretation of the distillation test will indicate the ease of
startmg and acceleration characteristics of the fuel, and
the possibility of crankcase dilution of the lubncating oil

The power development from the fuel and its abihty to

withstand high-compression ratios may be estimated from
the distillation test and from the knock rating The latter

test provides the necessary uiformation on the suitabihty

of the chemical nature of the gasoline constituents In

the case, however, of alcohol fuels, the question of power

development, at least, is compbcated by the opposmg
factors of low calorific value and high latent heat, the

latter leadmg to improved volumetric efficiency Such fuels

have a high knock rating and are capable of withstandmg

high engme compression ratios with the minimum ten-

dency towards detonaUon and excessive production ofheat.

The vapour pressure of a gasolme is of importance in

that, for a given engine design and operating temperature,

1C governs the possible occurrence of vapour lock m the

fuel-supply Imes Although the vapour pressure may be

estimated from the distillation test, it is more conveniently

and accurately obtained by direct measurement.
The degree of refinmg of the motor fuel and its freedom

from objecuonable constituents may be determined from
the amount present of gum-foimmg components, of

deleterious sulphur compounds, and of corrosive materials.

The inclusion of speafic gravity m gasolme specifications

is of questionable value, exce^ m the case of aviaticm

gasohnes. The colour may be regarded entirely as a
marketing consideration In the case of alcohol-blended

fueb, qiecial tests are necessary for the determination

of physical stabihty. These include both a cold test and
the determination of their water tolerance A cold test

may also be applied to benzole fuels and is of particular

importance if such fuels are mtended for aircraft purposes

The specification limits adopted for the different methods

of test will naturally depend upon the purpose for which

the fuel is required Aviation gasolines demand the high-

est standards while commercial vehicles and stationary

engmes are adequately supplied by fuels of considerably

lower grade Specifications of different gasolines are dis-

cussed under the appropriate section

Knock Rating

The determination of the knock rating of gasolines is

discussed m detail by Campbell and Boyd (p 149) The
C F R Motor Method is standardized under A S TM
Designation D 357-36 t, and under I P T Serial Designa-

tionG 39 (t)

Distillation

The volatihty, as determined by distillation, is the most
important single characteristic of a gasoline to be used

as a motor fuel The standard distillation test for gaso-

Imes and light spirits is based on Engler’s method The
only fractionation is that taking place m the neck of the

flask and, of a consequence, the test does not give exact

mformation on the boiling-points of the different con-

stituents of the gasoline By careful standardization of the

apparatus and procedure, however, the method is capable

of givmg very reproducible results with simphaty and
convenience in operation The distillation figures obtamed
can then be used to evaluate the volatihty of the gasoline

m terms of service requirements

The apparatus and procedure used m the Umted States

are standardized under A S TM Designation D 86-35,

m Great Bntam under I P T Serial Designation G 3,

and m France under A F N O R B 6-11. In Germany
the Engler-Ubbelohde apparatus is used, the essential

dimensions of this and the previous forms bemg identical

by mternational agreement

The apparatus (Fig 2) comprises an Engler distillation

flask of normal design, supported on an asbestos plate with

centre hole, and surrounded by a draught shield Heat is

applied by a gas or electric burner, preferably with micro

control A metal condenser tube, surrounded by a coohng
bath, leads to a 100 ml graduated receiver. 100 ml. of the

gasolme is distilled at the rate of 4 5 ml per mm and the
volume of distillate at defimte vapour-temperature incre-

ments (or vice versa) IS recorded, together with the tempera-
ture at the first distillate (the Imtial Boilmg-pomt—13 P ),

the maximum temperature attained (End-pomt—E.P ), and
the distillation loss The temperature is usually recorded
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in degrees Centigrade in Europe, and in degrees Fahrenhat As related to engine performance, the volatility of a
m the Umted States

I

fuel may be defined as the fraction of the fuel evaporated

under equilibnum conditions at a definite temperature

and pressure for a given air-fuel ratio, and is then correctly

determined by an equilibrium air distillation From the

work of Bndgeman [13, 1928] and Brown [16, 1930]

this volatility has been effectively correlated with those

performance factors mentioned and with the ASTM
distillation curve With this new sigmficance for the dis-

tillation test, Its correlation with various factors of cngme
performance has been achieved These results have been

summarized by Blair and Alden [9, 1933], it is found that

satisfactory starting, acceleration, general performance,

and tendency towards crankcase dilution, are determmed
by the 10, 35, 60, and 90% pomts respecuvely on the

ASTM distillation curve The 10% point can also be

correlated with the Reid Vapour Pressure and Vapour-
locking tendencies of the gasoline, while Blair and Alden
further extend the utility of the curve to an approximate

estimation of the lighter hydrocarbon components of the

fuel

Fig 2 Distillation of gasoline

The following correction for the barometric pressure

may be applied in cases ofdispute

Co = 0 00012 (760-P) (273-hfc)

for Centigrade readings

C, -= 0 00012 (760-P) (460+ r,)

for Fahrenheit readings

in which Co and C, are, respectively, corrections to be
added to the observed temperature to or r„ and P is the

actual barometric pressure m millimetres of mercury
The accuracy of the distillauon is such that dupheate

determinations of the distillate at any temperature should

agree to within 2 ml , and of the I B P and E P to withm
3‘C (6"F)

In the case of Natural Gasolines the high volatihty

necessitates a slightly modified procedure, as detailed

The chart shown in Fig 3, upon which the ASTM
distillation curve may be plotted, has been developed by
Brown [18, 1931] The axes from left to right, except the

fiAh, indicate the atmospheric temperatures above which
the gasoline under consideration provides the followmg
features of performance

(1) Possible starting (8%)
(2) Easy starting (10%)
(3) Quick wamung-up characteristics (35%)
(4) Good acceleration, without choke, steady dnving

(60%)
The fifth axis is provided with two scales The scale on

the left side indicates the atmosphenc temperature at or
above which crankcase dilution will only expenenced
when the choke is used The scale on the right side is an
mdex of the atmospheric temperature above which there

will be loss of power as a result of too rapid vaporization

under ASTM Designation D
216-32andlPT Senal DesignaUon
G 3a, to avoid imdue loss

The results of the distillation test,

as a measure of the volatility of the

gasolme, may be conveniently ex-

pressed by the A S T M distillation

curve, m which the vapour tempera-

ture m °F IS plotted as ordinate

against the percentage of spint dis-

tilled off

Significance.

The general volatility require-

ments of a gasoline are three m
number it should contam sufiScient

light ends to permit easy starting

without causmg vaporization m the

fuel-supply Ime (vapour-lock) or

undue evaporation loss, it should

not contam anyappreciable quantity
of ‘heavy ends’ to escape efiBcient

vaporization, causing incorrect dis-

tribution and crankcase dilution,

the general volatility should lead to

good aoceleiation and warming-up
with satisfactory power develop- VOLUME PER CENT EVAPORATED

ReUuonihip between volatility and performance of gasobne (Brown)
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of the Aiel. The distiUaUon curve shown represents a

typical USA gasoline for the year 1930

The IBP and £P temperatures have no essential

significance and, their reproducible determination being

a matter ofsome difficulty, they are now frequently omitted

m specifications

VolatiUty Index.

Attempts have been made to express the overall volatihty

characteristics of a gasoline by a simple numerical value

The Ostwald Volatility Index [80, 1926] is obtained by
addition of the 5%, 15%—95% distillation temperatures

and division by 10, but its utility has been questioned

Oberfell and Alden [72, 1933] find that the 35% and 60%
temperatures are closely related to the 50% temperature

for the majority of gasolines, and suggest that the Volatility

Index should be expressed as the difference between 284' F
and the 50% temperature on the A STM distillation

curve These volatility indices have, in general, little

significance when applied to alcohol and benzene-blended

fuels

Precise Distillation Analysis.

The standard Engler apparatus is unsuitable for the more
precise distillation analysis of light hydrocarbon spirits, on
account of the inefficient separation of the vapour com-
ponents In addition the distillation temperature recorded
IS mcorrect The temperature may be more accurately

obtained by conecUon for exposed thermometer thread

and by reducing radiaUon loss from the bulb, or alterna-

tively by the use of a thermo-couple or platmum resistance

thermometer [75, 1924]

For more effecuve separation of the vapour components,
the mtroduction of an efficient fractionating column is

essential (see Young [105, 1922], Leslie [56, 1923], Hill

and Ferris [46, 1927]) Latterly, the introduction of ex-

tremely efficient ‘true boiling-point’ columns m connexion
with the evaluation of crude oils has rendered possible

the very exact distillation analysis of light hydrocarbon
mixtures Such columns possess very efficient packmg
material, are of adequate dimensions, and are run under
adiabatic conditions with careful control of the reflux

Reference may be made, in this connexion, to the columns
used by Beiswenger and Child [7, 1930], Peters and Baker
[81, 1926], and Podbielniak [82, 1931, 1933] The efficiency

of packing materials for small laboratory columns has
been discussed by Fenskc, Quigglc, and Tongberg [37,

1932, 38, 1934]

Vapour Pressure

The vapour pressure of a complex hydrocarbon mixture,

such as gasoline, depends chiefly on the presence of the

lighter components, propane, butanes, &c These confer
easy-surting charactenstics on the fuel and possess high
anti-knock rating, but by reason of their high-vapour
pressure tend to cause vapour lock in the fuel-supply

system The vapour pressure of natural gasolines is then
of considerable importance from the point of view of their

Mending with heavier spirits to meet seasonal marketing
requirements In addition the design of storage and trans-

port equipment is obviously dependent to a high degree on
the vapour pressure exerted by the gasoline, which may
be as high as 50 or 60 lb m the case of unstabilized natu-
ral gasolines (For correlation of Vapour Pressure with

storage-tank losses, see Lewis and Coleman [57, 1931])

From the complex constitution of gasohne, precise

vapour-pressure measurement necessitates a method m
which the composition of the liquid phase is not appre-

ciably altered by formation of the vapour, in addition to

elimination of the effect of dissolved gases and water

For mdustrial purposes, simplicity and a fan degree of

reproducibility have led to the standardization of the Reid

Vapour Pressure Bomb in which the total pressure, in-

clusive of dissolved gases and saturated water vapour, is

measured Since the ratio of vapour to liquid in this

method is considerable, and varies with different gasolines

of differing vapour pressure, the results obtained are quite

arbitrary

The Reid Vapour Pressure of a gaso-

line IS the vapour pressure in pounds

per square inch exerted at 100° F by

the gasoline in the Reid bomb of

approved design The apparatus and
procedure have been tentatively stan-

dardized under A S T M Designation

D 417-35 T, and I P T Serial Designa-

tion G 37, a modified procedure for

natural gasolines being retained under

ASTM DesignationD 323-32T The
apparatus (Fig 4) consists essentially

of two interconnected cylmdrical metal

chambers, the lower one containing

gasoline and the upper one gasoline

vapour and air, the pressure of which

IS recorded by a gauge Alternative

designs permit filling either by immer-

sion or from a pipeline The bomb is

immersed in a suitable bath at 100° F
and the final observed pressure, after

correction for the increase in pressure

ofthe air and water vapour in the bomb
at the temperature of measurement, is

reported as the Reid Vapour Pressure

of the gasoline The results (ASTM)
Fk. 4 Reid vapour-

***0“^^^ duplicate to within 0 25 lb for

pressure bomb gasolines having vapour pressures under

12 lb , and to within 0 5 lb for other

products [36, 1932] Commercial gasolmes normally have

vapour pressures varying from 6 to about 12 lb , but con-

siderably higher values are shown by natural gasolines

Correct sampling and transference of the gasoline samples

IS of particular importance, a detailed procedure bemg
descnbed under A S T M Designation D 417-35 t

Vapour-pressure bombs have been designed m which

the ratio of vapour volume to liquid is extremely small,

enabling results of greater accuracy to be obtamed [40,

1928-9] For the more precise laboratory determination

of the vapour pressure of gasolines, reference may be

made to the work of Tizard and Marshall [98, 1922],

Cadman [18, 1924], Aldrich, Bndgeman, and White [3,

1929], and Brown [16, 1930] The relationship between
vapour pressure and temperature, and the effect of the

relative volumes of gasoline and vapour present, are dis-

cussed by these invesUgators

CiHTelatfoii of Reid Vaponr Preuure with the Distilla-

tion Curve uad with Vapour Lock.

Bndgeman and Aldnch have shown that the true (gas-

free) vapour pressure of a fuel can be correlated with the

10% pomt on the A S T M distillation curve together

with the slope of the curve at that point, white Bhur and
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Alden [9, 1933] and Trumble and Richardson [99o, 1935]

have evolved charts by which the Reid vapour pressure can
be estimated from the distillation curve with an accuracy

of about 0 5 lb

The relation between vapour pressure and vapour lock

is dependent on the design of the fuel-supply system and
on the atmospheric temperature, which together determine

the maximum temperature reached by the fuel stream

The temperature at which vapour lock appears is approxi-

mately that at which the vapour pressure of the fuel equals

the external pressure exerted upon the fuel stream, which

in turn is dependent upon the design of the fuel-supply

system Accordmg to Brown [16, 1930] this temperature

(/”) IS related to the vapour pressure by the equation

= 263 4- 140 log (Reid VP of dry fuel at 100'’ F )

Specific Gravity

The specific gravity of a gasoline may be expressed in the

standard units, usually at the temperature 60° F /60° F
In the United States the A P I scale (Baum6 with 141 S

modulus) IS used almost universally m the industry The
relation^p between these units is given by the equation

Gravity in degrees API- (141 5/sp gr 60°/60° F)-I3I 5

conversion tables being published by the U S Bureau of

Mines
The determination of specific gravity in the case of

light spirits is dealt with elsewhere Standard methods

for this are detailed underA ST.M Designation D 287-36

and I P T Serial Designation G 1

The specific gravity of a gasoline or oil is of unportance

commercially m the case of transportation and delivery,

particularly since these products are dealt with on both

a weight and volume basis Tables for the interconversion

of weight, volume, and gravity relationships arc given

elsewhere

The inclusion of specific gravity in gasoline specifica-

tions, other than for aviation fuels, is to be deprecated,

for Its relauon to service characteristics is negligible In

the case of aviation gasolines the weight of fuel carried

IS of unportance Consequently a fuel of low specific

gravity, havmg a higher calorific value for a given weight,

IS to be preferred, other things being equal, to one of
higher gravity For straight-run spirits of the same type

or of common origin, the gravity is some measure of

the volatility, while for straight-run spirits of equivalent

volatility the gravity is some indication of the paraffinic

or naphthenic nature of the spirit The speafic gravity of

a gasoline can thus be used, in conjunction with other

factors, in the hydrocarbon analysis of the spirit In the

case of the cracked and blended gasolines now marketed,

the gravity is of no direct significance As a guide m

refinery technique and m the control of refinery processes

(particularly distillation), specific gravity determination is

of the greatest importance, bemg rapidly earned out and
givmg valuable information on the characteristics of the

product

Colour

The colour of a gasoline is no satisfactory mdication
of Its degree of refimng, nor has it any relation to the

gummmg tendency of the spint or its suitability as a fuel

The present tendency is to omit
colour in gasohne specifications It

IS still, however, a factor in market-
ing, although research has shown
that the treatment frequently

necessary to secure a water-white

colour IS both detrimental to the

knock-rating of the fuel and un-
economic At the present time the

common practice is to market
coloured gasolines or else to

counteract any residual colour by
addition of blue dye The question

of the colour stability of gasolines

has been discussed by Morrell,

Benedict, and Egloff [66a, 1936]

The colour of a gasoline (free

from dye) is expressed m arbitrary

units, related to the colour of a
standard solution such as potassium

dichromate or iodine

In Great Britain the colour of
petroleum distillates is determined

with the Lovibond Tintometer, de-

senbed under I P T Serial Designa-

tion K 2 In this instrument the

colour of an 18-in column of the

spirit IS matched by standard

coloured glasses, four of which are

supplied Water-whited 0), Super-

fine-white (20), Prime-white (3 0),

and Standard-white (4 0) together

with intermediate glasses The gaso-

line IS contained in a horizontal trough adjacent to a
holder for the coloured glass slides These are viewed
through a simple eye-piece, illumuiation being provided by
a daylight lamp and screen An improved form of this

instrument, known as the Bntish Drug Houses pattern,

has recently been introduced

In the United States the Saybolt Chromometer (Fig 5),

desenbed under A STM Designation D 1 56-34 t, is

umversally employed The depth of a column of the

L

1

n

i s C
=

1 1

Flo 5 Sdyboll
chromometer

Companson ofColour Reading

Sundard White

Pnme White

1?T
number

Lovibond Cohnir

Xed+ yellow
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1 12

-1-1 to -4 IS
{

4 16 to +20 [

Depth of otl layer

equivalent to 404 6 mm
of acidified 0-00093%

K,Cr|0, solution

849
loss
1404

4046
S68 4
957 9
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gasobne u vaned till tts colour matches that of one-half,

one, or two standard coloured glasses, the colour of the

spirit IS then expressed as Saybolt colour by reference to

a conversion table The spirit and coloured glasses are

contamed in adjacent vertical glass tubes, illuminated by
a daylight lamp and viewed through a prismatic eyepiece,

enabhng the field of view to be divided equally and sharply

between the colour standard and the spirit under examina-

Uon The Stammer Colorimeter (Holde, p 232) resembles

the Saybolt instrument and has been used m Germany
and m America

Tables for the interconversion of the colour readings

of these different mstruments and for their companson
with standard dichromate solution have been given by
Day [23, 1922], Cross [22, 1931], and Holde [49, 1933]

The preceding table has been adapted from that of Holde

Determination of Gum
‘Preformed’, ‘Actual’, or ‘Existent’ Gum refers to that

non-volatile constituent of certain gasolines which is

deposited as a gummy residue on evaporaUon of the spirit

It may be prevalent m cracked spirits (especially vapour-

phase cracked) and can be deposited on standmg at room
temperature ‘Potential Gum’ refers to that gum, not

already present in the gasolme, which is produced on
storage of the spirit Whereas fuels contaming ‘actual

gum’ tend to deposit this m the induction system of an
engme, causing trouble through sucking valves, ‘potential

gum’, as such, has no effect on the engme and is of sigmfi-

cance only when the gasolme is to be m storage

Detenninatioii of Preformed Gum. The essential feature

of these methods is the evaporation of a definite volume
of gasolme and determmaUon of the residue formed, the

results being expressed as milligrams of gum per 100 ml
of gasolme

The copper-dish test (U S Bur Mines Tech Paper

323 B Method S30 1), m which the spirit is evaporated

down m a copper dish over a steam bath, has been widely

employed Ibe method is now m disfavour due to general

lack of reproducibility and correlation with engme per-

formance, and to interference by the presence of corrosive

sulphur (see, however, Murphy and Wirth [70, 1933])

Catalytic action by the copper results m the esUmaUon of

potential as well as actual gum, the figure bemg consider-

ably higher than in other methods A gum content of
25 mgm appears to be the maximum to be tolerated m
commercial gasolines when detemuned by this method

Glass-dish methods, in which the effect of the copper is

eliminated by the use of glass, porcelain, or silica dishes,

yield more satisfactory results (see Smith and Cooke [92,

1922], Wagner and Hyman [100, 1929], Cooke [21, 1925],

Story, Provme, and Bennett [93, 1929], Auld [5, 1929])

All such methods, however, require a considerable time

to evaporate the spint completely, the time is dependent
upon the volatility of the spint and introduces a distinctly

variable factor To reduce this, and to simulate more
closely the condiUonsm an engme, accelerated evaporation

tests have been mtroduced m which the gasolme is evapo-

rated m a stream of air A considerable reduction m
time with negligible oxidation and polymerization of the

potential gum is obtamed (see Hunn, Fischer, and Black-

wood [52, 1930], Littlejohii, Thomas, and Thompson [58,

19301 Bndgeman and Aldnch [14, 1931]

A sub-committee of the American Soaety for Testmg
Materials [86, 1932] has descnbed two air-jet methods, low
temperature (100° C ), and high temperature (190° C i for

further mvestigation A modification of the higfa-tempera*

ture method (at 155° C) has now been mtroduced as a
standard under A STM DesignationD 381-34 T 50 ml,

of gasoline, contamed m a 100-ml Berzelius type glass

beaker, is evaporated off at a temperature of 155° C under

an airjet of 1 litre per sec Upon completion ofevaporation

(8-14 mm ) the beaker is left m place for a further 15 mm
and, after coolmg, the residue is weighed

The Institution of Petroleum Technologists has re-

cently introduced a standard method (tentative) for pre-

formed gum, based on the A STM low-temperature

method, which is stated to have an accuracy of 10% for

duplicate determinations In this method, under IPT
Serial Designation G 25 (t), 25 ml or 50 ml of the

gasolme is evaporated m a 6 cm or 9 cm glass dish over

a steam bath, a jet of air impmgmg on the surface of the

gasolme, the residue is finally heated at 150° C for 1 hr

before weighing (see also Froc World Petr Cong

,

1933,

2,94)
In the standard French Method (A F N O R B 6-13)

the gasolme samples (100 ml) are evaporated m glass

dishes over a steam bath The bath is covered by a large

Belt Glass through apertures m which a continuous stream

of air IS drawn, so that the evaporation conditions for each

sample are identical, the residue of gum is finally heated

for 16-20 hr at 160° C
It should be observed that a rigidly standardized

technique m samphng and m manipulation is essential

for obtaining satisfactory results m determination of
‘actual gum’
Comparable figures for gum determination by different

methods are given m many of the jiajjers quoted (see,

particularly, Mulhgan, Lovell, and Boyd [69, 1932]), and
a considerable amount of work has brnn earned out on
the correlation of these with engme deposits ofgum Such
deposits are invariably much lower than the calculated

values from any of these methods, a considerable propor-

tion ofthe gum bemg earned mto the combustion chamber
and burnt [53, 1930, 63, 1932] It appears m general that

the maximum gum tolerance m a gasolme is of the order

of 10-15 mgm when determmed by the more recent air-jet

methods (for further information see Proc World Petr

Cong, 1933, 2, ‘Determination of Gum m Gasobne’)
Detaminatioa of Potential Gum—Gum Stability Tests.

With the exception of the copper-dish test, the methods
descnbed previously give no mdication of the potential

gum, 1 e the gum which would be formed durmg storage

of the gasolme This may be determmed by the use of
accelerated oxidaUon tests m which the gasolme is sub-

mitted to oxidation under elevated temperature and
oxygen pressure, the progress of oxidation bemg followed

either by the oxygen absorption or the formation of actual

gum, or both It is found that the ‘mduction penod’
elapsmg between commencement of the test and d» first

rapid absorption of oxygen—the so-called ‘break-down’
tune—can be related to that under normal storage condi-
tions, and IS thus some mdication of the maximum penod
of storage possible with neghgible gum formation (see

Hunn, Fischer, and Blackwood [53. 1930], Ramsay [83,

1932], Ramsay and Davis [84, 1933], Aldnch and Robie
[4. 1932], Hiomas [95, 1933])

The procedure adopted by the U S Army and Navy and
hy the Ethyl Gasobne Coiporation has been described
by Zublm [106, 1931] The apparatus resembles that

developed by Ramsay [83, 1932], which comprises a stain-

less-steel bomb, fitted with a pressure records. The gaso-
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line sample (100 ml ) is contained m an 8-oz sample bottle

and the test IS usually run at a temperature of 212° F
with an initial oxygen pressure of 100 lb per sq in The
development of a standard gum-stability test on these lines

IS under mvestigation by a sub-committee of the American
Society for Testing Materials [87, 1934]

The use of such severe oxidation condiUons has been

criticized A method developed at the laboratories of the

Anglo-Iranian Oil Company [95, 1933] utilizes an mitial

oxygen pressure of only 10 lb with determination of the

increasem preformedgum The bombused is an adaptation

of the ordinary Mahler-Cook calorimeter bomb The pro-

cedure tentatively adopted at the British Air Ministry

Laboratories [62, 1933] involves incubation of the gaso-

Ime at 35° C for 20 hr under atmospheric pressure, with

determmation of the increasem preformed gum A similar

method has been tentatively standardized under IPT
Serial Designation G 25 a (r) 50 ml of the gasoline is

maintamed at 200° C for 2 hr in a sealed 500 ml flask and

the increase in existent gum determined Work is being

earned out on the correlation of this test with the results

of storage In the case of motor benzoles, the gum
stability is determined by subjection to a mild ageing test,

with passage of oxygen throu^ the spirit under reflux, and
estimation of the mercase in gum content (Hoffert and
Claxton [48, 1928-9, 1933], Haim [44, 1932D
The correlation of accelerated gum-stability tests with

the actual stability of the gasoline in storage is in a very

debatable position The simplest procedure, which has

been widely adopted, is to retoe the product to the same
gum-stability figure as that of a gasoline known to be

satisfactory in storage A considerable amount of further

research is necessary, however, to clarify the position

[103, 1933, 87, 1934]

Sulphur and Sulphur Compounds

Sulphur may be present in a gasoline in the free state,

as hydrogen sulphide, or as organic compounds of varying

stability Free sulphur is extremely corrosive (particularly

with copper and its alloys) and should not be present m
greater amount than 0 5-1 0 mgm per 100 ml of fuel

[47, 1925, 42, 1931] Hydrogen sulphide is corrosive but,

from its pronounced odour, is never present m a refined

gasoline, mercaptans, which are extremely corrosive, are

usually absent for the same reason Sulphoxides and poly-

sulphides have some slight corrosive action, but thiophene,

carbon-disulphide, and the alkyl sulphides have practically

none (For the acUon of corrosive sulphur compounds on
metals, see Birch and Noms [8, 1929], Hoffert [47, 1925],

Schmidt [90, 1927], Wood, Sheeley, and Trusty [104, 1925D
A gasoline of high non-corrosive sulphur content may

yet cause severe crankcase and beanng corrosion under

conditions such that condensation and accumulation of
water m the crankcase can occur, when corrosive sulphur

aads from the combustion of the fuel may be formed
The total sulphur content of a gasoLne is for this reason

usually kept below 0 1 to 0 15%, although this maximum
may be mcreased considerably under favourable condiUons

(Cf Diggs [26, 1928])

Total Suiiphur. The detection of sulphur, paiticularly m
heavier products, may be earned out by the well-known
sodium fusion test (see Gatterman Practical Organic

Oiemistiy). According to Lane and Devine [55, 1927] the

method is sensitive to 0 02% sulphur if detection of the

lesidtant sulphide is effected by lead acetate paperm place

of sodium mtro-prusside.

The available methods for the estunation of total

sulphur m light distillates mvolve combustion of the oil

and subsequent determination of the sulphur oxides pro-

duced, the Carius method being too tedious for normal

use The oxygen bomb method is very little used for

gasolines, the apparatus bemg expensive and the satis-

factory combusuon of the spirit necessitating careful

technique The most widely u^ methods are modifica-

tions of the sulphur lamp Essentially a definite amount of

the gasoline is burnt m a small lamp and the products of

combustion drawn through an alkalme washmg tower

The sulphur acids produced may be estimated volumetri-

cally, or gravimetncally as banum sulphate, the volumetnc

method, from its convenience, is used almost exclusively

in routine and plant-control work

In the method standardized under A S TM Designation

D 90-34 T (Fig 6), which has been adopted (with modi-
fication) under I.P T Senal Designation G 4 to replace

the former gravimetric method, approximately 3 gr of

gasoline are burnt and the products of combustion drawn
through a U-tube absorber containing sodium carbonate

solution (3 306 gm per htre) The residual alkali is

utrated with hydrochloric acid and the equivalent sulphur

content of the sample calculated

Several modifications to this apparatus have been
devised (see Analytical Edition of the Journal of Industrial

and Engineering Chemistry) The most widelyu^ of these

IS that due to Edgar and Calingaert [27, 1930, 1934] which

offers several advantages over the original apparatus The
, air supply to the lamp is drawn through a punfymg tower

to avoid the necessity for a blank determination (as

incorporated m the Richardson Lamp, IPT Handbook,
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1929 ed
, p. 16). The lamp incorporates a flame^djustment

device and a calibrated-burette reservoir, for volumetric

measurement ofthe spirit burnt, which may be kept cooled

m the case of very volatile samples In addition the

efiiciency of absorption is improved and the titration

facilitate by a sintered glass-absorption bubbler Die
sensiUvity of the titration end-point is further improved

a composite methyl orange-mdigo carmine indicator

mtroduced at the U S Bureau of Mines by Espach and
Blade [32, 1931] The Esling Lamp has also been used to

some extent m Great Britain In Germany and on the

Continent modifications of the Engler-Heusler lamp are

widely used (Holde [49, 1933], p 105)

For highly aromatic spirits (eg benzoles) dilution of
the fuel with alcohol or white spirit of known sulphur

content may be necessary to avoid smoking The standard

method for motor benzoles is descnbed under S M T T P
SenalNo LB 11

The lamp method is satisfactory for the determination

of sulphur in light distillates provided the sulphur content

is not very high There is some tendency, however, for

low results to be obtained with mercaptans and particularly

with carbon disulphide (see Espach and Blade [32, 1931],

Waterman and van Tussenbrock [101, 1927-9])

The combustion-tube method, involving catalytic oxida-

tion of the vaporized gasoline in a stream of air, has been
developed by Grote [43. 1933] and others, and has been
adopted in the French standard method underA F N O R
B 6-14 (cf B 6-28) The spirit is vaporized by bubblmg
air through it and the resultant air-gasolme mixture passed

through a heated quartz tube The sulphur acids formed

are estimated by titration

Free, Corrosive, or Elemental Sulphur.

Detection and Corroshm Tests. Free sulphur is detected

and estimated by its corrosive action on metals, the use

of copper will also show the presence of mercaptans and
hydrogen sulphide

The copper-stnp test is standardized under A S T M
Designation D 130-30, and under A F N O R B 6-14

(111 a) a clean copper strip is immersed in the gasoline

at50°C for 3 hrs , any resulting discoloration of the copper
indicating corrosive sulphur The use of a higher tempera-

ture renders the test more sensitive to other sulphur com-
pounds [42, 1931] The well-known copper-dish test

(U S Bur Mines Tech Paper 323 b, 1927, p 96) in which
the spirit IS heated in a hemispherical copper dish, is pre-

ferred by some to the copper-stnp test (cf MeVitty [65,

1930])

The most sensitive method for the detection ofelemental
sulphur IS to shake the gasoline with mercury, formation

of a black him or precipitate indicating the presence of free

sulphur The sensitivity of this test has been stated to be
of the order of 0 0005% {IPT Handbook, 1929, p 18.

see Rue [88. 1928D According to Kiemstedt [54, 1932]

organic peroxides are capable of causing blackening of
the mercuiy in this test

Estimation. Free sulphur may be estimated by the

mercurymethod (Ormandyand Craven [73. 1 923]), formerly

adopted under 1 P T Senal Designation G 46-1929 The
black precipitate is filtered off, decomposed in aqua regia,

and the su^hur precipitated as banum sulphate In the

standard method for benzoles (SMTTP Senal No
LJB 12) Uie sulphide is estimated vdumetncally (rf.

Kjemstodt [54, 1932])

The presmt method, standardized under IPT Senal

Designation G 4 6, is based on that mtroduced by Gamer
and Evans [42, 1931] 100 ml of the spint is refluxed for

1 hr with 0 5 gr of ‘copper-bronze’ powder The residue

is filtered off, washed, dissolved m bromine water, and the

sulphur estimated gravimetrically as barium sulphate The
results, corrected for the blank determination, are ex-

pressed as milhgrams of corrosive sulphur per 100 ml of

sample A similar method has been adopted in France

(A F N O R B 6-14-1 1 1 B ) A volumetric method based

on the ‘Doctor’ test is given by Wirth and Strong [103a,

1936]

Mercaptans.

Mercaptans (and hydrogen sulphide) are detected by

the well-known ‘Doctor* test m which the spint is shaken

with sodium plumbite solution, made by dissolving

litharge in caustic soda A small quantity of flowers of

sulphur IS added and the mixture shaken again If the

sample, or sulphur film, is discoloured it is reported as

‘sour’, if not, it is reported as ‘sweet’ The methods

detailed by the Natural Gasoline Association of America

and the U S Bureau of Mines (U S Bur Mines Tech

Paper 323 b, 1927, p 96), have been compared by Boyd

[12. 1933] who found the sensitivity to be of the order of

0 0002% sulphur as mercaptans A similar method is

standardized under IPT Serial Designation G 33 (For

theoretical consideration of the reaction see Wendt and

Diggs [102, 1924])

The estimation of mercaptans is of importance only

for research and investigational work, and no standardized

procedure has been adopted Wendt and Diggs [102,

1924] utilize the Doctor reagent, estimating the lead sul-

phide produced, Borgstrom and Reid [11, 1929] adopt

a volumetnc method with silver nitrate, while Bond [10,

1933] has recently described a very simple procedure in-

volving direct titration with copper oleate solution (see

also papers by Faragher, Morrell, and Monroe [35, 1927],

Sampey and Rcid [89, 1932], and Schulze and Chaney

[91, 1933])

An interesting method for the general examination of

the sulphur compounds in light distillates has been used

by Faragher, Morrell, and Monroe [35, 1927], hydrogen

sulphide IS precipitated with acidified cadmium chlonde

solution, elementary sulphur is removed by shaking with

mercury, mercaptans with alcoholic sodium plumbite,

disulphides by reduction to mercaptans (and estimation

as such), and sulphides with mercurous mtrate Any
residual sulphur is assumed to be thiophene, the A S T M
lamp method being used to determine the sulphur removed

m the latter stages

Carbon disulphide and thiophene may be present m
benzole blends The former is usually estimated with

alcoholic potassium hydroxide, and thiophene by use of

Demges reagent (mercunc sulphate), but these reagents

are of little utility in the presence of unsaturateds

Addity

The presence of free aad m a gasoline is very rardy

encountered, and is an obvious mdication of inefficient

lefimng The acidity may be titrated directly with standard

dkah m alcoholic solution. Spint soluble sulphur com-
pounds, produced durmg acid r^mng and incompletdy
removed, may decompose upon heatuag with formation

of and products, and it is occasionally qiecified that

the residue after distillation shall be neu^, the aqueous
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extract bemg titrated with methyl orange (A STM
Designation 235-34 t)

Water

The solubility [2, 1931] of water in light petroleum
hydrocarbons is very low (of the order of 0 005%) but is

greater in benzene (approximately 0 06%) and may be
of a high order in alcohol blends The presence of sus-
pended or dissolved water m a gasoline may cause trouble
by accumulation in and blockage of the fuel-supply system,
particularly when low temperatures are encountered, and
may lead to tank corrosion Appreciable water in alcohol
blends will proportionately lower the water stability of
the fuel

The estimation of water m gasolines is usually carried

out by a chemical method (see, however, Chfford [20,

1921-2, 1929]) Aldrich [2, 1931] has used a very accurate
method involvmg measurement of the hydrogen evolved
with sodium-potassium alloy, but this is too tedious and
requires a too elaborate tecluiique for general adoption
Dietrich and Conrad [25, 1931] utilize the reaction with
magnesium nitride, estimating the ammonia evolved, and
hnd the method applicable to blends of methyl and ethyl

alcohol A more rapid method, claimed to be suitable for
routine work, is that of Broche and Scheer [15, 1933] m
which the volume of hydrogen liberated by the fuel from
magnesium hydride is measured

Stability of Alcohol Blends

Alcohol blends, under conditions of low temperature,
or in the presence of water, may separate into two layers
(alcohol and hydrocarbon) Such segregation in storage,

or during use, is most undesirable and the behaviour of an
alcohol blended fuel towards these two facton is of
importance

The ‘cloud pomt’ is determined by coohng a sample
of the fuel in a suitable apparatus (the I P T aniline-pomt
apparatus is suitable, I P T Serial DesignaUon F O 23),

and observing the temperature at which turbidity first

appears

The water tolerance of the fuel may be determined by
the method standardized in France under A F N O R
B 6-15 Water is slowly added to 100 ml of the spmt,
maintamed at O'” C , until a permanent turbidity is pro-
duced The amount of water (m ml ) added is termed the
‘Stability at 0“ C ’ of the fuel

The method of Ormandy, Pond, and Davies [79, 1934]
involves the use of two graduated vessels m which 50 ml
and 500 ml respectively, of the fuel are shaken with 2 5 ml
of water From the volume of aqueous alcohol separated
m the two cases, the percentage of alcohol present in the
blend and the water tolerance in ml per gallon are ob-
tamed by the use of tables provided

Cold Test

The freezing-point of a light petroleum spirit normally
hes below —100® C , but the presence of benzene (with
a freezing-pomt of 5 4° C ) may raise this considerably
For aviation gasohnes, exposed to low temperatures at
high altitudes, some form of cold test is usually specified,

unless aromatic hydrocarbons are expressly excluded
Two methods have been put forward as Tentative

Standards under I PT Serial Designation G 11 (t) In
the first method, S ml of the sample, contained m a test

tube fitted with the ‘LPT Cold Test ’ thermometer (toluene

filled) and a sbmng device, is cooled by gradual immersion
in a suitable refrigerant If no crystals of solid hydro-
carbons are present when the temperature has fallen to
—50“ C , the cold test is reported as below —50“ C If

crystals are present the tube is removed from the cooling

bath and allowed to warm up The temperature at which
the last parbcles disappear is recorded as the cold test of
the sample The alternative method utihzes a more
elaborate apparatus, provided with inlet and exit tubes

for dry air, and a delivery funnel for mtroduction of the

sample

In the determinauon of the cold test it is of importance
that the sample should be dry m order to obviate any
obscuring of the freezing-point by deposition of ice

crystals

Estamation of Lead Tetraethyl in Gasolines

The presence of lead compounds m a gasolme may be
detected by addition of bromme m carbon tetrachlondc

soluUon Any precipitate is filtered off, washed with
petroleum ether, dissolved in nitric acid and the solution

tested for lead with the usual qualitative tests

Lead tetraethyl may be decomposed by many reagents

and the lead estimated by the normal methods The pro-

cedure developed at the Ethyl Gasolme Corporation
laboratones, described by Edgar and Calmgaert [28, 1924,

1929], has been adopted, with some modification, as the
standard method under I P T Serial Designation O 38
100 ml of the gasolme is treated with 30“/o bromme solu-

tion in carbon tetrachlonde, the precipitate dissolved m
mtnc acid, and the lead estimated by preapitation as
the chromate A volumetnc estimation with ammomum
molybdate is also described by the previous authors. For
gasolines containing a large proportion of unsaturated

compounds, the method due to Baldeschwieler [6, 1932]
has been claimed to be more suitable, the lead tetraethyl

being decomposed with nitric acid The use of X-ray
absorption and ultra-violet spectroscopy for this estimation

have been proposed by Abom and Brown [1, 1929], and
by Qark and Smith [19, 1929]

Chemical Analysis

A considerable amount of work has been carried out
on the determination of the constituent classes of hydro-
carbons IS gasoline and light spints generally Primarily
this has been m connexion with the evaluation of gasolmes
from the pomt of view of their anti-knock value and, m
spite of the immense amount of research mvolved, it

cannot be said that the analysis of a gasolme, as at present
possible, IS any reliable mdication of its detonation charac-
tenstics For this purpose the knock-testmg enginf. u of
far greater utihty and will give all the information required
The analytical methods available for gasolme are of un-
portance, at the present time, for mvestigational and re-

search purposes only The present views on the detonation
characteristics ofhydrocarbons are discussed elsewhere

Gasolines comprise a very large number of hydro-
carbons of different classes, and may, m addition, contain

benzole, alcohols, blendmg agents, anU-knock dopes, and
gummhibitors The presmee of unsaturated hydrocarbons
from cracked distillates increases the analytical difficulties

to a marked degree

When alcohols are present, a pidimmaiy separation into

water-soluble and insoluble portions is necessary An
approximate value for the alcohol content may be obtamed
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by the addition of a measured volume of water, m excess

that required to effect separation of the spint into two
layers. The volume of the lower aqueous layer, less die

volume ofwater added, represents the approximate amount
of alcohol present According to Holde's procedure [49,

1933], the spirit is washed with a calcium chloride solution

and the aqueous layer exammed for alcohols by fractional

distillation When ethyl, or methyl, alcohol alone is known
to be present, determination of the refractive index or the

density of the distillate forms a convenient means of

estimauon (Mortimer and Giese [68, 1933])

The water-insoluble portion is examined for hydro-

carbons With the occasional exception of benzene and
Its homologues, no attempt is made to determine individual

hydrocarbons, but merely to estimate the relative propor-

tions of the different hydrocarbon classes usually present,

these arc in decreasing order of reactivity olefines (un-

saturateds), aromatics, naphthenes, and paraffins Cracked
spirits possess a high proporuon of unsaturateds The
general procedure is to estimate these hydrocarbons in the

order of their reactivity, since this varies widely for

mdividual members of a given senes, and smce in addition

a hydrocarbon may combine m itself the characteristics

of more than one of these classes, the analytical methods
are of limited accuracy and the results of value chiefly for

companson purposes only

For comprehensive accounts of the methods available,

reference should be made to papers by Howes and others

[50. 1930. 71. 1935, 34, 1930]

Olefines (Unsaturateds).

Absorption in Sulphunc Add The determination of
unsaturateds by absorption in sulphuric acid has been
widely used, a common procedure being to shake the spirit

with twice Its volume of acid, allow to separate, and then

assume the dimmution in spirit volume to equal the content

of unsaturateds (Dean and Hill [24, 1927]) The strength

of acid IS extremely important, absorption being incom-
plete below 80%, aromatics being attacked above 83%,
and saturated hydrocarbons above 100% acid strength

To remove hi^-boiling spint-soluble polymers it is

necessary to distil the treated spirit to its original end-

point before calculating loss to acid (Faragher, Morrell,

and Levine [34, 1930], Egloff and Morrell [30, 1926],

Ormandy and Craven [76, 1925], Lomax and Pemberton
[59, 1926]

In general, the estimation of unsaturateds with sulphuric

acid IS, in the presence of aromatics, of comparative value

only, but in their absence is capable of yielding results of
fair accuracy

Iodine and Bromine Values. Unsaturated compounds
react with halogens, adding on two atoms of halogen for

every double bond The reaction is complicated by in-

complete addibon in certain compounds, and by substitu-

tion reactions The latter are particularly noticeable m
the higher boiluig hydrocarbons The lodme or bromme
value IS the number of grams of halogen absorbed by
100 g of the oil and indicates the ‘percentage of double
bonds‘m the material The content of olefines can thence

be calculated if their type and molecular weight are known
No serious error is usually mtroduced if they are assumed
to be mono-olefines, while their molecular weight may be

estunated from the mid-pomt of the distillation curve of
die spint

Tte methods of Hubl and Wys, used for fatty oils, are

found of httle value for hydrocarbons The Hanus iodine

value, in which the spint is treated with an excess of a

solution of iodine and bromine m acetic acid, and the

residual halogen estimated with thiosulphate, has been

widely used for gasolines (Dean and Hill [24, 1927],

Faragher, Gruse, and Gamer [33, 1921], Egloff and

Morrell (29, 1925])

In the Mcllhiney bromme method [64, 1899] the addition

and substitubon values are separately determined The oil

IS allowed to react with a solution of bromme m carbon

tetrachlonde (0 1-0 3 N), the excess bemg determmed by

addition of potassium iodide and titration with sodium

thiosulphate The hydrogen bromide, liberated m the

substitution reaction, is subsequently determined by

addition of potassium lodate and titration of the liberated

iodine, and the addition and substitution bromme values

thence calculated This method (I P T Serial Designation

G 39 (t)) is probably the most satisfactory available

The Francis method [39, 1926], m which the bromme
is produced by acidification of a potassium bromide-

bromate solution, has also been used for light distillates

Determination of the bromine, or iodine, value may be

regarded, in general, as the most successful method avail-

able for the evaluation of the unsaturated content of

cracked gasolines

Sulphur monochloride treatment for the removal of

olefines has been used successfully by Faragher, Morrell,

and Levine [34, 1930], the unchanged spirit bemg vacuum
distilled from the sulphides formed Other methods which

have been used for the estimation of unsaturateds are

detailed in the papers referred to [50, 1930, 71, 1935]

Aromatic Hydrocarbons

Sulphonation Aromatic hydrocarbons may be removed

by sulphonation with sulphuric acid, 98% concentration

bemg normally used (Ormandy and Craven [77, 1926],

Faragher, Morrell, and Levine [34, 1930]) The spirit is

shaken for about 15 min with 2 to 3 vols of the acid,

this treatment being repeated if necessary to secure com-
plete sulphonation The amount of aromatics removed
may be esumated from the volume of spirit absorbed

(unsatisfactory on account of solubihty effects), by deter-

mination of the sulphonic acids as their barium salts [77,

1926, 99, 1931], or by measurement of the change m some
physical property of the spmt Specific gravity [94, 1919,

96, 1929] and refracUve index [90, 1927, 51, 1925] have

bem used, but the most general method is to determme
the elevation of the Aniline Pomt of the spirit (Tizard

and Marshall [97, 1921])—the temperature of miscibility

of equal volumes of spirit and anilme This elevauon is

proportional to the amount of aromatic hydrocarbons

ranoved, but varies with the character both of the residual

spirit and the aromabes [96, 1929] For concentrations

of less than 20% aromaucs, the following equation yields

approximate results

where A = percentage aromatic hydrocarbon by weight,

« — 1 19 for benzene,

1 20 for toluene,

1 23 for xylenes,

T~ amlme-pomt after removal of aromatics,

Ti = amlme-pomt before removal of aromatics.

In the determination of the amlme-pomt, described under

I FT Serial Designation FO 23, it is of particular im-
portance that the anilme used be freshly distilled and free

fhim water.
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Nhntioii The ready nitration undergone by aromatic
hydrocarbons lends itself to their estimation Hess [4S

1920 1926] carries out the nitration in a vessel with a
narrow graduated neck sufficient sulphunc acid is then
added to dissolve the nitro compounds and to allow the

volume of unchanged oil to be read on the graduated
portion of the vessel Egloif and Morrell [30 1926 34

1930] use relatively dilute nitrating acids and measure
the volume of the resultant nitro compounds which
separate as a distmct layer The aromatic content is then

calculated by a conversion factor

the procedure developed by Gamer [41 1928] the unsatu

rateds and aromatics are removed together by treatment

with fummg nitnc acid and then amount calt^ated from

the change m aniline point before and after this treatment

The olefines are then separately estunated from the Hanus
iodine value of the ongmal spmt (cf Manning [60 1929

61 1930]) A simplified version of this method has been

tenuuvely adopted underl P T Serial DesignationG 39 (t)

(IPT Handbook pp 215 18)

Paraffins and Naphthenes

Olefines and Aromatics present together

The satisfactory analysis of a spirit containing both
aromaUcs and unsaturateds in addition to paraffins and
naphthenes presents some difficulty The classical method
involving successive removal of unsaturateds and aromatics

with differing strengths ofsulphuric acid has been modified

by Riesenfeld and Handle [85 1925 7] Morrell and
Levine [67 1932] andTowne[99 1931] among others

Egloff and Morrell [30 1926] remove unsaturateds with
80“ sulphuric acid and determine the aromatics by
nitration (loc cit) Faragher Morrell and Levme [34

1930] esumate the unsaturateds and aromatics together

by treatment with 91 sulphunc acid distillation to

remove polymers and final treatment with 98 acid The
aromatics alone are separately determined by nitration

after removal of the olefines by treatment with sulphur

monochloride and distillation of the olefine free oil In

The estimation of paraffins and naphthenes earned out

on the aromatic and olefine free spmt is the least sabs

factory step in the analysis Their relative stabilities are

so variable that chemical methods give place to physical

determinations The usual procedure is to determine the

aniline point of the residual spirit the approximate

naphthene content being given by the formula [97 1921

74 1924]

percent naphthenes
70-aniline point “ C

03

More reliable results are obtained ifthe spirit is in addition

classified by its 50 disUllation temperature (mid pomt)

The per cent of naphthenes may then be esbmated from

the chart introduced by Garner [41 1928] The specific

gravity [66 1933 74 1924] and the refractive mdex [74

1924] have also been used m place of the anilme point for

the determuiation of the naphthene content
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WHITE
White Spirit—known also as Paint Thinner, and Turpen-

tine Substitute—comprises a hght petroleum spint of
charactenstics between a gasohne and kerosme, used as a
solvent in the pamt and vanush mdustry, and m the dry

cleaning of fabrics

Specifications usually call for a narrow boiling-range

between 140° and 220° C , with freedom from heavy ends

and oily matenal Absence of gum-formmg constituents

and corrosive sulphur is essential, while good colour and
odour are of importance, flash-point must of course con-

form to existent regulations English practice IS exemplified

m the recently issued British Standard Specification, B S S
24S—1936, while American practice in the testing of paint

thinners is discussedm detail in The Physical and Chemical

Exanunatton of Paints, Varntshei, Lacquers and Colours,

H A Gardner, 6th ed , Oct 1933

DiatillatioD is carried out m the standard apparatus

specified for gasoline A typical speafication calls for

less than S% distillate below 130° C , with not less than

97% bdow 230° C The correspondmg limits in B S S 24S

—1936 are 10% below 1S0° C and 80% below 190° C.

An ev^xmttion test may also be specified, m whidi the

rate of free evaporauon (detemuned by loss in wei^t)

SPIRIT

under specified conditions is compared with that of an
agreed reference sample

Flash-point (closed) is determmed in the Abel or Tag
testers desenb^ under Kerosme Due to a narrow distil-

lation range the flash-pomt of a white spint may be as high

as that of a kerosme of considerably higher mean boihng-

pomt
Non-vobtile Matter, including Gumming constituents,

may be determmed by evaporation of 50 ml of the spint

m a glass dish over a steam bath, the residue being weighed

and expressed as a percentage (I P T Senal Designation

WS 42)

The Spot Test is still mcluded m some specifications

although described by the American Society for Trating

Materials as a very unsatisfactory and unsaentific substitu-

tion for a properly mteipreted distillabon test A drop of
the spmt IS allowed to fall on a piece of filter paper which
18 tl^ exposed to the air for a specified tune and examined
for any greasy residue or mark (cf B S S 24S—193Q
Rea^ve Sulphur, Smee the spint is widely used m the

presence of lead pigments, the absmoe oS reactive sulphur

IS imperative

Die White Lead test is cooirntmly used’ 25 gm rtf'white
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lead and 50 ml of the spirit are heated in a porcelain dish

over a water bath for 2 hours, the absence ofany darkening

mdicates that reactive sulphur is not present (I PT Serial

Designation W S 4) (If no change of colour is observed

after 18 hours, it is occasionally specified that the test is

to be repeated with moist white lead )

The copper-strip test, used for gasoline, is preferred by
some users, while others specify the introduction of tl»

copper strip mto the flask during the distillation test (as

in B S S 245—1936)
Acidity. The spirit should be free from any trace of

acidity, as determined by the reaction to methyl orange

TheA S TM Specificabons calls for the distillation residue

to be neutral towards methyl orange

The Colour is determmed on the Saybolt or Lovibond
instruments and is usually specified as Water White

Specific Gravity is determmed by the usual methods It

has little significance in specifications except that, for

spints of similar volatility, a high specific gravity indicates a

I4W

higher proportion of ^chc constituents of greater solvent

power
Soivent Power is chiefly dependent on the content of

cyclic compounds, particularly aromatics If necessary,

these may be determined by the Araline-point method

(p 1430), but a pracUcal test of the solvent power is

generally preferred The Kaun-Butanol test is widely used

in the U S A 20 gm of a standard solution of Kaun gum
in butyl alcohol (100 500) is titrated at IT F with the

spirit under examination until a shght turbidity appears

The number of millilitres ofspint used indicates the solvent

power To avoid discrepancies ansmg from non-uni-

formity of the gum solution, the values are generally ex-

pressed with reference to pure benzene or turpentme

Baldeschwielcr, Traeller, and Morgan {Ind Eng Chem,
Anal Ed 7, 374 (1935)) prefer to standardize the Kaun-
Butanol solution against benzene and n-heptane

For other solubility and stability tests used in the paint

and varnish industry, see Gardner (loc cit

)

KEROSD^
Commercially produced kerosmes, which formerly com-

prised only that mtermediate fraction ofpetroleum suitable

for use in wick-fed lamps, now include three distinct pro-

ducts a comparatively volatile fraction, known as Power
Vaponzmg Oil, Power Kerosine, or Tractor Od, used as

fuel in certain spark-ignition engines, normal kerosine

used as an illuminant in wick-fed lamps and for oil-

vaporizmg burners, and finally a heavy well-refined frac-

tion which includes the Long Time Bummg Oils and
Mineral Seal Oil used in Railway signal lamps and for

other purposes where a very steady and long burning flame

IS essential The procedure for testing kerosmes vanes,

therefore, m accordance with the use to which they are

applied

A power kerosine should have a high overall volatihty

(consistent with relevant Petroleum regulations) and
reasonably high octane number (of the order of 50-60)

This latter requirement necessitates the presence of a fair

proportion of aromatic hydrocarbons, undesirable m
illummating kerosmes Absence of corrosive sulphur and
gummmg constituents, with low-total sulphur, are further

desirable characteristics

The essential feature of an illuminating kerosme is that

It shall bum satisfactonly m the type cd' lamp normally

available and used The burning tests at present m use are

not sufficiently comprehensive m themselves to evaluate a
kerosine satisfactonly on this basis and must be supple-

mented by further laboratory testing methods The neces-

sary information on the chemical composition of the spint

(i e Its suitabihty for illuminating purposes) is adequately

suppbed by the *Smoke-pomt’ test, while the degree of
refinmg may be satisfactonly judged from the incrustation

(‘char’) formed on the wick during the 24-hour bummg
test, in cortjunction with the determination of the sulphur

content It is also desirable to determine the viscosity ofthe
oil, while the flash-point determination is essoitial to

exdude a spint of dangerously high volatihty This latter

contingency is, however, very rarely met with. Such
kerosmes are suitable also for use m oil-vaponzmg lamps

and in hot-bulb mtemal combustion engines Long Tune
Butmng Oils and simitar products are m addition required

to pass a long time bummg test m the type of lamp qsed

m practice

In addition to these evaluatory testing methods, the

determination of the specific gravity, distillation range, and
flash-pomt may be necessary in order to comply with

Government, Federal, or Customs regulations, while such

qualities as colour, colour stability, and odour, constitute

marketmg considerations of some importance to the

refiner (See Jackson [11, 1933], Moerbeek [14, 1933],

Stansfield and Stark [17, 1933]

)

Distillation.

The distillation of kerosine is earned out in the standard-

ized modification of the Engler apparatus, described m the

Gasolme section under I P T Serial Designation G 3, and
A S T M Designation D 86-30 The distillation test is

of tittle sigmficance for illuminating oils beyond indicating

their correct classification as kerosmes The presence of

heavy ends is undesnable, leadmg to greater tendency to

smoke, and, m general, the closer the boilmg-range the

better A dark-coloured distillation residue is considered

to be an mdication of the presence of wick-encrusting con-

stituents (Moerbeek [14, 1933])

For Power Kerosmes it is desurable to retam as much
of the volatile constituents as is consistent with flash-pomt

and other regulations, and to keep the average boihng-

pomt and heavy ends as low as possible Thus a typical

power kerosme will show 40% distillate at 185° C and
85-90% at 240° compared with corresponding figures of

10-20% and 70-90% for an illuminating kerosine

Viscosity.

The viscosity of kerosme is convemently determmed by
theuseofacapillarytypeviscometerasdescnbedonp 1411

The Saybolt Thermo-Viscometer has been used m the

USA for this purpose, although not officially standard-

ized Essentially the liquid is forced down a capiUaiy tube,

immersed m the hquid, and the time of ascent of the liquid

meniscus, on release of the pressure, is observed (Fortsch

and Wilson [6, 1925])

The viscosity of a kerosme is of importance m that it
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determines the flow of oil through the lamp wick, the

mathematical treatment of this capillary flow has been

dc»lt with in detail by Stepanoif [18, 1906] Generally

qieakmg, the viscosity should not exceed 2 centipoises at

tte normal temperature at which the lamp is used

Sd^uir.

The total sulphur content of a kerosine is determmed by
the lamp methods used for gasoline (p 1395) The presence

of sulphur in amounts over 0 2% is most undesirable m
illuminating oils, causing an unpleasant odour during

burning and also contributing to the formation of a
‘bloom’ on the lamp chimney (For discussion of the

causes of ‘bloom’ see Kewley and Jackson [12, 1927], and
Waterman [20, 1925]) In Power Vaporizing Oils, high

sulphur content is undesirable from the possibility of cor

rosion in the crank-case and bearings

Corrosive sulphur is detected by the usual corrosion tests

descnbed for gasoline (p 1396) It is equally undesirable

m any kerosine from its pronounced corrosive action on
metallic components

Colour.

The colour of a kerosine is determined by use of a
colonmeter as described for gasoline (see p 1393) The
colour IS of no practical significance, giving no reliable

mdication of the degree of lefinmg or general suitability

as an illuminant, but, as with gasoline, it still remains an
important marketmg consideration to the refiner

It IS found that certain kerosines, refined to a good
colour, tend to go off badly dunng long storage and
transport The colour stability of a kerosine is of con-

siderable importance to the refiner, and accelerated

laboratoiy tests for its evaluation have been evolved The
question is dealt with in papers to the World Petroleum
Congress, 1933, to which reference should be made for

details In theHillman test [9, 1933], the kerosine is oxidized

with lead peroxide m sodium hychoxide solution, while in

the Shell laboratories [16, 1933], an alkaline solution of
potassium femcyanide has been used After this accelerated

oxidation the kerosine is filtered off and its colour re-

determined

Hash-point

The flash-point of a liquid is that temperature at whidi
an inflammable vapour is first produced m sufficient

quantity to yield an explosive mixture with air, when the

hquid IS heated in a specified form offlash-pouit apparatus
It IS thus related to the vapour pressure of the liquid and
to the lower limit of inflammabibty of its vapour, but as

ordinarily determined it is an empuical factor, dependent
largely on the design of apparatus used The theoretical

aspect of flash-point determination has been fully discussed

by Ormandy and Craven [15, 1922-3] •

In the case of kerosine and similar petroleum products,

the hazard of fire or explosion in storage, transport, or m
use, has led to the fixing of legal standards for the flash-

points of such products It should be borne in mind,
however, that fire hazard is m general due more to lack of
recognition of the charactensbcs of the product dealt with
than to the actual inflammability

For the determinaUon of the flash-pomt of light petro-

leum products, the Abel apparatus is used in Great Britam,

the Abd-Pmsky in Germany, and the Tag-closed tester in

the U S A . although the Elliott and other testers are still

used m certain Amencan States

The Abel Flash-poiat apparatus (Fig 7) is specified under
I PT Serial Designation K 7, for all petroleum products

flashing below 120“ F , above this temperature the Pensky

Martens apparatus is used (see Lubncatuig Oils, p 1415)

EssenUally, the Abel comprises a brass oil<up of about
75 ml capacity, supported m an air jacket and surrounded

by a water bath The oil-cup cover is provided with a
thermometer and slidmg shutter, operation of which un-
covers three orifices in the cover and lowers a test flame into

the centre one The oil is heated at the rate of 2“ F per

minute and the test flame applied for one second every

degree until a bluish flash in the interior of the cup is

observed, the temperature bemg recorded as the Flash-

point (Abel)

The Abel-Pensky instrument differs from the Abel m that

the shutter mechanism is operated by clock-work (thus

eliminaUng the personal factor) The design of the appara-

tus and Its use are standardized by theGerman Physikalisch-

Technische Reichsanstalt (For comparison of the Abel

and Abel-Pensky, see Harker and Higgins, Collected

Researches, National Physical Laboratoiy, 1912, 8, 38)

The Tag-closed tester is specified under ASTM
Designation D 56-36 for all petroleum products, except

fuel oil, flashing below 175° F , fuel oil and products of
higher flash-pomt than 175° F are tested in the Pensky

Martens mstrument The Tag-closed tester resembles the

Abel m general design but with the shutter operated by
a rack and pmion The oil (50 ml ) is heated at the rate of
1 8° F per minute, and, whm approaching the flash-point,

the test flame is applied for one second every degree rise

m tmnperature The Elliott tester is descnbed m Day’s
Handbook of the Petroleum Industry, 1, 633, and in the

Tag Manual
In all flash-pomt deteimmabons it is essential, from the

arbitrary nature ofthe test, that the standardized procedure

IS ngidly adhered to, particularly m regard to the applica-

tion of the test flame The flash-pomt is very seasiuve to

traces of volatile inflammable hquids and di^ved gascst

which cause an abnormal lowering ofthe flash temperature,
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and also to the presence of water which leads to completely

unreliaUe results It is necessary, therefore, to avoid such

contamination of the spirit

The flash-pomt of viscous liquids containing volatile

hydrocarbons may be determined in the Abel by use of a
detachable stunng device (a modification of the Pensky

Martens tester suitable for viscous liquids and suspensions

has been descnbed, see A S T M Designation D 93-36),

while m the case of solids, these may be cut mto cylinders

and packed in the oil-cup, the determinauon being earned

out m the usual manner
The Barometne Pressure should be observed dunng a

flash-pomt determination, and a correction applied to the

flash-point temperature if necessary

As previously indicated, conversion of flash-point read-

ings from one instrument to another is not possible, the

followmg table, however, given by Day {Handbook of the

Petroleum Industry, 1, 624) shows comparative figures for

different instruments

Comparison of Flash-tests by different instruments in “ F

Burning Tests.

A satisfactory kerosine for illuminating purposes is

required to give a good initial illuminating power in the

type oflamp for which the kerosme will normally be used,

and to mamtam this dunng the consumption of the oil

It should, in addition, produce no appreciable bloom on
the lamp chimney, nor cause any unpleasant odour while

burning While a comprehensive burmng test would be

expected to give the necessary information, it has in prac-

tice been found that the selection of a suitable bummg test

adequately to evaluate different kerosines for the widely

different lamps m use, and for the widely diffenng condi-

tions under which they may be used, is a matter of very

considerable difficulty At the present time it cannot be

said that any such single test is available, and it appears

desirable to make use of two distmct burning tests m addi-

tion to other physical testmg methods for the saUsfactory

evaluation of illuminating oils

The 24-hour bummg test for kerosines, described under

A S TM Designation D 187-36, has been widely used

The oil 18 burnt for 24 hours m a standard Saybolt lamp,

refilling every 8 hours The mitial flame size having been

adjusted by use of a ‘Rather’ flame gauge, the final size of

flame, condition ofwick, and oil consumption are observed

at the end of the test The 8-hour refills neoessiUte shift

work, and the method has been modified m some labora-

tories by the introduction of a constant-level device (cf

Jackson [11, 1933], Downer [4, 1931]) In the tentative

method (Bummg Test for Kerosine) recently mtroduced
under IPT Senal Designation K 3S (t), the test is run for

24 hours without refilhng m a lamp of standardized design

At the completion of the test, m addition to observation of
the oil consumption and condition of the lamp glass, it is

specified that the char attached to the wick shall be
removed and its weight determined

The encrustation or char produced on the wick dunng
burmng, while dependent to some extent on the chemical

nature of the kerosine, is due chiefly to the presence of
impunties, including unsaturated compounds, sulphur

compounds, heavy ends, and refinery by-products The
amount of char is thus some guide to the degree of refin-

ing of the oil, and its determination was suggested by
Jackson [1 1, 1933], as suitable for inclusion in the A S T M
24-hour burning test The amount of char may be ex-

pressed as the number of milligrams of dry char per litre of
kerosine burned, and vanes from about 2 or 3 mg for a
first quality oil up to as high as 100 for very inferior grades

The ‘bloom’ produced on the lamp glass durmg the

burning test appears to be related to the sulphur content

of the oil. Its actual evaluation may be earned out by a
photometric method, such as that described at the Summer
Conference of the Institution of Petroleum Technologists

in 1932 In this method, developed at the Anglo-Iranian
Oil Company’s laboratories, the amount of light, from an
electric bulb, absorbed by the film is determmed by a
photo-electric cell

For Long Time Burning Oils and similar products the

burmng tests are run over a considerable period of tune in

the types of lamp used m pracUce The methods used are

described under IPT Senal Designation LTBO 35,

and A STM Designauon D 219-36 (for Long Tune
Burning Oils), and A STM Designation D 239-30

(for Mineral Seal Oil)

A possible criucism of these burning tests is then failure

to evaluate the actual intensity of illuminauon, no photo-

metne method being at present standardized in America or

Great Bntain See, however, Kerosine p 1401 In Germany
the Physikalisch Technischer Reichanstalt method, and the

Weber photometer are used (both incorporatmg the

Lummer-Brodhum photometer), the mitial mtensity and
that after varying times of bummg being usually measured

(Holde [10, 1933]) The Weber photometer, from its con-

venience and simplicity, has bwn widely used m other

countries, while the methods available for determuung the

intensity of illumination of safety lamps and gas flames

may be adapted for testing the illuminating power of

kerosines (For discussion of the lUuminating power of oil

lamps, see Thomas [19, 1927], and Baker [1, 1932-3]) The
introducUon of the ‘smoke-point’ test has, however, pro-

vided an alternative method by which the lUummatmg
power can be esbmated

The Tendency to Smoke of t Kerosine.

Kewley and Jackson [12, 1927] have shown that an
approximately Imear relationship holds between the uutial

illuminating power and the hei^t to which the flame can
be turned without smokmg, and consider that for pracUcal

purposes this ‘ tendency to smoke’ test can replace a photo-

metric method Based on this the Smoke Point Test has

recently been standardized under IPT Senal Designation

K 36 The apparatus (Fig 8) comprises a simple lamp
with cylindneal wick, provided with a scale for measure-

ment offlame hei^tanda white background for facilitating

deteebon ofsmoke. The maximum heightm imllunetres to
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iWudi the flame can be turned before smoking is recorded Mmchm [13, 1931], the relative tendencies to smoke of

as the IPT Smoke Pomt (cf Terry and Field [18a,

1936])

The tendency of a kerosine to smoke is determined by
Its chemical character (increasmg with the aromatic and
naphthene content) and its boiling-range According to

aromatics, naphthenes, and paraffins is m the order 42 4

13 1 44 On this basis Gilbert [7, 1933], has correlated

the smoke point with percentage loss to 98% sulphuric

acid The smoke points of typical kerosmes range from

about 12 for an inferior grade to 20 for an average cheap

grade and as high as 40 for the finest quality

Chemical Constitution and Significance.

The methods available for the hydrocarbon analysis of

kerosmes are essentially those described for gasoline and

li^t distillates In addition may be mentioned the work of

Carpenter [2, 1928], particularly in extending the utility of

the aniline-pomt method to the heavier distillates

A considerable amount of work has been earned out on

the correlation of illuminating characteristics with chemical

constitution (Edeleanu [5, 1907, 1923], Danaila [3, 1930,

1932], Grote [8, 1932]) In general it has been shown that

paraffin hydrocarbons possess the best illuminating power,

followed by naphthenes and lastly aromatics Due to their

instability, unsaturated hydrocarbons are very undesirable

Hydrocarbons with high carbon-hydrogen ratio (aromatics

and to a less degree naphthenes) produce flames of poor

luminosity, more susceptible to draughts, and with a

greater tendency to smoke, when compared with the

paraffin hydrocarbons of such a kerosine as Pennsyl-

vanian These aromatic spirits can, however, be burnt

satisfactorily in suitably designed lamp burners, permitting

a greater supply of air to be directed on the flame
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GAS
Gas oil—the petroleum fraction intermediate between

kerosuie and lubricating oil—is pnnapally used as crack-

mg stock for gasolme manufacture and the producuon of
carburetted water gas, as absorption oil m the recovery of
natural gasolme, and as Diesel fuel The tesUng of Diesel

fuels IS dealt with elsewhere, and the specificaUons for

absorption oils on p 1428
For gas-making purposes the normal specification tests

called for are distillation range, gravity, sulphur, carbon
residue, and pour-pomt, m addiUon viscosity and water
content may be required The use of laboratory tests for

the actual evaluation of gas oils, as regards their efficient'

for gas-making purposes, is dealt with subsequently

Dielillation.

The distillation of gas oils may be earned out m the

standard Engler apparatus used for kerosmes. For oils

intended for the manufacture of gas, a larger apparatus is

specified m order that the fractions obtamed shall be suffi-

OflL

ciently large for further testing ifnecessary In the standard

method for gas oils under A S T M Designation D 158-

28, andIPT Serial Designation G O 3, a 2S0-ml disUlbng

flask is specified with the standard equipment used for the

Engler distillabon 200 ml of the oil is distilled to a maxi-

mum of 700“ F (371“ C ) and each 50“ F (10“ C ) fraction

is separately collected and tested for gravity

It is desuable that an oil for gas manufacture should
have a fairly narrow distillation range with uniformly rising

boiling-pomt. Light volatile oils are somewhat resistant to

cracking, while heavy oils tend to yield carbon and hydro-
gen with resultant lowenng of effiaency The inclusion of
distillation rangem the specificabon can ensure the absence
ofan imdue proportion of hght and heavy ends

Specific Gravity.

The inclusion of specific gravity m gas-oil speoficatioos

IS of value m that an oil of low gravity for a given distil-

lation range will contam a prepondnance of parafilnic
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constituents of greatest value for cracking purposes in the

manufacture of gas

Sulphur.

The total sulphur content is determined by the oxygen'

bomb method used for fuel oils (p 1430), dewnbed under

I P T Serial Designauon GO 4, and A S T

M

Designa-

tion D 129-33 The sulphur content of an oil for gas

manufacture has no definite relation to the quantity and
type of sulphur compounds formed in the resultant gas,

nor to their ease of removal It is sometimes considered

that a high sulphur content together with a high carbon

residue leads to the formation of carbon disulphide In

general, the sulphur ui the gas can be satisfactorily removed

by the usual desulphurization methods Maximum sulphur

limits in gas oils range from about 0 3 to 1 0%

Carbon Residue.

The carbon residue of gas oils is determined by the

Conradson or Ramsbottom methods used for lubncatmg
oils The latter method is in use m Great Britain only

The carbon residue of a gas oil is an indication of the

amount of coke formed in the cracking stoves of the

carburetting plant Such coke represents both a loss in gas

yield and a reduction in the efficiency of the plant

Viscosity.

The viscosity of a gas oil is usually determined in the

BSI U-tube, or Vogel-Ossag viscometers (p 1411) Speci-

fications sometimes call for the viscosity to be determmed
in the Redwood or Saybolt instruments, but the use of
these mstruments for oils of such low viscosity is to be

deprecated The viscosity is of importance only as regards

the pumpmg of the oil, and for this the pour-point must
also be taken into consideration

Pour-point.

Gas oils are sufficiently high in boiling-range to contain

appreciable amounts of wax, if prepared from paraffin or

mixed base crudes To obviate pumping difficulties at low
temperatures, with segregation ofwax in storage, the pour-

point IS included in specifications The pour-point (or

setting-point) is determined by the methods available for

lubricating oils

Water

Water is obviously an undesirable constituent of gas oils

and IS determined by the centrifuge or distillation methods
specified for fuel oils (p 1431)

Flash-point.

The flash-pomt is sometimes mcluded in specifications,

although It IS rare for a gas oil to contain such light com-
ponents as to constitute any fire hazard As an mdication

of the volatility, the flash-pomt is far inferior to the distilla-

tion test The flash-pomt is determmed m the Pensky-

Martens closed tester, or m the open cup apparatus de-

scribed under lubricating oils

Calorific Value.

The calorific value is of importance in judging an oil for

gas manufacture, and can give a useful indication of the

general character of the oil It is determmed in the bomb
caionmeter used for fuel oils (p 1430)

Chemical Evaluation.

The nature of the gaseous and other products from the

cracking of a gas oil depends on the chemical and physical

charactenstics of the oil, m addition to the conditions of

pyrolysis, the value of an oil for gas making may thus be

mvestigated m the laboratory either by means of a small

scale cracking plant, or by mvestigation of its chemical and
physical characteristics

The value ofan oil can be expressed by the ‘Hempel Index'

(product of amount of gas produced and its calorific value,

per unit of oil), by the ‘Efficiency’ figure of Griffiths (total

gaseous therms produced per gallon of oil), by the ‘Con-

version Efficiency’, 100 (B Th U ’s per gallon ofoil to gas)/

B Th U ’s per gallon of cymene, or by an arbitrary relative

figure

If an efficiency figure can be assigned to each of the

hydrocarbon classes present m the oil, then the efficiency

ofthe oil may be calculated ifthe proportions ofthe hydro-

carbons m the oil are determmed Paraffins are found to

be of greatest value, and Mighill [9, 1927, 1930] suggests

the relative efficiencies as paraffins — 100, naphthenes —
= 70, aromatics = 50, and unsaturateds = 25 His
method of analysis is to absorb olefines m cold concen-

trated sulphuric acid, the aromatics are estimated by nitra-

tion at low temperatures, and the naphthenesm the residual

oil are finally oxidized to naphthenic acids with a mixture

of nitric and sulphunc acids

Griffith [4, 1929], on the other hand, correlates the con-

tent of aliphatic hydrocarbons (paraffins -f olefines, as con-

trasted with the cyclic naphthenes and aromatics) with the

oil efficiency as determined by small-scale cracking His

analytical procedure is first to determme the distillation

curve of the oil The imsaturateds are then absorbed with

80% sulphuric acid (distillmg to the ongmal end-point to

remove polymers), and the aromatics with 96% acid, the

residual oil is then examined for paraffins and naphthenes

by the Anilme-point method in conjunction with the

disUllation curve

A simplified procedure, based on the percentage of con-

stituents absorbed m 100% sulphuric acid, has been put for-

ward by Wing [14, 1924, 1930], (efficiency ofabsorbables=

50%, of residuals = 80%)
The value of these chemical methods of evaluation has

been discussed at the Proceedings [H, 1931], of the

American Gas Association, and the view is there expressed

that these methods will continue to be used by the smaller

gas companies, while the large concerns will rely more on
small-scale cracking eqmpment
The physical characteristics of an oil give some indica-

tion of Its value, and the mclusion of boilmg-range and
gravity in specifications is based on the low gravity and
high boihng-pomt characteristics of paraffimc oib

Holmes [8, 1932] has proposed the optical dispersivity

for this purpose, using the formula

C= jfiiU'ld

V H
C gallons of oil per 1,000 cu ft of 530 B Th U gas,

T = average BP m “ F

,

- Sp gr , at 100“ F
H = dispersivity at 100“ F

The value of this method is attested to by Schlapfer and
Schaffhauser [12, 1933], who also suggest the use of the

hydrogen content of the oil Van Dijh [2, 1933-4] has
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similarly used the specdk lefractivity, based on the work
of Vlugter, Waterman, and Van Westen [13, 1932]

For an account of the Laboratory Cracking methods
used, reference should be made to the work of Downing
and Pohlman [3], Griffith [4, 1929, 5, 1928, 1933], and
Murphy [10, 1930] (see also Hoide [7, 1933] for methods
used in Germany)

Hydrocarbon Analysis

Due to Its comparatively small technical significance

relatively little work has been earned out on the hydro*

carbon analysis of gas oil and similar disUllates The

methods of MighiU and Gnffiths have been mentioned and
should be considraed with due regard to those available

for the lighter disUllates and those used for lubncatmg-oil

fractions

Vlugter, Waterman and Van Westen [13, 1932] have
uUlizcd specific refracUvity in conjuncUon with the ambne-
pomt for mvesUgating the consUtuUon of the naphthemc
consutuents of heavy disUllates after removal of the aro-

matics, further invesUgaUons of the anilme-point method
are contamed in papers by Griffith and Hollings [6, 1933],

and Carpenter [1, 1926, 1928], in which their application

to high molecular weight naphthenes and paraffins is

discussed
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THE LABORATORY TESTING OF LUBRICATING OILS
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The widely varying conditions present in modem engineer-

ing practice necessitate the selection of lubricants of

specialized charactenstics suited to specific cases of lubri-

cation The final cntenon of the suitability of a lubricating

oil IS its actual behaviour in the machine Laboratory

tests, embodied in a specification, provide a means for the

broad classihcation of lubricants and for securing the

approximate duplication of a given product When pro-

perly specified and interpreted, such tests can be of value

for the comparison and evaluation of different products

Their correct mterpretation, however, is only possible

through wide practical experience and knowledge of the

conditions met with m practice, of the behaviour of
different lubricating oils under these conditions, and of the

sigmficance and value of the testing methods applied

Given this, laboratory tests will suffice to determine the

suitability of a lubricant in cases where the conditions of

lubrication are understood with reasonable certainty

When the factors governing satisfactory lubncation are

not well understood, the behaviour of the lubricant in

service may prove the only criterion of value Particularly

does this apply in the case of high-efiiciency internal-

combustion engine practice, of transmission-gear mechan-
ism under extreme conditions of bearing pressure, and
when dealing with lubricants of a type whose behaviour

has not been previously investigated

The testing methods to Jie considered may be divided as

follows

Physical Specific gravity

Viscosity

Cold test

Colour

Flash-point

Analytical distillauon

Volatility

Demulsification

Oiliness

Chemical Carbon residue

Oxidation

Unsaturation

Asphalt

Sapomfiable matter

Acidity

Corrosion tests.

Ash.

For the purpose of further classification these may be

considered to belong to three groups firstly, tests which
evaluate properties of importance m service, including

viscosity, cold test, oxidation stabiUty, carbon residue, and
demulsii^tton, secondly, those which indicate the degree

of rehning and the presence of contaminants, including

asphalt, acidity, corrosion tests, ash, water, sedunent, and,

to a less degree, flash-point, others such as spectfic gravity

and colour are still included in some specifications,

although of little or no importance unless for purposes

of classification.

The Viscosity of a hibncating oil, or its resutance to

flow, at the temperature attained under operating condi-

tions, IS of primary importance Under given conditions

of load, bearing speed, and lubricant supply, this factor,

in part conjunction with the oiliness, governs the formation

of a fluid lubricating film and also the viscous frictional

losses in the bearing system For this reason it is essential

to select a lubricant of sufficient viscosity to maintain a

lubncating film under the expected conditions and to avoid

excessive viscosity which would cause undue frictional

losses

Viscosity IS profoundly affected by temperature, and the

viscosity temperature relationship of an oil (as expressed

by the Viscosity Index) is a highly speafic charactenstic

Where wide variation in operating temperatures is en-

countered, as with automobile and aircraft engine lubrica-

tion, the viscosity temperature coefficient of the lubncant

IS of considerable importance, and value is attached to oils

which show a minimum change in viscosity under these

conditions

TTie flow of lubricating oils at low temperatures is

restricted by the solidification point, and pour- and setting-

point tests are available for the evaluation of this factor

The importance attached to such tests will depend on the

temperature encountered by the oil in practice as well as

by the significance which can correctly assigned to such

tests Exceedingly low pour-points are essential in re-

frigerator lubricating oils, while climatic conditions will

limit this factor is most other cases

In bearing systems operating at high temperatures under

oxidizing conditions, the resistance ofthe lubricant to these

factors IS of considerable importance Some form of

oxidation test is usually specified for steam-turbine oils, and
IS becoming increasingly recognized as an important

cntenon of lubricating oils for intemal-combustion

engmes The necessity for stabihty towards oxidation

becomes more pronounced m lubncaUng systems where

the lubricant is recirculated over prolonged periods At
sufficiently high temperatures, even in the absence of

oxidation, lubncating oils undergo distillation and cracking

with production of a carbonaceous residue Deletenous

carbon deposits produced in this manner are a factor of

considerable importance in the lubncation of internal-

combustion engines and air compressors, and carbon-

residue tests have been evolved for detenninuig this

property of an oil

In certain circulatory systems of lubrication in which

water or steam is present, the rapid separation of the

lubncatmg oil from emulsions formed with water is

essential The evaluation of this property of demulsibility

IS of the greatest importance for steam-turbme lubncatmg
oils

These latter, more speciahzed testmg methods have been

developed for specific classes of lubricants, and, m general,

are applicable only to them Unfortunately they have been

and still are misapplied to other types of oils for which

the test may have no valid significance Demulsibihty tests

have been specified for oils used m lubncation systems m
which water does not enter, or used under such conditions
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of contamiaation as will at once invalidate this property.

High oxidation<stabihty and low carbon-residue values

may be specified for oils used in sunple shafting lubnca-

tion, m which conditions of high temperature and oxida-

bon are never approached In drawing up specificabons

it IS of the utmost importance to avoid the inclusion

of tests of no essential or practical significance for the

particular oil and conditions of lubrication under con-

sideration It IS of equal importance to allow a reasonable

degree of laUtude for the propeities evaluated m the

specification Too rigid insistence upon specified limits

for viscosity and other characteristics has frequently

resulted in the exclusion of products better suited for the

purpose from the standpomt of performance or economic

considerations, or even, in extreme cases, to the exclusion

of any commercially available product whatsoever

The factor of oiliness has been referred to previously

This may be defined as that property of a lubncant which
reduces the friction between rubbing surfaces in comparison

with another lubricating medium, of sunilar viscosity,

operating under identical conditions Oilmess is probably

connected with the ‘wettmg power’ of a lubncant for the

bearing surfaces, assisting the mitial formaUon of a lubri-

cating film This property would appear, then, of con-

siderable importance In practice, however, where fluid

film lubrication is attamed m the majority of cases, the

oihness has practically no efiect upon the fncuonal

resistance This is determined, under these conditions, by
the viscous flow of the lubricating-oil film

Under certain conditions of low speed and high pressure

the formation of a fluid film is prevented or delayed

Particularly is this observed when starting and stopping

a beanng system, at the limits of the stroke m reciprocating

machinery, and in worm-gear transmission There may,

then, exist a case fur the selection of lubricants possessmg

a high degree of oihness, and the virtue of compounded
and doped lubricants for certam extreme pressure condi-

uons is well known
Compounded oils, m which a fatty oil is blended with

a petroleum lubricant to confer on it some of its own
particular characteristics, are used to a much smaller

extent now than formerly, but still find some apphcations

for marme reciprocating steam engmes (no superheat)

and m some kerosme and gas engmes The value of com-
poundmg agents other than fatty oils, for the unprovement
of lubncation under severe conditions, either by enhancmg
the factor of oihness or by increasing the resistance to

oxidation, is receiving some attention The presence of

fatty oil IS shown by the saponification value and may
result m an appreciable orgaruc acidity The demulsifica-

tion test IS never applied to compounded oils, while oxida-

Uon tests are found to yield results of vety questionable

value

Specific Gravity

The determmation of the specific gravity of petroleum
products IS described elsewhere (p 1393) The standard
methods, using the hydrometer, pyknometer, or specific

gravity bottle, are detailed under the respective standards

—

IPT Senal DesignationLO l,andASTM Designation
D 287-36 The data may be expressed m specific gravity

units at 60/60° F, or m API degrees

The spe^c gravity of lubricatmg oils, apart from its

use m the mterconversion of weight and volume measure-
ments, has lost much of its earlier significance For
lubncatmg fracuons prepared from a given type of oude

the specific gravity mcieases with mcrease m the viscosity

and, in such cases, may be used for the purpose of classi-

fication in place of the latter property In the case of

unblended oils it is an indication of the type of crude from

which the oil is derived, the paraffin-base oils, such as

Pennsylvanian, possessing low specific gravities (hi^

API gravities) and high flash-points for a given viscosity

compared with naphthene and asphalt-base oils The
viscosity-gravity constant of Hill and Coats [52, 1928] is

based on this distmction Modern practice m solvent

refining, hydrogenation, and blendmg of lubricants has

reduced the significance of this factor, although the specific

gravity remains a useful mdication of the paraflhuc char-

acter of an oil, m addition to its value for re-identification

purposes For steam-cylinder oils, a low specific gravity

with a high flash-point is regarded as a useful indication

of a Pennsylvanian ongin, most suitable for this class of

oil As a very approximate guide for the heavier lubricants,

paraffin-base oils have API gravities of the order of 25

to 30 (specific gravities of 0 91 to 0 88), while asphalt-base

oils range from 1 2 to 20 (0 99 to 0 94)

Determination of the specific gravity is widely used in

plant control for followmg the progress of refining opera-

Uons, particularly in the case of solvent-extraction pro-

cesses

Viscosity

The definition and physical significance of viscosity are

discussed elsewhere Its significance from the point of view

of lubricating oils has been summarized as follows

’For lubricating oils viscosity is the most important

single property In a bearing operating properly, with

a fluid film separating the surfaces, the viscosity of the

oil at the operating temperature is the property which

determines the bearing fricyon, heat generauon, and
rate of flow under given conditions of load, speed, and
bearmg design

’

When no fluid film separates the surfaces, boundary
lubncation is said to ensue and the ‘oihness’ of the

lubncant is then of importance

‘The oil should be viscous enough to maintain a fluid

film between the bearing surfaces, m spite of the pressure

tending to squeeze it out While a reasonable factor of
safety is essential, excessive viscosity means unnecessary

fluid fricUon and beat generauon Since the rate of
change of viscosity with temperature vanes with different

oils, viscosity tests should be made at that standard

temperature which approximates most closely to the

temperature in use In the case of lubncatmg oils for

automotive equipment, the viscosity of the crankcase
oil at low temperatures is one of the many controUing

factors of the case of startmg m cold weather’ [1, 1934]

The importance of viscosity is illustrated by its general

use for the classificabon of lubricaUng oils The viscosity

of industrial lubncatmg oils covers a very wide range, from
mobile spmdle oils to extremely viscous cyhnder stO(^, as
may be seen from the table on the followmg page
The viscosity of an oil is generally determuwd at one

or more standard temperatures which may be ^reciaUy
difierent from the temperatures encountered under operat-
mg condibons. The vanaUon m the viscosity of an oil

with temperature is dependent upon the character of
the oil Given the viscosity at two tMiperatures, the co-
efficient of viscosity cha^ with temperature can be
expressed m suitable umts, and the viscosity at a thud
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I
Medium and

I

heavy machine
Spindle oil

\

oils and > Steam-
and light

\
internal-combustion I cylinder

Type of oil machine oils i lubricants I oils

Viscosity in Red- ' i

wood No 1 sec I

,

atTO-F 150-750
1 750-4,000

1

140'’ F
!

100-260 ! 500-1.750

Viscosity m Say-
|

,

bolt Universal sec '

at 100“ F 90-320 ' 120-1,170 '

„I30“F
I

150-400
I

750-2,750

temperature calculated For practical purposes this may
conveniently be carried out on the A S T M Viscosity

Temperature Chart (A S T M Designahon D 341-32 t),

which IS so constructed that the variation of viscosity with

temperature of an oil, when plotted on this chart, is shown
by a straight Ime Given the viscosity of an oil at two
temperatures, its viscosity at other temperatures is ob-

tained by simple interpolation or extrapolation At low
temperatures the viscosity so determined is of value m
predicting the torque to be expected in a bearing system at

this temperature At temperatures approaching the pour-

point, the viscosity of an oil, whether calculated from the

viscosity at higher temperatures or measured directly, is

an unreliable characteristic A complete investigation

necessitates measurement of the viscosity at different rates

of shear, and, even so, the data obtamed are of questionable

utility

The relationship between the viscosity and temperature

of lubricating oils is discussed in detail on p 1083 A
convenient practical measure of the change m viscosity of

an oil with temperature is given by the Viscosity Index

(p 1091) Lubricants cxhibitmg a rapid diminution m
viscosity with increase in temperature have low viscosity

indices, unprocessed oils from Gulf Coast crudes, for

example, having values m the neighbourhood of zero

Parailin-base oils, particularly from Pennsylvanian crudes,

show a less rapid change m viscosity and have viscosity

mdices as high as 100

Unreliable and anomalous viscosity data are occasionally

obtained at the lower standard temperatures This is not

infrequently found with blends contauung heavy residual

stock and especially with black asphaltic oils which may
exhibit pronounced hysteresis effects In such cases this

can be nunimized by adopting a standard thermal pre-

treatment, and in the I P T standard method for viscosity

determination (Serial Designation LO 8) it is specified

that the sample shall be heated at 212° F for 1 hr , and
allowed to remam at room temperature for 24 hr

, before

the determmation

Industrial Viscometers.

Industrial viscometers for testing lubncatmg oils are

usually of the short tube efflux type, m which the tune of
outflow of a defimte quantity of oil is observed For the

Redwood and Saybolt viscometers, this time of outflow, m
seconds, is reported at the Redwood, or Saybolt, viscosity

of the oil. Owing to turbulence effects these instruments

are, m genoal, useless for mobile hquids having efflux

times Iowa* than 30 or 40 sec In the case of the Redwood
and Saybolt instnimmits, with careful working, results can

be obtained accurate to withm 1%, but with the Engler

the accuracy cannot,m general, be regarded as greater than

about 3% Their robustness and simple mampulation have

rendered them more acceptable for mdustnal practice than

the more fragile capillary tube viscometers of considerably

higher precision, although the latter instruments are being

used to an increasing extent

These instruments (Redwood, Saybolt, and Engler)

consist essentially of an oil cup with oil-level gauge, fitted

with a calibrated jet at the lower end The oil flow can be

interrupted by a suitable stopper, and the oil is mamtamed
at the desired temperature by a surrounding bath For

a given temperature, the time of efflux is proportional to

the viscosity of the oil, over the greater portion of the

range of the mstrument, according to a relation ofthe type.

where /i kinematic viscosity of oil (in centistokes),

7) absolute viscosity of oil (in centipoiscs),

d density of oil at the same temperature,

t time of efflux,

A and B — constants for the mstrument,

and in which the second term may be regarded as a

kinetic energy correction, negligible for very slow rates

of flow

The mtcrconversion of viscosity readmgs m the accepted

industrial unite (Redwood, Engler, and Saybolt) and their

relationship to absolute unite of viscosity is dealt with m
detail on p 1076

The Redwood Viscometer, used m Great Britain, is

standardized under I P T Serial Designation L O 8 It

Fib 1 Redwood No 1 Viscometer

is made m two distinct models the Redwood No 1

Viscometer (Fig 1) for oils with times of flow below

2,000 sec , and the no 2 instrument for more viscous oils

The time offlow with the no 2 viscometer is approximately

one-tenth that m the no 1 mstrument A modified form

of the no 2 viscometer, the Admiralty Pattern Redwood
Viscometer, is designed for testing fuel oils at low tempera-

tures for British Admiralty Specifications [see Redwood,
A Tnatise on Petroleum (in), 82S (1922)]
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The Redwood viscometer is fitted with an agate jet

which may be dosed by a ball-ended plunger The capacity

of the oil cup IS approximately 133 ml , and the tune of

efflux of 30 ml is observed and recorded in seconds

Viscosity determinations are usually earned out at one

or more of the following temperatures 70° F ,
100° F

,

140“ F ,
200° F ,

230“ F The no 1 instrument is unsuitable

for viscosity measurement at temperatures greatly ex-

ceeding 200“ F , but the no 2 viscometer may be used at

temperatures up to 420" F The bath liquid (usually water

or oil) may be heated by gas or electrically, according to

the design, and the use of a multiple-cup bath, in which

any number of oil cups may be fitted and operated, is now
recognized under the tentative method, IPT Serial

Designation L O So (t)

The instruments should be examined and certified at

the National Physical Laboratory, the no 1 viscometer

being compared with a Standard No 1 Reference Visco-

meter for tunes of flow of 60 sec and 300-300 sec , while

the no 2 instrument is subjected to a flow test m compari-

son with the No 1 Reference Viscometer

Conversion factors, by which the viscosity may be

approximately estimated from the tunes of flow of smaller

quanUties of oil, have been given by Evans [27, 1933]

The Saybolt Vucosimeter, used in the United States, is

standardized under A S T M Designation D 88-36 It is

made m two models the Saybolt Universal Viscosimeter

(Fig 2) for lubricating and similar oils, and the Saybolt

Fig 2 Saybolt Universal Viscosimeter—oil cup and flask

Furol for fuel oils and other oils ofsimilar viscosity, the out-
flow time of the Furol instrument being approximately one-

tenth that of the Universal The instrument is fitted with a
jet of a suitable hard and non-corrodible metal, which may
be closed by inserUon of a cork stopper mto a tubular ex-

tension below thejet The oil level is automatically adjusted

by an overflowgutteraround thenm ofthe oil cup In cany-
mg out a determmation, approxunately 70 ml of oil is

required, the time of efflux of 60 ml bemg observed and
recorded in seconds The temperatures used for the test are

selected from the following 100° F ,
130“ F , and 210°F for

the Umversal viscosuneter, and 77° F ,
100“ F ,

122“ F , and
210° F for the Furol instrument Any construcUon of
bath is acceptable, provided it is capable of mamtainmg
the standard temperatures with the requisite degree of
accuracy

The oil tubes should be sundardized either by compan-
son with a certified tube, by use of an A P I standard oil,

or duvctly by the Bureau of Standards It is speafied that

the time of flow should be within ±1% of the time as
zibtamed with the Bureau of Standards master tube.

The construcUon and use of a micro-Saybolt viscosi-

meter for small samples of oil (12 ml ) has been described

by Rogers and Adkins [84, 1928], while Winning [111,

1930] has used an adapter by whit^ the standard Saybolt

instrument can be used on samples of IS ml , though with

some loss in accuracy The latter author also finds that

the efliux time of 28 3 ml from the Saybolt Universal

IS exactly one-third that of the full 60 ml

The Engler Viscosimeter (Fig 3), used in Germany and

on the Continent, is now standardized under the specifica-

tion D V M 3,653 The oil cup, fitted with platinum jet,

has a capacity of no less than 240 ml , the efflux time of

200 ml being determined The oil flow is interrupted by

a wooden spike inserted in the jet, and the oil level is

adjusted to three radial gauge points

The viscosity of an oil is expressed in Engler degrees
(° E ) obtained by dividing the time of flow of the oil by
that for water at 20° C The time of flow for water should
lie between 30 and 32 sec at 20° C ,

and determinatimi of
this figure is considered to represent the necessary calibra-

tion of the instrument Conversion factors by which the

viscosity may be estimated from times of flow of less than
200 ml of oil have recently been revised by Bleybmg
[10, 1928] and are included in the above specification

A modified design of the Engler viscosimeter, over-

commg certain disadvantages inherent in the* earlier

mstruments, has been devised by Holde [34, 1918, 1933].

Die Barbey Ixometer has been used m France, but »
bemg replaced by the Engler and other instruments Thi»
viscometer is different m design to the precedmg, the oil

flows by gravity, under a constant head, through a long
concentric passage, and the rate offlow—in ml per hour—
IS determmed The results arc expressed m degrees of
flmdity on the basis of 100° rqnesenting the fluidity ofpure
rape ml at 35° C For the conversion of Barbey degrees
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(F) to kinemauc viscosity m centistokes (/*), Evans {27,

1933] has given the following equabon

5,750

Industrial Instruments for the Detemunadon of
Viscosity in Absolute Units.

Viscometers used for the measurement of the viscosity

of petroleum products m absolute units can be constructed
for a much wider range of viscosities than is covered by
the short tube efflux type described above They are
generally modificabons of the simple pipette type with long
capillary tubes, constructed in glass The proportions ofthe
capillary and the instrument as a whole are selected so that
true stream-line flow exists, while the kinetic energy cor-
rection 1$ usually rendered negligibly small With the oil

flowing under gravity, the time of flow is then proportional
to the kinematic viscosity, while, if under an artificially

mamtained pressure, it is proporbonal to the absolute
viscosity The results may be obtained with a degree ofpre-
cision greater than 0 5% These mstruments are normally
calibrated with liquids of known viscosity—such as sucrose
or glycerol solubons—and require a considerably smaller
volume of liquid than the previously described viscometers
The Ostwald type U-tube viscometer has been widely

used In this instrument the oil is contained in a U-tube,
one limb of which forms a reservoir for the oil, while the
Other comprises a capillary tube surmounted by a bulb
into which the oil may be drawn by suction The time of
flow of the oil under gravity from the bulb is determined
and IS proportional to the kinematic viscosity

In Great Britain the British Standards
Institution has published specifications

|
fl n I

of five U-tube viscometers (Fig 4)
covering a range of 0 5 to 1,500 centi-

poises Their construction, standardiza-

tion, and use are described in B S

I

publication no 188, 1937 This specifi-

cation has been adopted under 1 P T
Serial DesignaUon G 8 for the deter- I

mination of Kinematic Viscosity in

Absolute Umts A series of modified
Ostwald viscometers, for the determine- I

tion of the viscosity of lubricating oils

at different temperatures (in connexion
with the determination of Viscosity

Indices) has been desenbed by Fenske
and McOuer [29, 1934] In these in-

struments the bulbs are superposed in

order to diminish any error due to

deviation of the capillary from the

vertical (see also Barr [7, 1931]) A
series of four such viscometers is de-

scribed m the A S T M Standards on
Petroleum Products and Lubricants

(1936, Appendix 11)

The Ubbelohde ‘suspended level’

viscometer, described by Ubbelohde
[100, 1933] and Fitzsimons [30a, 1935-6],

is becoming increasingly used in Great
Bntam and the Umted States In this

modification ofthe Ostwald mstrument,
the oil discharge from the capiUaiy is automatically main-
tained at a constant level, the manipulation being parti-

cularly convenient and rapid (see A S T M Standards on
Petroleum Products and Lubricants, 1936, Appoidix I)

The Vogel-Ossag viscosimeter, standardized by the

German Reichanstalt and adopted as standard in Belgium
under A B S 52 12, is also widely used The mstrument
consists of a pipette discharging into an oil reservoir, pro-

vided with an overflow gutter so that the initial level of oil

m the reservoir can be mamtamed constant, a 1 5-ml sample
being sufficient for the determinauon The oil is allowed
to flow from the pipette under gravity or it may be drawn
up under a constant negative pressure (see Holde [55,

1933]) The U F Viscosimeter, tentatively standardized
in France under specification AFNOR B 6-21, is

essentially a simplification of the Vogel-Ossag, the overflow
gutter being dispensed with Either downward flow under
gravity or upward flow under a reduced pressure may be
utilized

Two viscometers of unusual design, the Sterner and
Hoppler instruments, were recently desenbed at the World
Petroleum Congress in 1933 In the Steiner viscometer

[95, 1933-4] the oil (about 5 ml ), together with a bubble
of air, IS contained in a glass tube which may be inverted

about a Cardon joint The time taken by the air bubble to
nse from one mark to another on the tube is observed and
is proportional to the kinematic viscosity of the oil TTie

Hoppler instrument [57. 1933], for which a very wide
range and high degree of accuracy is claimed, is a modifica-
tion of the falling sphere type, in which the time of fall

of a sphere down an inclined tube is measured
For viscosity determmations on small quanUties of oils,

sometimes obtained m research investigations, the use of
some form of micro-viscometer is essential The US
Bureau of Mmes (Bull no 207, 1922) have utilized small

capillary pipettes, with a capacity of about 1 5 ml , which
may be calibrated in terms of Saybolt units through a
conversion chart or factor A similar apparatus has been
used at the Bureau of Standards m their work on the
constitution of petroleum (Mair, Schicktanz, and Rose
[65, 1935]) The original design of the Lidstone [62, 1917,

1935] mercurial viscometer is also suitable for quantifies

of oil of less than 1 ml

Action of Low Tempentuie—Cold Teste

A true fluid shows progressive mcrease m viscosity with
fall in temperature, the relationship between which may
be approximately represented by a linear logarithmic
equation In the case of a lubricating oil, such a relafion-

ship rarely holds at low temperatures, being complicated
by several factors Petroleum oils have certam colloidal

characteristics which at low temperatures tend to produce
a gel-Iike structure, or congelation of the oil This is

intensified by the presence in the oil of paraffin wax and
other crystallizable material, which may be precipitated
out either in a crystalline or amorphous form, or may
remain indefinitely in the supercooled state, depending on
the thermal conditions, the viscosity, and on the inhibiting

action of other constituents, particularly asphaltic matenal
The behaviour of an oil at low temperatures will thus

depend on the nature of the oil, its previous thermal history,

and ite present thermal treatment In general, however,
this behaviour may be regarded as being competed of two
factors the usual mcrease in fluid viscosity consequent
on the temperature lowering, together with the develop-
ment of the characteristics of a plastic solid in which the
viscosity will vary with the rate of shear
Pour-pomt andsetting-pomt tests indicate, with a varying

degree of precision, the temperature at which an oil ceases
to flow under a small applied pressure and under the
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arbitrary conditions inherent m the testing procedure No
other more definite significance can be properly attached

to the pour-point than this For a more comprehensive

study of the behaviour of a lubncaUng oil at low tempera-

tures, exammation of the apparent viscosity under different

thermal condiUons and at diffcnng rates of shear is neces-

sary Up to the present this has only been carried out in

research mvestigauons, and no standardized procedure has

been adopted Normal viscometnc apparatus (the Saybolt

instrument, for example) can be modified for this purpose

by the application of air pressure to control the rate of

flow of the oil

The significance of these factors in relation to lubrication

at low temperatures may be summarized as follows The
fluid friction m a bearmg system at moderately high

velocities will depend on the viscosity of the oil at relaUvely

high rates of shear Under such conditions this viscosity,

for an oil at or near its pour-pomt, will be chiefly deter-

mined by the viscosity-temperature relaUon existing at

higher temperatures The viscous fnction will not be

excessive, provided this viseosity is of the correct order,

but the mitial resisUnce to motion, and that at relatively

low speeds, and low rates of shear, may be very high

The supply of lubricant to the bearing system is largely

controlled by the pour-point of the oil, if under gravity

or low-pressure feed It is, perhaps, fortunate that oils

can be pumped at temperatures appreciably below their

pour-pomts, but under such conditions the flow is linutcd

in that the effect of congelation of the oil is to reduce the

effective cross-secuonal area of the oil-feed pipes

For the lubrication of engmes subject to low tempera-

tures It is m general desirable that the lubncatmg oil

should possess both a low pour-point and also a low
temperature coeflScient of viscosity, to ensure easy startmg

of the mechanism and effective lubrication on the cold

(Lederer and Staley [60, 1929], Wilkm et al [110, 1928],

McCloud et al [71, 1933]

)

The pour-pomt of a commercial lubneant is connected

both with Its viscosity (mcreasmg with mcreasem viscosity)

and, more particularly, with the content of paraffin wax
Over a limited range the pour-pomt ofa given oil is directly

proportional to the amount of wax present m the oil The
effect of residual and especially asphaltic components is

to reduce the pour-pomt of waxy stocks, with the result

that, after refining treatment with aad, clay, or selective

solvents, the pour-pomt is frequently found to have

increased The wax content is dependent both on the type

of parent crude (high with paraffin-base oils, low or

absmt with naphthene- and asphalt-base oils) and the

refining procedure adopted In practice the pour-pomt of

the finished product can be controlled withm wide Imuts

by the application of dewaxing methods, or, to a less

extent, by the addihon of pour-pomt depressants of the

type of ‘Paraflow’

Oond-point.

The cloud-pomt of an oil—-I P T Serial Designauon
LO ILASTM DesignaUonD 97-33—is the tempera-

ture m ° F at which wax or other sohd substance begms
to crystallize or separate out from the oil when cooled

under certam specified conditions, and is normally used

only on oils transparentm layers 1 i m thick The appara-

tus (Fig 5) is that used for pour-pomt detmiunation The
oil, contamed to a dqpth of 5 cm m the test-jai, is allowed

to cool down and is mspected every 2° faU m temperature.

The temperature at which a distinct cloudmess first

appears is reported as the Cloud-pomt Methods for the

determination of cloud-pomts m dark oils have been

discussed by Verver [102, 1933]

The cloud-pomt of an oil is of value m wick-feed lubrica-

tion when the formation of wax crystals mterferes with

the oil flow Apart from this, except that certam marketmg
conditions call for a low doud-pomt from its visible

mdication of the presence of wax or other crystallizable

impurity, the cloud-pomt of a lubricating oil has httle

or no significance that is not better given by the pour-pomt
test The test may give misleading results, if the oil is not

dry, due to separation of water

Pour- and Setting-points.

The Pour-pomt is the simplest method available for

determinauon of the lowest temperature at which the oil

will just flow under a small applied stress, produced by
tiltmg the vessel contammg the oil In the method stan-

dardized under A S T M DesignaUon D 97-34, and the

I P T Serial Designation L O 11, and recently adopted m
France, the oil is contamed m a cylmdncd test-jar of
standard dimensions provided with a thermometer dippmg
mto the oil (Fig S) The jar is supported m an air jacket

surrounded by a coohng bath mamtamed at the specified

temperature, according to the pour-pomt of the sample.

The test-jar is exammed every S° F until, when held hon-
zontal for 5 sec , no movement of the oil is shown The
temperature S" F above this is recorded as the pour-pomt.
For black oils and cylmder stocks, if the previous thermal
history of the sample is unknown, it is necessary to deter-

mine the maxunum pour-pomt (as above) and theminimum
pour-pomt after heatmg to 220° F ; the two figures being
r^rted separately

It 18 found that this method applied to heavy cylinder

oils may give anomalous results, and a modified testing

procedure for such oils is being developed Tte effect of
asphaltic consutueots upon the cold test of fud oils, and
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the production of anomalous characteristics, has been
discussed by Moerbeek and van Beest [73, 193S]

In Germany the method standardized by the Richtlimen

has been used {Richtlimen, 6th ed , p 98), the apparatus

and procedure resemble that for the previous method,
except that the test-jar is larger (holding 60-ml sample),

and IS cooled by direct immersion in the cooling bath

Hie production of low temperatures by the rapid evapora-

tion of ether has been utilized by Stelling [96, 1926] ui

a similar method
The Setting-point is standardized under I P T Serial

Designation LO 11a, and was introduced as a more
precise indication of the temperature at which an oil just

ceases to flow, when subjectkl to a small definite stress,

than the pour-point [103, 1927] The oil is contained in

a standard U-tube (Fig 6), surrounded by an air jacket

and cooling bath so that the oil is cooled at the rate of
1
° F per min A thermometer is supported in the oil in

one limb of the U-tubc, a side arm of which enables air

pressure, equivalent to 5 cm of water to be applied to the

oil Any movement of the oil is indicated by movement
of a short column of liquid in an indicator tube connected

to the other limb of the U-tube The oil is tested every

TF until, on applying the air pressure, a slight initial

movement of the oil is followed by no further movement
after 10 sec This temperature is reported as the setting-

point

A simplified modification of this method is described

by the Bntish Air Ministry in their specification for air-

craft lubricating oils (Specification no D T D 109) The
German Reichbahn also standardize a U-tube cold test

in their specifications (Holde [55, 1933], p 51), and a
modification of this has been adopted as standard in Italy

The Flow-point determination, standardized in France
under A F N O R B 6-26, utilizes a very different pro-

cedure A vertical metal tube can shde about the axis

of a concentric rod, carrymg at its lower end an aimular
oil reservoir mto which the tube can dip The outer tube is

clamped rigidly m a stand, while the inner rod has a limited

fall so that the reservoir is lowered away from the tube

The reservoir is filled with the oil under examination,

raised so that the tube dips completely in the oil, and the

apparatus cooled by partial immersion m a bath of acetone
containing a slight excess of COt snow, the bath and
apparatus are allowed to warm up slowly, unul the con-
gealed oil softens sufficiently for the oil reservoir to fall

away from the tube The temperature of the bath is then

recorded as the flow-pomt [112, 1933].

n p

Colour

The colour of a lubneating oil or other petroleum

fracuon may be defined by reference to reflected or trans-

mitted light Although the colour by reflected hght (bloom

or fluorescence) is 4 distinctive feature, capable under

favourable circumstances of givmg mformaUon on the

ongin of the oil, industrial colour measurements are con-

cerned only with transmitted colour

The colour of an oil may vary with regard to intensity

(percentage light transmitted) and quality (range of colour

transmitted). Parsons and Wilson [76, 1922] have shown
that all paraffin-base oils possess essentially the same
colour absorption curves, and although this scarcely

applies to petroleum oils in general, industrial measure-

ment IS chiefly concerned with the uitensity of the trans-

mitted light and not its quality

Colour measurement is carried out by matching a
definite thickness of the oil with an arbitrary colour

standard which may consist of coloured glasses or of

a colouied liquid by use of the Lovibond senes of glasses

(led yellow amber, blue) any colour, within a certain

range can be analysed and duplicated The Lovibond
scale has disadvantages (cf Comnuttce D-2 report,

A STM 1936) It IS not additive, 1 c the colour of a blend

cannot in general be expressed by the simple mixture law,

the expression of a colour value by more than one colour

senes is inconvenient in dealing with peti oleum , and finally,

the limited range of the scale necessitates the use of solu-

tions of dark oils from which the colour of the solute

cannot readily be calculated

To overcome these disadvantages. True Colour scales

have been introduced, in which the colours arc truly

additive. Parsons and Wilson [76 1922], Rogers, Grimm,
and Lemmon [86, 1926] and Weir, Houghton, and
Majewski [108, 1930] have used such scales, based essen-

tially on the use of a standard oil, with which the oils

under examination are compared The oil used is basically

standardized against a reproducible Lovibond colour

Ferns and Mcllvam [30, 1934] have used a True Colour
scale based on the optical density of the oil Using mono-
chromatic light (green) the oil, oi its benzine soluUon, is

matched against a neutral light filter of known light trans-

mission, the ultimate standard being an iodine solution

of known spectral absorption charactensUcs Story and
Kalichevsky [97, 1933] have also introduced a True
Colour scale utilizing the photo-electric response of a
suitable cell

Measurement of the colour of petroleum oils is carried

out m a suitable colorimeter For approximate colour

measurement, for marketing purposes, the Union Colon-
meter as standardized under A STM Designation D
155-34 T, IS satisfactory The apparatus resembles the

Lovibond Tintometer in pnnciple, the oil, contained m
a standard glass jar, is viewed transversely and matched
against a senes of standard colour glasses, illumination

beuig provided by a suitable dayhght lamp and screen

(dark oils, above 8 colour, are diluted with kerosene)

The colour standards, ranging from 1 to 8 N P A numbers
and from ‘lily white’ to claret red’ in descnption, may
be expressed m terms of the Lovibond senes (cf table on
succe^mg page)

For more precise work, as in plant control, the Lovibond
and Duboscq instruments are used

The ongmal Lovibond Tintometer (p 1393) had the

disadvantage of an unsatisfactoiy opti^ system, the two
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colour fields Bewaring widdy separated in the eyepiece.

This defect is overcome m the recently introduced B D H
pattern, but this, like the former design, is more con-

veniently used for colour evaluation than for colour

companson
The Duboscq Colorimeter is chiefly usedm the petroleum

mdustry for lubricating oils in this instrument the oil is

matched against a standard liquid (a stable petroleum oil,

for example) by varying the respective depths under

examination (glass colour standards can also be used)

The oil and colour standard are contained m adjacent

glass jars mto which dip transparent plungers attached to

a sliding scale, by which the depth ofhqmd may be varied

The oil layers are viewed through a pnsmatic eyepiece

by which the field of view is divided equally and sh^ly
between the two hquids under exammation

The Tag-Robinson Colorimeter, used to a considerable

extent in the United States, resembles the Duboscq mstru-

ment in pnnciple, and is described m the Tag Manual
(C J Tagliabue Mfg Co , N Y ) A senes of three

standard colour glasses is supplied (light, medium, and
dark) The depth of the oil layer is varied to match the

colour fields in the pnsmatic eyepiece, and the colour shade

read oflf directly on the Tag-Robinson or N P A scales

The relauon between the A S T M Union (N P A ), Tag-
Robinson, and Lovibond colour standards is given m the

two following tables, reproduced from the Tag Manual

Equivalent Colour-shade Table

Tag-Robuison
Colorimeter

number

National Petroleum

Association and
A STM numbers

Approximate Loytbond
number 1-In cell

500 series-amber

21 1 15
ni li 5

121 2 20
10 (2i)

91 3 55
9 (3i)

81 4 120

5 (41)

3* 5 220

2i 6 320
2 7

9 A
Si D
2 E

Photo-electric colonmeters [97, 1933] have been used in

some mvesbgatory work, but are rarely used m the m-
dustnal laboratory, the colonmeters descnbed being

adequate for normal work
Die colour of a dark oil is considered mainly due to

dissolved, or colloidally dispersed, asphaltic consbtuents,

which may be flocculated and removed by soluUon m
sulphunc acid or by adsorption on refimng earths The
colour of an oil of known ongm is thus some indication

of the degree of refining and of the smtability of the oil

as a high-class lubricant For marketing purposes the

colour of an oil has little significance, except that a pale

colour conveys the deceptive impression ofa low viscosity

In the textile and certam other mdustnes, however, the

colour of the lubricating oil used is of considerable im-

portance, an oil of low colour being necessary to avoid

staining

In refining processes, the colour of the oil forms a

valuable guide to the progress of refining, particularly

durmg acid and earth treatment, and colour determination

is therefore used considerably m plant control

The reflected colour, bloom, or fluorescence of an od
is not usually measured, but may be descnbed by the

terms blue, bluish green, or green, the latter bemg associated

with paraffin-base ods and a blue colour with asphalt-base

stocks Henderson and Cowles [49, 1927] have modified

the Ives Tint Photometer for evaluatmg the bloom of

lubricatmg oils, their results bemg expressed m the form

ofa colour-absorption graph The significance of ‘bloom ’

m a commercial product is largely discounted by there

being available synthetic compounds, the addition of

which wdl unpart a varying degree and character of bloom
to an od

Flash-point

Die flash-pomt of heavy oils may be determined m a
closed or open cup, m the latter method the oil is heated

m an open cup until, on application of a test flame, the

evolved vapours igmte with a flash on the surface of the

od Die fire-pomt is obtamed by conbnuing the open-flash

deteimmauon untd a temperature is reached when the od
bums continuously for S sec

In general it is found that the ojien flash hes about
30” F higher than the closed flash, while the fire-pomt is

some SO” F above this As would be expected, the open
flash-point is much less sensiUve to traces of volatile

Class Colour Standards of Umon Colorimeter

A STM
Alphabetic

designations

NPA colour
NPA names

Lov

Red
200

bond analy

Yellow

510
Blue

1,180

1 C No 1 NPA Lily White 012 24
li H No UNPA Cream White 060 80
2 I No 2 NPA Extra Pale 25 26 0

2i J No 21 NPA Ex Lemon Pale 46 27 0
3 K No 3 NPA Lemon Pale 69 32-0

3i L No 31 NPA Ex Orange Pole 94 45 0
4 M No 4 NPA Orange Pale 140 50-0 0 55

4i N No 41 NPA Pale 210 560 0 55
5 O No 5 NPA Light Red 1 35 0 93 0
6 P No 6 NP.A. Dark Red 600 600 0 55
7 Q No 7 NPA ClaietRed 600 106-0 1 8

8 R No 8 NPA Ex Dark Red 1660 64-0

A A 1 A Cylinder Oil Ex. Light Filtered 102 290
D D DCylindorOU Light Filtered 21-0 31-0
E E E Cylinder Oil Medium Filtered 89-0 560
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hydrocarbons than the closed method, and, ^^len the

flash-pomt is needed to give mformation on the fire hazard

on storage or use of the oil, it is necessary to use the closed

method For testing lubricants, the open flash-pomt is

considered more reliable and of greater significance than

the closed method
The flash-point of a lubncatmg oil is dependent on the

nature of the original crude oil and on the manner of

preparation of the lubricant, fracuons prepared from the

same crude show an mcreasing flash-point with nse of

boihng range, specific gravity, and viscosity, the lowest

values bemg shown by spmdle oils and the highest by
cylmder stocks The flash-point is closely related to the

volatility of the oil, but depending as it does on the more
volatile fractions, it cannot give any complete information

on the overall volatility of the oil, especially in the case

of blended oils

The flash-pomt has little of the significance and im-

portance formerly attnbuted to it In the case of steam-

cyhnder oils it is still considered, by some, to be a useful

criterion of their apphcability, a high flash-pomt indicatmg

an oil of Pennsylvanian origin less liable to decomposition

under the extreme conditions of heat, pressure, and
oxidation existing with superheated steam For other

lubricants, apart from its value as an mdication of the

presence of unduly light fractions, from bad refinmg or

blendmg, and to the necessity of conforming to existent

Board of Trade or Federal regulations, the flash-point

might almost be omitted from specifications The volatihty

of an oil, where required, can usually be better expressed

by other more suitable testmg methods Flash-point tests

are of some value to refiners m controlling the manufac-
turing process, but apart from this they serve only for

purposes of classification and identification An oil of
high fiash-pomt was formerly considered to offer the best

resistance to spontaneous ignition and explosion m the

lubrication of air compressors, the flash-point, however,

IS no cnterion of the spontaneous ignition temperature

The fire-pomt has attained some commercial unportance

from long-established custom It gives no useful informa-

tion beyond that obtained from the flash-point and could

well be omitted from all specifications

The significance and methods of determmauon of flash-

pomts, with particular regard to the position m Germany,
has recently been exhaustively reviewed by Holde [56,

1933]

The flash-pomts of lubricating-oil blends may be ap-

proxunately calculated from the equation developed

Thiele [98, 1927]

fm= -l(X)log[A"(lO~™) -1-A"(l0~”®)].

where F', F" and F„, are the flash-pomts (m ° F ) of the two
constituents and the blend respe^vely, and X’, X" are

the volume fracbons of the constituents Thiele also gives

a table based on this equabon, while a convenient nomo-
graph has been develops by Davis [19, 1932]

The Pensky Martens tester (Fig 7) is standardized m
Great Bntam and m the U S A for detemunabons of
closed flash-pomts above 120° F (m GB) and above
175° F (mU SA ) under I P T Serial DesignabonG O 7,

and underAS TM.DesignationD 93-22. The apparatus

IS also used m Germany and is sbmdard in Italy The
instrument omasts essentially of an oil cup supported m
a castpuron bath which may be gas or electrically heated

The oil-cup cover is fitted with thermometer, stirrer, and
a shutter device analogous to that of the Abd apparatus

Two thermometers ate supplied with the uistrument, for

use at temperatures above or below 220° F. The tempera-

ture IS raised at the rate of 10° F per mm , the test-flame

bemg apphed eveiy 2° below 220° F and every 5° above

this temperature

Fic 7 Pensky Maricns flash-pomt apparatus

The Luchairc Qosed Flash Pomt tester has been

standardized m France under Designation AFNOR
B 6-24, although it is recommended that the open-cup

method be used for lubncatmg oils The oil cup is closed

by a cover with a short chimney and with two apertures

to admit air The test flame is placed m posibon above the

top of the chimney, and the temperature noted when a

shght explosion occurs m the cup above the oil

The open flash-pomt determmabon is more widely used

for tesbng lubricants than the closed flash-pomt Several

designs of apparatus have been standardized for this

purpose in different countnes

In Great Bntam a modificabon of the Pensky Martens

is standardized under I P T Serial Designabon L O 7a

The oil-cup cover is replaced by a sunple chp carrying

thermometer and test flame, the latter being fixed centrally

above the oil surface, level with the rim of the cup. The
open flash- and fire-points are usually earned out on the

sample used for the closed flash-pomt, the temperature

bemg raised 10° F per mm bll a flash appears on the

surface of the oil (open flash) and then till the oil vapours

bum for 5 sec (fire-pomt)

In theU S A the Cleveland Open Cup method has been

adopted under A S TM Designabon D 92-33. The oil

is contained m a shallow brass cup, supported m a metal

plate and directly heated (by gas or electrically) The
thermometer is suspended m the oil, which is heated at the

rate of 10° F. per mm , and the test flame is apphed every
5° so that It passes diametrically across the oil surface

A modified form of the Cleveland tester is standardized m
France under AFNOR B 6-24.

In Germany the Marcusson Open Cup instrument has
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noeotly been standardized under the specification D VM
3,661 The porcelain oil cup is supported in a sand bath

and has two filhng hnes engraved on it, the lower one for

oils flashmg below 250° C The thermometer is suspended

m the oil, while the test flame is arranged so that it can be

brought to the centre of the rim of the cup Heat is apphed

by a gas burner so that the temperature is rising by 3“ C per

min when approaching the flash-point, and the test flame

IS then applied for 1 sec every degree rise in temperature

Analytical Distillation

Although the distillation analysis of lubricating oils is

of no such importance as that of the lighter distillates,

nevertheless increasing attention is being paid to vacuum
distillation methods, particularly m the examination of
mternal-combustion engine lubricants, and in the correla-

tion of lubncating-oil characteristics with performance
The data obtained can give information on the presence

of heavy residuals (bright stock), as in the determination

of the carbon-forming tendency (see under ‘Carbon
Residue’), and of lighter fractions, such as are present in

used crankcase lubricating oils (see ‘Crankcase Dilution’)

In conjunction with the viscosity and specific gravity, the

distillation curve is of value in deciding upon the origin

and character of a lubncating-oil fraction, particularly

when corresponding data on oils of known characteristics

are available

Vacuum distillation methods used for this purpose fall

into two classes, simple distillation with no attempt at

fracUonation, comparable with the Engler method for

light spints, and those utilizing an efficient fractionating

column with controlled reflux, comparable with the ‘true

boiling-point’ column (see sect 25) The pressures em-
ployed range from 40 or 50mm of mercury down to below
0 1 mm , a McLeod gauge being necessary for measurement
of these lower pressures (the errors inherent in the measure-
ment of low distillation pressures have been discussed by
Hickman and Weyerts [51, 1930])

The distillation results may be expressed in the form of
a distillation curve, comparable with that for gasolines

A convenient procedure is to convert the vapour tempera-
tures obtamed into those corresponding to a pressure of
760 mm , by use of the Ramsay-Young equaUon, from the

empincal formula and table of constants given by Ash-
worth [3, 1924], or by use of the nomographs developed

by Watson and others [ 106, 1935] Distillations carried

out under difienng conditions of pressure are then com-
parable vnth one another, while the necessity of main-
taimng a uniform pressure durmg the distillation does
not arise

The U S Bureau of Mines method for vacuum
distillation has been widely used [20, 1922] A 300-mI
Hempel flask (A S T M Designation D 285-33) is fitted

with a vertical air-condenser leading to a graduated
cylmder with side arm for evacuation purposes 150 ml of
oil IS distilled at a pressure of40mm , mauitained constant

by an air leak or an automatic control, to a maximum
vapour temperature of 300° C , heat being apphed by an
electrical heater A modified Bruhl receiver is used when
necessary to collect and examme the fractions separately

An mteresting modification designed by Feterkin and
Ferns [77, 1925] utilizes direct gas heating 100 ml of oil

IS distilled at 10 mm , the pressure being maintained con-
stant by an automatic regulator of very simple design

An apparatus ofmore elaborate design, for use at pressures

down to 0 1 mm., has been described 1^ Watson and Wirth

[106, 1935] (see Davis and Homberg [18, 1933], Louis

[64, 1933D
nie design of satisfactory laboratory fractionating

equipment for vacuum distillation is a matter of some

difficulty, particularly in obtaining a satisfactory control

of reflux For details reference should be made to papers

IV Guthrie and Higgins [42, 1932], m which the apparatus

m use at the U S Bureau of Mmes is fully discussed, and

Beiswenger and Child [8, 1930]

An analytical steam-distillation method, yielding results

analogous to those from vacuum distillation, has recently

been developed by Saal and Verver [87, 1933]

Volatility Tests

The complete volatility characteristics of an oil are

obtained from its distillation curve (loc cit ) The com-

monly used type of volatility test, in which the oil is heated

under predetermined conditions and the loss in weight

determined, serves only as an indication of the content of

more volatile constituents and cannot adequately replace

a distillation test Moreover, unless air is excluded,

such tests tend to approximate to the character of an
oxidation test

Archbutt’s Vaporimeter [2, 1927] has been used in studies

of the carbonization tendency of lubricants [23, 1927]

The oil IS heated in a small platinum dish supported m
a combustion tube through which passes a stream of pre-

heated steam or other gas

The standard volatility test for transformer and other

oils IS described under 1 PT Serial Designation TO 17

The oil is heated m a small beaker embedded in lead shot

contained in a toluene vapour bath The loss in weight of

the oil after 5 hours' heating in air is determined The Air

Oven method used for asphaltic bitumens (I P T Serial

Designation A 17, A STM Designation D 6-27) has

also been used for the evaluation of lubricants [17, 1931]

Demulsibility

Oil and water normally tend to separate out rapidly

from their mixture upon standing The stability of the

emulsion produced depends upon several factors the inter-

facial tension between the oil and water, which may be

profoundly modified by traces of acids, soaps, and electro-

lytes, the presence of a third phase such as finely divided

carbon on which adsorption may occur, the temperature,

and the degree of emulsification The relationship between

surface tension and stability of oil emulsions has been

discussed by Dimmig [22, 1923] and by Hemmer [48,

1932] (cf Clayton [16, 1928]) In the case of certain steam-

cylmder oils and soluble cutting lubneants the formation

of stable emulsions with water may be desirable, but for

other purposes, as in steam-turbine lubricants, this can be

very detrimental It is then necessary to select an oil which

shows rapid demulsification, as exhibited by a stable, well-

refined, pure mineral oil of moderate viscosity

For the evaluation of steam-turbme oils, vgnous de-

mulsification tests have been devised which determine the

rapidity of separation of an emulsion of oil and water

(or other aqueous solution) In general these tests do not

seek to dupheate the conditions present in actual practice,

but serve to evaluate the demulsification abihty of an oil

under certain arbitrary conditions The most widely used

of these is the modifi^ Conradson steam-blowmg test—
the Demulsification Number test A S T M. Designation

D. 157-36, and I P T Senal Designation L 0. 16 (Fig 8).
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The Steam Emulsion Number (in seconds—A STM)
or the DemulsificaUon Number (in minutes—I P T ) is the

time required for an oil to separate when emulsified and

allowed to separate under definitely prescnbed conditions

A steam generator is arranged to blow dry steam through

a 20-ml sample of the oil contained in a SO-ml graduated

tube, surrounded by a water bath at 70° F Steam is

passed so that the oil is maintained at 190° F unbl its

volume has mcreased to 40 ml The tube is then trans-

ferred to a separaung bath at 200° F and the time

of separation of 20 ml of oil observed (to a maximum of

20 min ) The time taken—in minutes I PT , or seconds

A S T M —IS then reported as the Demulsification Number
or steam Emulsion Number of the oil This test does not,

unfortunately, distinguish between the varying degrees of

sharpness in the separation of emulsions obtained with

different oils In some laboratories it is preferred to report

the demulsification results graphically and to describe the

nature of the emulsified and separated layers

f-io 8 Demulsification apparatus (I P T and A S T M )

In the German Richtlinicn method (Riclulimen, 6th ed

,

p 100) steam is passed into a graduated cylinder con-

taining 100 cc of oil and SO cc of water for 10 min
The mixture is allowed to separate for 10 min at 100° C
and a further 60mm at room temperature , on examination

the oil IS desenbed as non-emulsifying if the oil and water

show a clean separation, as feebly emulsifying if a layer

of emulsion not more than 2 mm in depth remains, and
as emulsifying if a greater amount is present A variation

in this method IS that oftheA G Brown, Boveri Company,
who use calibrated steam injector jets and express the

separation of the emulsion by a demulsification graph
(Holde [55, 1933])

The Herschel Demulsibility method was formeriy

sundard in the USA until the adoption of the more
reproducible Conradson procedure In this method 27 ml
of oil and 53 ml of water, contained m a 100-ml cylmder,

at a temperature of 130 or 180° F , are stirred by a motor-

dnven paddle for 5 min The mixture is then allowed to

separate and the rate of setthng observed every minute,

the maximum rate found, expressedm millilitres per hour,

IS termed the Demulsibility of the oil {US Bur of Mines
Bull 323 b, 320-31, 320-41 (1927))

The Bnush Admiralty Demulsification test is of a vety

severe character and is apphed to oils mtended to pass the

Admiralty Specifications for turbine oils The oil and
water (1 2 by volume) are emulsified for 1 hr in a water-

jacketed vessel at 160° F , by means of a motor-dnven
stirrer and circulation pump (800 rpm) A sample is"

removed and held at 100° F for 15 min , when 50 ml of
this sample is centrifuged at 1,500 rpm for 15 min At
least 96% oil must be shown, the remainder containmg

at least 50% clear water

The demulsification of a pure well-refined mineral oil

is usually very good, below 5 min by the Steam Emulsifica-

tion method, but the presence of asphaltic material,

organic acids, and metallic soaps tends to stabilize the

emulsion to a marked degree Consequently the de-

mulsibility may be considered in conjunction with an
artificial ageing test, such as is used for transformer oils

Reference should be made to papers by Salomon [89,

1931] for a very full discussion of these factors

For steam-turbine lubricating oils the demulsification

test IS considered, next to the viscosity, the most important

for specification For oils intended for other puiposes

there is no uniformity of opinion as to the practical value

of this test, and while it is someumes included in specifica-

tions for such oils It may, in general, be considered un-

necessary

Emulsification Tests.

As previously observed it is desirable that certain oils,

such as soluble cutting oils, should form stable aqueous
emulsions The U S Federal Specifications Board detail

an emulsifying test under Method 320-5, in which 95 ml
of water and 5 ml of oil are shaken for 1 min , when no
separation should occur after 1 hr standing

For some steam-cylinder oils (compounded) emulsifying

properties are also required and an emulsion test is

specified under Methods 320-11 and 320-21, using the

Herschel apparatus The emulsion with water and with

1 "o salt solution should remain stable for 1 hr The value

of such a test, however, is open to doubt

Carbon Residue

The formation of carbon deposits in air compressors

and in mternal-combustion engine cylinders is due chiefly

to the evaporation, cracking, and subsequent carbonization

of traces of lubricating oil which have leaked past the

piston rings into the cylinder head [75, 1925 , 99, 1930]

This deposit varies according to the type and condition

of the engine and the lubricating oil employed Other
factors being equal, it is desirable to select an od producing

the least carbon deposit, and for this purpose laboratory

carbonization tests have been devised in which the od
IS destructively distilled and the residue measured The
most widely used of these testing methods is that due to

Conradson, modified to yield a higher degree of repro-

ducibility

Conradson Carbon-residue Test.

This is standardized under A S T M Designation

D 189-36 and 1 PT Serial Designation L O 9, and has
been widely adopted m other countries Ten grams of
the oil are placed m a weighed porcelain crucible contamed
in a larger Skidmore cast-iron crucible with lid and au*

vent This, in turn, is placed in a large sheet-iron crucible,

supported on a tnpod and surrounded by a shield and
chimney (Fig 9) Heat is apphed by a Meker burner so that

smoking is observed in approximately 10 mm The oil

vapours are ignited and should contmue burning for a
further 13 min After finally heating for 7 mm , the residue

IS weighed and reported as percentage carbon residue
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(Cbnradson) The results should duphcate to within 10%
of the mean value, and greater divergencies can generally

be attributed to incorrect control during the heating

periods The residue so obtained is occasionally subjected

to igiution for subsequent determination of the ash content

of the oil, but this procedure is not to be recommended

Ramsbottom Coking Test.

This method, widely used in Great Britain, has been

standardized under I P T Senal Designation L O 9a, as

an altemauve to the Conradson test, and is uicluded m the

Bntish Air Ministry specification for Aircraft lubricating

oils. Approximately 4 g of the oil are contained in a small

qylmdrical glass bulb with a short capillary neck The bulb
IS heated by introduction into an iron sheath immersed
m molten solder at 300° C AAer complete volatihzaUon

of the oil, the residue is weighed and expressed as per-

centage carbon residue (Ramsbottom) The procedure has
been critically exammed by Kelly [39, 1929] who has

mtroduced refinements lea^g to a higher degree of
precision (to within 3% of the mean value)

The Ramsbottom method yields more reproducible

results than the Conradson, due chiefly to the better

temperature control, but theu: relative ments are open to

discussion The carbon residues from the two methods are

not directly comparable, but for a given senes of oils the

results determine by the two methods normally hem the

same order of ment [27, 1933, 79, 1933]

The carbon residue of an oil depends on several factors

Pure paraffins and naphthenes, unless of very high mole-
cular weight, yield small carbon residues, the major portion

of this residue from an oil bemg formed from the asphaltic

and so-called unsaturated constituents, and from diose

constituents of high molecular weight and boiling-pomt

The carbon residue, therefore, decreases with mcreasing

degree of refimng, m hne with the dimmution m colour,

asphaltenes, and sulphunc aad soluble components, and
18 n^tgibly small in the case of punfied wax and oleum-
treated paraffin For a given degree of refining the carbon

residue increases with decreasem the volatihty and reaches

Its highest figure m the heavy residuals and bright stocks

(over 1% compared with less than 0 1 % for distillate oils)

For most commercial oils the carbon residue is an mdica-

tion of the overall volaUUty of the oil, and has little relation

to the viscosity or gravity except m unblended oils of

known origin

Correlation wiffi Engiiie Deposits of Carbon.

The carbon residue of an mteraal-combustion engme
lubncatmg oil mcreased dunng service, partly from sludge

deposition and partly from changes m the oil itself Since

the engine carbon deposits are formed largely from this

‘used’ oil. It would appear better to evaluate the oil on

the basis of its carbon residue together with that on the oil

after a suitable ageing or oxidation test This procedure

IS adopted in the British Air Ministry specification for

aircraft lubncatmg oils

An approximately linear relationship between Conradson

carbon residue and coke deposition in service has been

found to exist by Livingstone, Marley, and Cruse [63,

1926-7, 1929], and is further supported by the work of

Haslam and Bauer [46, 1931], and Phillipovich [79, 1933]

Other investigators have preferred to express the carbon-

forming tendency of an oil by some form of distillation

test m which the amount of high-boilmg components in

the oil IS determined Bahlke, Barnard, Eisenger, and

FitzSimmons have utilized a volatility index given by the

90% distillation temperature of the oil under 1 ml pressure

[3, 1931] Livmgstonc [73, 1926-7, 1929] has used an ana-

logous method for predictmg carbon deposition in sleeve-

valve engined commercial vehicles

The carbon-residue test does not mdicate the character

of the carbon deposits formed in the engine cyhnder No
diflerentiabon is made between the soft ‘fluffy’ deposits

from naphthene-base oils, which may be partially ejected

through the exhaust dunng engme runnmg, and the harder,

more tenacious deposit from paraffin-base oils The use

of the test as the m^jor entenon of an oil for internal-

combustion engines is to be avoided Low-grade distillate

oils of low stability, for example, will usually possess

considerably lower carbon residues than paraffin-base oils

of greater suitability

Oxidation Testing Methods

In engineermg practice, particularly with mternal-

combustion engines, reciprocating steam engines, and
steam turbines, the lubncatmg oil may be subjected to

relaUvely high temperatures m the presence of air and
catalybcally active metals or metaUic compounds The
resultant oxidation of the oil leads to the development of
acidity and the formation of sludge and, especially at

higher temperatures, of gummy deposits. The acids so

produced are, m many cases, defimtely corrosive, while

the deposition of slud^ may lead to lubrication failure,

either through stoppage of oilways, or through direct

mterference with the oil film between the bearing surfaces

The development both ofaadity and of sludge is especially

detnmental m steam-turbme lubrication, where the lubn-
cant must display a high degree of demulsification

Although the mechamsm of oxidation is extremely com-
plex, It appears that the unsatuiated and asphaltic con-
stituents yield a sludge of asphaltenes, while the pure
paraffins and naphthenes tend to form acidic products,

partly volatile, which may polymenze further to asphaltenes

and also combme with mikals present to give a sludge of
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metallic soaps In addition carbon from combustion-

chamber blow-back, abraded metalhc particles, road dust,

and condensed water may be present and yield a very

coherent and troublesome deposit

The abihty of automotive and other lubricating oils,

workmg under severe condiUons, to withstand these

deleterious changes is of the utmost importance, and
numerous laboratory oxidation tests have been evolved to

measure the relative oxidation characteristics oflubncating
oils Accelerated condiuons may be produced by high

temperature, pressure, and catalytic action The influence

of temperature vanes with different oils, and such oils may
be evaluated m a diffenng order of ment accordmg to the

arbitrary temperature chosen, the latter should, therefore,

approximate to that m actual practice The presence of

catalytic matenals introduces a rather mdeterminate factor

and IS usually avoided, although used in some transformer-

oil testmg methods
The oxidation-tesUng methods available may be classified

as static methods, m which the oil is heated in air or oxygen

at atmospheric pressure, bomb methods usmg elevated

pressures, and dynamic methods m which air or oxygen is

blown through the oil

The progress of oxidation may be followed in several

ways by observation of the oxygen absorption, or of the

mcrease in viscosity, specific gravity, carbon residue,

asphaltene content, acid value, or saponification value

These factors are to some extent mterdependent, but do
not usually show parallelism over the period of oxidation

A pronounced induction period, varying with the oil and
the particular characteristic under mvestigation, is shown
by many oils The absorption of oxygen provides the most
exact method for following the progress of oxidation, but

Its determinauon presents some difficulty, while its correla-

tion with service changes in lubneants is not definite For
correlation with engine sludging, determination of the

asphaltenes formed appears most applicable and has been

generally adopted The development of acidity has been

used by Hackford, while the increase m viscosity and
carbon residue are mcluded in the British Air Mmistry test

In the U S Bureau of Standards 'stability number* and m
the U S Navy ‘Work Factor’ method the alteration m all

four charactenstics is taken mto consideration

The majonty of tesUng methods mvolve oxidation over a

fixed period of time A better description of the behaviour

ofan oil is obtamed by following the progress of detenora-

tion over a prolonged penod, and this procedure has been

adopted in the ‘Life’ tests for transformer oils and in the

Indiana test The lengthy tune required to complete such

tests militates agauist their more general adoption

Static Oxidation Tests.

The Shgh Oxidation Test [92, 1925] has been widely used

m the Umted States The standardization of this test has

been under consideration by the American Society for

Testmg Matenals and the proposed method is fully

dCscnM m the Proceedmgs [15, 1927] Ten grams of

the oil, contained m a stoppered comcal flask of special

design, from which the air has been displaced by oxygen,

is mamtained at 200° C m an oil bath for 2 5 hr The
number ofmillignuns ofasphaltenes formed, detennmed by
solution ofthe oilm petroleum spuit and filtration through

a Gooch crucible, is termed the Oxidation Number of
the oil

Bi the Waters Test [105, 1921], desenbed in U S. Bureau

of Standards Cucular no 99, 10 g of the oil are heated
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at 250° C for 2 hr m a 150-inl conical flask, and the

increase in asphaltenes detennmed Similar open-cup

methods have been used by Gamer [38, 1921], Hoblyn
[53, 1925], and others.

Oxidation Tests under Pressnre.

ComparaUvely httle use has been made of this procedure

althou^ emmently suitable for measurement of the

oxygen absorption Butkov [13, 1927] has used a bomb
method for transfonner and turbine oils, involving

oxidation at 14 atm and 150° C for 5 hr , with measure-

ment of oxygen absorption or of sludge formation The
method has been applied by Cheraozhukov [14, 1929] to

the evaluation of aeroplane and automotive lubneants

Dynamic Methods.

These comprise the majonty of oxidation tests devised

for transformer, insulation, and lubncating oils

The BnUsh Air Ministry Oxidation Test (Specification

no DTD 109), although introduced as a specification

test for aircraft oils, has been widely used for the evaluation

and companson of intemal-combustion engme oils gener-

ally The apparatus and procedure for the test have
recently been discussed very fully by Garner, Kelly, and
Taylor [39, 1933] Forty milhhtres of the oil is contained

in a wide boiling tube immersed m an oil bath at 200° C
(±0 1° C ) and air is blown through the oil at the rate of
16 litres per hour for two consecutive periods of 6 hr The
viscosity at 100° F and the Ramsbottom carbon residue

are determined on the origmal and oxidized oils According

to the Air Ministry SpecificaUon, the viscosity should not

have increased to more than twice its ongmal value, nor
the carbon residue more than 1 %
The Hackford Factor [45, 1926] is based on the

increase m acidity during oxidation The lubncating oil

IS subjected to a stream of oxygen for 9 hr at 150° C , the

increase m acidity expressed as millilitres of decmormal
potassium hydroxide per 10 g of oil is termed the Hackford

Factor

In the Indiana Oxidation Test, mtroduced by the

Standard Oil Company of Indiana [6, 1934], 300 ml of
the oil in a Pyrex boilmg tube is mamtained at 342° F
in an oil bath while air is blown through at 10 litres per

hour Periodically 25 ml of the oil is removed and the

asphaltenes determmed on a 10-g sample The Sludgmg
Time—the number of hours for the formation of 10 mg
of asphaltenes per 10 g of oil—is recorded A sludgmg
tune of 70 hr or over is considered to represent a very

satisfactory degree of stabihty for motor oils The
determination of the tune for the formation of 100 mg
of asphaltenes will furnish addiUonal information on the

oxidation characteristics of an oil, whilem the case of very

stable lubricants, with sludgmg tunes of more than 50 hr

,

the determuiation of the change m viscosity is advocated
Guthne, Higgins, and Morgan [43, 1934] at the U S

Bureau of Standards have developed an oxidation test,

similar to the Air Mmistry method, m which the changes in

viscosity, carbon residue, precipitation number (asphal-

tenes), and neutralization numbv are deteriiuned and the

resultant factor averaged to give a general stability number
for the oil This is found to be directly proportional to the

duration of the test and can be hnearly related to the

temperature on suitable co-ordmates Use has also been
made of transformer oil sludgmg tests (p 1445) for the

evaluation of lubneants, particularly in the case ofTurbme
lubricante in which very high resistance sludge formation
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b necessary. The Michie sludging test is specified

for steam-turbine oils in British Standards Specification

BSS no 4fi9, 1933 In Germany the standard ‘Tar

FormaUon Number* test, evolved for transformer oib,

has been used for the evaluation of lubricating oils [55,

1933] Essentially, 150 g of the oil are heated m a conical

flask for 70 hr at 120° C , under an oxygen stream of two
bubbles per second The increase in Tar Number (see later)

and in benzine insoluble sludge, after oxidation, are then

determined

The oxidation characteristics of lubncating oils vary

widely according to the origin and type of the oil and the

refining procedure adopted Paraffin-base oils are well

known for their satisfactory behaviour, as are certain

naphthene-base (Russian) lubricants Some residual oib

(Pennsylvanian bright stock, for example) exhibit better oxi-

dation stability than corresponding distillates, attributed by
some to inhibiting constituents present in the residual frac-

tions Refining treatment, by removing the least stable com-
ponents, improves the resistance to oxidation of an oil,

although excessive acid treatment not infrequently lowers

this factor Solvent rehning with selective solvents is note-

worthy for Its effect in improving the oxidation stability

The inhibiting and accelerating effects of traces of certain

compounds (both organic and metallic) upon oxidation

stability are very marked, and lubricating oils which con-
tain compounds of lead and tin, for improving their

stability, are available commercially

Correlation with Performance.

From the standpoint of internal-combustion engine

lubrication laboratory oxidation-testing methods should in

general be considered in relation to the deterioration of the

crankcase lubricaUng oil The production of sludge, with

the resultant piossibility of lubrication failure, and the

gumming of piston-nngs in their grooves—of extreme

importance in high-duty aircraft engines—is essentially

due to the oxidation and general thermal decomposition

of the lubricating oil Carbon deposition in the combustion
chamber, on the other hand, is more particularly related to

the volatility characteristics of the oil although oxidation

IS undoubtedly a contributory factor

Although some mvestigators have concluded that labora-

tory oxidation tests are of no practical importance for

predicting the behaviour of an oil in the engine [67, 1927,

99, 1930], others have obtained better correlauon, and the

general consensus of opinion is strongly in favour of the

inclusion of some form of oxidation test for such lubricat-

ing oils Hoblyn [S3, 1925] has shown that oils of poor
engine-sIudging charactenstics have high Michie sludge

values and show microscopic evidence of early decomposi-
tion when heated at 250° C m an open cup, while close

correlauon between the properties of oils after a 5-hr

sludging test at 170° C , and after extended service m auto-

mobile engines has been obtained by Ehlers [24, 1930, 1932]

The British Air Mmistry test is widely used in Great Britain

for the comparison and evaluaUon of both automobile
and aircraft oils, and is considered to be an excellent

critenon in several laboratories The Indiana oxidation

test IS stated to give very good correlation with the sludge
fbrmaUon in standard automobile engmes This test is in

Wide use in the United States and, although requiring an
inconveniently long time, enables the progress of detenora-
tion to be followed closely, and probably affords better

comparison of oils of widely differing oxidaUon diaracter-

istics than short-period tests

At present, however, it cannot be said that any of the

methods developed have been correlated with service

behaviour under the widely varying conditions possible,

and with the range of lubricants available, to such a degree

as to make possible any satisfactory agreement on a

standardized test

Unsatnrated and Reactive Constituents

The presence of unsaturated and reactive constituents m
a lubricdUng oil renders it unstable to heat and oxidation,

causmg sludge deposition under service condiUons These

components are preferenUally atucked by chemical

reagents (the basis of chemical-refining methods), and the

reactivity ofan oil towards such reagents as sulphuric acid,

halogens, and bleaching earths is therefore some measure

of Its stability and degree of refining

With the present development of refining methods,

lubncating oils containing appreciable proporUons of un-

stable constituents are now rarely marketed, and methods

of test for such impurities are used to a very much smaller

extent than formerly The significance of these tests, and

their value in specihcations, is very questionable, and if it

IS necessary to obtain a comparative figure for the stability

of lubricating oils this is best determined by some form of

oxidaUon test

Sulphuric Acid Absorption

The action of sulphuric acid upon lubncating oils is dis-

cussed elsewhere The degree of reaction may be estimated

from the amount of oil adsorbed by the acid , or, in the case

of refined oils, some indication may be affoided by the

colour produced in the acid layer The sulphuric acid

absorption number is dependent on the strength and rela-

tive volume of the acid, and the temperature and time of

treatment The comparatively high viscosity of lubncating

oils necessitates centnfugal separation, unless the oil is

diluted with a petroleum spirit prior to the acid treatment

Such tests, from their arbitrary nature and doubtful

significance, are no longer standardized, but still find a place

m research and in refinery control work
For the determination of unsaturateds in Transformer

oils, the method formerly standardized by the U S Bureau

of Mmes (Technical Paper 323 a, 1924) comprised treat-

ment of 15 ml of the oil with 10 ml of sulphunc acid

(sp gr 1 84) at 0" C The percentage decrease in volume
after centrifugmg was reported as unsaturateds A modifica-

tion of the method used by Ford [34, 1927] was stated to

give some correlation with sludging charactenstics

Walther [104, 1929] has desenbed a simple acid test m
which equal volumes of oil, benzine, and 50% sulphunc

acid are shaken together, giving a qualitative indication of

the degree of refining and ageing characteristics of the oil

The Tar Number.

For determining the resinifying tendency of Turbine oils,

Kissling introduced the Tar Number test, a modification of
which has been adopted in Germany for testuig Trans-

former oils, generally m conjuncUon with an ageing test

Fifty millihtres of the oil is heated under reflux with an
equal volume of alcoholic sodium hydroxide solution for

20 rmn After shaking and cooling, the alcoholic layer is

separated off, 40 ml of it neutralized and the liberated tar

extracted with benzine The weight of tar obtained by
drying at 105° C , mulbphed by 2 5, is the Tar Number
of the oil (Holde [54, 1933], p 263) The test is ofno value

m the case of lubricants oemtaimng fatty oil
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Iodine and Bromine Values.

The action of halogens on hydrocarbons of high mole-

cular weight IS more complex than m the case of light

distillates Examination by the Mcllhmey method (p 1398)

points to the predominant reaction as one of substitution

with small direct addition of halogen [S8, 1922] The
latter may, however, be due to the instability of the higher

halogenated molecules which tend readily to split off

hydrogcn-halide with production of a comparatively stable

hydrocarbon residue of doubtful constitution Iodine and
bromine values determined on heavy mineral oils are found

to vary widely with the conditions of the method, particu-

larly with the relative concentrations of oil and halogen

The results obtained under a given set of conditions are so

arbitrary and their significance with regard to the general

stability of the oil is so questionable (cf Hcydcn and
Typke [50, 1927]) that such methods have found veiy little

application

In addition to the methods described under Gasoline,

Bacon [4, 1928] has described a modification of the Francis

method which is applicable to lubricating and other heavy

oils Galle and Bohm [37, 1932] have used a shortened

modification of the Hubl method for lubricating oils, in

which the oil is dissolved in a mixture of amyl and ethyl

alcohols and treated with an excess alcoholic iodine solu-

tion in the presence of water

Estimation of Resins

It is possible to extract and thus to estimate the more
reactive constituents of an oil by physical means Liquid

sulphur dioxide and other selective solvents, for example,

will effect a partial separation, the extract being consider-

ably richer in unsaturated constituents than the raffinate

By treatment of a petroleum ether solution of the oil

with active charcoal, silica gel, fuller's earth, or other

bleaching clay, the unsaturated resinous constituents are

preferentially adsorbed The charcoal or earth may be

washed free of oil with petroleum ether and the adsorbed

material removed to a considerable extent by washing out

with chloroform or benzene (Garner [38, 1921], Sachanen

and Vassihev [88, 1927])

Asphnlt Content

The term ‘hard asphalt' (asphalt, or asphaltenes) is

applied to those constituents of an oil precipitated by cold,

light petroleum spirit The asphalt content is an arbitrary

figure dependent upon the relative amount and character-

istics of the petroleum spirit used and on the procedure

adopted for the separation For adoption as a standard

test, therefore, it is essential that the procedure and re-

agents used are carefully standardized The physical and
chemical characteristics of the spirit arc of considerable

importance the lower boiling components precipitate most
asphalt, while cyclic, and particularly aromatic, compounds
show a rather pronounc^ solvent action It is therefore

necessary that the spirit used shall be of specified boiling

range, free from aromatics, and shall have a low naphthene

content (see Evans [26, 1923])

In the method for determination of asphaltenes in oils,

standardized under I P T Serial Designabon F O 12, not

more than 10 g of the oil are dissolved in petroleum

^int of speafied properties (the number of miUiIitres of

spint used is 10 tunes the weight of oil in grams) After

standing 24 hr m the dark, the solution is filtered, the

residue washed, dissolved m benzene, and evaporated off
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to constant weight, the asphalt being reported as a per-

centage The method has received some criticism on
account of the co-preopitation of hard wax, if present, and
some authonties prefer the followmg method due to Holde

In this, the German standard method (D V M 3,660), the

precipitate from Kahlbaum’s ‘normal’ benzme is soxhlet-

extracted with the benzine to remove waxy material The
asphalt IS then extracted with benzene as in the former

method, and may be further examined by treatment with

benzine and alcohol respectively In order to reduce the

tedious filtration and washing of the precipitated asphalt,

Gooch and sintered-glass crucibles, with filter-pads of

asbestos or glass powder, are used in several laboratories

(see, for example, MUller [74, 1932])

The ‘precipitation number’ test, based on the volume of

precipitated asphaltenes determmed by centrifuging, is

Widely used in the United States and is desenbed tinder

A S TM Designation D 91-35 Ten millilitres of the oil

are dissolved m 90 ml ofstandardized petroleum spirit and,

after standing at 90' F , centnfuged for 10 min , the pro-

cedure being repeated until the sediment is of constant

volume This volume (to 0 1 ml ) is reported as the

A S T M Precipitation Number A gravimetric method is

under consideration

The use of other solvents leads to precipitation of
asphaltenes and resinous substances of differing charac-

teristics (cf Gurwitsch [41, 1932]) Marcusson [66, 1927]

recommends precipitation by ethereal ferric chloride solu-

tion for the rapid estimation of hard asphalt, while in some
laboratories the use of di-ethyl ether is preferred to that of
petroleum spirit on account ofdifficulties in the standardiza-

tion of the latter precipitant Alcohol-ether mixture, butyl

and higher alcohols, and esters precipitate a softer variety

ofasphalt, the first-named solvent being used in the estima-

tion of soft asphalt in bitumen (1 P T Senal Designation

A 13) The value of such tests for lubricating oils is open
to considerable doubt
The presence of asphaltenes in lubricating oils is an

indicauon both of the refining treatment accorded to the

oil and of the type of parent crude Distillate oils should

contain no asphalt, any produced during the distillation,

through overheating, oxidation, or the general instabihty

of the oil being removed by acid refining and earth filtra-

tion Residual oils may have but little asphalt, as in paraffin-

base oils, which can readily be removed durmg refining, or

may consist almost entirely of asphaltic material in the

case ofsome asphalt-base crudes For mtemal-combustion
engine lubricating oils the presence of asphalt leads to

increased coke and sludge deposition, although in itself it is

no cnterion of the carbonizmg or sludging characteristics

of the oil, and is particularly undesirable in the case of
steam-turbine oils, causing severe emulsification and sludge

formation Black steam-cylinder oils contam appreciable

quantities of asphaltenes, but these are largely removed in

filtered oils and bnght stock In certam types of lubricants

for rough uses a high asphalt content is no defect

The determmation of hard asphalt has found extensive

application in following the deterioration of lubricating

oils under service conditions and under accelerated agemg
tests, asphalt formation in general running parallel with

the oxidation and deterioration of the oil

Paraffin Wax
llie wax content of lubricating oils is usually very small,

due to the efficiency of modem dewaxmg practice The
effect of wax m an oil is considerably to raise the pour-
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point, the devatiott being proportional to the wax addition,

and thereby cause intoference with lubrication under low-

tempoatuie conditions Actual determination of the wax
content is rarely necessary, the pour-point and cloud-point

supplying sufSwnt information for most purposes

Wax m a lubncatmg oil is determined by a modification

of Holde’s procedure, depending on its preapitation at low

temperature from an ethereal solution on addition of

alcohol The method standardized under IPT Serial

Designation C P 31 for determmation of wax m crude oil

IS apphcable to lubricating oils Suffiaent oil (free from
asphdt) to yield 0 OS-0 1 g of wax is dissolved m a mix-
ture of equal volumes of ether and 96% alcohol AAer
coohng to — 20° C the precipitated wax is filtered off, dis-

solved m hot acetone, re-precipitated by coolmg, and
washed free of oil The residue of wax is taken up m
petroleum ether and dried to constant weight The use of
acetone [113, 1925] facilitates the removal of adherent oil

from the wax, eliminating the tedious washing with

alcohol-ether (cf Cross [17, 1931], p 694), butanone [55,

1933] may also be used for this purpose

Acidity

Acidic substances present in lubricating oils may be of
inorgamc or oigamc character Inorganic acidity is due
either to contaminaUon of the oil or to mefficient refinery

technique whereby acid (i e sulphuric acid) usedm refining

has been mcompletely removed, traces of alkah may simi-

larly be left in the oil Free mineral acid is extremely cor-

rosive, no reputable lubncatmg oil would contam any trace

of this or of free alkali, and its determination constitutes

therefore an important refineiy control test Inorgamc aad
may be formed in an oil during use in intemal-combustion

engines by contaminaUon with the products of combustion
of sulphur compounds in the fuel [21, 1928 , 72, 1927]

The presence of orgamc acidity may be due to a variety

offactors The complete removal ofnaphthenic acids from
the lubncaUng-oil fracUons of certain crudes is a matter of
difficulty, but the small acidity which may remain m the

finished oil appears to have no harmful effect Fatty acids

may be present m blended lubncants (i e contammg fatty

oils) and can be further developed under hydrolysmg condi-
tions Such acidity may, accordmg to Archbutt and
Deeley [2, 1927], produce corrosion, although the small

amount of free fatty acids present m 'Germ Process’ oils

has been stated to have no corrosive action (Southcombe
[93, 1932]). It IS evident that the general quality of a
lubncatmg oil cannot be evaluated from its organic aadity,

and the permissible limits for this depend entirely upon the

particular case oflubncaUon in quesUon Very low aadity
appean necessary m the case of lubricants for steam tur-

bmes and for ball and roller bearings

Orgamc aadity is also developed m mineral oils when
exposed to oxidizing condiUons over prolonged periods,

such as may be encountered m mtemal-combustion
engmes and oil-cooled transformers (Hackford [44, 1926])

DeterminaUon of this aadity has therefore been used m
followmg the detenoration of an oil m service or under
accelerated oxidaUon tests.

The aadity of an oil is usually expressed as the number
of milligrams of potassium hydroxide necessary to neutra-

hzB 1 g. of od. Formerly the acidity was often reported m
terms of oleic acid, sulphuric acid, or SO*, but this proce-

dure IS to be deprecated as unnecessary and potentially

misleading

Inorganic Acidity.

Inorganic acidity is generally considered to comprise the

total water-soluble aads present The methods for its

determination consist essentially m the extraction of about

100 g ofthe od with an equal volume of hot water, separa-

tion of the water, and testing with methyl orange If acid,

It is Utrated with decmormal alkali (IPT Serial Designa-

tion LO 5—Inorganic Aadity- ASTM Designation

D 188-27T—Mmeral Aad Neutralization Number and
Alkali Neutralization Number ) The ASTM procedure

mvolves extraction of the oil with three successive portions

of boding water followed by titraUon with alkali or aad
according to its reaaion

Total and Organic Addity.

Since morgamc acidity is rarely present, the total acidity

is usually orgamc, otherwise the orgamc acidity is obtamed
by subtraction ofthe inorganic from the total aadity found.

The aads present are weak and practically insoluble m
water, necessitatmg titration m alcoholic solution and
furmdung a poor cnd-point

In the method under IPT Serial Designation L O 5,

not less than 10 g of the od are heated to boilmg with 50 ml
of neutral 95% alcohol, boiled for 3 min , and titrated with

decmormal potassium hydroxide and phenol-phthalem

after cooling to 50° C A sundar procedure is adopted

under ASTM Designation D 188-27 T (Ncutrahzation

Number), 50% alcohol being used except in the case of
compounded oils, and the titration carried out m the hot

solution The use of a mixture of alcohol and benzene

facditates solution of the oil and its aad content and is

speafied in the French and German methods (A F N O R
B 6-31, DVM 3,658) Although the use of neutral

alcohol IS generally specified, it may, in some cases, be
desirable to carry out a blank titration on the solvent

In the case of dark-coloured oils, detection of the colour

change at the end-point is difficult, and several expedients

have been used to facilitate this Alkali blue indicator,

standardized m the last-named methods, furnishes a more
deaded colour change, but is very sensitive to carbon
dioxide In the German method a speaal flask is used

furnished with a side arm to facilitate observation of the

colour change, while a spectroscopic method is suggested

m the French procedure (Bniire Phthaleinoscope) For
veiy dark oils it may be necessaiy to adopt Holde’s pro-

cedure (Holde [55, 1933], p 111) m which the alcohohc

extract of the oil is separately titrated

In order to eliminate the uncertamty of this method of
titration, electrometric methods have been investigated,

but at the present Ume have not reached the stage of
standardization The nature of the apparatus required

would mihtate against theu- general adoption
Evans and Davenport [28, 1931-6] compared the results

obtamed by use of ffie silver-silver (boride electrode with
those from the normalASTM method, usmg both phenol
phthalan and alkali blue mdicators, and found.excelloit

agreement with the alkali blue method on soluuons of
orgamc aads Ralston, Fellows, and Wyatt [81, 1932]

have found the platinum-carbon electrode m isoamyl

alcohol satisfactoiy m the case of used lubncatmg and
insulatmg oils, while the antimony electrode has been
investigated by Vellmger and others [101, 1931, 1933]. The
standardization of an electitmaetnc method is imdn con-

sideration by a sub-committee ofthe Ammcan Society for

Testmg Materials [31, 1931], and details of the proposed
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method have been given m the A S TM Standards on hydroxide, followed by titration in the cold with standard

Petroleum Products and Lubricants, 1936, p 25 The oil is hydrochlonc acid A similar procedure is detailed under

dissolved in butyl alcohol and titrated with a standard A S T M DesignabonD 94-36, the titration beuig earned

solution of sodium butylate, using as indicator the quin* out in the hot liquid

hydrone electrode with a saturated calomel half-cell as a Heavy oils may cause trouble through mechamcal reten-

reference potential tion of alkali and through their low solubility m alcohol

The use of a solvent to promote more intimate contact of

Separation of the Acids. oil and alkali has been suggested, the addition ofpetroleum

When necessary to isolate the organic acids for subse-

quent identification, they may be extracted from the oil

with dilute alcoholic potassium hydroxide The fatty

acid soaps are then decomposed by aadidcation and the

liberated acids extracted with ether (see under Saponifiable

Matter)

Saponifiable Matter

The saponifiable matter in an oil or fat comprises those

glycendes and other esters of fatty acids which are capable

of bemg sapomfied, le hydrolysed and converted mto
soluble potassium soaps, by the action of potassium

hydroxide under specified conditions The saponification

value, or saponification number, represents the number of
milligrams of potassium hydroxide necessaiy to saponify

completely the saponifiable matter present in 1 g of the

material under investigation Although theoretically a pure

hydrocarbon oil has no sapomfication value, refined p^ro-
leum oils are occasionally found to have small values ofthe

order of 4 or less, and considerably higher figures may be

found in black asphaltic oils Since, however, fatty oils

have values m the neighbourhood of 200, depending

upon the type of oil, the saponification value is, m general,

an indication of the amount of fatty oil present The
actual percentage of fatty material can only be calcu-

lated from this figure when the saponification value of the

fat IS known, otherwise it is necessaiy to isolate and weigh

the fatty acids from a sample ofthe oil and thence calculate

the corresponding amount of fatty material present

The saponification value may, in addition, be used for

followmg the progress of deterioration of an oil in service

or under an accelerated ageing test, suicc orgamc acids and
saponifiable substances are formed m petroleum oils under

oxidizmg conditions

Approximate Sapomfication Values of Fatty Oils

Arachis oil 190 Tallow 195
Castor oil ISO Sperm oil 130
Olive oil 190 Shark liver oil 169
Rape oil 179 Whale oU 193
Lard oil 199 Coco-nut oil (deodorized) 260

Determination of Saponification Value.

The sapomfication value of an oil is usually understood
to include any free fatty acids as well as neutral glycendes

and esters The French ‘sapomfication index’, however,

refers only to neutral fats, any free acidity being corrected

for The essential feature of the methods used for de-

termination of the sapomfication value is saponification of
the oil by heatmg with a defimte volume ofalcoholic potash
solution, followed by utration of the unused alkali with

standard acid The difference between this and the titration

of a blank, run on the alcohohc potash alone, gives the

amount of potash used in sapomfymg the oil

In the method tentatively standardized under I FT
Senal DesignationLOS (t), not more than 10 g ofthe oil

(depending on its sapom^tion value) is refluxed for

3 with 25 ml of semi-normal alcoholic potassium

etherm the case ofcylmder oils being recommended m the

last method In both the French and German methods

(A FN O R B 6-29, D V M 659) the addiUon of benzme

IS specified, and alkali blue mdicator is used to produce

a sharper end-point An interestmg rapid method is in-

cluded in the French procedure, utilizing xylene with a

solution ofpotash in n-propyl alcohol for thesapomfication

When certain waxes and esters are present, the normal

procedure may be insufficient for complete sapomfication,

and m such a case it is necessary to make use of more
concentrated potash solution, longer heatmg, or higher

temperature and pressure to obtain complete sapomfication

(cf Bruun and Claffey [12<7, 1936])

Determination of the Percentage of Fatty Material.

If the sapomfication value of the fatty material is known,
Its percentage can readily be calculated by sunple propor-

Uon from the sapomfication value of the oil

For samples of unknown constitution, although assump-
tion ofa mean value of 195 will give an approximate figure,

an accurate determination of the sapomfiable matter

necessitates a gravimetric estimation. The procedure is to

extract the alkali soaps from the sapomfied mixture with

alcohol, to liberate the free acids by acidification of the

soaps, and then to separate and estimate these free acids

The equivalent of neutral fatty material can then be calcu-

lated (A S T M Designation D 94-28, D 128-27, 1 P T
Serial Designation L O 1 5 t)

When desirable to identify these saponifiable constituents

of the oil, the free fatty acids isolated may be further m-
vestigated with regard to acid value, lodme value, specific

gravity, refractive index, melting-pomt, Reichert-Meissel

value, &c Such identification is t^ious and difficult, and
reference should be made to the manuals of Lewkowitsch

[61], Holde [55, 1933], and Archbutt and Deeley [2, 1927]

for details of the procedure and for tabulated properties of
naturally occurring fatty oils

Dilution of Crankcase Oil

Among the factors responsible for the deterioration of
crankcase lubneatmg oils in mternal-combustion engines

is the dilution of the oil by unbumt fud, which may leak

past the piston-nngs into the crankcase (For discussion

ofthe factors responsible for crankcase dilution, see Pigeon
and Tester [80, 1929], Skinner [91, 1926] ) In the case of
gasoline engines the extent of dilution normally vanes from
S to 10%, but may exceed 30% under exceptional condi-

uons, with kerosine fuels and m Diesel engmes the dilution

may increase to a much greater degree under severe condi-

tions, by reason of the lower volatihty of the fuel

In gasolme engines, owmg to the normal crankcase

ventilation, the diluent consisU of the heavy ends of the

fud and can be estimated with comparative ease, since the

physical charactenstics of lubneant and diluent are widely

different The alteration in viscosity, flash-point, gravity,

and refractive mdex are unreliable for this purpose, due to

change m these charactenstics of the oil by factors other
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dian fuel dilution, and to the necessity of knowuig these

properties of the original oil

Volatihty deternunation in the form of steam distillation

has proved most satisfactory and, after co-operative tests

of different methods [85, 1930], the following has been

adopted as standard under A S T M Designation D 322-

35, and IPT Serial Designation LO 24 (For other

forms of steam distillation, see Flowers [33, 1925] and
Pigeon and Tester [80, 1929]) The apparatus used

closely resembles that for the determination of water in

oils, the trap, however, is con-

structed to collect and measure
the diluent distilling over while

returning the condensed water to

the still by means of a constant-

level oveiflow tube attached to

the bottom of the trap (Fig 10)

Twenty-hve millilitres of the oil

under examination with 500 ml of
water are placed in the 1 -litre flask

and distilled vigorously until the

volume of diluent collecting in the

trap does not increase by more
than 0 1 ml in 15 min The final

volume collected, multiplied by
four, gives the percentage dilution

of the oil Duplicate determina-

tions should agree within 20%
for dilutions below 5%, and within

10% ifabove this value Although
this method is satisfactory for

power vaporizing oils, it is some-
times preferable to use a vacuum
steam-distiUation procedure for

heavier kerosines [27, 1933]

Fio 10 Crankcase dilu-
“S® compression-

iion determination trap ignition (Diesel) engines, the low
volatility of the fuel renders

efficient separation of diluent and lubricant more difficult,

there bemg an appreciable overlap between the two distilla-

tion ranges The subject has been discussed recently m
papers read before the World Petroleum Congress and two
methods were described givmg results of fair accuracy

Wilford [109, 1933] carries out a steam distillation at

210° C on 100 ml of the oil, and records the percentage

of oil distillate recovered with 200 ml of water From
distillauons on the original oil and on the oil with known
amounts of diluent added, a chart is constructed from
which the true dilution can be read off for any distillate

recovery from the crankcase samples The method necessi-

tates samples of the original oil and fuel being available,

in their absence the distillate recovery will only give an
approximate idea of the dilution, although values for the

volaUlity of the oil and fuel can be assumed on the basis

of average commercial products

Stark [94, 1933] makes use of a vacuum-disUllation

method Eight hundred milhlitres of the oil are disulled m
a special apparatus, with efficient fractionating column, at

an initial pressure of 10mm , this is reduced to 1 mm when
a still-head temperature of 138° C at 10 mm is attained

The distillation curves for the ongmal and diluted oils are

dien plotted, the two curves bemg found to be parallel

The mteroept between these curves, on a Ime parallel to

the ‘percentage distilled’ axis, represents the percentage

degree of dilution of the oil For this method it is essential

that the original lubncatmg oil is available

Determination of Water

The solubility of water in mineral lubricating oils

u very low, according to Flowers and Dietrich [32, 1925]

It IS of the order of 0 01 % for a typical oil, rismg to

0 06% at lOO’C ,
but appreciably different solubilities may

be shown by different oils Larger amounts of water are

shown by a cloudiness in the oil or by the separation of

droplets The presence of water in a lubncatmg oil is

generally objectionable, it may collect and obstruct oil

circulation, particularly at low temperatures, and is detri-

mental in wick-feed lubrication due to interference with the

capillanty of the wick It may also be a contributory m-
flucnce in the corrosion of refrigerating machinery, and of

engine bearings where sulphurous gases and fatty acids

are present

The detection of water m oils

may be earned out m several

ways by heating a sample of the

oil to about 1 50°C , or by plung-

ing m an iron rod heated to red-

ness, the presence of water is

indicated by a crackling sound
(the ‘Crackle Test’—BSI
SpecificaUon no 148, 1933),

Mdtthis [68, 1926-7] states that

this method will detect water

down to 0 0025% If the oil is

heated in a flask, any water

present will vaporize and con-

dense on the cool neck of the

flask, where it may be identified

by the usual chemical reactions

The estimation of suspended

water m an oil is usually carried

out by centrifugal or distillation

methods It is most important

that the sample, and the portion

ofthis select^ for the estimation,

should be truly representative of

the mam bulk of the oil, the

difficulties in obtaininga properly

representative sample are un-

usually great m the case of wet

oils

The centrifuge method is used

chiefly for fuel oils and crudes,

the resultant figure representing

the total water plus sediment

Fio 11 Dcterm.nat.on
The pr^ure Standardized

of water (IPT) under A STM Designation

D 96-30 involves solution of the
oil in an equal volume of 90% benzol at 120° F , followed

by centrifuging for 10 mm
The disullation method is almost invariably employed

for the determmation of water In the Standard Method
of Test for Water in Petroleum Products under I P T—
Senal Designation FO 14, and A STM DesignaUon
D 95-30—100 ml of the oil, dissolved m an equal volume
of gasohne of specified boiling range, is distilled m a
modified Dean and Stark apparatus (Fig 11) The still is a
round-bottomed 500-ml flask fitted with reflux condenser
dischargmg into a glass trap which serves to collect and
measure the water while returnmg excess solvent to the

flask. The results should duplicate to 02 ml Water-
saturated zylene has been widely used as a solvent m this
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method, and in the German procedure the addition of 1%
of tnotem is stated to reduce any tendency to foam
(DVM 3.656)

An altemaUve form of apparatus is also scheduled under
I P T Serial Designation F O 14, in which the gasoline-

oil solution is distilled directly into a graduated receiver

until the vapour temperature reaches 400° F , the volume
of condensed water being noted

For more precise work the method due to Philip [78,

1920] may be used In this procedure a stream of dry air

is drawn through the oil, heated to 100° F, the water

vapour m the air being frozen out and collected in a trap

Boiler [11, 1926] has modified this procedure by employing

a stream of inert gas and absorbing the water with calcium

carbide The evolved acetylene is then estimated with

ammoniacal copper sulphate Further methods suitable

for liquid petroleum products are desenbed under Gasoluie

(p 1390), and an extensive bibliography of the methods

available for water determination in various materials is

given by Fulweiler [36, 1925]

Ash Content

The ash is determined by evaporating a suitable quantity

of the oil in a weighed platinum (or silica) dish and finally

Igniting the residue to constant weight The actual quan-

Uty of oil to be used is dependent upon the amount ot ash,

and for refined oils as large a quantity as possible should

be taken (1 P T Serial Designation G O 10) In the case

of heavy residual oils, ignition of the carbonaceous residue

is facilitated by the addition of hydrogen peroxide or

ammonium nitrate, or by passage of a stream of au-, which

may be mixed with oxygen, during the ignition If alkali

hydroxides or carbonates are present in the ash (from alkali

soaps in the oil), strong ignition must be avoided, and it

may be necessary to extract with hot water and separately

estimate the soluble alkali compounds
The ash content of a well-refined mineral oil is veiy low

(below 0 01 %), but may be considerably higher in the case

of heavy residual oils A high ash content indicates

contammation of the oil with adventitious mineral matter,

or the presence of soluble metallic soaps These latter may
be derived from inefficient refinery technique, in the case

of naphthenates ahd sulphonates, or by deliberate addition

In general the presence ofsuch soaps is undesirable, causing

increased tendency towards sludging and emulsification, and
their addition for thickening purposes is now rarely prac-

tised (the subject of soap-thickened oils is considered under

the heading of Greases) Lead soaps are present in certain

Extreme Pressure lubricants, while the addiUon of small

amounts of oil-soluble compounds of chromium, un, and
lead for improving the oxidation and other characteristics

of lubneatmg oils for mtemal-combustion engines is receiv-

ing some attention

In the case of used lubneatmg oils, the ash content may
be veiy high on account of the presence of abraded bearing

metals, metallic soaps, dust, and other adventitious matter

The iron content of crankcase-lubncaung oils has indeed

been used as a measure of cylmder wear and therefore of

the efficiency oflubncation (See, for example, Memll et al

[70, 1935])

Corronon Tests

Well-refined mineral oils are found to produce no cor-

rosion ofbeanng metals unless subjected to severe oxidizing

conditions, when the acids produced may have a definitely

corrosive action [9, 1933,72, 1927,90, 1926] Abadlyrefined

oil may contain corrosive sulphur compounds, free acids,

or alkali, while a satisfactory oil is always liable to con-

tamination before or durmg use, thus the crankcase

lubricating oil in mtemal-combusUon engines tends to

accumulate sulphur compounds (not necessarily corro-

sive) from the fuel [21. 1928, 72, 1927]

Free or corrosive sulphur is one of the worst corroding

mediums known and should be absent from any well-

refined lubricant (nevertheless its presence is desirable in

certain wire-drawing and high-pressure lubricants) Free

fatty acids may be produced by the hydrolysis under suit-

able conditions of blended fatty oils or soaps, such acidity,

while probably beneficial to lubrication if present m very

small amount, may lead to corrosion in the presence of

water and under oxidizing conditions [9, 1933 , 90, 1926]

The mechanism of corrosion from lubiicants is discussed

in papers by Bierbaum [9, 1933] and Wawrziniok [107, 1 932]

Due to the diverse conditions accompanying any particu-

lar case of corrosion, the standardization of a general cor-

rosion test IS hardly practicable The following methods,

however, indicate the lines which may be followed The
degree of corrosion in the case of a test sample may be
estimated visually, microscopically, or, when the corrosion

products are non-adherent by the loss in weight It is of

particular importance that the metal used for test purposes

shall be the same as that in contact with the lubricant

during service, since the corrosion produced in any specific

case may vary widely according to the metal present

The following corrosion tests were scheduled by the

U S Federal SpecificaUons Board in 1927 (Bur Mines
Tech Paper, 323 a)

Method 530-31—corrosion test at 212" F a clean

polished strip of sheet copper is immersed in the oil

sample in a test-tube, which is then maintained at

212' F for 3 hr The copper strip is removed, washed
with acetone, and examined for any discoloration or

pitting

Method 530-4—corrosion test for greases, &c a small

quantity of the grease is placed in the centre ofa square

of polished sheet copper and left for 24 hr On
examination there should be no stain on the copper
nor any green discoloration of the grease

Method 530-2—for soluble cutting oils polished strips

of sheet copper and steel are partially immersed in the

oil, contained in corked sample tubes After 24 hr

there should be no pitting or discoloration visible

The copper-dish test (p 1394) has also been used for

testing lubricants In general, a black stam on copper
indicates the presence of corrosive sulphur, while a
green discoloration of the oil is due to free acidity

Young [114, 1927] has used a corrosion-testmg appara-

tus, originally designed for manne-engine lubricants, in

which a contmuous stream of hot oil is allowed to flow

over the test samples for prolonged periods (the DOC
Test)
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METHODS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF FUEL OIL
By F. B. IHOLE, , FJ.C.

Chemist, Anglo-Iranum Oil Company Ltd

Fuel oil is a term the significance of which differs in differ-

ent countries In some languages, therefore, special words

are employed to charactenze the type of fuel referred to

(eg ‘mazout’ implies a furnace fuel oil) In English,

qualifying adjectives are often used , thus the terms bunker

fuel oil, domestic fuel oil, distillate fuel oil, Diesel fuel oil,

high-speed Diesel fuel, and aero-Diesel fuel each give a

significant though not a precise mdication of the character-

istics of the material In England ‘fuel oil ’ without further

qualification generally implies a residuum obtained from a
crude oil by removal of sufficient of the lighter hydro-

carbons to raise the flash-point above 150° F In America

the term, when unqualified, is generally understood to

indicate a distillate corresponding more or less with the

English term ‘gas oil' In both countries blends of distil-

late and residuum m the proportions necessary to meet
required limits of viscosity, asphalt, sulphur. &c , are ex-

tensively used as fuels Fuel oil often contains also a

variety of refinery by-products such as soft wax, cracking-

plant products of high boiling-point, extracts derived from
solvent extraction processes, &c , which do not lend them-

selves to further refining

It IS usually possible to distinguish distillate fuel oils

such as gas oil fVom residuum fuels or residuum-distillate

blends by the fact that the distillate fuel generally has a
final boiling-point not exceeding 380

' C , and is practically

free from asphaltenes

In the following review of analytical tests the term fuel

oil will be restricted to those oils which are not wholly

distillate, though it will be appreciated that the majority

of the descnptions and comments apply equally to all

classes of fuel oils

Most of the tests employed in connexion with fuel oils

have been standardized in America by the American
Soaety for Testing Materials, and m England by the

Institution of Petroleum Technologists and are described

in full in the respective handbooks of these societies, which

should be consulted for detailed descriptions under the

references given in the following pages The comments
given in this review arc intended to deal with the signifi-

cance of the tests and not with the experimental details of

operation

Specific Gravity (IP T G l.ASTM D 287-33)

In the case of fuel oil, as with other petroleum products,

this factor is only remotely related to the character and
quality of the material It cannot even be used as a check

on the uniformity of successive consignments of oil, for

the components of oil fuel may readily be varied without

altering the specific gravity of the ultimate blend Speofic

gravity data are therefore of use only for calculations

relating weight to volume

Distfllation Range.

A test of this nature is very rarely required, and none has

therefore been standardized If informatum regarding the

boiling range is required, the general apparatus and proce-

dure for gas oil (I P T GO 3, ASTM D 138-28) is

convement The sample should be dried before distillation

(1 P T S 2) and the incidence of cracking at about 380" C.

^ould be borne in mind

Fiash-pomt.

This IS the temperature at which, under standardized

conditions, the air space above the oil contains sufficient

oil vapour to be ignited by a flame This temperature will

depend on whether the air space is enclosed, restricted, or

open, as well as on the oil/air ratio and other experimental

factors, so that the method of test must of necessity be

specified

The minimum flash-point by the closed cup method is

included in a number of legal and shipping require-

ments and IS related to the fire hazard In the U S A

,

for domestic installaUons the usual minimum limit for

flash-point is 100° F and for commercial installations

the customary requirement is a minimum of 150° F In

England the usual limit for flash-point of fuel oils is 1 50° F
minimum

In Great Britain and America the standard apparatus

IS the Pensky Martens Closed Tester (IPT GO 7,

ASTM D 93-22), while by removal of the lid of this

apparatus an Open Flash-point Test (IPT L O la) may
be made

In America open flash-point tests are used for many
products, but fuel oil is specifically excluded In France a

semi-open apparatus, the Luchaire, is used, in which a
gentle, continuous air-stream is induced over the surface

of the oil and an ignition flame held in this air-stream

The presence of water, even m small amount, renders

the determination of flash-point difficult and even impos-

sible, so that preliminary drying of the sample is often

necessary Flash-point is also affected by changes in

atmospheric pressure to the extent of 1 6° F decrease for

each inch of mercury above normal (29 92 m ), this effect

IS of importance in border-line cases where a consignment

of oil may show a flash-point very close to the Board of
Trade minimum of 150° F

It should be clearly appreciated that ‘flash-point’ has no
relation whatever to ‘spontaneous ignition-pomt’, which

IS the temperature at which a mixture of oil vapour and
air will Ignite without the application of a local source of

Ignition such as a flame or spark

The closed flash-point of fuel oils in general lies between

150 and 200° F , the former figure being laid down as a
mimmum m most specifications including those for marine
purposes and for the great majonty of land industrial

purposes

Viscosity (IPT LO 8,AS.TM D 88-33)

Expression of viscosity of fuel oils m absolute umts has

so far achieved practically no acceptance, and results are

mvanably quoted in terms of the Redwood (England),

Saybolt (Amenca), or Engler (contment of Europe) vis-

cometers In the two former cases two forms of the instru-

ment exist The Redwood Viscometer No 1 gives a time

of flow for a given oil 10 umea as great as the No. 2.
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viscometer, the former is used for times of flow up to

2,000 sec. and the latter for viscous oils where the viscosity

in the No 1 mstrument would exceed 2,000 sec Neither

instrument is suitable for use with oil so mobile that the

tome of flow is below 30 sec

The Saybolt Umveisal Viscometer and the Saybolt Furol

Viscometer bear the same relationship to one another as

Redwood No 1 and Redwood No 2, but the Furol Visco-

meter IS more frequently used in America for fuel oils than

IS the Redwood No 2 in England The Furol instrument

may not be used, however, for tomes of flow below 25 sec

On the continent of Europe the Engler viscometer is in

general use, results being expressed in terms of ‘Degrees

En^er’, the ratio of the times of flow of the sample and of

water from the instrument

An approximate relation between these three scales of
measurement is

Redwood (1 ) — Saybolt (Univ ) x 0 85
=. Engler Degrees X 30

More accurate conversion data are given under Viscosity,

p 1071

The determination, expression, and use of viscosity data

for fuel oils is greatly complicated by the fact that below
a oertam temperature nearly all oils cease to behave as true

liquids and acquire the properties of colloidal gels They
therefore cease at this point to possess a definite viscosity,

and the apparent viscosity may vary over a very con-

siderable range depending on the mechanical and thermal

treatment which the oil has recently undergone Thus an
apparently ‘solid’ oil may flow freely when once it has
bMn gently stirred or if it is submitted to a pressure ofa few
inches of water Conversely, an oil which flows readily at,

say, 32° F may acquire appreciable rigidity and cease to

flow from a viscometer or a sample bottle if it is maintained

at 32° F for a period of tome In order to eliminate, at

least to some degree, the variation in results induced by
previous mechanical and thermal history, the I P T Stan-

dard Method of Test defines the conditions of preliminary

heat treatment Since, however, the complication is due
to the presence of solid or plastic waxes, the determination

of viscosity should, if possible, be made only at tempera-

tures above the cloud-pomt, and it is, in general, customary
not to determine the viscosity of fuel oils below 100° F
The nature and behaviour of the oil at lower temperatures

can be better assessed by the pour-pomt

aond-pointaPT LO 11,ASTM D 97-34)

This test, which determmes the temperature at which
wax commences to separate from solution m the oil, is

rarely apphed to the fuel oils under discussion, although

It IS more often employed for the all-distiUate oils used

some classes of Diesel engmes. Its chief use is met in cases

where the oil has to pass through an unheated filter of
very fine mesh where suspended sohd wax crystals would
be liable to collect on the filtering surface and restrict the

rate of filtration

The standard method of test is hmited to oils transparent

m layers lim thick, but methods for judgmg the cloud-

pomt of a dark oil are sometimes required. One method
is to place a drop of the oil on a water-jacketed microscope

slide and slowly reduce the temperature of the water until

vutble separation of wax is observed On account of the

thinness ofthe film, quite dark oils can be testedm this way
Another method is to precipitate most of the asphaltic
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material by sulphuric aad and then to examine the clanfied

oil by either the microscopic slide or the standard cloud-

pomt method This clarification is carried out by agitating

the sample vigorously with between 1 and 3% by volume of
concentrated sulphuric acid (96%), allowing the acid to

separate and remove the last particles of acid by storrmg

the oil with a small amount of decolorizing clay and filter-

ing As some difference of opmion exists as to whether

such acid treatment is without effect on the cloud-pomt.

It would seem preferable to use the microscopic method
directly on the sample where possible and only to employ
acid treatment if this cannot be avoided

Pour-point aPT LO 11,ASTM D 97-34)

This test records the lowest temperature at which the

od will flow when it is chilled without disturbance under
definite prescribed conditions It must not be confused with

setting-pomt (1 P T LO 11a), which is generally restricted

to lubricating oils and which involves an entorely different

apparatus and techmque
The technique of the determination mvolves a test at

each mterval of 5° F , so that a recorded pour-pomt is the

lowest temperature, bemg a multiple of 5, at which the oil

will flow under the conditions of the test

Owing to the peculiar physical condition of petroleum
oils (especially residuum oils which contam wax and
asphalt both dissolved, suspended, and m colloidal condi-

tion), the anomalous behaviour described in connexion
with viscosity IS also manifested m relation to pour-
pomt, which, like viscosity, is dependent to a marked
degree on the thermal and mechamcal history of the

sample
If a fuel oil IS preheated to various temperatures before

the pour-pomt test is made, it will usually be found that

the maximum value for pour-pomt is recorded when the

preheatmg temperature is about 115° F , though the exact

minimum of the curve varies somewhat with the particular

oil under examination The standard method of test con-
sequently presenbes a previous heat treatment of 115° F

,

and the pour-pomt then obtamed is a maximum figure

This figure may be quite remote from that at which the oil

will flow under higher pressures or with mechamcal agita-

tion Thus an oil with maximum pour-pomt of 50° F may
be cooled m a bottle to 30° F and be apparently sohd, but
if the bottle is shaken the contents revert at once to a fluid

which may be readily poured Similarly, such an oil can
be readily pumped at 30° F , although, on the other hand.

It would probably not flow through a small-diameter pipe-

line under a small head If the oil is preheated to a senes

of temperatures above 115° F, the pour-pomt recorded

steadily falls, reaching a minimum value at a pre-treatment

temperature of 220° F The pour-pomt determmed under
these conditions is termed the minimum pour-pomt and
may be as much as 60° F below the maximum pour-pomt
The erratic behaviour of fuel oils when exposed to low

temperatures has been reviewed at length by Moerbeek
and van Beest [2, 1935], who pomt out the misleadmg
tendencies of both the maximum and nunimum pour-

pomt figures and asenbe the phenomena to the separation

of asphaltenes on the surface of the wax crystals An
alternative method of test is put forward by them m
which a somewhat different system of thermal pre-treat-

ment IS laid down, and the test conducted m a different

form of apparatus It is claimed—probably correctly

—

that such a method of test gives information m closer con-

cord with the actual behaviour of the oil m service.
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CUoriflc Vatae(GraB)(IPT GO 6,AS.TM D 240-

27)

The gross calorific value ofa fuel oil is the value obtained

when a weighed amount of the oil is burned m an atmo-
si^ere of compressed oxygen and the resultant water
allowed to condense in the apparatus The net caloniic

value cannot be determined dir^y, but can be calculated

from the gross value by deductuig the latent heat of con-
densation of this water

Some of the details of the method of determination laid

down by the I P T and the A S TM differ, but the effect

on the final result is insignificant

The gross calonfic value of fuel oils usually lies between
18,000 and 19,200 B Th U per lb The highest values are

obtained when elements other than carbon and hydrogen
are at a minimum, and especially where the hydrogen/
carbon ratio is high Asphaltenes and, in particular, oxygen
and sulphur compounds reduce caloric value, so that as a
rule the more asphaltic fuels with high oxygen or sulphur

content have the lowest heating value

If the fuel oil contains any appreciable quantity of coal-
tar products such as creosote oil, the presence of oxygen
m the phenols markedly reduces the calonfic value, so that

such oils are, as a rule, readily distmguishable from petro-

leum fuel oils The low hydrogen/carbon ratio of coal-tar

products also depresses the calorific value

Vanous formulae, usually denved from the followmg.

Cal value (calories per gram)

Cx 8,137-f-(^-0/8) X 34,500+5x 2,500"
100

where C, H, O, and S are the percentages of the respective

elements, have been proposed for the calculation ofcalorific

value from elementary composition, but they are rarely

used where direct determination is possible, and can only

be regarded as very approxunate

Although m actual practice oils are burnt under such

conditions that the water of combusuon is not condensed,

so that the net calonfic value would be a truer index to

their potential energy content, the determination of this

quality is so labonous that it is very rarely undertaken

If it IS to be done, it is necessary to carry out an analysis

of the oil to ascertain its hydrogen content, and then to

deduct 54 calones (97 B Th U ) for each 1% of hydrogen

It IS usually sufBr^tly accurate to assume for petroleum

fuel oils that the net value is about 1,200 B Th U per lb

below the gross value

Asphaltenes (1 FT FO 12)

Asphaltenes, or ‘hard asphalt’, constitute the non-
volatile dark brown or black material of high carbon/

hydrogen rauo (frequently also contauiing sulphur and/or

oxygen) which is present m the majonty of residuum
fuel oils, and whidi is insoluble in petroleum spint The
proportion may range from almost aero in the case of
certain oils from Pennsylvaiua, Burma, and the Dutch
East Indies to over 5% m certam Mexican oils A hi^
proportion of ‘hard asphalt’ is frequently, though by no
means inevitably, associated with a high viscosity Since

‘asphaltenes’ do not constitute a specific substance, they

can only be defined arbitrarily, and for ana^itical purposes

they constitute those components of petroleum which are

precipitated under specified conditions by petroleum spint

of a speoSed nature as defined by its spe^ gravity and

hydrocarbons, the precipitant must contam not more than

0 5% of such hydrocarbons In cairymg out the analysis

the followmg pomts are of specml importance

(a) The amount of precipitated asphalt mutt be small m quanUty
(not over 0 25 g )

(b) The ratio of precipitant to oil must be stnctly maintained

(c) The washed precipitate must be thoroughly separated from
the wax which accompanies it, by subsequent extracuon with

boiling alcohol

The asphaltene content of a fuel oil is of no import as

such if the oil is to be employed as an industrial or marine

furnace oil, though, as has been stated, it is often associated

mdirectly with high viscosity and low calorific value For
intemal-combustion engines and for domestic heatmg plant

the content should be relatively small, for asphaltenes are

non-volatile and are hable to accumulate and carbonize

on hot metal surfaces such as sprayer nozzles Since,

however, other components of an oil also do this, the

tendency can be assessed more accurately by a direct test,

such as the Carbon Residue Test

Aniline-point (IPT FO 23)

This property is defined as the lowest temperature at

which the oil is completely miscible with aniline It is a

measure of the ‘paraiiinicity’ of an oil, as paraffins have

a higher amhne-pomt than the other classes of hydro-

carbons Since ‘paraffimcity’ m a Diesel fuel implies,

generally, easy starting and a minimum of ‘knock*, a high

amline-point is usually indicative of a high cetene value

and affords a moderately satisfactory laboratory alterna-

tive to an actual engine test for cetene value, provided that

the fuel in quesuon is a petroleum oil and not doped with

‘anti-knock’ chemicals such as ethyl nitrate Shale oils

usually have a higher cetene value than would be antici-

pated from their aniline-pomt

Sulphur (IPT GO 4,ASTM D 129-34)

Sulphur in fuel oils is determmed by bummg a weighed

amount of the oil m a bomb filled with compressed oxygen

and determining gravunetncally the sulphuric acid pro-

duced The BriUsh and American standard methods difier

only m nunor details

The sulphur content of a fuel oil may be as low as 0 2%
or nse to over 5% For ordmary furnace purposes the

sulphur content of an oil is of no importance and is rarely

included m speafications Certain metallurgical operations,

such as heat treatments m which the properties of the metal

are seriously affected by traces of sulphide, demand fuels

ofthe lowest sulphur content obtainable Owasionallyflue

systems are such that undue coohng permits the tempera-

ture of the flue gas to fall below the ^w-pomt, and a con-

densation of corrosive acid moisture results, but such cases

of faulty design are quite exceptional, (^rrosion from
condensation of dilute sulphuric acid has been known to

occurm the exhaust systems of Diesel engines if these are

overcooled Since, however, all fuel oils contain some
sulphur, It IS clearly preferable to avoid condensaUon than

to restrict the available fuels by limiting the sulphurcontent

While the gaseous products of combustion of su^fliur-

contauung oils ate non-corrosive, the flame of such oils

always contains hydrogen sulphide and flee sulphur, both

of which readily attack heated iron. It is important, there-

fore, that oil flames should not be allowed to unpinge on
the metal.
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Spontaneous lotion TemperatoK (see p 2970)

Hus IS regarded as the lowest temperature at which a
fuel will igmte, m the presence of air or of oxygen, without
the apphcation from external sources of a flame or spark

Since the temperature vanes very considerably accordmg
to the experimental conditions, no great importance is

placed on this quality, though it is clear that the lower the

S 1 T the more easily will the fuel ignite m a Diesel engine

In the form of apparatus used by Moore (a modification

of the arrangement onginally employed by Holm and by
Konstam and Schlapfer) a platinum crucible was mounted
in a heated metal block contammg a pyrometer, and a
gentle stream of oxygen was circulated through the

cruable At steadily decreasmg temperatures drops of oil

were allowed to fall into the cruable, and the lowest

temperature was recorded at which spontaneous ignition

occurred Petroleum oils ignite in oxygen at about 250° C
and coal-tar oils at about 400° C Among petroleum oils

the more volatile fractions have higher S I T s than the

heavier fractions On account ofthe residues left by asphalt-

contaming oils the test cannot be considered suitable for

such oils, and for assessing the ignition quality of a Diesel

fuel aniline-point is generally accepted as the best mdex
pending the standardization of a direct engme test

Wax.

Smce all fuel oils contain some waxm solution, and often

also in suspension, much research has been devoted to

methods for its quantitative determination, but no method
has yet proved satisfactory or acceptable One difficulty

lies in the definition of the term, since ‘wax’ is a mixture

of numerous hydrocarbons The solid, crystalline, waxy
hydrocarbons m heavy petroleum residues are, moreover,
accompanied by other hydrocarbons of a vaseline-like

nature which cannot be separated from them by solvents,

and which decompose on distillation, generating oil and
crystalline wax
One method which has been proposed for determining

‘wax’ consists in dissolvmg the sample in 10 volumes of
petroleum ether and de-asphalting by three successive

washes with 1 volume of concentrated sulphuric acid The
resultant petroleum ether solution is washed with water

and alkah, the solvent distilled off, and the residue analysed

for wax content by the following procedure

About 3 g of the waxy oil are weighed into a comcal
flask, dissolved in 100 ml of pure dry acetone, and the

soluUon cooled at the rate of 5° F per mmute to — 10° F
and mamtamed at this temperature for IS mmutes The
wax IS then filtered off m a funnel jacketed with a cooling

medium mamtamed at — 10° F , using gentle suction The
slightly oily wax so obtamed is dissolved m hot petroleum

ether and the solution transferred to a fared glass dish and
evaporated till substantially free from solvent and the whole
weired to ascertam approximately the weight of the crude

wax This crude wax IS then dissolved m petroleum ether,

the solution transferred to the ongmal comcal flask, the

solvent removed, and the wax dissolvedm boiling acetone,

using 70 ml of this for each gram of wax This solution

is cooled and filtoed as before, operating this tune at 32”F

,

and the twice-preapitated wax ultimately dissolved m
petroleum ether, tran^erred to a weighed dish and weighed
after complete removal of the petrokum ether solvent

This double preapitation is essential for removmg all the

liquid oil, though if pr^ared from non-distillate oils this

wax etill contains a small amount of ‘vaseline’.
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It will be noted that 'wax* is arbitrarily defined m this

test as material insoluble m acetone at 32” F
Another method often used is that of Holde In this

method a weighed quantity of the oil is distilled rapidly

to a coke residue and the wax is isolated from the distillate

by preapitation at — 20”C with a mixture of equal

volumes of ethyl alcohol and ether This, agam, is an

empincal method which further mvolves a cerUm amount
of destruction of wax and vaseline-like bodies by cracking

The significance of wax in fuel oil hes mainly m its m-
fluence on the pour-point, but as this factor can be deter-

mined directly, the tedious and uncertam operation of

detcrmmmg ‘wax’ is rarely undertaken

Carbon Residue (Conradson Method) (IPT GO 9,

ASTM D 189-30)

This method of test is a means for determiiung the

amount of carbon residue left on evaporatmg an oil under

specified conditions, and is mtended to throw some light

on the relative carbon-forming propensities of oils

The method consists m heating a weighed amount of the

oil in a covered crucible at a rate which ensures steady

volatilization, and finally an ignition of the residue at a

red heat for 7 minutes The residue of carbon is weighed

and expressed as a percentage

Another method, the Ramsbottom Method, m which the

oil IS heated in a glass bulb, is used to some extent for

lubricaung oils, but is not employed for fuel oils The
results from these two methods are not comparable, as the

conditions of heating affect oils m different ways

The sources ofcarbon residue are chiefly the asphaltenes

and the resins and oils of very high boihng-pomt, which
decompose before they volatilize

The carbon residue figure gives some indication of the

extent to which carbonaceous deposits may accumulate on
heated surfaces, such as burner nozzles, on which drops

of the fuel may fall and partially evaporate and the re-

mamder carbonize Other factors, however, exert so much
influence on the extent of this action that httle importance

IS attached, as a rule, to the carbon residue figure for a
burner fuel

Water (IPT FO 14,ASTM D 95-30).

Hie test consists in boihng a known volume of the oil

with a volatile solvent under reflux m a form of apparatus

in which the water is transferred to a graduated tube and
the solvent is returned to the boiling flask

Distillate fuel oils are generally free from water, but

residuum oils are rarely dry owmg m part to their greater

viscosity, which hinders the settling of water droplets,

and m part to the emulsion-stabilizmg properties of the

asphaltenes

The quantity of water in suspension m residuum fuel

oils is generally between 0 3 and 1 0%, but occasionally

reaches 2% in viscous asphaltic oils ^ long as the water

IS finely divided it gives rise to no practical difiBculties,

these are bable, however, to arise if the specific gravity of
the oil IS approximately the same as that ofwater, in which
case relatively large pockets of water may float stably in

the oil and, on reachmg an oil-bumer, extinguish the flame

Such oils, however, are generally preheated when the

specific gravity and viscosity of the oil both fall consider-

ably, and separation of water becomes reasonably rapid.

Sediment (LPT FO. 14<i)

Hus IS defined as matenal insoluble m benzole, and con-
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suts essentiaUy of adventitious debns such as iron rust,

tank scale, &c It may also consist m part of salt, sand, or
earth which accompanied the crude oil from the well and
which had not effectively settled out in transit or in pro-
cess In the case offurnace fuel its objectionable ^ects lie

in the risk of clogged filters and burner nozzles, while salt

would be liable to flux firebncks In the case of Diesel fuel

the coarser particles would, of course, be removed by the

filters, but very fine mineral matter would be liable to pass

these and cause senous cylmder ivear by abrasion.

No method for the determination of sediment has been
standardized by the American Society for Testing Mate-
rials, but method 300 2 in the Methods for Sampling and
Testing Lubricants and Liquid Fuels, Federal Specification

W-L-791, p 68, was used in the Bunker C specifications

whidi prescribed a maximum sediment content of 025%.
More recently this has been replaced for U S naval re-

quirements [1, 1934] by clauses statmg that the oil should
be free from tendency to deposit excessively in fuel-oil

heaters under certain specified conditions, and also free

from a tendency to sludge excessively in storage at tem-
peratures from 40 to 100° F The apparatus and pro-

cedure are described in the Proceedings of the American

Petroleum Institute for 1936 [3, 1936], which permit the

producUon of this service characteristic It is pointed out

that conventional physical tests and inspections do not

offer a satisfactory means of ratmg or grading fuels as

regards their tendency to coat heater coils with a deposit

which retards heat transfer

Ash OPT GO 10)

This IS determmed by evaporating a suitable quantity

of the oil m a platinum or silica dish and finally igmting

to remove all volatile and combustible matter The ash is

not necessarily idenbcal with the ‘sediment insoluble in

benzene', for some residuum oils contam small proportions

of elements, such as nickel and vanadium, in the form of

oil-soluble compounds The ash, hke the sedunent, can m
general be regarded as a measure of abrasive material m
the oil, and is of importance when the oil is mtended as a

Diesel fuel In fuel for glass-melUng furnaces, where traces

of iron and manganese oxides are liable to cause dis-

coloration of the glass it may be necessary to unpose lunits

on the content of these metals

REFERENCES
1 McGeahy, F M / Amer Soc Naval Png 4<, 217 (1934) 3 Proc API 17(3), 17(1936)
2 Moeiweek, B H , and van Bebst, A C JJP T 21, 155 (1935)



GENERAL METHODS OF ANALYSIS OF WAXES
By W. J. WILSON, F LC., A.C.Gi, MJnst.P T., and R. E. DOWNER, BJSc.

Burmah Oil Company, Ltd

Petroleum waxes can be classified into three categories,

as follows

1 Fully refined paraffin waxes

2 Scales and partly refined scales

3 Petroleum ceresins

Certain tests and methods of analysis assume vaiying

degrees of importance and significance according to the

class to which the wax under exammation belongs This

fact will be evidenced as the methods are descnbed

A Colour

1 The IPT standard method (Serial Designations

P S 2 and 2a) utilizes the Lovibond tmtometer, the cell of

which may be kept warm by a jacket or by insertion be-

tween two electrically heated mats or elements In the case

of fully refined paraffin wax, the 18-in cell is used, and the

5-m for scales, in conjunction with a selection of Yellow

(senes 510) and Red (series 200) standard glasses The
method consists in freeing the molten wax from suspended

matter by filtration, and placing sufficient of the sample m
the Lovibond cell to cover the whole rectangular space of

the cell as viewed through the eyepiece In watching the

colour with the glasses, provided it is stipulated that the

Red glasses shall be used to a mmimum in favour of
the Yellow ones, the result is expressed as a (units) Yellow

plus u (umts) Red
Other colorimeters or tintometers are m use, such as

those of Saybolt and Stammer, but they have no advantages

over the Lovibond

It can be taken as a general rule that the lighter the colour

of the wax under examination, the more efficient has been

Its refining Quantitative deductions from results of this

test are, however, not possible

2 D Bargman [2, 1934] describes a method developed

by A M Rabinovitch and C Abakowa of measurement

of the colour of paraffin wax in the solid state The sample

under test was melted and heated to 60-70° C , transferred

to a vacuum desiccator, where it was allowed to cool

slowly to room temperature By this means the wax was
freed from air bubbles and mottles The cake produced

was cut into plaques of exactly 1 cm thickness, which were
placed on a warm glass plate for a few seconds to obtam a
homogeneous matt surface By use of a Stammer colon-

meter and a dichromate solution containing 6 mg potas-

sium dichromate and 0 5 mg Congo red per litre of water,

the colour of the prepared plaque of wax was expressed as

the height m millimetres of the corresponding column of
dichromate solution It is claimed that this method is

more sensitive than that of measurement of the colour m
the liquid state, and that the height of the matching dichro-

mate solution is inversely proportional to the stability ofthe

wax This method is not mtended for scales, the oil content

ofwhich bemg such as to confuse any deduebons possible

B. Odour

This physical property is of the greatest significance in

regard to fully refined commercial waxes, particularly with

reference to their widespread use m the waxed-paper

industry, in which freedom of the coating from odour is

a most desirable property There is no scientific test for

assessment of this property, and although divergence of
opimon between dififerent operators is possible when a
test IS made, it is a valuable qualitaUve gmde which can be
developed to a marked degree of sensitivity after con-

siderable experience It must be added, however, that it

would appear doubtful whether it is possible to obtam a
petroleum wax which is perfectly odourless in the hqmd
state at 100° C , as the purest wax possesses a very slight

‘waxy’ odour
The qualitative test consists of smelling, in a fresh and

inert atmosphere,

() a piece offreshly fractured wax at room temperature

,

() the liquid sample at 100° C , contained in a clear

glass beaker

The sample is melted in a water-bath, and it is important
that the sample be not locally overheated

C. Taste

The tasting of a sample is a useful supplement to the

odour test and consists of chewing a piece of the freshly

broken sample under examination By this means the

presence of traces of light oil such as kerosine is readily

detectable

D. Acidity

It is important that fully refined waxes should possess

no acidity Acidity is estimated by refluxing with 95%
neutral alcohol and titrating with standard caustic potash,

phenolpthalein being the indicator Any acidity is most
probably due to mcomplete removal of sulphuric acid

used in the refining operation, or of products therefrom

E. Moisture

The standard IPT method (Senal Designation P S 14)

IS generally used 50 g of the sample is heated to 130° C
in a dish until no further evolution of gas occurs The loss

in weight represents the moisture This test may assume
considerable importance m the case of refined waxes for

use m the electrical industiy as the dielectnc for paper
condensers.

F. Stability to Light

Most refined waxes, on exposure to sunlight, acquire

a yellow colour, the depth of which depends upon (a) the

oil content, (b) the nature of the oil, (c) the degree of refin-

ing, and (d) the strength of the light and tune of exposure
Rabmovitch and Abakowa have proposed a method of
determination of the resistance of paraffin to light by
utilization of ultra-violet rays from a mercury vapour
lamp The paraffin plaque, prepared as descnbed pre-

viously, is exposed to the lamp (2 5 Hefner candles) for

a definite number of hours, and is then kept m the dark for

8 hours to reach stabihty The colour is measured by the

Stammer colonmeter, with the potassium dichromate solu-

tion already referred to This is claimed to be a sensiUve

test ofthe colour stabihty ofwaxes
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G. DtnsUy rad Anfline-poiiit

Tlie cntical solution temperature ofwaxes with aniline has

been proposed as a constant by Katarakis and Megelaloi*

kmmias [13, 1932] The aniline>point of different waxes are

recorded, but it is not shown whether the constant could be

used as a means of analysis and differentiation between

paraffin waxes

The density of paraffin wax m the sohd state has been

determined by Morris and Adkins [IS, 1927] and Pyhala

[18, 1922] Its variation with temperature has also been

mvestigated This property does not appear to be a suit-

able basis of evaluation

H. Sweatii^ Test

The value of a slack wax or scale depends to a large

extent upon the ease with which it can be worked up to the

required degree of purity Holde [11, 1902] describes a
sweatmg test whereby the ments of a given scale can be

assessed In brief, the method consists of sweatmg the

scale (i e raising the temperature of the scale gradually

whereby low melting-point wax and oil are released) to a
residue of de-oiled paraffin and workmg up the sweats by
repeated sweating to obtain the maximum yield of refined

paraffin The method has not been developed to a scientific

test, chiefly because of the difilculty experienced in esu-

mating oilm the various fractions obtained from the sweat-

ing procedure It is further complicated by the fact that the

ciystalline structure of the original scale, as well as its oil

content and the rate of sweating, has great influence upon
the results obtained

Although this test is not satisfactory for a scale unless

the conditions be vigorously specified, it is of definite value

m the assessment of semi-retoed waxes of low melting-

pomt such as ‘Match Wax’ This wax is utilized m the

match mdustry for dipping match heads, and it is im-

portant that It containsaminimum ofvery soft paraffinsand
oil One form of the test consists of sweatmg a cube of

the wax of defined dimensions for 4 hours between filter-

papers m an air oven at 90° F The value of the match wax
IS dependent upon the loss in weight of the sample, the

lower the loss the more suitable bemg the wax for its

purpose

I. Setting-point

At the present time commercial waxes and scales are

graded accordmg to their setting-pomts, generally desig-

nated melting-points The 1 P T defines setting-pomt as

the temperature at which melted paraffin wax, when allowed

to cool under definite specified condihons, first shows a
mmimum rate of temperature change Smee petroleum

waxes are composed of a wide range of paraffin hydro-
carbons, It is evident that there is no means of determining
the ‘absolute’ value of the settmg-pomt, particularly as

sohd solutions exist [16, 1928], The result obtamed, there-

fore, IS dependent upon the conditions prevalent durmg the

test Ifthe conditions ofcooling, or the quantity ofmaterial
taken for test, are varied, different results will be obtained,

henceno two dissunilarmethods ofdetermmation ofsetting-
point give identical results In the coohng of a wax mass,
fractional crystallization occurs to a certam extent, and it

IS therefore ofthe utmost importance to test, when possible,

a portion ofthe melt from a whole slab ofwax
1. A,S.T,M. (Serial Designation D. 87-22) Standard

Method. The apparatus consists of a suitable blinder
acting as a water-bath, immersed mwhidi is a thermometer.
Inside the former is a concentnc air-bath which surrounds

the wax container, a glass tube whidi contains the settmg-

pomt thermometerand a metal stirrer Thewholeapparatus
IS of specified dunensions, the air-bath and wax contamer

being securely corked The procedure adopted for carrying

out the test is as follows The average sample of wax is

melted on a water-bath and its temperature brought to

about 35° F above its approximate settmg-pomt It is

then poured into the wax contamer to a height of 2 m
The setting-point thermometer (of standard dimensions) is

corked concentrically into the wax container so that its

lower end is i in from the bottom Water at a temperature

of 60-80° F is poured into the water-bath to within ( in

of the top, and the wax contamer is secured m the au-bath

so that the bottom of the former is withm ^ m of the

bottom of the air-bath The temperature of the water-bath

IS adjusted to 25-30° F lower than the temperature of the

wax sample under test when the latter has cooled to a

temperature 10° F above its approximate settmg-pomt

The wax is stirred continuously and regularly, the tempera-

ture on the setting-point thermometer being read at mter-

vals of 30 seconds to within 0 1° F The temperature of the

wax falls gradually at first, then becomes nearly constant,

and again falls gradually Readmgs are taken during a

period of at least 3 minutes after the temperature begms
to fall subsequent to the stationary period The average of

the first four readmgs that he within 0 2° F are taken as

the setting-point

It has been found that certam waxes do not give a

settmg-pomt as defined in this specification, and, moreover,

that a more sharply defined pomt m the cooling curve is

obtained when stirring of the sample is ehmmated The
method has therefore been modified by the I P T
2 LP.T. Standard Method (Serial Designation P.S.

11 a). The apparatus is idcnucal with that of A S T M
except that no stirrer is provided Molten wax at approxi-

mately 15° F above its settmg-pomt is placed in the wax
contamer, the temperature of the surroundmg water bemg
kept between 60-80° F throughout the test Readings of

the wax thermometer are taken at 30-second mtervals

durmg cooling, and the settmg-pomt is taken as the

temperature at which three identical consecutive readmgs
are observed In cases m which a scale does not give three

identical consecutive readings, the determination is to be

earned out with the water-jacket temperature 15-20° F
below the settmg-pomt of the sample under examination,

this procedure effecting a slower rate ofcoohng
Many other similar methods have been proposed

3 The Caidllary Method, as commonly used for pure

compounds, is not satisfactory, as it depends upon visual

observation of the physical state of the wax, and is liable

to give erroneous results

4 SbnkorsMethod [21, 1901] consists m shaking 30-40

g of molten wax, enclosed m an air-bath, when it is 5° F
above its settmg-pomt, until the contents bmmeturbid and
opaque Following this the temperature is observed at

30-second mtervals until identical readings are obtamed.
Die temperature at this pomt represents the setting-pomt

5 A German Method [14, 1927] consists m plaong a
drop of the molten wax on a surface of warm water and
measurmg the temperature of the water when sohdi-

fication of the wax occurs This temperature is taken to

be the setting-pomt. The method is not practicable as a
standard test

6.A Micro Metiiod proposed by F Dangle [4, 1931]

utilizes a microscope and polarized light. When the wax is

molten the field of vision through the microscope is dark.
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On sohdification ofthe former the field becomes clear. It is

probable, however, that an mtermediate stage will exist

between the dark and clear fields, and therefore accuracy

of the method will be influenced to some extent by the

operator

J. Solidification and Plasticity

The range of paraffinic hydrocarbons existing in a wax
IS an important factor m relation to its suitability for

certam apphcations, for example candle manufacture, m
which it may be desirable that wax shall have a limited

degree of plastiaty, which is attributable in the main to the

presence of soft paraffins, otherwise candles may stick in

the moulds during manufacture and bend excessively at

higher room temperatures during use

1 Fricke [9, 1921] has devised a test which measures in

some degree the so-called plasticity, and therefore the suita-

bility of waxes for candle manufacture 100 g of the wax
heated to 65° C are poured into a shallow rectangular pan
of specified dimensions, in the middle of which a thermo-

meter IS immersed The room temperature and the tune at

which the temperature of the wax reaches 60° C are noted

After SO minutes' natural cooling, the hardness of the wax
IS tested by means of a loaded meUl plunger having a
rectangular cross-section of 1 sq cm area, the total

applied weight on the surface of the wax being 2 2 kg If

the plunger makes an impression in the wax, when placed

2 5 cm from the edge of the pan, further tests are made
at mtervals of 2-3 minutes The time of complete solidi-

fication, when the plunger first fails to make an impression

which can be seen or felt, is observed The interval of
sohdification, from the time at which the wax had a
temperature of 60° C to the time of complete solidification

as iffiown by the plunger, is regarded as a measure of the

plasticity The room temperature should be between
17 and 20° C to ensure coolmg under consUnt conditions

Fncke states that for waxes to be suitable for candle

manufacture, the sohdification interval should not exceed

65 mmutes
This method is one which has not been generally adopted,

and It can be criticized on the following grounds

(a) The eflect of varymg proportions of oil on the so-

called hardness measurement is not analysed or con-

sidered

ib) The temperature control of the cooling cake of wax
IS crude and hkely to lead to anomalous results

2 The rate ofsoftenmg of paraflin waxes has been mves-

tigated with Nasham’s ‘ Malakograph '[1,1922] Hus con-

sists of a balance, to one arm of which is attached a chain

with a ball at the end The other arm of the balance is

waited (heavier than the ball) and so arranged that its

vertical movement sets a penmovmg over a revolving chart

To operate, the cham is detached from the balance and
molten wax is poured into a dish so that it just covers the

ball placed centrally in it When the wax is cold the chain

IS attached to the balance, and the wax container, on a

suitable bath, is heated slowly As the wax softens the

counter-weight on the other arm of the balance slowly falls

and the pen desenbes a curve on the chart. The soAer the

wax, the steeper will become the curve It is claimed that

curves rdatmg to a given wax are constant and character-

istic. This test would appear to be cumbersome and not

capable of affordmg sharp differentiauon between waxes

3 The value of candles is enhanced if they show resis-

tance to bending or plastic flow at elevated temperatures.

143S

and a direct bendmg test is sometimes employed The
candles to becompared are mounted horizontally with their

bases fixed, and placed m an air oven at any required

temperature After a given time the relative amounts of

bend are observed It should be noted, however, that

candles generally contain substances other than pmaffin,

which are add^ to elimmate ‘motthng’, to facihtate

removal of the candles from the moulds, and to reduce the

liability to bend This test, therefore, is a test of the candle

mixture and is quite unrelated to the properties of the

paraffin alone

4

Holdc [1 1, 1902, 12, 1907] describes a method of esti-

mating the amount of soft paraflin in a wax for candles as

follows

The wax is first freed from steanc acid by means of

alkali 2 g of the wax are dissolved in 30 c c of ether and
precipitated with 40 c c ofalcoholat20°C The quantities

and melting-point ofthe precipitated and dissolved paraflin

are determined, the latter representing soft paraflin If

the soft paraffin docs not contain more than 14% of

oil, 0 5 g IS dissolved in 100 c c alcohol to which 25 c c

water has been added The mass is cooled to —20° C and
the precipitated paraflin is filtered, washed with cooled

alcohol, and dned under vacuum
The method is a tedious one and probably does not give

any more pracUcal information than the simple bending

test referred to above

Although no mention can be found of a simple scientific

test for determination of the amount of soft paraffins m a

refined wax, or of its width of cut, it would seem probable

that a distillaUon earned out under vacuum m specified

apparatus and under standard procedure, followed by
an examination of 10% collected fractions (eg settmg-

pomt), would yield information of value for purposes of

comparison, particularly as very small percentages of oil

(such as are met with in refined waxes) do not aflect the

setting-points to any senous degree

K. Oil in Wax
The important problem of the estimation of the oil in

an oil-wax mixture, when the wax predominates, is one
which has engaged the attention ofmany research workers

Numerous methods have been proposed, but they all have

disadvantages and limitations, m short, no satisfactory

test has been divulged which can be apphed with confidence

to petroleum waxes generally, whatever their source The
methods available will be described and their limitations

noted

1 I P.T. Method for Expressible Oil in Scales (Serial

Designation P.S. 43). 33 g of the scale are weight and
spread evenly between two tared hnen disks to fit the press

cup of a hydrauhe or lever press Sufficient filter-papers

are placed above and below the disks so that the outer

papers shall not be stained by the oil expressed The whole
apparatus and material are kept at 60° F throughout the

operation The paraflin scale and pile of disks are placed in

the press cup and a pressure of 9 cwt persq in is apphed
for a period of 5 mmutes The pressed scale is then re-

moved and weighed with the two hnen cloths The latter

are then separated, scraped free from scale, and weighed.

The quanbty of expressed oil is obtained by addmg to-

gether the mcrease of weight of the cloths and the decrease

ofweight of the cloths and scale together

The method, although standardized, has senous objec-

Uons
(a) The amount of oil expressed will depend upon the
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ci:ystaIUne structun of the scale, if the latter u finely

crystallme, the oil retention in the scale will be a consider-

able factor and the result will be low In any case it is

impossible to express all the oil from the scale

(6) If the scale contains much soft paraffin (low melting-
point constituents), a considerable proportion of the latter

will be expressed in solution m the oil, and the result will

be high

(c) If the oil content of the scale is high, the solution

factor of wax in the oil becomes considerable and the
result obtained is erroneous

The test can be applied, therefore, within narrow limits,

and in any case the results cannot of a high degree of
accuracy

2 Francis and Bennett describe a similar method in
which 1 ,000 lb pressure is apphed to the scale for S minutes,
and the A S T M has standardized a method in which the
same pressure is applied

There are four principal precipitation methods which
are used for the estimation of oil in a wax

3 Holde ’s method consists in dissolvingthewax (S-10g )

in an excess of ether-alcohol (1 1) mixture at an elevated
temperature and cooling to —20“ C The precipitated wax
IS filtered off at this temperature and washed with cooled
alcohol-ether The process is repeated with the residue,
and the combined filtrates are evaporated and the oil

weighed Holde recognizes that even at so low a tempera-
ture of preapitation, the wax hydrocarbons are not com-
pletely insoluble in the solvent, and suggests corrections
depcndmg upon the melting-point of the paraffin present
For want of a better method, this is the one usually

employed, and it can be used with a certain degree of
accuracy for scales as well as refined waxes If the sample
to be tested is m any way abnormal in regard to ‘width of
cut’, the method is unreliable Precipitation methods are
generally imsuitable for determination of oil in petroleum
ceresins, as resinous bodies are precipitated with the wax
and render the result too high

4 Schwarz and Huber [20, 1913] have proposed the use
ofmethyl ethyl ketone in place ofether-alcohol solvent, and
claim that the solubility factor of the lower paraffins is

considerably reduced by this means The method is suiular
to that of Holde, except that only one precipitation is

earned out

It is difiicult to substantiate Schwarz and Huber’s claim
with regard to low melting-point waxes, and it would
appear that anomalous differences would still occur when
waxes of similar oil content but different ‘widths of cut’
are dealt with Other selective solvents have been proposed
from tune to time, but no solvent is available m which
sohd paraffins are completely insoluble at any practicable
temperature of operation

5 Wyant and Marsh [24, 1924] have developed a
method which, they claim, gives very rehable results The
wax sample is refluxed with pure acetone and allowed to
cool to 60” F

, when it is thoroughly shaken and filtered,
the crystalline mass bemg washed with acetone at the same
temperature The filtrate is distilled over a steam-bath and
finally dned in vacuo The oil is weighed and the wax
calculated by difference The same cntiasm apphes to this

as to other precipitation methods A pomt m its favour,
however, is that the whole operation of precipitation and
filtration is earned out at a moderate temperature It is

important that the purity of the acetone be assured, as
small proportions of moisture have an enormous effect on
its solvent power for both wax and oil

If the above methods are employed with scales, more
than one precipitation is necessary, with consequent trans-

ference difficulties

6

Henderson and Ferns [10, 1927] have proposed a
modification of the previous method which eluninates trans-

ference of the precipitated wax and in which mtrobenzene

replaces acetone as the solvent The procedure is as

follows

10 g of the sample are weighed into a flask and 20 ml
nitrobenzene are added Air is bubbled through the liquid,

and the temperature of the mixture brought to 70” C by
means of a hot-aur jacket The mixture is cooled to 32” C
and held at that temperature for 5 mmutes The wax floats

to the top, the oil-nitrobenzene layer is drawn off, and the

procedure is repeated with a second 20 ml of nitrobenzene
Following this, the flask is heated to 13S° C and air drawn
through It to volatihze entrained nitrobenzene For re-

moval of final traces of solvent a temperature of 150” C is

required The wax is weighed, and hence the amount of
oil m the original sample determined

The method has convenience and simphcity to recom-
mend It, but whilst oil IS more soluble in nitrobenzene than
acetone, wax, particularly soft parafiins, also goes mto
solution at the temperature of extraction.

Refractometnc Methods Freund and Palik [8, 1920]
made the observation that if the refractive indices of pure
wax and pure oil were known, then the proportion of each
in a mixture could be calculated from the simple mixture
law Wilson and Wilkin [23, 1924] adopted the following

procedure in the employment of refractive index for oil

determination

5 g of the sample were dissolved in ethylene dichlonde
and cooled to 0” C , when the mass was filtered After
washing to bring the total filtrate to ISO ml it was evapor-
ated The solvent-free residue was added to a special

solvent consisting of mineral, seal, and ligatura oil of re-

fractive mdex 1 4470 at 77“ F The assumption is made
that the wax left in the solvent extract from the preapita-
Uon will have a refractive index of 1 4470 at 70° F , and
that therefore any change of the index on admixture with
the special solvent will be due to oil alone

The method is a somewhat complicated one and is open
to cnticism on the foUowmg grounds

() The refractive index of the wax left in the extract

will not be constant, but will be dependent upon the ‘width
of cut’ of the ongmal wax.

() The refracuve index of the wax left m the extract

will be dependent upon the imtial oil content of the wax
as well as the proportion of low melting-pomt waxes in the
original samples

Diggs and Buchler [5, 1927] observed that when a refined
wax contammg oil was filtered through Attapulgar i^y it

reached a state at which further filtration did not affect

the refractive index of the filtered wax They found it

possible to filter waxes by this means to a constant re-

fractive index, and the difference of refractive radices of
the treated and non-treated wax is due to oil

Here again objection can be taken to the underlying
assumption that the constant refractive mdex will be
comparative for different waxes Further, it is possible, m
some cases, that the filtered wax will still contain oil winch
IS not adsorbed by the day
Freund [7, 1930] and Plotrowski and Winkler [17, 1930]

reiterate the smqile mixture law whidi applies if the re-
fractive index ofthe two pure components (wax and oil) are
known
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To sum up the limitations ofthe refractometnc methods

1 It IS doubtful whether a sensitivity correspondmg to

0 5% oil m a wax is attainable, this means of deter-

mination being therefore insufficiently accurate for refined

wax
2 The principle ultimately depends upon the effiaency

of separation of the two components, the difficulty of
which has been indicated above

Mechanical Mediod. The use of the Richardson penetro-

meter for detection of oil has been proposed by Tokonanov

[22, 1929] and Bestuzhev [3, 1931] A cake of the given

sample is cooled to a defimte temperature (usually 25°C

)

and the depth of penetration of a loaded needle which can

be released at will is measured The penetration is read on
a calibrated dial The higher the oil content of the wax, the

greater is the penetration of the needle It is quite clear

that this method requires considerable development before

serious attention can be paid to it as a quantitative method
For instance, Sakhanov [19, 1931] showed that the type of

wax IS related to the depth of penetration, and further it is

suggested that the result will be affected by soft paraffins

as well as by oil It is not clear whether different types of
oil (in equal percentage) wiU have the same effect on the

result

In reviewing the numerous attempts which have been

made to estimate oil in wax, it is evident that the chief

difficulty which still confronts those who seek a satisfactory

method is that not only the proportion of oil in wax, but

also the proportion of hard and soft paraffins is signifi^t,

in other words, there are at least two vanants and not only

one as has been generally assumed The methods described

fail m varying degrees in the analysis of these variants

Petroleum Ceresins

There are no specific tests available for petroleum

ceresins, and the most reliable guide with regard to their

value is obtained from colour measurement m the hquid
state and melting-point To be classed as a ceresin a wax
should have a microcrystalline structure and give a hard
metallic ring
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TESTING OF ASPHALTIC BITUMEN
BJJ.S. JACKSON, BSc., FJC ,M batPX

S/ie// Marketing Company, Ltd

The testing of asphaltic bitumen presents many peculiar

problems Most of the difficulties encountered with other

petroleum products arise in the case of asphaltic bitumen,

but with increased intensity

If accurate repeatable results are to be attained, the

product must be handled thoughtfully and almost sympa-

thetically The long-standing confusion between pitch and
asphaltic bitumen and the fact that asphaltic bitumen is

a residual product have perhaps conspired to rob this

product ofsome of the respect which is its due

At the outset the greatest care must be taken to establish

and maintain satisfactory temperature conditions The
characteristic properties of asphaltic bitumen are ex-

tensively affected by temperature changes, and marked
hysteresis effects are encountered

The thermal history of the sample to be examined must,

therefore, be known and studied, and in view of the low
conductivity and high viscosity of the product sufficient

time must always be allowed for temperature changes to

become umformly estabhshed

Bitumen throughout the ages has enjoyed a remarkable

reputation for stabihty and durabihty, and it is therefore

not surprising to find that it is frequently abused by being

seriously overheated The lU effects of such overheating

are senous, and as a guidmg pruiciple asphaltic bitumen

should never be heated beyond the lowest possible tempera-

ture for the purpose in hand
While a large number of tests are available for the full

examination of asphaltic bitumen, a sample can usually be

sufficiently defined for routine commercial purposes by the

following well-known tests which are fully descnbed m
A S TM and I P T pubhcations and need not, therefore,

be described in detail

Softening (Melting) Point

SMtening (Meltii«) Point Ring and BaU. I.P.T.

Method A. 20: A.S.T.M. E. 28-36 T. The softenmg ofbitu-

mmous materials does not take place at any defimte

moment or temperature As the temperature rises Asphaltic

bitumens gradually and imperceptibly change from bnttle

or exceedmgly viscous matenals to softer and less viscous

hquids For this reason the determination of the softening-

point must be earned out in accordance with an arbitrary

but closely defined method, if the results are to be com-
parable

The apparatus consists essentially of a small standard

brass ring and a steel ball

The nng is filled with the bitumen to be tested, supported

m a convement manner, and immersed m water contained

m a beaker along with the ball When the necessary tem-

perature conditions have been established the ball is placed

in the centre ofthe upper surface ofthe bitumenm the ring

The temperature IS raised at a specified rate. When the

softenmg-pomt is approached the ball begins to sink mto
the bitumen, tendmg to fall through the nng In a saus-

factoiy test the bitumen will contmue to adhere evenly to

the nng, adiile the ball m falling draws down the centre

portion. The temperature at which the bitumen has fallen

through a distance of 1 m is recorded as the ‘softening-

point’ This temperature is obviously a useful mdication

of the temperature at which the material can normally be

melted, and the softemng-point must be taken into con-

sideration in relation to the climatic condiUons under which
the bitumen is to be used Whether the bitumen is used as

the binder m a road, the coatmg of a roofing felt, or as a
paint. It IS essential to have an accurate knowledge of the

temperature at which it will soften and begin to flow freely

In view of Its complex nature bitumen cannot be said to

have a meltmg-point m the ordmary sense of the term, and
the temperature recorded in accordance with the above
procedure is more correctly described as a ‘ softemng-point

’

While the Rmg and Ball method is widely u^ in

the United Kingdom, the Kramer and Samow method
(Holde [3, 1933]) is commonly used on the Continent The
followmg formula has been suggested to enable the results

obtained by the two methods to be compared

R and B = 56/54 (K. and S ) 4-7 2“ C ±r C
This formula has been shown to be reasonably accurate

for Mexican and Venezuelan bitumens but should not be

rehed upon for other types of bitumen

Penetration

Penetration. I.P.T. Method A. 18: A.S.T.M. D 5-25.

The penetration can be regarded as the most important test,

as commercial grades down to 10 penetration are normally

classified accordmg to their penetrations for harder

materials melting-point expressed in Centigrade or Fahren-

heit IS usually employed
Very briefly the test consists of measuring the depth to

which a wei^ted needle will sink mto the sample under
carefully controlled conditions

The bitumen is poured into the penetration tin and
brought exactly to 25° C by being immersed m water in a
thermostatically controlled bath The temperature of this

bath must be very accurately and uniformly controlled

withm ore
Although penetrauon is more usually determined at

25° C (77° F ) with a load of 100 g acting for 5 seconds,

vanous other conditions of temperature, time, and load

are also employed, the most common bemg those recom-
mended by the A S T M and I P T , which are as follows

32° F (0° C ) with 200 g weight acting for 60 seconds,

1 15° F (46*1° C ) with SO g weight acUng for 5 seconds.

The needle has been closely specified by the A S T M.
and I P T , and it is most essential that it conforms to the

requirements It is also of great importance to protect the

ne^e agamst damage or corrosion

The needle is mountedm the penetrometer and weighted

to 100 g
While bemg tested the sample is placed under water m

a transfer dish The pomt of the needle is accurately

brought mto contact with the surface of the bitumen The
needle is then allowed to fall freely mto the bitumen during
exactly 5 seconds The extent ofthe penetration is recorded

on the dial of the mstrument m hundredths of a centi-
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metre Thus a bitumen is said to have a penetration of
200 when the needle under a load of 100 g penetrates

20mm mto the sample at 25° C during 5 seconds

A metronome is usually employed for tuning the penetra-

tion penod, but recently an attractive automatic pene-

trometer has been designed

The penetration figure gives a useful measure of the

consistency of the bitumen

In addition to servmg as a method of classification, the

penetration test is frequently used to determine the sus-

ceptibility of asphaltic bitumen to change in consistency

with change m temperature Various formulae have been

proposed for calculating the susceptibility factor, and the

followmg are typical

Pen at 46° C , so g , S sec -Pen 0° C , 200 g , 60 sec

Pen 25° C , 100 g ,
5 sec

Pen at 38° C , 100 g , S set

Pen at 25° C , 100 g , 5 sec

The penetration/softemng-point relation is also charac-

teristic and may be used for expressing susceptibility

Ductility

Ductility. I.P.T. Method A. 19: A.STM D. 113-35.

Less importance is now attached to the ductility test than

hitherto, but the test is still of importance in that it

measures an essential and characteristic property of the

product The ductility of bitumen considered in relation

to the soflenmg-point may also provide some uidication of

the plastiaty of the product

The bitumen is filled into standard moulds with detach-

able sides The mould is mounted under water at 25° C
in the testing machine and the sides are then detached The
moulds are then stretched mechanically at a rate of 5

cm per minute until the thread of bitumen so formed is

broken The distance stretched without rupture is recorded

m centunetres as the ductility of the bitumen

Loss of Heating. I.P.T Method A. 17: A.S.TM. D.
6-33. Since asphaltic bitumens are solid or semi-solid under

normal atmospheric conditions and have to be either main-
tained in a liquid state or rendered fluid prior to use by
heating at relatively high temperatures, it is essential that

the matenal shall not contain excessive amounts of con-

stituents which are volatile at average working tempera-

tures In order to determine the suitability of asphaltic

bitumen m this respect, the loss on heating test is applied

This consists essentially in heating a sample of the material

at a given temperature and for a given period, and
measuring the loss which occurs The usual consistency

tests may then be applied to the residue

The size of the contamer, the dunensions, and method
of ventilation of the oven, temperature, and period of

test are all carefully standardized, and in the I P T and
A S T M. methods the sample is heated for 5 hours at a
temperature of 163° C The DIN method differs m the

dimensions ofthe container and in other respects, and gives

approximately twice the loss found by the A S TM and

IPT methods.

Viscosity

Greatly increased attention has recently been paid to

the viscosity of bitumen Viscosity determinations are

earned out at one or more of the following temperatures

100° C ,
125° C., 150° C ,

175° C , and 200° C. usmg either

the Redwood II or the Engler viscometer

The test is earned out by measunng the time requued

1439

for the specified quantity of the material to flow through

the jet of the viscometer at the stated temperature In the

case of the Redwood II apparatus the time, m seconds,

required for 50 ml of the bitumen to flow through the jet

is recorded as the viscosity With the Engler mstrument
the tune in seconds for 200 ml to flow out is measured and
divided by the tune required for 200 ml of water at 20° C
to flow from the same mstrument The quotient gives the

viscosity of the bitumen m Engler degrees

A knowledge of the viscosity is essential for the proper

control of both road-makmg operations and the vanous
mdustrul apphcations of bitumen Working tempera-

tures must be regulated m relation to the viscosity of

the bitumen if coatings of the required thicknesses are to

be obtained

Ash (I P T A 10) and sulphur (IPT A 4) determma-
tions are earned out along eonventional lines and call for

no special comment

Solubility

Asphaltic bitumens are almost completely soluble in

carbon bisulphide, and this test therefore affords a means
of determining whether the material has been senously

overheated or contaminated with foreign matter The
test IS also used to determine the percentage of asphaltic

bitumen present m mixtures of the latter with mineral

aggregates

The presence in asphaltic bitumen of matenal msoluble
m carbon tetrachloride but soluble m carbon bisulphide

was formerly considered to be an indication of overheating

of the bitumen, but this view no longer meets with general

acceptance

Special significance is attached to the solubility in

60/80 petroleum ether, as this determmation gives, by differ-

ence, a measure of the asphaltene content The precise

proc^ure recommended is described in IPT method
A 12

General

The followmg standard IPT methods are also available

A 13 Asphaltum (soft asphalt)

A 17 Loss on heating (volatility)

A 14 Water estimation

The estimation of the wax content of bitumen presents

many difficulties, and so farno generally acceptable method
has emerged
Methods dependmg on the removal of other constituents

by sulphonation are ‘messy’ and maccurate, whereas those

methods which mvolve distillation are open to the objection

that the wax originally present may suffer a variety of
changes as the result of the severe heat treatment, and the

material finally recovered as crystalhne wax may bear
bttle or no relation to the wax constituents onginally

present in the bitumen

Oil Content of Bitumen

While the foregoing include all the tests normally used
for the examination of asphaltic bitumen, there are a
number of methods of an investigational nature which are

of mterest Thus a test has been suggested for the estima-

tion of the oil content of bitumen, and the followmg pro-

cedure yields reasonably repeatable results

30 g of the asphaltic bitumen are dissolved, by heating,

in 30 ml of pure benzol in a 500-ml flask Then 400 ml
of 60/80 aromatic free petroleum ether are added, and,

after stirring, 30 ml of sulphuric acid of exactly 100%
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sti«ngth Vigorous shaking for IS mmutes bnngs about

a partial sulphonauon, and the mixture is then allowed to

settle for some tune to allow the acid sludge to settle out

Theliquid isthen filtered offinto a separating funnel and the

residual acid sludge in the flask washed two or three times

with a total of about 80 ml of petroleum ether, pouring

the petroleum ether through the filter mto the separatmg

funnel The solution in the separating funnel is then washed

with the following reagents in turn

(1) 30/50 ml of a 50/50 mixture of water and denatured

alcohol

(2) 30/50 ml of a similar mixture containing about
5 ml of a 2 5% solution ofcaustic soda

(3) 30/50 ml ofwater/alcohol mixture (as above)

The liquid remaining in the separatmg funnel is then

placed m a weighed flask and the solvent distilled off It is

then cooled down to about 100“ C in a current of carbon
dioxide, and after further cooling, the oil remaining m the

flask IS weighed

A knowledge of the oil content is useful in connexion

with certain industrial applications of bitumen such as the

manufacture of bituminized wrapping-papers, roofing felts.

See With such materials it is important that oil should not

exude from the impregnated materials, otherwise unsightly

stainmg may result

Emulsions

As considerable quantities of asphaltic bitumen are used

for the manufacture of emulsions, it has become essential

to have a laboratory test for controllmg the emulsifiability

of the product It is desmable to use both a small-scale col-

loid nullanda paddle mixer to duplicate full-scaleoperation
For most purposes, however, a small paddle mixer is satis-

factory

A suitable apparatus should be fitted with the following

equipment

(a) A small steam-heated container of known capacity

from which the required amount of bitumen can be
run mto the mixer

(b) Suitable stirrer and baffles, the stirrer being driven

at controlled speed by a suitable motor

Acid Value. In connexion with emulsification expen-
ments it is desirable to have an accurate knowledge of the

amount ofacidic bodies present in the bitumen

This determmation presents some slight difficulty, but
the following method has been found to give accurate

results

5-7 g of asphaltic bitumen are weighed in a 260-ml
flask, and warmed with 5 ml of transformer oil (or other

suitable light oil of low acid value, e g a pale spmdlc oil)

until fluxmg IS complete 100 ml of ethyl alcohol are then
added and the mixture boiled vigorously for } hour under
a reflux condenser It is then cooled and titrated with
N/10 aqueous sodium hydroxide solution, 3 ml of a 3%
alcoholic solution of Alkali Blue 6 b bemg used as an m-
dicator In the same way a blank test is earned out,

differmg from the above only in the omission of the

asphaluc bitumen

The acidity of the bitumen is expressed as an aad value,

le the number of milligrams of potassium hydroxide
required to neutrahze the free acids m 1 g of bitumen.

OUensis Spot Test

In connexion with the detection of overheating of
asphaltic bitumens, Oliensis [4, 1933] developed a quah-
tative test for heterogeneity in asphaltic bitumen Hus test.

known as the ‘Spot Test’, depends on the formation of

a dark spot in the centre of a brown circular stam when a

drop of a dispersion of the bitumen m 5 1 tunes its volume

of petroleum ether is placed on a fllter-paper

In a recent paper (Oliensis [5, 1936]) the scope of the

test has been extended to cover the determmation of degree

ofheterogeneity by addition ofxylenem increasmg amounts

until the dispersion of bitumen no longer gives a positive

spot, and also the testing of liquid bitumens In this latter

paper It IS stated that heterogeneity, as determined by the

Spot Test, may be due to presence of waxy bodies, acid

sludge bodies, the combination of incompatible fractions

m so-called ‘synthetic’ bitumens, and exposure to air, in

addition to being caused by overheating of the bitumen

Fraass Test

While penetration and ductihty curves over a suitable

range of temperatures normally give sufficient mformation

as regards the consistency of the material, the Fraass

Breaking-point Test has been used as a means of measur-

ing and comparing the tendency to become brittle at lower

temperatures

The Fraass apparatus (Fig 1) consists of two tubes of

non-conductive material, arranged concentrically, so that

no 1 Fraass bfeakmg-point apparatus
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of the asphaltic bitumen bound material is extracted with

carbon bisulphide at room temperature and the solution is

decanted and filtered, or centnfuged to remove the mineral

aggregate or other insoluble matter present

(6) The asphaltic bitumen is recovered from the solution

thus obtained by a regulated vacuum distillation with the

aid ofa current ofcarbon dioxide

SOLUTION TO BE ADDED

the inner tube can move up and down inside the outer

Steel chps are fastened to both tubes, so that the movement
of the inner tube up and down withm the outer alters the

distance between the clips The steel plaque, to which the

film of asphaluc bitumen to be exanuned is apphed, is held

by the dips, and as a result of the movement of the inner

tube the plaque is bent from its original position, the

asphaltic bitumen film bemg on the con-

vex surface The movement is controlled

by the tummg of a handle attached to

the instrument, which moves the inner

tube by a definite amount
The bending apparatus is supported in

a wide test-tube, which is suspended by
means of a rubbw stopperm an unplated

Dewar flask, contaming the cooling liquid
This test is used in German specification

for Bitumen DIN 199S, but has not been

adopted either in Great Britain or the

United States for asphaltic bitumens

Float Test

The Float Test A S T M D 139-27 is

also valued by many as a convenient

means of measuring the tendency to flow

The test serves to fill the gap between the

viscosity and the penetration limits, and is

particularly useful as it is not affected by

the presence of resinous material or free

carbon

In this connexion the following very

simple test often yields valuable informa-

tion

‘L’-shaped tin containers are made 1 in

wide and i in deep with the limbs 2 in

and 2J m long respectively The shorter

of the limbs is filled flush with asphaltic

bitumen at a temperature 75-100*’C above

themelung-pomt, and the contauiers stood

aside to cool They are then placed, with

the filled limb vertical, m a location where
the temperature can be maintamed uni-

formly at a suitable level The flow of the

asphtdtic bitumen from the filled into the

empty limbs is measured at convenient

intervals of time

Recovery of Bitumen

With the above tests available it is

obviously possible to obtam a workmg
knowledge of the physical properties and
some insight into the chemical nature of

an asphaltic bitumen, but those dealing

with such products frequently find thatm rq 2 COt vacuum distiUaUoo apparatus for the recovery of bitumen from solution,

order to apply such tests they must first be
able to recover the asphalbc bitumen from various mixtures

m which It has been used Any such method must permit

of the recovery of the bitumen m such a manner that the

properties are only very slightly or not at all affected.

D M Wilson [7, 1931-3] has suggested a method for this

purpose, but it cannot be claimed that the bitumen is un-

affected by this recovery process The foUowmg method,

which 18 based on the methods proposed by Suida [6, 1931],

Gieutert {2, 1932], and Abson [1, 1933], is therefore

described, as it is felt itmay frequently prove more suitable

PrindpleofflKMediod. (a)A dry, representative sample

Apparatus (Fig 2) The distillation flask (A) is supphed
with a ground glass stopper provided with an opemng for

a sealed cork through which the various tubes, as mdicated

m the sketch, enter the flask

The receiver into which the distilled solvent passes can be
separated from the mam part of the apparatus so that once

the mam bulk of the solvent has distilled mto the receiver,

this IS disconnected by a tap (JB) (the carbon bisulphide

bemg syphoned off) and the high vacuum necessary for

the removal of the last traces of solvent can be mamtained
without mterrupbng the distillation
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The effisetive cooling surface necessaiy for condensation

of the vt^nzed solvent is obtained through two 50-cm.

condensers cuvulated with ice-cold water

Procedure. A representative portion of the sample is

taken, broken up into small pieces, and, if necessary,

placed m an oven at 150° C for a short time to remove
moisture. The amount of sample taken will depend uptm.

(I) The binder content

C2) The extent of the examination of the recovered

asphaltic bitumen which is required

The dry sample is covered with carbon bisulphide m a

beaker and extracted at room temperature The asphaltic

bitumen solution m carbon bisulphide is separated from
the mineral aggregate by decantation, fUtration, or, when
faciliUes permit, by centrifuging It is extremely important

that the asphaltic bitumen should not remam m solution

for any longperiod beforerecovery In general, the recovery

should follow immediately, although sometimes it may be

necessary to allow the sample to stand in carbon bisulphide

overnight

The solution is mtroduced mto the flask (A) through the

dropping funnel, and the temperature of the oil-bath

brought to 50° C by means of an electric hot plate Dry
carbon-dioxide gas is then drawn through the apparatus

by means of a water-pump The oil-bath is then brought

to 90° C , during which time the carbon bisulphide distils

steadily, and by adjustmg the stream ofcarbon dioxide the

temperature of the soluUon in the flask is kept at 20 to
30° C When most of the solvent has distilled over, further

quantities of solution may be added, if required, by means
of the dropping funnel without mterrupting the distillauon,

the oil-bath being mamtamed at 90° C meanwhile
When most of the carbon bisulphide has distiUed, the

temperature of the oil-bath is raised to 130°C over a
period of 4 to 5 imnutes and the water-pump replaced by
a mechanical high-vacuum pump At this stage the contents

of the flask frequently froth considerably, but this can be
counteracted by careful adjustment of the carbon-dioxide

supply The oil-bath is then brought up to approximately
100° C above the melting-pomt of the asphaluc bitumen,

and when the solvent ceases to distil, the tap (B) is closed

and the carbon-dioxide supply cut down very slowly until

the pressure is reduced to 7-12mm This pressure is main-
tained durmg 15 mmutes, the temperature of the bitumen
being about 100° C above its meltmg-pomt

After this the removal of carbon bisulphide is complete

and the asphaltic bitumen is ready for testmg

Liquid

Although hquid bitumens have been in use for many
years it is only comparaUvely recently that the use of these

has become widespread and siAcificauons and methods of

testing placed upon a sound tesis

In 1932-3 the Asphalt Institute of Amenca put forward

a senes of specifications for liquid bitummous materials for

surface treatment and road-mix purposes, the tests speci-

fied were chiefly those standardized by the A S TM for

testmg petroleum products These tests were later ex-

amined by a committee of the I P T and adopted with

certam modifications The principal tests now employed

are the followmg
(i) Viscosity. The Asphalt Institute specifies the use

of the Saybolt Furol viscometer. Method D 88-30, at

temperatures rangmg from 77 to 180° F , but m the I P T
Method CB 8, the B R T A viscometer has been recom-

mended for use with matenals having viscosities between

15 seconds at 25° C and 500 seconds at 40° C , while for

materials of lower than 15 seconds viscosity the Redwood
No 2 instrument is used accordmg to method LO 8

(u) Distillation. A rather arbitrary distillation test has

been evolved This test is a modification of the A S T M
method for distillation of bitumen D 20-30 and is now
published asA S T M D 402-36, and as the I P T Method
CB 3

This test IS designed not only to give useful data con-

cerning the properties of the volatile constituents, but also

to give an indication ofthe nature of the asphalt remainmg
on the road after evaporation of the volatile constituents,

and for the latter purpose one or more of the vanous con-

sistency tests, such as viscosity, float test, or penetration,

may be apphed to the disUUation residue Thus the dis-

tillation figures, together with the properties of the residue,

give useful information of a very practical value

(m) Volatility. The A S T M and I P T methods of test

for loss on heating of asphaltic bitumens are also some-
times used for determimng volatility of hquid bitumens,

while a further test, known as the Test for Residue of
Specified Penetration, which has as its object the determina-

tion of the percentage of bitumen of a given penetration

obtainablebyheatmgthematenal underspecifiedconditions,
is also used This test, A S TM D 243-36, consists in

heating the material at a temperature of 500° F until the

residue has the required penetration, usually 100 at 25° C

,

and determimng the amount of such residue from the

difference in weight before and after heatmg
(iv) Flash-point The necessary modificaUon ofthe flash-

pomt determmaUon is described in I P T Test CB 7(t)

So imposmg is the above array of tests that it might
reasonably be concluded that the whole subject has been
thoroughly and systemabcally explored Such, however, is

not the case, and much work remams to be done towards
produemg satisfactory methods to measure such funda-
mental properties as adhesiveness
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GENERAL METHODS OF ANALYSIS OF TRANSFORMER OILS
By A. R. STARK, B.Sc., AJ.C, M.lhst.P.T.

Anglo-Irantan Oil Company, Ltd

Of all petroleum products, transformer and switch oils

requu-e most careful samplmg before analysis if representa-

tive results are to be obtained

Tests, which are subsequently to be earned out on
samples taken from bulk dehveries, may often result m
condemnations if proper care is not taken m sampling

As an instance of this, a sample may be rejected on
account ofa low dielectric strength because of the presence

of minute amounts of water and fibrous material intro-

duced m careless samplmg
Both the British Standards Institution and the Amencan

Society of Testing Material have laid down precise instruc-

tions for the samplmg of transformer oils These instruc-

tions agree on most points, but differ m the materials

permitted in the construction of both thiefs and sample
containers

The A S TM method permits the use of either glass or
metal containers, provided, m the case of metal containers,

that they shall be constructed with seams soldered on the

outside only, and that adequate precautions are taken to

remove the last traces of flux

The B S I method permits the use of glass vessels only

While it may be contended that breakages and upkeep
will be heavier with glass vessels, the use of transparent

apparatus enables the operator to satisfy himself that his

apparatus is absolutely clean, and will also enable con-
tamination to be observed during the actual samphng in

cases of much contamination

Glass samplmg apparatus appears, therefore, to be pre-

ferred, provided precautions are taken to exclude light

from samples, such as referee samples, which may require

to be stor^ for a considerable time before testmg

Both the above bodies pay particular stress on the neces-

sity ofavoidmg contammation by water and dust, and also

on the undesirability ofreturning excess sample to the bulk
which has been sampled

Dielectric Strength

Smee one of the mam functions of a transformer oil or
switch oil IS to act as an insulatmg medium, particular

stress must be laid on the dielectric strength of the oil In
both new and reclauned transformer oils the most common
failures due to loss of dielectric strength are caused by the

presence of water and fibrous material, while the presence

of large quanUties of carbon m switch oils has the same
effect

The presence ofwaterm conjunctionwith fibrousmaterial
has a greater effect than the presence of a like quantity

of either component alone would have, smee lining up
of fibrous particles is apt to occur across parts ofthe trans-

former where there is a potential difference, and if these

parudes contam hygroscopic moisture, fashing over very
easily takes place

As an example of the extent to which water will reduce
the dielectric strength of a mineral transformer oil, the

following figures are instructive The tests were earned
outtm a disk electrode machine of disk duuneter 0 3 m. at

a distance of0 2 m. apart.

Water in oil Break-doiin voltage

Peneniage by volume in kv

nil 70

OOOS 31

001 22

0 02 16

0 03 14

004 13

005 12 3

010 10

In use, oxidation of the oil mvanably occurs to some
sli^t extent This oxidation results in the formation of

acids and metallic soaps, which also tend to reduce the

break-down strength ofthe oil Three types ofapjMuatus are

m general use for the determinauon of dielectric strength

The B S 1 favours the sphere electrode type, theA S T M
uses the disk electrode type, while m the Verband deutscher

Elektrotechniker specification No 405, mushroom type

electrodes are specified Since differences m the results ob-

tained by these three methods are to be expected, it is

important that the size, type, and distance between the

electrodes shall be quoted for each result

Great care is necessary to ensure that the samples tested

shall not be subject to contammation and that the oil cell

shall be free from fibrous materials such as might be mtro-

duced m drying the cell with filter-paper or cloth The
A S T M advocates the use of calendered tissue paper or

dry chamois leather for the primary cleanmg of the cell and
electrodes, and considers the apparatus to be sufficiently

clean when a break-dovm voltage of not less than 25 kv
can be obtained with gasohne

The B S I removes the last traces of impuriUes by filbng

the cup with clean oil and applymg about half the test

voltage, to attract dust and fibres, and then pouring fresh

oil over the electrodes By repeatmg this process four tunes

It IS clauned that the apparatus will be sufiiciently clean for

twenty tests, if no mechanical wiping has to be resorted to

between tests

If these prelunmaiy precautions are earned out, the only

factors which are likely to affect the results obtained are

excessively low temperature and the presence ofair bubbles

m the sample TheASTM stipulates a temperature range

of 20-30° C , while the B S I sbpulates the range from
15 5to20°C Itdoesappeartobegenerallyagreed,however,

that the vanable results are almost mvanably obtained by
carrymg out determmations at temperatures lower than
15° C
In tesbng used and reclauned oils, it is important to

obtam a sample which shall be representaUve as regards

the unpunbes present m suspension Such samples should

therefore be thoroughly riiaken unmediately before mtro-

duebon into the test c^, and only allowed to stand suffi-

ciently long for air bubbles of size visible to the naked eye

to c\eat from the oil adjacent to the electrodes If air

bubbles are present at the commencement of the test, the

break-down voltage of the oil may be considerably lowered

by tbeu* presence.

A veiy simple and speedily performed test, designed to

detect ^ presence of moisture, and hence used as a
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pidimmaty to the dielectnc strength test, is the B S

I

Crackle T^t Since contamination with water rarely occurs

without sh^t contammation of other kinds, the presence

of crackle is generally indicative of low dielectric strength

Hus test IS more sensitive to traces ofwater than the normal
I PT method ofestimation of water, and is therefore to be
preferred to the latter in dealing with products which are so

adversely affected by small traces of moisture

Viscosity

A second and important function of a transformer oil

IS to conduct heat from the transformer The circulation

ofthe oilm the transformer is therefore ofgreat importance

The oil should not be so viscous at the working temperature

that only sluggish circulation can be obtained, and there-

fore a maximum viscosity at some temperature close to the

average working temperature should be specified A mmi-
mum viscosity index might appear to be a useful pomt of
specification in this connexion, but such a pomt is probably

left out in considerabon of the fact that such oils as will

meet the strmgent specifications on other points are of
necessity of fauly hig^i viscosity mdex

Cold Test

The temperature of partial or complete solidification of
the oil IS unportant from this same aspect of imperfection

or absence of circulation on starting up under cold condi-

tions InthisconnexiontheASTM speafies a pour-point,

while the B S L uses a sunilar type of test, and also records

the imtial temperature of separation of solid wax from the

oil This separation of wax at a temperature above the

total solidification point of the oil may be a factor of
importance in some cases, since the separated layer of solid

wax will have a definite reurdmg effect on the cumulation

m restricted spaces if the oil has been allowed to remam
undisturbed for a considerable period at a temperature

mtermediate between its cloud- and pour-point

In the majonty of cases, however, the difference in

temperature between the cloud- and pour-pomts of trans-

former oils IS quite small, and it would therefore appear

to be quite sound practice to accept an oil on pour-pomt
without reference to its cloud-point

Acidity and Corrosion Test

The majority of transformer and switch oils are refined

partially, if not wholly, with sulphuric acid In an un-

properly fimshed oil there is obviously a nsk ofthe presence

of traces of either sulphunc acid itself or sulphonated pro-

ducts remainmg m the oil Such an oil would be corrosive

to most metals, especially copper, used m the transformer

construction, and considerable damage due to corrosion

would undoubtedly occurm any machine in which such an
oil was allowed to remam for any length of time at an
elevated temperature It is therefore of paramount im-
portance that transformerandswitch oils shall be completely

free from morgamc acidity

Certam types of petroleum, especially those of a naph-
thenic nature, contain petroleum or naphthemc acids m
easily estimatable quantities These bodies are pracUcally

insoluble m water, but do exert a defimte corrosive action

on such metals as lead, copper, and alummium on long

contact This corrosive action is greatly accelerated by
increasem temperature and the presence ofmmute quanti-

ties of water m which the soaps formed are soluble

While It is a difikult matter to free an od absolutely from

petroleum acids, good transformer oils should not contam

quantities equivalent to more than 0 1 mg KOH/gm
Another aspect of the above natural petroleum acidity

which IS probably less commented upon, but which has a

decided bearing upon the performance of transformer oils,

IS the tendency of oils containing relatively large amounts
of petroleum acids to ‘go blind’, or to hold in stable emul-

sion small quantities of water with which they come into

contact The ASTM includes m its tests for trans-

former oils a steam emulsion test, thus obtaining direct

evidence on the tendency of oils to form stable emulsions

Whether this test (ASTM D 157) is entirely satis-

factory when apphed to products of extremely low de-

mulsification value, such as transformer oils, is a debatable

pomt, but It appears to be qmte certain that critical inter-

pretation of the results which are obtamed will permit of

differentiation between samples

While the above test is easily and repeatably performed

on oils having an S E number of 120 and over, it becomes

increasingly difficult to obtam close repeat values as the

S E number diminishes Since at least 10 seconds elapse

between the time of starting the stopwatch till the cork and
thermometer have been removed from the emulsification

tube. It IS obviously impossible to record S E numbers ot

this order The usual practice is to take readings ofsepara-
tion at 30-second intervals (as stipulated in the IPT
version of this test) and to record the S E number as a
multiple of 30

In many cases it is possible to obtain two or more oils

of equal S E number according to this interpretation, but

which differ m the quantities of ‘lacy* emulsion at the oil

and water mterface, and in the clarity of the oil layer at the

conclusion of the test In assessing relative values in cases

of this type, it is therefore suggested that the appearances

of the separated oils be taken mto consideration, prefer-

ence being given to that which presents the least ‘blind’

appearance and shows least ‘lacy’ emulsion at the con-

clusion of the test

Petroleum acids and inorganic acids are not the only

potential sources of corrosion in mineral oils Certain

sulphur compounds and elemental sulphur also will cause

corrosion of metals with which they are brought into con-

tact, especially at elevated temperatures Of the commoner
metals, copper is most easily and obviously affected by

corrosive sulphur compounds In both the A S TM and
B S I methods of estimation of corrosive sulphur com-
pounds, complete unmersion tests at practically the same
temperatures are specified The mterpretations of the

tests are slightly different The B S I test requires that

there shall be absolute freedom from discoloration of the

copper, and makes no comment on the likely cause of a
discoloration TheASTM test actually goes farther and
acknowledges that it is possible to obtam a discoloured

copper strip which has not necessarily been caused by the

presence of corrosive sulphur compounds The stam is

therefore dissolved from the strip and the extent of cor-

rosion measured by the precipitation of the sulphide as

banum sulphate

The quantitative nature ofthis latter test allows ofgreater
differentiation between samples, and it is therefore to be
preferred

Votatflity

Smee a transformer oil is subject to moderately high

temperatures durmg practically the whole of its useful life,

and since also it has an appreciable vapour pressure at the
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working tonpeiature, it is obvious that evaporation will

be encountered m service High losses due to evaporation

increase the viscosity of the oil, since the more volatile and
less VISCOUS fractions are preferentially evaporated This

increase in viscosity causes a more sluggish ciiculaUon

to be mamtained, with a consequently higher working
temperature The cost of maintenance of the transformers

may also be greatly increased by the use ofa too volatile oil,

since transformer oil is a relatively expensive product An
evaporation test is therefore an essenUal pomt in any trans-

former oil specification Such a test should be carried out

at a temperature approximatmg to the average workmg
temperature of the transformer The use of too high a
temperature might reject, on the grounds of economy, one
of two oils of different volatility, but which showed com-
parable losses m practice, merely because of this difference

in volaulity Sudi a test would therefore be an extremely

difficult test to mterpret The B S I test is earned out at

110“ C for 5 hours, there being free access of air to the

samples, but precautions being taken to ensure freedom

from draughts Smee the ratio of surface to volume of oil

used m the test is large, it is possible to obtain very much
larger losses per unit of time than would be encountered m
practice, while maintaining a temperature almost com-
parable with practice m the test

A more general type of apparatus for the determination

of loss on evaporation is that specified by the A S TM
(D 6-33) and the IPT (A 17) In these methods gas

heating is employed and the products ofcombustion, mixed

with air, are arculated round the oil samples These

methods are less preferable on account of the difficulty of

maintaming such an accurate temperature control as can
be obtained by the use of a vapour bath Provided a suit-

able temperature is chosen, there appears to be no reason

why results comparable with practice should not be obtam-
able with such an apparatus

A minimum flash-point is mcluded in most specifications

No special significance should be attached to the results

of the flash-pomt determination The flash-point is not

dependent on the nature or type of the crude oil from
wluch the insulating oil is produced, but on the efficiency

of fractionation of the distillation plant on which it was
originally produced

Contamination with low boilmg fractions such as gas oil

and kerosine results in low fiash-pomt, and such contamina-

tion IS generally evidenced m the poor results from the other

tests perform^, if large amounts of contaminants are

present

Volatility cannot be correlated with flash-pomt, although

It IS conceivable that m many cases the oil with the lowest

flash-point will show the greatest loss on evaporation

Apart from the verification that the flash-pomt is sufficiently

high to obviate normal fire risks m service, the flash-pomt

serves no useful purpose

Oxidation

The opmion of users and manufacturers of transformers

and transformer oils, and of the various Standardization

Committees, vaty very widely as to the mode of carrymg
out oxidation tests to mutate, m a short time m the

laboratory, the oxidation which will occur in practice

In this connexion it is mteiestmg to note that an Inter-

national Standardization Committee has been set up to

mvesti^te and interpret various methods oftest The most
recent publications ofthis Conumttee do not show that any
agreenmt has been reached [2] It is also noteworthy that

the A S TM has as yet been unable to agree on a satis-

factory oxidation test for transformer oils

In service, transformer oils are subjected to mild oxida-

tion in presence of small quantities of air, at temperatures

rarely exceeding 93° C The products of this oxidation are

acids, their metelhc soaps, and asphaltic material Boisselet

and Mouratoff [1] conclude from examinaUon of used

transformer oils that theaads obtained are mainly saturated

cyclic acids with carbonyl groups attached, and also that

asphalt IS only formed at elevated temperatures pre-

sumably higher than the operatmg temperatures of the

transformers

That asphaltic sludge does develop in transformer oils

in service is the view held by most authonties

In devising a sludge test, therefore, a balance has to

be struck between the relative detnmental effects of the

two types of oxidation products Asphaltic material will

deposit as sludge in constricted oil passa{^, thereby re-

ducing convection and heat transference These higher

local temperatures may cause break-down of the vanush
coverings of the msulating materials on the wmdmgs The
windmgs are almost invariably cotton, and are therefore

liable to be broken down and have their insulatmg capacity

impaired by the acidic bodies m the oil It might therefore

be concluded that sludge formation was the factor of
pnmary importance m assessing the break-down of trans-

former oils m practice The conclusion, however, ignores

the possibility of reaction of the varnish medium with the

aadic matenal present, and also assumes that an imper-

vious layer ofvarnish covers the cotton windings Probably

neither of these assumptions is strictly correct

In order to demonstrate the diversity of opinion which
exists regarding the requirements of an oxidation test, as

assigned by a number of leading authonties, the foUowmg
table IS instructive

It will be observed, firstly, that the temperature chosen

by the B S I is considerably higher than that ofany of the

other authonties, and that sludge insoluble m petroleum

spint IS the only entenon considered Two grades of oil

are specified by this authority, theA grade which is suitable

for use m transformers whm the working temperature

exceeds 80° C and has a specified maximum of0 1 % sludge,

and the B grade, where a maxunum of0 8% is allowed

An exceptionally highly refined oil is necessary to meet
the A specification, and almost mvanably these oils
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devdop a tnuch hig^ acidity in an oxidation test than the

B class oils Since the temperature of oxidation chosen is

probably 50-60° C hisdier than vnll be encountered in

practice, sludge may be shown m the laboratory test in a

short time, and yet never appear in practice, because of the

lower temperatures occurring

Tbt extent to which alterations in results can be obtained

by perfomung the B S I test m the normal manner and at

the average temperature of the other tests quoted above is

demonstrated m the following table

BSl cbatlfieatlm Temperature
! y. Sludge Aeldllyformation

ttfell of test
I

formation mf KOH/<rm

A 30 ISO > 004;^ 31
no

I

negligible 24
B 30 ISO 07SJi 1-9

no
I

negligible 03

Thus at 1 10° C , a temperature still above average service

conditions, no differentiation is obtamed m sludge forma-

tion between two typical A and B class oils It will be
observed that m these tests the B class oil is shown to

develop less acidity at both temperatures It is therefore

obvious that if these two oils, which are typical of the two
classes, were hsted by such methods as the S E V and B B
& C methods, which employ a lower temperature than

the B S I test, allow a comparatively large asphalt forma-
Uon, but place a low hmit on acidity formation, then there

would be a great tendency for the A class oils to be rejected

and the B class oils to be accepted

This IS a very anomalous situation, calculated to cause

much mconvemence to suppliers of transformer oils

The B S I test would probably be subject to less cnticism

ifthe temperature were reduced to between 100 and 1^° C
and oxygenation used in preference to aeration Under these

conditions it is probable that differentiation on sludge

formation could still be obtained between samples in the

present duration of the test, and that these sludge values

would be more comparable with the development ofacidity

The determination of acidity development as measured

by the acid value of the oxidized oil is also open to criticism

m such tests astheSEV.BB &C, and A S A E tests

Some of the acidic bodies formed are of much lower mole-

cular weight than the oils from which they are formed, and
are volatile at the temperature of the test The acid values

reported are therefore not truly representative of the total

acid formation, although accurate relative results are ob-
tainable between samples

In the S E V and B B & C tests an attempt is made
to measure the aadity formation in terras of acids which
have a direct corrosive effect on cotton thread as used m
the transformer wmdmgs Standard thread is subjected to

the action of these acids in the course of the test and the

deterioration ofthe strength ofthe thread measured Smce
the determination of the acid value ofan oil by the normal
methods is not among the most accurate of analytical

determinations, this thread test appears to have mudi to

commend it Against this it is frequently argued diat the

cotton wmdmgs of the modem transformer are not sub-

jected to the action of acid oil, smce they are mvanably

varnish coated. It is highly improbable, however, that a

continuous and unbroken film of varnish remains on the

transformer windings throughout then* useful life

In the V D E test the acidic and saponifiable resmous

bodies are isolated by Kisslmgs alkah and subsequent

acidification, the quantity of material extractable being

reported as the tar value This method is tedious and re-

quires careful manipulation, but is accurate and com-

mendable

In all the above tests when an asphalt determination is

made by a precipitation method, some type of petroleum

solvent IS used The B S I , for instance, allows the use of a

fanly wide cut fraction of boiling range 60-120° C with a

low aromatic content, while the others use normal benzine

The use of such solvents, which are a mixture of hydro-

carbons, both paraffinic and naphthemc, leaves much to be

desired Smce they are generally prepar^ by acid washmg
petroleum distillates followed by neutralization and re-

distillation, it follows that qmte a number of chemically

different precipitants of the same boiling rangeandaromatic

content can be obtamed which will give very different

asphalt contents on the same oil sample Ttus is well

illustrated m the following table

It has therefore been suggested that di-ethyl ether, an
easily obtamable pure chemical compound, should be used

m the place of the petroleum precipitants The results ob-

tained with ether are, on the whole, higher than those

obtamed with the petroleum fractions of a naphthemc
nature, but lower than those obtamed with parafiteic pre-

cipitants Alterations in the specification hrmts could be

made to counteract this

From a summary of the above accelerated oxidation tests

It should be possible to evolve an International Standard,

bearmg m mind the following points The temperature

should be only sufficiently above 100° C to exclude the

presence of water, the acceleration being obtamed through

the use of oxygen and such a catalyst as copper Dunng
oxidabon reflux should be provided to avoid large loss by
evaporabon A measure of both the acid and sludge

development should be obtamed
In a report published (April 1935) by the Intemabonal

Electrotechnical Comnussion Advisory Committee No 10

on Insulabng Oils [3], results of oxidabon tests are given

m terms of the Anderson Asia Test, with and without an
applied electrical field One of the conclusions reached is

that 100° C IS undoubtedly the highest permissible test

temperature for oxidabon tests for transformer oils
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CABLE OILS
By C CHILVERS, B.Sc., F.J.C.

Anglo-Amencan Oil Company Ltd

General.

The properties required m a cable oil depend, naturally,

on the type of cable in question and on the voltage for

which It IS designed Essentially, medium and high voltage

cables consist of one or three conductors each wrapped
with oil-impiegnated paper, the whole beuig protect^ by
means of a lead sheath Manufacturers do not agree as to

the best type of impregnating material One of the most
common impregnaung compounds for sohd-hlled cables is

a blend of mineral oil and rosin, some 16 to 30% of the

latter being used, while recently experiments have been

made with specially purified rosm, rosm distillates, and
abietic acid m place of rosm

Straight mmeral oil has its advantages, however, while

blends of this with petrolatum are also employed for the

lower voltage cables

It IS necessary that the compound should have the pro-

perties of a lubricant so that the layers of paper will slide

over each other when the cable is handled Chemically,

the oil must be free from acid, but opinion is divided upon
certain of the physical properues reqmred In general, it

18 stated that the oil should have a sufficiently low viscosity

at the impregnating temperature (about 240° F ) to ensure

easy and complete impregnation, while at low temperatures

the viscosity must be high enou^ to prevent flow to lower

levels when the cable is laid on an inchne and to prevent

excessive drainmg when the cable is cut for jomtmg, &c
Vertical cables, c g m mme shafts, present special pro-

blems in this connexion, as any tendency to flow to the

bottom may cause sufficient pressure to burst the lead

sheath Since, however, the voltage mvolved is usually

quite low (about 600 volts), insulating material of infenor

electrical properties to mmeral oil may be used, and bitu-

men-filled cables are commonly employed for this purpose
It IS usually stated that the oil must not set at the lowest

temperature to which the cable will be subjected m service,

or voids may be formed which facilitate ionization and
ultimate break-down Nevertheless, certain blends used for

impregnation are set at normal temperatures, e g blends

of mineral oil (which itself is fluid at low temperatures)

with petrolatum

These requirements have led to a demand m some
quarters for oils of low viscosity index Certain naphthenic
base oils with this characterisUc show good electrical pro-

perties, while they are also reported to have a greater

solubihty for rosm than have the paraffin base oils On
the other hand, many manufacturers mamtam that refined

oils of the latter type give better results m service, and for

high-tension cables, e g 33,000 and 66,000 volts, cylmder
oils of Redwood viscosities at 140°F and 200°F of about
600 sec (= 680 sec Saybolt =150 c s ) and 150 sec

(= 170 sec Saybolt = 36 5 c s ) respectively are used For
lovmr voltage cables, oils of Redwood viscosities at 140° F
and 200° F.m the region of380 sec and 95 sec respectively

are frequently used

It IS, of course, necessary that the heat genmted by the

passage of the current through the conductor shall be dis-

sqiated from the latter as qmckly as possible, and since it

is clauned that the mam thermal conductivity of an oil-

impregnated cable is due to the oil, it is desirable that the

thermal resistivity of the oil should be as low as possible

Difierent oils, however, do not vary much in this respect

among themselves, and obtainmg a cable of low thermal

resistivity is mainly a question of efficient impregnation

Mmeral oils have a relatively high coefficient of expan-

sion, and since the temperature of a solid-filled cable may
risem service to 50 or M°C , there is a comparatively high

pressure developed m the cable due to the tendency of the

compound to expand As a result the lead sheath itself

may be stretched The latter will not again contract on
cooling, so that a void is formed which may rapidly become
gas filled with ultimate break-down ofthe cable No chemi-

cal or physical treatment will appreaably affect the coeffi-

cient of expansion, so that a number of mechamcal devices

are adopted to overcome this difficulty

The problem, however, is important, and a number of

specially designed cables ^ve bMn evolved with a view to

accommodating for the expansion of the impregnatmg

medium Special mention is made of the Pirelli hollow-

cored cable, as the oil used, which m this case is always

a strai^t mmeral oil, is ofa difierent type to that employ^
for sohd-filled cables In these cables the conductor is

wound on a spiral metal tube, then bemg paper wrapped,

&c , and lead sheathed as in the above type of cable The
impregnating medium m this case, however, is a com-
paratively thm oil (viscosity at 40°C 60-80 sec Redwood
(= 68-90 sec Saybolt = 12 5-18 5 c s ), at 20° C 125-185

sec Redwood (= 140-210 sec Saybolt = 30-45 cs)) The
oil at present used for these cables is rather less highly

refined than the oil originally specified, as it has been found

that the tendency to form gas under electric stress is greater

with the more highly refined product

The cable is unpregnated as usual, the tube bemg filled

with oil When the cable is laid, the tube is connected at

intervals to pressure tanks containmg the oil, so that the

dielectric of the cable is contmuously under a slight pres-

sure of oil (The tube is a loose spiral so that oil can pass

through It ) When the temperature rises and the oil ex-

pands It IS forced back into the tanks from which it agam
re-enters the cable as the temperature falls The highest

voltage cables, smgle-core cables of 132,000 and 66,000

volts, are of this type, but there are also three-core cables

of 66,000 and 33,000 volts m which three oil ducts separate

from the conductors are provided.

Properties of Cable Oils

The usual physical tests, e g specific gravity, viscosity,

fiash-pomt, cold test, &c , are, m general, insufficient to

predict the relative merits of particular mineral oils m-
tended for use as dielectncs m electric cables In addition

to the above tests, therefore, the followmg electrical pro-

perties of the oil are measur^

1 Power factor

2 Resistivity.

3 Specific mduchve capaaty
4 Break-down voltage
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It u also the practice of certain cable manufacturers to Apparatus and Methods of Test

apply tests after subjecting the oil to some accelerated no standard electncal tests have yet been approved
ageing process, mtended to mdicatc the ability of the oil (apart from the B S I break-down voltage apparatus), but
to withstand drastic service condiuons the A S TM has under consideration tests for power

Definitions.

1 Power Factor. The system of conductors and di-

electncs forming an electnc cable may be conveniently

regarded as a condenser In a perfect condenser subjected

to alternating voltage (e g when the dielectric is a vacuum),

the current leads the voltage by 90° and no power is dis-

sipated Since, however, no dielectric is actually perfect,

some power loss occurs, the current no longer leading by
90° but by a slightly smaller angle (90 -S), where S is

termed the ‘loss angle' of the dielectric as it is mdependent
of the form of the condenser The departure from true

quadrature is a measure of the imperfection of the di-

electric

If I and V are the effective current and voltage respec-

tively, and 6 or (90—8) the angle by which the current leads

the voltage, it can be shown that the power loss IVcos d,

1 e this expression represents the power dissipated in a con-

denser subjected to alternating voltage, and cos 0 is the

power factor In other words, power factor is given by
the ratio of true watts (actual power loss) to apparent
power (le volts x amperes)

With straight mmeral oil the power factor decreases as

the temperature falls, and the normal procedure is to

measure the power factor over a temperature range usually

from about 85 to 20°C
2 Resistivity. The resistivity of a material is the resis-

tance between opposite faces of a centimetre cube When
a dielectric is subjected to a steady difference of potential,

there is, at first, a rush of current which gradually dies

away, usually approaching asymptotically a steady finite

value, which, with high-class dielectncs, is extremely small

Until this approxunately constant value is reached, the

resistance obviously varies with the tunc of apphcation of

the voltage As it is not normally practicable to wait until

this constant value is reached, it is the general practice to

measure the resistivity 1 min after the application of the

voltage

The resistivity increases as the temperature falls, and
measurements are normally made over the same tempera-

ture range as for power factor, i e 85 to 20°C
3 Specific Inductive Capacity (SIC) The Specific In-

ducuve Capacity or Dielectric Constant is a measure ofthe
amount of energy a dielectric can support It is a definite

property of the substance depending on the conditions

withm the atom The S I C is usually defined as the ratio

of the capaaty of a condenser with the given substance as

dielectric to the capacity of the same condenser with air

(or more accurately a vacuum) as the dielectnc For all

solid and liquid dielectrics the S I C is therefore greater

than 1 For mmeral oils the S I C rises slightly as the

temperature falls

4 Break-down Voltage, or Dielectric Strengtii. Thisisthe
maximum voltage which can be apphed between specified

electrodes immersed in the oil under specified conditions,

without the occurrence of a continuous arc In practice,

this test IS not always apphed to cable oils as it is of less

significance than the above-mentioned tests It is more an
indication of the freedom of tiie oil from suspended im-
purities and moisture, rather than a cntenmi of the

msulatmg properties ofthe oil, and cable oils are, ofcourse,
filtered dried before use

factor, resistivity, and S I C on cable oils

For all electrical tests it is essential that the sample of

oil should be free from suspended impurities and from

moisture Before testing, therefore, the oil is filtered

through fine gauze and then heated to 100-110°C under

vacuum for 30-60 mm to eliminate all moisture

Power Factor and S I C. are determined at the same time

One type of apparatus will be described in which the test

IS made using 1,000 volts and 50 cycles Essentially, this

apparatus consists of a Wheatstone bndge, in one arm of

which the oil is placed m a condenser This is balanced

against a standard variable condenser by means of ratio

resistance arms, one of which has a variable condenser

connected in parallel to compensate for the phase difference

caused by the power loss m the oil A vibration galvano-

meter, which can be tuned to the frequency of the supply

by altermg the current through the field of the galvano-

meter, is used as detector

The circuit is roughly as m Fig 1

a.

Fig I

Cl IS the condenser contaming the oil

Ct the standard vanable condenser by which the capaaty
of Cl IS balanced

Ct IS the variable condenser which accommodates for the

phase difference and therefore the power loss

Rt IS a fixed resistance

Ri a resistance which can be given any of three values to

enable a balance to be obtained if the S I C of the

matenal is very high

C, IS a condenser of low capacity to balance out stray

capacities and enable a zero readmg to be obtained

on Ct
G IS the vibration galvanometer, the field of which is

controlled by a 12-volt battery and a smtable vanable
resistance

A reversing switch is also incorporated m the cuemt.
The H T supply is from the mams and passes to a
transformer giving an output of 50, 250, and 1,000

volts
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It can be shown that when the bridge is balanced, the

power factor is given by

lO*
'

Since a» — 2vf, this expression becomes

~ (where/is frequency of supply)

When/= 50, R, is made =

Then the power factor =

Thus the power factor is obtained directly from the reading

of C4 Actually, C4 shows a shght positive reading when
the pot IS empty This has to be subtracted from the

reading of Ci when the pot is full of oil (This correction

is of the order 0 0001

)

Ihe Specific Inductive Capacity is given by the ratio of

the capacity of condenser C* when the bridge is balanced

with Cl full of oil, to the capacity at balance with Ci empty
The most commonly used oil condenser with this type

of apparatus consists of a toll cylindrical vessel of nickel-

plated brass, requiring about 300 ml of oil for the test (see

Fig 2) Inside this, but insulated from it at the bottom by
a small pyrex glass washer, fits an enclosed concentnc

cylinder, the clearance at the sides being about 3/64ths of

an mch This cylinder is automatically centred by means
of an accurately fitting mycalex cover, so that the gap is

maintained constant

In this case the outer vessel itself serves as one plate of

the condenser and the inner cylinder as the other Suitable

precautions are taken agamst leakage both at the surface

of the oil (which is about i in above the top of the central

cylinder) and at the junction of the latter and the glass

washer at the bottom Actually two types of cylinder are

supphed, m one the contact with the insulating washer at

the bottom is guarded, while in the other, which is for

routine testmg, the cylmder is solid and no arrangement is

made for guarding at this point An additional metal cover

is provided with a suitable onfice to enable vacuum to be

applied This condenser is heated by some suitable means
(e g by an electncally heated oil-bath, the temperature of

which IS controlled and measured Since the voltage is

applied to the condenser, it is necessary to insulate the

latter from the metal oil-bath, while the bath itself, together

with the metal stirrer, heater, &c , are all earthed) The
electrical capacity of this condenser is about 0 0005 micro-

farad

Using 1,000 volts, 50 cycles, a c , the bridge is balanced

with the pot empty, and the readings of C* and C4 noted

The oil IS then introduced and the pot heated to 100-1 10°C
Vacuum is applied for 30-60 min , the temperature being

maintamed Measurements of power factor and S I C are

then made by balancmg the bridge at mtervals as the tem-

perature falls, noting the readings of Ci and C4 in each case

For Resistivity detemunations the same condenser is

used, but a different circuit is required as measurements
are made with d c The method used is the simple one of
substitution It consistsm noting the current flowing 1 nun
after the apphcation of the voltage to the container, filled

with oil The pot IS then replaced by a standard megohm
and a variable resistance adjusted until the same current

flows through the circuit (In practice, the deflexion of a
galvanometer is used as an mdicabon of the current

flowing.)

One arcuit may be roughly represented as in Fig 3.

Fig 3

The pressure (usually 100-500 volts) is applied from dry

batteries across AB and with the galvanometer (G) con-

nected to the test condenser (CO through Q, the reading

of the galvanometer after 1 mm is noted The connexion

IS then switched to P (the standard megohm) and with a
convenient value of R (which can be varied from 10,000

to 100,000), K IS adjusted until the deflexion of the galvano-

meter corresponds to the reading previously obtained

It can be shown that the resistance of the oil in the

contamer equals

R+y
y- megohms

Then the resistance per cm * equals

R-f A
I

area of plates \

y ^ d (distance between them/

If the capacity of the empty pot is K microfarads,

the capacity = Rx9x 10» electrostatic urats

= AlATTd

Hence ^ =a

And resistivity = (47rRx 9 x 10*)

-'^^-x1,13Ix10«xA:

When y IS small compared with R,

and then resistivity = pXl,131xl0*xR' megohms

Resisbvity measurements are made on the dried oil as
the temperature falls immediately succeedmg each deter-

mination of power factor and SIC The electrical appara-
tus required for the two measurements (a c and d c ) may
be mounted conveniently in one unit so that all that is

required is to change over the leads

In each case power factor, SIC, and resistivity curves
are constructed showing the relationship between these

propmies and temperature over the range 85-20*C As
the temperature falls, power factor falls and resistivity rises

Some relationship appears to exist between these two pro-
perties A high power factor corresponds to a low lests-

bvity and vice versa Inthecaseofddhrentodsofthesame
type, if the oils are arranged m descoiding order of power
factor, this order is the ascending order cd resistivity.
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The extreme variation m S.I.C. is quite small, about 2

1

to 2 4, and the S I C /temperature relationship is approxi-

mately hnear for strai^t mmeral oils

Break-down Voltage.

The apparatus for this test is that described m British

Standard Speciiication 148, 1933 It consists of a glass

contammg-vessel with spherical brass electrodes—13 mm
diameter arranged horizontally, 4mm apart Theoil-level

IS 2 m above the electrodes

Altematmg voltage (SO cycles) is applied to the electrodes

and gradually increased The break-down voltage is gener-

ally taken as the maximum voltage which the oil withstands

for 1 min without break-down Tests are made at room
temperature, but, as stated above, this test is not, in

general, used for cable oils

It is necessary, then, that a cable oil shall show a low
power factor, high resistivity, and high break-down value,

while at the same time it is preferable that the S I C shall

be low, but, as mentioned above, the extreme variauon in

SIC with different mmeral oils is comparatively small, so

that less significance is attached to this test

Although an oil may show satisfactory power factor,

resistivity, and SIC, however, it does not necessanly fol-

low that this oil will prove satisfactory m service Oils

vary considerablym their ability to withstand service condi-

tions, and with a view to obtammg some mdication of the

behaviour of an oil m pracUce, a number of accelerated

agemg tests have been brou^t forward Generally speak-

mg, these tests have been devised by cable manufacturers

to suit their individual needs, and as a result the tests vary

greatly and there is little evidence available as to the de-

gree of correlation of any particular test with service

condibons

On heatmg m air, oils show a detenoration m dectncal

IHoperties, i e power factor is raised and resistivity lowered,^ effect varymg with the ongm and degree of refinmg of

OILS

the oil Most of the agemg tests are based on this fact,

but no such test can be regarded as satisfactory because,

m actual practice, the oil is rarely exposed to air either m
the initial drying or durmg impregnation Sunilarly, the

finished cable should be quite free from air so that, m

Fio 5

Flo 6
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service, oxidatum can play little or no part in any detenora*

tion whidi may occur
Some manufacturers have also had under consideration

tests m aduch oil is subjected to high electrical stress, but
no satisfactory test has yet been evolved on these lines

Fig 4 gives typical power factor and resistivity curves

for a modem high-tension cable oil

Fig 5 gives power factor and SIC curves for another

cable oil before and after adding 25% rosin

Fig 6 gives the corresponding resisUvity curves for the

same oil and blend as in Fig 5

It vnll be noted that the power-factor curve of the rosin

blend shows a pronounced mmimum This is characteristic

of these blends
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THE ANALYSIS OF GREASES AND HIGH-PRESSURE
LUBRICANTS
By C A. FOSLER

Assistant Chief Chemist, Bohn Alumimum and Brass Corpoiation

The development of the machine age has been accom-

plished largely through the science of lubrication Hie
designer of bearings and gears for modem machinery

requires the co-operation not only of the metallurgist, but

also of the lubrication engineer Recognition is given to

the fact that the metals composing the rubbing surfaces

and the lubricant supplying the protective film are of equal

importance to the successful operation and long life of the

moving parts Indeed, since failure of the film usually pre-

cedes failure of the metal, we may consider the lubncant

of primary importance

CLASSES OF LUBRICANTS
Specialized lubrication has vastly increased the variety

of lubricants on the market at present Greases alone

range in consistency from thin liquids to solid blocks, m
colour, from transparent, stainless greases for textile and
baking machinery to heavy black residuum greases for

external cables and gears, chemically, the metallic, fatty,

and mineral oil components are of many kinds and com-
binations

(a) Extreme pressure lubneants, containing substances

normally present or added for the purpose of preventing

seizure under conditions of critical pressure, include many
different classes A few of these are

Fatty oils and derivatives

Mineral oils contauung fatty oils

Sulphurized mmeral oils

Sulphurized compounded oils

Sulphur chloride lubricants

Lead-soap lubneants (with or without sulphur)

(b) The principal kinds of greases m general use are

made from mmeral oil thickened with various soaps of the

following metals

Sodium Lead
Calcium Potassium

Alummium Zinc

Oils thickened* with residuum, petrolatum, or wax are

sometimes classed as greases Flake graphite is added to

greases used for spnng leaves and certain gears, defloc-

culated graphite is used m oils where a permanent suspen-

sion IS demanded, although electrolytes, i e acids, bases,

or salts, will cause precipitation of the suspensoid Mica,

soapstone, and other mild abrasives are rarely added except

m greases for use at very slow speeds and high pressures

IMPORTANCE OF ANALYSIS
The large consumer of lubricants, such as the auto-

mobile manufacturer, inspects incoming shipments of these
materials as ngidly as he tests his receipts of steel and
other materials of construction The proper lubncant is

specified for each apphcation and is subject to critical

laboratory analysis before acceptance Certainly beanngs

and gears may be perfect in design, construction, and fimsh.

and yet be short-lived if the lubricant does not provide

a satisfactory film at all temperatures of operation Should

abrasive or corrosive substances be present, the destruction

will be further accelerated

SCOPE OF THE SUBJECT
The analysis of lubricants may well be divided mto the

following sections

I Preliminary Examination
II Physical Tests

III Chemical Analysis

1. Preliminary Examination

(a) Stability Valuable information may frequently be
obtained from the appearance of the material when the

container is opened Evidence of separaUon, bleedmg (of

greases), stratification, discoloration, or lumpmess—all

indicative of improper manufacture or instability—^may be
detected at this time An excessive water content may
be revealed upon kneading with a spatula Obviously, the

most desirable lubricant is one of homogeneous composi-
tion, which remains unaltered durmg storage

(b) Colour. Since a mineral oil, in most cases, constitutes

the major portion of the lubncant, the colour of the pro-

duct IS markedly influenced by the type of hydrocarbon
oil Pale spindle, engine, bri^t stock, cylinder, or resi-

duum oils may generally be recognized However, it must
be noted that oil-soluble dyes are sometimes added to

greases to improve the colour Fluorescence or bloom,
readily observed by placing a few drops of the oil on a
blackened glass plate, is charactenstic of mineral oils De-
blooming agents, e g mtro-naphthalene, are occasionally

used in compounded oils

(c) Odour Lubneants containing ingredients of good
quality should not have an ofiensive odour The presence

of deodorants, e g nitrobenzene, should be viev^ with
suspicion, in their absence the kind of fatty oil used may
sometimes be detected In this way it is possible to dis-

tinguish tallow, linseed, lard, rosin, pme, neatsfoot, or

fish oils

(d) Texture In many greases, particularly in those with

a calcium soap base, water acts as the emulsifying agent

Evaporation of the water therefore breaks the emulsion,

and separation usually occurs In a stable emulsion, where
water acts as the disperse phase and is distnbuted or sus-

pended through the grease in very minute droplets of high-

surface tension, the surface forces between the oil and
water interface are necessarily in equilibnum A prolonged
temperature near the melting-point may cause these

droplets to coalesce and thus destroy the stability of the

emulsion

The texture of greases may be smooth, buttery, ropy or
stnngy, spongy, fibrous, or rubbeiy

Sodium greases exhibit wide variation in texture, they

may be smooth, ropy, or fibrous, these variations are
occasioned by differences both in composition and in
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methods of manufacture Sponginess is related to the

idycerine and water content

Calcium, calaum-magnesium, and calaum-sodium

greases are ordinanly smooth or buttery

Aluminium greases also differ widely m structure In

addition to the diverse textures shown by the above types

of greases they may appear rubbery or elastic, crumbly or

as a firm jelly Greases of this type, however, are more
susceptible to alteration in temperature than other greases

In particular, aluminium stearate greases containing

mmeral oils of low viscosity lose then jelly-like struc-

ture upon heating and become stringy Rapid coolmg
from a moderately high temperature (275“ F ) results in a

granular material Another unusual circumstance peculiar

to aluminium greases is that the softer, strmgy greases

contain a higher viscosity mineral oil than the hard jelly-

hke ones

Lead greases are usually liquid

Potassium greases are soft and generally contam con-

siderable glycerme

Zinc greases are mamly pharmaceutical preparations,

although zinc stearate is supposed to be a superior lubn-

cant

Samplmg. Before proceedmg with the physical and
chemical testmg of the lubricant, the analyst is urged to

exercise the greatest of care m samplmg A representative

sample must be obtamed in all cases The quantity should

be suflBcient to permit a complete analysis without re-

samplmg Frequent and thorough mixing is necessary

11. Physical Tests

For the liquid lubncants there are many standard physi-

cal tests which are valuable for purposes of identification,

for greases very few such tests are available Techmcal
Paper No 323 b [1 3, 1927] prepared by the Bureau ofMines
gives these methods m detail

Carefully controlled service tests are necessary in order

to demonstrate conclusively the supenor qualities of any
lubricant The vanous laboratory tests may then be apphed
to obtain sufGaent data from which a specification may be
wntten and subsequent purchases of the product thereby

controlled In substance, most of our modem mechanisms

have reached their present state of development by fol-

lowing this identical procedure with respect to the vanous
matenals of construction

A bnef descnption of methods of physical tests per-

taming directly to E P lubricants and greases follows

(a) Spedfle Gravity. A set of narrow-range standardized

hydrometers offers the most rapid means of obtaining the

gravity of the vanous liquid lubricants, for hmited quan-

tities of oil, small 6-in hydrometers are available

The Westphal balance, equipped with a water-bath

capable of adjustment for constant temperature, may be
used for determinations at elevated temperatures

For solid matenals which remain homogeneous upon
melting, determinations at the temperature of boihng water

are convemently made, usmg the specific gravity bottle or

the Spiengel pycnometer

Temperature corrections and conversion of specific

gravity readmgs to A P I degrees may be accomplished

by consulting the National Standard Petroleum Oil Tables,

B S Circular No 154 (1924) [21]

In testmg extremely small quantities of oil, the alcohol

flotation method, m which the alcohol is diluted until a

drop of the oil or fat remams suspended m it, may be used.

The gravity of the alcohol solution is then taken with the

hydrometer Obviously, the oil must not be soluble in

the alcohol

(b) Viscosity. For this determmation, the Saybolt Uni-

versal or Saybolt Furol viscosimeter has been standardized

under A S T M Method D 88-33 [2]

For heavy transmission oil, oils thickened with soap,

and for low-temperature viscosities the pressure viscosi-

meter such as described by C M Larson [19, 1931] has

found considerable application

In workmg with the separated oils from greases, where

It is convement to extract small amounts, capillary visco-

meters, c g the Ostwald, Bingham, or Vogel-Ossag, are

decidedly preferable, since 10 to 15 ml of oil suffice for

a senes of determinations at different temperatures The
Vogel-Ossag has proved very satisfactory in operation and

may be used for kinematic viscosity determinations without

the pressure (600 mm water, i e 0 0589 atm ) apparatus,

which IS required in all these mstruments for measurements

of absolute viscosity

Kinematic viscosities may be expressed in centistokes as

the product of the time of outflow in seconds and the

capillary coefficient This umt is advantageous, smce it is

not necessary to ascertam the density in order to convert

values in centistokes to times of outflow in seconds for

standard commercial viscosimeters, such as Saybolt, Red-
wood, or Engler

In the regime of fluid film lubrication, viscosity is un-

doubtedly the most important physical property of the

hquid lubncants

Under these conditions, in a plain journal bearing the

coefficient of fnction has been established by a number of
investigators as a function of

viscosity (Z)x rate of shear (^
umt load (F)

Viscosity IS largely the basis for classification of E P
lubricants as well as crank-case oils

The temperature-viscosity relationship of an oil is cus-

tomarily expressed by the Dean and Davis viscosity-mdex,

in which system two oils of widely different viscosity-

temperature charactenstics were used as a base One, a
Texas base oil, has an mdex of 0, while the other, a Pem-
sylvama base oil, has a 100 viscosity mdex Thus the higher

the mdex the lower the susceptibihty to temperature

change These numbers therefore indicate the relative

paraflinic or asphaltic character of the oils, Mid-Continent
or mixed base oils having radices of approximately 60
to 70

The predominating importance of the viscosity of the
mineral oil in greases has been shown by M H Arveson
[1, 1932]

A rapid method for the estimation of the viscosity of
the hydrocarbon oils in greases has been described by C A
Foster [14, 1932]

(c) Consisteiicy. (A S TM D 217-33 T I P T—LG 18 )
A study of the lubncation of ball and roller bearings has
shown a defimte relation between consistency and imtiai

torque Measurements of consistency, however, have not
been entirely satisfactory, smce not only temperatures and
time are of influence, but also the extent of working.
The penetrometer is useful as a control test for all greases

except those oftoo soft consistency (le more than 36 Omm.
penetration of the cone), additional wetghts may be at-
tached to the plungerm testmg very hard greases.

In the use of the grease worker, speofied as an accessory
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to the method for penetration of greases and petrolatum.

It will be found that the recommended 60 strokes of the

plunger may not be sufficient to effect complete break-down

of the structure in all types of greases

Even m greases containmg the same metalbc base and
similar amounts ofsoap, water, and mmeral oil ofthe same
type and viscosity, it has been shown that while one grease

reaches a condition of apparently stable consistency by the

cone penetrometer after 60 double strokes, the other may
require several hundred strokes Further mdications are

that rate of change of structure of greases may be modified

by differences m the kmd of fatty material, the method of

manufacture, i e whether nulled cold or cooked, and the

rate of coohng
E R Ledeier and E W Zublin [20, 1933] describe a

falling weight method for the consistency control of soft

and stnng greases, particularly transparent semi-hquid alu-

mimum greases, by a companson of the tune required for

a metal ball to drop through a tube of the material This

test IS supplemented by the use of the A S T M penetro-

meter for measuring the stnng charactenstics of the grease

R Bulkley and F G Bintner in Bureau of Standards

Research Paper, No 188 [11, 1930], obtain the flow-

pressure diagram of greases at vanous temperatures and
of oils at low temperatures by means of a capillary-tube

consistometer The effect of workmg on the break-down of

structure is illustrated

Although the performance of lubricants in service may
be predicted to some degree from static consistency tests,

more complete information may unquestionably be ob-

tained from a test device involving the use of a typical

beanng properly housed so that temperature control of all

the significant parts may be mamtained at any pomt within

the probable service range Starting torque, fncuonal and
break-down characteristics, and the eflects of centrifugal

force (eg channelling) under measured applications of
speed, load, and clearance should all be allowable of
observation and study The design must be such that

reproducibihty of results is attainable

A number of such instruments of the torsion type are

in use The pnnaple is fundamentally that of the Prony
brake Power consumption may be calculated by means
of the well-known formula

where JV = force which holds the brake from turning,

r = common radius of the rubbing surfaces,

R = revolutions per minute,

2irR = angular velocity

The consistency of greases and the viscosity or internal

fnction of oils are obviously closely related to torque or

power consumption This unit is therefore a measure of

the factional losses and heat generaUon due to the viscosity

or consistency of the lubneant

(d) Other tests which furmsh data from which con-

clusions can be drawn concerning the composition of the

material are

1

Piedpitation Number (AST M D 91-33) [3] This

IS the number of millilitres of precipitate formed when
10 ml of the lubncaUng oil are mixed with 90 ml of
petroleum naphtha of definite quahty and centnfuged

under defimtely prescribed conditions

The precipitate here may contam the foUowmg

Asphaltic compounds insoluble m the specified sol-

vent

Free sulphur

Insoluble soaps

Sodium chloride or sulphate

Graphite or other fillers

Metalhc particles or metallic oxides

2 Water and Sediment (A STM D 96-30) [5] A
50 ml sample and 50 ml benzol are mixed at 120° F and
centnfuged in the specified manner Most of the asphaltic

material is soluble m the benzol, and any sediment obtauied

by centnfuging may for purposes of further examination

be purified by repeated treatment with fresh benzol

Identification of this material is frequently of great signi-

ficance Treatment with CS| will remove traces of asphalt

or sulphur A magnet is used for iron or steel particles A
microscopic examination at low magnification (up to

100X ) will show the character ofvegetable or animal fibres,

or crystalline compounds Particle size, shape, and hard-

ness will determine the degree of abrasiveness The con-

clusions may be venfied by chemical and spectroscopic

analysis

When the amount of sediment is small, it is sometimes

customary in technical analysis to transfer it from the

centnfuge tube by means of ether or benzol to a weighed

crucible, in which the material is burned to an ash and
rqiorted as per cent of non-combustible sediment

3 Corrosion Test A clean stnp ofmechamcally polished

pure sheet copper is submerged in the test material, which
is then maintained for 3 hours at 212° F

Discoloration or pitting indicates corrosion, which may
be due to free acid Free sulphur causes a rapid darkemng
of the copper The copper stnp may be weighed before

and after the treatment if quantitative results are desired

Other metals of construction may be used similarly to

the copper, either singly or together

The efficiency ofmost E P lubricants depends upon their

controlled chemical activity, initiated at dangerously high
pressures by thermal action, whereby the afiinity of certain

compounds in the lubricant for the metal surfaces produces

over a limited area a faction-reducing film, which prevents

seizure or welding

Thus a laboratory test for corrosiveness of a lubneant

should simulate as closely as possible the particular applica-

tion for which the lubricant is intended

These condiuons mvolve the kinds of metals of which
the reciprocatmg parts are constructed, the range of tem-

perature, extent of pressure or vacuum, degree of aeration,

amount of moisture, frequency of film removal by rub-

bing, &c
I^pes of corrosive compounds in these oils other than

compounds formed by the action of sulphur and chlonne

on unsaturated or double-bond hydrocarbons and terpous
are naphthenic acids (present in nearly all hydrocarbon
lubricatmg oils), which attack the metals to form soaps,

soluble in the oil and mcreasing its viscosity, fatty acids,

present or formed by oxidation (action of enzymes or
bactena) m all animal and vegetable fats and oils

4 Carbon Residue (A STM D 189-30) [8] Ten
grams of the oil are evaporated m a weight porcelain

crucible without access to air under specified conditions of
tune and temperature The weight of the carbon residue

IS a rough indication (40%) of the asphaltum content of
residuum oils, accordmg to some mvestigators Asphalts

are formed through polymerization and oxidation of the

unsaturated hydrocarbons or terpene-hke constituents of
the oil. These reacUons may occurm the automobile trans-

mission especully in the presence of metafile oxides, if
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polymenzation centres are present m the oil Very pro-

nounced increases in the viscosity of residuum oils have

at times been observed Such viscous producU may be

almost insoluble m the naphtha used in the test for pre-

cipitation number,

III. Chemical Analysis

(a) Types of Lubncants.

Extreme pressure lubncants and greases submitted for

analysts usually4all under one of the following types

1 Straight mineral oils, including oils thickened by
means of wax, petrolatum, or asphalt

2 Straight vegetable oils, such as castor, rape, or olive

3 Straight arumal oils, such as lard, tallow, neatsfoot

(mcluding liquid waxes such as sperm oil)

4 Compounded oils—mixtures of type 1 with animal or
vegetable oils or fats

5 Mineral oils containing either added chlorme or sul-

phur (or both)

6 Compounded oils containing either added chlorine or
sulphur (or both)

7 Greases—oils such as types 1, 4, 5, or 6 thickened

with soap

8 Oils or greases containing graphite or mild abrasives

(mica, talc, soapstone, or gypsum)

This list IS by no means complete, but it serves to point

out the complexity of the mixtures which may confront the

analyst

Analytical difficulties may be further complicated by the

occasional presence of impurities such as sodium chloride

or sand m residuum oils and greases, iron oxide from stills,

metals in colloidal soIuUon, metalhc soaps or naphthenates

m small amounts accidentally accumulated as the end pro-

ducts ofcorrosion, siliceous residues from various materials

of manufacture (e g from hme or caustic used m greases),

and phosphorus introduced m the form of calcium or
magnesium phosphates in bone fat or as lecithin in vanous
fats and oils

Oils removed from transmission or differential gear

cases, or greases taken from beanng housings, after a
penod of use, may have altered very materially wiffi respect

to oxidized, gummy, or acidic compounds, and m addition

may contain water, metallic particles, and dirt of vanous
kmds
Blown oils, m which the constants of the origmal oil

have undergone very considerable changes, are correspond-

ingly more difficult to identify Oxidation increases the

density, viscosity, acidity, saponification, and acetyl values

of the oil The iodine value is decreased

(b) Methods of Analysis.

Under Preluninary Examination (Section I) and Physical

Tests (Section 11) the appearance and behaviour of the

matenal will have given mformation concerning its nature

An attempt is made to list the succeedmg chemical tests

in the order of their relative importance for these types of
lubncants

1 Total Sulphur

2. Added Sulphur—if total sulphur is appreciable

3 Free Aad and Alkali.

4 Ash
5 Fillers—including Abrasives

6 Soap—if Ash IS appreciable

7 Total Fatty Oil

8 Petroleum Oil and Unsaponifiable Matter

9 SapoiuficaUon Value

10 Constants of Fatty Acids

1 1 Chlonne

12 Water

1 Total Sulphur

A Qhialitative The following sensitive test is recom-

mended Five to ten drops of the oil are added to molten

sodium metal in a Pyrex test-tube and the heat gradually

increased to redness The cooled melt is cauUously leached

out with 10 ml of water, filtered into a test-tube of special

form, acidified with HCl m small excess, boiled, and the

vapours allowed to react with lead acetate paper F W
Lane and J W Devine in Bureau of Mmes Res Inst 2828

[18] state that sulphur in any form as low as 0 02 to 0 03%
will give a distinct darkening of the paper

B Quantitative The bomb method A S T M D 129-34

IS rapid and accurate The bomb hning should be resistant

to sulphuric and nitnc acids The high mckel-chromium
alloys fulfil this requirement No oxidizing agent such as

ammonium nitrate is required

Procedure A 0 6 to 0 8 g sample is weighed into the

sample container, placed in position, 20 ml of water added

to the bomb, and the bomb tightly closed Oxygen is slowly

admitted until the gauge pressure reads from 25 to 40 atm

,

according to the bomb capacity (300-500 ml ) The highest

recommended pressure will give the best result After

firing, let stand 10 min , release the residual oxygen slowly,

wash contents ol bomb into a beaker Filter into a 250-ml
beaker, wash paper, add 2 ml cone HCl, 10 ml sat BaQ|
solution (10%) from a fine-tipped pipette to the boiling

solution while stirring Allow to boil 5 mm , let stand hot

1 hour, filter and wash until washmgs are free from
chloride Igmte and weigh

Per cent sulphur
g BaSO«xl3 734

g oil used

If the lubricant contains lead, PbSO« will be formed in

the bomb In this event the contents should be boiled with

saturated Na,COs which converts the PbS04 to soluble

NaiS04 and insoluble PbCO. The alkahne NaiS04 solu-

tion IS filtered, washed, acidified, and treated according to

the method atxive

The amount of total sulphur in a lubneant is not a ente-

non of its E P properties, smee some oils contain over

3% sulphur so firmly combmed that no corrosion can
be effected at the temperatures of operation

2. Added Snlphiir

A Quahtative. A polished copper stnp immersed m the

lubneant at 212° F will show as httle as 0 10% elementaiy

sulphur after a very short contact period

B Qiiantifaitive. The following method has been ap-
proved for use in the Cadillac Motor Car Company
laboratories

The method is based upon the selective action of nascent
hydrogen on certam reactive sulphur components of Uie

lubneant, absorption of the evolved HsS m ammoniacal
CdCla solution, decomposition of the CdS, and titration of
the HtS by means of standard iodine solution

Apparatus. The apparatus consists of a reaction flask,

a trap, and an absorption tower The first two sections are
500-mL wide-mouth Erlenmeyer flasks The gas is neutral-
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ized in a MiUigan absorption tower, which is studded from
bright hght with a black paper cylinder during the reaction

period

The reaction flask has a 3-hole rubber stopper Through
the centre hole a ISO-ml separatory funnel extends about
2 in below the stopper with the tip directly over a 2S-niI

Gooch crucible supported m a ring formed on the lower

end of a glass rod passed through another hole in the

stopper The dchvery tube from the third hole leads to

the bottom of the trap, likewise a SOO-ml Erlenmeyer flask,

which IS then connected to the Milligan absorption tower.

Solutions and Reagents

Granulated zinc 10- and 40-mesh
Cone HCl sp gr 1 19

Dll HC1(1 1)

CdCl, solution 478 ml H,0
322 ml NH«OH(sp gr 09)
13 g CdQ,

Starch Solution Mix I 2 g of starch with about 30 ml
water and make up to 200 ml with boiling water

Standard lodme Solution 1 ml = 0 0003 g S
Solution A Dissolve 0 6 g KMn04 in 100 ml water

Solution B Dissolve 8 5 g KI in 200 ml water and add
23 ml HiSO^d 3)

Pour solution A slowly mto solution B while mixing

contmuously Dilute to 1 litre

This solution is approximately 0 01 872 N (1 ml — 0 06%
S on a 0 5-g sample of oil) and may be standardized

against NagSjOa solution of the same normality (4 6463 g
Na|S|0, 3HtO per htre) The latter solution may be
conveniently standardized agamst c p resublimed iodine

crystals, using somewhat less than 0 1 g One millilitre

of the NagSgOj solution should equal 0 002376 g iodine

The blank to be subtracted from each titration will vary

according to the intensity of the blue colour adopted as

a satisfactory end-point by the individual operator The
magnitude of the blank is determined by running a test

exactly according to the method, using a sample of oil

containing no added sulphur

Procedure Fill the Gooch crucible level full with 10-

mesh Zn Pour half this Zn into the reaction flask and
add enough 40-mesh Zn to make the crucible two-thirds

full A round disk of filter-paper is fitted to cover the Zn,

and about 0 3 g of the oil to be tested is dropped on the

disk from a wei^ung bottle

Thirty-five milhhtres ofthe ammoniacal CdClg and 90ml
distilled HgO are placed in the Milligan tower, which is

connected to the trap With all connexions and stoppers

tight, the funnel is filled with cone HQ and the acid

allowed to drop very slowly on the sample in the crucible

The aad is added drop by drop at a rate which will con-

sume all the acid m about 2i to 3 hours, occasionafly

turning the crucible by means of the glass support rod so

that the acid will fall upon diflerent parts of the disk

When the reaction is complete, withdraw the separatory

funnel and replace with a glass tube of same dimensions

as funnel stem The lower end of the tube is immersed in

the acid solution The outlet tube of the absorption tower

is now connected to a vacuum hne and the train is flushed

with air for a few nunutes to absorb completely all traces

OfHgS
The contents of the absorption tower are next washed

mto a 400-inl beaker containing 10 ml starch mdicator

and the solution diluted to about 230 ml About two-thirds

of the antiapated amount of the lodme solution is now
added, followed by 50 ml 1 1 HCl, and the titration com-
pleted as rapidly as possible, mamtaining an excess of the

iodine at the surface until near the end-point to avoid any
loss of H|S When a permanent blue colour is attamed,

pour the titrated solution back into the Milligan tower,

agitate, agam transfer to the beaker, and continue the titra-

tion Repeat this procedure unUl all the CdS adhering to

the absorption tower has been decomposed and titrated

Very satisfactory results have been obtained by thismethod
The sulphur found here is beheved to have a close con-

nexion with those sulphur compounds which control the

EP property oflubricants of this type On the other hand,

sulphur compounds which are corrosive at low tempera-

tures ate very undesirable except for certain apphcations

Reaction of the film with the metal over areas of extreme
pressure only is the effect the compounder stnves to

achieve

3. Free Add and Alkali

A Mineral Acid and Free Alkali. A large portion (25 to

50 g) of the oil IS shaken in a separatory funnel with

100 ml of boiling distilled water, followed by two more
extractions, using SO-ml portions of water The 200 ml.

of water are tested first with 1 drop of 1 % phenolphthalem
solution for free alkali A pink colour indicates alkali,

which IS estimated by titration with a standard solution of
sulphuric acid (0 08913 normal)

Hie alkali neutralization number is

(ml of acid) X 5

wt of oil

If alkali is not mdicated, 2 drops of 0 1% methyl orange
solution are added A red colour shows mineral acid,

which IS determined by titration with standard aqueous
potassium hydroxide solution (008913 normal)
The separated water after extraction may be filtered

before makmg the above tests

The mineral acid neut number is

(ml of alkali) X 5

wt of oil

B Free Aad in Straight Mineral Oiis. To a 20-g sample
m a 500-ml Erlenmeyer flask add 100 ml ofa hot mixture

of 1 1 neutralized alcohol and distilled water Agitate and
heat to boiling Add 1 ml of phenolphthalem mdicator

(1 %) and titrate to a pink end-pomt with standard aqueous
KOH as above The colour change is observed in the

bottom layer after allowing a moment for separation

The neutralization number is

(ml of alkali) X 5

wt of oil

With some oils a 2% alcohohe solution of alkah blue

makes a better mdicator

This test IS importantm crank-case lubricating oils,which
m service may develop acids oflow molecular weight, such

as formic or acetic, which are very corrosive Saturated

acids of higher molecular weight become mcreasingly less

acidic, and the highest ones may be considered harmless

C. Free Add (total) in Compounded Petroleum Products

and Animal and Vegetable Fats and Oils. Smoe the acidity

may be high, it is necessary to take for analysis a quanUty
of the sample corresponding to the probable aa±ty A
iO-g portion IS usually sufficient
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In some cases 0 5 N KOH is preferable instead of the

weaker solution Use SO ml of neutralized akohol as

the solvent and titrate hot For some oils a better solvent

IS a mixture of 60 ml benzol with 30 ml alcohol, usmg
alkah blue as the mdicator A homogeneous solution

results and the colour change is seen by transmitted light

In determinmg the acidity of dark compounded oils con-

taining sulphur a solvent mixture of 25 ml benzol with

100 ml neutralized 1 1 alcohol has been recommended

1 ml 0 5 N HCl equals 0-01853 g Ca(OH),

1 ml „ „
1 ml
1 ml „ „
1 ml 0 5 N KOH „

1 ml OIN NaOH,,

0 02000 g NaOH
0 02806 g KOH
0 01458 g Mg(OH),
0 14113 g oleic acid

0 02823 g oleic acid

The acid value may be calculated as m method ‘C’

4. Ash.

The neutralization number or the actd value is

mg KOH required to neutralize 1 g of oil,

or the acid value is

ml KOH X (56 1 y normality of sol )~~
wt of sample

The acid valued 0 50^2 equals % oleic acid

If the mean molecular weight of the mixed free fatty

acids IS known, the

per cent fatty acid is

acid value X
molecular weight
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Example Suppose 10 g of oil required 35 42 ml
0 5 N KOH
Then the acid value is

3542 x 28 05

io
99 35

Pure hydrocarbon or fatty oils, with the exception of

bone fat. should, upon igmtion, leave no weighable ash

Commercial oils, however, invariably contain inorganic

matter, varying from mere traces in the light oils to as

much as 0 10% m the dark cylinder or residuum oils An
ash content in excess of0 10% is evidence offaulty refinuig.

careless handling, or the deliberate addition of soap or

fillers

For this reason a residue of ash is our most valuable

infti<-annn of the presence ofsoap or other additive material

m the oil This is especially true, since m dark residuum

oils which emulsify we are unable to test for small amounts

ofsoap by the removal of the metalhc radical with HCl and

subsequent evaporation of the acid extract to dryness

Procedure. A weighed sample of 5 to 100 g , dependmg
upon the consistency and texture of the material, contained

in a porcelain casserole is carefully burned to carbon-free

ash If sodium or potassium are present the porcelam may
be attacked Therefore, if lead or other easily reducible

elements are known to be absent, a platinum dish is pre-

ferable The weight of the residue is reported as percentage

ofash

Per cent acid (if oleic) is

Per cent acid (if stearic) is

99 35x?^^= 50 34

Per cent acid (if palmitic) is

D Free Alkali and Free Add In Greases. Thefollowmg
IS abstracted from A S T M Method ofAnalysis ofCrease
(D 128-27) [6] From 10 to 30 g of grease contained m
a 150-ml beaker are thoroughly mixed with 75 ml ofpetro-
leum ether The mixture is washed into a 250-ml flask

with ether and 50 ml of 50% alcohol, a few drops of
phenolphthalem added, and the whole vigorously shaken
If the alcohol layer is pink, 10 ml of0 5 N HQ are added,
the solution boiled 10 min to eliminate COi, and the excess

HCl titrated with standard05N alcohohcKOH TYvefree

alkali IS calculated as the hydroxide of the pnncipal base,

found by analysis of the ash

If the onginal alcohol layer is not pink, the cold solution

IS titrated with 0 5 N alcoholic KOH and the aadity cal-

culated as oleic acid

Marcusson [17, 1922] advises heating 10 g of the grease

under a reflux condenser with a 90 10 mixture of naphtha
absolute alcohol, filtering off any insoluble matter, adding
30 ml. neutral 50% alcohol, heatmg and titratmg with

01 N alcoholic NaOH
The fhctors required are

Instead of weighing the ash as above, it may be treated

with a small amount of water, H 1SO4 in slight excess

added, the solution evaporated and fumed, and the residue

Ignited at a red heat The residue is then weighed and
reported as per cent of ash as sulphates

If the ash IS high and the presence of combined fatty

acids IS not confirmed (see 111(b) 7), metals, meullic

oxides, siliceous matter, and various morgamc salts may
be the source Soaps are therefore absent and the methods
of identification under II (d) 1 and 2 or III (b) 5 should be

followed

Examination of the Ash.

A Qualitative A trace of FeiOa is to be expected, an
alkaline residue indicates Na, K, Ca, or Mg, Na and K
residues are fusible and water-soluble, Ca, infusible and
but shghtly water-soluble, Mg, infusible and only slightly

soluble unless sulphate is present, a white infusible ash,

neutral and practically msoluble in acids, shows Al|Oi,

evidence of the probable addition of alummium stearate

or oleate, 1 e dope or oil pulp A neutral ash contammg
alkali or alkaline earth metals does not necessarily denote

the absence of soaps of these metals, smce high sulphur oils

thickened m this manner usually bum to a neutral residue

of sulphates Flame, bead, or spectroscopic tests may be
used for a quahtative examination of the ash
B Quantilative. The recommended practice of esti-

matmg the amount of the alkaline base such as Na, K, or

Ca by a direct titration of the ash is thus perceived to be
unreliable, since all of the Na or K is rarely present as the

carbonate, neither does aU of the Ca ongm^y combined
with the orgamc radical appear as pure CaOm the residue.

Soap percentages calculated frcmi data derived m this way
are almost always erroneous.
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By following a prescribed scheme ofquantitative analysis

the proportions of the various basic constituents may be

established Subsequent to the determination of the com-
bmed fatty acids, if present, these data may be correlated

to express the percentages of the various soaps In this

connexion it should be noted that any free aikah found
under III (b) 3d should be deducted from the total alkali

found in the ash (eg in a Ca soap grease any free Ca(OH)i
should be calculated to CaO and subtracted from the CaO
determined m the ash), since for this purpose we are con-

cerned only with the amount of base combined as soap in

the original material This likewise holds true for lead and
aluminium oxides existing m the free condition in greases

containing soaps of these metals

Analyas of the Ash.

If the standard alternative method for the ash deter-

mination IS used, m which the residue is converted to the

sulphates, the analysis may proceed as follows

The weight of the ash as sulphates is first obtamed In

a good-quality light cup grease made from Ca soap the ash

may contain, besides CaSOi, minor amounts of MgSO*,
NaaS04, FetO„ A1|0(, and SiOi, and perhaps traces of
other metallic oxides

Dissolve the ash in 10 ml cone HCl, adding water
gradually, and boil to dissolve all soluble salts Filter off

the SiOi, wash, ignite, and weigh The filtrate is treated

with H(S to eliminate any Cu, Pb, and metals of that group
If lead IS suspected, the acidity should be adjusted to about

3% cone HCl for this precipitation Filter if necessary,

boil off HtS, oxidize the Fe with a few drops of HNO,,
and make barely ammoniacal (excludmg any CO| which
would precipitate Ca) to methyl red Boil a moment and
fitter if the bulk of the precipitate is large, reprecipitate

The influence on the composition of this prccipiute due to

the possible presence of phosphate must be detennined

Wa^, Ignite, and weigh A1|0, and Fe,Os This residue

may be fused with KHSO4, dissolved, the Fe titrated, cal-

culated to the oxide, and deducted from the weight of the

mixed oxides to obtain the weight of the Al,Ot
To the filtrate from the Fe(OH)3 and AKOH)] add a

slight excess of (NH4)|Ct04 at the boiling-point l^il until

the CaCa04 becomes granular, allow to settle, and test with

the reagent for complete precipitation of Ca Filter, wash,
igmte, and weigh as CaO If desired, the CaC,04 precipi-

tate in the filter-paper may be decomposed in a hot dilute

H,S04 solution and the liberated HiC,04 titrated with

standard KMnOa solution

The above filtrate is acidified with HCl, evaporated to

100-150 ml volume, made very cold, and 20 ml sat

(NH4),HP04 added Add NH4OH dropwise with vigorous

stirring until about a IS-ml excess is present If the solu-

Uon has been stirred for 1 5 min , it may safely be filtered after

standmg cold 4 hours Wash thorou^ly with 5% NH4OH
contaming 5% NH4NOa Igmte and weigh as MgtPfO,
For a proximate analysis of the ash, calculate CaO and

MgO to CaS04 and MgS04 respectively To the sum of
these add the amount of Fe^„ AI,Oa, SiOa, and subtract

this sum from the total weight of the ash as sulphates The
difference, if supported by a qualitative identification, may
be considered Na3S04, from which the amount of Na(0
may be calculated

The factors lequued are

Fe 1 ml 0-05 N KMnOt equals 0-00279 g Fe
Ca 1ml „ „ 0 00140 g. CaO

Ca CaO X2 428 equals CaS04
Mg MgAO^x 0 3621 „ MgO
Mg MgO X2 986 .. MgS04
Na Na,S04 X 0 4364 „ Na,0

Lead may be estimated by careful ignition of a 0 5 to

1 0 g sample mixed with an excess of Na,CO„ followed

by solution m dilute HNOa, filtration, and electrolysis m
the presence of copper nitrate Any residues must be

leached out with saturated NasCO, or 20% NH4C3HaOt
in hot solution to safeguard against loss of PbS04
Zinc IS precipitated as ZnS, after removal of the H|S

group and the tnvalent hydroxides as desenbed above, m
a 0 01 N HtS04 solution (or formic acid), dissolved m
HCl and estimated gravimetrically as the phosphate or

volumetncally with K4Fe(CN)*
Lime may appear ui small amounts in soda-soap greases,

smee in the soap manufacture it is added to caustic soda

solutions to convert alkali carbonate to hydroxide Ca and

Mg mostly sludge out as insoluble CaCOs and Mg(OH)(
Magnesium is to be expected m Ca soap greases, smee

MgO is invariably found as an impunty m quicklime used

in soap-making

Phosphorus should always be determmed in a separate

sample, since volatilization may occur from a H|SO« or

KHSO4 fuming, furthermore, Caa(P04)i mixed with SiO|,

CaCOj, or NaiCOj, and carbonaceous matter, may at high

temperatures break down into P,0„ which is reduced by
the carbon to volatile elemental phosphorus

The calculation of the soap content of the lubneant is

based upon the amounts of the various metals in combina-
tion with the fatty acid radical, and the factors mvolved
will be exemplified under the heading ‘Soap’ (III (6) 6)

5. Fillers, Extraneous Matter, and Abrasives

This method is used for estimatmg such substances in

greases and semi-solid lubricants, for the liquid lubneants,

hkewise, more exact information may be acquired than can
be obtamed by the centrifuge method (11 (d) 2)

Light-coloured lubricants may be dissolved in a naphtha-

alcohol mixture 9 1 , using an air condenser to prevent loss

of the solvent Dark-coloured lubricants dissolve more
easily m a benzol-alcohol mixture (9 1) If the condenser

IS dispensed with and a beaker is used, the alcohol should

not be added until just prior to filtering, or soap may be

reprecipitatcd in the solution due to evaporation of the

alcohol A 10 to 20 g sample and about 2S0 ml of the

solvent arc sufficient

Graphite residues should be filtered through a tared

Gooch crucible (wt 1), otherwise use a No 54 Whatman
paper (tared if desired) and a hot-water funnel Wash
with hot benzol-alcohol until free from oil and soap

Further procedure is governed by the character of the

residue Vegetable or animal fibres are dried, after which

they are identified and separated microscopically unless

present in large amoimt, m which event treatment with 4%
NaOH will effect a separation

Inorganic residues are washed with alcohol, the filtrate

discarded, and any free lime dissolved by pounng dilute

HCl (10% by wt ) through the residue, followed by washing
with hot water Gypsum, if present, is quite soluble in

ddute HO and would give high results for the free lime

Iflead IS present, dilute HNO| should be used These solu-

tions are received in clean beakers, and the amount of the

free base, 1 e Ca or Pb, determmed
The crucible containmg the graphite is dried to remove
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all traces of moisture, weighed (wt 2), ignited until free Acid value ofCFA
from carbon, and weighed agam (wt 3), the loss m
weight (wt 2—wt 3) representing ask-free graphite, while

wt 3-wt 1 represents ash from graphite plus insoluble

residue, and wt 2-wt 1 graphite plus total ash

In the absence of mterfenng fillers, e g gypsum, an
approximation of the ash in the graphite may be obtained

wt wt 1

T X 100 = per cent ash in graphite
wt 2-wt 1

The abrasive quality of this residue may be judged from

a microscopic study of the particle size, sharpness, and
hardness Iron oxide, mica, quartz, and traces of calcium

and magnesium oxides are the chiefconstituents Ordinary

mica may be identified by its K content, talc, its Mg con-

tent, &c
Other inorganic residues alter the acid and water teach

may be dried, weighed, and exammed microscopically for

abrasive particles also The paper and residue may be

Ignited and the ash weighed and reported as siliceous

residue insoluble in 10% HCl
Bureau of Standards Circular No 372, Recommended

Specification for Quicklime and Hydrated Lime for Use in

Soap Making [12, 1929], allows a maximum of 1 0% of

material insoluble in HCl (1 9) In a grease contaming

20% Ca stearate the maximum insoluble from this source

would be about 0 02% A greater amount should be con-

sidered excessive m a lubricant for anti-fnction bearings

“ (acid value of TFA)-(acid value of FFA)
FFA = free fatty acids TFA = total fatty acids

CFA = combmed fatty acids

B Dark Greases. A 6 to 10 g sample weighed into a

150-ml beaker is decomposed with 4 to 8 g K,StO, at

100° C with frequent stirring A constant-temperature

electnc oven is ideal for this purpose From i to 1 J hours

are required according to the nature of the mineral oil

Cool, add 125 ml petroleum ether (b p 30-60° C ), stir,

filter through a No 40 Whatman paper or a qualitative

paper of similar grade, usmg gentle suction Collect the

filtrate in a SOO-ml Erlenmeyer flask Wash out all soluble

fatty acids from the beaker and residue and evaporate to

low volume on the water-bath Add 30 ml neutralized

95% alcohol, phenolphthalein, and titrate with 0 2N alco-

holic or aqueous KOH
It IS somewhat more accurate, although more compli-

cated, to mix the sample with 10 g diy ignited sand m
addition to the reagent, decompose as above, cool, and

transfer to an extraction thimble, which is thoroughly

extracted in a Soxhlet apparatus with petroleum ether

The extract is evaporated and the fatty acids titrated.

The acid value is computed as for Lght greases

Calculation of the Soap.

In order to calculate the soap content the necessary

data are

6. Soap

The detection of soap by the use of a saturated solution

of metaphosphoric acid (HPOs) in absolute alcohol has a

very Imuted application in the examination of the lubri-

cants under consideration Cbnclusive evidence of the

presence of soap is established by the detection of its two
decomposition products, viz the combined fatty acids and
the metallic base The methods of identifying the bases

have been illustrated under ‘Ash’ The combined fatty

acids are determined m the following manner

A Light Greases. From 10 to 30 g of the lubricant,

dependmg on the consistency, are weighed into a 250-mI

separatory funnel, 75 ml petroleum ether (b p 30-60° C )

and 50 ml 10% HCl are added, and the mixture shaken

until decomposition is complete and a sharp separation

takes place The acid layer is drawn oflT mto another

separator The ether solution contaimng all the oily matter

IS washed three times with small portions of water, adding

the washings to the first solution, which contauis the

glycenne and the chlorides of the buic constituents of the

soap The acid solution is now washed twice with small

portions of ether, the combined washings being shaken

once with 15 ml of water to remove traces of acid, after

which the ether extracts are combined and titrated with

standard0 5N alcoholicKOH and phenolphthalein From
the value found here, the free fatty acid, previously deter-

mined, is subtracted to obtam the amount of fatty acid

combmed as soap

Calculation ofAcid Value ofCombinedFatty Acids Since

It is difficult to mamtam alcohohe KOH at a defimte

strength, the following equations are useful for calculating

the acid value

Acid value ofTFA

ml KOH X (56 1 X normality of solution)
“ wt sample

(1) The percentage of the base or bases combined as soap
(m(6)4B)

(2) The acid value of the combined fatty acids (CFA)
found above

(3) The molecular weight of the combined fatty acids

(111(6)7)

(4) The H-cquivalent of the soap or soaps

Then the per cent soap equals

H-equivalent of the soap ^ ~

.

561
^

H-equivalent of the soap

= (mean mol wt of CFA)— 1 0+(H-equivalent of
the metal base)

Example

(1) Analysis of ash shows bases to be Ca and Na in the
ratio of 95%Ca 5% Na

(2) Acid value ofCFA = 24 50

(3) Mol wt of CFA = 295

(4)

H<quiv of soap = (295- 1 0)+20 = 314 (Ca soap).

H-equiv of soap = (295-1 OH 23 == 317 ^a soap)

Correlating CFA with bases 24 50 x 100 95.

Acid value of CFA combmed with Ca
95 x 24 5— — = 23 28.

100 *

Acid value ofCFA combmed with Na
= 24 50-23 28 = 1 22.

314
Then per cent Ca soap x23 26 — 13*03

And per cent Na soap = -

And percent total soap

For technical control analy^ the molecular wdght
determination is customarily omitted and the fatty acids,

regarded as bemg composed sol^ trf olei^ steanc; or
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palmitic acid Or the molecular weight may be fixed m
round figures at 300

That this may introduce considerable error will be

apparent when we consider that lubricants may contain

saturated acids which vary m molecular weight from 200

(lauric) up to 368 (camaubic), and unsaturated acids sudi

as erucic with a molecular weight of 338

7. Total Fatty Oil

In lubricants the total oily matter may include

'Free fatty acids

Saponifiable fat and

Neutral fat

Practically the only constituents

of types 2 and 3 (excepting

liquid waxes), varyingamounts
in types 4 and 6, sometimes in

types 7 and 8

Saponified fat I

Combined fatty Varying amounts
( acids and 8

types 7

/Hydrocarbon oil

Higher alcohols

Almost 100 of type 1, some-
Umes traces in types 2 and 3

In vegetable oils and fats

In animal oils and fats

In sperm oil in large amount

(A) In Lubricants of Types 7 and 8 When soap is a
component of the lubncant it is customary to decompose
the matenal with acid as in the preceding test All solu-

ble fatty oils, unsapomfiable and petroleum oils are then

separated together from the bases by extracuon with petro-

leum ether

The following diagram is adapted from the A S TM
scheme of grease analysis (D 128-27) [6], the method of
washing the various extracts being omitted m order to

clarify the modus operandi The numerals refer to the

number of the test, listed in ‘Methods of Analysis’

The letters refer to the operations, which are further

described

Dark Greases
Decompose with KHSOi

and PE (A)

Light Greases
Decompose with HCl

and PE (A)

PE Sol

TFA, Fat
andPO
„_1

PE Sol

Fat and PO
Saponify
volumetncally (C)

Alcohol Sol

Potash Soaps from
FFA and CFA decompose
with HCl and EtO (F)

FFA •> free fatty acids

CPA «• combined fatty acids

TFA •• total fatty acids

n

PE - petroleum ethi

EtO ethyl ether

PO » petoleum oil

SS

(B) In Labricants of Other THies. The oil or the ether

extract from (A) contains the total fatty acids, neutral fat,

and unsapomfiable oil

Fatty Acids. Titration with standard alcoholic KOH
gives the total fatty acids (see Method 6) which are now
removed as the potassium soaps soluble m alcohol, most

of the fats and oils, excepUng castor, being practically in-

soluble in alcohol All oils and fats, except castor, are

soluble m petroleum ether

(O Neutral Fat. The neutral fat may be separated by

saponification with a measured amount of standard alco-

holic KOH Under Method 9 the details of the deter-

mmation of the saponification value are given This

method is applicable to straight vegetable or animal fat

and compounded oils

If the sapomfication value of the fatty oil is known, the

per cent fatty oil
100 (saponification value of sample)

saponification vdue of fatty oil

In technical analysis an average saponification value, e g.

195 or 200, is used whenever further characterization of
the fat is not desired

(D) The alcoholic soap extract after a quantitative

separation from the petroleum oil and imsaponifiable (see

E below) IS decomposed with HCl, the petroleum ether

solution of the fatty acids washed free from mineral acid,

evaporated on the steam-bath until all ether has been
volatilized, the last traces of water removed by addition

and evaporation of 5 ml of absolute alcohol, and finally

weighed as the fatty acids from the neutral fat The nature

of the oil may in general be determmed by means of the

molecular weight, iodine value, melting-point, &c With
less accuracy an arbitrary factor, such as 1 045, which is

the factor for converting stearic or oleic acid to the re-

spective tri-glyceride, may be used

Example

Tn-olein, (Ci,H„C(X)),C,H, (mol wt 884 8M) ^
Oleic acid, Ci,H„COC)H (mol wt 282 272) X 3

*

(E) The method of Spitz and Honig has found con-
siderable application for the separation of the fatty oil from
the mineral oil In the analysis of oils containmg soap this

method may be applied to the ether-alcohol solution after

titration of the tot^ fatty acids as m (B)

For oils of the E P type, contaimng added sulphur, the
method with slight variations follows

Saponify 10 to 1 5 g of the sample by boiling with 25 ml
2 N alcoholic potassium hydroxide and 25 ml neutral

alcohol imder a reflux condenser for 1 hour Add 50 ml.

water and again boil Cool and transfer to a separatory

funnel, washing the last portions mto the funnel with 50%
alcohol and 50 ml of petroleum ether (b p 30-60° C ),

settle, and run off alcoholic solution

Shake the soap solution with 50-ml portions of petro-

leum ether until the last extract is free from oil Unite the

petroleum ether extracts and shake three tunes with 15-ml
portions of 50% alcohol, to which has been added a trace

of alkali add this alcohol solution after shakmg once with
petroleum ether to the soap solution

Mineral OiL The mmeral oil may be determined by
evaporating the petroleum ether solution on a water-bath

m a weighed dish (If the mineral oil residue contains a
few drops of water, add 5 to 8 ml of absolute alcohol and
heat untd the alcohol has evaporated the evaporation of
the alcohol is complete when the bubbles of foam on the
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surface disappear ) Dry the mineral oil at 100” C to con-
stant weight

(F) Evaporate the alcohol-water soap solution, obtained

above, untd free from alcohol Dissolve in a little water

and treat with an excess of dilute sulphunc acid m the

presence of diethyl ether, in a separatory funnel Run
off the acid layer and wash the fatty acid soluUon with

concentrated sodium sulphate solution and with distilled

water until the wash does not turn methyl orange red Dry
the ether by adding a few pieces of calcium chlonde, filter

and evaporate the ether, dry the residue of fatty acids for

5 mm at 105° C
The presence of oxy-acids may indicate blown oils, castor

or fish oils, they are insoluble in ether and should be
separated by filtration

The fatty acids may be examined further in order to

identify the oil A knowledge of the average molecular

weight of these acids is essential for computation of the

soap (Method 6) if the acids existed in such combination

in the onginal material

Molecular Weight About 2 g of the fat are accurately

weighed into a 200-ml Erlenmeyer flask and the saponi-

fication value determined according to Method 9 The
molecular weight is then found from this equation

Mol wt = 56,100

sap value

1 gram-molecule of KOH = 56 1 g = 56,100 mg

8. Petroleum OO and Unsaponifiable Matter

The method for a quantitative separation has been de-

scribed in the precedmg method 7 (E)

The presence ofrosin oil or various waxes may be verified

by suitable tests Rosin oils have a high specific gravity

(approx 0 98), in the polarimeter they arc dextro-rotatory

(—30° to —40°), solubon m acebc anhydnde treated with

1 drop of H1SO4 (1 53) gives a characteristic fugitive violet

colour (Liebermarm-Storch reaction), Valenta’s test mdi-

cates quantitatively the amount of rosin oil in mineral oil

by the difference m their solubility in glacul acetic acid

Unsaponifiable matterm animal and vegetable oils exists

normally m very small amounts Samples of pure oils

examined by the wnter showed the following amounts

Cotton-seed oil 0 29% |
Orange-coloured solid

Castor oil 0 35% I Bright yellow needles

Linseed oil I 03 % Orange-yellow waxy solid

Ijtrdoit 016%
I

Yellow solid

These residues retam considerable colourmg matter and
resins They are of great importance m distinguishing

between oils of ammal and vegetable ongm due to the

presence ofcharactenstic alcohols, cholesterol

It IS used to determine the amount of fatty material m
compounded oils, m which mterfenng compounds are

absent The caustic interacts with certain sulphur com-

pounds m some EP lubricants, m oils of this kind the

Spitz and Honig method should be followed

Procedure. From 2 to 20 g of the oil are weighed

accurately into a 300-ml Erlenmeyer flask, 25 ml N. alco-

hohc KOH solution (colourless), and 25 ml neutral alcohol

or benzol are added, the flask is cormected to an air con-

denser and boiled from 1 to 3 hours until the reaction is

complete Run blanks concurrently with the samples

Wash the condenser with neutral alcohol and titrate hot

with 0 5 N HCl, using phenolphthalein as an indicator

Sap value

(ml blank -ml titration) x 56 1 X normality ofHQ
~~

weight of oil in grams

Saponification values for a large number of oils will

average about 195, sperm oil, 120-37, whale, 160-202,

castor, 175-83, rape, 168-79, and blown oils vary greatly

from ^is average

10. Constants of Fatty Acids

The melting and solidification points, iodine value, acid

value, and molecular weight of the isolated fatty acids m
conjunction with the odour and taste usually suffice to

establish their identity

The todme number provides perhaps the most important

guide in the analysis of oils and fats, since their classifica-

tion into drymg, semi-drymg, and non-drying oils is based

upon their capacity for assimilating this halogen It sup-

plies a ready means of distinguishing between the saturate

and unsaturated fatty acids or between the correspondmg

glycerides The Wijs solution reacts rapidly and gives re-

sults somewhat higher than the Hilbl solution The iodine

trichloride used in the Wijs solution is difficult to keep and
weigh, but the solution is quite stable On the other hand,

the HUbl soluUons are easy to prepare, but are rather un-

stable and much slower to react with the oil The solvent,

eg chloroform, should show no reduemg action on
K,Cr»0, in the presence of H1SO4
The lodme value may be used to calculate the per cent

of one fatty oil mixed with another

In a nuxture of two fatty oils in nuneral oil, saponify

and separate the fatty acids, then determine the iodine

number of the mixed acids

Let = per cent of one fat,

Y= per cent of the other fat,

m — lodme value of fat X,
n = „ „ Y,

/=- „ „ the mixture

C«H440H h,o

m the former fat, and phytosterol in the latter

The petroleum hydnxarbon oils are usually tested for

specific gravity, viscosity index, and sometimes for the

pour- and flash-points Considerable insight mto the mole-

cular structure of these oils may be obtauied from the

above physical properties m connexion with the molecular

weight.

9. Saponiflcatioii Value

This test 18 useful in ascertainmg the purity of ammal
and vegetable oils rather than as a means of identification,

Then the per cent of one acid, X, = ~

The acetyl value is a measure of the hydroxyl content of
the oil Upon acetylation every alcoholic OH group takes

on an acetyl (€H,CO) group Dunng saponification the
acetic acid IS split off Thenumberofmg ofKOHrequued
to neutralize the acetic acid from 1 g of the oil gives

the acetyl value In the identification of castor oil or the
separated ncinoleic acid this constant is of importance
Each molecule of ncmoleic acid upon boihng with aoetk
anhydnde takes on 1 acetyl radical and on saponification
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splits off 1 molecule of acetic aod equivalent to 1 molecule foimed, is a potent argument against the promiscuous use

of such compounds until conclusive tests have demon*ofKOH TTius

Ricinoleic acid

CH, (CH,), CHOH CH, CH CH(CH,),COOH
298 272 g ncinoleic acid = 60 032 g acetic aad

= 5611 g KOH
Therefore

1 g ricmoleic acid 188 mg KOH = acetyl value

11. Chlorine

(A) Organic Chemistry, by W A Noyes, describes the

method for this determination adapted to the Parr peroxide

bomb The sample, 0 3 to 0 4 g , is mixed with 1 g KNOt,
14 g NajOs, and 0 5 g powdered granulated sugar After

igmtion the melt is boiled with 150 ml water, acidified with

HNO3, and an accurately measured excess of0 1 N AgNOs
added Then add 10 ml 4% hydrazine sulphate and
boil to coagulate the precipitate Filter and wash free

from AgNOj To the hltrate add 5 ml of 6 N HNO, and
5 ml of a saturated solution of ferric alum and measure
the excess AgNO, by titration with 0 05 N NH4SCN or

KSCN The end-point IS a pink colour TheAgClmaybe
determined gravimetrically by filtenng through a weighed
Gooch cruable followed by drying at 1 10° C

(B) The Parr oxygen bomb, such as described in the

estimation of sulphur, is equally adapted for chlorine deter-

mmations, although any tomb lining of nickel-chromium

alloy IS more suscepuble to the action of HCl than of
HjSO*.
The chloride may be determined volumetncally or gravi-

metrically according to the procedure outlined above
Chlorinated lubricants labelled E P oil for crank-case use

arc now being widely sold Possibility of very destructive

corrosion of aluminium and steel parts, if HCl should be

strated them suitability for general usage

12. Water

The amount ofwater is determmed by distilling a mixture

of the lubricant with a specified solvent, the water bemg
condensed and collected m a trap graduated from 0 to

10 ml in 0 1 ml divisions (A S T M D 95-30)

For greases 25 g samples are convement, while 100 ml
of oil are generally taken In the latter instance the reading

gives the per cent of water by volume directly, while with

greases the reading multiplied by 4 gives the per cent water

by weight

The liquid lubricants, unless the soap content is high,

contain only traces of water, semi-solid and solid greases

may be anhydrous or they may contam 8-10% water, e g
the so-called waterproof greases

Lime-soap cup greases have a water content ranging

from 1 to 3% Special lubricants used m metal-forming

may contain 50-60% H|0 For testing such material a
10 g sample should ^ taken

(O Special Tests.

Mineral oils, thickened with wax, petrolatum, or asphalt

(Type 1 ). are recognized by their low ash content

Asphalts are recognized by their colour and insolubility

in petroleum naphtha or alcohol-ether

Petrolatum has a low specific gravity (0 825-0 885) and
a lower melting-point (1 10-30° F ) than even the hme-soap
greases (185-205° F ) It may be separated by treatmg the

lubricant with a special solvent and chilhng below 0° C
Paraffin wax may be precipitated by dissolving the lubn-

cant inmethyl-ethyl ketone, coolmg to — 20°C ,and filtermg

and washing at a low temperature
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A TECHNOLOGICAL ait progresses in direct ratio to the

economic necessity for such development Petroleum re-

fining IS no exception

The important economic force in the early development

of the refinmg art was the mcreasmg scarcity of whales,

which had furnished oil for the lamps of the civilized world

for hundreds of years The comparatively poor kerosme

produced from coal distillation, by which the decreasing

whale-oil supply was augmented about the middle of the

luneteenth century, made an unsatisfactory substitute,

although many plants for makmg ‘coal oil* were operated,

mostly in the eastern states, following in general improved

English practices developed by Dr James Young These

installations prospered until the Drake discovery in 1859

rapidly made the more economical petroleum kerosme
available The comparatively great demand brought m its

tram the problem of utilizing the by-products of the crude

oil processed The general need for more lubricants,

coupled with the refiners’ mcreasmg ability to make suit-

able products, resulted m the encroachment of petroleum

lubncating oils mto fields formerly exclusively supphed by
animal, vegetable, and fish oils, and provided a partial

answer to the by-product problem The discovery by a

Stillman m 1862, mduced by high costs of coal and wood
fueb, that the heavy liquid residues could be successfully

atomized with steam mto a suitable furnace fuel, also con-

tributed to the answer But gasolme contmued to be a

troublesome by-product for long years Even the demand
created by the development and successful distribution by
the Standard Oil Company of a naphtha-burning stove fell

very short of absorbmg the supply

The use of arbfiaal gas and electricity to the displace-

ment of the demand for kerosme brought a gloomy note

into the petroleum industry Bridged for a while by the

development of foreign demand and mcreasmg exports,

the situaUon was none too good at the tune the internal

combusUon engine, with its gargantuan appeute for gaso-

lme and lubricants, proved to be the greatest of all the

economic forces wluch have brought the industry to the

promment place it occupies m the life ofman to-day And
It may well be said that while the mdustiy owes much to

the gdvanizmg effect on its progress of the growth of the

automobile, the fact that it alone could produce the neces-

sary smtable fuels and lubricants contributed a large part

to make this possible

Petrokum DbtiUation

Always the major function of refining, distillation in

the begmmng of the art was almost the sole activity of the
tefin«'

Visualize, as a sUitmg-pomt, the earhest stills, borrowed
or taken over from the ‘coal oil’ refineries, some oval,

some round m shape, generally vertical, of cast iron,

bottomsandwalls sometimes 6inchesm thickness,capacities

of 6 to 60 bands, with a thermometer and a ‘gravi^ stick’

the only control instruments available.

What were the steps which spanned the interval to the

present time*'

Worth notmg was the development, m the early 1860’s,

at the Humbolt refinery between Titusville and Oil City, of

larger stills of the horizontal type made of comparatively

thin wrought-iron plates, although the use of the upright

type persisted m some refineries for 20 or 30 years Also

the oft-told story of the discovery of cracking—and its

important effect in mcreasmg yields of kerosme—by the

operator who, suddenly taken ill, returned to his Ifi-bairel

sUll after 4 hours’ absence to find an abnormally high

kerosene yield with production still going on, a circum-

stance so surprismg to the chemist-proprietor that in-

vestigation and experimentation on his part led to the

general adoption of the practice of allowing heavier

vapours to condense and return to the still for cracking,

brmgmg about an mcreasc of at least 20”o of the principal

product of what has so aptly been called the ‘ kerosme age’

of the industry

Continuous distillation received early attention, at least

two covering patents being issued between 1860 and 1870

It IS surprismg to note that m spite of some successful

utilization abroad very little was accomplished m this

country for a long time In 1877 Samuel Van Syckel

pointed the way by continuously operating a battery of

steam sblls for a time, but it was m 1885 and later before

any general use of the principle was made, the Atlantic

Refinmg Company being one of the first to perfect the

operaUon m a large way
For the next 20 years, until about 1905, little important

progress was made m the art of distillation, but about that

time a decided forward movement was imUated, which

gradually assumed great impetus Surprismg m retrospect

IS the lack of appreciabon previous to 1905 of the possi-

bihbes of selecUve condensation as an aid in the fractiona-

tion obtamed from distillation Although Leet, wntmg m
1884, had called attention to the suitability of the bubble
tower as then known, ‘following the plan of whisky recti-

fication’, It was not until more than 30 years later that any
senous application of it was made to petroleum refiiung,

and no adequate explanation for the delay m the adoption

of this important fractionation device can be given even

to-day True, the benefits of the enlarged still dome and
exposed still tops, where dephlegtnaUon for kerosme
cracking was sought, were early recognized The classic

Dewar-Redwood crackmg patent of 1890 shows an en-

larged sbll head and specifies ‘durmg the distillation such
of the vapour as may be condensed m the still head .

flows back mto the body of liquid . and if necessary

means of cooling may be applied to the sbll head’
A noteworthy and revolubonary step was the tower

developed in the Atlanbc Refinmg Company’s plant m
Philadelphia m 1905 by Messrs Van Dyke and Irish, a
combmabon of a stone-filled vertical tower with a two-
seebon air-cooled tubular partial condenser, the tubes

somewhat aslant to provide air turbulence on the cooling





tower, multiple-stream pipi. still or 7,500 harri.ls daily

26 In foreground insulated tanks lor hot rcMduiim
nu. with open manhole a vacuum put used when
liricating oil or bright stock residue
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side and impmging surface for downward condensate flow
within the tubes, with means at three pomts for with-

drawing condensate from the system or returning it to the

still for cracking for wax improvement and increased

yields of kerosme and naphtha
The closer control of the fractionation and quality of

products obtained thereby was quickly acclaimed, and the
equipment soon came into considerable use, principally

among the Standard Oil Company subsidiaries This de-

velopment did much to stimulate many experimenters who
earned on investigation for further utilizauon of the prm-
ciples and advantages taught by it By the time the original

Burton cracking-process patent was applied for in 1912 the

art had progressed to the point of using a rather long
vapour line, which ‘inclines upwardly therefrom to induce
the return flow mto it (the still) of unvaponzed portions

of the liquid' Burton's next step was to add another
vapour line to increase the exposed cooling surface, aug-
mented a little later by a small air-cooled radiator-type

pipe condenser called from its appearance the ‘banjo

tower’ The need for progress of this sort was apparent
when It IS recalled that at this period so excessive was the

redistillation required to separate properly the fimshed pro-

ducts that it was not unusual for leflnenes, carrying their

operations to coking of crude and makmg of lubricating

oils, to have a total distillation capacity of from three to

four times the quantity of net crude oil actually processed
Later W M Burton and associates of the Standard of
Indiana and John L Gray and associates of the Tide Water
Oil Company applied the principle m the direction of small
multiple air-cooled towers connected in series, for obtain-

ing closer fractionation and control, used principally in

redistillation for lubricatmg oils

From this point onward the development of the frac-

tionating tower and the art of selective condensation were
closely allied with pipe-still development and the progress

of distillation generally

While the Van Dykc-Irish tower and cokmg still were
bemg installed in the east, the pipe still was being developed
on the western seaboard Undoubtedly the difficulty of
dehydratmg the heavy California crude oil in shell stilts

was the mitial incentive for development of pipe heaters

This growth is described in detail by J M Wadsworth m
Bureau of Mines Techmeal Bulletin No 162, published m
1919, m which the history and early design of plants after

the ideas ofA F L Bell, I W Fuqua, andM J Trumbull
are described Of interest is the fact that the idea of the
ongmal Dubbs cracking patent, applied for m November
1909, grew out of the operation of a small pipe-still crude
dehydratmg plant built at SanU Barbara to boil the water
from the rather badly emulsified heavy crude produced in

that area

The step forward in fractionation from the comparaUvely
small aur-cooled pipe towers used as partial condensers and
dephlegmators, and the larger vertical towers filled with
granite or broken vitreous ware (hence the name ‘crock’

tower), to the use of the early baffle-plate type of dephleg-

mator and fractionator, whi^ provided a closer approach
to the fractionation methods used m ‘the art of whisky
rectification’, passed throu^ its early development largely

m Califorma Along with this trend went an mcreasmg
development and use of heat exchangers

It IS possible that the Californian refiners might not have
so far outstripped the refiners east of the Rockies in im-
provements madem these branches of the refinmg art (pipe

diatillauon, fractionation, and heat exchange) had it not

been that cracking, because of the greater profits possible

from the conversion of heavy products into gasoline to

supply the ever-mounting market demand, occupied the

efibrt and attention of the operators in the east Cracking

played little part dunng this penod m the activities of the

western group The economies possible there, m fractiona-

Uon, heat exchange, and more efficient pnmaiy heatmg
were large, both bemuse of the comparatively small pro-

portion of overhead products from the heavy crudes avail-

able m California and the higher fuel costs mvolved,

California not havmg unlimited supplies of cheap coal

The use of heat exchangers, effecting the double economy
of reducing the quantity of water required for cooling and
condensing, and maki^ for less use of expensive fuel,

offered much greater returns for them More fracUonaUon

offered similar economies to the degree that the rcrunnmg
of distillates was reduced In other words, improved

and increased cracking operations offered greater profit

possibilities to the eastern refiners, while the lack ofa crack-

ing process which would successfully handle the Caltforman

asphalt-naphthene base crackmg stock, and the higher

cost of fuel, forced development there in the low-pressure

disullation art

By 1920, however, appreciation of the value of pipe stills,

baffle-plate towers, and exchangers became fairly general

throu^out the industry Progress from then on was
furthered by experience with the various types of furnace

coils and fractionating towers used in the early units of the

Dubbs, Cross, and Greenstreet cracking processes, and the

still earlier application ofwater-tube boiler settmgs to crack-

mg drums by Burton and Clark, S H Edwards, and others

It was but a short time later in the development of the

art of fractionation that the bubble tower made its belated

entrance mto the refining field Although used successfully

for several years in casing-head gasoline separation, there

was defimte resistance on the part of refiners, by some on
the ground that the finer fractionating claimed for the new
tower was not needed, by others on the theory that while

It might work on the simple mixtures encountered in the

alcohol and coal-tar industries, petroleum disUllates were

entirely too complex to be satisfactorily separated by such

means
The early application to the Burton crackmg still (Lewis

and Cook U S P 1,392,583 issued m 1920, and quite re-

cently adjudged invalid by the courts), the use of second-

hand alcohol bubble towers by J L Gray and F E Holsten

m connexion with a commercial-sized installation of a low-

pressure Ramagc process cracking unit at Bamsdall, Okla-

homa, and the contemporaneous successful application to

Cross process crackmg soon convinced doubting refiners

that here was something new with which they had to

reckon The bubble tower may be said to have reached

at least general toleration, if not acceptance, by 1924, at

which time its broad application to all forms of distillation

may be said to have commenced
The last 15 years of petroleum distillation history have

been marked by a rate of progress surpassing any other

period m history As refiners, chemists, and engmeers

developed greater knowledge of fundamental principles

they were aided in application to the refiner’s art by those

skilled m metallurgy, combusUon, weldmg, instrument-

making, &c While at the begmnmg of this penod much
of the work m connexion with refinmg engmeermg and
installations was still bemg carried out by and withm the

industry, progressive refiners were givmg up the idea that

it showed lack ofmgenmty and invention to adapt anything
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from other arts or to call on others for engineering and
technical help The effect ofthe dissolution ofthe Standard

Oil Company some years previously, making as it did more
or less independently opeiated units of the largest relining

organizations m the country, was brmging out greater

rivalry and competition in professional and techmcal de-

velopment as well as in the business end Many of the

universiUes and colleges were turning out graduates

equipped with a great deal of specialized training along

petroleum lines in addiUon to their general engineering and
chemistry qualifications, and the value and need of such

assistance in refinery orgamzations became much more
broadly recognized Forums for the interchange of know-
ledge and expenence were provided by the American
Petroleum Institute and similar sectional associations, such

as the Western Petroleum Refiners’ Association and the

National Petroleum Association The national engineering

and chemical associations provided sinular opporturaties

as refinmg attracted m greater numbers trained engmeers

and chemists from the schools and the technological arts,

bringing with them a progressive spirit and a knowledge
of experience and accomplishments m other branches of
techmcal endeavour havmg analogous operations and pro-

blems The slowing up of the alcohol mdustry due to

naUonal prohibition made available experts and equipment
designers and constructors, who brought their fundamental
knowledge and expenence to petroleum distillation as their

new field, and contributed especially as to fractionation

generally and the bubble tower particularly

The bubble tower, during the years which have elapsed

since Its first practical application in the industry, has gone
through a refining, amplifying, and metamorphosmg pro-

cess which makes it difficult to recogmze the relationship

between the present and the early installaUons Its early

use on pressure stills (the Burton and the Cross in the early

1920's, previously referred to) was comparatively simple

because it was obviously for a smgle end product With its

application to crude distillation at normal pressures and
lubricaung-oil distillaUon imdcr vacuum there was quick

recognition of the need for more flexibihty The early step

to multiple towers, sufficient for the number of fractions

desired, involving expensive and complicated construction,

was soon superseded by the mulUple stream towers, less

costly to install and simpler to operate The first com-
mercial-sized multiple-stream installation, consisUng of
three S,000-bb] units, was placed m operation by the

Atlantic Refining Company early in 1926, followed soon
after by a 7,500-bbl umt, built by the Foster-Wheeler

Corporation in conjunction with a pipe sull of their design

at the Continental Oil Company’s refinery m Ponca Ci^.
Oklahoma, which permitted the contmuous fractionation

of a crude stream of 7,500 bbl a day mto gasolme as an
overhead product, with a number of side streams or ‘cuts’

from which were obtamed kerosine, gas oil, and lubricating

distillates, and either cylinder-stock raw material or asphal-

tic flux as a residue Further refinements include that of
the introduction of selected refluxing oils at different levels

in towers to control the fracuonation through the enUre
column, and the return to the main column of vapours
stripped from the side stream The crackmg art also gamed
from this development as the side-stream prmciple was
used for withdrawmg from the system selected fractions of
the tower stream as furnace fuels or other speaal products,

and also refractory stocks to be recraeked under pressure

and temperature conditions more applicable to the frac-

tions withdrawn

Greater interest m vacuum distillation was stimulated m
the early 1920’s as Schulze mtroduced his low absolute

pressure shell still umt, later converted to continuous

multiple still operaUon and otherwise improved The un-

portant effects of the later combmation of ‘high vacuum’

(i e low absolute pressure) with the pipe sUll and bubble

tower will be discussed under ‘Lubncatmg Oil Manu-
facture’

The art of heat exchange during the same penod kept

pace with bubble-tower and distillation pracUce Startmg

with the simple method of recovermg heat from crude

residue of the continuous still operation by pumping the

hot residue through a coil m a drum, throu^ which the

crude was preheated on its way to the stills, various refine-

ments came rapidly as metals and equipment were de-

veloped to withstand more severe conditions While the

improvements made were generally the result of combmed
efforts of refiners and equipment engmeers and specialists,

much of the progress made came as a result of the rapid

developments of this kmd in the cracking art It was in

this branch that one outstanding individual contribution

was made, the high-pressure vapour heat exchanger and
fractionator developed by C H Leach Pomtmg the way
to recovering successfully available heat in high-tempera-

ture vapours under high-pressure conditions while taking

advantage of useful fracuonation possibiUUes, the various

improvements m exchanger equipment and utilization

hastened the progress m heat-exchange pracUce which

released more available heat from the exothermic cracking

operation than could be used in the cracking unit

This additional available heat, in connexion with the

long non-stop runs ofcracking umts which became possible

as the art developed in the control of coke formation and

other factors, was a most important item leading to the

development of the combmation skimming and cracking

umt which was introduced 7 or 8 years ago An early step

was in the buildmg of umts which m addiuon to distillmg

and fracUonaUng the crude also lightly cracked in the same
operation the residual oils for the production of 8 or 10%
of gasoline (which operation was carried out without

royalty payments) and a by-product gas oil chargmg stock

for the orthodox crackmg stills

The desigmng and installing of true combination units

mvolving the use of otherwise waste heat from the cracking

operation were simultaneously initiated, but independently

ofeach other, about themiddle of 1928 bytheContinenUil Oil
Company at its Wichita Falls, Texas, i^neiy (a S,000-bbl

umt), Winkler & Koch Engineering Company at the plant

of the Root Refining Company in El Dorado, Arkansas,

with a capacity of4,000 bbl , and the M W Kellogg Com-
pany m the installation of eight units at the large plant of

the Pan-American Petroleum & Transport Company (then

a Standard Oil Company of Indiana affiliate, but now
owned by Standard Oil Company of New Jersey mterests)

on Aruba Island offthe coast ofVenezuela, South America
The buildmg of the first of the very large modern umts,

a 20,000-bbl combination still at the WhiUng, Indiana,

refineiy of the Standard Oil Company of Indiana m 1932

hytheM W Kellogg Company, was watched with a great

deal of mterest by the mdustiy This umt was the first to

have included as an integral part of design and operation,

facilibes for ‘reformmg’ the low-octane straight gasolme
Its success paved the way for many other large umts, some
now m operation and others m process of construction

The compleuon in 1934 of a 32,(X)0-bbL umt at the Texas
Oty refineiy of the Pan-American Fetrdeum ft Transport
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Company, an associate company of the Standard Oil Com-
pany ofIndiana, and the second still now bemg constructed

in the same pU^ of approximately 3S,000-bbl capacity,

both plants includmg the Gray Vapour Phase Process

equipment for refining the cracked gasohne produced, m-
dicate clearly the present-day trend of petroleum disUlla-

tion activities under conditions not involving lubncatmg-oil

production, but having as the main objective themaximum
production of gasohne

It can truly be said of the gasohne manufacturer to-day

as could be said of the refiner in the early begiiuung of tlra

art, that distillation is almost his sole processing activity

But there the analogy ends’

Lubricating OQ Manufacture

While durmg the infancy of the refining art by far the

majority of thought and effort was necessarily devoted to

the development of improved methods of distillation and
related functions, lubncating-oil manufacturing was not

long overlooked, and the story of its development contains

many interesting chapters

One of the earliest uses of a petroleum product as a
lubricant is referred to in Redwood's Treatise on Petroleum

in which he speaks of cart-grease being prepared from
petroleum in Gahcia from very early times Commencmg
about 1806, petroleum was recovered in small quantities

by salt-makers from salt-wells in Ohio and West Virginia,

which, accordmg to an article written by a Dr Hildreth in

1833, was used both as an illuminating and lubricating oil,

displacing the sperm oil which had answered these purposes

in the localities where this rock oil was found Redwood
quotes in part directly from Dr Hildreth's article ‘In

neighborhoods where it (rock oil) is abundant it is burned

in lamps—It is also well adapted to prevent fricUon in

machinery—it preserves the parts to which it is applied
’

It was several years before the first petroleum refinery

was operated in the United States that Professor B Silli-

man, jun , of Yale College, reportmg in 1855 on the com-
mercial possibilities of refining petroleum for illuminating

oils, after commenting on the valuable wax content of
petroleum, referred to lubricating values in a brief para-

graph as follows ‘As this oil does not gum or become acid

or rancid by exposure, it possesses in that, as well as m its

wonderful resistance to extreme cold, important qualities

for a lubricator ’ Even 5 years prior to that, British patents

issued to Dr James Young (based largely on shale oil

expenence and under which many American refiners took
licences) showed a broad knowledge of the refining pro-

cesses required to produce lubricating oils His patents

taught redistiUation for removal of light hydrocarbons of
non-lubncating value, deasphaltizing by acid treatment,

and neutrahzing with caustic soda

While some sporadic and impromptu use was made of
petroleum residues for lubricating purposes in earher years.

It was not until about 1865 that certam refiners started

expenmentally with the makmg of lubricating oils as over-

head products Leet, m his book on Petroleum DistillaUon,

published in 1884, ciedits Samuel Downer with bemg the

first to accomplish this successfully Downer’s imtial pro-

duct was of too low a viscosity to be of much value, but

led to the practice ofcontinumg the distillation of the crude
oil to higher temperatures and producmg an overhead

distillate which gave a finished oil ofmore suitable viscosity

characteristics In a patent issued in 1869 to Hiram B
Everest, the latter suggested the use of partial vacuum
distillation m connexion with steam distillation, a method

which had actually been practised by him for some 3 years

m the Rochester, New York, refinery of the Vacuum Oil

Company
Downer and other early manufacturers of neutral and

paraffin oils first used ice or mixtures of snow and salt m
cold rooms to chill oils to be dewaxed, placing the resultant

cold, pasty liquid in a pressing ‘bag’ This was simply

a large square piece of canvas, the comers folded over to

make a square package A vertical hydrauhc press served

to squeeze the liquid oil through the pores of the canvas

This method of dewaxing, with the subsequent substitution

ofshallow pans and ammonia coils for the ice or the snow-

and-salt mixture, held until about 1 880,when the horizontal

frame and plate presses, still in general use, were adopted

It IS interesting to note that while mechanical improve-

ments have been made m these presses, and the press now
m general use has a 48-m plate compared with the 27-m
plate first used, there is no fundamental difference in the

method The more complete removal of wax afforded by

this innovation made a definite improvement m lubricating

oils because of the lowering of the cold test, which resulted

immediately in a wider field of usefulness and application

Filtration of some of the lubricatmg oils through ‘bone

black’ or ‘bone char’ to improve colour and odour, either

replacmg or following the usual acid and caustic-soda

treatment, was early adopted for the lower viscosity oils

intended for light, high-speed beanngs One of the early

wntcrs complained bitterly of the injustice of granting a

patent for the use of animal bone char for filtering petro-

leum products in 1864, on the ground that the general

usefulness of this material for such purposes had been

known for centuries and practised openly in the industry

for several years prior to the granUng of the patent

The introduction of the horizontal frame and plate press

probably marked the real beginning of the commercial

importance of the paraffin-wax industry ‘Cutting’ or dis-

solving the slack wax from the original pressmg m ‘torch

oil’, a light distillate in the kerosine range, with subsequent

chilling and repressing of the solution, resulted in the pro-

duction of a yellow crude scale wax Diluting this in turn

with naphtha as a solvent, cooling and agam pressing, then

filtermg through bone black (or later fuller’s earth), yielded

the white refined wax of low oil and moisture content and
good odour and taste, so well known to-day, which m the

early days of the industry was used almost exclusively in

the manufacture of candles

The use of the plate press had another important eco-

nomic effect upon the manufacture of lubricants The
pressing method of extracting wax from lubricatmg oil was
much less expensive than the former cumbersome, labori-

ous methods, and the comparatively new refined wax which

It produced as a by-product gave another source ofincome
to the refiner, the two factors tending to decrease materially

the cost of the lubricating oil itself Exports of lubricatmg

oil, which had surted m a very modest way m 1869 and
had risen to nearly 2,500,(XX) gal a decade later, doubled

to over 5,000,000 gal m 1880 and increased over five Umes
m volume durmg the next 10 years, as against compara-
Uvely minor increases m the exportation of lUummating
oils and other petroleum products This penod of rapidly

increasing export of lubricating oils was marked by addi-

tions to manufacturing capacity, brought about Imth by
increased demand and periods of high pnees Occasional

over-production resulted m competition which brought

about diversification and specialization Consumers who
had remembered only the advantages over the early
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petroleum products of the straight lard, tallow, and other

fixed oils theyand their forefathers had previouslydepended

on were mduced to accept blends with increasingly greater

proportions of the new oils

Ftogress in standardization of tests, testing methods, and

specifications was comparatively slow among the refiners

themselves, yet they were far ahead of the consumers, who
m many cases were the victims of misplaced confidence m
the assertions of salesmen, but whose salvation was the

truth of the proverb that ‘All oils will lubricate’ The
requirements were not severe, measured by standards of to-

day The high-temperature lubncating condition brought

about by the internal combustion motor was still non-

existent, and while m cases of difficulty recourse was
frequently had to inclusion of fixed oils such as sperm,

menhaden, tallow, lard, or other fish, vegetable, or anunal

lubricant as a cure-all, such experiences usually became the

basis for study, 'cut and try’ experimentation, and further

improvement in petroleum oil quality, due to the m-
creasingly high cost of these ‘fixed oil’ ingredients Pro-

bably 80% of the distillate lubricants were fimshed by
chemical treating only, ‘Export 907’, ‘Solar Red Paraffin’,

‘25 Paraffin’, and similar designations becoming known
and used throughout the industrial world Filtenng as a
final refining step was used for the spmdle oils and similar

products designed for special purposes requirmg a more
highly refined grade Products from Pennsylvania crude

oil were almost mvanably used as the source of oils to be

filtered

Comparatively slow progress was made durmg the penod
ending about 1910, at which time the influence of the

mtemal combustion engine began to be felt Redistiltation,

sulphuric acid, caustic soda, and bone black held sway for

a long time Mechanical improvements were made from

Ume to time, but chemical progress played small part Such
improvement in quality of oils as was made was mostly m
the direction of greater uniformity Fuller’s earth was used

in place of bone black as early as 1898 by GeorgeH Taber,

sen , of the Gulf Refining Corporation, one of the pro-

gressives, but was looked upon askance by many and, in

spite of Its economic advantages, did not reach complete

acceptance for lubricatmg-oil filtration unUl about 1906

It took another 4 or S years to dislodge bone black from

Its last stronghold, the filtration of wax, after refiners

learned that while wax filtered through new or com-
paratively little-used fuller’s earth had an objectionable

taste and odour imparted to it, earth which had already

been spent as an oil-filtering medium yielded a highly

satisfactory product

Another development contemporaneous with the adop-

tion of fuller’s earth as a filtenng agent for the better grades

of lubricabng oil was the mtroduction to the mdustry of

the second notable progressive step in wax manufacturing,

some 25 years after the adoption of the frame and plate

press ‘Sweating’ was the apt name given to the method
of refining waxes by first chilling the ‘slack wax’ derived

from the wax presses, and then selectively fractionating by
controlled meltmg of the mass either m ‘sweating ovens’

or ‘tank sweaters' The great advantage of this method
over the ‘torch oil’ and repressmg operation quickly

brought about the displacement of the latter, and m the

course of another few years a second sweating step, or

rather ‘resweating’ of the crude scale wax, supplanted the

more cumbersome and expensive naphtto dilution and
pressing steps m the making ofhighly refined wax Except

for minor improvements m equipment and automatic tem-

perature control of the melting cycle as progress m instru-

mentation made this possible, the sweating operation is

substantially the same to-day, showing that the early de-

velopment was well based

Development of residual lubricants pursued a somewhat

different course The first cylinder oil produced from

Pennsylvania crude oil, by the use of steam in distillation

to prevent cokmg, was comparatively unsatisfactory both

m use and appearance The effect of the reduction of

distillation temperature on preservation of lubncating

qualities and appearance was quickly noted, and soon

resulted in the use of very large quantities of steam and

to some extent, as previously noted, partial vacuum Even

this improvement left much to be desired and the next step

was filtration through bone char, produemg a more highly

refined oil with a good outer colour or ‘bloom’ and largely

free from the asphaltic matter present in the unfiltered

product It was then discovered that the black asphaltic

material had acted as an inhibitor to wax solidification or

crystallization and that its removal from such oils en-

gendered a much higher cold test, raising the sohdifying

point to 90° F and higher This undesirable effect acted

as a deterrent to more general use and brought the question

of wax removal to the fore

Just when it was discovered that a considerable propor-

tion of the wax in crude oil would settle to the bottom of

the storage tanks under certain low temperature conditions

IS not known, but it was probably about 1890 McDowell
Gray, in his History of Bright Stock Manufacture, stated

‘ however, the story is told that a manufacturer

running through his stills crude that had been in storage

dunng a very severe winter was surprised to find a wide

vanation in the cold test of the finished product
’

Investigation showed a deposit in the lower part of the

tank of a heavy, waxy product and much less wax in the

oil m the upper part of the tank The filtered cylinder

stock made from the low wax content part of the settled

crude finished with a cold test of 30 to 40° lower than that

made from the unsettled crude, and remained clear and
translucent at ordinary temperatures, hence the name
Bright Stock The unmediate effect of the lower cold test

served to widen further the field of use, and the material

commanded a much better price than the previous product

Successful setthng was possible only under long-continued

cold withm rather narrow temperature fluctuations Woe
betide the refiner if a period of extremely low temperature

mtervened and the crude became too viscous and sluggish,

or a sufiiciently long mterval of warm weather reversed the

convection currents, retummg the wax to the upper portion

of the tank As in champagne production, there were
‘vmtege’ years of good production and quality, and years

of low production and high cold test This l^k of reh-

ability stimulated investigation of a more positive method
of dewaxmg £ B Gray and associates of Tide Water Oil

Company found m 1894 that cooluig a solution of filtered

cyhnder oil and 70° gravity naphtha brought about a
setthng of the wax It was not until about 10 years later,

however, that artificial refrigeration was used in connexion
with large shallow pans with bnne coils for chilling and
settling the oil-wax solution This positive method qtuckly

superseded the crude setthng practice The next step was
the use of double vertical cyhndncal tanks with cold brme
arculation between the two shells, followed m about 1910

by ordinary vertical insulated tanks with pancake coils in

the top for cold bnne or ammonia arculation A further

natural development was the obtiunmg of a lower cold test
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by the use or more cooling surface, first a second and then

a third pancake coil being added, cold tests of the order

of 40* to 4S° F being obtained This method held forth

until about 1920, when centrifugal separation, efiected by

the use of the Sharpies high-speed centrifuge, was intro-

duced to the petroleum industry by Max B Miller and
P T Sharpies, yielding in the early operations Bright Stock

with cold tests of 2S° to 35° F An mteresting incident m
this connexion was the action of one refimng company,
unwilling to adopt the centrifuges, which continued with

the tank and coil method by installing additional cooling

surface with limited improvement in cold test and yields

unUl a total of seven or eight pancake coils were used in

each tank, before succumbmg to the superiority of the

Sharpies process Gray, in his History of Bright Stock

Manufacture, describing the early development of the

centnfugal idea, speaks of personally crankmg a cream
separator before the year 1900 for long periods of time,

trying unsuccessfully to separate wax from oil He tells of

the designing in 1915 by P T Sharpies, a manufacturer

of centrifugal cream separators, of a high-speed machine

with enough centrifugal force (17,000 to 18,000 r p m ) to

magnify the difference in specific gravity between the wax
and the solvent sufficiently to cause separation in the

presence of a carrier liquid consisting of calcium chloride

Several early commercial installations were made m 1920

and 1921 Gray describes the overcoming, at the 25-unit

plant at Ponca City, Oklahoma, owned by the Marland Oil

Company (now the Conunental Oil Company), of two
serious problems engendered by the use ofcalcium chloride,

one, corrosion of equipment, and the other, cloudy appear-

ance of the finished oil due to dissolved traces of calcium

chloride These difficulties were both solved by the one

step of using hot water in the top of the centrifuge to melt

and flow out the wax as it was separated, eliminating

thereby the necessity of usmg the calcium chloride'

While for the first 20 years of Bnght Slock manufacture

practically entire dependence was had on Pennsylvania

crude, the increasing demand and the expansion of refimng

activities west of the Appalachian region ultimately led to

its manufacture from Mid-ConUnent crudes Drs Burton

and Humphreys and associates of the Standard Oil Com-
pany of Indiana are given credit by some authorities for

making the first Bright Stocks from non-Pennsylvania

crude One of the earliest Mid-Contment refineries to

make it from Oklahoma crude was that of the Pierce Oil

Corporation at Sand Springs, Oklahoma, in which Bright

Stock manufacture was started in 1917-18 Gradually

methods of acid treaUng and neutralizing as an aid to the

orthodox filtration were evolved, and to-day the amount
of Bright Stock produced from other types far exceeds that

made from the Appalachian crudes

Quite early in the history of the growing demand for

automobile lubneants it was found that oils refined by
filtermg and without chemical treatment were the more
saUsfactory, hence refiners of Pennsylvania oils which
could be economically so finished had a considerable initial

advantage over those makmg lubricatmg oils from source

material incapable ofbeing refined by filtermg alone Work
done byT.T Gray, chiefchemist ofthe TideWater Oil Com-
pany, durmg the period from 1910 to 1915, disclosed that

the sulpho-acid compounds set upm the orthodox chemical

treating of lubricatmg oils were not elunmated by filtration

through fuller’s earth or bone char, nor was he able to

discover any substitute for caustic soda for neutrahzmg
purposes which would effect the desired results The by-

products of sulphuric acid treating broke down very easily

under the temperature conditions met in motor lubrication

A heat treatment to break up these unstable compounds
before final filtrauon was the only solution available at that

time, and this led to the practice of treating the distillates

contaimng lubricating oil veiy heavily with sulphunc acid,

the subsequent distillaUon of the treated product breakmg
up and removmg the undesirable compounds so that after

very costly final filtration a stable motor lubricatmg oil was
the result This problem of stabilizing without redistilla-

tion was later solved by the efforts of Paul W Prutzman,

J W Weir, J C Black, C W Stratford, and others m the

development of the ‘contact ’ method offiltration, involving

the use of very finely ground fuller’s earth, bentonite, &c

,

intunately contacted with the acid-treated lubricatmg oil,

at temperatures rangmg from 3(X)° to 450“ F , the effect of
the temperature combined with the neutralizing, adsorbmg,
and ca^ytic action of the fuller's earth serving to break

down and remove the unstable by-products of chemical

treatment Parenthetically, the same general deleterious

effect of acid treating of cracked gasoline was early noted

and such acid-treated gasoline had to be redistilled to make
a satisfactory engine fuel T T Gray, working concur-

rently m 1912 on the acid treating of lubricating oils and
of cracked gasoline, discovered the basic prmciple under-

lying the now widely used Gray Vapour Phase treatmg
method of refining cracked gasolines, by passing through

fuller’s earth in the vapour phase at elevated temperatures

Another step of considerable economic influence in the

manufacturing of lubricating oils, effected m 1915 and
1916, was brought about by the mcreasmg demand for

automobile lubricants, and made feasible by the greater

availability of lower cold-test Bright Stocks Tide Water
Oil Company, adopting in 1914 the policy of national

distribution of branded motor oils, faced the problems of
improving the quality and increasing the output of their

product C W Stratford, experienced as a motor designer

and faimliar with automotive lubricating difficulties, was
drafted from the automobile industry and joined his efforts

with those of Chief Chemist T T Gray and Refinery

Superintendent Walter Miller to the solving of these ques-

tions What IS beheved to be the first motor-testing labora-

tory built by a refimng company was then designed and
installed at the Tide Water’s Bayonne, New Jersey, refinery

Early work proved, contrary to a then accepted belief, that

properly proportioned blends of comparatively low visco-

sity paraffin neutral oil with a well-refined Bright Stock
were not only satisfactory but showed some advantages in

use in internal combustion engine lubncation over the

orthodox, narrow disUllaUon range straight neutral oils

This led to ‘straight-line production’ of two base stocks,

one consisting of an overhead neutral oil of somewhat
lower viscosity than ‘light’ motor oil, the other a special

Bnght Stock with specifications suitable for the purpose,

the two blended to meet the specification requirements of
Light, Medium, Heavy, and other various grades ofmotor
oils offered to the public This practice made possible an
increase of at least 50% in the potential output of paraffin-

base motor oil and at the same time provided a favourable

outlet for much of the Bright Stodt output Gradually
adopted by others until it came into general use, particularly

by refiners who made both neutrals and Bright Stocks, the

method to-day furnishes the channel through which much
the larger part of the Bright Stock being made finds its way
to usefulness

Chronologically, the foregomg review of early progress
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m lubricating-oil manufacture has brought us to approxi* The use of mdirect heating of lubricating oil stocks in

mately 1922-4 The decade just passed had shown progress

and growth surpassing any previous period But more
important, a foundation had been established for future

growth ba^ on sound scientific principles and knowledge,

makmg possible the extraordinary development which has

taken place smce then While the present-day art ofrefining

IS exemplified in detail in other chapters of these volumes,

a general measure of the progress of the last 12 to 14 years

can be made by companng the pnncipal lubricating oil

refining operations Then with Tty-day

Lubricating Oil Distillation Then The shell still was yet

the main rehance of the refiner Fractionation was still

largely a matter of multiple distillation The bubble-tower

and vacuum-pipe still were just appearmg over the horizon,

although already visioned as evidenced by then existing

applications later eventuating into patents A start had
b^ made in shell still distillation towards the ‘high

vacuum’ operation (below 25 mm absolute pressure, as

exemplified by the Schulze method), but much the larger

part of the vacuum stills were yet operating in the old

limits of 30 to 100 mm absolute pressure Almost all

vacuum distillation was in the held of naphthemc and
asphaltic crude operations, there being but little applica-

tion to the manufacture of the much greater output of oils

from ]»rafiin and mued-base crudes While satisfactory

neutral lubricating oils could be made from a wide range

of available raw material, the limitations of the refining art

necessitated the choosing for Bright Stock manufacture of
a few selected crude oils in many cases involvmg premium
prices and high transportation costs from distant fields

Lubncating Oil Distillation To-day. To-day the refiner

has at his command the combination of high vacuum pipe-

still distillation, bubble-tower fractionation, efficient heat-

exchanger systems, and modem instrumental control, all

developed in the intervening period to a height of efficiency

and a degree of perfection undreamed of Then, all workmg
together to produce better and more umform oil at a lesser

cost from a wider range of raw material Probably the

most important single advantage of the modem installation

lies in the fact that it enables the refiner to make the Bright

Stock type of lubncating oils from almost any crude oil

that will also make a satisfactory paraffin-base neutral

oil While selected types still ]x>ssess some advantage over

other crudes, this is so reduced that small differences m
cost or availability will frequently throw the choice in

favour of a crude oil formerly considered impossible as

a source material This change has effectually dispersed

apprehensions formerly felt as to the future supply of raw
material from which good viscous lubncants could be
made, and greatly simplified the refiner’s problem of what
crudes to use

The fractionation control afforded by the modernized
bubble tower reduces redistillation to a mirumum by
making close specification products, and aids by controlhng
the quality of the wax-containmg distillates so that the
entire cut can be charged directly to the wax presses with-

out resort to the mtervenmg step, practised m whole or
part in many plants, of redistillation in ' wax-crackmg stills

’

to improve crystalhne structure

Among other improvements over the older art can be
enumerated greater uniformity of both operations and
quality, due to a maximum ofinstrumental and a minimum
ofmanual control, improvement in flash-viscosity relation-

ship and carbon residue of products, lessened subsequent
chemical and filtration refining costs, Ac

connexion with vacuum distillation has had considerable

attention Two installations were made in 1927, one by

F X Covers at LawrenceviUe, Illmois, using diphenyl as

the mdirect heating medium in makmg lubricatmg oib

from wax-bearmg crudes, and another by A E Pew, jun ,

at the Sun Oil Company’s refinery at Marcus Hook, Penn-

sylvania, using mercury vapour for processing asphaltic

base stocks Despite claimed advantages over older

methods, indirect heatmg did not meet wide favour, and

m view of the much greater control of furnace and oil-tube

temperatures available in the well-instrumented modem
pipe still, there is little likelihood of further installations

along mdirect heatmg lines being made or justified

It IS impossible at this close range to attempt to identify

individual contributors to this progress While thousands of

distillation patents have been issued durmg the intervening

period. It appears to the authors that it was truly rather

a penod of general development and co-operation than of

bnlliant individual accomplishment, that it was a process

of adaptation and aggregation of improvements in many
small steps rather than fundamental and original dis-

coveries One outstanding feature apparent m a survey of

the changes of the last 12 years is that to a greater extent

than ever before were contributions made to the refining

art and technique by those organizations known as the

equipment companies, which to-day are playing such a

large and important part m research, development, and
engmeenng work being carried out by and for refiners

Dewaxing Then and To-day.

Dewaxing Then While the frame and plate presses,

sweating ovens, and tank sweaters continued to hold sway
m the field of crystallizable wax, the Sharpies centrifuge

method was being installed in all parts of the world, both

m new plants and m replacement of the older settling

installations The continuing dovmward march of the pour

test was being indicated by the manufacturmg and market-

ing of lubricating oils of lower than 20° F specification, as

the pubhc demand for easier starting of automobiles be-

came more pronounced, and the contribution to this end
of oils with lower wax content and greater fluidity at low
temperatures more widely recognized But the sharp

limitations of both the pressing and centrifuging methods
to crystalhne and ‘amorphous’ wax respectively still held

Dewaxing To-day Little mechanical or operating im-
provement has been made during the last decade m the

pressing method and the Sharpies centrifuging process

(both now on the wane) In response to the demand for

lubricants with low fluidity for the automobile, the mdustry
IS to-day producing the great bulk of the lubncating oils

with pour-points of the order ofzero to plus 5° F Because

ofgreater refngerating requirements and lower throughputs

per machme involvmg added investment and some uicrease

m operating costs, refiners generally were reluctant to make
the change, but after Dr E R Lederer, m the Texas &
Pacific C^I A Oil Company’s refinery at Fort Worth,
Texas, changed his operation to produce and offer to

consumers airplane and automobile lubricatmg oils with

a pour test of 5° F , his lead was quickly followed, and
m a comparatively short time the lubncating-oil manu-
facturer not in a position to offer sunilar products was at

a distinct disadvantage

To-day, m addition to the above methods of pressmg
and oentnfugmg, we have the newer ‘solvent dewaxmg*
{nocesiM usmg matenals as solvents mudi more selective
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in their action than the gas*oil content of the wax distillates

processed through the plate presses, or the naphtha solvent

of the Sharpies centrifuging operation These processes do
not suffer from the old limitations, successfully handling

either crystalline or amorphous types of waxes or mixtures

thereof Four processes are commercially available to

the rehner One uses propane as the single component
solvent, another tn-chlorethylene The other two employ

a two-component solvent, the constituents chosen respec-

tively for solvent action on the oil and an antisolvent action

on the wax One of the two latter processes utilizes a

solvent heavier than the oil and wax in connexion with a

centrifugal separation, the other a lighter solvent with

a rotary filter extraction method
The twenty or so plants now in commercial operation

have been mstalled largely as added capacity rather than

replacement of older equipment While it is generally

thought that all future new dewaxing installations will be

of the solvent type, not many refiners are justified in the

present state of the art in replacing operable existing

pressmg or centrifugmg installations Proponents of the

new processes confidently assert that the additional ex-

perience and fundamental knowledge to'be gamed from
the mstalled and contemplated large-scale operations will

bnng about improvements that will soon justify the re-

placing of all but the more efficient of the older installa-

tions

The first commercial solvent dewaxing plant was built

in 1927 to operate under the Covers patent, using acetone-

benzol as the solvent, the installation being made at the

Lawrenceville, Illinois, refinery of the Indiana Refining

Company, later acquired and now owned by the Texas
Company

Early installations of the propane solvent-type plants

included one at the Standard of Indiana refinery at Wood
River, Illinois, m 1933, another at the Union Oil Com-
pany’s plant at Oleum, California, m 1934, and a third at

the Shell Oil refinery m Wood River, Illmois, m 1935

Much the greater number of plants at present installed and
under construction are of the two-component type

Two installations were made of the Weir dewaxing pro-

cess (U S patents 1,509,325 and 2,005,062), one by the

Texas Company at Port Arthur, Texas, in 1928, and the

other by the Tide Water Oil Company in 1 929 at Bayonne,

N J This method, although using naphtha as a diluent,

IS not considered a true solvent process, but rehes on the

aggregating effect of fuller’s earth, diatomaceous earths, or

other filter-aid matenals to facilitate the separation of

sohdified wax particles from the chilled diluted wax-beanng
oils The operation was apparently not successful enough
to compare favourably with the new solvent processes, as

no further installations have been reported

Chemical Treating and Decolorizing Then and Now.

Lubricating Oil Treating Then. The technique of treatmg

the heavy mixed-base residual stocks with sulphuric acid

had been greatly improved, permitting the abandonment
of the expensive method, fairly widely used for a few years,

of treatmg the heavy oils in gas oil or naphtha solution

The difficulties m proper neutralizaUon of both residual

and overhead oils were being overcome, as manufacturers

followed the earlier lead of the Cahfomian refiners and
resorted to ‘contacting* filtration The action of the finely

divided fuller’s earth or eqmvalent, duectly dispersed in the

aad-tieated oil at elevat^ temperatures, was rehed on to

perfonn the triple function of neutralizmg the product.

eliminating the objectionable derivatives of acid treatmg,

and completing the decolonzation to required standards

Differences of opmion existed as to the relative advantages

of combmed contactmg and percolating versus the use of

contacting only Stronger than normal sulphuric acid

(98% and fuming) was being used in the treatment of

refractory raw matenals The value of ‘ hot ’ (200-300“ F

)

percolating filtration of Bright Stocks as the final refinmg

step had considerable acceptance Possibilities of ‘solvent

refining’ were little more than a dream in the minds of

a few of the technologists and no important changes

seemed imminent
Lubricating Oil Treating Now. To-day the refiner build-

ing a new plant, spurnmg the older methods, would choose

a ‘solvent treating’ process and select one of at least eight

available methods As in solvent dewaxmg, there are both

single solvent and two-component processes Lower m-
stallation costs, cheaper operation, larger yields, better-

quahty products, lesser degradation, both quahtatively and
quantitatively, are all asserted in favour of the new against

the old Progress in the older methods in the interval has

been negligible and little interest m attempting to improve

them is now being shown, although still largely predomi-

nant m volume of production

Die hst of the various solvents is rather bewildering

—

mcluding such combinations as sulphur dioxide-benzol,

and cresylic acid-propane in the two-component group,

and nitro-benzene, phenol, furfural, propane, and beta-

beta-dichlorethylether (chlorex) m the smgle-solvent class.

The earliest commercial solvent-treating plant was in-

stalled m 1924 by the Associated Oil Company, now a sub-

sidiary oftheTideWaterAssociated Oil Company, at Avon,
California, using sulphur dioxide for treating kerosine

from the California naphthenic-asphaltic base crudes, as

developed by Dr L Edeleanu Success in extendmg the

operation to the making of transformer oils m 1926 proved
to be an intermediate step to the first commercial solvent

treatmg of lubricatmg oils in the Umted States as such

operations were mstituted in July 1927, after some enlarge-

ment and slight alterations The pnncipal object of Asso-
ciated was to develop, if possible, an oil from Californian

crude stocks of such quality that it would decrease the

demand for eastern lubricating oils on the Pacific seaboard

Considerable improvement in lubncating-oil quality re-

sulted, particularly in respect to stability and freedom from
sludgingcharacteristics In 1929-30theTideWaterOilCom-
pany, also a subsidiary of Tide Water Associated, installed

a similar unit at Bayorme, N J , used pnncipally for special

products such as turbine oils, &c While sulphur dioxide

as a single-component solvent was quite satisfactory on
wax-free stocks, it did not work so well on wax-beanng
materials, which led to the development ofthe combination

with benrol as a two-component solvent m 1931 or 1932

Early history was made by a number of ‘first* installa-

tions, a phenol plant at Samia, Canada, in 1930 by Impenal
Oil, a chlorex unit by Sundard of Indiana in 1932 at

Casper, Wyoming, a furfural operation by the Texas Com-
pany at Lawrenceville, Illinois, a duosol (cresyhc acid-pro-

pane) unit at Paulsboro, N J , by Socony-Vacuum in 1934

after a year’s operation of a pilot plant, the nitro-benzene

installation of tiie Atlantic Refinmg Company at Philadel-

phia, &c
At present there are approximately twenty plants in

operation in the Umted States, and the number will be

considerably mcreased m the near future by other umts
under construction and projected
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The principal motive force behmd this rapid commercial

development was again the need for better lubricants,

engendered by changes in automobile enguie design m-
volvmg higher bearing pressures, engine speeds, compres-

sion ratios, and operating temperatures Lower sludging

and carbonizmg tendencies, greater resistance to oxidaUon,

less increase of viscosity at low temperatures, are the ends

continually being sought Solvent treating has made
important contributions in respect to sludgmg and car-

bonizing. and viscosity temperature relationship, but has

brought mto the situation a new problem mvolvmg oxida-

tion and consequent increase in acid formation Apparently

the reduction of the sludging and carbomzing constituents

also removed some elements which had an inhibiting effect

on acid formation This phenomenon had previously been

observed in the super-rehned oils of the medicinal type,

which imder certain condiUons develop comparatively

colourless organic acids This difficulty has led to the

development in 1936 of special inhibitor-type materials,

which, added in small proportions to the oils, apparently

cure the difficulty, but, being expensive, affect ffie economy
of solvent-trcatmg operations Much intensive thought is

being given the problem, but in the opmion of the authors

Its appearance was to some extent responsible for the

lessened rate of new installations dunng 1933

The greatest stress has been placed on the unprovement
in the viscosity-temperature relationship The advantage
in an mtemal combustion engine of a lubncant which,

while possessing suitable viscosity at normal operatmg tem-

peratures, still retained sufficient fluidity in cold starting to

ensure lubrication, had long been known Recognized as

one of the most important factors in the struggle for

supremacy between paraffin-base oils and the more cheaply

and easily made products of asphaltic crude source, the

viscosity index (v i ) chart and formula developed by Dean
and Davis of the Standard Oil ofNew Jersey Development
Company, and announced by them in 1929, greatly widened
knov^edge and appreciation of this important charac-

teristic Their very useful contribution was quickly adopted

by the refinmg industry and tak«i up by automotive
engmeers, and the greater ease with which viscosity-

temperature relationship compansons could be made and
simply and clearly stated, served to dramatize and make
more widely appreciated the advantages possessed by a

lubricant having greater resistance to vucosity-temperature

changes The announcement was well timed, m that the

Standard of New Jersey was preparmg to effect v i un-

provement through two important channels, viz by phenol

solvent-treating at the Sarnia refinery of its Canadian sub-

sidiary and by hydrogenation at Bayway, NJ. The Dean
and Davis announcement was followed by work of other

investigators and resulted m the publication ofmudi addi-

tional data and the development of specialized charts

facilitating interpretation and usability ofthe principle An
amplification in 1932 by the onginai authors in collabora-

tion with Lapeyrouse, at the same time reviewing the work
of other investigators, crystallized and focused mterest on
this pomt to such an extent that it became one of the most
telling arguments m favour of solvent treabng, and a spur
to discoveries m the widemng field of solvents

There was some early apprehension on the part of
refiners processing Appalachian and Mid-Continent types

of crude, as to the possibihty of solvent reflnmg so im-
proving the V 1 of lubncating oils from asphalbc crude
sources as to make than a potent competitor with respect

to this quality factor Such fears waned as mvestigation

indicated extremely low yield and consequent high cost of

hi^ V 1
products from asphaltic starting material

It is questionable whether a v i competitive situation

similar to the 'octane race’ in the gasoline field is m the

making, but it is significant that at least three refiners of

Pennsylvania crude are using solvent-treatmg processes

and turning out a product with a v i higher than is com-

mercially practical for the solvent-refinmg manufacture of

oite from Mid-Contment-type crudes

Lubricating Oil Addition Agents Then and Now.

Addition Agents Then. While the industry-old practice

of adding lard, rape, castor, and other oils to mineral

lubricants m proportions of from 5 to 25% might be con-

sidered as addition-agent practice, the term is used by the

authors as excluding the above but embracmg the modem
development, using highly concentrated synthetic and

special compounds of such effectiveness that only minute

increments are needed

Lubricating oils improved by adding extremely small

quantities of oleic acid, derived from either lard or cotton-

seed oil sources, were bemg sold by the Marland Oil Com-
pany (now Continental Oil Company), which organization

in 1922 had acquired the North American nghts from Wells

& Southcombe to ‘Germ Processed Oils’ The discovery

by Wells & Southcombe that the presence of organic fatty

acids in ammal and vegetable lubricants accounted for

most of the differences in oiliness and lubricating quality

between these lubncants and petroleum oils, and that

minute additions of olac or other organic fatty acid would

impart a surface-wetting ability or ‘oiliness’ to mineral oils

closely comparable to that possessed by the other type,

furnished the first logical explanation of a phenomenon
which had been recognized and acknowledged from those

early days when petroleum oils first assumed importance

Welb published in 1903 a book entitled Cylinder Oil and
Cylinder Lubrication, with an introduction by Professor

Hele-Shaw, describmg his early endeavours Aided by
Southcombe, success crowned his 20-year effort in 1918,

but knowledge of the discovery was ‘interned’ by the

English Government until some time after the conclusion

of the World War, and its advantages were not made
available for general use until 1920

Addition Agents Now. To-day vanous addition agents

are used for impartmg new or improvmg existmg charac-

tenstics of nuneral lubricating oils Compounds for im-
proving oiliness and film strength, for lowenng cold test,

for raising viscosity and viscosity index, and for inhibiung

orgamc acid formation m crankcase oils (already referred

to under Solvent-treabng Now) arc to-day available to the

refiner

In the field of oiliness and film-pressure improvement,

methyldichloro-stearate supplanted olac acid m 1934, as

tests proved that the addition of less than 1% to a mmeral
oil not only unproved oilmess but also more than doubled
the film-pressure strength This new synthetic compound,
developed in the laboratories of the Continental Oil Com-
pany, has the added advantage over oleic aad of being

practically non-corrosive to the new bearing materials such
as copper-lead, cadimum aUoys, &c ,

thus overcoming a
fatal defect of the pioneer oleic aad addition agent, which
attacked the new alloys with vigour and dispatch Chlori-

nated diphenyl ether has been in vnde use for a number
of years Chlorinated dipbenylene oxide has had limited

application. Chlorinated petroleum waxes and petroleum
oils have proved useful m high-pressure gear lubrication.
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although inherently too unstable for successful use as

crankcase lubricants Tri-cresyl phosphate came into use

as a film-pressure improving agent late m 1934, at which
time the Atlantic Refinmg Company incorporated it in

their line of automotive lubricants Oxidiz^ petroleum

compounds manufactured imder patents issued to A W
Burwell for improvement of oilmess have had considerable

use, largely in somewhat speciahzed fields

Advancing knowledge of the mechanism of lubrication,

and the greater oiliness and higher film-strength qualities

needed for the increasingly severe requirements of the in-

ternal combustion motor are the driving forces which are

responsible for intensive research and testing work bemg
carried on by dozens of laboratories and groups of techni-

cians, both m and out of the industry

Pour-test control by use of crystallization inhibitors

seems to have originated in the development of the well-

known synthebc compound, Paraflow, by G H B Davis

of the Standard Oil Development Company, patented m
1931 and in wide use to-day A patent to MacLaren of the

Standard Oil of Indiana covered a somewhat similar pro-

duct issued in 1934, both patents describing condensation

products of chlorinated petroleum wax and naphthalene,

with a slight difference m final composition

Viscosity mdex and viscosity improvement by use of an
addition agent is one of the newest developments, and the

principal compound available to-day is agam a product of
the Standard Oil Development Company, called Exanol

in the concentrated form, and offered to the industry in

the form of a 25% solution under the trade name of

Paratone It is a high molecular weight compound made
by polymerization of light gasoline fractions, accordmg to

a paper by G H B Davis and others published late m
1934 The effect of small addiUons m increasing both

viscosity and v i is remarkable, and it is being utilized

extensively by Standard Oil The product is still too

new (it was made available to refiners in 1935) to fore-

tell Its future importance It is not as yet in wide use

Whether Paratone will become directly competitive with

normal solvent refining to any great extent is not as

yet indicated, but in the event of an intensive ‘vi race’

developmg, its importance as an adjunct to solvent re-

fining and hydrogenation will undoubtedly be increased

thereby

Voltolization as a means of improving v i and viscosity,

involvmg the treatment of petroleum or preferably fatty

oils with the silent electric discharge, bnngmg about various

reactions during the process resulting in great increases in

viscosity and resistance to temperature-viscosity changes,

has bera practised to a considerable extent in Europe for

10 or 15 years but has not obtained a foothold in the

United States

The accomplishments in this addition-agent field m the

last 5 or 6 years have come about so quickly that they must
be considered as but a forerunner of future developments

To thosewho have apprehensively observed the ever greater

and more stnngent demands on lubricatmg oils called for

by engineers and designers of this machine and motor age

as they pursue their endless quest for perfection, the pro-

gress alnady made is an assurance that future requirements

will be met Whether the operating refiner, building m the

future on the present foundation of vacuum distillation,

solvent dewaxmg, and solvent refimng, will be the mam
contributor m meeting new needs as th^ arise, or whether

the group compnsmg the research scientist, the orgamc
cho^t, the imagmative builder of new compounds, will

play the more important part, is an interesting speculation,

unanswered as yet

Some other Phases of the Refining Art

While space does not permit an extended or compre-

hensive historical review of other phases of refining, in-

teresung though many of them are, a partial review is here

presented which it is hoped will at least serve as a back-

ground for progress made along some other channels

Gasoline Manufacture.

While the manufacture of gasoline is described elsewhere

in these volumes in connexion with cracking, polymeriza-

tion of gases, and recovery of hquid products from lefinery

and oilfield gases, this phase of the industry also has had
an ‘addition agent ’ development resembhng the experiences

in the lubricating oilfield, led by Dr Thomas H Midgley’s

discovery of the anti-knock property of tetra-ethyl-lead in

1922 This was followed in 1927 by the use of anthracene

as a colour deterioration inhibitor, discovered by Dr A P
Bjerregaard (since supplanted by more efficient compounds
developed by the du Pont laboratories) From this start

grew mterest in agents for prevention of gum formation,

and with the institution of the oxygen bomb stability test

for gasoline by the United States Government in 1932,

the practice of using such inhibitors increased materially,

the more important compounds in use to-day being alpha-

naphthol, catechol, dibenzyl aminophenol, monobenzyl-
parammophenol, and wood-tar distillates

In cracked gasoline treating the well-known Gray
vapour-phase process has widely supplanted the older

sulphuric acid practice in fields where desulphurization was
not mvolved Variations in the use of fuller’s earth, fol-

lowing the Gray discovery, included the high-temperature,

high-pressure liquid-phase Osterstrom method and the pro-

cess developed by R K Stratford, mvolvmg a treatmg

tower in which a rising column of gasoline vapours contact

against a descending slurry of oil and fuller’s earth Two
comparatively new methods of vapour-phase refining, each
with some commercial application, are the Lackman and
the Day processes The former, developed by A Lackman,
uses zinc chloride instead of fuller’s earth, and the latter,

worked out by Roland B Day, relies on the chemical action

of brass turnings m the presence of hydrochloric acid

Where desulphurization is indicated, sulphuric acid still

holds Its position strongly, although some commercial use

of superheated vapour-phase treating in the presence of
fuller’s earth is bemg initiated, several mvestigators having

patented operating steps of this type TheC W Stratford

centrifugal method of momentary application and quick

separation of the chemicals, and the low-temperature treat-

ing method developed by R A Halloran of the Standard

Oil Company of California, both processes usmg sulphunc
acid, have individually proved their value in commercial
plants An installation includmg the advantageous features

of both the Stratford and Halloran developments has
recently been completed, and the outcome of the combina-
tion will be of mterest to all refiners with high sulphur

content gasoline problems

Of the number ofnew methods of ‘ sweetemng ’ gasolmes
proposed m recent years, few have made any commercial
headway Brucite (magnesium hydroxide) is employed m
two or three refineries Various forms of metallic salts,

principally of copper denvation, have been studied, and
several plants have been installed recently and are m
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successful operation, using copper dilonde either in solu*

tion or m the dry state, the latter m the form of fuller’s

earth impregnated with the copper chloride The use of
hypochlonte advocated in 1922

A

£ Dunstan and B T
Brooks has had but little application m refineries but is

in fairly wide use in natural (casmg-head) gasoline opera-

tions Undoubtedly much wider commercial use would
have resulted of methods other than the classic ‘doctor

treatment’ employing sodium plumbite had it not been for

the discovery made independently of each other by several

refinery orgamzauons, of an mexpensive method of re-

covenng a large percentage of the lead oxide after use

While the early commercial work in 1926 and 1927 was
none too efficient, it is possible now to recover well over

90% of the lead oxide Many refineries installmg recovery

plants were fortunate in having on hand doctor sludge

accumulations of prior years, available for lead oxide

lecoveiy, and were enabled thereby to rely on such accu-

mulations for their reduced ‘make-up’ requirements for

long periods

Much progress has been made in conservation of gaso-

line evaporation losses, well described m Bureau of Mines
Technical Bullebn No 565 by Ludwig Schmidt and C J

Wilhelm Older practices such as shielding oftanks agamst
the sun’s rays, sptaymg of tank roofs, mterconnecting of
acuve tanks with vapour lines to equalize ‘breathing’, &c

,

have been augmented or replaced by floatmg roof tanks,

pressure-storage tanks of the spherical and spheroidal types

for the highly volatile products, and the Wiggins ‘ breather’

balloon, these latter developments bemg largely the result

of the efforts of John H Wiggins in conjunction with the

Chicago Badge & Iron Works Stabilization of crudes

before refinmg, stabilization of gasoline for elunination of
propane, storage of highly volatile fractions m pressure

tanks, and blendmg with less volatile fractions only as

needed for shipment, all are contributing to a material

reducUon of an item of refining expense which was for

many years disregarded or meekly accepted as an unavoid-

able burden

Metallurgical Contributions to the Refining Art

No one familiar with early refimng engmeermg and con-

struction can fail to be amazed at the contributions of

metallurgy to the present state of the art Compared with

the days when lead for linmg acid-treatmg vessels was the

principal metal used outside of iron and steel, the list

of alloys m use to-day is illuminatmg as to the progress

made Steels alloyedwithvarymg proportions ofchromium
rangmg from 2 to 26%, largely for corrosion resistance,

with small increments of molyMenum or columbium for

greater creep-strength value and embrittlement preventicm,

with the further addition m the higher percentage alloys of

substantial proportions of mckel (making stainless steels)

for very high temperature and pressure conditions, have
played a highly important part in the progress made m
recent years in cracking, refomung, and polymerization

(A much-used combination is 18% chromium, 8% mckel,

i% molybdenum or columbium, the remamder low-carbon
sted ) Used mainly m still tubes and headers, extensive

applicaUons are made m valve and pump parts, in fact, m
all areas where high temperature, high pressure, and cor-

rosive condiuons are met with While very expensive (the

specific alloy mentioned above costmg from ten to fifteen

tunes as much as low-carbon steel), the savmgs m repairs

and replacement, and the hi^ier returns which can be
attained as a result of the better operations made possible.

justify the mcreased mitial cost m many cases, and account

for the contmuing use of such materials

The maintenance engineer’s lot has also been made easier

by progress in the developing of cast-iron alloys High

silicon content material, non-machuiable but very resistant

to corrosion and abrasion—cast iron alloyed with nickel

and silicon in suitable small percentages to fit the needs

of various uses, readily machinable and therefore widely

apphcable—a high corrosion-resistant combination of

nickel, copper, chromium, and manganese m cast iron

(Ni-Resist) used extensively for condensmg sections, pump
casings, valves, and piping—all are contributing to lower

maintenance costs, longer runs, and more dependable

operating conditions

Similar advances have been made in the application of

non-ferrous alloys and metals to problems involvmg cor-

rosion and acid action in condensers and exchangers,

valves, tubing, pump parts, &c, for protection against

deleterious effects from liquids and vapours at high tem-

peratures and low In this field Admiralty metal, red brass,

copper-nickel-aluminium alloy, monel metal, aluminium,

and lead have each proved to be the answer to one or more
specific corrosion or service problems

Its well-iecognized resistance to corrosion by sulphur

compounds has occasioned widespread resear^ in the

application ofaluminium to high temperature and pressure

conditions ‘Calonzing’, or the impregnation of steel sur-

faces such as tubes or plates with metallic aluminium, was

a development of the 1920’s which found considerable

application, particularly before the advent of the chromium
alloys A more recent development is ‘metallizing’, a pro-

cess applicable to many metals and alloys, but which the

refinmg industry has found especially useful in applying

aiummium coatings to interiors of drums and chambers

‘Metallizing’ involves the spraying of a molten metal or

alloy on the surfaces to be coated, the metal bemg deposited

m the form of a thin dense film, relatively impervious, as

a protection to the imderlymg metal

An even more recent development, already fairly well

tested but not as yet generally available, is a process called

‘Ihngizmg’, developed by Dr H K Ihrig of the Globe
Steel Tubes Company of Milwaukee It is a method of
dnvmg pure silicon mto fabricated iron and steel articles

to form an impregnabon or ‘case’ of almost any desired

thickness Concentrations are claimed up to approximately

14% silicon content, mtegrally part of the treated area

Giving promise of future availability at substantially lower

costs than most of the corrosive-resistant products now on
the market, iron and steel parts so treated have shown
high resistance to dilute nitnc, sulphunc, hydrochloric,

phosphoric, and acetic acids in service tests

Electric Arc WeMing in Construction and Maintenance
of Refineries.

Outstanding in the great general progress in construction

and mamtenance pracUces was the rapid advance m the
uulizabon of electric arc welding While emerging* from
the expenmental stage a few years earher, refiners made
httle or no use of it until about 1925, when after a rather
diffident mtroduction m the mdustry it rapidly found a
place and soon became one of the mam reliances of the
construction and maintenance engineers First used largriy

for repair work done previously hy the acetylene torch and
the forge, rapid improvonents m wddmg machines and
technique enlarged the field far beyond the possibilities of
tile older methods.
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The pioneenng and early development work of the

A O Smith Corporation of Milwaukee, Wisconsm, in the

making of heavy walled reaction chambers and towers for

use m high-pressure and temperature cracking processes,

replaced the products of hammer weldmg and forging

which had only a short time before constituted the first

departure from the ages-old practice of riveting

Used in innumerable ways to the displacement of bolts,

rivets, screwed jomts, &c , it has had a direct effect on
engmeermg design of equipment, and is paiticularly ad-

vantageous to the refiner m the fabrication of pipmg
systems, whether in stills, exchangers, or for long- or short-

distance transportation, makmg for smoother flow of

liquids, elimination of many fittings, lessemng leakage

possibilities. Sec

Metallurgy entered into the picture, and welding-rod

materials have been developed permitting the use of arc

welding in the fabricating of many types of alloy materials

The use of the shielded arc, the proper rate of application

of the weld metal, the release of stresses by annealing, the

selection of the proper welding-rod metal, the development

of the X-ray method of inspection of welding work, are all

factors of importance in broadening the field of this tool

of the constructor, a field which runs the gamut between

the joining together of hair-thickness wires to the cutting

apart of a mighty ocean liner and welding in an extension

section to make it a still larger ship

Modem Instramentation.

One of the most valuable contributions to the progress of
the refining art has been the wonderful accomplishments

of the instrument-makers Compared with the thermo-

meter and ‘gravity stick’ of the early-day refiner, the

development seems little short of miraculous Concur-
rently and interdependently with the modem progress m
refining, mstniments have been built to measure, report,

record, and control the steps of most of the operaUons
earned out, whether in distillation, crackmg, solvent-

treating, or other apphcations The more scientific any
operation becomes, the more need for an accuraqy of
measurement and control of vital conditions m operation
beyond the manual possibihties of the human operator
Such needs have been met as they arose and at times anti-

cipated by the manufacturers, adding values to equipment
and processes impossible to calculate For illustration, one
could not estimate how much additional man-power would
be required in the operation of a large combination unit

were manual control of temperatures, rates of flow, pres-

sures, liquid-levels, &c , required, because of the difficulty

of conceivmg such an operation Visualizmg the 200 or
more pomts ofmeasurement and control which would have
to be observed, interpreted, and correlated concurrently
with the flow of oil through the umt, it is easy to reach
the conclusion that without the automatic, instantaneous
control afforded by modern instrumentation, the develop-
ment, msUllation, and operation of at least the large com-
bination units would have been impossible, and the status

of the refinmg art in general that of a decade or more ago
Surpassmg all labour-saving, however, are the other ad-
vantages added to the refining art, in the form of improved
yields and better product values, longer life and operating
time ofequipment, lower investment cost because of greater
throughput per unit of installation, and the elimination of
many hazards of operation necessarily accompanying de-
pendence upon the human equation in manual control.
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GASOLINE RECOVERY BY CHARCOAL ADSORPTION
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Lecturer, Department of Oil Engineering and Refining, The University ofBirmingham, England

Although the adsorbing properties of charcoal have been
known for a very considerable time, its employment m
mdustiy is of comparatively recent origin The properties
of activated charcoal or carbon were first applied m-
dustnally to the decolorizing of solutions Later on very
large quantities ofacUvated carbon were used as an adsor-
bent m gas masks for protecting troops against poison gas
in the Great War
The activated carbon adsorption process has been de-

veloped commercially dunng the last decade, for the re-

covery of gasohne from natural gas, m the Umted States

and Europe, and for the removal of benzol from coal gas,

m Great Britain

Activated charcoal is a granular porous substance and
forms a very good adsorption medium owing to its high
specific surface

Ordmary charcoal or carbon is made by the destructive
distillation of organic compounds in the absence of air at
comparatively low temperatures The carbon deposited
below temperatures of 500-600“ C has adsorbent proper-
ties, while that deposited above 600-700° C has httle or
none Further treatment, however, of low-temperature
charcoal is necessary to convert it into a satisfactory adsor-
bent, smee hydrocarbons formed dunng the carbonizing
process are adsorbed by the charcoal, and render it inactive
forgas-adsorpuon purposes Theseadsorbed hydrocarbons
are removed by preferenUal oxidabon at higher tempera-
tures, using a suitable oxidizing agent During this process
some carbon is also oxidized This is, however, beneficial to
a certam extentas the inside diameter ofthe capillariesin the
charcoal are enlarged, and also new capillaries formed,
thereby mcreasmg the avadable surface If this is con-
tinued too far, however, the walls ofthe capillanes get worn
away, resultmg in two or more capillaries joimng up and
thus eventually decreasing the surface

As used for adsorpuon processes, the charcoal is in the
form of small grains which will just pass through a 2-nun
sieve The presence of very small granules or dust must be
avoided as they tend to be carried away by the gas passmg
through the adsorber More serious still, they increase
the pressure drop of the gas through the adsorber Ihc
carbon must not, therefore, be friable

Large grains of carbon produce large empty spaces
between them, and as such voids are of no value m ad-
sorption, the capacity of the carbon per umt volume is

lessened

The size and total volume of the capillaries are the mam
factor m determmmg adsorption capaaty The size of
these capillaries range from 1 pn up to 100 pp When
recovering natural gasolme by dharcoal adsoiption diese
capillanes behave differently according to theu sues. The
smallest capillanes (up to 2 pp) have a greater tenden<7 to
adsorb gas and are soon filled, even if the adsorbable gas
concentiauon is low Capillanes of larger sue (2-100 pp)
will adsorb larger quanuties ofgas, but will only effective

adum the concentration of adsorbable gas is compara-
tively huh Capillanes greater than 100pp are probably
inactive in the adsorption process

Manufacture of Active Carbon

The chief commercial methods of preparing activated

carbon are as follows

Bayer Process. The raw material, peat, sawdust, or other

carbonaceous substance, is ground, mixed into a paste with

a metallic chloride such as zinc chloride, and the resulting

paste extruded through die presses to form rods of suitable

diameter These rods are then broken mto short lengths,

calcined in a rotary furnace, washed, sieved, and graded
Urbam Process This is similar to the Bayer Process

except that a solution of phosphonc acid is used in place

ofthe zme chloride The paste is dried at about 500-600°C
and finally subjected to a temperature of about 1,200° C
At this temperature, not only are complex hydrogen com-
pounds destroyed, but the phosphoric acid is reduced to

phosphorus which distils over This phosphorus is burned,

and the vapours of phosphorus pentoxide so produced are

dissolved in water to regenerate phosphonc acid The
activated carbon is washed, dned at 300° C , and graded
Steam Activation Steam or gas can also be used for the

production of activated carbon The raw material, which
IS usually an already coked material such as wood charcoal

or brown coal in pieces of the size of walnuts, is heated m
a vertical retort to 800-1,000° C This carbonized material

IS fed m at the top and falls continuously through the

retort After passmg through the hottest part of the retort,

which IS fairly low down, it drops into a coolmg chamber
At the same time steam, which is the activating medium,
is passed upwards through the mass, the resulting water gas
being used to heat the retorts ITie product, when cool, is

washed and graded

Activity of Carbon

This IS generally expressed either as weight or volume
acuvity, 1 e percentage of gasoline adsorbed with respect

to the weight or volume of the carbon
The most usual method employed to determme the

activity of a particular carbon sample is as follows

A stream of benzene-airmutureofdefimte concentration,
usually about 1/lOth saturated (30 g per cubic metre) is

passed through a definite wei^t of charcoal until no
further increase m weight is noticed, the temjierature bemg
kept constant

The required benzene-air mixture is obtained by pnMing
an throu^ a glass-wool filter and the rate so adjusted that

about 15 litres per hour of air pass through a benzol
saturator where it becomes saturated with benzol vapours
This saturated air is mixed with about 9 times its volume
of pure au:m a mixmg chamber and then passed through a
U-shaped adsorber containing the sample of activated
carbon

The weight acUvity of the charcoal is expressed as the

Increase in weight of charcoal

Onginal weight of charcoal
'

For an accurate comparison between diffoent charcoals,
however, their complete adsorption isothermals should be
detemuned and compared.
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Sdectivity of Adsorption

When a mixture of gases is being adsorbed the process

IS selective, i e the heavier hydrocarbons present m the

gas, which have lower vapour pressures, are preferentially

adsorbed As the gas passes through the charcoal bed tte

heavier components are adsorbed first, so that in the top

layers of charcoal m the adsorber the lightest gases will be

adsorbed and the residual gas leaving the top of the ad-

sorber will not contam any high molecular weight consti-

tuents On continuing the passage of gas through the

adsorber the heavy components gradually replace the

hghter already adsorbed until ultimately the whole bed

becomes saturated with the heaviest constituent of the gas

In practice the adsorption is stopped when the lightest

constituent of the gas which it is desired to remove is being

replaced by a heavier constituent and is in consequence

appearmg in the exit gas from the adsorber This is called

the ‘break-point’ of the adsorbent, and depends on the

nature of the gases, on the temperature and partial pressure

of gasoline vapours being adsorbed, and on the tune of

contact

The selectivity of the adsorption process gives flexibility

to natural gasohne adsorption plants and to the specifica-

tion of the recovered gasoline, e g the gravity and mitial

boiiing-point of the recovered gasoline can be varied

according to the quanUty of gas passed through the

charcoal

This IS one advantage of this process allowing gasolmes

to meet dififerent requirements and specifications to be pro-

duced Conditions can also be controlled so that the gaso-

Ime IS free from undesirable constituents and does not

requue stabilization or blending, but can be stored or trans-

ported without further treatment

Temperature of Adsorption

Durmg adsorption the activated carbon is heated up
due to the evolution of the latent heat of condensation of

adsorbed hydrocarbons This increase in temperature, if

allowed to persist, results m lower adsorption capaaty

This rise in temperature is checked to a certain extent by
two factors

l.The residual gas carries away some of the heat

evolved

2) Part of the heat is utilized in negative adsorption, i e

the replacement of the lighter components already

adsorbed by the heavier ones which have a lower latent

heat ofcondensation, so that heat is removed from the

system during this transformation

When gasohne concentraUon is low sufficient gas usually

passes through the adsorbent bed to keep the temperature

down, but with high gasoline concentration it is necessary

to keep the carbon cool by means of a coil through which

cold water is circulated

AdsiMrption Plant

Adsorpuon plants may be divided mto two broad classes,

the first havmg heaUng and coohng coils within the ad-

sorber, and the second being without such coils When
dealing with gases rich m gasoline it is essential to use

plants of the first type with cold water cuculating through

the coils dunng tte adsorption period m order to keep

temperatures low For gases of low gasoline content the

provision of such coils is not necessary, so that they are

omitted on grounds ofeconomy
A typical plant contaiiung heatuig and coohng cods is
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shownm Fig 1 The gas enters adsorber at the bottom,
and passes upwards so that the bottom layers of activated

carbon first become saturatedwith gasoline Thisadsorption

IS accompanied by a risem temperature which will gradually

spread up the adsorber as saturation of the lower layers

takes place Hence the progress of adsorption may be
followed by observing the temperature at various adsorber
depths In general the temperature is not allowed to rise

above S0° C The lean gas passes out at the top of the

adsorber While adsorption is m progress in adsorber A,

adsorber B is undergoing regeneration whereby its ad-

sorbed gasoline content is recovered Steam at 2-3 atm
IS passed through the cod in B, thereby heating the carbon
mdirectly After this operation has been in progress for

some minutes direct low-pressure steam is blown into the

adsorber from above This direct steam carries away the

adsorbed gasolme m vapour form to the condenser The
condensed gasohne and water then travel into a separator

from which the gasolme passes into storage and the water

to waste

The next operation consists of drymg and coohng the

carbon Direct steam is shut ofl* while mdirect steam con-

tinues to flow through the coils Dry air is then passed

through the charcoal from the bottom upwards and dis-

charged to the atmosphere To cool the charcoal the in-

direct steam is cut off and air blowing through the adsorber

conUnued, assisted, if necessary, by arculaUng cold water

through the cod The adsorber is then ready for use agam
In the second type of plant without coib all heatmg

dunng the regeneration penod is done by duect steam To
dry the carbon bed after direct steammg preheated air must
be passed through it An air preheater is therefore a neces-

sary part of the equipment

In the adsorption plant, although all actual operations

are batch operations, each cycle is continuous, i e when one
adsorber is cut ofif from chargmg and put on steaming,

another is cut off from steaming and put on drying, whde
a third unit is changed over from drymg to coohng, and
similarly another unit is cut oflf from cooling and is ready

for charging agam
These processes constitute the plant-operatmg procedure,

and It is the funcUon ofthe designer to determme for a given

gas, knowing its gasolme content, the most econonucal
procedure to be adopted. In a plant havmg a large number
of adsorbers considerable economies can be efiected by
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amutging (qwrating times so that the steam, Ac , lequue-

ments lemam as nearly as possible constant A typical

example of an operating cycle for an eight-adsorber plant

of the direct heating and coolmg type is shown m Fig. 2
In general m any one adsorber the adsorbing tune is equal

to the total tune of regenerauon In Fig 2 there are, at

( CtM
Fig 2

any tune, 4 adsorbers charging, 2 steammg, 1 drymg with

hot air, and 1 being cooled with cold au In such a syston,

therefore, the steam and an requirements remam sub-

stantially constant

The usual gasoluie content of the carbon after adsorption

in commercial luuts is of the order of 12-16% by wei^t

Poisoning of the Charcoal

Certam impunties m the gas have the effect of ‘poison-

mg’ the charcoal and lendermg it inactive for adsorbmg
hydrocarbons One of these impurities i^ hydrogen sul-

phide, and the charcoal methods of gasoluie extracUon are

not suitable for gases contauung a high percentage of this

substance

Hydrogen sulphide can, however, be removed from the

gas previous to adsorption by suitable treatment Hydrogen
sulphide and other sulphur compounds are adsorbed

preferentially to hydrocarbons and hence may be removed

fhun the gas by adsoipbon with a lower grade of charcoal
than that used for gasolme adsorption Pure sulphur can

be recovered from this charcoal on regeneration.

The success of charcoal adsorption of benzol ffom coal

gas depends upon the workmg life of the acbve charcoal

Even after all hydrogen sulphideand naphthalene have been
removed from the gas, poisoning of the carbon still takes

place, largely due to gum formation This gum, which is

probably due to polymerization of unsaturat^ hydro-

carbons present m coal gas, is not removed by steam

disUUation of the charcoal and its deposition is therefore

cumulauve This polymerization appears to take place

under the acbon of heat during the recoveiy of adsorbed

benzol from the charcoal

The presence of hydrocyamc aad m coal gas also causes

depreciaUon ofthe charcoal and, moreover, the benzol pro-

duced in the presence of this aad tends to resuufy on
storage

The life of activated charcoal can be considerably pro-

longed if the foUowmg precautions are taken

1 The steam and gas pass throu^ the charcoal bed m
opposite direcbons It then becomes more difficult

for impurities of high molecular weight, which are

adsorbed at the gas-entry end of the adsorber, to

penetrate far into the charcoal bed

2 Hydrocarbons should not be left m contact with char-

coal any longer than necessary, and, m particular,

benzol, if benzol is bemg recovered, should not remain

m contact with charcoal whilst it is hot

3 The gas should not be allowed to pass through the

charcoal bed after the break-pomt has been reached

By this means, also, the penetrauon of unpurities of
high molecular weight is limited

4 The gas entering the charcoal bed should be free from
hydrogen sulphide and naphthalene
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THE RECOVERY AND STABILIZATION OF GASOLINE FROM
REFINERY AND NATURAL GASES

By P. D. BARTON, B.Sc.

Sun Oil Cong>any

Introdnction

The art of handling refinery vent vapours, cracking-stdl

gases, and natural gases, for the recovery and separation

of theu: valuable constituents, has reached such a stage of
development that any comprehensive discussion of the

modem engmeenng method of attaclong the problem must
disregard the boundary hncs of the general processes of
absorption, compression, and fractionation, and devote

Itself to the broader viewpomt of the economical ac-

comphshment of a desired result In other words, the

engineer has available a number offundamental processes,
limited and controlled by certain natural laws as well as

chemical and physical conditions, whtch may be used in

combination in the development of an overall process to

handle raw materials of an estabhshed range of quantity

and composition, and leading to a specified separation of
constituents

There are certam ideal results which the mdustry is

always stnvmg to obtain in practice In general, these

ideals cover economy of operation and the specifications of
products (particularly composition) Ofcourse these ideals

are constantly changing m certain respects as process

refinements are made and utilization methods are improved
Also matters of marketability and market value of the

various possible products largely influence economical
considerations both m regard to tot cost of the plant and
the cost of operation and maintenance There is no sharp
line of demarcation between ‘desirable’ and ‘undesirable’

constituents m the final products of the recovery and
stabilization plant, and considerable flexibility is necessary

to meet thedemands imposedbyseasonal changes and other

factors which influence product specifications and market
demand Thus the engineer must keep m mmd that the

desired result for which he is workmg mcludes not only
high eflkiency imder the optimum operating conditions,

but also the abihty of the plant to operate without material

loss of efficiency withm a fanly wide range of gradually

changing conditions

In order to accomplish the dcsued result in a given case

the design engmeer must have traimng and mformation
covering three separate groups

(1)

He must have a thorough working knowledge of the

fundamental natural laws governing the behaviour of the

materials with which he is concerned Fortunately, the rda-
tively small number of compounds mvolved has favoured

the advancement of our knowledge of the chermcal and
physical reactions of both the mdividual compounds and
their mixtures, so that it is possible to predict with

reasonable accuracy the result to be expected imder an
established set ofconditums. However, the mfilmte number
of combinations possible mtroduces a comptouty that

rendm the problem quite diflBcult. Also, the limitations

on the functioning of the several piinaples are not so well

known as the abstract principles themselves, and only re-

cently has the diarting of the resultant effect of the devia-

tioas firom the expected behaviour of the various materials

as projected from the so-called Gas Laws been attended

with any degree of success

(2) He must have experience with the actual operation of
the basicprinciples mvolved In general, theoretical relation-

ships do not indicate the physical limitations imposed by
apparatus design and operating conditions beyond the con-

trol of the design engmeer In fact, there are pitifully few
engmeenng formulae available which do not contam an all-

important factor 'K' whose value must be detemuned (or

assumed) before the problem can be solved. These factors

may be called ‘experience factors’ and represent the com-
bined effect of a number of mfluencmg conditions inherent

to the particular application under consideration.

(3) He must have complete data with respect to the

material to be handled, the limitations ingiosed by location,

utilities, and natural conditions, and the final result to be

accomplished Necessary mformation on the gases and
vapours to be processed mcludes composition as mdicated

by careful fundamental analysis, pressures and tempera-

tures at which each is available, normal, maximum, and
minimum rates of flow, and relative contmmty offlow, and
the source and dependabihty of the supply m each case

Where past records are available, it is advantageous to

classify the data and strike averages which will mdicate

normd and peak conditions which must be metm the plant

The lunitations arising from natural causes, which include

barometric pressure, seasonal temperature fluctuations,

and humidity, often have a strong influence on design, as

does also matters of location, limited plant area, possible

hazards m the nearby vicimty, and, m some cases, restric-

tions imposed by law The influence of utihties is chiefly

economic Where possible, accurate costs should be estab-

lished for water (raw and treated), steam (hi^ and low
pressure), electricity, and fuel Then, after preliminary

estimates of the probable requirement, it is advisable to

re-check to determine whether the new demand may be
safely added to present loads and whether net costs are

changed This matter is quite important and requires

careful consideration, balancmg investment and fixed

charges against continuing costs of operation In addition

to all the above limitations on the design of a proposed

plant, we have the very unportant ones of the desired

process result—the justification for makmg the installation

Smce, m most cases, the products of the recovery and
stabilization plant are not finished products, i e they are

not used diie^y, but are blended with other materials, it is

obvious that specifications of these mteimediate products

are largely controlled by the requirements of to com-
modities of which toy form a part. Considoable progress

has been made m recent years towards standardization of

gasohne recovery-plant product specifications, but indi-

vidual circumstances dictate to conditions to be met m
operation, and in order to design an efikaent plant, to
engmeer needs to fullest possible mformation with regard

to to variationm product specifications to be expected and
special conditions which influmoe them.
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true if constituents of the same number of carbon

atoms are grouped together, e g the 4-carbon atom
group which may be called ‘butanes’ and mdudes

FimduBeiital Proceaaes

In deagnmg vapour-recovery and stabilization plants

the engineer uses three general fundamental processes

absorpbon, distillation, and fractionation The scope of
this article prohibits detailed treatment of these funda-

mental processes, and is confined to the discussion of their

limitations and advantages, as well as certain special cases,

modifications, and combinations which lead to the final

accomphsbment of the desired result in continuous opera-

tion.

Absorption

When a gaseous mixture is brought mto intimate con-

tact with a liquid in which any of its constituents are

soluble there is a tendency towards a definite transfer of
material between the gas and liquid, somewhat analogous

to the transfer of heat between adjacent bodies at different

temperatures This phenomenon is known as tdfsorplioa,

and the physical operation ofcontactmg a gaseous mixture

with an absorbent hquid for the purpose of concentratmg

certain valuable constituents of the gas is known as the

Absorption Process.

For a transfer of material to take place from the mixed
gas to the absorbent liquid there must exist a finite

‘driving force’ This force is the difference m the pressure

relauonship, parUal pressure m the gas minus partial

vapour pressure in the liquid, and must be considered from
the standpomt of individual components Thus it appears

that data must be available on the composition, pressure,

temperature, and quantity of the gas, on the composition,

temperature, and molecular weight ofthe liquid , and on the

vapour pressures and molecular weights of the individual

components of both gas and liquid When it is considered

that m most vapour-recovery problems the mixed gas is

comprised of at least five important constituents, the com-
plexity seems enormous But m actual practice certam

conditions are either defimtely established (such as gas

pressure and source) or vary within known lunits (such as

coolmg-watertemperatures, quantities, and, to some extent,

composition) Also the problem is fiirther simphfied by
the fiict that the absorbent medium may be selected with

specific properties, and the disUnction between ‘desired’

and ‘ undesired ’ constituents may be estabhshed In nearly

every case a key constituent can be selected, and it can be
definitely stated that as much of that constituent is desired

to be recovered as can be utilized commercially, provided

the cost of the recovery is economw Constituents which
have a relatively lower vapour pressure than the key con-

stituent are more easily absorb^ (the dnvmg force being

greater for equivalent concentrations) and are also classed

as ‘desued’ to be recovered The relatively higher vapom-
pressure constituents are more difficult to absorb and fall

m the ‘undesirable’ group In the field of gasohne recovery

from natural and refinery gases there is another general

fact which helps to sunplify the problem. This is the fact

that such gases possess ‘type’ cteractenstics m regard to
their composition which reflect the PVT conditions at the

source of the gas

(a) The higher the pressure of the source of the gas, the

‘leaner’ the gas with respect to recoverable gasoline

(b) The higher the temperature of the source of the gas,

the ‘richer’ the gas with respect to recoverable

gasohne

(c) Die relaUve quanbties of the chief constituoits m a
given gas are usually mversely propomonal to ffie

molecular wei^t of the constituenU (particularly

normal and iso-butane and the several butylenes)

(d) Gasoline-beanng gases are usually produ^ along

with liquid products from which they are separated

by gravity, the larger the ratio of gas volume to

liquid volume at the source, the ‘leaner’ the gas with

respect to recoverable gasolme, other conditions

bemg comparable

The analogy of material transfer in absorption of gaso-

hne constituents from a gas to the transfer of heat may be

earned still further As in heat transfer, the number of

B Th U per hour transferred m a given case is the product

of a transfer coefficient U, and the loganthmic mean
temperature difference So in the absorption process the

quantity of a given constituent transferred from the gas

to the absorbent liquid is the product of a coefficient and

a mean pressure difference (driving force) ^In the absorp-

tion of gasoline constituents in oil the gas film is the con-

trolling factor, and it is safe to use the loganthime mean
dnvmg force calculated from the dnvmg forces at the top

and bottom of the absorber tower /The material transfer

coefficient is affected by tower design and certam physical

conditions such as interfacial velocity and oil-gas volume
ratio, but usually such factors are fix^ in a given mstance

Another factor havmg a marked influence, and also one
which IS subject to considerable variation m practice, is

that of the composition and condition of the absorbent oil

bemg circulated From experience in a large number of

operating plants the writer has developed the following

table of material transfer coefficients for n-butane corre-

sponding to the 'KgoV' factor ofW K Lewis [7, 1927]

I

Material tranter coefiicient

Type and condition ofahtorbent ltd cu ft n-butane per 24 hr per

oil
I

lb per sq ft plate area

Poor oil, high mol wt (240), I

dirty, stnpped to 0 5% pentane 1

Average Mid-Continent mineral ^

seal oil, well stopped, clean

(about 200 mol wt)

Special Mid-Continent low mol
wt (180), narrow boiling range

(40O-S00'' P ), well stripped,

clean

Speoal Cahrornia low mol wt
(170), narrow boiling range
(400-500" F). well stripped,

Based on observations of 16 plate bubble-tower absorbers under
normal loads and operating in 30-40 lb gauge pressure range

These figures mdicate the importance of havmg advance
information as to the specifications of available absorbent

oils before selecting absorber tower size when designmg
a vapour-recovery plant Despite the apparent advantage
to be gamed by the use of specul oils it is the common
practice of operators to be satisfied with the cheapest, most
readily available oil m the range from kerosme to heavy
gas oil Also, some oils detenorate m the system more
rapidly than others, and it is usually false economy to

circulate a poor gra^ of absorbent oil The wntingofan
inteUigent specification for absorbent oil is no easy matter.

Too many limiutions multiply the cost inordinately, too
few limitations lead to poor quahty. While molecular
weight IS one of the most unpculant properties it is in*

450

750-1,000

1,000-1,300

1,300-1,800
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herently linked to cbemical composition and boiling ran^
and IS not subject to direct control by the refiner. Narrow
boiling range is desirable also, but may be over-emphasized

in the specifications of fresh oil, since most absorption

plants have sufiBcient disbllmg and rectifymg capacity to

ehminate the lower-boiling fractions from the oil It is

more important to select an oil with the end-point well

controlled, and with most of the oil distilling at a tempera-

ture higher than 400“ F at atmospheric pressure In

general, it is well to avoid ‘cracked’ oils as bemg less stable

than straight-run oils, although this is not always the case

The writer has found that a distillate that can be readily

refined to a domestic kerosme specification will usually

give satisfactory results in a modem absorpuon plant

Desirable properties of absorbent oils may be summarized

as follows

Molecular weight—As low as possible, compatible with

boilmg range

DisUlIation range—400-500“ F However, it is usually

necessary to modify the range considerably (Init bp
may be as low as 250° F

,
but not over 25% should

disUl below 380° F End-point may be 550-600° F

,

but not more than 5% should distil above 500“ F )

Specific gravity—As high as possible, compatible with

boiling range

Other properties—Resistance to cracking and emulsifica-

tion, neutral chemical reaction, low sulphur content,

light colour

Havmg selected an absorbent oil, the absorption prob-

lem is reduced to the determination of tower capacity and
oil circulation necessary to treat a specified volume of gas

of known average composition

Tower capacity includes three distinct items (1) gas-

carrying capacity without oil entrainment, (2) oil-carrymg

capacity under gas load, and (3) material transfer capacity

with respect to a key constituent of the gas and a specified

degree of extraction of that consUtuent The first two items

are limited by velocity of flow and are not subject to much
variation m operation, since the charactenstics of tower

design are fixed

The selection of bubble-towers for capacity is assisted

by use of an entrainment formula The formula mdicates

the superficial velocity at which liquid carry-over may be

expected to take place from a plate to the next plate above

The matter is compheated by bubble-cap design, liquid

height on plates, liquid overflow restriction, liquid down-
pipe capacity, foaming characteristics of the liquid, vertical

distance between plates, pressure drop per plate, quantity

proportions between liquid and vapour, and operating

irregularities in flow For several years the wnter has used

a curve based on the following modified Hausbrand [3,

1929] formula for the calculation of the superficial veloaty

m bubble-towers

<»

in which V IS the superficial velocity in ft per sec above
which entrainment begins, S is the sp gr of the hquid at

T” F Abs , M IS the molecular weight of the vapour, and

p IS the absolute pressure of the system m lb per sq in

Souders and Brown’s [6, 1934] entrauunent formula may
be reduced to a very similar expression and gives values

about 10% lower than the Hausbrand formula However,
we have found by experience that it is unsafe to use these

calculated values duect on account ofthe several complicat-

ing conditions luted above, and have established a tabic of

correction factors based on the pressure of the operation

for convcmence and because pressure reflects the resultant

effect of these conditions indirectly Thus we have found
that the inherent characterutics of the processes usmg
bubble-towers establish certain fairly defimte proportions

between liquid and vapour quantities dependmg upon the

pressure ofthe operation, and for a given design of bubble-
tower the operating pressure is a good critenon for the

prediction of safe vapour velocity For bubble-towers of
18-in plate spacmg, 4-in liquid height on plates, a mmi-
mum of liquid overflow restriction, and relatively high

liquid downpipe capacity, the experience factors for

modifying the calculated superficial velocity as mdicated

by the Hausbrand formula are as follows

lb per It! in Maximum vapour velocity

gauge for good practice

(multiply y by)
0-25 0 39

25-50 0 56
50-100 0 68
100-400 0 78

It Will be seen that the permissible gas velocity increases

with specific gravity of the Iiqmd and decreases with specific

gravity (or mol wt) ofthe gas In other words, the greater

thedifference in densities of thegas and the liquid, the greater

the gas-carrying capacity of an absorber While this factor

may not seem ofmuch importance at first glance, the wnter
has observed mstances in which it has made the difference

between success and failure of an installation In one case

the absorption plant was treating natural gas bemg trans-

mitted at high pressure by pipeline The volume of gas to

be treated vaned largely from summer to winter and was
also subject to sudden increases as the gas-distnbuting

company was forced to meet daily peak-consumer de-

mands Much entrainment difficulty was encountered until

a special absorbent oil was used In another instance it was
desired to use a wide boilmg-rangc distillate contaimng
about 50% gasoline as an absorbent, but it was found that

sudden gas-volume increases would result m an almost
complete emptying of the trays of the tower, the liquid

bemg converted mto a mist so fog-like m its nature that it

would carry nght through the mist extractors in the gas

outlet Gas-carrying capacity is also linked to oil-canymg
capacity of a bubble-plate absorber In operation the

liquid IS violently agitated by the gas bubblmg through it

on the trays, the temporary foam produced bemg skimmed
off the top by overflow weirs, passing down sealed down-
pipes to the trays below The time required for the foam
to break is finite, and the height to which liquid and foam
builds up in the down-pipe itself staUcally balances the gas-

pressure differential, or pressure drop, across die bubble
tray The length of the down-pipe from overflow weir to

seal is quite an important factor in design in so far as tower
capacity is concerned Towers with short down-pipes may
lose their liquid seals due to the mcreased pressure drop
durmg a gas surge overcoming the weight of liquid and
foam m the down-pipes As a result the gas would pass up
the oil down-pipes and the oil would flow through the gas-

passages of the bubble caps, both oil and gas takmg the

course of least resistance To return the tower to normal
operation it would be necessary to proceed as when startmg
up a tower that has been out of service—circulate oil alone
forsome tune atahigh rate,then graduallymtroduce the gas

The Item of material transfer capaaty of an absorber is
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complicated by several factors which are best illustrated

by an example Let us assume that we are mterested m
selectmg an absorber for the treatmg of 3,000,000 stan-

dard cu ft (i e measured at 60° F and 30 m Hg pressure)

of gas at 30 lb ga pressure The average composition of
the gas IS detemuned by analysis, and the absorbent oil

temperature for the problem may be assumed at a 5° F.

approach to normal summer cooling-water temperature of,

say, 80° F Let us suppose that the desired performance is

the extraction of 95% of the n-butane contained in the wet

gas, together with as much as possible of all constituents

heavier than butane From an economical viewpoint the

size ofthe absorber tower and the quantity ofoil whichmay
be circulated are disunctly limited, so it is first necessary

to make an approximate check of the practicability of the
specified degree of extraction and assumptions The nch-

oil composition may be approximated by calculating the

amount of each consUtuent absorbed if all constituents

heavier than n-butane are 100% absorbed, n-butane 95%,
and lighter constituents absorb^ to saturation in the rich

oil at an assumed nch-oil temperature of 1 5° F higher than

the lean-oil temperature

Preliminary absorption calculation

Gas volume 3,000,000 cu ft per 24 hr

Pressure (P) = 30 lb ga - 44 7 lb abs

I

Saturation I

fa wA oH
I

Mot •/.-- '’xsatn

00139
0-0324

0-0941

0-1640

0 3064

93 0
1000

9.947 10000

* Determmed by direct proporuon

Mols absorbed/732 - x satn
j
/O 1640

Lean-oil characteristics 6 8 lb per gal , 180 mol wt , 26 5 gal per
tnol n-Butane transfer coefficient (assumed average) — 1,000
std cu ft per 24 hr per sq ft plate area per lb Ap

Indicated lean-oil circulation

26 S X 8,220/3,000 >> 72 6 gal per 1,000 std cu ft

Check on practicability of desired extraction and assumptions

Dnving force bottom of absorber

pp n-buune in wet gas -= 00973x44 7 4 33 lb

p V p n-buune m rich oil <» 0 8 (saturabon) x 4 33 » 3 49 lb

<4>i-«4 33-3 49 - 0 861b

Dnving force top of absorber (dpO

p p »-butane in dry gas •> 0 006x44 7 0 27 lb

p V p n-butane m lean oil - 0 00 lb

0271b

Ap - tdpi-dpdlln^ - 0 31 lb

Plate surface required with ‘jr»o P’ of 1,000.

732 mols X 379 cu ft per med

1 ,0( X031
343 sq ft totel plate area

Permissible gas velocity without entiamment

By Hausbrand's foimuia, P •=• 3 6J
Experience factor for pressure range » 0 36

5 = 0 80 at 90“ F T~ 350“ F Abs
Af = 31 average mol

Indicated proper tower cross-sectional area

3.000,000 x 330x14 7
^ ”

86,400X1 14 x 520 x 44 7

44 71b abs

per sec

„ //4xl0 6\

Commercial bubble-towers are usually constructed with

theu: diameter m mtegral numbers of feet Therefore we
would be inclined to select a tower 4 ft m diameter

Checking this diameter agamst the mdicated required plate

area of 545 sq ft we find

545
Required no of 4-ft dia plates = = 43, which is

m the order of twice the size tower as is considered good
commercial practice

Checking back to see how our assumptions worked out

we find

(1) Temperature rise of oil

Coit\tituenl

Methane
Ethane
Propane

]

fi-Butane

Pentane+
j

Rich oil,

molt

Latent ht

ot90° F
BThU per mot

BThU
absorbed

11
144
407
732
372 1

8,220

neg
neg
6,300

8 800
12,000

2,560,040

6.430.000

4.470.000

1

9,947 13,480,000

Total mols nch oil =- 9,947

Sp ht of nch oil » 90 B Th U per mol

Temp nsc calc

Assumed temp rise

13,480,000

9,947 x 90

13 0“F

15 1“F

(2) Saturation ofrich oil with respect to n-butane

Dnvmg force at bottom of tower = 0 86 lb This is

large as compared to dnvmg force at top of tower, which
indicates that our assumption is conservative Assummg
more than 80% saturaUon would not materially lower the

oil-cuculation rate, smee mcreased temperature nse would
partly offset the advantage, and the size of tower would be
rapidly mcreased as the Ap decreased Assummg less than

80% saturation would increase the oil-circulation rate

which IS already higher than normal good practice dictates,

the cnterion bemg the proportion between 4he mols of
desired consUtuents absorbed and the mols of undesned
consbtuents absorbed, whidi m this case is 1,104 to 623
This high a proportion of normally gaseous constituents

would offer difficulties m the condensing system. ^
(3) Degree of extraction of n-butane.

Since the mdicated tower size is abnormally large, and
the required oil cuculation is as lu|^ as econonuoaUy
practical, and since it is best to be consnvative as regards
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the quality of the absorbent oil (the value for the n-butane

tranter coefiicient of 1,000 is the upper hunt for average

oil, higher values being usually obtainable only with

sp^l oils), our only other means of mcreasmg the Ap m
the tempoature and pressure range of the problem is to

increase the dnvmg force at the top of the tower, whidi
means leavmg more /i-butane m the dry gas

Consideration of the results of the prelunmary calcula-

tion leads to the followmg conclusions

(1) Either the n-butane transfer coefficient or the mean
dnvmg force (Ap) must be modified in order to bnng
the tower selection to a reasonable size

(2) Oil circulation as mdicated by the prelimmarycalcula-

tion IS not as far out of commercial limits as tower

size, therefore some modification of dnvmg force at

the bottom of the tower would be advantageous so

that the mcrease m Ap will not be entirely due to loss

of n-butane m the dry gas

(3) The assumed temperature nse of the oil havmg
been checked closely by the calculation, it may be
expected that a small percenUge modification m
quantity absorbed and lean-oil circulation would not

result m a marked change m oil-temperature nse

(4) Believmg that our original assumption of n-butane

transfer coefficient is reasonable, let us decide to keep
the same value and change Ap Since, as we have
already mtimated, the calculated tower size is about

twice as large as normal with Ap = 0 51, we need

to assume a value of Ap ^ 1 0 to brmg tower size

to a reasonable selection A close approach to

equilibrium at either end of an absorber is un-
economic, since the approach is asymptotic m its

nature, and the most efficient range of operation is

that in which the driving force is the same through-

out the tower Therefore, knowing what value to

take for Ap, we may adjust our assumptions of per-

centage extraction and saturation of the oil with

respect to the key constituent (n-butane) so as to

give a constant dnvmg force.

Final absorption calculations

Gas volume = 3 000,000 std cu ft per 24 hr
Pressure (P) - 30 lb ga 44 7 lb abs

Lean-oil characteristics 4 8 lb per gal , 180 mol wt. 26 S gal per
mol

fi-Butane transfer coetBcient (assumed average) 1,000 std cu
ft per 24 hr per sq ft. plate area per lb Ap

Indicated lean-oil arculabon

26 5 x 7,378/3,000 => 65 2 gal per 1,000 std cu ft

Dnvmg force at bottom of absorber

p p n-butane in wet gas 0-0975 x 447->43Slb
p V p n-butane m rich oil °> 0 77 x 4 35 3 35 lb

<*», = 4 35-3 35 = 1 0 lb

Dnvmg force at top of absoiber (dpj

p p n-butane m dry gas — 0 022 X 44 7 0 985 lb

p v p n-butane in lean oil 0 0 lb

dp, = 0 985 lb

Ap = (dp,-dp.)/lng = = 0 993 lb

Quantity n-butane absorbed = 632 mols x 379 std cu ft per
mol = 239,500 std cu ft per 24 hr

Plate area required = = 240 sq ft total

No of 4-ft dia plates = = 19

Temperature rise of oil

Conslilueni
1

Rich oil,

1 mols
I

JBThU
absorbed

Methane
1

64
Ethane 130
Propane 376 6,300 2,370,000

n-Butane ' 632 ! 8,800 5,560,000

Pentane -f
1

372 12,000 4,470,000

Lean oil 1 7,378

Total
j

8.952 1 12,400,000

Total mols rich oil — 8,952

Sp ht of rich oil = 90 B ThU per mol

Temp rise calc

Assumed temp rise

12,400 000

8,952x90

15 0°?

1S4"F

It should be noted that the above calculations are in-

fluenced by expenence factors m several instances For
example, the engmeer is required to select daU which are

compatible, and the only safe guidem the selection is actual

Analysis ofgas Mol ’i

1

j

Mol H-r Mols
Partial

mol wt
vp at 100° F
nch-oil temp

Saturation

Methane 47 14
I

16 3,733 75 2,9701 from solu- l-OO 0-0159

Ethane 2102 30 1,666 63 650/ bihtydata 100 00324
Propane 1740 44 1,378 77 185 1-00 0-0941

n-BuUme
{

9 75 58 77! 57 47 5 0 77 01579
Pentane

j

469 ' 80 372 38

Total 10000
{

7,920 310 0 3003

expenence The values of vapour pressure to be used for

the normally gaseous constituents, the assumed saturation

or approach to equilibrium at the bottom of the absorber

with respect to individual constituents, the quantity ofheat

which accompanies the absorption of material, and the

average specific heat of the rich oil are all selected with due
regard to actual observations under similar conditions

Also, there are the factors of econonucs and good practice

which are largely matters ofjudgement and experience.

Frequently it is desired to get an approximate value for

the mdicated proper oil-circulation rate for a certam degree

of extraction of a key constituent from a gas The methodMob lean oU
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outlined by Kiemser [4, 1930] a extremely useful for this

purpose. It IS largely based on California pracuce, par-

ticularly with regard to the recovery of gasoline from
natural gas. Kremser observed that natural gases possess

certain type characteristics and that their actual composi-

tion could be neglected m most cases, and the oil rate could

be approximated from a consideration of existing physical

conditions and an assumption of a desired percentage

extracuon of a key consutuent of the gas (Note The
conception of ‘type’ characteristics of gases has been dis-

cussed m the foregoing pages See second paragraph under

the general heading ‘Abrarption’iP 1484 ) The assumption

of percentage extraction, of course, predicates a knowledge

additional plates becomes insignificant. A discussion of

plate eificienQr of commercial bubble-towers can become
quite involved and depends largely upon the definitions

However, as Kremser pomts out, the factor of plate

efficiency of absorbers loses much of its sigmficance above

12 theoreUcal plates Consequently, he ‘standardizes’ on
a 16-plate commercial tower with an assumed plate

efficiency of 75% of the theoretical His judgement in this

matter is strongly supported by the fact that the more
modem natural gasoline plants have absorbers of 16

plates However, the trend m refinery vapour-recovery

plants IS towards a greaternumberofplates in theabsorbers

From an economic standpoint, the refiner attempts to

utilize available material to the

Fic I

fullest extent During certam

periods of the year many refiners

need to supplement their pro-

duction of volatile fractions by
the purchase of natural gasohne

For this reason it is customary

for them to insist upon their

vapour-recovery plants havmg
capacity and design features

which make it possible to hold

the ultimatemaximum quantity of

butanes compatible with reason-

able investment and operating

costs Also, gas quantities m
refineries are subject to wide

fluctuations, and for this reason

alone the advantage of the ‘fly-

wheel’ effect of absorbers of

ample capacity warrants the use

of more plates than would be

justified m a plant handlmg
natural gas at fairly constant

rates of flow It is not at all

unusual to find absorbers con-

taining as many as 30 plates m
plants treatmg refinery gases

of the general composition of the gas, and particularly the

order of magnitude of the proportion of the key consu-

tuent present, although the actual calculation does not

involve composition The formula denved by Kremser

defines the absorption factor as follows

_ 3 \56DpG
^ JTp • ^ '

The absorption process being a continuous one in prac-

Uce, It is quite obvious that the cumulauve effect of small

inefficiencies can reach alarming proportions In the ab-

sorption calculations above, the dnving force at the top of

the tower was based on the assumption that the parUal

vapour pressure of n-butane was 0 00 lb in the absorbent

oil The truth of the assumption is dependent upon the

efficient operation of the disUllation umts of the plant

where D = specific gravity of absorbent oil,

p — absorber pressure lb per sq in abs

,

G = lean-oil rate, gallons per 1,000 std cu ft

,

M — molecular weight of absorbent oil,

P — vapour pressure of key consUtuent at nch-

Likewise, the complete recovery of the heavier gasohne

consUtuents is impossible with an absorbent oil containmg

appreciable amounts of these fracUons Therefore, no
matter how carefully the absorbers are designed, process

shortcomings may upset all calculaUons

oil outlet temp lb per sq in abs

By transposition we get the formula for lean-oil circulauon

obtauung values for ‘^4
’ from Fig 1

Inspection of the above diagram reveals two important

facts with regard to the economics of the absorption pro-

cess Fust, too few plates will greatly increase the oil-

cnculation rate when the desired degree of extraction of

a ocmstituent is above 90%, Second, use of more than 16

themetical plates is seldom justified, since the eflfect of the

Distillatioii and Stripping

The distillation system of an absorption plant has the

primary function of putting the absorbent oil into condi-

timi for re-use m the absorbers However, the simple

removal of absorbed constitu«its is so arcimncrlbed by
economic considerations and operating hmitations that the

fundamental purpose of the umt is often obscured Thu is

particularly true of the more modem plants which are

designed to take advantage of the lower molecular we^Jit

absorbent oils Ihus the distillation system u expected

to (1) stnp the absorbent oil of gasoline firactions;
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(2) effect the removal of absorbed constituents without

appreciable loss of oil, (3) effect a high recovery of ab-

sorbed constituenu as liquid without resorting to com-
pression of vent vapours, and (4) to accomplish these ends

with the minimum ofheat input and consumption of direct

steam

Taken as whole, the distillation system ofa recovery plant

includes oil heat exchangers, preheaters, and reheaters,

and gasoline condensers, coolers, and accumulators, as

well as the stripping and rectifying towers themselves

In this discussion, however, we will confine ourselves

to the physical limitations directly affectmg efficiency of
operation both with respect to the removal of absorbed

material and the recovery of these products in the liquid

state, therefore centring our attention on the equilibria

existing in the distillation columns and condensers m
particular

Let us first consider the mechanism of stripping a volatile

material from an essentially non-volatile medium such as

is the case with enriched absorbent oil In order that

stnpping be accomplished it is obvious that the partial

vapour pressure m the liquid of the heaviest constituent

desired in the vapour must exceed the partial pressure of

that constituent in the vapour in contact with the liquid

Therefore, for essentially complete stripping of hexane, for

example, the vapours in contact with the stnpped oil at the

base of the stripping column must be diluted with vapours

or gases other than hexane to such an extent that the

partial pressure of hexane is negligible This reduction of

the partial pressure of the key constituent in the stripping

operation is accomplished in practice by two means—the

vaponzation of substantial proportions of constituents

heavier than the key constituent, and the introduction of
direct steam at the base of the stripping column The
mathematical relationship for complete stripping ofa given

consUtuent from absorbent oil [8, 1927] is

nlP=C/L, (4)

in which n is the pressure of the operation in lb per sq

in abs , P IS the vapour pressure of the constituent being

stnpped at the outlet temperature of the lean oil, and G is

the number of mols of steam or other vapour in contact

with L mols of lean oil From this it is seen that the quan-
tity of stopping steam or vapour vanes in direct propor-

tion to the absolute pressure of the operaUon and m
inverse proportion to the vapour pressure of the key con-

stituent, and, since vapour pressure varies directly with

temperature, the quantity of steam required for the

stnpping will vary mvcrsely with the temperature of the

lean oil at the outlet It would appear from these relation-

ships that low pressures and hi^ temperatures are the

ideals to be sought m stnpping-still operations, but it is

also desired that the absorlxMl material which is stripped

from the oil shall be recovered as a liquid product This

factor tends to force the distillation pressure higher and
higher with increasmg percentage extraction in the ab-

sorbers, smee the proportion of absorbed high vapour-

pressure constituents is correspondingly mcreased Also,

the maximum temperature is frequently limited by the

pressure of available steam and by the vaporization

duuactenstics of the absorbent oil Vaponzation of a

portion of the absorbent oil m the stripping odumn places

another limitation upon the choice of oil We have
already stated that too light an oil makes for sensitive

operation m the absorbers It is likewise true that an oil

addi an excessive amount oflow boihng firactions will place

'14f

an unwarranted burden on the distillation system How-
ever, a certam amount of vaporizaton of the absorbent

oil in the stnpping column is beneficial and results in a
reduction in the quantity of duect steam for the stnppmg
Companng the two methods from an economic stand-

pomt, suppose we are produemg this stripping vapour at

350° F by condensing steam at 175 lb ga pressure m a

tubular oil heater The quanUty of heat to produce a mol
of vapour of 140 mol wt would be

*

140x 115 (ave latent heat) = 16,100 B Th U

,

and since steam at 175 lb ga pressure has a latent heat

value of 847 B Th U per lb ,
it would require

16,100/847 -- 19 0 lb of steam

A mol of steam weighs 18 Ib , so mol for mol it would

cost 5 5% more to strip with 140 mol wt oil vapours

than with direct steam, other factors being equal This

small advantage in favour of steam for stripping may
easily be offset by the value of the condensed steam for

boiler feed, the condensate being lost when direct steam

IS used

It IS very difficult to estabhsh the optimum combination

of conditions with regard to the vaporizauon characteris-

tics of the absorbent oil As a matter of expenence, the

wnter has set the figure of 10% of the oil circuIaUon as the

maximum allowable vaporization of the oil in the stripper

By designing the heaung and condensmg umts with

capacity for this load m addition to the normal heat load.

It will be found m operation that the plant will tend to

correct the boilmg range of the oil automatically unless

the oil IS so light that a m^or portion is Dashed to vapour

under the conditions of the operation Too light an oil

produces an excessive quantity of internal reflux with a
resultant cooling of the column and lowering of the lean-

oil outlet temperature, but as circulation is continued it

will be found that the imtial boiling-point of the oil will

gradually rise to some maximum figure, which will be more
or less characteristic for the plant in question The excess

light matenal origmally m the oil will be lost in part to

residue gas in the absorbers, the balance bemg recovered

in the gasoline distilled from the enriched oil At the same
time the lean-oil outlet temperature will gradually nse as

the load due to excessive mtemal reflux is decrees^ The
normal reflux load in the columns is established by the

magnitude ofcooling necessary to control the final distilla-

tion temperature of the gasoline produced The desired

‘end-point’ of the gasolme requires careful consideration

in the plant design It is wasteful to demand 250° F end-

point on a gasoline which is to be blended with material

of 350-450° F end-pomt, for not only must heat be
supplied to the columns for heatmg and vaponzing the

additional reflux material, but also an equivalent amount
of heat must be removed in condensing and cooling this

material

In desigmng a plant, the decision regarding the pressure

for operation of ffie still is influenced by several important
factors, but the first logical step m reachmg this decision

IS the consideration of the efficiency of condensation of

the absorbed material This may te well illustrated by
conUnumg the example started under ‘Absoiption’

Assuming that we will be able to condense and cool the

gasolme to a final equilibrium temperature of 85° F (the

temperature to whidi we cooled the lean absorbent oil),

let us make a senes of equihbnum calculations covenng a
range of pressures A typical calculation follows
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ConsHtHoU
May,

Mob* Mothtmottea rtltuhiuUpt

2
3

3

Metome

Propane
n-Butona
F«ottiie+

2,700
330
133
406
80

406
8 30

23 89
40-15

23 60

64
130
376
632
372

!

y, — mol %V eoiutiluent in

vapour phase
K — Si total moll in vapour

phaie
L - 100-

F

V — piaat lb per iq in abi.

Pn — vapour preu of coniti-

tuent 8nal temp

100-00 1,374 At equihbnum, £ r. — 100 0

* From *inoI> sbiorbed' ibown In fintl ntMorption calculation (p 1487)

From an economic standpomt the cost of lique^ng the

absorbed material is very important and is one of the duef
factors limitmg the overall effiaency of the recoveiy-plant

operation In the case under consideration, boostmg the

still pressure from 60 to 100 lb per sq in ga results m
(a) AnmcreasemcondensationofbutanefromS12mols

at 60 lb to 601 mols at 100 lb , or a net mcrease of

89 mols or 1,063 gal

(b) An mcrease in consumption of direct steam for

stripping from 2,580 mols to 3,950 mols, or a net

mcrease of 1,370 mols or 24,660 lb

(c) A decrease m the volume of uncondensed vapours

from 472 mols at 60 lb to 196 mols at 100 lb , or a

For operating pressure of 65 lb abs (Pin - X)

First trial, V - SS*/, Second trial. V - Third trial, V • 37%

JC LIK
1

LIK+V LIK LIK+V
j

yn LIK LIK+V

1 41 SO 1 57 36 57 Ill 149 39 49 1
103 152 38 52 10 5

2 8 43 77 42 7 194 7 35 45 35
1

183 7 45 44 45 18 7

3 2 36 27 3 625 382 26 3 64 3 1 37 1 261 63 7 374
4 0 63 103 0 138 0 291 98 5 136 5 29 4 1000 137 0 29 3

3 0 12 542 0 S77 0 517 0 545 0 1
43 525 0 1

562 0 42

2^, 101 9
1

1001

For operating pressure of 90 lb abs

First trial. Vm. IS*/,
\

Second trial. V~ 20% ' Third trial, V^2l*/,

K LIK
1

LIK+V
1 Pn LIK LIK+V

1 y.
1

LIK LIK+V
1 y»

1 300 2 83 17 83 22 4 266 2266 I 17 9 1 2 635
'

23 635 1715
2 6 1 j

13 9 28 90 28 7 131
1

31 1
1

25 0 12 95 '

33 95
1

24 43
3 > 7

i

500 65 0 36 7 470 670 35 6 46 50 67 5 35 30
4 045 189 0 204 0 19 7 178 0 198 0 203 175 SO 196 5 2042
5 0 09 < 945 0 9600 25 889 0 9090 26 '

1 879 0 1 9000 2 62

Sye 1100
1 1

:

99 92

In this way the foUowmg equihbnum condensation data

IS obtained

13 0
30-0

63-0

873
940

399
8e-3

This data when plotted develops the family of curves

shown on Fig 2, from which it is seen that from the stand-

pomt of condensmg butane and pentane there is not mudi
to be gained by mcreasmg the pressure above 115 lb

per sq m abs (100 lb per sq m ga ), but that we must
stay above 75 lb abs (60 lb ga) If steam for heating
IS available at 175 lb ga and the heaters have capacity to
heat the oil to 370° F , the quantity of direct steam (or

other vapour) for stnppmg hexane completely from
7,378 mols of lean oil would be

(o) For 75 lb abs pressure

itIP = GIL
W = 75, 215, L== 7,378,

G = stripping steam.

(6) For 115 lb abs pressure 7r«=« 115.

_ 115x7,378
G *“—^— = 3,950 mols stn^Mng steam.

net decrease in vapour of 276 mols or 105,000 std

cu ft

(d) However, it should be pomted out that the magm-
tude of the loss of butane at 100 lb ga is only 31

mols or 370 gal , and is probably msufficient to

warrant the installation of recompression equipment
for Its recovery In which case the total cost of
compression of 472 mols of vapours should be
charged against the bO-lb condensmg operation

Compaimg the esbmated cost of recovermg the additional

butane by the two methods

(a) Cost of stopping steam

24,660 lb at $0-40 per 1,000 lb S9 86

(b) Cost of recompressmg

Single stage, SO lb ga to 22S lb ga 7% cleannoe, 87 5%.
compression efficiency, raUo of speaflc heats 1 IS, com-
pression ratio 3 7 to 1, mechanical efficiency 90%, stand-lv
capaaty 100%
Upkeep of machmety—estm $1,000 00 per yr
Deprec 20 %—$S,000 invest 1,00000 „
Power 111 KWH at 12Sc 1,390 00

Total , $3,39000

Total gas compressed, 472 mols — 179,000 cu ft. per day
Cost of operataon, $3,390/363, $9 30
(An average figure for cost of recompressmg wet vapours,

based on expenence of several companies, is S c. per 1,000
cu ft 179x003 - $8 95 per day as oompued to $9.30
above)

which mdicates that recompteising hat a slight advantage,
particularly when it is considered that the butane recovery
IS higher by about 370 gal. and that the processing of the
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vapour has no tenden^ to set up a ‘reqyde’ m the system

as would be the case should Ae uncondensed vapours

from the still be returned to the absorbers with the wet

gas (whidi 18 a common method of attempting to mcrease

the butane recovery)

The example cited above should serve to emphasize

some of the difficulties which confront the engineer m
designing the distillation system when high efficiency at

low operatmg cost is unperative The effort to avoid some

of these difficulties led the writer and associates to develop

the two-still system which has proved quite successful in

refinery vapour^recovery operations In this system the

rich oil from the absorbers is first mtroduced mto a distil-

Smce It has become general practice m the mdustry to

consider the recovery-plant still as a fractionatmg column,
consistmg ofa stripping section surmounted by a rectifying

secbon, adding heat at the base and controlling heat

remov^ at the top by means ofpumped-back reflux hquid,

we will confine our discussion to that type of equipment

Theoretical consideration is, however, quite different from
that of a fracuonaung column, the fracbonation bemg
more generalm its nature, the division-pomt bemg between
the essentially non-volatile absorbent oil and the volaule

absorbed material instead of between adjacent members of

a series of hydrocarboiB Likewise the reflux quantity is

not determmed by consideration of the molal concentra-

Img and rectifying rolumn oper-

ated at a pressure sufficiently high iSOi
————i—

to give essentially complete con- (40

densation of the valuable absorbed

material (say, 100 lb ) No attempt '3°

IS made to strip the absorbent oil igo

in this still It is only necessary to ^ ^
distil the lighter constituents that ^ 1 '°

would prevent the condensation ^loo
of the heavier constituents at a

reasonably low pressure The semi-
“

rich oil IS then mtroduced into a ^go
second distillmg and rectifymg g
column operated at a much lower a
pressure (say, 8 to IS lb ga ) In S go—— —
this way the absorbent oil may be g
economically stripped of all ab- ^ ^
sorbed constituents and the pro- ^ 40 ^ —
ductscondensed almostcompletely *
It IS advantageousm this ojieration “ 30 ^^ -r-

to pump the heavier gasolme ob- 20

tamed from the low-pressure still

into the high-pressure still con-

densmg system so that the molal 0 ^- * i- jj."

effect of the heavier consutuents
^

on the condensation of the hghter

ones may be utilized

The procedure for selectmg an

absorption-plant strippmg and recufymg column, m so

far as size and capacity are concerned, is quite sunilar to

that for absorber selection Temperature effects must be

watched carefully, particularly with respect to hquid-

carrymg capaoty of the down-pipes It must be remem-

bered that the maximum hquid rate to be handled 1^
the column is made up of (1 ) the total lean-oil rate to the

absorbers; (2) the increased volume of the oil due to

absorbed constituents (m the example cited this increase

amounts to nearly 10%), (3) the mcreased volume of the

rich oil due to ffiermal expansion on heabng(m theexample

the nch oil was heated to 370° F and the material has a

coefficient of expansion ofabout 0*0006, which would mdi-

cate an increase of approximately 18 6% m hqiud volume);

and (4) the internal reflux returning from the rectifymg

section to the stnppmg section which should be estimated

at about 10% of the lean oil. Totallmg these items

Lean oU, 60* F buis 195,300 gal

Absorbed material (60* F basis)—1,374 mols at

12 3 gal per mol 19,330 „
Internal lefiux (60* F basis) 19,330 ,.

Ej^ansioii nch oil and reflux 60 to 370* F 43,600 „

Total 278,000 „

whidh IS an increase of nearly 30% m volume of oil to be

earned by the down<inpes of the stnpping column.

70 80 90 too

tions of mdividual constituents from plate to plate as is

necessary m a true fractionatmg problem, but rather by
the temperature effect of evaporatmg a certain quantity

of the volatile hquid material m the rectifymg section

Thus, the control is usually to a fixed temperature at the

top of the column, this temperature bearing some relation-

ship to the desuvd end-pomt of the overhead condensate

as mdicated by the conventional Engler distillation test,

the proper runnmg temperature bemg detenmned m prac-

bce by a series of trial tests

The reflux quantity is best obtained by a heat balance

on the rectifymg section. Although this requires certam

assumptions, such as quantity and latent heat of ffie

internal reflux, temperature to which the overhead vapours
must be cooled for end-pomt control on the product,

average latent and specific heats of the reflux matenal, and
the bke, reasonable errors m these assumptions ate not

particularly senous It is best to be conservativemmakmg
such assumptions where the result affects size ofequipment,

smce It IS advantageous to have excess tower, condensing,

and pumpmg capacity. For example, the ovcAead vapour
temperature will be lower than the end-pomt of the pro-

duct, how much lower dependmg on the pressure, the

proportion ofsteam, and the proportionoflow-boilmgcon-

stituents. The required overhead temperature is increased
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by laising the column pressure, and decreasedly mcreasing

tte proportion of steam and low-boiling constituents,

and there is no simple rule for predicting it accurately

However, in practice it will be found that the overhead

temperature will almost always fall in the range of from
100 to 180° F lower than the end-point of the product

That is, if the interpretation of the effect of conditions is

entirely wrong and the assumption is made that the over-

head temperature will be 180° F lower than the end-pomt
when It should be only 100° lower, we cannot be in error

more than 80° F ,
which would not increase the size of

equipment unreasonably, and would not affect economy
of actual operation except in the item of fixed charges

(mterest, depreciation, &c

)

After arriving at a required reflux quantity, its approxi-

mate composition should be calculated through a series of
equilibrium calculaUons similar to that shown on p 1490,

taking into consideration the effect of the increased num-
ber of mols of heavier constituents present in the con-

densers due to the recirculation of the reflux material The
equilibrium calculations made for the purpose of establish-

ing operating pressure furnish an approximate un-

condensed or residue vapour composition, and from this it

IS possible to calculate the approximate reflux composition

as follows

I

1
Approx rtflux

I

Mol y, residue* i at Mol
j

mol yjP,_

Constiiuent \(fromeMml eale) Moiol

Matlufie > 17 IS 2,700 ' 0 0063S 0S7
Ethane 24 43 SSO 0-04243 3 83
Propane I 38 30 153 ' 0 23050 20 77
a-Butane i 2042 ' 40 6

,

0 50300 45 30
Pentane-l-

|

2 62 8 0 ' 0 32705 29 50

I

99-92
'

^

1 10990 99 97

* Valuea taken from 90 Ib per iq in aba equilibrium calc (p 1490)

Ifa more accurate composition is required it is necessary

to make up a new composite vapour entenng the condens-

ing system, mcluding the calculated quantity of reflux of
the approximate composiUon as detemuned above, and to

carry out a new set of equilibrium calculations as before

The approximate reflux composition which can then be

obtamed from the second set of equilibnum calculations

will be more nearly the actual composition This process

may be repeated as many times as desired, but it will be
found that no appreciable change m the composition of
either the uncondensed vapours or the reflux liquid will

result after the third set of calculations

It IS now possible to obtam the maximum volume of
vapours to be handled m the column Although this

volume varies throughout the column, for purposes of
design and selection of proper cross-section^ area it is

necessary to know the maximum possible volume passmg
any pomt in the column This maximum volume will be
the total of the following items

1 Volume of absorbed constituents distilled

2 Volume of stripping steam
3 Volume of vaporized poition of absorbent oil

4 Volume of vaporized reflux liquid

Actually, the maximum volume of each of the above items

will not exist at a given point in the column sitnultaneously,

hut the first three will normally exist at the feed toay, and
undtf surging conditions it is possible to obtam the

eqiavalmt of all four at this point Obviously, it is the

aotoal volume under the temperatiue and pressure con-

ditions of the operabon which must be considered It

should be pomted out that a stripping and rectifying

column is inherently more subject to sudden fluctuations

and surges than absorbers, and it is therefore important m
still design to be conservative m the selection of tower size

with regard to vapour velocity

Fractionation and Stabilization

The process of fractionaUon is considerably more

definite in its nature than either of the other two processes

already discussed As a consequence it has been the subject

of a great deal of careful research both m the laboratory

and in plant-scale msUllations A very comprehensive

treatment of the theory of fractional distillation is given by

Gurwitsch [2, 1913] in which the effect of successive

vaponzaUons and condensaUons (such as ukes place from

plate to plate in a column) is shown graphically The
application of the theoretical principles of fractionation m
the petroleum industry has been quite rapid since the

general adoption of fundamental analysis, although in the

strictest interpretation true fractionaUon (sharp separation

of consUtuents) is carried out commercially only in the

range of the lower-boiling hydrocarbons (say n-octane and

lower) However, in the broader sense, the influence of the

growth of a common knowledge of the prmciples of

fracUonauon can be seen in design and operation over the

entire range of distillation

Although the theory of fractionation is quite definite.

It is applied readily to two-component systems only In

the commercial handling of petroleum hydrocarbons, two-

component systems are obtainable only as a result of

prehminary fractionations of complex mixtures and there-

fore are really of secondary importance However, by

makmg cerum assumptions it is possible to apply the

theory to complex mixtures, considering the fractionaUon

as takmg place between adjacent components of the mix-

ture just as though they were the only two present, and

modifying temperatures, pressures, and rates so that they

are compatible with the actual composiUon McCabe and
Thiele [5, 1925] present a method of graphically solving

the problem of fracUonation with particular reference to

the estabbshment of proper operaUng condiuons, number
of plates in the tower, reflux rates, and incidentally the

practicability of the proposed separation In a somewhat
modified form this method has been used by the writer in

the design of commercial fractionaUng towers with quite

satisfactory results The method can be best explamed by
illustrating its use m an example For convemence let

us conunue with the case started under the headmg of
‘Absorption’, takmg that portion of the absorbed material

which was recovered m the distillaUon system at a pressure

of 90 lb per sq m abs The equibbnum calculauon for

this pressure gives the followmg result (p 1493)

Let us say that our problem is to design a fracUonatmg
column for separating the hquid condensate of the
composition just calcuhited mto an overhead cut contain-

ing essenually all the propane and lighter dOnsUtuents,

and a bottom product containing all the pentane-f and as
much as practicable of the n-butane entering the column.
It IS desired to cany out this fracUonation wider such a
pressure that the condensers may operate successfliDy with
coobngwaterat80°F Experience teadies that the column
overhead temperature cannot be lowered economically to

a pomt closer to the coolmg-vmta' tanperature than about
25°F

,
which guides ourMsumpUon of overhead ternpen-

ture to the figure of 103* F. Mso, we learn from expenenoe
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* From 'mols absorbed' shown in final absorption calculation, p 1490

that the quantity of reflux to be returned to the column in

this type of operation is in the order of magmtude of an
equal number of mols to that entering the column as feed,

which enables us to approximate the reflux composition

and the correspondmg operaUng pressure

V p propane at lOS* F 200 lb per sq in abs

Mol fract propane in reflux ^ 0 9464
Approx column pressure for condensation of propane at

105“ F - 200/0 9464 - 211 Ib per sq in abs
«= 196 lb per sq in ga (approx

)

Having established the approximate pressure of the con-
densmg operation it is now possible to determine the

probable base temperature for the column This is done
by trial, the problem being to find the temperature at which
the sum of the partial vapour pressures of the bottoms
constituents equals the pressure at the base of the column
First let us assume that the pressure drop through the

column is m the order of 3 lb This gives us a column-base
pressure of 211-1-3 = 214 lb persq in abs as a criterion

for the tnal calculation

* Annined for trial t Avenge hexane.

In the application of the McCabe and Thiele method,
the assumpbons to be made are*

1 That in fractionating a mixture ofseveral components,
the equihbnum relationships of the two members
between which the separation is to be made are the

important ones (In other words, consider the system

as a two-component one m so far as the equihbnum
calculations are concerned

)

2 That It is possible to establish equihbnum between
the hquid and the vapour in contact with it.

3 That the equihbnum concentration of a component
m the liquid and m the vapour at a contact-point is

controlled by the ratio of vapour pressures ofthe two
components at the existmg temperature.

4. That the ratio of vapour pressures of the two com-
ponents has a neghgible variation over the tempera-

n uu

ture range of the operation, and that the ratio at

the arithmetical average temperature is sufficiently

accurate to be used as a constant in the equihbnum
calculations

S That commercial bubble-plates of a given design

bear a fixed relationship to theoretical plates and that

shortcommgs m their ability to produce a near

approach to equihbnum between liquid and vapour

may be compensated for by adding additional com-
mercial plates

The equihbnum hne is obtained by plotung the calcu-

lated values of the mol fraction of the lighter component
in the vapour corresponding to a senes of assumed mol
fractions of the same component in the liquid The mathe-

matical relationship is as follows

l-Ka-l)x’

in which y is the mol fraction of the lighter component m
the vapour, x is the mol fraction of the same component
m the hquid m equihbnum with it. and oi is a constant,

bemg the numeric^ ratio between Ae vapour pressure of
the lighter component at the average column temperature

and the vapour pressure of the heavier component at the

same temperature In the case under consideration the

top and bottom temperatures are 105° F and 246° F
respectively, the arithemetical average bemg 175“ F The
vapour pressure of propane and n-butane at 175“ F are

443 lb per sq in abs and 145 lb per sq in abs

The estabhshing of a value for a makes it possible to pro-

ceed with the calculation ofthevalues ofy correspondmg to
a series ofx values (assumed) required for the development
of the equilibrium hne of the McCabe and Thiele diagram

The 45° hne represents zero fracUonation. and the equi-

hbnum hne would coincide with it if the two components
have identical vapour pressures, i,e a vapour-pressure

ratio of 1 0 It IS apparent that the larger the vapour-
pressure ratio the more marked will be the curvature

of the equihbnum hne, and mspeebon reveals that the
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teadtasy for the vapour to become enriched in the lighter

conqioDent is also more marked as the ratio increases

Die construction of the McCabe and Duele diagram is

earned out as follows

Using ordmary coordmate paper, equal scales are laid

off with X on the abscissa and y on the ordinate, the range

of the scales bemg from 0 to 10 by tenths In practice the

scale should be large, say, at least 10 m long each way.

feed Ime must fall between pomts (>4) and (B). Die
nearer (O is to (A) the greater will be the quantity

of reflux, and the nearer (C) is to (B) the greater will

be the number of plates required Since quanbty of
reflux entails a contmuing cost it is more economical

to use a maximum number of plates For this reason

the wnter usually locates (C) about two-thurds of the

distance up from (A) towards (B)

X-MOL FRACTION LIGHTER COMPONENT IN LIQUID
Fio 3

smee the usefulness of the diagram is dependent upon
accuracy of readmg values at the extremes Dien the 45°

Ime should be drawn in, mtersecting both 0 and 1 0 Imes

Die feed composition is determined and the mol fracuon

of the lighter component m the feed (includmg propane,

ethane, and methane m our examine) is laid off on the

X scale and a vertical feed Ime is drawn m, startmg at that

pomt Values forX and >> (from the values calculatedm the

preceding paragraph) are then plotted and a smooth curve

drawn through the pomts, includmg also the pomts 0 to

1 -0. Die startmg-pomts and direction ofthe operating lines

are less defimte, and their location on the diagram must be
dictated by experience Die following general observations

may aid the inexperienced m leacfamg a decision

1 It IS easm to approadi 0 moL fraction of the lighter

component m the liqmd than to approach 0 mol
fiactian of the heavier component m the vapour

2. Die intenection (O of the operating lines and the

3 Die economical limit to which the heavier com-
ponent can be reduced in the overhead vapour is

determmed largely by the ratio of vapour pressures

of the two components (stdl considering multi-com-

ponent mixturesmthe light oftwo-conaponenttheory)

Die followmg table is based on experiencem the range

of the lower-boilmg petroleum hydrocarbems'

yp ratio at

aye column temp

Economleal limitfor
reduction of mo! five!

of heayier In oyerhettd

yapourt

10 moLilract heevierinfeed

IS 010
18 007
2-0 0^
2S 0-04
3-0 0-02

3S 0-01

higher nag.
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Proceeding with the construction of the diagram, (O u
located on the feed hne approximately two-thirds of the

distance up from (A) towards (B) The operating line

adove the Ibed plate is a straight hne drawn through (C)

and mtersectmg the 45° line at a point corresponding to the

limit of reduction of the heavier component m the over-

head vapour (in this case the v p ratio is 3 05. which mdi-

cates a limitmg value of about 0 02 mol fraction heavier,

1 e 0 98 mol fraction lighter, in the vapour) This hne

IS extended to (D), the intersecbon with the y-axis The
value ofy at (D) represents approximately the ratio ofmols

of overhead vapour fraction to total mols of overhead plus

reflux The operaUng Ime be/otv the feed plate is a straight

line drawn through (C) and intersecting the 45° Ime a little

near 0 mol fraction hghter in the liquid than the other

operating hne approached 0 mol fraction heavier in the

vapour (see 1 above) Startmg at the intersection of the

operatmg hne above the feed plate with the 45° hne, draw
a contmuous step-wise hne alternately horizontally and
vertically, crossmg the space between the operatmg and
equilibnum lines, continuing until a vertical hne falls to the

left of the mtersection of the lower operatmg line with the

45° hne The number of steps, i e horizontal lines, indi-

cates the number of theoretical or equilibrium plates

requued for the fractionation It is customary to allow an
efficiency of only 50 to 66|% for commercial bubble

plates Should a factor of 2 be used (50% efficiency) and
the actual number of commercial plates thus found to be

greater than, say, 40, a new diagram should be drawn
modifying the degree of fractionation at either top or

bottom, depending upon the requirements

The diagram presented indicates that the fractionation

can be carried out with 12 equilibrium plates or 24 com-
mercial plates, which is well within the limits ofgood prac-

tice Likewise, the reflux ratio is withm the practicable

range In the preceding paragraph the statement was made
that the point of intersection of the operatmg line with the

y-axis serves as an indication of the reflux ratio required

for the fractionation However, it is customary to refer

to the reflux ratio as the ratio between the number of mols

returned to the tower and the number of mols contained

in the overhead fraction This may be obtained approxi-

mately from the y intercept value through the followmg

relationship

Mols reflux returned _ 1_ j

Mols overhead fraction y

In the diagram of the example y = 0 225, therefore the

reflux ratio indicated is

In the preliminary calculations for detennimng proper

operatmg pressure the assumption was made that the

number of mols of reflux would be of the same order of

magmtude as the number ofmols offeed The reflux ratio

just determmed gives 3 45 x 316 2 == 1,090 9 mols of reflux,

whidi IS near to the number of mols of feed (1,244)

Before leavmg the subject of the theoretical design of
fractionatmg columns, mention should be made of an
alternate method presented by Brown, Souders, and
Nyhmd [1,1932] It is smular to that ofMcCabe and Thiele,

but dir^y apphcable to multiple comptment nuxtures

wfam combing with the absorption-factor method of

Kremser [4, 1930], oonsidenng the firactionating and
stripping sections separately m the light of absorption

theory In this way the behaviour of each component can
be charted and the probable composition at each equili-

brium plate may be predicted It is the opmion of the

writer that suice the simpler method of McCabe and Thiele

gives such satisfactory results m the usual application, the

requirements of the complex method are not justified,

particularly m those cases in which feed composition and
fractionation requirements are subject to radical changes

However, the value of having available a method for

accurately calculatmg the behaviour of complex mixtures

m special cases is mestimable

The procedure to be followed m determming the size of
the column is very similar to that already described It

should be pointed out that in commercial installations feed

quantity and composiUon may both change radically from
that existing at the time of the design calculations, and it is

always wise to make a number ofcheck calculations to find

the effect on the efficiency of operaUonm the eventuality of

doublmg or halving the feed quantity, varying the propor-

tion of overhead fraction, and varymg ffie fractionation

requirements (i e the degree of removal of hghter and
limitation on loss of heavier component)

Both material and heat balances are aids in designmg
an efficient and flexible unit By balancmg input agamst
output the capacities of the reboiler and condenser are

determined, and the possible variations in quantity, com-
position. and fractionation requirements discussed m the

preceding paragraph must be taken into account in regard

to their effect on these important auxiliaries Special

emphasis should be laid on the part played by the reboiler

and condenser on the overall efficiency and flexibiUty of
the fractionating unit A continuous and positive supply

of reflux matenal must be available if the unit is to operate

successfully, so condensmg capacity should be provided to

handle the maximum quantity of reflux which the opera-

tion may require Likewise, the reboiler must have not
only sufficient capacity to vaporize the overhead fraction

and heat the bottoms fraction to the final outlet tempera-
ture, but also must supply beat for the vaporization of the

reflux material mtroduced mto the column Thus it is

obvious that the operatmg capacity of a fractionatmg umt
may be limited by either the column itself or one or both
of Its auxibary umts, the reboiler and reflux condenser
There is another hmitation which is more mtangible but
of even greater importance than the physical design

capacibes of the equipment, and that is the matter of
temperature, pressure, and rate control

In the process of fractionation a liqmd is subjected to

countercurrent contact with a vapour of somewhat higher

temperature with a resultmg interchange between the two,

part of the liquid bemg converted mto vapour and vice

versa, resulting in a concmtiation of higher-boilmg con-
stituents m the hqmd and a concentration of lower-

boihng constituents m the vapoiu- Under ideal conditions

the mterchange will approach equihbnum, i e the partial

pressure of each constituent m the vapour will approach
the partial vapour pressure of the same constituent m the

hqmd in contact with it In commercial practice it requires

considerable bme (from 1 to 5 hr depending on the

capacity of the unit) for the successive interchanges m
the contact zones to reach a state of balance m so far as

the average composibon of the matenal m the zone is con-
cerned, and the compositions of the matenal in adjacent

zones becomes compatible When such a state of balance

18 brought about, what is known as ‘smooth’ operation is

obtamed, and the umt is operating at itsmaximum eflSciency
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under existing conditions Should the control be imperfect,

penodic minor surges withm the column take place and
prevent the material m any contact zone from readung
the state of balance mentioned above. This results m the

average composition of the material in adiacent contact

zones being more nearly the same than approach to true

equihbnum conditions would mdicate, that is, the sharp-

ness of the separation is adversely affected by the mter-

mittent *dumping ’ ofmaterial mto zones filled with material

of a composition incompatible with that of the added
quantity A great deal could be said on the subject of
control, but the value of a detailed discussion is doubtful

smce there are so many possible combinations and types

of mstruments However, a few general suggestions based

on actual observation should be helpful in clarifying the

conception of the fractionation process as apphed to

commercial operation For simplicity the discussion will

be limited to individual items where possible, although

It should be borne in mmd that these items really inter-

lock and our observations are largely made on resultant

effects

CompositianaiidQiiantftyofFeedMaterial. On account
of the considerable length oftime required for a commercial
column to reach a state of balance (see precedmg para-

graph) any sudden change in the composiUon or quantity

of the feed material should be avoided The best safeguard

against sudden changes in feed rate and composition is the

use of a surge tank of ample capacity In large umts the

cost of pressure tanks limits the provision of a supply of
feed material for any extended penod of time, such as 6 or
8 hr , as would be desirable For example, one of the

largest high-pressure (100 lb per sq m ga) stabilizer

feed surge tanks that has come within the observation

of the writer has a total capacity of 37,000 gal The
tank IS normally kept S0% filled, furnishing an available

supply of about 18,000 gal At the normal feed rate of
ISO g^ per mmute this represents a 2-hour supply which
seems rather small In fact, it would be entirely inade-

quate for a small umt, but luckily large-scale operations

possess certam inherent advantages, the magrutude of
variations m composition and rate being normally much
less marked, on a percentage basis, than m small-scale

operations

Temperature and Point of Introduction of Feed Material.

The ideal temperature to which the feed material should
be heated before introduction mto a contmuous fractionat-

mg column is the boilmg-pomt of the material at the pres-

sure of the operation If the feed temperature is much
different from this, a zone ofreadjustment is created m the

column which may overlap a number of plates and m
which veiy httle effecUve fracUonation takes place The
explanauon is, that with the feed heated above its boihng-
pomt a sudden flashing to vapour occurs at the feed plate

and the large volume of hot vapours surge upwards,
altering the equihbnum conditions over an mdefinite

number of plates, with the feed below its boilmg tempma-
ture a sin^r altering of equihbnum conditions takes

place, the excessive quantity of colder liquid flowing from
plate to plate until the coohng effect is overcome by hot
vapours from the reboiler Such a condition is reflected

m plate to plate temperature readmgs as a zone of nearly

constant temperature mdicating httle or no fracbonabon
Predicbon ofproper feed temperature may be made by the

trial method of calculatmg total vapour pressure from feed

composibon. Thismay be illustrated by usmg the composi-
tion of our general example

Uol VP at

Cmallluml % USCTF pvp tTCTF pvp leS’F pvp

06
1
4,000 24 4.200 26 4,150 25

4-0 1.080 43 1,160 46 1,125 45
208 375 78 420 :

87 400 83

4S4 52 132 60 124 56
Pnune-I- 292 15 5 173 5 16 5

202 224 214

which mdicates that a temperature of 166° F would be

proper for a column pressure of 214 lb persq in abs The
determinabon of the proper pomt m ^e column for the

mtroduction of the feed is more indefimte It would
appear desirable that the feed should be mtroduced at the

point where the composibon gradient m the column will

be effected least radically In effect this is true, but it is

practically impossible of accurate determination The
McCabe and Thiele diagram furnishes a means for the

selecbon of the feed inlet pomt, but is rarely used for the

purpose in pracbee Commercial towers are usually sup-

plied with three or more alternative feed mlet nozzles, the

actual choice of the one to use being left to the judgement

of the plant operator in the majority of cases And, smce
the operator’s judgement is based largely on actual ex-

perience, the result is probably as satisfactory as if it were

based on purely theoretical considerabons with a few

more or less correct assumptions added Thus an operator

will introduce the feed at the middle mlet m the absence

of specific reasons for not doing so Then if operatmg re-

sults show that the chief difficulty centres m the removal

ofthe lighter component from the bottoms, he will change

the feed to the next higher inlet, increasing the proportion

of stripping plates in operaUon Likewise, if the difficulty

is excessive loss of heavier component overhead, he will

throw more plates mto fractionating service by lowering

the point of feed introduction

Operating Pressure of the Column. The mamtainmg of

a constant column pressure is essential for smooth opera-

bon Although in actual practice most pressure fluctua-

bons are merely the refleebon of temperature surges, the

column reaction from the sudden pressure change is pro-

bably more upsetting in its effect than the ongmal tempera-

ture surge This may be explamed by the fact that a sudden
mcrease m pressure will start excessive condensabon of
vapour throughout the column, with a resultmg dumping
of liquid from plate to plate, then as the downflow of un-

stnpped liquid reaches the reboiler, a sudden evolubon of
vapours takes place which tends to cause the pressure to

mcrease further The resultant effect on the operabon
shows up as periodic cychng There are conflictmg

opinions as to the best method of controlhng column
pressure, some engmeeis holding that the quanbty ofover-
head vapours should be restricted to a more or less

average rate by a slow-acting controller. The writer

favours the theory that m operabon the pressure effect is

more nearly a result than a cause, and tint the controller

should be selected to releaseamaximum quanbty ofvapour,
if necessary, to mamtam the pressure at a constant level

The column pressure is also linked to overhead condens-

mgcondibons more or less closdiy In the type ofoperabon
m which total condensabon of the overhead is desired, it

becomes necessary to locate the colunm-pressure controller

m the vapour Ime between the column and the condenser
But m the ordinary case only sufBdent hquid to furnish

reflux for the column is desired, and the preasure controller

tt located pn the excess-vapour outlet from the reflux

accumulator tank It is apparent that a constant flow of
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vapours at this outlet is a result of smooth operation, and
since these vapours exist at or about equihbnum condensa-

tion conditions, fluctuations m either their temperature or

pressure are to be avoided, and the selection of the type

of control for maintaimng the supply of reflux liquid

requires careful consideration

Conclusion

In the foregoing pages an attempt has been made to

present m a workable form the fundamental laws and pro-

cesses, as well as methods of their apphcation, which fonn
the basis of modem engmeenng practice m the design of

commercial plants for the recovery and stabilization of

gasohne from petroleum gases Many important details

received only cursory mention when authoritative htera-

ture on the subject was easily available for reference Hie
writer has recognized the fact that much of the published

hterature on the subject is of a theoretical or general

nature, and has tried to draw upon his own expenence for

those practical factors which are so essential to the logical

solution ofmany ofthe problems confronting the engmeer
However, m several instances it was impossible to supply

specific experience factors on account of the more or less

mtangible nature of the problem, and consequently it was
necessary to be content with the offering of guiding sugges-

tions designed to help the engineer m making assumptions

and m checking their reasonableness

Practically all the discussion has been on the design

of individual umts without regard to a possible operating

relationship to other units in a plant This is a matter

which requires most careful consideration in each par-

ticular case, but does not lend itself to general analysis, the

goveramg factors beuig established by the combmation of

a large number of local circumstances and conditions For
example, in the large vapour-recovery and stabilization

plant shown in Fig 4 there are five independent plant umts
operating at the same pressure and interlocked in so far as

their pressure control is concerned Likewise, there are four

or five continuous streams of stabilized or fracuonated

material produced from the plant, and these streams are

blended together continuously m the proper proportions

to yield desu-ed final specificauons in the finished produas
as regards vapour pressure, and, to some extent, distillation

range and * knock ’ rating characteristics It is obvious that

m designing a plant such as this, the mterrelation of units

has a marked influence on the selection of controllable

operating conditions Likewise, capacity ranges of mdi-
vidual units must be considered very carefully, smee it is

possible for one unit to defeat the effective utilization of

the operatmg flexibility of other units It might be

suggested that this difficulty could be ehmmated by
divorcing the various units, and considering them indi-

vidually such as would be the case m a single unit plant

While this IS possible, there is a distinct advantage to be

gamed by correlatmg the units, both m the overall

efficiency of the plant and m the ease ofoperation, number
of men required, and closeness of supervision

No separate discussion of ‘compression' plants was con-

sidered necessary, since the theoretical basis and methods
of calculation are identical with those described A com-
pressor IS only a mechanical device for increasing the

working pressure of a gas or vapour system, and the

engmeer must rely on his judgement as to the economics of

Its use in the process under development m each particular

case The same thing is true of refrigeration The control

of temperature and pressure conditions which these sub-

sidiary processes make available to the engmeer greatly

broadens the scope of the practical application of the

fundamental processes to industrial problems The
industry in general is beginning to recognize the possibility

of this much broader operatmg range, and the trend is

towards multi-product plants, separaung by close fractiona-

tion those special matenals which are readily available m
the vapour-recovery and stabilization plant, such as

pentane, butane, propane, propylene, and even ethane and
ethylene The market for these products is being developed

slowly, but is already becommg a major factor m the

mdustry
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THE COMPOSITION OF NATURAL GAS
By A. R. BOWEN, D.Sc., PIlD., FJ.C, M.In9t.P.T.. A.I.CIiem.E.

Principal, Technical College, Newark-on-Trent, England

Before considering the mam subject of this article,

namely, the chemical composition of natural gases, a few
Introduction

The term ‘natural gas’ is imderstood to refer to the

accumulations of gas, often m enormous quantities, which
occur underground m reservoirs of porous formations

sealed by more impervious rocks This gas, which is

usually largely hydrocarbon m composition, may occur m
such geological formations either with or without associa-

tion with petroleum deposits

Its ongin has been the subject of a considerable amount
of discussion and will be referred to at length m the article

on the origm of petroleum

The two general natural processes that evolve gases are

the fermentation and decomposition of organic matter and
the inorganic reactions that take place at high temperatures

Fermentation and decomposiUon of organic matter can
give different types of gases dependmg on the conditions,

for example, the bacterial fermentation [47, 1928] of
sewage sludge evolves a gas contaming about 70% of
methane, the remamder being carbon dioxide and nitrogen,

agam, the decomposition of straw by sewage bacteria

resultsm the formation ofa gas contaming 90% ofmethane
and 10% of hydrogen
Another gas thought to be a decomposition product of

recent ongm has been descnbed by W G Woolnough
[58, 1934], who has pomted out that the evolution of gas

m large amounts is associated with the periodic reappear-

ance ofa transient mud islandm Lake Victoria, Gippsland,

m the State of Victoria, Australia This author considers

the gas to be of recent lacustnnc ongin, and its composi-
tion has been found to be

%
Carbon dioxide 24 4
Oxygen 0 8

Methane 62 S

Nitrogen 12 3

Volcanic gases [13] do not present many features m
common with the natural gases not associated with
volcamc activity The former contam mainly steam, but
also such constituents as hydrogen, oxygen, mtrogen,
argon, hehum, hydrogen sulplude, sulphur dioxide, carbon
dioxide, carbon monoxide, hydrogen chlonde, chlorine
methane, hydrogen fluonde, and silicon fluonde, and ap-
pear to vary in composition with the tune elapsed since the

volcanic erupUon and the distance from the volcamc centre

Analyses of such gases thus in some cases showed small

contents of methane, eg gases from fumaroles m the

Katmai region, Alaski^ contamed steam 98 8-99 99% and
residual gases of composition.

( 1 ) (2)

% %
Carbon dioxide 24 3 52 8
Oxygen 3 4 2 3
Carbon monoxide 02 0 5
Methane 01 8 5
Hydrogen sulphide+hydrogen 25 3 205
Nitrogen and argon 4 67 15'4

Earthquakes have been found to affect the composition of
natund gases [15, 1924]

remarks on the nature of gases occluded m coal and rocks

of non-volcamc ongm will serve to show the smularities

and contrasts m these vanous naturally occurnng gases

The mflammable gas frequently met m coal-mines and
known as firedamp consists mainly of methane It exudes

on release of pressure from adsorption m the coal or from
caviUes m the coal and surroundmg strata The quantity of
firedamp which is discharged from the coal face into the

ventilation current of a mine vanes considerably, and an
instance has been quoted [44, 1927] that, from one colhery,

over 10 million cu ft per 24 hours were discharged daily

for a hmited time dunng the normal operations of coal-

mining Pressures ot gas in boreholes have been recorded

up to 461 lb per sq m This gas emission falls off as coal

seams are progressively worked Vanations m barometric

pressure and earthquake movements affect the emission

of firedamp Firedamp is emitted from exposed coal sur-

faces not only by the normal exudaUon, but also by sudden
‘outbursts’ and more prolonged ‘blowers’ from vents and
fissures m the strata Such ‘blowers’ may contmue for

years, and m this way continuous supplies of almost pure
methane have been obtained in South Wales, which gas

has been used for hghtmg, power, and other purposes

Carbon dioxide is also occluded by some coals and is

emitted m a similar manner to firedamp

Some analyses of gases obtamed from coal seams have
been given [31]

Table I

;

1 4flerm
A blower,

1
outburst. Borehole,

, S Wales

1

%
1

5: Wales

I

%
Lancs

%
Carbon dioxide ' 300 019 352
Combusbble gas

methane)
(chiefly 1

'93 9 99 8 871
Carbon monoxide
Nitrogen I.-

0-01

94

Traces of ethane have sometimes been found with the

methane of these gases

In non-volcamc rocks small quantities of occluded
gases [13] have been detected, for example

Gas from a Connecticut smoky quartz carbon dioxide 98 33%,
nitrogen= 1 67 %, with traces of hydrogen sulphide, sul-

phur dioxide, ammoma, and a fluonne compound,
„ „ a Canadian calcite hydrogen sulphide,

„ „ Wielieczka rock salt methane ai 84 60%, mtrogen
10 35%, with oxygen and carbon dioxide,

.. ., a zircon hehum and argon,

„ „ uranimte and rare earth minerals hehum

Rodts such as granite, gabbro, pyroxene gneiss, corundum
gDMss, and basalt will evolve, on heating, small amounts
of carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, methane, mtrogen,

and iQ^drogen. On heating rocks, mudi of the gas that is

evolved can probably be accounted for by the chemical

breaking down of the rode constituent.
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Although not oocumng in large quantities, the gases

that have been found associated with metamorphic rocks

present peculiar features W G Woolnough [59, 1934],

in discussing Austrahan gases, states that there are some
interesting occurrences of inflammable gas genetically

associated with metamorphosed sedimentary rocks and
with crystalline schists Inflammable gas occursm the deep

mines of Kalgoorhe, Western Australia, where natural gas

under pressure has been encountered m several places m
the mines of this goldfield Two analyses of such gas are

Carbon dioxide

Methane
Mitrogen (by diflerence)

(1) (2)

% %
0 28 0 33
5 36 7 70

56 50 42 50
37 86 49 47

In similar gases from southern Yorke's Peninsula, South
Australia, high contents of hydrogen have been recorded

Gases from igneous rocks [49, 1932], prc-Cambnan rocks

[6, 1932], and shales [11, 1929] have also been descnbed

Woolnough describes many types of gases from other

formations in AustraLa including those occurring in the

Great Artesian Basin, Queensland, where, essentially, two
types of gas are encountered, namely, inflammable gases

composed mamly of methane, and gases almost entirely

composed of nitrogen

Of the theories put forward to account for the origin of
natural gas and oil the orgamc theory has the most support,

and shales with contents of organic matter are considered

to give up their oil and gas products to porous sand-

stones or limestones in their vicimty For the accumulation

of large amounts of gas and oil, in these porous rock
reservoirs, impervious overlying strata are necessary

The mechamsm of the segregauon of oil and gas from the

natural brines of the porous formations, usually with the

gas occupying the highest, the oil the intermediate, and
the brine the lowest levels ui the strata, and accumulation,

IS considered to be influenced by many factors including

gravitation, capillarity, and the uneven pressures m folded

strata

By virtue of its usually high hydrocarbon content,

natural gas constitutes an important source of fuel

The occurrence imderground of natural gas capable of

use as fuel has been known from the earliest tunes In

Quna, wells are stated to have been drilled for gas many
bundles of years ago, and fires from gas issuing from
fissures m the ground m regions around the Caspian Sea

have been the object of ancient worship

The manner in which natural gas escapes from the ground

can vary with the conditions concerned Such seepages of

gas have been descnbed by L Dudley Stamp [20, 1934] m
discussing the natural gas of Burma The mud-volcanoes
ofBurma are famous, and such exudations of large bubbles
of gas, bnngmg up mud which forms small cones, are

characteristic of many other petroleum districts D Dale
Condit [17, 1934] describes gas seepages m India and
Baluchistan The analysis of a gas from a mud-volcano
near Ormara, Baluchistan, has been given as

Methane 74 5

Ethane and other hydrocarbons 9 6
Carbon dioxide 1 4
Oxygen 0 7

Nitrogen 13 8

Some interesting analyses of gas seepages in Russia are

included m the report of S S Nametkin, A S Zabrodina,
A S Karkonas, D N Kursanov, V A Sokolov, and S
P Uspenski [46, 1932], and are reproduced m Table II

Large quantities of gas are found in Burma, and one
well at Pyayi issuing gas for some months m 1928 was
estimated to be losmg 39 million cu ft per day

In the United States of America natural gas was used
commercially at Fredoma, New York, as early as 1821 and
for mdustnal purposes m 1863 at East Liverpool, Ohio
G A Burrell [8, 1925, 1928] states that one of the first

natural-gas pipelines was built in 1876 to supply Titusville,

Pennsylvania, the gas being transported 5 miles through
a 2-m pipe Development proceed during the years

1880-90 and natural gas became of some economic im-
portance, and at that time many towns m Pennsylvania,

Ohio, and West Virginia were supplied with gas Gas-wells
were drilled in Kansas m 1882, in California, gas was
utilized m 1890, and in Texas, some of the principal dis-

coveries of gas were made between 1901 and 1903

To-day gas is piped hundreds of miles from oil- or gas-

fields to industrial centres The figures of the Umted States

Bureau of Mines Report on Natural Gas in 1931 [33, 1933]
are of interest It is stated that the steady expansion which
characterized the natural-gas industry in that country
during the past decade was interrupted m 1931 when
the total marketed production of natural gas was

1.686.436.000.

000 cu ft (le approx one trilhon, six

hundred billion cu ft in French and Amencan nomen-
clature, or one billion, six hundred thousand milhons cu ft

in Enghsh nomenclature) Of the total consumption
of natural gas m the Umted States m 1931, namely,

1.684.249.000.

000 cu ft , 34% was used for field purposes,

23% for domestic and commercial purposes, 12% for

carbon black, 8% at electric pubhc-utility power plants,

4% at petroleum refineries, 2% at cement plants, and 17%

Table U
Gases in the Taman Peninsula

(Nametkin, Zabrodina, Karkonas, Kursanov, Sokolov, and Uspenski)

Locality

Karabetovka (while well was throwing oi

Pdkla Peninsula (with cgection of mud)
Bugaz (periodic gas from mud-volcano)
Onilaya (periodic gas from mud spring)

Gnilaya
Tdmbali (gas from mud-volcano)
Neftenaya (weak gassing)

I

Composition ofgas

Carbon ' Propane Non-com-
Air dioxide

j

Methane ' Ethane plus bustibie gas

% % ' % i /. % ‘ %
42 35 5 58 8 1 S

26 3 73 7
,

104 89 2
1

1

04 99 6
1

1

15 898
1

87
22 97 8

1

61 82
1 1

21 97
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for geoend industnal ptiiposes Expc»ta of gas to Canada
and Mexico totalled 2,231,000,000 cu ft in 1931, and im-

ports totalled 44,000,000 cu ft

The figures quoted cover only gas marketed and do not

uidude gas blown mto the air or the large quantities of

‘unaccounted-for’ gas lost in transmission

Gas-wells have been drilled to establish reserves for the

large pipeline systems

Of outstandmg interest among the developments m
the natural-gas mdustiy was the construction in 1931 of the

Panhandle (Texas)-Chicago pipeline

Convoaition of Natoral Gas
One of the first systematic studies of the composition of

natural gases was made by O A Burrell and G G Ober-

feU, who published the results of the analyses of samfdes

of natural gas from 25 cities m the Umted States in 1914,

Since that bme many analyses have been put forward

Natural gases are roughly classified accordmg to their

content of light hqmd pandfin hydrocarbon vapours A
‘dry’ gas contains less than 0 1 gal of gasohne for 1,000

cu ft, a ‘lean’ gas 0 l-03gal per l,000cu ft,anda‘wet*

gas 0 3 gal per 1,000 cu ft or more

Pentane and heavier, %
Nitrogen, %
Carbon dioxide, %
Hydrogen

Types and Varieties ofNatural Gases (H A Ley [58, 1935])

87 04
413
2S6
200

% I

Hydro- ' Hydro-
|

Hydro-
j

Hydro- I
Carbon

]

Nitrogen i Hydro- i

,

carbon carbon
|

carbon i carbon dioxide
{

I carbon
|

Sweet’
1
’Sour’ ' ‘Ice’

I
‘Wind’ Domestic i

'
'

‘ bottled I

Hydro-

Industrial
I

bottled

36 7
14 S

23 S

Hydro-
carbon

‘Casing-

In 1930 there were 65,000 miles [29, 1931]ofga$pipehnes

m the Umted States, and the gas reserves of that country

have been estimated [55, 1931] at 100,000,000,000,000

cu ft , or perhaps over twice this amount
In Canada [34, 1928] gas has been produced m New

Brunswick, Ontano, Alberta, and a small amount m
Mamtoba In 1924 the Royalite no 4 Well, Turner

Valley, Alberta, came m with a gas-flow of 17 to 20 miUion

cu ft per day High-grade naphtha of 72-73° B6 was
extracted and the gas piped to Calgary for domestic and
mdustnal uses

A well-known gasfield occurs in Transylvania, mvesti-

gated chiefly in the years 1906-18 , formerly in Hungary, the

temtoiy is now Roumanian
This gas is dry, bemg mamly methane, and is found

over a wide area, the 6 mam distncts being Sarmashel,

Samshud, Zahul, Saroshul, Bazna, and Copsa-Mica [43,

1931-2] N N Stefanescu [52, 1934] has stated that m
the Transylvania region at least 80 salt-domes are known
as gas producers The gas contains 98% of methane and
has a density of 0 5 There are 7 known gas-produong
strata, of which only 3 were then m production, the

deepest 4 being held as future reserves The depths of
the gas-producing formations vary from 600-3,000 ft , and
the pressure is up to 1,000 lb per sq m He states also

that the total production of gas m 1933 was 6,100,000,000

cu ft Three pipelines are m existence for the conveyance

of the gas [30, 1934 , 43, 1931-2] to mdustnal centres

The gases encounter^ m the oil-producmg distncts in

Roumania are met often under high pressure. Ihese gases

are used for power and gas-hft purposes

In Hungary there are a few small gas-wells givmg
3,000-5,000 cu m of gas per day which is used m
hnting and hghting m the towns of Hqiduszoboszlb,

Karczag, and Debreczen In England gas has been en-

countm^ m die dnllmg at Hardstoft, Derbyshire, and at

Heethfidd, Sussex.

Natural gas is, for the most part, composed ofthe hydro-

carbons of the paraflin senes, carbon dioxide, nitrogen,

and, occasionally, helium Natural gases from some parts

of Kansas, Oklahoma, and Texas contain appreciable

quantities of mtrogen with proportions of helium also

Some ofthe natural gases of the F^ific Coast of the United
States and of Mexico contam large percentages of carbon
dioxide In some districts natural gas also contams
hydrogen sulphide and organic sulphur compounds
Occasionally wells produce almost pure carbon dioxide or

almost pure nitrogen Methane is the usual chief consti-

tuent, and this can be present in some cases as practi-

cally the only hydrocarbon present, eg m proportions

up to 98-99% of the total Hydrogen, carbon monoxide,

oxygen, acetylene, and olefines are, accordmg to Burrell,

not constituents of natural gas, but carbon monoxide and
hydrogen have been recorded m some analyses The other

paraffins, ethane, propane, butane, Isobutane, pentane and
isopentane, hexanes, heptanes, and possibly octanes can
be present, but the higher the molecular weight the less

is the proportion Cyclopropane and cyc/obutane and
other naphthene hydrocarbons, e g cyc/opentane (which

has been idenufied m petroleum), may also possibly be
present [5, 1924] m gas associated with some oils,

however, m certain Umted States natural-gas gasolmes

[3, 1929], R-butane, n-pentane. Isopentane, and tetra-

methyl-methane (neopentane) and srnall amounts of tn-

methylethyl-methane, dilsopropyl, and dimethylpropyl-

methane have been reported with no cyclic hydrocarbons
boilmg below the hexanes Other mvesbgators have failed

to find neopentane With highly aromatic light crude oils,

vapours of benzene and toluene would be present m the

associated gas Benzene, toluene, and m-xylme have been
found m natural-gas gasoline {28, 1926],

R P.AndersonandA M EiakineEl, 1924] have rqiorted
the presence also of2-mediyl-pent8ne, n-hexane, H-beptax,
2-iiiethyh'hexane, and octane m natural-gas gasoline.
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In the United States natural gas used with or without

admixture with oil gas has, to obtam a standard quality

of gas, m some cases been subjected to crackmg, or partial

cracking, before use for aty distribution This re-forming

of natural gas is described by W W Odell [48] In this

cracked gas, constituents such as hydrogen and illuminants

are present

Natural gas accompanies oil m the strata, although most
natural-gas wells do not yield oil In the older oilfields,

such as some Pennsylvanian fields, oil has been produced
long after the gas pressure has almost entirely disappeared,

while certain formations continue to yield gas under high

pressure, with practically no diminution from the beginning

until the end of the life of the well as regards its oil pro-

duction, as has been experienced in some Mexican oilfields

Burrell has pomted out that natural gas associated with

oil m the structure incorporates some of the lighter

liquid hydrocarbons The gases from the heavier crude

oils with little or no gasoline content, such as some of
the Coastal crudes of Texas, have only very small pro-

portions of gasoline vapour Gas associated with oils

nch m gasoline and where the gas pressure is approaching

exhausUon contains high proportions of gasoline vapours

The chief factors which determine the gasoline content of
a gas are the content of light constituents in the crude oil,

the well pressure, and the mUmacy of the gas-oil contact

The importance of the pressure factor is evident Gas-
wells can have original pressures of the order of 1,000 lb

per sq in , under which conditions little gasoline vapour
can be present in the gas As the pressure in the stratum

dimimshes, through withdrawal of gas, the remaming gas

becomes increasingly nch in light liquid hydrocarbon
vapours

F W Lake has pomted out that [37, 1930], as yet, a
number of physical phenomena connected with the

onginal occurrence and assoaation of oil and gas, and
their relative movement through the strata mterstices from
the reservoir mto the well, are at present only little under-

stood Reservoir pressures originally existing in the deeper

producing honzons, such as occur m the Santa Sprmgs

and Kettleman Hills fields, have been as high as 3,000-

4,0001b persq m This mvestigator also pomts out that

gas associated with oil exists underground, dependmg on
the temperature, the pressure, and the nature of the oil

as free gas overlymg the oil m the higher portions of the

strata, dissolved m the oil, adsorbed, m small proportions,

at the mterfacial surfaces, or as liquid, but as the average

natural gas, as produced, contams more than three-

quarters Its volume of methane and ethane and the critical

temperature for methane is very much less than, and that

for ethane a little less than, 93° F , it is not probable that

much of the gas exists m the liquid form in the average

natural reservoir

With increasing amounts of ethane, propane, and butane

m the natural gas, its solubility in oil increases, and, m
general, natural gas is more soluble in bght than heavy

oils It IS shown by Lake that at a pressure of 1,300 lb

per sq m as much as 360 cu ft of wet natural gas is held

m solution per barrel of oil ofabout 34° API , and that the

gas decreases the viscosity of the oil and its surface tension

P S Magruder [40, 1930] also considers that since the

original oil contains the gasoline under the earth pressures,

the composition of the crude oil determines to some
extent the characteristics of the natural gasoline obtained

from the gas with which it is associated A heavy crude

oil rarely contams appreciable amounts of natural gaso-

Ime, while crudes of medium specific gravity yield natural

gasolines of relatively stable characteristics, propaneand the

butanes bemg charactenstic constituents of li^t crude oils

Table III, given by Magruder, shows some approximate

analyses of gases encountered with crude oils of varymg
specific gravity

Table III

Giavity, “API at 60° F ' 20 0 ! 25 0
j

30 0 35 0

Analysis (% by volume)
|

!

Methane I 96 19 89 80 87 76 81 28
bthanc 1 84 5 00

|
5 30 8 58

Propane
|

1 46 2 80
|

3 20 4 75

Butanes 013 080
j

1 90 2 79
Pentanes and heavier

|

0 38 1 60 I 1 84 2 60

Table IV
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It can be noted that the hghter oils give up the greater

amounts of the butanes to the gas, which results m a more
volatile natural gasoline being made from such gases

Table IV gives some of the analyses of natural-gas

samples from the pnncipal fields of the United States given

byR Cross [16, 1931]

The composition of some further natural gases occurrmg

m the Umted States are given by Cross, Gamer, Miller,

and Dobbin in Tables V and VI

Table V

Pittsburgh, Pa

Louisville, Ky
Buflalo, N Y
Cincinnati, O
Cleveland, O
Springfield, O
Columbus, O
Chelsea, Okla
Bartlesville

Kansas City
Forth Worth
Los Angeles
Little Rock
Monroe

804
75 4
92 4

A most comprehensive senes of analyses ofnatural gases

occurring in the North American Contment is given by the

collected papers of the Amencan Association of Petroleum

Geologists [58, 1935] Unusual gases are quoted m
Table VII

Table VI

Analyses ofGases rich in Helium and Nitrogen (Dobbin)

Some interesting analyses of gases, used m the course of

a research on solubility, have been recorded by B E
Lmdsly [38] as in Table VIII

It IS thus obvious that the composiUon of natural gas

depends to some extent on the conditions under which the

sample is taken Underground waters can contain small

amounts of dissolved gases, and such waters have been
mvesUgated by G W Jones, W P Yant, and E P
Buxton [35, 1923] who endeavoured to show that the

content of natural gas might be a possible aid to the

petroleum and natural-gas prospector

Some interesting observations on the nature of the gases

from the Panhandle field are given by V CotnerandH E
Crum [14, 1933]m Table IX These mvesUgators pomt out
that there are ‘sour’ and ‘sweet’ gases m the Texas Pan-
handle district ‘Sour’ gas is found m the limestone pro-

duemg areas of the Borger district, and ‘sour’ gas is also

produced in Gray, Moore, Carson, and Potter counties

A ‘sour’ gas usually contains 5-200 grains of hydrogen
sulphide per 100 cu A , while a ‘sweet’ gas contams 5

or less grains of hydrogen sulphide It has been stated that

most of the sulphur in the gas from the Gramte Wash zone

Tabib vn

Methane

%
Ethane

y.

Carbon
Oxygen

%
Nitrogen Unsajs Helium

%
Hydrogen

%

Carbon
monoxide

%
Colorado (Model) 000 000 1219 092 79 71 7 18

Ohio CThunton) 9120 1 10
i

020 030 2 70
1

3 70 0 80
Gulf Coast (Jennings) 88 40 1 03

1

180 181 3 76
,

140
Michigan 67 90 070 130 35

1

1 0 25 6
Kentucky (Meade) 917 01 06 73 03

tabix vin

Some Umted States Gas Analyses

Well

Pressure

ofgas,
lb persq in

abs

Composition ofgas, %
Field Methane Ethane Propane Butane Pentane Source ofsample

Oklahoma City D
D

263

16

15

38

87 3

604

84 3

88 1

79
16 9

87
73

30
13 8

18
63

1 7

18

26

12

Gas discharged from separator

Gas from oil discharging from 263 lb per sg in

separator to 16 lb per sq in separator

Intake gas of gasohne plant

Residual gas of gasoline plant

Kettleman Hills F 1,672 83 6 82 36 16 1 0 Free gas. not in solution at 1,672 lb per sq m
pressure

” F 52 512 18 3 131 97 33 Gas in soluUon m a 500 lb per sq in trap and
liberated from 52 lb per sq m trap

” O 1,089 846 90 40 14 1 0 Free gas, not in soluUon at 1,089 lb per k in

pressure

Ventura iT 1,000

~
91 9 i2~ 29

i

1-4 0-6 Free gas, not m siriution at 1,000 lb, per sq in
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IS m the fonn of ethyl, propyl, and butyl mercaptans in-

stead of hydrogen sulphide

Table IX
Analyses ofPanhandle Gas (Cotner and Crum)

Composite samples,

Wheeler County

No I No 2

% %

Gas-well,

Carson
County

%
Oxygen 0 22 040 040
Carbon dioxide 000 0 10 030
Nitrogen 1 59 2 10 1 80
Methane 92 30 91 25 90 58
Ethane 309 2 80 3 70
Propane 1 81 209 137
BuUne 0 93 0 82 1 108
Pentanes and heavier 0 56 044

1

0 57

The hydrogen sulphide content of gases m some United
States oilhelds has been discussed by J M Devme and
C J Wilhelm [18, 1931] Certam gases from Texas were

found to be rich m this constituent, and the hipest figure

quoted is 20 50% by volume of hydrogen sulphide m the

gas of a pumping well m the Roberts-Settles field m the

Howard and Glasscock counties, Texas
Natural gas from reservoirs on the Bush dome in Potter

County is stated to contam 2% of helium

Canada is an important producer of natural gas

E H Boomer [23, 1930] has discussed the utihzation of
Alberta natural gas The Turner Valley area produces

a ‘wet* gas containing a relaUvely small proportion of
naphtha These gases are stnpped of their naphtha content,

and the residual gas, mostly methane, has been to a great

extent burned m the field Thus some 60,000 cu ft of
gas are destroyed for each barrel of naphtha obtained

About 75,000,000 cu ft of gas are used per day m the

neighbouring cities, this figure being not more than one-
eighth of the total gas available Apart from this field,

there are in the provmce of Alberta many dry gas-wells, at

present capped and conserved, awaiting utilization In

1926 the possible daily production of these dry gasfields

was estimated to be in excess of 400,000,000 cu ft

R T Elworthy [24, 1921 , 25, 1924] has given some ana-

lyses of typical Canadian natural gases in Tables X and XI

Table X
Analyses ofsome Canadian Natural Gases

The hehum content ofAlberta and Ontario natural gases

has been mvestigated by R T Elworthy [26, 1926] who
found small proportions, the figures ranging from about

0 009% hehum content of the deep horizon gas of Royahte
no 4 Well, Turner Valley, to about 0 82% hehum of the

gas from Caledon, West Peel County, Ontario

Other analyses of some gases from the Turner Valley,

Alberta, have been recorded by P V Rosewame, W P
Campbell, and R J Offbrd [50, 1933], Table XII, and
show the important content of gasoline vapour

Analyses of natural gases from the oilfields of Iran have

been given m several commiuucations These gases, sunilar

to some Amencan gases such as from south-west Texas
(Big Lake and Crane-Upton fields) and Mexico, have hi^
contents of hydrogen sulphide, often about 10% by

Table XI

Analyses ofAlberta Natural Gases
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Table XIVTable xn

volume An explanaUon of this hydrogen sulphide content

of Iranian gas has been put forward by W H Cadman

[9, 1923], who showed experimentally that Iranian natural

gas, freed from hydrogen sulphide, will react on heatmg not

only with elemental sulphur, but also calcium sulphate

(anhydnte and gypsum) to form hydrogen sulphide. Oil-

fiald waters have been shown to contain sulphate-reducing

bacteria which might account for some hydrogen sulphide

A E Dunstan [21, 1924] pomts out that Iranian gas

contains traces of argon, but no helium, and gives [22,

1928] an analysis of gas separated at 400 lb per sq m
pressure

Hydrogen sulphide 0 9% by volume
Carbon dioxide 0 35% ,

Oxygen 0 2S% „
Paraffins 96 36% „ (methane 80 2%,

ethane 16 16%)

Other figures of gases separated at high and low pressure

are also given m Table XUI

Table XIU
Iranian Natural Gas

High-'prerture

gas

%

Low-pressure
gas

%
Hydrogen sulphide 09 78
Oxygen and carbon dioxide 07 194
Nitrogen 14 17
Methane 810 36-0

Ethane 16 0 320
Propane 9-0

Butane 90
Pentane 60
Density (H - 1) 11 8 167

I^irther figures have been given by S J M Auld
[2, 1928] m Table XIV

High-pressure

gas

%

Low-pressure

gas

%
Total

%
Methane 710 35 3 41-4

Ethane 210 315 29 8

Propane
1

85 71
Butane 85 71
Pentane

1

55 46
Hydrogen sulphide

i

10 5 97

details on Iranian natural gases, as obtained before and
after gasolme extraction, which he classifies as follows

(1) High-pressure gas is that part taken from the high-

pressure separators operaUng under the natural pressure

of the oil

(2) Low-pressure gas is separated from the crude oil

when the latter is reduced to approximately atmospheric

pressure This separation is made m flow tanks at 3-6 m
of water pressure

This gas IS stnpped of its gasohne content, thus

() Unstripped gas is low-pressure gas which has not

had Its gasoline removed by absorption or com-
pression

() Stripped gas is low-pressure gas from which gasolme

has been removed

(3) Accumulator gas is obtamed durmg the removal of

gasoline and consists mainly of propane and butane

Table XV

1

Hvh-
pres^

Unstripped

low-

T
Stripped

low-

pressure

gas

%

Accumulator
gas

%
Hfi 40 12 12 115
Methane 76 29 40 25
Ethane 18 24 21 50
Propane '

’ 21
i

18 440
Butane 10 35 0
Pentane

+

J 1

4
1

trace 20

Discussmg methods for desulphurization of gas [4, 1900,

1915, 1922, 1931 , 7, 1929], W H Cadman summanzes the

methods as

(1) Partial oxidation by means of a Claus-Chance type

plant

(2) Washmg with sodium sulphide solution and re-

actifying the solution with air

(3) Water-washmg the gas under pressure

(4) Other methods mcludmg (a) Koppers sodium car-

bonate process, (b) tnethanolamine, (c) alcohol or glycerolRecently W H Cadman [10, 1934] has given more

Analyais of Natural Gases from Ofiwr Parts of the Woild

Tak£XV1
Poland (Kling and Suchowiak [36, 1928D

Locality

Carbon
thoxide

%
Oxygen
%

Methane

%
Ethane

%
Nitrogen

% Other Constituents

BitkdwWdl 134

„ Gusher
Boi^w WeU Bank 18

Mecinka Michal 5

„ „ Michal 2
Folanka Gbz6
Kroino „ WiniucaS

.. Kr6scicnko43

.. „ Krdsciettkod

3 31

380
1 52
122
0-00

000
000
0 70
190
0-63

0 92
194
003
208
0-00

000
7 38
000
000
0-00

9090
8519
70-69

93
96
96
63
95
96
96

9 75
5 30

27 76
34
58
58
93
66
80
34

009
3 76
000
3 35
3-42

362
2867
364
130
3-03

(Practically all the gases from the Carpathian
lowlands contain hehum in very small quan-
tities, not exceedmg 0 03%),
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Otber analyses are given by K. Tolwinski [57, 1934]

Table XVU
Average Value ofGas Analyses In Boryslaw and Daszawa (K Katz)

Well
Locality Company

Depth,
metres

Carbon
dioxide

%
Oxygen

%
Hydrogen

%
Paraffins

%
Nitrogen

%

7iiyiinna 1 Mrazmca B Roth 1,479

Boryslaw

060 1 3 16 0 92 70 3 54

Zygmunt 4 u Galiqa 1,467 063 424 0 88 66 647

Polmin 6
1

Polmin
1i

317
1

Daszawa
on

1
2 17 1 0

1

94 64 1 3 08

Basiowka Cazohna
1

490 006 2-02
1

® 95 19 2 73

Smialy 740 0 2 33 ! 0 94 23 344
Polmin 4

1

Polmin
j

775 6 015 2 13
1

° 94 16 3 56

Table XVm
Russia (Sokolov [51, 1930-lD

Locality

Atr

%
j

dioxide

%
Methane

\
%

Ethane

%
Propane

%
Butane

\ %

Higher
hydrocarbons

%
Surakhani 1 18 2

1

775 20 08 05
Grozni 1

518 10 7 25 1 88 19
Dagestanskie Ogni 1 75 ^89 0 19 06 06

Kara-Chukhur [56. 1932] Carbon dioxide 0 3-46%, hydrocarbons 72 5-98 4%, nitrogen 0-22 I %

Further analyses of Russian oilfield gas have been Karkonas, D N Kursanov, V A Sokolov, and S P
reported by S S Nametkin, A S Zabrodina, A S Uspenski [46, 1932] as in Table XIX

Table XIX
Russia

Locality

Atr

%

Carbon
dioxide

%
Methane

%
Ethme Propane

%
Butane

%

Higher
hydrocarbons

%
Baku region

Surakhani 1 0 182 77 5 20 1 3 reckoned with propane
08 15 4 804 22 12
1 0 19 5 76 3 20 12
15 19 3 73 7 30 25
1 5 15 2 79 B 22 1 3

1 5 43 907 25 10
4-0 16 6 75 5 27 08 07 07

Sabuncht 50 88 846 09 02 02 03
12 5 11 5 75 0 07 03 reckoned with propane

Balahani 40 11 5 83 7 06 02 ..

35 14 6 809 06 04

Puta 1 0 13 2 81 3 16 1 15
Bibi-Eibat 05 63 907 21 04 reckoned with propane
Subany 10 20 92 9 21 10 05 05
Kala 25 03 944 21 03 04

20 16 93 3 23 05 01 02
Eni-Kishlak 45 04 949 02 02 reckoned w th propane

propane- higher non-com-
Dagestan region hydrocarbons busuble gas
Dagestan Ogni 10 7 6 J 89 0 20 05

1 0 7 8 ' 88 2 1 9 1 0 01
07 79 87 6 28 lO

Dusi^ 20 13 7 821 1 5 04 03
Berekay 05 99 862 23 09 02
Grouii region (propane)

Old Grozni gp IV 0-4 57 6 16 8 15 0 102
NewOroznigp V 549 16 0 72 219

,. gp V tub-gp I ^ 53 1 10 3 87 27 9

Melitopol region

QoatgMvka. 85«9 141
991 09

J, 990 1-0

Pokiwlcft U (oortbom part) 02 998
i
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Table XX
Routnama
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Methane

J
Oxygen

Locality 1 %
Sarmas, Transylvania [27]

Sarmasfno 11) Transylvania
1

99 2

1

08

[12]
1

99 10 0 36 054

Then an typical dry gases from the Translyvanian gas-

field The gases associated with petroleum m the Ruma-
nian oilfields show the characteristics of usual oilfield

gases. I I Gardcscu [30, 1934] gives an analysis of gas

from Anscesti

Methane 95
Ethane 2
Carbon dioxide 3

and the analysis of natural gas produced with the oil from
the Meotian Third sand at Moreni is shown as follows

%
Methane 74 0
Ethane 10 8

Propane 4 2
n-Butane 3 0
iioButane 2 0
Pentane 4 0
Carbon dioxide 2 0

Traces of carbon monoxide, nitrogen, sulphur, and helium

Germany

Natural gas in Germany has been discussed by H Stille

and H SchlQter [S3, 1934] At Volkenroda m Thunngia
gas analyses show the foUowmg average composition

Methane 54 5 %, ethane 124%, propane 9 0%, butanes 7% C,Hk
2 2%, carbon monoxide 01%, carbon dioxide 0 0%, oxygen 01%,
nitrogen 18 0%
Japanese gases have been described by K Hashimoto

[32, 1928], who states that the majonty of natural gases

produced by the Nippon Oil Company belong either to

the pure hydrocarbon type, or to that havmg a compara-
tively large content of nitrogen The former mcludes the

gas from Nishiyama, Takamachi, Hokkaido, and Kuuui,
which gives approximately 1,000 B Th U per cu. ft , while

the latter from Nutsu and Akita gives 800-900 B Th U
The natural gas from Shukkoko, Taiwan, belongs to the

carbon dioxide type, contaming more than 30% of carbon

dioxide

Recently work has been earned out by B E Lmdsly[38]

on the solubihty and hberation of gas from natural gas

and oil solutions This investigator has pointed out the

effect of the method ofrelease of the gas on the composibon
of the gas hberated The method of releasmg gas from
soluuon influences the form of the solubihty curves Flash

liberation of gases apparently produces solubihty curves

that approach the straight-hne relationship m accordance

with Henry’s Law, whereas differential hberation, which

causes gradual concentration of the heavier gases m the

solvent, produces curved hnes when the pressure-volume

relationship is plotted on co-ordmate paper The hberation

ofgas with release ofpressure is analogous to the evolution

of vapours from volatile liquids, with the application of

heat In differential distillation, vapours are removed from
the oil as formed , differential mcremental distillation refers

to a series ofconditions as just stated and could be regarded

as successive-flash distillation Incremental or flash dis-

tillation is single-flash distillation, and hquid and vapour
are m contact until equihbrium is estabhshed Smgle-

flash distillation yields greater quantities of vapour at

the same maximum temperature than successive-flash

distillation owmg to the effect of the partial pressure of
the lighter components affectmg the partial pressure of the

heavier components
An example of gas hberation is quoted by Lmdsly If

the bottom-hole pressure is 2,000 lb per sq in , the well-

head pressure is 1,000 lb per sq m , and the high-pressure

gas-oil separators are held at 500 lb per sq in , the imtial

flash IS 2,000 to 500 lb per sq m , provided that no free

gas has teen withdrawn between the tubing and casmg
The second flash would be in the low-pressure separators

held at SO lb per sq in The thu-d flash occurs when the

oil from the latter separators flows into the flow tanks.

Table XXI
&igland

LocaUty
Methane

%
Ethane

%
Fro^ne

^

Nitrogen

%
monoxide

1 %

Carbon
dioxide

%
Oxygen

%
Heathfield (Sussex) [54] 93 16 2 94 290

(helium - 0 21)

[39]

3 93

100

Hardstofl (Derbyshire) [46] 93 98 104 090
{

009 007

Table XXII
France (Mouieu [45, 1923D

Composldon In volume %

Origin ofgas
Carbon
dioxide Oxygen

ConAustIble
gas Nitrogen

1

Rare gases

A, Kr, Xe HeandNe
Lesqum 0-97 97 736 0 350 0-924
Moliires 045 traces 97 99 154 0-0111 0-008
Pdchelbronn Pits no 1 Soufflard traces 98-40 156 0032 0-008

„ Kutzenhause Sondage no 457 1-49 89 25 909 0154 04)15
„ Sondage no 2141 98 98 100 0 017 0003
„ no 2183 051 98 10 I 36 1

0-019 04)04
St Barthdlemy en Ooa (Fontaine Ardente) 73 13 817 9 37 0103 04)17
Vatix-an-Bogey (Sondage no 2) 33 91 18 3405 0019 0095
Wittelsheim (Mines de Potasse de MoUiouse, Fosse
Tbeodine) 060 9667 269 0-029 0-009
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Table XXUI

* Oisoline can be extracted fiom Una lae

T Contains smaU proporuons of beUum

which may be held at atmospheric pressure or a httle above
Smgle-flash hberation would have occurred if the oil and
gas had flowed directly from the well-head to the flow tanks

when more of the heavier components, such as pentane

and hexane, would have been liberated, since theu: partial

vapour pressures would have been reduced by the presence

of large proportions of methane and ethane When gas
was hberated differentially from an oil m the experiments

of Lmdsly, the API gravity of the oil was 1 to 4° higher

than that of the oil when the gas was flash hberated, m-
dicatmg that more of the pentane and hexane remained
m the oil

The use of the carbon dioxide content of natural gas
commercially is of interest J C Miller [42, 1933] points

out that, m the United States, gas-wells producing gas

contaimng more than 30% of carbon dioxide as shown m
Table XXIV appear to be confined to the Rocky Mountam
region Plant has been erected for ‘diy ice’ m the McCal-
lum field (Walden), Colorado, and on the Famham Dome,
near Price, Utah
The wells south of Tampico, Mexico, m the State of

Vera Cruz on the Haaenda of Quebrache, give a non-
inflammable natural gas under high pressure with some
oil This gas on analysis [41, 1931] shows a content of

93% carbon dioxide and 3% of gasoline vapour, ethane.

Tabu XXIV
Some Carbon Dioxide Contents of United States

Natural Gases

Carbon
dioxide

%
Montana
Kevm-Sunburst Pondera Valley Oil Co Well no 2

Larson
82 33

9* .. Advance Oil Co Well no 1 Kitchen 57 75

Colorado
Gannesa Gypsy Oil Co no 1 6103
McCallum Continental Oil Co no 1 Sherman 91 82

New Mexico
Jantas Dome Cahforma Co 670
Wagon Mound Arkansas Gas and Fuel Co 900
Estancia Valley Sinoco Oil Co , no 2 Dehart 97 8

Bueyeros Kummbeca Oil and Gas Co no 1

Kerline

98 2

Utah
”

Famham Carbon Dioxide and Chemical Co
no 1 98 3

methane, and a small amount of sulphur compounds
This gas has also been used commercially for Uie pro-

duction of solid carbon dioxide. Important information

on the non-hydrocarbon constituents of natural gas has

been collected by C E Dobbm [19] m a paper on the

geology of natural gases nch m hehum, carbra dioxide,

and hydrogen sulphide

The composition of natural gas, especudly concerning

the non-hydrocarbon constituents, is an exceedmgly inter-

estmg subject in geo-chenustry Constituents such as

carbon dioxide and nitrogen might be accounted for m
decomposition processes of orgamc matenal that are so

widely considered to be the source of petroleum and
petroleum hydrocarbon gases, but there is a possibibty

that such constituents may have been derived from qmte
diverse sources m the earth’s crust and have migrated

some distance and become mixed m the natural reservoirs

m which they are found
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HELIUM
Bjr Professor F. A. PANETH, Ph.D.

Imperltd College ofScience and Technology, London

I. Properties, Radioactive Formation, and Analytical

Detection of Hdiinn

Heuum is the second element in the Natural System and
the lightest ofthe rare gases The weight of 1 litre ofhehum
(N T P ) IS 0 1785 g , Its specific gravity is 0 138 as com-
pared with 1 for air Its atomic weight is 4 002, but in all

probability there exists another kind of helium atom of

mass 3 016 formed by certam processes of artificial trans-

mutation [46, 1934] It has not yet been possible to detect

this helium of atomic weight 3 in nature, nor could the

reports [23, 1934] on its production in quantity be con-

firmed [51, 1935].

Helium diffuses generally about 3 tunes as quickly as

nitrogen (J as quickly as hydrogen), but there are certain

materials, for instance vitreous silica, ordinary glass at

higher temperatures, and gelatine, celluloid, and cellophane

[56, 1936], which are practically airtight but never^eless

possess an abnormally high permeability for hehum
Being a rare gas, helium has not the faculty of forming

stable chemical compounds, those reported by various m-
vestigators [4, 1925 , 40, 1927 , 44, 1927] have not been

confirmed [37, 1925, 50, 1928] For the same reason it has

neither taste nor smell Its optical spectrum is very charac-

teristic, especially the prominent yellow line 5875 63 A

,

which is essentially responsible for the colour of rarefied

helium under the influence of electric discharges Other
lines in the visible part of the spectrum which can also be
easily observed have the wave-lengths 6678 15, 5015 68,

4921 93, 4713 15, and 4471 48 A
The thermal conductivity of helium is approximately 6

tunes that of air Its solubility in water is only 0 97 vol

,

m 100 vol water at 0° (nitrogen 2 35, oxygen 4 89 vol

)

Helium IS the most difficult of all gases to liquefy, its

critical temperature is — 267 9'’C (5 2‘’K) Its boilmg-

point under atmospheric pressure is —268 9“ C (4 2° K )

The density of hquid helium depends on both temperature

and pressure, at a temperature of 4 2° K and a pressure

of 1 atm Its density is 0 125 or f that of water At low
temperatures and high pressures it is possible to obtam
helium also in the sohd state

Hehum is produced m the course of many natural and
artificial atomic transmutations The a-rays of radioactive

substances like uranium, radium, radon, or polonium con-

sist of positively charged hehum atoms In the successive

stages of the transmutation of a uramum atom into lead

8 hehum atoms are hberated, m the transmutaUon of a
thonum atom mto lead, 5 hehum atoms Consequently, m
the course of geological times a certam amount of hehum
IS produced m all mmerals and rocks contaimng uramum
or thonum, 1 g of uramum develops 1 16xl()~’ cc
hehum per year, 1 g thorium 2 43 x KT* c c. Whetherthe
whole amount of hehum remams occluded or not depends

upon the hardness of the mmerals (or rocks) and upon the

temperatures to which they haveb^ subjected after then:

solidification; the escape of hehum is greatly facihtated

the presence of hydrogen [12, 1934, 50, 1928] The feebly

radioactive rocks generally retam their hehum content

better than mmerals nch m uramum or tiionum [16, 1929;

25, 1936, 32, 1935] This may be due to the smaller gas

pressure m ordinary rocks theheliumcontentneverexceeds

the order of 10~* c c per g , while a radioacuve nuneral,

as, for instance, thonanite, contains up to 9 c c per g
As instances of artificial processes of atomic disintegra-

tion by which hehum is produced we may quote the bom-
bardment of lithium by hydrogen [14, 1932] accordmg to

the equation JLi+lH = 2JHe or the impact ofneutrons on
boron [1. 1935,9, 1935,48, 1936] “BH-Jn -- JLi+jHe It

IS possible that in nature, besides the radioactive disintegra-

tion processes, other elementary transformaUons sunilar

to those artificially produced take place, and that such a
formation is responsible for the occurrence of hehum m
beryllium minerals [22, 1934] or perhaps even in natural

gases

Thanks to its characteristic spectrum and the ease of
Its separation from other elements, the methods for the

detection of helium are extremely sensitive, a fact which
simplifies the study of its distribution in nature The limit

of the qualitative detection of hehum is at present about
10~» cc [49, 1928] For the determination of quanUUes
of the order of 10“‘ to 10“' c c the method of Piram is

especially suitable, it is based on the conductivity ofhelium
for heat [52, 1931]

II. Occurrence of Hdium
Like the other rare gases, helium is a constituent of the

atmosphere Its quantity near the surface of the earth

amounts to 5 3 x 10“* c c per c c of air For theoretical

reasons it is probable that in the stratosphere its relative

proportion is increased, and it has been reported [34, 1935]
that Its ratio is already higher at altitudes between 9 and
17 km , but with a more accurate method even at a height

of 18 km no difference has been found. One air sample
from 21 km height contamed 5 64 X 10-* c c (N T.P ) per
c c of an [47, 1937], i c a surplus of 7%.

Unlike the other rare gases, helium occurs not only in

the atmosphere but, as a product of radioacbve dismtegra-
tion, m all minerals and rocks contaimng uranium or
thonum (see part 1) It has been estunated that between
8 and 30 million cu m of helium are generated annually

by radioactive processes [57, 1921] As mentioned before,

a fraction of the helium content of the earth’s crust con-
stantly escapes and accordingly a current of helium rises

from the earth mto the air, it is probable that this current

ennches the atmosphere every year by several million cubic
metres of helium [42. 1923 , 54, 1928] As the helium m
the whole atmosphere may be taken to be about 10^* cu m

,

an amount equal to the present hehum content would be
added every 10 million years or so Since this is only a
small fraction of the tune the atmosphere must be assumed
to have existed, the conclusion is unavoidable that the
hehum, owmg to its lightness, is not permanently retamed
by the gravitational field of the earth but escapes mto the

void It IS not yet known whether a dynamic eqmhbnum
between the two processes has been readied and whether,

therefore, the hehum content of die atmosphere is constant.

There are several places on the earth where the escape
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of heliuin. together with other gases, is especially marked
Here die quantities of helium which leave the earth’s crust

are so considerable that they cannot have been freshly

formed fh>m rocks by radioactive processes, they consist

of ‘fossil’ hehum which has been collected dunng geo-

logical periods and has only recently found an opportumty

to escape It follows that these hehum discharges are not

constant, but are bound to decrease and come to an end

after a defimte penod
Such high concentrations of hehum have been observed

especaally m three groups of natural gases [69, 1934, 72,

1923] gases from mineral wells, volcamc gases, and gases

from petroleum fields Each of these may, however, occur

also practically free from helium and so far one has not

succeeded in estabhshuig a connexion between the chemical

composition of natural gases and their hehum content

Most of the hehum-beanng gases from mineral wells m
France, Italy, Germany, and Japan consist almost exclu-

sively of nitrogen, some of French ongm contam also

carbon dioxide in considerable quanUty This latter gas is

the mam constituent (up to 99%) m the ‘Sofliom’ m Italy

and m similar volcanic gases m Japan The gases from
petroleum fields consist in most cases mainly of com-
bustible hydrocarbons, but there are exceptions with a high

percentage of nitrogen or of carbon dioxide, m these gases

much mtrogen is an indication of the presence of hehum
[57, 1921], there is, however, no proportionahty between

hehum and mtrogen content Very siWar m composition

are the gases in coal-mmes, m particular those of French,

German, and Japanese ongm have been analysed It may
be mentioned that the gases occluded in coal contam also

traces of hehum [19, 1932, 64, 1933]

The lack of any close relationship between the chemical

composition of the gases from petroleum fields and their

hehum content is clearly shown by Table I, m which a few
important cases are selected from the large number of pub-
lished analyses It can be seen that some gases especially

nch m helium contain up to 85% of nitrogen On the

other hand, natural gases with more than 90% nitrogen

may contain any hehum amount between zero and 10%,
and volcamc gases, mamly composed of carbon dioxide,

may be almost free from mtrogen, while containmg at the

same tune a considerable amount of hehum Neither is

the geological occurrence of a gas sufiFicient to predict,

with our present knowledge, whether it contams any appre-

ciable amount of hehum, the only means of decidmg this

question is a direct hehum analysis

To ensure a promismg mdustnal exploitation a high

percentage of helium is, of course, not sufiScient, m addi-

tion the total output must be very large The four pro-

ducmg gas-wells ofthe CMside field (Potter County, Tex ),

the site of the Amanllo plant, have a total miual open-flow

of 30,000,000 cu ft per day [62, 1934] Where the absolute

yield IS so small, as, for example, m the thermal wells m
France contauung a hehum percentage up to 10, no practi-

cal use can be made of the helium Extensive surveys in

France [45, 1915-16], Germany [21, 1934], Italy [35, 1932],

Poland [28, 1927], Roumama [8, 1926-7], New Zealand

[58, 1930], and Japan [26, 1926] make it highly improbable

that there will ever be found helium occurrences of any

practical value So far no official report has been published

about the result of the survey carried out for many years

m the vast area of U S S R Even the Canadian fields

(mainly m the provmces of Ontario and Alberta) [17, 1926,

39, 1920, 59, 1932] cannot compete with those m U SA

,

where hiihum content, volume of the gas, and the topo-

graphical and geographical situation combme so favourably

that a hehum production on a commercial scale could be

established

Gases contammg more than 1%—^which is generally

considered as the lower limit for economical extraction

[62, 1934]—are uncommon even m U S A and restncted

chiefly to the Mid-Continent region and to smaller areas

in Colorado and Utah [57, 1921 , 70, 1935], the mam Mid-
Contment hehum fields are situated in the states of Texas,

Oklahoma, Kansas, Missouri, Tennessee, Ohio, and Penn-

sylvama The most important of the U S A fields are the

property of the Government While the Chfisidc field

(Potter County, Tex) is exclusively used at present for

drawmg all the helium necessary for the Government, other

fields are retamed where the hehum is stored m its natural

reservoir underground [62, 1934] This is the case in the

’Hehum Reserves’ I (Woodside, Utah) and II (Grand
County, Utah), gas from the first contams 13%, from the

latter atout 8% hehum A few nch fields at Dexter, Kans

,

and Thatcher, Colo , belong to private companies which

since October 1927 mtermittently have produced helium

for sale, the raw gas at the Thatcher, Colorado, Plant con-

tains also 8% hehum [38, 1929],

m. Origin of HeUmn in Natural Gases

It has been pointed out in part II that the larger quan-
tities of hehum evolved m natural gases ate no doubt
•fossil’ A simple calculation [10, 1934] shovra that the

Table I

Analyses ofNatural Gasesfrom Wells in the United States and Canada [15, 1935]

(PereetUage)
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uianium and thorium content of ordmaiy rocks, even m
a limited area, is high enough to ivoduce m geological

tunes all the helium in the richest hehum-contauung wells.

It seems certam, therefore, that important helium occur-

rences m Texas are ultimately due to the uranium and
thorium content of underlying volcamc rocks (Pegmatites

and Gramtes), and that the helium content of gases m the

Tuscan Maremmae and French springs can also be traced

to volcanic rocks below, on the other hand, for large

hehum occurrences in Kansas the helium production of
sedimentary layers may be responsible [57, 1921 , 60, 1929]

It IS true that G Sh Rogers [57, 1921] doubted whether

the natural radioactivity of the basic layers was high

enough, and was mclmed to attribute the origin of hehum
in the petroleum fields to an unknown radioactive process,

while Lepape [33, 1933], more defimtely, suspected hypo-
thetic eka-cesium as the hehum source, but at present there

does not seem to be any reason to consider the uramum
and thonum content of rocks as inadequate, if sufiBcient

time for hehum formaUon be given As would be expected,

gases originating in older geological layers contain more
hehum than those from tertiary formations [3, 1935 , 27,

1932, 57, 1921, 72, 1923]

The hehum gas, produced by radioactive disintegration

in rocks, may be so tightly held that only an insignificant

fraction escapes durmg hundreds of millions of years, this

IS proved by the possibility of basing a geological age-

determinaUon on the hehum content of rocks even of

archaean type [32, 1935] But in other cases more than

99% of the helium accumulated in old rocks was released

in consequence of being exposed for some tune to higher

temperatures [25, 1936] If similar conditions prevail to-

day, such a tapping ofa ‘primary ’ hehum deposit may fully

account for the hehum content of gases in thermal sprmgs,

which sometimes amounts to as much as 10% where the

whole yield of gas is nevertheless of small volume On
the contrary, all the mdustrially important helium-wells

discharge su(± enormous quantities ofhehum that the sup-

position of some ‘secondary’ deposits where the hehum
gas has been stored seems inevitable [3, 1935]

It IS obvious that for the formabon of such secondary

hehum reservoirs three dififerent conditions are essenual

the helium must have been (1) generated in radioactive

rocks, (2) released from these rocks, and (3) caught in a
reservoir The small probabihty of all three conditions

bemg fulfilled is very hkely the reason why so compara-
tively few large hehum-wells exist Gramtic rocks with

their high uramum and thorium content are frequent

enough, but geological factors favouring hehum release

(high temperatures, dismtegration of the rocks) are, m
general, unfavourable for its collection, the hehum will m
most cases escape mto the atmosphere If, e g , the struc-

ture of the earth’s crust is as broken as m western Europe,

the accumulation of large quantiues ofhehum m gas-ti^t

reservoirs seems unpossible [3, 1935], and suice specially

suitable domes, or anuchnal folds, with an impervious cap-

rock are obviously necessary for hehum storage, it is hardly

astonishmg that even slight local structural variations may
cause wide differences m the hehum content of gas-wells,

that, e.g., the hehum m the Bush Dome (Amarillo field,

Texas) gases amounts to as mudi as 2% while it is much
kss m the larger neighbouring dome seems hardly explic-

able except 1^ accidental geological changes [60, 1929]

which baffte any general treatment

The pnmaiy importance of rock quahty seems to be
borne out by the fact that the gases m the Iran and Iraq oU-

1513

fields apparently do not contam any appreciable amount of
hehum, two analyses of Iranian gases showed only 2,4 and
2,7X 10~*% hehum, and a gas sample from the Kirkuk oil-

field as httle as 2,1 X 10~*%[20] Such low values are hardly

ever found m any of the American gases from petroleum

fields which, on the contrary, not mfrequently contam
several per cent of hehum Now the most obvious differ-

ence between the stratigraphy of Southern Iran and Iraq

and that ofthe American hehum-rich regions is the absence

m the former ofany granite mass closely underlying the oil-

and gas-bearing strata as in West Texas and Kansas [71]

The succession of strata in Iran from the Miocene beds (m
which the oil is found) down to the Cambrian, is some
20,000 ft thick, and is dommantly composed ofcarbonate
rocks (dolomite, hmestone, and marl), whereas m most
American oilfield regions, even where no granite floor hes

immediately below the oil-bearing strata, the stratigraphic

column shows a high proportion of quartz-sandstone, i e

material which must have been produced at some time or

other by the dismtegration of granites or gramtoid rocks

[71] Smee it is well known that gramtes are the rocks

nchest in uramum and thorium, while carbonates are very

poor, this would seem to be direct evidence for the import-

ance of the nature of underlying rocks, however, a Imger

survey of the helium content of gases from Iran and Iraq

wells IS certainly desirable

As for the second condition mentioned above, i e hehum
release, we know from laboratory experiments that the

escape of helium is very much accelerated by grmdmg as

well as by heating the rocks We should therefore expect

that destruction ofthe original granite would have a similar

effect, m this connexion it is interesting to note that the

helium-wells of Amarillo (Texas) are separated from
ancient granitic rocks by a layer ofcoarse arkose gnt which
has a much larger surface from which hehum can escape

than gramte [3, 1935] With regard to the temperature, it

‘ry likely that very moderate heatmg (to less than
100° C ) may have a large effect, as laboratory expenments

shown that at 200° C the helium loss is appreciable

m a few hours [25, 1936], obviously much lower tempera-

must suffice to drive out most of the helium if the

time be not measured by hours but by thousands or

millions of years

Finally, m cormexion ivith the third condition, the trap-

pmg of the released helium, there exists a regularity which
no radiologist or geologist is hkely to have expected a
prion the only commercially important helium-wells are

found m petroleum fields For this fact some reason has

to be given

Some geologists are sabsfied with the explanaUon that

hehum is produced m similar quanbUes by rocks m many
other places of the earth, but that generally it escapes mto
the atmosphere through cracks and fissures in the soil and
therefore cannot accumulate durmg geological times; m
then opmion the hqmd layer of petrol forms a kmd of trap
for the gas It would be expected, however, that the helium
would be ridiest m the deepest oil deposits which are

nearest to the radioactive rocks, while, m fact, as a rule

the shallow wells contam more hehum [57, 1921]. Recently

there has been advanced another hypothesis linking tlm

helium occurrence with the presence ofpetroleum It is well

knovm that minerals release their hehum content more
easily in the presence of hydrogen [12, 1934, 50, 1928]

Chlopm [10, 1934, 11, 1934] thmks that hydrogen, whidi

IS of veiy rare occurrence m nature, may be produced by
dismtegration of the hydrocarbons present m oil and so
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facilitate the liberauon of helium from rocks underlying

the oilfields There » some difficultym the assumption that

the influence ofhydrogen leads to the storage of helium m
such quantities, as the temperatures necessary for the

thermal decomposition of hydrocarbons are much higher

than can m general be assumed for the rocks under the

oilfields [3, 1935]

In recent years the remarkable fact has been established

m Russia [13. 1932, 66, 1930], Czechoslovakia [2, 1933],

and Germany [S, 1936] that the waters which he below

petroleum possess a much higher percentage of radium
than those from any other locality While the normal
radium content of surface-waters and of sea-waters is of
the order of 10~^* g per c c , and even the so-called ‘radio-

acuve* springs generally contain not more than 10~“ g of

the long-living radium per c c ,
and owe theu* high radio-

acUvity to the quickly decaying radon, these brines under
petroleum have been found to contain radium up to con-

centrations of lO-^o per c c It is more than probable that

the high radium content is closely connected with the fact

that these waters are poor in sulphates, for it is known that,

owing to the extremely low solubility of radium sulphate,

only water containing no more than 0 2% of sulphates can
dissolve radium The absence of sulphates m the water

underlying petroleum has apparently enabled it to extract

radium from the rocks, 1 % of the radium content of vol-

canic rocks brought into solution can account fortheradium
content of the richest waters [29. 1933, 30, 1932, 55, 1929,

1932] As radon is easily soluble in petroleum and by its

decay there produces helium, it is possible that the radium
content of the waters plays a role ui the accumulation of
helium m the oil

It has been pomted out, too, that m some regions with

nch helium-weUs the granite is closely associated with the

radioacUve mineral camotite, it is therefore possible that

the formation of such radioactive muierals in certain places

acts m similar fashion as an mtermediaiy m the process of
forming helium reservoirs [57, 1921], but so far no calcula-

tion has shown that theu- influence is of quantitaUve im-

portance

Finally, a few theories must be mentioned which have
attempt^ genetically to link the production ofhelium with

that of petroleum Lmd [36, 1931] has pointed out that

the a-rays of radioactive substances (which in any theory

must be postulated as the ulUmate source of helium) may
by their impact on a few members of the methane senes

convert them mto a veiy complex mixture ofhigher hydro-
carbons, and finally mto petroleum M. N Rogers [18,

1928 , 58, 1930] supported this theory by showing that the

relative quantities of the helium and petroleum are of
the order to be expected However, this theory, m its

onginal form,neglectedtheorigm ofpetroleum from micro-

organisms (which for many reasons seems to be beyond
doubt), and found it difficult to account for the absence

of hydrogen—a necessary by-product m the reaction con-
sider by Lmd A somewhat difierent theory deserves,

therefore, perhaps more consideration It has been esub-
Itshed [7, 1927, 68, 1933] that some micro-organisms are

aUe to concentrate radium and mesothonum (possibiy also

iiramum and thorium), and some scientists thmk that the

o-rays of these radioactive substances and of their dis-

inte^tuu products have helped to transform the body of
the micro-orgamsms mto petroleum, while themselves

finally gave hehum gas Such theories have been backed
by Salomon Calvi [61, 1931] and Vernadsky [67, 1935], but

hm, too, any quantitative proof is still missing. It desTes

to be specially emfriiasized that there is no connexum
between the amount of hydrocarbons and helium; for

instance, the field at Thatcher, one of the nchest m helium

and at the same tune produemg a very large amount of

gases, contains only 2% of hydrocarbons [38, 1929] The
importance of a high mtrogen content is much more
strongly indicated by the analyses (see part II), m agree-

ment with this IS the fact that in none of the Iranian wells

whose low helium content has been mentioned above [20]

has as much as 1% of mtrogen been found [71], but so far

not a single plausible theory has been put forward to

account for this parallelism

At present it does not seem very likely that the last-

mentioned theories will supersede the mam explanation for

the presence of helium m petroleum fields, i e the escape

of helium from underlymg radioactive rocks and its trap-

ping m domes, although in some places they may con-

tribute to a deeper understandmg of the mechanism of this

process

IV. Extraction and Purification of Helium

In parts I and 11 details have been given about the

presence of helium in the atmosphere, in rocks and
minerals, and in gas-wells From all these three sources

helium can be prepared

() Helium from the Atmosphere.

Liquefaction of the gases of the atmosphere and frac-

tional distillation makes it possible to separate every con-

stituent A description of this procedure is outside the

scope of the present article Many of the plants for the

preparation of oxygen from air are in a position to supply

helium also, an especially efficient procedure has bwn
worked out by Meissner [41, 1932]

This source of helium is, of course, available in every

country, but the pnee of the final product is high, a British

firm, for example, supplies helium from atmospheric air at

27s 6d per htre

() Helium from Radioactive Minerals.

Whenever the solid constituents of radioactive minerals

are extracted the helium is driven out, it is in general not

too diflkult to conduct the process in such a way as to

permit collection of the hehum Since 1 kg of thorianite

(an oxide of thonum and uranium) contains about 9 btres

of hehum, and 1 kg of monazite (a cenum phosphide,

with thorium) about 1 htre, this source of the rare gas is

a very convenient one for laboratory preparation of small

quantities Where large amounts of the raw materul are

available the process may be conducted even on a com-
mercial scale [53, 1925 , 65, 1929] This method for the

production of hehum is, of course, hmited m scope, and
much more expensive than the exploitation of gas-wells

A firm m Beilm has for many years supphed hehum of

85% purity, produced from monazite san^, at a price of
4 50 Marks per htre

(c) HeUnm from Natural Gas.

The only gas-wells permanently used for hehum produc-

tion are m the petroleum fields in U S.A. In Italy an
attempt has been made smoe the wm to make use of tlw

Maremmae of Tuscany, they are valuable for the heat they
produce, and it has been shown that their hehum can be
collected. No permanent idant, however, has been estab-

lished [14a, 1933], for some of the Amoncan wells yield

hehum m such large quantities that not only die Italian

plant with its very poor raw material ^bout 0-1% hdium)



but even the expenmental plants buiH ui the Canadian oil

region which could be operated on faurly rich gas>wells

(0 3 to 1 0% He) have been brought to a standstill In

U S A the first plants were erected at Petrolia and at Fort

Worth (Tex ), but these, too, have now been abandoned,

and the only one still working is in Amanllo (Tex) [64,

1933] which IS run under such favourable conditions that

the cost of helium is lower than anywhere else

The production ofhelium at the Amarillo plant is treated

m the article by R R. Bottoms (p 1317)

The price of hehum from gas-wells depends mainly on
the costs of production The Amarillo plant was able to

reduce it to $11 61 per 1,000 cu ft of 98% punty, and
allowmg for returns from the sale of the residue gas, the

net cost of operation amounted only to $8 60 per 1,000

cu ft ofhehum produced A private plant, the HehumCo
(Louisville), durmg the years 1927-30 was able to supply

hehum at about $34 per 1,000 cu ft

For the past few years hehum production of non-

Govemment plants in IJ S A was of the order of 1,000,000

cu ft per year [62, 1934-5], but operations have now
apparently completely stopped, this hehum was mamly
us^ m small, privately owned dirigibles The Amanllo
plant produced, in the six years prior to the end of 1934,

more than 60,000,000 cu ft , i e an average of more than

10,000,000 cu ft per year This output could, if necessary,

be increased at least 3 times

V. UsesofHeUnm

Small quantiues of helium are frequently wanted m
scientific laboratones for various physical or chemical

operations On account of its inertness and high heat con-

ductivity It IS valuable for cooling electric motors and
fireproofing high-tension switchboxes, and for chemical

reactions requirmg to be studied in a gaseous medium
which does not parucipate in the reaction In the cathodic

sputtermg of beiylhum and aluminium or m the purifica-

tion of metals in the molten state hehum can afford pro-

tection against oxidation [31, 1932] Glossy metal parts

can be annealed in an atmosphere ot hehum Its high con-

ducUng power for heat renders it useful as a circulatuig

medium m heating and coohng plants It is also used for

the filling of radio valves, gas-thermometers, and, some-
times, toy balloons, and can be apphed as a diymg agent

m cases where the application of a vacuum would reduce

the temperature too much and thereby slow down the

process [63, 1930]

Hehum is absolutely mdispensable for the attainment of

veiy low temperatures, here the hquefaction of hehum is

always a necessary step

For all these purposes comparatively small quanuties of

hehum suffice Lar^r amounts are required by the electnc-

sign mdustry, helium-filled electric discharge tubes emit

a pale yellow h^t In Deep-sea diving and Caisson work
an artificial hehum-oxygen atmosirfiere offers advantages

[24, 1927]; because hehum is less soluble than nitrogen m
the blood and escapes more quickly and m smaller bubbles

as soon as the pressure is released, the so<alled Caisson

illness can be avoided, and the decompression period

shortened. It is not improbable that m future the fo^stuff

industry, too, will demand larger quantities of hehum [38,

1929], smce it has been proved that the fermentauon pro-

cesses in fruit juices, cakes, and so on can be supprosed
by a hdium atmosphere as well as by tha nwre expensive

application of a refrigerator.

By fkr the largest demands on the capacity of hehum

plants have been made by aeronautics Its employmentm
floatmg balloons and airships recommends itself strongly,

as the hftmg power of hehum is more than 92% of that

ofhydrogen, over which it has the great advantage ofbemg
non-mflammable, this diminishes the danger of accidents

and in times ofwar renders an airship much less vulnerable

This use of hehum will now be considered here m some
detail, as ‘the future of hghter-than-air craft will determme
the future of hehum production’ [62, 1934] Only helium-

filled airships need be considered here, smce the occasional

inflatmg of big balloons, e g m 1935 of the stratosphere

balloon Explorer n which consumed 250,000 cu ft of

hehum, is too rare an event to influence the hehum demand
The idea of filling airships with hehum instead of hydro-

gen was first seriously discussed when during the war a
German Zeppelm flying over England seemed fireproofand
was therefore supposed, albeit erroneously, to be filled with

a non-mflammable gas [43, 1926] The English navy tned

to imitate this by usmg hehum, and in Canada, and later

inU S A , plants were erected for its preparation on a large

scale This mdustry was ready just at the end of the war,

and then many countries desired to possess airships filled

with helium This accounts for the very intensive search

for hehum-nch gas-wells dunng the post-war years, success

was, however, everywhere disappomting, with the one
exception of U S A Since, e g , at least 6 million cu ft.

of hehum are required to fill an airship of the size of the

Hindenburg, all the helium-containing wells of Germany to-

gether could only provide the necessary quantity m about

1000 years Even in Canada, with her immensely ncher

supply, not more than about 60,000 cu ft of hehum were

produced during the whole trial runs from 1919 to 1920

The USA is at present the only country where prac-

tically unlimited quantities of hehum can be obtamed
From the figures given m part IV it appears that for the

USA Government hehum is available at such a low pnce
that the first fillmg of an airship with this gas is httle more
expensive than a hydrogen fillmg And as hydrogen, once
contaminated, must be thrown away, while helium can be
very cheaply purified and used agam [63, 1930, 64, 1933],

It actually costs less to operate an airship with hehum, the

reduced risk of an explosion will, m addition, lower the

rates for insurance of any commercial airship [6, 1929]

It IS doubtful, however, whether full use will ever be
made of the possibilities in U S A of preparing millions

of cubic metres of hehum, for during recent years all

countnes except Germany seem to have lost mteiest m the

construction of large auahips The mam reason is that it

became clear that a helium fillmg ensures no guarantee

against catastrophes It is certain that the extent of the

disaster of the English airship ‘R 101’ would have been
less had it been filled with hehum mstead of hydrogen, but

a number of Amencan airships have perished m spite of
their usmg hehum, while, on the other hand, the German
airship Graf Zeppelm has managed to travel on hydrogen
for more t^ one milhon kilometres without any ituyor

acadent, its journeys mcluding a tnp round the world and
more than a hundred crossmgs of the Atlantic As Ger-
numy possesses no hehum supply of her own (see part II),

hydrogen was agam adopted as a filling gas for the ill-

iated airship Hindenbwt There had been plans to diim-

ni^ the in&mmabihty by inflating all its outer ce^ with

hehum , this was to be done after its first crossing to U S A
and would have involved only a fracbon of the total gas

volume; but it seems that even this linuted usage of helium
was later thought to be unnecessary So the present situa-
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turn IS according^ that England has altogether abandoned
the construction of large airships that the Atnencan en
thusiasm has suffered a great setback and that Germany
contmues to inflate her ships with hydrogen while the

probable hehum content of one American well (Bush

Dome) would suffice for the fillmg of about 1 000 big air

ships [60 1929]

It IS clear therefore that the demand for helium over

the whole world is much less than the capacity of a single

American plant Consequently for all possible uses hehum
IS available m unlimited quantities The only restnction is

that Its exportation from the U S A is prohibited except

with the approval of the President on the jomt recom

mendaUons of the Secietanes of War the Navy and the

Interior [62 1934] The quanuties so far exported have

been negligible
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OCCURRENCE AND PRODUCTION OF HELIUM
IN THE UNITED STATES

By R. R. BOTTOMS
Director ofResearch, The Girdler Corporation

Helium belongs to the group of rare gases of the atmo-
sphere, which group comprises, besides helium, neon,

argon, krypton, xenon, and radon All these elements are

monatomic gases, and are characterized by their chemical

inertness and, with the exception of helium and argon, by
their comparative rarity

Hehum was isolated from the gases evolved from the

nuneral clevite and identified as a terrestrial element by

Sir William Ramsay m 189S [6] Later researches have

shown that helium is a very widely distributed element,

that It IS a constituent in small amounts of gases from

nuneral spnngs, of volcamc gases, occurs in mmute
quantities m nver-water and sea-water, occurs m traces in

nearly all rocks and minerals, and that it constitutes 1 part

m 18S,000 parts of atmospheric air It has also been shown
that hehum is a variable constituent m nearly all natural

gases [3, 1907, 4, 1926, 5. 1911, 7, 1921, 8. 1912]

In 1906 Cady and McFarland [3] of the University of

Kansas mvestigated a peculiar non-combustible gas from
the town of Dexter in Kansas, and found hehum to the

extent of 1 84% This discovery led to the examination of
other gases from the same locahty, and also gases from
other pomts in Kansas, and hehum was found to be a con-

stituent of all of them These investigations have been

greatly extended by Cady and his students, and also by

others smce these discovenes, and to-day the testmg of

natural gas for its hehum content is a regular procedure

the world over

Hehum occurs m natural gases in the Umted States m
commercial quantities m widely separated areas Hehum
has been found m natural gases in Canada, in Japan, and
it has been reported that hehum occurs m commercial

quantities m U S S R , however, this latter has not been

confirmed It has been reported recently [1, 1933] that a

flow ofnatural gas encountered on the east coast ofSweden
on Oland Island analysed 1 4% hehum In Canada there

are two gasfields with hehum-bearing gases just bordermg

on what might be considered commercial quanuties One
of these gasfields is located near Calgary in Albena a few

miles north of the Montana line, and a field m Ontano
north of Lake Ene In the Umted States hehum occurs to

some extent m most natural-gas deposits However, there

are some gas deposits occurring on the Pacific Coast and

on the Gulf Coast of Louisiana which show no hehum that

can be detected by the usual analytical methods Natural

gases from different fields and even from dififerent geo-

logical stratam the same field may vary widely m chemical

constitution and hehum content. A few typical analyses

are given m Table I. This table, however, represents only

a very few of the analyses that have been made of the

natural gases of the Uifited States, but will serve to give

an idea of the hehum content m vanous locahties.

The accompanying map (Fig 1) shows the location of

the prinapal hehum-beanng areas m the Umted States.

Coimnercial deposits ofhehum, however, are foundm only

9 of the 48 States. The hehum-beanng gas areas of the

United States, all but 1 of whidi he west of the Mississippi

River, have been divided mto 5 geological provmces This

has been done because the general geological features

affecting the ongm of the structures, and probably the

origm of the gases, are sumlar throu^out the individual

provinces The provinces and the area embraced by each

provmce are as follows

1 Central Province, composing central and western

Kansas, Oklahoma, and north central Texas

2 Eastern Rocky Mountam Province, compnsmg south-

eastern Colorado, north-eastern New Mexico, and the

Texas and Oklahoma panhandles

3 Western Rocky Mountain Province, comprising

south-western Wyoming, eastern Utah, north-eastern

Arizona, north-western New Mexico, and western

Colorado

4 Northern Province, compnsmg north central Mon-
tana and southern Alberta

5 Eastern Province, comprising southern Michigan,

southern Ontano, western New York, and eastern

Ohio

The central helium provmce includes all of Kansas east

of the 99th meridian, all of Oklahoma except the pan-

handle, and the extreme northern tier of counties m Texas

except the panhandle

Several areas in south central and central Kansas have
developed hehum-beanng gas One area m north central

Texas also is productive of helium-bearmg gas In the

Central Province the rocks which are productive ofhebum-
bearmg gas range from Ordovician to Pfcrmian

The three most important hehum-beanng gas areas of
the Central Provmce are those located at Dexter m Cowley
County, Kansas, Bison m Rush County, Kansas, and at

Nocona m northern Texas and southern Oklahoma In the

Dexter area a structure which gives nse to the hehum-
beanng gas is a north-south narrow anticline Oil and
hehum-bearmg gas have been produced on the Dexter
anticline for a number of years, and a large number of

wells have been dnlled The wells have mitial productions

ranging from 1 to 7 milhon cu ft of gas per day, and a
rock pressure of 260 lb A plant for the commercial pro-

duction of hehum has been built at Dexter, utilizing the

gases from this area for the producuon of hehum, and has

been m operation smce 1927 The estimated quantity of
hehum available from the Dexter antichne is approximately

172 milhon cu ft Other producmg areas withm piping

distance of Dexter have been estunated to contam recover-

able hehum of the amount of about ISO milhon cu, ft.

The Bison area is located m Rush County, Kansas, near

the town of Bison Smce there have been few wells drilled

on this structure, httle is known of the total probable pro-

ducing area of t^ pool. The estimate of hehum reserves

m this pool, deduced ftom the meagre information obtain-

able, is about 54 milhon cu. ft The hehum reserves m the

Nocona area have been estunated to be approximately

320 milhon cu ft
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Die Rodky Mountain Eastern Slope Province contams
probably the most important of the present industrial

sourcesofhelium There are fivemamareasso fardiscovered

m fins province The Cliffside Structure near Amanllo,
Texas, is the gas-pool from which the Government hehum
plant obtams its supplies of helium-beanng gases The
Planning area comprises the western part of the great

Amanllo gas-pool In the south-west comer of Kansas is

another large pool m which some of the geological forma-

tions carry gas with a helium content of about 0 75% In
the south-eastern comer of Colorado m Las Animas
County are two helium-bearmg areas known as the Model
Dome and the Red Rocks Stmcture, both ofwhich produce
gas with a hehum content of 8% The Model Dome is

another source of gas from which the Hehum Company
produces hehum In this same province m north-eastern

New Mexico there are two other hehum-beanng areas

known as the Spnnger area and the Wagon Mound area

The gas from these two areas is high in carbon dioxide

content, one of these m excess of 97% and the other m
excess of 65% CO|

In the Rocky Mountam Western Slope Province are

located four mam hehum-bearmg areas that have been so
far discovered These are the Baxter Basin fieldm southern

Wyommg, the Harley Dome m Grand County, Utah, and
the U S Hehum Reserve No 1, known as the Woodside
Dome, m Emery County, Utah, and the Boundary Butte

Structurem San Juan County, Utah The gasm the Harley
Dome analyses 7 7% hehum, while that m the Boundary
Butte area analyses approximately 1 % hehum On the map
m Fig 1 there is also shown a shaded area where hehum-
beanng mmerals occur This fact is mteresting as throwing
some hght on the ongm of hehum m this provmce The
Rocky Mountam Northern Province is of mmor impor-
tance at the present tune as a source of helium-bearmg gas,

although a gas carrying 16% hehum has been discovered

m central Montana The well from which this hehum was
obtamed, however, had but a small production of gas and
the hehum reserves would be rather hght The Kevm Sun-
burst field m northern Montana contams some hehum-
bearmg gas, and farther to the north-west the Bow Island

field near Calgary m AlberU produces gas m some m-
stances analysmg as high as 0 8% hehum. The Eastern

Provmce, which centres around Lake Erie, has but one
hdium-bearmg area m which hehum-bearmg gas of com-
mercial quahty is produced This IS a small fieldm Isabella

County m central Michigan

Weittrn Rocky Mountain HtUum Province ReeoveraUe

South-western Wyoming Helium District helium,

cu ft
383.000.

000
698.000.

000

1,118,000,000

115,000,000
41.000.

000

20.000.

000
20,000,000

20,000,000

Total 2,6i5;O0O;OM

Central Hehum Province

Arkansas City Pool, Cowley County, ICansas

Arlington Pool, Reno County, Kansas
Bison Area, Rush County, Kansas
Conway Spnngs, Sumner County, Kansas
Derby Area, Sedgwick County, Kansas
Dexter Area, Cowley County, Kansas
Elmdale Area, Chase County, Kansas
Gorham, Russell and Ellis CounUes, Kansas
Halstead. Harvey County. Kansas
Moline Pool, Elk County, Kansas
Nocona, Montague County, Texas
Sylvan Park, Morns County, Kansas
Winfield, Cowley County, Kansas

Toul

Summary

Eastern Rocky Mountain Helium
Province 1,276,000,000

Western Rocky Mountain Hehum
Province 2,615,000,000

Central Hehum Province 2,037,000,000

Grand total estimated hehum reserves of United

States 5,928.000,000

In addition to the above there is one other mqior gas-

pool which cames a hehum content of 1 8%, whose loca-

tion has not yet been divulged and which has an estunated

reserve of recoverable hehum m excess of 2,500,000,000

cu ft This gas occurs at a depth of nearly 4,000 ft , and
has a rock pressure in excess of 100 atm Sufficient dnllmg
has been done m the field, such that an estunate of the

gas-produemg area and consequently the volume of re-

coverable gas can be estunated with some degree of
certamty

18,000,000

240.000.

000

54.000.

000
112 .000

.

000

99.000.

000

172.000.

000
21 .000

.

000

480.000.

000
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000
100.000

.
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000
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2.037,000,000

North Baxter Basin, Sweetwater County
South Baxter Basin, Sweetwater County
Woodside (U S Hehum Reserve No 1), Emery
County, Utah

Harley Dome Helium District

Harley Dome, Grand County, Utah

Boundary Butte Hehum Distnet

Boundary Butte. San Juan County, Utah
Elk Ridge, San Juan County, Utah
Organ Rock, San Juan County, Utah
San Juan Lime Ridge, San Juan County, Utah

Estimated Qumtity of HeUnm Available

A number of attempts have been made to estunate the

reserves of hehum which have already been discovered m
the Umted States The followmg is perhaps the most com-
plete esbmate that has been made. This estunate was made
by engmeers of the Hehum Company

Recoverable
Eastern Rocky Mountam Hehum Province hehum.

South-eastern Colorado Hehum District cu ft
Model Dome, I.as Ammas County, Colo . 68,000,000
Red Rocks Dome, Las Animas County, Colo 20,000,000

North-eastern New Mexico Hehum District

Springer, Colfax County, New Mexico 3,000,000
Wagon Mound, Mora County, New Mexico 5,000,000

North-westera Texas Hehum Dutrict

Channing, Hartley County, Texas . 180,000,000
ChflUde Structure, Potter County, Texas (John
Wray and Bush Domes) 1,000.000,000

Total . 1.276.000.000

Lidiistrial Prodnetion of IfeUmn

In the technical methods of produemg hehum the dif-

ferencem the various physical properbes of the consbtuent
gases, particularly m the boihng-pomt, is taken advantage

ofm effeebng the separabon of the h^um from the othm
consbtuents Hehum, bemg the most difiScult gas to

hquefy, makes it veiy easy, therefore, to separate helium
from other consbtuents with which it is associated by
hquefacbon of the other consbtuents and the separabon of
the gaseous hehum from the hquid. Eveiy process for

the produebon ofhehum is based prunanly on these facts.

In the accompanymg diagrams. Figs 2 and 3, ate shown
schematicaily the methods by which hehum u separated

from natural gases. Fig. 2 shows m sdiematic diag^ the

process used at the Government plant at Amanllo, Texas.

Referring to the diagram, the hi^-pressure gas enters thb

apparatus through a gas heat exchanger and is conducted
mto a ccnnbmed hquefier and heat exdianger where a large
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part of the hydrocarbons are hquefled. Thu mixture of

liquid and gas u then conducted to a separator pot «4iere

the hquidu trapped out The crude heUum remaining after

separation of the liquid is throttled from the top of thu

separator pot into an additional separator where more of

the gases are liquefied The low-pressure crude hehum is

then condiided through a helium heat exchanger to a crude

helium compressor where the pressure u increased about

2,000 lb , and then returned to the apparatus again through

t^ helium heat exchanger counter-current to the low-

pressure crude helium, then to a purifier column where the

residue of mtrogen and hydrocarbons are hquefied in a coil

and trapped out in a separator m the base of the column

The high-pressure crude hehum is then taken off the top

of the separator and passes out of the apparatus through

the hehum heat exchanger, and is conducted to storage

In the operation of this cycle, the necessary refrigeration

for maintaining hquid-air temperature is derived from a

nitrogen cycle shown on the nght-hand part ofthe diagram

This mtrogen refrigeration cycle is a modification of the

Claude cycle, and obtains its refrigeration by expansion of

the gas in standard Claude expansion engmes The liquid

IS then conducted to the hehum purifier column, and this

liquid nitrogen surrounds the coil through which the high-

pressure crude hehum is circulated The Government plant

at Amanllo, Texas, was put mto operation in 1928 and
produces hehum of about 98% purity for Government
hghter-than-air craft

In Fig 3 IS shown in diagrammabc section the process

utilized by the Hehum Company [8, 1912] for the pro-

duction of hehum Whereas the Government plant utilizes

a ‘two-step’ process for the production ofhehum, together

with an external refrigeration cycle, the process represented

in Fig 3 utibzes a *suigle-step’ process and makes use of

the gas itself for obtammg the necessary refrigeration to

maintain sufficient hquid mtrogen in the purifier to obtam
sepaiauon Thenatural gas entersthe systemthrough a low-

pressure gas main, is compressed to a high pressure, that

is, from 1,500 to 2,000 lb pressure, is conducted through

REFINERY OASES

a passage m the beat exchanger where it is cooled to a low
temperature, then through a coil m the purifier and mto
a trap where the hqmd mtrogen and liquid hydrocarbons

Fio 5. Purity of helium obtained when sqNuatins helium ftom nitroaen at various

preaiuree and temperatuies.
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art trapped out. Ilieae liquids are then throttled by means
of a throttle valve mto a separator where the heliuai

dissolved m the hquid gases is released This helium that

was dissolved in the gases is returned to the compres-

sor as low-pressure crude helium and then mixed with

the origmal natural gas and recycled The liqmds from the

bottom ofthe separator are throttled mto the purifier where

such liqmds surround the coil and furnish the refrigeraUon

necessary to hquefy the gases After vaporization the gases

pass out of the system through the heat exchanger, cooling

the mgomg gases to a low temperature Thehehum, whidi

IS practically 98% pure, is conducted from the top of the

liqmd trap m the purifier back through the heat exchanger

and mto storage This is a highly simplified apparatus, but

would not be adaptable to the production of helium from

gases low in hehum content The gases utilized by the

Hehum Company in this apparatus contain from 2-8%
hehum

Purification of Helium

Due to the relatively high cost of hehum as compared
with hydrogen, it has been found necessary in the use of
hehum in airships to take unusual precautions to conserve

such hehum The helium used m airships gradually accu-

mulates air due to leakage, and the airship gradually loses

some of Its lift Periodically this hehum is withdrawn from
the auship and repunfied for further use The method of
purification of hehum is basically the same as the method
ofproducing hehum from natural gases In Fig 4 is shown
diagrammatically the type ofhehum purification apparatus

as used m the purification of hehum for airships The
hehum is withdrawn from the ship when au- has accu-
mulated to the extent of about 15% of the volume of the
hehum Therefore, due to the large percentage of hehum
m the gases to be purified, the ‘single-step* system, as

shown in Fig 3, cannot be used without external refrigera-

Uon Therefore in this system a separate cycle for the

liquefaction of air is used to furmsh the necessary refrigera-

Uon to obtain the hquid-air temperatures required to con-

dense the impurities out of the hehum In this system the

crude hehum is compressed to a pressure of about 2,000 lb

per sq in and passed into the apparatus through one pas-

sage in the heat-exchanger section, then through a senes

of hqmd traps The purified hehum is taken off the top of
the trap and returned through a passage in the exchanger

and into storage The chart. Fig 5, shows the purity of
hehum that can be obtained at various pressures and
temperatures when hehum is so treated

Table II

Properties ofHe, N,, and CH*

Cnt temp ,
“ C

Cnt preuure atm
Boiling-pomt, ° C
Freezing-point, ’ C
Sp heat cal /g
Density pounds 0-760“ per cu ft

Latent heat of vaponzauon cal /g
Thermal conducuvity

-146 S3

33 49

-19SS9

0 07808
47 6S

56 9X10-*
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THE ANALYSIS OF PETROLEUM GASES
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Natural gas, which is found m many parts of the world,

either alone or, more usually, m association with crude

petroleum, consists essentially of a mixture ofhomologous
hydrocarbons of the paraffin senes, including methane,

ethane, propane, n-butane, isobutane, &c While the so-

called ‘wet* natural gases contam appreciable quantities of
the higher homologues of methane, the latter is the pre-

dominatmg hydrocarbon constituent of the ‘dry’ gases

Natural gases contam, m addition to hydrocarbon con-

stituents, vaiymg amounts ofnon-hydrocarbon gases, such
as carbon dioxide, mtrogen, hydrogen sulphide, and hehum
The absence of unsaturated hydrocarbons, hydrogen, and
carbon monoxide from natural gases sharply diiFerentiates

them from the gaseous products of cracking or of de-

stnicUve distillation ofcarbonaceous substances Benaene,

cydopentane, and cyclohexane hydrocarbons are known to

occur m small quantities m wet natural gases, but cyclo-

propanes and cyclobutanes are generally beheved to be
abSrat

The gases produced as a by-product m the commercial
cracking of hydrocarbons for the production of motor
fuels, 1 e the so-called ‘cracking gas’ or ‘cracked gas’, con-

tain,m addition to paraffin hydrocarbons, appreciable pro-

portions of hydrogen and unsaturated hydrocarbon gases,

includmg ethylene, propylene, the butylenes, 1,3-butadiene,

&c Non-hydrocarbon consutuents, such as nitrogen and
hydrogen sulphide, may also be present, while carbon mon-
oxide may also occur m gases produced when crackmg is

conducted m the presence of oxygen or steam.

The analysis of the complex mixture of saturated and
unsaturated hydrocarbons presentm many petroleum gases

presents difficulties not encountered m the quanutauve
examination of other common gaseous fuels, such as coal

gas, coke-oven gas, and producer gas, in w^h methane,

ethane, and ethylene are the mam hydrocarbon consu-

tuents. In the case ofthe latter gases, therefore, a combmed
absorpuon and combusuon method is generally sufficient

to furmsh complete analyucal data Such methods are,

however, qmte madequate m the case of petroleum gases,

m which at least three members of a homologous series

usually occur together

The profound importance of reliable analyUcal methods
for the quanUtaUve exammaUon of gaseous hydrocarbon
mixtures is now widely recognized They are essential in

the control of certam plant operauons, particularly m the

producUon and stabilizauon of natural-gas gasolme, and
are of vital significance m the rapidly developmg mdustry
based on the chemical utihzaUon of the gaseous products

of crackmg Progress m pure research on the thermal

transformaUon of hydrocarbons has also been greatly

facihtated by the substanUal advances made m analytical

technique dunng the last few years

The usual methods of gas analysis, mvolvmg absorption

and combusUon procedure, may be used, with smtable

modificaUons, for the exammaUon of petroleum gases, but
onlym special cases can complete mformaUon be obUuned
by sudh means By a senes ofabsorpuonsm suitable liqmd
reagents, certam of the non-hydrocarbon consutuents of
petroleum gases, such as carbon dioxide, hydrogen sul-

phide, oxygen, and carbon dioxide, as well as the total

content of unsaturated hydrocarbons can be readily esU-

mated Moreover. absorpUon m sulphuric aad of smtable

conoentrauons may serve to furnish valuable mformation

as to the type of unsaturated hydrocarbons presentm such

gas mixtures, although complete analyucal data on this

pomt cannot usually be obtamedm this manner. However,

the ordmaiy combusuon or explosion methods ofanalysing
residual mixtures of mtrogen (and hehum) and parafiSn

hydrocarbons are only apphcable when not more t^ two
such paraffin gases are known to be present This limita-

tion renders the precise analysis of most petroleum gases

quite impossible by sunple absorpuon and explosion

procedure unless some physical method of segregation

of the paraffin hydrocarbons is first apphed The newer
developments m the analytical mvesUgaUon of complex
hydrocarbon gas mixtures mvolve the partial or complete

separation of the component hydrocarbons by refined

physical methods, the most important bemg firacUonal

distillation or condensaUon In general, therefore, a com-
plete quantitative examination of complex gas mixtures

can only be effected by a combmaUon of all the three

mam methods of analysis, namely

(i) Absorpuon methods
(u) Combustion, or explosion methods
(lu) Physical methods of segtegaUon.

Absorption Analysis

Since the subject of gas analysis by absorpuon is ade-

quately described in numerous text-books, only a bnef

descripUon of such methods with special reference to their

appbcation to petroleum gases becomes necessary here

Bnefly, the absorbable gaseous constituents, carbon di-

oxide, hydrogen sulphide, acetylene, oxygen, unsaturated

hydrocarbons (includmg monolefines, diolefines, and aro-

maUc hydrocarbon vapours), and carbon monoxide, ate

quanUtaUvely absorbed m a senes of absorpUons m con-

tact with suitable liquid reagents, the absorpUons bemg
conducted m a defirute order Smee the absorbent medium
used for any particular consUtuent must be specific and
must not absorb more than traces of other consutuents,

tlm choice of suitable reagents is limited and the order of
successive absorpUons of prime importance

Various forms of apparatus are employed for absorption

analysis, but accurate results can only be obtamed by
obsc^mg certam precautions Thus, while the amount of
reagent employed should be ample, excess of absorbent

should be avoided, while the time of contact should also

be standardized For optimum results, it is desirable to use

fresh reagent for each absorption In England, the Bone
and Wheeler apparatus, modifications of which have been
well desenbed by Blair and Wheeler [2, 1922] and by Once
and layman [21, 1924], is employ^ extensively for ac-

curate work since it embodies all the above features. In

this apparatus gas measuronents are made m terms of

pressure at constant volume rather than as volume at con-

stant pressure Moreover, all absorptions are earned avA

ovnr mercury, using only 2-S ml ofreagent per absorption
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and for standardized tunes ofcontact Sumlar features are

also embodied m the piease Oisat apparatus developed

by the U S Bureau of Mines and descnbed by Shepherd

[46. 1931]

Whatever form of apparatus is employed, the gaseous

constituents of complex mixtures may be successively ab-

sorbed by the followmg reagents for times of contact of

2-S nun and observmg the followmg order ofabsorptions

(1) Carbon dioxide and other acidic gases, such as hydro-

gen sulphide and sulphur dioxide, are ab^rbed m 40%
aqueous solutions of caustic potash

(2) Acetylene is absorbed in a reagent due to Lebeau

[27, 1917] and prepared by dissolvmg 2S g of mercuric

iodide and 30 g of potassium iodide in 100 ml of water

and mixmg with an equal volume of 40% aqueous caustic

potash solution m the pipette immediately before use

Other proposed reagents, such as ammomacal cuprous

chloride and silver salts, exert a marked solvent action on
carbon monoxide and olefine hydrocarbons However,

where only traces ofacetylene are present, this hydrocarbon

IS most convemently estimi^ted in a separate analysis by
means of a colorimetric method suggested by Riese [40,

1931]

(3) Oxygen may be absorbed in a solution obtamed by
mixmg m the pipette immediately prior to absorption

4 vols of40% aqueous caustic potash and 1 vol of a con-

centrated solution of pyrogallol m water (28 g of pyro-

gallol m 100 ml of water) Dilute sulphuric acid solutions

of chromous sulphate are also satisfactory and specific

absorbents for oxygen, but are less readily prepared than

alkaline pyrogallol

(4) Unsaturated hydrocarbons, mcludmg both monole-
fines and diolefines, are best estunated by a senes of

absorptions m aqueous sulphunc acid of increasing con-

centrations, as described later In general, tertiary olefines

such as isobutylene and tnmethylethylene are absorbed m
63-8% sulphuric acid, propylene, n butylenes and buta-

diene in about 87°o sulphuric acid, and the residual

ethylene is finally removed by means of one or other of the

reagents propos^ for determining the total unsaturated

hydrocarbon content For the latter purpose a suitable

reagent, proposed by Tropsch and Dittrich [50, 1925], con-

sists of a mixture of 15 vob of a 0 6% solution of silver

sulphate m concentrated sulphunc acid and 1 vol of a

saturated solution of nickel sulphate also m concentrated

sulphuric acid This reagent readily absorbs ethylene and
other olefines but, unlike fuming sulphunc acid, has no
tendency to dissolve paraffin hydrocarbons Another re-

agent for the estimation of ethylene, or total unsaturated

hydrocarbons, is a saturated solution of bromine m 5%
aqueous potassium bromide, preferably diluted with at

least an equal volume of water The disadvantages of this

reagent include a tendency to foul the mercuiy-contaming

liqmd and to attack saturated hydrocarbons The latter

effect IS most pronounced m bnght sunlight and can be
irurunuzed by employmg a blackened absorption pipette,

as advocated by Boyd and Oberseider [4, 1931] Schultze

[44, 1932] has described the precautions necessary when
using bromme water m exact gas analysis

The use of fummg sulphuric acid or bromme water to

absorb ethylene necessitates a final washing of the gas with

causbc potash solution prior to measurement

(5) Carbon monoxide is convemently absorbed m an
aimnomacal solution of cuprous chlonde, prepared by
adding concentrated aqueous ammoma (density 0 88) to

a Bu^pennon of 73 g of cuprous Chlonde m 200 ml of a

n y
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12 5% aqueous solution ofammomum chlonde until com-
plete ^ssolution takes place The reagent should be freshly

prepared and storedm air-tight containers Several absorp-

uons, each of 5 mm duration and with fresh reagent

for each absorption, are necessary to ensure complete

removal of the carbon monoxide Before final measure-

ments are taken, the gas should be washed with 5%
aqueous sulphunc acid to remove ammonia vapour

Estimation of Hydrogen and Paraffin Hydrocarbons
by Combustion or Explosion Methods

After the reactive gaseous constituents have been re-

moved m the above series of absorptions, the residual gas

may contam, m addition to traces ofhelium and rare gases,

nitrogen, paraffin hydrocarbons, and, possibly, small

amounts of carbon monoxide remaimng undissolved from
the treatment with ammomacal cuprous chlonde solution

Even when methane and ethane are the only paraffimc

gases present, as m coal gas, complete aruilytical data can

only be obtamed by explosion or combusUon methods if

the hydrogen is first removed and estunated In the case of
gases contammg other paraffin hydrocarbons m addition

to methane and ethane, a preliminaty partial or complete

segregation by physical methods is necessaiy before the

analysis can be completed

Hydrogen.

Hydrogen (as well as traces of carbon monoxide) may
be estimated m mixtures contaimng nitrogen and paraffin

hydrocarbons by takmg advantage of its greater ease of
oxidaUon Accordmg to Once and Payman [21, 1924],

‘oxidized’ palladium sponge, prepared by heatmg ordinary

palladium sponge to a dull red heat m air, rapidly and
quantitatively absorbs hydrogen, partly by oxidation and
partly by occlusion, leaving the paraffin hydrocarbons
and mtrogen unchanged Contact of the gas with the
palladium sponge at 100° C for 15-20 mm is usually

sufficient for complete absorption, the sponge bemg fre-

quently revivified by heatmg in contact with an In
admixture with methane and ethane, hydrogen may be
determmed by catalytic oxidabon (m contact with 8 vols

of oxygen) m the presence of a bed of activated palladium
black at 80-90° C MacGillivray [30, 1932] has found that

the temperature of the palladium is unportant, since explo-

sions may result if too high temperatures or too rapid

passage of the gas are used For high concentrations of
hydrogen a temperature of 80° C is sufficient, but the

temperature should be raised to 90° C if less than 20% of
hydrogen is present A solution of colloidal palladium at
50° C has also been used for the analyUcal absorpUon of
hydrogen m gas mixtures [37]

The very convenient method developed by King [24,

1922] for the determination of hydrogen depends upon the

rapid preferential oxidation of this gas to water under
the influence ofcopper oxide at 280-300° C In the abstmce
of appreciable oxidation of paraffin hydrocarbons the

hydrogen content is thus measured diretXly by the con-
traction m volume resultmg from the oxidation treatment

Any carbon monoxide present becomes oxidized to carbon
dioxide and may be estimated by the usiul absorption pro-

cedure About 30 mm is required for the preferential

oxidation, which is quite satisfactory for mixtures con-
tammg methane as the mam paraffinic constituent How-
ever, It has been shown by Kmg and Edgcombe [25, 1931]

that ethane, propane, and butane undergo a slow oxidation

m contact with freshly prqpared copper oxide at 280° C

,
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so that hydrogen determinations by the King method are

sulyect to snuU errors if substantial proportions of the

Ingto gaseous paraffins are present

PuafHn Hydrocarbons.

The gaseous mixture lemaming after removal of all

absorbable constituents and hydrogen consists of paraffin

hydrocarbons and nitrogen as well as. possibly, ffie rare

gases By complete combustion of the paraffin hydro-

carbons and absorption of the carbon dioxide produced,

the mean molecular weight of the paraffin gases present

(or the mean value of n in the formula may be

readily deduced At the same time the residual non-hydro-

carbon gases may be measured directly In cases where not

more than two paraffin hydrocarbons of known molecular

weight are present, the data obtained by complete com-
bustion are sufficient for complete analysis In the general

case, however, combustion alone is inadequate to furnish

complete tmalytical data and can only indicate the content

of total paraffinic gases and the mean molecular weight of
the mixture

For the complete combustion of gas mixtures contaming

paraffins and nitrogen, the so-called explosion method is

widely used In this method a suitable volume of the gas

is mixed with an excess of air, or oxygen, and exploded by

a spark, suitably m a pear-shaped explosion vessel Care

must be taken that a sufficient excess of oxygen is present

and that the explosion vessel and mercury-contaming

medium are clean From the contraction m volume due

to the explosion, the volume of carbon dioxide produced

and the oxygen consumed, the mean value of n and the

percentage of CnHM4.t hydrocarbons may be calculated

from the followmg relationships

Carte^ioxide produced _ 2w

Contraction on explosion ~ n-t-3

Carbon dioxide produced _ 2n

Oxygen consumed ~ 3n+

1

Volume of CnHm+i hydrocarbons

_ Volume of carbon dioxide

n

Although sunple m theory, the explosion method is fre-

quently attended with considerable practical difficulties

Thus ffie adiustment of the correct excess of oxygen often

requires many trial tests when analysmg gases of unknown
composibon Moreover.m the presence ofthe higherparaf-

fin hydrocarbons the large oxygen requuement and lower

explosive lirmts render the use of air alone quite impossible

unless electrolyUc gas is added to produce an explosive

mixture On the other hand, when oxygen or au-oxygen
nuxtures are used, the explosion is very violent and there

IS some risk of oxidation of tap grease However, Mac-
Gilhvray [30, 1932] has shown that ethane-methane mix-

tures may be analysed satisfactorily by explosion with

12 vols of pure oxygen

A less accurate, but much more convement, method of

analysis of paraffin gas mixtures consistsm passing the gas.

m the absence of added aur or oxygen, over copper oxide

heated to 700-800° C m a quartz tube, wherdiy the

hydrocarbons are oxidized to carbon dioxide and water.

Aldiough the oxidation is never quite quantitative owmg to

the retention ofsmall amounts ofthe carbon on the ci^iper

oxide, this error is relativdy small and the meUiod is well

adapted to a prduninary exammation of unknown gases

pnor to the use of the ei^losion method. The addition of

lead chromate and cobalt oxide has been found by Camp-
bell and Gray [7, 1 930] to mcrease the activity oftlw coppo'
oxide in the oxidation The analytical results obtamed by
this method may be interpreted as follows If

A — volume of gas mixture before combustion,

B — volume after combustion,

and C ~ volume after absorption of CO|,

then

volume of C«Hin+i — A~C \

mean value of n =
1

and volume of mtrogen — C }

Complete combustion of paraffin hydrocarbons m excess

of air or oxygen may also be effected in the presence of

a heated platinum spiral, a method which obviates much
of the trouble associated with the explosion method This

method is particularly useful in the determmation of very

low concentrations of paraffin hydrocarbons in air

Physical Methods of Gas Analysis

As previously pointed out, the usual absorption and
combustion methods of analysis are adequate to furnish

complete analytical data only in the case of special gas

mixtures containing relatively few hydrocarbons In the

analysis ofthe usual type ofpetroleum gases, some physical

means of partial or complete segregation is essential, the

usual methods involving fractional condensation or dis-

tillation of the hydrocarbon mixture under conditions

suitable for the accurate measurement of the fractions

obtamed A number of other methods of segregation have

also been advanced, including fractional absorption in

suitable solvents or preferential adsorption m charcoal or

silica gel

Methods involving Fractional Condensation or Distilia-

tion.

Two distinct types of procedure must be distinguished,

m both of which the gas mixture under exammation is

subjected to liquefaction at low temperatures, usually at

the temperature of liquid air or nitrogen In one mode of
operation, which may be termed the fractional condensa-

tion method, the liquefied mixture is subjected to a senes

of sunple distillations or condensations at very low pres-

sures with a mmunum of rectification In the second type

ofprocedure the Uquefied gas mixture is rectified in suitable

fracbonatmg columns at low temperatures, but at sub-
stantially atmosphenc pressure The former method rehes

entirely on the wide differences m vapour pressures of
individual hydrocarbons at very low temperatures, whereas
the latter system dqiends on dlicient rectification

Simple fractional distillation at low pressures and tem-
peratures was applied to the analysis of natural gas
Burrell and Seibm [S, 1915]m 1914, advantage being taken
ofthe previouspioneerwork ofTravers [49, 1901],Erdmann
and Stoltzenberg [16, 1910], and Lebeau and Damiens
[28, 1913] The natural gas was first liquefied at liquid air

temperatures and the different paraffin hydrocarbons dis-

tilled off at suitably adiusted temperatures and at low
pressures Methane was ranoved at liquid air tempaatine,
ethane at- 150° C to - 140° C, and propane at -135° C.
to— 120° C Subsequently, SQwpherd and Porter [47, 1923]

developed a more comi^ted apparatus on the SttKO

pnnaple, m which the number of manipulatioiis and tone
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required were reduced In sjute of the complicated appara-

tus and technique, the degree of separation obtained with

the Shepherd-Porter method was relatively poor in the case

of the butane and pentane fractions, so that the applica-

tion of this procedure has been limited mainly to special

research work More recently Shepherd [45, 1929] has

described a modification of the Shepherd-Porter apparatus

specially designed for the accurate determination of the

gasoline content of natural gas, but also applicable to the

analytical separation of natural gases by fractional iso-

thermal disullation Here, again, the procedure involves a
large number of simple distillations and condensations at

selected low temperatures

In the analybcal method due to Tropsch and Dittnch

[SO, 1925] the gas mixture is liquefied at the temperature

of liquid air and, after removal of all uncondensable gas

and practically all the methane by the application of high
vacuum, the residual gas is subjected to fractional con-

densation at low pressure m a series of bulbs cooled to
-90® C ,

- 120° C , and - 180° C respectively In this

way, there are obtained three fractions, each containing

only two paraffin hydrocarbons (ix ethane and propane
at — 180° C , propane and butane at — 120° C , and butane

and higher paraffins at — 90° C ), associated with the corre-

spondmg olefine hydrocarbons, if origuially present Each
fraction can thus be analysed separately by the usual ab-

sorption and combustion procedure so that complete ana-

lytical data can be obtained The method fails, however,

to characterize the higher hydrocarbons condensed along

with the butanes, while numerous subsidiary analyses are

necessary In order to minimize the labour involved in

analysing the several fractions obtained, Tropsch and Mat-
tox [51, 1934] have devised a simplified proc^ure in which
each fraction is washed with sulphuric acid absorbent of
suitable concentration to remove olefine hydrocarbons and
the residual mixture of two homologous paraffins analysed

by density measurements in a Stock electromagnetic gas-

density balance

All analytical methods involving multiple simple distilla-

tions or fractional condensation at low pressures involve

complicated analysis and technique so that rectification

methods, which possess obvious theorcUcal advantages and
permit of fairly Sharp separations in one operation, have
now largely displaced the former methods Nevertheless,

although die tedious and cumbersome, though accurate.

Shepherd-type apparatus has been discarded, the basic

features of the method have been retained m a short-cut

control method described by Rosen and Robertson [41,

1931], which requires only 200-50 ml of liquid nitrogen

refrigerant and can be completed in (0-75 min This

procedure, which is limited to the analysis of ternary mix-
tures containing ethane, propane, and butanes and to such

mixtures contaiiung, in addition, methane and fixed gases,

involves simple distllation without fractionation, the re-

sults bemg correlated by means of a master-graph The
procedure has also been extended to the rapid analysis of
stabilizer bottoms and similar gases containing propane,

butane, pentane, and heavier hydrocarbons [42, 1934],

The outstanding advance in the analysis of complex
hydrocarbon mixtures by physical methods is undoubtedly

the devdopment of eflSaent fracuonating columns capable

ttfbemg apjdied to the precise disUUatum ofsmall amounts
of hydrocarbon liquids at temperatures down to about
—190° C. Progress m this field has been largely due to the

pioneer work of Podtnelniak, although Frey and Yant
{18, 1927] described a pyrex fractionating column suitable
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for the fractioimtion of a butane fraction several years

prior to the pubhcation of Podbielniak’s work

The Podbielniak Apparatus [38]

The apparatus consists essenUally of (a) an efiBcient pyrex

fractionating column, connected to (b) a mercury mano-
meter through (c) a second mercury manometer to (d) an
evacuated receiver of known value, or, alternatively, to a

senes of such cahbrated receivera The complete layout of

equipment is shown in Fig 1 , which also shows an arrange-

ment of fraction-collecting burettes in cases where it is

desired to subject individual fractions to further examina-

tion, 1 e for the determination of olefines by absorption

methods Several types of fractionating column have been

developed by Podbielniak for various temperature ranges

and degrees of sensitivity, but all are vacuum jacketed and
silvered opaque except for two clear vertical shts for pur-

poses of observation In the earher type of column the

jacket and the column were construct^ in one piece, but

this type IS now obsolete In the standard precision equip-

ment now generally used the jacket and reflux chamber are

constructed in one piece independently of the column
proper, and au-currents in the annulus between the column
and the loose-fitting jacket are mimmized by suitable pack-

ing material placed at the base of the jacket and of the

reflux chamber The distilling bulb is also vacuum jacketed

and IS heated by means of an external resistance wire, the

heat input being controlled by suitable variable resistances

A very important feature of the column is the wire packing

which IS claimed by Podbielniak to give most efficient

fracuonation with maximum contacting of liquid and
vapour and minimum hold-up of refluxing liquid Reflux

control IS obtained by means of the reflux-cooling chamber
at the top of the column and so designed as to allow of

regulated heat removal In earlier types of equipment

cooling was effected by a bath of gasoline cooled by the

introduction of regulated amounts of refrigerant (liquid

air, or, preferably, nitrogen) into coolmg coils immersed
in the bath In an improved type of coolmg vessel, liquid

reflux baths arc eliminated and, instead, heat transfer is

efiected through the medium of fine copper powder fillmg

the annular space between the column and the metal cool-

ing vessel, the latter being fed with controlled amounts of
refrigerant It is also possible, in this type of apparatus,

to introduce the refrigerant directly on to the glass wall of

the column when methane and other low-boihng hquids

are bemg fractionated Vapour temperature is measured

by means of a thermocouple located near the top of the

fractionating column
The analysis is carried out by liquefymg all, or part, of

the sample m the disUlhng bulb and subjecting the liquid

to careful fractionation, the volume of the gaseous over-

head products bemg measured in receivers of known
volume (initially evacuated) cormected to mercury mano-
meters Uncondensable gas first passes mto the receiver,

after which methane commences to distil Dunng the

course of the distillation, observations of vapour tempera-

ture and receiver bottle pressure are recorded at short

mtervals The gas sample, which should preferably have a
gas volume of at least 6 hires, must be freed from moisture

and carbon dioxide (by passage over magnesium per-

dilorate tnhydrate and potash respectively) prior to mtro-

duebon mto the apparatus The gas sample is mtroduoed
mto the evacuated colunm via a precoolmg tube attached

to the distilling bulb, both tube and bulb bemg cooled with

hquid air or mtrogen In this way most of the methane
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undistiUable reudue remains The senes of simultaneous

readings of column pressuie, reflux temperature, and re*

ceiver pressure taken at short time-mtervals during the

distillation are used to construct a graph of vapour tem-

perature (corrected to a standard pressure) agamst distillate

volume The resulting graph shows a senes of plateaux,

each corresponding to mdividual hydrocarbonconsUtuents,

with practically vertical separatmg lines m the case of the

lower boilmg fractions Typical results obtamed m the

fractionation of a natural gas are shown m Fig 2 Pod-
bielniak recommends that the cut-pomts be detenmned by
the ‘equal area’ method rather than by the mid-pomt The
amounts of each mdividual consutuent, idenufiable from
the boilmg-pomt, are thus determuied from the distance

between the cut-points

Accurate and reproducible results on this type of ana-

lytical distillation can only be obtamed by rigid standardi-

zabon of apparatus and techmque In order to obviate

the personal factor as much as possible, Podbielniak [39.

1932] has developed an automatic control device which
supplies refrigerant to the reflux cooler, controls disbllatioo

rate according to the difficulty of fractionabon, summons
the operator with a buzzer and warnmg h^t whenever

assistance is required, and produces a complete disbllation

curve showing ffie distillation rate throughout the analysis

Several invesbgators, including Schaufelberger [43,1930],

MacGillivray [30, 1932], and Vandaveer [55, 1931], have
described fractionabng equipment for the analysis of
hydrocarbon gases very similarm prmciple to, but diflenng

somewhat m details from, that advanced by Podbielniak

The MacGillivray column is of mterest m that reflux cool-

ing IS controlled by means of a vanable-piessure hydrogen
bufier interposed between the reflux chamber and the

cooling cup, which is filled with liquid nitrogen The
column proper consists of two lengths of glass tubmg con-

nected by three turns ofa glass helix acting as an expansion

jomt, the whole bemg vacuum jacketed The packmg
material consists of a glass rod wound with new silver wire

An increased degree of reflux control is obtamed by silver-

ing the hydrogen buffer chamber only up to a certam level

so that coolmg due to radiabon is dependent upon the

level of the refngerant m the cup The mode of operabon
of the MacGillivray does not differ m any important

respects from that used m the Podbielniak apparatus

A cribcal study of apparatus design and operatmg tech-

nique and analytical fracbonation of low-boihng hydro-

carbons has been contributed by McMillan [31, 1936], who
has also compared the efficiences of vanous columns usmg
synthebc hydrocarbon mixtures of known composibon
McMillan pomts out that the Podbielniak and similar

methods of analysis, m spite of their obvious theorebcal

and pracbcal advantages, have yielded errabc results and
met with considerable cnbcism mamly because analytical

results could not be correlated when run on different

apparatus or by different operaton, while senous discre-

pancies have been too frequently found when plant pro-

duction or laboratoiy yields are checked agamst analyses

One senous source of error is due to excessive dead space

m the apparatus, and it was found that, towards the end
of distillabons when the packmg was almost dry, a false

break was obtamed, the amount of gas left m the column
being almost exactly equal to the volume of the kettle,

cohi^ and manifold connexions. It follows that m the

custcan^ procedure for dry-gas analysis, the reported

values for pmtane plus are almost mthout exoqibon sub-

ject to toon as hi^ as 100% of that fracbon In ord«:
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to reduce dead space, McMillan advocates the use of Y-
type manometers m place of the open-end manometers
ordinarily employed The most practical method of re-

ducing dead space m the kettle is to fill it with mercury

after it has berome diy and before reducing the pressure

Alternabvely, an auxiluity or ‘micro-column’, such as that

descnbed by Fitch [17, 1931], may be employed for

handlmg the small end fracbons, but such a procedure

presents certam disadvantages Other methods ofreducmg
kettle dead-space error include reducbon of pressure and
the addibon of a ‘chaser’, or substance of higher boilmg-

pomt than the heaviest components. McMillan concludes

that the use of mercury and reducbon of pressure are the

simplest and best methods for ebmmatmg dead-space error

Vanous column packings were compared by McMillan,

who found that most of the suggested packings were m-
adequate m promotmg intunate contact of vapour with

reflux liquid The most suitable packmg found by dus
investigator consisted ofa spiral ofNo 15 gauge brass wire

(6 turns per in ) with an insert of No 23 gauge straight

wire Another sabsfactory packing was a No 14 gauge
alumimum spiral with a No 23 gauge mchrome insert

McMillan’s conclusions regarding the mfluraice of other

factors on the efficiency of fractionabon may be sum-
marized as follows

1 The heatmg of the liqmd m the disbllmg bulb is best

effected by means of mternal heaters, i e electric heaters

immersed directly m the liquefied gases

2 Superheatmg of vapours between the surface of the

liqmd m the disbllmg bulb and the fractionabng secbon

must be reduced to a mmimum by efficiently msulatmg this

region from the surroundmg relabvely warm atmosphere

3 The opbmum reflux ratios are somewhat critical and
differ for vanous columns, bemg 11-15 for the usual Pod-
bielmak columns

4 The design of the condenser secbon at the top of the

column IS vitally important if irregularibes m the distiUa-

bon curves (usually in the form ofhumps or reverse breaks

at the end of each plateau) are to be elimmated.

3 The best posibon of the thermocouple at the top of
the column is about 7 5 cm below the run of the condenser

bath, but may be vaned 5 mm m either direction without

materially affectmg results

6 From both theoretical and practical pomts of view,

the best method of determming cut-pomts is to take the

temperature at which a 50-50 mol per cent of the bmaty
mixture is m equihbrium m the vapour state This method
has also been proposed by Fitch [17, 1931]

7 A careful comparison ofvanous fracbonatmg columns
showed that the old ‘ L’-type and ‘Regular’ one-piece Pod-
bielniak columns were not very satisfactory, although the

latter could be made to give extremely prease results if

used m conjuncbon with McMillan’s heavy-type padcing

and a bead-packed condenser The Podbidniak ‘micro’

precision equipment gave good results, although the degree

offracbonabon and reproduability did not approadi those

obtamed with a column developed by McMillan and con-

sisbng essenbally ofa Califonua Natural Gasoline Assoaa-
bon column [6], modified m accordance with McMillan’s
conclusions Ttus modified CNGA column was also

simpler to operate, smce it gave sharp, nnooth breaks m
a mmimum of tune and had no tendmcy to flood.

Although undoubtedly supenor to all other processes

for the analysis of hydroobbon gas mixtures, the methods
of precise fracbonal disbllabon suffer from certam obvious

disadvantages, chief of whidi are the tune required for a
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complete analyns (up to 8 hr ) and dw considerable con-

aunqitian of liquid air or nitrogen (2-5 litres) Attempts

have been made to simplify the procedure and to reduce

the consumption of hquid air or mtrogen or to employ the

cheaper carbon dioxide in place of liquid air or mtrogen.

Thus, in the simple fracUonal distillation apparatus de-

veloped by Davis [8, 1929], a suspension ofcarbon dioxide

snow m acetone is employed as refngerant The Davis

fractionatmg column consists of 3-5 metres of 5 mm glass

tubing bent into a spiral of 30-40 turns with a low pitch

encased m a silvered vacuum jacket, the upnght head at

the top of the column bemg surrounded by a cooling cup
for reflux control Distillation is carried out at atmospheric

pressure and the distillates are collected in hquid form

The applicabon of this type of column to the analysis of

complex hydrocarbon mixtures has been descnM by
Davis and Daugherty [9, 1932] For this purpose the

dried gas mixture is introduced into a condensation bulb,

cooled to —80° C , the uncondensed gas bemg measured

and analysed separately The liquefied hydrocarbon rmx-
ture IS then subjected to fractional distillation to yield the

followmg fractions, each of which are analysed by absorp-

tion and combustion methods

(1) A gas cut consistmg of ethane, ethylene, and small

amounts of methane, propane, and propylene

(2) A hqmd fracUon, bp up to —30° C , consistmg of
propane and propylene only

(3) A butane-butene fraction, bp — 30° C to -t- 10°

C

(4) A pentane-pentene cut, bp up to -1-45°

C

Although the fractional distillation is simply and rapidly

effected, the analysis requires much time for completion

owmg to the large number of subsidiary analyses involved

Bosschart [3, 1934] has described a fractionatmg appa-

ratus m whi<± liquids boilmg from — 1 70° C to -|-200° C
may be rectified at ordmaiy pressure m such a way that

the highest boiling components are recovered first This

unusual effect is obtained by a species of inverted fractional

distiUaUon, the more volatile components bemg continu-

ously vaporized and returned to the top ofthe column with

fresh liqmd feed In this way the volaUle components
accumulate at the top of the column while the heavier

consutuents are rectified m the column and escape from
the bottom This type of apparatus would seem to be
particularly useful m the analysis ofhydrocarbon gases for

their content of higher hydrocarbons, i e for gasolme con-

tent In cases where the chief interest of the analysis lies

m the content of the higher boilmg constituents, this type

of analyUcal fractionaUon should be economical m tune

and lateur The origmal paper should be consulted for

details of this mgemous system

Oflier Mefliods for Analysis by Physical Means

Attempts have been made to apply both preferentud

adsorption and solubility phenomena to the aiuUytical

separation of hydrocarbon gases, and Kuhn [26, 1931] has
dncnbed the use of sibca gel at low temperatures for the

analysis of coal gas

An mterestmg method of gas analysis advanced by Van
Dyck [56, 1932] consists in subjecting the gas mixture,

under examination, to the solvent action of a regulated

dow stream of a suitable solvent (mtrobenzene, toluene,

or hmaiy mixtures of these substances) at constant ton-
peratuie m a veoally designed and standardized appara-
tus. The amount of gas absorbed is measured by volume
change at constant pressure, and the results are mterpreted
by iriottnif the volume of absorption liquid against the
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volume of gas absorbed No refrigerant is required, and
It u claimed that analytical results can be obtiuned with

an accuracy of 0 5 %, while the mmimum amount of any
component which can be identified with oertamty is about

2 5% Rigid adherence to certam specified conditions and
to defiiutc dimensions of apparatus is stated to be essential

to the success of this procedure

Special Methods for the Analysis of Unsaturated

Hydrocarbon Gases

In analysing gaseous mixtures contaming both saturated

and unsaturated hydrocarbons, such as fractions obtamed
durmg the analytical fractional distillation or condensation

of cracked gases, advantage is taken of the high chemical

reactivity of the unsaturated constituents to remove these

substances by means of reagents which leave the paraffins

unattacked under the operatmg conditions Reagents

which have found wide apphcation for this purpose include

sulphuric acid and bromme

Segregation of Olefines by Absorption with Aqueous
Sulphuric Add of Varying Concentrations

The fact that the total olefine content ofgaseous mixtures

may be readily determmed by absorption in fuming sul-

phuric acid or in activated concentrated sulphuric acid has

already been mentioned However, on account of the great

variation in the rates of reaction of different olefine hydro-

carbons m aqueous sulphuric acid solutions, absorption m
the reagent may be employed to determine not only the

total content of unsaturated gases, but also, in many cases,

the proportions of certain individual hydrocarbons m com-
plex gas mixtures In fact, when absorption m certain

graded concentrations of aqueous sulphuric acid is em-
ployed m copiunction with some type of physical separa-

tion, such as fractional distillation, more or less complete

analytical data may be obtained

The rates of absorption of mdividual olefine gases m
sulphuric acid of varymg concentrations have been

measured by Michael and Brunei [35, 1909], Tropsch and
von Philippovich [54, 1923], Dobiyanskii [15, 1925], Davis

and Schuler [11, 1930], and Marcovich and Moore [33,

1930-1], while the extensive literature of the subject has

been ably reviewed by Tropsch and Mattox [53, 1934] In

general the rate of absorption of any mdividual olefine gas

IS proportional to its partial pressurem the gas phase and to

the acid surface exposed As might be expected, absorption

rates are greatly dependent upon the concentration of acid

and tend to increase rapidly with rising concentration On
the basis of then rates of absorption m aqueous sulphunc

acid of different concentrations, the olefine gases may be
grouped into the followmg three mam classes, namely

(1) Olefines readily absorbed by aqueous sulphuric acid

of concentrations of 60-70% This clak includes

isobutene, trimethylethylene, 2-methylbutene-l, and
isoprene [9, 1932]

(2) Olefines not readily absorbed m 60-70^ sulphunc
acid, but easily absorbed by acid concentrations of
80-7% This group embraces the secondaiy olefines

propylene, butene-1, butene-2, and pentene-2 as well

as 1,3-butadiene

(3) Olefines not absorbed at an apprecwble rate by 87%
acid, but readily absorbed m more concentrated acuL
The only member of this group u ethylene.

The above classification is substantiated by the following

expenmoital date of Davu and Sdnder for the relative

rates ofabsorptions ofvarious gaseous definesm sulphutie
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acid of different concentraUons at 25° C both in stationaiy
and rotating absorption diambers.

Jtatios of Absorption Velocities ofDifferent Olefines

In actual practice the analytical segregation of the
vanous olefines by the sulphuric acid method is best earned
out by a series of absorptions for defimte times in stan-
dardized amounts ofsulphuric acid of the requisite concen-
tration, the observed absorption being thus corrected for
the slow absorption due to the less reactive olefime con-
stituents Thusm the absorption of the olefines ofgroup I

a series of 5-min absorptions in 63% sulphuric acid is

earned out, observations of gas volume being taken over
a total absorption period of 25-30 min The uuual
rapid absorption, due to isobutene and similar hydro-
carbons, IS succeeded by a much slower and constant
absorpUon due to propylene, /i-butenes, and butadiene If
the progress of the absorption is plotted graphically, the
actual proportion of group 1 olefines may be determined
by extrapolating the straight-line portion of the curve
(representing the absorption of the less reactive olefines)

to the ordinate axis Slight variations in the acid con-
centrations employed do not markedly affect the results
obtained Sulphuric acid concentrations of about 63%
have been used for the absorption of isobutene and similar
reactive olefines by Dobryanskii [15, 1925], Marcovich and
Moore [33, 1930], and by Hurd and Spence [23, 1929],
although Marcovich and Pigulevski [34, 1932] and Whit-
more and Langlois [57, 1932] prefer to employ 68% acid,
whereby the tune of absorption is materially redu^

After the removal of isobutene and similar reacbve ole-
fines, the olefines of group 2 are similarly absorbed together
by more concentrated acid, and here again a series of
absorptions for definite intervals of time must be made
in order to correct for the slow absorption of ethylene
Although the absorption ofpropylene in 87% sulphuric acid
1$ stated by Tropsch and von Philippovich to be complete
in 10 mm

, Manning, King, and Sinnatt [32, 1928] con-
sider It desirable to continue the absorption for 20 mm
with gas measurements at intervals of 5 mm each so
that a correction can be applied for the slow absorption of
ethylene Sulphuric acid of 87% strength is now generally
used for removmg olefines of group 2, although Dobry-
anskii used 83-4% and Hurd and Spence recommended
82 4% acid for this purpose Attempts to apply the sul-
phuric acid absorption method to the analytical separation
ofthe various olefines of group 2 are unlikely to be success-
ful m view of the data already given The rates of absoip-
tion of 1,3-butadiene, n-butenes, and propylene are too
close to one another to allow of any such separation

After removal of all the higher olefines, ethylene may be
absorbed in any of the reagents previously described for
the estimation of the total olefine content of gaseous mix-
tures. In connexion with the activation of sulphuric acid
by the sulphates of nickel and silver, Davis and Quiggle
[10, 1930] have shown that addition of these salts to 87%
sulidninc acid greatly reduces the effectiveness of the
separatum of propylene and ethylene m contact with this

add absorbent
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Analyda of Unsatorated Gases by Brominatiim

Quantitative bromination has been proposed as a
of estunatmg the total unsaturated content of gaseous
mixtures, the amount of bromine combinmg additivdy
with a given volume of gas mixture being deteimmed by
methods similar to those used in the examination of hqmd
hydrocarbons Dobryanskii [15, 1925] has made use of
the Francis reagent for this purpose, the advantage of this

solution, which consists of an aqueous soluuon of potas-
sium bromide and bromate acidified with sulphuric acid,

bemg that bromme is slowly hberated accordmg to the
equation

KBrO.+6KBr4-3H,SO« = 3K,SO*+3H,0-|-KBr+3Br„

so that the concentraUon of bromine presentm the system
can always be mamtamed at a low value In the method
suggested by Dobryanskii, a known volume of gas is mtro-
duced mto an evacuated flask contammg a soluUon of
potassium bromide and sulphuric acid, and a definite

weight of potassium bromate is mtroduced and reaction

allowed to take place Finally, excess bromine is estimated
by the addition of potassium iodide solution and titration

with standard thiosulphate solution Bromine addition is

said to take place exclusively with the formation of di-

bromides from monolefines and tetrabromides from diole-

fines and acetylenes However, it has been shown by Davis,
Crandall, and Higbee [12, 1931] that the quantitative addi-
tion of bromine to diolefines and acetylenes is inhibited by
the presence of oxygen, so that these investigators recom-
mend a procedure in which a measured gas volume u
mtroduced into an evacuated vessel containing the bro-
mide-bromate solution, dilute sulphuric aad being run m
from a burette until a shght excess of bromine is present

The estimation is then completed m the usual way
Conversion of unsaturat^ hydrocarbons into their bro-

mine addition compounds followed by fractionation of the

resultmg bromides constitutes one of the oldest methods of
identifymg individual unsaturated hydrocarbons m com-
plex gas mixtures In this way ethylene, propylene, and
butadiene were isolated from ‘oil gas’ by Armstrong and
Miller [1, 1886], while this method has been subsequently
employed by several mvestigators However, the applica-
tion of this procedure to the quantitative estimation of
mdividual unsaturated hydrocarbons is rendered diificult

by the sunultaneous occurrence of side reactions, including

substitutive bromination and, m some cases, elimination of
hydrogen bromide from the unstable olefine dibromides
first formed Nevertheless, undesmable side reactions may
be minimized by controll^ bromination at low tempera-
tures, so that, m spite of its inherent disadvantages, the
conversion of unsaturated hydrocarbons mto their bro-
mides undoubtedly constitutes an mvestigative method of
proved value

A method of analysis of the gaseous products of coal
carbonization has been advanced by Manning, Kmg, and
Sinnatt [32, 1928] dependmg upon the formation of bro-
mine addition compounds Thus the bromine addition
compounds obtained by passing about 10 cu ft of gas
through two 2-litre Woolf bottles, cooled m a freezmg
mixture of ice and salt and each contammg 25-75 ml of
bromme covered with 100 ml of a 10% aqueous solution
of potassium bromide, are washed with dilute causbc soda
solution, then with water, separated, and weighed The
mixture is then subjected to distillation under leduced
pressure to yield the followmg fractions

(a) Boihng up to 80” C at 20mm , this fraction contains
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all the ethylene and proi^lene dibronudes and the

nuuor part of the butyloie dibronudes

(b) Boiling at 80-130° C under 20 nun , this fraction

contains the remaining butylene dibromides and bro-

mine derivatives of higher olefines

(c) Residue, consistmg mamly of butadiene tetrabro-

midcs

Known weights of fractions (a) and (b) are then treated

with the zuic-copper couple m alcohohc solution, and the

hberated olefines are examined by the usual absoiption

and combustion procedures The residue, (c), contains

two forms of butadiene tetrabromide which are present

m approxunately equimolecular proportions Since the

higher mcltmg form is scarcely soluble in cold alcohol, it

can be recovered from (c) by extraction with boilmg alcohol

followed by cooling the filtered solution to 0°C The
deposited crystals are weighed and the butadiene content

can then be calculated, assuming that only SO% ofthe total

butadiene tetrabromides are recovered m this way

Special Methods for the Estimation of Olefines of

Four Carbon Atoms

Hurd and Goldsby [22, 1934] have drawn attention to

a sensiuve and selective test for isobutene, which depends
on the formation of an orange turbidity or precipitate m
the presence of the reagent discovered by Demgbs [13,

1898] The reagent is prepared by heatuig a mixture of
20 g of mercuric oxide in 100 ml of water with 40 ml
of concentrated sulphuric acid, the solution bemg dduted
with water to 400 ml When passed into this reagent, iso-

butene gives a yellow turbidity, which increases on warm-
ing, while boiUng the solution causes the separauon of a
heavy orange precipitate Although the other butenes dis-

solve m this reagent, no precipitate is formed on warming,
while trunethylethylene also does not give the test The
possibihty of extendmg this remarkable reacUon to the

quantitative estunation of isobutene m gas mixtures is

indicated by the work ofHurd and Goldsby Vanous pro-

cedures for the determmation of the proportions of the

three isomenc n-butenes (i e butene-1, cis-butene-2, and
tranS'butene-2) have been elaborated on the basis of con-
version of mixtures of these hydrocarbons into theu* di-

bromides Bromination of such a mixture is best earned
out at low temperatures, the addition of bromine bemg
finally conqileted after allowmg to warm to room tem-
perature In order to determine the proportion ofbutene-1
m admixture with the other n-butenes, Frey and Yant
[18, 1927] suggest brommation followed by heating the

nu^ dibronudes with IS% alcoholic potassium hydroxide
m a sealed tube at 100° C for 2-5 hours Under these

conditions 1,2-dibromobutane only is converted to tiie

extent of SI % mto ethylacetylene, which may be readily

estimated m the form of its silver denvative

Attanpts to develop an analytical method for estimatmg
the relative proportions of n-butenes m mixtures of these

hydrocarbons by careful fracbonation of their dibronudes
have proved unsuccessful [29, 1930], but Dillon, Young,
uid Lucas [14, 1930] have been able to devise a method
based on the diCferent reaction rates of these dibronudes
with potassium iodide m methanol solution at 75° C. For
details of this somewhat compheated method the ongtnal
papers should be consulted.

Butadiene is most convemently recognized as its charac-

teristic tetiabronude, m p 1 18° C. A lower melting steieo-

isomenc tetrabromide is also formed so that methods of
anabvis based upon determmations of the weight of tiie

hi^m' meltmg bromide formed from a given volume ofgas

can only be accurate if the rabo of these isomns produced

under given conditions IS accurately known Valuesforthe

butadiene content of gas mixtures obtamed by weighing

the crude mixtures of tetrabromides remammg after re-

moval of admixed volatile olefine dibronudes by vacuum
distillation are likely to be too high on account of the

presence of other non-volatile brommation products [34,

1932] The titrimetnc brommation method have bMn
found unsatisfactory for the determmation of butadiene

except m the case of highly rectified butene-butadiene con-

densates [34, 1932] Methods have been advanced for the

determmation of butadiene m the form of its tetrachlonde

by Sorokin and Belikova [48, 1925] and as its dihydro-

chloride by Ostromisslenskii [36, 1915], but have found no
general application More recently Tropsch and Mattox

[52, 1934] have described a very convenient volumetric

method of analysis of butadiene dependmg upon the rapid

absorption of this gas m molten maleic anhydride at

100°C to form a non-volatile addition compound The
apparatus used by these investigators consisted merely of

a gas burette for gas measuronent at constant pressure and
a small bead-packed absorption vessel, containing 2-2*5 g
of maleic anhydride and maintained at 100° C by means
of a boihng-water bath In order to minimize errors due
to physical solution of other hydrocarbons it was necessary

to employ the mmimum of maleic oxhydride and to first

saturate the absorbent with the hydrocarbons by a pre-

limmary treatment with a sample of the gas under mvestiga-

tion Tropsch and Mattox showed that olefines and
acetylene, the latter m concentration up to 15%. did not

interfere with this method However, maleic anhydride is

a specific reagent for conjugated diolefines and rapidly ab-

sorbs isoprene, cyclopentadiene, and dimethylbutadiene

The apphcation of this method to the estimation of buta-

diene and similar coiyugated diolefines m coal gas has

been desenbed by Cooderham [20, 1937], who, however,

obviated dilficulties due to physical soluUon of non-

diolefinic hydrocarbons by evacuating the absorption

pipette both before and after absorption The absorption

of butadiene m maleic anhydride at 100° C is said to be
completem 12mm at atmospheric pressure, although other

coqjugated diolefines react more rapidly

Estimation of Helium in Natural Gases

Methods for the estunation of the helium content of
natural gases are based on the observation that all gases,

except neon and helium, are adsorbed by active charcoal

at tte temperature of hquid air The apparatus usually

employed for this analysis consists ofa senes of condensa-

tion vessels, cooled m hquid air, m which all hydrocarbon
constituents, except small amounts of methane, are hque-

fkd The residual gas is then mtroduced mto an evacuated

bulb contaming charcoal, previously degassed at elevated

temperatures, the bulb bemg cooled m liquid air Under
these conditions all gases except neon and helium are com-
pletdy adsorbed The helium and neon may then be
pumped mto a burette for volume measurement and for

spectroscopic exammation. In the removal of the hehum
and neon, pumpmg to a low pressure is essential, smee
charcoal at hquid-air temperature adsorbs apprecuble
quanuties of hehum (about 2 5 ml. per g of diarcoal at

atmospheric pressure). A relatively sunple apparatus for

carrying out helium detenmnatioos has been d^ibed by
Gennann, Gagos, and Netbon [19, 1934], who have also

furnished an excellent hteratine summary of this subiject.
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THE UTILIZATION OF LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GASES
By G. G. OBERFELL ud T. W. LEGATSKI

Philips Petroleum Company

The posubibUes of creating markets for large quanUUes of

liquefied petroleum gases were visualized many years ago,

but the extensive development of these potential outlets

awaited the solution of the many techmcal problems having

to do with the manufacture, transportation, and utilization

of the product and the formulation and execution of plans

pertauung to the merchandismg of the commodity De-
velopments along these hnes were greatly accelerated by
the economic pressure exerted by ever-increasmg supplies

of raw material for the manufacture of such products

A conception of the economic and technologic changes

which have been taking place m the natural gasoluie,

petroleum-refining, and automotive industries is necessary

in order to properly understand the ever-increasing poten-

tial supplies A brief summary of these changes will be

helpful

Natural gasohne, a product extracted from natural gas,

has long been advantageously used to blend m small

quantities with refinery gasohne to make a finished motor
fuel In past years the rapid growth of the automotive

mdustry taxed the ability of the petroleum industry to keep

pace with the demand for motor fuel Consequently, re-

finers were prone to 'cut’ deeper mto the crude oil in order

to produce from each barrel increasing amounts of a pro-

duct which might pass as motor fuel Blendmg with small

quantiUes of light natural gasohne to improve the startmg

characteristics ofsuch fuels was common practice In order

to secure proper vaporization of this fuel, automotive de-

signers were forced to embody vanous types of manifold

heaters m their fuel-induction systems durmg this penod
The ever-increasing demand for motor fuel next cauWd the

refiners to concentrate on the development of crackmg

processes, and the progress made m this field of endeavour

brought with it a large supply of gases from which a pro-

duct similar to natural gasohne could be recovered The
increasing demand for motor fuels of improved anti-knock

charactenstics also supplied a powerful mcentive to the

more extensive appheaUon of cracking

Coupled with the over-production of crude oil of recent

years, the mereased oil-cracking capacities at refineries

created a supply of the highly volatile constituents of gaso-

line greatly m excess of that which could be successfully

used m motor fuel without encountering vapour-lockmg

difliculbes in the fuel feed system of the automobile It

was, therefore, found necessary to reduce the volatibty of
the natural gasolme used in motor fuel, and this was
accomplished by removal of practically all the propane
and a large poruon of the butane from natural gasoline

This step furnished the necessary impetus to natural gaso-

line manufacturers to develop the liquefied gas markets for

propane and butane because of the immediate availabihty

of these products Through the expansion of their oii-

craclong facihues and the insullation of more eificient

vapour-recovery systems, many refiners are now findmg
fhemselves sumlarly situated with an excess supply of pro-

pane and butane Hence large refineries, when favourably

located with respect to markets, now consUtute a second
important source of supply

Many independent estimates have been oflTered as to the

potential supply from both of these sources The potential

supply of butane alone was estimated early in 1934 as being

approximately 250,000 bbl per day Approximately one-

quarter of this amount finds its way into motor fuel With
contmued improvement in automobile fuel-system design,

it is expected that eventually half of the currently available

supply may find its way mto motor-fuel channels This still

leaves available for other uses at least 125,000 bbl per day
plus such additional supplies as may be created through

more extensive applications of the cracking processes

The potenUal propane supply, although considerably

greater in quantity, is nevertheless more diffacult to predict

with any great degree of accuracy There is reason to

believe that the potential propane resources of the Umted
States are approximately 500,000 bbl per day Since pre-

sent extraction practices are such that the economical

recovery is limited to about 25%, the potential figure is

immediately reduced to around 125,000 bbl per day Of
this amount probably at least half exists at plants too small

to be considered for economical extraction or in localities

too far removed from potential markets The remainder,

approximately 60,000 bbl per day, is available, and this

amount could undoubtedly be increased by further modi-

fications in the extractio

Method of Extraction

Although a variety of methods are in use, the most
widely accepted process for recovering propane and butane

IS one of a number of steps comprising absorption from
the gas, recovery of the absorbed material from the ab-

sorbent by distiUaUon, chemical treatment of the recovered

material, and lastly a series of fractional distillation steps

for the purpose of segregating the several finished products

The absorbent used is a narrow boilmg-range oil of
about 200 mol wt This is circulated through absorp-

tion towers or scrubbers of the bubble-plate type in

quantities calculated to effect the proper degree of removal
of the constituents desired from the gas Smee most re-

fineries have vapour-recovery plants similar m design to

natural gasolme plants, the extraction of the propane and
butane may be considered as a by-product operation of the
manufacture of natural and vapour-recovery gasoline

The quantity of low molecular weight hydrocarbons con-

tained m the saturated absorbent along with the natural

gasoline or vapour-recovery plant gasolme vanes with the

conditions of temperature, pressure, and oil circulation

rate under which the absorption was conducted Ihe ab-

sorbed matenals are removed from the absorbent oil by
dubllation, and ate later rectified to separate the vapour
recovery or natural gasolme In present commercial prac-

tice the gasoline thus made contains butane m amounts
varymg from traces to as high as 30% by volume, dqiend-

ing upon the seasonal requiremenU of the refinery product
m which It eventually is btaided

The «(cess butane from the above rectifying qpmtion,
together with propane and lighter gases, constitutes dienw
material for hqudSed gas manufacture. Suwe this material
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in most cases contains hydrogen sulphide, mercaptans, and
other organic sulphurcompoundsm appreciable quantises,

a chemical treatment is necessary at this stage The treat-

ment usually takes the form of a caustic wash for the pur-

pose of removmg hydrogen sulphide and some of the

mercaptans, followed by a hypochlorite wash These

operations are finally followed by a thorough water wash
The treated feed stock free of mechanically entrained

water is pumped to the first of a series oftwo fractionatmg

towers, where a separation is effected between the butanes

and the propane and lighter fractions The bottom product

of this operation is fimshed butane The top product, after

being completely condensed, is run to a separating vessel,

where a water layer separates and is periodically drawn off

The hydrocarbon layer is pumped to the second column,

where a separation is made between propane-propyleiw

and the lighter constituents The nature of this separation

IS such that it should be conducted at low condenser tem-

peratures (about 40° F ) if high recoveries of saleable pro-

duct are to be realized When this distillation step is

conducted with proper care, the bottom product will always

be suffiaently didiydrated for bottled-gas use and will also

be an acceptable product in every other respect

Properties of Liquefied Petroleum Gases

The materials classified as commercial liquefied petro-

leum gases in general fall into two more or less distinct

grades, known as propane and butane The number of
grades are, however, by no means limited, since the classi-

fication IS a loose one Source of raw matenals, the pur-

pose, and the details of utilization all play an important
part in determimng the product characteristics Although
there are two sources of supply, natural gasoline plants

and refinenes, the materials are so similar that they may
be used interchangeably in most applications The pro-

perties of the major products as affected by their sources

will be briefly considered, followed by a discussion of the

requirements imposed on the products by the use for which
they are intended

The liquefied gas raw matcnal from natural sources is

a somewhat uncertain mixture consisting primarily of pro-

pane, fao-butane, and normal butane, as well as small per-

centages of ethane and pentane Depending upon the

locality, such products also may contain appreciable

quantities of hydrogen sulphide and the various orgamc
sulphur compounds of comparable boiling-points In the

course of refimng this material a fairly uniform product

containing 95-9% propane can normally be produced
The composition of the concurrently produced butane
fraction will be much more variable, depending upon the

amount of normal butane which was removed from the

original raw matenal with the hght gasoline for incorpora-

tion in motor fuel Variations m composition of from
traces to 10% in propane, 10-70% m feo-butane, 30-

90% m normal butane, and from traces to 3% in pentane

contents have been observed m some instances However,
the average product of the manufacturing operation nor-

mally contains about 5% of propane and from 20-30%
of fso-butane, the balance being normal butane For-
tunately, the properties and the behaviour of the con-

stituoits which vary most widely m their occurrence are so

similar that they can be wholly disregarded m the use of
the product as a fbel The sulphur content of the treated

products IS veiy low, being of the order of 2-12 grams
per 1,000 cu. ft of vaponzed matenal. On a thermal basis

the sulphur content would be equivalent to that d* a 550
B Th U. gas containmg less than 2 grams per 1,000 cu ft.

The raw matenal for liquefied gases from refinery sources

IS much more vanable than that from natural sources, since

the composition is affected very materially by the magm-
tude and type of crackmg operations practised As would
be expected, such a raw material contams not only the

hydrocarbons of the paraffin series, but also the vanous
olefine denvatives The percentage of olefines in the mix-

ture appears to vary from 10% to as high as 40% Here,

agam, it is fortunate for the fuel user that the olefines

resemble the paraffins so closely in all their important

combustion characteristics The concentration of sulphur

compounds in the refinery raw material is usually some-

what higher than in the natural raw matenal, but experience

has shown that proper treatment will give products com-
parable to the natural products

The mtended use and the method of utihzation place

some important restrictions on the permissible range m
composition of the products Expenence has quite defi-

nitely shown that the bottled-gas grade of liquefied gas

must contain approximately 95% propane or propylene if

uniformly good results are to be had under all climatic

conditions This grade of material must also be used m all

larger scale operauons where vaporization is to be accom-

plished by batch distillation from the storage vessel The
second important requirement m the case ofsuch a product

is that It be at least partially dehydrated Ifnot sufficiently

dehydrated, considerable trouble will be experienced with

ice forming ui the pressure-regulating equipment when the

atmospheric temperatures approach the freezmg-pomt of

water The third requirement is that the product be sub-

stantially non-corrosive to avoid deterioration ofthe equip-

ment Because these gases are practically odourless, it is

now becommg quite common practice for manufacturers

to add small percenuges of highly odoriferous materials to

the fimshed product in order to minimize hazards occa-

sioned through leakage in equipment or appliances Ethyl

mercaptan is probably the most widely used odorant for

this purpose A very important requirement for a suitable

bottled-gas odorant is that it shall be sufficiently volatile

so as not to result in a building-up of residues in the batch

distillation process Average characteristics of bottled-gas

grade propane are presented in Table I

Commercial butane has its largest ultunate use in a

diluted form and it can, therefore, be regarded primarily

as an enriching medium The chief requirements of an
ennchmg medium are that it be reasonably consistent m
heating value and that it be free of more than traces of

heavier matenals which might introduce complications m
the vaponzation process Expenence with vanous types

of vaporizers has indicated that the maximum amount of

material of higher boilmg-pomts than butane which can

be satisfactorily handled is somewhere m the range 2-5%
The actual amount is, ofcourse, dependent upon the nature

of the heavy material, the type of vaporizauon apparatus

employed, and the enriching practices that are followed

Barring t^ restnction, the hydrocarbon composition can

vary withm wide limits in enrichment applications, since

even appreciable quantities of propane ^ not materially

affect the heatmg value For industrial apphcations the

product normally consists of about 90% butanes and

butylenes Although large quanuties of sulphur could

reaffily be tolerated m butane used for enndiment pur-

poses, the average amount present after proper chemical

treatment to remove the more corrosive forms of sulphur
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It so low fts to be uuignificant. TaNe I gives the average sure differeatials on the coatainmg vessels or by tx

chaiactenstics of butane intended for industrial or ennch-

tncatuse

Table I

Average Properties ofLiquefiedPetroleum Gas Products

Commtreida
propane

Vapour-preninc lb per iq in gsuse
124 31•t WF

U 90*F 167 49

•tl00*F 192 59

t 103* F 206 63

»tI30*F 97

Specific gravity of liquid (60‘/60° F ) 0309 0382

lbill«lbaiUns-pointatl4 71b periq in tbi *F -31 13

Weight per U S gallon of Uquld at 60° F , lb 424 484

Mean coefficient of thernul expansion, liquid

0-50°

F

000143 000104
30-100°

F

000186 000122

Dew-point at 14 7 lb per iq in abs ,
° F -46 24

Spadfie heat of hquid, BThU per lb per'F
at60°F 0 388 0349

Cu ft of gai at 60° F , 30 in Hg per U S gallon

of liquid at 60° F 3628 3146

Specific volume of gas, cu ft per lb at 60° F

,

30in Hg 8 33 6 30

Spedfle heat of gas. B Th U per lb per ° F at
60° F (Cp) 0-404 0382

Spadfie gravity of gat (air • 1) at 60° F

,

30 in Hg 132 201

92fr-I,020 900-1,000

Maximum flame temperature in air, ° F 3.393 3,613

Fk cent gas in air Ibr maximum flame tern- i

42-43
Maximum rate of flame propagation in 23 mm

tube ij

3 3-34

cm per tec
|

849 871
334 343

Llrailt of inflaromabiUty in air, gas per cent in

gis-air mixture
1

at lower bmlt, 24 19
at maximum rats of flame propagation, % 4 7-3 0

I

37-39
at upper limit, % 96

1

86
Hequind for complete combustion
en.ft.O,percu ft gas 4-9 63
cu ft. air per cu ft gat 23 4 300
lb O, per lb gat 360 334
lb air per Ib gas 13 38 13 3

Products of complete combusuon
cu ft CO, per cu ft gat 30 39
cu. ft. H,0 par cu ft gas 38 46
cu ft N, pcrcu ft gas 18 3 237
lb CO, per lb gas 30 31
lb H.Operlb gas 16 13
Ib N, per lb gas 120 118
ultimate CO„ by volume 13 9 141

Latent heat of vaporization at boiliog-point

BThU perib 183 167
BThU perUS gallon 783 808

BThU pcrcu ft

'

2.322 3.261
BThU perib 21,360 21,180
B Tb U per U S gallon 91,300 102.600

In addition to the basic products discussed above, pro-
ducts of almost every descnption are available for less or
for more exacting apphcauons These products range from
the pure hydrocarbons themselves to mixtures of every
conceivable composition. The basic products previously
described consutute by far the greater percentage of the

Mitput

Handling and Truqwrtatioa

Pnqiane, butane, and the vanous mtermediate grades of
Itqnef^ petroleum gases are handled fn»n the time of
manufacturem much the same manner as other less volatile

hqutds. The products are transferred t^mamtaimngpres-

specially designed transfer pumps
Storage tanks used at the pomt ofmanufacture are most

commonly of about 15,000 gallons capaaty Such tanks

are designed and built m accordance with specifications of

the Amencan Soaety of Mechanical Engineers for unfired

pressure vessels Propane tanks are usually built for a
workmg pressure of 200 lb per square-inch gauge, and
butane tanks for a workmg pressure of approxunately

801b per square inch

The products are transported by rail m I C C cylmders,

or m t^ cars approved for the purpose, and by highway

m cylmders and tank trucks Water shipment m specially

constructed tank ships has also been resorted to. and m at

least one instance pipeline transportation has been used

with success

At the pomt of use storage tanks are mstalled either

above or underground as the soil conditions or space

limitations may require The valves, gasket material,

liquid-level gauging devices, thermometers, and other tank

appurtenances are of those types especially designed for

liquefied gas service Detailed descn^ions of the arrange-

ments most commonly used are to be found elsewhere m
the hterature

Two general systems are employed to revaponze the

product at the pomt of consumption The first of these,

which IS applied to propane where the rate of withdrawal

IS not excessive, is one of batch distillation from the storage

vessel Since the necessary latent heat of vaporization in

such mstances is atmosphenc heat which must flow through

the walls of the containing vessel to the body of liqmd m
the vessel, it is needless to remark that it can only be used

where the latent heat requirements are not large and are

not subject to wide vanations Such vessels can, however,

be fitted with auxiliary heating coils to take care of greater

requirements The vaporized propane leaves a tank

through either a single or series of pressure-reducmg regu-

lators which are set to mamtam whatever pressures are

necessary on the distnbution system The nature of the

gaseous product makes it feasible to pipe it anywhere
without fear of condensaUon difiiculUes Hence it is fre-

quently piped to vanous locations m industrial plants at

pressures as high as 30 lb for utilization m special types

of mspirating eqmpment Similar practice is followed m
distnbution systems for small towns with service regulators

to reduce further the pressure at the consumers’ premises

The second system of vaporization whidi is much more
widely employed is one of flash vaporization. Butane and
also mixtures of butane and propane are used through such
systems, smce fluctuations m heatmg value are thexel^

eliminated If the equipment m such an installation is

designed for the maximum reqmrements, sudden peak
loads may readily be handled Because of the great flexi-

bihty of this system, it has even been applied to propane
m preference to the batch distillation system, particularlym
the larger installations In bnef, this system consists of
a hne from the liquid storage tank through which the liqiud

flows to a pressure-reducmg regulator From the discharge

side of the regulator the hquid flows at from 5-10 lb.

pressure to the vaporizing apparatus. The vaponzers used
are of vanous types m which steam or hot water constitute

the heatmg medium. Vapours pass from the top of tins

apparatus through a series of pressure regulators whidi
reduce and mamtam file pressure at the dewed level. The
amount of hquid passing to the vaponzing apparatua is

controlled by the pressure cm the vmxnizer whK^ ut turn.
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IS sulgect to the demand for vapours With lines properly

insulated or otherwise protected, the vapours may be

handled m the undiluted state for considerable distances

However, m instances where it is mtended eventually to

use the vapours as a partial or as a total pre-mix with air.

It IS customary to locate the proportionmg equipment dose
to the vaporization apparatus When this is done the pie-

mixed gas may be piped anywhere without fear of con-

densation difSralties, since the dew-point temperature of

the mixed gas is lower than temperatures commonly en-

countered in distribution systems

Competitive Podtion of Liquefied Petrdeum Gases

Liquefied petroleum gases are bemg used in a number
of ways at the present tune, and the possibilities are that

other applications willbe developed in the future Utiliza-

tion IS classified into four major groups, based on the

methods of distnbution and application of these hydro-

carbons, and are as follows

1 Duect gas service m which the undiluted gases are

employed.

(a) Individual domestic distribution m cylmders

(b) Cbmmunity distnbution in pipelmes

(c) Industrial use

2 Gas enrichment or cold carburetion

(a) Ennching water gas, blue gas, or other gases of
low thermal value to meet calorific standards

(b) Recarburetion to offset thermal loss due to com-
pression and transmission of manufactured gas

3 Base material for manufactunng gas

(a) Meeting peak-load conditions

(b) Reformmg to produce a low-gravity gas of high

thermal value

(c) Propane-air and butane-air carburetion

4 Special uses

(a) Solvents, extraction mediums
(b) Dewaxing of lubricating oils

(c) Refrigeration

id) Base for orgamc chemicals

(e) Fuel for inteinal-combustion engmes

if) Welding and mctal<uttuig operations

The competitive position of liquefied petroleum gases m
the first three groups listed above is immediately obvious

when a comparison is made of various fuels Although

ideal materials are often regarded as imaginary or im-

practicable, all engineers recognize certain characteristics

of an ideal fuel Such a fuel must be gaseous so as to be
easily handled, transported, and controlled, and to permit

a maximum quantity of heat to be released in a miiumum
combustion space in the shortest length of time It must
be free from foreign or deleterious substances and from
corrosive constituents It must have combustion charac-

teristics that adapt it to the multitudinous demands of

huntfaedsofmdustnes and thousands ofprocesses It must
be umform and unchanging m composition to ensure like

results under hke conditions It must be generally avail-

able and m practically unlimited quantities, regardless of
tile pomt of use It must possess flexibility and umversal

adaptabihty, and It must be economical muse Such a fuel

naturally will produce results superior to those obtained

with ordinary fuds and, therefore, will find a large and
nmversally a^owledged place in mdustiy
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Practically every one will concede that natural gas most
nearly fills these requirements. However, it is not available

generally and the supply is not always adequate Coal has

availabihty, distribution, and economy m lU favour, yet

one recognizes its lumtations for the higher classes of
thermal processmg, upon calling to mmd the enormous
mvestment and the high capital and operatmg costs re-

volved in converting it to coke, to coal gas, and to water

gas, and other more adaptable and, therefore, more valu-

able classes of fuel Producer gas has its serious limitations,

coal-gas production lacks the flexibihty demanded by in-

dustry, and water gas usually lequues carburetion All

these gases are inherently variable m composition, specific

gravity, and calonfic value In practice these handicaps

are minimized byjudicious mixreg re holders or by frequent

adjustment of the combustion apparatus re use

Oil IS generally available and is usually less costly per

umt of heating value than the higher forms of fuel evolved

from coal, but it suffers by companson with such fuels It

IS not gaseous, it requires a large volume of combustion

space. It IS variable m quality, and its precise control offers

difficulties

Liquefied petroleum gases are competitive in one apphca-
tion or another with practically every type of fuel being

used to any extent at the present tune Ihey have all the

advantages of a gaseous fuel—cleanliness, convemence,

heatmg efficiency, ease of handhng, accuracy of control,

and at the same time they possess the principal advantage

of the solid and liquid fuels in that they can be made
available for use anywhere Long-range transportation is

simplified because they are shipped as hquids Short-range

transportation is convenient because they are used as gases

Utilization of Liquefied Pettolenm Gases

A complete descnption and analysis of each of the

various uses previously outlined would be beyond the scope

of this article Consequently, the major uses will be but

bnefly described

Individual Domestic Distribution in Cylinders.

As early as 1912 hquefied petroleum gases were used for

cookmg and hot-water heating purposes, although the

adoption of this fuel did not become general until tank-car

methods of transportation of the conunodity were per-

fected The decrease in transportation costs made bulk-

station facilities possible, and this has resulted re rapid

development Since that tune the number of consumers
has been constantly growing until at the present tune the

number in the Umted States is estimated at near 250,000

Although no accurate figures are available, the use of
bottled gas in Europe and in northern Afnca has been

reported as rapidly increasing

Two methods of ‘bottled-gas’ service are commonly
employed The first of these, known as the One-drum
System, consists of a single cyhnder or tank contammg
approximately 90 days’ normal fuel supply which is per-

manently installed on the customer’s premises The
cyhnder is periodically refilled by means of a tank truck,

the cylinder bemg weighed before and after ftie refilling

operation The amount of fuel consumed is readily deter-

mmed from the differences in weight A more commonly
employed system, known as the Two-drum System, con-

sists of two cylmders manifolded together so that when one
cylinder is empty, the other can be turned on, and re this

way practically uninterrupted gas service is obtamed The
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empty cylmder is collected by the fuel distnbutor and
refill^ at the bulk-station charging plant

The approximate cost of equipment for a Two-drum
installation is as follows

1 cabinet $10 50

2 cylinders 16 00

1 regulator 4 50
2 valves 2 30

Manifold, piping Ac 6 65

Total $39 95

The cost of a complete One-drum umt is somewhat
lower, bemg approximately $26 However, offsetting this

lower cost is the higher cost of truck-dehvery equipment

Hence, for servicing scattered customera over a wide area

the Two-drum System is undoubtedly the most economical

The One-drum System will find its chief application in

thickly settled suburban areas where trucking costs will

be low

The price at which propane is customarily sold to the

domestic consumer is from a minimum of4 to a maximum
of 14 cents per pound, from which it it self-evident that

It IS not competitive with natural gas or even with manu-
factured gas at prevailing average rates This difference m
cost in reahty amounts to a service charge which the users

pay for gas convenience beyond the gas mams This retail

pace IS such that it is more economical for cookmg and
water-heating purposes than electricity at prevaihng rates

Community Distribution in Pipelines.

A survey conducted a few years ago in the United States

showed that there were hundreds of communities between

1.000 and 2,500 population, and an appreciable number
over 2,500 population without gas service The total gas

requir^ for any of these commumties is small The load

factor IS very apt to be extremely low, hence supplymg
these towns with gas through transmission lines econo-

mically IS often quite out of the question, inasmuch as the

fixed charges would be prohibiUve Liquefied gases in

many instances have furnished the solution to this problem
in the form of so-called undiluted vapour plants

In this system a central storage tank of from 10,000 to

15.000 gallons capacity is periodically filled with propane
shipped by tank car In localities where the climate is more
mild a mixture of propane and butane is sometimes used

Propane bemg self-vaponzmg at all temperatures above
mmus 44° F obviates the necessity of a vaporizer, so that

the plant equipment is reduced to a liqmd storage tank,

regulators, and a station meter The propane vapour is

withdrawn from the top of the tank

The pressure is reduced m two stages first, by means of
a ratio-type regulator located on the vapour Ime at the

hquid storage tank which mamtams a ^uced pressure

proportional to the tank pressure This prevents the pos-

sibility of any hqmd condensation m the vapour Ime lead-

mg from the tank to the regulator and meter house The
final regulation to the pressure carried on the distnbution

system is obtained by a conventional-type regulator The
gas is metered on the downstream side of the regulator

before entering distnbution mams, which usually operate

at from 1-5 lb
, with individual house governors ahead

ofthe customers’ meters The distnbution system normally
consists of 2-m , li-m , and 1-m mams

Modifications of this system to handle groups of still

smaller towns are possible The central stations necessary

in this system are also employed for lechargmg cylinders

used m the various bottled^ systems.
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Indnstrial Use.

While liquefied petroleum gases are generally applicable

to any mdustnal heating process to which any o^er fuels

can be applied, this discussion will consider only those

apphcations which have so far been the most common
For heatmg operations such as annealmg, normalmng,

hardenmg, drawing, cyanidmg, and similar heatmg work,

and for sofi-metal melting, carburizing, vitreous enamel-

ling, galvanizing, smelting, malleabihzmg, &c, propane

and butane are ideal fuels because of their punty, high

combustion efficiencies, and their umform physical charac-

teristics Automatic proportioning equipment of the vari-

able or fixed orifice type have proved very satisfactory for

use with the undiluted gases These types will operate

equally satisfactorily with partial butane-air mixtures of

60Q-800 BThU values With this equipment it is in-

teresting to note that the initial heating-up time is usually

reduced about 50% as compared to the time required

with city gas, due to higher bumer-manifold pressures

obtamed with a given air pressure to the inspirator

Liquefied petroleum gases are excellent fuels to be used

with ‘radiant’ and ‘diffusion’ flame burnera on forging

and other high-temperature heatmg operations because of

the high percentage of carbon present in the molecule as

compared to city gas and natural gas Propane contains

about 82 °o carbon by weight, and natural gas (methane)

75% carbon The combustion of propane or butane can

be so regulated as to produce free carbon m the flame

Die free carbon becomes incandescent before the com-
bustion reaction is entirely completed, thus providing a

radiant flame from which the heat is transferred by radia-

Uon directly to the material being heated, giving equally as

rapid, if not more rapid, heatmg up than is possible with

the use of fuel oil Several commercial apphcations using

propane or butane for forging with ‘radiant’ and ‘diffu-

sion’ flame burners are now successfully operating m the

plants of automotive parts manufacturers The relative ab-

sence of scale on the stock m the billet heater is an out-

standing feature of these operations The value of this

absence of scale cannot be over-estimated as many indirect

but tangible advantages result, such as longer die life, a
minimum of metal loss, matenal reduction m machmmg
costs, and a mmimum of rejections

It may be noted further that increased production per

furnace, i e more pounds heated per square foot of hearth
area, and longer hfe of furnace refractories, result with this

method
For oven-heating operabons, such as drymg, japannmg,

enamellmg, bum-off, core baking, and the hke, propane
and butane have proved to be very satisfactory They are

flexible, clean, easy to handle, and form products of com-
busuon free of mjurious products such as sulphur com-
pounds, dust, tars, or gums On this type of work these

gases are burned m various appliances Both direct and
recirculating or indirect air heaters equipped with low-
pressure inspirator automatic proporUonmg equipment are

used with air pressure at approximately 1 lb. Compound
uyector burners using propane or butane at sevual poimds
have also been employed, pnmaiy air bemg mspirated at

the mixer and secondary air siq^lied t>y suction fans on
tbeheaters High-pressure insinrator burners have likewise

been used with success. On many small drying, baking,

and bum-off ovens these gases are used at line preesuie

throuiJi compound iiyectoit and pipe or nbbon burners.

Pipe burners are either ordinary dnUed j^pe or pqie fitted
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with vanous kinds of tips such as ribbon, lava, steel, blast,

multiple tube, &c Improved atmospheric appliances are

now available for use with undiluted propane or butane at

low pressures as a result of co-operative research work with

vanous manufacturers ofsuch equipment These improved

appliances were not available in the early stages of develop-

ment of these gases as there was little demand for them
Located along many high-pressure natural-gas trans-

mission bnes are industrial plants using large amounts of

natural gas for manufacturing glass, cement, bnck, lime,

and for smelting lead and zinc These types of gas loads

are termed ‘main-line mdustrial', and are sold direct by
the pipeline company at low rates with the provision that

the service may be shut off on short notice, when and if the

supply from the transmission line is required to handle

domestic demand Stand-by fuels are necessary in all such

plants m order to maintain production on continuous pro-

cesses during periods when gas is not available Oil has

been the principal stand-by fuel, but propane and butane

offer decided advantages because of the similarity m com-
bustion characteristics to natural gas, and because the same
burners can be used, thus eliminating duplicate pipe-

distnbution systems and burners withm the plant These

products as stand-by fuels provide the best possible assur-

ance of contmuous production

An important recent development in the field of space

heating is the use of propane or butane through unit

heaters This method of space heating is being used in

a large number of industnal plants and in numerous other

apphcations, such as heating of fruit houses, and has shown
many economies over steam heat Automatic temperature

regulation, of course, is used The initial investment in

liquefied gas plant and unit heaters is usually much less

than for an equivalent steam system The efficiency ofheat

transfer is much greater, since the heat of fuel can be

utilized directly instead of indirectly For supplementmg

an over-taxed steam-heating system or for heating outlying

buildings, these gaseous fuels have great possibilities

Can-makers are using butane at a number of plants for

soldering, sweating, lithographing, and other heating work
Such plants use a total pre-mix system on all soldering and
sweating work Uniform flame-length and high flame tem-

peratures are important advantages of propane and butane

for this specialized work In heating lithograph ovens, the

absence of sulphur compounds and other deleterious sub-

stances in the products ofcombustion minimize the number
of rejections in the finished ware

Results from the use of propane or butane as a car-

burizmg medium m both rotary and continuous furnaces

prove these fuels to be excellent for the purpose Among
the important advantages of these fuels over solid car-

burizers may be listed the following

1 Lower labour cost

2. Lower fuel cost

3 Lower cost of carbunzmg medium
4 Umformity of results

5 Flexibihty

For glass-meltmg and annealmg operations these fuels

provide the dean, soft, long, luminous flame necessary for

rapid and umform mdtmg They may be used with or

without preheated air, dependmg upon the type of con-

tains: heated. The absence of sulphur compounds m the

Gombusbon products eliminates discoloration of finished

wue m open-fired annealmg furnaces. Bendmg and cut-

tingH>ff operations are readily perfoimed, due to the con-

stancy of condititms whidi it is possible to mamtam

Many other industnal apphcations for these gases could

be mentioned With a better knowledge of the behaviour

of these gases they will doubtless be extended to other

fields of use m industry

Gas Enrichment or Cold Carburetion.

Liquefied petroleum gases offer distinct possibilities in

the fteld of blue-gas enrichment and for recarburetion to

offset heating-value losses occurrmg in transmission sys-

tems At the present tune gas oil is almost universally used

in the first of these applications However, any future

increases in the amount of motor fuel produced, assunung

no great increase in the production of crude oil, will neces-

sitate further cracking which will result in a decrease m the

quantity of gas oil available The quality of the gas oil

available will also tend to be lowered It would thus appear

that the manufactured gas industry will eventually either

have to lower the legal B Th U standards or obtain some
other matenal for enrichment purposes Since butane has

been successfully used m place of gas oil in this apphcation

and also for purposes of recarburetion to offset the effect

of condensation in mains, its use in such applications can

be expected to mcrease

Base Material for Manufacturing Gas.

The problem of meeting peak-load demands is one of

serious importance to the gas industry The low cost of

liquefied petroleum gas storage, handling, and utilization

equipment results m a low investment cost, with attendant

low fixed charges and maintenance In addition, the

flexibility of the fuel and range of control are added
characteristics that make these products valuable means of
meeting peak loads with both manufactured and natural

gas Some of the many methods whereby increased capa-

city to meet peak loads can be obtained will be briefly

outlined

In the case of manufactured gas where the peak load is

small and of short duraUon, propane added m undiluted

form has proved to be an easy solution When the volume
of gas required is larger, it is undoubtedly more economical

to use propane-air gas or butane-air gas, since the allowable

volume increase is greater A butane-air installation m
California installed for this purpose increases the daily

capacity of the oil-gas generating equipment about 35%
The total cost of the increased capacity is approximatdy

25% of the estimated cost of oil-gas equipment of similar

capacity

In the case of natural gas, it is possible by the addition

ofundiluted butane vapour to increase the volume approxi-

mately 11% and still be within the 20% allowable specific

gravity increase Due to the fact that this mixed gas vyould

have a calorific value of approximately 1,300 B Th U per

cubic foot, the total thermal increase would in reality be

over 30% This method is applicable when the peak load

IS a small one However, when the peak volume is of any
magmtude, it is more feasible to employ a hquefied gas-air

mixture of 1,100B Th U percubicfoot Sucha gas requires

10 72 U S gallons of butane per 1,000 cu ft and when
used permits an overall volume increase of 30% In the

event of a percentage greater than 30% being required, it

would be necessary to increase the thermal value of the

butane-air mixture Calculations show that a mixture of

butane and air of higher calorific value would be inter-

changeable with natural gas m all proportions as far as

appliance adjustments are concerned, thus providing a

means of supplymg gas sovice in an emergency Vanous
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tried uid imved equiinnent for mixing, proportionu^ and
controlling tliese gases are available to the mdustiy at a
moderate cost Numerous commercial installations of the

nature of those outhned are being successfully operated,

and wider use of such processes may be expected

The craclung or reforming of butane or propane offers

an additional means of meetmg peak loads Inasmuch as

the calorific value, specific gravity, and chemical composi-
tion of the gas obtamed m this manner can be varied over

a wide range, it possesses a high degree of flexibility Pro-

cesses of this general type can be divided into three classes

1 Straight cracking

2 Reformmg through an incandescent bed of coke

3 Continuous catalytic processes

Each of the above types of processes offers distinct pos-

sibilities, and their appbcation to various problems of gas

manufacturmg is a mere matter of economics

Uninterrupted service is one of the prune requisites of
good gas service The probability of a break m transmis-

sion Imes IS admittedly remote, but ever present The
supply of gas required m such a case is in reahty a special

peak-load problem Where peak-load equipment is in-

stalled, the cost of providuig additional capaaty to care

for sudi an emergency is not excessive ifadvantage is taken

of the availabibty of butane

The cost of additional finished gas storage wiU vary,

dependmg upon whether low- or high-pressure storage is

us^, as well as the size of the holders The cost will

range from S60 to S120 per 1,000 cu ft of capacity

Butane and propane, on account of their high thermal

value and the fact that they can be stored m a liquid state,

occupy but l/136th (m the case of butane) of the volume
that the thermal equivalent ofnatural gas of 1,100 B Th U
at 75 lb gauge pressure would occupy Consequently, the

cost of storage for the butane equivalent of 1,000 cu ft

of natural gas is approximately SO 90 as compared to the

figures previously given It is, therefore, quite apparent

that for reserve stand-by use, butane and propane offer

distmct economies

Special Uses.

Some special uses of propane found to be highly saus-

factory are m connexion with oxy-propane cutbng, either

by hand or wiffi machine torches Several leadmg manu-
facturers ofautomobile bodies are using propane or butane

and compressed air through hand torches for brazing,

soldering, and local or spot annealing with much success

In these cases the new gas has replaced manufactured gas

and some acetylene The mflammable range for propane

(2 4-9 6%) IS much less than for manufactured gas This

means that close attention on the part of the torch operator

is necessary if the proper and most efficient an-gas ratio

IS to be mamtamed when usmg manufactured gas With
propane the flame is necessarily efikient when it is satis-

factoiy With manufactured gas the flamemay appear quite

satisfactory over a large portion of the infiaminable range,

but since it is only efficientwithmnarrow himts, the operator

may inadvertently waste considerable gas Plant engineers

who have used propane or butane and manufactured gas

estimate that the B Th U requirements are reduced by
5-15% when hquefied gases are used Special torches de-

signed for use with these gases are now generally available

and have proved to be veiy satisfactory.

Internal-combustion engmes of the large stationaiy type

are also usmg propane and butane as fuel with excellent

REFINERY GASES

results. The power developed in such cases is used for

generaung electric current, pumpmg hquids, or operating

air and gas compressors This application has proved itself

to be an excellent supplementary one m plants usmg pro-

pane and butane for heatmg purposes, as no additional

mvestment is necessarym the way ofstorage and vaponzmg
eqmpment The combustion characteristics of these gases

are ideal for smooth and efficient engme operation Many
small manufacturmg plants have a high electric rate, and
the use of propane- or butane-fueled engmes as a means
of generating electnc current m such cases will frequently

result m substanbal savmgs

Similarly, a number of large motor-car and mdustrial

engine manufacturers are using propane and butane for

their block-testmg or ‘wearing-in’ operations Practice m
this respect differs widely regardmg ‘weanng-m’ speeds,

tune, and method ofmixing or carburettmg Gasoline and
manufactured gas have been replaced at these plants by
propane or butane The advantages claimed for the latter

gases in this work are

1 Low fuel cost

2 Clean motors—elimination of carbon deposits on
pistons and valves, absence of scale on valves

3 Improved idhng charactensucs

4 Cooler running motors

5 A more thorough or rugged test

6 Quicker starting of motors

7 Smoother running of engmes—less ‘lopmg*

The use of these fuels to replace gasoline on commercial

truck and bus lines and also on new high-speed stream-

lined trains is becoming an important outlet In such cases

the engines must be of somewhat higher compression rauo

if the greatest benefits are to be realized It seems apparent

that the use of liquefied petroleum gases as automotive

fuels m the near future will be confined to those sections

of the country where propane and butane are available in

small quantities at pnees lower than gasohne, and in other

sections to those operators whose consumption is large

enough to justify purchase m tank-car quantities, and in

those vehicles which are operated on regular runs between

points at which fuel storage is available However, the

advantages and simphcity of using hquefied petroleum

gases, especially propane, for the combined use ofrefrigera-

tion, an-condiUonmg, and fuel purposes m general will

afford wider usage as soon as prosp^ve users are more
fully convinced of the merits and possibihties ofthese gases

The applications of these products as special solvents, or

as extraction mediums, although of httle commercial im-

portance at this time, are mteresting Lunited quanUties

are bemg used for the purpose of extractmg natural oils

from seeds, fish, &c, where the commoner extraction

agents would impart undesirable characteristics to the

extracted product or to the residues. Lunited quantities

are also being used m new processes for the dewaxmg of
lubricatmg-oil stocks where the hquefied gases replace the

more commonly used naphthas In such cases the ordinaiy

refrigerants are likewise dispensed with, since advantage is

taken of the refngerant properties of the new products

Undoubtedly a market also exists for special highly

punfied propane, /lo-butane, normal butane, &c , m the

field oforgamc ctemicals. The fact that such products can
be made available m large volumes, of excqitioaally hi^
purity, and at moderate cost should prove to be a poweiAd
stunulus m this field Increasmg interest is benig mani-
fested m these new chemica Iraw materials.
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Although ^ volume of liquefied gas sales has grown
by leaps and bounds smce this product first began to attract

widespread attenbon m 1927, the field has been barely

toudi^ The fidd for expansion m the utilization of this

product, whether for gas-makmg purposes, for mdustnal

fud, or for bottled gas, is a large one One authonty

estunates that at the present time m the Umted States the

vanous fuels for domestic purposes are divided as follows15,500,000

families using gas

7.700.000 „ „ wood and coal

6.500.000 „ „ oil and kerosine

1,000,000 „ „ dectruaty

250,000 „ „ botUed gas

Accordmg to these figures, there are some 14,200,000 users

of coal, wood, and oil that should be potential users of

gas , ofcourse, the locations ofmany of these are so remote

that it will be impossible to furnish them with bottled-gas

service, but to a large percentage this service will be avail-

able In an attempt to survey the potential field for butane-

air gas and for undiluted propane distribution through

pipebnes, the latest available statistics were taken of towns

of over 1,000 population with gas service In the smaller

communities undiluted propane would undoubtedly be the

more feasible, while the larger towns would justify butane-

air plants The data obtained show that in the Umted
States there arc 2,423 towns of between 1,000 and 2,300,

and 667 towns ofover 2,300 population without gas service

These figures are believed to be conservative ones The
volume of 140 milhon gallons of hquefied gas annually,

estimated as required to supply these towns, is approxi-

mately twice the total present consumption and is approxi-

matdy 7 tunes the volume that is at present being used

for domestic gas service

Table II

Liquefied Petroleum Gas Production and
Consumption Estimates

Propane and butane

Thousands

of barrels

(42 gal)
Thousands

ofgallons

Potential supply*

Estimated immediately available supplyf
Consumption in 1937 for all purposes}

228,125

67,525

2,540

9,581,250

2,836,050

106,652

* Hus figure does not include the extra butane it is expected
will eventually find lU way mto motor fuel with the development of
improved fuel systems

t This figure likewise does not include the extra butane which
eventually should find its way into motor fuel, although much of it

IS available and may remain available for some time If such butane
IS included, the figure is increased by approximately S0%

} Taken from U S Department of Intenor, Bureau of Mmes,
Mineral Market Report No M M S S43 of 19 May 1937

It IS recognized that m many of the towns surveyed it

wiU be more economical tofum^ manufactured ornatural

gas than to utilize these liquefied gases However, m any
event, there will be a large number where the cost of trans-

nussion lines will prove excessive, and we can look forward

to an increasuig number ofhquefied gas plants to take care

of such mstances

Of those potential customers who are too widely scat-

tered to be economically reached by present methods of
distnbuUon, there are many who can be considered as

potential bottled-gas users What the possible saturation

pomt in such cases will be is hard to estimate, due to the

newness of the industry However, if we assume that 1

family m 10 will eventually have gas service of this kind,

It represents a potential field of at least 1,300,000 users

Assuming the average consumption per customer remains

Table HI

Marketed Production ofLiquefied Petroleum Gas in the United States

Total sales Distribution—gallons per year

Year

US gal

10,000 V S
gal tank

cars per day

increase

vtous year Bottled gas

Per cent

increase

over pre-

Industrial

miscellaneous

Per cent

increase

over pre- Gas
vious year

1922 222,641 006
1923 276,863 0 08 24 4 Sale of hquefied petroleum gas confined primarily to bottled gas

1924 376,488 010 36 0 business prior to 1928

1925 403,674 on 72
1926 465,085 013 152
1927 1,091,005 0 30 134 6
1928 4,522,899 1 24 314 6 2,600,000 400,000 1,500,000

1929 9,930,964 2 72 119 6 5,900,000 1269 1,500,000 275 0 2,500,000 667
1930 18,017,347 494 814 11,800,000 1000 2,200,000 467 4,000,000 600
1931 28,769,576 7 88 59 7 15,294,648 296

1

7,171,686 226 0 6,303.242 57-6

1932 34,114,767 9 35 18 6 16,244,103 62 8,167,194 139 9,703,470 53 9
1933 38,931,008 1067 141 16,625,588 24 13,987,095 71 3 8,318,325 -14 3

1934 56,427,000 1546 449 17,681,000 6-4 32,448,000 132 0 6,298,000 -24 3

1935 76,855,000 21-06 362 21,380,000 209
]

47,894,000 47 6 7,581.000 •i-20-4

1936 106,652,000 29 22 38 8 30,014,000 404 67,267,000 404 9,371,000
I

236

In the above table, ‘Total Sales’ were obtained from U S Bureau of Mines Reports ‘Distribution’ for the years 1931 to 1936 was
obtained ftom the same source All other volumes are estimated by the wnter The total sales volume includes all hquefied petroleum gases

(propane, butane, and propane-butane mixtures) when sold as such It includes the sale ofpentane when sold for any purpose other than motor
f^blmdmg It does not mdude butane when blended with heavier petroleum fractions for motor fuel purposes Inter-company sales trans-

actions, suchu purchases of liquefied petroleum gasesbyonecompany horn other compames and then resold as liquefied petroleum gases, have

been eliminated m order to avoid dupbeation of sales figures The data do not reflect sales of hquefied petroleum gases used directly by the

producer at the point of production, for fiiel, polymerization, solvent, de-waxing, &c Neither do the figures include sales of gaseous mixtures

of hydrocarbons dehvered by pipehne to the few large chemica] planu which are adjacent to the poinu of production of these raw materials,

auch tales are included ifhquefied petroleum gases arem liquid form when sold

U ZZ
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as at ptwent, tbis means an additional outlet for 120
million gallons per year.

Die fiituie possibdities of liquefied petroleum gas pro-

diKts as stand-by fuels, as peak-load fuels, as a substitute

for gas-oil enndunent, as a direct mdustnal fuel for special

beatmg an>hcations, and as a fuel for intemal-combustion

engmes are much more difficult to predict In each ofthese
instances the product is more directly competiUve with
other fuels which it must displace on the strength of pos-

sible lower mvestment requirements, fuel costs, &c , or on
the strength of such intangible advantages as flexibility and
final results obtamed Whereas its use m some of these

cases may be partially upset whenever natural gas becomes
more generally available, the use m other applications,

particularly as peak-load or stand-by fuels and as a sub-

stitute for gas oil, will contmue to increase Any accurate

prediction as to the ultimate volume going to their fields

of use would quite obviously be an impossibility

With the above ultimate possibihties estimate m so far

as It IS possible to do so, it is interesUng to compare briefly

the figures on the available sui^hes, the estunated ultunate

consumption, and the present consuri^tion. Since oon-

servauon of natural resources is always of mterest, these

figures ate of particular sigtuficance smce the product is

derived from an otherwise wasted raw material Diefigures

m Table II, based on 1936 observabons, mdicate the

present status of supply and consumption for the Umted
States on a yearly basis

A break-down of the consumption figures for the period

up to and includmg 1936 should also prove to be of con-

siderable mterest The figuresm Table III were taken from
the U S Bureau of Mines Reports

From the above analysis it is quite apparent that while

considerable progress has been made m developmg outlets

for these new products, the field has been barely touched

Smce the potential supplies are far m excess of the present

demand, it is only to be expected that economic pressure

will contmue to play its part m securing outlets for a pro-

duct which 1$ so directly competitive m fuel markets
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SEPARATION OF PETROLEUM HYDROCARBONS
BY DISTILLATION

By GEORGE GRANGER BROWN, A.I.C.E., Professor of Chemical Engineering, and MOTT SOUDERS, Jr.,

Ph.D., A.LCJL, Consulting Engineer

University ofMichigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

PART A. THEORY
In tbe petroleum industi^ ‘distillation’ is a genenc term

which includes simple bat^ operations, flash vaporization,

gas absorption, and steam stnppmg as well as stabilization,

rectification, or fractionation In general, distillation refers

to those processes which attempt the separation of the

more volatile from the less volatile materials of a mixture

hy means of the distribution of a component between

vapour and liquid phases in direct contact

Calculations dealing with distiUaUon processes usually

involve, among other factors, the computation of tempera-

ture, pressure, and heat requirements, and the quantities

and qualities ofthe separated products Such computations

are based upon the fundamentals of vapour-hqiud equih-

bna and heat and material balances

Vaponr-Uqidd Equibbria

Vaporization may be defined as the change from the

more dense phase (usually liquid) to the less dense phase

(vapour) m a system composed of two phases When
vaporization results from the apphcation of heat to a
mixture of hydrocarbons under a constant pressure, part

of tbe energy is absorbed by the expansion mvolved m
the change of phase, and part is expended m raismg tlw

temperature of the imxture The nse m temperature

increases the tendency of all components of the mixture to

leave the hquid and enter the vapour phase Therefore,

the vapour rising from a liquid contams some of each of
the components present m the hquid The escapmg ten-

dency for the more volatile components, hovraver, is

greater than for the less volatile components Thus the

vapour IS ncherm more volatile components and poorerm
ten volatile components than the hquid remainmg, and
the residual hquid is ncher m less volable and poorer m
mote volatile components than the onginal hquid before

tbe heating and vaponzation occurred Moreover, the

vapour necessarily is richer m more volatile components
tiiu the onginal hquid unless the mixture is hrated to

a temperature at which it is completely vaporized, m which
case the vapour will have the same composiUon as the

ongmat liquid

Condensation is essentially the mversum of vaporiza-

tion It follows, therefore, that the condensate is ncher m
ten volatile and poorer m more volatile components than

the ongmal vapour (unlen the vapour is all condensed)

and the remainmg vapour is ncher m more volatile com-
ponents than the condensate

The change ofstate from hquid to vapour or from vapour
to liquid IS not umdirecticmal Although the escapmg
tendenpy of the hquid motecutes may be greater than the

escaping tendency of the vapour molecules, some of the

gaseous molecules will re-enter the hquid pbw This may
he exfdained by the non-uniform distnbuUon of energy

among the molecules, some of which have greater velocity

than others as the result of collisions or other ^ects, so

that the ‘slow’ vapour molecules ‘fall’ back mto the hqmd
and some of the more active liquid molecules break from
the hquid surface and re-enter die vapour phase

When the rate at which molecules leave the liqmd is

equal to the rate at which vapour molecules re-enter the

hquid, the system is said to be in equilibrium, and neither

vaponzation nor condensation appears to be taking place

In reality, however, both are occumng simultaneously but

at equal rates, so that the system is dynamically balanced

Ideal EquiUbriom Constant.

The ideal solution is defined as a solution in which the

rate of escape of each component is proporUonal to the

mole fraction of that component It implies among other

things that the volumes and heat contents of the individual

components are additive Thus the rate at which molecules

ofany particular component of an ideal solution leave one
phase to enter another is equal to the product of the escap-

ing tendency of the pure component and the mole fraction

m that phase At equilibrium the rate of escape from the

hquid phase is equal to the rate of escape from the vapour
phase, so that the ideal vapour-liquid equihbnum constant

may be defined as the ratio of the mole fractions of a
component in the vapour and hquid phases or as the ratio

of the escaping tendencies of the pure component from
the liquid and vapour phases That is

j^_ y _ escaping tendency from hquid ...

X escapmg tendency from vapour
^

(For defimbons of these and subsequent symbok see Table
of Nomenclature )

In treating mixtures of hydrocarbons it has been cus-

tomary in the past to assume the vahdity of Raoult’s and
Dalton’s laws, m which the escapmg tendency from the

hquid phase is measured hy the vapour pressure of the

pure component, and from the vapour phase by the total

pressure, le

(2)

The evaluahon of K from Raoult’s and Dalton’s laws
IS vahd for ideal solutions only when the vapour phase
IS an ideal gas or wiien the total pressure is of the same
order of magmtude as the vapour pressure of the com-
ponent in the pure state. Thus the apphcation of Raoult’s
and Dalton’s laws to problems m petroleum distiUaUon is

justifiable only at low pressures (less than two or three

atmospheres) and with mixtures of relaUvely nanow boil-

ing-range

A measure of escapmg tendency more fundamentally
correct than vapour pressure or total pressure is availafate

m the ‘fugaaty’ pn^iiosed by G N Lewis [IS, 16, 1901]
and conqiuted from pressure-voluine-teiiqierature data for

petroleum hydrocarbons by Selheuner, Souders, Smith,
and Brown [29, 1932] and Lewis and Luke [17, 1932].

lyhen fiigacities are used as measures of the escaping
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charts for methane, ethane, propane, iso- and n-butanes,

ISO- and n-pentanes, /t-hexane, and n-heptane are given

tendencies, equation 1 for vapour-hquid equilibria m ideal

solutions becomes

where = fugacity of a component as a pure liquid at

temperature and pressure of equilibrium.

Jr = fugacity ofsame component as a pure vapour
at temperature and pressure of equilibrium

The ideal equilibrium constants, K, as defined by
equation 3, avoid the errors of Raoult's and Dalton’s laws

and are more easily applied and more readily extrapolated

than are the individual fugacities

in Figs 2 to 10 inclusive

To determine K under conditions where Raoult’s law

IS not valid for hydrocarbons or petroleum fractions of

greater molecular weight. Fig 11 representmg relaUve

values of K, may be used (Katz and Brown [1 3, 1933]) The
values for the higher molecular weights are uncertain, but

the chart is considered reliable for molecular weights up to

about 200, and is the best means available for extrapolating

these data to include compounds of higher molecular

weight

In order to find the value of K for any component at

Logarithms of these equilibrium constants have been
plotted in Fig 1 as a function of the total pressure on
curves of constant reduced temperature (ratio of the

absolute temperature to the absolute critical temperature)

for paraffin hydrocarbons from methane to pentane in-

clusive (Souders, Selheimer, and Brown [33, 1932]) The
lines are straight and parallel at the lower pressures and
for the low-molecular-weight hydrocarbons At higher

pressures and for higher molecular weights the lines

become curved concavely upwards The form of the chart

IS well adapted for extrapolation which is necessary for

the petroleum fractions of higher molecular weight This

extrapolation is accomplished by determining the vapour
pressure of the pure component at the desired temperature,

thereby locating the total pressure at which the value of
K IS unity The desired value of K at any other total

pressure at the chosen temperature may then be estimated

by extending a curve through the vapour-pressure point

(unit AT) parallel to the pentane curve of the same reduced

temperature and rcadmg the intersection of the extended
curve with the ordmate of the desired total pressure

(Brown and Souders [4, 1932])

Although Fig 1 IS well adapted to extrapolation, it is

not convement for use m equilibrium calculations Charts
m which K (on a logarithmic scale) is plotted against

temperature (m F ) on curves of constant pressure (in

lb per sq in abs) are more convenient to use Such

any temperature and pressure, it is necessary to know the

molecular weight, the critical temperature, and the vapour-

pressure characteristics of the compound By dehmtion

K IS unity when the vapour pressure p equals the total

pressure The value of K lor each and every component
in a muturc is also equal to unity at the critical pomt of
the mixture This fact must be considered and the values

of K modified accordingly near the cntical pomt of a
mixture

The value of K for any component may be found as

follows Dctcrmme the vapour pressure of the component
at the desired temperature of the equilibnum from a
boiling-point of the component by the vapour-pressure

chart Using Fig 11, choose the curve corresponding to

the molecular weight of the component and the reduced

temperature at which the value of K is desired The inter-

section of this curve with the pressure abscissa equal to

the vapour pressure of the component at this temperature

determines the ordinate which has unit value (K = 1)

The scale of K along the ordmate is entirely relative, and
must be given absolute value for each determmation in

this manner Set a pair of dividers to the difference between

the ordmate of this pomt of mtersection and the ordinate

indicated as unity on the AT scale shown in Fig 1 1 Lay
off this same length, or difference m ordinates, from the

curve at any desired total pressure to read the value of AT

for that total pressure directly on the K scale of the figure
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Deviaflon firom Ideal Sdutioiia.

Hie values of the equilibnum constants presented in

Figs. 1 to 1 1 are for id^ solutions Since these values of
K are based on the fugaaties of the pure component (mole

fraction of unity), the ideal values of K should be most
reliable m actual solutions when applied to components

present m large concentrations

Brown and Souders [4, 1932] report an apparent

positive deviation of almost 100% for methane present m
low concentrations m absorption oil Recently Matheson
and Cummings [20, 1933] have detemuned the deviation

m Raoult’s law at low pressure as a function ofconcentra-

tion ofthe parafSn hydrocarbonm an absorption oil These

deviations are largely deviations from ideal solutions, and
may be used as such for correcting the values of K The
corrections mdicated m Fig 12 represent the best available

data on the deviation from ideal solutions and may be

used to correct values ofK for concentration, particularly

of the more volatile components in the liquid phase This

IS done by multiplymg the value of K by the correction

factor as mdicated m Fig 12 according to the molecular

percentage of the componentm the hquid This correction

IS unportant when dealing with natural gasolme and
gaseous components, particularly when dissolved m
heavier solvents, but does not appear so necessary for

the bigher-molecular-weight components encountei^ in

heavy oils This may be due to greater accuracy of the

plots and analytical methods when applied to gases and
gasohne components
The approximate accuracy of the values of K for the

more volatile hydrocarbons has been checked by com-
parison with reflux and residue gas from natural gasoline

rectifiers. Data from Raigorodsky and Rector [27, 1932]
are compared m this way mth the computed equihbnum
conditions at 75° F and 268 lb per sq in abs

These data given for normal paraffin hydrocarbons
also include considerable quantities of unsaturated com-
pounds. The agreement between the values for yjx com-
puted by the ideal solution rdationship as obtain^ from

Fig 2-10 and the values obtained from actual analysis

IS generally satisfactory, and much better than between

Raoult’s law and actual analysis The .corrections for

deviations from ideal-solutions as given in Fig 12 modify

the values as shown m the last column, which are very

close to the experimental values

Table I

Comparison of Calculated and Experimental Equilibrium

Constantsfor Volatile Hydrocarbons

(At 73° F and 268 lb per sq in absolute pressure)

j

By analysis

j

I Mol fraction Calculated yjx

' In re-
I

In re-
\

By \ By X : K cor
I sidual

,
flux

I I

Raouh's from by Fig

Component! gas, y |

jc I yix I law i Figs 2-10 12

CH, 0 393 0 027 146 ! 35 '82 ' 143
C,H. ' 0257 0 125 2 06 2 2 1 63

|
1 96

C,H, 0 261
;
046

I

0367' 03 06 063
Iso-C.H,. 0088 ,0374' 0235 > 0 186

,

027 I 0288
C,H„

1

I

0 127 0 20 0 214

C.Hu ' 0001 . 0014
I

0 07 ' 0 035 ' 0 066
,

0 078

At the critical pomt of a mixture at which the vapour

and liquid phases merge mto a single phase, the equihbnum
constant of each component of the mixture becomes umty
For this reason the ideal equilibnum constants of Figs 2

to 11 must be modified for each particular mixture when
equilibnum calculations are to be made at temperatures

and pressures near the cntical pomt of that mixture In

this connexion it should be noted that the critical pressure

of a mixture of hydrocarbons frequently is greater than

the cntical pressure of the most volatile component of

the mixture

Vaporization of Hydrocarbon Mixtures

From the fundamental eqmhbnum equation, equation 1,

and matenal balances around a vaporiang or condensmg
process it is possible to develop a number of useful

equihbnum equations

Dew-points and Bubble-points.

The vapour pressure of a known hqmd mixture of
hydrocarbons at any temperature is readily calculated as

tte sum of the products of the mole fractions and the cor-

respondmg vapour pressures at the indicated temperature

Vapour pressure = 2 (xp), (4 a)

Or by trial and error, when using the equihbnum con-

stants K, until the correct value for P is found, when

(4)

The bubble-pomt, or temperature at which vapour will

begm to form from a known liquid mucture at any pressure,

may be calculated by a trial and error method m which
the vapour pressures, or equihbnum constants, K, of the

mdividual l^drocarbons are determined for an assumed
temperature, and the vapour pressure of the mixture corn-

put^ for the assumed temperature, the proper solution is

readily obtauied by graphical mterpolation, usmg the

v^ur-piessure curve of the mixture so compute by
equations (4) or (4 a) to mdicate the tonperatun at

the mixture has the desired vapour pressure.

The dew-point ofa known vapour mixture, or tempera-
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tine of initial condensation at any pressure, may be cal-

culated by tnal and error as the temperature at which

or

2 (0 -

This method may be used to mclude mixtures of hydro-

carbon vapour with air or other gases

Equations (S) and (S a) may also be used to detennme the

pressure, P, of mitial condensation of a known vapour at

any temperature In this case equation (S a) may be solved

directly, but trial and error methods must be used for

equauon (5)

flash or Eqidlibriiun Vaporization.

The quantity vaporized and the quality of the vapour

and hquid formed under equilibnum conditions at a stated

temperature and pressure from a mixture or feed ofknown
composition may be calculated as follows

By a material balance,

F= V+L, (6)

where F — moles of feed to column,

y B moles of vapour, and
L = moles of liquid overflow

By a material balance for each hydrocarbon,

zFr-yy+xL. (7)

m which z = mole fraction of a component in the feed

Substitutmg y/K for xmequauon (7) and solving fory gives

_ zF \ /in

^~V-\-UK v\k+LIV)

Smularly, substitutmg Kx for y and soNmg for x gives

"" y{K+Lfv)

Since the sum of the mole fractions of all the hydrocarbons
in the liquid equals unity, and the sum of the mole fractions

of all the hydrocarbons m the vapour equals umty,

yZ/Kf-L/y

^ yZ/K+Liy
Solvmg for F/F from each equation gives

V_X V z

F Z,K+Liy Z/K}Liy

The values ofK are for each hydrocarbon at the tempera-

ture and total pressure of the equilibrium

The quantity vaporized is found by tnal and error, by
assuming a value of F for any desired quantity of feed, F,

and determinmg the values for either summation m
equation (12) This is done by determining the value of
the expression for each hydrocarbon and addmg all of
these values to determine the value of the summation.

Ihe correct solutuin has been obtained when the value of
the summation is equal to the assumed value for K/F
Usually the results of two or three tnak may be plotted

against the assumed value for F/F and the solution ob-
tained by mteipolation

The quahty of the vapour, and hquid, expressed m terms

(10)

(11)

(12)

of mole fraction, is readily obtamed by use of equations

(8) and (9) for each of the hydrocarbons

Complex Mixtures.

Complex mixtures may be considered as a mixture of

close-cut fractions, each of which has the properties of a

pure hydrocarbon, and treated m the manner descnbed, or

the same relationship may be used in the differential form

and apphed to complex mixtures m which the composition

may be expressed as a true boihng-pomt curve as obtained

from an efficient column distillation in the laboratory, in

terms of components idenUfied by their boiling-pomts

Smee It IS required that the composition of the mixture

be expressed m terms of mole fraction, it is necessary to

convert the true boiling-point curve from a weight to a
molecular basis This may be done by considermg the

whole sample as composed of a number of close-cut

fractions, as obtained by dividmg the true boiling-pomt

curve of the entire sample mto a number of arbitrary

fractions Each of these close cuts has a molecular weight

which may be determined from its average boilmg-pomt
by means of a curve of molecular weight vs average

boiling-pomt as determined experimentally on a number
of cuts from the sample, or by means of the average

boiling-pomt and the gravity as suggested by Watson and
Nelson [38, 1933] If the source of the material is known,
the molecular weight may be determined as a generalized

function of the average boihng-pomt The weight of each

close-cut fraction per unit weight of total sample is divided

by the molecular weight of the fraction to detennme the

number of moles The mole fraction in each of the close-

cut fractions is then determined by dividmg the number
of moles m the fraction by the to^ number of moles m
the umt weight of the whole sample From these data and
the boiling-range of each fraction a true boiling-pomt

curve may be constructed, expressed in terms of mole
fraction and used to mdicate the molecular composition

ofthe sample
The above equations denved for mixtures of individual

hydrocarbons may be put into the differential form

II f
1 .

' k+Liy
" (13)

II
' ^ d
K+Liy (14)

vriiere dx,dy,dz = mole fraction of the differential com-
ponent boiling between T" and iT+dT)° as defined by
the molecular true boilmg-pointcurve as described above

In these equations the properties of the complex mix-
tures are assumed to be contmuous—i e form a smooth
curve throughout the entire range ofcomposition, enabhng
one to use the data and properties ofthe pure hydrocarbons
for any point on the true boiImg-pomt curve These
equations may be integrated graphically between the lunits

ofz = 0 and z = 1 by plotting the expression l/fJT-t-L/F)

or X/(Jir+L/F) as a function of z, usmg as many pomts
as desired to obtam the required accuracy in the curve
This mtegral must equal F/F since the integral of dy and
of dx must be equal ti^ 1 when inte^ted between the

coriespondmg limits This graphical method may be
apphed m exactly the same manner as has been described

for the method of summations in computing the quantity

ofvapour and liquidformedman equihbnum vaporization

The quahty of the hquid and vapours are also obtamed
m a sunilar manner. When the proper values of L and F
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havp been inserted m the equation, the integral curve

multiphed by JF/F gives x or y as a function of z Smce
the boiling-point is known as a function of z from the true

boihng-pomt curve ofthe feed, the true boilmg-pomt curve

of the hquid or vapour may be readily constructed by
plottmg boilmg-pomt as a function of x or >>

From these equations the vapour pressure, dew-pomt,
bubble-pomt, and eqmhbrium vaporization may be cal-

culated almost as readily for complex mixtures as for

nuxtures of mdividual hydrocarbons

For complex mixtures,

fdy^fXdx. (15)

which may be used in exactly the same way as 2)^=2) Ax
for determinmg vapour pressure, bubble-point, and dew-
pomt, as has been described for mixtures ofhydrocarbons
A complete example of the use of these equations m

calculatmg the vaporization of complex mixtures is pre-

sented by Katz and Brown [13, 1933]

Empirical Methods.

The amount of liquid and vapour formed in an equih-

bnum vaporization at atmospheric pressure is usually

expressed as an equihbnum vaporization curve which
shows the percentage of vapour formed m an equilibnum
vaporization as a function of temperature An empirical

relationship between the equihbnum vaporization curve

and the A S TM and the true boilmg-pomt curves was
found to exist by Piroomov and Beiswenger [26, 1929]

The equihbnum vaporization curve was assumed to be
a strai^t hne and its slope was found to be related to the
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FK3 13 Empincal method for determiiiins equUibnum vaporiza-
tion curve

CT B P » true boihng-pomt)

slope of the ASTM or true boilmg-pomt distillation

curve between the 10% and 70% pomts The pomt ofmter-
sechon of the equihbnum vaporization curve with the

ASTM or true boilmg-pomt curve was related to

the 50% pomt on the distdlabon curve and the slope

of the distillation curve

For pressures greater than atmospheric it was suggested

that the pomt of mtersection be raised accordmg to the

vapour-pressure curve of a pure hydrocarbon

A similar but somewhat more convement type of plot

suggested by Nelson and Souders [22, 1931] has beoi

constructed on the basis of all available data This plot

(Fig 13) relates the slope of the equihbnum vaporization

curve to the slope of the batch-distillation curve, and the

50% pomt of the equihbnum-vaponzation curve to the

50% pomt of the batch-distillation curve with a correction

for the slope of the latter

The use of Fig 13 may be demonstrated by apphcation

to the California naphtha used for illustrative examples by
Katz and Brown
The slope of the true boihng-point curve between 10%

and 70% points is 2° F per %, and the 50% pomt is

350° F from data m Table III

From the slope (2° F per %) of the true boiling-pomt

curve, the slope of the equihbnum-vaponzation curve is

found to be 0 52 The 50% pomt of the equihbnum-
vaponzation curve IS 346° F as determmed from the 50%
pomt and the slope of the true boilmg-pomt curve To
find the percentage vaporized in a vaponzation at 350 6°F

,

locate the 50% pomt of the equihbnum-vaponzation curve

at 346° F and draw a hne through this pomt with a slope

of 0 52° F per % The intersection of this vaporization

Ime with 350 6° F at 58% mdicates that 58% vapour
would be formed compart with 60 2% as determmed
experimentally (Table II)

Table II

Comparalive Results on Quantity ofVapour/rom Equilibrium

Vaporization ofa California Naphtha

Expenmental (3)

Raoult’s law
Raoult’s law modified by A: ~ 0 9
Ideal solution K
Empirical method

Fttd vaporized at SSO 6° F
(irr C) and 760 mm
MoteX

!

Wt %

1 1

1
P:

$

‘KowtemsMnc.h’

Fra 14 Correction of slope

ofequdibrium vaponzaUon curve

for different pressures

Use the equivalent slope of the batch distillation as mdlcated in

this figure for determining the slope of equihbnum vaponzation
curve Ofthe pressure of vaporization is other than atmospheric) for

use with Figs 13, IS, 16

^ at70%-7~atl0%
Siope ^

Similar methods are applied m n«mg the relationship

between the equihbnum vaporization curve and the
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A.STM distillation, using the proper curve for the rda- i ^
tionships between the slopes ^

For estimating the equilibrium vaponzaUon curves at { S
^

higher or lower pressures, the 50% pomt ofthe equihbnum-
vaponzation curve may be modified according to the

vapour-pressure curve of a pure hydrocarbon, and the

slope obtamed by applymg the correction indicated m
Fig. 14 to the slope of the batch disUUation The curves

shown m Fig 14 were denved from limited data, but their

use IS justified until more accurate data are available

EquHibriom Curves.

Equihbnum curves of the type suggested by Obryad-
chakoff [23, 1932] may be readily and accurately calculated

from the composition of the vapour or of the liquid

These equihbnum curves are constructed by plottmg along
the ordmate the percentage of matenal boilmg below any
temperature (T°) in the vapour and along the abscissa the

percentage of material boiling below the same temperature

(r°) m the liquid in equihbnum with the vapour This

method assumes that for equihbnum purposes any com-
plex mixture may be considered as composed of two
components, one representmg all the matenal boiling

below any diosen temperature and the other representing

aU the material boihng above this temperature m either

liquid or vapour Obryadchakoff has mdicated that a
smgle equilibrium curve may be used for any pair of such

components for a given mixture These curves are a most
convement means for expressing equihbnum compositions

of vapour as a function of that of the hquid, smce they

simplify all complex nuxtures to equivalent bmary
mixtures

These curves may be constructed m an accurate and
convement maimer by means of the eqiuhbnum constants,

using equaUon (IS) for calculatmg mole fraction m vapour

(y) as a funcUon of mole fraction in liquid (x) boilmg
below the same temperature Equation (16) may be used

m the same maimer when the composition of the vapour
is knownm terms ofa boilmg-point analysis The integrals

of the curves ofX as a funcUon of x or l/K as a function

of y give the equihbnum curve directly, as both mtegrals

must equal umty
If It IS desired to find the weight per cent composition

of a vapour from a weight percent curve of the hquid, the

followmg relationship holds

in which dy' = weight per cent of the differential com-
ponent m the vapour,

dx' =3 weight per cent of same component m
the hqmd,

Mx, = average molecular weight of hquid.

My = average molecular weight of vapour

This equation appears to require the molecular weights of

the vapour and hqmd for its solution, but the fact that

MjJMy tunes the mtegral equals umty at eqmhbnum
makes it possible to solve the equation without the know-
ledge of either molecular wei^t The ratio of the mole-

cular weights may be calculated from the mtegral evaluated

between limits of zero to one and may be applied to the

Integrals for all the mtermediate values of x'.

The correspondmg equation for computing the composi-

tion of the hqmd.

may be utihzed in a similar manner
In estimating the quahty ofvapour and hqmd formed m

an equihbnum vaporization, empincal equilibnum curves

of the type suggested by Obryadchakoff may be used with

satisfactoiy results m most cases, particularly relatively

close-cut fractions

A relationship has been found between the slope of this

equihbnum curve and the slope of the batch-distillation

curve of the feed matenal The available data have been

carefully analysed, and equilibrium curves based on true

boihng-pomt distillaUon curves are mdicated m Fig 15

„ r'at70%-r’atl0%
Slope

and similar curves based on ASTM distillation data
are given m Fig 16 The numbers on the curves mdicate
the slope, usually between 10% and 70%, on the batdi-

distillation curve of the feed for which the equilibnum
curve may be used These curves are based upon eqmh-
bnum conditions at atmosphenc pressures, but may be
used for other pressures by using a curve correspondmg to

a different slope for the batch distillation as mdicated m
Fig 14

From a knowledge of the quanUty of vapour and hqmd
formed m an equihbnum vaponzaUon as determmed from
Figs 13 and 14, the quahty of the vapour and hqmd
expressed as a distiUaUon curve can be obtamed from the
composiuon of the feed by use of Fig 15 or 16 m the
followmg manner The percentage of the vapour as mdi-
cated along ordmate y and the percentage of the hqmd
as indicated along abscissa x will distil at temperature t

on the true boilmg-pomt curve of the feed, corresponding
to the percentage of the feed equal to yV+ xL, where V
and L represent percentage total vapour and percentage

total hqmd based on feed This peromtage of the feed is

obtained by mulbplymg the perooatage of the vapour as

mdicated on ordmatey by the percentage offeed vaporized.
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and adding to this product the product ofthecorresponding

abscissa x and the percentage of feed left as a liqiud in

the equihbnum vaporization This sum is the percentage

ofthe feed distilled at temperature t in the batch-distiUation

feed

The quantity of vapour formed in the equilibrium

vaporization of the same California naphtha was deter-

mined m the manner indicated as 58% In order to intro-

duce no extraneous error, the experimental value of 60%
for this naphtha is usedm this demonstration Equihbnum
curve 2 in Fig 15 is used because the slope of the batch-

distillationcurveis2°F per% Fiftypercent ofthevapour
is distilled at the same temperature as 20% of the liquid

residue Fifty per cent of the vapour is 30% of the

feed because the total vapour is 60% of the feed Twenty
per cent of the hquid is 8% of the feed because the total

hquid IS 40% of the feed Therefore the temperature of

50% of the vapour and 20% of the hquid is that of 30+8

Table III

or 38% ofthe feed From the distillation curve of the feed

this IS found to be 332° F
The results for the quahty of vapour determined m

this manner are compart with the expenmental results,

and those computed by the theoretical method,m Tablem
The agreement in this case is better than may usually be
expected

Although the equations and methods of calculation have
been illustrated with vaporization problems, it should be
apparent that they may be applied equally well to con-

densation problems

Differential Vaporization.

Instead of a flash or continuous equihbnum vaporiza-

tion, the process may be one of differential vaporization

in which Uie vapour is removed as rapidly as it is formed
In differential vaporization the liquid loses and the dis-

tillate gains a differential quantity of material so that

(L-dL) (x-rfx)+0'+</j') dL « Lx,

neglecting differentials of the second order Integrating

between the initial and final quantities of total hquid and
the mitial and final mole fracUons of a component in the

liquid

U J y-x'

and since y Kx

(18)

In equation (18) K is not constant, since temperature or
pressure must vary to produce the differential vaponzauon
This requires the use of an equivalent average value ofK
which usually may be taken as the arithmetical average of
the values ofK at the initial and final temperatures If the

final temperature is not known, it may be assumed and
later checked by the bubble-point of the final hquid

For differenbal condensation, V and y may be substi-

tuted for L and x
An alternate form of equation (18) is based on the use of

total moles (or weights) of individual components rather

than on mole fractions (or weight fractions) This equation

has the form

m which

(18 a)

Congmrative Results on Quality ofVapourfrom Equilibrium

Vaporization ofa California Naphtha

Normal boituig-poinis

!
Vapour calcd from feed

From true Feed Vapour
1

as ideal

bp curve exptl [41 exptl [41 empirically^

wt % °F “F OF OF

0 180 122
'

180
5 240 220 ' 227 225
10 268 251 253 253
20 295 278 281 280
30 320

1
300 , 301 300

40 335
1

319 ' 321 320
SO 350 ' 331 334 1 332
40 370 348 347

1

345
70 387 363

1
365 361

80 408 383 , 383 381
437 415 1 410

,

414

* Using iC at from Fig 11 t From Fig 15

a, = total moles of component a m imtial mixture,

a, = „ „ „ a in final mixture,

bi~- „ „ „ b in initial mixture,

ht = .. .. b in final mixture

Again the values of Ka and are not constant, but

the ratio, KJKt, is very much less sensitive than Kg or Kt
to change m temperature, so that this ratio calculated at

the mitial temperature may often be used over the whole
range of temperature encountered durmg the vaponzafton
The ratio KjKt is called the relative volatihty of com-
ponents a and b

Counter-current Vapour-liquid Processes

The enrichment of the vapour m more volatile com-
ponents and of the hquid m less volatile components by
means of partial vaponzauon and condensation has been
mdicated above. Although a satisfactory separation may
eventually be secured by successive equihbnum vapoiua-
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tioDS of the residual liquid followed by successive equili-

bnum vaporizations of the condensates, this method of
operation has the prohibitive disadvantages of an excessive

use of heat and of a large number of discontmuous
distillations

An apparatus is requu-ed in which the successive

vaporizations and condensations may be earned out con*

Unuously, simultaneously, and with a mmimum use of
heat Such an apparatus is the bubble-plate column in

which each plate acts simultaneously on the countercurrent

vapour and hquid streams as a partial condenser and as

a partial vaporizer Ascending vapours come into intunate

contact with cooler liquid so that less volatile components
are partially condensed from the vapour and more volatile

components arc partially vaponzed from the hquid Thus
the ascending vapour gams incrementally in more volatile

components and the descending liquid in less volatile

components
The operation of such a column depends upon the

difference in composition between the vapour and hquid
and their relative quantities leaving each plate and upon
the number and efficiency of the bubble plates

15S3

hqmd are assumed to be constant, a material balance for

any one component and around any plate, n, in the column
above the feed gives the equation

^nJ-l ” yn~i~ 1* (19)

When the equilibrium equation, y = Kx, and the

absorption factor, — L/A„K, are substituted, the equa-

tion becomes

J'n+l = (1 +''^n)l’n—^n-ll'n-l (20)

For the top plate of a column, equation (20) becomes

y, =- (l+.4i)yi-AiA:iX,

For plate 2,

^3 (1 +^^yt-'^iyu

and substituting the value ofy« from the precedmg equation

ya = i-^t^t-rAi+Yiyi—AiiAt+YiKiXt

Dus procedure applied to a number of successive plates

down the column leads to the general equation

J'n+i ~ (-^1 An+ +^»-f-l)yi

-AiiAt An-iAt l)A,Xo (21)

The EquOibiium Plate.

Plate efficiency may be defined as the ratio of the

separation obtamed by an actual plate to the separation

effected by some standard plate The standard plate here

employed is the ‘equilibrium plate', so defined that all

the vapour rismg from a plate after contacting the hquid
thereon has an average composition that is m equihbnum
with the hquid overflowmg to the plate below Such an
equilibrium plate assumes a single equilibrium contact per

plate

Plates m an actual column, however, usually mvolve a
number of successive contacts per plate The hquid
changes composition progressively as it flows across the

plate, so that the vapour flowing through each successive

row of caps approaches equilibrium with a liquid of dif-

ferent composition Even if equilibrium were obtained

at each contact, the average composition of the vapour
leavmg the plate would be considerably different from the

composition of the vapour m equilibrium with the hquid
overflowmg from that plate

It may be demonstrated (Brewster [2, 1930® that the

successive contact plate, upon which equihbnum is at-

tamed at each contact, produces a greater change m the

vapour passing throu^ it (i e is more ‘effiaent’ imder
ideal conditions) than does the standard equihbnum plate

which mvolves only a single equilibrium contact

There is no mconsistency either m theory or practice

in an actual column developing plate efiicienaes equal to

or greater than 100%

Absoipdon and Stripping Factors.

Dw concept of an absorption factor which is an mde-
pendent function for each component of the mixture to be
separated was developed by Kremser [14, 1930], and
appbed by Senders and Brown [31, 1932] to gas absorbns
and oil shippers and by Brown, Souders, Nyland, and
Heder [7, 193S] to gas and gasolme fractionators

The absorption factor method uses the absorption or

stripping factor m a general equation which mvolves the

number of equihbnum plates required to effect the desired

change m the terminal concentrations of an mdividual

component
If the quantities of ascending vapour and descending

When the absorption factor, .4, is a constant the two
n^t-hand terms each contam a power senes m A, and
since

A«+H-A»+ +A+\,

equation (21) may be rearranged as

y.+i-yi
(22)

Equation (21) is the general equation of the absorption-

factor method, m which

= mole fraction of any componentm vapour entenng
a section of the absorbmg or rectifymg column,

yi = mole fraction of same component m vapour nsmg
from top plate of the section,

jco = mole fraction ofsame componentm hqmd entenng
top plate of the section,

Ki = equilibrium constant for same component at tem-

perature and pressure of top plate of the section,

n = number of equihbnum plates m the section,

A — LjKV~ the absorption factor for the same com-
ponent

A similar denvation for a section of a column below the

feed leads to the equation

x-y^JK„ 5«+‘-r (23)

where Xg — mole fraction of any componentm the liquid

entermg a section of the stnppmg column,

x„ = mole fraction of same component m liquid

overflowmg from bottom plate ofthe section,

y*H-i fraction of same component m vapour
entermg bottom plate of the section,

K„ = equihbnum constant for same component
at temperature and pressure of bottom plate

of the section,

S = KVjL = the stnppmg factor for the same
component

In designmg equipment to operate on a particular feed

material to effect a desired separation it is essential to

establish

1 The coirtpari/Zon and quoRt/ryofthe overhead product
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2. The convosUbm and quantity of the bottom product.

3 The quantities of UqiOd and vt^ur flowing at eadi

plate of the column
4 The number of theoreticalplates required

5 The plate efficiency

^

and
6 The \apowr and hqmd capacities of the column

Some of these factors are mdependent and some are

dependent on the other factors In general they are

related throu^ material balances, equilibrium relation-

ships, thermal characteristics of the materials, and factors

influencing mechamcal design of the column
The problems involved in the fundamental design of

various types of fractionatmg equipment are considered

in detail m Part B

Design (rf Gas Absmbm
Fundamental design of an absorber requues a quantita-

tive relationship between temperature and pressure of
operation, od rate, number of plates, properties and
composiUon of the absorption oil, composition of the

entenng gas, and the desired recovery of gasolme com-
ponents Such a relationship is provided by the absorption

factor equation (equation 22 of Fart A) which is repre-

sented graphically by Fig 17.

Effect of Operating Conditions.

The absorption factor for any component is directly

proportional to the od-gas rate and inversely proportional

to the equdibnum constant of that component at the

PART B. METHODS OF CALCULATION AND
DESIGN OF FRACTIONATING EQUIPMENT
Selection of the process and conditions of operation to

provide the maximum economic return on the capital

mvested is a primary function of design Such funda-
mental design usually mvolves an economic balance
between fixed and operatmg costs ofthe process on the one
hand, and net lealizaUon from the sales of the product on
the other hand
To be useful m comparmg costs and selecting from

alternative designs, the methods of calculation must
be reasonably simple, readdy applied, and sufiBciendy

accurateforengineermg purposes. Because oftheserequire-
ments, laboriously extended calculations from plate-to-

plate m a fractionatmg column are not suitable for design

purposes.

effecuve temperature and pressure of operation Since K
vanes widely among differmt components, although the
operating conditions remam constant, the absorption

factor will have a different value for each component.
Thus equabon 22 may be applied to any single component
or, m turn, to all of the components m the gas mixture.

For a constant od rate the absorpUon factors A for

the different components are mversely proportional to the

corresponding equdibnum constants K Therefore fixing

the relauve absorption of any one component determines
the absorption fa^rs for all components This fact has
been used m constructmg Fig 18 which mdicates the
relative absorption of the gasolme components as a
function of the relaUve n-butane absorption for vanoos
numbers of equdibnum plates m the column and for low
pressures at 80° F. Inspection of this figure will indicate

the effect on the relative absorption of the different com-
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ponents, obtained by varying the number of equilibnum

plates or other opeiatmg conditions

Fio 18 Relative absorption of gasobne components at 80° F

Temperature and Pressure.

Temperature and pressure affect the absorption factor

through the equilibrium constant K Smce a minimum
lean-oil temperature permits a mmimum oil rate with a
fixed value for the absoiption factor, adequate facihues

for coohng the lean oil are of major importance in the

economical operation of the plant With absorbers

operatmg at high pressures or upon nch gases it is often

advantageous to use a heat-exchanger between sections of
the absorber to remove the heat of absorption and thus

obtam a lower operatmg temperature of the absorption oil

In general, mcrease m the operatmg pressure decreases

the oil rate requued, although higher pressures increase

the oil temperature because of the greater quantity of
material absorbed

At high pressures the equihbnum constants and absoriv

tion factors for the vanous parafiSn hydrocarbons are 1^
widely separated than at low pressures This effect reduces

the selectivity of absorbers operated at high pressurm, so

that, as IS found m practice, more plates are generally

used for the same or eqmvalmt absoiption at high than
at low pressures

Number of Plates.

Fig 17 illustrates the importance of employmg an
adequate number of plates m the absorber With a con-
stant value of the ordmate, or recoveiy of any component,
it IS apparent thatthevalueoftheabsorption factor requued
meteases with a decreasing number of equihbnum plates

This mcrease is large when the number of plates is small

but becomes almost negligible with more than 16 equib-

bnum plates

If substantially complete recoveiy of one component
IS required, the percentage recovery of the more volatile

components will be decreased by using a larger number
of plates. For example, recovering 99% of the pentane
(Fig. 18), a single plate absorber will recover 88 3% of the

propane, an 8-plate absorber 11 4%, a 16-plate absorber

8 7%, and an absorber with an mfimte number of plates

will recover 7% of the propane The mcrease m the

selectivity of the absorpuon process with mcrease m the

number of theoretical plates mdicates a frequent advantage

m the use of a large number of plates

Properties of Absorption Ofl.

The absorption factor is directly proportional to the

specific gravity and mversely proportional to the molecular

weight of the absorption oil In general the molecular

weight of absorption oil mcreases with the gravity of the

oil but at a relatively greater rate than the gravity The
use of an oil of relatively low molecular weight appears

to be advantageous On the other hand, the stnppmg
operation becomes more difficult and more expensive the

lower the molecular weight of the oil In the design of
new plants the choice of the absoiption oil requues a
consideration of both the absorption and the stnppmg
operations as well as the price of vanous oils In operatmg
planU the choice of the absorption oil is largely limited by
the performance of the existmg stnppmg cqmpment

Stripping of Lean Oil.

The effect on the absorption process of the concentration
of gasoline components m the oil entering the absorber
IS expressed by the term, JfiXo. of equation 22 Xp is the

mol fraction of a component in the lean oil entenng the

absorber An exammation of equation 22 mdicates that

the larger xp becomes, the larger must be the absorption

factor A, and smcc A is proportional to the oil rate the

larger must be the oil circulation, if the percentage recovery

of the component is to be kept constant Increase m the

oil cuculation to compensate for insufficient stnppmg of
the lean oil, however, cannot be contmued mdefimtely

smce ifiXp cannot exceed and JfpXp can equal yi only

with an mfimte number of plates The recovery efficiency

of the absorption process is usually limited by the gasohne
content of the lean oil

Frequently the only daU available regarding the com-
position of the lean oil is its vapour pressure Usually the

lean oil may be assumed to be effectively stnpped of butane

and bghter components If the vapour pressure at 100° F
of the lean oil is assumed to be due to pentane, the mol
fracuon of pentane m the lean oil may be expressed by
the equation

Xb = 000125/1,

where xp — the mol fraction of pentane m the lean oil,

p = the vapour pressurem millunetres ofmercury
of the lean oil at 100° F

Evalnation of Absoiption Factor.

In engmeermg practice it is customary to express the

hquid-gas ratio, LjV, m U S gal of oil per 1,000 standard

cu ft ofgas measured at 60° F and 1471b persq m abs

Smce the volume of a pound mol of gas is 379 std cu ft

,

and the weight of 1 U S gal of oil is 8 33xdlb

, L 3 156dG
^ KV KM •

where <7 = oil per 1,000 std cu ft of gas, U S gal

,

d = specific gravity of absorbent oil (at 60° F ),

M = molecular weight of absorbent oil

The basic assumption in the derivation of the absorption

factor relationship is that 'A' is constant, i e oil and gas
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quantities and oil temperatures are constant throughout

the absorber When this assumption does not approximate

closely the actual conditions m the absorber operation,

such adjustments must be made m evaluatmg the absorp-

tion factor as will provide an equivalent, mean absorption

factor for use m the calculations

Low Pressure, Lean Gas. Low-pressure absorbers

operating on lean gases closely approximate constant oil-

gas rates and constant temperatures throu^out the

absorber For this reason it is usually more convenient

to use the oil and gas quantities entenng the absorber for

determimng the oil rate and to use the temperature of

the oil as the mean effective temperature of the absorber

The latter assumption is sufficiently accurate, unless the

temperature of the gas is qmte different from that ofthe oil

Low Pressure, Rich Gas. In low-pressure absorbers

operatmg on rich gases the increase in the quanUty of

oil due to the absorbed components must be considered in

evaluatmg the absorption factor Due to difficulties m
obtaining a properly weighted average, it is recommended
that the oil-gas rate at the bottom of the column be used

Fig 19 shows the results of computations m which the

change m liquid from plate to plate was computed and
used m a rigorous plate-to-plate calculation on actual

termmal conditions of an absorber operatmg at 4S lb per

sq m gauge pressure on a rich gas The actual absorber

contains 10 plates which were found to be equivalent to the

5 equilibrium plates shown m the figure, thereby indicatmg

an overall plate effiaency of 50% Fig 19 shows the

composition of the liquid and vapour on each plate, and
the temperature of the oil on each plate

The mean ^ective temperature is practically the anth-

metic average of the inlet and outlet oil temperature The
temperature of the oil leavmg the absorber may be

estunated from plant data or calculated from the latent

heat of absorpuon of the absorbed components In the

absence of operatmg data this requires the assumpbon of

a mean effiscUve temperature for prehminary determination

of the quantity of material absorbed The temperature of

the outlet oil is then calculated on the basis of the latent

heat of the absorbed components The mean effective

temperature can then be determined more accurately, and

a second calculation of the absorber is usually sufficient

to obtam satisfactory check results.

Since the heat of absorption of a component of the gas
m the absorber is usually not the same as the latent hat
of condensation of the pure component at the same
temperature, ordmary values for latent hats of pure com-
ponents should not be used m making hat balances on
absorbers, stnppers, or fractionatmg coluiruis A correct

value for the hat of absorption may be obtamed by
appliation of the van’t Hoff equaUon

8\ogK m
dT RT^

to the actual eqmlibnum constants such as are plotted

in Figs 2-10 for ideal solutions Reduced to common
loganthms as plotted and substituting 1 98 for R and
solving for AH,

, ^

dT

If a ruler is placed tangent to the curve at the desired

tonperature and pressure and the AT rad between
K=^ 1 and 1^= 10

AJy= BThU per lb mol

High Pressure. High-prasure absorbers include those

operatmg at all prasures over 100 lb per sq in , and
require special tratmcnt in some respe^ Beause of
the relaUvely high absorption of the more volatile com-
ponents at lugh pressures, the oil-gas rate at the bottom
ofthe column should beu^m determmmg the absorption

factor In alculatmg the quantity of oil at the bottom
of the absorber the equtbbnum constants of the more
volatile components should be corrected for deviations

from idal solutions accordmg to Fig 12

At low pressura the solubility ofthe methane and ethane

IS almost negligible and usually need not be considered

Perhaps the most difficult factor to atimate m designing

high-pressure absorbers is the mean effective temperature

to be used m determmmg the absoipuon factor Beause
of the relatively large amounts of methane and ethane

absorbed at high pressures m the uiqier part of the ab-

sorber, It isnot possible to calculatetheaveragetemperature.

For this reason it is necessary at present to rdy upon
experiena m atimating the mean effective tempmtnre.
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Usually the mean effective temperatuie imder such condi-

tions may be taken as about 15° F higher than the

temperature of the entering gas Fig 20 shows the actual

temperature distnbution m absorbers operating at 470 Ib

gauge pressure (Brown and Souders [4, 1932]) In this figure

the plates are actual plates, and the temperatures actual

measurements of the temperature in the liquid overflow

from each plate

The complete test data from these absorbers operating

with different oil rates serve as an excellent indication of

the accuracy of the results obtained from the use of the

equilibrium constants as compared with those computed
by the assumption of Raoult’s law

Actual measurements on a 24-plate absorber operating

at 470 lb per sq in gauge, in which the mean effective

temperature was 105° F , show that 57 5 std cu ft of gas

were dissolved in 5 95 U S gal of lean oil per 1,000

std cu fit of inlet gas The lean oil had a molecular

weight of 161 and a specific gravity of 0 8363

The mols of rich oil at the bottom of the absorber per

1,000 std cu. ft of inlet gas were

95x8 33X 0 8393^
379 ' 161

and the molal oil/gas ratio L/F at the bottom,

P = = 0 155 mols rich oil per mol inlet gas

of a gas containing 5 2 mol % of n-pentane are to be
processed to recover 45% of the n-butane and substantially

all of the pentane Price considerations require the use of
an absorption oil of 37 1 API and 180 molecular weight

The absorber is to be operated at 85 lb per sq in gauge
and 80° F The lean oil may be expected to contain 0 191

mol % of pentane and neghgtble amounts of other gasohne
components It is desired to find the optimum number of
plates m the absorbers

It IS probable that the economical number ofequilibnum
plates will he between 8 and 16 The capital and operating

costs may be based on 8 plates and the optimum number
of plates determined by balancmg the sales realizaUon from
the mcreased recovery of pentane against the cost of the

additional plates

For R-butane with 8 equikbrium plates.

and A (butane) = 0 45 (from Fig 17)

For pentane, = 0 00191

Aixo = 0 137 (0 00191) = 0 000262

A (pentane) = g™ x 0 45 - 1 37

= 0977 (from Fig 17)

The mol fracUon of normal butane in the inlet gas was
0 0166, m the outlet gas 0 0047, and in the lean oil zero

For normal butane at 485 lb per sq in abs and at

150° F , the equilibrium constant A is 0 22 (from Fig 6)

yn.i-yi _ 0 0166-0 0047 _ .

yn*i-y»~ 00166-0

KV 0 22

Smcc y„+i = 0 052, and y, = 0 00142, the percentage of
pentane recovered with 8 plates,

^^*“>’*= 0973 or 97 3%

The lean-oil rate in U S gal circulated per 1,000 std

cu ft of inlet gas

^ I 37x180 x 0 137

3 156</ 3 156x0 8393
=• 128US gal per 1,000 cu ft

These values are the coordinates of a point plotted on
Fig 17

The results of similar calculations for all components
above ethane arc also plotted in Fig 17 The same absorber

when operatmg with an oil/gas ratio of 6 82 U S gal per

1,000 cu ft provided additional points With the exception

of a smgle point for propane, which is without doubt due
to an error m analysis, all of the calculated pomts fall

almost exactly on the curve for 12 equilibnum plates,

mdicating an apparent overall efficiency of 50%
The results of conventional calculations based on

Raoult’s and Dalton’s laws are also mdicated for purposes
of comparison Not only do such calculations mdicate

unreasonably low plate-efiiciency of about 8 to 12%, but

they are mconsistent among themselves

This comparison clearly shows that Raoult’s and
Dalton’s laws may not be used for calculatmg high-

pressure absorbers, but that the use of the equihbnum
constants as outhned above gives reliable results con-

sistent with actual operatmg data

>^n^Uca(ioD to Design Ptoblenis.

The absorption factor method is particularly useful m
the design of new plants since it permits the quantitative

estimation of the factors entering mto the economic
balance. Application of the absorption factor method to

design problems is illustrated by the following examples.

Opdonn Nnmber of Plates. Ten milhon cu. ft. per day

Although the nch-oil rate should be used if possible with

rich gases, the use of a high overall plate efficiency of75%
will compensate for use of the lean-oil rate

Since the inlet gas contains 5 2 mols of pentane per

100 mols of gas, 10,000,000 cu ft per day will make
available to the plant on the basis of 300 days’ operation

per year

10,000,000x 5 2x 72 09 X 300

379x100x 5 262

= 5,640,000 U S gal pentane per year.

With 8 plates 97 3% or 5,486,000 U S gal pentane will

be recovered per year

If the absorption factor and oil rate are mamtained
substantially constant and the number of plates increased,

the percentage recovery of butane will remam constant

but the percentage recovery of pentane will increase.

The net realization from the sale of the additional

pentane recovered, after deductmg sales, handlmg, and
stabilizing costs is 4 cents per U S gal The cost for the

addiUon of one actual plate to the proposed absorbers is

$675 Usmg an apparent overall plate efficiency of 75%,
to compensate for the use of the lean-oil rate instead oftoe
ndi-od rate, toe annual cost for one additional equihbnum
plate will be $900

The summary of toe calculations for the economic
balance with 8, 10, 12, and 16 plates m toe absorbers

appears m Table IV
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Table IV

Optimum Number ofPlates

DISTILLATION

0997

No equilibrium plates 8 10 12 16

% n-butane 4S 45 45 45

A (n-butane) 045 045 045 0-45

A (n-pentane) 1 37 137 137 137

<**“*“*> 0 977 0 988 0 994 0997

yt (pentane) 0 00142 000085 0 00055 0 00038

(pentane) 0 973 0 984 0989 0993

Annual pentene re-

covery, gal 5,486,000 5,548,000 5,580,000 5,598,000

Increase over recoveiy

with 8 plates, gal 62,000 94,000 112,000

Realization, dollars $2,480 $3,760 $4,490

Cost of added plates,

dollars $1,800 $3,600 $7,200

It appears that the optimum number of plates to return

the additional investment in one year is about 12 equih-
bnum plates or 15 actual plates of 76% plate efikiency

By means of sunilar calculations the optunum tempera-
ture to which the lean oil should be cooled may be deter-

mined by balancmg the cost ofcooling agauist the increased
pentane recovery, or agamst decreased oil circulation with
the same recovery Or the cost ofmore thorough stnppmg
may be balanced agauist the mcreased recovery, or against

the decreased oil circulation with the same recovery Or
the cost of more thorough stnppmg may be balanced
against the increased recovery, or agamst the decreased
od circulation with constant recovery

hocnaae In OH Rate. Prelmunary calculations on a
proposed absorber with an oil rate of 39 1 U S gal per
1,000 std cu ft of raw gas mdicate that the plant would
recover the maxunum quantity of butane that could be
marketed Ifa greater oil rate is to be used, the cost ofany
increase m oil emulation must be met by increased realiza-

tion from natural gasobne alone

The natural gasoline may contam a ratio of butane to

pentane of 04 The net realization from the sale of
addiUonal product is $004 per gal The operatmg cost

of oil circulation, includmg heatmg, stnppmg, coolmg,
and pumpmg, is $0 0333 per year per gal of oil circulated

Withtheoilrateof39 1 US gal , for pentane ^ 2 81

,^0996
yfHX-KiXt

y, = 00017

and the percentage recovery of pentane

09673,

Smee the mol fraction of pentane m the inlet gas is 0 052,

the total available pentane is

1,000x 0052x 7209
‘379x5 262

= 1 88 U S gal per 1,000 cu. ft per day,
or 564 U S gal per 1,000 cu. ft per year
of 300 days.

If the absorption factor for pentane be increased to

3-0, G = 41 8 U S gal per 1,000 cu ft

yM~yi _

y.+x = 0-052

Alx, = 00015

. yi = 000165

and 0 9682
yn+l

The annual mcreased recovery of pentane is

564 (0 9682-0 9673) = 0 508 U S. gal

per 1,000 cu ft of gas per day
The total annual mcrease m natural gasolme recovered

IS 0 508x1*4 = 0 7112 US gal per 1,000 cu ft of gas

per day and the mcreased realization from sale of the

product IS 0 7112 x 0 04 = $0 028448 per 1,000 cu ft of
gas per day
The annual increased operatmg cost due to the mcreased

oil circulation IS 0-0333 (41 8-39 1) = $0 09 per 1,000 cu ft

ofgas per day
To secure a larger recovery of pentane by increasing the

oil rate IS unprofitable

Hl^-pressure Absorber. An absorber operatmg at

470 lb per sq in gauge is to treat 11,084,000 std cu ft

of gas entering at 77° F , with lean oil of 161 molecular

weight and 0 8363 sp gr The lean oil, supphed at 65° F

,

may be expected to be free of isopentane and the more
volatile components and to contam 000073 mol fraction

of n-pentane

It IS desired to recover 99 9% of the isopentane m the

rich gas ivith 12 equihbnum (24 actual) plates

The mean efiective absorbmg temperature is taken as
93° F
For isopentane, since yo = 0

= 0 999.
J'lWl-.l'o

so that from the curve for 12 plates on Fig 17

/4= 199

The absorption factors for the other components may
be calculated from the absorption factor of isopentane,

smee the absorption factors vary mversely with the

equihbnum constants

From the known absorption factors, composition of the

lean oil, analysis of the inlet gas, and the curve for 12

plates on Fig 17, the mols of each component absorbed

from the gas may be calculated These calculations are

summanzed m Table V
In an actual test under these conditions 6 82 U S gal

of lean oil per 1,000 std cu ft of mlet gas were arculated

Design of Oil Strippers

The factors mvolved m the design of stnppmg units

include the compositions of rich and lean oils, the number
of plates required, the properties of the ateorbrat oil,

the steam consumption m hmtmg and stnppmg, and the

water consumptionm coolmg and condensmg The design

of the stnppmg umt is closely related to the design of the

absorption umt so that the selection ofoptimum conditions

for the complete recoveiy plant usually leqiures an econo-

mic balance between absorption and stnppmg costs.

The stnppmg column usually consists of two sections

The bottom secuon is the stnppmg section m which the

oil IS stnpped of gasolme components, and the top section
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Table V
Design Calculationsfor Higk-pressure Absorber

BotM 11,084,000 standard cubic feet inlet gas per day

12 equilibrium plates

Vapour in

Molfraction in Mols per day

eguilibruim

with lean

oil at 65* F

Eguilibrium

constant K at
93° F and

Absorption
Factor A at
93’ F and Percent Mols per day

Component Inlet gas Pni-i in iniet gas FtX, dSSIb Abr 485 lb Abs absorbed absorbed

CH« 0 8302 24,279 0 20x36 0 0257 0 0257 2 57 624
C,H. 00841 2,460 0 13x122

i

0 1166 0 1166 1166 287
C.H, 0 0476 1,392 0 12 x 0 53

,

0 291 0 291 291 405
isoC.Hu 0 0084 246 0 027 1 0 685 1 0 683 68 3 168

0 0166 485 0 020 I 0925
1

0 877 87 7 425
180C.H,,

I

00061 178 0 0-093 1 99 0 9998 99 98 178

0 0016 47 0 0000285 0071 2 61
I

0 999 98 6 46
0 0054 158

1

98 6 156

Total
1 29,245

1 11.. .
i

’
i

2,289

Using the absorption factor and equilibrium constant for n-butane. the molal oil/gas ratio at the bottom of the absorber

^ = KA = 0 20x0925 = 0 185 mols nch oil per mol inlet gas

29,245 X 0 185 — 5,410 mots nch oil per day
2,289 mols absorbed per day

3,121 mols lean-oil per day required

The gallons of lean oil required per 1,000 std cu ft of inlet gas

3,121x161
^ ”

11,084 x 8 33 x 0 8363
6 52 lean-oil rate required, U S gal

IS the fractionabng section in which the vaporized absor-

bent oil IS fractionated out of the recovered gasohne
If temperature, pressure, and the quantities of hquid

and vapour may be assumed to be constant throughout
the stripping section, the stripping factor relationship

represent^ by Equation 23 is applicable Usually the

assumption of constant pressure and temperature is

sufficiently accurate The assumption ofconstant quantities
of liquid and vapour, however, may be erroneous because

the relative increase in the mols of vapour from the

bottom to the top of the column may be much greater

than the relative increase in the mols of hquid, particularly

when the mols of gasoline components stripped from the

oil are large relative to the mols of stnppuig steam

Although the assumption of constancy m the quantities

ofhquid and vapour may not be strictly accurate, any error

introduced mto the result by this assumption will usually

be on the safe side That is, the stripping factor method
apphed to condibons at the bottom of the column will

(tetermme the maximum steam consumption or the maxi-

mum number of theoretical plates required For com-
paring the effect of vaiymg the operaUng conditions and
for calculating economic balances, the facihty afforded by
the stnppmg factor method usually far outweighs the in^

accuracies mtroduced by errors in the basic assumptions

Effect of Operating Conditions.

Temperature and Pressure. Temperature and pressure

affect the stnppmg factor through the equilibrium con-
stant K Thus high temperature and low pressure provide

a minimum quantity ofstnppmg steam required for a fixed

value of the stnppmg factor

The highest attainable oil temperature is usually desir-

able, smce the steam consumption for heating is practically

constant, regardless of the oil temperature, because most
of the heat is recovered by exchangers Usually the maxi-

mum oil temperature is limited by the steam pressure

economicaUy available

Although a low pressure is desirable in stripping, the

pressure employed must be sufiScient to condense an
optimum quantity of overhead matenal in the presence

of fixed gases The optimum quanuty to be condensed

will depend upon whether the vapours are recycled, re-

compressed, or vented

Number of Plates. Fig 17 illustrates the importance of
employmg an adequate number of plates m the stnppmg
column For constant recovery of any component, it is

apparent that the reqmred value ofthe stnppmg factor, and
hence the quantity of stnppmg steam, mcreases with

decreasmg number of eqmlibnum plates

Increase m the number of plates also mcreases the

selecuvity of the stnppmg operabon With substantially

complete stnppmg ofhexane the percentage of less volatile

components stripped (such as the hghter fractions of the

lean oil) will be decreased by using a larger number of
plates

Properties of Absorption OU. The difficulty and expense

of the stripping operation mcreases with the more volatile

oils of lower molecular weight The mcreased cost is

caused not only by the higher steam rate required but also

by the larger refiux required to rectify the vaporized

fractions of the absorbent oil All of these effects increase

the heat consumpUon and the cost of condenser operation

Smce the propenies ofthe oil which are most advantageous
m stnppmg are detnmental to good absorber operation,

the choice of the absorption oil necessarily mvolves a
compromise

Rebeaters. The latent heat of vaponzabon of the com-
ponents stnpped from the oil is supphed by the sensible

heat of the oil, resulbng m a drop m temperature of the

oil unless heated by some means In the past, reheaters,

when used, usually have been placed on the oil stream
flowing from one of the lower plates of the stnpper As
most of the vaponzabon occurs at the top plate when
the hot oil IS flashed mto vapour m the stnpper, most
of the temperature drop of the oil occurs between the
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entenng oil and the overflow from the top plate Thus
the logi^ location for the reheater appears to be betweoi

the first and second plates of the shipping secUon
Burdick [8, 1929] has obtamed test data on the operation

of a stripping still with and without a reheater His results

support the qualitative conclusion that the location of the

idteater ordinarily ^ould be betvraen the first and second

plates of the stnpping section

In many cases, however, the high-pressure steam which

would be supphed to a reheater may be used to greater

advantage as addibonal open or stnpping steam Al-

though expansion of the steam down to the pressure of

the stripper results in decreasmg the temperature of the

steam, the increase in the ratio LjV frequently produces

a net advantage

Evalnation of Stripping Factor.

Ordmanly steam is used for stnpping, so that the

mol fraction of a component m the vapour entenng the

stnpper, equals zero and the stnppmg equation reduces to

X, S»«-l
(23a)

In this case the ordinate read from Fig 17 represents

the fraction of the onginal content of the oil which is

removed by the stripping operation

In practice it is customary to express the steam required

for stnpping as pounds of steam per US gal of oil

If W represents the pounds of steam per U S gal of oil,

^ KV KMW
L ~ 15(W

where M = molecular weight of absorbent oil,

d — specific gravity (at 60° F ) of absorbent oil

The steam-oil rate as determmed for the bottom of the

stnpper is used in determining the stripper factor The
effective stnpping temperature is also the temperature

existing at the bottom of the stnpper This bottom
temperature may be calculated from the latent heat of the

material vapon^ in the stripper This matenal mcludes

not only the gasoline components stnpped from the oil,

but also some of the absorbent oil itself This may be

computed by use of the stnpping factor method, con-

sidering the hght ends of the absorption oil as one com-
ponent or, preferably, assummg three or four components
to represent the absorption oil based upon the disullation

curve of the oil The values for the equilibrium constants

of these components may be determined from Fig 11 m
the manner which has already been desenbed

Ap^cation to Design.

The design ofthe stnpping unit must usually be developed

in connexion with the design of the absorption unit The
quantity of oil required for absorption depends in part

upon the completeness of stnppmg and the design of the

stnpping umt dqiends m part upon the quantity of oil and
the completeness of stnppmg Cost of pumping, heatmg,

and cooling the oil depend largely on the quantity of oil

circulated Econormcal design usually reqmres a balance

betweoi absorption, pumpmg, and heatmg and cooling

costs, and stnppmg, stnpping steam and condensing costs.

The absorpuon factor and stnppmg factor methods provide
means for relatmg the vanous factors m these costs

Exan^le It is desired to calculate the steam con-

sumption per gallmi of oil IF m a atripper havmg 6

theoretical plates, operating at 60 lb per sq m abs and
300° F The molecular weight of the oil is 180, the specific

gravity 0 839, and the pentane content is to be reduced
from 9 84 to 0191%

JC,— Xn
X,

9 84-0 191

9 84
^ = 0 9806

From Fig 17 the stnppmg factor for 6 plates and
ordmate of 0 9806,

5 = I 66 -=
KWM
ISOd

ISOdS ^ 150^ 83^ 66

KM 2 95x180

0 394 lb steam per U S gal of oil

Example It is desired to determme the most economical
oil rate for an absorber of 8 and a stripper of 6 theoretical

plates when 96% of the iso-pentane is recovered from a
gas containing 2 1 % of iso-pentane The absorbent oil

has a molecular weight of 180 and a specific gravity of
0 839 The unit annual capital and operatmg cost of oil

circulation is SO 24 per gal of oil per day The capital

and operatmg cost of stnppmg and condensing is $0 0008
per lb of stnppmg steam
For the absorber (at 75 lb and 90° F , for iso-pentane

A., = 0 265)

= 0 96
^n+i

Smee y„^i = 0021, therefore

V, = 000084

*n = ^iyn+i-yd+xt

Xn -0^ (0 021-0 00084)+x,

= X, for the stnpper oil rate

AMKa 180X 0 265X.4
‘^''3

156d 3 156x0 839

For the stripper (at 60 lb and 300° F , for iso-pentane

K=^ 3 33) the pounds of stnppmg steam per gal ofoil

- 15(^
KM

150 x 0 839 x 5
3 33'x 180

' ‘ 0 215

x„ for the stnpper equals Xg for the absorber

Table VI summanzes the calculations for the economic
coordination of the absorbing and stnppmg umts Ihe
annual costs of oil cumulation and stnppmg and the sum
of these two costs are plotted agamst the oil circulation.

For the present example the minimum point on the curve

of totel cost IS at about 23 5 U S gal per 1,000 std cu. ft.,

which quantity represents the optimum oil rate.

In the above example the tonperature and numto of
plates m absorber and stnppa were fixed and only one
component, iso-pentane, was considered The optimum
temperatures, number of plates, and oil arculation, as welt

as the ultimate recovery of other gasoline components^
may be determined by similar calculations

ytMOttg and FhuUiv of Ridi Ofl. When the saturation

ofthe oil leaving the absorber ishi^ the nch oil frequently

IS passed through a vent tank m which the pressure is

reduced and vaporization ofsome of the absorb^ matenal
takes place Also an apineciable quantity of vapour
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usually IS fonned m the heater through which the nch oil

IS passed before entering the stripper Under these condi-

tions the concentration of pentane and heavier absorbed
components in the oil entering the stripper cannot be
assumed to be equivalent to the concentration m the oil

leavmg the absorber

Table VI

Coordination ofAbsorbing and Stripping Units

Basis 1,000 cu ft of inlet gas per day

Composition of
the teen oil

(X80°F -=222) 0-00007883 00002433 0 0004901 00008554 00018982

Jr.*.st80»
Composition of
vapour in equil

with lean oil 0 0000173 0 0000343 0 0001088 0 0001899 1 0 0004214

yn+i-yt

JVi+i-XiJt,
for absorber 09008 0 9623 0 9630 0 96876 097966

Absorption

123 126 1273 1 30 140

6
Oil rate gal per

1 000 cu ft in-

let gas 223 2268 22 93 234 232

Xt
Composition of
nch oil 0 060939

1

0-060623 0060137 0-039374 0 036238

Xu
0 9987 09939 0 99185 0 9836

I-- -

0 96623

Stnppmg factor 279 223 197 1 77 1475

w
1Lb stnppmg

steam per gal

oil 0 3839 0 4723 0-4137 0 3717 0 3098

Annual cost of
oil circulation,

dollais per year 340 3 443 3 508 3 616 6048

stnppmg, dol-

3 164 2 372 2 278 2088 1874

Toul annual
cost,dollan per

year 8 364 8-013 7 786 7 704 7-922

The composition of the oil leaving the vent tank or heater

may be calculated by applying a rearrangement ofequation

(9) developed m Part A for equilibnum vaporization,

l-t-K(A-l)’

where z — mol fracUon of any component m oil entering

the vent tank or heater,

X, = mol fraction of same component m oil leaving

the vent tank or heater;

K = equilibrium constant of same component at

temp.and press ofventtank or heater,

V= mols vapour formed per mol of entermg oil

If the mols of the absorbent oil vaporized m the vent

tank are assumed to be negligible.

These two equaUons are solved by trial and error

methods V is assumed m the first equation and the

assumed value is checked by the second equation

In the case of the heater it is usually permissible to
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make a sunphfymg assumption which faalitates the estima-

tion ofthe pentane content ofthe oil Ifthe mols ofvapour
V formedm the heater are assumed to be equal to the sum
of the mol fractions m the feed z of all the components
lighter than iso-pentane, the mol fractions of iso-pentane

and n-pentane m the oil leavmg the heater (i e entermg
the stripper) may be estimated directly When pressures of
from 30 to 75 Ib per sq in abs are employed m the

stripper, the error mtroduced by this assumption is usually

less than S% of the mol fraction of pentane This simph-
fication should not be applied m calculating the concentra-

tions of bghter components nor used with a material

balance

The Fractionating Section.

The function of the fractionatmg secfton of the stnppmg
unit IS to separate the vaporized absorption oil from the

overhead gasoline fractions Because of the high volatility

of the overhead materials and reflux, the equihbrium
temperature at the top of the column usually falls below the
dew-pomt ofsteam m the mixture so that a large part ofthe
stnppmg steam condenses m the column Water traps are

provided for the plates near the top of the column to re-

move the condensed steam
Because the heat content and quantity of the reflux

depend on the quantity of steam condensed m the column
and upon the top temperature, which m turn are influenced

by the quantity and composition of the reflux, the calcula-

tions for the fractionatmg section become very complex
Simple, straightforward methods for calculating the

fractionatmg section are not available, and it is still

necessary to resort to the tnal-and-error method, m which
the composition of the overhead and the amount of steam
condens^ is assumed, the heat balance is then made on
the basis of an assumed top temperature, thereby fixmg
the reflux ratio wth the material balance A recalculation is

then made to check the quantity of steam condensed If

this agrees with the assumed value, the calculations are con-
sidered satisfactory, otherwise, a second trial is necessary.

The usual practice m design has been to establish tte

number of plates in the fractionatmg section and the

facilities for handlmg the water condensed m the column
on the basis of operatmg experience rather than on the

basis of the very laborious step-wise calculations

Number of Plates for Gas and Gasoline

Fractionators

Goieral Equations.

By making heat and material balances around yanous
parts of the column several general equations may be
developed

A matenal balance around the complete column leads to

F^+Fy = F^D+B, (24)

and for any one component

a, = ao+a^ (25)

or x,Ft+yrFr — XoD+XgB (25 a)

A matenal balance around the overhead product and
any plate above the feed plate gives

(26)

and for any one component

yiHaPihfi — Xtilm-\-XpD (27)
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A matenal balance around the bottom product and any

plate below the feed plate leads to

= (28)

and for any one component

ymP„ = (29)

Similar equations derived from heat balances are

= DiAB+I>rflj)+Qc+BA,-Qr. (30)

= L, A„+Z)xh^+DrIfj,+ Qo, (31)

and _ _
= U-xK^x+Qc-Bh, (32)

The preceding nine equaUons assume only that there

are no losses of either heat or matenal from the fractionat-

mg system and are generally apphcable

The Operating Equations.

For practical purposes, the assumption that L and Vare

constant throughout the rectifymg secbon and that L and

V are constant throughout the stnpping section is almost

essential for convenient treatment of complex nuxtures

This assumption is ofmuch more general application than

Trouton’s rule which is usually given as the basis for the

assumption and which merely states that the ratio of molal

latent heat to absolute temperature, at the atmosphenc
boilmg-pomt, is a constant for many different substances

m the pure state Even when Trouton’s rule does not

apply, as near the critical temperature of a component, the

assumption ofconstant L and V may be valid. For closely

related substances, such as the components m the feed to

a natural gasohne stabilizer, the assumption is substantially

correct

Assuming constant quantities of liquid and vapour,

equations (27) and (29) for each component become

L
I

D
^B+l “ (33)

L B
and y„ = - pXj, (34)

Also with this assumption, several equations may be
written relating the quantities of hquid or vapour flowing

in the stripping section to the quantities ofhquid or vapour
in the rectifying section and the condition of the feed

L=L+U. (35)

and smce K= L+D, (36)

L=V-D+U (37)

Also 1 = V+B, (38)

so that V=L+U-B, (39)

or F= V+U-F, (40)

where „ F(H,-H,)+Fi.(Hr-h,)

Hr-h,
(41)

When the feed is all hquid at the temperatiire of the

feed plate, Fx = F and 1/ = F, so that K and

Z==L+F= V+B
When the feed is all vapour at the tempmture of

^ feed plate, Fr - F and U= 0, so that Load
V^L-B^V-F
An additional relationship is available from the fact that

the sum of the mol fractions of the mdividual components
in any mature is equal to umty

Equations 33 and 34 may be regarded as operating hnes

for the mdividual components on a y, x plot such as

Fig IS (McCabe and Thiele [21, 1925D. The slope L/F
of each of the rectifymg operatmg hnes, equation (33), is

identical for all components, but the mtercepts (iD/F)xj,

vary with the mdividual components. The slope L/K of
the stnppmg operatmg lines, equation (34), which also is

constant for all components, is related to the slope of the

rectifying hnes through equations (35) to (40)

Addmgequations (33)and (34) forcompoi^t a,andusmg

equations (35) and (40) to eliminate L, V, L, and V, yields

the hnear equation

(F- £/)y„+ Uxa = fl, = y«,Fp+Xa, Fx, (42)

in which ya and Xa are common solutions for the rectifymg

and stnppmg operating hnes and give the locus of the

mtersection of the two operating lines When the feed is

all liquid at the temperature of the feed plate the mter-

section lies on the vertical line x = x. When the feed

IS all vapour at the temperature of the feed plate the

mtersection hes on the horizontal Ime y = y. For a feed

which IS a mature of liquid and vapour equation (42)

Equation (42 a) is the equation of a line on the y, x plot

having the slope —FjJFr and passing through the pomt

yar

The coordmates of the point of mtersection of the two
operating lines for component a arc given by the equations

If the reflux returned to the column has the same com-
position as the distillate, the rectifying operatmg line

intersects the Ime y = x on the vertical Ime x = Xi^

Similarly if the vapour returned to the column has the

same composition as the bottoms, or if the reboiler is

assumed to be the bottom theoretic^ plate of the column,
the stnppmg operatmg Ime mtersects the Ime y = x on
the vertical Ime x = x^^

Minimum Reflux. In the special case ofminunum reflux

(le infinite plates) the two operatmg hnes intersect at

a point on the equihbnum curve which is the equihbnum
of the feed plate Thus equations (43) and (44) give the

concentrations ofeach componentm the liquid and vapour
leaving the feed plate when the reflux is a mmimum The
minimum value of the ratio L/Vmay be determined as the

value, m equations (43) or (44), necessaiy to make the sum
of the mol fractions of all the mdividual componmts m
the hquid or vapour leaving the feed plate equal to umty.

Methods of Calcnhtion.

Underwood [35, 1932] is recommended for an excdtent
critical review of various methods of calculation

Smce a bmary mature represents the sunplest problem
m fractionation, most of the methods proposed for cal-

culating thenumber ofplates have dealt with the separation

of bmary matures
According to the phase rule, for a system of two {duses
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there are as many degrees of freedom (i e. mdependent
values of temperature, pressure, and concentration) as

there are components m the system In a bmaiy system,

which has two degrees of fr^om, fixing the pressure

and the concentration of one component m either phase

defines completely the temperature and the equilibrium

compositions of the vapour and liquid phas« Hence the

phase-compositions (y, x diagram) are independent of the

vapour/liquid ratio or the number of equihbnum plates

and the bmaiy mixture is essentially a speaal simple case

of the general problem of fractional distillation

Multicomponent mixtures present two fundamental

diflSculties which arenotpresent with bmary mutures First,

smce there are more than two degrees of freedom, fixmg

the total pressure and the concentration of one componrat
m a phase is not sufficient to define the temperature and
phase-compositions, the y, x diagram is not a unique

function of the system Second, the quantities or concen-

trations necessary for a complete material balance cannot

be chosen arbitrarily as with a binary mixture For a given

feed the vanables mvolvcd in a material balance are the

concentrations of all components in the distillate and
bottoms and the total quantities of distillate and bottoms

If the number of components is C, there are 2C 1-2

vanables m a complete matenal balance for which C-l-2

independent equations may be set up These independent

equations include a material balance equation for each

component, and two equations which express the fact that

the sum of the mol fractions m the distillate and the sum
of the mol fractions in the bottoms each equals umty
With 2 C-f2 variables and C-l-2 independent equations,

C vanables remam to be fixed

In nearly all cases only two or three components appear

in significant concentrauons m both distillate and bottoms

Thus It may be assumed that components more volatile

than the distributed components have zero concentration

m the bottoms and that components less volatile than the

distnbuted components have zero concentration in the

distillate For all practical purposes this assumption is

equivalent to fixing the concentration of each of these

undistnbuted components m the distillate or bottoms, as

the case may be By fixmg in addiUon as many variables

as there are distributed components, the C mdependent
variables required for a matenal balance may be established

There seems to be some confusion among waters on
distillabon regardmg the choice of vanables m establishing

conditions for design calculations For a given feed the

variables mvolved mclude the operatmg pressure, the ratio

LIV, the number of equilibrium plates, and the quantities

and concentrations of distillate and bottoms, a total of

2 C+5 vanables There is a single, but complex, inde-

pendent relationship among number of plates, LjV, and
compositions of the products, and C-f 2 mdependent
equations based on matenal balances, makmg a total of

C-f3 mdependent relationships or equations Thus only

C+2 vanables may be arbitrarily fix^, and they must be

sdected withm lirmts consistent with a material balance

and with the fundamental principles of column operation

To establish the matenal balance the components more
volatile and less volaule than the distnbuted components
are assumed to be absent respectively from the bottoms

and the distillate. Thus the number of mdependent
vanables is then equal to two plus the number of distri-

buted components; and all of these are mdependent only

withm limits which are more or less restricted, depending

upon which of the vanables are chosen.

In general the most convement vanables are those with

the widest limits, two of which are usually the operatmg
pressure and the raUo LjV The operatmg pressure must
not be fixed at less than the pressure necessary to produce

hqmd reflux from the overhead matenal, nor greater than

the cntical pressure of the matenal m the column The
ratio LjV must be greater than the mimmum required

with m^te plates, and less than unity

The remaining two or three vanables to be fixed m
addition to the pressure, LfV, and the zero concentration

of undistributed components are selected as conveniently

as possible to estabhsh the basis of design With two
distnbuted components there are two remammg mde-
pendent vanables, and it is theoretically possible to fix,

within limits, any of the pairs, (1) quantity of distillate or

bottoms and concentration of one component either m
the distillate or m the bottoms, (2) concentrations of one

component in both the distillate and the bottoms, (3)

concentrations of two components either m the distillate

or in the bottoms, (4) concentration of one componrat m
the distillate and concentration of the other component
in the bottoms When there are only two significant dis-

tnbuted components the operation roust be such as to

provide a relatively complete separation of the two dis-

tnbuted or ‘cut’ components In such operation the

important quanuues are the small concentrabon of the less

volatile cut component permissible m the distillate, and
the small concentration of the more volatile cut component
permissible m the bottoms Hence these two variables are

usually chosen as the basis for design

Similarly with three distnbuted components there are

three remammg vanables to be fixed, withm limits, from
a large number of theoretical combinations Again the

most important quantities are usually the small concentra-

tion of the least volatile cut component which may be
tolerated m the distillate, and the small concentration of

the most volatile cut component which may be tolerated

m the bottoms The third variable to be fixed may be
either the quanbty of distillate (or bottoms), or the con-

centration of the mtermediate cut component m the dis-

tillate (or bottoms) The quantity of distillate (or bottoms)

IS usually selected because the limits withm which the

selection must be made are readily determmed from a
matenal balance

The methods proposed by Brown and Souders [5, 1934],

Lewis and Matheson [18, 1932], and Underwo^ [35,

1932, 36, 1933] are among the pnncipal general methods
which have been proposed for calculating the number of
equilibrium plates required for the separation of mixtures
contaimng more than two components
Method of Lewis and Mafiieson. This method is essenh

tially an algebraic plate-to-plate calculation startmg from
overhead and bottoms compositions employing equa-

tions (33) and (34) and (2) ^uihbnum compositions at

each plate are obtained by tnal and error assumptions

of plate temperatures until the sum of the mol fractions

m each phase is equal to umty The difficulty of obtam-
mg consistent composiuons of overhead and bottoms is

minmuzed by assummg that only two components are

distributed m appreciable quantities between overhead and
bottoms, that is, none of the more volatile components
are present m the bottoms and none of the less volatile

components are present m the distillate This assumption

IS substantially correct when the separation between two
adjacent components is relatively complete, i e. the mol
fraction m the bottoms of the more volatile distnbuted
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oomp(»ieiit and the fflol fraction in the distillate of the less

volatile distnbuted component are each relatively small

quantities. In practice, however, this assumption mtro-
duces a further difficulty Calculated composibons for

plates above the feed plate include none of the less volatile

components, and for plates below the feed plate none of
the more volatile components
To reconcile this inaccuracy it is assumed that there is

ne^igible change m composition between the feed plate

and the plate above for more volatile non-distnbuted

components, and between the feed plate and the plate below
for less volatile non-distributed components Under these

conditions equation (33) for the more volatde components
becomes

yOD
(45)

and for the less volatile components equation (34) becomes

(46)

By using equations (45) and (46) to adjust the composition

at the feed plate, the calculations may be earned out from
the approximated feed plate composmon working towards
both top and bottom of the column When difficulties

are encountered as the top or bottom is approached the

composition of the feed plate is revised, and by successive

approxunations of the composibons at the feed plate a
satasfactory solubon may eventually be reached

The procure is laborious and as described is lunited to

oondibons where a relabvely complete separation is to

be made between adjacent components
hbthods of Underwood. Underwood's paper [35, 1932]

includes a step-wise method derived from rabos obtained

by dividing equabon (33) for one component by equabon
(33) for another component m coqiuncbon with equation
for the lecbfymg seebon

iLID)x^+Xa„ = ^ a-n
(LID)Xt,+Xi^

{LID)Xa^+Xa„ ^^
CL/D)x^+x,„

Smee for every plate Xa-\-xi,+Xc = 1,

iLID)x^+x„„

iLID)N+C

_ 5^(5
f 1
———— , ,

%N+C

where

Sunilarly for the stnpping seebon by equation (34),

*^+1

'

From the relabonships so obtained the compositions

on successive plates may be obtamed, starbng with the

liquid on the top plate in equilibrium with the overhead
vapour, and with the bottoms, and workmg towards the

feed plate

By so working down from the top and up from the

bottom the feed plate is found as the plate which satisfies

the condibons

iLID)xt,+x,^ iLID)xt,,-\-iUIF)x^^

iUD)x,,^x,„ < lLjD)x,^+iUjF)x,^

(£./P)xt^_,+jc,„ ^ KbjXb, _yi,,
^

(Z-/P)x;,_,-f Kf^c, Vc

Xt, Kc, {LID)x„^+(jUIF)Xb„

X,, ^ K;,iLID)x,,+WIF)x,„’

(48)

(48 a)

in which b and c are adjacent components between which
the separabon is relatively complete

The more volatile components which do not appear m
the bottoms and the less volablc components which do not
appear m the overhead are handled by adjusting the com-
posiuon of the feed plate as calculated from the top to

mclude the mol fractions of less volatile components as

calculated from the bottom
The minimum number of plates for total reflux is cal-

culated from the equation

m which the exponent (»4 m-f 1) is the total number of
plates required for infinite reflux (1 e Z./K — 1) mcludmg
the reboiler as one equilibrium plate

Although Underwood’s method is probably the least

tedious and the most straightforward step-wise method of
calculabon which has been proposed, it is too labonous
to be wholly satisfactory as a method of design

A sunphfied method suggested later by Underwood [36,

1933] employs a modificabon of equation (47) applied

successively to all plates m the section above the feed plate

so that for any reflux rabo.

where n = number of plates above feed plate

(51)
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where m — number of plates below feed plate, including

the reboiler as one equihbnum plate,

and

\

K,i

f?.

The averages of the values of G and /, as calculated

for the two terminal plates of each section of the column,

are used m equations (50) and (51) respectively

To apply equations (50) and (51) it is necessary to esti-

mate the temperature of the feed plate by assuming that

the ratio of the temperature drop m the rectifying section

to the temperature drop m the stopping section is equal to

the ratio of the number of plates in the two sections as

calculated for total reflux For total reflux the number of

plates in the entue column is calculated by equation (49)

and the number ofplates above the feed plate is detemuned

as the largest value of rt m the exponent n+l which

satisfies the relationship.

With the temperature of the feed plate so estimated,

equations (45) and (46) may be applied respectively to the

components more volatile and less volatile than the cut

components, b and c, and the sum of the mol fractions of

b and c in the liquid overflowing from the feed plate

obtamed by difference The limits of the mol fractions

of b and c m the liquid at the feed plate are defined by

this sum and the relationships (48) and (48 a). By assummg
that these mol fractions lie midway between the hmits,

the composition of the liquid at the feed plate may be

estimated and equations (50) and (51) may be appbed to

calculate the number of plates required

This method is simpler than Underwood's origmal

method because it suits from the feed plate, but is open

to the objections that the ratio of number of plates m the

two sections of the column may not be mdependent of

reflux ratio and that the mol fractions of the cut com-
ponents at the feed plate do not necessarily lie midway
between their calculated limiu

Recently Gilliland [11, 1935] has suggested that equa-

tions (50) and (51) be us^ m coiyunction with the method
ofBrown and Souders [5, 1934] for calculating the tempera-

ture and composition at the feed plate as descnbed m
the next column (Absorption Factor Method)

Attempts to apply equations (50) and (51) over the entire

column accordmg to the methods outlmed by Underwood

[36, 1933] and Gilliland [11, 1935] have been unsuccessful

widi commercul sUbilizer test date. Even in those cases

for which the calculated number of plates for the entire

column was reasonably correct, the calculated location of

the feed plate and the relative distribution of plates be-

tween rectifying and stnpping sections were grossly

inaccurate.

Analysis of the results mdicates that the assumption

of a Imear temperature gradient over the entire column,

mhoent m these methods, is the pnnapal cause of the

diflBculty If step-wise equihbnum calculations are made
for a few plates down firom the top and up firom the bottom

untd the temperature gradients are substantially linear,

equations (50) and (51) may be appbed with more satisfac-

tt^resultt. It appears, therefore, that the methods outbned

by Underwood [36, 1933] and Gilliland [11, 1935] are

subject to the same hnutations as the Absorption Factor
Method and somewhat less easily apphed

Absorption Factor Method. The apphcation of the

absorption factor method to fractionators as developed

by Brown and Souders [5, 1934] uses equation (22) or (23)

(plotted in Fig 21) to determine respe^vely the numbn
of plates required over a section of the rectifymg or strip-

ping sections of the column The method may be applied

to one component at a time and is not linuted to relatively

complete separations between adjacent components
In settmg up the conditions for a design problem for

a given complex feed, the variables to be fixed are chosen
as indicated on pp 1 554-61

Compositions at Top of Column If the overhead con-

denser IS a partial condenser, the product which is removed
as a vapour may usually be assumed to be m equihbnum
with the reflux liquid Since the vapour from the top plate

IS made up of the distillate product and the pumped-back
reflux, the compositions of these two streams, together with

a material balance, suffice to calculate the composition of
the vapour leaving the top plate of the column. When the

overhead condenser is a total condenser, the vapour nsmg
from the top plate has the same composition as the dis-

tillate product The equihbnum temperature at the top
platemay be calculated from the composition ofthe vapour
leavmg the top plate

In many cases the temperature gradient between the

plates at the top of the column is not hnear In such cases

equations (1) and (33) should be used to compute the com-
positions and equilibrium temperatures for a few plates

below the top until the temperature gradient between
successive plates is substantially uniform, to determine

a plate which may be used as the top terminal plate for

apphcation of the absorption factor

Con^ositions at Bottom ofColumn The composition of
the hquid leaving the bottom plate may be calculated by
assummg that the bottoms product is in equihbnum with

the vapour entering the bottom plate and by makmg a
matenal balance around the reboiler or kettle The
temperature difference between successive plates near the

bottom is usually far from uniform, and it is advisable to

use equations (1) and (34) to compute the temperatures for

a few plates until the temperature gradient approaches

a hnear relationship, to determine the bottom terminal

plate for the apphcation of the stnpping factor

Temperature and Compositions at Feed Plate Since the

vapour nsmg from the feed plate is the feed to the recti-

fying section, and the hqmd overflow from the feed plate

IS the feed to the stnpping section, it is necessary to cal-

culate the compositions at the feed plate The computed
composition of the liquid leavmg the feed plate must have
as Its bubble-pomt the temperature of the feed plate In
order to fix this composition it is necessary to know the

pressure and the ratio, L/V, and to assume a temperature

for the feed plate which may be checked by a trial and
error process

For components which do not appear m the bottoms it

may be assumed that the mol fraction m the hqmd leavmg
the feed plate is the same as that of the plate above, so that

equation (45) may be apphed Sunilarly, for componmits
which do not appearm the distillate, equation (46) may be
used

When there are three components which appear m
significant quantities m both oveiiuad and bottoms,

equation (45) may be apphed to the most volatile of these
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three oomponoits if the mol fraction of this component

m the bottoms is small and the ratio of the number of

plates above the feed to the number below the feed (n/m)

IS greater than two The smaller the mol fraction m the

bottoms and the larger the ratio of plates, the more
apphcable is equation (45) Equation (4Q may be apphed
to the least volatile component appearmgm both overhead

and bottoms if the mol fracbon of this component m the

distillate IS small and the ratio n/m is less than one-third.

The smaller the ratio of plates, the more applicable is

equation (46)

The mol fractions ofall but two componentsm the liquid

leavuig the feed plate may usually be determined as

described The mol fractions of the two remaining com-
ponents may be determined from the estimated temperature

of the feed plate and the two relationships (1) sum of mol
fractions of all components in the liquid leavmg the feed

plate is umty, and (2) sum of products of Kx for all com-
ponents IS umty The equihbnum constants, K, are deter-

nuned from the pressure and temperature of the feed

plate, and the two sunultaneous equations may be solved

for the mol fracuons of the two components whose con-

centrations m the liquid leaving the feed plate are as yet

undetermmed
Checkfor Assumed Temperature ofFeedPlate Although

a fractionating column may be operated with the feed

plate at any one of a number of different locations, m
designing a column the feed plate should be located at

the pomt for most effective operation The feed plate is

properly located when relation^ps (48) and (48 a) are satis-

fied by the concentrations at the feed plate of the most
volatile and least volatile distributed components In
designing a column relationships (48) and (48 a) provide a
means for chocking the assumed temperature of the feed

plate, since the temperature of the feed plate should be

such as to yield compositions which satisfy these relation-

ahips

In several of the illustrative theoreUcal columns of
Table VII the feed plate was purposely mislocated with

respect to the cut components in or^r to check the

accuracy of the absorption factor method under adverse

conditions For such cases the assumption of a linear

temperature gradient between top and bottom terminal

plates IS necessary in order to calculate the temperature

of the feed plate With the assumption of a hnear tempera-

ture gradient the temperature of the feed plate may be
calculated from the equation

where — temp of top terminal plate, °F

= temp of bottom terminal plate, °F

The temperature of the plate above the feed plate:

The value of the equivalent equihbnum constant,

for the stnppmg factor, S, for the most volatile distnbuted

component may be taken as the average value between
the plate immediately below the feed plate, and the

lower terminal plate,

The temperature of the plate below the feed plate

Example The apphcation of the absorption factor

method to the conditions used m calculatmg fractionating

column 6 of Table VII will serve as an example of the

method
Assuming the temperature of the feed plate to be 166° F

and applymg equaUon (46) to n-pentane

_ 0 233 X 05 ^
1 233- 0 324

JCa+Xfc= l-x:c = 0 8719,

KaXa^KbXb = l-KcXc.

1 59;td/+0 738jc6; = 1-0 324 X 0 1281

Xfc/= 0 5022

;c^ = 03697

yb, = 0 3706

Applying the absorpuon factor to «-butane above the

t,rf-153‘F, Jir„-064

Average, — Q 537

"“/:jF“0 537~

yj-ye _ 0 3706-0 04 _
yt-XiXj, 0 3706-0435 x 0 04

From equation (22) (plotted m Fig 21) 3 8 theoretical

plates are required above the feed plate

Applying the stnppmg factor to propane below the feed

179°F, 169

/t = 242°F., Ai = 2 29.

Average, K,= 199

ifiia

Application of Absorption and Stripping Factors The
rectifying part of the column is assumed to act as an
absorber of the least volatile distributed component and
the suippmg pan of the column is assumed to operate as

a stnpper of the most volatile distnbuted component
The value of the average or equivalent equihbnum

constant, K^, of the absorpuon factor, A, for the least

volatile distnbuted component may be taken as the

average value between the upper terminal plate, Aj, and
tihe plate immediately above the feed plate,

xt-x, 0 3697-001719

.-g
=
0 3697-‘>-«yL9

=

From equabon (23) 0>lotted m Fig 21) 5 7 theoretical

plates are required below the feed plate

Checkmg the assumed temperature of the feed plate

(166° F).

//= 118 + ||(242-118)= 167°F

If the numbers of plates above and bdow the feed idate

have been determined by applying the absonition and
stnppmg fhetors, reflectively, to the least vtdatile and meet(53)
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volatile distnbuted components, equations (22) or may
also be used to calculate the small concentrations m the

distillate, or bottoms, of components which imtially were

assumed to be absent from these products

Discussion The use of the absorpbon factor for the

design or the calculation of fractionating columns accord-

ing to the method outhned mvolves assumptions which

can be justified only if they yield reliable results The
estimated composition on Uie feed plate is not precise,

particularly when more than two components are common
to, and present in appreciable concentration m, both over-

head and bottoms, but is much nearer the actual conditions

than the simpler but misleadmg assumption that the com-
position ofthe feed itselfmight be used for the composition

of the feed plate Although use of the feed composition

may give satisfactory results m special cases [6], it is an
unsound assumption and should not be used

If the concentration of the components to which the

absorption factor is to be applied goes through a pro-

nounced maximum between the terminal plates, the

assumpUon ofan average effective value for the equilibrium

constant Jf as an arithmetic average between the terminal

plates may lead to large errors It appears that this

difficulty may be eliminated by separatmg that part of the

column into two sections with a terminal plate located

at the maximum concentration of the component or by
applying the absorption factor method to a component
which does not go through a maximum concentraUon

between the terminal plates

Comparisoii of Methods of Calculation For purposes of
comparison Brown, Souders, Nyland, and Hcsler [7, 1935J

set up and computed by step-wise calculations a number
of problems involvmg three-component mixtures of pro-

pane, butane, and pentane Table VII gives a summary
of these results and the results on a five-component mixture

computed by Underwood [35, 1 932] The results computed
by means of the absorption-factor method, usmg the dis-

tillate and bottoms as the terminal conditions, are also

mcluded for purposes of comparison

This comparison of the absoiption-factor method with

the rigorous step-wise calculation indicates that there are

two sources of possible error m the application of the

absoiption-factor method as described

1 Errors m the estimated composition of the feed

plate, due largely to the improper use of equations (45) and

(46) These, or equivalent, assumptions are also employed

by all other methods which have been proposed for com-
puting the number of plates for complex mixtures, and
errors so introduced are not due to the use of the absorption

factor but to these methods for estimating the composition

on the feed plate

2. Errorsm the number of plates introduced by applymg

an arithmetic average for the value of the equihbnum
constant to a component which goes through a maxi-

mum composition between the terminal plates Such

enrols may be avoided by applymg the absorption factor

to components which do not pass through a maximum
concentration, either by selection ofthe proper component
or by selection of segmoits of the column to avoid maxi-

mum composition between the plates used as terminal

plates.

If the column is making a shaip separation between two

adjacent components and the feed plate is so located as to

aocmnpluh this separation m the most effiaent manner,

the estimated composition of the feed plate is substantially

correct; none of the cut components goes throu^ a maxi-

mum m that part of the column where the absorption
factor method would be apphed, and the method as out-

hned may be used with satisfactory results.

If there are to be three distnbuted components present

m appreciable quantities m both the overhead and the

bottoms, as in the case ofcolumns 1 , 2, and 3, the estimated

composition of the feed plate may be m considerable error

unless the ratio of plates above the feed plate to the plates

below the feed plate is two or more In any column m
which one component is distnbuted between the overhead
and the bottoms—that is, not reduced to a minimum m
either the overhead or the bottoms—^the component so
distnbuted is very hkcly to go through a maximum at some
point between the terminal plates Therefore it is necessary

to apply the absorption factor method to another com-
ponent which IS not so distnbuted but is reduced to a
minimum m either the overhead or bottoms, as the case

may be, in order to obtain rehable results TTiis was done
m columns I, 2, and 3 by applymg the absorption factor

method to propane in the stnppmg section and pentane in

the rectifying section

In many columns that are apparently making a sharp
separation between two adjacent components, the feed

plate may be so located that in effect the column is actually

distributing one mtermediate component between the top
and the bottom In such a case reliable results can be
obtained only by applymg the absorption factor method
to another component which is not so distnbuted This
type of operation is exemphfied by column 4 m Table VII
in which the composition of the tops and bottoms m
respect to propane and butane are the same as m columns
5 and 6 But, owing to the peculiar location of the feed

plate m column 4, the column is operating as though it

were distnbutmg butane between the overhead and the

bottoms The butane goes through a maximum m the

rectifying part of the column and the correct number of
plates can be obtained only by applying the absorption
factor method to pentane m the rectifymg part of the
column

If these difficulties, the equivalent of which are common
to all methods, are kept in mind, the absorption factor

method as outhned is a convement and rehable procedure
for the design or calculation of the number ofeqmUbnum
plates required for the separation of complex mixtures,

provided equilibrium may be expressed m terms of an
equihbnum constant as for ideal solutions.

Plrocedure for Design.

The combmation of the absorption factor method with
the plate-to-plate calculation at the extremities provides
reliable mformation regarding the number of equihbnum
plates required and the proper location of the feed plate

The complete procedure to be used m design is illustrated

by the following example
Separation Desired. The feed matenal of Table VIU is

to be fractionated to produce a stable gasohoe (bottoms
product) which may contam 5 6 mol % (S 09 hquid vol. %)
of im-butane, and a distillate which may contam not more
than 0 584 mol % (0 65 liquid vol %) of normal butane.

The bottoms are to be withdrawn firom the reboiler The
distillate is to be removed as vapour from the overhead
separator and all hquid from the separator is to be returned
to the column as pumped-back reflux

Quantity and Composition of Distillate. For convenience
the basis of calculation throughout this example will be
one mol of feed
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If It IS assumed that none of the components more
volatile than /so>butane appear m the bottoms and none

less volaule than n-butane appear m the distillate,

D = 0 m2+Dxij,+Dxn„

From equabon (25 u)

so that

D

Dxio = x,-x^\-D)

01383+0 0805-0 0560

1-00560-0 00584
- 0 1735

With the value of D so detemuned, equabon (25 a) may
be apphed to each component of the feed to calculate the

complete compositions of distillate and bottoms as pre-

sented m Table VIII

Composition of R^ux The pumped-back reflux is

assumed to be the hquid in equilibrium with the vapour

distillate On the basis of the ideal solubon equilibrium

constants (Figs 2-10) the equilibnum temperature is

121“ F (at 195 lb per sq m abs ) and the rdSux composi-

tion IS as given m Table VIII

Maximum Temperature of Separator. When compubng
a single equilibrium such as might exist in the separator,

the ideal equilibrium constants should be modified accord-

ing to the deviabon factors of Fig 12 The equilibrium

temperature computed by the use ofsuch factors was found

to te about 115“ F , which indicates the maximum tem-

perature which can be tolerated m the separator and should

be used to compute the minimum condenser surface and
coolmg water requirements Actually a somewhat lower

temperature may be required because true equilibnum

con^bons may not be obtained

It IS also advisable to make an equilibnum computabon
at the leboiler, or kettle, usmg these deviation factors m
order to calculate the equilibrium temperature required

at the reboiler The temperature so computed, which is

lower than that computed by the unmodified ideal equili-

bnum constants, may be used m most cases for computing

heating surface and steam requirements at the reboiler

Although conservative design would suggest the use of the

higher temperature, experience mdicates that the lower

temperature corresponds more closely with actual operabng

condibons
In computmg the number of plates required for gas and

gasolme fractionators it is more convenient to use the

equihbnum condibons as computed by the ideal equih-

bnum constants, and expenenoe mdicates that the deviabon

factors of Fig 12 should not be used

Quantity of Reflux. The boiler plant can supply to the

reboiler, 10,780 BThU per mol of feed With 80“ F
condenser water, the reflux may be cooled to 91“ F "nic

feed IS supplied to the column at 213° F , at which tempera-

ture the feed is below its bubble-pomt and thus all liquid

An ideal equihbnum calculation at the reboiler where the

liquid IS assumed to have the composition of the bottoms

product mdicates a temperature of 285° F Equihbnum
temperature of the top plate is assumed to be 132° F
Ftom a heat balance around the stabihzer column,

FRii»+JWi*i+Qr = -BAtu+DIfiu+JUiiu

Solvmg for the quantity ofpumped-back reflux

_ Qf+Filint—BftiM—

(Hu»-hn)R

mi substibitmg heat quantities above a datum temperature

of9rF.,

„ _ 10,780+7850-08265x 8724-0 1735 x 7544

(7718-0)

= 1 310 mols per mol of feed

Step-wise Calculations at Top. The quantity and com-
position of the vapour leavmg plate 1 is obtained from
the equations

v, = D+R
V,yi = Dxj,+Rx,

An equihbnum calculation with this vapour (Table VIII)
mdicates that the equihbnum temperature of plate 1 is

132“ F (at 195 lb persq m abs)
From a heat balance around plate 1,

V,H,+L,h^ = Rh+M»V^

and since Vi — D+R and V, = D+Li,

, _ ^(6ri-A«)+Z){If,-Ff,) 10,110-32 ,^
(H^-hr)Li

~
6,775

“ '

Similar calculations from plate to plate are made until

a uniform temperature difference between plates is ob-
tamed The results of these calculations are summarized
in Table VUI

Temperature and Compositions at Feed Plate. Prehmm-
aiy calculations made by assuming a feed-plate tempera-
ture, calculating feed-plate compositions and applymg
equations (48) and (48o), mdicate that a feed-plate tempera-
ture of212“ F IS too low and 214° F is too high Assummg
tf — 213“ F and applymg equation (45) to the components
more volatile than iso-butane and equation (46) to the com-
ponents less volatile than normal butane, the compositions
of the vapour and liquid at the feed plate are calculated

as presented m Table VIII

Since the feed to the column is all liquid and at the

temperature of the feed plate, V= F Applymg equations

(48) and (48 a) to iso- and normal butane,

(LID)Xi,+(UIF)xi„ _ (9 125)(0 0805)+0 197 _ „
(L/D)x,,+(l//>)x" (9 125)(0 2551)+0 0084

^ _ 02226
Q,4272 > q 3992

0 5335

(LID)Xij+Xi^ ^ (9 125)(0 1723)+^ 197^

(LID)Xn,+ 'x„j, (9 1 2"5)(0 4863)+0 00584

= 0 3982 < 0 3992

These results mdicate that the assumed temperature of
213° F and the corresponding compositions at the feed

plate represent conditions reqmred for most effective

operation of the column
Step-wise Calculations at the Bottom. With the tem-

perature of the feed plate established at 213“ F

,

U = F, L = £+17 = 2 5817, P = K+U-F= 1 7552

and (Z/K) = 1 471

Proceedmg upward from the reboiler, using equation (34>
and the equihbnum relationships, the equihbnum com-
positions at each plate are calculate until a uniform tem-
perature difference is obtamed The results are shown m
Table VIU.

AppUcation of timAbsorUag and Stelqppiiig Factors. Die
absorption factor is apphed to n-butane over the section

of the column between the feed plate and plate 5 The
temperature of the plate above tlw feed plate is assumed
to be 210“ F on the basis of 2 to 4° F temperature drop-



345,

1570 disullahon
per plate above feed, and the equiUbnum tempemtuie of
plate 6 IS 162“ F. as computed.

0901
"0901"

y/-yt
yf-KtX,

0 5335-0 0816

0 5335-0 73 x 0 0898
= 0 9658

_13q^l39_
,- - 2

“ ^

a:,k_ 1 345

0 1723-0 1530 „ ,,
= 0"i988“®“

From Fig 17, 2 equilibrium plates are required m this

section

Table vm
Summary ofDesign Calculations

Basis 1 Mol of Feed

1 Feed 1 Bottoms Dalillole Xefux
!

Feed plate

Vapour
!

Liquid

Pressure, lb persq inAbs 205
1

200 195 205 1 200 200
Temperature, ° F

1 231 285 91 91 213 213
Quantities

1 1

Mols 1
100

1

0 8265 0 1735 1 310 1 7552 2 5817
Pounds 70 08

1

62 14 794 63 52 1

U S ssUons 13 10 1125 185
;

14 58

Mol fracuons

CH. 0 0010 0 00556 000069 04)006 000006
cyi. 0^)107 1 00616 0 02428

'

00079 0 00204
C,H. 0 1266 0 7300 0 6403 0 1290 0 0630
1-CJI.. 00805 0 0560 01970

1

0 3229 1 01723 0 2226
II-C.H,. 0 2551

1

0 3072 0 00584 00127 1 0 4863 0 5335
AC.H., 0 1084 0 1313 1 0 0473 0 742

0 0727 '
' 0 0883 00242 00447

C.H„ 02037 ! 0 2462 0 0269
1

00972
C,H„ 0 1413

j1

0 1710
i

00080
1

00602

Step-Wise Calculationfrom Top Downward Pressure 195 per sq in abs

Plate No
Temperature “ F
U-llVm

1 Reboiler

285
1471

1 255

1

1-471

n-2
241

1471
1

B-3
234
1471

B-4
230
1471

B-5
229
1471

Phase
1
Vapour Liquid Vapour Liquid Vapour

j

Liquid Vapour Liquid Vapour Liquid Vapour Liquid

Mols 1 7552 0 8265 1 7552 2 5817 1

Mol fractions

/CA, 0 0980 0 0560 01334 0 0849 01610 01087 0 1810 01275 01988 01410 02140 01530
04740 0 3072 0 5760 04210 06220 04900 06460 0 5207 0 6491

j

0 5374 0 6424 0 5387
01444 01313 01251 01402 01026 01270 0 0818 01119 0 0716

1

0 0980 00664 0-0910
0-0848 0 0883 0 0671 0 0860 04)511 00740 00410 0 0631 00353 0 0561 0 0329 00523

C.H.. 01430 02462 0 0774 00758 00500 00812 0 0389 01129 0 0347 01050 04)338 01025
CfH„ 0 0548

1 0 1710 00921 0 0210 00133 00691 00113 04)639 00105 0 0625 00105 00625

From Fig 21, 28 equihbnum plates are required m this

section.

The stripping factor is applied to /ro-butane over the

sections ofthe column between the feed plate and the fourth

plate above the reboiler The temperature of the plate

below the feed plate is 214° F , assuimng T F drop per

plate before feed, and of the fifth plate above the reboiler

IS 229° F , as computed

In addibon to an equilibrium condenser and an equih>

bnum reboiler the column requires 40 equihbnum plates,

with mtroduction ofthe feed on the 34th plate from tte top.

Plate Effldency. An mteresting comparison with the

preceding design calculation is provided by a stabilizer of
the general Petroleum Corporation, at Santa F6 Springs,

California, whidi was descnbed m the Ntakmal Petroleum

News, 26, No 41, 32 (10 Octobn 1934). This stabilizer
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was operated under the same pressure and with the same
reflux ratio to produce the same bottoms product as that

!n the design calculation The vapour distillate product

from the stabilizer had a composiUon mtermediate tetween

that ofthe distillate, and vapour from plate 1, ofthe design

calculation, mdicatmg an overall difference of less than

one equihbnum plate between the commercial stabilizer

and the design calculabon

The commercial stabilizer was reported as having 38

actual plates Later mquuy disclosed that the two bottom
plates were short-circuited so that the column as operated

contamed 36 actual plates Allowing one equihbnum
plate for the differencem disullate compositions, the design

calculabon shows 39 equihbnum plates required, or an
overall plate efiicienpy of 108% This is practically identical

with the plate effiaency obtamed by Brown, Souders,

Nyland, and Hesler [7, 1935] from a detailed analysis of
other commercial stabilizer operabng data

Since the indicated overall plate efBaencies of com-
mercial stabilizers is over 100%, the number ofequihbnum
plates as computed by the absotpbon factor method, as

descnbed, may be taken as the number of actual plates

required, provided such plates are of modem efScient

construcbon

Caution. The values for the equihbnum constants of the

mdividual hydrocarbons are intended for use in equili-

bnum calculations between the hquid and vapour phase,

only at pressures and temperatures considerably below
the cnbcal pressure or temperature of the mixture This

fact must be kept m nund when using these values m the

design of fractionating columns, since the numencal valu«i

of equilibnum constant K of all components equals umty
at the cnbcal pomt of the mixture, m determuung the

pressure or temperature at which a fracbonabng column
IS to be operated, it is absolutely essential to choose

temperatures and pressures below the cnbcal of the

material existing m the column At pressures or tempera-

tures above the cnbcal the material can exist in only one
phase, and there can be no equihbnum between two phases

and no functioning of the column The equihbnum con-

stant gives no informabon as to the cnbcal temperature or

pressure of the components or mixtures This informabon
must be obtamed from other sources and given due
consideration m studying the operabng conditions m the

design of fracbonators

Number of Plates for Highly Complex Mixtures

The problem of predicbng the number of equihbnum
plates requued m ^e separabon of highly complex mix-

tures, such as comment products of petroleum, has

presented so many practical difficulbes that the selection

of the number of plates has been based largely upon
analogy with previous plant experience

The most general throrebcal method of calculabon for

such mixtures is that proposed by Thiele and Geddes

[34, 1933] In this method both the number of theoretical

plates and the heat mput are fixed at the start of the

computabons and the curve of temperature distnbubon

throughout the column is assumed and later modified by
successive approximabons. An algebraic plate-to-plate

calculabon based on general heat and material balances,

such as equabons (27), (29), (30), (31), and (32), is used with

the so-called True Boihng Pomt disbllabon analysis of
the feed, to determine the composibon of distillate and
bottoms. Although this method is valuable m analysmg

operating data, it is usually too tedious to serve as a prac-

tical method of design
The methods of calculabon descnbed for gas and

gasohne fracbonators, whidi apply to definitely identified

components, may also be used with highly complex mix-

tures by dividmg the complex feed mto arbitrary com-
ponents represented by the materials fallmg within each

of a number of successive narrow boihng ranges The
large number of such arbitrary components required, and
the relabve inaccuraQr of the boihng-pomt analyses of the

least volatile matenals m a mixture, usually make these

methods of calculation diflknilt to apply

Obryadchikov [24, 1933] and Peters and Obryadchikov

[25, 1933] used a sin^e equilibrium curve (such as Fig 16),

based on the composition of the feed to a fractionatmg

column, m a graphical method similar to that of McCabe
and Thiele [21, 1925] to compute the number of plates

required to separate the feed mto overhead and bottom

fractions containmg selected percentages boihng below (or

above) a chosen cut temperature Adjustments m the slope

of the operatmg Imes, equabons (33) and (34), were made
at each plate for changes m reflux ratio, and apparently

sabsfactory results were obtained by a somewhat obscure

procedure using Engler distillation data

Attempts to apply the method, as descnbed, to an enbre

column on the basis of either A S T M or so-called True
Boihng Pomt Analysis distillation data, however, have
been unsuccessful The difficulty lies in the attempted use

ofa single equihbnum curve bas^ on the feed composibon,
which can express accurately the equihbnum condibons

only for a mixture with the same composition as the feed

Since the shape of the equihbnum curve depends upon the

composibon of the matenal, which differs from plate to

plate and at no pomt is the same as the feed, successful

applicabon of this method requires the use of equihbnum
curves based upon the composibon on the plates where the

equihbnum is supposed to exist and not upon the composi-
bon of the feed

Although the method as proposed by Obryadchikov is

inadequate, considerable study and experiment with actual

column-operatmg data mdicate that, with proper selecbon

of the equihbnum curves and witbn certam hmitabons
regarding concentrabons at the cut temperatures and the

number of equihbnum steps, the great facihty of the

graphical proc^ure may be combmed with a sabsfactory

degree of accuracy

The Equilibriiim Carve.

The equihbnum curve used m this method is a *y—x
diagram’ which is a umque function for each different

matenal It is based upon the so-called True Boiling Pomt
curve of a complex mixture. The ordinate of each pomt
represents the fraction of the vapour which boils below

a correspondmg cut temperature on the True Boihng Pomt
curve of the vapour, and the absassa represents the fracbon

of the liquid which boils below the same cut temperature

on the True Boilmg Pomt curve of the hquid Fig 15 is

a generalized plot of such equihbnum curves, based on
weight fracbons, m which the equihbnum curves corre-

sponding to different materials are related to the slopes of

the True Boihng Pomt curves of the materials

Smee the curves of Fig 15 are generahzabons developed

from a wide vanety of matenals, to obtam sufficient

accuracy for fracbonabon problems it is frequently neces-

sary to calculate the equihbnum curves for the parbcular

matenals upon which the design is to be based Such
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calculation may be made convemently by dividing the terminal plate without previous knowledge of the com-
True Boiling Pomt curve of the material mto a number of positions at the interme^te plates

arbitrary componrats each of which represents from 2 to When there are more than six or eight equihbnum plates

6 mol % of the total material The composition of the m a section there is no assurance that the equihbnum
hquid m equihbnum with a known vapour is obtained by curves for the terminal plates bound the area withm which
successive approximations of the equilibnum temperature the intermediate equihbnum curves will he This difficulty

until the sum of the quotients yJK for the arbitrary com- is apparent from Fig 22, on which the three equihbnum
ponents is substantially umty, or the composition of the curves calculated m Table IX are shown Here the

vapour m equihbnum with a known liquid is obtamed equihbnum curves for plates between plate 1 and plate 10

siimlarly when the sum of the products Kx is substantially he below the area bounded by the equihbnum curves for

umty Table IX presents a summary of the calculations of plates 1 and 10, although the curves for plates between

equihbnum curves as apphed to analyses of the distillate 1 and 6 and between 6 and 10 he withm the respective areas

hquid on mtermediate plate 6, and liquid on bottom plate bounded by the curves for plates 1 and 6 and by the curves

10 of a naphtha column investigated by Lewis and Smoley for plates 6 and 10 Because of this difficulty it is usually

[19, 1930] unsatisfactory to proceed from top to bottom of a column

Table DC

Summary of Calculationsfor Equilibrium Curves

For a section of the column consistmg of not more than without knowledge or estimation of the composition at

SIX or eight equihbnum plates, the equihbnum curves one or more mtermediate plates The most satisfactory

computed for the material on the top and bottom terminal results are obtamed when the method is apphed to diort

plates usually represent the limits of the equihbnum curves sections of the colunm, such as a section between the

for aU plates m the section The composibon for the top distillate and the highrat side-stream, secUons between
plate of a section hes on the equihbnum curve for the the mtermediate side-streams, and a section between
material on the top plate, and the equilibnum pomt for the the lowest side-stream and the bottoms
bottom termmal plate hes on the equihbnum curve for Because of inaccuracies m distillation analyses, the

the bottom plate, with the eqmhbnum pomts for mter- method usually becomes uncertam when used with cut

mediate plates faUmg between These mtermediate pomts tonperatures which correspond to more than 97% on the

are selei^ so as to divide the horizontal or vertical distillation curve at the upper terminal plate or whidi
distance between the termmal equilibnum curves mto two correspond to less than S% to 8% on the liquid distillation

segments such that the ratio of these segmoits equals the curve for the lower terminal plate

ratio ofthe number ofplates above to the number of plates It should be noted that although eadi equihbnum curve

below the mtermediate plate By means of a prehmmary appbes to all cot temperatures, each cut temperature used
estimate of the number of plates m the section, it is thus requires a separate operatmg line, exoqit for total reflux,

* possible to proceed graphic^ from the upper to the lower because the fraction corresponding to the cut temperature
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detetmines the mterc^t of the operating line. With total

influx all operating lines coincide because all have the

intercept ^ = 0
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Fio 22 Equilibrium curves computed by RaouU's law un-
modified and graphical calculation of the number of equilibrium
plates using cut temperature of 242 I- from distillate to Plate 10
with equilibrium curves for Plates 1, 6, and 10

Graphical Procedure.

Fig 22 illustrates the method as applied to the naphtha
column investigated by Lewis and Smoley [19, 1930],

using a cut temperature of 242° F This cut temperature
corresponds to 0 97 mol fraction on the True Boilmg Pomt
curve of the distillate and to 0 025 mol fraction on the
True Boiling Point curve of the liquid from the bottom
plate, plate 10 The column was operated under total

reflux, so that the operating line has a slope equal to unity

and passes through the ongin The equilibrium curves

are those calculated in Table IX
From the point on the 0{>erating line (locus of the

pomts a:«) where yi- Xj, - 0 97, the equUibnum
pomts from plate 1 to plate 6, inclusive, are stepped off

between the operating line and the area bounded by the
equilibrium curves for these termmal plates in the manner
previously described Similarly from the equilibrium pomt
on the curve for plate 6, the plates from plate 6 to and
includmg the bottom plate are stepped off between the
operatmg Ime and the area bounded by the equilibrium
curves for plates 6 and 10 until a horizontal step mtersects
the vertical line x = = 0 025 The number of equih-
bnum pomts is nme and the last fracuonal step is equivalent
to 0 68 of an equilibrium plate, a total of 9 68 eqmlibnum
plates required In the actual column m which this

separation was obtamed by Lewis and Smoley there were
ten actual plates, so that the overall plate efficiency appears
o be about 97%
Table X summarizes the results obtained by applymg

die graphical procedure to a number of different cut
temperatures from the same operatmg data The average
3f the number of equihbrium plates required for all cut
lenqieratures is 8 78 plates, or an average overall plate-

sfficaency of 87 8%
Table DC also presents for comparison the results of

the graphical procedure for the same cut components
when usmg the empirical equihbnum curves of Fig 15

With the empmeal curves the average number of eqm-
libnum plates required is 7 25, or an average overall plate

efficiency of 72 5%
Lewis and Smoley reported individual plate efficiencies

for this column of from 80 to 95% when treatmg this

petroleum naphtha, correspondmg to an average mdividual
{date efficiency of 87 5%, which is m excellent agreement
with the average overall plate efficiency of87 8% computed
by the graphical method

Since the empirical equihbnum curves are based on
weight fractions, the True Boilmg Pomt curves and com-
posiuons should represent weight fractions and the slope

of the operating line L/V should be calculated from a
weight ratio The Naphtha Column of Lewis and Smoley
was operated with total reflux so that the ratio L/V is

unity for both the mol basis and the weight basis

The empirical equilibrium curves used were interpolated

from Fig 15 on the basis of the slopes of the True Boilmg
Pomt curves of the materials correspondmg to the three

terminal plates The slope of the True Boiling Pomt
curve (weight basis) for the distillate is I 75 (% per °F ),

for which the equilibrium curve may be mterpolated b^
tween the curves of slope 1 and 2 of Fig 15 The slope for

the hqmd on plate 6 is 0 62 and the slope for the liqmd on
plate 10 IS 1 05 The equilibrium curve of Fig 15, which
corresponds to a slope of unity, is used for both of these

hquids

Capacity of Columns

The capacity of a fractionating column may be iunited

by the maximum quantity of hquid that can be passed
downward or by the maximum quantity of vapour that

can be passed upward, per unit time, without upsettmg
the normal functionmg of the column The liquid capaaty
may be limited either by the capacity of the weirs and
downspouts or by the resisUnce to the flow of vapour
throu^ the bubble plates The vapour capacity may be
limited either by the resistance to flow through the plates

or by the quantity of entrainment that may be tolerated

Weirs and Downspouts

In order to maintain a suitable hquid-level above the
slots in the bubble caps, nearly all columns employ weirs
In the larger columns both inlet and overflow weirs, which
are usually straight or rectangular, are provided to aid m
the distnbution of the liquid over the plate In the smaller
columns the downspout, which is usually a pipe or
cylmder, projects above the surface of the plate and serves

as the overflow weir, and the seal-pot or well at the base
of the downspout represents the inlet weir
The discharge capacity of standard rectangular weirs is

given by the familiar Francis formula

C-0 0067/H‘», (55)
m which

Q = discharge, cu ft per sec

,

/= length of weu-, m

,

H — head above edge of wen, m of fluid flowmg

The usual type of weir used in fractionating columns
IS not a standud rectangular weir smee it passes through
a chord of the plate-circle and is restricted at the back by
the shell of the column If the head over the wen does not
exceed the maximum distance from the wen to the shell of
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the column, however, equation (55) may be used with mate the capacity of cucular downspouts which have
reasonable assurance m estunating the capacity of this uniform cross<sectionaI area, smce theu capacity is usually

type of weir lunited by the quantity of fluid which will enter them

Distillate yi

Xt

yt
X,

y*
Xl

j'l

X,

yt

Actual X,

y, in equil with actual x.

No equil plates

Plate efficiency

Actual X,

yt

yt

yt

ytt

Xlt

Xlt

I'm in equil with actual x,.

No equil plates

Plate efficiency

Table X
Summary ofGraphical Confutation of Various Cut Temperatures

Naphtha Column of Lewis and Smoley [19]

From Distillate to Plate 6 (six actual plates)

Cut temperatures

242 F

Equil Fqu I

curves curves

frt m from
Table Fig
Vin 15

236 F

Equil Equil
curves curves

from from
Table I Fig
Vlti I IS

229 F

Equil
I

Equil

curves curves

from
I

fnm
Table Fig
Via IS

0 970 0 960

I

0 916 0 880

0 916 0 880
0 804 0 70S

0 804 0 705

I

0 641 0 472S

0 641 0 4725
0 466 0 275

0 466 0 275

I

0 316 0154
I 0316 0 154

0213 0 081

I
0 331 0 309
0453 0483

I 5 08 3 95
I 85% 66 ,

0 950 0 937

I

0 867 0 820
'

0 867 0 820

I

0 719 0 595

0719 0 595

I

0 5325 0 358

0 5325 0 358
0 350 0194

0 350 0194
0218 0104

0218
0138

I
0 235 0 220
0 343 0 371

5 05 3 95

84% 66 o

0 920 0 902
0 804 0 725

0 804 0 725
0 623 0 465

0 623 0 465
0 4195 0 248

0 4195 0 248
0 250 0 125

0 250 0 125

0 144 0 065

0 102 0 140
0 168 0 25->5

5 77 3 98

96% 66%

from Plate 6 to Plate 10(f ur actual plates)

Equil Fquil Equil
curves curves curves

from }rom Jnm
Table Fig Table

viu IS vm
0 949 0 939 0 860

0 949 0 939 0 860
0 8915 0 881 0760

0 8915 I 0 881 0 760
0 7815 ' 0 778 0 617

0 7815 0 778 0 617
0 6175 0 626 0 447

0 6175
I

0 626 0447
0 426 0 445 0 283

0 570 0 535 0 409
0 7606 0 717 0 599

3 13
I

3 38 3 11

78% 84% 78 ,

Cut Hmperatures

F 265 F

Lquil Equil Equil

curve curves curves

from fr >m from
Fg Tabk Fig
15 vm 15

0 8415 0 760 0 735

0 8415 0 760 0 735
0718 0 640 0 570

0 718 0 640 0 570
0 549 0 4915

|

0 388

0 549 0 4915 0 388
0 367 0 334 i 0 233

0 367 0 334 0 233
0217 0 2005 0 128

0 371 0 235 I 0 220
0 5523 0 3825 0 3715

298 3 69 3 11

75%
I

92% 78%

Tabk
vm
0 882
0 731

0 731

0 526

0 526
0316

0316
0171

0 171

0 091

0 091

0 050

0 080

0 137

5 43

90%

0 862
0 642

0 642
0 380

0 380
0194

0 194

0 096

0096
0 050

0 078
0149

259 F

0 675

0 675

0 548

0 548

0 402

0 402
0 262

0 262
0153

0175
0 296

^Fv
IS

0 661

0 661

0 483

0 483
0 308

0 308
0175

0175
0 093

01575
0 280

3 21

80%

For circular weirs where the diameter is greater than

four times the head the discharge formula becomes

C2 = 0021i)//” (56)

in which D diameter inches

For circular weirs where the diameter is less than 4H
but greater than 2H

Q 0 008232)" (57)

and where the diameter is less than 2H

Q 0 00652>*/f*‘ (58)

Equations (5Q, (57), and (58) may also be used to esti-

For downspouts which do not have circular cross-

section the capacity may be estimated from the usual

onflce formula usmg a contraction coefficient of 5 0, i e

C = 0008v4^*‘ (58, a)

m which A = cross-secbonal area, square inches

Pressure Drop lliroiigh nate.

The resistance to the flow of vapour through a bubtde
plate 18 made up of the head of hqutd above the top of the
slots m the caps and the frictional resistance m the vapour
path The head of liquid above the slots may be estinuded
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as the sum of the vertical distance from the top of the

slots to the edge of the outlet weir plus the heac above the

weir required to pass the liquid over the weir

The total resistance to the flow of the vapour through

a bubble plate is given by the equation

(59)

in which

Ht = total resistance to flowing vapour, in of liquid

on plate,

H, — static seal over slots distance from top of slot

to edge of outlet weir, in

,

Hme = head over outlet weir m of liquid

Hf > frictional resistance, in on hquid

The frictional resistance to the flow of vapour through

the cap is made up largely of eddy losses at the entrance

to the riser or vapour uptake at the junction of riser and
annular spaces and at the slots This resistance depends

in part upon the mechanical details of the cap For the

usual circular cap of good design in which the horizontal

cross-sectional areas of the riser and of the annular space

are each approximately equal to one-half the cylindncal

area of the free space between the top of the slots and the

face of the plate, the Irictional resistance may be estunated

by the equation ,

Hf - 0 65 jfi* (60)

in which

Hf — frictional resistance in of liquid on plate,

dt = density of vapour,

dx density of liquid

fir velocity of vapour in riser ft per sec

Priming.

Where the total resistance to the flow of the vapour
through the plate exceeds the available balancing head of
liquid m the downspout, the hquid ceases to flow and
the column primes The priming point represents the

ultimate limit of column capacity, and is a function of
the quantities of both liquid and vapour flowing, and of
the dunensions and mechanical layout of the column and
plates

For adjacent bubble plates which are alike mechanically,

the maximum head of liquid available to balance the

resistance to the flowmg vapour may be expressed as

= Hp-iHa+Hxu,+Ho«,), (61)

m which

Hj, — distance between plates, in

,

Ud = head over downspout, in of liquid,

Hiu ~ head over inlet weir, m of liquid,

Han = head over outlet weir, in of hquid

The minimum distance between plates for operation of
the column without priming may be calculated by equating

(59) and (61) and solving for Hf, i e

Hf - H,+Hi+Hxa+Hoa+Hs (62)

Because of possible inaccuracies in the assumptions

used m calculating the various dynamic liquid heads and
because of surging dunng operation of the column, it is

advisabie to use 150% of Hf ftom equaUon (62), when
calculating the mmunum spacing between plates or the

ultimate capacity of the column, and not less than 200%
for the basts of design

The capacity of a column at the primmg-point represents

the ultimate capacity without regard to the sacrifice of frac-

tionating efficiency which may be necessary to attain this

ultimate capacity The vapour capacity, particularly in

petroleum columns, is frequently below the pnming-point

and IS limited largely by die quantity of entrainment that

may be tolerated For this reason, if the column is of good

mechanical design and has adequate liquid capacity,

vapour capacity as limited by permissible entrainment may
be the controlling factor

In a fractionatmg column entramment signifies the

upward displacement of liquid particles, from plate to

plate, caused by the dynamic action of the vapour En-

trainment may be dehned as the quantity of liquid earned

upward from plate to plate by the vapour per unit of time,

but possesses little quantiUtive significance unless expressed

as a rabo, such as the quantity of entramed liquid to the

quantity of vapour rismg from a plate per umt of time

£/K, or as the ratio of entrained liquid carried upward by
the vapour to liquid overflow from the plate FfL
The effects of entrainment in fractionating equipment

are largely the impairment of colour, loss of liquid over-

head as in oil absorbers and decrease m plate efficiency

The effect of entrainment on colour is most important

in flash jugs or chambers without fracUonating plates, since

a small quantity of dark residual material may have a
relatively large effect on the overhead material In

fractionating columns where several plates separate

bottoms and overhead the effect of entrainment on colour

1$ less important since each plate acts as an entrainment

separator, and the dark material is progressively diluted

by the liquid overflowing from plate to plate

The function of a plate is to change the composition of
the vapour rising through the plate This, in turn depends

upon the fact that there is a difference in composibon
between the liquid and vapour leaving the plate Entrain-

ment of liquid particles in the vapour stream dimmishes the

effective difference in composibon between the vapour and
liquid and decreases the change in composition of the total

material (dry vapour and entrainment) rising through the

plate For these reasons entrainment is an important

factor in limibng the fracbonabng efficiency of a plate

Factors Determining Entramment.

Entrainment may be regarded as the result of two
distmet effects of the flowing vapour, the actual carrying

of droplets by the rising vapour and the throwing of liquid

particles by the dynamic action of vapour jets The first

effect 1$ a function of the mass velocity of the vapour, the

densities of the liquid and vapour and the diameter of the

particle which m turn is influenced by the surface tension

of the hquid, density of the vapour, and agglomeration
of mdividual particles into larger masses The entramment

produced by the throwing of hquid particles is a funebon
of the kmelic energy of the vatmur jets, whidi, m turn,

depends upon the density and the hnear velocity of escape
of the vapour, and is closely related to the spacing between
plates

Because of the complex nature of relabonships between
these numerous variables and the limited amount ofquanti-
tative data at present available, it is necessary to adopt
elementary simple relationships between the most im-
portant vanables m order to amve at a practical solution

In the following treatment it is assumed that the mass
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velocity of vapour upwards through) the free space of the

cnlninn controls the quantity of entrainment in the same

manner as the upward mass velocity ofany fluid is able to

suspend solid or hquid parucles, dependmg upon their

densi^ and size

llieoretical Suspending Veloaty.

The upward velocity of a fluid required to suspend a

body m the fluid stream may be detemuned from the

resistance of the body to the movmg fluid and the force of

gravity on the body
The resistance of a sphere in a movmg fluid is given by

the expression (37)

where Fa ~ total force on drop,

K,k = constants which must be evaluated em-
pirically,

H = viscosity of fluid,

D — diameter of particle,

di = density of fluid,

V = Imear velocity of fluid relative to drop

In a fractionating column the first term on the right

may be neglected, since the viscosity of the vapour is small

(0 01 to 0 001 centipoise), so that

4

The force of gravity (less buoyancy) on a spherical

particle m
F, - (d,-d^g.

where di = density of particle,

g = acceleration of gravity

When the force of gravity is equal to the resistance to the

movmg vapour the particle remains suspended.

r-(di-d^g

and the suspending velocity

Smee mass-velocity of the vapour fV— 3,600vdt m
lb per sq ft per hour,

W= CTrf,(</,-</,)]*, (63)

where C — a factor depending upon condiUons,

dt = density of vapour, lb per cu ft

,

di == density of hquid, lb per cu ft

Practical Apidicabon To Entrainment.

Although the value of C m the above denvation is

3fiOO,j2gDI3k, equation (63) is used to include the eSects

of other variables than the theoretical suspending velocity,

which are incorporated m the factor C
The range of sizes of the hquid particles (D) which com-

pose the entramed liquid is an mdetermmate variable

Particle sizes probably are related to the surface tension

of the hquid on the plate, smee the dispersion of the spray

produced by a burstmg bubble appears to vary mversdy
with the suiface tension on the film Increase m doisity

of the vapour also appears to promote atomization. The

tendenqy lor mdividual particles to coalesce mto larger

drops whtdi are less readily entramed may be mfluenced

by surface tension and spacing between plates, or tune,

which may have a bearing on the probabihty of collisions

between icicles
In addition to the carrying of droplets by the nsmg

vapour, entrainment is produced by the jet action of the

vapour caused by the contraction of the path of flow

through the bubble caps and vapour-hquid mixture on the

plate The throwing of droplets by vapour jets is related

to the density and velocity of the vapour flowmg through

the slots m the bubble caps and the depth of the ‘liquid

seal* In general, the penetrabon of droplets thrown by
a jet decreases, and the dispersion increases, with increase

of the density of the vapour With other conditions con-

stant (velocities, densities, surface tension, &c ), it appears

that the entrainment due to the throwing of droplets should

be influenced largely by the distance between plates

Increasing the velocity of the vapour throu^ a column
not only tends to mcrease the height to which droplets may
be thrown but also decreases the free space above the

vapour-hquid mixture on the plate This effect is due to

the vapour-liilt action of the flowing vapour which raises

the froth-level as the velocity is increased

For these reasons, if the limiting vapour velocity causmg
entrainment is to be expressed by a simple equation such

as (63), factor C will depend upon surface tension, distance

between plates, and the nature of the materials or service

conditions The numerical values to be used for C m
equaUon (63) can be best determined in an empiricalmanner

Souders and Brown [32, 1934] analysed the operatmg
conditions of a number of commercial fractionating

columns operating at approximately the maximum vapour

load compatible with satisfactory fractionation The
operating data include conditions from 0 192 lb per sq

in (0013 to 32 atmo ) total pressure, 12 to 30 m plate

spacing, and materials from lubricating oils to natural-gas

gasoline In each case the value of factor C corresponding

to the maximum capacity of the column was calculated

by means of equation (63)

In Fig 23 the values ofC thus obtamed from fractionat-

uig columns arc plotted against the centre-to-centre dis-

tance between the bubble plates Points where the surface

tension of the liquid on the plates is above 12 7x10“*
lb per ft (20 dynes per cm ) (plotted as circles) define the

solid curve, points where the surface tension is less than
20 dynes suggest the location of the dotted curve for

surface tension of 6 85 x 10~* lb per ft (10 dynes per cm ).

Smee the values of factor C expressed m Fig 23 are

based on data obtamed from the upper or fracuonating

secuons of petroleum columns, these values ofC should be
modified when applied to gas absorbers and probably
require modification when apphed to columns or parts of
columns which are m different services, such as stnppmg
columns
Fig 24 IS a chart for evaluaung the allowable mass

velocity of the vapour in a column from the hquid and
vapour densities a^ the value of C obtained from Fig 23,

a graphical soluUon for equation (63). For example, m
a topping column with gasobne overhead, d, is 0'094 and
dt IS 39 55 lb per cu ft , so that djidt~d^ is 3 7. With
plates spaced at 24 m , C (from Fig 23) is 640, and (from
Fig 24) W, the allowable mass vdocity of the vapour, is

l,^lb persq ft ofcolumn cross-sectional area, per hour.

All material compnsmg die vapour stream (mdudiag
products, mtemal rdlux, fixed gases, and steam) dioold to
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included when calculating the density of the vapour and
the vapour load of the colunm

Fk 21 Ffltcl of plate spacing

FiCi 24 Chart for evaluating allow tbie mass velouty of the

vapour in a column from the liquid and vapour densities and the

value of C from Fig 1

I
Quantity of Entrainment.

^ Data on the quantity of entramment in bubble plate

'columns, most of which were laboratory columns, have

been reported by Chillas and Weir [9, 1929] Souders and

Brown [32, 1934], Holbrook and Baker [12, 1934], Ashraf

Cubbage, and Hu^imgton [1, 1934], and Sherwood and

Jenny [30, 1935]

Table XI compares the quantity of entramment, ex-

pressed as lb of liquid entramed per lb of dry vapour, as

r^rted by all of these invesbgators when their columns

were operated with the mass-velocity of the vapour as

calculated from Fig 24 and equation (63)

The data of various investigators differ by several

hundred per cent even when the reported conditions of

operation appear to be comparable In general, however,

the mean quantity of entrainment corresixmdmg to the

nuus-velocity as calculated from Fig 24 an& equaUon (63)

appears to correspond roughly to about 0 04 lb of liquid

per ib of dry vapour

Aduaf, Cubbage, and Huntmgton [1, 193h1 reported

data on the quantity ofentrainment earned mto tne residue

gas line of a commercial natural gas absorber This

column had a 6-ft space between the top plate and the top

of the column m which two mist extractors were located

Even in this case the quantity of oil carried out of the

column increased with mcrease m the mass-velooty of the

vapour through the column, although from 95 to 99% of

Table XI

Comparison of Reported Data on Entramment

Plate
I

C W Lb liquid T
spacing from from entrained per lb I

«««

in
I

Fig 21
I

eq (,63) dry vapour Column area

12* 260
I

349 0 006 0 0598

12t 260 ' 561 0 018 0 0865

15t I
410

I

1 100 0 016 0 0865

15t
' 410 1 100 0 055 0 0494

15t 410 789 0 016 0 05

15 5* 430 636 0 012 0 0598

16§ 450 I 990 0 07
18* 545 807 0 042 0 0598

20* 570
I

844 0 038 0 0598

30| 700 480 0 045 0 155

31** 710
I

1 051 0 034 0 0598

* Holbrook and Baker [12] Steam salt Water System

t Sherwood and Jenny [30] Air water System

i Ashraf Cubbage and Huntmgton [1] Atr ICerosme System

(j Chillas and Weir [9] Air water System

11 Souders and Brown [32] Straw oil Semi commercial Vacuum
Column

the entramment was removed by the mist extractors By
assuming that the quantity of entrainment as measured

in the residue gas Ime was representative of the entrain-

ment from plate to plate within this absorber, Sherwood

and Jenny [30 1935] were misled into concludmg that the

quantity of entrainmentm commercial columns is negligible

even at very high vapour velocities

Although this discussion deals exclusively with plate-

fractionating columns, it is well to indicate that much
greater entramment may be expected in other types of

equipment which do not contam plates or other types of

entramment separating devices The actual entrainment

in a flash chamber of a cracking plant (chamber free ofany

entrainment separating device) was observed to be more
than twice the entramment observed in a plate fractionatmg

tower The vapour-liquid mixture in this case entered the

large chamber through a single pipe at high velocity, and
the large kinetic energy of this stream was an important

factor in increasing the entramment over that of a plate

column, although the stream was directed against the

lower end of the side of the chamber

Entrainment and Plate Efficiency

Definmg plate efficiency as the ratio of the actual change

in composition of the wet vapour passing through the

plate to the change that would take place were the vapour

leavmg the plate in equihbrium with the liquid overflowmg

from the plate

Efficiency, e - (W)

where y, — mol fraction of a component m mixture of

vapour and entramed hqmd rising from
plate n,

y,4i *= niol fraction of the same component m the

mixture of vapour and entram^ hquid from

plate below plate n,

K = equilibrium constant—i e the ratio between

mol fraction m dry vapour and mol fraction

m hquid under equihbnum condiUons,
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Xn » mol fraction of some component m hquid

overflowing from plate n

Souders and Brown [32, 1934] derived the general equation

for the effect of entrainment on plate efficiency

where Xp = composite mol fraction in products with-

drawn either (a) above plate it for plates

above feed plate or (b) below plate « for

plates below feed plate,

/- a factor which represents the degree of ap-

proach toward equilibrium between dry

vapour and liquid overflow leavuig the plate,

and IS dependent upon a large number of

variables, including the mechanical design of

the plate,

E = total mols of entrained liquid carried with

dry vapour from plate to plate,

y total mols of mixture of vapour and cn-

tramed hquid nsmg from plate to plate

The factor,/, may usually be taken as unity for gas and

gasoline fractionators and columns operating on the more
volatile fractions of petroleum if the plates are of good
mechanical design

Usmg an entirely different definition of plate efficiency,

Rhodes [28, 1934] has derived a relationship between

reflux ratio, entrainment, and plate efficiency which is

particularly useful with the McCabe and Thiele [21, 1925]

diagram for binary mixtures

Equauon (65) may be simplified for special conditions,

such as

Equihbnum plate with total reflux

/= 1, and K/L = 1

e--\^EIV (66)

Total reflux and no entramment

_m-f)
K-\ (67)

Top plate of a column where the reflux has the same
composition as the overhead distillate—i e Ar,_i =- y.

l-EIV
^ - V{K-Kf) V E (68)

E^L
And for a top plate which is an equilibrium plate—le

/-I \-EIV
(69)

Usmg the entrainment data of Souders and Brown to

compute E\V for different relative velocities and substitut-

ing m equation (69), Fig 25 was constructed giving plate

eflBciency as a function of relative mass vapour velocity for

various values of L/K From Fig 25 it is clear that plate

cfiBoency may be mamtained constant with a greater mass
velocity (greater entrainment) if the value for LJV (ratio

of hquid overflow to vapour) is mcreased accordingly,

and ifEtVu substantially independent of L/F.
The r^tionship between plate efikiency, hquid/vapour

ratio, LIV, and relative mass-velocity of the vapour as

plotted m Fig 25 indicates that the probable maximum
vapour load or capacity for satisfactory operation as based

on plate efficiency varies more or less directly with the

hquid/vapour ratio LjV Therefore it is to be expected

that fractionating equipment may be operated satisfac-

torily at higher capacities when the ratio of liquid to vapour

LjV IS larger Thus, greater mass velocity might be

tolerated in the stripping sections of stabilizers or steam

stnppers than in tlie rectifying sections ofthe same columns
Similarly, the permissible mass-velocity would be greater

at the top of a topping column than at plates immediately

above the feed plate, and the upper part of a topping

column would be operated with greater mass-velocity of
the vapour than the upper or rectifying part of a column
for stripping natural gasofine from absorbent oil This is

found to be the case in commercial operation

It has been assumed in the apphcation of equation (69)

and Fig 25 that EjV is mdepen'jent of LjV Actually

there is some evidence that ElV may increase with m-
creasing values for LIV, due partly at least to increased

submergence resulUng m decreased free space between
plates If this effect is appreciable it will tend to minimize

the differences m maximum capacity for the different

services

If adequate and reliable data concerning the effect of
vapour-vdocity on quanuty of entramment and plate

effiaency were available, it imght be possible to determine

the optimum economic relationship among number of
actual plates, column diameter, and spacing between
plates for ea^ design problem Without sudi data, the

capacities of columns as calculated from equation (63) and
Fig 24 usually may be used for design purposes with

assurance that the quantity of entramment will not be m
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great as to decrease matenally the effecuveness of frac-

tionation

Procedure for Design

1 From heat and material balances or from LjV ratio,

estimate quantities of liquid and vapour at point of greatest

load in the column,
2 Calculate economic optimum plate spacmg and

diameter from equation (63) and Fig 23

,

3 Estimate sizes of weirs and downspouts required,

using equations (55) to (58 a) and bearing in mind the

limitations unposed by the diameter of the column,
4 Check the plate spacmg by equation (62) to see that

priming will be avoided

Nomenclature

F Moles of feed to column , used as subscript to signify

feed

B Moles of bottom product, used as subscript to

signify bottom product

D Moles of distillate withdrawn as overhead product,

used as subscript to signify overhead product

V Moles of vapour rising from plate in rectifying

section, used as subscript to signify vapour phase

L — Moles of liquid overflowing from plate in rectifymg

section, used as subscript to signify liquid phase

R -- Moles of reflux, used as subscript to signity reflux

y Moles of vapour rising from plate in stripping

section

L — Moles of liquid overflowing from plate in stopping

section

a, b, c, d, &c , refer to moles of individual components
of which a is the most volatile, when used as sub-

script the letters refer to individual components

X - Mole fraction of any component in the liquid

y = Mole fraction of any component in the vapour.

It =- Number of theorebi^ plates above feed plate, used

as subscript, refers to any plate in rectifying section

m Number of theoretical plates below feed plate, used

as subscript, refers to any plate in stripping section

/- feed plate, i e plate from which the vapour rising

becomes the feed to the rectifymg section and hqmd
overflowing becomes the feed to the strippmg section

,

used as subscript refers to feed plate

1, 2, 3, &c , refer to the first, second, third, &c ,
plate of

the column, numbering from the top downwards.
P — Total pressure

p - Vapour pressure of pure component
K Equilibrium constant for a particular component
A LjKV absorpuon factor for a particular com-

ponent

S KVIL strippmg factor for a particular component

Heat Quantities

H- ‘Total heat’, Enthalpy (above convenient datum
temperature) of one mole of vapour

h ‘Total heat’. Enthalpy of one mole of liquid

Q, Heat quantity removed by condenser m unit time

Q, — Heat quantity supplied by reboiler m unit Ume
U - Inctcasc in quantity of flowing liquid caused by the

introduction of the feed This is equivalent to the

ratio difference m enthalpy between vapour feed

at temperature of feed plate, and feed as delivered

to column, divided by molal heat of vaporization,

at temperature of feed plate

F(H, Ht)+FL{Hf-hF)
Hj-hj

T Absolute temperature ‘ h -i 460
t Temperature m degrees Fahrenheit
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DISTILLATION IN THE REFINING OF PETROLEUM
By W. A. PETERS, Jr., B.A., B.S.

Chemical Engineer, Badger & Sons, Co , Boston, Massachusetts

DmuLATtON may be considered a science so far as it

concerns the separaUon of simple mixtures contaming a
few components the properties of which are known, but

the separation of such a complex mixture as petroleum is

rather an art than a science The great advances made
dunng the past 10 years in petroleum distillation practice

have been either through the adoption of some method of
di^llation used m another industry or through tnal of
possible methods in the laboratoiy or plant Such theory

as has been developed has been worked out to explam
existing operations rather than to point the way to any

great unprovements, and this is not because the industry is

backward, but because the raw material is extremely

complex and the specifications required on the products

do not demand separation of individual compounds except

in the hght ends

Recently the unportance of anti-knock properties of
gasohne and viscosity index of lubricating oils has made it

desirable to separate petroleum into its component parts So
far the type of separation required can be obtained better

by solvent extracuon than by distillation methods, and the

problems of distillation in the petroleum industry, except

as regards the light ends, are still concerned with making
roughly separated fractions

These fractions may be divided into three groups first,

the hght ends up to butane or pentane, which are of inter-

est as practically pure compounds—the separation of these

is treated in the section on Theory of Separation of
Petroleum Hydrocarbons by George Granger Brown and
Mott Souders, Jr , second, the products that are used as

fuels or solvents and are specified primarily by boilmg

range or volatihty, third, the products used as lubricating

oils, asphalts, &c , which are specified primarily accordmg
to viscosity or penctraUon and for which volatihty (flash-

pomt) IS of secondary importance A fourth group might

be added of materials useful for their chemical properties,

such as benzol or toluol obtained from aromatic crudes,

or certain fractions obtained by solvent extraction that

may have value as insecticides, &c
Theoretical methods for calculating the design of

fractionatmg equipment are given by Brown and Souders

These methods are as yet of practical use only in the range

of the lighter products While the method of Underwood
[25, 1912] might be used, for example, to determine the

relaUve efficiency of the plates of an operatmg column
from actual test data, it is neither practical nor necessary

to work out the design of a column by such a theoretical

method where the products are complex mixtures all more
or less widely overlappmg one another

Pinvertks of Fetrolemn Important in Handling Distil-

lation Problems

In addition to the properUes mentioned above, namely,

boihng range and volatihty, viscosity, and penetration, the

specific gravity, colour, melting-point, pour-point, and
many others may be specified Fortunately, all of these

properties do not have to be determined for each fracuon

ofa crude petroleum m order to give a practically complete

picture of that crude Almost all crudes are found to have

certam properties m common, and the analysis of any
unknown crudecan bemuch simplified by determining a few
important pomts and then comparmg with known crudes

Boiiing-point Carves

Most important of the properties common to all crudes

is that, above the hexanes, they may be considered as

consisting of an infinite number of compounds, each one

of which differs infinitesimally from those next above

and below m boihng-point From this it follows that if

a sample of any crude is distilled by the batch or differ-

ential vaporization method, the boihng-pomts ofsuccessive

fractions—no matter how small these fractions arc withm
practical limits—may be plotted against the per cent

disulled off as a smooth curve This curve, if the boiling-

points were determined in an apparatus with a reasonably

good fiactionatmg column, is called the True Boihng-point

Curve, abbreviated to T B P curve

Washburn [29, 1933] gives an idea of the difficulty of

separating tlw individual compounds which make up
crude petroleum In January 1927 the work of isolatmg

and studying the component compounds of a mixed base

Mid-Contment crude was started Up to October 1933

an organization averagmg 5 men had worked 6 years and
isolated 30 compounds all below Cu The compounds
found in highest concentrations were «-heptane, n-octane,

and n-nonane, and only 1% of each of these was present

Thus any reports of the isolation of appreciable quantities

of sunple compounds m the upper boiling ranges must be

examined cntically, and for all practical purposes, at least

for some time, it can be considered that petroleum above

the gasolme range is made up of an mfinite number of

compounds There is then ample justification for con-

sidermg the T B P curve of any crude or commercial

fraction to be continuous, although it should be kept m
mind that the absolute T B P must be represented by steps,

the steps becoming smaller m the high boiling range To
avoid confusion, the defimtion of the T B P curve should

be quahfied by the statement that the distillation must be

made with sufficiently sharp separation so that the results

arc addiuve for all fracUons that may be considered For
example, if a crude, the TBP curve of which showed
25 6% boihng below 400° F, were separated without

decomposition into various products which were m turn

analyst m the T B P apparatus, the sum of the material

boihng bebw 400° F shown by the T.B P curves of all

the products should equal 25 6% withm the hmits oferror

for determination of the yields of the products Obviously,

if some product such as toluol is to be separated from the

crude m a pure state, the assumption of a smooth curve is

not consistent with this defimbon, for the smooth curve

shows an mfimtesunal amount of toluol in the crude and
a finite amount is recovered. For practical purposes the

TBP apparatus is satisfactory when the fractionation is

sufiictenUy sharp, so that a sharper fractionation wotdd
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not give a curve diowing lower boiling-pomts for the first

50% of the given sample

Simpler methods of distillation may be employed, such

as the Engler, A S TM , or a short Hempel column may
be used (see secuon on Laboratory Analyses by E H
Leshe) All of these give boilmg-pomt curves which lie

above the T3 P curve in the lower range and below it

m the upper range These curves are convement for

definmg crudes and, especially, the lighter products Since

most products which are to be used as motor and other

fuels are specified by one of these simpler distillation

analyses, the simpler curves give a sufficient definition of

the product for commercial purposes There is, however,

no simple relationship between these curves and the

TBP curve, for the differences depend on average

temperatures, average slopes, and characteristics of the

kght ends of the curves The curves obtained by the

simpler methods lack the one property of the T B P curve

that IS of fundamental importance, namely, they are not

additive Therefore the T B P curve is the starting-point

for any distillation problem

Vaporization Carves derived from the T.B.P. Curve

Given the T B P curve, it may be possible to calculate

by purely theoretical methods all the other boiling-pomt

or vaporizaUon relaUonships required Due to the com-
plexity of the problem and uncertainty regarding the

properties of the mixture of hydrocarbons making up
petroleum, it is easier and safer to determine the required

data by test m laboratory or plant

The type of data required will depend on the kind of
distillation process used If it is the old-fashioned batch

still without fractionation of vapours, a curve showing the

temperature of the boiling liquid after any given per cent

of material had been disulled off in an adiabatic flask

would be useful If a batch still with fractionation is used,

the same type of curve would be required, but the flask

should have a fractionatmg column the hold-up m which

was negligible compared to the liquid in the flask Smee
such types of distillation are only of historical interest to-

day, these curves need not be considered

A method of disUllation that is important m spite of the

advances in pipe-sull apparatus is the battery of shell stills

with fractionatmg columns For problems involving such

eqmpment it is necessary to know the boiling-point of any
liquid residue from which a certain hghter portion has

bwn removed and a portion of given boiling range is being

continuously vaporized

Equilibrium Flash Curve

With the almost umversal use of pipe stills, the equili-

bnum flash vaporization curve, called the Flash Curve,

becomes of pnmaiy importance This curve is obtained

by plotting the per cent vaporized agamst the temperature

of vaporization, where the vaporization is earned out m
such a manner that vapour and hquid portions are m
equihbnum with each other at the given temperatures

Several types of apparatus have been used to determme

flash vaporization curves, and surprisingly divergent

results have been obtamed when heavy matenal is run

under reduced pressures. The errors have been due to heat

losses from the apparatus, to maccurate measurement of

tempiarature and pressure, and m the higher temperature

ranges to crackmg It is more difficult to get proper

measurements m this determination than would at first

appear The vapour from an equilibnum flash of a broad
fracbon can be cooled nearly 100° F below the flash

temperature before any large propoition is condensed

Thus, only a small heat loss will cause a large error m
reading the temperature of the vapour The temperature

at the point of flash must be read and the matenal must be

in equilibrium at this point For low-temperature work,

the apparatus used by Leslie and Good [13, 1927] gives

aoiurate results, but for determmmg the flash curve on
a heavy residue, it is desirable to go to the maximum
temperature that can be run without cokmg up the

vaponzer and also to operate at a low pressure The
apparatus described in the section by E H Leshe is con-

venient for this work The justification for this apparatus

and proof of the accuracy of results obtamed m it must
be m the agreement of the results with those obtained m
large-scale work under similar conditions, for it is difficult

to check this apparatus on known mixtures at temperatures

around 700° F and pressures below 30mm The apparatus

used to determine the flash curves of Figs 2 to 19 checked
fairly well against units with capacities up to 7,500 bbl per

day, in which the charge was vaporized without steam at

pressures from 10 mm, to 30 mm abs Fairly close checks

were also obtamed against units m which steam was used

m vaporizing the charge, although there was always a
quesUon as to the exact temperatures and pressures (partial

of the hydrocarbon) to be taken as the equilibrium condi-

tion, and the results cannot yet be considered entirely

satisfactory

Piroomov and Bciswenger [23, 1929] worked out an
empirical relationship between the TBP and the flash

curves which is reasonably accurate over certain ranges

of crudes and fractions Nelson and Souders [17, 1931]

suggested a refinement of this method, and Katz and
Brown [1 1, 1933] give a revised plot based on their methods
which IS accurate over a wider range These various

equilibrium curves are discussed by Brown and Souders

m this section, p 1 544 In this method it is assumed that

the flash curve is a straight line, the equation of which is

a function of the average slope between the 10% and 70%
points of the T B P or A S T M curve and the 50% pomt
of these curves for the sample under consideration

Obviously, the method is limited to materials with regular

boiling-point curves and can apply only to the middle range

where the curves are fairly straight These plots are useful

in preliminary calculations and m checkmg the accuracy of
laboratory determinations

The method developed by Murray [16, 1929] for cal-

culatmg gas equihbna has been found useful for c^culatmg
equihbnum flash vaporization curves The procedure used
for employing Murray’s method is to divide the matenal
under consideration into several arbitrary fractions,

assuming molecular weights based on the mid boilmg-

pomts of each fraction For distillates this method gives

almost a straight line coinciding closely with the Ime
determmed expenmentally For reduced crudes Murray’s
method also gives results which comode closely with the

experimental data, if it is assumed that material boihng
above a certain temperature is non-volatile under any
conditions, but has a fimte molecular weight A further

discussion of this method is given later

Composition of Distillate and Residue

The charactenstics of the products from any type of
distillation must be known m order to obtam a complete
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solution of a distillation problem However, for the rough
separations usually required it is necessary to know only

approxunately the type of boiling-point curves to be ob-

tamed Leslie and Good [13, 1927] vaporized a light

Pennsylvania type crude by the methods of single-flash and
successive-flash vaporizauon The successive vaporizations

were made by flashing the residues from a previous

vaporization at 50“ F higher temperature than that of the

previous vaporization The flash curves are given vnth
other data on this crude in Fig 1 The curve e gives the
yield of distillate by differential vaporization The data for

this curve was obtamed by distilling a sample of the crude
in a 500-c c flask, the walls of which were heated with gas
flames to prevent condensation

The true boiling-pomts of the products obtamed by
single flash are given m Table I, and a comparison of the
products obtamed by smgle and successive flash and by
differential vaporization is given in Table II Data for the
smgle and successive flashes were read from Figs 4 and 7 of
Leshe and Good’s article [13, 1927] Data on the differen-

tial vaponzaUon are from unpublished laboratory records
Of course, the batch or differential distillation is simply

the successive-flash method m which the temperature
interval between the steps is made infinitely small The
successive-flash method followed by Leslie and Good
was entirdy arbitraiy, both as to temperature mterval and
tempoatuie of first flash

TheA S T.M end pomt of the T B P flask nsidue ofthe
distillate from a sm^e-fiasfa distiUaUon averages 165° F
above the flash temperature and from a successive-flash

distillation averages 150“F above the flash temperature
The A S T M end pomt of the distillate

from a differential vaporization averages
60“ F above the final distillation tempera-
ture

Leshe and Good pomted out that the
smgle flash gives a greater yield of distillate

and a greater exhaustion of residue for a
given temperature than successive-flash or
differential vaporization The yield of dis-

tillate IS certainly greater, but the single

flash leaves more material with a boihng-
point 150° F below the flash temperature
in the residue than does the successive or
differential flash Smce this light material

amounts to only a few per cent , and since

It IS usually removed by stnppmg m either

case. It is true that for practical purposes
the single flash gives the best exhaustion
of residue Leslie and Good also stated

that less heat is required to produce a
given yield of distillate by the smgle than
by the successive-flash method This is

only true when all flashes are carried out at

the same pressure and no heat is recovered

It will be shown that for certain conditions

a multiple-flash system, where heat is re-

covered and where the last flash is made
at reduced pressure, may require much less

net heat input from fuel than a single-flash

system

From the results tabulated above, it is

seen that the difference m composition of
corresponding distillates and residues pro-

duced by the different methods is not
great By smgle flash the yield of distillate

IS greater at a given temperature and more

(Data from heavy matenal is found m the disbllate

By successive flash more light material is

found in the residue In general, the

method of distillation which is best suited for a particular

practical case will depend on factors other than the sharp-

ness of separation between the pnmaiy cuts into which the
crude or other petroleum product may be divided

EquiUbrium Curves

Obryadchakoff [18, 1932] suggested that equilibrium

curves similar to those used for a mixture of two defimte

compounds be used for calculatmg the separation of
petroleum mixtures according to the graphical method of
McCabe and Thiele [14, 1925] As explained by Brown
and Souders, Part A, p 1544

‘These equilibrium curves are constructed by plottmg
along the ordinate the percentage of matenal boilmg be-

low any temperaturem the vapour and along the abscissa
the percentage of matenal boiling below the same tem-
perature m the hquid m equihbnum with the vapour
This method assumes that for equihbnum purposes,

any complex mixture may be considered as conqiosed
of two components, one representing all the material

boihng below any chosen temperature and the other

representing all the matenal boiling above this tempera-
turem either hquid or vapour.’

PenCENT BY VOLUME

Fic 1 Cabin Creek Crude Sp gr 0 7947 Equilibrium fli
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True Botlmg-pomts ofProductsfrom Single Equilibrium

Flash Vaporization of Cabin Creek Crude sp gr 0 7947

Coordinates oJT BP curves of disuUates

IPF
I

200 F
1
i00“^

I

¥00 F
I
500 /

Obryadchakoff stated that the equthbnum curve could

be represented fairly closely by an equation of the form

^ n(«-l)r’

in which y and x are concentrations of low boiling com-
ponent in the vapour and liquid respectively The con-

stant Of is related to the slope of the T B P curve Katz

and Brown fll 1933] state that equilibrium curves of

this type ‘may be used with satisfactory results in most
cases particularly close-cut fractions’, and they present

plots showing various equilibrium curves for materials

with T B P curves of various slopes Sec Fig 13 in article

by Brown and Souders p 1 550 The equilibrium curves

they give tor use with T B P distillation data are similar

in form to curves obtained by assigning different values

to OL in equation (1) although their curves were obtained

by graphical interpolation and levelling of actual expen-

mental data and they stste These curves related more
or less empirically to the T B P curve can be considered

only as approximations which are usually more reliable

for relatively close cut fractions than for materials of wide
boiling range As a first approximation the relation

between a and the slope of the T B P curve may be taken

from the following tabic

* Calculated as difference between crude and distillate

Table II

Comparison of TBP Curves of FraiUons pwduted from
Cabin Creek Crude sp gr 0 7947 by Single and
Successne Flash and from a similar Cabin Creek

Crude sp gr 0 8003 at 60 F by Diffinntial Vapori^

tion

Cooidinah i ifT B P curvi » ofdistillates

Flash
I

700 F 200 f 100 F 400 F SOO F

Single 400 F I 3 0 22 0 I 36 3 82 9 93 7
Successive 400 F 6 4 29 0 1 68 0 91 3 99 0
Differential to 400 F 7 3 41 0 ' 77 0 93 0 99 5

Single 300 F 2 3 13 0 I 40 0 62 0 82 3

Successive 500 F 4 5 213 I 34 0 805
,
940

Differential to 500 F 3 3 27 0 39 0 83 0 I 940

Coordinatis oj T B P curves ofresidues

Flash m F 200 F 100 F 400 F 500 F

“/.
“

Single 400 F 07 40 103
Successive 400 F trace 4 0 16 0 34 5

Differenual to 400 F 6 2 20 0 39 0

Single, 300° F 10 4 0 100
Successive 300° F trace 5 5 19 0
Differential to 300° F 10 8 0 240

The proportions of distillate and residue boiling below

the flash or flask temperatures for the three types of dis-

tillation are given in Table 111 below

Table III

Distillate Residue

Single flash

%
82 3

%
116

Succesuve flash, final flash at 400° F 92 8 164
„ „ 500° F 946 190

DdEstential vaponzation 96 0 220

Slope (f
r B P tursc a

1 20
2 40
25 59
3 93
4 160
6 30 0
8 45 0

The equilibrium turves for use with A S T M distillation

data are not symmetrical These equilibrium curves were

said to be satisfactorily accurate for dealmg with a Cali-

fornia naphtha which had an initial boiling point of 180° F
and a 90% b p of 437“ F by T B P distillation The
equiUbnum curves were given m weight or volume per cent

Fig 2 shows the curve obtained by substituting a value

of 35 for a in equation (1) which value corresponds to the

slope of 6 6 for the Cabin Creek Crude It will be noted

that all the coordinates taken from the equilibrium flash

data of Table I are within the limits of error on a smgle

Ime and that this line follows the curve of Katz and Brown
very closely up to about the point 85“/ , 15“/o Above this

point the experimental curve is tvell above the Katz and
Brown curve The Katz and Brown curves are to be used

3vith weight or volume percentages Ifmol percentages are

used, the relation between the values of a and the slope

of the T B P curve will be changed, but the equihbnum
curve will still be unsymmetncal
There is some question as to how far these equihbnum

curves can be used in practical problems Brown and
Souders have obtained good results on a problem involving

close-cut fractions (see PartA of their paper, p 1551) The
method looks promismg, especally for the solution of
certam types of problems, but in usmg the petroleum eqm-
hbnum curve it must be kept in mind that the reflux ratio

varies at different points m the column, because of the with-

drawal of side streams and because of the large temperature

differences m different sections of the column Further-

more, the petroleum equihbnum curve depends on the
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composition ofthe material present and will not be the same
for all sections of the column If the eqmlibnum curve is

properly determined for each section of the column on the

basis of the composition of the material in that part of the

^
1 riK ”

(Data from Laboratory of E B Badger & Sons Co )

column as can be done by means of the equilibnum con
stants described in the paper by Katz and Brown [1 1 1933]

any ordmary problem can be handled ui a satisfactory

manner usmg the graphical method of McCabe and
Thiele

Viscosity and Penetration of Intermediate and Resldne

Fractions

It IS found that within the limits of error of the ana
lytical work the viscosity ofa small fraction is not changed
by adding to it equal small fractions cut from the crude
duectly above and below the given fraction Furthermore
the relationship of flash pomt to viscosity is not changed
provided all fractions are reasonably sharply cut The
width of fraction that can be taken without throwing off

the viscosity or the viscosity flash relaUonship is not
accurately known It vanes according to the slope of the
T B P curve and the locauon in the crude Below are
given data on fracbons from a California Tar and Reduced
Crude and a Mid ConUnent Crude showmg that the
flash-viscosity relationship is constant for cuts compnsmg
from 2 5% to 31 7% on the Ur 3 3% to 23 3% on the

reduced crude and 3 3% to 13 3% on the crude
This relationship will not be constant when the upper

mid of the fraction cuts far into an asphaltic residue,

or when the cot comprises the residue m whidi case there
IS an entirely different relaUonship between viscosity and
flash and percentage of cut on crude The whole problem
of determining the maximum possible yield of a given cut

with ceitam viscosity and flash specificaUons

IS comphcated by the difficulty of obtaining
accurate yield figures on the heavy fracUons
and by the question exisUng m many cases
as to whether the viscosities and flashes may
not be appreciably altered by cracking

Within the limits of accuracy required at
present it is found that the viscosity of the
fractions of a crude plotted against the per
cenUge distilled off up to the mid percentage

point of the fracUon forms a smooth curve
and that this curve is the same whether the
smallest possible fracUons are taken or frac

tions amounUng to 20 o or more of the
crude The curve obtained by plotting the
open cup flash point against the viscosity or
against the mid percentage of the fraction is

also the same over a considerable range of
width of the fracUons taken The closed

cup flash pomt curves which can be made
more accurately than the open cup flashes

would be constant for narrower widths of
fractions The curves for \ iscosity and flash

points determmed on 10 or narrower cuts

seem to be accurate enough for all practical

purposes provided the separation is made
with a sufficiently good column These
curves can be used for esumatmg viscosities

and flash points of the fractions for vanous
break ups of a crude when no individual

fractions make up more than about 25 /»

of the crude

The viscosity or penetration and flash

point of the residue plotted agamst the per

centage distilled or the percentage residue

give smooth curves useful when a residue

lubricating stock or asphalt is to be run

Table V
Unpublished Datafrom Laboratory ofE B Badger & Sons

Company
Sample A Cal fom a Reduced Aaphalt c Crude

Sp gr Sample 0 986
Sample B Cal torn a M dway Tar

Sp gr Sample 0942
Sample C M d Cont cent Crude

Sp gr Sample 0932

760 mm by the O O
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Specific Gravity and Ofiwr Properties

The specific gravity of successive fractions appears to

vary more than the viscosibes and flash point for fracuons
that can be cutm laboratory apparatus in fact an irregular

curve with peaks may be obtamed m the lower ranges just

as m the case of the anti knock values For pracucal pur
poses the specific gravity of moderately wide cuts whidi
give a fairly smooth curve is useful for reporting the break
up of a crude

3 S U Viscosity at 100® F vs imd percentage

4 210® F
5 of residue

Sa Penetration at 77 F
6 API gravity vs mid percentage

7 yield of bottoms
8 Flash point vs mid percentage

9 percent residue

Unfortunately complete data are not available on most

r c 3 M d Conbncot Crude

34 4 API Curves I and
38 0 A I I Curvts 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

(Prom Laboratoty of Standard 0 1 Company of New Jc sey )

of the crudes and the equilibnum flash vaporization dataColour viscosity index or viscosity gravity constant

and many other properties might be determined and plotted

agamst percentage distilled for the crude but they are not

of such general interest and would make the plots showuig
the moie generally useful properties too complicated Of
course every laboratory in which assay analyses arc made
will have routine methods for reporting the break up of
a crude and no attempt is made in presentmg the properties

of mtercst from the standpomt of distillation to give

complete data on the crude The data given in Figs 3 to

19 (for Figs 4-23 see end of article) which are considered

most useful both for solving distillation problems and for

classifymg crudes are as follows

1 True Boiling pomt Curve (T B P Curve)

2 Equihbnum Flash Vaporization Curve (Flash Curve)
2a R^ue Temperature Curve (occasionally useful)

on some of the crudes are open to question

A comparison ofthe relationship between boihng pomts
viscosities flashpoints gravities &c shows that the

crudes fall mto several different classes There is no sharp
division between these classes and some crudes may fall

m one class m the upper range and another m the lower

There is however a direct relationship between flash pomt
and boilmg point which is mdependent of the type of
crude In Figs 20 21 22 and 23 (see end of article) ate

given curves showmg the relationships between flash

points and boilmg points gravities and viscosiues and
gravities and boiling pomts The classifications of the

difierNit crudes made on these charts agree reasonably

well with the divisions made by Lane and Carton [12

1935] These curves present some of the data given m
Figs 3 to 19m a difierent form and are useful for classifying
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crudes and for checking the accuracy of analyses Watson,

Nelson, and Murphy [28, 1935] present inteiestuig data

on the characterization of fracUons of crudes by vanous
properties

Discrepancies in the relationship between flash-points

and boiling-points m particular would indicate errors in

the analyses For any sharply cut narrow fraction the open-

cup flash-point must depend on the boiling-point If the

flash-point obtained is abnormally high, there must be

something wrong with the boilmg-points, if abnormally

low, the fractionabon must be at fault, or the boilmg-

pomts may be wrong, or both The curve plotted m Fig 20

IS not given as the limit m accuracy There is reason to

believe that the determination of the temperature of the

vapours m a laboratory fractionation of petroleum is sub-

ject to what may be termed at present as normal errors of
10“ F tol5°F Furthermore, It may be found that sharper

fractionation than is now ordinarily obtained m the labora-

tory may give higher flash-points for a given boiling-point

O G Wilson's chart [29, 1928] for conversion of boiling-

points to atmospheric pressure is also given in Fig 24

This chart is accurate enough for pressures down to about

10mm The chart given by Beale and Docksey [1 , 1935] is

probably more accurate than the Wilson chart for lower

pressures This is given in Fig 25 Although these curves

and charts are not extremely accurate, they are close

enough for all practical distillation problems

For more detailed data on these properties of petroleum

see Section No 20

DISTILLATION METHODS
The methods of distillation commonly used in petroleum

refineries may be classified according to the type of
apparatus employed or according to the material handled

The apparatus falls into the following general classes

Shell stills, batch or continuous, heated by fire or steam

Pipe stills with columns operating under pressure or at

substantially atmospheric pressure or under reduced

pressure

Steam-heated column stills

Units for handhng the vanous materials may be classified

as follows

Topping units, single- or multiple-stage units for taking

overhead lifter products from crude

Toppmg and reduang units, single- or multiple-stage

units, including vacuum units, for running crude down
to small percentages of residue

Re-run units for lubricating oil, including solution re-

covery umts
Re-run units for pressure distillate

Cracking umts These are described m the section on
cracking

Crude and gasoline stabilizer units The gasoline

stabilizer units are described m the article by Brown
and Souders

Any detailed description of all the vanations of heatmg
and fractionating apparatus in use, or the different com-
binations which have been or may be used, would take

up too much space Only the arrangements m general

use need be considered, and no attempt will be made m
this section to describe in detail the construction of the

pumps, heaters, columns, &c , which make up the umts
The mam consideration in any distillation unit is of

course the total cost of making a reqmred separation Into

this total cost vnll enter the followmg items.

Amortization, obsolescence, and interest on first cost

of umt
Charge for ground on which umt stands

OperaUng labour

Repau* cost, labour, and material

UtiliUes—fuel, water, steam, air, electnaty

Losses

Special overhead charges determined by type of unit

Since the cost is an overall figure based on throughput

over an mdefinite period, the idle time of the umt must be

considered and this is affected in an indeterminate way by
fire and explosion hazards Anything in the design that

increases such hazards must be counted agamst the unit

The accurate evaluation of all these factors is impossible

,

the answer to any problems of design must be the result of

long experience and is often largely a question ofjudgement

For example, a umt might be designed to operate with

half the fuel consumption of units now m use, but the

savmg in fuel might entail frequent shut-downs for cleaning

or repairs There might be shown a net gam for the saving

in fuel over the cost of the shut-downs and repairs, but

the added risk of accidents and fires on account of the

more frequent shut-downs might well offset this apparent

net gam It is for such reasons that the advance m petro-

leum distillation practice has been slow and has, to some
extent, been determined by custom or fashion rather than

defimte theoretical considerations To keep down the

losses, methods of heatmg and of separation must be such

that the material is not subjected to excessive temperatures

This consideration rules out many methods that might seem
to have great theoretical advantages

There is a further complication m that the ‘required

separation’ is not definite The commercial specifications

of the products may allow or require considerable over-

lapping of the cuts For example, the gasoline cut may
be specified with an A S T M end point of 400° F , but

kerosme of a certain viscosity may be required If the

maxunum yield of gasoline is taken, there may be no
kerosme By putting some ofthe heavy ends of the gasoline

mto a kerosme cut with material boiling above 400° F
which would otherwise go into gas oil, a greater overall

return on the crude may be obtamed Even if the actual

value of the kerosme is less than the value of the gasoline

and gas oil which goes mto it, the gasoline may be so

improved m anU-knock or volatility characteristics by
putting some of the heavy ends mto the kerosme, rather

than in re-formmg these heavy ends, that there would
be an overall advantage m making an overlap between the

gasoline and kerosme Theoretically there might be a

further advantage m making a sharp separation between
the gasolme and kerosme, substantially exdudmg material

boilmg below, say, 375“ F from the kerosme and above
380° F. from the gasohne Sharper separations cost more
for equipment and fuel, and there will always be a lunit

to the degree of separation which it is worth while making.
A further discussion of this pomt is givenm the description

of the two-stage umt on p 1598.

General Considerations In Design of Crude
Tipping Units

Shell-still Units.

The simplest distillation unit consists of a shell still and
a condenser If charged continuously, it would divide

the charge mto one ovnhead and one residue cut; or if

run batch, it could produce any numb« of overlapping
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distillate cuts and a residue. The early units were of this

latter type Partly because there was no great advantage

in malmg sharp separations of the distillates and partly

because of a non-technical atutude in the industry,

elBctent fractionating devices for the vapours were not

used until comparatively recently

It IS evident from the data given on the composition

ofvapours produced by differential and successive vaporiza-

tion that there would be httle theoretical difference between

a contmuous umt which employed shell stills and one

which employed pipe stills for heating the charge There

are, however, several practical disadvantages m the shell

still which have led to its replacement, in many cases, by

the pipe still Considered as a heating unit, the shell still

Table VI

Operating Costfor Combination Shell-still and Plpe-

still Umt ofFigs 26 and 39

Average daily throughput 30,000 bbl

Type crude Mid-Cont

% bottoins 118 ceDts/bbl

Operating wages 0 S3 „
Fuel at 75 c per 42-gal bbl 142
Steam 1 49 „
Repairs 0^ „

Total direct expense 3 98 „
General plant overhead 1 23 „
General overhead depreciauon and taxes 1 M „

Total distillauon cost excl pumping 6 75 ccnts/bbl

Sf^FLL Stills pv/th Tovjebs

Fto 26

costs more and takes up more room than a pipe still of

similar capacity A shell sull 13x42 ft, with internal

tubes, can absorb about 15 to 17 million BThU per

hour at an efikiency of 70% to 74% A pipe still of the

same capacity would take up a space about 20x24 ft.

and could easily be designed to operate at an eflSciency

of 73% (although it is usually considered better prac-

tice with present-day fuel costs to design for 65% to

70% effiaency)

It IS not pracucal to build shell stills larger than 13 x
45 ft , and if greater capaaties than about 13 million

B Th U per hour are required, more than one sUll must

be putm
Fig 26 shows a typical contmuous shell-still batteiy with

aheatmputtotheoilof75to80millionB Th U mfive stills

(For operatmg data see end of article ) It will be noted m
comparing the fuel consumptionof this umtwith thevanous
pipe-still umts shownm the figures following that it is just

08 low 88 the most eflScient pipe-still umts Furthermore,

the cuts are as sharp as those obtamed from modem pipe-

stiU umts. Cldmpanson of the operating costs of the large

combination shell-still unit and vacuum unit of Figs 26

and 39 m Table VI with those of the pipe-still umts givra

m Table VII shows no very great difference The umts of

Tables VI and Vn were operated by different companies.

The cost figives given ate therefore not strictly comparable,

n 3

smce different systems of accountmg were used for the dif-

ferent umts The mam mechamcal disadvantages of the

shell still are Its greater first cost, greater space requirements,

and greater hold-up of oil for a given heat mput A further

disadvantage is that the film of oil on the bottom heatmg
surface tends to become overheated to such an extent that

It deposits coke on the still bottom, or m the case of
chargmg stocks valuable for their lubricating oil, it will

decompose to lighter and less valuable products This last

effect may be an advantage m the case of certam heavy
residues from which increased yields of lube stocks can be
obtamed by prolonged heatmg m shell stills

Shell stills are usually fitted with perforated pipes near
the heated bottom plates Steam blown through these

pipes agitates the oil and allows a considerably higher
heat mput per sq ft of heatmg surface than would be
possible without the steam. C W Stratford circulated

oil with centrifugal pumps, disdiargmg it through many
jets to impinge against the heatmg surface. He obtamed
very hi^ transfer rates and greatly mcreased the capacity

of the stills by this method Later he substituted a huge
internally fired flue for the bottom shdl of the still as a
heatmg surface This flue was easier to keep clean In his

final design Stratford uses a firing tube with dimensions m
the proportion of4 ft m diameter and 12 ft long Thistube
IS corrugated and is surrounded by a steel cyhnder mto

c
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Table VII

Operating Costs ofLarge Pipe-still Units

A B
Average duly throughput
tVpe crude

% bottoms

Salary, supplies, and clerical

Operating wages
Inspection and cleaning

Laboratory
Miscellaneous

Vacations
Fuel
Steam
Chemicals
Condenser water
Compressed ur
Oil

Repairs labour

Totel direct expense
Indirect expense
Overhead depreciauon and taxes

Total distillation cost

Yard pumping

Total incl pumping

* Fuel at 75 c per 42-gat bbl

} Water at 4 c per M

27,100 bbl 8,450 bbl

Mid-Cont Coastal

7 to 10 18 to 20

014cents/bbl 024cents/bbl
033 „ 099
0 07 ., 0 12 ..

004 . 009
003 „ 006 .,

0-03 , 004
1 76* 2 39* .

0 78t ., 166t .,

0 32
0 39t , 0 46t „
001 „ 002

0 01

on 050
0 32 „ 0 32
002 , 002

4 03 „ 724
0 26 0 68

149 . 2 42 „

5 78 , 10 34
0 77 „ 0 52

6 55 cents/bbi 10 86 cents/bbl

t Steam at 33 33 c per M

which IS fixed the oil-circulation nozzles A third cylinder

or outer shell surrounds the second cylinder This third

cylinder has a circular manifold for distributing the oil to

the circulation nozzles The oil flow from the jets at a
velocity of 25 to 30 metres per sec , maintaining a high,

short film velocity on the surface of the firing tube A full

description of this heater is given by Dobrescu [6, 1933]

The data tabulated below is taken from an acceptance

test on the unit described by Dobrescu

Table VIII

Operating Data on Stratford Stiii

(Furnished by C W Stratford)

Net projected radiant surface approx 120 sq ft

Temp flue gas from radiant section 670° C
„ „ „ „ air preheater 285° C
„ preheated ur to burner 260° C

% COi in flue gases 12\
Net overall thermal efSciency 85%
Recovery of heat in radiant section 67%

„ „ „ convection „ 8%
„ „ „ ur heaters 10%

Stack loss and radiation 15%

Total heat in combustion gases 100%
Total heat input to oil, normal rating 7,200,000 B Th U
Heat bred per sq ft net projected radiant

surface . 71.000

The normal rabng was for a throughput of 2,400 bbl

of crude per day per finng tube A rate of 2,750 bbl per

day was attained, at which higher rate the load on the

heater was 8,250,000 B Th U per hour
The Stratford arrangement of the radiant surface is

compact and comparatively inexpensive The convection

section and air preheater are, of course, the equivalent of
those on any other umt and no saving is made nor could

any greater dficiency be obtained, except possibly through
better engineenng design in this part of the equipment
One reason why high rates can be obtamed m the

Stratford heater is that only flashed crude is put through

the radiant section The greater cause of dirty tubes m the

usual pipe still is salt which comes out at the point where
the moisture in the crude flashes If the moisture is re-

moved by a primary flash, as in the units of Figs 34, 35,

and 38, much higher rates can be run m the conventional

pipe still without burning the tubes Another reason for the

high rates obtained m the Stratford heater is that the au:

to the burners is preheated and a type of fuel-oil burner is

used that will give an ideal flame Experience with a
vertical cyhndrical heater in which the tub« were arranged

on the circumference of a 12-ft diameter circle indicated

that ordinary refinery fuel and ordmary refinery labour

might lead to trouble when the flame was allowed to come
as close to the heating surface as it does m the Stratford

radiant heater It may be that the velocity of circulation

IS high enough so that the surface cannot be burned,

especially if the flow is arranged so that there is no vapo-

rization m the heaung zone This can only be demonstrated

by experience

M P Youker invented an arrangement of shell stills

with a single column that gave good results This mven-
tion, covered by U S P 1,735,558, consists in running the

crude in senes through several shell stills and leading the

vapour from the stills into a single column, the lightest

vapour from the first still entermg the column near the

top and the heavier vapour streams being introduced at

progressively lower points in the column The gasoline

or lightest cut is taken overhead from the column, and
kerosine or other mtermediate cuts are taken from suitable

points at the side of the column A battery of four shell

stills at the Paragon Refinery, Toledo, was hooked up
according to this method, by E H Leslie While the

products obtained were acceptable, the results were not

good enough to make the shell stills show up favourably

in comparison with pipe stills, and no further installations

were made
Youker also covered, in USP 1,735,558, a similar

system of distillation in which the series of shell stills was
replaced by a column Crude was introduced at the top

of this pnmaiy column and heat supplied at the base

Vapour from the top and from intermediate points was
introduced at suitable points in the second column, and
finished products were taken from the top, side, and bottom

of this second column This system did not come into

general use, for the reason that the temperature at the base

of the pnmary column had to be so high that the column
coked up

It is evident that a great many combinations are possible

m hooking up several shell stills to one or more fractionat-

ing columns The stills might be run in parallel and the

vapour and liquid from each still discharged together

through one line or separately through two lines mto a

fractionating column Or th^ may be run in senes and
the residue from one still be strij^ed m a column with

steam or by vapour from the next succeedmg still The
reflux from each column may be mtroduced into the pext

succeedmg column instead of runnmg back mto the still

Perdew [19, 1929] gave 10 methods of modernizing old

shell-still battenes He states that the ‘shell still or shell

still-pipe still hookup can be made just as efficient m
respect to fuel consumption and just as automatic m
respect to operation as can any tube still-bubble tower

hookup’, and further ‘It should be noted that a new shell

still battery or shell still-pipe still hookup m which all

these heat exdiangers and instruments are onployed will
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cost more than a new tube still-bubble tower hookup
which will do the same work ’

It IS not probable that the shell still will come into

general use again—certainly not until conditions in the

petroleum refining industry have changed a great deal

Pipe-stiU Units.

Heaters. The rapid introduction of pipe-still umts
started about 1926, although pipe stills had been used

long before this time The earlier pipe stills, like the earlier

shell stills, were comparatively mefiicient, the surfaces

were not arranged to give the maximum heat mput without

overheating the charge, and the poor mechanical con-

struction led to shut-downs and high upkeep costs The
problems involved were simple, and as soon as engineeruig

prmciples were applied to the design a type of still was
developed that has since been changed only in minor
details of construction and arrangement The important

factors which had been missed in the early design were

first, to keep the velocity of oil in the heated tubes high

enough so that heat passed into the body of the oil without

overheating the film of oil agauist the tube wall and,

second, to arrange the tubes so that the heat went mto as

much of the surface as possible at a reasonably high rate

The maximum practical rate for normal oil velocities

(3-10 fit per sec ) was found to be about 8,000 B Th U
per sq ft of total heated surface per hour With clean

charging stocks this could be greatly exceeded, and with

some heavy stocks it could be reached only if the oil

velocities were high At this rate of heat input it was
found that 40-30% of the heat in the fuel could be put mto
tubes arranged in the fire-box to absorb largely radiant

heat, and the remainder would be absorbed in a convection

or economizer section, the size of which, and amount of

heat absorbed, depended on the thermal efficiency desired

Various arrangements, such as the Stratford heater

described above, have been proposed to allow for higher

rates of heat input into the heating surfaces It is possible

to reach rates of 100,000 B Th U per sq ft if the velocity

of oil across the surface is high enough The cost of opera-

ting with the high oil velocity required may be greater than

the advantage obtained from reduction in radiant heating

surface, and there has been little development along this

hne The mam advancem design has been in arrangement

of surfaces to give the most even rate of heatmg m the

most compact setting The de Florez vertical heater gives

very even rates of heatmg, but at an mcreased cost, so

that It IS better adapted for cracking work, where a premium
can be paid for even heating, than for toppmg units

The cost of a pipe-still heater will depend on the allow-

able firing rate and the heat recovery required Below are

tabulated approximate costs of heaters erected, based on
a rate of 60,000 B Th U fired per sq ft projected radiant

heat absorbing surface and 67% heat recovery

S

10.000.

000 B Th U input to oil cost about 18,000

20.000.

000 30,000

30.000.

000 53,000

Steun boilers with the same heat inputs would cost

roughly about $6,000, $11,000, and $26,000, based on
a rating of 200%
The shell stiU used m the battery of Fig 26, which has

a capacity of about 16 million B Th U per hour, would

cost approximately $36,000 (without stack)

It 18 possible that a more economical type ofheater than

the pipe still will be developed. Sodium liquid or vapour

has been suggested, and mercury vapour heaters are m
use A mixture of salts with low melting-point has also

been suggested for transferring heat from the furnace to

the oil Direct combustion of air m the oil is a possibdity

and is, m fact, successfully used m the Clark crackmg

process, in which fuel is burned under pressure and the

products ofcombustion mixed directly with gas-oil vapours

[8, 1933] This method has certam disadvantages, such as

the formation of oxygen compounds and the large amount

of gases from which the lightest product must be recovered

Various radical departures from accepted design of

heaters have been made at times, with the idea that the

method of heating had some effect on the separation

obtained For example, a large amount of money was

spent on a device to put the heat into a thm film of oil

Another heater used for vacuum distillation was designed

to remove vapour as quickly as possible from the charge

as It flowed through the heater tubes Such devices never

have had, and certainly never will have, any merit except

in so far as they may conform to the specifications for an

efficient petroleum heater, the pnnciples of which are that

It shall burn the fuel efficiently and that the heat shall be

put into the oil without overheating on the heatmg surface

Fractionating Columns. In order to make use of the

possibility of putting all the heat into the charge in a smgle

heater, it was necessary to use fractionating equipment

that would separate the combined vapours into the desired

products It was found, in some cases, that a single bubble-

cap column gave sufficiently sharp cuts The lightest pro-

duct, gasoline, would be taken from the top, kerosine, gas

oil, and other intermediate products from the side, and

residue from the base Of course, with a single column,

each side product must come off with somewhat more
lij^t material than is present in a mixture in equilibnum

with the vapours at the pomt of withdrawal, and the

bottoms will be in equilibrium with the total vapours at

the vaporizer In order to remove some of the lighter

ends from these side products and the bottoms, they are

often put through stripping sections and stripped with open

steam The permissible overlap for the commercial pro-

ducts IS usually so great that a relatively inefficient mam
column and small steam strippers give adequate separations

Many kinds of fractionating columns have been used in

petroleum refining, such as various types of baffle towers,

packed towers, columns with sieve plates, and columns
with bubble plates The latter type have proved most
satisfactory for many reasons, principal of which are their

greater ef&iency per dollar of cost and greater flexibihty

The best baffle towers have a high H E T P (Height of
Equivalent Theoretical Plate) [21, 1922], as have packed
towers, unless the packing is very small It is difficult to

get proper distribution of reflux in large packed towers

with small packing Sieve-plate columns have many
theoretical advantages, but ihty lack the necessary flexi-

bility, and the perforations in the plates are too likely to

become enlarged by corrosion, or plugged up by deposits

ofcoke, resins, or dirt, for them to be of pracUcal value m
ordmary petroleum work
The cost of bubble-plate columns is relatively small, and

they take up httle room m a refinery, but for sharp

separations they must be quite high, if suffiaent space is

left between the plates to make cleaning safe and easy
Smaller fractionatmg devices, such as the Podbielniak

centnfugal fractionator, may be developed to do the same
work, but the chances arc they would not compare with
the bubble-plate column for pkroleum work, where it is
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essential that there be no small openings to plug up or

veiy large surfaces that may have to be cleaned

Although the bubble-plate column is old in the art of
distillation, it is so difficult to check its performance

by accurate quantitative efficiency tests, particularly with

mixtures like petroleum, that there is a considerable

variation m design of the caps, plates, down-pipes, &c
Many loose statements regarding the relative merits of

different designs go unchecked, and some columns are

built that show suiprismgly low efficiencies, when it is

possible to make a quantitauve check on them
It has been commonly assumed that a well-designed

column will give a plate efficiency of 50% to 60% when
separatmg materials m the range of gasolme and kerosine,

bmuse the same type of column shows this efficiency on
mixtures of benzol and toluol, which are sunilar to the

lighter petroleum products Brown and Souders report

an effiaency of 108% for a stabilizer column and effici-

encies of 72 5% to 97% for an experimental column
rumung naphtha (see p 1609) It appears that the effici-

ency obtamed depends on the material being separated

and also on the method of calculation used Particularly

in deahng with the higher boilmg, more complex mixtures,

there would seem to be little use for theoretical calcula-

bons of plate effiaencies, except in companng operating

units, and until much sharper cuts are demanded, it would
appear best to use the same plate design for petroleum

work that has been proved by quantitative tests and long

expenence to give the highest effiaency m work with acids,

alcohols, coal-tar producU, &c
Heat Exchangers and Recovery of Heat. The mtroduc-

bcm of continuous distillation processes made possible and
economically essential the extensive use of heat-recovery

apparatus When heat exchangers were first mtroduced
thm was a tendency to try to recover the greatest possible

amount of heat Improper design of the heat-exchange

equipment, and corrosion troubles, led to a higher cost

for keeping the exchangers m operation than the recovered

heat was worth Until fuel becomes more valuable, the

best balance will be obtained by putting exchangers only

where they will give the least trouble, and by not trymg
to recover all the heat that theoreUcally could be recovered

As fuel becomes more valuable it will pay to install more
complicated systems for heat recovery, but, at the same
time, more attention will be paid to usmg cheaper fuels,

sudi as powdered coke or coal On toppmg units the

piioapal corrosion is in those parts where water can con-

dense, thus vapour heat exchangers were found to be

responsible for the most shut-downs for repairs and are

sometimes eliminated in the later umts Nearly as much
heat can be recovered economically with the same amount
of surface from those products which are taken from the

column m hquid form only as can be recovered if vapour
heat exchange also is used This apphes particularly to the

simple single-flash umt making a relatively hght gasolme
overhead

The arrangement of the heat exchangers on any unit is

enhrely a matter of economic judgement The added
complication of the extra hnes and valves and the cost of
these hnes and valves is a more serious item than the cost

of the exchanger, when the cut from which heat is to be
recovered is of a certam minimum size The total cost of
hnes, valves, and exchangers may overbalance the value

of the fuel saved where the cut is less than, say, 200 bbl

po- day Even on this cut the exchanger will take some
time to pay out, for, assume that its temperature is reduced

250° F in the exchanger, 90% of the heat being recovered

m the charge , and assume the mean temperature differaice

to be 100° F and the transfer rate 30, the total heat

transferred amounts to 330,000 B Th U per hour, worth

S 6 cents m fuel at 70 cents per bbl , with a heatmg value

of 145,000 B Th U per gal burned with a recovery of67%
of the total heat The exchanger with 125 sq ft would
cost about SI,093 installed and insulated, and the valves

and hnes to by-pass the exchanger would cost $267, making
the total cost of the exchanger SI ,360 The extra cost of

the pipe heater to put m 360,000 BThU would be

approximately $500, making the net cost of the exchanger

$860, an amount that would be paid off in 1,535 hr , or

2 years of 320 days This may seem a short time to requue

an exchanger to pay out, but ffie chances ofleaks, corrosion,

&c , and the time required for cleamng, may make even

a shorter time advisable

The amount of exchanger surface to be used and the

arrangement of this surface give more chance for variation

than any other pomts m the design of a unit and, until

sharper separations are required, will often be the deter-

mining factor in the design In nearly all distillation pro-

blems outside the petroleum field it is of advantage to

run as high a reflux ratio as possible, under the condiUons,

at every point in the column In separatmg petroleum

products It may often be found that more heat is required

to vaporize the products than is necessary to make the

desired separation of the lightest cuts Thus, it may be of

advantage to recover heat from an intermediate point m
the fractionating system

Ihis can be done by passing some or all of the vapours

from an intermediate plate through an exchanger and back

into the column Alternatively the r^ux may be passed

through exchangers at one or more pomts down the

column Where the desired amount of heat cannot be

obtained from the net reflux passing down the column.

It may be convenient to recirculate liquid back over a plate

orm a spray

One case in which heat is taken from the reflux is lUus-

trated in Fig 27 (For operating data see end of arucle )

If no heat were removed from the column in this single-

flash system, the reflux of overflow to vapours ratio (A)

(excluding steam, if present) would be 0 82 at the top of
the column and 0 73 at a point half-way between the kero-

sine and gas-oil draw-off By taking out 8,050 B Th U.
per bbl ofcharge, used in this case to reboil hght products,

R IS reduced to 0 8 at the top and 0 66 at the mtermediate

pomt of the column, values which are ample to give the

required separations

Fig 28 ffiows a umt in which vapours from an mter-

mediate pomt in the column are put through a heat

exchanger removmg 27,600 B Th U per bbl charge and
reduemg R at the top of the column from 0 965 to 0*9

A system of circulating reflux for taking heat from the

top or from an intermedutte pomt m the column was
developed m 1918 on the old Trumble topping umts This

system is convement when the vapours are corrosive^ If

the cuculated hquid is taken out at a temperature above
the condensation pomt of water, it will not attack the

condensmg or coohng surfaces If, further, the cooled

liquid IS sprayed back over dienucal ware tile or otho:

corrosion-resisting material m the column, the troubles

from corrosion in toppmg umts are to a great extent

ehminated

Peterkm [20, 1928] has given a description of an ided
distillation plant that still stands to-day for certain opera-
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tioDB with a single-flash unit He contemplates a pip6<«till the vapours in the tower as well as from the products, pre-

outlet temperature of 800° F with 80% of the charge heatuig the charge to 530° F Although Peterkm did not

vaporized and a temperature of 283° F for the vapours consider the second arrangement practical, there is no
from the top of the tower, and he shows the heat that may reason why sufficient heat could not be obtained from the

J/NGLe FiasH Unit with G/isolinb Rbqun Toinbr

i Hept TPken from Mpin Toia/er

Single Flpsh Unit
\NiTH InterMED!PTE Hept Ekchpngers

be recovered from the vapour and hquid products alone,

on the assumption that the end temperature difiei«ice in

all exchangers is 20°, a figure which he admits is optimistic

With this arrangement there is required 106,000 B ThU
per bbL heat mput to the oil and steam m the heater He
ahK) shows an arrangement m which heat » taken from

tower and products to preheat the crude to 550° F , if the

cost of equipment to recover this amount of heat were

justified In 1928 Peterkm assumed that equipment was
jusufied if It would pay out in 5 years To-day, eqmpment
which IS not essential to the operation must pay out m
much less time—in fact, many refiners demand that it pay
out in less than 1 year

In the unit described by Brandt [2, 1928] of Cities

Service plant at Philadelphia, a large proportion of the

heat m the column is recover^ by heat mterchange with

the crude which passes through exchanger coils in the

column It IS understood that m spite of the apparently

great economy of this type of umt it was not practical

because of difficulties from corrosion and foulmg of the

exchanger surfaces, at least such units have not come mto
general use

S M Jorgensen has proposed an arrangement by which
even more heat may be recovered He would preheat the

crude as far as possible by heat from the products and then

introduce it mto preheater sections m the column These

preheater sections are constructed of a large number of
vertical tubes, the lower ends of which are rolled mto a
plate with the upper ends open The crude flows around
these tubes and the vapours rise through them Vapours
hberated from the crude mix with the vapours rismg

through the tubes By properly choosmg the location of

the tubular sections, Jorgensen states that a comparatively

large amount of heat can be recovered Apart from the

practical difficulUes involved, such as the difficulty of

cleamng between the tubes, and m boiling crude mto
the tubes, there is the disadvantage that the sharpness of
separation between the cuts must be considerably reduced.
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not only on account of the heat abstracted at intermediate

pomts m the column, but also because the vapours from

the crude would have a wide boiling range A further

disadvantage arises from the fact that in all cases where a

substantial amount of heat can be recovered from the

column without affectmg the separation too much, the

vaporizer temperature is high—often as high as can be

run without breakmg down the oil If much of the light

ends are taken off before the charge is heated and vaporized,

the required vaporization cannot be obtained at practical

temperatures It is possible to go to comparatively low

bottoms by the single-flash system because of the carrying

effect of the light vapours When the light ends are re-

moved, the boiling-pomt of the residue is greatly increased

Jorgensen proposes to reduce this boiling-point by cir-

culating a considerable amount of heavy reflux from the

base of the column through the heater There is probably

a range m smgle-flash distillation systems between the

case where too little distillate is taken to permit of heat

being recovered from the column and the case where a

high vaporizer temperature is run and a low percentage

of bottoms made m which the Jorgensen system would be
economical It certainly represents the theoretical limit m
one direction of heat recovery, as the Youker system (see

p 1 590) may be said to represent the theoretical limit ofheat

utilization for separation Both systems are limited m
their practical advantages by the fact that petroleum cannot

be heated, even in pipe stills, beyond a certain point

without cracking

Condenaers and Coolers Tubular condensers and coolers

can be made that arc entirely satisfactory from the mechani-

cal standpoint, and their cost is considerably less than that

of cast-iron coils for the same duty

The cast-iron coil is still used, both on account of the

fact that it can be more surely protected from corrosion

and, especially, because the large amount of water in the

coil box eliminates the danger from Are in case of a failure

ofthe water supply Ifa large umt with tubular condensers

IS not shut down within a few minutes after the cooling

water fails, it will blow vapours from every vent

When reasonably clean water is available, a direct-con-

tact type of condenser may have advantages over the

tubular or coil type, especially in large-sized units

Instruments, Pirnips, &c. The present-day continuous

pipe-still unit depends as much on the development of
suitable control instruments as on the steel return bends

and fittings that make the large heaters a possibility

But just as m the case of heat exchangers, the application

of automatic control was pushed too far, and on some of
the earlier units the mstruments gave as much trouble as

all the rest of the apparatus together It has been found
that the least control that can possibly be used gives the

best results and that no control that is indispensable, i e

that cannot be replaced by hand operation for iJiort

periods, should be used By fixmg certain basic points the

control is greatly simphfi^, and complicated units will

run almost by themselves It is desirable that steam

pressure be constant with a variation of less than 1 %, and
It IS entirely practicable to make it so, electricity should,

of course, be of constant voltage, and water pressure

reasonably constant With constant steam pressure, large

pumps will run at a very even rate and can be operated

by hand control fairly well, but it is so important to get

a constant chargmg rate that a recording flow controller

IS essential

Given a constant charge rate and constant finng which

can be obtamed almost as well by control of the amount
of fuel as by temperature, all other points on a umt except

the overhead streams can be taken care of by controllmg

the volume of liquid flowmg Not only is there likely to be

more variation in the percentage of lightest cut m the

charge, but the use of partial condensers complicates the

control of overhead cuts by voliune, and it is found more
practicable to control by temperature The instrument

companies have developed intricate thermostaticcontrollers

for reflux which work well if treated properly The care

of these thermostats and flow controllers requires a specia-

lized skill that was not formerly available in refineries

Direct volume control checked by recorded temperatures

for all side streams greatly simplifies the operation of a unit

making a large number of cuts

In general, the large present-day units have been

developed both because of requirements within the in-

dustry and as a result of manufacturers of steel fittings,

pumps, instruments, &c, making available improved

equipment The improvements were made partly as a result

of the demand from the petroleum industry, particularly

the cracking section, and partly because of demands made
by other industnes Quoting Howard and Loomis [10,

1928] ‘There are many reasons for this limited use of

vacuum distillation Crude petroleum has been relatively

cheap and there has been little incentive to make the maxi-

mum yield of lubricants from it Vacuum equipment

IS more expensive m proportion to its size than that for

atmospheric operation and requires better workmanship
Only within recent years have manufacturers been

able to furnish pumps, steam jets, etc , which will satisfac-

torily and cheaply maintain high vacua on large commercial

equipment ’ The same situation existed in regard to all

petroleum products, the raw material was cheap, labour

unskilled, and apparatus for making large units run

economically had not been developed

Examples of Typical Topping Units

Shell-stiU Batteries.

The smgle-batch shell still is practically obsolete and need

not be considered here The shell still can, of course, be

used as a heating element in any distillation units where

the distillation temperature does not rule it out Naturally,

the cheaper pipe still will be used except in small units, and
It is not worth while considermg cases m which shell stills

would replace pipe stills as the heating element A conven-

tional shell-still battery, mentioned on p 1589, is shown in

Fig 26 The arrangement shown may be improved to give

somewhat better separations between the cuts by runnmg
the residue from one still into a stnppmg column through
which the vapours from the succe^ing column pass on
the way to the rectifying column of that still The two
columns would usually be made in one shell A small

savingm fuel and proportional increase in capacity can be
made by taking the r^ux from the base ofe^ rectifymg

column and mtroducmg it at an intermediate pomt in the

succeedmg rectifymg column The effect on sharpness of
cut by thus transferrmg the reflux is nearly negligible with

efficient columns, but the savmg m fuel may be consider-

able At least, the control of the operation is easier, for

if the reflux is run back to the still, the boiling-pomt eff the

still charge mcreases very little as more vapour is taken off

The operator can increase the heat mput up to the limit of
the still and the rdlux ratio up to the limit ofthecondens^
mg equipment without any ajvteouible effect except to
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increase the fuel consumption, unless, of course, the firing

rate is based on the reflux ratio in the column, as it properly

should he If r^ux from the base of the tower does not
go back into the still but is transferred to the next column,
all the vapours from the stills must come out as equivalent

product, and it is impossible to put heat into the stills

which does not do useful work

Pipe-still Units.

Single Flash. The onlymethod ofdistillation simpler than
the ‘smgle flash' would be a system m which the heated

Simple Single f-LflSH Unit
WITHOUT Side Stpippers

charge was allowed to vaponze and the vapours condensed
in partial condensers The separation obtained by partial

condensation does not give satisfactory products, but if

the vapours are passed into a single column of moderate
efliciency, both end and intermediate products can be cut

sharply enough to meet many specifications Such a simple

unit IS shown in Fig 29 (For operating data see end of
article ) If all the products do not meet specifications, they

can usually be made to do so by stripping with steam in

auxiliary stripping columns, as is done in the umt shown in

Fig 30 The original Trumble unit operated on this system,

although the arrangements for fractionating the vapours

were rather clumsy and could hardly be termed moderately

efficient The smgle-flash umt is useful for medium capaci-

tieswhere the temperature required to vaporize the distillate

IS not over about 720“ F It is especially adapted to top-

ping crudes where the flash temperature is not over about
350° F and where a few cuts only are to be made
For higher flash temperatures the two- or three-stage

unit should give lower fuel consumption and may be more
economical, but the economy would depend on many
factors such as the capacity of the unit, the tune allowed

for amortization of capital mvestment, the cost of fuel, &c.

1595

Take, for example, a unit to run 5,000 bU per day of
38° APf crude to 18% bottoms A conventional smgle-

flash umt for this work similar to the unit shown in Fig 30
would cost approximately $200,000 A three-stage umt
like that shown in Fig 38 would cost about S235,0(X> The
three-stage unit shown would use approxunately 1 75%
fuel The single-flash unit would use about 2 63% fuel

These fuel figures are based on obtaining the same sharp-

ness of separation in both units The fuel consumption of

the single-flash unit could be reduced by recovermg heat

from intermediate points in the column as menuoned on

p 1592 Such a umt would no longer be the conventional

single-flash umt The steam consumption would be about

1,000 lb per hour less for the three-stage umt, which, with

steam at 25 cents per million B Th U , amounts to $1,800

per 300-day year With fuel at 70 cents per bbl , the three-

SiMPLE Single Flrsh Unit

with Side Strippers

stage unit would use about $9,S(X) less fuel per year than
the smgle-flash unit, making the difference in fuel and
steam costs $1 1,300 per year With larger units the differ-

encem cost would be relaUvely less and the fuel saving the

same per barrel charged If the decision were made on the

basis of economy alone, the single-stage unit might be
used for capacities below 5,000 bbl per day and the three-

stage unit for larger capacities However, as discussed

on p 1598, the two- or three-stage unit has several advan-
tages over the single-flash umt other than a possible lower

operating cost

A conventional smgle-flash imit for toppmg medium
crudes is shown in Fig 30 Fig 31 shows the same type of
umt for runmng to small percentage bottoms It will be
noted from the T B P analyses of the products from the

first unit and from all other cases where T B P analyses

are given that the required separations are not sharp The
A S T M or Engler distillation analyses commonly used
for the products do not show the true overlapping of the

cuts And smee the A STM distillation shows lower
temperatures above a certain range in the upper end than
the TBP distillation, a reasonably good separation of
the products will show a greater recovery of material with
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a given AJ5.T.M end^pomt than is shown to be present second column, part of the reflux for which is furnished by
inthecrudebyTBP uptothetemperatureoftheASTM two prelumnaiy cuts drawn from intermediate pomtsm the

oid-pomt As Good and Connell [9, 1933] showed, this upper part of the first column. (For operating data see end

Simple Single Flash Unit with Side Strippers

Do 31

SiHGLE Flash Unit with Secondary Tower d Side Strippers

300*

F

Fio 32

difference is due to a variable error m the determination ofarticle) AcompansonofthedatamFigs 30and32shows
of end boilmg-pomt by the A S TM method thatdietwo-towersystemisnoimprovementoverthesunpler

Figs. 32 and 33 show a smgle-flash two-tower unit m single-flash system (Die greater fuel consumption shown
nduch the flaA is made without steam m one column, the for the two-tower umt is on account of less heat enehangw
residue then being stripped with steam in a second column, surfacem the particular unit from whidh the data for Pig. 32
the strii^ied vapours passmg throu^ the upper part ofthis was taken and is not a necessaiy defect of the two-tower
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system.) Fig 34 shows a two-tower system similar to that of Two-fiaah Two-tower Topping Units.
Fig. 32, except that the preheated charge is flashed before pig 35 shows the arrangement of a umt m which the
gofflg to the heater. (For operating data see end of article ) crude, preheated by heat exchange

, is flashed m a primary

Single Fl/ish Unit with Secondary Tower & Side Strippers

299'

Fig 33

l/Nir similar to’31' plus Preliminary Flash

257’

Fig 34

Tliere are some practical advantages in the two-tower column from the top of which is taken the lowest boiling

system m c^m cases, especially when the percentage product Heat can be furnished at the base of the pnmary
raidoe is large, but m general the single-flash umt is better column by arculating material through the heater and back

for smaller, a^ the two4ash umt for larger capacities. to a lower plate of the column, open steam may also be
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added at the base of this column to reduce the temperature

of vaporization The reduced crude from the first or heat

exctumger flash is heated to the required temperature in

the heater and flashed m the main toppmg column from
which the heavier products are taken, as in the smgle-flash

system

This system has many advantages over the single-flash

system, among which may be mentioned the following

The fittest cut can be taken off without steam, permitUng

low end-point products to be made without trouble from
water condensing on the upper plates of the column

primary column In certam cases this may make the two-

flash system less economical than the smgle-fladi system,

but m general a toppmg and vacuum or a thre^tage
system will be more economical than the single-flash system

(see p 1S9S) in such cases

Test data on the unit of Fig 35 for different degrees of
separation m the pnmaiy tower are given in Table IX
With low overflow-vapour ratios, J? = 0 30 and 0 35, at

the top of the column, the overflow entering the feed plate

from above was almost negligible, so that small variations

in temperatures caused large variations in the distillation

Successive FtfiSH- Two Tower Unit

Certain corrosive matenals can be removed m the small

pnmaiy tower out of contact with steam and condensed
water Sharper separation can be made between the light

cuts Pressures on the heat exchangers are much lower

and the chargmg pressure to the heater is lower

When It is necessary to go to low bottoms, sufficient

distillation steam may have to be added in the second

column to make up for the light matenal removed in the

Table IX

Separation m Two-stage Unit

ranges of the products As might be expected, the operation

with these low ratios was somewhat irregular and the data

on tests 1 and 2 are only to be taken as an indication of
the overlap to be expected under conditions of mimmum
overflow

Peters and Obryadchakoff [22, 1933] have worked out the

separation to be expected in column 1 of the unit of Fig 35

usingequilibrium curves adjusted forA S T M distillations

Their results checked the plant operation surprisingly well

However, the facts that separate equilibrium curves must be
used for the upper and lower parts of the column and that,

in the run considered, R vanes from 0 51 at the top to 0 35
just above the feed plate, and from 1 3 8 on the feed plate to

3 0 at the base, and that assumptions must be made as to

conditions at the feed plate, all together make calculations

by this method so much a matter of judgement that it is

doubtful if they have much pracucal value at the present

ume, except for columns in which rather narrow cuts are

being re-run

An approximate idea of the heat requued to make
separations with diflferent degrees of sharpness can be
obtained from tests 3 and 4 above, and from the data on
theuniUofFigs 30, 38, and 29

The important data on these tests are tabulated bdow.
Data from tests 3 and 4 of the units of Fig. 33 are added for

comparison
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Comparison of Reflux Ratios and Separations in

Topping Units

I ft* jo] ft* J« ft* Jsift* JJft* J.

cut draw off

ulatn between top of

Steam In iide itnpper, lb per bbl

sidecut

Gap by A S T M distillation, ° F
Ovarlap by T BJ> y,t

y, of material (based on chame)
bollin* below A S fM end point

* Based on charge to secondary column

t Per cent by weight All other percenuges are hy volume

t Percenuge in heavier cut by 1 B P boiling below the A S T M end-point

of the lighter cut

A direct comparison between the different sets of data

presented above is difficult because there are too many
variables, and too many assumptions have to be made
about the method of recovering heat A very rough

comparison may be made on the basis of the following

assumptions First, that no reflux heat at the top of the

column IS to be recovered This is a fair assumption

because heat can often be recovered more economically

from other points in a unit than from the primary column

vapours Second, that steam for stripping be charged at

one-third of its latent heat, this assumption being made on
the basis that exhaust steam is used at a value of one-third

that of live steam Third, that it will be economical to

recover heat from the column at the level of the second

cut draw-off

Comparing, first, tests 3 and 4 of the unit of Fig 35, it is

seen that an increase in overflow-vapour ratio from 0 51 to

0 68, representing a difference in heat input to the unit of

850 B Th U per gal of overhead of sp gr 0 72 and having

a latent heat of 135 B Th U per lb , increases the recovery

of end-point material by 1 04 = 7 5%, or, 1 gal of addi-

tional overhead costs

-

11,300 B Th U

Approximately the same recovery ofoverhead is obtained

in the units of Figs 29 and 38, but (on the above assump-

that the reflux heat at the top of the tower is wasted) this

recovery requires 3,500 B Th U more per gal of overhead

than is required by the unit of Fig 35

The arrangement of Fig 30 produces results in the range

of those from Figs 38 and 29 and test 4 of the unit of

Fig 35

It will be noted that the overflow-vapour ratio for the

unit with stnppers (Fig 30) is less than that for the units

without stnppers (Figs 29 and 38), but more than that for

the double flash unit (Fig 35) The heat equivalents for

Heat Equnalent ofReflux

0715
0 865
0866

1,700

2,000

5,126

5,170

the different amounts of reflux are tabulated below It is

assumed that the latent heat is SOO B Th U per gal in all

cases

The heat equivalent of the steam used in the stripper

of Fig 30 IS almost negligible, especially on the assumption

that only one-third ofthe latent heat of the steam is charged

against the operation 1 75 lb steam per bbl charge ~
0 15 lb steam per gal net overhead = 49 B Th U per gal

net overhead

In general, it may be stated that the system of Fig 35

will give the sharpest separation between two adjacent

cuts, but that the system of Fig 30 will give very sharp cuts

ifthe overflow-vapour ratio and the number of plates in the

column are increased There is a practical limit to the

separation that can be obtained in a side stnpper with open
steam To go beyond this limit it is necessary to put heat

into the base of the stnpper A unit similar to that of Fig

30, with many plates and heat in the base of the stripper,

could be made to accomplish any separation required, and
from the standpoint of separation only would be prefer-

able to the unit of Fig 35 The latter unit is desirable on
account of practical consideraUons not directly connected

with sharpness of separation of the products

Two-stage Topping and Vacinim Units

Lunitations to Operation at Atmospheric Pressure. The
percentage of distillate that can be obtained from a topping

unit operating at atmospheric pressure is limited by several

practical considerations The charge cannot be heated

above a certain temperature without loss of viscosity in

the heavier fractions and loss of quality in regard to both
stability and colour in the lighter fractions Primrose [24,

1931] states that at a tube-still outlet temperature of 750° F
the gasoline from Seminole crude was -f30 colour and
the kerosine -f-24 At higher temperatures the colour of
these streams gradually fell off, and at 800° F tube-still

outlet temperature the gasoline was 22 colour and the

kerosine 17 to 18 colour The exact temperature at which
the colour is affected will vary with the crude run and the

construction of the heater In general, it may be assumed
that the maximum is 750" F for the heater outlet and about
720° F for the vaporizer, although some refiners obtain

products they can sell when operatingat highertemperatures

With this upper limit for the vaporizer temperature, it

would be possible to vaporize a certain amount from any
given crude without steam at atmospheric pressure, if

more distillate were required, the pressure on the vaporizer

would have to be lowered or an inert gas such as (super-

heated) steam added, to lower the partial pressure of the

oil vapours It is not usually practical to operate a topping

umt under vacuum because the light vapours cannot be
condensed with cooling water It is often economical to

use steam which may be available from the pumps of the

topping or other units in the plant up to about 25 lb

per bbl of crude charged The unit shown m Fig 31 used
29 6 lb steam per bbl in the vaporizer, and Vobach
[26, 1928] reported 19 lb of steam to the vaporizer per bbl

crude charg^ m a similar unit Peterkin [20, 1928] pro-

posed to use 21 lb steam per bbl running with a pipe-

still outlet of 800° F The vapours making up the lighter

90% of the Mid-Continent crude will run about 1 3 mol
per bbl crude Assummg a pressure of 2i-lh gauge,

890 mm abs , in the vaporizer, the partial pressure of the

oil vapours would be reduced to = 430 mm by

the use of 25 lb steam per bbl At this pressure and a
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vapori2sr temperature of 720° F about 84% would be

w^jonzed from a 37° API Mid-Continent crude In order

to vaporize 92% at the same temperature, the partial

pressure of the oil vapours must be reduc^ to about
60 mm , requiring 350 lb steam per bbl of crude While
It 18 entirely possible to vaporize 92% of the crude with

steam at atmospheric pressure, it is not economical

Another pracbcal objection to the single-flash distillation

for low bottoms is the high fuel consumption As men-
tioned on p 1 595, a smgle-flash unit, with the conventional

arrangement of heat exchangers, runmng to about 20%
bottoms on Mid-Continent crude, would use about 2 65%
fuel based on crude charged Vobach [26, 1928] reported

a fuel consumption of 2 96% on the smgle-flash umt
running to 17 1% of 635 SR stock from a 41 2° API
Pennsylvania crude The amount of fuel given by Vobach
is greater than would be calculated from the data given

namely, crude to heater 259° F . from heater 753° F..

steam per bbl crude 19 lb superheated to 590° F , flue

gases 420° F 8 5% CO,, reflux to top of tower 1 06 bbl

gasoline at 75° F per bbl crude charged The amount of
reflux given mdicates that there is considerable excess

vaporization at the vaporizer, probably necessary to get

the required flash on the cylmder-stock bottoms Assummg
a raduition loss of 8% from the heater and 17% loss in

the flue gases, a fuel consumption of 2 96% would give

approximately 135,000 B Th U heat mput per bbl charge

to the oil and steam Certamly this figure is a maximum
for single flash and represents operation with low recovery

of heat in the exchangers

Pnmrose [24, 1931] gives some data on the operation

of an atmosphenc umt runmng Seminole crude to 9 8%
bottoms with a heater inlet of 350° F , outlet 800° F

.

superheated steam 750° F It may be estimated that the

heat to the oil and steam for this operation is 115,000

B.Th U per bbl , which with an overall heater efficiency

of 65% would give a fuel consumpuon of about 2 9%
Hus compares with the two-stage vacuum unit descnbed

hy Pnmrose [24, 1931] which requued 2 35% fuel to go to

6 89% residue on Seimnole crude, or the combmation
shell-still and vacuum umt of Figs 26 and 39 in which
1 89% fuel was required to go to 13 6% bottoms on East

Texas crude

The smgle-flash unit descnbed by Peterkin (see p 1592),

m which the maximum heat was recovered from the pro-

ducts, would operate with 106,000B Th U per bbl charge

when runmng with a pipe-still outlet temperature of800° F

,

and if the maximum heat was rocovet^ from the tower
also, as he proposed, this might be reduced to 87,000

B Th U per bbl This second figure is approximately the

heat reqmred in a two-stage umt with rather less than
normal heat recovery m the exchangers

There is no absolute theoretical basis on which the single-

flash and the two-stage umt can be compared as regards

fuel consumption At the linut when the maximum heat

was recovered from towers and products of each umt, the

heat requirements might be about the same But for

arrangements of heat exdhangers ordinanly considered

practical to-day it may be assumed that the two-stage umt
Will use less fuel than the smgle-flash umt for operation
requiring vaporizer temperatures higher than 600° F with

moderate amounts of steam.

The Two-stage Unit

The division of the duty between the stages of a two-
stage umt presents the opportunity for wide venations m

design Primrose [24, 1931] suggests that ‘To always msure
good colour of the lighter products, as well as an increased

yield of overhead cyhnder stock of higher flash, a vacuum
flash chamber should be installed as an auxiliary to the

mam tower ’ Assummg that the vaponzer temperature

must be limited to 720° F m order to ensure good colour,

the amount that can be flashed subsequently will be
limited by the pressure on the vacuum-flash tower and by
the temperature of the bottoms fed to this flash tower
This temperature will be reduced as the steam to the base

of the atmospheric tower is increased Theoretically there

is no limit to the reducUon of pressure in the flash tower

Distillations without steam were earned on commercially

many years ago at absolute pressures of 2 or 3 mm With
open steam the pressure is generally lunited to about
40mm by the temperature of coohng water available, un-
less a booster ejector is used, m which case it is practical to

get down to 10mm to 20mm abs In general, the auxiliary

flash tower will have rather limited use and will probably

be most practical as an addition to an existing atmosphenc
tower where a small additional amount of heavy overhead

is required The addition of a flash tower to a vacuum umt
would usually give a neghgible mcrease of distdlate As
Primrose states [24, 1931], ‘The increase yield of cyhnder
stock (from the auxiliary flash tower) is so small that the

advisability of the increased mvestment would depend
largely on specific conditions ’ Actually, the same mvest-

ment applied to the mam vacuum unit would probably

produce a greater yield of distillate This auxiliary vacuum-
flash tower IS, of course, a vacuum stage with the heater

omitted

With the addition of a heater, the charge to the vacuum
imit can be brought to any desired temperature When the

required distillate can be obtained at reasonable pressures

wi^ temperatures below 700° F , the problem is simply one
of balancing equipment size against fuel, steam, and power
consumption, with all the variables easily determmable
But if temperatures above 700° F are required, or if, as is

more generally the case, it is desired to obtam themaximum
yield of overhead distillate, all the variables are not easily

determmable and the problem becomes extremely com-
pheated The prmcipal difficulty is that the heavier portion

of the crude does not vaporize to any apprecuble extent

under condibons which can be obtamed m the plant, or

even m the laboratory Various investigators have found
it impossible to obtam appreciable amounts of distillate

from compounds with molecular weights higher than 800
to 1,000 Carothers, Hill, Kirby, and Jacobson [5, 1930]

came to the conclusion that probably no organic compound
with a molecular weight hi^er than that of Heptacontane
(mol wt 983) could be distilled under any experimental

conditions, however favourable Their conclusion was
based on a comparison of the molecular cohesion and the

latent heat, usmg values calculated by Dunkel [7, 1928].

Smee they used latent heat values for normal boihng-

pomts instead of for the temperature and pressure m
question, it would appear that the agreement between-their

expenmental results and Dunkel’s calculations is fortuitous.

Burch [3, 1929] was able to distil compounds from
Pennsylvama petroleum which had molecuto weights of

801 as determined by ciyoscopic methods, and was unable

to obtam distillates with higher molecular wei^ts, using

a molecular still

Data on the boilmg-points of hydrocarbons with mde-
cular weights above 500 are fragmentary and inccmanstent.

Flash vaponzaUons of many diflieient reduced crude
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samples indicate that about the],150°F pouitontheTB P
curve (extrapolated on the basis of Will's chart) is close

to that above which no appreciable distiUatecan beobtamed
by methods so far tried Fig 36 shows the T B P and
fla^ curves for a 46% reduced Mid-Continent crude (For

operatmg data see end of article ) The boiling-pouits for

the curves of Fig 36 were reduced to atmospheric equiva-

lent pressure by tlie Wilson chart The TB P curve is

extrapolated above 900°F ,
and the flash curve is estimated

above 1 ,100° F Both curves are open to

questionm the higher ranges TheT B P
curve IS shown runmng mto the vertical

line at a slight angle Since the apparently

non-volatile residue will hold some vola-

tile material in the liquid phase regardless

of the (theoretical) temperature or pres-

sure at which a flash vaponzation is

made, the flash curve would cross the

upper end of the T B P curve as shown
The hypothesis that the residue above

a molecular weight of 1,000 is practically

non-volatile, or at least that its vapour
pressure is extremely small, is supported

by a large amount of data obtained in

the laboratory of E B Badger & Sons
Company, and this hypothesis explains

many apparent inconsistencies m the re-

sults obtamed in disuUmg petroleum

imder extreme conditions of vacuum and
temperature, especially the differences m
yields obtamed with and without a strip-

pmgsectionfortheresidue Asmentioned
on p 1581, an equilibrium curve can be

calculated for a distillate by Murray’s

method which closely approximates the

curve determined experimentally, and
this curve is nearly a straight line If it

IS assumed in this calculation that the

vaponzauon is made in two successive

steps, the first without steam, and the

second with steam or other mert gas, the

final resulUng residue as calculated will

be less in amount than if a smgle flash

were assumed under conditions such that

the pressure was equal to the partial

pressure that would result if the steam

in the second step had been brought to

equihbrium with the material flashed in

both steps of the successive-flash vapori-

zation

This may seem an arbitrary assumption having little

relation to any pracucal method of distillation, but

aaually it approximates the conditions existmg in a flash-

distillation unit where the residue is stripped with steam

In such a umt it is usually considered, first, that the vapours

from the stnppmg section come to equilibrium with the

whole charge m the flash-vaponzation zone, and second,

that there is some selective vaponzauon due to the counter-

current flow of residue and steam m the stnpper Possibly

in a very small umt there may be some effecuve conuct

between the vapours from the stnpper and the flaslung

charge, but the eSTect of this contact m larger umu must

be negligible The increase m yield m the stnpper due to

countercurrmt flow may not be negligible, but it would

not be sufficient to be noticed m any test data available

The assumpuon tegardmg the two successive flashes
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and the equivalent smgle flash will be made clear by an
example Assume that 100 lb per hour of the pressed dis-

tillate ofFig 39 IS to be distilled to obtain 80% ofdistillate

The required temperature for a smgle-flash disUllaUon at

760 mm pressure will be 755° F. The molecular weight

of the distillate will be approximately 310 and there will

be 97 mols per hour ofdistillate Assume that the distillaUon

IS to be earned out at 525° F , from the Wilson chart (Fig

IS required If the pressure in the vaporizer is 60 nun

,

there will be required 97 mols of steam per hour to give

a partial pressure on the hydrocarbon vapours of 30mm
A single flash, then, at 525° F with a total pressure

of 60 mm at the vaporizer and 97 mols of steam will

produce 80% ofdistillate Next assume that an equihbnum
flash vaponzation of the same material is made at 525° F
and 60 mm pressure with no steam and that the residue

IS then flashed m equihbnum with 97 mols of steam at

525° F and 60 mm pressure The equivalent temperature

at 760 mm for the first flash, converted by Wilson’s

chart, would be 708° F , and there would be vaporized

25% with an average molecular weight of about 285,

leavmg 55%, or 71 mols, to be vaporized in the second

flash The calculations show that more than 97 mols of

steam, ora temperature higherthan 525° F , will be required

24) It IS seen that a pressure of 30 mm on the oil vapour

VOL PtRCENT DISTIUATE

Fig 36 T B P and equilibnum flash distillation curves for 46% reduced Mid-Continent
crude
Curve 1 T B P curve
Curve 2 Equilibrium flash curve for no cracking

Curve 2a ^uilibnum flash curve without cracking Bottoms stripped with inert gas
in single-plate counter-current stnpper

Curve 3 Equilibnum flash made at 750” F
Curve 4 Equilibnum flash made at 760° F
Curve 5 Equilibnum flash made at 780° F
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to vaporize this amount from the first flash residue, or
conversdy, if 97 mols of steam are used at a temperature

of 525° F and a total pressure of 60 mm , there will be
vaporized less than 71 mols per hour from the first flash

residue It should be kept m mind in the above discussion

that yield of distillate only was considered and not com-
position of distillate and residue as it might affect flash-

points On the basis of such calculations it would be
expected that, for vaporizing a distillate, steam in a stnpper

would not be as effecUve for measurmg the gross yield of
distillate as the same steam added in the vaponzmg zone,

provided complete equilibrium could be obtamed in the

vaponzmg zone No expenmcntal data is available to

substantiate these calculations, and the differences are so

small that it will be diflScult to find them in an operaUng
unit

If Murray's method is applied and a boiling-pomt is

assumed for the final fraction on the basis ot an extra-

polated T B P curve, the calculated equilibrium flash curve

turns out to be nearly a straight line quite similar to the

curve for a distillate Even if the final fraction is assigned

a boiling-point well above any figure that might reasonably

be obtained by extrapolation of the T B P curve, the cal-

culated equilibrium &sh curve will not be greatly curved

up to 100% vaporized Furthermore, the calculated yield

of distillate will be greater by single flash than by two
successive flashes, one without and one with steam,

equivalent to the single flash as described above for

distillates

Both of these calculated results for residues are at

variance with experimental data The actual equilibrium

flash curve for all residues turns up very sharply at the

heavy end, and the yield of distillate by two successive

flashes, one without steam and one with steam, is greater

than that obtained in an equivalent single flash in which
the steam is brought into equilibrium with the total

distillate

If that part of the residue boiling above about 1,150° F
is assumed to be non-volatile, an equilibrium flash curve

calculated by Murray’s method closely approximates to the

expenmentally determined curve, and the calculated yield

of distillate by two successive flashes, the second with

steam, is greater than the calculated yield for a single flash

under equivalent conditions The exact point on the T B P
curve above which the residue should be assumed non-
volatile will be different for different types of crude

Suflicient data is not yet available to enable this point to be
predicted for any crude

It IS extremely difficult to obuin accurate data on the

vaporization of the heavy fractions of petroleum because

the rate of crackmg beromes large compared with the

rate of vaporization obtainable under any conditions of
vaponzation so far known Whenever a distillation is

earned out at a temperature above about 700° F appreci-

able crackmg will take place and the pomt representing

yield of distillate up to, or at, a given temperature for batch

or flash distillation will he to the nght of the curves

r^resentmg the yields of distillates for conditions under
wluch no appreciable cracking takes place. The displace-

ment to the nght will represent the amount of crackmg
According to the Beale and Docksey diart, 700° F at

10 mm , 1 mm , and 0 1 mm equals 1,045° F , 1,190° F

,

and about 1,330° F respectively at 760 mm It is evident

that the point of practical non-volatihty cannot be ap-

proached closelym the usual plant operation without usmg
tempoatures that will cause cracking Actually, m a well-

designed unit the cracking that takes place for heater

outlet temperatures of 750° F and below is neghgible, but

7S)°F heater outlet means not over 690° F vaporizer

temperature At this temperature and a partial pressure

on the hydrocarbon vapours of 10 mm corresponding to

a temperature of 1,030° F at 760 mm by Beale and
Docksey chart, there would still remain 6 7%, based on
reduced crude, of distillable product in the residue of the

46% reduced Mid-Contment crude The pressure might

be leduced to 5 mm or even 3 mm at the vaporizer with-

out running into prohibitive costs for equipment and
steam, but even at 3 mm and 690° F , equivalent to 760

mm and 1,115° F by Beale and Docksey chart, there still

remains 2^% volatile and 15% practically non-volatile

residue

It IS found that this residue can be easily reduced by
raising the temperature to a pomt where appreciable

cracking takes place Apparently the heavier part of the

charge breaks down to form volatile products in the lube

oil range with properties so similar to those of the un-

cracked material that the alteration can usually be detected

only by careful measurements of the viscosities of all the

products and by the formation of small amounts of lighter

products and gas It is probable that the character of the

products varies according to the temperature and the time

of heating Curve 2 in Fig 36 represents the yields obtained

under conditions that give substantially no cracking,

curves 3, 4, and 5 represent yields of distillate obtained

with increasing degrees of cracking For curve 2 the

vaponzer temperature was held below 715° F For curve 3

the vaporizer temperature was 750° F , for curve 4,

760° F , and for curve 5, 780° F The gas formation vanes

with the volumetnc capacity of the vaporizer and the

heating coil and transfer Ime, so that consistent results

can only be obtained from runs madem the same or similar

apparatus Curve 2a in Fig 36 shows the yields to be

expected when the residue is stripped with steam The
equivalent temperatures at 760 mm are based on an
equivalent single flash m which steam equal in amount to

that used in the stnpper is assumed to be m equilibrium

with the total charge material at the temperature and
pressure existing in the vaponzer

There are so many variable factors and so many methods
of operating a vacuum unit that little accurate data on the

vanous methods are available The followmg conclusions

have been drawn from test runs on plant units, checked

against laboratory results

(1) Where temperatures are below the crackmg-pomt,

the yield of distillate by smgle-flash vaporization dqiends

only on the temperature and total or partial pressure of

the hydrocarbon vapours, and the points represented by
yields of distillate plotted against temperature reduced to

760mm by O G Wilson’s, Beale and Docksey’s, or other

reasonably accurate conversion chart give a smooth curve

(2) For temperatures above the crackmg-point, the yield

of disullate will be mcreased for the same equivalent

temperature at 760 mm as the actual temperature qt the

vaponzer is increased It is possible that, for a given

equivalent temperature, the distillate yield will increase

as the actual temperature and pressure increase only up
to a certain pomt, beyond which a decrease of dutdlate

may be found due to coking of the residue

(3) Yields of distillate will be the same for the same total

or partial pressure m the vaponzmg zone, regardleas of

whether the pressure on the hydrocarbon vapoun is

obtained by direct reduction of pressun on the system or
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by adding steam or other inert gas Kerosine, or any

hydrocarbon boiling well below the boiling-point of the

material to be vaporized, acts exactly the same as an

equivalent volume of steam or any inert gas When steam

IS added in the tubes of a heater, it is effective m producing

the full vaponzation to be expected at the resultant partial

pressure Steam added m the transfer line, especially in

large amounts, does not come into effecuve contact with

the hydrocarbon, and the vaporization produced may be

considerably less than anticipated for the resultant partial

pressure In small Oaboratory or semi-

works) umts, steam added in the transfer

line has been found nearly 100% effec-

tive

(4) Where the residue is run through

a stnppmg tower countercurrent to

steam, kerosine, or any other effectively

mert gas, the total yield of distillate will

generally be somewhat greater than that

obtamed in a single equilibrium flash

made at the same vaponzer temperature

and a pressure equivalent to the partial

pressure of the total distillate product in

the presence of the inert stripping gas

at the vaporizer

Calculations by Murray’s method

show that the mcreasc m yield of dis-

tillate obtainable by the stripping section

will reach a maximum a few per cent

short of the point where the TBP
curve becomes verucal Curve 2A,

Fig 36, shows the results to be expected

from a stripping section according to

calculations by Murray’s method

(5) An increased yield of distillate

can be obtained by recirculating bottoms

through a heater and over a stripping

tower A minor part of this increase

may be due to the higher average

temperature which can be maintained m
the stripper due to the heat carried by

the recirculated bottoms In most cases

the greater part of the mcrease is due to

crackuig of the heavy residue Where the properties of the

residue are important, as, for example, in the production of

asphalt, there may be an advantage in keeping the maximum
temperature to which the charge is subjected as low as

possible H Van dc Wacrden in Brit Pat 361,173 (ac-

cepted 19 Nov 1931) proposes to produce very high

meltmg-point asphalt by recirculaUon through a heater

and over the plates of a steam stripper In this process the

recirculated residue acts as a heat carrier, allowing the

temperature in the stnpper to be kept high with a low

maximum temperature m the heater Whatever cracking

takes place during the reheating of the heavy asphalt does

not appear to affect its quality, and there is evidence

mdicatmg that the same results cannot be obtained by

running the charge once through the heater and raising to

a temperature hi^ enough to reduce the bottoms to the

percentage of high melting-pomt asphalt obtained by

Van der Waerden’s process

Coubrougb m USP 1,980,612 (issued 13 Nov 1934)

describes a method of distillation in which residue is recir-

culated through the heater with the ongtnal char^
In U,SP 1,905,156, 1,991,791, and 1,991,792 Cou-

biou(h suggests die use of a light hydrocarbon carrier

1603

to aid m the vaporizaUon of the heavier portions which

may be described as distillate There is no indication that

a light hydrocarbon will be more effective in producing

vaponzauon than an equal volume of any inert gas, such

as steam The specific volume of the hydrocarbon vapour

must be low, usually it will be less than one-tenth that of
steam There may be some cases in which the hydrocarbon

earner will be economical, but in most cases the desired

results could be obtained with steam at a far lower cost

for fuel and equipment

(6)

For stripping towers with three or more plates there

appears to be no advantage in superheating the steam

unless the quantity of steam is very large compared to the

quantity of residue For example, with 4,000 lb of steam

to 16,000 lb residuum, no appreciable gam would be

made by superheating the steam, but with 4,000 lb of
steam to 1,600 lb of residuum there would be a gain

Design of Vacuum Units.

It IS evident from the points brought out above that the

design of a vacuum unit may be subject to almost infinite

vanations in pressure, temperature, use of steam in heater

tubes or transfer line or stripping tower, use of light

hydrocarbons instead of steam, &c In each particular

case the choice of operating conditions will be determined

by the desired degree of cracking, if any, by the separa-

tion required between the products, and by the relative

costs of high pressure and exhaust steam, electricity, fuel,

water, &c
In order to show the relative importance of some of the

factors entering mto the design of a vacuum unit, the

variable utility costs for distillmg the reduced crude of

Fig 36 by several different methods are given on the chart.

MSTILLATE VOlX on NEDUCEO CRUDE

Approximate relative utility costs of distilling 46°^ reduced Mid-Continent
crud'* to vanous percentages bottoms by various methods
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Fig 37 CFor operating data see end of article ) These

costs are based on the following assumptions regardmg

costs for utilities

Exhaust itaam 12 cents per 1,000 lb

Water at OScwtsperl,mga]
Rlectpnty 0 7ScentsperKWH
Fuels SI per bbl or approximately 25 cents per million B Th U
absorbed

Vacuum equipment to remove 100 lb per hour of gas of

sp gr 1 will require steam and water as follows

Table XII

Dry Vacuum System using Steam Ejectors Pressures

in Distillation Una given in mm Mercury

Pressure al

afjTTlb

Waierfor
Inter- and

condensers

Cost of ste

and vtatet

' per 100 lb

mm lb gal ' S

] 7,500 75,000 1 262
23 3,200 32,400

50 1,260 8,400 ' 042
10 800 5,400 027
15 700 4,200 0 23

Dry Vacuum System using Reciprocatmg Pumps

Pressure I KWH Cosl ofPower

15^“
I

38
I

S028

The mechamcal vacuum pump is more costly than the

cyector when lower pressures are required In some cases

combinatiaiia of ejectors and mechamcal pumps may show
a saving, although the first cost will be greater and the

mechanical pumps require skilled attention

Table XUI
Distillation with Steam

1 Steam
Waterfor
inter- and

j

Temp rise

1
main barometric

Pressure
1

at 135 lb after-condensers condenser

mm
\

gal "F
40 1 1,400 6,900

1

5
45 1,025 1 5,300 1 8

50 1 835 4,500
1

103

Booster Ejectors.

To raise the pressure on steam from the final tubular

condensers from 23 nun to 50 mm pressure will require

approximately 0 9 lb of 133 lb steam per lb of steam to

the booster

To raise the pressure on reaiculated steam from 30mm
to 83 mm pressure will require approximately 0 8 lb of

133 lb steam per lb of steam to the recirculating booster

Table XIV

Product

%byvol
on charge

Oas oil 4
Wax distillate 44
Light lube 22
Heavy lube 14 3

Residuum 15

Gas 07 max

The yields of heavy lube and residuum and the amount
ofgas will vary accorthng to the temperatures and pressures

tniployed It will be assumed that 0 3 lb gas per bbl is

produced when the vaporizer temperature is 723” F , and
that the gas is doubled for each increase of 23° F
To separate the overhead products there will be reqmred

nine plates, if a suigle-stage unit is used If the distillate

IS taken off in bulk from a primary stage, there will be

required eight plates above the vaporizer of a secondary

tower for separatmg the products Pressure drops through

the towers and condensers will be as follows

1 5 mm per plate m towers

4 „ through condensers for dry distillation

10 ., , „ for steam distillation

7 „ „ „ for distillation with Icerosine

Data on six systems are given in Fig 37 and m TableXV
on p 1606 Only the steam and water used m the ejectors

and in condensing the distillation steam or kerosme are

considered The cost of one-half the fuel requuvd to heat

the charge from 700° F to the final distillabon temperature

is added as a variable cost This is on the assumption

that one-half of the heat required for the primary distilla-

tion can be recovered Two-thirds of the heat required for

the secondary stage distillation m case VI and all the heat

for heating and vaponzmg the kerosmem case V is charged

to the respective operations No heat can be recovered

from the kerosme used in distillation, for it must be con-

densed at a low pressure and hence at a low temperature,

or It will be less effective m vaporizing the charge

The costs of the ublities and fuel considered are, m
many cases, a relatively small part of the total cost of

distillation, nor are these costs a constant proportion ofthe

total costs, especially when the first cost of the eqmpment
is considered Nevertheless, the chart and table do give

a fairly good picture of the relative merits of the different

systems and of the practical and theoretical bnuts of each

It must be kept in nund that changes m the costs of steam

and fuel, or in the products required, will change the rela-

tive distillation costs The size of the unit will also have
a great effect on the relation of utihty to overall costs.

In figunng the gas to be handled no allowance was made
for air leakage In a small unit this would be a relatively

large item, especially in the case of dry distillabon at low
temperatures and pressures In a large umt operabng at

high temperatures the air leakage in a well-built umt is

negligible In all units usmg steam m the towers there u
a carry-over of gas oil mto the barometnc well Most of
this gas oil may be recovered m settlmg ponds, but there

IS some net loss m all umts and a very large loss in some
The systems considered are as follows

CaseL Dry distillabon single stage Pressure at ejectors

1, 2 3, 5, 10, and 15 mm Pressure at vaponzer 17 5 mm.
higher than at ejectors Temperatures at vaponzer 720° F

,

750° F, and 760°

F

It will be noted from Fig 37 that a decrease m gector

pressure from IS mm to 3 mm gives more disbllate at no
great mcreased cost Decreasmg the ejector pressure ftom
5mm to 1mm greatly mcreases cost with the ptoducbon of
very httle more distillate This is because the pressure drop
m the system, 17 3 mm , is large compared to the lower
ejector pressures The difference m cost with qjector

pressures from 3mm to 13 mm isne^igiblemtherangeof

72% to 82% distillate In this case the highest pressure and
hif^est tonperature would probably be used

This system is particularly characterized by the absolute

limitation on distillate yield at the maximum distillatitm

temperature The yield cannot be increased sacriflcmg

throughput

Case n. Distillabon with steam in a stripidng leotioa
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below the vaponzer Pressure at ejectors 40mm , 43mm

,

and 50mm Vaponzer temperatures 720° F ,
750° F , and

760° F. Curves 2, 3, 4, and 5 of Fig 36 are based on
scanty test data, curve 2A is denved by calculations based

on a hypothesis for which there is as yet little proof

Most of the test data available mdicates that the yield

curve for flash distillation followed by stripping the residue

with steam hes to the right of the single-flash curve, but

the data is not complete enough to show how far to the

right It should be placed In the calculations for cases II,

III, and IV, where a stripping section for the residue is

assumed, the yields have been taken from curves 2, 3, 4,

and 5 of Fig 36 and curve 2A has not been used lliis

introduces an error and makes the compansons in Fig 37

and Tables XV and XVI somewhat too favourable to the

dry-flash systems Actually the curves for case II in

Fig 37 should be displaced to the right and an addition

should be made to the yields given for cases II, III, and IV
in Table XV On the other hand, the residue from the

dry flashes can be stripped at small additional expense,

especially in large units

In any case, the errors viewed from the practical stand-

pomt will not be large and will not affect the conclusions

drawn from the curves and tables, which are to be con-

sidered as very rough approximations only On the chart

only the lines for 50 mm pressure and 720° F and 760“ F
vaporizer temperature are shown One line connecting the

points on the temperature lines at 23 5 lb steam per bbl

IS also shown The minimum costs by this system are not

as low as m single-stage dry distillation, but the yield of
distillate can be mcreascd more or less indefinitely by
adding more steam For yields of distillate above 84% and
below 87% this system is more economical than dry

distillation either in single or double flash This system

IS also more flexible than the dry distillation, as air leakage

does not affect the operation so much and yield can always

be increased (withm reasonable limits) at a sacrifice of

throughput It will be noted from Table XV that the

higher ejector pressure gives lower operating cost At some
point a bttle above 50 mm this will be reversed, as the

added stnpping steam required will more than offset the

savmg in ejector steam

Case HI. Distillation with steam as in case II, except

that a booster ejector is used to reduce the pressure at the

exit of the tubular condensers This system shows more
advantage when the pressure drop between vaporizer and
ejectors is low In ^e present case (see Table XV) the

savmg m stnppmg steam is more than offset by the booster

steam It is doubtful, in any case, if this system will show
an advantage over case II for large pressure drops, or

case 1 for low pressure drops between vaponzerand ejector,

even ifexhaust steam is charged at the same rate as pressure

steam In that case the system of case IV will generally

show lower costs The arrangement of the booster for

case III is the subject of USP 1,619,348, issued to

C. A. Kramer, 1 March 1927

Case IV Disullation with steam as in case U, except

that the distillation steam is recirculated by a booster

between the outlet of the tubular condensers and the

stnpper base Only the amount of steam added in the

booster will go to the barometric condenser This system

shows a bttle advantage over that of case II. It will show
more advantage if exhaust steam is charged at a higher

figure and if the pressure drop through the system is lower.

In the present case it was assumed that the booster picked

op recnculatmg steam at the pressure of the vapours to

n 3
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the barometnc condenser. In some cases lower steam

consumpUon may result if the booster takes all the steam
from the tubular condensers, compressing it to the pomt
required for the stnpper base Excess steam and gas would
then go to the barometnc condenser and ejectors at the

stnpper-base pressure

'^e main pomt in the comparison between cases II,

III, and IV IS that there is little, if any, advantage in the

use of boosters under the assumed conditions, and such

advantage as may exist is in favour of a recircula-

tion system A recirculating system is covered by U S P
1,961,211, taken out by H M Graham
Case V Kerosine with a boihng range of 400° F to

500“ F, molecular weight 180, is recirculated through the

system to reduce the partial pressurem the vaponzer In this

case it is assumed that three additional plates are required

to separate the recirculated kerosme from the lightest pro-

duct cut Pressure at the entrance to ejectors will be taken

at 15 mm , at which pressure the kerosine can be con-

densed with small loss at a final condensate temperature

of 150° F The pressure at the vaponzer will be 43 mm
Smee the kerosme is added with the charge to the vaponzer.

It cannot be expected to have any greater efiect than that

due to the lower panial pressure resulting for the heavier

hydrocarbons One case only is considered for a vaporizer

temperature of750° F panial pressure on distillate 28mm

,

equivalent temperature at 760mm 1 ,032° F ,
yield of distil-

late 80 2% Steam, water, and fuel costs are 50% greater

than the utility cosu of case II to produce the same yield of
distillate Eqmpment costs will probably run more than

50% greater than those for case II, and both utility and
equipment costs will run higher than for the dry distillation

method of case I It is possible that some extreme cases

may exist where recirculated kerosme will give the

desired results at the lowest cost or will be the only

practicable method of gettmg results For example, to

obtam more than 92% distillate from the reduced crude

of Fig 36 would appear to be impractical by any of the

methods considered If it could be done with kerosme,

the cost would be higher than the highest point of the chart

of Fig 37, and the cost for additional distillate above 92%
would be very high A rough approxunation of the cost

IS given by the followmg example To get 92% distillate

requuas a vaporizer temperature of 780° F and a partial

pressure of 5 mm (eqmvalent temperature at 760 mm
1,189° F by Beale and Docksey chan) Assummg that

the 180 molecular weight material could be condensed at

5 mm in the presence of the heavier material, the primary

vaporizer mi^t be run at 9 mm pressure, allowmg a
4-mm pressure drop from condenser to vaponzer There

would be required 0 64 mol or 1 15 lb of kerosme per bbl.

ofcharge to reduce the pressure on the distillate from 9mm
to 5 mm This kerosme must be heated and vaporized

twice, once m the primary and once m the secondary

system Neglecbng loss of kerosme due to crackmg, the

approximate cost of the utilities considered m Fig 37 to

obtain 92% distillate will be 6 6 cents per bbl distillate, or

less than that required m case VI at 1 mm ejector pressure.

To obtain 93% overhead would require recirculating

2301b kerosine per bbl charge, and the relative utility costs

would be 9 8 cents per bbl distillate Die extra distillate

produced above 92% costs about S3 per bbl for the

utihties considered alone Obviously such operations are

beyond the range of practical refinery practice to-day

Case VI. The charge is flashed first m a vaponzer
connected directly to a condenser All the distillate is
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condensed at the highest practicable temperature and then
reheated and run to a second tower m whidi the products
are separated From the chart Fig 37 it is seen that this

syston is most economical m the range above 87% dis-

tillate On the basis of the assumptions made there is a
sharp limit to the yield of distillate obtainable by this

method However, if it were actually required to get above
the break-pomt of91% to 92% overhead, several operating

conditions could be made more favourable than those

assumed for this comparison This system gives the most
practicable means for getting the greatest yield of overhead
m standard equipment It is especially economical where
exhaust steam costs are high

Below are tabulated the relative utility costs based on
the assumptions given above for obtaining disuIUte

by the various methods discussed

Table XV
Approximate Relative Utility Costs to obtain 80%

Distillate

I I

I
Steam or kerosme

|

I
Elector Vaporizer

,
Vaporizer

[

la iiripper per Cost per
Method

I
pressure pressure

|

temp , bbl chame bbl dtst

I

mm n.ni
I

lb cenl,

/ 15 325 7S5 05
I I 10 27 5 I 750 I 053

1 5 22 5
i

740 I 0 6

(

50
73 5

;

750 I 23 5 1 06
45 68 5 I

750 I 21 116
40 63 5

I

750 ' 18 131
50 73 5 720 100 2 15

lU 25 48 5 ' 750 I 35 12
IV 50 73 5 I 750 ' 10
V 15 43 750 78 1 53

/ 1 5 720 3-0
VI 2 5 6 5 720

I

28
I 5 0 I 9

I

720 I

I

2 5

The real problem in determining the economics of any
particular operation is to find the extra cost for addiUonal
distillate produced by the cheapest method Table XVI
gives some figures on the cost of additional yields of dis-

tillate These figures are to be taken as very rough ap-
proximations only, and it must be realized that they are
based on assumed conditions that will be different in each
plant, and for each charging stock

Table XVI
Relative Utility Costs for Incremental Yields of Distillate

!

System of Cost per bbl

_ ofyield I distillation distillate

00-73 0 Case I 0W2
73 0-83 7 „ I 005
83 7-85 5 „ H 0 55
85 5-87 0 „ VI 0 60
87 0-90 6 „ VI 011
906-92 0 „ v-VI 220
92 0-93 0

, V-Vl 3-00

The lower cost for the increment between 87% and 90 6%
is due to the mcrease in vaporizer temperature allowed for
case VI and the increase m distillate due to cracking at the
higher vaporizer temperature

In the preceding discussion no account was taken of the
possible loss of viscosity of the distillate for the higher
opoating tanperatures It is found that at vaponaer
tenqseratuies above about 770° F , or lower if there is

a considerable hold-up in the heater, the viscosity of the
overhead wiU be appreciably less than would be the case

if the same yield were produced at lower temperatures.
Thusm running for lubneatmg oil there would be a practi-

cal limit to obtammg an increased yield of distillate by
increasing the temperature, and this liimt would come at

the point where the loss of viscosity due to cracking the

total distillate more than overbalanced the additional yield

due to cracking the heavy residue For maximum yields

of distillate of the highest possible viscosity the distillation

should be carried out in three steps For greatest economy
the first might be a dry distillation according to the method
of case 1 or case VI In the second step residue from the

first would be stnpped of remaining volatile material in
a steam stnpper In many cases these two steps would be
combined according to the methods of cases II, III, or IV
In the third step the residue from the second, made up of
material which was practically non-volatile, would be
subject to controlled crackmg, and the more readily volatile

products, resulting from this cracking, removed, preferably
by stripping with steam The second and third steps can
be combined and the residue progressively cracked by
recirculating through a heater and over stripping plates

as suggested by Van der Waerden If all three steps are
combined and the bottoms arc recycled with the fresh

charge as suggested by Coubrough, the ongmal practically

non-volatile material in the charge may be considerably
reduced by cracking, and some of the advantages of the
three steps will be obtained in the one unit

No figures are available for the additional yields to be
expected under givei conditions by the second and third

steps described above It is probable that the cost ofa small
increment of distillate obtamed by step two, or by a combi-
nation of steps two and three, will be lower m many cases
than the costs for certain increments shown m Table XVI
A great many patents have been taken out on various

types of vacuum distillation methods and processes for
obtammg high yields of distillate from petroleum Data
available at present indicates that the distillate can be
increased by reduemg the pressure, total or partial, and
by stripping readily volatile materials from practically non-
volatile residues, by increasing the temperature, and by
cracking heavy residues The mcrease due to pressure
reduction, or to be obtamed by stripping, appears to follow
well-known laws applying to the vaponzation of liquid

mixtures The increased yields due to temperature m-
creases also follow these laws up to the pomt where
appreciable crackmg begins, above this pomt there is a
greater yield of disullatc than would be calculated from the
properties of the original compounds present m the charge
Thw appears to be little room for advantage, except m
a few special cases, from any of the patented methods so
far made public, and such methods vwll, therefore, not be
further direusscd

Separation of Cuts in Vacuum Units and F.iMinpiwg of
Operating Limits.

In the foregomg discussion of methods of vaporizing
the charge to a vacuum umt it was assumed that* three
plates per cut would make the desired separation There
are usually no defimte specifications on the boiling range
of cuts from vacuum umts, and the design of columns has
been entirely a matter ofjudgement, with no spe^c timid
developing nearly 10 years after the first la^ vacuum
towers were built

In atmospheric distillation there is no great disadvantage
m haling extra plates in the column, the added cost is

small, and the pressure drop u not important. In vaeuwA
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columns the cost per plate is comparatively large and it is and without side stnppers The unit of Fig 38 had 5 plates

unportant to keep the pressure drop to the lowest possible per cut and no stnppers The umt of Fig 39 had 13 plates

figure Certainly, sharper cuts can be made with more per cut, and althou^ it had mtemal stnppmg sections no
plates, but the problem is not to make the sharpest possible steam was used m them, so they were not effective

cut, but to make the least separation that will give the No exact basis of comparison is available to determine
desired products. Smce the products are usually lube the optimum number of plates Both units of Figs 38 and
stocks, the specifications to be met will be flash, viscosity, 39 produced what was believed to be the maxunum yield

colour, amenability to treatment, and, ofcourse, maximum of pressable wax distillate The umt of Fig 40 gave lube
yields of the more valuable products In the case of a wax stocks with a maximum open-cup flash for a given vis-

distillate where the criterion is pressability and yield of cosity when using the strippers Without the stnppers the
VISCOUS neutral, there is a question as to whether too sharp flash-viscosity relationship was so nearly the same as with
fractionation is not a disadvantage the stnppers that it was only by the most careful testmg

Successive Flush -Two Tower Unit
Followed Bv Dry Vucuum Mjit without Side Strippers

Fio 38

Forlube stocks which will not be re-run, the fractionation

usually should be just sufficient to ensure that further frac-

tionation will not improve the flash viscosity relauonship

Where the maximum yield of distillate is required, it is, of

course, impossible to have any reflux below the heaviest cut

This cut should then be taken from the lowest rectifying

plate and the heavier end will be fixed It is assumed that

the vaporizer is properly designed and that practically no
liquid particles pass up to the first plate The hght end of

this heaviest cut can be sharpened by increasing the number
of plates between it and the next heavier cut, but it cannot

be made heavier than a material which would be in

equihbrium with the vapours passing through the fu^t

plate, except by usmg a side stripper However, when the

flash IS determmed by the open-cup method, the data

available indicates that a separation considerably less sharp

than that which would give a cut approximately in equili-

brium with the nsmg viqiours is sufl^ent to give maximum
(^len-cup flash for a given viscosity

A comparison of the results obtained in the vacuum
towers of the umts of Figs 38, 39, and 40 gives some idea

of the number of plates required and of the efiect of side

stnppers (For opeiatmg data see end of aiticle ) The unit

atfFig 401^ onty2 plates percut, and it was operated with

over a long period of time that a difference in favour of

the stnppers could be proved

A direct comparison of the overlap between the T B P
of adjacent side cuts is given below in Table XVII

Table XVII

J Fig ^ Fig 40

Number of plates per cut
j

S 13 2

% m heavy below 90% point of light

with stnppers 9 0
without stnppers 11 S 9 0 ISO

% of material boiling below 90%
|

pomt of lighter cut appearing in

heavy cut based on the sum of the

roatenal in the two cuts (without

strippers) 3 6 1 8 3 1

The apparent contradiction m the comparison of umts
of Figs 38 and 40 is due to the difference m the relative

yields of the cuts considered From these comparisons it

is evident that the actual overlap is really negligible even
with only 2 plates per cut and no stnppers Judgement
must therefore be based on whether the products are

satisfactory or not On the basis, then, of the very meagre
data available it can be stated that more than 5 plates are
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aot nquirad between a wax distillate and slop-wax cut to improvement in open-cup flash-viscosity relationship If

give amaximum yield ofpiessable wax distillate Astnpper the closed-cup flash is important, and it is not now
would obviously not help the wax-distillate cut, thou^ apparent why it should be, a side stripper would probably

a side shipper on the slop-wax cut might give a slightly be of advantage, regardless of the number of plates m the

increased yield of wax distillate mam column

V/icuuM Unit with Stetim and Strippers

Fw 39

y^cuuM Unit with Sterm & Side Strippers

Fk) 40

Where the maximum open-cup flash for a given viscosity In spite of the great variation possible m arrangement
IS not required, and it seems evident that such a require- and method ofoperation ofvacuum uiuts, one arrangement
mentis an arbitrary one havmgno demonstrable connexion has come to be regarded as more or less standard Hus
with the value of a lube stock, it would appear that 2 standard umt is arranged to take off about 3 side

plates per cut were sufificient wiiere the maximum open- cuts and to operate with open steam when running to low
cup fl^ IS required it would seem advisable to go to 3 perc^itage bottoms. The vacuum section cff the umt
plates per cut. It is doubtful whether, with 3 propmly described by Primrose [24, 1931] was diaractenzed as a
dedgned {dates per cut, side stnppers would show any general utihty umt, and he gives data on its performanoe
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with thne different types of crudes The column had
19 rectifying plates which must have led to a high pressure

m the vaporizer From the data presented below, it would
seem that a column with 10 rectifying plates would have
greater flexibihty and that the side cuts would be well

enough separate for all practical purposes with a lower

pressure m the vaporizer

Molti^e-stage Units for Re-running Pressure

DistiUate

It had long been recognized that acid-tieatcd pressure

distillate gave a better product if the temperature was kept

low during re-running However, it was not until 1927

that the Gulf Refimng Company determmed that there was
a definite decrease m quahty of the distillate at tempera-

tures above about 275° F At about this temperature

certain sulphur compounds broke up, forming low-boilmg

products which distilled over and lowered the colour and
stability of the product In the ordmary distillation of

pressure distillate at atmosphenc pressure, the tempera-

ture may be reduced to about 325° F. by recycling the

bottoms and using a large amount of open steam To
keep the temperature below 275° F would require a
very large amount of steam, and it is more practical to

cany out the distillation in two or more stages, the

second and any subsequent stages bemg under vacuum
The first units were to be built where the cooling water

was quite warm, and were therefore designed for opera-

tion without open steam in the vacuum section There

were several pracucal difficulties vnth these units, and
they were not quite as satisfactory as the next, which were
built for open steam in both vacuum and atmospheric

sections

A comparison of the atmosphenc re-run unit with and
without recycled bottoms, with the atmosphenc and
vacuum umt, given by the Arthur G McKee Company
[15, 1931], IS reproduced in Table XVIII
Burdick and Woods [4, 1933] describe a umt with two

vacuum stages designed to operate at 250° F. maximum
temperature They state that the steam required for stop-

ping IS one-third to one-half of that required in a two-

stage unit, although no figures are given for comparison

It would appear that the comparison was made with a two-

stage unit onginally designed to operate at 275° F which

was later operated at 250° F Actually, the amount of

vacuum stnppmg steam can be reduced to zero as it was
in the first units built, which were operated without steam

The number of stages used will depend on the size of unit

and the importance of economizmg heat It is probable

that for very large capacities a four-stage diy-distillation

unit would give the best results

Data on two operatmg umts of a type that has become
standard are given in Figs 41 and 42. (For operating data

see end of article)

SoliitkMi Re-nm UnUs.

The method of distillauon to be employed for the

separation of solvent used m dewaxing or treatuig lube

stocks will depend on many factors, chief of which are

the boiling-pomt of the solvent, the maximum temperature

to which the mixture is to be exposed, the number of

fractions to be made If the solvent only is to be disulled

(ffiT, a low temperature will generally sufiSce Ifsome of the

lube stock is to be taken overhead, or if it is desired to

beat tlw charge m order to break up various compounds

Table XVIII

Technical Data and Utility Requirenwnts when Operating

for 437° F End-point Gasoline

, to fuel-oil bumetB, lb per bbl charge 3 36 3'06

Total live ateam 19 46 32 06 23-4

Coobng water, gal per bbl charge 234 323 222
Heat developed by pipe aull B Th U per bbl of
charge 6 300 3,710 3 920

Comparative Costs of Various Type Units
%

(1) Atmoapheric aiirgle flaah-pipeHUll unit 100
(2) Atmoephenc recycle—pipe-iull unit 1 10

(3) Combination atmoaphenc-vacuum unit (iteam heated) 136

(4) Combination aunoapheric vacuum pipe still umt (direct healed) 145

(5) Combination atmospheric-vacuum pipe sull unit (indirect heated) 135

that would mjure the finished oil if not decomposed, a high

temperature may be required In the case of a low-boilmg

solvent like sulphur dioxide the distillation may be earned

out in many stages

With the mcreasmg use of solvents, the number of
different kuids of units becomes very great, and a desenp-

tion of all the units m use would cover a large part of the

general field of distillation Only two examples will be

^ven here

Fig 43 shows a unit designed to remove naphtha from
a (ylinder stock without exceeding a temperature of 325° F
The cylinder stock was to be run toclosed-cup specifications

and all but traces of naphtha had to be removed It was
found that it took 10 tunes as much naphtha to affect the

open-cup as the closed-cup flash

Fig 44 shows a unit for removmg naphtha from a
solution m a conventional atmospheric smgle-ilash dis-

tillation with steam

Pressed Distillate Re-run Units.

In re-rumung pressed distillate it is desirable to get the

maxunum possible fracbonaUon, for the most valuable

product IS the viscous neutral bottoms, and this product

must be kept out of the side streams. Pressed distillate

IS usually run at atmosphenc pressure, there bemgno harm-
ful effect from high temperatures, m fact, Bahlke (U.S P
1,778,445) clauns that a temperature sufficient to vaponze
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and superheat all the charge unproves an acid-treated pres-

sure distillate

Fig 4S shows the operation of a typical pressed distil-

late re-run unit (For operating data see end of article )

Bqicht Stock Solution Unit
Stetim Hepted

BeiGHT Srock' Solution Unit
Fire Hented

Fig 44

Trted M Design in the Future.

Peterkin [20] in January 1928 summed up the require-

ments for an ideal distillation unit as follows

’llie heating element would waste as little heat as,

kt us say, a steam boiler built along the most approved

1611

bnes, and operate with as great a heat input per square

foot of heatmg surface

‘The heat recovery equipment would be designed to

recover m useful form the highest percentage of the heat

input consistent with the desued separation of the con-

stituents of the material under process This means that

heat would be recovered at the highest available tem-

peratures and wherever possible from condensmg
vapours

‘The oils produced would require no further distilla-

tion to render them suitable for processing of a different

kmd or for sale

‘Each element of equipment not essential to the mam
purpose of the operation would effect an annual economy
of, at least shall we say, one-fifth its cost

’

Pressed Distillrte Unit
Single Flpsh without Side Strippers

In the 7 years smee there has been a great improvementm
units as regards ease of operation, but no improvement m
what might be termed the non-essentials of heat recovery

and thermal efficiency Improved column design and better

arrangement ofthe parte of the umt have given the required

products with less equipment, and much more attention

has been paid to cutUng down the capital cost and reducing

the time for repairs and cleaiung than to decreasmg

the fuel consumption It might therefore be said agam
to-day that the tendency would be towards efficiency in

the heater equivalent to that obtained m a good steam
boiler, and to the highest possible recovery of heat

However, when waste or low value products no longer

furnish sufficient fuel m the refinery, the heater will be fired

with powdered coal or coke, and thermal efficiency will

remain a secondary consideration until the relative costs

of labour and capital decrease with respect to the cost of
the cheapest fuel available

As pomted out previously, heat can be recovered from
the column at the expense of separation There has been
very little reason to design for sharper separabons, and as

long as the greatest portion of petroleum products is

used as fuel, there may be no demand for much sharper

cute

Of course, the proportion of hghter products used m the



dienufial industnes will increase and special units will be
used to produce sharp cuts, but only of a relatively very

small portion ofthe crude charged
It IS improbable that the primary disbllation unit will

change mudi for a long time The vacuum unit will

probably be designed to go to lower bottoms and at the

same time to make sharper cuts This will probably lead

to the two-stage umt noted on p 1605, case VI, although

whether this type of umt, or a unit with an efficient column
which imght be developed to operate with practically no
back-pressure, is used would depend on relative costs

The distillation of heavier residues may well be com-
bmed with a mild cracking to produce lighter lube stocks

and Diesel fuels, and it might be that this type ofoperation

would supplant the present type of vacuum distillation

to minimum bottoms
Altogether it does not appear that there will be any

great change m the primary distillation equipment in the

near or intermediate future The introduction of new
solvents and new treating methods will require more dis-

tillation equipment, but equipment of a type that is in use

at the present tune The greatest change m primary dis-

tillation eqmpment to be anUcipated in the intermeduite

future, I e withm 10 to IS years, is the change-over from
oil to a cheaper fuel in the refineiy and an increased use

of mdirect heating methods to minimize crackmg as pro-

ducts become more valuable and there is a tendency to

greater refinements in processing

Operating Data on Ftg 26

Operating Data on Fig 27
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Operating Data on Fig 35

§S§il»e§i
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Operating Data on Fig 39

%tvtl
Lb tteamperbU
Water consumption G P M
Pressure at vaporizer

Vis at 100° F
210° F

O C flash ’F
M P bottoms °F

13,300 bbl per day

I
1.684

Typical Side Products

Tesib

Gravity, “API
Pour "F
S U Vis at 100° F

. .. 210° F
Flash

TBP datittation, °F

1 “.

5“i

Runnuig for cracking stock

YWd.y,byvol
Onvily, 'API
OC flash, *F
SU vb

TJP dUnUatUm. ’F

ly.
sy.

Operating Data on Fig 40

lub ml

After

Heavy Ini oil

Before

203 at 210° F

Charge
reduced

GulfCoat!

Heat input, eichansera (to crude) 53 600

, healer 46,600
Tout heat to chaiae 46 600
Heat to coolins water 6t 200
Toul distillation steam, per bbl charge 14 75 lb

Operating Data on Fig 41

ta and stopping plates of towen healed by cuculatmg oil

ASTM dUtObaUm, ’F

UP
F,BP

i
TBJr dMOatlon, 'F

30%
30%
to%

Total hast to ehaiBS

Heat to eooUng arati

Total distination si
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Operating Data on Fig 42

Yield. •/,

Cnvity, •

A STM
IBP
FBP
10%
J0J4

Products

Yield, % by vol

Gravity, “API

A STM distillation, "F

IBP
FBP

5%
10"^

20%
50%
80%
90%

S U VIS at 210° F
O C flash “F

1 I

1

I

CAome

100 0

1+2
'ombim
gasoline

Heat input exchangen

, , heater and
cireulating oil

Total heat to charge

10,000

44.300

34.300

Operating Data on Fig 43

Operating Data on Ftg 44

III), per bbl charge

85,200

67,000

21 81b

Operating Data on Fig 45

Products

J

Gas oil

1
2

Non-viscous
jj

3
pressed

distillate

BThU
per

bbl charge

Yield, % by vol 15 2 68 9 15 9 'mo Heat to exchangers 43,600

Gravity, “API 39 8 33 3 309 342 „ „ heater 100,000

Distillation, “F ASTM TBP TBP TBP Total heat to charge 143,000
IBP 215 Heat to cooling water 137,600

1%
5% 338

593
653

720
748 540

Total distillation steam, per bbl charge 40 1 lb

10% 414 692 762 630

20% 512 700 TIB 685

50% 607 722 810 725

80% 658 757 767

90% 687 776 794

S U VIS. at 100* F
i

81 188 74

OC flash “F
1

1

368 440
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Fic 7 Penna Bradford Crude 44 S* API Bradford Refining Company.
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Fig 11 Heoldton Crude 2S4*APL MegnoUa Petroleum Company

(Data (tom Laboratory of E B Badgw & Sons Co )
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Fio 22 Relationship between A P I gravity and SU viscosity at 210° F



LABORATORY AND SMALL-SCALE DISTILLATION
By MEKRELL R. FENSKE, A.LC.E.

Professor of Chemical Engineering, The Pennsylvania State College

General Principles

Distillation is one of the most uKful processes m
petroleum refining Through its use crude oil is rapidly

and effectively separated into the common petroleum pro-

ducts such as gasoline, kerosine, fuel oil, lubricants, and
the like In laboratory and small-scale work, distillation

serves to evaluate crudes as well as finished products, to

determine optunum refining methods, and to analyse and
control the various refinery operations In research work
It frequently is an important phase of any new development
as well as bemg a very effective analytical means Frac-
tional distillation, in general, is the most common as well

as the most effective single means for separating comph-
cated liquid mixtures into their components or groups of
components
The understandmg of the basic prmciples of distillation

IS a relatively simple matter The vapours evolved from
a hquid mixture that may be considered to be a perfect

solution always contain more of the lower-boihng com-
ponents than the liquid in equilibrium with these vapours

A simple means to obtain vapours in equilibrium with

a liquid IS to boil the liquid In this way a partial segrega-

tion of lower-boiling materials is effected, for the vapours

may be readily led to a condenser wherein they are con-

densed to hquid and so, in this very simple and elementary

way, any portion of the liquid may be volatilized and con-

densed as a distillate If the components of the liquid boil

far apart, then the first portions of distillate are relatively

nch in the low-boihng component, whereas if the boihng-

pomts lie close together, the first distillates may be just

perceptibly ncher in the lower-boiling component This

method of generating vapours by boiling a liquid and
leading the vapours directly mto a condenser, wherein they

are completely condensed to liquid, is conveniently termed

simple distillation

Fractional distillation differs from simple distillation

m that the vapours, instead of being led directly to the

condenser, first pass through some contacting or scrub-

bmg device wherein they are intimately contacted with

liquid (condensed vapour) flowing countercurrently to the

vapours At the end of this scrubbing device is the con-

denser m which the vapours may be partly or completely

condensed to hquid, a part of this hquid being returned to

the scrubbmg device mtimately to contact the vapours

The lemamder of the hqmd not delivered to the scrubbmg

device is the product or distillate The liqmd used to

contact or scrub mtunately the vapours is called reflux

The reflux ratio is expressed either as the ratio (in the same
umts) of liquid returned to the column to that removed

as product m the same time, or as a ratio of the liquid

reflux to the vapours nsmg In plant usage, when equip-

ment operation is referred to, reflux rauo denotes quantity

of reflux per umt quantity of condensate For design pur-

poses reflux ratio is often taken as the ratio of liquid reflux

to vapour at any given pointm a rectifymg column

It can be shown that mtimate contactmg of hquid and

vapour while flowmg countercurrently is equivalent to

a nunflwr of consecutive simple disuUaUons. The vapours

as they pass from the still to the condenser progressively

become enriched in low-boiling materials, while the hqmd
or reflux as it flows from condenser to still progressively

increases in concentrauon of high-boihng components

Thus there is a gradient set up along the contactmg or

scrubbing section, the highest concentration of low-boilmg
components bemg at or near the condenser, and the

highest concentration of high-boihng components bemg
m the still

Since the contacting section placed between the still and
condenser may be viewed as a number of successive simple

distillations, it is convenient to rate the efficiency of this

section m terms of the number of perfect distillations to

which It IS equivalent under arbitrarily chosen operatmg
conditions These arbitrarily chosen conditions are usually

those existing at total reflux That is, all the vapours are

completely condensed in the condenser and all the hqmd
so product IS mtroduced mto the top of the fractionating

column, as this scrubbmg section is called, as reflux

The more intimate the contact of vapour and hquid, or

the more effective the scrubbmg, under otherwise com-
parable conditions, the greater the concentration gradient

established m the column In other words, the column is

equivalent to a larger number of simple distillations It

is clear that the most effective removal of higb-boihng

components from the vapour will depend on two thmgs

(1) the physical or mechanical devices employed to brmg
vapour and hquid intimately together and yet allow them
to flow countercurrently while affording a reasonable

amount of flow of each through any given cross-sectional

area, and (2) the proportion or ratio of hqmd to vapour

used to effect the scrubbmg, for a higher proportion of

liquid to vapour enables more of the high-boilmg com-
ponents to pass from the vapour to the refluxing hqmd,
since they are more soluble m the reflux liquid than the

low-boilmg components In this way the high-boiltng

components are returned to the still, where they concen-

trate, leaving the vapours as they move towards the con-

denser to become enriched in low-boilmg components
Thus the means for contactmg vapour and liquid as well

as the proportion of hqmd and vapour flowing coimter-

currently m the fractionatmg column are two important
factors controlhng the performance of a fractionating

column One without the other is usually of little value

For example, if there were present veiy eflTective contacting

means butnohqmd flowing countercurrentlyto thevapours,

the rrault would be exactly the same as that of a simple

distillation, for to have contacting means without some-
thing to contact, namely, liquid with vapour, would
obviously produce no fractionation Agam, if the column
were operated under total reflux, i e the maximum pro-

portion of hqmd to vapour was used, but with very httle

contactmg means provided, the result would again be httle

more than a simple distillation In a limiting sense this

case might be conceived to be one wherem vapours passed
towards the condenser in one pipe and hqmd or reflux

returned to the still m another Here a high proportion of
hqmd to vapour is of no value because of lack of mtimate
contect betweenhqmd and vapour. In general, then, careful
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attenUon must be given to each of these factors m the

successful design and operauon of a fractionatmg column

There are a great vanety of ways for obtaming intimate

contact of vapour and liquid, but only one most ^ective

way of employing reflux Rather than mtroduce the reflux

at vanous places along the fractionatmg column it is best

to mtroduce all of it (i e the desired quantity) at the top

of the column or nearest the condenser, while causmg all

the vapour to be fractionated to enter the column directly

from the still rather than by-pass some of the vapours and
then mtroduce them at several points along the column

In this way vapours and hquid contact each other m
maximum quantity throughout the entire length of the

column This is true for the ordinary type of laboratory

fractionatmg apparatus consistmg of a still, a fractionatmg

column, and a condenser In large commercial umts,

where there are a great many other factors than efficiency

of fractionation to consider, this method may not be the

most suitable In small-scale or laboratory work it is

usually a veiy simple matter to provide for any desired

proportion of hquid issuing from the condenser to be
introduced m the top of the fractionatmg column for

reflux

It may not be apparent how saturated vapours, which

condense to liquid on the slightest cooling, are led through

the fractionating column so that any reasonable proportion

ofthose entering the column ever reach the condenser The
best plan is to make the fractionating column as nearly

adiabatic as possible, for without heat flow to the sur-

roundmgs the vapours cannot condense This procedure

becomes more important the greater the difference m
temperature between the fractionating column and the

surroundings In the case of fractionatmg liquids boihng

below ordinary temperatures it is again necessaiy to avoid

heat flow between the column and the surroundmgs, for

m this case it is the reflux liquid that would be vaporized

Mamtainmg a small-scale or laboratory fractionating

column substantially adiabatic is not a difficult matter

It may be done by thermal msulatmg materials, vapour or

vacuum jackets, or electrical heating means to compensate
for heat flow

The vanety of methods for contacting vapours with

hqmd may be divided into two types In one type of
contact the vapours bubble successively through small

segregated quantities of hquid arranged uniformly along

the length of the fractionatmg column with provision

for the hqmd to descend and the vapours to ascend the

column The bubble-cap or plate columns belong to this

type In the other type of contact the vapours and liquid

contact each other contmuously throughout the column
length by means of uniform packmg materials which
causes the hquid to break into drops or spread out mto
films Contact is provided m these packmgs by means of
the relatively extended hqmd and vapour mterface

It is necessaiy to have some method for measunng at

least the relative efficiency of the various types of con-
tactmg devices As mdicated earher, smtable experimental

conditions would be to operate the fractionati^ column
for test purposes under total reflux There is only one
rather complete study ofthe ^ficiency ofpacked fracUonat-

mg columns under less than total reflux [19, 1933] Certam
peculiar and anomalous results were obtained, Imt for the

most part m the separauon of relaUvely dose boilmg
materials efficiencies at less than total reflux are still of
the same order as those under total reflux [19, 1933] The
concept of a perfect or theoretical plate is useful m this

efficiency study A perfect or theoretical plate is one m
which the vapour (coming from the plate below) contacts

the hqmd on this perfect plate so completely that equih-

bnum between all the vapour and all the hqmd is reached

In other words, as the vapour passes throu^ the hqmd on
Its way up the column and as the liquid descends, on a
perfect or theoretical plate every molecule of liquid has
had opportmuty to come m contact with every molecule
of vapour, so that the final distnbution of moleculm
between the vapour and the liquid is dependent only and
entirely on equihbnum or solubility relaUonships, and is m
no way dependent on any other factors, such as time of
contact, surface of contact, contact area, contactmg
means, and the like Thus any fractionabng column may
be viewed from the basis of the number of theoretical

plates to which it is eqmvalent, while if the efficiency of

the contactmg means alone is wanted, then it is very con-

vement to rate its efficiency as the height m centimetres or
inches of packing (if a packed column) eqmvalent to

a theoretical plate, abbreviated HETP [28, 1922] In

the case of bubble-cap or plate columns it is convement
to express their efficiency as the ratio or percentage of

theoretical plates to actual plates Other concepts have
been employed to evaluate the performance of packed
columns [9, 1935, 39, 1934], but for purposes here the

HETP method is sufficient

A mixture of two hquids is very smtable for testing

fractionatmg columns The preferred characteristics of the

bmary mixture are (1) the liquids should be obtainable

m a high state of punty, (2) they should be of the same
type as those regularly us^ m the column, (3) they should

be stable and non-corrosive m the column, (4) the mix-
ture should be capable of easy and accurate an^ysis, and

(5) the vapour-liquid equilibrium diagram for atmospheric

pressure should be available if a perfect solution is not
formed Finally, the boiling-points of the two hqmds
should be so chosen that under the conditions of test

neither one is producedm a high state ofpurity The reason

for this IS that, in general, the accuracy of analysis is

frequently greater under these conditions Ethylene di-

chlonde and benzene [38, 1933], carbon tetrachloride and
benzene [16, 1932], acetic acid and water [28, 1922],

alcohol and water [28, 1922], benzene and toluene [41,

1935], n-heptane and toluene [41, 1935], n-heptane and
methylcyclohexane [41, 1933], and methylcyclohexane and
toluene [41 , 1933] have been used for testing columns with

good results For petroleum work the hydrocarbon mix-

tures are very smtable, particularly n-heptane and methyl-

cyclohexane, and methylcyclohexane and toluene Analysis

of these mixtures is qmte easy and accurate by means of

refracbve index or density measurements [4, 1933] For-

tunately It has been found that different hydrocarbon
mixtures all give substantially the same results, while this

IS not always true with other non-hydrocarbon mixtures

havmg more divergent physical as well as cbenucal pro-

perties [41, 1933] Thus it appean that tesUng a column
with a binary hydrocarbon mucture would, witiun reason-

able lumts, relate its performance on ^ the gasolme

hydrocarbons, but not necessarily those more removed
from these, such as the higher-boilmg petroleum non-

viscous and viscous oils

Knowmg the analysis of the distillate and the still hqmd
under total rdlux for a definite vapour velocity or rate of
boding, the number of perfect plates reqmred to produce

the observed spread m concentration is obtained £rem a

vapour-hqmd dugram of the binary mixture usmg be
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method of McCabe and Thiele [42. 1927] If the relaUve

volatility or ratio of the vapour pressures of the two
components at the same temperature is constant over the

concentration range involved and perfect solutions are

foimed, then the equaUon

may be used to calculate the number of perfect plates

required to produce the observed concentration gradient

In this equaUon A and B represent the two components
of the mixture, A being the lower boiling is the

molal ratio o{ A to B in the distillate or condenser, while

{Xoj)H.Xoa) is the molal ratio m the still Alpha is the
relative volatility and n is the number of perfect plates

required m the column [15, 1932] n-Heptane and methyl-
cyclohexane form perfect solutions, and alpha is 1 07 at

atmospheric pressure [2, 1934] Fig 1 shows for the case
of perfect solutions and operation under total reflux the
relationship between alpha, the number of perfect plates,

and the enrichment produced
In order to determme the number of perfect plates in

the column only, usmg the McCabe and Thiele method,
one plate is subtracted to allow for the fact that the still

hquid was analysed and not the liquid leavmg the bottom
of the column It is usually considered that there is one
plate involved m gouig from the still to the column, inas-

much as the liquid in the still is boiling and the vapours
nsmg from a boding liquid are substantially in equilibrium
with the liquid In tests of this sort a partial condenser
should not be used, smee the effect of the condenser would
in this case be confused with that of the column A total

condenser is necessaiy to analyse the perfoimancc of
the column, and the distillate sample should be either the
vapours entering the condenser or the hquid reflux to the
column. It being assumed that with a total condenser these

samples are of the same composiUon
Laboratory and small-scale fracUonal distillation equip-

ment should be tested accordmg to the method outhned
here m order to know their true behaviour and perfor-

mance There are so many vaneties offractional distillaUon
apparatus that, in general, it is not possible to predict which
IS the more efficient or suitable Many times a more com-
plicated apparatus is far less suitable, not only in efficiency,

but alsom ease ofoperation, than another type ofapparatus
that may seem too simple to be of any use Agam, testmg
the apparatus is a very reliable method by which operators
can b^me familiar with the best methods for usmg
distillation apparatus Testmg will quickly show m quite

a convmcmg manner the effect of one or the other operat-

ing variables Finally, m transferring small-scale work to

large-scale production it is very convenient to know and
be able to give the engmeermg department a rather exact
idea of the equipment needed to reproduce laboratory
results

The followmg discussion is divided for convemence m
presentation mto the followmg topics (1) simple distilla-

tton, (2) fracUonal distillaUon, (3) molecular stills, and (4)

other types of disuilation eqiupment It is believed that m
this way the various phases of disUllaUon can be rather

completely and yet compactly covered It is, of course,

impossible to mclude every form of distillaUon apparatus
that has been used Rather, it is hoped that those described
here will represent typical apparatus of considerable
utihty in the ^roleum fidd In case the desired apparatus

has been omitted, it is believed that those induded here

will offer sufficient suggesUons so that any one fatmhar

with only the simple pnnciples of distillation will be able

to realize the apparatus smtable for his parUcular problem

Simple Distillation

Simple distillaUon or a near approach to it is used con-

siderably m specifications for petroleum products where

general or overall volaUlity charactensUcs of a product

are needed, for it meets many of the requirements of a

sunple evaporaUon test In a great proporuon of petro-

leum products there are volatihty speciflcaUons

Atmospheric. The Engler and A S TM [1, 1934] dis-

tillations for gasohne and naphthas, while not exact

examples of simple disUllation, are close approaches to it

They are so well known that only mention of them
suffices here However, as speciflcaUons become more
exact It IS altogether hkely that the Engler and A S T M
distillaUons will not be suitable, smee these were never

intended nor designed for more exact work Less impor-

tance IS at present placed on the mitial boiling-point m the

A S T M apparatus, and pure substances of no boiling-

point spread will give a boiling-range on the A S T M
apparatus While it is not hkely that in speciflcaUon tests

alone there will be any change from the A S T M dis-

Ullation method because of its widespread use and
famihanty throughout the mdustry, it is probable that m
connexion with research work and new developments that

some moip exact apparatus will be needed for boihng-

point and volatility measurements

The apparatus shown m Fig 2 enables true boilmg-

points to be obtained to within 01° C [34, 1934] In

pnnciple it resembles the Cottrell boiling-point apparatus

[11, 1919] It can be built to handle as little as 5 c c of

hquid, that shown in the figure uses SO c c of hquid The
mside glass tube IS not sealed to the 48-mm flask it merely

rmts on the sides near the bottom as shown Boding takes

place m the annular space between the 7-mm and 13-mm
tubes The heaUng area is rather large so as to reduce the

possibihty of superheaUng Vapour and hquid m mUmate
contact rise m the annular space between the innermost

13-mm and 22-mm tubes Both these tubes are open at

the top as well as the bottom Vapour and hquid then

escape at the top of the 22-mm tube and impinge on the

thermocouple or thermometer The thorou^ mixmg of

liquid and vapour, as well as the rather high rate of boiluig,

ensures that true vapour-hquid equihbnum is reached

without superheatmg as well as enabhng ample quantities

of hquid and vapour to contact the thermocouple, so that

a true temperature is obtamed with a immmum of effects

of heat loss to the surroundmgs Above the top of the

22-mm inside tube the vapours and hquid separate, the

vapours passing up to the condenser to be condensed

The ring just below the condenser enables any suitable

quanuty of distdlate to be withdrawn mto the receiver

This construction, together with the dimensions shown,
gives a very small hquid hold-up This enables a good
mitral boilmg-pomt to be obtamed

Part of the hqmd bubblmg out of the top of the 22-tnm

tube falb down over the outside of this tube and mto the

mambodyofhqmdmtheroundedfiask Fartalso descends

the inside of the inner 13-mm. tube and the mside of the

7-mm tube, where it escapes from the lower md of tfau

tube. The vapours ascendmg around the outside of the

7-inm tube circulates hquid down through the 7-inm. tube

and up around the heater
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Liquid enters the 7-iniii tube through the connecting tube

or hole which joms the mside 13-min and 22-nun tubes

This IS the only point holding these tubes together This

hole connects the mam body of liquid m the flask with the

inside of the 7-nun tube In this way there is a steady

circulaUon of the main body of liquid past the heatuig

section The small notch in the bottom of the 22-mm tube

enables the mam body of hquid to be withdrawn through

the lower stopcock

In operation the stopcock on the side arm is closed and

heat IS applied by means of the electrical resistance windmg
The imtial boihng-pomt is indicated when the thermo-

couple or thermometer attams a constant reading The
stopcock m the side arm may then be opened and any

suitable proportion distilled off, after which it is agam
closed and the boilmg-pomt read Usually the stopcock

may remam open and temperatures be recorded as the

distillation proceeds The apparatus has been found to

give accurate boilmg-pomts to temperatures higher them

200” C With or without the side arm it is a voy convenient

way m which to measure vapour pressures, smce any smt-

able pressure may be applied to the vent tube and the

boilmg-pomt under this pressure readdy determined For

higher pressures (up to 10 atm ) m gloss the condenser

should not be sealed on as shown, but shpped on and held

by rubber tubmg In this way there are no weakenmg
joints or complicated glass seals

Vainmii. Just as m atmospheric pressure distillations,

fhoe is a variety of simple vacuum distillations m use

ranging from a simple distilling flask or Claissen flask with

a ride tube leading mto a condenser to much more mvolved

pieces of eqmpment [44, 1935] In petroleum the use is

pnncipally confined to volatility measurements of non-

viscous as well as viscous oils In so far as this equipment

gives the desu«d facts its use is justified However, it is

not believed justifiable to attempt to add improvements

and more mvolved standardizations to these devices with-

out a careful analysis of the problems of simple distillation >

in vacuo
The problems are more complicated than atmosphenc

disbllation The first problem is one of a suitable low

pressure and its maintenance Vanous manometers or

manostats employing mercury or sulphuric acid have been

developed for maintaining pressures at a few milhmctrcs of

mercury [14, 1932, 20, 1933, 27, 1935] The next problem

IS to ensure that the vapours at the pomt where the

temperature is measured are really at the observed pres-

sure This is the principal objection to most forms of

apparatus in common use The vapours from the distilhng

flask are led past the thermometer and then usually through

one or more bends m rather small-diameter tubmg and
mto a condenser, at the exit end of which, or even beyond
this, IS the connexion for the pressure measurement There
IS no way of knowing what the pressure drop is from the

thermometer to the pomt of pressure measurement It is

apt to be considerable, particularly at the lower pressures

[21, 1932] The best plan is to avoid bends and to make
the tubing through which the vapours must pass as large

as conveniently possible, rather than attempt to set up
a rather elaborate standardization of the apparatus so as

to make it give reproducible results

There appears to be a real need and place for a simple

and accurate distillation method for petroleum oils, for

volatility specifications arc becoming important A vanety

of pressures have been used It would seem very suitable

to standardize on a given pressure, and 1 mm of mercury
absolute pressure appears adequate for even rather viscous

oils In so far as possible the temperature observed should

be the equilibrium pomt between vapour and liquid at

this pressure

The apparatus shown m Fig 3 is one of the best known
for accomplishing this result It has been m successful

use for some time [29] It is very similar to that shown in

Fig 2 The heatmg element is internal rather than extemaU
However, no great sacrifice of an extensive heatmg area

has been made, for in this case the heatmg element i&

electrical resistance ribbon folded so that it consists of a

large number of hollow tnangles grouped together about
the (%ntre, but not touching each other, and extending out

radially from the centre tube In the apparatus shown here

tiiere is approximately 7 ft of resistance ribbon 1 m wide,

having a resistance of about 0 8 ohm per ft Boding occurs

on the extensive surface of this nbbon Referrmg to Fig

3, the vapours along with liquid rise through aimular space

H and up around tube F Vapour and hquid then escape

out of the top of tube £ and impmge on the thermocouple
/ In the space around the top of tube E the vapour and
hquid are separated, the vapours passmg up tube C to con-

denser D Tube J IS merely a tube with rings or baffles

to deflect some of the vapours on to the cold condenser
walls without afibrdmg any material resistance to flow and
therefore pressure drop m the vapours Liquid from the

condoiser runs down the walls of tube C, a porUon or all

of It collectmg m the rmg K, from which it can be with-

drawn through the stopcock mto the receiver N It is the

hquid that is led through small irregular paths rather than

the vapour as m the case of most apparatus for this work.
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Hw liquid IS somewhat cooled when it reaches the stop-

cock leading from the rmg K, and no trouble with the

stopcock leaking has occurred Even if it does, it m no
way jeopardizes the temperature reading as long as the

pressureremains 1 mm , forthevapours passing the thermo-

couple tip are saturated vapours Any leaks above this

'pomt will not change the temperature as long as the pres-

sure is unchanged
Part of the hquid disengaged at the top of tube E flows

down over the outside of this tube, and mixes with the

A means for controlling the pressure has been mvented
and IS shown m Fig 4 The complete assembly is also

shown Instead of some sort of a manometer controllmg

the pressure at 1 mm , the pressure is regulated by con-

trolling the temperature on a narrow boihng or constant

boihng liquid At low pressures, i e of the order of 1 mm.
mercury, the boihng-pomt of a hquid changes quite

rapidly with a change in pressure This shows thatm order

to control pressure, the control oftemperature on a boiling

liquid would be an exceptionally responsive method. This

•main part of the hquid m flask A, while part flows down
(the inside of tube F open at the top and bottom This

’hquid as well as that from flask A by flowmg m through

•tubes or holes G flows out at the bottom of tube F and up
around the heater B, where part of it is vaporized This

affords very good arculation of the mam part of the liquid

past the heating surface Tubes E and F are jomed only

by tubes G There is no other pomt of contact The
assembly of tubes E and F merely rests on the lower part

of flask A along the Ime/f A notch Q m the lower flared

part of tube E permits hqmd in the flask A to flow readily

downwards when the apparatus is bemgdramed throughM
Vacuum is applied at tubes O and P, while coohng

medium, water or air, flows m at and out at S. The rest

•of the operation is the same as that descnbedm connexum
with Fig. 2 The apparatus shown here holds SO cc of
oiL Tlw glass jacket L is wound with resistance wire, and
i thermometer placed m the air space between A and L
affords means to compensate for some of the heat loss m
working with high-boilmg oils

apparatus is shown at (1) in Fig 4 [29] The apparatus is

made by sealmg a ISO-c c beaker to a length of tubmg as

shown The flat bottom of the beaker is heated by an
external electric heater, and affords a large heatmg area,

thereby reducing superheatmg A short length of glass

tubing about 3 cm in diameter rests on the bottom and is

held centrally by small glass lugs attached thereto. This

serves to conduct a good portion of the vapours over the

thermocouple, while the vapours passing around the out-

side ofthe nng serve to protect the thermocouple from heat

loss which is not excessive, since with diphenylmethane

boiling at 1 mm the temperature is about 80° C The rate

ofheating is so adjusted that the hquid barely boils Some
6-mm to8-mm glass Rashig rings are placedm the bottom
and about S c c of diphenylmethane or any other statde

uniformly boihng liquid is added to the apparatus The
water condenser condoises the vapours completely and
the liquid is returned to the heated flask. A very sraaB

change in pressure will cause sufficient change m tenqiers-

ture of the boiling hquid so that any 8(Histtive tenqieiatnie-
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reqxMUive device, such as a thermocouple or senes of by the thermocouples Q agam becomes less so as to shift

thermocouples, may be used and will control the pressure the hght beam off the photo tube This device is quite

at 1 mm of mercury to withm ±0 01 mm of mercury sunple to build, can be made of any suitable sensitivity,

over long periods of time [29] and has a short penod of oscillation so that it is quick to

Fio 4 Pressure control and assembly of low-pressure boiling-point apparatus

An ordinary thermocouple temperature controller has respond to temperature changes at the thermocouple Q
been used to actuate the solenoid valve (4) m Fig 4 uistead These couples are placed m apparatus 1 of Fig 4
of the vacuum tube assembly shown in Fig S However, Another form of distillation apparatus for distilling

the assembly in Fig 5 is cheaper to construct and with an lubncaUng oils at 1 mm mercury pressure is shown in

ordinary sensitive galvanometer, which is operated by the Fig 6 [29] This apparatus is used for analysmg the

thermocouple, the control is very close In this case there bl«iding of oils The heater is external, consistmg of an
is a small stop attached to the mirror of the D’Arsonval electrically heated alununium casting which surrounds the

galvanometer so that the hght beam from the hght H m flask This type of heater for vacuum distillation has been
Fig. 5 is held on the photo tube G until the em f generated found very smtable, for there is little tendency for bumping
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or violent boiling of the hquid in the flask and the rate of
distillation can be held constant or otherwise standardized

very easily The two-section distillate receiver enables the
flist portion, or hght distillate, to be segregated from the

Fig 6 Vacuum dittiUalion apparatus

remainder of the distillate, so permittmg certam inspection

data to be obtained on it

In order to produce a certam amount of reflux m a
standardized way the bundle of non rods shown at B
IS inserted mto the neck of the flask at A, bemg held and
supported by the hp C This secUon has no source of heat

other than the vapours passing over and through it It is

designed so as to permit ample contact with vapours while

affording the minimum of pressure drop as the vapours
pass through The temperature of this section always lags

behmd the temperature of the vapours, since it has a certain

heat capaaty which is standardize, and its only heat source

is from the vapours Some condensation of the vapours
therefore occurs, thus producmg a certam unknown but
standardized amount of reflux so that the results are

always reproducible This rectification is usually sufficient

to define more clearly the character of the hght distillates

used m prepanng oil blends

Fractional Distillation

There are three essential parts to a piece of fractional

distillation equipment They are the still, the fractionation

column, and the condenser

The still supplies to the column vapours of the material

to be fractionated, and reboils the liquid reflux from the

column Therefore in the still heat must be transferred

from some heat source to the boilmg hquid In batch
distillations it also serves as the contamer for the material

to be fractionated In this case care must be exercised,

particularly m the fractional distillation of a large quantity

of liquid, that the reflux from the column mixes completely

with the contents ofthe still, and that the vapours generated

m the still are those generated from or in equilibrium with
all the liquid in the still It is sometimes possible, m work-
mg with large quantities of liquid, that the reflux hquid
or only a part of the contents of the still are subjected to

boiling By a httle more careful and thoughtful design of
the still and heating section, it is easily possible to have
ample mixing and circulation of all the liquid in the still as

well as to have mixmg with the reflux liquid, andm addition

to have the vapours entenng the column in substantial

equilibrium with all the liquid in the still

In the usual type of batch fractional distillation the

high-boilmg components of the mixture being fractionated

are subjected to heating for a relatively long tune at

increasing temperatures Care should be taken, then, to

avoid as much as possible any chemical changes or decom-
position by the increased temperatures In many cases the

same amount of heat needs to be added to the still when
the components are high boiling as when they arc low
boding With other things remainmg the same, the heat

flow IS proportional to the heating area and to the tempera-

ture difference between the heating surface and the boiling

liquid It follows that it is highly desirable to use as large

a heatmg area as possible, cnablmg the heating surface

to be at the lowest possible temperatures, so avoiding

chemical changes in the boiling liquid due to excessive

temperatures It is also desirable, when the distillation

tune IS apt to be long and the temperatures high, to design

the still so that as the quantity of liquid m it decreases

the heatmg area remains large In some cases, as when
heatmg the sides of a still, the heatmg area is large when
the still IS full, but as it becomes empty the effective heatmg
area is reduced, and to maintam the same heat flow it

follows that the temperature of the heatmg surface must
mcrease The matenal m the still may not be able to'with-

stand this extra mcrement of temperature without de-

composition or other chemical changes

The vapours should be generated in the still so that th^
enter the colurim m a steady uniform stream rather than

m a pulsating manner A uniform flow of vapours to the

column enables a smoother and more uniform ccduisn

performance

In laboratory and small-scale woric electnc beating at
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the still IS veiy convenient If the liquid being fractionated tube In this way this reflux is thoroughly nuxed with

can be boiled by steam condensuigm a closed system, this liquid passmg down through M and up through the i-m.

IS also a desu-able method of heating Both these mediods pipes where vaponzation occurs

reduce fire hazard, are very convenient to control, and are The still shown m Fig 8 is sunpler to construct Here

very flexible m operation For closely controlled heaung the bulk of the charge is contained m A, while section B
and at a definite maximum temperature, other fluids besides serves primarily as the heatmg section, and is electrically

steam are suitable These may be vaponzed by burning heated Vapoursand liquid then rise together in the annular

oil or gas m a suitable furnace These vapours are then space E Plate O deflects them outwards so they nse

led through a closed coil m the still, and their heat of through the mam body of hquid at F In i4 the vapours

condensation boils the liquid in the still Dowtherm and liquid separate, the vapours passmg out through G
(diphenyl and diphenyl oxide), mercuiy or other stable to the fractionaung column Because of the nsing liquid

hi^-boiling hquids are suitable and vapour column in E, liqmd is sucked down through

Fig 7 Eiectncally heated 50-gaIlon still

The stills shown in Figs 7 and 8 have been found practi- H and tube C, to flow out through D and into the annular

cal In Fig 7 the still resembles the Heme boiler Any space E This affords good circulation of the entire con-

desired size of drum (note A) may be used as shown In tents m A past the heatmg surface Liquid reflux from the

the drawing here it has a capacity of SO gal , and the still fractionating column is returned to the still at L, while K
IS used for the batch fractionation of gasolines The is a dram openmg Levelling bolts N allow the still to be
eight i-m steel pipes (note C) are wound with electrical aimed vertically Tubes I are thermocouple tubes, J is

resistance wire The bulk ofthe heating is done here. How- a fillmg tube

ever, the drum is also wound to add additional heatmg area The above two examples of the larger size stills are given

and to mable thecbarge to be heated more readily The oval primarily as suggestions, for there are obviously a variety

flanges attached to the i-m pipes are ammonia fittings of ways m which the desirable features of a still may be

(note£) This enables the msideofthe tubes to be mspected mcorporatedm the design In these two examples it should

and cleaned Vapours generatedm the tubes move upwards be noted that a high percentage of the charge may be dis-

together with ample quantities of hquid (thereby affording tilled ofiT without any decrease m the heat transfer surface

good circulation), then pass through ATand bubble through This is because the liquid m the heatmg section is a rela-

the mam contents m the drum The vapours free from tively small part of the total charge

liquid escape through IF to the fractionating column In the condenser substantially all the heat imparted to

Opoungs X and Y are used for thermocouple or thermo- the still is removed if the fractionating column is adiabatic

meter tubes, samplmg and fillmg tubes, &c The lower Dius the condenser is a heat-exchange device operating

i-m pipe attached to the base of leg M is the dram tube m the opposite way from the still, i e heat is being removed
The liquid reflux from the column is also attached to this instead of added as m the case of the still A fractionating

n 3f
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apparatus is, therefore, a sort of heat engine, heat is

supplied at one temperature level, that of the boiling liquid
in the still, and is removed or flows out at ano^er lower
temperature level, that of the condensing vapours m the
condenser In this way it is possible to produce work, but
m a fractionatmg apparatus this work is used to eflfect the
separation of the components of a mixture, since this
requires work A fractionating apparatus is, then, a rather

unique piece of equipment in which work is produced by
heat flowmg from a higher to a lower temperature, but
this work IS consumed in the same apparatus and at the

same time so as to cause a separation of the mixture being

fracUonated If there is no temperature difference, then

there is no work done and consequently no separation

IS possible This is another way of saymg that with a
constant boilmg hquid, either a mixture or a single sub-
stance, no separation is possible by distillation means
There are two general types of condensers that may be

used, namely, a total condenser and a partial condenser
In a total condenser all the vapours entenng it are com-
pletely or totally condensed to liquid, a part of this hquid
or a part of the vapours entenng the condenser is with-

drawn as the product or distillate, the remamder is retunwd
to the top of the frachonaung column as reflux hquid In
a partial condenser only a part ofthe vapours are condensed
to hquid, this part being that required for reflux The

remainder of the vapours escape, usually at the opposite
end of the condenser, and are then led to a total condenser
where they are completely condensed to become the pro-
duct or distillate By this means it is possible to get
further enrichment of the vapours m low-boihng materials,
or to effect further fractionation This extra degree of
fractionation may be considerable or small, depending on
the construcUon and operation of the partial condenser
A partial condenser is convenient where there is a vwde

difference in boihng-points of the matenals entenng it

Given a reasonably efficient column, this may happen
when some of the materials are low-boiling or non-
condensable at the temperature of the condenser A partial
condenser is a very effective way to segregate these
matenals Again, a partial condenser can be operated to
increase materially the sharpness of separation between
fractions, for at this point, namely, when one component
has been practically completely ehminated and the next
higher boiling component is beginnmg to work its way up
the column, the vapours entenng the condenser may con-
sist of matenals of considerable difference in boihng-pomt
despite the efficiency of the column The partial condenser
may be operated to reduce the size of this intermediate
fraction In general, the operation of a partial condenser
requires constant attention, since it is to a certam degree
accomplishmg fractionation as well as controllmg the
reflux ratio to the column below it Vanation m the reflux
ratio in the column usually produces vapours of a different

composition entering the condenser, and the condenser
operation must be changed accordin^y The operation of
the condenser is usually vaned by changing the heat that
It picks up, or Its eflTective cooling Frequently this is done
by changing the amount of cooling medium passing
through It, It may also be accomplished by varying the
surface available for cooling These methods allow any
suitable quantity of vapour to be condensed for reflux

while permitting the desired quantity for product to pass
through unchanged
The simplest operation is with a total condenser, and m

the majority of cases the condenser is operated as a total

condenser If a general mcrcased degree of separation is

desired, it is usually better pracUce and more convement
to attain this increased degree of separaUon either by
desigmng the fractionatmg column to be more effiaent or
by adding to its length

The Fractionatiiig Column. General Features

Frequently a fractionating apparatus must be used for
analybeal purposes That is, a given imxture may not be
capable of analysis by chemical or other means, but may
be composed of matenals which are separable by physical
means, for example, by efficient distillation In these

cases It IS very important to have an efficient fractionabon
column and to operate it efficiently Other things being
equal, the column will produce the greatest change m
concentration of a given component between the soil and
the condenser the more perfect plates it contains, or is

equivalent to, and the hi^er the reflux ratio used Since

for analytical purposes the fractionatmg apparatus is

frequently small, some form ofpacked fractionatmgcolumn
IS m vndespread use m these cases

The nature of the packmg and die length of the cohuim
are the principal factors determmmg the number of
theorebcal plates to which the column is eqmvaknt when
It IS operated adiababcally In some cases, rather than use
a uniform length of tubmg contammg paddag material,
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the fractionating column consists of a length of tubing

which has been shaped in vanous ways, examples bemg
shownm Fig 9 However, experience has now shown that

m general a more efficient column results by using a length

of uniform tubing and proper packmg materials

Fio 9 Various types of fractionating columns

The choice of the proper packing material for small-size

fractionatmg columns depends on a number of factors,

some of which are (1) pressure drop through the packing,

(2) liquid hold-up on the packing, (3) height equivalent to

a theoretical plate, H E T P , (4) maximum rate of vapour
and liquid counterflow without flooding, (5) mechanical

strength, (6) tendency to corrode, and (7) case of fabrica-

tion A few comments on each of these factors follow

For the most part, pressure drop is only important in

vacuum fractionations Since the principal purpose for

employing vacuum is to vaporize materials without thermal

decomposition, and the highest temperatures in the usual

fractionation apparatus are in the still, the pressure m the

still must be low This obviously cannot be realized if there

IS a high-pressure drop or resistance to flow of the vapours
through the packing, even if the pressure at the top of the

column IS kept very low
The hquid hold-up on the packmg is related to the size or

proportion of the mtermediate fractions produced m batch
fractionations For example, if a simple bmary mixture
of A and B were bemg fractionated and the separation

such that It were possible to produce a quantity of sub-

stantially pure A as well as B, the size of the mtermediate
fraction, or that material resulting when the last amounts
of A were bemg obtained as distillate along with the first

amounts of B, would be dependent on the hold-up of
liqmd m the column, for the lower the hold-up the smaller

It would be possible to make the intermediate fraction

The exact relationship between intermediate fraction

volume and hquid hold-up m a colunm is a complicated

one It IS of sudi a magmtude that the effect can be readily

observed m changmg from plate to packed columns for

batch fractionations, and it also is a factor vaiymg with the

type of packmg in the columns If the hold-up of a given

column IS too high so that it is mterfermg with the sharp-

ness of separation, the size of the hqmd sample charg^
into the still might be mcreased, thus makmg the mter-

mediate fraction a smaller percentage of the total distillate

A packing of low hold-up and yet high effiaency is desir-

able. There is httle quantitabve published data on this

factor. The hold-up of packmg materials m a static way

has been reported [15, 1932, 30, 1933] This consists in

wetting the packing with a known volume of liquid and
determining how much adheres after certain arbitrarily

chosen drainage tunes While these results perhaps permit

comparisons, it is doubtful whether they are significant for

further more exact analysis of this factor Recently it has

been shown [41, 1935] that the true hold-up of hqmd
m a fractionaUon column can be obtamed rather simply

This hold-up IS that which exists when the column is m
operation and may be variable with the rate of liquid flow

through the column The method consists in adding a

deflmte amount of a soluble non-volatile substance to

a definite amount of hqmd charged to the dry still and
column When the desired operating condiUons are

reached while operatmg under total reflux, a known
volume of the liquid m the still is withdrawn The liquid

IS then evaporated, leavmg the non-volatile material, which
IS weighed accurately on an analytical balance Knowing
the amount of liquid in the still associated with the total

amount of non-volatile substance at the start and at the

pomt of test, the liquid retamed in the column is readily

determined

The H E T P of a packing material is a fairly deflmte

and reproducible quantity under constant test conditions

However, there are certain sources of error and variables

in the determmation of H E T P values Some of these

are analysis of samples, punty of test hqmds, method of
obtaining samples, extent to which the column is adiabatic,

measurement of distillation rate, uniformity of distillation

rate, uniformity of packing in column, possible corrosion

of the packmg, distribution of reflux liquid from the con-

denser to the column, distribution of descendmg liquid

in the column, accuracy of the vapour/liquid diagram,

effect, if any, of concentration on H E T P , and esublish-

ment of equilibrium conditions H E T P data are avail-

able on a variety of packmg materials [16, 1932, 18, 1934,

28, 1922, 41, 1935] Some typical results on packing

materials shown m Fig 10 are given m Table I [18, 1934]

Generalized results show that efficient packing materials

need not be of a complicated shape or structure The
packing should be of such a type that it not only will pack
uniformly m a horizontal direction, but also m a vertical

one, and m addition it should fit the wall of the column
snu^y and closely A uniform packmg in a column
reduces channelling of the refluxmg hqmd stream to a
mmunum, it enables the smoothest operation of the

fractionaUng column with greatest efficiency It is also

true that there is a range of column diameters best suited

for any given size or shape of packmg, and that it does

not appear practical to standardize and employ one type

of packmg for any size whatever of column In gener^,

the greater the diameter of the column the less effiaent the

column employing the same packing material For this

reason m columns of several mches or more m diameter

some form of distnbutor should be used to reproportion

and redistribute the channelled refluxing hqmd stream.

Agam, m columns m excess of perhaps 6 ft in height it

IS advisable to use some form of distnbutor, spaang them
m the column about 6-fl apart Exceptions to these

geneiahties are hkdy to occur m the spiral type of con-

tmuous packing used by Podbiehuak [30, 1933, 31, 1933]

While bubble-plate columns are m widespread use m
large-size distillation eqmpment, they have been used

successfully m small-scale work, due largely to a rather

simple design [5, 1931] Since the plate efficiency of small

bubble-plate columns is high—of the order of 90% or
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better—and it is possible to get a rather close plate spacing, the column to operate under total reflux for periodic times

a considerable number of perfect plates may be realized to serve as a guide for operating the column at less than

in the space ordinarily available for a fractionatmg total reflux Sometimes it is desirable to carry out fractiona-

column tions m this tentative way On the other hand, it is often

The maxunum rate of hquid and vapour counteiflow more desirable to choose from experience a practical reflux

in a column without flooding obviously determmes the ratio and carry out the entire fractionation under condi-

capacity or throughput of the column It is desirable to tions of constant reflux ratio This is obviously the most
have this as large as possible without sacrifice ofH £ T P reproducible way, and the method likely to te of most
value Die most desirable packmg is one which gives significance if operations are to be standardized or repro-

the rather unusual combination of low H E T P and high duced on a larger scale

throu^put [18, 1934] In general it is easy to get one of In either way it is desirable to have some idea of the

these factors, but only by sacnficing the other In vacuum reflux ratio There are many methods of evaluatmg or

fractionation, because of the higher vapour veloaty as estimating it A sunple but less exact way is to count

Table I

Correlation ofPacking Measurements and HETP

feet per second, and the necessity of avoiding too high

a pressure drop, it is frequently necessary to sacrifice

equivalent plates for low-pressure drop or hi^ throughput
Questions of mechamcal strength, tendency to corrode,

and ease of fabrication are defimte problems easily recog-

nized In small fractionating columns mechanical strength

IS usually of no particular importance even m glass Die
mcreasmg vanety of new alloys contmually sunplifies pro-

blems of corrosion and fabrication

Die Fractionating Cohiinn. Operating Details

At the start of a small-scale batch fractional distillation

It IS preferable to bring the apparatus to equihbnum by
operating it under steady, uniform conditions at total

r^ux Dus sets up the concentration gradient along the

column, a steady state bemg nobced when the thermo-
couple or thermometer at the top of the column attains

the lowest steady unchangmg value The product may now
be withdrawn, maintaming the reflux ratio high enough to

give the best possible punty or the desired temperatures at

the top of the column If the product is withdrawn too
rapidly, the reflux temperature will nsc rapidly and, if the

total reflux again be estabhshed, it will be found that the

tonperature drops to a value that cannot be lowered Dus
is the lowest temperature attainable with the particular

column and mixture being fractionated It is frequently

desirable m the course of a difficult fractionation to allow

the drops of liquid returning to the column and those

withdrawn as product If the entire distillation apparatus

is adiabaUc, and the heatmg of the still is electric, it is

possible to esUmate the rate of boilmg from the wattage

mput to the still and the heat of vaporization of the liquid

m the apparatus The product withdrawal in a given time

IS usually easily obtained by volume measurement over

a time interval Sometimes it is possible to insert a small

orifice meter at the top of the column near the condenser

and cahbrate this to read volume of liquid flow versus

liquid head above the onfice This is convemently used

to measure the reflux to the column, the product bemg
measured directly as a volume in a given time One of the

simplest and a fairly reliable means of esUmating the reflux

flow, knowing the heat ofvaporization ofthemateml being

fractionated, is to measure the heat imparted to the con-
denser water, i e make a heat balance around the con-
denser This involves merely measuring the condenser
water flow and its inlet and outlet temperatures On larger

columns this is a paiticularly useful means While the

cooling water might have cooled the condensate below
Its boiling-point and so removed more than its heat of
vaporization, this cooled condensate could hardly descend

the column more than one perfect plate before it would
be heated to its boilmg-pomt by condensing vapours

Thus even though this heat balance may not give the

correct results for the r^ux to the top plate, it should give
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reluble results for ail plates below the top plate, granting
that the column is adiabatic, there are no heats of mixing,
and the heats of vaporization of the materials bemg
fractionated are nearly the same This is frequently the
case m petroleum hydrocarbons
Another method for measuring the instantaneous flow

of reflux as well as product is shown in Fig 11 [7, 1935]
Here vapours pass through A into condenser D, where
they are completely condensed The liquid flows down
through E, where it is divided by plug F so as to flow
through capillary tubes Ir and Id The position of plug F
IS varied by knob G Liquid columns stand in tubes Mr
and Hd which are calibrated to read in rate of liquid flow
For accurate work the tubes / should be level and be
enclosed by K so that the temperature of both capillary

tubes IS the same

Atmospheric Pressure Fractionating Columns

Following are bnef descriptions of a few fractionatmg

columns and some curves showing their performance It

should be remembered that there are many fractionating

columns which will meet the general features already set

forth here These examples have been chosen either because

they are among the simplest types or because they illustrate

clearly a particular feature or some speciflc type

Fio 12 Micro-fracuonatang apparatus

Fig. 12 shows a small or micro indented-wall type

ftactionatmg column [10, 1928] Here the reflux ratio is

obtamed as the ratio of drops from tip A to drops from tip

£. The (qieiatlon employs a partial condenser, the water

flow bemg regulated by valve L In some columns such as

this the successful operation of the partial condenser re-

quires considerable technique A thermocouple is deadedly
more useful than a thermometer, particularly for small-scale

wall-type column

work The heat capacity and heat lag of a thermometer
for small-scale work makes its use frequently unreliable

A typical performance curve for a column similar to

Fig 12, but being 10-mm (04-in) inside diameter and
indented over a SS-cm (21 6-m) length, is shown in Fig 13

Fig 14 shows similar performance curves for a column of
the same dimensions but, mstead of an mdented wall, the

column is a smooth uniform tube packed with 4 7-mm
(0 187 or ^-in) Lessing rings [29] These curves show
ctearly the importance and place of fracuonal distillabon m
analytical work It should be added that analyses such as

the above require from 2 to S hours distillmg time even
though the sample is only 2S-c c

Figs IS and 16 show sectional views of small bubble-
plate columns, one made of metal, the other of glass The
vapour path is shown by the arrows [6, 1929] By lengthen-

mg the bubble cap A and vapour tube in the metal column
of Fig 15 as indicated it is possible to prevent siphomng
ofthe liquid on the plates mto the still whenever the distilla-

tion IS momentarily stopped [6, 1929] Since these are
small-diameter columns th^ are heated m some smtable
way externally to reduce heat loss from the colunm By
mcreasing the column heat to a pomt where the hquid on
the plates will boil it is then possible to free the entire
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column ofliquid In the glass column ofFig 16thevapour8
enter from the still, pass up through tube B, and down
through the annular space between tube B and bubble cap
C, bubble through the hquid and pass on to the next plate

to repeat this operation Liquid descending the column is

led across the plate as shown, the level being mamtained at

D, and the flow down throu^ E
Fig. 17 shows a complete all-glass bubble-plate column

[S, 1931] The liquidm still 1 is boiled by electric heater 2,

the vapours entermg the column at 7 A glass jacket 9

Fla 14 FrecUonal dutiUation curves for a column packed
with Lessmg nngs

heat flow from column 6 At 10 is a liquid flow divider

serving to divert any suitable amount of liquid condensed
at the top condenser back to the column for reflux, and
the temamder, as product, flows mto the Cottrell boihng-
pomt apparatus 11 This apparatus is very sunilar in
function and purpose to that m Fig 2 This enables the
true boibng-pomts of distillates coming from the column
to be contmually determmed The boiling hquid from the
Cottrell apparatus flows constantly through cooler 12 mto
receiver 13 The upper end of cooler 14 may be connected
to any suitable constant pressure reservoir, mamtained at
either atmosphenc or sub^tmosphenc piessuie Columns
of this sort have been used extensively for research on
composition of gasoline at the National Bureau of Stan-
dards. Complete details of the construction of these
columns are given m Bureau of Standards Research Paper
no. 379.

Pbrfomianoe curves of these glass bubble-plate columns
as well as a jack-cham packed column are shownm Fig 18.

The test liquid was a mixture of benzene (boihng-pomt

80 2“ C) and ethylene chlonde (boiling-pomt 83 7* C).
These curves clearly show the possibihty of separatmg very
close boilmg hqmds by fractional distillation, provided

Fic 16 Explanatory diasram of gla» bubble-cap column

there are sufficient perfect plates available and the reflux

rabo IS high enough. The diameters of the small, medium,
and large columns were approxunatdy 10-m.m., 18-m m.,
and 2S-mm (0 39-in . 0 71-m , and 1-m.) respectively

It IS possible to make a rather extensive anafysis of
gasolmes usmg columns of the type shown m Figs. 19 and
20 [16, 1932, 17, 1932] Smce the amount of any one
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hydrocarbon in an average straight-run gasoline is voy
small It is necessary, if further work is to be done on the

fractions, to have fractions of reasonable size This

necessitates fractionatmg a rather large volume of gasolme,
but there are no objections to domg so Valuable informa-

tion can be obtained by a careful fractionation of gasolines

in columns having of the order of 30 to SO or more perfect

plates Using this number of plates with reflux ratios of

about 20 to 1 or more, it is possible to make very effective

progresstowards reducmg gasolme to a list ofhydrocarbons
or at least to effect a segregation of them whi^ will prove

very useful m analysmg problems of possible chemical uses

of gasolme, or production of specml fuels, solvents, and
the like

For the primary fracuonation of gasolmes a column
smular to Fig. 19 is useful The still rmght be forty to

a hundred gallons capacity, and the column for this size

still about 4-m. in diuneter and 40 or more feet tall It

may be padked with suitable non-corrosive packing such

as glass, stoneware, or metal rmgs With an apparatus of

1643

this sort the complete fractionation of the gasolme would
reqmre from 3 to 7 days’ continuous operation It is be-

lieved that ample temperature measurements by thermo-

couples throughout the apparatus as well as electnc heatmg
are very much worth while For average gasohnes of low
or moderate sulphur content, stainless steel and aluimmum
have been found to be good materials of construction

The still may ordinarily be of steel It is not necessary

to have the mica windows as shown A little experience,

and a manometer attached to the still to read the pressure

drop through the column, will enable suitable and smooth

o ^oo 400 ooo aoo /ooo /ww

Fig 18 Fractional disullation curves of benzene-ethytene
chloride mixtures

operauon to be attamed Superficial vapour veloaties at

operaung temperatures for this type of column can be of

die order of 1-ff per sec Electnc heatmg along the

column should be used as shown This should be m at

least three separate sections to enable the heating to be m
accord with the temperature gradient m the column The
column m Fig 20 is most smtable for a re-run column,

I e one m which fractions from the larger column can be
further fractionated It should be noted m both these

columns that the reflux is calculated from the heat im-

parted to the condenser water

A very simple and yet effiaent fractionatmg apparatus

IS shown m Fig 21 [41, 1934] The column is a nickel

tube 33-mm (131-in) outside diameterxno 20 Stubs

gauge wall thickness, and approximately 2 74-metres

(9-ft ) tall The condenser is a secuon of 25-mm (1-m.)

Pyrex glass piping with one end flanged, the compamon
flange being attached to the nickel tube This gasketed

jomt of Pyrex glass to metal has been found entuely

satisfactory even for 3-m diameter columns The product

IS withdrawn as vapour from the colunm just below the

condenser The product Ime is a 6-mm (0 2S-m)od tube

brazed on to the side of the column, but does not project
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into It By using three heat switches it is possible to have
the minimum of external heat dissipation and power loss,

while covenng a wide range of wattage input to the still

The nickel column is first covered with a S-mm thick-

ness of asbestos paper Over this, asbestos-covered

Fig 20 Apparatus for refractionating narrow-boiling fractions

resistance wire is wound to attain the proper adiabatic
operating conditions for the column For ordinary pur-
poses a maximum of from 50 to 100 watts per lineal foot
is sufficient Over this windmg is placed standard asbestos
or magnesia pipe insulabon

Asbestos-covered thermocouple wires are brazed to the
column, and others brazed to copper stnps about 250-mm
long, 25-mm wide, and 2-mm thick, placed between the
asbestos paper insulation and the heabng wire These
latter couples attached to the copper plates enable average
temperatures to be obtained By achusting the heat input
to the column so that the temperature difference between
the column and the copper stnps is either zero or small,
substantial^ adiabatic conditions are attained
The product tube is fitted at the lower end with a small

needle valve to pemut easy adiustment of the rate of pro-

duct withdrawal It is not necessary to have any cup or
collecting device on the end of the tube leading mto the
column, for once the tube, which is always inclmed down-
wards, has liquid in it, the withdrawal of hquid product
sucks more vapour, which is subsequently condensed, mto
the tube For low-boiling matenals it is best to have this

product tube water jacketed

The condenser of the form shown has been found satis-

factory By having it as close to the top of the column as
possible, and the cooling water m the annular space as
shown, the heat losses to the room are reduced to neghgible
proportions In this way it is a sunple matter to determine
the amount of material being condensed per hour and so
returned to the column as reflux. Thermocouples m the
inlet and outlet condenser water are connected so that they
read the temperature rise in the cooling water The exit

water from the condenser passes into a 500-c c graduated
burette Noting the time for a given amountof water to flow
and the rise in its temperature, the heat picked up perminute
or per hour is readily determined For most hydrocarbons
the heat ofvaporizaUon is known or may be calculated with
sufficient accuracy, so that by observing the rate of product
withdrawal from the column the reflux ratio is determined
The packing material is the most imporunt part of any

column Results on two wire-form packing materials are
available for the column in Fig 21 One form has the
shape of a staple or carding tooth made from wire about
0 5-mm (002-in) in diameter, the staple measunng
4x6-mm (0 157x0 23-in) The legs of the staple are
about 4-mm (0 157-in ) long, the distance between the
ends of the legs being about 6-mm (0 23-in) These
staples are packed into the column at random They have
about 72% free space

Results of testing this packing are given in Table II

[41, 1934] It IS seen that the mixture of carbon tetra-

chloride and benzene behaves somewhat differently from
hydrocarbons As indicated in the uble, a 2 74-metre
(9-n) length of this packing is equivalent to about 35
perfect plates when tested with a mixture of n-heptane and
methylcyclohexane at total reflux With hydrocarbons a
rate of boiling under total reflux of about 4 litres per hour
IS possible without flooding m this 32-mm (1 25-m ) inside

diameter column
Another packing material consistmg of one-turn nickel

wire hehces or nngs also proved efficient This packing
IS made by windingno 26 nickel wire on a4-mm (0 1 56-m

)

rod, and cutting each turn ofthe helix formed to give smgle
nngs Such packing has about 86% free space A 2 74-
metre (9-ft) length of this packing is equivalent to about
22 perfect plates when tested at total reflux with n-heptane
and methylcyclohexane A rate of boiling of about 6 litres

of liquid per hour under total reflux is possible with hydro-
carbons without flooding in a column 32-mm (1 25-in

)

inside diameter Data are shown in Table III [41, 1934]
Using the above one-turn rmgs or helices made from

no 26 gauge nickel wire wound on a 3 2-mm (0 125-in )
rod as a packmg material in a 32-mm (1 25-in ) inside
diameter mckel column, 12-metres (40-ft ) tall, enabled the
equivalent of one hundred perfect plates to be obtamed on
testing with the n-heptane methylcyclohexane mixture
The column was operated both as a stnppmg and en-
riching column, and reproducible and consistent results

were obtained In construction the column was very
similar to ttiat shownm Fig 21 , except for the length [29]
A small, convenient, all-glass fractionation apparatus is

shown m Fig 22. The apparatus measures about 100-cm
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Table II

HETP Tests using U-Type Packing

(In nickel column, 32 mm i d , and 2 74 meters packed section)

Kun Vtlocity of liquid
|

Pressure drop theoretical

no attop.llhr mm ofKg Distillate
|

Still plates

HETP
Cm

[

In

1 8

20
2 I

22
23
46
48
so

Normal heptane <

7 0 I 80 5 I

7-0 840
I

6 5 90 0
SO 810 I

8 0 I 82 0
I

370
,

760
I

440 ' 750
36 0 80 0 I

' methylcyclohexane*

25 5 , 38 0
24-0 ! 42 5

24 0 50 5

22 8 40 5

26 6 : 35 0
205 ' 38 0
25 6 I 33 0
280 I 35 5

74
66
56
71
81
74
87
79

29
2-6

22
28
32
29
34
3 1

1 6

1 6

27
36
37
38
40
48

33 0
38 0
400
410

Carbon tetrachloride and benzene^

76 5 ' 5 5

78 4 I 8 0
76 0 9 5

72 2 2 5

668 82
715 I 40
746

,

6-0

715 I 100

31
32
35
32
45
35
35

* Maximum rate of liquid flow from top of column, without flooding, at start of test was 4 7 litres per hour, later it was 4 2 litres per hour

t Maximum rate of hquid flow from top of column, without flooding, when packing was new was about 4 7 litres per hour, a probable
average value is 3 8 litres

(39-m) m overall height The column is 10-mm inside

diameter and is packed for a length of 41-cm (16-m) with

one-turn glass hehces [41. 1934, 4S, 1933] When tested with

the binary mixture of ir-heptane and toluene, the column
was found to have the equivalent of 1 1 to 12 perfect plates,

as the data m Table IV show The different behaviour of
carbon tetiachlonde-benzene mixtures is probably due to

the wider differences in physical and chemical properties

than is the case with hydrocarbons With hydrocarbons

a rate of boiling of 400 to SOO-c c of hquid per hour under
total reflux is possible without flooding

To reduce heat loss from the colunm it is jacketed by
vapours rismg from the still At the start of the fractiona-

tion the stopcock at the left of the column is opened.

Because the pressure drop through the open annular space

is less than through the packing, the vapoura quickly rise

m the annular space and heat the column. These rising

vapours expel the air present m the annular jacket, and
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I
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Table ni

H ETP Tests using One-turn Helices

(In nickel column, 32 mm i d and 2 74 metres packed section)

Pressure drop

mm o/Hg

Mol % more volatile

component

DisUUate > Stdl

Total

theoretical

17

18

18

22
17

22
32

19

24
34
36
33

14

14

16

20

Normal heptane and methylcychhexane*

I
51 0 207 I 215

' 470 193
I

20 5

' 48 0 18 0 ! 22 0
I 45 8 17 5 I 21 5

52 2 I
23 4 18 0

I

63 8 20 7 , 29 0

I
62 0 I 19 3 , 29 5

Carbon tetraehloriik and benzene^

56 5 no 170
56 2 11 6 175
64 5 14 5

I

20 0
69 0 24 5 I 19 0
62 2 I 165

I
18 0

Methylcychhexane and toluene

904 12 0 19 5

90 4 167 185
90 7 8 9 20 0
90 4 5 4 21 0

* Maximum liquid rate without flooding was 6 2 litres per hr

t Maximum liquid rate without flooding was 5 7 htres per hr

HETP
Cm

I

53
55
51
53
63
39
38

67
66
57
60
63

after they have reached the condenser the stopcock is

dosed The vapours are now forced up the column and,

as heat loss occurs, some condensation takes place in the

annular space, the correct temperature level being thus

maintamed Their condensation then draws more vapour
into the annular space, with the net result that the heat loss

from the column is compensated for by a slightly higher

rate of boding m the still This method has the advantage

Table IV

HETP Tests at Total Reflux in Glass Column

HETP
Cm I In

36 11-4
36 14
3 9 155
36 14
3 9 155
3 9 1 55
3-9 155
3 9 155
3 7 145
3 9 155

59
59
51
59

23
20

20

that the proper temperature levd for the column is auto-

maticallymamtained Thismaimerofreduangheatlossfrom
thecolumn has been found suitable for materials boihng up
to 140° C. For higher-boilmg hquids a small electrical resis-

tancewmdmg around the airjacket surrounding the column
may be used to afford ample addiUonal control ofheat loss

The volume of refluxing kquid is measured by a small

nidion cup havuig a capacity ofabout 1-c.c and is attached

to the lower end ofthe column as shownm Fig 22 Sunply

counting the number of tunes per mmute this cup empties,

and noting the rate of product withdrawal from the

column, enables the reflux ratio to be known
The heating of the still has been designed so that 90 per

cent or more of the charge may be disblled off without

mterfenng with or slowing down the rate of boihng
Performance curves for this apparatus are shown m
Figs 23, 24, 25, 26 [41, 1934]

The Podbielmak apparatus shown m Figs 27 and 28 is

well known throughout the petroleum mdustiy These
columns contain a wire spural as the equivalent ofpackmg
material and the columns are operated with partial con-
densers The low-temperature column, or that used for

the analytical fractionation of the normally gaseous hydro-
carbons, is used very extensively in the natural gasolene

mdustry or wherever there is need for an analysis of hydro-
carbon gases Liquid air is commonly used for condensmg
these gaseous hydrocarbons, and the entire apparatus, as

well as technique for operation, has been carefully worked
out A special vacuum jacket has been developed which
enables smooth operation to be attamed even though the

material undergoing distillation may be hquid methane
The normally gaseous hydrocarbons resulting from the

fractionauon are measured and collected as gases m the

necessary auxihaiy apparatus Podbielmak has also

develop^ an automatic apparatus capable of plottmg its

own fracUonal distillation curve [31, 1933]

The Podbielmak high-temperature apparatus (Fig 28)

employs a special quartz vacuum jacket for the fractionat-

mg column permitting distillation temperatures up to 400°

C or more, provided that the materials being disUUed can
withstand Aese temperatures without decomposition The
apparatus isthereforefitted so as to enable vacuum fraction-

ations to be made for the case of high-boilmg materials

Another type of low-temperature fractionatmg column
IS shown m Fig 29 [13, 1929] Here the column consists

of a long spiralled tube usually contaimng no packmg
material whatever The pitch of the spiral must be such
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Fig 24 ERect of still capaaty on the performance of apparatus
shown in Fig 22

Flo 25 Comparison of operation at 20 1 reflux ratio and total

reflux for apparatus shown in Fig 22

Fio 23 Effect of boiling-rate on the performance of apparatus
shown in Fig. 22 Fm 26 Duplicate fractionations in apparatus shown In Ffg. 22
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as to enable the hqud nflux to descend sufficiently rapidly

to avoid flooding the column A partial condenser is agam
used as shown, and the product may be collected as a
hquid instead of as a gas

Vacmim Fnctionating Colunnis

Vacuum fractionation is used wherever it is necessary

1649

the pnncipal factor determimng the lower limit ofpressure

There is no advantage in having the pressure, say, 1 mm
at the top ofa fractionating column when the pressure drop
dirough It may be 30-mm Additional care must be given

to the choice of the fractionating column to avoid undue
pressure drop For this reason it is also very good practice

in vacuum fractionations to know the temperature m the

Fig 27 Podbielmak low-temperature fracUonal distillation apparatus

to separate or segregate liquids that cannot be boiled at

atmospheric or ordinary pressures without decomposition

While there is no particular value for the pressures to be

used, m general those employed are of the order of 10-mm
to 30-mm or else below 1-mm Obviously the higher the

pressure used the more the problem resembles ordinary

pressure fractionation, and conversely the lower the pres-

sure used the more the practical operating difficulties likely

to be encountered In general, the pressure need not be

reduced below that necessary to enable the matenal being

fractionated to be thermally stable For the most part

vacuum fractionations at 10-mm to 30-mm , while some-

what more troublesome to carry out than atmosphenc
fractionations, are nevertheless quite smoothly and efiec-

tively done m some form of packed column The through-

put u ordinarily less than at atmospheric pressure, but the

reduction is not at aO proportional to the reduction m
pressure, bemg for 20-mm perhaps of the order of one-

thud that at atmosphenc pressure

The pressure drop through the fractionatmg column is

still In general, lower pressure drop may be obtained at

a sacnfice of column efficiency or by mcreased H E T P
values Here agam it is difficult to find a packing material

that will simultaneously afford (1) high throughput,

(2) low-pressure drop, and (3) high efficiency or low
HETP For fractionations at pressures of the order

of 10 mm of mercury the small wire helices (nos 5 and
6 m Fig 10) have been found to be go^ general

type packing materials They may be made of metal or
glass

Fig 30 shows a vacuum fractionation apparatus usmg
these six-tum helices made of no 26 B and S gauge wire

wound on a 3 2-mm (0 125-in ) diameter rod [23, 1931]

In the case of vacuum fractionations the heaUng of the

still needs to be parUcularly umform so as to attain smooth
and steady operaUon of the column The aluminium block

heater A is very satisfactory Ample distillabon rates are

possible without bumpmg of the liqmd m the still The
column proper is fitted with two glass joints Havmg the

cup C attadied to the lower fitting enables a mercury or
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heavy oil seal to be \ised To reduce heat loss from the at atmospheric pressure without breaking the vacuum on
column as well as in the condenser the heated jackets the fractionating column
E and G are used The condenser / is a total condenser, An example of the results obtained with this column
liquid running off it into the tube / This is a straight tube is given by the following data A mixture of 50>c c of

flared at the top, but containing a flat piece of copper or decalin of b p 185-188° C at 735-inm and 1 478, and
pktmum sealed into it as a bottom In this thin, flat, metal 150-c c of tetralin of b p 203-206° C at 73S-mm. and n"

Fta 28 Podbidniak high-temperature fractional distillation apparatus

bottom IS a small hole, out of which the liquid reflux I 540 was fracUonated at 25-20-mm pressure, usmg a
escapes This small plate is a sharp-edged orifice, enabling 10 1 reflux ratio The distillate was collected m 10-c c.

tube / to be calibrate to read the amount of liquid flowmg fractions, and the refractive mdex of each was determined

through It in a given tune For various rates of flow there Fig 31 shows the distillabon curve Examination of the

will be different heights of liquid m tube I With a sharp- curve shows that 60% of the decalm (fractions 1-3) and
edged orifice the reading will be least affected by the 67% of the tetralm (fractions 9-19) were obtained in a
viscosity of the liquid being fractionated, i e the tube I state of punty equal to that of the startmg materials,

will read volume of liqmd flow mdependent of its viscosity Sixty-five per cent of the ongmal charge was obtained, as

The bquid flowmg out of the bottom of tube / flows into pure product, while the intermediate fractions and hold'iip

cup H, where any smtable amount may be drawn out accounted for the remauung 35%. Arateofboilmgofthe
through stopcock K as product, the remainder overflowing order of 600-c c of liqmd per hour was possible without

iffand descendmg the column as reflux Knowledge of the floodmg the column or sacrificmg the smooth operating or
total amount of liqmd condensed by means of I, and that boilmg conditions For comparison purposes, the rei^ts

drawn out as product m a given time as measured at M, are also shown of the distillation ofa matonal of the same
enaUes the roflux ratio to be obtained. The volume of percentage composition using on]^ an ordmaiy dutiOiog

tube I should be kept small The distillate collection at flask at 17-20-mm. pressure.

M and Q oiables product to be withdrawn intermittently Another type of vacuum fractionating column is shown
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in Fig 32 [8, 1932] Here the packing is small jack cham
suspended from a metal nng, and the column, 12-mm
(0 47-m ) m diameter and about 90-cm (3-ft ) long, is also

provided with electric heatmg and a vacuum jacket

Provision for a thermometer is shown at E and a total

condenser at F A suitable regulatmg valve for the product

IS shown at H which employs mercury as the regulating

Fig 29 Spiraled tube fractionating column for analysis of
normally gaseous hydrocarbon mixtures

means Turning mwards the knurled knob P compresses

the rubber tube /, forcmg the mercury mto the U-bend at

G, thereby providing regulation of the liquid flowmg out

of the column as product Results of fractionating a three

component mixture m this column at 8 mm pressure are

shown m Fig 33

A column used for the vacuum fractionation of lubricat-

ing oils IS shown in Fig 34 [29] The column normally is

operated at about 0 2-mm to 0 5-mm at the top and 1-0-

mm to 1 S-mm at the bottom This necessitates a packing

that will afford very low pressure drop The column proper

u about 5-it. long (1 5-metres), constructed from 1 25-m
Standard steel pipe The packing consists of two sets of

metal disks or washers, one sethavmg a diameter of 19-mm
to 22-mm (0 75-m. to 0 87-m ), the other fitting closely the

inside ofthe 1 2S-m. standard pipe, bemg therefore 35-mm
(1 38^.) m diameter The smaller disk has a hole m it

7‘94nn. (0 312-in.) m diameter fitting snugly on to a rod

B of the same diameter The larger disk has a hole m it

of approximately 19-mm (0 75-in ) diameter The small

disks are brazed to the vertical rod at 7 6-cm (3-in

)

mtervals, and the large disks are similarly equally spaced

along the rod, but m between the smaller disks In the case

of the large disks there is an annular space between the

disk and the rod so that the disk is joined to the rod by
means of a U-shaped piece of metal wire as shown When
finished the packmg constitutes one piece, namely, the rod

with alternating equally spaced disks When placed inside

the 1 2S-m standard pipe, the vapours are forced to take

a zigzag path m and out of the disks, for one set fits the

rod snugly, the other the walls of the column snugly As
the vapours reach the top of the column they enter the

holes in tube G and come m contact with the total con-

denser J where they condense to hquid Liquid collects

m /and flows down the walls of tube G and is led on to the

rod B containing the disks or washers As the liquid

descends it spreads out over the small disk and back on to

the rod again At the velocities used very little, ifany, of the

liquid drops off or falls freely down the column as drops,

but rather it is led in film form down the rod and over the

small disks In this way there is good vapour-hquid contact

with a minimum of pressure drop
Pipe C placed around the column affords an annular air

space so that adiabatic conditions at high temperatures

may at least be approximated Pipe C is wound with

electric heatmg wire, and not only serves to reduce heat

losses from the column, but materially aids m bnngmg the

column up to temperature at the start of a fractionation

Thermocouples suitably placed in the usual way along the

column and pipe C permit any necessary temperature level

to be maintained

The condenser / is a length of approximately 4 5 metres

(15-fl) of 79-mm (0 312-m) diameter tubing coiled as

shown Thermocouples at L read the inlet and outlet

temperatures of the coolmg water, for knowledge of the

vapour flow in the column is obtained by calculation of
the heat imparted to the condenser water The product

receiver is any suitable size, perhaps of the order of
lOOcc
The still is designed to hold a charge of about 1 htie,

and IS electrically heated by circular heaters placed on the

bottom This design of still is simple, affords a large

heating area, and at the same time does not permit a high

static head of oil on the heating surface For boilmg at

low pressures it is very desirable to have a low liquid head
on the heating surface to reduce superheating

A column of the design shown can be operated with qmte
a variation in rate of boiling Consequently McLeod gauges

are attached to the still as well as to the top ofthe columnto
permit the pressure drop through the column to be known
In this way the vapour velocity can be held at a value

corresponding to the allowable pressure drop With light

oite the boiling-points are sufficiently low to permit high

velocitiesand consequently a higher pressure drop, and like-

wise a higher still temperature without danger of thermal

decomposition In distilling Pennsylvania viscous neutral

oils (approx 180 Saybolt at 100“ F ) m this apparatus

it IS possible to have a rate of boilmg eqmvalent to about

600-c c of hquid per hour with a pressure drop of about
2-mm , when the pressure at the top of the column is 0 2-

mm to 0 4-mm The column is usually operated without

any attempt at mamtainmg a fixed and predetermined

pressure value Rather it is operated with the vacuum
pump running constantly, and under these conditions
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reasonably constant pressures are obtained No attempt is

made to use the temperatures in the column for other

purposes than followmg the general course of the frac-

tionation and permittmg the proper control of the opera-

tion of the column such as heat loss from the column,

checking excessive still temperatures, &c The fractions

obtamed are distilled separately m a vacuum Engler

apparatus operatmg at 10 mm controlled pressure, or m
the apparatus described earlier under Simple Distillation

operatmg at 1 mm controlled pressure

The efficiency of the frachonating apparatus shown in

Fig 34 was tested at atmosphenc pressure as well as under

vacuum At atmospheric pressure the column was tested

under total reflux with a mixture of carbon tetrachlonde

and benzene At a superficial vapour velocity correspond-

mg to 1 ft per sec the H E T P was 10 in , indicating that

the column was equivalent to 6 perfect plates

It is more difficult to test a column under vacuum, for

there IS no bmary liquid mixture with complete analyftcal

data available To make the test two oils, one a Califonua

the other a Pennsylvania, were fractionated to give two
narrow cuts boilmg about 28" C apart The data are shown
m Fig 35 These two oils, because thQi are narrow

fractions, could be treated as two smgle substances for

distillation purposes, and a SO-SO wt % mixture was
fractionated with the results shown m Fig 3S Dunng
the fractionation the average reflux ratio was approxi-

mately 12 to 1 Also from the vapour-pressure dataon these

two oils It was possible to construct the usual vapour-

hquid diagram assummg perfect gases and perfect solu-

tions Dunng the fracuonation samples were taken of the

distillate and liquid in the still, and as samples were ob-

tained simultaneously while operatmg at a 13 to 1 reflux

ratio, they could be assumed steady state samples Usmg
the McC^ and Thiele method for distiUabon calcula-

tions for bmary mixtures it was possible to calculate the

theoretical plates m the column under these conditions

H 3

16S3

The results gave a H E T P of 12 in , which is in reason-

able agreement with the 10 m obtamed at abnosphenc
pressure [29]

Additional performance curves for the apparatus shown
mFig 34 are given m Fig 36

Another fractionatmg column for use at pressures ofthe
order of hundredths of a millimetre or less is shown in

Fig 37 [26, 193S] Here the packmg is a contmuous spiral

of the sort used by Podbielniak No data on the per-

formance of this apparatus are available

Molecular Stills

In a molecular still the process resembles more closely

one of evaporation rather than boiling In the gas phase
there is more or less unrestricted movement of the mole-
cules, that is, the mean free path is large In the ideal case

molecules leavmg the surface of a sohd or liqmd do not
collide with any other molecules before they hit a colder

surface on which they condense Essentially, m its most
common form, the process resembles simple distillation m
that the molecules leavmg a solid or liqmd become a gas,

which m turn is directly condensed to the solid or hqmd
state It follows that m order to have a large mean free

path the pressure must be low, it is generally below 0 001

mm (1 micron)

Die essential features [21, 1932, 43, 1929] of a molecular
still are the following

1 A vacuum equal to or better than the vapour pressure

of the substance at the distilling temperature is necessary

2 There must be a short distance between the evaporat-

ing surface and the condenser Preferably this distance is

less than the mean free path of the molecules in the gas

phase

3 A large and clean evaporating surface is necessary

The amount evaporating is directly dependent on the

surface area, providing it is all at substantially the same
temperature The surface must be free from any foreign

molecules of much lower volatility

4 There must be an ample difference in temperature

between the evaporatmg and condensmg surfaces

Molecular stills are useful prmcipally for high molecular

weight substances which cannot be vaporized in any other

way Mercury, calomel, and paraffin wax have bran dis-

till^ at ordinary temperature and cane sugar has been

distilled at 120" C [43, 1929]

The followmg equation for the rate of evaporation has

been denved on the basis that there is ummpaired move-
ment in the gaseous molecules, that every molecule that

,stnkes the cold surface condenses, and that there is no
reflection from this surface [22, 1911 , 24, 1913]^

w = gram distilling from 1 sq cm of surface m 1 sec.

M = molecular weight of the substance m gram per

gram mol,

w 3 1416,

J( = 8 316xl0^ molecular gas content in ergs per

degree,

T= temperature m degrees Kelvin,

p — absolute pressure m mm of mercury.

Assuming sphencal molecules, that any one molecule

is movmg with a uniform velocity deternuned by the

kmetic equation for gases, and that the other molecules
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among whidi it u movmg are stationaiy, the followmg

equation may be derived [25, 1934]

^ “ 6 06x 10**"(>)(4^Kr»)

/ mean free path m cm

,

R — 82 07, molecular gas constant m c c atmospheres,

p ~ absolute pressure m atmospheres,

»r = 3 1416,

r = radius of a molecule in cm

The equation for the rate of evaporation may be applied

to any one ofa number ofcomponents that may be present

Thus the molal ratio of two substances which have passed

from the hquid to the vapour phase is directly propor-

tional to the ratio of vapour pressures and mversely pro-

portional to the ratio of molecular weights As an
illustration of the use of the two equations above, assume
that a hydrocarbon ofmolecular wei^t 400, and molecular

diameter 8 x lO'* cm [12. 1934] is to be distilled at 400° K
and at a pressure of 0 001 mm. The rate of distillahon is

calculated to be 0 21 g per hour per sq. cm ofevaporating

wulhce, and die mean free padi for these conditions is

2 cm The condensmg surface should then be 2 cm or

less distant from the evaporating surface

One form ofmolecular still for distilhng liquids is shown
in Fig 38 [36, 1935] The liquid is contained in flask E
and condenses on surface R, and runs down the walls to

escape at D Another form adaptable for distilhng solids

is shown in Fig 39 [40, 1935]. Here the apparatus has

been made of two pieces of flanged Pyrex pipe to enable

the apparatus to be dismantled The material to be dis-

tilled or sublimed is placed in the well, which is heated m
an oil bath Coolmg medium circulates through the con-
denser and the solid condenses on the lower part of the

condenser

An apparatus peimittmg more than one distillate from
a hquid to be obtamed at one time is shown in Fig 40

[36, 1935]. Here the liqmd, for example, hydrocarbon oil,

IS contained m flask C and by means of the solenoid

actuated valve I is permitted to drop on to the outside of
vertical tube L The mside oftube L is heated by a suitable

liquid boiling m flask S This latter hquid and its vapour
IS entirely separate from that in flask C The hot vapours
on the inside of tube L evaporate the hquid flowuig down
the outside of this same tube, these vapours condoise
on the cold walls M, and flow out through N and O mto
receivers P The annular space between L and M is held

at a very high vacuum by being connected to a high
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vacuum soiuce at E Heater D serves only to keep the

contents of flask C preheated The mside of tube L is

packed with suitable packmg material, for example, jack

Cham. If now, for example, the liqmd m stiU .S were kero-

sme, the mside of tube L would serve as a fractionating

column and so there would be a temperature gradient

established along tube L The condenser G would serve

to condense the kerosine and reflux it back down tube L
The top part of tube L would be colder than the bottom
so that the most volaUle components of the liquid m

Fio 39 Molecular still for sublimauon of solids

flask C would be concentrated m the top receiver P, while

the least volatile would likely fail to vaponze and be con-
centrated in the lowest receiver This apparatus has been
used successfully m vaponzmg and separatmg higb-

boilmg, high molecular weight lubncabng oils [36, 1935]

Other Types of Distillation Equipment

If a binary mixture ofA and B, two components boding
quite far apart, is distilled m a simple dueling flask, the

distillation temperature steaddy rises as the distillation

proceeds, or as vapours are withdrawn The higher boding
component, B, in this case, is of course distdhng at all

times with A If the problem is to vaponze the maximum
amount ofBm the mixture at some definite fixed tempera*
tiue lunit, It will be found that this is accomplished not by
performing a simple distillation and stoppmg it when the

fixed temperature is reached, but by arrangmg to carry out
the distillation so that all the vapour u separated from the

bquid at the fixed temperature level, and none is permitted

to escape bdow this temperature This is the ideal case

In other words, all the vapour is saturated with B at the

highest allowable temperature, for it is here that B has its

highest vapour pressure. This type of operation is called

flash distdlation or flash vaporization A simple example
will further illustrate the argument Consider a mixture
of one mol of A and one mol of B These form perfect

solutions, and the ratio of vapour pressures over the

temperature range to be used may be assumed constant

Assume further that 700“ F is

51—r ~~~*
the highesttemperature to which

U the solution may be subjected,

LL I * le the maximum distillation

temperature is 700“ F At this

—^1——

c

temperature thevapourpressure
of pure .4 is 3 atm and pure B

j |_nn IS 0 3 atm. A comparison is

desired of the total per cent

" ^1- vaporized as well as the per

•— r \ cent B vaponzed at 700“ F

****~^l n
~ atmosphenc pressure for

nUL__^ 0 the two cases of simple distiUa-

I
— ** non and flash distdlation Upon
——

*

makmg the necessary calcida-

tions It is found that for simple

* distillation the total per cent
' vaponzed up to 700“F is40 2%,

while the per cent of the higher~ boding component, namely B,

, 5
— vaponzed under these condi-

^ tions is 1 1 4% For the case of^ flash distillation It IS found that

46 6% IS the total per cent.

Jf s vaponzed at 700“ F and that

^ 209% of B has been vaponzed
^ Thus It is seen that almost twice

the quantity of high-boding

^ component has been vaponzed

Y in the case of flash distillation

when It IS earned out at the

r* j same temperature hmit as in

^ simple distillation Increased

P vaporization of the higher boil-

mg component may be obtained

^ ^

by the addition ofanmert earner

S gassuchassteam,orbyteducmg
® the pressure, or both Summar-
^ izmg, flash distdlation is useful

nr-^ “ desired to get the

'a Y !
maximum quantity of high-

T boiling matenal distilled with

_ ^ ^ . , the muumum possibdity of

molecular still
thermal decomposition In

lubneatmg-od preparation this

is frequmtly desurable The essentud requirements of flash

distillation are to have the charging matenal heated to the

highest allowable temperature, m the shortest tune, and
to provide that all the vapours leaving the hqmd be in

eqiidibnum with all the hquid at this ternperatuie.

A laboratory fl^-distiUation apparatus is showfi m
Fig 41 [37, 1935] Here in order to utilize tonperature as

well as Imt most effectively, the preheating and vaponzmg
of the matenal IS done m a lead bath Supnlieat^ steam

as well as vacuum is employed to get a high per cent, of
the charging material vaponzed.

Another typt of flash-distillation apparatus is shown
Fig.42[29] Here Dowdmrm (eutectic rnixtuie ofdqriwiyl
and diphe^l oxide) is the beating medium. Dowdierm
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vapours are generated in B by boiling the bquid by means
of electnc immersion heaters C The vapours pass up
through E and through F where they enter the ilash-

vaponzation sectionK This consists ofa length of square

tubmg H, contauung a large number of small tubes J,

whidi are arranged at right angles as shown, using the four

sides of the sqiure tube as headers Dowtherm vapours

are forced to flow in parallel through all these tubes beoiuse

plates G on opposite edges of the square tube are welded

to the square tube as well as to the walls of the enclosing

cyhndni^ pipe K Plates L at the top join the walls ofK

disengagmg section and a conical deflector / which serves

to keep any liquid from flowing out through A The
vapours formed m the flash distillation flow out through

A, and to any suitable condenser that may be attached

thereto A source of vacuum may be applied to the con-

denser, so placmg the entire flash-vaponzing section under

with the walls ofthe square tube H, so that the top contains

only the opemng of the square tube, into which projects

a spray nozzle M. In other words, Dowtherm vapours

enter at F, and must pass through the cnss-crossed small

tubes J before they can escape out through O In this way
the square tube is completely surrounded by Dowtherm
vapours, and thereby eSecUvely protected against heat

losstothesurroundm^. The material to be flash vaporized,

for example, oil, is pumped m at iV through the preheater

coil, and sprayed out atM over the small tubes J The oil

m film and drop form passes down through the layers of
tubes J, iduch function in two ways (1) they serve as a
type of low pressure-drop packmg material ensuring that

the vapour and liquid flowing concurrently down throu^
the apparatus will be in eqmhbnum with each other by the

time they leadi the lower level of tubes, and (2) they

aunultaneously serve as an extensive heatmg surface from
which the heat of vaporization of the oil is obtamed It

is the Dowtherm condensing on the inside of tubes /that
fiimiafaes the heat ofvaporization for the od flowmg down-
-wards on flie outside oi these tubes. Bdow tubes / is a

vacuum Liquid m equihbnum with escapmg vapours
flows out through pipe Q mto receiver V Pipe P is sunply

a vent enabling the receiver K to be at the pressure of the

rest of the apparatus Dowtherm hquid and vapour pass

out through O mto R where the hquid Dowtherm flows

downwards through D back into the Dowtherm boiler B
Dowtherm vapours pass up through R and the preheater

N where they pre^t the incommg oil Remauung
Dowtherm vapours now pass up through air or water

condenser S and are completely condensed to hquid wfaidi

flows down into the boiler B Tank T contains nitrogen

or carbon dioxide or other mert gas which is applied to

the Dowtherm system Varymg the pressure m tank T
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FIg 43 Cootinuous laboratory topping unit

imposes any suitable pressure on the

Dowtherm, thereby giving any desired

constant temperature on the flash-

vaporization apparatus There is then

no possibility of oil overheating or hot
spots in the flash-vaponzation system,

and the apparatus is very flexible The
oil IS heated effectively, in a short time

at the maximum allowable temperature,

and under such conditions that it is m
substantial equihbnum with all the

vapours generated Inert gas, such as

steam, or volatile liquids may also be
mtroduced at A/ to cause additional

vaporization In vaporizing relatively

heavy oils it is convement to add a vola-

tile hquid that is soluble in the oil, for

example, a lower boilmg hydrocarbon
fraction This hquid upon vaporizmg
in the apparatus further increases the

per cent of heavy oil that is flash

vaporized By choosing this liquid so
that It has a relatively low vapour
pressure at ordinary temperatures, but
yet a practically completely volatde at

the vaporizer temperature, vacuum flash

distillation is ma^ relauvely easy.

Apparatus of the sort shown in Fig 42 is useful as an
isothermal stnppmg or fractionating apparatus when em-
ploymg countercurrent (instead of concurrent) flow of
vapour and liquid This may be accomplished m a con-

tmuous way by mtroducing at M the liquid to be frac-

tionated or stripped of more volatile components, and by
mtroducmg mert gas or vapour at A, and by providmg a
vapour outlet in the top of the heimsphencal cap which m
turn is connected to a condenser The stripped liquid then

flows out through Q mto receiver V Depending upon the

length of the secUon containing tubes J, and their tempera-

ture, and the proportion of gas or vapour introduce at

A, any suitable degree of fractionation or stnppmg under
substantially isothermal (rather than adiabatic) conditions

may be attamed

A contmuous laboratory toppmg apparatus is shown in

Fig 43 [35, 1935] The heat needed for the disbllation is

supphed by the hot vapours of a liquid boilmg m the flask

A These vapours ascend through Ime B, enter the outside

chamber of isothermal heating unit C at the top, and pass

through the chamber and out at the bottom to D, where
they are condensed and returned to the boiler, thus com-
pletmg the circuit for the heatmg medium The temperature

of the vapour leavmgtthe bottom of the still is determmed
by thermometer E In operation the vapour stream

should have a velocity and volume sufficient to maintain

this temperature constant, whether or not the toppmg
secUon is bemg used

The topping system may be illustrated by following the

paths of crude oil gas and vapours through the apparatus

Hie crude oil to be topped is poured mto storage flask F
through strainer G and drawn by the vacuum m the system
through H and valve / mto a degasser and foam breaker

J The crude then enters the top of the isothermal heatmg
chamber C, through stopcock K and dripperL The heatmg
chamber is simply an eight-bulb condenser, the four top

Flo 44 Batch stnppiiv colamti
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bulbs are packed with no 18 steel jack chain, and the four

bottom bulbs are empty. The cham provides much surface

and serves as a heat reservoir to heat the cool, incommg
crude quickly The oil passes downwards through the

still and eventually runs out of dripper Af into topped-oil

receiving flaskN By proper manipulation of stopcock O,

flask N may be removed, empued, and re-evacuated with-

out stopping the distillation

Fic 45 Equilibrium still

While the crude oil is flowing downwards through the

heater, a small stream of inert gas is admitted m the centre

of the bottom bulb at P This gas rises countercurrent to

the descendmg-oil film and carries the vapours evaporated

from the crude into fractionating tower Q, also packed

with no 18 jack chain Here the heavier fractions of the

distillates are separated and washed back, while the vapours

pass to condenser R where they liquefy, the condensate

collecting m the receiver, S The gas passes through flask

S and line T to the vacuum pump and thence to the

atmosphere True boihng-pomt stills for analysis of crudes

have also been described [3, 1932]

A batch stripping column is shown m Fig 44 [29] In

this aiqiaratus the highest boihng components are those

tiiat die obtamed first, rather than last as m the ordinary

type of fiactionating (ennchmg) column The charge to

be fractionated is contained in A, and a small proportioning

pump A/ feeds it as hquid at a predetermmed and constant

rate through preheater N to the top of the fractionating

tower B For tall columns the method of support shown
at / IS convenient The hqmd passes down through the

column and out through sight glass J and line F mto
vaporizer C Here it is completely vaporized by a higher

boihng liquid boilmgmD and undergomg reflux condensa-

tion m E The surface between C and D on whidi the

hquid IS completely evaporated is large, and by choice of
tltt liquid in D it is easily possible to have a very steady

Fig 46 Device for permitting intermittent withdrawal of
disullate from a fiacuonating column

and yet complete evaporation of the liquid in C The gauge
shows whether or not the evaporation has been complete
The vapours enter the base of the column through G
A manometer, H, indicates the pressure drop through the

fractionating tower These vapours then pass up through
the tower and thus flow countercurrently to the descendmg
hquid At the top of the column the vapours pass out
through preheater N and cooler K and are returned as

liquid to contamer A Care should be taken that this

hquid mixes completely with the entire hqmd m ^4 As
this process is repeated the hipest boihng component in

A IS gradually concentrated m / and hne F It may be
withdrawn contmuously or periodically through O This
procedure has been found very effective m separating

gasolines mto their components or groups of components,
where the fractionabng column B has of the order of 100
perfect plates [29]

The equihbnum still shown in Fig 45 [26, 1932] is a
useful piece of laboratory distillation eqmpment It is

used to obtain vapour-hqmd equihbnum data Liqmd
containedm flask >4 is boiled by electnc heater D Vapours
go up through B past the thermometer and mto condenser
F, where they are completely condensed Care should be
taken that no condensation of vapours occurs before the
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opening mto condenser F Otherwise there would be a
change m their composition, and this composition would
not be that originally produced by the liquid boiling m A

To ehnunate the possibility of
condensation in B the flask A
IS provided with a long neck C
which serves to surround B
completely with vapour The
liquid leavmg the condenser

IS led to the bottom of re-

ceiver / by tube R A small

vent IS provided at G The
liquid completely Alls I up to

the level J, when it overflows

through J back mto flask A
The opemng JC is to the atmo-
sphere or to a source of any
desired pressure After the

processes of boilmg in A and
condensation m F have been
repeated many tunes, the

hqmd m both A and I will

attain constant compositions

unchangmg with tune This

IS the equihbnum state A
simple material balance over

the apparatus will show that

the hquid m / has the com-
position of the vapours leavmg
and m equilibrium with the

hqmd m ^ In other words,

drawmg samples of hqmd for

analysis from M and N gives

the vapour and hqmd compo-
sitions respecuvely m equili-

brium at constant pressure

Usmg difierent hqmd com-
positions m A, and proceedmg
m the same way, gives a senes

ofpoints on the curve

In small-scale fractionatmg

columns it is sometimes diCQ-

cult to control the flow of
distillate bemg withdrawn

contmuouslyfrom thecolumn.
Instead of withdrawing it con-

tinuously It may be with-

drawn penodically or m
batches as shown m Fig
46 [29] Vapours from the

fractionatmg column pass up
through tube A mto the

complete condenser A ther-

mometer IS shown at T
Flo 47 Batch fracuonaung «««“* down the

apparatus for simultaneously walls accumulates as shown
concentrating the lowest and It then flows up contmuously
highest boihng components under bell cap B, and down
mto the fractionating column through annular space C
The attachment of a flexible product tube F, which may
be small-diameter lead tubing, to the glass side tube D, of
the glass fractionatmg column may be accomplished by a
small kaigth of platinum tubmg E Tbe platinum tube is

sealed mto the glass, while the lead tube is soft soldered

to the platinum tube A smtable metal valve may then be
sttadwd at G. In operation no product is withdrawn for

a tune through F. It overflows contmuously through C, and
a quantity of low-boilmg matenal is then produced. If the

time IS suffiaent the composition of this quantity of liquid

willbecomeconstant, lepiesentmgthatwhichthecolunmcan
produceattotalreflux Atsuitabletunemtervalsthisproduct

may be withdrawn to constitute small fractions of distillate

A batch fractionatmg column m which the lowest as

well as the highest boilmg components are simultaneously

produced is shown m Fig 47 [29] The charge, or hqmd
to be fractionated, is introduce through O mto flask P
At the start the hqmd m this flask is boiled by electnc

immersion heater N, with electnc leads at H Vapours rise

and pass through the holes m tube I mto the packed

fractionatmg column E, and are completely condensed by
total condenser B Vent A is open to the atmosphere or

any desired source of pressure A thermometerA which

would read the boilmg-pomt of the lowest boilmg com-
ponent, is shown The low-boilmg product may be with-

drawn through C m the usual way The liquid reflux

flows down column E countercunently to the nsmg
vapours, and out through tube I and mto tube / From
here the liquid flows mto cup K, which is penodicaUy

emptied by the siphon attached to it The hqmd now
descends the stnppmg column Q, and at the end of this

column It IS caused to flow on to the walls by means of

plates S which have a central openmg as well as several

openings around their edges Electric heatmg wire U is

wrapped around the column as shown, and the hqmd is

completely vaporized back up the column by this heater

The heat is adjusted so that no liquid accumulates on
plate IV, which is sealed to the walls of column Q. A
length of capillary tubmg is mserted at X, and by means of
rod y the thermometer T is supported as shown This

thermometer reads the boilmg-pomt of the highest boilmg

components m tbe mixture bemg fractionated A tube for

withdiawmg the high-boilmg materials is provided at Z
by means of clamp Y The capillary tube X pemuts pro-

duct vapours to be withdrawn without a great deal of

condensation below IV, which would be unnecessary liquid

hold-up The vapours generated by electnc heater U pass

up through S and tbe packed stnppmg column Q They
then rise through L and down through bell M and pass

out through the slots m the bottom ofM, thereby bubblmg
up through the hqmd contamed m flask P They pass on
up through the ennehmg column E As vapours are

generated from U the heat at IV is reduced or completely

eliminated Generally m steady operation enough heat

IS supplied at N to make up for products withdrawn at

C and Z Jackets R and Fare provided to reduce beat loss

from the columns Cup K may be cahbrated so that the

rate of hquid flow may be obtamed from the number of
overflows from HTm a given time Flange G is the same or
similar to that used m connecting sections of Pyrex piping.

It should be pomted out that the teadmg on thermometer
T will be higher than the atmospheric boilmg-pomt if the

apparatus is operated under atmospheric pressure, because

of the pressure drop through the apparatus A tee con-

nexion may be provided at Z, one side of which leads to

a manometer to observe this pressure drop and enable

a temperature correction to th^ometer T to be made
The other tee openmg may be for product ronovaL
A centrifugal countercurrent apparatus for fractional dis-

tillation has been developed [32, 1935 ; 33, 1935}. However,
no tedmical data are as yet availaUe on its pwfonnaaiQB.

Applicationswouldappeartobemostsuitablefor large-scale

distillation equipment rather than that oflaboratory size.
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THE MANUFACTURE OF WHITE SPIRITS, SPECIAL NAPHTHAS,
AND PETROLEUM SOLVENTS, BY DISTILLATION

By L. CLEMENT, MA , FJ C, M. Inst. P.T.

Shell Refineries, Ltd

The manufacture ofwhite spirits and special naphthas from

crude oil generally requires more than one distillation The
usual practice is to separate first a crude white spirit and

a crude benzine and then to redistil the crude white spirit

and crude special naphtha The first stage in the manu-
facture ofcrude white spmt and crude special boihng-point

spirit would be effected by means of the usual type ofcon-

tmuous distillauon plant for crude oil, mvolvmg a modem
fractionating column, such as is diagrammatically illus-

trated m Fig 1

In this plant the crude oil leaves the heaters at a tem-

perature of 275° C and passes into the 6 ft by 17 ft 6 m

each down pipe of the trays 19, 21, 23, and 25 and close

to the weir box m the tray below are draw-off hnes for

tray cuts, which pass to a single surge tank

The following are the boding ranges of the products

obtained from the column

Tops
White spirit cut

Tray draw-off cuts

Tray 19

The redistillauon of the cuts ob-

tained m the above type of plant

can be performed either in con-

tinuous or in batch stills, the latter

bemg used where small quantities

of material are dealt with or where
several fracUons are required in the

redistillation For some markets,

however, the above white spirit

would be sufficiently closely frac-

tionated

evaporator The vapours from the evaporator are dis-

charged through two 12-in hnes to two dephlegmators in

parallel which operate as spray-catchers Two 12-in

vapour lines from the dephlegmators combine mto a 20-m
header which enters a l^ft by 70-ft fractionating lower,

contaimng 26 trays, above the second tray The vapours
nse through trays 3 to 10, where they enter a chimney, by-
passing a four-plate steam stnppmg section (trays 11, 12,

13, 14) From the down pipe of tray 15 a 6-in bootleg
connexion returns reflux, regulated by a temperature con-
trol valve, to tray 10 This temperature control maintams
the final boihng-point of the spmt at 205° C The bottoms
of the 4th tray steam-stnppmg section, that is, tray no 11,

r~ Redistillation by the Continuous

Method

_—9— The crude spirits obtamed m the
_ aeiait

primary distillation are produced

: * continuously and may be fed direct-

- lyintoanotherfractionatingcolumn
-- via the necessary reheaters with
- - possibly only a surge tank separat-

ing the two umts In most cases,

however, this mterlocking is not

desuable, so the surge tank gives

place to a mam storage tank and
the plants become completely mdependent umts
The secondary distillation by the contmuous method

may be effected by plant ofvarymg type, but the particular

design adopted will depend on various factors such as the

quality ofthe crude cut and the specification ofthe required

products Three different plants will be descnbed to illus-

trate current practice in this cotmexion

1. Continuous Steam Still operating at Atmospheric
Pressure.

This plant (Fig 2) was designed for the purpose of pro-
ducing white spmts and spmts with a boihng-pomt range

of the order of 20° C In the distillaUon of white spmts
are drawn off through a float control valve and a cooler
to the white-spmt tanks The vapours passmg through
tray 15 flow through trays 16 and 17 mto another short

diimney which by-passes a 3 ft 3 m accumulatmg section

just imder tray 18

The vapours from this pomt pass through trays 18, 19,

20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, and 26 to the top of the tower In

m a plant of this type the provision ofadequate prdwatmg
facihties is of first importance, whilst m tte distillation of
the hghter close boihng-pomt range fractions the provision

for reheating m the second column is the nugor fiwtor.

The foUowmg u; a description of the plant

Cohunns. There ate two columns each having a welded
shell48m duim by 38ft high. The bottom head u welded
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to the sheU whilst the top head is flanged and bolted Each Second Preheater

column has 22 removable bubble-cap trays, complete with Heat transfer area 40 sq ft

dram holra and i^ux p.^ Each rap thtra row of
^SS^tef rabes i To D

holes at different heights, the lowest bemg brought into use tubes 6

at maximum throughputs The minimum height of liquid Passes m shell 2

Fio 2

IS 21 in Each tray is provided with a thermometer pocket

and tapped boss for sample cock, and a fixed weir forms
a sump for the reflux No 2 column, which carries a reflux

condenser, is also fitted with a reflux head, in the form of

a blank tray fitted above the top bubble tray Two reflux

down-takes are arranged from this tray to provide sufficient

liquid height for the efficient separation of water from the

spirit, the latter being withdrawn automatically by an
external drain Each column is provided with a live steam

coil above the liquid-level at the bottom ofthe column, and
a float-level controller The columns are lagged with 2-in

magnesia composition and asbestos mattresses covered

with galvanized sheeting

Heat Intercbaiigers. These are two in number, and have

the followmg specification

1 2
Heat transfer area 35 sq ft 175 sq ft

No of passes m tubes 4 20
No of passes in shell 4 20

Material of tubes Admiralty Admiralty
Bronze Bronze

Length of tubes 18i in 181 m
Diameter of tubes 2 m O D i in O D

In nmmal operation no 1 is coupled with no 1 column
and no 2 coupled with no 2 column, but these ran be

reversed should the ratio of the products from each column
change

First Preheater

Heat transfer area 70 sq ft

Total number of tubes 248

Lmgth of tubes 18} in

l>iameter of tubes tin OD
Material Of tubes Admiralty bronze

No of passes m tubes . 8

No ofpasseelnsheU . 1

Third Preheater

Heat transfer area 65 sq ft

Total number of tubes 176

Size of tubes j m O D
No of passes in tubes 12

No of passes in shell 1

Reboder No I Column

Heat transfer area 210 sq ft

Total number of tubes 470
Size of tubes } in O D
No of passes in tubes 2
No of passes in shell 1

Partial Condenser

Heat transfer area 120 sq ft

Total number of tubes 328
Length of tubes 24t in

No of passes in tubes 8

No of passes in shell 1

Final Condenser

Heat transfer area 300 sq ft

Total number of tubes 820
Length of tubes 241 in

No of passes m tubes 20
No of passes in shell 1

Dehydrator. It is 4 ft 10 in high, 3 ft in diameter fitted

with an automatic water and spirit dram
Pumps. The bottoms of no 1 tower are circulated

through the reboiler by a 3-m turbme-operated centnfugal

pump
The feed and the bottoms of each tower are pumped by

three or four pumps, size 4^ x 3} x 4 in The two pumps
for the column bottoms are operated by i-in motor valves

controlled by the floats m the base of the columns the

feed pump is controlled by hand The fourth pump is a

standby
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Plant ConditionsOperatioB of the Ptant The crude spmt to be distilled

IS dtawn from a storage tank of 500 tons capaaty and

pumped via the residue-crude exchanger and tlw product-

aude heat exchangers to the three steam-heated pr^eaters

The amount of steam supplied to these is regulated

means of a temperature controller of the vapour-pressure

type with air-operated relay, and the vapour-Iiquid mixture

passes at the required temperature to either the first or

second column If the crude white spirit has to be split

into three fractions both columns are required, but if the

crude has to be topped only, then the second column is

used In the first column alternative feed supply to 4 trays

IS provided (the 11th, 13th, 15th, and 17th, counting from
the top) Normally Ae feed is taken to the 1 1th tray and
the hquid falls to the 22nd tray and thence to the bottom
of the column The bottoms ofthe column are recirculated

by means of the centnfugal pump to the 20th tray through

the reboiler There is a temperature control fitted in the

spint-retum Ime to the column from the reboiler which

controls the amount of steam being fed to the reboiler and
so maintains the bottoms of the column at the required

temperature The vapours ascend the column and pass

through a vapour Ime to the base or the middle of no 2
column The reflux is provided by the product pump of

no 2 column m the dehvery Ime of which is fitted a control

valve operated by the temperature relay at the top ofno 1

column, enablmg the top of no 1 column to be kept at

a defimte temperature, which tonperatuie controls the final

boilmg-pomt of the white spint obtamed at the base of

no 2 column The stnppmgofthe bottoms ofno 1 column
IS aided by hve steam, which is provided through a per-

forated pipe situated above the liquid-level m the base of

no 1 column The percentage of bottoms obtamed m
crude white spirit distillation is a very variable quantity

and may be as low as 1 %, but it is generally desirable to

obtam a good separation b^ween white spint and residues

since the residues should have a flash-pomt of 150° F The
vapours from the top of no 2 column pass to the partial

condenser m which both water and spirit are condensed

and fall to the blank tray at the top of the column from
which the water is withdrawn by an external dram The
amount of reflux used is controlled by means of a by-pass

valve fitted across the inlet and outlet water-supply Imes

to the partul condenser, the valve bemg operated by the

tonperature relay from the top of no 2 column By this

means the mitial boilmg-pomt of the white spirit is con-

trolled The vapours remammg uncondensed after passage

through the partial condenser are led to the top of a final

condenser, water-cooled, and the condensate gravitates to

the automatic water and spint separator

Operating Data. For eaA given crude white spint and
for each difierent grade of product required, there will be

differen optimum conditions, which have to be explored

for each mdividual case and sometimes mvolve modifica-

tion of the plant Die following particulars are given to

Illustrate the production of 98° F flash-pomt white spint

from a crude white spint

Analysts ofIntake

Specilic gravity at 60° F 0 78S
Flath-pomt (closed) 8S° F

Vlitmtlon

IBP toy, 20% 30% 40% 50%
149° C 154' C 157° C 158° C 161° C 163’

C

toy, 70% 80% 90% FBP
166° C 169° C 173° C 180° C 197° C

98° F white spirit

Throughput tons per hr 4 5

Temperature crude to column 159° C
.. No 1 Vapour Line 148° C
„ No 2 .. 113 5° C
„ No 1 Base 169° C
.. No 2 „ 149° C
„ Bottoms to reboiler 169° C
„ from reboiler 172° C

In Starting distillation, steam is turned on the preheaters

and the column, the feed pump is then started, and after

U hours the product is obtamed, and after a further 2 hours

steady conditions have been established

Analysts ofProducts

98° White Spirit

I Tops 98°F WS
\

Residue

0 775 0 792 I 0 818

I

100° F I

152°

F

I

156° C 1 196°

C

I

162° C 189° C t0%l2O0‘C

Yields

Tops 18 6%
98° white spirit 80 5%
Residue 0 9%

Steam Consumption. The sUll requires 1,250 lb of steam

per hour as live steam and 4,000 lb per hour as total

steam Of the 1,250 lb per hour of live steam 860 lb arc

used m the preheater and 390 lb in no 1 column
Reflux Ratios When operating the plant on a crude

containmg only 1 % of residue, no reflux is used on the

first column, whilst on the second column the reflux ratio

used IS of the order of 8

2. Pipe Still operating under Slight Pressure.

Fig 3 illustrates a plant [4, 1927], in which kerosme is

treated for the production ofa heavy naphtha top, a white

spint, and a gas-oil residue It consists essentiaUy of two
pipe stills connected with two bubble-cap towers and two
heat exchangers The diagram mdicates the lay-out

The crude kerosme intake is spht mto two streams, one
of which exchanges heat with the residual gas-oil bottoms
and the other with the vapours from no 2 bubble tower

These two preheated kerosme streams then combme and
are charged into the first bubble tower, where they flow

down over the plates and are stripped ofthe heavy naphtha
content The hot oil is then led back mto the first com-
partment drum, which acts as a reservou* This nutenal is

then charged through no 1 pipe still and mto the other

compartment of this same drum, where evaporation takes

place The vapours enter the base of the column and the

heavy naphtha vapours are taken overhead and condensed.

A portion of this condensate is pumped from the reflux

drum on to the top tray of the bubble tower to furnish the

necessary reflux The tower is operated under about 20-lb

pressure, the pressure bemg controlled by means of the

valve on the rundown Ime from the reflux drum
The kerosme with the heavy naphtha removed is then

charged mto no. 2 bubble tower, where the white spmt is

removed The arrangements on the badc-trap drum and
pipe still of this second tower are similar to those on the

fint tower The white-spuit vapours are sent titroui^ a
vapour-heat exchanger brf<»e enteniig the condmser and
the reflux drum It is found necessary to (operate no. 2
bubble tower at a pressure about 5 lb. lower flian no, 1

Specific gravity

Flash-point (closed)

Disullauon
IBP
FBP
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bubble tower The residual gas-oil fraction is drawn out tubes, overflowing a weu* at the end of the trough The
of the compartment drum through the bottoms heat ex- mtake is the bottoms from the atmospheric steam stills,

changer and debvered to storage. which are treated, when necessary, with acid and neutral-

The pipe stills are ofthe conventional type, and the plant ized with caustic soda The feed exchanges heat with the

handles 1,700 bbl of kerosine per day vacuum-still residue in a tubular heat exchanger and is then

passed through a steam preheater,

before entenng the tower at the

second fractionating tray at a tem-
perature of approxunately 71° C ,

at which temperature no vaporiza-

tion of the feed takes place The
absolute pressure on the dry Ime
IS S3 mm , and the pressure at the

bottom of the column is 60 mm
The small pressure-drop indicates

the excellent design of the bubble

trays and partial condenser

The oil after entering the tower is

heated to 130°C by means ofsteam

flowmg through mtemal tubular

heaters located m troughs on the

second tray, whilst the final heat-

ing of the bottoms before leavmg
the tower is accomplished with two
internal reboilers on the bottom tray

Fig 3 of the tower The temperature at

the base of the column is 135° C
Plant Operating Data

The fuel consumption is 2 3% by volume It is possible

to obtam a gap between the heavy naphtha and the white

spirit if this is required

3. Vacuum Still for Cracked Naphflus.

It has been detemuned that the decomposition of aad
compounds formed m treatmg cracked naphthas increases

rapi^y above 275° F The following plant [5, 1932] was
erected to redisUl 7,000 bbl per day of heavy, cracked

naphthas, havmg an imtial boiling-pomt of 275-325° F
(135-163° C) The maxunum temperature of the oil m the

column was specified at 275° F The plant consists essen-

tially of a vacuum tower 16 ft. m diameter, a steam pre-

heater, a partial condenser, a side column with recycle

coolnr,atubularresidue-to-mtake heat exchanger,and baro-
metric condoisers The lay-out of the plant is as follows

The vacuum tower is fitted with six fractionatmg and
two Btripiang trays and is equipped with mtemal heaters

and rebculets. The heaters and reboilers consist of tubes

wiUun a trough. Steam is used through the tubes and the

heavy naphtha gravitates from the upper trays outside the

The vapours leave the coluirm at a temperature of
101 5° C and enter a partial condenser, havmg its tubes

so arranged as to ensure a constant veloaty through them
Under these conditions the pressure difierential between

inlet and outlet is only 1-2 mm The liquid and gas are

separated m a side column which has a vertical baffle The
bquid drops to the base of the column and is cooled to
32° C and pumped to the top of the column This hqmd
acts as an absorption medium for the uncondensed vapours
from the partial condenser, with the result that the loss is

only 0 5 to 1 0% m the distillation The product is with-

drawn from a collecting tray m the side column and
pumped to storage The side tower and recycle cooler

could be eliminated by mcreasmg the tube area of the

partial condenser so as to obtain a temperature eqmvalent
to that of the finished gasohne leaving the side tower. At
the time of erecting the plant the heat-transfer rates m
partial condensers operating under a vacuum were m-
dcfinite In operation a ‘K’ value of approximately 125
IS obtained in the partial condenser The recycle is not
withdrawn from the tower, but is permitted to nse until

the naphtha flows over the baffle on to the collecting tray

The tower is refluxed with the fimshed product at a rate of
0 35 pt reflux to 1 pt of product A vacuum as low as

IS mm can be obtained

Data for runs on steam sbll bottoms are given m Tables

1 and II Test runs have also been made ofvacuum distilla-

tion of the pressure distillate bottoms from debutanizers

Feed stock from the latter has an iniUdl of 65-71° C with

a maximum of by volume of butane The object of
this test was to determine the economical value of pro-

cessmg this stock directly in a vacuum still The flow of
the feed and products is essentially the same as when
operatmg on steam still bottoms

RedistiUatioii by the Discontiniioiis Method

Batch Stffl DistQlatioD.

Batch still distillation involves much more supervision

and more frequmt samphng than is the case with a con-
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Table I

Plant Datafor Steam Still Bottoms

DISTILLATION

Operating Conditions

Feed Overhead Bottoms

Sp gr at 60' F 0 809 0 805 0844
Flash-point 110'

F

170° F
Colour 2NPA 28 Saybolt 6NPA
Distillation

IBP 138'

C

153 5°C 203 5'C
10% 167'

C

163° C 206 5° C
20% 171'

C

167° C 212'

C

30% 1 173'

C

171'

C

215 5°C
40% 1 180'

C

174 3'C 219 3° C
50%

!
184'

C

178° C 223 5'C
60% 187° C 181'C 227° C
70%

1

190° C 184° C 238° C
80'.,

1

197'

C

188 5'C 1 243 5° C
90% 1 205 3' C 194 5°C 254 5° C
FBP

!

240° C 206 5' C
1

320° C

Operating Conditions

Temperatures

Feed from storage

„ „ exchanger

, „ preheater

Bottom of tower

Reboiler

Heater
Tray no 5

Tower top
Steam
Partial condenser outlet

Vapour from partial condenser

Dry line

Spirit to cooler

from cooler

Bottom of tower

„ from exchanger

Bottom from cooler

Water from spirit cooler

, „ reflux „
„ „ recycle cooler

„ „ bottom „

„ „ partial condenser
Fresh water
Water from 1st barometric condenser

.. .. 2nd
Condensate from heater

Absolute pressures Dry line

Reboiler

Heater
Partial Condenser inlet

n f, outlet

39“ C
60" C
74" C

133" C
134" C
127" C
118" C
98" C
193 5° C
46" C
39" C
38'

C

39'

C

32'

C

134 5'

C

66'

C

47'

C

30 5'

C

34 5'

C

39 3'C
31 3'C
30'

C

31'

C

31'

C

54'

C

147'

C

142'

C

61 ..

59 „
55
53 ..

Table II

Plant Datafor Distillation ofDebutanized
Pressure Distillate

Temperatures

Feed to heat exchanger

„ from heat exchanger

„ from preheater

Reboiler

Heater
Tower top
Partial condenser outlet

Absolute pressures

Dry line

Tower top

„ bottoms

39'

C

38* C
69 5'

C

98'

C

132'

C

99'

C

36 5'C

tinuous Still In addition, batch sUU fuel and steam

consumptions are considerably higher In spite of these

disadvantages, however, the method is sull very largely

employed to-day on account of its great flexibility in opera-

tion Various methods of heatmg may be employed and
distillation may be effected at atmospheric pressure or

under vacuum

The essential features of this type of plant are well

known, and the following is a particular speafication

Still Average inside length

Inside diameter

Total capacity

Working capacity

Thickness of side plates

„ end
Size of manhole

„ oil inlet

„ residue inlet

No of closed steam coils

Total no of lengths of pipe to coil

Total length of pipe

Size of pipe

Effective heating surface

Details of closed steam outlet hnes

No of open steam lines

No and size of perforations on

26 ft 10 in

9 ft lOfin
55 66 tons water

42 11 „

1,238 ft

2iin OD
729 sq ft

The sull IS lagged with 2i in of 85% magnesia com-
position and metal sheathed It carries 2 gauge glasses,

1 thermometer pocket, 1 combined vacuum pressure gauge,

and 1 safety valve set to blow at 10 Ib per sq in

Fnictionatiiig Column. The column is mounted directly

on top of the still and contams a senes of horizontal per-

forated trays The perforations are fitted with collars on
the upper side, and these collars are covered with caps

Details

Sp gr at 60° F
Flash-point

Colour

Disbllations

IBP
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
*0%
90%
FBP

Overhead
j

Bottomsfeed

o'lhs

10 Saybolt

70“ C
I 104 5° C
119'

C

. 130°

C

;
140 3° C

I 151 5'C
I

163 3° C
' 173 3'C
j

186 3°

C

I

1990

C

' 229 S'

C

j

0 770

;

30 Saybolt

68 5'C
101'

C

lll'C
123 3'

C

131 3°C
140 3'C
146 3'C
136 5'C

I

170 3'C
I 184 3° C
222'

C

' 0 8398
I 148'

F

I

8NPA

I 193 5'C
199'

C

201 5' C
! 204 5'C
i
206 5"C

I
210 5'C

I
214'

C

218'

C

1
223'

C

1
233'

C

Height of column
Internal diameter
No of trays

Depth of trays

Thickness of plate

Thickness of trays

Distance between trays

No of capped perforations on each tray

Total no of capped perforations

Diameter of perforations

Height of collars

Inside diameter of collar

No and size of distillate outlet pipe between
trays

Size of vapour outlet

Size of distillate retui

column

18 ft 8 in

3 ft 3i m
30

2|m
3Ain

1, Sin \on attentate

4, 4 in./ trays.

7m
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The column is lagged with 2} m. of 85% magnesia com-
position

Dephlegmator. The dephlegmator is of the vertical tubu-

lar type, water flowing through the tubes and vapour
throu^ the shell Details

Length over end angle faces

Inside diameter
Thickness of shell

Size of vapour inlet top

„ „ outlet bottom
Size of distillate return (bottom)

„ water inlet (bottom)

„ „ outlet (top)

Baffles

No and size of tube plates

No of tubes

Diameter of tubes

Overall length of tubes

Distance between plates

Effective cooling surface of tubes

Lagging—85% magnesia composition

13 ft 1 in

3 ft 3 in

Jin

4 in

Nil

2, ^ in thick

221

IJ in

10 ft 3} in

10 ft 1 m
902 sq ft

The reflux return line from the dephlegmator to the

column IS fitted with a dram cock at the bottom of the

U-bend

Condensers Vertical tubular type, water through tubes,

vapour through shell Details

Length over end angle faces

Inside diameter
Thickness of shell

Size of vapour inlet (top)

„ distillate outlet (bottom)

„ water inlet (bottom)

„ „ outlet (top)

No and type of baffles inside shell for

baffling vapours

19 ft 8} it

2 ft 7 in

A in

No and size of tube plates

No and type of tubes

Diameter of tubes

Thickness of tubes

Overall length of tubes

Length of tubes between plates

Effective cooling surface

2, ^ in thick

128 sweUed oi

IJinOD
Jin
17 ft l|in
17 ft Oi in

832 sq ft

Operation of Plant The still is charged with the spirit

to be distilled, and after the steam coils are covered with

spirit the steam is turned on and a careful watch is kept

on the temperature When the sull approaches the distilla-

tion temperature ofthe charge, the steam is reduced to give

the required rate of distillation, and the water on the de-

phlegmator IS adjusted to give the required reflux rauo

To assist the distillation of the components of higher

boihng-pomt, live steam is admitted to the still when the

temperature has reached 1S0°C In routine distillations,

the rates of distillation and reflux are fixed and the distilla-

tion can be controlled and the cuts made on the results of

hourly determinations of the specific gravity of samples

drawn from a sight glass through which the distillate from

the condenser flows on its way to a manifold header from

whiA It may be allowed to pass to any required tank In

special cases the cutting from one grade to another may
be determined by the distillation test of the sight-glass

sample or of a sample from the distillate receiver

Openting Data. The following is the log of a still run

when producing 98° F flash-pomt white spirit from a crude

vidiiteqiint

Time

SHU
Tenv
' C

Steam
press

lb Isq Im

Temperature of

Sp gr
ateff-F

Running
to

tank

Cooler

• c
’ Distillate

' C

300 158 142 22 22 0 754 38

400 160 142 24 5 24 5 0 760 38
500 162 142 26 26 0 764 38

600 164 144 25 5 25 5 0 768 38

700 164 ISO 24 24 0 768 38

800 166 138 25 5 25 5 0 769 38

900 167 140 25 25 0 769 38

1000 167 136 25 25 0 770 23

1100 169 140 25 25 0 770 23

12 00 170 138 31 5 31 5 0 777 23

13 00 170 140 35 35 0 779 23
14 00 169 140 36 35 0 781 23

15 00 169 138 36 5 36 0 781 23
1600 170 142 36 5 36 5 0 782 23
17 00 170 144 27 25 5 0 782 23

18 00 170 147 30 30 0 782 23
19 00 171 ISO 30 30 0 783 23

2000 172 146 27 27 0 783 23
2100 172 136 315 26 0 784 23
2200 172 142 31 5 24 0 784 23
23 00 172 140 29 5 29 5 0 785 23
2400 170 142 31 29 5 0 786 23
100 170 140 31 5 26 0 787 23
200 171 141 31 5 26 0 788 23
300 172 142

1

31 5 25 5 0 789 23
400 170 140 30 5 26 5 0 791 23
500 169 138 30 5 26 0 792 23
600 171 142 31 26 0 793 23
700 172 140 30 5 25 0 794 23
800 172 140 29 5 25 5 0 796 23
900 172 146 30 24 5 0 797 23
1000 170 140 29 5 24 5 0 798 23
1100 170 146 29 5 24 0 800 23
1200 170 134 30 24 0 801 23
13 00 170 142 30 25 0 802 23
1400 170 140 30 25 0 803

I

23

15 00 170 ' 144 30 24 0 803 23
1600 167 I 136

1

30 5 24 5 0 805
1

23
17 00 165

1

140 31 25 0 806
,

23
1800 165 147 31 25 0 807 23
1900 164 140 31 5 25 0 807

J
23

Analysis ofTank 23 flash-pomt, 100“ F , disUUation I B P 154 5° C,
FBP 188'

C

The rate of distillation is approxunately 0 75 tons per

hour using a reflux ratio of the order of 1 5 The steam used
m distillation, the total live steam and distillation steam,

amounts to 0 6 tons steam per ton of throughput (Fig 4)

Hot Oil Distillation.

In some instances it is possible to utilize hot oil from an
adjacent plant in place of steam for the distillation ofwhite
spints This has the advantage of savmg the steam pre-

viously used for distillation of the white spirits and the

water previously used for coolmg the hot oil It may pro-

vide a higher temperature than steam, but dependence on
an adjacent plant is frequently undesirable

Batch stills of the sort described may be operated under
a vacuum ofsome 60 cm for the production of white spirit

m the followmg manner The white spirit receivers and the

Imes to them from the stills are made as gas-tight as pos-

sible and the vacuum hnes are taken from the tops of the

receivers to a vacuum pump The discharge from the

vacuum pump passes through a cooler before discharging

mto a small Unk contauung baffles to trap condensed ben-

zme The still is charged and closed steam is opened up
carefully until the distillation starts The imtial rate of
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distillation is 1-U tons per hour Water is put on the

dephlegmator, and the distillabon is continued at this rate

until the white spmt fraction is reached. The rate of dis-

tillation IS then increased to 2 tons per hour, and when the

distillate has an average boihng-point of 140° C a vacuum
IS put on the receiver. This vacuum is about 20 cm to

start with and is gradually increased dunng distillation to

a maxunum of 60 cm Hg towards the end of the distilla-

tion Open steam is not used until it is necessary to main-

tam the rate of distillation

The loss of benzine using vacuum dunng the distillation

is negligible, and very httle is condensed from the vacuum
pump exhaust

Batch stills may also be operated under a slight vacuum,
where the stills have had the seams welded and the stills

themselves have been braced to meet the conditions, by
operating a closed system as m the following mstance

The still is fitted with a fracUonatmg column and the

vapours are condensed m two water-cooled tubular con-

densers workingm parallel, the condensate fiowmg through
a common rundown hne to a surge tank The surge tank

IS fitted with a water run-off and a constant water-level is

maintained by the balanced head principle Two pumps
dnven by a steam engme through a common shaft take

suction on the surge tank through a common suction hne
One pump dehvers the spmt required for reflux, whilst the

second discharges the product through a ‘coil in tank’ type

final cooler to the sight glass Both pumps are fitted with

a vanable stroke control so that the reflux ratio can be
controlled over wide limits The system at the begmning

ofthe distillation is vented at the condenser outlet to allow

non-condensable gases to pass to the scrubber When these

gases have been removed the vent is closed, and the result

IS a closed system up to the surge tank placed at ground-

level A vacuiun is then developed which gradually m-
cieases as distillation proceeds, reachuig about 15 in

mercury towards the latter part of the distillation

The Refining of White Spirits

The principal object of refinmg white spirit is to obtam
a spmt of good odour which is free from sulphur com-
pounds, since sulphur compounds, if present, may darken

such pamt pigments as lead salts and metaUic powders
The sulphunc acid and caustic soda method of refining

IS stiU the most widely used process, and the plant employed
may be batch or contmuous agitators Smce white spmts
are handled in relatively small quantities, the batch method
IS employed almost exclusively In batch treatment a

quantity of white spmt is fed mto an agitator and there

mixed with a measured quantity of refinmg agent Mixmg
18 efiected either by stirrers or by curculating, and, after

a defimte reaction tune, the spent reagent is withdrawn
Die agitators commonly used vaiy m size from 15 to

200 tons capaaty They are usually of cyhndrical shape

with cone-shaped bottoms and are hned with chemical lead

The foUowmg is the programme for the refimng of a
particular white spmt in an agitator of 15 tons capacity,

fitted with stirrers of the tyjdioon type

Tune of
agitating (min)

1st sulphunc sad 1 S% (98 4%) 20
Settle and drain IS

2nd acid, 15% 20
Settle and drain IS

Water wash 10

Tune of
agitating (min )

Water wash 10
Settle and drain 15

lat caustic soda 15° Be soln 0 025 % 20
Settle and drain IS

2nd caustic soda 15° Be soln 0 025 % 20
Settle and dram 15

Water wash 10

Settle and drain IS

Water wash 10
Settle and drain 15

In some cases it may be necessary to extend the sulphunc
acid treatment to 3M% m three or more treatments

Durmg the refimng the final boihng-pomt of the white

spmt usually nses a few degrees, and this fact must be
remembered when preparmg white spirits to a final boihng-

pomt specification

Special Naphthas and Petroleum Solvents

Special naphthas and petroleum solvents may be pre-

pared by distillation m the same type of plant as has been

describ^ for the preparation of white spmts In view,

however, of the fact that these solvents are generally pro-

duced in much smaller quantities than is white spmt, and
that from a distillation a greater number of fractions are

segregated, the batch still method of production is that

most frequently adopted For such products the selection

of basic material is a matter of great importance and
generally turns on the aromatic content of the crude ben-

zme Aromatic hydrocarbons occur m most crudes but

generally m small amounts Certam crudes, on the other

hand, contain relatively large proportions of aromatic

hydrocarbons Chavanne and Simon [1, 1919] exammed
Borneo bcnzme and claim to have identified cyclopentane,

methyl cyclopentane, cyclo-hexane, &c Tizard found the

composition of the benzme fraction of Koetei oils to be
paraifins 26%, naphthenes 35 %, and aromatics 39% The
separation of toluene from Borneo benzme [3, 1921] was
effected on a large scale m England and France dunng
1914-18

When the objective is the preparation of a product of
high solvem properties, a basic material rich in aromatics

will be selected, the distillation bemg conducted so as to

concentrate aromatic hydrocarbons m the product, and
subsequent chemical refinmg processes bemg used whidi
will have as slight a tendency as possible to remove aro-

matic bodies When, on the other hand, it is desired to

segregate a product with low or even zero aromatic con-

tent, a basic material as free as possible from aromatics will

be chosen, and a cheimcal r^nmg process will follow

which IS defimtely designed to leave no aromatics m the

final product A product of this sort is Sludge Testing

Spint, used m the determination of the sludging value of
transformer and switch oils

Hl^ Aromatic Content S^ts
A typical mtake would be a crude boizine of the fol-

lowmg analysis

Specific gravity at 60* F . 0-7915

Aromatics . 36%
DIstUlallon

IBP 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%
61° C 93° C 102° C 107° C 113° C 119* C.

60% 70% 80% 90% FB.P
125* C 133* C 141° C 152° C 173° C

from which the following products might be prepared:
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75-95 100-120
spirit spirit

Rubber mue
spirit

60%
134 5“C

70% 80% 90%
146' C 157“ C 171 5'

C

FBP
197 S' C

Sp gr at60'F
Distillation

IBP
FBP

0 776 0 790

75' C 101'

C

94' C 117'

C

0 795

114'

C

157'

C

}810

ISS'X.
178* C

IBP
61* C

Analysis of Dtstillate

10% 20% 30%
75' C 78' C 81'

C

40% 50%
84' C 87" C

j
1 nis distiu&tion

out on A bfltch s

mny oe cftmeci
8«40

1

(till of the type

ed The still is

1 T
^ J“

previously descril>

charged with the spirit to be dis- -7-=^ - 4-4—
tilled, and after the steam coils are «'« •-

covered with spirit the steam is -p^
turned on and a careful watch is ^

'« -

kept on the temperature When ^ ’« 4
the still temperature approaches 5 "« j-

the disullation temperature of the t «<> y
charge the steam is reduced to give | +
the required rate of distillation ’*»

The topping of the still and the g ™ A
preparation of the 75/95 boiling- 2 m — y
pomt spint IS earned out at a very — ^

slow rate--the distillation proceed- '“-i
ing at the rate of 0 14 ton per hour
with a reflux ratio of 10 After the •“ f
preparation of the 75/95 spirit the

rate of distillation is increased to

approximately 0 50 ton per hour,
‘ ^ ^

' A '

whilst the reflux ratio falls to 5 The
rubber solvent is next collected, Fic 4 specific gravi

whilst the residues of more than

one charge are subsequently distilled to obtain a white

Spirit Care must be taken m the handlmg of special sol-

vents, and, ifcommon Imes or pumps have to be used, the

lines must be washed through with water and the spmt in

the Imes tested before being used to effect a transfer

Low Aromatic Content Spirits

An example of such a product is to be found m the

sludge testmg spirit, which must conform to the foUowmg
specification

(a) Its specific gravity at 60“ F shall not be over 0 700

(b) When tested by I P T Method G 3, ite I B P shaU

not be under 60“ C , at least 75% by vol shall distil

at 100“ C , and Its F B P shall not be over 120“ C
(c) Its lodme value (Hubl method) shall not be over

0 30%
(<0 When tested by I P T Method G 30 the percentage

by weight of aromatic hydrocarbons obtamed by

multiplymg the mcrease of the C S T by 1 19 shall

not exceed 2% by weight TheCST after treatment

with 98-100% sulphunc acid shall not be below58°C

This material would be prepared on a batch still of the

type identical with that previously described from a crude

spirit low m aromatics and the product given a refining

with oleum
Analysis ofIntake

Sp «r at60"F. 0730

Dbtiauiott

IBP 10% 20% 30% 40%, 50%
45* C 78 3' C 94" C 106 5’ C 116 5° C 125" C

7% 90% FBP
° C 102' C 102 S' C

Refimng

i% 98% sulphunc acid (for drying)

5% oleum 20% strength

The spint then contained 0 18% aromatics and was given

a further 5% oleum, which completely ehmmated the aro-

matics This treatment was followed by the usual water
and soda washes, usmg 0 05“/o sohd soda in a 15° Be
solution

Analysis ofFinal Product

Sp gr at 60' F
CST
Aromaucs
Formolite reaction

1. Chavannb and SiMOit Comp Item/, 28S (1919)

2. OooDLDi'B, A H Trans Inst Chem Eng 12, 107 (1934)

3 Kswuv, /. /JP T 7,209 (1921).
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